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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

SMITIIHONIAN INSTITUTION,

OTw/'/w/to/j, />. <?., Junto, 1.900.

To 1h<> (hngww ofih<> ln\itl fiftfttw:

In accordance vvilli tlu act of incorporation of the Amcrioan
Historical AHHOciation, apptovod January 4, 188i*, F have the

honor <,<> Hutmiit to Oon#u kss the annual repoit of that AHSO-

ciation foi tho year 1800.

I havo the honoi to hi\ very mspootfully, your obedient

servant,
H. P. LANULKY,

Hon. WIU.TAM P. FRVK,
/fawt&'Mt

jf>/Y> tt'MjlMM ffaih'ft tft

in



ACT OF INCORPORATION.

Be tf enacted by the Senate and //owe of Rpprewntatitw of thr VnlM tftnt?*

ofAmerica in Congress assembled, That Andrew I>. Whites of Itluwv, in flu*

State of Kew York, George Bancroft, of Washington, in the Dintrid of

Columbia; Justin Winsor, of Cambridge, m tho Htato of Mamu'huHrtt*;
William F. Poole, of Chicago, m tho State of IlhnoiH; Herbert H. Adun IK,

of Baltimore, in the State of Maryland, Olarcnco VV Ilnwwi, of Brooklyn,
in the State of New York, thoir oHHooiatcH and HUcewworH, art* hotvby orv-

ated, in the District of Columbia, a body corporate and politic, hy tin*

name of the American Historical Association, for the* promotion of hi.Mtori-

cal studies, the collection and preservation of historical nmnuwTiptx, ani!

for kindred purposes m the interest of Amori(*azx hintory and of hiHtor> in

Amenca Said Association is authorized to hold nnl and {K*mmti) t'Htwt^

in the District of Columbia so far only a may IK* nwcwfiry to it* lawful

ends to an amount not exceeding five hundred thouwind doling to n<Iopt
a constitution, and to make by-laww not inconmwt^nt with In\\, Huiit

Association shall have its principal office at WtiMhiiigton, in thi* Pint rift

of Columbia, and may hold itn annual mcctingH in Hiu*h plturn an tftt* mitl

mcorporators shall determine Said Afwociation nhall n*jHrt annually to
the Secretary of the Smithsonian Inntitution concerning itn prftmtlingx
and the condition of historical study in Amcri<>a. Haiid hWtvtitry *linl!

communicate to Congress the whole of nuch rcportH, or *urh [*rtionn
thereof as he shall see fit The RegontH of tho Nmitliwminn Iiwtitutiti
are authorized to permit said Association to dwjioHit itH collcH^iotH^ manu-
scripts, books, pamphlets, and other material for hintory in tin* Httilth-

sonian Institution or in the National Museum at tholr ciiM-n^icm, U|HI
such conditions and under such nilw an they Hhali prtwriln*.

[Approved January 4, 1889 ]
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION,
OFFICE OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,

Washington*, I). C.
y May 9, 1900

SIR: In accordance with the act of incorporation of the

American Historical Aswoeiation, I have the honor to transmit

herewith a general report of tho proceeding** of the, fifteenth

annual meeting
1 of tho association held at Boston and Cam-

bridge, December 27 to 2J), 18iM. Some of the papers read

and discussed at that meeting have boon printed elsewhere

and some of them are recommended for publication in this

report, as are also several papers road by title only. The most
extensive and most important portion of the report consists

of a large collection of letters from and to John C. Calhoun,

gathered and prepared for publication at considerable expense,
to the association, under the direction of Pi of. J. F. Jameson,
chairman of the Historical Manuscripts Commission, and form-

ing the fourth report of that commission. There is also

included in the report a complete bibliography of Mississippi,

compiled by Mr. J. M. Owen, on the same plan as the bibli-

ography of Alabama, published in the 18^7 report.
The association has enlarged its activities by the establish-

ment of a Public Archives Commission for tho special study
of the character and the. means taken for tho preservation
and publication of State and national archives. A bill has

already been introduced in Congress calling upon tho asso-

ciation for an investigation of this subject and making an

appropriation for the purpose*

Very respectfully,
A. HOWARI> CI.AKK,

Mr. S. P. LANGLKY,
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REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL MEET-
ING OF THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. 1

By A HOWARD CLABK, Assistant Secretary and Curator

The act of incorporation of the American Historical Asso-

ciation, approved January 4, 1889, provides that it shall have

its principal office at Washington City, and that it may hold

its annual meetings in such places as the incorporators shall

determine. Under this authority meetings have been held in

Washington, Chicago, Cleveland, Now York, and New Haven.

At the New Haven meeting in 1898 it was decided that futuie

meetings be held alternately in the East, the West, and at

Washington. Accordingly Boston was fixed upon for the

1899 meeting, Detroit for 1900, and Washington for 1901.

The fifteenth annual meeting convened in Boston on Decem-
ber 27, 1899, and for three days in that city and 5n Cambridge
the association was busied with the reading and discussion of

papers and topics pertaining to American history and to the

study of history in America.

The condition of the association was shown by the reports
of the officers and various commissions and committees to bo

very active and prosperous. The membership has more than

doubled since 1894, the incieasc during the last two years

being especially large, and the present number of members is

nearly 1,500, residing in all parts of the country, and including
the large majority of professional writers and teachers of

American history, besides many representative men interested

in the study of facts and problems connected with America's

past and their relation to the future of the nation in all its

phases of social and political life.

iAn account of this meeting in printed in the April number of the American Historical

Review, and has been used in part in preparing the present report

3



4 AMEBIOAK HISTOBIOAL ASSOCIATION.

Since its organization, in 1884, the association has published

five volumes of papers and eleven volumes of reports, making a

total of nearly 11,000 octavo printedpages, covering
all branches

of American history and of history study As aids to investi-

gators some extensive bibliographies have been published,

and other important ones are in preparation The Historical

Manuscripts Commission has issued three reports containing

very valuable material. One of the most important publica-

tions was the Report of the Committee of Seven on the Study
of History in Schools. This work has also boon published

through the MacMillan Company, and is proving of great

benefit in systematizing history study throughout the country,

particularly in the secondary schools, and the entrance re-

quirements in history in one at least of the larger universi-

ties have been modified in accordance with this committee's

recommendations

The association reports aie printed as Congressional docu-

ments, and it has thus been possible to place them in the

libraries of the principal historical societies of this country
and in the libraries of the larger historical societies thiough
out the world

The Boston meeting proved to be the largest and most
enthusiastic in the association's history, the attendance of

members being about two hundred, while several hundred

persons showed by their presence their interest in the general
work.

The sessions of the first day were devoted to the reading
and discussion of papers on colonization, church history, and
to the president's inaugural address. The second day's papers
were on fields for historical study and on European history,
while on the third day the topics pertained chiefly to foreign
relations.

The opening session was called to order at 10.30 a. in.,
December 27, in the South Congregational Church, Boston!
President James Ford Rhodes presided, and in the absence,
through illness, of Secretary H. B. Adams, the assistant sec-

retary, A. Howard Clark, of the Smithsonian Institution, dis-

charged the duties of that office.

In his opening remarks President Rhodes said:

The members of the association will observe a new property. The his-
tory of it is graven neatly on this gavel and is: "This gavel is presented to
the American Historical Association by Samuel Macauley Jackson, Boston
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December 28, 1899 "
It is made of the five following woods, four of which,

forming the head, consist of the maple of Connecticut, the ash of Pennsyl-

vania, the red birch of New Hampshire, and the oak of New York State

The gold band upon which this is engraved is from California Upon the

two silverbands are the words ' cFrom Nevada ' ' The handle is made of the

vermilion of Kentucky In the name of the association I thank Mr. Jack-

son for this useful present

Every member will notice with regret that our veteran secretary is not

here with us, and everyone will know that it is an enforced absence He
has been secretary of the association from its formation, and until now has

never missed ameeting Overwork has unfortunately broken the health of

Mr Adams, and he is seeking recuperation by travel and rest He has been
a mighty worker for this association, he has done much to secure for it the

place it occupies in the minds of historical students, he has been in dili-

gence, discretion, and zeal an ideal permanent executive officer Our sym-
pathies and our good wishes go out to him I recommend that at the busi-

ness meeting Friday afternoon an appropriate resolution be adopted which
shall express our regret at his inability to attend this meeting and our hope
for the speedy recovery of his health

I can not let this occasion pass without a word m the way of tribute to a

member whom death has recently taken fiom us I refer to Mr John C.

Ropes The classmate, the professional associate, and the friend have at

different times and on different occasions laid their chaplet on his bier I

have here to deplore the loss which history has sustained Mr Ropes did

the work of two days in one, one was given to the duties of an exacting

profession, the other to his chosen muse His works on Napoleon, the two

volumes of his military history of the civil war, testify to his diligence and

impartiality in the common field of members of this association As I turn

over his volumes on the civil war I am struck with the modesty and reserve

he showed in his footnotes, for he was not only a mme of knowledge, but

his knowledge was at hand Reading hud made him a full man and con-

ference a ready man In every respect he was a true historian It waH a

cruel fate which took him hence, and the muse of history may well drop a

tear that he did not live to finish his Story of the Civil War I now
declare the fifteenth meeting of the American Historical Association open

Mayor Quincy, who was to have extended the welcome of the city, is una-

voidably absent, and his place will be filled by Rev Dr Edward Everett

Hale, pawtor of thin church, and well known to the moHt of you

Dr. Hale said:

I am sure the city of Boston will cordially welcome you, and more cor-

dially than any other city because we here feel the necessity of the proper

working up of our own history We welcome you to all criticisms of the

past, to all the duty which we know you will do in the future in making
more clear the history of New England, of the United States, and, as I see

by the programme, of the whole world

In December, 1898, the association appointed a committee

on the history of colonies and dependencies. Prof. Henry E.

Bourne, of Western Reserve University, being made its
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chairman. He reported that the committee had made some

progress during the year, but very much remained to be done

in its extensive field of operations. Professor Bourne read a

paper on "Some difficulties of American colonization," and a

paper was read by Prof F. W. Williams on "Chinese emi-

grants in the Far East," both of which are printed in full in

this volume.

Mr. A. Lawrence Lowell, of Boston, presented a valuable

paper, of which an abstract is here given, on "The selection

and training of colonial officials in England, Holland, and

France," being a summary of a body of material to be later

published as a book:

We cannot copy the political form of any foreign country, but wo can

learn their principles [said Mr Lowell in beginning] In England, until

the middle of this century the civil servants of India were appointed at the

pleasure of the directors of the East India Company, and until about the

beginning of the century they received no special training. In 1806 a col-

lege was established for their education at Haileybury, and it did very

good work; but the students were admitted to it by the patronage of the

directors of the company, and when the patronage system fell the college

fell with it A system of competitive examination was substituted, upon a

plan drawn up by a commission, of which Macauley waw chairman This

plan, which is earned out to-day, is baaed on two main principles 1, that

the candidates must have a very high general education, 2, that they must
not be required to spend in preparing for the examination time which they
will have wasted if unsuccessful Hence the examination covers only sub-

jects usually taught at universities and does not include subjects relating

peculiarly to their duties in India The examination is very much like an
examination for graduation honors, and as the subjects are numerous and

optional, a man from any university has a fair chance at it Before going
to India the successful competitors spend a year in England, usually at a

university, studying Indian law and languages The same competitive
examination is used to select the Eastern cadets; that is, the appointees to
the civil service of the other Asiatic colonies, including the Malay States.

Appointments to the civil service of the Dutch East Indies have been
made in Holland by competitive examination since 1864 The only gen-
eral education required is a diploma of a high school The examination
beare entirely upon the law, languages, history, religion, and customs of
the Dutch Indies, and the candidates are in fact all prepared at the India
Institute at Delft The course there is three years, but only the men who
rank highest at the examination get appointments, and they are a small
part of thosewho go throughthe school A commission recently appointed
by #ie minister of the colonies has reported that the preparation for the
examination is too much a mere effort to learn by heart a mass of unim-
portant details, and that the system is bad in not requiring a sufficiently
high general education, and in having the competitive examination come
at the end of a long course of technical study
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There are four methods of admission to the colonial service of France

(1) Promotion from a subordinate service, (2) appointment of military
and other officers, (3) open competition, (4) the Colonial School at Pans
The proportion of these four is constantly changing and vanes in

different colonies The open competition has not been very successful

because there are only two or three places offered a year, and hence they
do not attract many competitors, for graduates of the school are reserved

only one-sixth of the places in Africa, but they get a larger proportion in

Indo-Chma The competitive examination conies at the entrance to the

school, and only about as many are admitted as are likely to be employed.
The course is two years and is devoted almost entirely to technical colonial

studies and to law The graduates in the service are well spoken of, but

the school has only existed ten years and it is too soon to judge of its work

by experience

In the discussions which followed this group of papers Mr.

Alleyne Ireland, author of the book on Tropical Colonization,

spoke of the difficulties which attend the introduction of the

system of contract labor, which was nevertheless, in his judg-

ment, inevitable in the Philippines. Dr. Olive Day, of Yale

University, speaking chiefly with respect to the 250,000 China-

men in Java, showed wherein they were an economic necessity

in such colonies, their function being that of middlemen on a

small scale, and compared their position to that of the Jews
in the Middle Ages. Mr Arthur Lord, of Plymouth, spoke of

the application of the principles of civil-service reform to the

new possessions. Though we could not demand highly spe-

cialized training or provide pensions, it was possible to insibt

that appointees should have youth, health, some experience in

administrative duties, and an acquaintance with Spanish and

with the language of the district. Prof. H. Morse Stephens,
of Cornell University, declared that if a system of patronage
was followed in appointments a college to train the appointees
was a necessity. English experience had shown, especially at

the time of the mutiny, that it had also a high value in mak-

ing the officials all brothers; vet with this went a tendency to

become cliquey, and the government of India would have

become an aristocratic tyranny had it not been for the con-

stant practice of sending out as governors persons of command-

ing social position independent of the Indian service, and

English barristers as judges.
In an editorial discussing the papers presented at this ses-

sion the Boston Herald of December 29 said.

We are confronted with new and grave responsibilities, all the more

grave for the reason that the experience of othernations has proved that
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it is the easiest of all possible mistakes to make to adopt a bad method of

colonial control, one which will give constant offense to the i>eople of the

outlying possession and be at the same time demoralizing to the control-

ling country From the time of ancient Greece and Rome up to the pres-

ent day, we have had numerous instances afforded of the disastrous effects

of improperly directed colonial administration, and, what is more, the hat

of colonial failures enormously exceeds the number of colonial successes.

With this historical record before us, it is of the utmost importance that

we should first endeavor to discover the methods adopted by those who
have made successes in this class of work, and then try to frame our policy

in close conformity with the broad general principles that have controlled

these

One of the most obvious means is to devise a plan by which those who
are appointed to represent our Government in these distant parts of the

world over which we are to exercise control shall be specially fitted for

the work they are called upon to undertake. The English have had the

largest experience in work of this kind, and after a number of experi-

ments they have decided that a high grade of competitive examination

produces the best results The men who enter the Indian civil service

have to pass an examination somewhat similar to that which a young man
would be compelled to pass in order to obtain a university degree, and

having in this way shown their intelligence, those who succeed, before

they enter into active service, are compelled to study for a year or more
subjects which have a peculiar bearing upon Indian service, such as the

languages, laws, customs, and traditions of the people. The result has
been that England has built up in her Indian civil service a force of men
having remarkable ability and possessing an exceptional esprit de corps.
The ease with which under Lord Cromer the administration of Ergypt has
been earned on is because the lines laid down for the administration of

India have been reproduced in this new field

It is, however, questionable whether public opinion could be obtained

for, or Congressional sanction given to, a plan of appointments to our colo-
nial service similar to that which controls the Indian civil service of Great
Britain We regret to say it, but our people have not yet brought them-
selves to believe that any laige degree of intelligence or special knowledge
is required in the cavil admunstration of a country If it was proposed to
establish a colonial civil-service system which ruled out almost everyone
who was not capable of passing an examination for university honors, a
protest would go up, particularly from the demagogic politicians, that this
was a species of class control, and that in a free democratic government
every citizen should be given a chance to receive an official appointment
This is one of ourweaknesses, and, if it is not in some way guarded against,
it is likely to lead to colonial administration on the part of the United
States which, in its results, will be no improvement on the administration
by Spain of her American colonies, while administrative corruption in
these outlying possessions will react, as in the past we know that it did,
upon the home governments of Kome, Venice, Spam, and other imperial
countries.
- The suggestion was made in the discussion by the American Historical
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because the method most in line with our national practices in other direc-

tions, would be the establishment of a colonial academy underGovernment

control, and managed in much the same manner that the academies at

West Point and Annapolis are administered The cadets to these artaiy and

navy schools are appointed as the result of official patronage, but after

their years of tuition the young men who succeed in graduating have not

only a thorough knowledge of their duties, but a high standard of honesty
and honor, and a knowledge of and confidence in each other which make
them most effective public servants

It is not improbable that a Government colonial academy conducted on
similar lines, guaranteeing to its graduates that same continuity and per-
manence of service, with promotion and retiring pension, such as are held

out in the case of West Pointand Annapolis, would, in a few years, produce
a body of men which would be as admirable in its capacity, integrity, and
service ability as the bodies made up of graduates of our Naval and Mili-

tary academies The method is one which is certainly worth trying, and
as no time should be lost in providing the force with which our outlying

possessions are to be governed, Congress, at its present session, could

undertake no work of greater value than that of preparing the way for the

foundation of an institution of this character

The session of the church history section of the association

was held in the rooms of the Massachusetts Historical Society
on Wednesday afternoon Prof. Moses Coit Tyler, second

vice-president of the association, occupied the chair. The
first paper presented was by Prof. Egbert C Smyth, of An-

dover. Mass. Its subject was: "The prevalent view in the

ancient church of the purpose of the death of Christ "

ProfessorSmyth stated that he had been led to investigatethe

subject anew by the frequency and positiveness of the asser-

tion, in recent more or less influential publications, that "for

one thousand years" the common view of the atonement was

that the death of Christwas aransom to Satan. The statements

referred to indicate in variousways that they are made at second

or third hand, and to some extent have a common source. Still

they are widely current. The results of the writer's study

were presented under the following heads:

1. The earliest view is not that of a ransom to the devil

2. Some of the most important representatives of the ancient

church either ignore or positively reject the theory in question.

3. The interpretation which supposes that there was held

for centuries "a thousand years," or
"
nearly" so a theory

of ransom to Satan, and that this was then followed and super-

seded by that of a Godward relation of Christ's death, is grossly

incorrect.
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4. The ransom to Satan theory never had the definiteness

which is ascribed to it nowadays.
5. It is not sufficient in such a problem to confine the range

of investigation to individval opinions, or merely to the tes-

timony of church teachers. That of creeds, liturgies, hymns,
the sacrament of the Lord's supper, is of weight. This lends

no support to the representations referred to in the beginning
of this paper. On the contrary, it affirms the constant pres-

ence to the church, however imperfectly discerned or inade-

quately appreciated, of Him who was "victor and victim," and

the first because He was also the last.

The Rev W. G. Andrews, of Guilford, Conn ,
read a paper

on "A recent service of church history to the church," which

is given in full in this report. The first third of the century
in America was characterized by union and cooperation of

denominations in Christian work. In the second third of the

century this period of good feeling was over. The denomi-

nations became conscious of their distinctive mission, and

division or hostility became the tendency. At the same time

this self-consciousness of the denominations turned to the

story of their past. Denominational histories wakened inter-

est in a more general study of Christian history as a whole.

The result of this has been a diminution of prejudice and an

appreciation of what is common to all forms of Christianity.
While uniformity in opinion and ritual is loss valued, there is,

as a result of this study of Christian history, a longing for

essential unity.

The concluding paper of the afternoon was by Eev. H. S.

Burrage, of Portland, Me, on the question, "Why was

Roger Williams banished? "

Dr. Bui-rage referred at some length to the proceedings
connected with the banishment of Roger Williams, and called
attention to the attempt of the late Rev. Dr Henry M. Dex-
ter, in his As to Roger Williams, to show that banishment of
Mr. Williams "took place for reasons purely political and
having no relation to his views upon toleration, or upon any
subject other than those which in their bearing upon the
common rights of property, upon the sanctions of the oath,
and upon due subordination to the powers that bo in the
state made him a subverter of the very foundations of the
Government with all his worthiness of character and general
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soundness of doctrine, a nuisance which it seemed to them

they had no alternative but to abate in some way safe to them
and kindest to him "

This position was strenuously combated. It was not denied

that the members of the general court in their banishment of

Roger Williams were influenced by other considerations than

his unyielding attitude with reference to soul liberty.

Mr Wmthrop, in his account of the proceedings of the court, and Roger
Williams himself, in his recital of the statement made by Governor

Haynes in pronouncing the sentence of banishment, made it clear that

other matters were before the court and doubtless did enter into its

decision. But the very same testimony is equally valid proof that Mr
Williams's doctrine of soul liberty was also before the court It was there

in the form in which he held it all through his career Nor is this all It

was expressly mentioned by Governor Haynes as one of the causes that

led to the banishment

The only new document bearing upon this matter is that which records

the action of the council of the Bay Colony in 1676, offering Roger Wil-

liams an asylum m some one of the Massachusetts towns during the

Indian troubles

The remainder of the paper was an answer to the question,

What light, if any, does this action throw upon the causes of

Mr, Williams's banishment?

If, as Dr Dexter says, the banishment was for reasons purely political

and had no relation to Mr Williams' s notions upon toleration, it would

seem that in the action of the council m 1676 we should find some indica-

tion of that fact These are not to be found

Mr. Williams was banished for having "broached and dyvulged dyvers
newe and dangerous opinions," and for having maintained the same with-

out retraction. It is notewprthy that in the action of the council in 1676

it is stated that Mr Williams, hitherto restrained, might come into the

colony for security to his person, "he behaving himself peaceably and

inoffensively & not disseminating & venting any of his different opinions

in matters of religion to the dissatisfaction of any
" This may mean that

Mr Williams might have a refuge within the limits of the colony if he

would so guard his utterances with reference to matters of religion as not

to give offense to the Bay Colony people Or it may moan that any

expression whatever of his religious opinions would not be tolerated if

they were displeasing to the people. In either view there is a recognition

of the fact that Mr. Williams's doctrine of soul liberty was certainly one

of the causes that led to his banishment

The action of the Massachusetts council, however, is delightful evidence

of the kindly feeling that was entertained for Roger Williams by the lead-

ers of the Puritan colony, and while it must have awakened memories

that were not altogether pleasing, it could hardly have failed to reach and

touch his heart
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A brief discussion, opened by Dr. Ezra H. Byington and

continued by Prof George P. Fisher, brought the afternoon

session to a close.

At the evening session in the Congregational Church two

addresses were delivered. The first was a speech of welcome

by the governor of the Commonwealth, Roger Wolcott, and

the other the inaugural address by President Rhodes.

Governor Wolcott said:

In extending the greetings of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to the

American Historical Association, 1 feel that I am bidding them welcome

to 9. soil and to an intellectual atmosphere which should be native and

familiar to all students of American history, for here, within the limits

of the old Commonwealth, has been enacted a fair share, and here hasbeen

written a preponderant share, of the history of the United States.

From the very earliest settlement at Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay,

in the colony at Salem and at Boston, down through all the bloody period

of the French and Indian wars, down through the period that introduced

and made necessary the war of the Kevolution, the earliest battles of tlxat

great period and of the century, and more that has passed since then, the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts has never retired from a place in the fore-

front of her sister States.

And following this great series of events there has floated a constant

stream of historical output, the fount of which is not yet dried up
Beginning with the earliest times the history of the Plymouth planta-

tion by Governor Bradford, and the history of the colony of Massachusetts

Bay by Governor Wmthrop began the very beginning of the life of our

people in New England Then somewhat later came the diary of Judge
Sewall, carefully recording the events and giving an accurate picture of the
life and habits of the tome in which he lived Then there were the stories

of a more or less ecclesiastical character, such as Dr Johnson's " Wonder-
Working Providence," and the writings of Cotton Mather, especially the

"Magnalia," or the ecclesiastical history of New England. Nextcamethe
careful chronological history ofThomas Prince, the pastor of the Old South
Meeting House, Then Gov Thomas Hutchinson's history first a gov-
ernor and afterwards an exile, a precedent which fortunately has not been
followed in dealing with his successors in the office

George Bancroft spent fifty years of his laborious life m collecting and
editing the history of the period up to and including and following the war
of the Revolution. Then we have had the careful and valuable history
of Hildreth, the History of New England, by Palfrey, the records in
dmry and the record of the page of written history of the Adamses, one of
whom was your host to-day, the carefully collected historical papers
which were edited by President Sparks, of Harvard College, and more
recently the completed work of Schouler That has expanded, as it neces-
sarily must, as the continuous history written here in Massachusetts has
expanded from the history of a mere colony or province or Commonwealth
to the broader history of New England and the United States.
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And then finally we have the charming histories of Prescott, Motley,
and Parkman, describing the inroad of the Spaniards upon those peaceful
islands and lands that had the curse of bearing gold put upon them, but

which up to that time had slumbered peacefully beneath the Southern

cross And then we read the heroic struggle of the Netherlands against
the cruel domination of Spam Later we follow the courses of the Great

Lakes and the lordly St. Lawrence,, with the history written by Parkman,
telling of the French domination and the final fall of the Trench power.
These three latter historians whom I have mentioned have had the great

good fortune of clothing historical events, picturesque and romantic as they

were, in the charm of a perfect English style, and of therefore winning for

themselves the name not only of historical students, but also, in a broader

sense, of scholars and men of letters

We have been very grasping, as men and States sometimes must be who
win a forward place in the ranks of competition, and although, as I have

said, the breed of our own historians has not been exhausted, we have
stretched out and taken historical students from other cities

One of those gentlemen, Mr John Fiske, born, I believe, in the neigh-

boring State of Connecticut has perhaps done more than any other

writer to make American history readable and interesting to the children

of our schools

Another one, who is present to-night, and who is president of this associ-

ation, we allured to ourselves from Ohio not the only or the worst thing
we have derived from Ohio during the recent quarter of a century

I think that the coming of such students to Boston and to Massachusetts

may bo easily explained by the fact of the great collections of books in the

Boston Public Library, in the library of Harvard College, and in the val-

uable collection in the rooms of the Massachusetts Historical Society. I

think that more and more, as the value and the availability of those great

collections become known, Massachusetts will continue to be in the future,

as it has certainly Ixsen in the past, the State of the American Union where

history and the most valuable part of Amencrn history has heretofore

been written.

But I must not detain you I have spoken briefly, merely to show you

why historical students should feel at home on the soil of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, and having done that, I have robbed myself of

the excuse or the opportunity of saying more It needs no welcome from

me to greet you on eommg to a Commonwealth where the very spirit of

the past and the opportunities of the present are your sufficient welcome.

Yet I can not close without assuring you that the meeting of such a com-

pany of American historical students as constitute this American Historical

Association can never be a matter of indifference to the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, and that such organizations of scholars as this are always

heartily welcomed by the old Bay State.

In his address, printed in this volume, President Rhodes

said that he thought no period so pix>pitious for writing his-

tory as the present. It is the age of Darwin and Darwin's

theory; the ideas of evolution, heredity, and environment
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have affected profoundly historical students and have given

them great advantages in their tracing of the development of

a people 01 the growth of an institution Ho questioned,

however, whethei we wrote history better than the ancient

writers. Scholars would generally agree thatThucydides and

Tacitus were the greatest historians, and if they were to name

a third choice they would undoubtedly specify Herodotus or

Gibbon. Herodotus was characterized, and the secret of his

hold upon men was thought to be expressed well by the Lon-

don Tunes: "When Homer and Dante and Shakespeare are

neglected, then will Herodotus cease to be read."

Diligence, accuracy, love of truth, and impartiality were the

merits commonly ascribed to Thucydides, but Mr. Rhodes

thought Samuel B. Gardiner the equal of the Athenian in

these respects. In truth, Gardiner had to submit to a much
harder test from the external evidence. Tacitus was charac-

terized and deemed worthy of high praise, but in "diligence,

accuracy, and love of truth" Gibbon waw rated his equal ;
and

with the remark, "Gibbon's work has richly deserved its life

of more than one hundred years," the testimony to the merit

of the Englishman by Niebuhr, Mommsen, and Frederic Har-

rison was cited.

Nevertheless, in the consensus of learned people Thucydides
and Tacitus stand at the head of historians, and Mr. Jfthodes

ventured the suggestion that their special merit was their

compressed narrative.

On Thursday, December 28, morning and evening sessions

were held in the Congregational Church, and the afternoon
was devoted to social matters. The first paper of the day was

by Mr. Charles Francis Adams, president of the Massachu-
setts Historical Society, and was entitled "A plea for military
history."
He began by quoting at some length from the address en-

titled "Historians and historical societies," delivered by him
at the opening of the Fenway Building of the Massachusetts
Historical Society laat April. In these quotations the variety
of special knowledge required by the modern historian was
pointed out, and the consequent necessity that the history of
the future should be the work of a literary artist and judicially
minded philosopher, rather than a mere investigator, as it is

manifestly impossible that any one man could have full special
knowledge of so many subjects.
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Referring to his own army experience during the civil war,
Mr. Adams said:

Since then I have read in books of history, and other works more
avowedly of fiction, many accounts of campaigns and battles, and in so

doing I have been most deeply impressed with the audacity, not of soldiers,

but of authors

He then referred to the late John C. Ropes as a brilliant

exception to the foregoing criticism, quoting the opinion of

General Schofield, when commander of the Army of the United

States, that Mr. Ropes was the first of living military critics.

He paid a high tribute to the value of Mr. Ropes's studies, and

expressed the opinion that his loss, so far as the military his-

tory of the rebellion was concerned, was irreparable. There
was no man living who could finish the work on the civil war
which Mr Ropes left incomplete.

Passing, then, to examples of the defective treatment of

military operations by historians, Mr. Adams referred to five

important military operations in American history the cap-
ture of Quebec by Wolfe, the battle of Bunker Hill, the battle

of Long Island, the battle of Bladensburg, and the battle of

New Orleans.

As respects the capture of Quebec, and speaking from

recent personal examination of the ground, he pointed out

alleged deficiencies in the accounts of the several historians,

especially of the late Francis Parkman. The ascent from the

river to the Heights of Abraham he pronounced a by no means

difficult operation under the circumstances, while the subse-

quent battle, in which both Wolfe and Montcalm were killed,

he declared a most serious and fatal strategic blunder on the

part of the latter; a blunder which probably saved Wolfe's

army from destruction.

He then referred at length to the influence of the battles of

Bunker Hill and Long Island, to the grave strategic and

tactical errors which marked each of the struggles, and to the

imminent danger in the latter case to which Washington ex-

posed himself, his army, and the cause of American independ-

ence upon Long Island, all of which considerations had been

ignored in the books of so-called history. The battle of New
Orleans was the direct result, he asserted, of the battle of

Bladensburg it? logical sequence. At Bladensburgthe British

had simply walked over the ill-defended American lines, and
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they had concluded that there was an excellent chance of their

being able to repeat the operation at New Orleans. They got

themselves slaughtered in consequence.

In the meanwhile, had they pursued a correct system of

strategy and tactics, controlling, as they did, the Mississippi,

they could have easily outflanked Jackson and compelled him

to retreat, capturing the city of New Orleans without loss of

life. All this, again, had escaped the civilian historical writer.

He closed by suggesting that in future the work of the

historian of the highest class would be more of a judicial

character than it had hitherto been; that is, he would inform

himself as to the facts less by personal investigation than by

passing upon the special knowledge and fairness of judgment of

the writers of monographs, whether those monographs related

to particular episodes or to those branches of human knowledge
which entered into history, whether finance, diplomacy, mili-

tary and naval operations, or social, economical, financial, and

educational influences and developments The historian of

the future, submitting himself to the guidance of trained spe-

cialists, would exert himself mainly to make among those

specialists a correct choice.

Prof. James H. Eobinson, of Columbia, in a paper upon
"Sacred and profane history," dwelt upon the extraordinary
accumulation of historical knowledge during the past fifty

years, which necessitated a division of our vast stock into two
distinct parts. Everything of a technical or special nature
should be viewed as purely professional. On the other hand,
certain matters of general and permanent interest should be

carefully presented for the benefit of the public and for the
students in our schools and colleges. Hitherto we have con-
fused these two classes of knowledge, and our histories for

general use contain many details which have no business

there, and, on the other hand, space enough is not given to
describe clearly the great factors in mankind's past and to

explain such mighty changes as the Renaissance, the Protest-
ant revolution, and the French revolution. The paper is

printed in full in subsequent pages of this volume.
The closing essay of the morning was by Prof. W. J. Ashley,

of Harvard University, who made "A plea for economic
history."

The paper was largely a definition of economic history and
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a statement of its proper subject-matter. The speaker "began

by mentioning the extraordinary attention which was once

given to theological controversies, and to the vast stores of

erudition once heaped up by pioposed historians of the church.

Such an attitude had become foreign to us to-day, as was shown

by the prevailing tendency to relegate church history to theo-

logical seminaries.

The speaker then dwelt on the fact that it was the era of

constitution making ushered in by the French Revolution,
which gave us our constitutional historians. Without 1830

and 1832 Guyot, Hallam, and Macauley were inexplicable.
The causes which had produced our modern economic histo-

ries were also discussed by the speakei. Socialist critics had

been obliged to turn to history in support of their contentions

The existence of such questions as the labor question, the

agricultural question, the tariff question, had all influenced the

character of modern histories, as well as the facts selected for

emphasis.
The preface to Green's Short History of the English People

was a profession of faith, and not the least significant thing
about it was its date, 1874 Much of the interest there dis-

played in the common people would doubtless expand itself;

particulars of the material aspects of life, such as food, cloth-

ing, etc., were necessarily trivial until brought into relation

to those economic conditions upon which reposed the structure

of society at any particulai epoch.
The speaker discussed the senses in which history might be

called "economic." In one sense economic history was that

complete portrayal of the whole evolution of society which all

dreamt of as an ultimate ideal that should do justice to all its

elements and aspects. Toward social history in this sense it

was the task of economic history to furnish a very considera-

ble contribution.

The discussion of the papers of this session was opened by
Prof. Anson D Morse, of Amherst College. He spoke on the

utility of society, which he said was to permit the free and

powerful action of personal influence. Society accomplishes
the assumption of ideas and ideals by children and the less

mature of its members. In order to do this work in the best

way it should be so organized as to be a small, manageable

community of from 2,000 to 12,000 persons. Within these

HIST 99< VOL i 2
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groups personal influence is powerful, affecting only their

members. The personal influence of a group of Catholics

does not affect a group of Presbyterians or Baptists. This

grouping has a decisive influence on American history and

especially on politics. If the influence of the best people in

each of these groups should be exerted the political "boss"

would be unknown. Society was better established during

the Colonial period than it is now.

Prof. John Winthrop Platner, of Harvard University, fol-

lowed. Church history is becoming politely tolerated, he

said. Scholars are recognizing that there is a unity in history,

and that all branches of this history affect all mankind. Sacred

history may be studied as that of a great institution and as

including mythology the same as Christianity. There should

be more attention paid to religious history in its largest sense,

bearing upon all departments of human life.

Mrs Eobert Abbe, of New York, spoke on the necessity of

inspiring children with a love for good citizenship. The child

should be trained in this the same as he is taught respect for

his parents and grandparents. She told what had been done
in New York in organizing children into classes. There are

90 of these, with a membership of 2,000. One of these

classes is composed of children who are detained in the Tombs
awaiting trial for minor offenses. These children take the

greatest interest in this study and show great aptitude. The
methods pursued in reaching the poorer classes were described,
and she said that she hoped to arouse a love for history in the
children of the wealthier classes in time.

Prof. John M. Vincent, of Johns Hopkins University, spoke
of the reign of *Alfred the Great, which is to be celebrated in

England in 1901 He thought it well to study this period of
British history, not because there was hope of discovering
anything new in the life of Alfred, but because it had such an
important bearing on the history of the race.
The evening session was presided over by Dr. Moses Coit

Tyler, second vice-president of the association.
The first paper read was an interesting account of "Robert

Fruin, professor of Dutch history at Leyden, died 1899,"
contributed by Miss Ruth Putnam, of New York, and printed
in full in this volume.

Prof. Charles M. Andrews, of Bryn Mawr College, next
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answered the question, "Should recent European history
have a place in the college curriculum?" Professor Andrews
read a plea for the study of recent history in college classes,

stating that the history of the last thirty years had not been

considered available for scholarly historical treatment; he said

that this view of the matter had been accepted rather too

complacently by historical scholars.

Mr. James Breck Perkins, of Rochester, read a paper on

French mistakes, meaning those mistakes in colonial policy
which had prevented France from acquiring such an empire
as that of England. Few would deny that at the present time

the influence of the British Empire far exceeds that exercised

by France. Two hundred and fifty years ago such a relative

position would have seemed quite unlikely. At that time,

though colonial development was in an embryonic state, France

was, on the whole, in advance of her rival across the channel,

and had every prospect of bringing into existence a great
colonial empire. Among the causes of her failure a promi-
nent place must be given to religious bigotry, but for which

the French Huguenots might have done for France what the

English Puritans did for Great Britain. Catholic Frenchmen,

moreover, were not afforded in the colonies that free oppor-

tunity to better their economic condition, without which it

was vain to expect men to emigrate. Even worse was the

management of India, for while abundant attention, however

misdirected, was applied to the attempt to build up an empire
in the West, the French Government viewed with positive

indifference the golden opportunity presented to it by Dupleix
for acquiring an empire of boundless importance in the East

Dupleix essayed to create an empire by means closely resem-

bling those which had been employed by the Romans. If the

directors of the French East Indian Company or the authori-

ties at Versailles had properly appreciated and seconded his

efforts a French proconsul might now be ruling in Calcutta.

The discussion which followed related to the academic

problem of the teaching of recent history. Prof. Ferdinand

Schwill, of Chicago, agreed with Professor Andrews. If in

some respects the materials for thorough work on this period
seemed unsatisfactory, yet good opportunities for learning

the elements of historical criticism were often presented by

newspapers and such sources, in which good and bad were
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intermixed, but in which the bias or point of view was an

obvious one, and certainly classes were always much inter-

ested in these most recent periods. Professor Haskins, of

Wisconsin, while agreeing to the general proposition, espe-

cially if the study of these times was used as the culmination

of a general course, thought that excessive attention to them

was to be deprecated. The materials were too voluminous

for the successful teaching of critical methods. The most

successful seminaries were, as a rule, those occupied with

mediaeval history, which presented a small and compact body
of material.

The closing sessions of the annual meeting were held on

Friday, December 29, at Harvard University in Cambridge,
the morning session for the reading of papers being in Sanders

Theater and in the afternoon a business session in the Fogg
Art Museum.
The discussions of the morning had "foreign relations" for

their subject.

The first paper read was by Prof. John Bach McMastor, of

the University of Pennsylvania. His topic was "The gov-
ernment of foreigners." He said that the government of

Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philippines had given us a new
and hitherto untried problem We were presented, in fact,
with three pieces of foreign territory, presenting three types
of civilisation. In every sense of the word these people
were foreign to us. It was not setting up a government in

the wilderness that we were familiar with. The question
raised was whether these people were under the Constitution
or without it Historically they were outside of the Consti-
tution. When the war of independence was under way Con-
gress proposed to take territory outside of the United States
an<J sell it for the payment of the war debt. It was after-
wards proposed to take that territory into the United States.
This was objected to by the people of the thirteen States.
When the territory acquired from France was taken into the
United States many of the provisions of the Constitution
were not observed, and laws in violation of those provisions
were in force. Under the treaty with France when Louisiana
wss acquired regulations for the government of that territory
were adopted in violation of the Constitution. The argument
used was that the territory was outside of the provisions of
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the Constitution, and this contention had been upheld by the

Supreme Court. It followed from this that our new posses-
sions were outside the Constitution of the United States and

Congress was at liberty to use its authority in governing the

territories in question, the only obligation upon it being to

do what was just and right.

Baron Speck von Sternburg, counselor of the German lega-
tion to the United States and a member of the recent interna-

tional Samoan commission, read in admirable English a paper
on the Samoan question. Beginning with the agreement
obtained in 1872 by Commander Meade, U. S. N., by which
the United States acquired the privilege of a Samoan naval

station, the mission of Captain Steinburger in 1873, the

American treaty of 1878 securing Pago-Pago, and the British

and German treaties of 1878, he traced the history of Samoan
affairs during the prime ministry of Steinburger and the sub-

sequent petty war of consuls, down to the time of the great
hurricane in Apia Harbor. He then gave a history of the

Berlin conference of 1889, and of the results of the tripartite

agreement then effected. Anarchy prevailing, the three pow-
ers sent out last May a joint high commission, which suc-

ceeded in disarming the two rival native armies, breaking up
military rule, and establishing a strong temporary civil gov-
ernment. The proposals which they laid before the three

powers, and which took effect in the treaty signed on December

2, 1899, were described, and the happiest auguries expressed
as to the future quiet and prosperity of the islands under the

new arrangements.
The next paper wak by Prof. Edward G. Bourne, of Yale

University, on u The United States and Mexico, 1847-1848."

Professor Bourne compared the situation that existed after

the capture of the City of Mexico with that in the Philippines
after the battle of Manila, and raised the question how we
then escaped the annexation of all Mexico, which was urged
with all the arguments advanced for the retention of the

Philippines.
He sketched the rise of this "all of Mexico" agitation,

showing that it was the outcome of a genuine spirit of expan-
sion and not identified with the pro-slavery interest, for it

was violently opposed by some of the greatest champions of

slavery and ardently advocated by the opponents of that insti-

tution. The paper is given in full in this volume.
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A paper by Prof. S. M. Macvane, of Harvard University,

on "Democracy and peace," consisted in a discussion of the

effect which the rise and advance of modern democracy has had

on the conduct of diplomatic negotiations, and of the question

whether, on the whole, democratic government makes for

peace, as its admirers of a hundred years ago unquestionably

expected that it would. He contended that of the ten impor-
tant wars which have occurred within the present century

seven arose not from any inherent difficulty of effecting a

peaceable solution, but from the exasperation of popular

feeling. Under a democratic form of government national

sentiment interferes with calm consideration. The telegraph
and the cheap newspaper have within the last fifty years made

diplomacy more difficult; excitement is sooner brought to

bear, and the diplomat has not so free a hand. Secrecy is less

possible; and while it is the abuses of publicity against which

we object rather than the publicity itself, apparently the two
are inseparable. Professor Macvane also argued against the

doctrine that the citizen ought not to oppose an aggressive

policy on the part of his government lest ho encourage the

enemy; and against the doctrine that the best mode by which
to maintain peace is to be always prepared for war. This

paper has already been published elsewhere.

Prof. J. B. Moore, of Columbia University, formerly Assist-

ant Secretary of State, thought Professor Macyano's picture
of the earlier diplomacy unhistoric. He maintained that there
was no such contrast as had been indicated with respect to

dependence of diplomacy upon the popular will. In mon-
archical times, also, wars had frequently arisen out of popular
excitement. In reality, though popular excitement 'often

appeared upon the surface to be the cause of war, a deeper
consideration would oftea show that there had been conflict-

ing national interests of sufficient magnitude to make war
inevitable.

Prof. H. P. Judson, of the University of Chicago, spoke
chiefly upon the problem discussed in Professor McMaster's
paper. He contended that the term "United States" is used
in the Constitution in two senses, one geographical and inter-

national, in which sense the Territories are a part of the
United States, and the other constitutional, in which sense

they are not He believed that the limitations expressed in
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the Constitution with regard to taxes on imports applied to

the States only, and that the maintenance of a revenue tariff

in the islands while a protective tariff was maintained at home
was not unconstitutional. As to citizenship, he believed that,

since the United States and places subject to their jurisdic-

tion were contrasted in the thirteenth amendment, in the

fourteenth amendment also the phrase ''United States" did

not include the latter. Mr. Edwin V. Morgan, who had lately

been secretary to the Samoan commission, set forth, upon the

basis of their experiences in Samoa, the necessity that those

who are to take part in governing our new possessions shall

study upon the spot the languages, customs, and religions of

the inhabitants.

At the close of the morning session the association was

entertained in Memorial Hall by the President and Fellows of

Harvard College. After the luncheon President Eliot made
a 'short address of welcome to the guests, in which he said:

I think there is no place in all America more fitting for the meeting of

a society such as you represent than Cambridge A great deal of American

history has been wrought in Cambridge, history military, civil, and ecclesi-

astic, and, as you are aware, a great deal of history has been written here

The names of Palfrey, Sparks, and Wmsor immediately rise to memory
Many graduates of this university spent their lives in this study, and its

achievement in that line would have been highest had not so many
devoted themselves to politics and literature History is still written m

'

Cambridge, and it is my belief that the present generation of writers will

maintain the standard of excellence their predecessors set for them, though,
in accordance with the age in which they live, their tone and spirit be dif-

ferent

So Cambridge is a place peculiarly appropriate in which to welcome you
There is about the ancient buildings a charm which in this country we are

seldom able to win Massachusetts, once used as a dormitory, old Har-

vard Hall, and back of them the first college chapel, erected as a separate

building, the gift of the widow of an alderman of London in the year1740

all these you may yet see and feel the charm which lies about them

Some time ago I met a man in the college yard who had all the appear-

ance of one from the country He was verj curious about the buildings
and was anxious to know their ages I pointed out old Massachusetts to

him and told him it was built in 1728. He looked at it for a moment and

then ejaculated "Great GodI" A moment later he said
" I come from

South Dakota

Then, too, it gives an American a sensation to stand on the ground on

which a company of American soldiers drilled one June evening before

marching away to fight at Bunker Hill On this same plot of ground there

once stood a frame house which was once occupied by a predecessor of
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mine, a man who once came out to pray for the Continental (tauao as the

troops marched away The fact that a British Kan-won u a* quartered not

3 miles away makes me believe that the men of that day were not lacking

in courage The plot of ground is the triangle in front of the law school

I hope that all of you may visit and stand on these places

I note with great pleasure the progress history is making both in and

outside of the university recently Much of its progress IR, I am tmro, due

to this society

Harvard college has lately made a revision of its entrance requirements,

and one of the first studies changed was history This will require a

broader and more general knowledge of history in the work done in the

secondary schools In the education of young republicans I feel that the

history of their own country should play an important part

Short addresses were also made by Mr. Larned, of Buffalo;

Professor Haskins, of Wisconsin; Rev, Samuel Crothers,

Professor Morse, and Dr. Rhodes.

At the business meeting of the association in the Fogg Art
Museum reports from the Executive Council and from the

several commissions and committees were presented and acted

upon, various questions of general interest wore discussed,

and officers were elected for the ensuing year The election

resulted in the choice of Mr. Edward Eggleston for prenident,
Prof. Moses Coit Tyler and Mr. Charles Francis Adams, vice-

presidents. Prof. W. A. Dunning and Hon. Peter White
were elected in the council to fill vacancies caused by tho res-

ignation of Professors Turner and Stephens. Dr. Herbert B.

Adams was reelected secretary, Mr. A. Howard Clark assist-

ant secretary and curator, and Dr C. W. Bowen treasurer.
Prof. J. F. Jameson resigned the chairmanship of tho Histor-
ical Manuscripts Commission, and Mr. R. G. Thwaites, sec-

retary of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, was chosen
in his place The association has, from the beginning of its

history, had but one honorary member, the lato Prof. Leopold
von Ranke. It now elected as honorary members the Right
Rev. Dr. William Stubbs, Bishop of Oxford, and Dr. Samuel
Rawson Gardiner. Provision was made in the constitution
for the addition of a class of corresponding members, limited,
as is honorary membership, to persons not resident in the
United States.

The association has projected several new lines of useful-
ness. It has established a Public Archives Commission,
charged to investigate and report, from the point of view of
historical study, upon the character, contents, and functions
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of our public lepositoricw of ma.nuscn.pt records, and having

power to appoint local agents in each State, through whom
their inquiries may be in part conducted. A committee was
also appointed to consider the possibility of preparing a gen-
eral history of the United States, composed of monographs
written by various scholar. Upon the invitation of several

societies in England desiring cooperation in the expected

approaching commemoration of the thousandth anniversary
of the death of King Alfred, a committee was appointed to

make arrangements for American participation in the expected
celebration at Winchester.

The treasurer, Dr. C. W. Bowen, reported total assets of

the association amounting to $12,581, a gain of more than a

thousand dollars during the year. The assistant secretary

reported the present number of members as 1,4=11, twice as

many as were enrolled in December, 1896. For the Historical

Manuscripts Commission Prof. J F. Jameson reported the

approaching completion of his edition of the Correspondence
of John C. Caihoun, which will constitute the Fourth Report
of the Commission, upon the termination of this work his

chairmanship of the commission comes fy an end Professor

Hart reported for the Board of Editors of the American His-

torical Rovicw. For the committee on the Justin Winsor

Prize Prof. C. M. Andrews reported that they had been

unable to make any award this year, and asked for permis-

sion, which was granted, to draw up a definite code of rules

to govern the competition for the prize. On behalf of the

Committee on Bibliography Mr. A. Howard Clark made a

report recommending that Mr. Iles's proposed select bibli-

ography of American history be referred to the executive

council, with power to act; that Mr. W. D. Johnston's annual

Annotated Bibliography of English History be hereafter

printed in the annual reports of the association; that the

association print Mr. T. M. Owen's bibliography of Missis-

sippi; that Mr. William Beer's projected bibliography of

Louisiana and the Louisiana Territory bo commended to the

attention of the council, and that the project of an index to

historical articles printed in serials not indexed in "Poole"

be commended to the attention of the American Library

Association.

After the passage of votes of thanks to the retiring presi-
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dent and others the American Historical Association ad-

journed. The next meeting is to be held in Detroit, on

TKursday, Friday, and Saturday, December 27, 28, and 29,

1900.

The programme of the entire meeting was arranged by a

committee under the chairmanship of Prof. Albert Bushnell

Hart, of Harvard University, and the social features were

arranged by a local committee under Mr. A Lawrence Lowell,

to whom votes of thanks were extended, as also to all who

assisted in the entertainment of the association.

Mr. Lowell and his committee was aided by the hospitable

kindness of the president of the association, Mr. James Ford

Rhodes, and Mrs. Rhodes; of Mr. Charles Francis Adams, of

the Technology Club; of the president and fellows of Harvard

College, of the president and corporation of Radcliffe College,

and of Miss Longfellow On Wednesday afternoon, Decem-
ber 27, the first day of the meeting, Mr. Adams, president of

the Massachusetts Historical Society, entertained the mem-
bers of the association by a luncheon in the handsome now

building of that society, and the society threw opon its rooms
for the session of the^Church History Section and of tho vari-

ous committees of the association. After the president's
address on Wednesday evening, the Boston Public Library
and the Art Museum were thrown open to the members, and
the Technology Club gave them a "smoker" at its clubhouse
near the Institute of Technology. On Thursday afternoon
the president and Mrs. Rhodes received the membors at the

Algonquin Club, where Mr. Rhodes again entertained them in

the evening, after the session, at a second "smoker." On
Friday noon the president and fellows of Harvard College
gave a Inncheon in the Memorial Hall. In the afternoon tho
ladies of the association were given tea at Fay House, where
Miss Alice Longfellow read a paper on the Craigie House,
once the headquarters of Washington, later the home of Long-
fellow; after which they were received by her in that historic
mansion. Throughout the sessions a committee on places of
historic interest, aided by members of the Old South Histor-
ical Society and the Harvard Memorial Society, furnished
guidance and information to visitors. After the conclusion
of the meeting there was opportunity, by invitation of the
president and trustees of Wellesley College, the Pilgrim
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Society, the Concord Antiquarian Society, the Lexington
Historical Society, and the Essex Institute, to visit, on Satur-

day, Wellesley College, Plymouth, Concord, Lexington, and
Salem.

In the evening about a hundred and fifty members of the

association took part in a banquet at the Hotel Brunswick in

Boston. Prof. H Morse Stephens acted as toastmaster, and

speeches were made by Col. Thomas Wentworth Higginson
and by Professors Hart, J. B. Moore, and Judson.

VOTED BY THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL AT MEETINGS DECEMBER 1 AND 28, 1899.

That the council recommend the amendment of Article III of the con-

stitution by inserting the words "or corresi>ondmg" after the word

"honorary
"

That Bight Kev. William Stubbn, D D
, Bishop of Oxford, and Samuel

Rawsom Gardiner, M A
, Fellow of Merton College, Oxford, be elected

honorary members of the American Historical Association

That the president appoint a committee of three, of which he shall be a

member, to connidor the unification of historical manuscripts and records

now in tbo several Executive Departments at Washington not needed for

current business of the Departments
That Prof IT MOTHO Stephens be reelocted one of the board of editors

of the American Historical Review from January 1, 1900.

Tiiat the treasurer be authorized to Hell bank stock belonging to the

association and to reinvest the funds as may be considered advisable by
the committee on finance

That appropriations bo authorized for current expanses, for the Manu-

scripts Commission, and for the Historical Review, as in previous year
That the resignations of Professors Jameson, Trent, and Turner, of the

Manuscripts Commission, be accepted with regret

That the committee on Justin Winsor prize be authorized to formulate

and publish rules to govern the award of the prize.

That a committee on publications be appointed to serve for one year

That tho council recommend the organization of a Public Archives Com-

mwflioii of five members, with power to appoint adjunct members in the

several Staten, to investigate and report on the character of the historical

public archives of the several States and the United States and the means

taken for their preservation and publication, and that $100 be appropriated

for organization, expenses of said commission.

That a committee bo appointed to consider the advisability and feasi-

bility of publishing a monographic history of the United States under the

auspices of tho association

That a committee t>e appointed to cooperate with the Royal Societies of

England in tho celebration of the thousandth anniversary of the death of

King Alfred the Great
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VOTED BY THE ASSOCIATION DECEMBER 29, 1899

Tliat Article III be amended by insertion of words " or corresponding'
7

after the word "honorary," so tbatthe sentence shall read "Persons not

residents in the United States may be elected as honorary or correspond-

ing members, and be exempt from the payment of dues
"

That the thanks of the association be extended to Professor Jameson for

the very able manner m which he has earned on the work during his

chairmanship of the Historical Manuscripts Commission

That the recommendation of the Executive Council for the appointment

of a Public Archives Commission be adopted and the appointment of mem-

bers of the commission made by the council be confirmed

That the report of the Treasurer be approved
That the action of the Executive Council authorizing the Treaurer to

sell certain bank stocks be approved
That the recommendations of the Bibliographical Committee be adopted

That the report and committee appointments of the Council be approved
That a vote of thanks be extended to the retiring president

That the assistant secretary be directed to present the thanks of the

association to the chairmen and members of the several committees for

their able management of the fifteenth annual meeting, and to the several

colleges, organizations, and individuals who have extended hospitality to

the association during the meeting
That the association record its regret at the illness of Secretary Herbert

B Adams, and its hope for his early recovery to health

PEESENT ACTIVITIES OF THE ASSOCIATION

The following list enumerates the present leading activities of the Amer-
ican Historical Association

(1) The annual meeting of the association held during the Christmas

holidays in the East or the West or the District of Columbia in triennial

succession

(2) The annual report of the secretary of the association concerning
the annual meeting and its proceedings, with the papers, bibliographies,
and other historical materials submitted through the Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution for publication by Congress

(3) The Historical Manuscripts Commission of five members, established
in 1896, and now receiving from the association a subsidy of $500 a year
for the collection and editing of important manuscripts Mr Reuben G.

Thwaites, of Madison, Wisconsin, chairman

(4) The preservation of historical exchanges, books, pamphlets, reports,
and papers of the association in the National Museum at Washington,
D

,
in the keeping of Mr A. Howard Clark, assistant secretary of the

association and curator of the historical collections

(5) The Committee of Seven, established in 1896, for Promoting the
Stady of History in Secondary Schools, Prof A C. McLaughlm, chairman

(6) The Public Archives Commission, established this year, for investi-

gating the public archives of the several States and of the United States,
under the chairmanship of Prof William MacDonald, of Bowdoin College.
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(7) Committee to consider the advisability and feasibility of publishing
a monographic history of the United States under the auspices of the

American Historical Association The chairman of this committee is Prof

A B Hart, of Harvard University

(8) Committee of Three, to consider the possibility of unifying the pub-
lic repositories of historical manuscripts in Washuigton Dr James Ford

Rhodes, chairman

(9) Committee on bibliography, to advise the Executive Council and to

cooperate with the American Library Association upon matters of biblio-

graphical interest Mr A Howard Clark, chairman

(10) A general committee, representing the local and State historical

interests of the association This committee is being gradually appointed

by authority of the Executive Council A list of those who have accepted

membership on this committee is given on another page

(11) The "Justin Wmsor Prize" of $100 for the best unpublished mono-

graphic work, based upon original investigation in American history.

This prize has been awarded only once, and then in the year 1896 to Prof.

HermanY Ames, a graduate of Amherst College and a doctor of philosophy
of Harvard University Prof. M Andrews, chairman of the committee.

(12) The Church History Section, which continues the work of the

American Society of Church History, was originally an institutional off

shoot of the American Historical Association in 1888, but m 1896 it

became an organic part of the association, with Dr Samuel Macauley
Jackson as secretary of the section

(13) A Committee of Five for the Historical Study of Colonies and

Dependencies Prof Henry E Bourne, Western Reserve University,

chairman

(14) The American Historical Review, published quarterly, and now
subsidized by the American Historical Association, whose Executive

Council will henceforth fill vacancies in the board of editors
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OFFICERS OF THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
ELECTED DECEMBER 29, 1899.

President: Edward Eggleston, L. H. D.

First Wce-Prwdcnt; Moses Coit Tyler, LL. D., L. H. D
$cond Vic&-President Charles Francis Adams, LL. D.

Secretary. Herbert B. Aclams, Ph. D
,
LL. D

Treasurer- Clarence W. Bowen, Ph. D.

Assistant Secretary and Curator: A, Howard Clark.

Secretary of the Church IMory Seaborn Samuel Macauley Jackson, D D.,

LLD
Executive Conned (in addition to the above-named officers) Ex-presi-

dents of the association, Andrew D. White, LL D ,L H. D
;
Charles

Kendall Adams, LLD.; William Wirt Henry, LL D , James B.

Angoll, LL D.; Henry Adams, LL. D., George P. Hoar, LL. D.,

Richard S. StorrH, LL D.
; James Schouler, LL D.

, GeorgeP Fisher,

D. D., LL. D.
;
James Ford Rhodes, LL. D. Elected, George Burton

Adams, Ph.D.; Melville W Fuller, LLD.; Albert Buehnell Hart,

Ph. D.
;
Andrew 0. McLaughlin, A.M.

; William A Dunning, Ph. D.
,

Hon. Peter White.

LIST OF COMMITTEES.

Committee on programme,for Detroit meeting Prof. A. C. McLaughlin, Uni-

versity of Michigan, chairman; Prof. E. G. Bourne, Yale Univer-

sity; Mr A. Howard Clark, Smithsonian Institution; Prof. H. P

Judson, Chicago University; Prof. J. H. Robinson, Columbia

University; Prof. F. J. Turner, University of Wisconsin.

Local ctmmiltee for Detroit meeting: Hon Peter White, Marquette, Mich.,

chairman.

Historical Manuscripts Cmmiwm: Mr. Reuben G. Thwaites, Historical

Society of Wisconsin, chairman; Mr. James Bain, jr ,
Toronto Pub-

lic Library; Dr. Herbert Fnodenwald, Library of Congress; Prof.

F. W. Moore, Vanderbilt University; Mr. Robert N, Toppan, Prince

Society, Boston.

Cmmittee on bibliography: A. Howard Clark, Smithsonian Institution,

chairman; William E. Foster, Providence Public Library; George

Ilea, New York City, J. N. Lamed, Buffalo, N. Y., W. 0. Lane,

librarian of Harvard University, Appleton Prentiss Clark Griffin,

Library of Congress. (Herbert Putnam was appointed chairman

but declined and Mr. Griffin was added by President Eggleston.)
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Committee on historical study of colonies and dq>en<lenci<>8
Prof. II K Bourne,

Western Reserve University, chairman, A Lawrence Ix>\\ ell, Boston;

Prof H L Osgood, Columbia University, Prof F Wells Williams,

Yale University; Prof George M Wrong, Toronto University

Committee on Justin Winsor prize Prof 0. M Andrewn, Bryn Mawr Col-

lege, chairman, Prof E P Cheyney, University of Pennsylvania;

Prof H L. Osgood, Columbia University, Dr Thoo Clarke Smith,

Vassar College, Prof Ferdinand Schwill, University of Chicago

Cbmm^eowpufe/icaiion(/orowe?/ear) Prof E G Bourne, Yale Univer-

sity, cfrfr""-"; A Howard Clark, Smithsonian Institution, Prof

F M Fung, University of Nebraska, Prof C II Plaakins, Univer-

sity of Wisconsin; Samuel Macauley Jackson, New York City; Prof.

A D Morse, Amherst College, Dr James Schouler, Bowton

Public Archives Commission, with pwver to appoint adjunct members m the

several States Prof William McDonald, Bowdom College, chairman;

(Dr Frederic Bancroft, Washington, D C
, declined appointment)

L. G. Bugbee, University of Texas, H W Caldwell, University of

Nebraska, Prof J H Robinson, Columbia University

Committee to consider the advisability andfecwbilito/ ofpublishing a monographic

history of the United States under tJie auspices of tlw American Historical

Association Prof A B Hart, Harvard University, chairman, Mr.

Charles Francis Adams, president Massachusetts Historical Society,

Dr. Herbert B Adams, Johns Hopkins University; Prof. W. A.

Dunning, Columbia University, Prof John Bach McMastor, Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, Prof F J Turner, University of Wiscon-

sin, Prof Moses Coit Tyler, Cornell University.

Committee to cooperate with the Royal Societies of England in the international

commemoration of the thousandth anniversary, in the year 1901, of the

death, of King Alfred the Great* Dr. J M. Vincent, Johns Hopkins
University, Prof H Morse Stephens, Cornell University; Dr Mel-
ville M. Bigelow, Boston

Finance committee - Mr Ira Remsen Xane, New York, Mr. Robert N. Top-
pan, Cambridge.

Committee to consider the possibility of unifying the public repositories of histon-

col manuscripts at Washington Dr James Ford Rhodes, Beaton,
chairman; Prof Herbert B Adams, Johns Hopkins University;
Prof. William M Sloane, Columbia University.

Committee on resolutions Prof H. E Bourne, Western Reserve Univer-

sity, Prof C M. Andrews, Bryn Mawr College, Prof. W. P. Trent,
University of the South,

General committee appointed under resolution of New Haven meeting to repre-
sent the local and historical interests of the Association

The following members have thus far accepted

I NEW ENGLAND

Maine Prof Wm McDonald, Bowdom College
Connecticut Prof E G Bourne, Yale University, Prof Max tfarrand,

Wesleyau University, Middletown.
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II MIDDLE STATES.

New Jersey Prof E L Stevenson, Rutgers College, New Brunswick, Dr.

Ernest Richardson, Princeton

Pennsylvania Prof Dana C Munro, University of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia

III SOUTHERN STATES

Virginia President L G Tyler, William and Mary College, Wilhamsburg
North Carolina Prof E A Alderman, University of North Carolina,

Chapel Hill, Prof J S Bassett, Trinity College, Durham
Georgia Prof J H T McPherson, University of Georgia, Athens
Alabama Prof T C McCorvey, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa

Mississippi- Prof F L Riley, University of Mississippi

Louisiana William Beer, Howard Memorial Library, New Orleans

Kentucky Prof Arthur Yager, Georgetown College, Georgetown, Prof

Henry L Trimble, Bethel College, Russellville, R T Durrett,

LL D
,
Louisville

Tennessee Prof J B Henneman, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Missouri Prof Charles L Smith, William Jewell College, Liberty Prof

M S Snow, Washington University, St Louis

IV NORTHWEST

Ohio Prof J W Perrm, Adelbert College, Cleveland

Indiana Prof U G Weatherly, Indiana University, Bloommgtou, Prof

J A Woodburn, Indiana University, Bloomington
Illinois Prof H P Judson, University of Chicago, Prof J P Cushing,

Knox College Galesburg

Michigan Hon Peter White, Marquette
Wisconsin Reuben G Thwaites, Madison

Minnesota Prof F M Anderson, University ot Minnesota, Minneapolis

v FAR WEST

Nebraska Prof F M Fling, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Prof H
W. Caldwell, University of Nebraska, Lincoln

Iowa Prof B F Shambaugh, State University, Iowa City

Oregon Prof F G Young, University of Oregon, Eugei_e

Colorado Prof J E Le Rossignol, University of Denver, University Park

VI. CANADA

Montreal Prof C W Colby, McGill University

Toronto Prof George M Wrong, University of Toronto, James Bain, jr ,

Librarian of Public Library

The committee on the Justin Winsor prize issued the fol-

lowing announcement, dated March 15, 1900:

The Justin Winsor prize of $100, offered by the American Historical

Association for the encouragement of less well-known writers, will be
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awarded for the year 1900 to the best unpublished monographic work
baaed upon original investigation in American history which shall be sub-

mitted to the committee of award on or before October 1, 1900. If not

typewritten, the work must be written legibly upon only one side of the

sheet, and must be in form ready for publication In making the awajrd
the committee will take into consideration not only research and origi-

nality, but also clearness of expression, logical arrangement, and literary
form. No prize will be awarded unless the work submitted shall be of a

high degree of excellence The successful essay will be published by the
American Historical Association

CHAKLES M. ANDREWS, Chairman.



PROGRAMME OF FIFTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING, 1899.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 27, 10 30 A M

PUBLIC SESSION ON COLONIZATION.

(South Congregational Church, corner of Newbury and Exeter streets.)

1 Address of welcome, by Hon Josiah Qumcy, mayor of Boston

2 Some Difficulties of American Colonization, by Prof H E Bourne,

Western Eeserve University

3. Chinese Emigrants in the Far East, by Prof F W Williams, Yale

University.

4. The Selection and Training of Colonial Officials in England, Holland,

and France, by Prof. A Lawrence Lowell, Harvard University.

5. Discussion, by Mr Alleyne Ireland, Boston, Dr Olive Day, Yale Uni-

versity, Mr Arthur Lord, Plymouth, Mass., and Prof. H. Morse

Stephens.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 27

ISOp m

LUNCHEON GIVEN BY MR CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, PRESIDENT OP THE

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY

(The society's building, Boylston street, corner of the Fonway )

3 p. m.

PUBLIC SESSION OP THE CHURCH HISTOR\f SECTION

Under the chairmanship of Moses Coit Tyler, LL D
,
second vice-proaident (buildmg of

the Massachusetts Historical Society )

1 The Prevalent View in the Ancient Church of the Purpose of the Death

of Christ, by Itev Prof E. C Smyth, D. D
, Andover, Mass

2. A Recent Service of Church History to the Church, by Eev W G.

Andrews, D. D
, Guilford, Conn.

3. Why Was Roger Williams Banished? By Rev H S. Burrage, D D.,

Portland, Me
4. Discussion, by Dr. Ezra H. Byington, Newton, Mass,, and Prof. George

P Fisher.

4$0p m

MEETINGS OP THE COMMITTEES, COMMISSIONS, AND BOARDS

(Building of the Massachusetts Historical Society )

Historical Manuscripts Commission; Committee on the Justin Winsor

Prize; Committee on the History of Colonies and Dependencies;

Board of Editors of the American Historical Review; Bibliographi-

cal Committee.
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WEDNESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 27.

8p m

PUBLIC SESSION, PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS

(South Congregational Church, corner of Nowbury and Exeter streets )

1 Address of welcome, by his excellency Roger Wolcott, LL I)
, gover-

nor of the Commonwealth

2 Inaugural address, by James Ford Rhodes, LL D
, president of the

association

9SOp m

RECEPTION GIVEN BY THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS AND THE BOSTON PUBLIC

LIBRARY

lOSOp m

SMOE3SR GIVEN BY THE TECHNOLOGY CLUB (71 NEWBURY STREET)

THURSDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 28.

9 a m

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL

(The study, South Congregational Church )

10 SO a m

PUBLIC SESSION ON FIELDS OF HISTORICAL KTUDY.

(South Congregational Church, corner of Newbury and Exeter Htroete.)

1 A Plea for Military History, by Charles Francis Adams, Boston.

2 Sacred and Profane History, by Prof James II Robinpon, Columbia

University

3 A Plea for Economic History, by Prof W J. Ashley, Harvard Uni-

versity

4 Discussion, by Prof Anson D Morse, Amherat College, Prof John

Winthrop Platner, Harvard
University, Mra Robert Abbe, New

York, Prof John M. Vincent, Johns Hopkins University,
5 Appointment of committees

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 28.

4p m
RECEPTION BY PRESIDENT AND MRS RHODES (ALGONQUIN CLUB, 217 COM-

MONWEALTH AVENUE)

THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 28

8p m
PUBLIC SESSION ON EUROPEAN HISTORY

(South Congregational Church, corner of Newbury an Exeter streets )

1 Robert Fruin, Professorof Dutch History at Leyden, died 1899, by Mias
Euth Putnam, New York
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2 Should Recent European History have a place in the College Cumcr.
lum, by Prof Charles M Andrews, Bryn Mawr College

3 French Mistakes, by Mr James Breck Perkins, Rochester
4 Discussion, by Prof Ferdinand Schwill, University of Chicago, Prof

Charles H Raskins, University of Wisconsin; and Dr E F Hen-

derson, Chestnut Hill

10 SO p m

SMOKER GIVEN BY THE PRESIDENT (ALGONQUIN CLUB, 217 COMMONWEALTH

AVENUE)

FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 29, 10 30 A M

PUBLIC SESSION ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

(Sanders Theater, Memorial Hall, Cambridge )

1 The Government of Foreigners, by Prof John Bach McMaster, Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania
2 The Samoan Question, by Baron Speck von Sternburg, German Com-

missioner to Samoa
3; The-Proposed Absorption of Mexico m 1847^18, by Prof E G Bourne,

Yale University
4 Democracy and Peace, by Prof S M Macvane, Harvard University
5 Jhscussion, by Prof John B, Moore, Columbia University, Prof Harry

Pratt Judson, University of Chicago, Mr Edwin V Morgan, Secre-

tary of the Sainoan Commission

FRIDA.Y AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 29

Ip m

LUNCH GIVEN BY HARVARD COLLEGE (MEMORIAL HALL) BRIEF ADDRESSES

BY PRESIDENT CHARLES W ELIOT AND OTHERS

S SOp m

LADIES' TEA GIVEN BY RADCLIFFE COLLEGE

(Fay House,No 10 Garden street )

1 An Address of Welcome, by Mrs. Louis Agassiz, President of Radchffe

2 The History of the Craigie House, some time Headquarters of George

Washington, by Miss Alice M Longfellow, Cambridge After the

reading of the paper, Miss Longfellow will receive the ladies present

at Craigie House

4 p m

BUSINESS MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION.

(Fogg Art Museum, Cambridge, opposite Memorial Hall )

1 Report of the Council (Honorary members, new activities, appoint-

ments, time and place of next meeting, etc )

2 Reports of the Treasurer and Auditing Committee
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3, Report of the Historical Manuscripts Commission.

4 Report of the Committee on the Justin Winsor Prae.

5. Report of the Board of Editors of the American Historical Review,

6 Report of the Bibliographical Committee

7 Vote upon the following amendment to the constitution, proposed by
the Council That in Article III, after the word "honorary," be

inserted the words "or corresponding
"

8 Election of officers

9 Report of the Committee on Resolutions

FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 29, 7 30 P M

SUBSCRIPTION DINNER (HOTEL BRUNSWICK) PROF H MORSE STEPHENS,
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, TOASTMASTER.

PAPERS READ BY TITLE

American Power in the Pacific and the Far East, by James M Callahan,
Ph D

,
Johns Hopkins University

The Rise of the Lollards, by H L Cannon, Ph. D., Indianapolis High
School

Governmental Conditions at Langres in the Early Middle Ages, especially
the Eleventh Century, by Earle W Dow, Assistant Professor of His-

tory, University of Michigan.
Statistics of Removals by the President, derived from Official Sources, by

Carl Russell Fish, A M
, Harvard University

Origin of the Interdict, by A C Howland, Ph D
, Teachers

1

College,
Columbia University

Legal Qualifications for Office in the American Colonies and States, 1619.

1899, by Frank Hayden Miller, Harvard University.
The Droit de Banahte* during the French Regime in Canada, by William

Bennett Munro, Harvard University
The First Virginia Code of Laws; A Critical Study, by Walter F Prince

Ph D, New Haven
The Administration of Captain John Hart and the Anti-Oathohc Laws of

Colonial Maryland, by Bernard C. Steiner, Ph D
, Johns Hopkins

University
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HISTORY.

By JAMBS FORD RHODES, President American Historical Association.

A miner from a far Western town describes Boston as '"a

city in whose streets respectability stalked about unchecked "

Here was a high compliment. To be respectable is to be

worthy of esteem, and I think if one were to set down seri-

ously the qualities which entitle Boston to honor, not the least

of them would be the high moral standard that prevails here

among men This is worthy of mention to members of an

association which stands, above all, for honesty and truth.

It is, impossible to attend these meetings without gaining the

impression that, however else we differ, we are at one in our

endeavor to elicit the truth; that we are ready, by precept
and example, to traverse the definition attributed to Napo-

leon, that history is lies agreed upon. I have thought, then,

that no theme better suited to the company and the occasion

could be chosen than simply "history."
It is an old subject, which has been discoursed about since

Herodotus, and one would be vain indeed who flattered him-

self he could say aught new concerning the methods of writ-

ing it,*when this subject has for so long a period engaged the

paiads of so many gifted men Yet, to a sympathetic audi-

ence, to a people who love history, there is always the chance

that a fresh treatment may present the commonplaces in some

different combination, and augment for the moment an inter-

est which is perennial

Holding a brief for history as do I, your representative, let

me at once concede that it is not the highest form of intel-

lectual endeavor; let us at once agree that it were better that

all the histories ever written were burned than for the world

to lose Homer and Shakespeare. Yet, as it is generally true

that an advocate rarely admits anything without qualification,
45
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I should not be loyal to my client did I not urge that Shakes-

peare was historian as well as poet. We all prefer his Antony

and Cleopatra and Julius Caesar to the Lives in North's

Plutarch which furnished him his materials. The history is

in substance as true as Plutarch, the dramatic force greater,

the language is better than that of Sir Thomas Morth, who

himself did a remarkable piece of work when he gave his coun-

try a classic by Englishing a French version of the Stories of

the Greek- It is true, as Macaulay wrote, the historical

plays of Shakespeare have superseded history. When we

think of Henry V it is of Prince Hal, the boon companion of

Falstaff, who spent his yputh in brawl and riot, and then

became a sober and duty-loving king; and our idea of Rich-

ard HI is a deceitful, dissembling, cruel wretch who knew

no touch of pity, a bloody tyrant who knew no law of God or

man.

The Achilles of Homer was a very living personage to

Alexander How happy he was, said the great general when
he visited Troy,

"
in having while he lived so faithful a friend,

and when he was dead so famous a poet to proclaim his

actions." In our century, as more in consonance with society

under the regime of contract, when force has largely given way
to craft, we feel in greater sympathy with Ulysses.

4 c The one

person I would like to have met and talked with," Froude used

to say, "was Ulysses. How interesting it would be to have
his opinion on universal suffrage, and on a house of parlia-

ment where Thersites is listened to as patiently as the king of

men."

We may also concede that in the realm of intellectual

endeavor the mathematical and physical sciences should have
the precedence of history. The present is more important
than the past, and those sciences which contribute to our com-
fort place within the reach of the laborer and mechanic as
common necessaries what would have been the highest luxury
to the Roman emperor or to the king of the Middle Ages, con-

tribute to health and the preservation of life, and by the

development of railroads m$ke possible such a gathering as
this. The$e sciences, we cheerfully admit, outrank our modest
enterprise, which, in the words of Herodotus, is

" to preserve
from decay the remembrance of what men have done." It

may be true, as a geologist once said in extolling his study
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at the expense of the humanities,
" Rocks do not lie, although

men do," yet, on the other hand, the historic sense, which

during our century has diffused itself widely, has invadedthe

domain of physical science. If you are unfortunate enough
to be ill and consult a doctor he expatiates on the history of

your disease. It was once my duty to attend the commence-
ment exercises of a technical school, when one of the grad-
uates had a thesis on bridges. He began by telling how they
were built in Julius Ctesar's time, and tracing at some length
the development of the art during the period of the material

prosperity of the Roman Empire, he had little time and space
left to consider their construction at the present day. One of

the most brilliant surgeons I ever knew the originator of a

number of important surgical methods, who, being a physi-
cian as well, was remarkable in his expedients in saving life

when called in counsel in grave and apparently hopeless cases

desired to write a book embodying his discoveries and devices,

but said that the feeling was strong within him that he must

begin his work with an account of medicine in Egypt and

trace its development down to our own time; as he was a busy
man in his profession, he lacked the leisure to make the pre-

liminary historical study and his book was never written.

Men of affairs who, taking
"
the present time by the top," are

looked upon as devoted to the physical and mechanical sciences,

continually pay tribute to our art. President Garfield, on his

deathbed, asked one of his most trusted Cabinet advisers, in

words that become pathetic as one thinks of the opportunities

destroyed by the assassin's bullet,
"
Shall I live in history?

"

A clever politician, who knew more of ward meetings, cau-

cuses, and the machinery of conventions than he did of history

books, and who was earnest for the renommation of President

Arthur in 1884, said to me, in the way of clinching his argu-

ment,
" That Administration will live in history." So it was,

according to Amyot, in the olden time.
"
Whensoever," he

wrote, "the right sage and virtuous Emperor of Rome, Alex-

ander Severus, was to consult of any matter of grave impor-

tance, whether it concerned war or government, he always
called such to counsel as were reported to be well skilled in

histories
"

Proper concessions being made to poetry and the physical

sciences, our place in the field remains secure. All of us here
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will accept fully these temperate conclusions of the commit-

tee of Seven of this
1

association, namely, "Appreciation ar^d

sympathy for the present is best secured by a study of the

past;
3 ' the study of history is a training in the handling of

books; it is a training in citizenship, in judgment, ia char-

acter. This committee have,compassed their object and estab-

lished their points. On their ground it is unnecessary to

trench, and for me it would be presumptuous. My paper

will take somewhat the1 form of a plea for general historians,

and from their point of view will envisage the writing of his-

tory. On the first day of our meeting we should maintain

a closed front against the advocates of other studies, and it

shall be my purpose to steer clear of mooted questions. J
shall not discuss the propositions whether history is the

"handmaid of philosophy?
3 or whether it is "philosophy

teaching by examples," nor shall I enter upon the relations

between history and political science, and I shall aim to avoid

definitions. I shall not go into disputed matters unless by
the nature of the case I touch upon them by indirection,

believing what Huxley wrote in his prologue to Some Contro-

verted Questions, that
"
controversy always tends to degen-

erate into quarreling, to swerve from th,e great issue of what

is right and what is wrong to the very small question of who
is nght and who is wrong."
Was there ever so propitious a time for writing Ijistpry a

in therlast forty years? There has been a general acquisition
of tho historic sense. The methods of teaching history have
so improved that they may be called, scientific. Even as the
chemist and physicist, we talk of practice in the laboiatory.
Most biologists will accept Haeckel's designation of fcfc

the last

forty years as the age of Darwin," for the theory of evolution
is firmly established. The publication of the Origm of Spe-
cies m 1859 converted it from a poet's dream and philoso-
pher's speculation to a well-demonstrated scientific theory.
Evolution, teiedity, environment, have become household
words, and their application to history has influenced eyery-
one who has had to trace the development of a people, the

growth oJF an institution, or the establishment of a cam>e.
Other scientific theories and methods have affected physical
science as potently, but no one has entered so vitally into the
study of man. What hitherto the eye of genius, alone oould
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perceive may become the common property of everyone who
cares to read a dozen books But with all of our advantages,
do we write better history than was written before the year

1859, which we may call the line of demarcation between the

old and the new? If the English, German, and American his-

torical scholars should vote as to who were the two best histo-

rians, I have little doubt that Thucydides and Tacitus would
have a pretty large majority. If they were asked to name a

third choice, it would undoubtedly lie between Herodotus and
Gibbon. At the meeting of this association in Cleveland,
when methods of historical teaching weie under discussion,
Herodotus and Thucydides, but no others, weie mentioned as

proper object lessons. What are the merits of Herodotus?

Accuracy in details, as we understand it, was certainly not

one of them. Neither does he sift critically his facts, but

intimates that he will not make a positive decision in the case

of conflicting testimony.
" For myself," he wrote,

"
my duty

is to report all that is said, but 1 am not obliged to believe it

all alike a remark which may be understood to apply to my
whole history." He had uone of the wholesome skepticism
which we deem necessary in the weighing of historical evi-

dence, on the contrary, he is frequently accused of credulity.

Nevertheless, Percy Gardner calls his narrative nobler than

that of Thucydides, and Mahaffy terms it an "
incomparable

history."
" The truth is," wiote Macaulay in his diaiy, when

he was 49 years old, "I admire no historians much except

Herodotus, Thucydides, and Tacitus." Sir M. E Giant Duff

devoted his presidential address of 1895, before the Royal
Historical Society, wholly to Herodotus, ending with the con-

clusion,
" The fame of Herodotus, which has a little waned,

will surely wax again
"

Whereupon the London Times

devoted a leader to the subject.
" We are concerned," it said,

"to hear, on authority so eminent, that one of the most

delightful writers of antiquity has a little waned of late in

favor with the world. If this indeed be the case, so much
the worse for the world.

* * * When Homer and Dante

and Shakespeare are neglected, then will Herodotus cease to

be read."

There we have the secret of his hold upon the minds of men.

"He knows how to tell a stoiy," said Professor Hart, in the

discussion previously referred to at Cleveland. He has "an
HIST 99, VOL i A
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epic unity of plan," writes Professor Jebb. Herodotus has
furnished delight to all generations, while Polybins, more
accurate and painstaking, a leained historian and a practical

statesman, gathers dust on the shelf or is read as a penance.
Nevertheless it may be demonstrated from the historical liter-

ature of England of our century that literary style and great
power of narration alone will not give a man a nicha in the

temple of history. Herodotus showed diligence and honesty,
without which his other qualities would have failed to secure
him the place he holds in the estimation of historical scholars.
From Herodotus we naturally turn to Thucydides, who in

the beginning charms historical students by his impression of
the seriousness and dignity of his businosH. "History," ho
writes, "will be found profitable by those who desire an exact

knowledge of the past as a key to the future, which in all human
probability will repeat or resemble the part. My history is
an everlasting possession, not a prize composition which is

heard and forgotten," Diligence, accuracy, love of truth, and
impartiality are merits commonly ascribed to Thucydides, and
the internal evidence of the history bears out fully the, general
opinion. But there is, inmy judgment, a tendency in the com-
parative estimates to rate the Athenian too high "for the pos-
session of these qualities, for certainly some modern writers
have possessed all of these merits in an eminent degree, When
Jowett wrote in the preface to his translation, "Thucydides
stands absolutely alone among the historians not only of
Hellas, but of the world, in his impartiality and love of truth
he was unaware that a son of his own university was writingthe history of a momentous period of his own country in a
manner to impugn the correctness of that statement. When

aJf^W^ appearcd 8amuelB Gardincr had i"*-hshed eight of his volumes, but he had not ranched the groatcml war, and his
reputation, which ha* since grown wtth a

cumulative force, was not fully established, but T have now^X^T^^
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a wonderful tribute. In fact, in an excellent review of his

work I have seen him criticised for being too impartial. On
the other hand, Grote thinks that he has found Thucydides in

error in the long dialogue between the Athenian representa-
tives and the Melians. "This dialogue," Grote writes, "can

hardly represent what actually passed, except as to a few gen-
eral points which the historian has followed out into deductions

and illustrations, thus dramatizing the given situation in a

powerful and characteristic manner." Those very words

might characterize Shakespeare's account of the assassination

of Julius Caesar, his reproduction of the speeches of Brutus

and Mark Antony. Compare the relation in Plutarch with

the third act of the tragedy and see how, in his amplification
of the story-, Shakespeare has remained true to the essential

facts of the time. Plutarch gives no account of the speeches
of Brutus andMark Antony, confining himself to an allusion to

the one and a reference to the other, but Appian of Alexandria,
in his history, has reported them. The speeches in Appian
lack the force which they have in Shakespeare, nor do they

seemingly fit into the situation as well.

I have adverted to this criticism of Grote, not that I love

Thucydides less, but that I love Shakespeare more. For my
part, the historian's candid acknowledgment in the beginning
has convinced me of the essential, not the literal, truth of his

accounts of speeches and dialogues.
u As to the speeches,"

wrote the Athenian, "which were made either before or dur-

ing the war, it was hard for me, and for others who reported
them to me, to recollect the exact words. I have therefore

put into the mouth of each speaker the sentiments proper to

the occasion, expressed as I thought he would be likely to

express them, while at the same time I endeavored, as nearly
as I could, to give the general purport of what was actually

said." That is thevery essence of candor. But be the histor-

ian- "as chaste as ice, as pure as snow, he shall not escape

calumny." Mahaffy declares that, "although all modern

historians quote Thucydides with more confidence than they
would quote the gospels," the Athenian has exaggerated; he

is one-sided, partial, misleading, dry, and surly. Other critics

agree with Mahaffy that he has been unjust to Cleon and has

screened Nicias from blame that was his due for defective

generalship.
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We approach Tacitus with respect We rise from reading

his Annals, his History, and Germany with reverence. We
know that we have been in the society of a gentleman who had

a high standard of morality and honor We feel that our

guide was a seiious student, a solid thinker, and a man of the

world; that he expressed his opinions and delivered his judg-

ments with a remarkable freedom from prejudice He draws

us to him with sympathy. He sounds the same,mournful note

which we detect in Thucydides Tacitus deplores the folly

and dissoluteness of the rulers of his nation; he bewails, the

misfortunes of his country. The merits we ascribe to Thucy-
dides diligence, accuracy, love of truth, impartiality are his.

The desire to quote fiom Tacitus is irresistible. "The more
I meditate," he writes, "on the events of ancient'and modern

times the more I am struck with the capricious uncertainty
which mocks the calculations of men in all their transactions. "

Again, "Possibly there is in all things a kind of cycle, and

there may be moral revolutions ]ust as there are changes of

seasons" "Commonplaces," sneer the scientific historian.

True enough, but they might not have been commonplaces if

Tacitus had not uttered them and his works had not been read

and reread until they have become a common possession of

historical students. From a thinker who deemed the tiine

"out of joint," as Tacitus obviously did, and who, had he not

possessed great strength of mind and character, might have

lapsed into a gloomy pessimism, what noble words are these:

This I regard as history's highest function To let no worthy action be
uncommemorated, and to hold out the reprobation of posterity as a terror
to evil words and deeds

The modesty of the Roman is fascinating.
" Much of what

I have related," he says, "&nd shall have to relate may pei-
haps, I am aware, seem petty trifles to record. * * * My
labors are circumscribed and unproductive pf renown to the
author." How agreeable to place in contrast with this the

prophecy of his friend, the younger Pliny, in a letter to
the historian'

I augur, nor does my augury deceive me, that your histories will be
immortal, hence all the more do I desire to find a place in them.

To my mind, one of the most charming things in historical
literature is the praise which one great historian bestows upon
another. Gibbon speaks of "the discerning eye" and "mas-
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terly pencil of Tacitus the first of historians who applied the

science of philosophy to the study of facts,"
" whose writings

will instruct the last generations of mankind." He has pro-
duced an immortal work,

"
every sentence of which is pregnant

wiih the deepest observations and most lively images
"

I

mention Gibbon, for it is more than a strong probability that

in diligence, accuracy, and love of truth he is the equal of

Tacitus. A common edition of the History of the Decline and

Fall of the Roman Empire is that with notes by Dean Milman,
Grujuzot, and Dr. Smith. Niebuhr, Villemain, and Sir James
Mackintosh are each drawn upon for criticism. Did ever such

a fierce light beat upon a history? With what keen relish do

the annotators pounce upon mistakes or inaccuracies, and in

that portion of the work which ends with the fall of theWestern

Empire how few do they find Would Tacitus stand the

supreme test better? There is, so far as I know, only one case

in which we may compare his Annals with an original record.

On bronze tablets found at Lyons in the sixteenth century is

engraved the same speech made by the Emperor Claudius to

the senate that Tacitus reports.
"
Tacitus and the tablets,"

writes Professor Jebb, "disagree hopelessly in language and

in nearly all the detail, but agree in the general line of argu-
ment." Gibbon's work has richly deserved its life of more
than one hundred years, a period which I believe no other

modern history has endured. Niebuhr, in a course of lectures

at Bonn, in 1829, said that Gibbon's "work will never be

excelled." At the Gibbon Centenary Commemoration in Lon-

don, in 1894, many distinguished men, among whom the church

had a distinct representation, gathered together to pay honor

to him who, in the words of Frederic Harrison, had written

"the most perfect book that English prose (outside its fiction)

possesses.
" Mommsen

, prevented by age and work from being
present, sent his tribute "No one," he said, "would in the

future be able to read the history of the Roman Empire unless

he read . . . Edward Gibbon." The Times, in a leader

devoted to the subject, apparently expressed the general voice.

Back to Gibbon is already, both here and among the scholars of Germany
and France, the watchword of the younger historians.

I have now set forth certain general propositions which,
with time for adducing the evidence in detail, might, I think,

be established: That in the consensus of learned people Thucy-
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dides and Tacitus stand at the head of historians, and that it

is not alone their accuracy, lovo of truth, ^and impartiality

which entitle them to this preeminence, since Gibbon and

Gardiner among the moderns possess equally the same qual-

ities, What is it, then, that makes thcHO men nupromef In

venturing a solution of this question, I confine myself neces-

sarily to the English translations of the Greek and Latin

authors. We have thus a common denominator of language,

and need not take into account the unrivaled precision and

terseness of the Greek and the force and clearness of the

Latin. It seems to me that one special merit of Thucydides
and Tacitus is their compressed narrative that they have

related so many events and put so much meaning in so few

words. Our manner of writing history is really curiouH. The
histories which cover long periods of time are brief; those

which have to do with but a few years are long. The works
of Thucydides and Tacitus are not like our compendium** of

history, which merely touch on great affairs, since want of

space precludes any elaboration. Tacitus treats of a compara-

tively short epoch, Thucydides of a much shorter one; both

histories are brief. Thucydides and Macaulay arc examples
of extremes. The Athenian tells the story of twenty-four
years in one volume; the Englishman takes neaily five vol-

umes of equal siete for his account of seventeen years* But it

is safe to say that Thucydides tells us as much that in worth

knowing as Macaulay One is concise, the other is not It

is impossible to paraphrase the fine paiis of Thucydidos, but

Macaulay lends himself readily to such an exercise-
1 The

thought of the Athenian is so close that he has got rid of all

redundancies of expression; hence the effort to reproduce his
ideas in other words fails. The account of the plague in
Athens has been studied and imitated, and every imitation
falls short of the original not only in vividness but in brevity.
It is the triumph of art that in this and in other splendid por-
tions we wish more had been told. As the French say,

" the
secret of wearying is to say all," and this the Athenian thor-

oughly understood. Between our compendiums, which tell
too little, and our long general histories, which tell too much,
are Thucydides and Tacitus.

Again, it is a common opinion that our condensed histories
lack life and movement This is due in part to their being
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written generally from a study of secondhand, not original,
materials. Those of the Athenian and the Roman are mainly
the original.

I do not think, however, that we may infer that we have a

much greater mass of materials, and thereby excuse our

modern prolixity. In written documents, of course, we
exceed the ancients, for we have been flooded with these by
the art of printing. Yet anyone who has investigated any
period knows how the same facts are told over and over again
in different ways by various writers; and if one can get be-

yond the mass of verbiage and down to the really significant

original material, what a simplification of ideas there is, wh^t
a lightening of the load. I own that this process of reduc-

tion is painful, and thereby our work is made more difficult

than that of the ancients. An historian will adapt himself

naturally to the age in which he lives, and Thucydides made
use of the matter that was at his hand "Of the events of

the war," he wrote, "I have not ventured to speak fiom any
chance information, nor according to any notion of iny own
I have described nothing but what I either saw myself 01

learned from others of whom I made the most careful and
. particular inquiry The task was a laborious one, because

eyewitnesses of the same occurrences gave different accounts

of them, as they remembered or were interested in the actions

of one side or the other " His materials, then, were what he

saw and heard. His books and his manuscripts were living

men Our distinguished military historian, John C. Ropes,
whose untimely death we deplore, might have written his his-

tory from the same sort of materials, for he was contemporary
with our civil war and followed the daily events with mtenbe

interest. A brother of his was killed at Gettysbuig, and he

had many friends in the Army. He paid at least one memo-
rable visit to Meade's headquarters in the field, and at the end

of the war had a mass of memories and impressions of the

great conflict. He never ceased his inquiries; he never lost a

chance to get a particular account from those who took part in

battles or campaigns, and before he began his Story of the Civil

War he, too, could have said, "I made the most careful and par-

ticular inquiry" of generals and officers on both sides and of

xmen in civil office privy to the gieat transactions His knowl-

edge drawn from living lips was marvelous, and his conversa-
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tion, when he poured this knowledge forth, often took the form

of a flowing narrative in an animated style. While there are

not, so far as I remember, any direct references in his two

volumes to these memories or to memoranda of conversations

which he had with living actors after the close of the war

diama, and while his main authority is the Official Records of

the Union and Confederate Armies, which no one appreciated

better than he were unique historical materials, nevertheless

this personal knowledge trained his judgment and gave color

to his narrative.

It is pretty clear that Thucydides spent a large part of a

life of about three score years and ten in gathering materials

and writing his history The mass of facts which he set down
or stored away in his memory must have been enormous. He
was a man of business, and had a home in Thrace as well as

in Athens, traveling, probably, at fairly frequent intervals

between the two places, but the main portion of the first forty

years of his life was undoubtedly spent in Athens, where,

during those glorious years of peace and the process of beau-

tifying the city, he received the best education a man could get
To walk about the city and view the buildings and statueH was
both directly and insensibly a refining influence. As Thucy-
dides himself

,
in the funeral oration of Pericles, said of the

works which the Athenian saw around him, "the daily delight
of them banishes gloom." There was the opportunity to talk

with as good conversers as the world has ever known, and he

undoubtedly saw much of the men who were making history.
There was the great theater and the sublime poetry. In a

word, the life of Thucydides was adapted to the gathering of
a mass of historical mateiials of the best sort, and his daily
walk, his reading, his intense thought gave him an intellec-
tual grasp of the facts he has so ably handled Of course he
was a genius, and he wrote in an effective literary style, but
seemingly his natural parts and acquired talents are directed
to this: A digestion of his materials and a compression of his
narrative without taking the vigor out of his story in a man-
ner I believe to be without parallel. He devoted a life to

writing a volume His years after the peaoe was broken, his
career as a general, his banishment and enforced residence in

Thrace, his visit to the countries of the Peloponnesian allies
with whom Athens was at war, all these gave him a signal
opportunity to gather materials and to assimilate them in the
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gathering. We may fancy him looking at an alleged fact on

all sides and turning it over and over in his mind. We know

that lie must have meditated long on ideas, opinions, and

events, and the result is a brief, pithy narrative Tradition

hath it that Demosthenes copied out this history eight times,

or even learned it by heart. Chatham, urging the removal of

the forces from Boston, had reason to refer to the history of

Greece, and, that he might impress it upon the lords that he

knew whereof he spoke, declared, "I have read Thucydides."
Of Tacitus likewise is conciseness a well-known merit

Living in an age of books and libraries, he drew more from
the written word than did Thucydides; and his method of

working, therefore, resembled more our own. These are

common expressions of his. "It is related' by most of the

waiters of those times;" I adopt the account "in which the

authors are agreed;" this account "agrees with those of the

other writers." Relating a case of recklessness of vice in

Messalina, he acknowledges that 'it will appear fabulous, and

asserts his truthfulness thus*

But I would not dress up my narrative with fictions to give it an air of

marvel, rather than relate what has been stated to me or -written by my
seniors'

He also speaks of the authority of tradition, and tells what

he remembers "to have heard from aged men
" He will not

paraphrase the eloquence of Seneca after he had his veins

opened, because the very words of the philosopher had been

published; but when, a little later, Flavius the tribune came to

die, the historian gives this report of his defiance of Nero:

"I hated you," ttte tribune said to the emperor; "nor had

you a soldier more true to you while you deserved to be loved.

I began to hate ybu from the time you showed yourself the

impious murderer of your mother and your wife, a charioteer,

a stage player, an incendiary.
" 4 ;

I havegiven the very words,"
Tacitus adds, "because they were not, like those of Seneca,

published, though the rough and vigorous sentiments of a

soldier ought to be no less known." Everywhere we see in

Tacitus, as in Thucydides, a dislike of superfluous detail, a

closeness of thought, a compression of language. He was

likewise a man of affairs, but his life work was his historical

writing^, which, had we all of them, would fill probably four

moderate-sized octavo volumes.
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To sum up, then, Thucydides and Tacitus are superior to

the historians who have written in our century, because by

long reflection and studious method they have better digested

their materials and compressed their narrative. Unity in nar-

ration has been adhered to more rigidly Thev stick closer lo

theirsubject. They are notallured into the fascinating bypaths

of narration, which are so tempting to men who have accumu

lated a mass of facts, incidents, and opinions. One reason

why Macaulay is so prolix is because he could not resist the

temptation to treat events which had a picturesque side and

which were suited to his literary style, so that, as John Morley

says, "in many portions of his too elaborated history of Wil-

Mamm he describes a large number of events about which,
I think, no sensible man can in the least care either how they

happened, or whether, indeed, they happened at all or not." If

I am right in my supposition that Thucydides and Tacitus had

a mass of materials, they showed reserve and discretion in

throwing a large part of them away, as not being necessary
or important to the posterity for which they were writing.
This could only be the result of a careful comparison of their

materials and of long meditation on their relative value. I

suspect that they cared little whether a set daily task was

accomplished or not; for if you propose to write only one

large volume or four moderate-sized volumes in a lifetime,
art is not long nor is life too short.

Another superiority of the classical historians, as I reckon,
arose frpm the fact that they wrote what was practically con-

temporaneous history. Herodotus was born 484 B. C., and
the most important and accurate part of his history is the
account of the Persian invasion which took place four years
later. The case of Thucydides is more remarkable. Born
in 471 B. C., he relates the events which happened between
435 and 411, when he was between the ages of 36 and 60.

Tacitus, born in 52 A. D.
, covered with his Annals and His-

tory the years between 14 and 97.
" Herodotus and Thucyd

ides belong to an age in which the historian draws from life
and for life," writes Professor Jebb. It is manifestly easier
to describe a life you know than one you must imagine,
which is what you must do if you aim to relate events which
took place before your own and your father's time. In rnanv
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equipment for the historian, it is generally insisted that he
shall have a fine constructive imagination; for how can he

recreate his historic period unless he live in it? In the same
treatises it is asserted that contemporary history can not be

written correctly, for impartiality in the treatment of events

near at hand is impossible. Therefore the canon requires the

quality of a great poet, and denies that there may be had the

merit of a judge in a country where there are no great poets,
but where candid judges abound. Does not the common rat-

ing of Thucydides and Tacitus refute the dictum that history
within the memory of men living can not be written truth-

fully and fairly? Given then the judicial mind, how much
easier to write it. The rare quality of a poet's imagination is

no longer necessary, for your boyhood recollections, your

youthful experiences, your successes and failures of manhood,
the grandfather's tales, the

4

parent's recollections, the conver-

sation in society all these put you in vital touch with the

life you seek to describe. These not only give color and fresh-

ness to the vivifying of the facts you must find in the record,

but they are in a way materials themselves, not strictly au-

thentic, but of the kind that direct you in search and verifica-

tion. Not only is no extraordinary ability required to write

contemporary history, but the labor of the historian is light-

ened, and Dryasdust is no longer his sole guide. The funeral

oration of Pericles is pretty nearly what way actually spoken,
or else it is the substance of the speech written out in the

historian's own words. Its intensity of feeling and the fitting

of it so well into the situation indicate it to be a living con-

temporaneous document, and at the same time it has that

universal application which we note in so many speeches of

Shakespeare. A few years after our civil war a lawyer in a

city of the middle West, who had been selected to deliver the

Decoration Day oration, came to a friend of his m despair

because he could write nothing but the commonplaces about

those who have died for the Union and for the freedom of a

race which had been uttered many times before, and he asked

for advice "Take the funeral oration of Pericles for a

model," was the reply.
" Use his words where they will fit,

and dress up the rest to suit our day." The orator was sur-

p ised to find how much of the oration could be used bodily,

and how mush with adaptation was germane to his subject.
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But slight alterations aie necessary to make the opening sen-

tence this.

Moat of those who have spoken here have commended the lawgiver

who added this oration to our other customs, it seemed to them a worthy

thing that such an honor should be given to the dead who have fallen on

the field of battle

In many places you may let the speech run on with hardly

a change.

In the face of death [these men] resolved to rely upon themselves

alone And when the moment came they were minded to resist and

suffer rather than to fly and save their lives They ran away from the

word of dishonor, but on the battlefield their feet stood fast; and while

for a moment they were m the hands of fortune, at the height, not of ter-

ror, but of glory, they passed away Such was the end ,of these m,en;

they were worthy of their country

Consider for a moment, as the work of a contemporary, the'

book which continues the account of the Sicilian expedition
and ends with the disaster at Syracuse. "In the describing
and reporting wheieof," Plutaich writes, "Thucydidcs hath

gone beyond himself, both for variety and liveliness of nar-

ration as also in choice and excellent words." "There is no

prose composition in the world," wrote Macaulay,
" which I

place so high as the seventh book of Thucydides.
* * *

I was delighted to find in Gray's letters, the other day, this

query to Wharton: 'The retreat from Syracuse is it or is it

not the finest thing you ever read in your life?'" In the

Annals of Tacitus we have an account of part of the reigh of

Emperor .Nero which is intense in its interest as the picture
of a state of society that would be incredible did we not

know that our guide was a truthful man. One rises from a

perusal of this with the trite expression, "Truth is stranger
than fiction;" and one need only compare the account of Tad-
tus with the romance Quo Vadis to be convinced that true

history is more interesting than a novel. One of the most
vivid impressions I ever had came after reading the fctoiy of
Nero and Agrippina in Tacitus, from a view immediately
thereafterward of the statue of Agrippina in the National
Museum at Naples

It will be worth our while now to sum up what I thinkmay
be established with sufficient time and care Natural ability
being presupposed, the qualities necessary for an historian are
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diligence, accuracy, love of truth, impartiality, the thorough

digestion of his materials by careful selection and long medi-

tating, and the compression of his narrative into the smallest

compass consistent with the life of his story He must also

have a power of expression suitable for his purpose. All

these qualities, we have seen, were possessed by Thucydides
and Tacitus, and we have seen, furthermore, that by bringing
to bear these endowments and acquirements upon contempo-

rary history their success has been greater than it would have

been had they treated a more distant period Applying these

considerations to the writing of history in America, it would

seem that all we have to gain in method, in order that when
the genius appears he shall rival the great Greek and the

great Roman, is thorough assimilation of materials and ligor-

ous conciseness in relation I admit that the two things we
lack are difficult to get as our own In the collection of ma-

terials, in criticism and detailed analysis, in the study of cause

and effect, in applying the principle of growth, of evolution^
we certainly surpass the ancients. But if we live in the age
of Darwin we also live in an age of newspapers and maga-

zines, when, as Lowell said, not only great events, but a vast
" number of trivial incidents, are now recorded, and this dust

of time gets in our eyes;" when distractions are manifold;

when the Desire to "see one's name in print
" and make books

takes possession of us all. When one has something like an

original idea or a fresh combination of truisms, he obtains

easily a hearing. The hearing once had, something of a suc-

cess being made, the writer is urged by magazine editors and

by publishers f01 more. The good side of this is apparent.

It is certainly a wholesome indication that a demand exists

for many serious books, but the evil is that one is pressed to

publish his thoughts before he has them fully matured The

periods of fruitful meditation out of which emerged the

works of Thucydides and Tacitus seem not to be a natural

incident of our time. To change slightly the meaning of

Lowell, "the bustle of our lives keeps breaking the thread of

that attention which is the material of memory, till no one

has patience to spin from it a continuous thread of thought."

We have the defects of our qualities. Nevertheless, I am
struck with the likeness between a Common attribute of the

Greeks and ^Matthew Arnold's characterization of the Amen-
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cans. Greek thought, it is said, goes fatraight to the mark,
and penetrates like an arrow. The Americans, Arnold wrote,

"think straight and see clear." Greek life was adapted to

meditation. American quickness and habit of taking the

short cut to the goal make us averse to the patient and elabo-

rate method of the ancients. We have improved, however,
in manner of expression. The Fourth of July spread-eagle

oration, not uncommon even in New England in former days,
would now be listened to hardly anywhere without merriment.

In a Lowell Institute lecture in 1855 Lowell said.

In modern times the desire for startling expression is so strong that

people hardly think a thought is good for anything unless it goes off with
a pop, like a ginger-beer cork.

No one would thus characterize our present writing. Be-
tween reserve in expression and reserve in thought there
must be interaction. We may hope, therefore, that the trend
in the one will become the trend in the other and that we may
look for as great historians in the future as in the past. The
Thucydides or Tacitus of the future will write his history
from the original materials, knowing that there only will he
find the living spirit, but he will have the helps of the modern
world. He will have at his hand monographs of students
whom the professors of history in our colleges are teaching
with diligence and wisdom, and he will accept these aids with
thankfulness in his laborious search. He will have grasped
the generalizations and methods of physical science, but he
must know to the bottom his Thucydides and Tacitus. He
will recognize in Homer and Shakespeare the great historians
of human nature, and he will ever attempt, although feeling
that failure is certain, to wrest from them their secret of
narration, to a<5quire their art of portrayal of character. He
must be a man of the world, but equally well a man of the
Academy. If, like Thucydides and Tacitus, the American
historian chooses the history of his own country as his field
he may infuse his patriotism into his narrative. For ho has
a goodly heritage He will speak of the broad acres and
their products, the splendid industrial development due to tho
capacity and energy of the captains of industry; but he will
like to dwell longer on the universities, and colleges, on the
great numbers seeking a higher education, on the morality of
the people, their purity of life, their domestic happiness
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He will never be weary of referring to Washington and Lin-

coln, feeling that a country with such exemplars is indeed one

to awaken envy, and he will not forget the brave souls who
followed where they led. I like to think of the Decoration

Day orator, speaking thirty years ago, with his mind full of

the civil war and our Revolution, giving utterance to these

noble words of Pericles:

I would have you day by day fix your eyes upon the greatness of your

country until you become filled with love of her, and when you are

impressed by the spectacle of her glory, reflect that this empire has been

acquired by men who knew their duty and had the courage to do it, who
in the hour of conflict had the fear of dishonor always present to them,
and who, if ever they failed in an enterprise, would not allow their virtues

to be lost to their country, but freely gave their lives to her as the fairest

offering which they could present at her feast They received each one

for himself a praise which grqws not old, and the noblest of all sepulchers

For the whole earth is the sepulcher of illustrious men, not only are they
commemorated by columns and inscriptions m their own country, but in

foreign lands there dwells also an unwritten memorial of them, graven not

on stone but in the hearts of men
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REMOVAL OF OFFICIALS BY THE PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED
STATES

By OARL RUSSELL FISH, Harvard University

The final authority on the subject of removals from Presi-

dential offices is the Executive Journal of the Senate Thib

is not published from yeai to year, but at longer interval^, ah

the individuals mentioned in it disappear from public life.

At present it has been made public through the Presidency of

Andrew Johnson This explains the limitation of the tables

by that date

While this Journal is the final source for such statistics, it

is by no means an easy one to use, for the cases in which the

removal is actually mentioned do not truly represent the total

number in which the change is made by the direct authority
of the President Many cases are ambiguously worded; the

usage of the several Presidents varies somewhat, and in some
the fact of removal seems to be glossed over by such phrasing.
This led to the device of separate columns, each representing
a different form of expression, and differing also in the degree
of certainty with which we can assume that the vacancy, which

the appointment was to fill, was a forced one With a brief

explanation of each, the whole is left to the judgment and

special purpose of the reader.

Column 1 represents the cases where the removal is dis-

tinctly mentioned in the Journal

Column 2 gives the cases where the phrasing is exactly

similar to that in column 1, except that the word "removed" is

omitted. It is probable that these generally represent remov-

als. Tench Coxe was, as we know from other sources,

removed;
*
yet his case is thus entered

Column 3 gives the cases of failure to reappoint at the end

of an expired term; practically these are removals.

i American Historical Review, II, 259-261.
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Column 4: gives the cases of appointments to fill the places

of consuls whose exequaturs have been denied and officers

who have been unable to qualify after appointment, as from

inability to find bond, 01 have become disqualified.

Column 5 gives the cases of appointments to take the place

of temporary appointees These latter are, for the most part,

men acting in the place of officers summarily dismissed for

cause.

Column 6 gives the cases reported in the Journal thus:
"A

B, collector at C, commissioned during the recess
" This

phrase covers removals often enough to justify the inclusion

of these cases in the tables, its special significance will be

explained as far as possible for each separate table.

Column 7 occurs only twice, in the table for Jefferson and

in the summary by Presidents. It contains the famous " mid-

night" appointments of Adams.

Jefferson refused to issue the commissions, although they
had been fully made out, and his appointees retained thoir

places, in spite of the adverse decision in Marbury #. Madison.

There are some cases of removal, or practical removal,
besides these When the entry states that the late occupant
has resigned, the resignation may have been forced. This is

more particularly true of the higher offices. Again, the simple
announcement of an appointment may occasionally conceal a

removal. These cases are, however, obviously too vague to

warrant their inclusion here. They are mentioned merely
to guard against a too complete acceptance of the following
figures.,

The sources from which the total number of offices (and
these include only the Presidential offices in the civil service)
are derived, are two For 1801 a list of "persons having
office or employment under the United States," submitted to

Congress in 1802 by Jefferson, has been used; for the other

data, the appropriate numbers of the Blue Book or Official

Register, published in 1816, 1817, and thereafter biennially.
These figures are not offered as accurate. The Register,
especially in the earlier numbers, is not complete, is ill

arranged, and the Presidential offices arc not differentiated.
It is impossible, therefore, to obtain a result more than approx-
imately correct The rough estimates find their excuse in the
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added significance they give to the more carefully prepared
matter in the tables.

It is perhaps safer to call special attention to the fact that

has several times been incidentally mentioned, that the only

offices dealt with are the Presidential; that is, those filled by
the President with the

"
advice and consent" of the Senate.

It would be impossible to find material on the whole body of

offices, nor would the value of such statistics be very great,

unless they were arranged with special reference to locality,

instead of to the country as a whole.

To the separate tables such appropriate notes as will serve

to make the figures more intelligible are added. These gen-

eral statements have to be given without any special author-

ity for each. They are conclusions I have drawn from an

immense mass of material, collected toward a thesis for the

doctorate. I have, of course, omitted all about which there

could be a dispute, and offer only those which, besides being

necessary for an understanding of the tables, are most amply

supported by my notes.

REMOVALS UNDER WASHINGTON, 1789-1797
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REMOVALS UNDER JOHN ADAMS, 1797-1801

REMOVALS UNDER JEFFERSON, 1801-1809

It should be observed that practically all the removals which

raise this number above the customary were made during

1801, 1802, and 1803; that is, the removals for political pur

poses were made gradually, but when they were completed
the old method of conducting the service was resumed
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REMOVALS UNDER MADISON, 1809-1817

71

The large number of military removals are, of course, due

to the war of 1812. The exceptional^ large number of civil

officers, larger than the number we have thirteen years later,

is also due to the war, and represents chiefly the officers of the

direct tax.
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REMOVALS UNDER MONROE, 1817-1825

It is interesting to note that Monroe made no use of the act

of 1820, which, by setting a limit of four years to very many
offices that had previously been held at the pleasure of the

President, offered an unostentatious method of making le-

movals. This bill was fathered by Crawford, was passed with

little comment, but was afterwards strongly animadverted on

by Monroe, Jefferson, Madison, and J. Q Adams.
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REMOVALS UNDER J Q ADAMS, 1825-1829
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REMOVALS UNDER JACKSON, 1829-1837

The comment made on the table for Jefferson should be

renewed here and applied to all tables following. That is,

that the larger number of removals were made early in the

term, indicating that they were made with a political pur-

pose, and not solely for the efficiency of the service.

It will be observed that the figures ordinarily given for

removals under Jackson, where they are confined to Presi-

dential offices, are more correct than those for most of the

Presidents, the interest in the subject and the discussions

to which the alleged practice of the "spoils system" led,

having caused more careful investigation.

The table will doubtless cause some surprise at the moderate

dimensions of the most famous "sweep" of the service in

our history Several things should here be taken into consid-

eration- First, that many officers in the service were in favor

of Jackson's election; second, that among those removed were

many from the most important offices, men having many
.subordinates

; finally, there is a consideration that holds good
until Johnson's Administration the "spoils system" did not

prevail in and was not forced upon the South. This is a

general truth, and as all such admits of many exceptions, but

they are fewer than would be supposed Lincoln might occur

as a more probable President to have introduced the change.
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It will be remembered, however, that he had no opportunity.

The civil war delivered him from the most troublesome of the

minor problems before him.
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REMOVALS UNDER VAN BUREN, 1837-1841

This table illustrates how completely Van Buren was a suc-

cessor to Jackson. The number of removals is small, and

an unusually large number were made for cause, the service

having become exceedingly disordered under Jackson.
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EBMOVALS UKDEB HARRISON AND TYLER, 1841-1845.

Harrison is combined with Tyler because, although he died

before he had made any great actual change in the service,

he prepared lists of removals and appointments, many of

which were acted upon by Tyler. It is impossible, therefore,

to disentangle the skein of their interaction.

The total number is somewhat increased by the fact that

some offices were twice vacated. Tyler carried on a second

proscription in the summer of 1845, not very extensive, but

including some important offices.
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REMOVALS UNDER POLK, 1845-1849

77
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BEMOVALS UNDER TAYLOR, 1849-JTULY 9, 1860

The internal evidence of the journal combines with the ex-

ternal evidence to show that most of the officers commissioned

during the recess were appointed to fill vacancies caused by
removal.
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REMOVALS UNDER FILLMORB, JULY 9, 1850-1863

79
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REMOVALS UNDER PIERCE, 1853-1857
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REMOVALS UNDER BUCHANAN, 1857-1861

81

It will be observed that this is the first true case in which
the principle of rotation in office was carried out; that is,

when the President acted on the theory that men should

remain in office only four years, regardless of party. The size

of the "sweep" will only be evident when it is lemembered
that resignation played a more important part than usual.

Many officeholders resigned to preserve their good standing
in the Democratic party

HIST VOL I 6
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EEMOVALS UNDER LINCOLN, 1861-APRJL 15, 18(55

Here, at least in the case of the 362 officers of the internal

revenue, the officers commissioned during the recess represent

appointments to vacancies created otherwise than by removal.
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REMOVALS UNDER JOHNSON, APRIL 15,1865-1869

The removals by Johnson are not an instance of rotation

in office
,

This idea had so impregnated the minds of the poli-

ticians that it had been generally expected that Lincoln would
make a thorough change after his second inauguration He
decided against it, and Johnson attempted nothing of the kind

until after his disagreement with Congress
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SUMMARY BY PRESIDENTS

These figures are for civil officers only, the military and

naval removals having been left out of account

'Washington . -

John Adams
Jefferson .. - -

Madison
Monroe .

J Q Adams
Jackson . ...
Van Buren
Harrison and Tyler
Polk
Taylor. . .

lUlmore . ...
Pierce
Buchanan
Lincoln
Johnson

Total

SUMMARY BY OFFICES

5
2

1

10
Q

19
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SUMMARY OF OFFICJES-Contmued

It will be observed that the significant elevation i that at

the line marking the termination of each Administration.
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LEGAL QUALIFICATIONS FOR OFFICE IN AMERICA

By FRANK HAYDBN MILLER

INTRODUCTION.

This paper aims to give a brief history of the legal qualifi-

cations for office in the American colonies and States, to show
what the general development has been, and to offer some

explanations of this development. No attempt is made to

treat of the civil-service regulations 01 of requirements foi

local officers, except in so far as they affect State or Federal

officers The sources used are the colonial records, statutes,

and revisions, the State constitutions, statutes, journals, and

debates of the constitutional conventions, pamphlets, and

letters

The suffrage question has only been treated where the con

nection with office holding was so close as to demand it

Three general periods have been selected the colonial, the

Revolutionary, and the Federal Within these periods the sub-

ject has been treated topically
Two tables have been inserted in the text, one giving quali-

fications of all kinds in the colonies, the other stating the

religious and property qualifications in the constitutions, with

the dates when they have been omitted in revisions or abol-

ished by^ amendments.

The colonial table is not exhaustive. It is simply an attempt
to present graphically the chief data upon which the colonial

chapter of the paper has been based. I have only used the

Harvard and Boston libraries on the colonial period and have

inserted no provision in the table which I was unable to verify

in the documents

In the second table I have included all States which had a

property qualification beyond the payment of a tax, and all

those which have provided any religious test In Connecticut
80
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and Rhode Island, statutes on the subject are given foi the

period previous to the formation of their constitutions.

CHAPTER I

THE COLONIAL PERIOD

I. INTRODUCTION
J

Two forces were actively at work in the legal development

of the American colonies; the English precedents on the one

hand, the local conditions on the other Nearly all of the

legislation can be traced, either to English influence opera-

ting directly or indirectly through the conservative tendency

of Englishmen to reproduce English institutions or to the

necessity of meeting new conditions. The colonists were

practical and conservative; they preferred to meet particular

cases resulting from varying conditions, rather than to pro-

vide by a detailed code, for all probable contingencies. The
condition of the country, as well as the previous training of

the settlers, favored this method. A primitive community
needs few laws, and this would be especially true in regard to

voting and officeholding. Where the political unit formed
one social and economic unit, as was the case in the New
England colonies at the time of their settlement, where each

man was likely to know every other man in the colony, legal

regulations in regard to suffrage and officeholding were not
as necessary as they are in modern states. Furthermore,
voting and officeholding were rather burdens thrust upon the

citizen than privileges granted him. In most of the colonies

service was compulsory, the pay of magistrates was small and
the responsibility large. Hence laws were needed, rather to

compel men to serve than to prevent improper persons from
being chosen. The reason given, where a law was passed in

New Jersey to allow Quakers to hold office, was that the
burden of officeholding was too great for the remaining
inhabitants.

1 The House of Burgesses in Virginia fined mem-
bers for resigning;

8 and in Maryland, where one Weston
pleaded that he was not a freeman, the assembly, disregarding
his plea, compelled him to serve.

3

Inasmuch, then, as the English precedents, British conserv-
atism, and the colonial conditions all worked against elabo-

1 Trott'a ^w* *Henmg,I,WO 'Maryland Archives, 1, 169
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rate provisions in regard to officeholding, we will not be

surprised to find few regulations on the matter in early colo-

nial times In the colonial assemblies, too, a much greater

power than at present was exercised in deciding upon the fit-

ness of their members. In Plymouth it was expressly pro-
vided that if a deputy was found "

unfit or troublesome," he

could be sent back and a new election ordered The Virginia

Burgesses refused to receive a member elect because he was

"notoriously of a scandalous character;
51 and rejected another

on the ground that it was contrary to precedent that a clerk

should act as a Burgess Thus the tendency was to decide

upon the fitness of a member after election, rather than to

specify legal qualifications for candidates.

This chapter will treat of- Citizenship, property, religious
and residence qualifications, prohibitions against plurality of

office and reeligibility It is not designed to treat the suf-

frage exhaustively; but the similarity, frequently amounting
to identity of the requirements for electors and those for

officeholders, necessitates a discussion of the one in a treat-

ment of the other. While, in the latter part of the period,

the qualifications for the suffrage and office diverge, it is inter-

esting to compare the provisions Where no enactments are

found in regard to the qualifications for office, those for the

suffrage have been given on the supposition that one who had

not been admitted to the franchise would probably not have

been considered qualified for office Indeed there is a judicial

decision to the effect that, in want of any statutory regula-

tion, only voters could hold office
l While this decision was

made in this century, it was based on the common law, and

the reasoning would apply equally well to the colonial period.

II CITIZENSHIP

There were three stages of political rights in the colonies.

First, the local franchise, or the right to vote in town meeting
and to hold local offices, second, the full right of suffrage;

third, full political rights, including officeholding. The dis-

tinction between the first and second stages occurs only in

New England where there was a high degiee of local self-

government. Connecticut was the first colony to make this

i State v Smith, in 14 Wis 497.
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distinction, which is closely connected with the New England

method of the admission of freemen. There were two stages

in this process of obtaining a "freedom;" first the candidate

was to be admitted by the town, regularly assembled in town

meeting,
1 then he was "propounded" at a meeting of the

general court, or legislative body of the colony. After his

admission by the town he became an inhabitant of the town;

but only when the general court had accepted him did he

obtain the full rights of citizenship indicated under the title

"freeman of the colony" or "corporation."
2 An inhabitant

of the town was permitted to vote in town matters, but only

a freemen of the colony could vote for colonial officers, or

hold office.

The provisions in regard to voting for deputies are inter-

esting as indicating the point of view of the colonist in regard
to the dividing line between local and colonial officers. At
first inhabitants were allowed to vote for deputies, while only
freemen were permitted to choose magistrates.

3 In 1663,

however, the voters for deputies were required to be free-

men.
8 The New Haven act permitting the Milford burgeswos

who were not church members to vote for town officers and
for deputies, while they were forbidden to vote for magis-
trates, indicates the same opinion that the deputy was a local

rather than a colonial officer
*

Plymouth made a distinction between inhabitants and froe-

men similar to that in Connecticut. The process of admission
to the freedom was practically the same First, a vote in the
town meeting, then approval by the general court There
was one point of rather important variation, however. While
in Connecticut all who had been admitted as whabitamts could
vote in town meeting on the admission of inhabitants, on the
other hand, in Plymouth, only freemen could vote on the

question of admission 6 That this was not an unimportant
difference is shown by the fact that the general court stated,
in the preamble to one of their actb on the subject, that there
were many more voting inhabitants than freemen in each
town. 6

Here, as m Connecticut, only freemen were allowed
to vote for magistrates and assistants, while inhabitants were

iConn Col Rec, I 9 *New Haven Col Roc, 1, 110
Col Rec , I, 290 Plymouth Ool Rec ,IX,65
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allowed to vote for deputies. After admission by the town

the inhabitant was required to take the oath of fidelity before

he was allowed to vote.
1

In Massachusetts, also, admission by both the town and

colony was required for obtaining the privileges of a freeman.

Here, too, some local political pnvileges were granted to

nonfreemen voting on local matters and holding town office.

Even this limited suffrage was carefully guarded, and only
those who had been admitted by the freemen of the town,
were 24 years of age, and had taken an oath were allowed

the privileges It was provided, furthermore, that a majority
of the selectmen should be freemen. 2

It is clear that even in

local matters the freemen would still retain control.

Freemen were probably admitted in Rhode Island in the

same manner as in the other colonies of New England, but

the matter is very obscure Apparently, there was a higher

degree of local control than in the colonies already considered.

An act in 1652 requiring the consent of the whole colony for

the naturalization of foreigners seems to indicate that the

towns had the right to admit those who were not foreigners
without any further action by the colony

3 After the free-

hold qualification was adopted, lists of ficemen had to be cer-

tified by the towns to the general court, but nothing is said

in regard to any further action in regaid to their admission.

The provision was evidently for the purpose of deciding on

the qualifications of their own members and enforcing the law

in regard to the possession of a freehold. There was appar-

ently an attempt to adopt the double system of admission in

the eighteenth century, as is shown by the following act.

Whereas there was an act passed at the last session of this assembly

prohibiting freemen of any town to choose or vote for deputies unless they
were free of the colony, which being found inconvenient, it is repealed

*

This is the only indication I find of a distinction in Rhode

Island between a freeman of the colony and a freeman of a

town, and I am inclined to think that such a distinction existed

only during the brief period between the enactment of the law

cited in the preamble of the act quoted and its repeal.

iCol Rec,IX,81
s Massachusetts Col Bee , II, 197 (1647)
a Rhode Island Col Rec ,1,246 (1652)
* Col Rec , IV, 888
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Theie was evidently nothing in the colonies outside of New

England corresponding to the admission of freemen by the

towns. The suffrage was controlled by general laws, either

incorporated into the charter, as in Pennsylvania, or passed

by a colonial assembly. Hence, it follows naturally that no

distinction is made between suffrage on local matters and the

right to vote for colonial officers.

One phase of citizenship remains to be considered, namely,

the naturalization of foreigners. In the acts regulating the

admission of freemen in New England, aliens are seldom men-

tioned. The provision already mentioned in Rhode Island is

the only one I find in any New England enactment indicating

that aliens could be naturalized. An act of New Hampshire

required that freemen should be Englishmen
1 and a Massa-

chusetts act has the same provision
*

Probably there were

not foreigners enough in New England to call for legislation

on the subject of naturalization In the Middle and Southei'n

colonies there was more immigration from non-British coun-

tries, and the subject of naturalization received the attention

of the colonial legislatures. The process of naturalization

adopted varied in the different colonies. Pennsylvania natu-

ralized each person by a vote of the legislature.
8

Usually a

large number were admitted by one act of the assembly, but

each person was named. In New York there was an act in

1715 naturalizing all who had been in the province a certain

length of time, and providing further for the naturalization

of all Protestants * There is nothing in the language of the

act to indicate that it should not operate prospectively for the

benefit of those coming into the coloi^ after its enactment-
It was evidently not so construed, however, as the governor
in 1775 vetoed a naturalization bill and mentioned the fact

with regret in his report to the lords of trade, alleging his

instructions. 6 He said that the refusal of His Majesty to con-
sent to a naturalization law worked to the disadvantage of the

royal colonies, as foreigners were thus driven to the charter

colonies, where they were encouraged.
In Delaware the assembly enacted that the governor might

*New Hampshire Proy Pap I, 396 (1680)

'Massachusetts Col Hec , IV, Part II, 118 (1666)
8 Laws, Code of 1742, 470 There are many such examples an this revision
'Trotts Laws, 275

New York Col Rec. VIII, 664 I am unable to find the Instructions
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grant instruments of naturalization,
1 and in a later act

2

referred
to aliens naturalized in England, Pennsylvania, or Delaware,

apparently not recognizing the naturalization in the other

colonies. I find no other act recognizing naturalization in

another colony. South Carolina passed an act in 1697 natural-

izing all foreigners who should take the oath of allegiance.

They were "to have, use, and enjoy all the rights, privileges,

powers, and immunities," the same as those of English parents.
8

An act in 1704, however, provided that this act of 1697 should

not be so construed as to allow naturalized aliens to hold office,

although they were permitted to vote.
* This act of 1697 would

seem to naturalize only those who were in the colony at the

time, as it read, "All aliens * * * now inhabitants of

South Carolina." Yet there seems to be no later act upon the

subject.

It is apparent that the question of the political privileges of

aliens was very inadequately dealt with by the colonial assem-

blies. It is not probable, however, that they were disfranchised

in colonies where no acts on the subject are to be found. The
assemblies legislated as little as possible, and were inclined

rather to meet abuses when they occurred than to provide for

all probable emergencies. Hence it is very likely that unob-

jectionable foreigners may have been allowed to vote where

there was no legislation on the matter.

PROPERTY QUALIFICATIONS

No property qualifications appear to have been required
until the second half of the seventeenth century. In 1659

Connecticut required that a freeman should possess 30

"proper personal estate" or should have borne an office in

the commonwealth. 5 This was reduced to 20 in 1862.
6

Virginia adopted a property qualification for the suffrage in

1655, but repealed the act the following year, because it was

"hard and unagreeable that any persons should pay taxes

and have no votes."
7 A freehold qualification for suffrage

was adopted in 1670,
8 and for the Burgesses in 1705.

8 In

a preamble to the act of 1670 it is stated that the elections

i Delaware Laws, 52 (1700 ) Ibid
, 1, 889

Ibid, 148 (1784 ) Henmg's Statutes, I, "12

3 Cooper's Statutes, II, 131 * Ibid,, II, 280

Ibid, 11,232 Ibid, 111,244.

6 Connecticut Col, Rec , 1, 831
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had become tumultuous, owing to the voting of unworthy

persons The colonies settled after the middle of the seven-

teenth century had property qualifications from the start, and

from 1691 on every colony provided some property require-

ment for suffrage and usually, also, for office. These pro-

visions continued to exist in all of the colonies until the

Revolution

In most cases the amount required for suffrage and office

was the same, the most common provision being the forty-

shilling freehold. Rhode Island, starting with the forty-shil-

ling freehold, increased it by successive enactments to 400

in 174C.
1 The reason given m one of the acts was that the

"admission of necessitous persons" had given rise to bribery

in the elections. The variations may have been due, however,
to the fluctuations in the value of paper money
Only three of the colonies made a marked difference in the

amounts required for suffrage and office. South Carolina

and New Jersey required 1,000 for members of the assem-

bly; New Hampshire required 300.

A freehold was usually required Pennsylvania, Delaware,
and Virginia specified the number of acres of land in other

cases the value in money of the freehold was determined. In

South Carolina land and slaves or an equivalent in personal

property was demanded

The location of the property was usually specified, the

earlier statutes providing merely that the property should be
in the colony. Later on, however, there was a tendency to

require that deputies to the assembly should possess a free-

hold in the district represented. In New Jersey the deputy
was to own property in the division East or West Jersey
from which he was elected.

South Carolina had the most complicated provision. If a
resident of the parish, the deputy might have real estate
in the parish or property anywhere in the colony, but if a
nonresident of the parish he must have the freehold in the

parish and ten slaves in addition to the requirement for a
resident: in short, he must either reside or have property in
the parish which he represented. Where the property quali-
fication was the same for voters and deputies, the latter must

1 Revision of 1762, p 13
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necessarily have had property in the district in order to be

qualified as a voter

Thus in Connecticut the deputy was to be a freeman; the

freemen were to elect deputies from their own number and
the freemen were required to own a certain amount of prop-
erty in the town. Hence, although it was not directly so

provided by statute, ownership of property in the town rep-
resented was required. Most of the colonies required it by
statute. New Hampshire, on the other hand, provided that

the property might be anywhere in the colony.
1

In general, then, the colonies had at first a simple freehold

qualification for office and suffrage; later, the amount of the

freehold was specified and the location of it within a district

was fixed. The freehold of to the value of 4Q or yielding
an income of 40 shillings per annum, became quite common
for both suffrage and office late in the seventeenth century,

although it appeared much earlier in Rhode Island.

What has been said so far applies chiefly to deputies in the

assemblies, and these were frequently the only officers whose

qualifications were fixed by statute. There were, however, a

number of provisions requiring property of other officers.

In Massachusetts a freehold was required of assessors vary-

ing in amount according to the size of the town for which

they were chosen 8 The amount required varied from 50 to

500. Pennsylvania provided that coroners, sheriffs, and

assessors should have the same qualifications as assembly-
men. The instructions to the governor of New Jersey stated

that judges, sheriffs, and councilors should be men of good
estates

8 Some of the colonies required that the property
should have been held a certain length of time before the

election

There is abundant evidence that the freehold qualification

caused a good deal of trouble to election inspectors: there

were numerous regulations in regard to the transmission of

certificates to the assemblies, there were acts fining inspec-

tors for allowing those to vote who were improperly admitted

or not qualified Many of the colonies provided oaths which

must be taken by the elector 01 candidate saying that their

1 Revision of 1771, p 166

2 Province Laws, 1, 107

Instructions to Governor Bernard in New Jersey Archives, IX, 43

HIST 99, VOL I-
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property had not been fraudulently conveyed to them for the

purpose of enfranchising them. There were laws respect-

ing mortgagors in and out of possession. Some statutes

provided that the estate must be clear of debt, and oaths wore

provided to this purpose. Acts were frequently passed ex-

plaining previous acts and determining how the qualification

should be computed: in short, the provisions gave endless

annoyance to the town and colonial authorities. Up to tho

tune"of the Revolution, however, no property qualification

had been abolished, and the tendency was rather to increase

than to diminish the amount required.

RESIDENCE

Most of the colonies required a deputy to bo a resident of

the district which he represented. Massachusetts, in 1644,

allowed them to reside in any part of the province,
1 but by

the charter of 1691 residence in the town represented was

necessary. The provision mentioned above, requiring a free-

hold in the district represented, would tend to fix their resi-

dence there. South Carolina required residence in the pariah,
or residence in the county with a freehold in the parish.
A number of colonies required a year's residence in the

province before one could be elected to office. In Pennsyl-
vania and Delaware a period of two years waa necessary. In

Massachusetts and Connecticut a person acquired a domicile

in a year, but might be admitted to political privileges sooner.

The length of the residence within the district was not usually
fixed by statute. New Jersey, however, provided a year's
residence in the county, city, or town as a prerequisite for

voting.
8 The tendency to allow localities to be governed by

officers chosen among themselves was carried to an extreme
in New York. Here the sheriffs, who were chosen by tho

governor, were to be appointed from each riding of a county
in turn.

On the whole, not much stress seems to have been laid on
residence qualifications- the property qualification served
the same purpose; that is, to require that the freemen should
be identified with the interests of the province. In a number
of colonies nonresidents could vote Both Virginia and New

1Massachusetts Col Rcc,II,88

~"

*AlUnson's Laws oi Now Jersoy, oh. 110 (1726)
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Hampshire had provisions that a person could vote in a county
where he had property, although not a resident. The elector's

oath, however, prevented anyone from voting twice in the

same election.

RELIGIOUS TESTS.

There were four stages of religious toleration in the colo-

nies. (1) The absolute prohibition of nonconforming relig-

ions; (2) permission to remain in the colony and enjoy property

rights, (3) an admission to the suffrage and to some minor

offices; (4) equal political rights, including colonial offices. As

long as a colony was in the first stage there would be no legis-

lation in regard to voting and officeholding by those of the

proscribed religion. Hence we seldom find a law in the

seventeenth century excluding Quakers from the suffrage or

office, as they were not supposed to be allowed to settle in the

colony at all. Their refusal also to take the oaths disqualified

them.

Toleration was only a question of degree in the colonies:

no colony ever allowed all persons to hold office without

regard to religious belief, some excluded all who did not

belong to a particular church; others made Christianity the

basis of the religious qualification; a third class and this

became quite general after the accession of William and

Mary allowed full rights to all Protestants.

Massachusetts Bay and New Haven expressly prohibited
the admission of freemen who were not church members. The
former required membership in a church of the colony,

1 the

latter, membership in some of the approved churches of New
England.

8 When Milford applied for admission to the New
Haven colony, the petition states that the town, hitherto in-

dependent, has admitted six persons as free burgesses who are

not church members; they request that these persons may
be allowed to vote in town matters and for deputies to the

general court; they pledge themselves not to elect these per-

sons as deputies or allow them to vote for magistrates; they
also promise not to admit any more burgesses who are not

church members. The general court acceded to this request.
8

With this exception, only church members were allowed to

* Massachusetts Col Rec , 1, 87
*New Haven Col Eec , 1, 15, 112.

Ibid ,1,110
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vote, even in town matters, in New Haven as long as the

colony had a separate organization

In the Massachusetts Bay colony the law was passed m 1631

and continued in existence until 1665, when it was modified

at the request of the King In his letter to the colony he

demanded that the law be so modified that all froeholdors of

competent estates be allowed to become freemen. 'He used

the expression "orthodox in religion (though differing in their

judgment in regaid to church government).
1 ' The commis-

sioners who brought this letter demanded that the law bo so

changed as to include members of the Church of England.
The general court thereupon passed a law providing that those

not church members might be proposed for admission as free-

men, upon presentation of a certificate of their orthodoxy
from the minister of the place of which they were inhabitants,

and a certificate from the selectmen that they paid 10 shil-

lings to a single rate.
l Church members wore required merely

to be householders.

It would probably have been somewhat difficult for one who
was not a member of a church to satisfy the clergyman of his

orthodoxy, and we can well understand why the commissioner
should say that the King would feel himself deluded rather

than satisfied by such a law. His objections were based, how-

ever, on the discrimination in the property qualification. He
said that not three church members in a hundred paid 10

shillings to a single rate; hence the apparent concession was
worthless.

3 In spite of this remonstrance, this law seems to

have been retained until 1691.

Neither Plymouth nor Connecticut required church mem-
bership for freemen, but it is doubtful whether persons who
were not church members would have been admitted by the
towns. That discrimination was made on account of religion
in Connecticut, is evident from the fact that Charles II made
the same request to Connecticut as to Massachusetts, namely,
that persons of competent estates, though differing in religion,
should be admitted as freemen. The general court replied
that this was m accord with their orders.

3 The only statute
on the subject in Connecticut was that the governor should

belong to an approved congregation.

i MaaaachTjsetta Col Roc
, IV * 118

Ibid ,205
8Connecticut Col Rec., I, 489
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Pennsylvania required of all officeholders merely belief in

Jesus Christ. Virginia disqualified Popish recusants fiom

office. A later revision states that Rhode Island disqualified

Catholics in 1663 The correctness of this statement has been

disputed, and it seems doubtful whether any such law was

actually made
*

During the seventeenth century, or at least until 1690, the

regulations against the Catholics were rare; in only two
cases do I find them specifically disqualified, and in one of

these the authority is doubtful. The chief object of persecu-
tion in this period was the Quaker: where he was allowed

to remain in the colony at all he was given no political rights,

except in Pennsylvania and Rhode Island.

The next period, from 1691 to the Revolution, was charac-

terized by the admission of all Protestants except Quakers to

complete political rights and the amelioration of the laws

against the Quakers. In all of the colonies they were allowed

to settle and hold property, and in a number of them they

acquired some political rights. In most of the colonies they
were not specifically excluded from officeholding, but the

oaths required prevented their acting. These oaths were not

framed, however, in order to exclude them: their refusal to

take any oath was the cause of their disqualification.

In New Jersey they were allowed to affirm, the reason given

being that their number was so large that the burden of office-

holdmg and service on juries had become too heavy for the

inhabitants.
8 In New Hampshire the same regulation was

made, owing to the need of Quakers as witnesses.
8 In Mas-

sachusetts* and in North Carolina
6

they were allowed to vote,

but were not permitted to hold office. Virginia allowed elect-

ors to affirm, if Quakers, but made no such provision in

regard to officeholders.
6

Maryland went a step further and

permitted officeholders also to affirm if they had scruples

against taking an oath.
7 Hence at the outbreak of the Revo-

lution Quakers were allowed to vote in most of the colonies

and to hold office in several of them.

The exclusion of Catholics from office in England by an act

a This provision was adopted, however, in the revision of 1746, p 4 In regard to this

law see Rider in H I Historical Track, 2d Series, I (Providence, 1889 )

STrott's Laws, p 249 *Ibid
, p 848 * Massachusetts Baj ftes

, IV, 180

oTrott'sLaws, p 102-108 oflemng's Statutes ^Trott'sLaws, p 187
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of 1689 had considerable influence in the colonies
l The com-

missioners of trade and plantations instructed the govern-

ors in the royal colonies to administer the oaths prescribed

by that act to councilors and other officers appointed by
them. Early in the eighteenth century most of the colonial

legislatures required the same oaths of their members

In New York and New Hampshire the oaths <vhich would

have excluded Catholics were administered to all males over

16 years of age. The governor's commission had given him

power to administer the oaths to "such persons as he saw

fit." There are other indications that the home government

brought some pressure to bear on the colonies for the admin-

istering of these oaths. The test had been enacted in 1673,

but was never applied in the colonies until after the Revolu-

tion of 1688. In some of the colonies, even after the oaths

were taken by members of the assembly, they are spoken of

simply as the oaths required by Parliament and no act of the

assembly is mentioned. In New Hampshire upon the meeting
of an assembly the oaths were administered to members by
order of the governor.

8

The only colony in which I find no oath required which
would have disqualified Catholics, is Rhode Island. The oaths

required of officers and freemen, many of which are to be
found in the Colonial Records and revisions of the laws,

simply required allegiance. A law was passed in 1756 giving
assistants and judges power to swear all suspected persons:
an oath of allegiance to the King was required and one

abjuring the Pretender. Those refusing to take these oaths
were to be known as "Popish recusant convicts;"

5 but the
test and transubstantiation oaths were not mentioned, although
the enactment was clearly directed against disloyal Catholics.
As early as 1679 an oath was administered to the inhabitants
of a town, denying the power of the Pope to depose the King,
but the clause which in the other colonies usually accompa-
nied this oath, denying the ecclesiastical power of the Pope
over British subjects, was omitted.*

South Carolina, during a short period, required member-
i There were several later statutes on the subject 8W &M.,o 2, 7W.HLe M, IGeo 1,

Stat 2, c 13, 12Geo II, c 18, 22 Geo II, c 46.
*New Hampshire Prov Papers, VI, 128
*Be?i8loti of 1767, p 6
* CoL Bee, III, 69
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ship in the Church of England for members of the assembly.
As a reason for this enactment the law states that the admis-

sion of persons differing in religion "hath often caused great
contentions and animosities . . . and all members of

Parliament are obliged to conform to the Church of England.
" 1

There were laws in South Carolina and Virginia disqualifying
those who publicly denied the Trinity New York held that

Jews were not qualified to vote or hold office, this was the

decision of a contested election
2

I find no statute, however,
in which Jews are mentioned by name as disqualified; but

the oaths for freemen and officers would, in many cases, have

excluded them.

MORAL QUALIFICATIONS.

There were provisions in nearly all the colonies in regard
to the moral character of freemen and officeholders. In

Connecticut a person was required to have a certificate from
the selectmen of his town that he was of an "honest, peaceable,

and civil conversation" before he would be considered for

admission as a freeman. 8 The selectmen were liable to a fine

for certifying persons not properly qualified There were

similar provisions in the other New England colonies.

The right possessed by all of the assemblies to decide upon
the qualifications of their own members was used very freely

to exclude those whom they thought unfit. The Plymouth

assembly provided by law that the House might refuse to

admit any deputies who should prove "insufficient or trouble-

some." 4 There were laws disqualifying those convicted of

scandalous offenses, bribery, and blasphemy. The person so

disqualified could, in some cases, be restored by the civil courts.

Sometimes, especially in the case of bribery, the disqualifica-

tion was for a limited period only.

PLURALITY OF OFFICES AND RBBLIGIBILITY.

Provisions fixing the incompatibility of certain offices occur

in most of the colonies. The Pennsylvania charter of 1682

provided that a person should hold only one public office at

a time. No other colony established so complete an incom-

i Cooper's Statutes, II, 282

*New York, Col Doc , VI, 56, note

Go necticut Col Bee , I, 389 Ma ly such legulations were made
* Plymouth Col Rec , IX, 31
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patibility between different officer Most of them simply

specified certain offices which weie not to be hold simultane-

ously. Sheriffs were usually excluded from the assembly,

sometimes for a period after they had ceased to hold office.

Attorneys and clerks of courts were also frequently barred.

Virginia and New Jersey had the parliamentary provision

that persons accepting salaried places must stand for reelec-

tion in order to hold their seats in the assembly. In Virginia

and Maryland, inspectors of tobacco wore disqualified,
1 and

in Massachusetts, purchasers and collectors of the excise, 8

The laws in regard to the former are numerous: one for

bids them to be present at elections. It was their duty to

issue certificates to individuals based on the valuation of their

tobacco -stored in public warehouses; these certificates circu-

lated as money. It was evidently felt that their power of

fixing the value of every man's personal property would give
them undue influence in the election. The purchasers of

excise in Massachusetts had the right to compound with a

tavern keeper for a year's excise. In the case of sheriffs,

inspectors, and purchasers of excise, the disqualification was

probably due to a fear of the influence of these officers on the

elections. This is evident from the provision in the case of

sheriffs and inspectors that they should not be eligible for two

years after the close of their term. There were other pro-
visions which were due simply to the incompatibility of the

two offices. Sheriffs, for example, could not also act as clerks,
or attorneys. There seems to have been no incompatibility
between town and colonial office. Maryland excluded ordinary
keepers, probably on the ground that their business made them
unfit for the assembly.

8

Provisions limiting reeligibihty were rare. There are some
such regulations in regard to sheriffs, and in Connecticut the

governor was ineligible to reelection for the succeeding year.

COLOR AND 8BX

Negroes, Indians, and mulattoes were disqualified for voting
and office holding in three colonies.*

J Bacon's Laws of Maryland and Hening*s Statutes contain numerous piovWonB on the
subject.

Massachusetts Bay Res , 11,921
Bacon's Laws, 1716, oh 11, J 5

4 South Carolina, Virginia, and Georgia
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In Maryland a woman claimed the right to vote in one of

the early assemblies, but her demand was refused by that body;
she then protested against any action taken by the assembly.

SUMMARY

The colonial period falls roughly into two divisions: The

first, from the beginning until 1691; the second from 1691 to

the Revolution. The first period was characterized by the

scarcity of general laws upon the subject and by the identity
of the qualifications for suffrage and office. Objectionable

persons were rejected bj' the assemblies or in New England

by the towns. Quakers were usually disqualified by the oaths

required of electors and officers. The second period was
characterized by the control of the home government This

is seen especially in the iO-shilling freehold for the suffrage,

the exclusion of Catholics from office by the oaths, and the

gradual admission of Quakers to the privileges of the suffrage
and office There was also a tendency to differentiate the

qualifications for suffrage and office, a number of the colonies

requiring more property for members of the assembly than

for voters.

CHAPTER II

THE REVOLUTIONARY PERIOD

I THE EARLY CONSTITUTIONS

In the first constitutions, adopted between 1776 and 1790,

qualifications for State officers were usually specified in con-

siderable detail. Some of the provisions were the same as

had existed in the colonies, a strong tendency being evident

to follow closely the colonial precedents. A new class of

officers, however, had to be provided for Senators and Dele-

gates to the Continental Congress. The governors and

executive councils, also, whose qualifications in most of the

colonies had not been subject to regulation by the assemblies,

were now under the control of the States.

The provisions for these officers are found partly in imita-

tion of the provisions in the colonial statutes, partly in

accordance with the political theory prevalent at the time.

The property, religious, and residence qualifications follow

the colonial precedents The restrictions on reeligibility and

the holding of two offices at one time are chiefly the result of
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doctrinaire considerations. In Virginia and Pennsylvania,

where the influence of the principles of the Declaration of

Independence was particularly strong, the religious tests were

greatly modified, and in the latter the property qualification

was abolished.

A comparison of the constitutional provisions with those ex-

isting at the outbreak of the Revolution in the colonies will

illusti'ate the working of the two tendencies, that is, the con-

servative and the doctrinaire

First. The religious qualifications were much the same, but

the tendency is toward greater freedom. Seven of the States

disqualified Catholics, and all except New York required some

religious test.

Secondly. Property qualifications were retained except in

Pennsylvania, and were extended to officers who had not been

under the control of the colonial legislatures. The tendency
was to increase rather than to diminish the amount required.
An inspection of the tables will illustrate these points.

Thirdly Residence qualifications were retained and in-

creased.

Fourthly. Provisions limiting reeligibility, especially for

executive officers, became quite general. In Pennsylvania
this restriction was even extended to members of the legisla-

ture.

Fifthly Clergymen were excluded from office in many
States, an entirely new provision.

Sixthly. There was a tendency to differentiate qualifications
for suffrage and office. The provisions in regard to suffrage
usually remained the same, often not being specified in tho

constitutions.

II. DEBATES AND DISCUSSIONS.

The debates of the State constitutional conventions have not
been preserved, but the discussions in the Federal conventions
and the debates in the State conventions, called to ratify the
Federal Constitution, give an excellent idea of the reasons for
the provisions in the State constitutions. The Bills of Rights,
Declaration of Rights, and addresses to the people also throw
some light on the matter. Letters written by members of the
conventions are also valuable as an index to the motives of the
framers of the constitutions.
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There was no attempt to insert religious qualifications in

the Federal Constitution. In the convention Pinckney pro-

posed to add to the oath a clause abolishing religious tests.

Sherman thought it unnecessary, the prevailing liberality

being a sufficient security against such tests. No one advo-

cated religious tests as a matter of principle. The lack of

such a provision, however, was criticised in some of the rati-

fying conventions.

In North Carolina a speaker objected that Papists and

Mohammedans might become president:

There is a disqualification, I beheve, in every State in the Union It

ought to be so in this system.

Mr. Wilson wishedthat the constitution hadexcluded Popish

priests from offices. As there was no test required and noth-

ing to govern them but honor, he said that
" when their inter-

ests clashed with their honor the latter would fly before the

former." 1

Abbot said that
" some suppose that if no religious test is

required, pagans, deists, and Mohammedans might obtain office

among us and all our Senators and Representatives might be

pagans."
Iredell replied with general arguments on religious tolera-

tion and added that the people would never choose men having
no religion or a religion materially differing from their own.

I met by accident with a pamphlet this morning, in which the author

states, as a very serious danger, that the Pope of Borne might be elected

President

He then proceeded in all seriousness to demonstrate how

exceedingly difficult it would be for the Pope to become Presi-

dent, admitting that it was possible.
2

Mr. Caldwell objected that there was an invitation to Jews

and pagans to come among us.

All those who have any religion are against the emigration of those peo-

ple from the Eastern Hemisphere

Spencer was in favor of
kt

securing every inalienable right,"

and that of worshiping God according to the dictates of con-

science in particular,

i Elliot'H Debates, IV, 215 *Ibid
, IV, 193
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Religious tests are the foundation of persecutions in all countries.

Governor Johnston admitted that Jews and pagans might

emigrate, but that more Christians would come and also the

children of Jews would probably be Christians.
1

In the Connecticut convention Oliver Wolcott argued that

there was no necessity of such a test as some wish. The con-

stitution enjoined an oath which was an appeal to God. 8 An

objection was often urged that a person destitute of religion

could not be bound by an oath.

In the Massachusetts convention the Rev. Mr. Shute objected

to a test on the ground that unprincipled men would be per-

fectly willing to subscribe to anything, and only honest men
would be barred out by the oath.

As all have an equal claim to the blessings of the government under

which they live and which they support, so none should be excluded from

them for being of any particular denomination in religion

Rev. Mr. Payson objected to a test as
ifc an impious encroach-

ment on the prerogatives of God. " These discussions, like the

early constitutions, demonstrate that the sentiment in favor of

religious tests was still strong in this period.

Severalpropositions were made in the Federal Convention in

regard to property qualifications. A motion was carried,

instructing the committee to fix upon such qualification for

members of Congress.
8 The committee could not agree upon

the amount and reported in favor of leaving the matter to the

legislature.* Charles Pinckney objected to this plan as giving
too much power to the first legislature.

He thought it essential that the members of the legislature, the execu-

tive, and the judges should be possessed of competent property to make
them independent and respectable

He suggested $100,000 for the President and $50,000 for

the others

Ellsworth objected to a property qualification on account of

the difficulty of fixing the amount. If it was made high
enough for the South, it would not be applicable to the Eastern
States.

5 Franklin was the only speakerwho opposed the prop-
osition to require property on principle, saying that "some
of the greatest rogues he was ever acquainted with were the

i Elliot's Debates, IV, 199 s ibid , II 202.

, V, 870 *Ibid
, V, 224 ^Ibid , V. 402
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richest rogues." A resolution was also carried to require a

property qualification for the Presidency.
1 Hence it was

evident that the lack of all property requirements for office

in the United States Constitution was not owing to any oppo-
sition of the convention to such qualifications per se.

The omission of the property qualifications was objected to

in the Massachusetts convention. Eufus King replied that

men destitute of property were often superior in knowledge
and rectitude. No such qualification had been required by
the Confederation, and it was difficult to fix upon the proper
amount 8

Tench Coxe, in a pamphlet advocating the adoption of the

Constitution, approved the omission of religious andproperty
tests:

No qualification in moneyed or landed property is required by the pro-

posed plan, nor does it admit of any preference from the preposterous dis-

tinctions of birth and rank * * *
Anywise, informed, and upright man,

be his property what it may, can exercise the trusts and powers of the

state, provided he possesses the moral, religious, and political virtues which

are necessary to secure the confidence of his fellow-citizens 8

In January, 1776, John Adams, in a letter to Penn, a mem-
ber of the North Carolina convention, sketched a plan of gov-
ernment in which he suggested the advisability of rotation in

the executive and legislative departments. He proposed that

officers should be eligible for three years, and then ineligible

for the same length of time.
4

Copies of this letter were sent to other conventions, and

probably had considerable influence on the regulations pertain-

ing to reeligibility.
1 The Pennsylvania constitution gave as a

reason for forced retirement that more men would be trained

to public office, and an inconvenient aristocracy would thus be

avoided

In the Federal Convention a resolution making the President

ineligible to reelection was at first adopted. By this plan the

term was to be seven years.
6 The question was not debated

in the Federal Convention, but in the States many objections

were made to the Constitution on account of the reeligibility

of the President.

Charles Pinckney replied to the objections in the South Car-

i Elliot's Debates, I, 219 aibid
, II, 85.

Ford Pamphlets, p 146 <John Adams Works, IV, 20d. Elliot's Debates, 1, 219.
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olina convention, saying that a man might be made dangerous

if all hope of reelection were cut off. The term might close

in the midst of war and the President be the most capable

man for conducting affairs. The mode of electing the Presi-

dent made undue influence almost impossible.
1 Hamilton

used similar arguments in the Federalist, contending that the

limit to a single term would lessen the inducement to good

behavior, impair the stability of the Government, and deprive

the country in emergencies of the services of the best men.

The people should not be deprived of the privilege of choos-

ing men of experience.
*

In the Virginia plan, Senators and Representatives were to

be incapable of holding either a Federal or State office during
the term for which they were elected.

8 In favor of this

proposition it was urged that eligibility of members of the

legislature to executive office would give too much power to

the President to control Congress by using offices as rewards.

Gerry said that "eligibility of members would have the effect

of opening the batteries against good officers, in order to

drive them out andmakeway for members of the legislature."

On the other hand, itwas contended that the first legislature
would be composed of the ablest men to be found. If they
were ineligible, the great offices, even those of the judiciary

department, which were to continue for life, must be filled,

while those most capable of filling them would be under a

disqualification.
8 The clause was amended to read as it

appears in the Constitution.

In the Pennsylvania ratifying convention, Wilson, who had
been a member of the Federal convention gave the reasons for
the incompatibility oi legislative and executive office.

The provision, I apprehend, would be found tobe very extensive and very
salutary.

* * * to prevent those intrigues, those factions, that corrup-
tion, that would otherwise rise here and have risen so plentifully in every
other country The reason why it is necessary m England to continue
such influence is that the Crown, in order to secure its own influence

against two other branches of the legislature, must continue to bestow
places; but these places produce the opposition which frequently runs so

strong in the British Parliament Members who do not enjoy offices com-
bine against those who do enjoy them It is not from principle that they
thwart the ministry in all its operations No, their cry is, "Let us turn

iJElliot's Debates, II, 815 aBillot's Debates, V, 127

Federalist, No 7, p 2481 ^Ibid , V,505
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them out and succeed to their places
" The great source of corruption in

that country is that persons may hold offices under the Crown and seats

in the legislature at the same time 1

Residence and citizenship qualifications were the subject of

a good deal of debate in the Federal convention Some mem-
bers were in favor of admitting only natives to the legislature.

It was feared that foreign powers would interfere in our

affairs. But Madison replied that America was indebted to

emigration for her settlement and prosperity, that part of

America which had most encouraged emigration had advanced

most rapidly in population, agriculture, and the arts; and that

foreigners would seldom be elected, even if eligible. Wilson

also opposed the proposition, quoting the example of Pennsyl-

vania, which had become populous and prosperous by encour-

aging immigration.
8

Governeur Morris wanted a long-citizenship qualification

for Senators. He said that "men who can shake off their

attachments to their own country can never love another. " He
did not wish to see any of these philosophical gentlemen who
called themselves citizens of the world in our councils; he

would not trust them.

Another speaker also urged the necessity of greater qualifi-

cations for Senators, as bribery and cabal could easily be

practiced in the choice of Senators by the State legislatures.

Franklin, Madison, Randolph, and Wilson opposed the prop-
osition with arguments similar to those quoted above. 8

Hamilton justified the longer-citizenship qualification for

the Senate on the ground of the treaty-making power:

They ought to be thoroughly weaned from the prepossessions and habits

incident to foreign birth and education * * * A hasty admission of

them might create a channel for foreign influence on the national councils *

The provisions in regard to citizenship apparently aroused

very little opposition, as they were not discussed in any of the

ratifying conventions.

We see, then, by the debates, as by the constitutions, that

the Revolutionary period was one of transition.

Many of the State constitutions retained the religious tests,

but such provisions found no advocates in the Federal conven-

tion. In the jmatter of property qualifications, while the sen-

i Elliot's Debates, V, 898 * Ibid
, II, 483

a Ibid, V, 411 * Federalist No 62, Ford's ed , p 408
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timent in the convention favored them, the members did not

consider it a vital point. This lack of all restrictions in regard

to religion and property in the Federal Constitution was of

great importance in the following period, when new States

were founded, modeling their institutions upon those of the

National Government.

CHAPTER III

FEDERAL PERIOD.

I. PROPERTY QUALIFICATIONS

We have seen that most of the colonial governments and

their successors in the Revolutionary period required property
for office-holding, varying from a simple freehold to 10,000.

In the later constitutions of these States there was no gen-
eral tendency to reduce the property qualification during the

eighteenth century. South Carolina is the only exception.

In the constitution of 1790 the property qualification for

governor was changed from 10,000 to 1,500, and those for

members of the legislature in proportion.
On the other hand, Georgia, which by the constitution of

1777 had required a property qualification for members of tho

legislature only, in the constitution of 1789 required 500 acres

of land or 1,000 for governor. Delaware, also, in 1792

increased the property qualification for senators from a simple
freehold to 200 acres or 1,000.

Only three of the new constitutions of later States provided
for a property qualification beyond the payment of a tax.

Tennessee, in 1796, required 200 acres of land for members
of the legislature and 500 acres for governor. Louisiana, in

1812, provided for a freehold valued at $500 for representa-

tives, one of $1,000 for senators, and of $5,000 for governor.
Mississippi, in 1817, required freeholds of $500, $1,000, and

$2,000 for representatives, senators, and governor, respec-

tively. Four States Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri

required that members of the legislature should be taxpayers.
It is to be noted that the three States requiring a freehold

qualification were all Southern States.

Mississippi, then, in 1817, was the last State to adopt any
property qualification beyond that of the payment of a tax.
At this date no State had abolished previous property qualifi-
cations except Maryland.
The era for abolishing property qualifications really began
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in the fourth decade of this century
* A large part of the

the States omitted or abolished the property qualification in

the thirties and forties. As this movement begins in 1832,
when Jacksonian democracy was at its height, it is fair to

suppose that property qualifications for office were swept
away on the wave of this great democratic movement. It is

connected with the movement for a more extended franchise,
but comes a little later and does not excite anything like the

interest which is aroused by the suffrage question. In the

New York convention of 1820, the Massachusetts convention

of the same year, and the Virginia convention of 1830 tin

extension of the franchise was the great bone of contention

and was hotly debated. The property qualifications for office,

on the other hand, were hardly considered, and were only
touched on in debate incidentally to the suffrage question.

In the Delaware convention of 1831 property qualifica-

tions underwent considerable discussion. A committee was

appointed to consider the expediency of abolishing them

entirely.
2
They leported in favor of dropping all those ex-

cept for Senator. 8 This was a freehold of 200 acres or 1,000

Judge Hall spoke in favor of the property restriction. There

was danger, he said, of the people regarding property as an

actual disqualification. The legislature had power to tax,

hence ought to be composed of taxpayers.
4

Another speaker said that as the residence for suffrage had

been reduced, the Senators might be elected bymen from Maine
and Massachusetts. This would be dangerous, and should be

guarded against by a property qualification.
5 The provision,

it was urged, was a good inducement to industry. Land could

be bought for $2 an acre, hence the amount was not excessive.

It is necessary to protect us from the " workies " Abolish the property

qualification and they will make us clothe and educate their children

The free-school law was quoted as an example of what

might be expected if men without property got control. No

i Property qualifications were omitted In new constitutions or abolished as follows

Maryland, 1810, abolished, Mississippi, 1832, omitted, Tennessee, 1884, omitted, Georgia

(for legislature), 1836, abolished, Massachusetts (for legislature), 1840, abolished, New
Jersey, 1844, omitted, Connecticut, 1846, abolished, Louisiana, 1845, omitted, New York,

1845, abolished, Georgia (for governor), 1847, abolished, South Carolina, 1865, omitted,

North Carolina, 1868, omitted, Rhode Island, 1888, abolished, Massachusetts (for gover-

nor), 1892, abolished, Delaware, 1897, abolished

Delaware Debates, 1831, p 7 1bid
, p 16 Ibid , p 12G e Ibid , p 128

HIST 99, VOL I 8
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arguments were made on the other side, but the vote for the

retention of the amendment stood 16 to 10, showing that there

must have been considerable opposition.
1

The property qualification for membeis of the lower house

was abolished on grounds of expediency, it being merely

nominal and giving rise to frauds Only one other conven-

tion between 1830 and 1850 retained a property qualification

of any considerable amount. This was the convention of

North Carolina in 1835. This convention, however, was lim-

ited by the terms of the law calling it to the consideration

of certain provisions, and qualifications for office were not

among the number.

It is noteworthy that the only Southern States retaining

property qualifications after this period are the Carolinas,

where they remained until after the war. These States were

always conservative and much less affected by Jacksonian

Democracy than the other Southern States, and especially less

than Mississippi, Tennessee, and Georgia, which abolished

such requirements early in the period
The retention of the property qualification for governor in

Massachusetts until 1892, and for Senator in Delaware until

1897, may be regarded as accidental survivals, owing to the

difficulty of amending the constitutions. That of Massachu-
setts was, in fact, abolished by the convention of 1853, but
the constitution submitted to the people at that time was not

ratified. In this convention there was general agreement that
the property qualification ought to be abolished. 8

It might
still be a part of the fundamental law but for a circumstance
which aroused sufficient interest to procure its abolition.

In 1892 William E. Kussell was elected governor. After
his election it was found that he lacked the necessary prop-
erty to qualify Sufficient property was deeded over to him
to fulfill the constitutional requirement before his inaugura-
tion. The danger of losing the services of so popular a can-
didate procured the amendment of 1892. In Delaware the
constitution of 1897, abolishing the property qualification, is

the first one adopted since 1832.

One more phase of this topic remains to be considered.
Three Southern States have a property qualification for suf-

frage and office intended to bar negroes. The Mississippi
i Delaware Debates, 1831, pp 20^-207 * Maesachua^tte Debate*, 186^ 1, 166."
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constitution of 1890 provides that the legislature may require
the payment of a poll tax for two preceding years. This tax

is not to exceed $2 for the State and $1 for the county. The
Louisiana constitution of 1898 gives an option between an

educational qualification and property assessed at $300. In

either case the payment of a poll tax is requisite. That this

provision is intended for negroes only is bhown by the exemp-
tions. Foreigners naturalized before 1898 and those having
the right of suffrage before 1867, their sons and grandsons,
are not subject to the property or educational qualifications.

Neither of these constitutions was submitted to the people
for ratification, but were enacted by the conventions them-

selves.

The South Carolina constitution of 1896 had a provision
modeled on that of Mississippi. Senator Tillman was chaii-

man of the committee on suffrage. In an address to the con-

vention at the end of the session he said:

If we were free, instead of having negro suffrage, we would have negro
sla\ ery. Instead of having the United States Government, we would have

the Confederate States Government Instead of paying $3,000,000 pension

tribute, we would be receiving it.

Considering the unfortunate necessity of remaining a sub-

ject State, he finds the constitution the best that can be ex-

pected. He then concludes.

I hope, as South Carolinians, as white men and Democrats, we will go on

as prosperously in the future as we have in the past
1

One of the members registered a protest against the educa-

tional clause which gave the election inspector power to decide

upon the fitness of the challenged voter. He said that other

provisions, evidently referring to the tax and property quali-

fications, which were above suspicion of unfairness, would

accomplish the desired end; jbhat is, securing white supremacy.
2

Thus we see that the purpose of disfranchising the negroes was

openly avowed by the members of the convention

These provisions, intended to disqualify negroes, are the

only property qualifications remaining in State constitutions.

II BELIGIOUS QUALIFICATIONS.

We have seen that in the Revolutionary constitutions two

kinds of tests were required- (1) Belief in the Protestant re-

i South. Carolina convention, 1896, Journal, pp 731-784 a
lbid., p 727
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ligion; (2) belief in the Christian religion In constitutions

adopted after 1792, whether of the original States or of newly
admitted States, these tests are never required. In their

place we find two others not as stringent as the former: (1)

Belief in God and a future state of rewards and punishments;

(2) belief in a Supreme Being. These tests still exist in sev-

eral of the constitutions.

Let us consider these various tests in the order named. In

the Revolutionary constitutions seven States excluded Cath-

olics from office. In three of these Georgia, Vermont, and

South Carolina these tests were dropped in the new consti-

tutions adopted befoie the close of the eighteenth century.

No religious test of any kind was adopted in their stead. In

the four remaining States the provisions were retained for a

considerable length of time This is not significant, however,

as they were dropped in every case upon the first general re-

vision of the constitution 'There is no case in which a test

excluding Catholics from office was retained by a convention

after 1792. There is one case in which a convention abolished

the religious test which disqualified Catholics and the amend-
ment was rejected by the people; this was in New Hamp-
shire in 1852. There is no doubt that the amendment was

rejected on its merits, as there were only three submitted.

Those abolishing property qualifications were adopted, but

the one removing the disabilities of Catholics was rejected.

It is to be noted that a two-thirds vote was required for the

adoption of the amendment, so that it may have been lost

although favored by a majority of the voters. In Massachu-
setts all tests were abolished by amendment in 1822. Webster

reported the article from the committee There was consid-

erable debate and strong opposition to the abolition of the

test, but none of it seems to have been directed against the

Catholics. Probably the convention did not consider that

the oath disqualified them: it required the disavowal of the

supremacy of any foreign prelate in matters ecclesiastical and
civil. As the debate is on the question of requiring belief in

Christianity, it will be treated under that head.

In North Carolina, in 1885, there was a bitter contest over
the abolition of that part of the thirty-second article which

disqualified "persons denying the truths of the Protestant

religion" from holding civil office. In 1832 the senate had
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issued an address to the people advocating the expunging of

the provision. The consideration of this article was recom-

mended to the convention of 1835 by the legislature.

The arguments in favor of its retention were weak, and

usually avoided the principle at issue. The mam points urged
in its favor were that it was a dead letter, did no harm, and

as it had been in the constitution sixty years it was best not

to disturb it. Some speakers, however, maintained that it

might be necessary to exclude Catholics, and the delegates
from Orange claimed instructions of their constituents in its

favor. One speaker, admitting that it had been a dead letter,

said it ought to be retained as "sleeping thunder." Cooper
carried out the same line of argument:

Our fathers saw the necessity of the article and placed it where it was

They knew what a Eoman Catholic was, and were afraid, if they didn't

put something of this kind in, they might hereafter have a harder struggle

than they had just got out of.

He did not care how wise men were, if they did not agree
with the general opinion in religion they ought to be looked

after. Most of the speakers did not come out so squarely

against the Catholics. The most characteristic argument is

that of Shober "The section under consideration," he said,

"has done no harm It has been a part of our constitution

for fifty years; it has stood as a beacon to aspirants for office,

as an axiom that we prize religion, and tells the world we are

a Christian people."
The remarks against the test were of a very desultory char-

acter. Most speakers began by making a full exposition of

their religious views and avowing their belief in the doctrines

of some Protestant sect; nevertheless they believed in full

toleration of other sects The debaters seemed to fear that

if they opposed the test they would be regarded as irieligious.

l^ar the best exposition of the opposition to the test was made

by Gaston, a Catholic and judge of the supreme court He
first gives his reasons for having accepted office, holding
that Catholics were not disqualified by the test. (1) The arti-

cle only disqualifies those who "deny;" that implies spoken
or written denial, not simply profession of another faith; (2)

there is no tribunal to define the Protestant religion; (3) Cath-

olics do not deny the truths of the Protestant religion they

accept its truths and believe more; () the colonies had ex-
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eluded Catholics by their tests which had been abolished. In

proof of the ambiguity of the clause he speaks of the differ-

ent interpretations which had been applied to it in the course

of the debate.

One informs us that it excludes nobody,
* * * that the whole pro-

vision is a dead letter Another thinks that it clearly excludes atheists,

and such deists as make a parade of their infidelity by proclaiming the holy

scriptures to be false. A third believes that it disqualifies atheists, deists,

and Jews A fourth believes that these are excluded, and that it was

intended also to exclude Catholics, but that the language is not sufficiently

explicit to warrant a judicial exposition to that effect A fifth holds that

it not only intended to exclude, but, by legal construction, does exclude

them. A sixth is satisfied that Quakers, Memnonists, and Dunkards are

disqualified because of their opposition to bearing arms

Hence he urges upon the convention the necessity of amend-

ing the article so as to make it explicit He also explained

fully the relation between Catholics and the Pope to show that

the latter has no civil jurisdiction in America, and that there

is nothing incompatible between allegiance to the Pope and

loyalty to the State. This had particular reference to the lat-

ter part of the test, which disqualified "those holding opinions

incompatible with the safety and freedom of the State."

The most radical opponent of the provision was Wilson,
who objected to a religious test of any kind whatever. He
quoted Jefferson as saying:

What is it to me, as a citizen of North Carolina, whether my neighbor
believes in one God or in twenty? It neither picks my pocket nor breaks

my qfrnn-

"For shame," he said, at the close of a long speech, "that
men should attempt to hide a wicked, persecuting spirit, a

miserable scramble for power, behind such thin-woven subter-

fuges." His amendment abolishing all tests was lost by a vote
of 76 to 32.

The convention finally adopted an amendment substituting"
Christian " for "

Protestant," by a vote of 74 to 511
.

New Hampshire retained provisions disqualifying Catholics
until 1877. These were clauses in the constitution of 1784,
retained in that of 1792, requiring that the governor, repre-
sentatives, and senators should be Protestants. All religious
tests were abolished by an amendment ratified in 1877.

Inasmuch as no new constitution adopted after 1790 and no

1 Debates in North Carolina Convention, pp. 242-812.
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revised constitution after 1800 disqualified Catholics, the atti-

tude of hostility to them may be said to end with the first

constitutions. Probably their loyalty during the war had an

influence in securing them full political rights. This was an

argument made in the North Carolina convention. Thomas
Carroll is mentioned as a distinguished example of a patriotic

Catholic In spite o the test, Thomas Burke, a Catholic, had

been governor of North Carolina until he had resigned the

position to accept an appointment in the continental army.

Graston, the Catholic ]udge who opposed the test so ably, was
one of North Carolina's most honored citizens.

In five of the States the constitutions required officers to be

Christians. The qualification in all of them was to be tested

by an oath. Three of these oaths disappeared in the revisions

of the eighteenth century. In Maryland in 1826 Jews were

granted the right to substitute an oath of belief in God and a

future state of rewards and punishments. In Massachusetts

the oath was abolished by an amendment that was enacted in

1822 The amendment caused considerable debate in the con-

vention. Websterreportedfor the committee in favor of drop-

ping the test, basing his reasons on grounds of expediency.
He said he would himself have been willing to retain it It was

opposed as useless, as interfering with inalienable rights, as

a union of church and state, as conflicting with the United

States Constitution, which insures a republican form of gov-
ernment. If this test were retained, the Declaration of Inde-

pendence should read:

All Chnstfiana are born free and equal It is antirepubhcan and repug-
nant to the liberties of the people

It was favored on strong religious grounds:

Striking it out would be a disrespect to our fathers and a national sin

If it had excluded a man even as learned as Gibbon from the legislature, it

would not have been unfortunate if he was capable of making such an

insidious, unmanly attack on our holy religion As to Jews, Mohametans,

deists, and atheists, they are all opposed to the common religion of the

Commonwealth and believe it an imposition, a mere fable, and that its

professors are all under a wretched delusion Are such persons suitable

rulers of a Christian State?

One speaker expressed his surprise that so many ministers

of the gospel were opposed to the test. "Are we not descend-

ants of the Pilgrims?"
1

1 Journal of the Convention, p 180 et seq
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In the address to the people submitted with the proposed

amendments the test was adverted to in the following guarded

manner.

We have agreed that the declaration of belief in the Christian religion

ought not to be required in the future, because we do not think the assum-

ing of civil office a suitable occasion for so declaring, and because it IH im-

plied that every man that is selected for office m this community must

have such sentiments of religious duty as relate to his fitness for the place

to which he is called
1

The latter reason indicates how careful the convention was

to avoid the suspicion of irreligion which might attach to them

for abolishing the test. It is also an indication of a sentiment

very common in the later conventions that legal qualifications

ought to be abolished in order to let the people judge them-

selves of the fitness of a candidate The amendment was rati-

fied by a vote of 17,552 to 9,344, the majority being smaller

than that for any other amendment. 3 The debate in the con-

vention and the vote indicate sufficiently that there was a

strong sentiment in Massachusetts in 1822 in favor of limiting

office holding to Christians

In Pennsylvania the Constitution of 1790 omitted the oath

requiring belief in God and the inspiration of the Old and New
Testaments and inserted in the Bill of Rights that no othor

oath except that of belief in God and a future state of rewards

and punishments could ever be required for admission to office.

This provision has been repeated in the later constitution.

It must be noted that this is not a test, but a prohibition of

tests beyond a certain limit. As a matter of fact, no religious

test has been required in Pennsylvania since 1790 This clause

was the subject of some debate in the convention of 1&58.

Many memorials were presented for its abolition. It was said

to exclude Universalists and Quakers, the fonner because they
did not believe in future punishment, the latter because thoy
did not believe in a future state of rewards and punishments.
The real grievance seemed to be that Quakers and Univorsal-

ists had been disqualified from testifying in the courts, 3 The
demand was for the abolition of all religious tests, both for

1 Journal of the Convention, p 680
2 Ibid, p 638

"Debates, IX, 227-286 Many memorials for the abolition of the test arc mentioned In
VolB

l IX,X,andXI
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office and for giving testimony But, as has been said, the

article was retained as in the constitution of 1790. l

Tennessee, in her first constitution, adopted in 1796, pro-
vided that no person should hold office who did not believe in

God and a future state of rewards and punishments. This

provision was repeated in the later constitutions, and is still

retained. As no oath was specified the enforcement of the

provision was left to the legislature The result is that no

oath of such belief has ever been required and the provision
is a dead letter. It is interesting to note that the same con-

stitution which required this test said that, "no religious test

as a qualification for office shall ever be required
" 2

It is diffi-

cult to see how the two provisions could be reconciled. Prob-

ably the test was, in the language of the orator in the North

Carolina convention

A beacon to aspirants for office as an axiom that we prize religion, and

tells the world that we are a Christian people

A number of States have required belief in God as a quali-

fication for office Only three such provisions remain, those

of Arkansas and North Carolina and South Carolina Texas

has a provision that no test fuither than that of belief in God
shall be required.

In general these tests have remained longest in the consti-

tutions of Southern States None of these recent constitu-

tions incorporate the test in the oath of office and there is no

evidence that they have ever been enforced.

At present some thirty States prohibit religious tests in

their constitutions and none is required by legislation in any
State. Hence religious tests, although there are survivals in

some half a dozen of the State constitutions, have entirely

disappeared as an actual legal qualification for office.

Ill RESIDENCE QUALIFICATIONS, 1789-1899

In the constitutions adopted before 1Y89 only residence in

the State or district was required
After the Federal Constitution went into effect the States

usually required citizenship of the United States for a given
time for the chief officers Before 1789 theie was no uniform

iStimson, Am Statute Law, p 9, classifies Pennsylvania an requiring a religious test

for office This is manifestly an error, as shown alx>ve

a Constitution of 1796, Art XI, HOC 1
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naturalization and the citizenship was always State citizen-

ship. The word foreigner occurs in some of the early consti-

tutions and always denotes a person not a citizen of the State.

In these constitutions the residence qualification was not large,

probably owing to the fact that the exclusion would operate

chiefly against citizens of one State moving into another. The

uniform naturalization provided for by the Federal Constitu-

tion and carried out by Congress gave an opportunity to dis-

criminate between citizens of other States in the Union and

citizens of foreign states. This was done in nearly every con-

stitution by requiring, in addition to a certain period of resi-

dence in the State, citizenship of the United States for periods

varying in the different States, and for different offices from

one to thirty years, and, in the case of governor, for life.

The general tendency during the first half century under

the Federal Constitution was to require long terms of citizen-

ship, especially for the office of governor.

During the next half century the tendency was to decrease

the residence term within the United States. There is a par-
tial exception to this tendency in the Southern States since

the war. The carpet-bag constitutions reduced the term of

residence in the State and also, in many cases, the term of

citizenship of the United States The States which have

adopted constitutions since the northern influence was with-

drawn, have increased the residence qualification and, in some

cases, also that of citizenship. The reason in both cases is

the same the dislike of outside influence, whether on the

part of foreigners or of immigrants from the northern

States.

In nearly all the constitutions longer residence and citizen-

ship qualifications are required for governor than for senator
and for senators than for members of the lower house.

An examination of the residence qualifications for governor
will give an idea of the movement in general, as there is a

tendency to maintain about the same ratio in the terms of res-

idence required for the various officers.

First, let us remember that no State before 1789 required
that the governor should be a native American. The residence
demanded was not long, only one State requiring ten years.
There is a marked change in this respect in the later constitu-
tions of the original States and in those of new Staten. The
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constitutions of Kentucky and Tennessee were formed on the

model of the earlier State constitutions, and citizenship of the

United States was not required; but the constitutions drafted

in the early part of this century required a long period of

citizenship of the United States for the office of governor.
Ohio in 1802 required twelve years; Indiana in 1816, ten years,

Mississippi in 1817, twenty years; Illinois in 1818, thirty years.

The first State to require a native of the United States was

Alabama in 1819. Five other States have had a similar pro-
vision in their constitutions; and in Maine the provision still

remains. The list is as follows, with the dates at which the

provision was adopted and at which it was dropped:

Alabama, 1819-1875; Maine, 1820; Missouri, 1820-1865;
New York, 1821-184:6; Virginia, 1830-1870; Arkansas, 1836-

1868.

These provisions seem to have been inserted in the consti-

tutions without opposition. In the three States in which I

have had access to the debates in the convention there was no

discussion of the residence qualifications. A member of the

convention of 1846 in New York said the provision was adopted

unanimously in 1821 in committee of the whole. My impres-
sion is that they were adopted in imitation of the constitution

of the United States, and do not indicate any particular jealousy

of foreign influence.

Four of the States were adopting new constitutions which

followed closely that of the Federal Government. In New
York and Virginia there had been no residence or citizenship

qualification whatever in the previous constitutions. This was

naturally regarded as a defect, and in remedying it the Fed-

eral Constitution was imitated. All of the other original

States had provided a residence qualification, and when they
came to revise their constitutions simply changed the residence

within the State to citizenship of the United States, usually

requiring a shorter term of residence within the State than

before.

The retention of the provision in the constitution of Maine

is probably owing to the fact that the constitution has never

been revised, and there isn't sufficient opposition to the clause

to secure its abolition by amendment. The lack of interest is

probably due to the fact that the foreign element is not strong

enough to make it worth while for a party to make an issue
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of this provision, and bid for the foreign vote by advocating

its abolition.

The tendency to decrease the residence requirement is shown

by the fact that, of sixteen States which required more than

ten years' citizenship of the United States or the State, only

nine have retained so large a qualification.
1

Only three of

these States are north of Mason's and Dixon's line Of these

three, two adopted their present constitutions before the war,

and Delaware, in the constitution of 1897, simply retained the

residence qualifications of the old constitution. The contrast

is brought out between the North and the South in this respect

by observing that no northern State has increased its resi-

dence or citizenship qualification since 1850, while many of

the southern States have done so since the war. In most

cases the increase is in the residence required within the State,

but some constitutions have also required a longer citizenship

of the United States than heretofore.
8

In five of the States the constitutions adopted under north-

ern influence immediately after the war had decreased the resi-

dence qualification. The later revisions tended to do away
with these changes and restore the antebellum provisions.

By one of the reconstruction articles of 1867, all persons
excluded from holding office on account of rebellion were ex-

cluded from holding a seat in a constitutional convention and

from voting for members of the convention. The sentiment

of the South toward these constitutions is seen in the debates

of the later conventions, and is summed up in an address sub-

mitting the Alabama Constitution of 1875 to the people for

ratification "The constitution of 1868," so runs the address,
"was not the work of the people of Alabama. It is the off-

iThe States stall retaining long-residence qualifications are as followH, with the datcH at
which, the present constitutions were adopted Delaware, 1897, 12 years citizen of United
States, Georgia, 1877, 15 years citizen of United States, Kansas, 1861, 20 years citizen oi
United States, Louisiana, 1898, 10 years citizen of United States and Louisiana, Maryland,
1867, 10 years citizen of Maryland, Mississippi, 1890, 20 years citizen of United States,

Missouri, 1875, 10 years citizen of United States, New Jersey, 1844, 20 yeara citizen of United
States, Maine, 1820, native of United States

a The following table indicates these changes Alabama, 1867, 4 years in State, 1875,7
years in the State Arkansas, 1868, 1 year in State; 1874, 7 years in the State Georgia,
1868, 15 yearsm United States, 1877, 15 years citizen of United States Kentucky, 1850, 6

years in Kentucky, 1891, 6 years citizen of Kentucky Louisiana, 1808, 2 years citizen of
United Statesand Louisiana, 1898, 10 years citizen of United States and Louisiana Mar> -

land, 1864, 5 years citizen of United States and in Maryland, 18(57, 10 years citizen of Marv-
land Mississippi, 1868, 2 years in Mississippi, 1890, 5 years in Mississippi Missouri, 1820,
4 years in Missouri, 1865, 7 years in Missouri
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spring of usurpation and the contrivance of unscrupulous
adventurers inflicted upon our people after they had solemnly

rejected it.
* * * It was manufactured for the benefit of

alien and corrupt usurpers, and has been administered in an

office-holding and governmental extravagance which in a few

years has bankrupted the State and well-nigh ruined our peo-

ple."
1 With such a prevailing sentiment one can well under-

stand why the recent constitutions in the South have provided
a long lesidence in the State as a prerequisite for holding the

chief executive office. In no State can an alien be elected

governor; but some twenty require merely citizenship of the

United States. Most of the Western States have this piovi-

sion, the tendency being strong to do away with all distinctiona

between native and naturalized citizens.

Most of the States require a period of State residence

greater than that necessary for an elector. With the exception
of the Southern States already considered, this period is not

long, varying from two to five years Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, and Pennsylvania still retain the seven-year re-

quirement of their early constitutions. There has not been

the same tendency to decrease the residence qualification, as is

seen in the provisions for citizenship. This is probably due

to the fact that the residence required has never, in mos>t

States, been very long; and also to the fact that the immigrants
from other States do not form a compact element, to which a

political party can appeal and make ari issue of removing'their

political disabilities. That this has been done in the case of

aliens and foreign-born citizens 'can be abundantly proven.
The qualifications for members of the legislature are more

uniform in the various States than are those for governor,
and do not vary so much in the latei

1 constitutions frotn those

of earlier ones. As a rule, also, the residence and citizenship

qualification is alike for the two houses.
(

The age qualifica-

tion is tlie only one that differs.
; " '

All but six States require that meihbers of both houses

shall be citizens. In six States
2 the same qualification is

required as for suffrage, and aliens having taken out their first

papers are given the franchise. Residence m the State vary-

1 Alabama convention, 1875, Journal, p 169

2 Florida convention of 1868, Kansas convention of 1861, Minnesota convention of 1857,

Nebraska convention of 1875, North Dakota convention of 1889, Wisconsin convention

of 1848
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ing from one to seven years is required. Residence in the

district represented, for a period varying from six months to

two years, is necessary in every State. Many States demand

a year in the district, and ther make no further residence

qualification.

The age qualifications for both governor and members of

the legislature are quite uniform in the various States. The

prevailing provision in regard to the governor is that he

should be 30 years of age. Senators must usually have

attained the age of 25, and members of the lower house 21.

Of course there are a good many slight variations, the tendency
in the western States being to make the right of suffrage and

eligibility to the legislature identical.

As judges have become elective, there has been a tendency
to affix residence and age qualifications for judicial places

also. As a rule these requirements correspond with those

for governor in age and of senators in residence and citizen-

ship qualifications. A number of States had an old-age limit

when the judges were f appointed during good behavior. 1

This provision naturally disappeared when they were elected

for a term of years.

In the early conventions there was not much discussion on

age and residence qualifications; but in the fifth decade of

the century these questions were hotly debated. A theory
seems to have been very widespread that the convention had
no right to limit the people in their choice of officers by
making any requirements whatever. It was an unwarranted
interference with the sovereign rights of the people. This

argument was used in nearly all of the conventions between
1840 and 1860.

In Louisiana in 1845 there was a long debate on the ques-
tion of increasing the residence qualifications from two to five

years. The chief opposition to outside influence seemed to

be directed toward those coming from other States, although
the dangers of foreign immigration were also referred to.

The Native American movement was mentioned but con-

demned. The chief argument relied upon was that of the

peculiar institutions of the State. Other States, it was said,

1 In Alabama, 1819, Connecticut convention of 1818, and Maine convention of 1820, the
age limit was 70 years, Mississippi convention of 1817, 65, New York convention of 1821,
60, Missouri convention of 1820, 65 The provision is still retained in New York
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had the common law, Louisiana the civil law, hence a longer
residence was necessary in order to properly understand her

institutions. Slavery was also referred to as requiring pro-
tection from the influence of intruders. "Can an inhabitant

of Massachusettsj" said one debater, "who removes among
us, regard slavery in its true light? Will he submit to the

perfect tolerance of religions, so remarkable in our com-

munity, not the result of law but of public opinion? It must
be presumed that the attachments he has formed in his former

home will preclude him from at once imbibing a relish for

our institutions." In reply to these arguments, the theory of

the right of the people to choose whom they please to office

was advanced. This was answered as a cry of demagogues.

From the Peloponesiacuum Bellum to the present tune it has always
been the practice of demagogues to delude the dear people by flattering

them.

The amendment was lost by a tie vote.
1

Residence qualifications were most fully debated in the con-

vention of 1846 in New York The constitution of 1821 had

provided that the governor should be a native of the United

States. There was no attempt to retain this provision in

1846, but a five years' residence and a five years' citizenship

were suggested. O'Connor opposed the five years' residence

as illiberal. It was writing in the fundamental law a reproach

upon the wisdom and good sense of the people of the State.

It was "restricting the people in the exercise of supreme and

legitimate sovereignty." Hunt followed along the same line

of argument, saying that the convention was only acting as

attorney for the people and could not limit their power or

interfere with their freedom of elections. "Who, in framing
a power of attorney for an agent, would even think of insert-

ing any clause limiting his own powers, of tying his own
hands in order to keep himself from picking his own pockets ?"

These arguments were well answered by Jordan and Angel.

They ridiculed the idea of not restricting the sovereign

people. If this were carried to its logical conclusion the con-

vention could not prevent them from electing ten governors
at once, or from electing judges to other office, or United

States officers to State office. Angel maintained that it was

i Louisiana convention of 1844r45 Debates, pp 53-94.
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the very purpose of a constitution to bind the sovereign people

and prevent the tyranny of the majority.
1

The proposition to require five years' citizenship was also

hotly debated It was opposed on the ground of discriminat-

ing against naturalized citizens. In reply, Mr Angel asked

if they had no American feeling in that body. He had no

desire to encourage the ambitious views of a foreigner who
should come to our shores with aspirations for the chair of

the chief magistrate of the State. Many formidable evils

might arise from this indulgence to foreigners.

Had the people of the State forgotten that we had a large Protestant

body within our bosom, who were looking with great interest on this

question? And could the feelings and opinions of that large and respect-

able class be disregarded?

This is the only mention I find of the American movement
with anything like approval in any of the conventions of the

period. The amendment for five years' citizenship was re-

jcted 73 to 36.*

In the debates in the California convention in 1849 the ton-

year-citizenship qualification for governor was opposed on

the ground that foreigners knew our institutions on coming
to this country. De Tocqueville was quoted as an example
The very fact of their coming proved that they understood

and appreciated our form of government.
3

In the Maryland convention of 1864 an amendment was

proposed requiring a native of the United States for gov-
ernor, but it was opposed on the ground of the services of

foreigners in the war and was rejected by a vote of 51 to 3.*

In most of the conventions since 1845 propositions have
been made that no qualification be required for officeholding

beyond that for suffrage. In a number of States such a pro-
vision has been adopted, excepting qualifications specified in

the Constitution. But in Rhode Island and Connecticut alone
are qualifications for office and suffrage identical, and they
have always been so since colonial times.

In specifying qualifications the language of the constitu-
tions varies, and it is not always clear whether the candidate
is to be qualified on the day of election, or whether it is wuffi-

1New York convention of 184G Debates, pp 144W58
2Ibid, pp. 268-270
8 California convention of 1849, pp 157-169
4 Maryland convention of 1864 Debates, p 1816
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cient if he can qualify at the time he takes his oath of office.

In the cabes of Commonwealth v. Pyle (18 Pa., 519) and
Commonwealth v. Schoener (1 Leg. Chron., 177) it was held
that where a person was declared ineligible without a certain

qualification he must have been qualified at the time of the

election; but where the prohibition is as to the enjoyment of

the office it suffices that he is legally qualified before he is

sworn. The Pyle case was argued in 185dt and quoted the

decision of Congress in regard to contests in that body.

According to this interpretation, where the constitutions do
not expressly require that a candidate should be qualified
at the time of election, it would generally be sufficient to

qualify upon assuming the duties of the office
l

The decisions upon the qualifications of their own members
is left to the respective houses;

8 and if they choose to admit
those disqualified by law, there is no remedy in the courts.

The qualifications of other officers are subject to adjudica-
tion and decision in the courts. This was the decision in the

case of Barker v. The People (3 Cowen, 77), tried in New York
in 1824. The same opinion is expressed in the opinions sub-

mitted to the legislature by the supreme judicial court of

Massachusetts 3

The Massachusetts constitution of 1780 provided that

"every person shall be considered an inhabitant, for the pur-

pose of electing and being elected in that town, district, or

plantation where he dwelleth or hath his home. " In specifying
the qualification for office and suffrage this word inhabitant

is always used. In 1811 the legislature called upon the

supreme judicial court for an opinion as to the proper mean-

ing of the term. The opinion submitted was as follows:

The words "inhabitants" or "residents" may comprehend aliens, or

they may be restrained to such inhabitants who are citizens, according to

the subject-matter to which they are applied The latter construction

comports with the general design of the constitution There the words

"people" and "citizens" are synonymous. The people are declared to

make the constitution for themselves and their posterity, and the repre-
sentation in the general court is a representation of the citizens. If, there-

fore, aliens could vote in the election of Representatives, the representation

i The most common form Is that " no person shall be governor, senator, etc , who has

not resided so long in the State, etc '

aThere was an attempt in Pennsylvania in 1873 to give this power to the courts

Debates of the convention, II, 56L

*122 Massachusetts, 600

HIST 99, VOL i 9
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would be not of citizens only, but of others, unless we should preposter-

ously conclude that a legally authorized elector of a Representatne is not

represented It may therefore seem superfluous to declare our opinion,

that the authority given to inhabitants and residents to vote is restrained to

such inhabitants and residents as are citizens
l

This ingenious interpretation of a constitutional provision,

making it mean what it did not say for reasons of public pol-

icy, was carried a step further in 1877 in a similar opinion
2

The court quoted the opinion of 1811 and reaffirmed it

There were two questions, both pertaining to qualifications of

members of the legislature The questions were: First. Must
an alien be naturalized before he can become a member of the

legislature ? Second. Can a naturalized citizen become a mem-
ber under the same conditions as native citizens? This ques-
tion hinged on the interpretation of the word "inhabitant"

in an amendment fixing the qualifications of members. The
court answeied both questions in the affirmative, holding that

the word inhabitant in the original constitution meant citizen

and in the amendment "
having a domicile in the district."

After the word "citizen" began to be used in the constitu-

tion in a more precise sense, the word inhabitant had become
more restricted. It is to be noted that these opinions were
not decisions of contested cases and had no binding force,
but they were doubtless followed by the legislature in decid-

ing contests. Hence the constitution of Massachusetts, as

interpreted, confined the rights of suffrage and officeholdmg
to citizens.

IV AGE QUALIFICATIONS

Age qualifications were not much debated in the conven-
tions. In Delaware, in 1831, a proposition was made to retire

judges at 70. It was alleged m the debate that the provision
in the New York constitution was adopted for party purposes
and out of personal spite Kent had thus been forced out at

60; Spencer also was "conventionized" off the bench. It
was said that a similar proposition had been negatived in Vir-

ginia by a large majority. These arguments prevailed and
the amendment was lost without a division.

3

When the provision retiring judges at 60 was adopted in

1 7 Massachusetts, 525

""" "

* 122 Massachusetts, 594.

Delaware convention of 1881 Debates,pp 197-199
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New York in 1821, John Adams wiote to a member of the

convention.

I consider that provision a personal insult to me as an old man

In the Virginia convention of 1829-30 there was considei-

able debate in regard to increasing the age qualification for

Senators The chief argument against the proposition was

found in the many examples of brilliant ability under the

specified age. There was also a hint at the theory so preva-
lent later, that it was not right to limit the people in their

choice. John Randolph, it was said, became a member of the

House of Representatives under the age of 25. When the

Speaker asked him: "Are you 25, sir?" he replied,
" Go and

ask my constituents." Among other arguments in favor of

the increased age was that a dissolution of the Union was

possible, and then still more important duties would fall to

the Senate.
1

In the debates of 1845 the argument against age qualifica-

tions chiefly relied upon, is the unwarrantable restriction upon
the rights of the sovereign people. In Ohio, in 1850, the

thirty-year requirement for governor was advocated on the

ground of keeping young men out of the temptations of poli-

tics. A speaker retorted that
"

it would be better to make
them retire at 45, that they might have time to prepare their

accounts for another world
" * The age restrictions were also

opposed on the ground that they would drive young men to

other States where there were no such restrictions.
3 This was

an argument which probably had great weight with all the

Western States, which desired to attract immigrants, and goes
far to explain the tendency to do away with all restrictions on

suffrage and officeholding except a short period of residence

in the State. This was carried so far that, as has been seen,

in some States aliens could hold seats in the legislature and in

nearly twenty States aliens have been allowed to Vote. The
Indiana convention, in their address to the people, said that

the provision allowing aliens the suffrage would probably
attract immigrants.*
In case no statute fixes the qualifications for an office it has

i Virginia convention of 1829-30 Debates,pp 462, 463
a Ohio convention of 1850 Debates, 1, 299-306

8Ibid,I,227
4 Indiana convention of 1850 Address to the people, p 26
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been held that a person not an electoi can not hold the office.
1

Such person, howevei, can be elected and qualify before his

term begins
8

V. EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Educational qualifications are of two kinds general and

professional General qualifications required for suffrage and

Dfficeholdmg are limited to the ability to read and write

either in English or in one's native language Such a require-

ment is found in but a few States The first to adopt it was

Connecticut in 1855. By an amendment to the constitution

an elector must be able to read any article of the constitution

or any section of the statutes before being admitted to vote

Massachusetts adopted a similar amendment in 1857 Maine

also has such a provision, and the Delaware constitution of

1897 provides that after 1900 electors must be able to read

and wnte. The Florida constitution of 1868 provided that

the legislature might pass an act requiring an educational

qualification for suffrage after 1880, but no such law has been

enacted.

The recent constitutions of South Carolina, Mississippi, and

Louisiana, offering an option between an educational and a

property qualification, have already been considered. Their

purpose was evidently to disfranchise the negro. In his

address as president of the convention of 1895, in South Caic-

hna, Governor Evans said-

There should be an educational qualification for the right of suffrage if

the supremacy of the intelligence is to be preserved It is no injustice to

any man, black or white, to have such a qualification, for only the intelli-

gent are capable of governing We have experienced the cost

and hardship of the rule of the ignorant and know what it means. 8

The provisions on suffrage were adopted with little opposi-
tion in these Southern States In fact, their enactment was
the chief purpose in revising the constitutions. These consti-

tutions were not submitted to the people for ratification, but
were put into operation by the conventions. The suffrage
provision of the Mississippi constitution has been contested in

the courts, but has been held valid both by the supreme court
of Mississippi* and by the Supreme Court of the United

1 14 Wisconsin, 497. South Carolina convention of 1895, Journal, p 89.
a 28 Wisconsin, 96 * Sproule v Fredericks, 69 Miss

,
898
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States.
1 While the purpose of these provisions is clearly to

disfranchise negroes, yet they purport to treat all alike and

do not discriminate against anyone on account of race, color,

or previous condition of servitude, and hence are not in con-

flict with the fourteenth amendment of the Constitution of the

United States.

Professional qualifications are confined chiefly to judges and

attorneys. In the earlier constitutions the judges were usu-

ally appointed and no qualifications were specified As the

judges became elective qualifications of age and residence

appeared, and later the requirement of a legal education.

The first trace I find of any educational requirement is in

the constitution of Kentucky in 1799. This provided that

clerks of the courts should have a certificate of fitness from

the court of appeals.

Kentucky was also first in providing that judges must have

a legal training. The constitution of 1850 required that

judges of the higher courts should have had eight years'

practice in the law. About twenty States have adopted pro-

visions requiring some legal qualification for judges.
2

The close connection between making the judgeship elective,

and affixing an educational qualification is well exemplified by
the Louisiana constitution. In 1868 district judges and

attorneys were made elective, and the provision was added

that the incumbents must be learned in the law. For the

supreme judges, on the other hand, who were still appointed,

no such requirement was made. In 1898 the supreme judges

became elective, and a professional qualification was affixed to

the office

When the provision was adopted in Kentucky there was

considerable opposition in the convention. It was opposed
on the same ground as all other qualifications, viz, that it

1 Williams v Mississippi, 170 IT S
,
213

s Alabama, 1875, learned in the law, California, 1879, admitted to practice before

Supreme Court, Colorado, 1876, learned in the law, Georgia, 1877, seven years' practice,

Idaho, 1890 (district judge and attorney) , learned in the law, Kentucky, 1850, learned m
the law, Louisiana, 1868 (district judge), learned m the law, (supreme judges were

appointed) , Louisiana, 1898, ten years' practice in Louisiana, Maryland, 1867, practicing

lawyers, Minnesota, 1857, learned In the law, Missouri, 1875, learned in the law, Montana,

1889, admitted to practice in Supreme Court, North Dakota, 1889, learned In the law,

South Dakota, 1889, learned in the law, Virginia, 1870, five years' practice, Washington,

1889, admitted to practice in court of record, Wyoming, 1890, none years' practice
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interfered with the free choice of the people One speaker

said-

Gentlemen have so long been accustomed to the loaveB and fishes, thev

have so long had a monopoly of every lucrative office in Kentucky, that

they will no^ fight to the last This is the last dying kick of aristocracy

It was also characterized as legislation favoring tho lawyers

and opposed to the interests of the farmers * This argument
was also adverted to in the debate on the exclusion of clergy-

men from civil office, a clergyman being particularly bitter

in regard to the favor shown to lawyers A resolution requh-

ing eight years' practice for circuit judges was rejected by a

vote of 38 to 31

The proposition mobt hotly debated, however, was the one

requiring clerks of county courts to procure a certificate of

fitness from the court of appeals The following resolution

was offered:

That the good people of this Commonwealth are fully competent to judge
of and decide upon the qualifications of all candidates for any office,

whether the same be legislative, executive, or judicial, or ministerial,

wherefore a certificate of election according to law is the only certificate of

qualifications that shall ever be required to enable any citizen to enter

upon the discharge of the duties of the office to which he may be elected

It was argued in support of the lesolution:

If the principle be true, that all political power IH inherent in the

people, that the people are competent for neif-government, and that they
are the safest depositories of political po\\er, Mhy not le*ue with the

people, who are directly interested in the nubject, the power to judge of

the qualifications of a clerk? You striko at the great principle that the

people are competent for self-government, and you strike alwo at the prin-

ciple that the people are the safest depositories of political power, when
you attempt to withhold from them the exercise of that power

He maintained, further, that the people are as well qualified
to judge of the qualifications of minor as of moro, important
officers.

2

Qualifications were advocated as a restriction upon the

power of stump orators and a bar against mobocracy. The
real point of the necessity of technical or professional quali-
fications of which the people in general were unablo to judge
was not touched upon.

In most of the States, however, the professional requirement
1 Kentucky convention of 1849 Dylmtcs, pp 293 et Hcq
Kentucky convention of 1849 Dsbaten, pp 144 et seq
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for judges was adopted without opposition. But it is not

found in the constitutions of half of the States and the preju-
dice against lawyers will probably prevent its ever being

adopted by some of them. That it is not an entirely unnec-

essary provision, was proven in Kansas when the Fanners'

Alliance got control of the State government One of their

principles was to elect no lawyer to office The result was
that judges were chosen with no legal training, judgments
were entered contrary to law, and judges even refused to

carry out the decisions of higher courts when they conflicted

with their own
VI EXCLUSION OP CLERGYMEN.

Fourteen States in all have had provisions in their constitu-

tions excluding clergymen from office All of these provi-
sions have excluded them from the legislature, and some of

them from civil office generally These restrictions have dis-

appeared in all of the States except Maryland and Tennessee,
whose constitutions still exclude minibters from the legislature

These provisions have been the subject of a good deal of

discussion in the conventions. In Florida the clause exclud-

ing clergymen was adopted in committee of the whole by a

majority of one. 1 The question was most fully debated in

the Kentucky convention of 1849. A memorial was presented
from the ministers of Frankfort protecting against the exclu-

sion of their profession from the legislature
2 A cunous

argument was used against the exclusion to prove that it was

sectarian and decided a great theological controversy between

the Catholics and the Protestants The substance of the argu-
ment was that the Catholics regarded the priesthood as form-

ing a caste, possessed of a peculiarly sacred charactei and

withdrawn from the affan s of seculai life. The Protestants,

on the other hand, deny this sacred character of the minister,

and make him simply a teacher, a propounder of the Scrip-

tures, and not an intermediary between God and man. The
exclusion of clergymen from the legislature because, in the

language of the constitution, "the duties of their high calling

were incompatible with political life," was deciding the great

theological controversy against the Protestants. The memo-
rial objected to the exclusion also on other grounds It

i Florida convention of 1888, Journal, p 58
a Kentucky convention of 1849, Debates, p 747
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infringed upon the equal rights of citizenship by discrimina-

tion against a class It was an unwarranted intcrfeience with

the church by the state A long debate on the memorial fol-

lows Wallw, a clergyman, said, in the course of a long

harangue:

The bogtrotter of Ireland, the boor of Germany, the nerf of Russia

TV ho may become a citizen of the State, is eligible to all its offices, while

you deny eligibility to a virtuous and intelligent class of native-born citi-

zens simply because they serve God according to the dictates of then

conscience

He said the provision was inserted in the Virginia consti-

tution in 1776 owing to the influence of Jefferbon, who was

imbued with theFrench philosophy, and on account of jealousy

of the Episcopal clergy.

The arguments in opposition to the exclusion of clergymen
were those stated in the memorial and the experience of other

States where the exclusion did not exist The reasons given
foi the provision were. The danger to the clergy of coi-

ruption by mixing in politics, the danger to the state fiom

the interference of the church There was ti good deal of

loose talk about the dangers of a union of church and state,

the argument being used on both sides The main point,

however, was the sacredness of the mission of tho clergy and
the necessity of keeping them out of temptation
There is something ludicrous in the juxtaposition of the

two arguments Fust, that clergymen weic peculiarly sacred

and pure, hence their exclusion from the mire of politics;

second, that the clergy was a dangerous body, hence must be
excluded. Nevertheless, the two arguments wezo often used

by the same speaker. Whether the convention considered

clergymen too pure or too dangerous to bo allowed in the

legislature, the provision excluding them was adopted by a

vote of 74 to 17. In the Maryland convention of 1 851 the pi o-

vision of the constitution excluding clergymen was strongly
opposed Chandler, himself a clergyman, argued against i t an

class legislation, as an interference with the sovereign rights of
the people. That it was unnecessary wab shown by its non-
existence in the Constitution of the United States and of
21 States A member replied to him as follows

The moment you permit the ministers of religion to assume political
power their whole character is changed Whilst in the exercise of their

religious duties exclusively they command the respect and veneration of
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all good men, no matter of what denomination The legislature is no

placefor ministers ofthe gospel Thepulpit isthe sphere fortheirteachings.

Chandler'b amendment striking out the clause excluding

clergymen wab lost by a vote of 22 to 44.
1

In the convention of 1864, held in Maryland undei North-

ern influence, to revise the constitution, there was a long
debate on this clause In addition to the arguments usually

alleged against such a provision, it was said that it must be in

some way connected with slavery, as it existed only in the con-

stitutions of slave States A reason was suggested for its prev-
alence in slave States, only in these States did the code of

honor exist, from which ministers and women were excluded.

Only gentlemen, subject to the code, could enter the political

arena, as they could answer with a challenge anything which

touched their honor. The lestriction was abolished by a vote

of 40 to 10,
2 but in the convention of 1867, where the Southern

influence became again predominant, the provision was rein-

serted. Tennessee, the only other State which retains this

disqualification of clergymen, readopted it in 1870 by a vote of

38 to 24.
3

In the earlier constitutions probably the prevailing motive

for excluding the clergy was the jealousy of their influence, as

the provision appears chiefly in those States where an estab-

lished church had existed I am inclined to think that the

prevailing motive in its retention in the revised constitutions

in the second half century was the one so often urged in the

conventions; that is, the feeling that clergymen were out of

place in politics and would lose some of the sacredness of then-

character.

The conventions were composed of practical politicians, who

might not have much knowledge of political philosophy, but

who had too gooji practical sense to have much fear of the

influence of the church which would result from the occasional

admission of a clergyman to a seat in the legislature. In the

debate on a proposition to exclude clergymen from the office

of governor the case is well put

Suppose you elect one of the best preachers in the land as governor He
has purity and political honesty beyond cavil, but how would you like to

see him presiding at the punch bowl?*

* Maryland, convention of 1851, Debates, 1 389-395
a Maryland convention of 1864, Debates, II 786-796
3 Tennessee convention of 1870, Journal, p 890
* Kentucky 1890, Debate-,, Vol I, 1070
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The fact that the restriction is found largely in the consti-

tutions of Southern States is suggestive, but I hardly think it

has anything to do with slavery A better reason for its

appearance in these States is that theii constitutions were

usually modeled after that of Virginia, especially in such gen-

eral provisions. When the provision once got into a Southern

constitution it was more liable to be retained on account of

the greater conservatism there than in the North In none of

the debates are the clergymen charged with being abolitionists,

although a clergyman in the Kentucky convention of 1849

denied that they had any leanings in that direction, evidently

expecting such a charge.

Even in those States where they were excluded from the

legislature clergymen were elected to and served in the con-

ventions. This would indicate that there wa no strong feeling

against them as a class, as they might have been excluded.

VII. DISQUALIFICATIONS FOR DUELING

About half of the States have provisions in their constitu-

tions disqualifying anyone for office who should engage in a

duel These provisions are of the same general tenor, but

vary somewhat in detail Nearly all of them include acces-

sories as well as principals in the disqualification. Mowt of

them limit the time at which the act of dueling shall HO dis-

qualify from the adoption of the constitution.

The most important difference in these provisions in in re-

gard to the proof of the act. Many of the constitutions pro-
vide that conviction in court is necessary in order to disqualify
a duelist. Some States, however, require every officer to take
an oath that he has not been engaged in a duel since the adop-
tion of the constitution One State requires the candidate to

swear that he has not been engaged in a duel arid will not be
concerned in one during his term of office.

1
It waa also a

question much debated whether a duel fought outside of the
State ought to disqualify. Most of the provisions are general
in this respect and would seem to cover the case of a duel

fought anywhere Louisiana, in the constitution of 1812, made
a distinction as to the party with whom the duel was fought.
Only those were disqualified who fought a duel with a citizen
of the State.

1 Nevada constitution, Art IV , sec 2
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The dueling clauses were not usually the subject of much
discussion in the conventions. In Ohio in 1850 there was con-

siderable debate on the question of inserting a dueling dis-

qualification, and it was finally defeated. It was opposed on
the ground that it was unnecessary, public spirit against duel-

ing being sufficient. It was also said that such provisions had
been ineffectual in Southein States Some further arguments
used against the restriction weie rather inconsistent with those

already stated One member said it would exclude two high-
minded men whom he knew Another remaiked that if the

measure had been in force some time ago certain members of

the conventionwould have been excluded Mr. Sawyer wished
to know to whom the gentleman referred whether he meant

himself, Judge Hitchkock, or his friend over the way. Mr.
London replied that "if the gentleman is acquainted with the

chairman of the committee on military affairs he can pick him
out 3?1 It is evident from this discussion that the public sen-

timent in Ohio in 1850 was neither sufficiently strong againat

dueling to prevent its practice nor to keep men out of office

who had engaged in it

The dueling provisions were most fully debated, however,
in the Kentucky conventions. There had been a law in Ken-

tucky against dueling and disqualifying those convicted of

the same for office, but the legislatuie had been in the habit

of passing special laws to relieve persons from the disabilities

thus incurred. It was proposed in the convention of 1849 to

deal with the matter in the constitution, and thus take it out

of the hands of the legislature All agreed that the law had

been a dead letter. A very stringent law was proposed, dis-

qualifying all who should fight a duel or act as accessory in a

duel This was to be enforced by an oath requiring all offi-

cers to swear that they had not fought a duel since the adop-
tion of the constitution and would not during their term of

office The proposition was objected to on the ground that

it shut a duelist off from all chance of pardon and forever

disqualified him, whereas an ordinary criminal was restored

to political privileges by a pardon from the governor. This

objection was met by a provision that the governor should be

empowered to pardon a duelist and restore him to all his

rights after five years.

* Ohio convention of 1850, Debates, I, 20
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Dueling was also defended on general grounds.

That feeling of honor or chivalry, or by whatever name it may be

called, which impels to self-defense is innate with the Kentuckian, and

neither law nor constitution can destroy it

One member defended the duel as a means of saving life by

preventing street frays, which result more disastrously than

duels. He said twelve or fourteen of his friends had per-

ished in street frays, and only one in a fair and honorable

duel. One speaker was especially opposed to penalizing a

duel fought outside the State

We send a man to Congress, where he meets with men from every State.

Many of them are aware that such a provision exists in the constitution of

Kentucky Will they not, seeing how his hands are tied, seek every

opportunity to insult him?

In spite of the vigorous opposition the dueling section was

adopted by a vote of 62 to 28.
l

In the convention of 1890 similar arguments were used in

favor of the duel as in 1849. Some claimed that the provi-
sion in the constitution of 1350 had put a stop to the practice.

All were agreed that dueling had practically ceased in tho

State. One speaker regretted this, saying that tho bowio
knife and navy six had taken the place of the more refined

duel. Street frays, it was alleged, had increased in frequency
as the duel had declined. The code duello gave a man a

chance to cool off before entering the encounter. Friends

often intervened, and there was no fight at all. For a high-

strung and spirited people like the Kentuckians it was a nec-

essary and comparatively harmless safety valve Tho oath

was objected to on the ground that it compelled a man to tes-

tify against himself and as antagonistic to free government

You encourage a disregard for the pacredness of an oath by a frequent
recurrence to them

The speaker was asked if he had not himself been restrained

by the dueling oath "
I have never been influenced by that

oath one single particle," was the reply.

If a man had given sufficient offense to cause me to challenge, I would
have moved to some other State and then sent him the challenge

*

I know of gentlemen who have done that in the State of Kentucky

i Kentucky convention of 1849, Debates, pp 816-827

*
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The section was earned by a vote of 29 to 27.
l A provision

was made, as in the constitution of 1850, for a pardon by the

governor after five years.

The provision in the oath by which the candidate swore

that he would not fight a duel during his term was omitted

The disqualifications and the oath enforcing the same are

inconsistent. In the provision against dueling the disqualifi-

cation is limited to those who fight
tc with a citizen of the

State " On the other hand, the oath prescribed for all officers

and members of the legislature requires them to swear that

they have not fought a duel or acted as second "in or out of

the State" since the adoption of the constitution.
8 This would

evidently include duels fought with others than citizens of

Kentucky.
The disappearance of dueling as a means of settling dis-

putes has made a dead letter of these provisions, although they
are still retained in most of the States where they have been

adopted. It is difficult to say whether they ever had any
effect. In States where an oathwas required it seems probable
that they did have some influence. It might be impossible to

convict a duelist, but it seems at least doubtful whether an

officer would readily perjure himself by taking the dueling

oath, especially if it was well known that he had been engaged
in a duel. The spirited opposition to the incorporating of

these provisions in the constitution of Kentucky would indi-

cate that they had some effect.
8 On the other hand, the pro-

visions appear in constitutions of Northern States where duel-

ing was never practiced. Here they had no practical bearing
whatever and simply amounted to a disapproval of the practice.

VIII BEIBBRY

There is a great variety of regulations in the constitutions

on the subject of bribery and the disabilities resulting there-

from. Over thirty States have some provision in the consti-

tution disqualifying for bribery. Some of these provisions

merely state that anyone convicted of bribery shall be

disqualified from holding office. In such cases the clause

i Kentucky convention of 1890, Debates, pp 4690-4708

s Kentucky constitution of 1891, sees 228 and 239

* In Cochran v Jones (Am Law Beg , 373) it was held that an election board might
take cognizance of the fact that a candidate had fought a duel, although he had notbeen

(, onvlctedm court This case came up in Kentucky under the constitution of 1891.
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appeal a as a part of the section dealing with disqualification

for crimes in general.

Many of the constitutions disqualify for bribery in the elec-

tion The duration of this disqualification varies. In some

States anyone disqualified for bribery in an election can never

hold office again. In one State only the legislature can restore

such a person to his political privileges.
1

In other States the disqualification extends only to the par-

ticular office for which the bribe was given. Another class is

that in which the disability extends to all offices, but only for the

ensuing term. In yet another class the disability is fixed for

a term of years Such provisions are found in a number of the

earlier constitutions, but have disappeared m the later revisions,

except in Vermont and Tennessee. The disability is for one

year in the former State and for six years in the latter.

In most cases both the giver and takei of a bribe are dis-

qualified, but in four States only the giver of the bribe This

refers only to bribery at elections, and that wan apparently

the only kind which the earlier constitutions aimed to prevent.

Since the civil war another form of bribery has asmimed

importance and is referred to in a number of constitutions.

This is the bribery of members of the legislature or other offi-

cers for their votes, or for the performance or nonperformance

of an official duty. The first provision relating to bribery of

this kind is in the constitution of Maryland, adopted in 1867.

This provided for the punishment and disqualification to hold

any office of profit or trust, both of any person bribing an

officer and of an officer accepting such a bribe. West Vir-

ginia, in 1872, adopted a provision almost identical with that of

Maryland. Pennsylvania followed suit with a similar pro-
vision in 1873, and required every officer to take an oath that

he would not accept a bribe during his terra of office. The
Dakotas went a step farther in 1889 and defined logrolling as

bribery and subject to the same penalties and disabilities

Wyoming made a similar provision in 1890. California has a

provision disqualifying a member of the legislature who has

accepted a bribe. The other States also disqualified those

giving the bribe.

In some States the constitutions provided that the legisla-

ture may make laws in regard to bribery, disqualifying for

1 Rhode Island constitution, IX, 2
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suffrage and office those convicted. In the constitutions of

Maryland and West Virginia the provision is mandatory, the

language being that "it shall be the duty of the general

assembly at its first session
"
to make such laws.

It is interesting to note that, as in the case of dueling, only
a conviction disqualifies in some States, while in others the

officer is compelled to swear in his oath of office that he has

not given a bribe during the election Such oaths are found

in some of the earliest constitutions: That of Georgia, framed

in 1777, provided for such an oath for all members of the

legislature; Kentucky, in the constitution of 1792, required
it for all officers.

Some of the recent constitutions require such an oath and

make it more stringent. The officer is compelled to swear

not only that he has not given a bribe to procure his election,

but also that he will not take a bnbe during his term of

office
1 In Wyoming and South Dakota the member of the

legislature must also swear that he will not give his vote on

one measure in return for the vote of another member on

some other measure. There are four States which thus

attempt to bind an officer by a promise not to be dishonest,

two of them including logrolling under bribery. There is

something ludicrous about making a man swear that he has

been, and will be, honest. The only effect which I can see

that this provision could possibly have, would be to add the

penalties of perjury to those of bribery in case of conviction.

The provisions in regard to bribery were not much dis-

cussed in the conventions. Probably members did not care

to put themselves on record as favoring the practice, or

opposed to any of the penalties which might be attached to it.

The most extreme proposition on the subject appears in the

convention in Pennsylvania in 1873. A resolution was sub-

mitted to subject members of the general assembly to an oath

at the end of the term. The substance of the oath^was as

follows:

I have listened to no private solicitations by interested parties or their

agents.
* * * I have not voted or spoken on any matter in which I

had or expected to have a pnvate interest I have not acted corruptly
a

i Nebraska, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, and Wyoming
s Pennsylvania convention of 1878, Debates, II, 561
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Refusal to take the oath was to disqualify for all office; but

the proposition was rejected.

In Nevada, in 1864, however, bribery was actually defended

in the convention. Said a member

This clause seems to strike at the glorious privilege of electioneering for

a man's friends If I have a friend whom I believe to bo particularly

fitted for a particular office, and I have a desire JEor the sake of the public

good to get him into that office, I have a right to use all honorable means

to that end, and, if it is necessary, to buy a little whisky, too l

The convention seemed to agree with the speaker, as the

bribery clause was rejected

In the Wyoming convention of 1889 there was considerable

debate on the bribery clause It was opposed as useless.

The chief argument in its favor seemed to be that it would

give the State a good reputation. A member regretted the

striking out of one of the sections

I believe that it would have given us very good utandmg before the

authorities at Washington It would have indicated a disposition toward

reform in Wyoming
2

An oath was proposed in the Kentucky convention of 1890

denying the use of money in the past election, to be taken by
all officers, but it was rejected without debate by a vote of 40
to 33.

8

IX. EXCLUSION OF OFFICERS OF CORPORATIONS

The constitution of Indiana has a clause disqualifying the

officers of banks from election to the general assembly, the

disability to continue three months after they resign their

position in the bank. The constitution was drafted in 1850,
at the time of the war on the State banks. The provision
was the subject of a spirited debate It was advocated on the

ground that the officer of the bank would represent the cor-

poration and not the people. It was opposed as a demagogic
trick and as unfair discrimination against a class. One prop-
osition -would have excluded railroad officers also The State
bank is called a monopoly, corrupt, and insolvent. Nicholas
Biddle is referred to as an example of the dangerous power
which may be obtained by banking officers. The provision
was finally adopted by a vote of 67 to 62 *

i Nevada convention of 1864, Debates, p 141
aWyoming convention of 1889, Debates, pp 769-778
a Kentucky convention of 1890, Debates, p 4697
^Indiana convention of 1850, Debates, II, 1208-1221
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Florida had a similar provision in her constitution from
1838 to 1865 It excluded banking officers from eligibility

to the assembly and to the office of governor, extending the

disability to one year after they had resigned their positions
in the corporation This provision was adopted by a vote of

30 to 26 *

In the Ohio convention of 1850 a proposition was made to

exclude officers of banking and railroad corporations This

was amended so as to include the presidents of other incorpo-
rated companies in the State It was proposed to amend by
adding the borrowers or holders of any bank bills to the list

of the exclusions. One member wished to include "money
brokers, ministers of the gospel, and teachers of any religious

sects
"

There was no debate on the propositions, and they were

finally voted down by a small majority.
2

A proposition to exclude banking officers was made in Vir-

ginia in 1867, but was tabled by a vote of 46 to 39.
3 The

only States which actually adopted such provisions were
Florida and Indiana In the former State the constitution

was adopted soon after the panic of 1837, and naturally bank-

ing officers were in bad odor at that time In Indiana in

1850 there was war on the State bank, and this provision

grew out of the feeling engendered by that struggle.

X PLURALITY OF OFFICES

The provisions against the simultaneous holding of two
offices are quite general, but vary greatly in detail Neaily
all of the constitutions have a section stating that the three

departments of government should be kept distinct, and no

officer of one department is to exercise the duties of another

department except as directed m the constitution While
this clause is probably aimed more at the encroachment of

one department upon another, it has been interpreted to pre-
vent the simultaneous holding of offices in the different

departments.*

* Florida convention of 1888, Journal, p 66
* Ohio convention of 1850, Debates, II, 182, 185

Virginia convention of ISG^-eS, Journal, p 176 The resolution would also have
excluded clergymen and attorneys of the Commonwealth

*8 Maine, 484. In an opinion rendered in 1830 b> the supreme judicial court to the

Senate, the office of justice of peace was held incompatible with that of sheriff Const ,

Bamford v Melvin, 7 Maine, 14

HIST 99, VOL I- 10
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Many of the States also have a general provision to prevent

anyone from holding two lucrative offices at the same time

An exception is usually made of officers in the militia and

justices of the peace In some cases, also, postmasters having

an annual salary of less than five hundred dollars are excepted

Under this clause many contests have arisen in the courts as

to what a lucrative office was. In the case of Doyle V. Raleigh

(89 N. C.,133) it was held that an "
office of trust or profit"

must involve the exercise of functions affecting the public, in

order to render the incumbent ineligible to hold a similar

office or place Acting as night watchman in the post-office

at a salary of $60 per month was held not to disqualify the

incumbent for office. In North Carolina the question came

up whether railroad officials of those roads under State

control were public officers It was held that the directors

appointed by the State were public officers.
1 In the case of

Eliason v Coleman (86 N. C., 235"), however, it was held that

the chief engineer of the Western North Carolina Railroad was

not a public officer, although eight of the directors of this

road were appointed by the government. The opinion stated.

The true test of a public office seems to be that it is parcel of the

administration of government, civil or military, or is itself created directly

by the lawmakmg power

All of the State constitutions forbid the simultaneous hold-

ing of a United States and State office, some of them making
the exception of postmasters already mentioned. In addition

to the incompatibility fixed by the constitutions there is a

common-law incompatibility. This is seen in the case of

Ryan v Green (13 N. Y., 295). It was held in this case that

the incompatibility between two offices is an inconsistency in

the functions of the two; as, iudge and clerk of the same
court

Physical impossibility is not the incompatibility of the common law,
which existing, one office is ipso facto vacated by accepting another * * *

The offices must subordinate, one the other, and they must per se have
the nght to interfere, one with the other, before they are incompatible at

common law

Hence it was held that the defendant was not disqualified
from holding two offices at the same time, although it would be
physically impossible for him to discharge the functions of both.

i Clark v Stanley, 66 North Carolina, 59,
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DISQUALIFICATIONS TO HOLD OTHER OFFICE DURING THE TERM

The disabilities to hold other office during the term for

which the incumbent has been elected appear in many of the

constitutions. They may be most conveniently treated under
the heads of the three departments of government The most
common provision of this kind is that copied from the United
States Constitution forbidding members of the legislature to

hold any office which has been created, or the emoluments
whereof have been increased, during the term for which they
were elected. In some cases this provision is applied to all

offices, but usually, as in the United States Constitution, it is

limited to appointive offices Many of the constitutions go
further, however, and forbid the holding of any office in the

gift of the legislature by a member during the term for which

he was elected. A few States include appointment by the

governor in the prohibition, and some go still further and

make a member ineligible for all office during the term for

which he was elected. At present some dozen States have

provisions in their constitutions to prevent a member being
elected to a position in the gift of the legislature.

The provision in regard to judges is the same in nearly all

of the constitutions where any disability is specified. Judges
are ineligible to other than a judicial office during the term

for which they shall have been elected or appointed. Such a

provision occurs in the constitutions of nine States. Virginia
and West Virginia have had similar provisions in their consti-

tutions, but they have been dropped in the later revisions.

Michigan extends the disability to one year after the expira-

tion of the term. In Virginia and West Virginia the pro-

hibition was against holding "political office." Minnesota

simply makes them ineligible while in office. This would

require their resignation before the election, differing both

from incompatibility and meligibility for the term.

Only a few States have a provision in their constitutions

disqualifying the governor from holding other office dunng
his term A number of States, however, attempt to prevent
his election as United States Senator As a similar attempt
is made in regard to members of the legislature and judges,

it will be best to consider them together.

Twelve States have had provisions in their constitutions

evidently intended to disqualify State officers from being
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elected to the United States Senate. In six of them it was

definitely stated that officers should not be elected to the

United States Senate. These provisions do not appear at any

particular period. The first State to adopt such a restriction

was Georgia, in 1798. Florida, in 1838, made the governor and

judges ineligible to election to the Senate of the United

States or the House of Representatives during the toim for

which they were elected and one year thereafter. Provisions

making either the governor or members of the legislature or

both ineligible for their term to the United States Senate still

remain in the constitutions of five States
l In three of theae.

New York, Michigan, and California, the Senate is specifically

named In the others the prohibition is againat being elected

by the general assembly That these regulations are uncon-

stitutional or, at least, unenforceable, is evident. The United

States Senate is sole ]udge of the qualifications of its own
members and would not consider State regulations in regard
to eligibility On the other hand, the State legislature might
hesitate to elect a person Senator who was declared ineligible

by the State constitution That this check has not always
been effective will appear in the consideration of the debates

on the question.

The provisions disqualifying officers for other places during
the term for which they were elected have been the subject
of considerable debate in the conventions. The best general
statement of the objects of these provisions is given in the

address of the Vermont Council of Censors upon submitting
amendments to the people in 1820. The part of the address

in point is as follows

The thud of the proposed amendments excludes the members of both
"branches of the legislature during the period for which they were elected

from being appointed to certain civil offices within their gift This pro-

vision, particularly so far as relates to judicial officers, is believed to be

necessary to give full effect to the sixth section of the second chapter of

the constitution, which provides that the legislative, judicial, and executive

departments be distinct And it may with confidence be asked whether it

is not in accordance with the soundest maxims of republicanism that the

legislator should be divested of other offices and of all tempting facilities

for obtaining them, and that the framer of the laws should not be appointed
to enforce their execution a

i California convention of 1779, Illinois convention of 1870, Michigan convention of
1860, New York convention of 1895, South Dakota convention of 1889

aJournal of Vermont Council of Censors, p 40
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It is to be noted that while the purpose of the amendment
is to keep the departments distinct, especially the legislative

from the others, the emphasis is laid on the necessity of keep-

ing the legislative and judicial departments distinct In some
States we will find that the emphasis is on the necessity of

keeping the legislative and executive departments distinct.

In the convention of 1817 in Illinois a resolution was intro-

duced making all officers ineligible for the term for which

they were elected or appointed, and two years thereafter.

The resolution was referred to the committee on the judiciary,
and the two-years clause was dropped in the draft of the

constitution finally adopted.
1 In the debate in the Maryland

convention of 1864 on the section disqualifying delegates from

holding appointive offices during the term for which they were

elected, it was said, "It is not expedient to encourage any

species of illicit intercourse between the executive and legis-

lative departments."
2

In the Ohio convention of 1871 a member gives as a reason

for making members of the legislature ineligible for their

term, and not executive officers, that the legislature fixes sala-

ries, and the object of the lestriction is to prevent the misuse

of patronage
3

The provisions disqualifying members of the legislature

and governor from election to the United States Senate were

usually adopted without debate. Such appears to have been

the case in the Michigan convention of 1850; but in the con-

vention of 1867 the provision was discussed.

The reasons given for disqualifying the governor were that

he might not use his political influence for promotion, and

that he ought to serve out the term in the position in which

he had been placed by the people One governor, it was

said, had devoted all his energies to secure his election to the

United States Senate; hence the restriction in the constitu-

tion. Against this disqualification it was alleged that the gov-
ernor might be the best man for the Senatorship, and that at

any rate the provision was unconstitutional and ineffectual.

Indiana was quoted as having a similar restriction in its con-

stitution, yet Governor Morton was elected in 1867 to the

i Illinois convention of 1847, Journal, p 100
aMaryland convention of 1864, Debates, II, 806-808

3Ohio convention of 1871, Debates, I, 384, 391
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United States Senate. In Michigan, Governor Bingham had

received 20 votes for United States Senator in spite of the

restriction The motion to strike out the provision was lout

by a vote of 24: to 33.
1 It should be noted in this connection

that the election of the governor to the United States Senate

is a very common occurrence; hence this restriction was

made to meet a real evil or at any rate what was regarded as

an evil and not based on theoretical grounds, like most of tho

provisions on eligibility.
2

An attempt has been made by a number of conventions to

pass a self-denying ordinance, disqualifying members of the

convention for office. In the Maryland convention of 1851 a

resolution was submitted disqualifying anyone who should

act as a member of a constitutional convention from ever

thereafter acting as a judge It was argued that judges
should be kept out of politics.

3 A proposition was also made
that

" no member of any such convention shall hold any office,

created or made vacant or regulated by such now constitution,

within five years after the new constitution shall go into

operation.'
1

This resolution was rejected, 24 to 36 4

A similar lesolution was introduced in the Kentucky con-

vention of 1849, extending the disqualification to ten years,

but it does not appear to have come to a vote

The leasons for ruch resolutions were given in tho proposi-
tion submitted in the Louisiana convention of 1898

Whereas it has been publicly charged that many members of this con-

vention were actuated by selfish motives, and that the main cause of the

dissensions existing in the body was due to the fact that HOUIO of its mem-
bers were shaping their course so as to obtain some political records or per-
sonal benefits m the near future * * * therefore rewired that members
of this convention be disqualified for State and United fitataH office until

1901 5

This, like all the similar resolutions in other States, was 10-

jected One of the constitutions even provides exprewwly that

members of the convention shall not be disqualified.
7

Michigan convention of 1867, Debates, I, 860-373
*The Wisconsin constitution of 1846, rejected by tho people, provided an oath for all

State officers by which they promised not to accept a place in Congress during the term
for which they were elected Journal, p 398

"Maryland convention of 1851, Debates, 1, 201

*Ibid,II,381
8 Louisiana convention of 1898, Journal, p 130

Virginia convention of 1867-68 Resolved, that no member of this convention shall be
eligible to any office in Virginia for the next fl\ e years, Journal, p 15G

* Arkansas convention of 1868, XV, 19
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XI REELIGIBILITY

Many of the States have had provisions in their constitu-

tions making the governor ineligible for reelection after a

certain number of years.

These regulations appear in six of the eighteenth century
constitutions and some eighteen States have had such restric-

tions There seems to be a tendency to drop them, as they
occur now in the constitutions of but nine States As usual

the Southern Statej are the more conservative in making the

change, six retaining the restrictions, among them three States

which have revised their constitutions in this decade *

A number of States have a limited reeligibility for treas-

urer. The reason for this restriction is quaintly stated in the

Massachusetts constitution of 1780:

That the citizens of this Commonwealth may be assured from time to

time that the moneys remaining in the public treasury, upon the settle-

ment and liquidation of the public accounts, are their property, no man
shall be eligible as treasurer and receiver-general more than five years

successively.

A similar purpose is served by the piovision found in many
of the constitutions, that no collector of public levenues shall

be eligible to the legislatuie or to office until he has accounted

for all the public moneys which he has handled. Some States

also make administrative officers ineligible for reelection. The

restriction upon the reeligibility of sheriffs is very general,

usually providing that the office can be held by the same person

only in alternate terms

The provisions in regard to reeligibility were not the sub-

ject of much debate in the conventions In Wisconsin, in

1847, a proposition to make the governor ineligible as his own
successor was opposed as interfering with the free choice of the

people. "It was aristocratic, unreasonable, and unfounded

i
Mississippi convention of 1890, Kentucky convention of 1891, Louisiana convention of

1898 The following table will show the time when such restrictions have been adopted
and abolished Alabama, 1819, 4 years In 7, Florida, 1838-1865, 4 3 ears in 8, Georgia, 1777-

1789, 1 year in 8 Georgia, 1789-1877, no pro\ Ision, Georgia, 1877, 4 years in 8, Illinois, 1818-

1870, 4 years in 8, Indiana, 1851, 4 years in 8, Kentucky, 1799-1850, 4 years in 11, Kentucky,

1850, 4 years in 8, Louisiana, 1812, 4 years in 8, Maryland, 1837-1864, one term, Mississippi,

1832-1890, 4 years in 6, Mississippi, 1890, 4 yearsm 8, Ohio, 1802-1851, 6 years in 8, Oregon,

1857, 8 years in 12, Pennsylvania, 1873, 4 jeara in 8, South Carolina, 1778-1865, 4 years in

8, Tennessee, 1796, 6 years In 8, Texas, 1845-1866, 4 years in b, Texas 1866-1868, 8 years In

12, Virginia, 1776-1830, 3 years in 7, Virginia, 1830-1870, 3 years in 6, Virginia, 1870, 4

years in 8
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in any principle of justice or sound policy."
1 Similar argu-

ments were used in the Califoinia convention of 1&19 The

proposition was favored on the ground of rotation in office.
8

In Kentucky, in 1849, a proposition was made to limit sheriffs

and judges to one term In opposing it a member said.

I believe it detracts from the competency and ability of the people to

judge for themselves, and every page that bears the impress of wich a senti-

ment, fixes upon the Commonwealth a blighting, withering wtam, so daik,

deep, and damning that neither time nor circumstances can obliterate it
3

In the Utah convention of 1895 an amendment was offered

making State officers ineligible for reelection in order "
to pro-

vent the governor and executive officers from laying their wires

for reelection."*

GENERAL NUMMARY

In a word, this has been the general development The

colonies began with few or no restrictions upon office holding.

Gradually qualifications were adopted to moot existing con-

ditions. This period of tentative legislation continued until

1691, when the influence of the home government became

strong and the laws in the colonies corresponded closely to

those in England In the early period the preamble of a

statute usually stated that a qualification should be required
in the future, because the lack of such a provision had given
trouble. In the later period, on the other hand, an act of

Parliament was frequently quoted as a reason for the colonial

law. Hence the disqualification of Catholics and the restric-

tion of voting and office holding to freeholders became quite

general.
The foundation of the State constitutions is accompanied by

a new element, the influence of political theory The law-

making in the colonies had been the result of experience
either their own or that of the mother country. The political

philosophy of the Revolution was liberal and tolerant; the

practice of the colonies had been conservative and intolerant:

the constitutions of the time were the result of those con-

flicting forces. In the Federal Constitution the liberal tend-
encies prevailed at least as far as related to qualifications

1 Wisconsin convention of 1847, debates, p 59
8 California convention of 1849, debates, p 156
* Kentucky convention of 1849 debates, p 418
* Utah convention of 1896, debates, I, 660
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for office In the formation of the State constitutions the

conservative influence was predominant, and the religious and

property qualifications were retained.

The sentiment against these restrictions, however, was gain-

ing, and they disappeared in most cases upon the first revision

of the constitutions. The new States admitted after 1800

never required religious qualifications, and in only two cases

was property beyond the payment of a tax demanded.

The first half of the nineteenth century was characterized

by long residence and citizenship qualifications. The tendency
of the latter half of the century has been to reduce these

requirements. The argument chiefly used in the conventions

was the injustice of limiting the people in their choice. Prob-

ably two other reasons had much moie influence: the first

was the desire of the new States to attract immigrants; the

second was the determination of politicians to win the votes

of the foreign-born population.

This has been carried so far that in many States aliens who

have declared their intention to become citizens are allowed

the suffrage, and in several they can hold seats in the legisla-

tures. On the other hand, many Southern States have recently

increased the residence and citizenship qualifications, being

jealous of both Northern and foreign influence.

The exclusion of clergymen, appearing in a number of the

Revolutionary constitutions and in some of the later ones, has

disappeared in most of the States.

Provisions limiting the reeligibility of the governor, also

dating back to the first constitutions, have been dropped in

many States.

The disqualification for bribery, on the other hand, has

become quite general, in many cases being enforced by an oath.

In no State can an officer hold either two State offices or a

State and Federal office simultaneously.

The general tendency during the nineteenth century has

been to do away with restrictions and to make the qualifica-

tions for office holding coincident with those for citizenship.
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THE PROPOSED ABSORPTION OF MEXICO IN 1847-48 >

By Prof EDWABD G- BOURNE.

During the last eighteen months few students of our history
can have failed to be struck with the points of (similarity be-

tween some of the aspects and incidents of our recent public

policy and some of the phases of the Mexican war. Not only
in broad outlines is there a resemblance between the two situ-

ations, but it exists even in details. What a curious coinci-

dence that in the one case we should have assisted the exiled

Santa Anna to return to Mexico, counting on his friendly aid

in attaining our demands, and that in the other the exiled

Aguinaldo should have been brought home and his followers

equipped as our allies ! Indeed, let anyone who thinks this

comparison forced read over his Biglow Papers. The famous

epistle of Bird of freedom Sawin from Mexico echoes with

contemporaneous discussion, and one long passage, with two
or three changes in the names, might well serve the Anti-Im-

perialists as a tract for the times.

But it is not my purpose on this occasion to follow out in

detail the comparison between the two wars and the issues

arising from them, but rather, in view of the present persist-
ent asseveration that the victory in Manila Bay imposed upon
the United States at once the duty and the necessity of secur-

ing and retaining the Philippines, to inquire how we escaped

annexing all of Mexico in 1848. This relic of New Spain, less

populous than our antipodal islands, contiguous to our terri-

tory, a political wreckfrom the incessant turmoil of a genera-

tion, in the complete possession of our armies for months,
with the flag flying from the Halls of the Montezumas, was

finally relinquished, although the situation presented every

argument urged for the retention of the Philippines more

1 Read at the meeting of the American Historical Association at Cambridge, Mass ,

December 29, 1899
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cogently, and annexation would have involved fewer social,

political, and constitutional difficulties. In the light of pres-

ent events and of current opinion it is hardly credible that,

if confronted to-day by that situation, our people would avoid

their duty and leave the conquered to work out their own sal-

vation, merely disburdened of some undeveloped territory.

That a policy so alien to our present ideas should have pre-

vailed only a half century ago invites HOIUO explanation in

addition to the obvious one that expansion and the extension

of human slavery weie, in the minds of an increasing num-

ber, inextricably bound together, and that therefore the

deepening moral abhorrence of slavery, which was taking fast

hold of the idealists, re-enforced the opposition of conserva-

tism As a consequence, ]ust that idealist element which,

to-day, leadb the movement for expansion, under the banner of

political altruism, shrank back fifty years ago from having

anything to do with it.

It is to offer some further explanation beyond this obvious

one that I undertake a brief inquiry into the rise, diffusion,

and probable strength of a desire to acquire all of Mexico.

For such an inquiry will show that the movement for expan-

sion, although associated in the minds of many people with

the extension of slavery, was by no means identical with it,

being on the one hand strongly opposed by some of the ablest

champions of the institution and on the other hand ardently
advocated by its enemies, while the body of its support was
in no inconsiderable degree made up of men on the whole
indifferent to the slavery question The emergence of this

expansionist movement at this time, in spite of the obstacles

to its success, prepares us for its triumphant career at the

present day, when it has no substantial hindrance save the

conservative spirit, to whose objections our sanguine people
are wont to pay little attention.

It is well known that President Polk, on assuming office,

announced to George Bancroft that he proposed during his

term to settle the Oregon question and to acquii-e California.
1

He is, I think, with the possible exception of Grant, the only
President who has entered office with a positive and definite

policy of expansion. Polk was, in fact, an expansionist, not
at the behest of slavery, as has been charged, but for the

i Schonler
1
B History of the Umted States, IV, 498
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cause itself; yet a prudent expansionist, for he hesitated at

the incorporation of large masses of alien people, refusing to

countenance, as we shall see, the all-of-Mexico movement,
and yielding only in the case of the proposed purchase of Cuba,

To accomplish his purpose in regard to California, when

negotiations failed, President Polk was ready to try conquest,
and he welcomed, if he did not provoke, the war with Mex-
ico.

1 The conquest of sparsely settled California and New
Mexico was easily accomplished. The resistance of Mexico,

although more desperate than was expected, was not effectual,

and in April, 1847, Mr. Trist was dispatched with the project
of a treaty Our commissioner was authorized to offer peace
on the cession of all territory east of the Kio Grande from its

mouth to the southern boundary of New Mexico, New Mex-

ico, Upper and Lower California, and a right of way across

the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. "The boundary of the Rio

Grande, and the cession to the United States of New Mexico and

Upper California constituted an ultimatum," and less than

that was under no circumstances to be accepted The refusal

of these terms was followed in September by the captuie of

the City of Mexico. The news of this triumph of the Amer-
ican arms, which reached Washington late in October, soon

gave rise to an active agitation to incorporate all of Mexico

into the Union. 2 The opponents of the administration averred

this to be the design of the President, although it was not;

and the suspicion was increased by the known fact that the

Secretary of the Treasury, Robert J. Walker, was an advo-

cate of this policy
8

Inasmuch as President Polk initiated hit> own policy and

resolutelyand independently pursued his own plans, no account

of his presidency can be satisfactory to-day which is not based

on a careful examination of the voluminous diary,* in whose

i Compare the narrative in Schouler's Historical Briefs, 149-151, which Is a faithful pre-

sentation, in brief, of the material contained in Folk's diary

2Cf Von Hoist, III, 341-344 It will be noticed that Von Halst, not having access to

Folk's diary, worked In the dark in regard to the President's Mexican pohc\, and
attributes designs to him which he did not entertain The New York Sun asserted in

October that it had advocated the occupation of Mexico in May Niles, LXXIII, 113

8Baltimore American, in Niles, LXXIII, 113

*George Bancroft's typewritten copy of the manuscript of the diary is among the Ban-

croft papers in the Lenox Library For an account of the diary see Schouler's Historical

Briefs, 121-124 I may take the occasion here to express my appreciation of the courtesy

of Mr Eamea and Mr Paltsits in giving me every facility in the examination of the diary

and correspondence of Polk,
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pages are recorded not only his own views and intentions, but

also brief reports of Cabinet meetings and of conferences with

party leaders. Turning to this record we find that Polk told

his Cabinet September 4, 1847, that if the war was still fur-

ther prolonged he would "be unwilling to pay the sum which

Mi Trist had been authorized to pay in the settlement of

a boundaiy by which it was contemplated that the United

States would acquire New Mexico and the Californias, and

that
"

if Mexico continued obstinately to refuse to treat, I was

decidedly in favor of insisting on more territory than the

provinces named " The question was discussed by the Cabi-

net on September 7, and Secretary Walker and Attorney-
General Clifford are recorded as "in favor of acquiring in

addition the department or State of Tamauhpas, which includes

the port of Tampico." Secretary Buchanan, the Postmaster-

General, and Secretary John Y. Mason opposed this proposi-

tion The President declared himself "as being in favor of

acquiring the cession of the Department of Tamaulipas, if it

should be found practicable." Clifford proposed the recall of

Trist and the prosecution of the war with the greatest vigor
until Mexico should sue for peace. This was approved by
Walker and by the President, except as regards the recall of

Trist. A month later he changed his mind and Trist was

recalled, as he notes, October 5, "because his lemaining

longer with the Army could not probably accomplish the

objects of his mission, and because his remaining longer might
and probably would impress the Mexican Government with

the belief that the United States were so anxious for peace
that they would ultimate (sic) conclude one on the Mexican
terms. Mexico must now sue for peace, and when she does

we will hear her propositions."
Another month passes and Secretary Buchanan has shifted

his position, presumably in response to some indications of a

changing public sentiment, such as the recent Democratic vic-

tory in Pennsylvania, and we are not surprised to learn that he
"
spoke in an unsettled tone" and " would express no opinion

between these two plans," i. e.
,
for the President in his messageu

to designate the part of Mexican territory which we intended
to hold as an indemnity, or to occupy all Mexico by a largely
increased force and subdue the country and promise protection
to the inhabitants." Buchanan would, so Polk gathered from
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his utterances, favor the acquisition of Tamauhpas and the

country east of the Sierra Madre Mountains and withdraw the

troops to that line. This in fact Buchanan announced to the

President nearly two months later, January 2:

My views [records the President, November 9], were in substance that

we would continue the prosecution of the war with an increased force, hold
all the country we had conquered, or might conquer, and levy contribu-

tions upon the enemy to support the "war until a just peace was obtained,
that we must have indemnity in territory, and that as a part indemnity
the Cahfornias and New Mexico should under no circumstances be restored

to Mexico, but that they should henceforward be considered a part of

the United States and permanent territorial governments be established

over them; and that if Mexico protracted the war additional territory must
be acquired as further indemnity

He adds in regard to Buchanan:

His change of opinion will not alter my views; I am fixed in my course,

and I think all the Cabinet except Mr. Buchanan still concur with me, and
he may yet do so

On November 18 Polk requested Buchanan to prepare a

paragraph for the message to the effect

That failing to obtain a peace, we should continue to occupy Mexico
with our troops, and encourage and protect the friends of peace in Mexico

to establish and maintain a republican government, able and willing to

make peace

By this time Buchanan had come into an agreement with

the President, and on the 20th the Cabinet all agreed that

such a declaration should be inserted in the message. But if

peace could not be obtained by this means the question was

as to the next step

In Mr Buchanan's draft, he stated in that event "we must fulfill that

destiny which Providence may have in store for both countries "

Experience warns us when a statesman proposes humble

submission to the leadings of Providence that he is listening

anxiously and intently to the voice of the people President

Polk was too independent a man to get his divine guidance

by those channels and announced to his Cabinet:

I thought this would be too indefinite and that it would be avoidingmy
constitutional responsibility I preferred to state in substance that we

should, in that event, take the measure of our indemnity into our own
bands and dictate our own terms to Mexico.

HIST 99, VOL I 11
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Yet all the Cabinet except Clifford preferred with Buchanan

to follow whither destiny should lead.
1 The paragraph was

still troublesome, and Polk presented a third draft to the

Cabinet November 23.

Mr Buchanan [records the diary] still preferred his own draft, and so

did Mr Walker, the latter avowing as a reason that he was for taking the

whole of Mexico, if necessary, and he thought the construction placed

upon Mr Buchanan's draft by a large majority of the people would be

that it looked to that object

Folk's answer does him honor

I replied that I was not prepared to go to that extent, and furthermore,

that I did not desire that anything I said in the message should be so

obscure as to give rise to doubt or discussion as to what my true meaning

was, that I had in my last message declared that I did not contemplate

the conquest of Mexico, and that in another part of this paper I had said

the same thing

It will be noticed that on this occasion Robert J Walker

comes out squarely for all of Mexico He seems to have

improved the occasion again in his Treasury report to express

his views, but the President required that to be in harmony
with the message. Perhaps it will not be superfluous to

remark that the most advanced expansionist in Folk's Cabinet

always had been an expansionist; was opposed to slavery,

although a Southernei by adoption, and was, during the civil

war, a strong Union man
Twice later this crucial paragraph was revised. In its final

form it read'

If we shall ultimately fail [i e
,
to secure peace], then we shall have

exhausted all honorable means in pursuit of peace, and must continue to

occupy her country with our troops, taking the full meabure of indemnity
into our own hands, and must enforce the terms which our honor
demands a

An earlier passage, however, in explicit terms renounced
the "

all-of-Mexico" policy in these words

It Ijas never been contemplated by me, as an object of the war, to make
a permanent conquest of the Kepubhc of Mexico, or to annihilate her sep-
arate existence as an independent nation 3

The opening of Congress gave an opportunity for the rising

feeling for all of Mexico to show its strength. Yet it must

i It is interesting to note that Biichanan used this rejected paragraph In a letter to a
Democratic meeting In Philadelphia. Von Hoist, III, 341 n

aNiles' KegisterLXXIlI, 230

Ibid
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not be forgotten that the new House had been elected over a

year earlier, when the opposition to the war was perhaps at

its height and not yet counterbalanced by the excitement of the

victories of 1847. During the first weeks of the session many
series of resolutions in favor of and against the policy of all of

Mexico were presented. Several of the latter were offered by
Southern Whigs like Botts of Virginia andToombs of Georgia,
and illustrate the point that the slavery and expansion inter-

ests were not identical. Similarly, as Calhoun made the

ablest speech against the absorption of Mexico, so the most

outspoken advocates of it were Senator Dickinson of New
York, a Hunker Democrat, and Senator Hannegan, of Indi-

ana. Hannegan offered the following resolution January 10.

That it may become necessary and proper, as it is within the constitu-

tional capacity of this Government, for the United States to hold Mexico as

a territorial appendage
l

Senator Dickinson, who at the Jackson dinner on the 8th

had offered the toast "A more perfect union, embracing the

entire North American continent,"
s on the 12th made a

speech in the Senate advocating expansion, in which he

deckred for all of Mexico and asserted that it was our destiny
to embrace all of North America. Said he:

Neither national justice nor national morality requires us tamely to sur-

render our Mexican conquests, nor should such be the policy of the Gov-

ernment if it would advance the cause of national freedom or secure its

enjoyment to the people of Mexico.

Calhoun at the earliest opportunity, December 15, had

offered these trenchant resolutions:

That to conquer Mexico or to hold it either as a province or to incorpo-

rate it in the Union would be inconsistent with the avowed object for

which the war has been prosecuted, a departure from the settled policy

of the Government, in conflict with its character and genius, and in the

end subversive of our free and popular institutions 8

These resolutions drew from Cass a few days later the won-

derful assertion that "there is no man in this nation in favor

of the extinction of the nationality of Mexico." Whereupon
Calhoun rejoined:

Why, you can hardly read a newspaper without finding it filled with

speculation upon this subject The proceedings that took place in Ohio

1 (Dong Globe, Thirtieth Congress, first session, p 136

sNiles's Register, LXXIII, 836

*Cong Globe, Thirtieth Congress, first session, p 26
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at a dinner given to one of the volunteer officers of the army returned from

Mexico show conclusively that the impression entertained by the persons

present was that our troops would never leave Mexico until they had

conquered the whole countiy This was the sentiment advanced by the

officer, and it was applauded by the assembly and indorsed by the official

paper of that State l

Calhoun put the case even more strongly in his speech in

the Senate January 4:
t

There was at that time [i e
,
at the beginning of the session] a pa^rty

scattered all over every portion of the country in favor of conquering tt e

whole of Mexico To prove that such was the case it is only necessary to

refer to the proceedings of numerous large public meetings, to declara-

tions repeatedly made in the public journals, and to the opinions expressed

by the officers of the Army and individuals of standing and influence ,

to say nothing of declarations made here and in the other House of

Congress
a

Some of these expressions may be briefly noticed. . Gen.

John A Quitman, one of the most energetic of the army offi-

cers, subsequently a persistent advocate of the acquisition of

Cuba, arrived in Washington in December and presented a

plan to the President for a permanent occupation of Mexico. 8

Commodore Stockton, the Dewey of the conquest of Califor-

nia, at a great dinner given in his honor the 30th of Decem-
bei advocated not the annexation but the occupation of

Mexico until that people should be completely regenerated
and would accept civil and religious liberty, and maintain a

genuine republic.
4

Among the newspapers advocating tjie

retention of all of Mexico we find, strange as it seemy, the

New York Evening Post, with such language as this.

Now, we ask whether any man can coolly contemplate the idea of recall-

ing our troops from the territory we at present occupy from Mexico, from
San Juan de Ulloa, from Monterey, from Puebla and thus by one stroke
of a secretary's pen resign this beautiful country to the custody of the

ignorant cowards and profligate ruffians who have ruled it the last twenty-
five years Why, humanity cnes out against it Civilization and Chrih-

tianity protest against this reflux of the tide of barbarism and anarchy
&

The National Era, the organ of antinlavery, advocated the

absorption of Mexico Tby the admission to the Um6n of indl-

1 Cong Globe, Thirtieth Congress, first session, p 54

Quoted by Von Hoist, III, 343 Of Niles's Register, LXXIII, 334 A writer to the
Charleston Conner affirmed, "Most of the leading Democratic papers openly advocate
that policy" Niles,LXXHI,854

8 Claiborne's Quitman, n, 7-9
*Niles's Register, LXXIII, 835
a Quoted in Niles's Register, LXXHI, 334, in. article on " Manifest destiny
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vidual Mexican States as fast as they should apply. The dis-

rupted condition of Mexico favored this solution.
1

In New York the Hunker Democrats came out strongly.
The "Address to the Democracy of NewYork" unanimously

adopted by the Syracuse convention explains that as the pur-

pose of the occupation of Mexico is to advance human rights
such occupation is miscalled a conquest

"
It is no more than

the restoration of moral rights by legal means " The field

for such a work is "opened to us by the conduct of Mexico,
and such moral and legal means are offered for our use. Shall

we occupy it? Shall we now run with manly vigor the race

that is set before us? Or shall we yield to the suggestions of

a sickly fanaticism, and sink into an enervating slumber. Can
we feel no emotion but pity for those whose philanthropy or

patriotism or religion has led them to believe that they can

prescribe a better course of duty than that of the God who
made us all?"

8

January 12 Senator Rusk, of Texas, called on the President

to request him not to commit himself further against the an-

nexation of all of Mexico. Polk told him that his views had

been distinctly stated in his message and that his mind had

not changed.
As in our own day, foreign pressure in this direction was

not lacking. More than a year earlier Bancroft wrote Buch-

anan from London:

People are beginning to say that it would be a blessing to the world if

the United States would assume the tutelage of Mexico 8

Eumors, too, were current of a rising annexationist party
in Mexico.4

The foregoing all show that the agitation for "all of Mexico"

was well started and needed only time to become really for-

midable. It was deprived of that requisite element of time

i The National Era, August 19, 1847 The article fills three and one-half columns The

plan was presented again February 3, 1848 As these Mexican accessions would proba-

bly.have preserved their nonslaveholdmg character, the number of free States would
have been Immensely reenforced byany such proceeding.

Niles's, Register, LXXIH, 891
* G T Curtis's Buchanan, I, 576 In this connection it is interesting to compare the

forecast, at a somewhat later date, of Alexander von Humboldt "Die Vereinigtcn

Staaten werden ganz Mexico an sich reissen und dann selbst zerfallen "
Roscher, Kolo-

nien, Kolonialpolitdk und Auswanderung, p 177

*Cf the citation by Von Hoist, III, 842, from Hodgson's Cradle of the Confederacy,

251-252, in regard to the annexation party In Mexico Hodgson's estimate, however,
must be greatly exaggerated
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by the astonishing course of Trist, who despite his recall still

lingered with Scott's army and finally negotiated a treaty on

the lines of Folk's ultimatum How this conduct struck the

President can best be told in his own words. When he hears,

January 4, that Trist has renewed negotiations he says-

This information is most surprising Mr T has acknowledged the

receipt of his letter of recall, and he possesses no diplomatic powers He

is acting, no doubt, upon General Scott's advice He has become the per-

fect tool of Scott He is in this measure defying the authority of his Gov-

ernment * * * He may, I fear, greatly embarrass the Government

On the 15th came a long dispatch from Trist, which Polk

declares

The most extraordinary document I have ever heard from a diplomatic

representative His dispatch is arrogant, impudent, and very insulting to

his Government, and was personally offensive to the President He admits

he is acting without authority and in violation of the positive order recall-

ing him It is manifest to me that he has become the tool of General

Scott and his menial instrument, and that the paper was written at Scott's

instance and dictation I have never in my life felt so indignant, and the

whole Cabinet expressed themselves as I felt

Buchanan was directed to prepare a stern rebuke to Trist

and Marcy to write Scott to order him to leave the headquarters
of the Army
January 23 Senators Cass and Sevier advised the President

to inform the Mexican Government that Trist has been re-

called. The next day Buchanan thought such a letter proper
if Polk had made up his mind to reject the treaty. This

Buchanan thought should be done. Polk said he could not

decide till he saw the treaty. On the 25th the question was

put before the Cabinet. Walker agreed with Buchanan. In

regard to the treaty. Polk said that if "unembarrassed" he
"would not now approve such a treaty," but is now in doubt
about his duty. Buchanan still favored rejection, while Marcy
was in favor of approval if the treaty were on the lines of the

ultimatum, and John Y. Mason took sides with Marcy. It

was finally decided on the 28th to dispatch the letter to the

Mexican Government. The next entry of importance records
the arrival of the treaty after nightfall February 19. Polk
found it within Trist's original instructions as regards boundary
limits, and thought that it should be judged on its merits and
not prejudiced by Trist's bad conduct The next evening,
Sunday, the Cabinet discussed the treaty, Buchanan and
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Walker advised its rejection. Mason, Marcy, Johnson, and
Clifford favored its acceptance. Buchanan announced that he

"wanted more territory, and would not be content with less

than the lines of Sierra Madre in addition to the provinces
secured in this treaty." Polk reminded Buchanan of his

entire change of position during the war, and adds in his

diary that he believed the true reason of Buchanan's course to

be that he was a candidate for the Presidency. If the treaty
were well received he would not be injured; if opposed, he

could say that he opposed it.

February 21 the President made known his decision to the

Cabinet:

That under all the circumstances of the case I would submit it to the

Senate for ratification, with a recommendation to strike out the tenth

article I assignedmy reasons for this decision They were, briefly, that

the treaty conformed on the mam question of limits and boundary to the

instructions given Mr. Tnst in Apnl last, and that though if the treaty

was now to be made I should demand more, perhaps, to make the Sierra

Madre the line, yet it was doubtful whether this could be ever obtained

by the consent of Mexico I looked to the consequences of its rejection

A majority of one branch of Congress is opposed to my Administration,

they have falsely charged that the war was brought on and is continued by
me with a view to the conquest of Mexico, and if I were now to reject a

treaty made upon my own terms, as authorized in Apnl last, with the

unanimous approbation of the Cabinet, the probability is that Congress
would not grant either men or money to prosecute the war. Should this

be the result, the army now in Mexico would be constantly wasting and

diminishing in numbers, and I might at last be compelled to withdraw

them, and then lose the two provinces of New Mexico and Upper Califor-

nia, which were ceded to us by this treaty Should the opponents of my
Administration succeed in carrying the next Presidential election, the great

probability is that the country would lose all the advantages secured by
this treaty I adverted to the immense value of Upper California, and con-

cluded by saying that if I were now to reject my own terms as offered in

Apnl last I did not see how it was possible for my Administration to be

sustained

The rumor soon spread in Washington that Buchanan and

Walker were exerting.their influence to have the tieaty re-

jected. On the 28th Senator Sevier, the chairman of the

Committee on Foreign Relations, informs the Piesident that

the committee will recommend the rejection of the treaty and

advise sending a commission. The other members of the

committee were Webster, Benton, Mangum, and Hannegan.
Polk declared his opinion unchanged, and expressed his belief
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that Webster's object was to defeat the treaty. Sevier said

Webster wanted no territory beyond the Rio Grande, and

Polk comments in his diary

Extremes meet Mr Webster is for no territory and Mr Hannegan
is for all Mexico Benton's poSition can not be calculated

Polk concludes his entry with:

If the treaty in its present form is ratified there will be added to the

United States an immense empire, the value of which twenty years hence

it would be difficult to calculate

It was surely irony of fate that the eyes of this resolute

Augustus, enlarger of empire, were so soon closed in de'ath

and that he was not suffered to see in the consequences of his

policy the fulfillment at once of the most dismal prognostica-

tions of its opponents and of his own confident prophecy.
For several days the treaty hung in the balance. On Feb-

ruary 29 Polk records:

From what I learn, about a dozen Democrat TU!! oppose it, most of

them because they wish to acquire more territory than the lino of the

Exo Grande and the Provinces of New Mexico and Upper California will

secure

On March 2 the outlook appeared more hopeful; on the

3rd Benton and Webster are recorded as the leading opponents.
The suspense came to an end March 10, when the treaty was
ratified at 10 p. m., 38 to 14, four Senators not voting.
The reception of the treaty and its recommendation to the

Senate clearly defined the position of tho Administration and
tendedto discourage the advocates of

c '

all of Mexico." If Trist

had returned as ordered and the war had been prolonged, we
should probably have acquired more territory, but how much
more is, of course, uncertain. Calhoun, in his opposition, real-

ized that every delay in bringing the war to a eloao would

strengthen the expansion party and complicate the situation

in ways that would contribute to advance their cause. We
can best realize the importance of tho element of time in this

matter, and so appreciate the significance of Trist's unexpected
action in securing a treaty, if we remember how long it took
after the battle of Manila Bay for the final policy of acquir-
ing all the Philippines to be developed. Trist's treaty arrived
about four months after the news of the capture of Mexico
City, and it was at least four months and a half after the bat-
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tie of Manila Bay before the present Administration decided to

demand all of the Philippines. Nor must we forget, in this

comparison, that the formation and expression of public opin-
ion through the agency of the press proceeds to-day at a

much more rapid pace than fifty years ago.
In conclusion, then, in answer to the question how we

escaped the annexation of all of Mexico in 184:7-48, the follow-

ing reasons may be assigned The growing realization that ter-

ritorial expansion and the extension of slavery were so inextri-

cably involved with each other that every accession of terntoiy
would precipitate a slavery crisis powerfully counteracted

the natural inclinations of the people toward expansion which

are so clearly revealed to-day. Second, the fact that the elec-

tions for the Congress that met in December, 1847, took place

over a year earlier, before the great military victories of 1847

had begun to undermine the first revulsion from a war of con

quest, gave the control of the House to the Whigs, who, as a

party, were committed against the war and consequent annexa-

tions. Thirdly, there was the opposition of President Polk,

who effectually controlled the policy of the Government;

and, finally, the lack of time for the movement to gather
sufficient headway to overcome these obstacles.
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THE PROBLEM OF CHINESE IMMIGRATION IN FURTHER ASIA.

By FREDERICK WELLS WILLIAMS.

'The entrance of the United States as landholder and admin-

istrator into' the regions of the Western Pacific confronts the

Grbveriiment rather unexpectedly with several old problems
in new guises. Questions that affect our national policy, like

those of the protective tariff and the Monroe doctrine, have

already presented themselves for fresh discussion, while other

issues of hardly inferior gravity call for immediate arrange-

ment or solution. First among these in the Pacific islands

comes the question of labor supply and the admission or

restriction in our colonial possessions of those Chinese immi-

grants whotn we have forbidden to come to America. Before

our troops in the Philippines became actually an army of occu-

pation 'the 'Administration was asked by General Otis whether

we should antagonize the Chinese element there by enforcing

the embargo against them equally on both sides of the ocean,

or treat the yellow ra6e with less rigor in Luzon than in Cali-

fornia. The matter is sure to become one of extreme impor
tance if we continue to hold our Eastern conquest, for it has

been the experience of all European powers holding posses-

sions near the Chinese Empire that they succeed or fail in

exploiting them more or less in proportion to their success or

failure in dealing with their Chinese subjects. It should be

realized as early as possible that in a tropical region the

Chinaman is no longer a rival and competitor, but an assist-

ant to 'the Caucasian. In his chosen homes in temperate zones

the Anglo-Saxon has persistently refused to tolerate the pres-

ence of Chinese laborers, and however selfish or illogical his

action, there is no gainsaying the decision.
1

iLes motifs etaient les mfimes que ceux qui entretiennent 1'agitation dans la Colom-

bie anglaise, qui ont suscite" les 6meutes Kearney & San Francisco, c'est-a-dire la jalousie

et la frame que les chinois ne manquent jamais d'inspirer, le cri fut alors le mfime

173
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The problem as presented

%

to us here must be discussed,

therefore, not as an ethical question, but as a politico-economic

affair. Being confronted with the task of reducing and ruling

a populous territory lying close to Asia, shallwe persist in the

same policy of Chinese exclusion there as at home, or shall

we take counsel of Europeans luhng similar regions and act

accordingly?
A consideration of the first magnitude is that of labor

supply to exploit the very valuable natural and cultivated

products of a tropical region where the white man can not

work. The difficulty is an old one, familiar to all European
nations with tropical colonies, who have made many experi-

ments in endeavoring to meet it, and to whose experience we

naturally look. Though something may be done with the

aborigines found in the Tropics, it is often necessary to sup-

plement or replace their work by men imported from other

lands. Thus far the world only offers what might be called

raw material for the torrid labor market in large quantities

from three sources the Negro, the Hindu, and the Chinese.

We have had our share of the first and are not likely to

encourage fresh accessions to our Oriental territories from

central Africa. The second, though to some extent exported
to certain West Indian and African colonies, are very properly

protected by legislative enactments of their British rulers

at home, and are consequently not available in tempting or

remunerative quantities for exploitation abroad.' There

remain the Chinese, numerous, capable, enduring, superior as

a race to either of the others mentioned. 1

qu'aujourd'hui,
' Us enlgyent 1'argent du pays

" Ce cri est si absurde que nous ne nous

y sommea pas arrgtes S'lls gagnent de 1'argent, c'est en donnant l'e*quivalant

par leur travail, et cet argent ils ont le droit de I'cmporter oft ils veulont Tout absurde

que soit ce cri, 11 n'en est pas moms vrai que partout oft lea chinols se sont gtablis, la

masse du peuple est arnvee tot ou tard a les considlrer comxne des Instrus dangereux
Cela peut etre injuste, deraisonnable, injustifiable, mais c'est un fait dont 11 faut temr

compte Non-seulement les chinois n'mspirent pad de confiance, mais apres un certain

temps, ils inspirent de la terreur Et pour celui qm a lu les temoignages recueillis, la

raison en est bien simple, elle reside dans leur habilete, leur utflite dans les champs les

plus humbles du travail, leur habilete commerciale et leur phenomgnalo frugality II

n'y arien de tel que le succSs, mats aussi 11 n'y a nen qui soit autant detests, au moins

par ceux qui le peusent conquis a leurs depeni La finesse dea Hollandais elle-mteie

n'ggalait pas celie des chinois, et leur prosp6nt6 e"talt surpasse'e (Commission royale

Kapport sur 1'immigration chinoise, Ottawa, 1885,p cxix )

1 No student of Chinese character should omit to read the admirable and comprehen-
sive studies by Rev ArthurH Smith, D D

,
in his Chinese Characteristics, Shanghai, 1890,

republished in New York, 1894, and Village Hfe in China, New York, 1899, both sociolog-
ical documents of great value
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The Chinese have had their own problems of exploitation
and expansion within the generous confines of an empire more
favored by nature for man's support than perhaps any terri-

tory of the same extent on the globe. In this region they

have, as every one knows, held their own for a very long
time with less intermixture from other peoples than has been

the case with any other great nation during historical times.

An ancient and homogeneous people with room to multiply,

have, consequently, developed a policy of preference for their

own land, greatly fostered by their governmental and reli-

gious polity, which has held the Chinese aloof from the re&t of

the world during the greater part of their recorded history.

To these two causes of national reclusion and solidarity must
be added a reluctance to venture on the sea, characteristic of

all continental peoples. They have not remained isolated from
inherent inability to mingle with other nations, as was at one

time supposed; they stayed at home simply because they were

fairly comfortable, because then masters wanted them to, and

sometimes, perhaps, because they disliked the water; there

was very little love or sentiment in the matter, for the China-

man, generally speaking, lacks the emotion of patriotism.

But give him a fighting chance at a fortune, some idea of the

manner of going to distant countries and what awaits him on

his arrival, and he will not only accept the idea of expatria-

tion, but abandon household gods and ancestral tombs to win

the prize.
1 Yet to emigrate is to him always a disagreeable

alternative or a last resort. Though he can go abroad and

succeed there, he prefers to remain in China; this is his atti-

tude now, as in the past.

While it is unlikely that there was no exodus at all of Chi-

nese to the archipelago in ancient times, no reliable accounts

have come to us of such emigration
* A few adventurers and

tiaders were all that went abroad. In Ceylon, for instance,

"the silk merchants of China, who had collected in their voy-

ages aloes, cloves, nutmegs, and sandalwood, maintained," in

the language of Gibbon, "a free and beneficial intercourse

1 See, among many authorities upon their emigrating tendencies, G- F Seward, Chinese

Immigration, W B Farwell,The Chinese at Home and Abroad, B H Conwell, Why and

How, E Cailleux, La Question Chinoise aux Etate TJnis, etc , 1898

2A body of Chinese, for example, are alleged to have settled m Borneo as early as the

Chow dynasty, 1000 B G , hardly a reliable tradition, though the island was known
then
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with the inhabitants of the Persian Gulf,"
1 and during a part

of the fifteenth century that island was reckoned as a tribu-

tary vassal of the Ming emperors;
2 but such intercourse as this

seems to have been largely political and commercial; it in-

volved no general peopling of the coasts and islands easily

within reach of China. A Chinese traveler in Java a century

ago writes of his countrymen there:

Those who ply the oar and spread the sail tto go abroad are principally

the inhabitants of Fokien and Canton provinces, who have been in the

habit of emigrating for the space of four hundred years, from early m the

Ming dynasty (circ 1400) to the present day, while those of our country-

men who have remained and sojourned in these parts after propagating

and multiplying amount to no less than a hundred thousand 8

If four centuries of "propagating and multiplying" pro-
duced a net result of no more than 100,000 Chinese, we must

conclude that the immigration to Java, at least, never reached

very formidable proportions, and this seems to have been the

case generally during the Middle Ages so far as Chinese set-

tlements throughout the archipelago are concerned.

Under normal conditions the people of China never seem to

have cared much about occupying the great islands near their

coasts. Had there been a disposition to do so certainly oppor-
tunities were not wanting to emigrate to Formosa, yet the

Chinese did not possess themselves of that island until the

present dynasty came to rale over them in the seventeenth

century. Magellan's companions make no mention of them
in the Philippines in 1521; nor was there any indication of

their settlements there when Legaspi effected the conquest of

the islands for Spain in 1565, though they had, of course,
traded with all the islands of the archipelago for many years
before that date. Their evident indifference to Korea, the

Liu Kiu Islands, and the tropical wilderness of Indo-Chma
to the south of their great Empire points to the conclusion

that the tendency to seek their fortunes abroad is a recent

phenomenon among the Chinese.

Like the Israelite, rather than the ancient Phoenician, the

Chinaman only goes far afield when compelled by distress at

home or tempted by opportunity abroad. He has no desire to

rule or conquer but is content to call any one master who
1 Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Chap XL
*C P Lucas, Histor Geogr of the British Colonies, I, p 69
B Ong Tae Hae,A Chinaman Abroad, Chinese Miscellany, Canton, 1849, p 2
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treats him fairty. This trait is the key to his movements out

of China during the past few centuries. Since the Mongol
conquest

l the Empire has been filling up at a more rapid rate

than the occasional wars and famines could reduce. As a

result of the secular operation of this cause and of the distress

arising from the misgovernment of the Manchus, from recent

rebellions and such calamities as the flooding of the Yellow
River Valley, the past century has compelled a greater exodus
from China than has ever before been known To these ex-

pelling forces have lately been added the devices for enticing
laborers to emigrate by offering golden inducements, and even

by crimping and kidnaping men for the benefit of a few ras-

cals who could make money by transporting coolies to foreign

plantations or gold fields.
2

It might be an interesting and profitable study to trace the

palpable connection between periods of storm and distress in

modern China and those of increased emigration to foreign

parts, but the present occasion only allows a passing reference

to this proof of the statement that the Chinese do not leave

China except to escape evils they can not endure Thus they
rather suddenly flocked to Formosa and the archipelago duiing
the decline of theMmg dynasty, and the disturbances following
the Manchu conquest in the seventeenth century. They have

begun a new and even more important exodus within the past

fifty years, a period of weakness and dynastic decline marked

by three or four foreign invasions and by as many rebellions
*

On a smaller scale, but in a no less significant fashion, the

action of this propelling force is visible in the occasional sad-

den increases in the population of the British colony of

Hongkong, which have almost always been at times of distress

in^the neighbonng provinces on the mainland. Thus the

awful carnage of 1850-1852 in Kwangtung gave the infant col-

ony its first great boom when the natives flocked to the island

11280 A D
2 Samples of circulars are given in H H Bancroft's New Pacific, p 593 Here is one

posted about Kwangtung province in 1862 "To the countrymen of Ah Lung Laborers

are wanted in the land of California Good works to be done there, good houses, plenty
of food You get $20 a month and good treatment Passage monej required, $45 I will

lend the money on good security, but I can not take your wife or child in pay Come to

Hongkong and I will care for jou until the ship sails The ship is good Ah Lung "

See also Conwell, Whj and How
8 The most important of these, the Tai ping revolt, which raged nearly twenty years, is

estimated to ha\ c cost the Empire more than 25,000,000 lives, and to have devastated the

greater portion of the four central provinces of China proper

HIST 99, VOL I 12
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for safety and employment. Another important increase in

population was received in 1860 after the British capture of

Canton and the renewed activity of the insurgents. The

Hongkong population tables might be used as a sort of

economic barometer to measure the pressuio or density of the

social mass in its vicinity.

An indication of the Chinaman's dislike to leave his native

land unless compelled by circumstances to do so is found in

his determination to return home as soon as his money-making

object is accomplished But fate is often stronger than the

human will, and time and environment can work changes even

in a conservative Chinese, so many indeed stay abroad in the

end who never intended to do so The emigration of this

people has ever been marked by this one characteristic which

seems to distinguish it from all other movements of popula-
tion in modern history.

1 The number of emigrants leaving

China in a given year, therefore, w no actual measure of the

annual exodus, for a great many return. Until quite recently

this was the tendency of all emigrating Chinamen, and the

ebb and flow of this tide, combined with their losses by death

while abroad, kept the aggregate number out of the Empire at

any one time down to very moderate figures Their harsh

treatment and the legislation against them in America and

Australia have greatly diminished their total in those two
continents during the past twenty years, while their influx

within that period into Manchuria and all tho countries and

islands adjacent to Eastern Asia has enormously increased.

However, there is nothing exceptional or inexplicable in the

phenomena thus observed The normal working of an eco-

nomic law is clearly traceable in this exodus of a people to

regions, for the most part imperfectly known, whence the

reluctant emigrant confidently expects to return home if suc-

cessful, but where he willingly remains if room and opportu-
nity are found. Were China efficiently governed and its

natural resources exploited so as to afford a livelihood for its

iThis trait forms Indeed one of the chief counts in the rather inconsistent list of charges
brought against the Chinaman as an Immigrant to America and Australia An intelli-

gent Chinese visitor to the Straits Settlements in 1848 says of his countrymen there that

"Originally the Chinese came intending to return after three or four years, but only one
or two out of ten can do so at that time, and when they do they take very small earnings
with them This (he continues) Is due chiefly to their acquiring tho opium habit, on
which they spend their earnings. The desperate from this vice become the criminal
class

"
(Siah U Chin in Jour, of Indian Archipel ,

II )
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surplus population to-day it is unlikely that many of her

peasants could be induced to go abroad. As it is, being in

worse straits socially and economically than she has been for

three centuries, her wretched sons are braving every risk and

hardship and deserting her shores in the desperate struggle
for existence. In other words, the conservative Asiatic yields
as inevitably to the action of economic law as the European,

1

In dealing with the quality and character of the Chinaman
as a laborer we must not be misled by the unpopularity that

almost invariably attends him wherever he goes. There is the

same objection to him in the West and in the East when the

white man has to compete and mingle with the yellow,
2 and

racial antipathy as universal as this has proved to be within

the past half century is reason enough, perhaps, for excluding
Chinese labor where the Caucasian inhabits as well as governs
the land. But where the laws of nature outweigh the preju-
dices of men, and white labor can not endure the climate, it is

fair to ask if use can not be made of ^his available supply from
Asia. The chief charges brought against Chinese immigrants
in the East are (1) their immorality and filth; (2) their insub-

ordination, which usually takes the form of passive resistance,

and (3) their clannishness and tendency toward the under-

ground methods of secret societies. Such counts as their

alleged vagrancy and thievishness, sometimes heard in the

wilder parts of Indo-Chma, are hardly just when laid at the

door of the whole people, for the Chinese are no less apt than

Europeans to become vagabonds, pirates, and adventurers

when the situation tempts them. In these remote and mis-

governed regions, where the offscourings of three continents

join in deeds of shame, there is no lack of opportunity for the

professional rascal; but there is no clear testimony that the

Chinese predominate in this vicious element. 8
Compared

1 Only very general estimates, in some cases mere guesses, are to be had as to the num-
ber of Chinese outside of the Empire Reclus (in his Nouvelle Gfiographie Umverselle)
calculated their number at a little less than 3,000,000 all told twenty 3 ears ago Since

that time they have probably decreased in South America and increased considerably in

Siberia, Indo-Chma, and throughout the Pacific Probably the total to-day without the

Empire Is under 4,000,000 say 1 per cent of the gross populaation of China more than

one-half of whom live in Burma and Slam
*The dislike of Australians for Chinese is like the dislike of terriers for rats Sir C

Dilke, Problems of Greater Britain, p 214.

Mr W H Medhurst calls attention also to the fact that for many years the Chinese in

Malacca and thereaboutswere largely recruited from the ports of Swatow, Chinchow, and

Amoy, long points of escape for the vicious and criminal element of central China

Nineteenth Century, September, 1878
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with the achievements of European adventurers of the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries, their worst escapades in the

archipelago to-day seem like children's games.

Taking these complaints against the Chinese immigrant in

the order presented
1. It is impossible not to sympathize with the feeling of

disgust aroused in Anglo-Saxon minds by descriptions of the

filth and indecency found in Chinese dwellings of the poorer

class. It is doubtful, however, if vices are, upon the whole,
more deeply rooted in Chinese than in European communities;
norhavethey proved more difficult of police controlwhen vigor-

ously handled than depravity in other forms among other races.

As to their unclean dwellings, the Chinaman has no warmer
love for dirt and poverty than the European. He is as totally

ignorant of the first principles of sanitary science as were our

own ancestors a few generations ago; but it is not impossible

to teach him the advantages of clean streets, drainage, venti-

lation, and the rest. When he has learned the difficult lesson

he is quite willing to conform to cleaner and costlier comfort,
as is abundantly proved by his residence, in ever-increasing

numbers, in the "foreign settlements
" of such cities as Shang-

hai, Hongkong, or Singapoie. Because a very numerous and

conservative people have not turned from their ancient prej-
udices and sins at the end of half a century's contact with

Western charity and culture, there is no conclusive proof that

they may never mend their ways. At least, it is too early yet
to despair.

2. As to their insubordination and stubborn resistance to

authority, it may be asserted that this trait is due to the dem-
ocratic instincts of a people long accustomed to ill usage from
their officials, both at home and abroad. The Chinaman has

survived and prospered in Asia because he has learned to take

care of himself. Needing very little paternal attention from
his rulers, he tolerates very little interference in personal and
domestic affairs.

1
This kind of recalcitrance is, as everyone

in authority knows, most difficult to overcome. But fortu-

nately the Chinaman is only persistently rebellious when he
is desperate. If met by firmness and a show of reason, he

i See Dr. A H Smith's Chinese Characteristics and Village Life on China for accounts
of the Chinese at home, for both sides of the controversy as to their traits in America
consult J A Whitney, The Chinese and the Chinese Question, and Gibson, Tho Chinese
in America
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will succumb. An example of this sort of sedition and its

successful treatment is seen in the administration of Sir Her-

cules Robinson, the first governor of Hongkong, who seems

to have properly withstood the exasperating practice of the

Chinese of combining in passive obstruction against legisla-

tion they did not like.

Unaware what stuff Sir Hercules was made of, the Chinese resorted to

this practice three times within four successive years, but gave in on each

occasion when they encountered on the part of the governor calm but

rigidly uncompromising firmness The pawnbrokers' ordinance (3, of 1860)

evoked a general closing of pawnshops, and the ordinance remained for a

long time a dead letter, while the pawnbrokers agitated for certain con-

cessions They submitted, however, when they found that the governor
turned a deaf ear to all their representations In order to provide a rem-

edy against the habitual plundering to which goods were subjected in

transit between ship and shore, an ordinance (15, of 1860) was passed for

the registration and regulation of the men employed on cargo boats As
soon as this ordinance came into force (1861) a general strike ensued on

the part of cargo-boat people, but by unflinching firmness on the part of

the governor and the community they were soon brought to submit to

registration The chair coolies also resorted to a strike (1863) when they
were for the first time to be brought under a system of regulating and

licensing public vehicles by ordinance 6 of 1863 They also yielded after

nearly three months' passive resistance, and the new ordinance proved
a great boon to the public.

1

3. But this kind of resistance to authority is sometimes

indistinguishable from their more formidable tendency to

combine for all purposes, good or evil. Chinese society every-

where is honeycombed with family and clan leagues, trade

guilds, social unions, and secret fraternities. The truth that

in union is strength has nowhere in the world such significance

as in China. It is applied to the most trivial as well as to the

largest matters, and no dealing with a Chinese community
will succeed for a moment that does not take into account and

work with, rather than against, their organizations. As is the

case among other peoples, the combinations are factors of

regeneration and social betterment as well as nuclei of con-

spiracy and crime. The citizens of San Francisco have at

length learned to separate the Six Companies, with their reg-

ulating influence upon the California Chinese, from the noto-

rious Highbinders, and the distinction is evident everywhere.
8

1 E) J Eitel, Europe in China A Hihtory of Hongkong, p 368

2 J Dyer Ball, Things Chinese, pp 408-430
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The secret society in China is the natural outcome of arbitrary

and inefficient government. Having learned the trick of sav-

ing himself by erecting an imperium in imperio, the China-

man carries it with him to the country of his adoption, where,

indeed, it often serves him in good stead. Transplanted to

regions where there is no settled rule, the Chinese community

provides for and protects itself as effectively as does the Teu-

tonic.
1 But it is true that the secret society also degenerates.

In unsettled localities these combinations do lend them-

selves to lawlessness, sometimes even to civil war. There are

accounts, grotesque as a page of Sinbad's Adventures, of

secret conclaves held in mat houses in the jungles of Borneo,

Burma, or Malaya, where acts of dakoity are contrived, des-

perate deeds of revenge plotted, members imprisoned, tor-

tured, and even executed for suspicion of treachery, and fresh

recruits cajoled or compelled to join the society.
2 Such

institutions have held sway so long in some places as to ren-

der the rule of former native chiefs impossible. In the

Malay States twenty-five years ago the Chinese banded

i Sir Hugh Low gives an account of a typical Chinese community taking care of itself
t

in a place called Marup, on the Sekarang branch of the Balang Lupar River, among the

gold deposits of West Borneo " About 250 men, forming a cooperative association, lived

in a neat village built of planks and palm leaves. There was a common hall in a central

position, and each member had one share of stock and was bound to contribute his daily
work There were certain officers of the company, as the engineer, the commissariat

officer, the schoolmaster, and others, who were awarded, at the periodical distribution

of the profits, extra shares in proportion to their responsibilities Widows and orphans
were provided for, and education was compulsory and free General meetings of the
members took place periodically, but a meeting could at any time be called by a certain

number of members, to consider any question of importance The gold-bearing soil was
washed from the rough gravel, collected in heaps under careful inspection until the time
arrived for the final separation of the metal, which occurred once in three months, when
gold was sold to the Chinese merchants. All the expenses of the community being first

defrayed from the produce, any balance which might remain was divided in proportion
to their shares among the members of the community Rations were provided for the

single workmen in the central building, while many members were married to Dyak
women and lived in separate houses, all being supplied from the public commissariat,
vegetables being grown in well-cultivated gardens, the common property of the com-
munity

"On the walls of the council house the rules of the society were posted up All ques-
tions were decided by a majority of votes, and the officers were elected in the same way
I was told by me bookkeeper that each man received from $8 to 810 a month in addition
to his subsistence, which was above the average rate of wages prevalent elsewhere at the
tune The discipline preserved was extremely strict, no loitering being allowed at the
works, the laborers were superintended by overseers, each with a cane in hand I was
informed that this community was affiliated to a great society which had worked on
similar lines in theDutch territory of Sambas for about two hundred years

' '

(BritishEm-
pire Series, Vol I India, etc

, p 480 )

*Jour of the Indian Archipel , Vol VI, p 545, Vol vni, p 1, Vol IX, p 109, Straits
Branch of the Boy As Soc , No 1, 1878, p 68 G Schlegel, ?hian Ti Hwui Batavia,
1866
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together under control of capitalists, living in great style in

the British settlements, had quite usurped all power on the

mainland and necessitated English interference.

The possession of the richest stanniferous land was the prize of victory,

and the Malay chiefs, divided among themselves, were quite unable to

cope with the Chinese factions Anarchy, complete as it can be only in

Asia, barbarous cruelties were the things that held undisputed

possession in the Malay Peninsula when the British Government first

began to interest itself in their affairs l

But even under these alarming conditions order has been

restored by judicious management. While it is seldom pos-
sible and never wise to suppress secret societies among the

Chinese, they can, as experience has often shown, be reduced

to obedience and even used as instruments for the better gov-
ernment of their members. They must be compelled to live

scrupulously within the letter of the law, to submit to a cer-

tain amount of surveillance and investigation, while their

leaders may be held responsible for their illegal acts. This

has been the course pursued in the Straits Settlements and

Malay States, and it is everywhere practicable.

We have before us, in entering upon our heritage in the-

Far East, the example and experience of four European nations

in dealing with the important problem of Chinese immigra-
tion the Spanish, the French, the Dutch, and the English.

The first and oldest of these has passed at length from the

occupation of a few forlorn vestiges of empire which she was

no longerfittedto retain, leaving to us, her successors, the sole

legacy of her failure. It will be worthwhile to consider each

of these nations in turn.

Legaspi, the founder of Manila, very wisely encouraged the

Chinese to settle there in order to promote the trade from the

Asiatic mainland which they had hitherto carried on from

their ]unks alone. 2

Scarcely were the Spaniards established,

however, when a Chinese filibustering expedition of sixty junks
under Lim a-hong, a Cantonese pirate, attacked the settlement

(1574) and all but annihilated it. This raid was only one of

the many symptoms of disorder in the Government of China

which portended the overthrow of the Ming dynasty and the

1 H Clifford. Lessons from the Malay States, Atlantic Monthly, November, 1899

aJ Crawford, Dictionary of the Indian Island*, p 349, Consul Stigand in British Part

Report, F series, No 1391, 1893, Guillemard, Australasia
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Manchu conquest. It did not at once affect the policy of

Legaspi's successors, who tolerated if they did not encourage
their coming, until in a score of years their numbers in Luzon

amounted to 25,000 or 30,000 In spite of the jealousy of the

native islandersand of acts of barbarous oppression on the part

of the-Spanish, sometimes gallantly reciprocated,
1 the Chinese

prospered both by piracy and trade among the Philippines

until the first fearful blow fell upon them at the hands of

their Christian rulers. In 1603 the Emperor of China is

absurdly said to have sent three mandarins "to enquire if

Cavite fort was built of gold," as reported The Spaniards
took alarm and fancied that China was preparing an army of

invasion to eject them altogether from their islands, and

when a little later a Chinese Christian convert of wealth was

found building a wall about the Chinese quarter their senses

took flight; they undertook with the savage natives, who were

like children under control of the priests, a general massacre

of Chinese, which in a few awful days destroyed 23,000 of

them The policy of slaughter once begun was more than

once renewed In 1639 some twenty thousand are said to

have perished in a six-months' man hunt conducted by Span-
iards and Tagals By the middle of the following century

(in 1759), after repeated commands from Madrid, an order was
issued at Manila for the total expulsion of every Chinaman
that had not been converted to Christianity For these a

special locality was assigned to which they might retire and
trade. It was precisely the "hermit-nation" idea of exclu-

sion fostered and entertained by the Chinese and Japanese

empires at this period as regards Europeans. In adopting it

Spain displayed the barrenness of her polity, as in its execu-

tion she revealed the utter inadequacy of her powers. The
order of exclusion was suicidal as well as unjust, and apart
from the profits of even a waning trade the Spanish officers

were threatened with the loss of their best asset in the removal
of these subjects of their taxes, fines, and forced contributions.

Of course the edict was not enforced, but the net result of

these persecutions was the hearty cooperation of the Philip-

pine Chinese with the British invaders when they captured

*0n the Spanish expedition to Malacca in 1598 one hundred and fifty Chinese were
forced to row the viceroy's galley when detached from the rest of the fleet during a
calm they arose and slew their tyrant and his eaeort to a man
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Manila in 1762. Upon the withdrawal of the English the

Chinese were visited with another general massacre as a slight

tokpn of Spanish esteem; and again they were set upon and

killed en masse in a cholera panic in 1819 The final effort

to expel at least the whole trading class was undertaken in

1804, exception only being made for plantation laborers.

Heavier taxes were then imposed, and remitted upon their

consenting to go to the fields But here the native laborers

objected furiously and they were driven back to town Up
to the end of the Spahish occupation the Chinese were taxed

$60 per annum for the right to sell goods in the market,
while taxation on other occupations ranged from $12 to $100.

All their accounts had to be kept in the Spanish language.
In all this melancholy and disgraceful story there appears

never a desire on the part of the Spanish to understand or deal

fairly with their unpopular subjects. To tax and bully them
until they discovered that the colony was threatened with

ruin by the withdrawal of these petty traders and patient

mechanics, then to weakly receive them again into the com-

munity this was the Spanish method of dealing with one of

the most subtle and expert people on the globe. The only
success they can be said to have achieved with the Chinese

was through captains, whom they allowed them to select from

their own number, whose business it was to collect the trib-

ute and arrange all internal dissensions. Thus the Chinese

were able to secure a certain degree of liberty at the price of

an excessive taxation.
l

The French have been until recently the nearest neighbors
of China proper, though the past five years have brought
both the Russian and British empires as close to her populous

provinces. Owing to its proximity, therefore, French Indo-

Chma has a military and political as well as an economic

problem to solve as regards China. The situation there seems

at first sight to be seriously complicated by the legacy of hate

left among the Chinese of both sides of the border because of

* Lawrence Ohphant, writing of Manila in 1858, says
"
Manila, like Singapore, owes a

great part of its prosperity to the Chinese portion of the population All Chinese on

arriving at Manila are registered and taxed according to their occupations
' ' They were

classified as merchants, shopkeepers, artisans, and day laborers Their number, accord-

ing to a Spanish authority, in 1842 was only 6,000, but their capitation tax came to

$100,000 yearly, while that of all the 3,000,000 natives in the islands only amounted to

$800,000, (Lord Elgin's Mission, p 66 ) In 1872 the Chinese there amounted to 60,000, at

present they are thought to number 100,000
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their defeat and expulsion from Tongking. Reading into the

oriental mind something of their own soreness over the loss

of the Rhine provinces, the French conclude that the Chinese

have no intention of acknowledging their defeat or abiding by
their treaty

1 The native population of Annamese is sepa-

rated from Europeans by a moral and intellectual abyss which

time and contact seem powerless to bndge No treatment

or education renders them in the least appreciative or sympa-
thetic But with the Chinese, to whom they have always
looked for political and intellectual guidance, they are both

friendly and docile It is easy for the Chinese to tell them
that though the European barbarian is a stronger he is not

necessarily a better man; that the stranger has succeded only

through brute force; that his rule can not long endure.

Hence the contempt of the natives for the Euiopean, despite
his invariable military success and matchless power; hence,

also, their imperturbable confidence in the superiority of the

defeated Chinese and in their hope of ultimate triumph.

Moreover, the Chinese not only come in swaims into the

country, but they intermarry with the natives and sedulously
train their offspring to maintain the old hatred of the foreign
invader. Their well-known ability to combine in secret and
other associations is also employed to keep alive a spirit of

revolt and to fill the colony with domestic enemies against the

time when a new war with China commences.

This reasoning is not without some valid grounds, but on
the other side we must remember that as a general rule the

Chinaman does not antagonize his own selfish interest.

Though his dislike for the European may not disappear, it

can be rendered innocuous Though it may be hopeless to

win their affection in Tongking, or convert them to Western

customs, religion, or habit of thought, the Chinese can here,
as well as elsewhere, be pacified and won by letting him share
in local administration, by allowing him a feeling of security
and a chance to make money, and above all by permitting him
to "save his face" before the natives, which means not inter-

fering with his amour propre
Let us see what the French have accomplished touching

this delicate problem in Cochin China and Annam. Thus far

1 The argument is developed in the Report of M Seville in the Receume de deliberations
du congres colonial national, 188S-1890, Tome II
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their Government measures have been inspired by political

rather than economic motives. Fear of being overwhelmed

by their numbers prompted a high taxation upon them, which

naturally excited uneasy protests from the Chinese Govern-

ment, in view of existing treaty stipulations. In order to

control, if possible, their immigration and to watch them

during their stay, a Service de 1'Immigration was established

at Saigon immediately after the conquest of Cochin China,
1

and under this or the director of the interior 2
all Chinese

and their affairs were brought. An immigrant landing at

Saigon not provided with a "
certificate of engagement

51 had

to be registered at the immigration bureau and get a card.

The immigrant coming overland from Annam or Cambodia

was made to buy a pass from the administrator, which was

exchanged for a "permis de circulation," good for one month.

For breaking these regulations the immigrant was expelled,

and if caught returning sent to the penitentiary at Pulo

Condor for three years. Exception was made in favor of

women and children. The decrees regulating, taxing, fining,

punishing (and inevitably irritating) the Chinese follow each

other thick and fast during twenty years. In November,

1880,
8 the governor orders every Asiatic not a French citizen,

unless a contract laborer or paying a land tax, to provide
himself with a workman's book, which should contain his

name, prenomen, birthplace, occupation, name or domicile

of his parents, if belonging to the colony, his signature, his

photograph, a number of order and date of issue, with sundry

remarks, if there was room for them. For such a book he

paid 2.50 francs, and if lost, a new one cost him 2 francs

more. No wonder the French fonctionnaires, though numer-

ous, complained of being overworked in a tropical climate.

But these attempts at prevention and control did not in the

least affect the influx of Chinese into the colony. In January,

1885, the idea of the little book was applied only to the native

Cambodians and Annamese, while immigrating strangers were

made to buy a personal card, always to be carried with them,
and renewed each January. They were classified for pur-

poses of this new scheme of taxation in three groups: First,

i Decree of November 24, 1874, also decrees of April 6 and October IS, 1876.

a Instructions usued January 10, 1879

sApproved May 6, 1881
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patentees of the first and second class and landed proprietors

paying taxes of 60 piasters (Mexican dollars) and over; second,

patentees of the second and third classes and landholders pay-

ing between 60 and 20 piasters in taxes; third, all others;

women, children, and those less than 15 01 over 60 years of

age excepted. To leave the colony, every Asiatic had to buy
a permit for 2 francs

The present regulations controlling Asiatic immigration into

Cochin China date from a decree of February 19, 1890, in

accordance with which the incomer has to go to Saigon, get

registered at the bureau of immigration, and accept a place in

one or another of the groups recognized by Government. He
must obtain a traveling certificate and have his permis de

sjour renewed every year, and when he departs he must
secure a passport. The three groups are those paying 80

? 60,

and 7 piasters annually Everyone found associated "vyith a

secret society not authorized is heavily punished by fine and

imprisonment, and afterwards expelled.

In Tongking the situation was not only complicated by a

long conterminous Chinese frontier, but also by a sentiment of

disgust for a territory which had cost France so much tjlood

and had proved, apparently, to be of so little value. The 10g7

islation respecting this colony has been marked by an illogical

feeling of disappointment, which does not reflect credit upon a

civilized nation. General Courcy began in 1885 by ordering
a general tax to be levied on all Chinese alike The Chinese

Government protested against this invidious distinction against
inhabitants of a friendly State. The law as modified in De-

cember, 1886, ordered the tax and a personal carte de sjour
to be applied to all Asiatics, whether resident or immigrant;
also a registration in four categories those paying 300 francs

taxes, those paying over 60 francs, those holding land,
licensed laborers, employees, etc., and, finally, common work-

pen. The cost of the card for each year was fixed at 300,

100, 25, and 10 francs, respectively, according to category.
But here, as elsewhere, the European was practically helpless
without the assistance of the Chinaman in working the fields

and mines and transportation service, as well as in minor busi-

ness affairs. The Celestial stopped coming. The laws were

again tinkered, the categories extended and amended through
a long series of changes. To foster the direct trade with

China, Chinese traders with certificates from French consuls in
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the South China treaty ports could travel two months in

Annam and Tongking without anj
r payment whatever. 1 Fui-

ther reductions were also made in the categories during 1893.

Such treatment as the Chinese have thus far received from
the French has not tended to remove difficulties or supplant
ancient prejudices. Nevertheless the indefatigable Chinaman,
who can thrive in tropical iungle or malarial marsh, is indis-

pensable to French success in Indo-Chma. There may be some

apprehension lest they multiply too rapidly in the country, and

by absorbing every industry, large or small, leave no room
for their French masters. They have already got practically
all the trade of Cochin China in their hands a

They are not

only clever merchants and skillful artisans, but can also work
in the fields They, moreover, know as well as European colo-

nists how to secure goods from Western countries where they
are manufactured, to charter and load them on steamers and

ship them to India, K&inion, China, and elsewhere. It is said

that during the first trying years of occupation, when French

merchants had only very irregular and uncertain means of

communication between Saigon and Hongkong, the Chinese of

Cholon maintained and profited by a courier service direct to

Canton As in many other colonies, the Chinese, who once

always returned to China after acquiring a certain competence,
are now beginning to get their wives clandestinely out of the

Celestial Empire and settle permanently in such places as

Chplon and Soctrang, which are pure Chinese cities.
8

Says one French author:*

They have rendered us incontestable service, m helping to establish

Saigon and serving as intermediaries between ourselves and the Annam-
ites To-day it is entirely otherwise Their selfishness, conservatism,
and bigoted attachment to their own customs constitute insuperable obsta-

cles to their fusion with other elements in the population, and not infre-

quently interfere with our control of the Annamites Occasionally they
become formidable by reason of their famous secret societies, chief among
which is the Heaven-Earth League (Tien-Ti Hwui), which gave us trou-

ble during the Tongking war In northern Tongking there is a constant

influx of Chinese, who now populate the mountain districts and coast

provinces, and by their intermarriages with native women are gradually

transforming this entire region

1 Decree of May 15, 1890
2Where they chiefly reside In four towns, Soctrang, Sadec, Saigon, and its* suburb,

Cholon
E Cailleux, La question Chinoise aux fetats-Uuis ct dans les poss des puiss guropennes

1898 pp 86-115 H Blondel, Le regime du travail et la colonization libre, 1896, p 138

* A Rambaud, La France Colomale,
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On the other hand, another Frenchman, Dr. Mougeot, is

frank enough to confess that

Far from doing us harm, these millions of Chinese, attached to the soil

and enjoying in the midst of real security a welfare they never knew at

home, will constitute in future the safeguards of our possessions where they
will make their fortunes l

In Reunion the Chinese have, with the proverbial ability
of their race, monopolized the retail trade and petty shop-

keeping of the island, and, in conjunction with their only com-

petitors, the Arabs and Hindus, they have long since pretty
much engrosssed the traffic in food stuffs Here and in the

neighboring island of Mauritius, under British rule, both
land and commerce seem to be passing into the exclusive con-

erol of Asiatics. It 19 with some idea of saving their newest

colony, Madagascar, for the Malagassies and for themselves,
that the French have imposed a prohibitive tariff ranging
from 1,000 francs to 100 francs, according to category, upon
all Africans or Asiatics coining to the island.

8

Attempts
were made some forty years since to introduce Chinese coolie

labor in Guadaloupe and Martinique, but the traffic was

revolting and the article of labor proved upon experience to

be too costly. Nor was the similar attempt made in Guiana
more successful, though here a few Chinese remained long
enough to engross all the retail trade and incur the usual

unpopularity which seems to be everywhere their lot In

January, 1881, the counseil gnral there voted a special tax of

1,500 francs, in addition to cost of permit, on every China-
man who was engaged in any business whatever, while other

foreigners paid but 1,000 francs for the same privileges.
The bill was, of course, annulled by the home Government,
but its passage is significant.

3

The Dutch, who are to-day the oldest colonial masters

remaining in the Indian Archipelago, have made themselves
at once disliked and feared by Asiatics to a greater degree,
perhaps, than any European nation in the East. They have,
it is true, confined their efforts chiefly to the more docile

tropical islanders, over whom they rule with an unyielding
rigor that rather shocks a European unaccustomed to the ful-

1 Quoted in Essais agricoles et Industnela Publications de la Soc des Etudes Indo-
Chinoise de Saigon, No 1, p 175

2 Decree o! July 26, 1897 Qumzame colomalo, 26 septembre, 1897
8H Blondel, Regime du travail et la colonisation hbre, p 121
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ness of Oriental servility. With the sterner stuff of the Jap-
anese and of the fighting tribes of northern Sumatra they have

hitherto been quite unsuccessful. To the educated Chinaman

they appear as interlopers in the islands. Ong Tae Hae in

1790 writes:

The territory of Batavia originally belonged to the Javanese, but the

Dutch, having by stratagem and artifice got possession of the revenues,

proceeded to give orders and enact la\\s, until, squatting down all along
the seacoast, they have exacted duties, issued passports, guarded ingress

and egress, put down robbers, and finally brought the natives under their

complete control The Hollanders have long noses and red hair, and 'tis

for this reason that they acquire such influence over the aborigines
l

The language is precisely such as Dutch writers have used

in describing Chinese colonial activity in these wateis

As is usually the case, however, the Chinese aie satisfied to

let others rule, provided they can live in peace and earn money.
In Borneo, which had remained until early in this century
abandoned to native chiefs and the horrors of anarchy, the

turbulent conduct of Chinese bettlers under their own chiefs

threatened soon to annihilate the Malay princes altogether.

Under these afflictions they hailed with joy the expedition
sent by Holland in 1818 to renew the old rights of the Dutch

on these shores. But the mass of the Chinese were hardly
less pleased with the change than the Malays. They presently

abandoned their old turbulence and remained to the number
of 38,000 or 40,000 nominal subjects of the Dutch. 2

Long before this the attempt had been made, with all the

implacable determination of the Dutch, to limit and repress
their immigration into Java. 3 All manner of expedients weie

tried to annoy them, to throttle their trade, to prohibit theii

landing. It was thought that unless a resolute course was

undertaken Java would buffer the same fate as Formosa, from

which the Dutch had been driven when the island became

i The Chinese Miscellany, Canton, 1849, p 3

2TcmmInck, Coup d'ceil general Mir les possessions merlandaises dans Vlnde Archipel-

aglque, and Jour Ind Archipel.Vol 11,1848, p 444 In 1&40 the author calculated that

Java gets annually 1 ,800 or 2,000 out of ft total emigration of 8,000 or 9,000 to these islands

from China *'
If Chinese lav s \v ere not sc\ erely opposed to tho emigration of females,"

he adds,
"
Malaysia would soon become a second Chinese Empire

" In 1836 some 130,000

Chinese were supposed to li\ e in the states of the western coast of Java alone The
Chinese "

captain
" of Montrado said that 110,000 \\ere under his orders

Though in the early period of their colonial actiutv the Dutch ranged the coasts of

Eastern Asia for the purpose of taking Chine* o as slaves for their plantations See Ab-

btmct of Instructions,m Calendar of State Papers East Indies, 1622-1624, p 100
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subject to China.
1 After years of stupid and thoughtless op-

pressions the climax was reached in 1740, when Governor

Adrien Walkenier, in opposition to his council, tried the good
old-fashioned Spanish business of massacre. He set the pop-

ulace upon the wretched Chinamen, who, taken unawares,

defended themselves desperately, but who were butchered

and burned in their hous&s and hounded like beasts of prey

by the natives until some 10,000 are supposed to have per-

ished, and the Dutch, frightened at the awful bloodthirst

their order had engendered in the excitable Javanese, were

compelled to call upon their own troops to reduce them to

reason. After this an apologetic letter was sent to the Em-

peror of China, who snubbed its authors by replying not, car-

ing neither for the Dutch nor for the Chinese who had stolen

away from the imperial domain a But none the less, owing
to just apprehensions from the surviving Chinese, more forts

ware built in Java, and the Chinese there were thenceforth

made to live in a quarter of the town by themselves. In

other islands the native princes were bidden to restrict their

immigration and issue certificates of residence, but the princes

being in need of their services paid little attention to the

injunctions of the European traders. The Dutch authority in

Borneo was extremely tenuous at sundry times and places.

They were, therefore, content to deal with the Chinese there

through their kongris (associations), and accept voluntary

gifts from them in lieu of tribute.

The Chinese in Java, though no longer persecuted to-day,
are looked upon with very small favor by their rulers. The
last decree against their immigration was abrogated in 1837,

though the attempt to restrain them is continued by requiring

passports and imposing a heavy poll tax and other dues upon
them s Their number at present throughout all the Dutch
Indies is roughly estimated at 4:70,000, about half of whom live

in Java and Madura. This total does not appear very formid-

able when arrayed against a population of 35,000,000 in all

these regions; but in the affairs of men it is quality rather
than quantity that counts.

xThe opinion of Van den Bosch, one of their ablest governors
*Always the attitude of the Chinese Government toward its subjects who had broken

the law by leaving China

Stengel mJahrbuch der internat Vcreinigen fur Vergleich Rechswissenschaft IV
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The cardinal principle of control applied by Holland to

these subjects in her colonies, that of governing them through
intermediaries of their own race, was borrowed from their

predecessors, the Javanese sovereigns. This, and the invaria-

ble practice of keeping them pretty well segregated in kam-

pongs apart from the natives, is about all the contrivance the

Dutch use. It has the merit of simplicity, but it does not re-

lieve the administration from very grave and constant fear of

upiisings, which, like their sleepless volcanoes, are liable to

break out at any moment
* All attempt at absolute uniform-

ity in regimen has been abandoned within the past twenty
years. In the three principal centers of Java the Chinese are

governed by councils who manage the local affairs and police
in their districts; elsewhere authority overthem is vested in a

"captain" or "lieutenant," usually a headman of some kongri
chosen by themselves. 2

It is not regarded as altogether a

satisfactory solution of the problem, for the Chinese are

knownto hate the Dutch and there is always apprehension lest

they forget their customary calm, and rebel. But, as all ac-

knowledge by this time, there is no doing without them.

Says a French traveler:

These people, essentially intelligent and keen-sighted, who can live

upon nothing, can bend to all circumstances, and are marvelously gifted in

everything that relates to commerce, are as greedy of gam as of work The
most difficult trades can not disgust them, they understand cleverly how to

create needs which they only are in a position to satisfy
* * * They

are necessary to the circulation of the wealth of the country, which they

certainly understand how to suck up wonderfully; they lay by in store for

times of famine perhaps somewhat forestalling, they unite fraternally in

buying wholesale, vying with one another in fraudulent gains on retail

sales, they stimulate financial enterprises which would fail without their

aid, but like, perhaps a little too well, short loans at exorbitant interest;

in short they seem to me to be the Jews of the Dutch Indies 8

* Rather against their will the Dutch find it expedient to admit a number of Chinese

to their colonies as artisans, clerks, etc There exist no stipulations regulating this im-

migration in their treaty with China (La main-d'auvreaux colonies, tome I, p 581, 1896.

Biblioth coloniale Internat )

as Cailleux, La question chinoise, p 220 A resumS of regulations affecting the Chi-

nese is given byJ J Meij er,
" La condition politique les chinoisaux Indes Neerlandaises,"

in Toung-pas, tome IV, pp 1 and 137, 1893

sComte deBeauvoir, "Voyage Round the World," Eng trans , Vol II, p 75 The Chi--

nese in Java seem to have profited materially by the culture, or forced labor system in-

stituted there by the Dutch, which left them practically free of native competition in

their favorite avocations as shopkeepers and middlemen and also afforded them golden

opportunities as money lenders and usurers to the wretched natives, impoverishedby the

oppressive system under which they labored

HIST 99, VOL I 13
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Looking now to the British experience in managing Chinese

in their colonies in the East, we shall find that they have been

more successful than other Europeans precisely in proportion

as they have been more liberal. Coming rather later than the

Portuguese, Spanish, and Dutch into permanent stations in

Further Asia they had the advantage of profiting by their

errors. It is more likely, however, that their success is

chiefly due to lessons learned in India, whence their earlier

administrators were sent to carry on the work of imperial

expansion toward the Pacific. As Prof. Morse Stephens has

pointed out, the British possessions beyond India constitute

foui typical groups embodying quite distinct methods of gov-

erning Asiatic regions.
1 In each of these and in Burma the

problem of the Chinaman looms large, but it is in these colo-

nies of the British Crown alone that it may be said to have

nearly found its happy solution. Alone of all Europeans, the

English have not recoiled at contemplating a reservoir of hun-

dreds of millions of this persistent and procreating race, ready
to swarm into any country and live under any climate. In

establishing their strategic posts in Malaya, Borneo, Hong-
kong, they needed workmen, tradesmen to supply provisions,

compradores, and domesties to render living not only possible
but even agreeable; if these were not forthcoming their sta-

tions were doomed to fail, for these were not localities f01

European laborers and settlers. The Chinese, as usual, were
attracted by a hope of protection and the chance of gain. They
flocked into Singapore and Penang early in the centuiy ,

as they
did to Hongkong in its middle decades, and as they are doing
in Burma and Borneo at its end. In each colony the success

from a commercial and administrative standpoint has been

astonishing. Let us look at them one by one.

At its inception the colony of Hongkong was formally and

frankly given two different systems of law and administra-

tion, one for native Chinese, who were to be governed and

judged in accordance with the laws and customs of China,

every description of torture excepted, and all persons other

than Chinese, who should enjoy the protection of British law

This natural bifurcation reflected, at the first formation of the settlement,
the fundamental mcompatibihty of the Chinese and European systems of

civilization, by creating two separate forms of government and two sepa-

1 In The American Historical Review for January, 1899, p 246
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rate codes of law, corresponding with the two separate communities, Chi-

nese and English, which were about to settle at Hongkong and which

immediately proceeded to divide the two into separate European and Chi-

nese quarters But regarding this bifurcation thus provisionally intro-

duced the pleasure of Her Majesty was subsequently made known from

tune to time, gradually extending by special ordinances and executive

regulations the sphere of English forms of government and the application
of English law. This was, however, done cautiously and gradually in

proportion as the two local communities were by the slow process of the

interaction of English and Chinese modea of thought, life, and education

brought a little nearer to each other This process (though hardly percep-

tible) is still going on at the present day, but executive regulations and

legal enactments have all along proved utterly futile whenever they went

too far ahead of the successive stages reached by this extremely slo\s

process of race amalgamation, which depends more on the silent influences

of English education, English speaking, and English modes of living than

on the exercise of the rights and powers of the Crown The Chinese,

though the most docile people in the world when under fair government,

proved utterly intractable whenever the executive or the legislature of the

colony rushed into any unreconciled conflict with deep-seated national cus-

toms of the Chinese people
l

It must not be supposed that the task was altogether easy,

even though greatly simplified by having her human experi-

ment station located in England's element the sea. The
natives who swarmed over from the shore were not always of

the kind wanted; many of them indeed were of the same sort

as those who have been bothering the French in Tongking.

They brought over their clan feuds, their passion for gam-

bling, and their generally deplorable morals; they had no con-

ception of cleanliness or hygiene; and lastly they introduced

their inevitable secret-society system. Yet British patience

and system overcame the difficulties involved in managing
such a welter of disorderly elements. In the first place they
were not too particular Serene in the consciousness of

their ability to control Asiatics they accepted any and all who
would come and help build up a settlement on an empty
island. Once there, they set the common people apart in a

community by themselves, watching them closely, as was

necessary, but avoiding needless irritation. The police prob-

lem was one of considerable complexity. Chinese constables

were inexpensive and easily obtained, but they were liable to

be bribed and to become accomplices in crime Sepoys from

i E J Eitel, Europe in China, tho History of Hongkong, 1895, p 164
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India were more reliable than the natives and were also

hardier in this climate than Europeans, but they lacked tact

and failed to inspire the same degree of respect as Caucas-

ians. Englishmen, on the other hand, were costly and liable

to break down, while their ignorance of the people and the

language made them almost useless in patrol and detective

service. Though no element alone was effective a combina-

tion of all three proved successful for every purpose. A
police force was organized in 1860 containing 60 Europeans,

mostly officers, 300 Indians, and 110 Chinese, which thirty

years later has 100 Europeans, 200 Indians, and 400 Chinese,

the latter being secured on a bond of $50 a piece

Piracy has been for centuries one of the chief activities on

the waters along the south China coast. It is still fearfully

prevalent in the obscurer bights and channels of the archi-

pelago, but in the early days of both Singapore and Hongkong
it had reached the proportions of a profession which engaged
all the more enterprising element in the seafaring population
and hadbecome a menace to foreign trade. With the cooper-
ation of the Chinese authorities the English set themselves

to work to check the monstrous business But the merciless

pursuit of their countrymen and often enough of their near

relatives did not arouse the Chinese in Hongkong harbor.

On the contrary they respected a power that evidently was
determined to make its rule felt on the side of law and order.

For the Chinaman whose God is gold knows the excessive

risks of its worship under conditions of anarchy. He may
not object to the gains to be got by robbery, but he usually

prefers to earn a livelihood by work rather than by stealing,

not for moral reasons but because it is in the long run more

profitable. A stern insistence upon perfect equality of all

men before the law was another feature of English rule that

not only earned general approval among the natives, but flat-

tered their national pride.
The customs and prejudices of Chinese living under British

control are violated as little as possible. Their quarters are

always crowded, and their domestic habits often filthy and
unwholesome. But unless these unpleasantnesses become a

menace to the public health they are ignored. The Chinese,

however, who overflow into the better-built portion of Hong-
kong must conform to European usages. For the rest, educa-
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tion must be left to accomplish the herculean task of cleaning
the Chinaman's habitation by purifying his mind and morals.

Schools are opened to the very humblest in the social scale,

and their influence and success are encouraging. In 1852,
when the colony was 10 years old and had 37,000 inhabitants,

there were 134 pupils in five schools; within a shorter space
than half a century this has grown to some 6,800 pupils in

109 public schools, and over 2,000 more in private establish-

ments, out of a population reckoned at 250,000. Nor are the

English more jealous of the increase of wealth among the

Chinese living there than of their increased intelligence.

Here is a significant contrast: In 1876 the twenty largest tax-

payers in Hongkong included 12 Europeans paying $62,523
and 8 Chinese paying $28,267; in 1881 the same group com-

prised only 3 Europeans against 17 Chinese, the latter paying
about $100,000.

* At present it is safe to say that the whole

first twenty are native Chinamen, including many millionaires.

Nevertheless they and the British both know that it is the

Englishman that both brings and safeguards all this wealth.

A community in eastern Asia needs no fairer assurance of

stability than such a conviction.

To understand British methods of dealing with the Chinese

it is suggestive to look at some typical experiences in the gov-
ernment of Hongkong. In 1844: the infant colony was natu-

rally alarmed at the influx of the disorderly scum of the

population from the mainland To avoid the imputation of

class legislation the governor, Sir John Davis, suddenly and

arbitrarily imposed a poll tax on every inhabitant, rich or

poor, European or native. Protests from every foreigner
and memorials from every firm and organization in the com-

munity soon effected a virtual repeal of the ordinance, the

abandonment of the poll tax, and the substitution of a regis-

tration system applying only to the lower orders of the Chi-

nese. The regime of Sir John Bowring, another former

East India Company servant, between 1855 and 1858, was

especially notable for attention paid to Chinese rights and

interests. Among his acts was one giving natives the privi-

lege of owning British vessels and using the British flag on

colonially registered vessels,
9 one of which, by the wey, was

i J Chailley-Bert, The Colonization of Indo-China, English translation, p 86
a Ordinances 4, 1855, and 9, 1856
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the famous Ammo, the immediate cause of the second war

between England and China. Another recognized Chinese

wills, made in accord with Chinese law and usage, in local

colonial courts.
1 Another established Chinese cemeteries

instead of indiscriminate private burial.
2 Another admitted

to legal practice qualified Chinese lawyers 8 Another organ-
ized control over Chinese living on the island through their

recognized tipos or headmen and established a census bu-

reau,* while another removed the old monopoly of the mar-

ket for food stuffs from two or three compradors supposed to

enjoy special official patronage.
6

The so-called cadet system, introduced by another governor,
Sir Hercules Eobinson, in 1860, for the better government of

the Chinese people in the colony, had in view two chief things*

First, that the natives should be clearly informed of the nature

and purpose of every Government measure affecting their

interests, and, second, that the governor should always be as

clearly apprised of the desires or objections of every China-

man. The first of these was fairly secured by having trust-

worthy translations made of all ordinances touching the Chi-

nese and their affairs, and later expanded by issuing a sepa-
rate and complete issue of the Hongkong Government
Gazette. The next point involved the abandonment of Bow-

ring's application of the Dutch system of control through
native leaders 6 and the intrusting of Chinese nfatters to the

registrar-general, who was thereby given the same functions

which the colonial secretary performed in relation to the

European population But, to be effective, the governor was
careful to intrust the office to men who were both acquainted
with the life and language of China and were in sympathy
with the people. This difficult end was accomplished by his

somewhat famous cadet scheme, which provided the colony
with a staff of civil-service young men who were brought to

Hongkong to study the language, and promoted, when quali-

fied, to places in the department. From this tried and trained

corps the registrar is always chosen, and upon his personal

qualifications and ability depends for the most part the peace
and happiness of more than 200,000 individuals.

i Ordinance 4, 1856 2 Ordinance 12, 1856
* Ordinance 13, 1856 * Ordinance 8, 1858

Ordinance 9, 1858
o Ordinance 30 June, 1861 Substantially a return to Captain Elliot's original policy of

1841
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Eitel, the historian of this colony, writes:

By fifty years' handling of Hongkong's Chinese population Great Britain

has shown how readily the Chinese people (apart from Mandarindom) fall

in with a firm European regime, and the rapid conversion of a barren rock

into one of the wonders and commercial emporiums of the world, has

demonstrated what Chinese labor, industry, and commerce can achieve
under British rule.

On the other hand, the same author notices on the part of

the leading Chinese residents of Hongkong a settled aversion

to identifying themselves in any way with the European com-

munity:
The persistent refusal to adopt European costume or English ways of

living, the uniform aversion to participation in local politics, coupled with
a deep-seated anxiety to keep on good terms with the Chinese rnandfrrms

even when these blockaded the port to throttle their trade, the steady in-

crease of the Chinese joint-stock companies from which foreign investors

are jealously excluded, the readiness of secret combination to retaliate

against unpopular government measures by a general strike all these

symptoms of Chinese clannish exclusiveism, natural enough in people
whose just liberties have for centuries been invaded by despotic rulers,

clearly indicate that on the Chinese side there is, as yet, no desire to see

the ftVHMffp that still separates Chinese and European life in thip colony

bridged over x

The necessity of engaging the Chinese on their side im-

pressed itself upon the founders of Singapore, and here some-

what the same policy was devised as that elaborated in

Hongkong.
Says Prof Morse Stevens :

The imperial governors, though at firstmainly occupied with the question
of military defence, were not blind to thenecessity of encouragingcommerce,
and because inthe nature ofthings the continued prosperity of the province
of Singapore depended upon the management ofthe Chinese, a regular Chin-

ese department was established, withabranch at Penang Certain officers of

the Straits Settlements civil service, who showed special ability in master-

ing the Chinese language and special aptitude for dealing with the Chinese

settlers, were detached for this department, and the office of "Protector of

the Chinese ' ' was created. It was realized that a special training was neces-

sary for effectually dealing with Chinamen, and the creation of a special

Chinese department, trained to keep track of the working of the Chinese

community with its secret societies, its peculiar habits, and extraordinary

powers of combination, greatly simplified the management of the Chinese

problem
2

i E J Eitel, Europe m China, pp v and 574. See also P Leroy-Beaulieu, Colonisation

chez lea peuples moderns, H Norman, Peoples and Politics in the Far Bast and Eltel's

Handbook to Hongkong, 1893 The Ordinances of the Legislative Council of Hongkong
were published in the colonies in 4 volumes, 4, in 1890-91

a "Adminstr hist of Brit dependencies In the Further East," Am Hist Rev ,IV,p 265
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In these settlements the Chinese came into competition not

only with the Malay native but with the Hindu coolie; but

the Chinese laborer has proved both in the sugar plantations,

atthemmes,andaboutthetowns to be cheaperthan theIndian .

They now constitute by far the largest element in the colony
1

and have practically monopolized the retail trade and pro-
vision business. It was here that the English, before China

was opened, enjoyed their most favorable opportunities of

studying the Chinaman individually and in his redoubtable

gilds and secret organizations.
From the accounts brought to them in the early days of the

formidable nature of these societies, their riotous and unholy

conclaves, and their tendency to supplant legitimate govern-

ment, colonial administrators were at first inclined to suppress
them. Such a policy would inevitably have landed the Eng-
lish where the Spanish were at the end of their colonial

career in the East. Fortunately, it was early felt, rather than

formally demonstrated, that the policy of suppression was

impossible. By working in harmony rather than against this

profound national instinct of association, by insisting upon
the registration of all societies and only moving against the

illegitimate, by using them as intermediaries, and by rather

ostentatiously engaging the good offices of their head men, a

great change for the better has been effected; the poor China-

man no longer fears to testify against a hwui, nor to call

upon courts when they try to oppress or rob him Probably
the chief danger to the peace of the colony lies now in the

ancient rivalries between the lower orders of the great tribes

of Hokkiens and Cantonese, which, like the strife between

Catholic and Orangemen in Ireland, seems to breed a hate

that never dies.
8

On the whole, considering that he is bound to come, that he
is determined to live in his own way, that he is mdispensible
to the material success of these great centers of international

commerce, and that he is callous and unimaginative to a de-

gree unknown in other races, the Chinaman has been admira-

bly managed, though it must be frankly confessed he has not

been mastered by the Englishman in these coast colonies of

the farther East.

i About 236,000 against 214,000 Malays and 54,000 natives of India
*J D Vaughan, Manners and Customs of the Chinese of the Straits Settlements, 1879,

FT Batzel,DieChmesische Auswanderung, pp 198-219
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In North Borneo, where British sovereignty is exercised

through the medium of a chartered company, the protectorate

may be said to be passing through some of the phases which
marked the early years of Penang and Singapore Here and
in Raja Brooke's dominion of Sarawak, the old hostility be-

tween the piratical Chinese and Malays has not been subdued,
and often breaks out in bloody contests. The Chinese, of

course, accumulate in towns wherever they are established

and strengthen the communities by stalling and maintaining
trade. But they are distrusted here rather more than in

other British colonies, and under the influence of this solici-

tude the English officials have been less successful than else-

where in managing them.
1 In Burmah, on the contrary, where

the cultivation, mining, and building, as well as banking and

commerce, have long been entirely in the hands of Chinese

and Parsees, the celestial is a welcome guest and assistant to

the English administrator. Unhappily, these Chinamen flock-

ing across the border show the same disposition as in Tong-

king to go about marauding through the loosely settled dis-

tricts; but they presently marry native girls, treat them
much better than do Shan and Burmese husbands, and event-

ually remain in the country to multiply and implant their

characteristic institutions.

The situation in Upper Burmah after the British absorption
was in many respects peculiar The region had long been

harried by roving dakoits, the result of King Thebaw's mis-

rule and the shock of British conquest. The Chinese had

enjoyed tempting opportunities for crime, and had not alto-

gether neglected them. Their pi'eponderance in Bhamo had

years before converted it into a Chinese stronghold and point

d'appui for further aggressions; while the nearness of their

own borders, across which they could always retire for refuge
and assistance, made then pursuit and punishment extremely
difficult These features, combined with the natural obstacles

presented by jungle-clad mountains and trackless wilder-

nesses, rendered the task of introducing order very trying.

But after some ill-advised severity, the result of inexperience,

the chief commissioner adopted a policy of not only concil-

iating, but of frankly welcoming the Chinese. Instead of show-

1 But Mr H H Bancroft quotc an opinion of the North Borneo Company to tho effect

that "the Chinese make excellent citizens always at work "
(The New Pacific, p 597 )
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ing fear he encouraged them to come from China and settle.

The Irrawaddy Valley is now theirs to occupy and exploit, to

cultivateand navigate at will. The certainty of profit is already

bringing over a better class of immigrants, who will not tol-

erate the turbulence of the old set. By engaging the Chinese

as their partners in a complicated bit of colonial exploitation

the British have, of course, voluntarily surrendered a valuable

region to those best able to exploit it; on the other hand, they
have here, as in Malaya and other places, secured the warm,

and even enthusiastic support of a people who will strengthen
and enrich the Empire, and will, if only for their own selfish

ends, stoutly resist the encroachments of any foreign power
desirous of interfering in their prosperity.

1

There is not much to be said as yet on the attitude which

the Russians take in dealing with this problem. Their policy
in the Amur and Littoral provinces has heretofore been one

of experiment and reserve. Now that they have possessed
themselves of Manchuria they have a direct concern in the

management of some 25,000,000 Chinese subjects who far sur-

pass the Slavs in industry and pertinacity. In such towns as

Vladivostok the Chinese are already in charge of the retail

trade and smaller industries of the place, and it is impossible
to do without them. It does not appear that either here or in

their territories of Central Asia the Russians have succeeded

in ingratiating themselves with the Chinese any more than

have other Europeans elsewhere. But Russian absolutism

and steadfastness of purpose undoubtedly impress and satisfy

them; it is something they can deal with and understand. 2

l
Chailley-Bert, Colonisation of Indo-China, part II, Isabella Marneu, "TJne colonie

anglaise,' Rev dee Deux Mondes, 15 September, 1899, Dilke, Problems, p 461 The
English laws applying to labor emigration are brought together in La main d'ceuvre aux
colonies (Documents officiels) , Tome II, Braxelles, Institut Colonial International, 1897

*"Vladimir" in his Russia on the Pacific (London, 1899) gives, perhaps, the most favor-

able glimpse of Russian relations with their Chinese subjects to be found in English

Theyhave had, he says,
" the greatest toleration for the customs of the Chinese and for their

local self-government, even when it was prejudicial to their legal sovereignty Russian

annexation, therefore, has been favorable to the Chinese people, opening new fields for

their trading enterprise All the Russian towns from Vladivostok to Chita have Chinese

quarters, with a numerous population of shopkeepers and workmen, there are far more
Chinese living on the Russian banks of the Ussuri and Amur than on their own Away
from the river, in the interior of the Ussuri region, are Chinese villages governed by their"

own elders and headmen The relations between the Chinese traders and the aborigines
have continued as they were before the treaty of Aigun, the former, artiullysupplying the

hunters with tobacCo, spirits, etc , hold them always in debt, which passes from father to

son,constituting a veritable commercial bondage Besidesswindling the natives with their
commercial ability, the Chinese in outlying districts even collect tribute as in the time
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Mr. Medhurst thus describes the political characteristics of

the Chinese:

The Chinaman is by tradition and education a monarchist, regarding

autocracy as the only reasonable form of government He thrives best

under its sway so long as his just rights are respected For the elective

franchise he is utterly unfit, nor would he care for the privilege of exercis-

ing it if thrust upon him After generations of association with white races

and experience of the advantages of freedom of thought the case might be

different, but until his nature is materially modified and the scope of his

aims and wants becomes more extended he progresses more safely led than

leading It follows that whatever may be the political changes in the

countries to which the Chinese resort, their condition will be happiest for

themselves and safest for the country concerned if they are dealt with as

a subject people and as a community possessing abnormal characteristics

and therefore needing otherwise than ordinary treatment. 1

In summing up the problem in a few words, it is evident

that we have a very different phase of Chinese immigration in

the East from that which presents itself in the sparsely pop-
ulated regions of the temperate zones, where white men can

work and dwell. In Indo China and the Archipelago it is

palpably impossible to keep them out, and it is as obviously
madness to attempt to do so if the rulers of the colonies there

desire to check anarchy and make their possessions profita-

ble. Unwelcome and unloved though they may be by all

races alike, we can not deny them qualities which make for

racial permanence and material success. Their unpopularity

may in some degree be attributed to their virtues, which by

carrying them triumphantly through the strenuous competi-
tion of modern industrial life leave their rivals far behind

and incur their lasting enmity. It is this dislike, too, rather

than an ineradicable aloofness, that makes it convenient or

necessary to segregate them in quarters by themselves when

dwelling in foreign countries. If treated with fairness they
assist rather than impede the work of administration by set-

ting the machinery of their social organizations to act in its

defense. To the charge that their secret societies are a men-

ace to governments under which they live, it may properly be

asked whether there is any known instance of their subvert-

of their domination The toleration of the Russians, extended even to such flagrant

acts, gives the Chinese far greater advantages than in the pre-Russian period , this is

evinced by their growing numbers in regions where before they scarcely appeared
"

p 317
iW H Medhurst, "The Chinese as colonists," Nineteenth Century, September, 1878.
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ing a government that had proved itself fit to rule over them.

The fact is that, while the most democratic people in the

world in their private and commercial rektions, the Chinese

are by temperament believers in absolute monarchy and are,

for the most part, indifferent to affairs of state and politics,

provided they are so conducted as to leave them in peace.

They are accused of making a very limited stay in countries

to which they emigrate; but the tendency to return to China,
once almost universal, is passing with their fuller experience
of the advantages to be derived from thorough identification

with the peoples and countries of their adoption Not only
is the transitory phase of Chinese immigration, heretofore its

distinguishing feature, passing, but the steady increase of a

Chinese half-caste population in regions where they have long
been settled proves them as capable of intermixture and amal-

gamation as other races.

With our present knowledge and appreciation of their

national characteristics, and relieved somewhatfrom the almost
fanatical hatred which their presence aroused on this continent

twenty years ago, it is desirable that Americans should adopt
at the outset a settled policy of toleration and control toward

the Chinese in their Pacific possessions. From the point of

view of the colonial administrator no oriental people are

more amenable and useful when rightly managed or more

subtly dangerous to the peace and prosperity of the community
when thwarted and abused. This is the substance of our

inquiry into the history of European relations with them

during three hundred years. If entirely unrestricted their

numbers and pertinacity presently overwhelm the European
system, culture, and control; he is gradually but inevitably
effaced and his colony becomes not an affair of a European
state but of China, as is the case to-day in Portuguese Macao.

If too severely repressed by the foreigner, fearful of his own

safety in presence of such overwhelming numerical odds, as

in the Philippines under Spain and to some extent in French

TongMng, the colony languishes and dies for lack of this most
industrious workman and active trader. As the only people
who remain effective and ambitious in tropical climes we need
their help in our new undertaking, but we also need great
caution in handling and guiding them.
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THE DROIT DE BANALITE DURING THE FRENCH REGIME IN
CANADA

By W BENNETT MUNBO

Among the many oppressive incidents which marked the

land-tenure system of the old r%ime in France, not the least

important were the "banal rights" (droits de banalit^), or

the privileges enjoyed by the seigniors of exclusively con-

trolling certain of the instruments of production within their

seigniories and of compelling the censitaires to make use of

these mills, ovens, wine presses, slaughterhouses, and so on,
to a fixed charge.
Whether in their origin these banal rights were the result

of unlawful usurpations on the part of the seigniors advan-

tages wrested by strength from weakness or whether they

simply grew out of the mutual wants and interests of the

parties concerned, has never been satisfactorily determined;
their existence as legal rights was recognized, however, in

only eleven out of the large number of French coutumes. 1

The other coutumes are either silent upon the whole subject
of banalit^, or speak of banal rights only as possible "serv-

itudes" arising as the result of mutual agreements made
between seignior and dependent.

Notwithstanding this, mention may be found of the droit

de banalit6 in the etablessments and ordonnances as far back

as the reign of Louis IX (1226-1270) and by the seventeenth

century they had become to use the words of Champion-
ni&re 8 "the most terrible abuse and the most general
exaction of the whole seigniorial system."
Like most of the other seigniorial exactions, the banal

rights varied very greatly, both in nature and extent, in dif-

ferent parts of France The French Government, however,

i Henrion de Pansey, Dissertations Feodales (Paris, 1789), T I
, p 175

a De la Propriety etc, p 552.
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when it undertook to transplant to its North American pos-
sessions the system of seigniorial tenure, with all its inci-

dents, endeavored to secure some degree of uniformity by
prescribing the Coutume de Paris as the colonial code. And
in thus relieving the colony of the legal confusion which

necessarily resulted from the existence of so many different

coutumes at home, the French authorities acted very pru-

dently. But their choice of a suitable coutume for colonial

use was in some respects less sagacious. The greater part of

the colonial settlers came from the northern provinces of

France,
*

Normandy contributing the largest share. Paris and

the surrounding districts contributed little beyond the admin-

istrative officials and the members of the religious orders.

Furthermore, the immigrants to the colony came, as a rule,

from the agricultural class and not from the industrial or

commercial, so that upon arrival in Canada they found them-

selves subject to a code of laws which was not only totally

unfamiliar to them, but also out of harmony with the needs

of an agricultural colony. This, nevertheless, was the cou-

tume framed for the use of an urban population which the

French Crown saw fit to introduce, and all the relations of the

colonial seignior and censitaire were henceforth regulated

according to its provisions.

The Coutume de Paris, as revised in 1580, recognized the

enforcement of banal rights by the seigniors, but with two

important limitations regarding the rights as applied to mills

and ovens. These were.

(1) No seignior can compel his subjects to go to the oven or mill which
he pretends banal * * * if he have not a valid title * * .* and no
title is reputed valid if it has not been executed more than twenty-five

years.
2

(2) A windmill (moulm & vent) can not be banal, nor under this pre-
text can the neighbonng millers be prevented from canvassing for grain

(chasser), if there be not a written title or acknowledgment as above 3

According to this custom, therefore, the rights of mill and
oven banality which were the only ones ever enforced in

Canada were not prescriptive, but contractual rights. They
could be exacted by the seignior only when they had been

1
Suite, Origin o the French Canadians (Ottawa, 1897), p 7

2 Brodeau, Coutumo de Paris, Art. 71

, Art. 72
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expressly stipulated for in the title deeds of his subgrants,
and in no case could a windmill be deemed a basis for the

enforcement of banal rights. As the former of these limita-

tions did not appear in the Coutume de Paris before 1580,
but was inserted during the course of the revision in that

year, it would seem as if the policy of the French Govern-
ment was to place more restrictions upon the exercise of the

rights of banality by the seigniors.

In Canada, on the other hand, not only were these restric-

tions disregarded, but, as we shall find, the French Crown
and its representatives took active measures to establish and

enforce the banal obligations in all parts of the colony. And,
paradoxical as it may appear, the chief burden of this en-

forcement fell not upon the censitaires, but upon the seigniors.

During the period of almost half a century (1627-1663),

throughout which the colony was in the hands of the Com-

pany of One Hundred Associates, very few of the sixty-odd

grants en fief were taken in hand by the grantees. The ob-

ject of the company was, primarily, to fill its coffers with the

profits of the fur trade, and the directors paid very little

attention to the matter of colonial settlement or organization.
On a few of the seigniories, however, mills were built and

used by the somewhat sparse population, under what condi-

tions of payment can not be definitely ascertained. In 1652

we find trace of the first official regulation concerning the

management of the seigniorial mills in an ordinance of the

governor, M. de Lauzon. This ordinance was, apparently,
never enregistered, as no copy of it can be found, but mention

is made of it some fifteen years later in an ordinance issued

by the intendant and council reiterating its purport and

ordering its enforcement. This later ordinance l

(March 28,

1667) goes on to declare that

Considering that it has been represented to us by the attorney-general

that several abuses are being committed by the millers of this country
with respect to the grinding of grain, and to remedy which it would seem

fit to reiterate the ordinance made in 1652 by the late governor of this

country, M de Lauzon, and, reviewing the said ordinance, the council,

adjudicating thereon, hath ordained and doth ordain that it shall have its

full and entire force, saving the right of adding to it in future should

necessity arise.

i Edits et Ordonnances Concernant le Canada, II, p 36

HIST 99, VOL I 14:
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The ordinance then proceeds to provide that
"
the damages

suffered by tenants carrying their grain to be ground
"
at the

seigniorial mills "shall be had from the owners of the said

mills, saving to these the right of deducting the same from

the wages of their paid millers " These appear to have been

the first ordinances relative to the management of banal mills,

but others were not long in following. On June 20 of the

same year (1667) an ordinance l
of the intendant and council

was issued in response to a petition presented some few days

previously on behalf of " most of the proprietors of mills in

the colony," wherein it was stated
"
that the mills of this col-

ony cost double or treble those of France, as well for their

construction, maintenance, and repair as for the wages and

board of the millers," in consequence of which the petitioners

declare that they might with justice ask "that the toll be

proportioned to the above expenses and consequently be fixed

above the usual toll in France." Notwithstanding this the

petitioning seigniors went on to say that they were satisfied

with the current rate of toll and ask for the issue of an ordi-

nance fixing this customary rate for general use in the colony.

In accordance with the prayer of this petition, the ordi-

nance of June 20, 166T, ordered the rate of toll to be fixed at

^one-fourteenth of the grain ground. Furthermore, it em-

powered the Government officials "to go from time to time

from place to place to gauge the measures used in the mills,

and to find out generally what is going on," and declared that

where seigniors had leased their mills the censitaires should

have recourse for damages, "in the event of malversation by
the millers," upon the lessee and not upon the proprietor.

Finally, in order to guard both against fraud on the part of

the miller and the preferring of groundless accusations by the

censitaire, the ordinance required that "owners of gram taken

to be ground should be held to have their grain weighed, in

default of which their complaints should not be heard." This

practice of administrative interference in the management of

seigniorial mills was not peculiar to the colony, it had been

common in France, where it was justified on the grounds of

public policy.
2

1 Edits et ordonnances Concernant le Canada, II, p 89
aRegarding this Hennon de Panaey observes (Dissertations Feodales Paris, 1789, p

215, sec 19)
" But above the authority of the seigniors there is an authority of a higher
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In France the amount of toll exacted for the grinding of

corn at the banal mills varied in different parts of the King-
dom. In the Coutume de Paris it was fixed at one-fourteenth,

and the effect of the ordinance of 1667 was therefore simply
to specifically apply this rate to the colony. The remunera-

tion of the seigniorial mill owner, being fixed at a definite per-

centage of the grist, varied, obviously, with variations in the

price of grain, which latter, especially during the closing

period of the French regime, were very marked. During the

period of thirty years from 1729 to 1759 the price of wheat

ranged all the way from 2 francs to 10 francs per minot, or

measure of about three French bushels.

But despite the assertions of the seigniors in the petition of

1667 that they would be satisfied with the usual rate of toll,

there seem to have been some attempts on the part of certain

of their number to exact more than the legal rate. In the

lengthy code of
"
Police regulations,'

1

issued by the intendant

some years later (1676), a clause was inserted 1

forbidding all

millers from "
causing more than one-fourteenth to be paid

for the toll of grist
"

Likewise, the millers of each seigniory

are forbidden to compete with one another (le chasseur les uns

sur les autres), as e. g., by soliciting grist from the inhabitants

of seigniories other than their own.

But the number of mills increased very slowly, owing,

doubtless, to the poverty of the seigniors, most of whom could

ill afford the means necessary to build the mills and to im-

port from France the needed machinery. The stones were

quarried in the colony; all else had to be imported. The toll

received, except in the case of the more populous seigniories,

often scarcely sufficed to pay the wages of a miller and the

result was that in many of the seigniories no mills were erected.

This state of affairs was soon brought to the notice of the

French King, and the latter, in keeping with his usual zeal

for the rapid development of the colony and in consonance

with his unlimited faith in the efficacy of royal edicts as the

general panacea for tardy industrial progress, at once set

order to which belongs all that can Interest public policy, * * * and which has the

nght to restrict the liberty of each individual for the good of the greatest number The
mills intended to give the first preparations to the chief article of food must necessarily
be subject to the inspection of this supreme authority, which has, then, the right not

only to control them but to regulate their number "

* Ed. et Ord., H, 65-71, sec. 85
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about a reformation of the colonial milling industry. In 1686

he issued an important arrSt,
1 one of the most important

edicts concerning the droit de banalit6 in the colony. After

declaring that he has been informed "that most of the seign-

iors who are holders of fiefs in New France neglect to erect

the banal mills necessary for the subsistence of the inhabit-

ants of the country," and, "in order to remedy an evil so

prejudicial to colonial welfare," he proceeded to ordain that
"

all seigniors who are holders of fiefs within the territory of

New Prance should be bound to erect their banal mills therein

within the space of one year after the publication of this

decree," in default of their doing which "his majesty per-

mits all individuals, of whatever condition and rank they may
be, to erect such mills, granting to them in that respect the

right of banality, and prohibits any persons from disturbing
them in the right thereof." This edict, the provisions of

which were intended to stir up the unprogressive seigniors,

was duly registered by the superior council at Quebec,
8 on

October 21, 1686, and was ordered to be promulgated at the

necessary and accustomed places. Strangeto say, this required

publication did not take place till some twenty years later.

During the period 1686-1707 the seigniors continued to build

mills or not, as they found it profitable to do so or not to do so.

In the latter case, however, they invariably took care to insert

in their contracts of concession the obligation on the part of

the grantees to carry their grain to the seigniorial mill "when-
ever such shall be erected within the seigniory." The long

delay in the publication of the arrSt of 1686 is, in all proba-

bility, correctly explained by M. Baudot, intendant of Canada,
in a dispatch to the French minister, dated November 10,

1707. 8

He writes:'

I should think, My Lord, that it would be necessary
* * * that the

exclusive right of grinding should be preserved to the seigniors on condi-

tion of their building a mill on their seigniories within a year, failing in

which their right should be forfeited, and the inhabitants would not be

obliged when one was built to have their corn ground there, otherwise,

My Lord, they will never be induced to erect mills, from the privation of

iEd etOrd.I.p 255
3 Ibid, p 256

Baudot a Pontchartrain, 10 November, 1707, Correspondance Gtene"rale (Canadian
Archives), Vol.XXVI
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which the inhabitants suffer greatly, being unable, for want of means, to

avail themselves of the favor which his majesty has granted them by per-

mitting them to erect mills in case the seigniors do not do so

The dispatch continues:

This was granted them in the year 1686 by an arrest which was registered

by the superior council of this country, but not having been sent to the

subordinate jurisdictions to be promulgated, the inhabitants have not hith-

erto profited by this favor, and it is only since my arrival here that the

decree has been published, the fact of its nonpublication having only come
to my knowledge in the course of a lawsuit, recently determined, in which

the arrSt was produced, but one of the parties was not able to take advan-

tage of it because it had never been promulgated

And he goes on to say:

The fault can only be attributed to the Sieur <TAuteuil, whose duty as

attorney-general is to transmit such decrees to the subordinate courts, but

it was his interest as a seignior, as also that of some of the other coun-

cilors who are also seigniors, not to make known this decree*

Baudot proceeded, on the discovery of this nonpublication of

the royal arrt to issue an ordinance ordering its publication
without delay.

1 From the foregoing may be seen plainly the

desire of Louis XIV to make the droit de banalit6 obligatory
in all parts of the colony, in the interest, however, not of the

seignior, but of the habitant, together with the equally strong
disinclination of many of the seigniors to conform to the royal
will.

By. the Coutume de Paris (article 71) no seignior was allowed

to exact the droit de banalit from his dependents unless he

had stipulated for such right in his deeds of concession. In

the colony this limitation was not observed. Wherever a

seigniorial mill was erected the censitaires were required to

carry their grain thither to be ground whether this condition

had been imposed upon them by their title deeds or not, and

wherever the seignior met with refusal the aid of the mtend-

ant was invoked. For example, some of the censitaires of

i Ed et Ord
, II, 145-150 The orders of the French Government relative to colonial af-

fairs were communicated to the officials of the colony in two ways (1) By arrfits or edicts

dispatched to the mtendant, and registeredm the records of the superior council at Que-

bec, which corresponded to the parliament of Paris in France This council consisted of

the governor, intendant, and bishops of the colony ex officio, together with certain other

officials (generally drawn from the colonial population) appointed by the King. After

registry these arrfits were published by being sent to the royal courts at Montreal, Quebec,
and Three Rivers, to be read in open court, (2) By private instructions to the governor
and mteudant These were not enregistered, nor was anypromulgation of their contents

made
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Demaure in 1716 refused to avail themselves of the seigniorial

mill on the ground that their title deeds contained no provision

compelling them to do so. The seignior, Franpois Aubert,

brought the matter before the intendant who issued an ordi-

nance 1

ordering the censitaires one and all to bear their grain
to the banal mill under penalty of a fine, the ordinance "

to be

published at the door of the parish church of the seigniory

upon the first Sunday or fast day so that it may be diregarded

by none."

Again, as has been seen, according to the Coutume de Paris

a windmill could not be made banal (article 72). This distinc-

tion between mills driven by water power and wind power, as

regards seigniorial rights based thereon, was likewise soon

removed in the colony by an ordinance of the intendant issued

in July, 1675. 8 The immediate cause of the issue of this ordi-

nance was the presentation to the superior council of a peti-

tion signed by one Charles Morin, miller of the seigniory of

Demaure, praying that he be permitted to grind the grain
of the censitaires resident within the neighboring seigniory
of Dombourg, inasmuch as the mill of the latter seigniory was

worked by wind power and consequently could not be included

within the category of banal mills.

The council, after hearing in defense the lessee of the Dom-

bourg mill, and after taking the opinion of the attorney-

general on the matter, decided to "dismiss the demand of the

said Morin and to ordain that all mills, whether they be water

mills or windmills (soit a eau soit a vent), which the seigniors
have built or will hereafter build in their seigniories shall be

banal mills, and that their censitaires who shall be bound by
their deeds to that effect shall carry their grain to such mills."

Furthermore, this ordinance forbade the proprietors of mills

to induce censitaires of other seignories to come to their mills

under penalty of fine, together with the confiscation of the

gram and the vehicles carrying it. The issue of this ordinance

is but one out of the many instances which mark the constant

attempt on the part of the central power to adapt the seigni-
orial system to the changed customs under which it had been
established. Every seigniory did not possess an available

water power, and to deny the extension of the banal right to

windmills would have given most of the seigniors a valid

iEd et Ord., n, 448-449 *Ibid. n, 62
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excuse for neglecting to build their mills whenever they found

such a course profitable, and would have thus deprived the

censitaires of what was a convenience rather than a burden.

There was, however, one disadvantage concerning the wind-

mill the power was very unreliable. The habitants * br ing

ing their grist to the seigniorial windmill often found it nec-

essary to lose many valuable hours waiting for the breeze to

blow. A clause in the aforementioned ordinance therefore

provided that if the windmill of their own seigniory could

not grind their grain within the space of forty-eight hours

after it had been brought thither, the habitants should have

full liberty to take their grist elsewhere.

It will be seen that by the early years of the eighteenth cen-

tury the banal right in Canada had differentiated itself in three

ways from that existent in France under the custom of Paris.

1. The right couldbe enforced by the seigniors evenalthough

they had not stipulated for it in their contracts of concession.

2. All mills, whether driven by wind power or water power,
could be made the basis for the exercise and enforcement of

the banality.

3. Any seignior who failed to build a mill within the limits

of his seigniory within a given time lost all claim to the right,

the latter becoming the property of anyone who was willing
to proceed with the erection of the mill.

The arrSt of 1707 was not allowed, like many others of its

kind, to become a dead letter. Within a few months after

its publication the intendant showed that he was in earnest by
pronouncing the forfeiture of the right in the case of the

seignior of Mille Isles.

"All the inhabitants of the seigniory of Mille Isles," the

decree of forfeiture recites,
" have caused the seignior Dupr6,

8

proprietor of the said seigniory, to come before us that he

may be ordered to build a mill for them, or, if he do not

choose to do so, to consent that they should be allowed to

build one for themselves, in which case they should be dis-

charged from their banal obligation and allowed to utilize the

right for their own benefit."
8 The seignior having admitted

iThe French-Canadian peasant always spurned the terms censitaire or rotuner He
Invariably spoke of himself as "the habitant "

*This is probably a misprint for Dugu6 or Duguay, who was seignior at this time. (See

Titres des Seigneuries, I, p 59 )

sJudgment of 14 June, 1707, Ed et Ord , II, 427 In 1720 the arret of 1707 was ordered to

be enregistered, published, and enforced m Ac-adia as well as in "
Canada," Ed et Ord ,

II, 157
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his inability to proceed with the erection of a mill, the judg-

ment proceeded to
"
permit the said habitania to erect a mill

in such part of the seigniory as they shall deem fit, and by so

doing to be discharged from the obligation of banality to the

seignior forever, being allowed to exact it for their own

advantage." Here we have, therefore, under a seigniorial

system, the somewhat unusual spectacle of a group of censi-

taires being permitted to exercise seigniorial rights over

themselves. 1 In the same month a somewhat similar judg-

ment was issued against the seignior of Varennes, while others

followed from time to time during the course of the next few

years. After Baudot's tenure of the intendancy had expired,

however, the enforcement of the arrSt of 1707 became more

lax, and there can be no doubt that many seigniors neither

built their mills nor were deprived of their rights.

Subsequent intendants devoted their attention rather to the

reformation of abuses which had sprung up in connection

with seigniorial milla already in operation. In 1715 a some-

what lengthy code of regulations
2 was framed, providing

among other things "that the owners of banal mills shall be

held * * * to have scales and weights, stamped and

marked to weigh the"wheat which shall be carried there to be

ground and the flour which shall be made therefrom." The

judges of the royal courts were given power, when this regu-
lation was found not to have been complied with, to have

proper scales and weights put in and arranged at the seignior's

expense.
3 These judges were, furthermore, instructed to

examine the toll measure of each mill and "to have it made
exact and stamped, prohibiting all millers from taking toll

with any other measure than that which shall have been so

stamped." Millers are enjoined to cut the weight of the grain,
toll deducted, upon a tally, handing over to the habitants one

duplicate half of this, in order that they may verify the weight
of their flour when it is handed over to them. They are, finally,

forbidden, under penalty "even of corporal chastisement," to

wet the grain brought to them in order to have the flour

thereof heavier. 4 In addition to this general code of regula-

tions, ordinances were issued from time to time seeking to

1 C F Ashley, Economic History, VoL I, p 87 Ibid
, Art 5

*Ed et Ord
, n, 169 *Ibid , Art. 9
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effect improvements in the machinery and management of par-
ticular mills, and from the very considerable number of these

it would seem that the system of seigniorial flour making was
not always wholly satisfactory. For example, in 1714 one of

the habitants of the seigniory of Vincelotte, having been

brought before the council on a charge of having "sent his

grain to strange mills,
57

urged in defense of his action that he

had been obliged to take part of his grain elsewhere than to

the mill of his own seigniory, because the latter was " no good;"
that it

c c madeverybad flour,
" and that "the miller who worked

the mill gave too small return of floui for grain
" 1 The coun-

cil declared the defense of the habitant good, and ordered the

seignior to have his mill improved having done which his

right would be enforced. From this decision the seignior made

appeal to the king, but the latter confirmed the action of the

council, adding that habitants should be allowed to have their

grain ground elsewhere whenever the seigniorial mill should

be "stopped in any manner and for any reason whatsoever."

In 1728 several inhabitants of the seigniory of Grondines

set forth, in a petition to the superior council that "they are

compelled to take their grain to the windmill of the seigniory,

which is most grievous and prejudicial to them inasmuch as

the stones only crack up the wheat, both because the mil] has

been absolutely ruined by the different persons who have run

it heretofore, and because the Sieur Hamelin, who now runs

it (Hamelin was himself the seignior of Grondines), not

being a miller by trade, simply increases the defects in the

flour.
2As it was flour, and not cracked wheat, which the

habitants wanted, they asked that experts should be appointed
to examine the mill and to report the state of affairs to the

council. The seignior being called on for his defense,

declared that his mill was "
in excellent order;" that while it

was true that he was running or trying to run the mill

himself, this was not his fault, his miller having been called

out to do military service; that he was just about to secure

the services of a competent flour maker and, finally, that he

invited the appointment of experts who should satisfy them-

selves of the truth of his statements. The council, taking the

seignior at his word, ordered a visit to the mill by a board of

experts, with what result is not recorded.

iTitles and Documents, II, 224. *Ed et Ord. m, 241
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In the same year the habitants of the seigniory of St. Anne
de la Parade sent a delegation before the authorities at Quebec
to complain that the mill of that seigniory was "entirely out

of order;" that
" the miller was not only a dishonest man, but

was known to the seignior as such,
35 and that the mill was not

of sufficient capacity to grind out all the flour which was

required for the maintenance of the habitants and their fami-

lies.
* The inhabitants of the seigniory of Neuville were bet-

ter provided foj, since there were in the seigniory two banal

mills one a windmill, the other a water-power affair This

double facility appears, however, to have availed them little,

for in 1733 they made complaint to the council that the former

seldom ran, and the latter turned out defective flour. Further-

more, they declared that "when the windmill failed for wind
or the water-mill for water the seignior kept them hauling
their grain back and forward from one mill to the other as

often as three times." 8

They asked, among other things, that the seignior be ordered

to keep a regular miller, who should live near the mill, and
that he should provide "stamped weights of iron instead of

stones, the weight whereof is not shown " In this last request
is an interesting bit of evidence as to the general equipment
of the banal mills of the old regime.

Complaints were sometimes made that seigniorial mills had
been erected in places which the habitants found it difficult to

reach. In one case the intendant ordered a seignior to have
his mill built on the riverside, where it could be reached by
boat, or else to have a road built up to it.

8 In another case

the same official allowed certain habitants exemption from the

banal obligation until their seignior should have opened up a

passable road. 4 In a country where seigniories extended, as

they frequently did, over from 200 to 500 square miles, the

difficulty of transporting the grain to the mill was often very
serious. As to the choice of a mill site, the seignior was

unhampered. If he saw fit to erect it upon land which had
been already granted to a habitant, he could obtain a decree
from the council reuniting this land to his demesne, the habi-
tant being given the privilege of selecting a new concession
of similar extent from any portion of the ungranted lands of

iEd et Ord
, II, 497 *Ed et Ord

, H, 210
*Tit and Docs

, II, 155. *Perault's Extracts, p. 71.
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the seigniory. In some cases decrees of this kind were

granted.
l

In response to repeated complaints that habitants were being
put to much inconvenience by having to wait on windmills to

start running during calm weather, an ordinance was issued

in 1730 giving all persons liberty to take their grain to a water-

power mill, if compelled to leave their grist unground at the

seigniorial windmill for more than two days
3 This provision,

which was greatly appreciated by the habitants in general,
was issued chiefly through the influence of Giles Hocquart,
who with the exception of Jean Talon the Colbert of New
France was perhaps the most public-spirited as well as the

most energetic of the colonial intendants. Hocquart during
the course of his regime rigidly obliged seigniors to keep their

mills in good repair, going so far as to threaten them with

entire deprivation of the banal right in the event of their

failure to comply with his demands 8

In the course of one of his dispatches, Hocquart advised

the French Government that the quality of the flour turned

out by the banal mills would be materially improved if the

grain were only properly cleaned before being ground, but

that there were no fanning mills in the colony. The seign-

iors, in all probability, deemed it sufficient to build the mills

and to run them for the most part at a loss, without provid-

ing subsidiary appliances. The French King, however, with

his usual zeal for the development of colonial industry,

promptly gratified the desire of the intendant by sending out,

in 1732, six fanning mills at his own expense. On arrival in

the colony, these were distributed, gratis, among six of the

most important seignioral mills those of the seigniories of

Sault a la puce, Petit-Pre, Beauport, Point de Levy, St.

Nicholas, and St. Famille arid an ordinance 4 was forthwith

issued, compelling the owners of those mills "to have all the

wheat of whatsoever quality sent to them passed and fanned

before its conversion into flour." It was further ordered that

the millers should take their toll merely upon the cleaned and

fanned grain and not upon the whole, but that in compensa-
tion for this the millers should be allowed to exact 6 deniers

per minot on the whole grist, in addition to the usual toll of

1 Ed. et OrcL, II, 466 * Ibid
, II, 519

2 Ibid, 340 * Ibid., 352
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one-fourteenth. All
"
taillings

" were to be given back to the

habitant.

During the course of the next year five more fanning mills

were sent out and distributed among the seignioral mills in

the district of Montreal,
1 the King promising to keep up the

good work but failing thereafter to do so. The seigniors

themselves showed very little industrial enterprise at any time,

and this may be accounted for partly by the comparative pov-

erty of the greater portion of their number, and partly, too,

by the fact that many of them were retired military and ad-

ministrative officials with little taste for industrial life.

Absenteeism, one of the curses of the seigniorial system in

France, was never an evil in Canada, and the writer who
declares that "the peasants looked upon their lords in the

light of taxpayers wringing money out of labor to spend it in

luxury in Quebec and Montreal" 2 has attributed to the co-

lonial seigniorial system a feature which it fortunately never

inherited from the motherland. The great majority of the

Canadian seigniois shared the rough everyday life of their

pioneer dependents very frequently they numbered among
their censitaires men better endowed with worldly goods than

themselves and the number of seigniors whose means per-
mitted luxurious idleness in the towns could be counted upon
the fingers of one hand. 8 In France, again, the seignior was
almost invariably a member of the noblesse; in the colony
this was rarely the case, with the result that there was no

legal bar to his engaging in manual work, and the colonial

prototype of the haughty seigneur who lounged in the corri-

dors of Versailles might not infrequently be found crushing

grain in his little mill on the banks of the St. Maurice.

The seigniorial mills were usually constructed of timber,
but in not a few cases they were built of stone, many of the

seigniors expressly reserving in the titles of their subgrants
the right to take materials for this purpose from the conceded
lands without compensation. In a few cases the habitants

were obliged to render their corvees in preparing the materials

and even in erecting the mills, but this practice was never
sanctioned by the authorities The stone mills were usually

i These were given one each to the mills of Lachlne, Isle Jesus, and Isle St Helone, and
two to the mill of the seigniory of Terrebonne

* Watson, Constitutional History of Canada, p 12
3 G F Suite, La Tenure Selgneunale in Revue Canadienne (August, 1882)
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loopholed in order to be available as places of refuge and

defense in the event of Indian attacks, and the mill of the

seigniory of St Sulpice at Montreal was one of the chief

strongholds of the town. The religious orders were, in fact,

able to build much better mills upon their various seigniories
than were the individual lay seigniors, and these they almost

invariably fortified, for during the greater part of the period
of French possession no part of Canada was safe from an

Iroquois assault.

Three questions have been much mooted in regard to the

extent of the droit de banaht^ in the colony. The first of

these was as to whether all the grain produced by the censi-

taires was subject to the banal obligation, or only such portion
of it as was required for the consumption of the producer
and his family. Some of the seigniors took the former view,
but the authorities thought differently and ordinances were

refused to seigniors who wished thereby to compel habitants

to bring all their grain to the seigniorial mills. On the other

hand, the intendant never refused, in default of good reason

to the contrary, to enforce the obligation in regard to grain
used by the habitant and his family.

1 The action of the

authorities in this regard has been upheld by the most author-

itative writers upon the subject of French-Canadian civil

law,
8 and would seem to be borne out by the wording of the

long-suppressed arrSt of 1686, which speaks of the neglect of

the seigniors to build the banal mills ''necessary for the sub-

sistence of the inhabitants," a feature which might be taken

to show that in the opinion of the French Crown the primary

object of the system of banal mills in the colony was to insure

the grinding of grain for home consumption. The question,

however, was never of very great importance, for the hab-

itants were generally able to produce but little gram more
than was sufficient for their own use. It was by no means an

uncommon occurrence to import flour from France for the

use of the urban population of the colony
Then there was the more important question as to whether

the banal obligation extended to all grain intended by the

habitant for his own use, or the wheat alone. As to the ex-

tent of the right in France there is some difference of opinion

1 Of Case of the Seignior of Champlain, Ed et Old , II, 452

* Cugnet Traite* de la loi des fiefs, p 86
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among writers. Henrion de Pansey
1 affirms that it extended

not only to wheat, but to barley, buckwheat, and all other

grains. Denizart, in his decisions,
8

quotes a judgment of the

parliament of Bretagne in which a seignior was sustained in

his claim that barley should be included within the category

of cereals subject to the droit de banalit6. Other authorities

of equal weight declare that the right usually extended to

wheat only.
8 No doubt the extent of the obligation varied

in different parts of the country, but on the whole the general

weight of opinion seems to be in favor of the view that it

was properly applicable to wheat alone.* In Canada, on the

contrary, the obligation was generally understood to have

been applicable to grain of all kinds. The expression made
use of in the arrSts and ordinances was invariably

"
porter

moudre leur grains,"
5 and the term "grains" can scarcely be

construed to have meant cereals of any one kind The same

expression is used in the titles of lands granted en censive by
the Crown in the vicinity of Detroit, Mich.,

8 and it is also

the wording usually employed by the various seigniors in

their titles of concession. In some few of the latter cases,

however, the expression
"
porter moudre leur bled" occurs,

in which case the intention would seem to have been to attach

the obligation to wheat alone These cases were very excep-

tional, and, in general, the fact that the intendant was appar-

ently only once 7
called upon to decide the question in favor

of the extension would go to show that the extension of the

right to grain of all kinds was not opposed by the habitant.

Finally there was a question as to whether a censitaire pur-

chasing grain outside the limits of the seigniory and having
it brought within was or was not bound to have it ground at

the seigniorial mill. Henrion de Pansey, on this point, quotes
an arrfit de Gonesse, in which it is authoritively stated that

all grain, whether grown within or brought within a seign-

iory, was subject to the banal right.
8 There is no colonial

* Dissertationes Feodales I, Vo. Banalite"
, p 9

aNouveau Denizart, p 648, sec 5

*Le Febre, HI, 168, 173-175, Rousseau dela Combe, II, 67

*Cf Opinion of Judge Caron (Reports of the Special Seigniorial Abolition Court, 1864),
Vol B, p 88d

B Cf Arrfit of 1675, ordinances of 10th June, 1728, and 23d July, 1742, Ed et Ord Vol II

Titres des Seigneuries, I, pp 285, 258

*Ed et 0*1,11,328
sHenrion de Pansey, op cit

, I, pp. 9-10
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arrSt or ordinance bearing directly on the point; but the

understanding seems to have been that when grain was both

purchased and ground without the seigniory, the flour might
be brought home and used without the necessity of any toll

being paid to the seignior within whose fief it was brought
But where the grain was purchased outside the seigniory and

brought home unground, it ranked on the same footing as

grain grown within the seigniory. The general tendency
was to look on the right of banality as a personal right It

was not because the grain had been grown within the seign-

iory that it was subject to the obligation, but rather because

the habitant owning it lived within the seigniorial jurisdic-

tion. Thus grain purchased within the limits of a seigniory

by a person without was subject to the banal obligation, not

in the seigniory within which the grain was bought, but in

the seigniory in which he was a censitaire.

The right of banality carried with it the right, not only to

prevent the erection of other than seigniorial mills within

the seigniory, but even to compel the demolition of such

after they had been erected. Instances are on record of the

enforcement of these latter rights by ordinances of the inten-

dant, proceedings which were attended with considerable

hardship. For example, one of the inhabitants of the seign-

iory of Laiizon was, in 1698, given permission by the seignior

to erect a mill, there being no banal mill in operation.

Shortly afterwards the seigniory was sold and the new seignior
at once ordered the mill closed, and on the refusal of the

owner to comply, an intendant's ordinance was procured to

enforce compliance
*

Similarly the brethren of the hospital

(Fr&res Charron) at Montreal had erected a small windmill to

supply their own wants. This mill was, however, within the

limits of the seigniory belonging to the Seminary of Sulpice,

and the latter applied for permission to have the mill demol-

ished. The intendant ordered this to be done in case the mill

should be found to be infringing upon the seigniorial rights

of the seminary.
8

It will be seen, therefore, that on the whole the banal obli-

gation did not in the period of the French regime bear very

iEd etOrd, 11,145

sThisarrfitisnot printed Its authenticity la vouched for by Chief Justice Sir L H
Lafontame (in his Judgment of the special court, 1854, p 884).
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heavily upon the habitant. In the majority of cases the

seignior was the loser. With the passing of the colony into

the hands of Great Britain, however, this state of affairs was

somewhat changed. By the treaty of Paris the seigniors were

guaranteed full possession of their ancient privileges, and with

the great growth in population which succeeded the change of

colonial ownership these rights, not the least important of

which was the droit de banalit6, became much more valuable.

In very many of the seigniories the banal mill was no longer

capable of doing all the work required and it became the cus-

tom of the seigniors to allow the habitants to take their grist

elsewhere upon the payment of a fixed sum. 1 To this neces-

sity of paying two tolls the habitants soon began to stren-

uously object, but the newly established English courts in

the cases which came before them invariably upheld the

claims of the seigniors. Prominent among the decisions in

this regard was that given in the case of Monk v. Morris,
8
in

which the court distinctly declared that the dioit de banaht^

existed in full force under the new regime, that it was enforce

able even without the possession of specific title; that it applied
to grain of all kinds; that seigniors could compel the demoli-

tion of any nonseigniorial mills erected within the limits of

their seigniories. The seigniors in these matters had custom
on their side, and precedents in the eyes of the English judges
were all-powerful. In the eyes of the French intendants of

the old regime precedents had counted for almost nothing
when the course marked out by them conflicted with what was
deemed the general weal The legal result of the conquest
was thus to deprive the habitants of one of their chief sources

of protection.

During the whole of the first half of the present century the

habitants of French Canada kept clamoring for the abolition

of the seigniorial system with its various incidents, of which
the droit de banalit6 now formed one of the most objectionable,
and in 1854 their ends were obtained by the passing of the

"seigniorial tenures abolition act,"
3

by the terms of which all

i It Is interesting to note that in England,where the droit de banaliW existed to some
extent for a considerable time, it was frequently the practice of the townsmen within
seigniorial jurisdictions to obtain exemption from its exercise by the payment of a sum
in commutation In this, however, they were not always successful, as, e g , the case of
the men of St Albans (Cunningham, Growth of Engliwh Industry and Commerce, Vol I) ,

who had not obtained exemption as late as 1881
* 8 Lower Canada Reports, pp 17 et seq 18 Viet

, 6, III
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lands held en tief
,
en arri&re-fief

,
en censive, and en rotuner

were converted into free and common socage holdings, due

compensation being awarded to the seigniors, partly in the

form of constituted rents upon the land and partly in funds

from the public treasury. The questions regarding the extent

of rights for which the seigniors claimed compensation was
referred to a special court composed of all the judges of the

superior courts 1 In regard to the right of banality this couit

decided that while, according to the custom of Paris, this

obligation was a contractual and not a prescriptive one, the

arr&t of 1686 had abrogated this rule and made the droit de

banalit^ a general right incidental to all grants en fief. The

court, moreover, decided that the banal right extended to grist
mills alone and did not apply to works (usines) of other kinds;
that it applied only to such grain as was used by the habitant,

and that lands which had been granted within the seigniories
en franc aleu 3 were not subject to the obligation. Seigniors
who had erected and operated mills were adjudged entitled to

compensation, but those who had not done so prior to 185-4:

were deemed by the court to have forfeited any right to

indemnity The act of 1854: provided that expert valuators

should visit all the seigniories and should "estimate the

probable decrease (if any) in the net yearly income of the

seignior resulting from his loss of his right of banality,"
3

taking into account the foregoing conclusions of the court;
the sum so estimated to be apportioned upon the granted lands

of the seigniory in proportion to their extent. A large sum
was also set aside from the public treasury for the reduction

of the sums so apportioned.
Thus ended the droit de banalit6 in Canada. There was,

however, another species of banal right which, though by no
means as important in the economic history of New France,
calls for a passing notice This was the droit de fours banalit,
or right of oven banality. By the Coutume de Paris 4 the rights
of oven and mill banality had been placed upon a similar basis;

that is, a seignior could compel his censitaires to carry their

dough to the seigmonal oven to be baked only if he had

i Decisions des Tnbunaux, 1854, Vol A.
5Some few freehold grants had been made by seigniors,
a 18 Viet C,3,Scc VI, par 3

* Art 71

HIST 99, VOL I 15
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expressly stipulated for this privilege in his title deeds of con-

cession. As far as I can ascertain there was only one banal

oven ever erected in Canada, viz, that of M. Amiot, seignior

of Vincelotte, but the obligation was inserted in many of the

title deeds. In Baudot's dispatch of November 10, 1707, to

which leference has already been made, the writer speaks of

the right of oven banality as being one of the abuses of the

colonial seigniorial system. He says

The seigniors have also introduced in their grants the exclusive right

of baking or keeping an oven (fours banal), of which the inhabitants

can never avail themselves, because the habitations being at great dis-

tances from the seignior's housewhere this ovenmust be established (which
indeed could not be in a more convenient place for them wherever placed,

since the habitations are very distant from one another), they could not

possibly at all seasons carry their dough to it, in winter it would be frozen

before it got there

He continues

The seigniors, moreover, feel themselves so ill-grounded in claiming this

right because of its impossibility that they do not exact it now, but they
will at some future time make use of this stipulation to compel the

inhabitants either to submit to it or redeem themselves from it by means
of a large fine, in this way will the seigniors have acquired a right from

which the inhabitants derive no benefit This, my Lord, is what I call

getting a title to vex them afterwards l

Replying to this dispatch, the French minister, M de Pont-

chartrain, advised that "with respect to the privilege of bak-

ing in the seignioral oven, all that is to be done is to follow

and enforce the arrSt of 1686, by which that matter has been
settled."

8 The minister was here in error, for the arr&t of

1686 had reference wholly tp banal mills, and contained not a

word about banal ovens It had simply ordered that seigmoi s

who claimed the right to erect banal mills should erect them
at once or lose the right The question of ovens had not yet
arisen This advice of the minister did not satisfy the colo-

nial intendant, who, in reply, pointed out that what he wanted
was the entire suppression of the right of oven banality, the

impossibility of enforcing which, he declared, would become

apparent when it was considered that "the inhabitants would
have to carry their dough a distance of 2 or 3 leagues in the

depth of winter."

i Baudot & Pontchartrain, 10th November, 1707 Correspondence Generate, Vol XXVI,
*Pontchartrain a Baudot, 13th June

T 1708, Seigniorial Documents (1854), p 9,
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He says:

It is a right which mupt be suppressed, l>ecause the inhabitants can

derive no benefit from it, and the aeigmorH have established or wish to

establish it only to oblige them to redeem themselves from it by conde-

scending to pay in future some heavy charge It is not so with the banal

mills, the latter being always a benefit to the inhabitants who have not

the means of erecting mills themselves, whereas the banal oven is a dis-

ad\antage, there being not one of them who has not an oven in his own
house and as much wood as he wants to heat it

l

This correspondence is interesting as showing the valuable

services rendered by the colonial intendants in the way of

affording protection against unjust seigniorial exactions, a

feature which was often sadly lacking in the conduct of the

provincial intendants at home. It serves, further, to show that

in the colony seigniorial rights were viewed by the authorities

as resting upon a much more nearly utilitarian basis than in

France.

The forebodings of the zealous intendant were, however,
not well founded, for, with the exception of the single case

given, the seigniors do not appear to have exacted either the

right of oven banality or a money payment in its stead.

In France the seignior enjoyed the nght to compel his cen-

sitaires to have their grapes pressed in the seigniorial wine

press, and this privilege, especially in the southern part of

France, was a very remunerative one. But in the colony
there were no grapes and consequently no winepresses, seign-

iorial or otherwise.

It has been the practice of almost all writers on the history
of Canada during the French regime to look upon the seign-
iorial system as one of the chief causes of tardy colonial

development, and the action of the French Government in re-

gard to the establishment of seigniorial mills has come in for

especial criticism.
8 One writer goes to the other extreme,

declaring that the banal right remained u almost a dead let-

ter;"
8 but the fact is, as I have endeavored to show, that the

French Government and its colonial representatives sought
to develop the system of banal mills in the interests of the

poorer habitants and not in the interests of the seigniorial

proprietors. From the fact that royal edicts were found

i Baudot & Pontchartram, October 18, 1708, Corr G6n , Vol XXVII
a Of Parkman, Old Regime, p 300-801
8 Goldwin Smith, Canada and the Canadian Question, p 72
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necessary to force the seigniors to avail themselves of their

privilege it is very probable that during the greater part of

the French regime there would have been no mills at all had

the milling interest been left to private enterprise. Profit

was to be found not in agriculture nor the manufacture of the

products of agriculture, but in the fur trade, and the French

Government must, in all justice, be given the credit of having
realized that, so long as that was the case, the habitants must

be given all possible facilities for turning their agricultural

products to account with the least possible expense to them-

selves. So long as the population was sparse the system of

banal grinding was, to the habitants, convenient and inexpen-

sive. The burden fell upon the seigniors and they, though

by no means opulent as a class, were after all best able to

bear it.

De Tocqueville has aptly remarked that the physiognomy of

a government may be best judged in its colonies:

When I wish to study the spirit and faults of the administration of

Louis XIV, I must go to Canada Its deformity is there seen as through
a microscope

As regards many features of the administration of Canada

during the old regime this remark is undoubtedly true, but

as regards the respective attitudes of the Government toward

the exercise of the droit de Itmatite in Old and in New France,
a striking exception to De Tocqueville's generalization makes
itself apparent.
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THE RESTORATION OF THE PROPRIETARY OF MARYLAND AND
"THE LEGISLATION AGAINST THE ROMAN CATHOLICS DURING
THE GOVERNORSHIP OF CAPT JOHN HART (1 714-1720).

By BERN YRD C STBINER.

The Crown of England had governed the province of Mary-
land for over twenty years when Benedict Leonard Calvert,
eldest son and heii of Charles, the third Lord Baltimore,

"publicly renounced the Romish errors." Seizing upon the

fact of a Protestant revolution in Maryland, which followed

hard upon the Protestant revolution in England, King Wil-
liam had deprived the proprietary of hi3 political rights over

his palatinate. The change had undoubtedly been for the

benefit of the province. It is true the old i eligious freedom
had been succeeded by the establishment of the Church of

England; but justice was probably better administered, edu-

cation for the first time received attention, and the nepotism
which was the inevitable consequence of regarding the piov-
ince as the proprietary's private property had passed away
with the change of government. The Roman Catholics chafed

at their deprivation from the control of government, and even

threatened to remove to the domains of His Most Christian

Majesty of France,
1 but the Protestants were the majority

and the heads of the great Protestant families formed the

council.

The Chuich of England was established by law, but its ad-

herents were like the squires of England caring more for it

as a national faith than aa a rule of life. Scattered on their

plantations, there were many planters whose adherence to the

Church was merely nominal, and as the livings were in the

presentation of the Govei nment, the character of the clergy
was often far from immaculate Good men there were in

both laity and clergy of the established church. Many good

iScharf, 1,390
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men were found in the Quaker meetings which Fox, Christi-

son, and the other zealous missionaries had founded. In the

Eastern Shore Makemie was introducing Presbyterianism

into American soil. The Puritans of Providence had become

Quakers or Anglicans, and the "Papists" were far more

important from the prominence of their leaders than their

number, which was less than one-tenth of the population of

the province
1 The settlements of the 40,000 people in the

province were still along the rivers which empty into the

Chesapeake Bay. Until the Germans from Pennsylvania

drifted along the valleys of the Blue Ridge, after 1730, the?

back country was unsettled. Annapolis was the only town,

and that had only a few hundred inhabitants. St. Marys

City had died when the capital had been withdrawn. Almost

everyone was engaged in the cultivation of tobacco, and this

staple of the province was the common currency, being given

in payment at the rate of 1 penny per pound. In England
the assembly of the province was represented by Col

Nathaniel Blakiston, who, having been once a governor of

Maryland, knew well its circumstances and possessed the full

confidence of the provincials.

The proprietary had an agent in Maryland to attend to his

private affairs and to watch that the governor and assembly

did not encroach upon his lands and revenues This position

had been held by Charles Carroll, a prominent Roman

Catholic, since Col. Henry Darnall had laid it down, about

1692. Carroll had acquired a "vast estate in this province

by the office he formerly occupied and his practice in the

law." We shall frequently come across him an the leader of

the Roman Catholics

Maj. Gen. Edward Lloyd, president of the council, had held

the executive power in the province since the death of Gov-

ernor John Seymour, on July 30, 1709. Head of a family

which has remained prominent in Maryland until this day,

he was drawing from the treasury two salaries, one as tempo-

rary governor and one as councilor. This, we shall see, gave
rise to trouble. It was seldom that a locum tonenff retained

power for four years, as Lloyd did, but probably the last effort

of the aged proprietary to regain control of his province
caused the delay. In February 17^? Charles, Lord Balti-

'Scharf, 1,370
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more, petitioned
1 that the government might be restored to

him Apparently the Crown was willing at first to commis-

sion his nominee, Col. John Corbet, and a commission was
made out for him on June 27, 1711. Difficulties arose, how-

ever, for on July 21 Sir Edward Northey told the Queen that

she has the right to appoint a governor, until satisfied that

the proprietor can sufficiently secuie the province against
the enemy. For this or some other leawon Corbet was never

sent out. Meantime Benedict Leonard, the heir of the pro-

prietary, '"having for some yeais expressed to several his

'inclinations to become a member of the Church of England,"

finally "publicly renounced the Romish errors" and commu-
nicated in the Church of England

a
It is usually supposed

that this step was taken through mercenary motives, but we
know too little of the circumstances to dogmatize upon the

matter. The argument
"
post hoc, ergo proter hoc" is always

dangerous. He had married, in 1098, Charlotte Fitzroy Lee,

daughter of the Earl of Lichfield, and had by her four sons and

two daughters. Theii married life had not been happy, and

they had separated some years before this date The children

were sent to
u
Popish seminaries abroad" by the grandfather

and educated there at his expense To Benedict Leonard the

proprietary had given an allowance of .4:50 per annum until

the son's change of faith, when thia was withdrawn Imme-

diately after his becoming a member of the Anglican Church,
Calvert sent for his children and placed them at Protestant

schools in and about London.

Queen Anne, whose Protestant councilors recognized the

value of gaining over the nobility, granted Benedict a pension
of 300 per annum during the life of his father for the main-

tenance of his children, and appointed Capt. John Hart
"
captain-general and governor in chief of Her Majesty's

province of Maryland
" Hart's tributes to his patron and

friend, that he was a "person of very distinguishing judg-
ment" (June 1, 1715, council) and had a "gentle and sweet

disposition" (lower house, April 23, 1716), are the only bits

of description extant concerning the character of Benedict

Leonard Calvert

Of Captain Hart himself we know very little, save what the

Maryland records nhow us He was nephew to John Vesey,

aibid,S79
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the Archbishop of Tuam, whose sister Lettice had married

Merrick Hart, of Crobert, County Craven, Ireland John and

Lettice Vesey were children of the venerable Thomas Vesey,
and thus Captain Hart came of a family long devoted to the

service of the Episcopal Church of Ireland. Archbishop John

Vesey was born at Cobrannel, County Derry, Ireland, and was

successively Archdeacon of Armagh and Bishop of Limerick

before he reached his highest dignity He died in 1716,

shortly after his nephew became governor of Maryland.

Captain Hart had served for several years in Spain and Portu-

gal during the wars of the Spanish succession Beyond these

facts his whole kfe, apart from the six years of his governor-

ship, is almost a blank. How well he bore his honors here

we shall see shortly. He was recommended for the governor-

ship by Calvert upon promising to return to him 500 per
annum out of the profits of the government. This seems a

large amount, but we must remember the governorship of

Maryland was an extremely lucrative post
On January 1, 17|f, Lord Bolingbioke, the secretary of

state, directed that a commission be drafted for Hart. 1 This

was speedily prepared,
2
as were also a series of instructions

to guide him in the conduct of his office.
8 With these in his

possession, Hart started from England in the early spring
and arrived in Maryland on May 29, 1Y14. The province had

been nearly five years without a permanent governor, and this

one might only spend part of the year in Maryland, if he

chose to take advantage of the commission given him to reside

at New York during the hot season. 4 The first year, at least

(and, indeed, we have no evidence that Hart spent any length
of time out of Maryland during his administration), the new

governorfound sufficient to occupy him in his province.
After publishing his commission and the treaty of peace

with Spain, Hart at once summoned the provincial assembly,
which met at Annapolis on June 22, 1714. It was the third

session of this assembly, which had been prorogued in the pre-

ceding November. The upper house, or the "council in as-

sembly," consisted of 12 members wealthy planters, chief

i March 12, 17&, the board of trade recommended that Tobias Bowles be made
governor

Drafted January 12 and approved by order In council January 17
J Drafted by board of trade January 29, approved by order in council January 31
4 Apparently he never did fM^
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men of the province. Among them were Edward Lloyd,
Thomas Brooke, William Coursey, Richard Tilghman,
William Whittington, Thomas Addison, Samuel Young, and

Thomas Ennalls. The lower house, representing the 40-shil-

ling freeholders, consisted of 50 members i from each of the

12 counties and 2 from the city of Annapolis. Robert Ungle,
1

of Talbot County, was the speaker, and among the prominent
members 2 were Henry Peregrine Jowles and Kenelrn Chesel-

dyne, of St Mary; St. Leger Codd, of Kent; John and Thomas

Purnell, of Somerset; John and James Mackall, of Kent;
James Smallwood, of Charles; John Fendall, Solomon and

Charles Wright, of Queen Anne; Matthew Tilghman Ward
and James Lloyd, of Talbot, and Thomas Sprigg, of Prince

George As their clerk 3
they chose Thomas MacNarnara, a

lawyer, who was a connection of the Carrolls and was to be a

great thorn in Hart's hide.

The council had no committees, the house had four on elec-

tions and privileges, on laws, aggrievances, accounts. The
committees must have carried on their deliberations in the

evening. The day was well filled with legislative sessions,

for the delegates were always anxious to return to their homes

as soon as public business could be dispatched. The quorum
4

was fixed each session, and was 18 or 22 members and the

speaker Two sessions of the lower house were held daily,

lasting generally from 8 to 11 a. m. and from 1 to 6 p in.

The council was more leisurely, and met from 9 to 11 a. m. and

2 to 5 p. m 5

'

These meetings were not mere nominal ones. Amember who
did not appear at the second roll call in the morning lost his

allowance, and one absent in the afternoon lost 5 shillings,

unless satisfactory cause was shown for the absence. 6

Questions of privilege come up from time to time, as at

the session of 1719, when we find the delegates committing a

1 July 3, 1714 (L H J ) , he was mmnimously chosen treasurer of the Eastern Shore
a October 9, 1714, William Watts was ordered to show cause why he did not attend this

L H J
,
June 30, 1714 Bernard White chosen assistant clerk and sworn to keep the

secrets of the house

*L H J
, April 27, 1715, May 28, 1715

6L H J
,
June 24, 1714 October 0, 1714, lower house, 9 a m to 4 p m , upper house, 10

a. m to 4 p m , May 18, 1715. lower house 7 to 11 a ni M,nd 1 to b p m
L H J

,
June 24, 1714, L H J

,
October 5, 1714 Day's allowance forfeited it delegate

"disappears"
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man l to custody of the sergeant for failure to appear before

the election committee, and unseating a member 3 for having
been "unduly elected," because the sheriff was "

very partial

and remiss." The sheriff is fined 6 and ordered to make ac-

knowledgment of his fault and thank the delegates for their

lenity, which he accordingly does, while the expiessions used

by the unseated member in a petition to the governor are pro-

nounced "
indecent,

" and he is ordered to apologize.

A rather mysterious case of privilege is that of Tobias Pol-

lard,
8 a delegate, whose petition to the council is stated by

that body basely to affront the governor and the whole legis-

lature, and to tend to create jealousies and distrust between

the people and the governor and assembly. If the petitioner,

they say, weie a tool in the case alleged, what must be thought
of representatives who are easily perverted by one single per-
nicious person to consent to the ruin of their country
The day after the beginning of every session, both governor

and assembly proceeded to St Anne's Church and listened to

a sermon delivered by Rev Samuel Skippon, of that parish,

or Rev. Henry Hall, of St. James Herring Run Parish, lying
a few miles to the south of Annapolis

4

Each day, after beginning of the session, "was read what
was done yesterday." When leave was given to bring in a

bill,
6

it was read twice in the house where introduced and
then sent to the other house There the u

paper bill" was
also twice read, and if neither rejected nor amended was
returned to the house whence it came, where it received a

third reading and engrossing. The engrossed bill was then
sent to the uppei house and signed, usually at the close of the

session, by the governor in presence of both houses. Money
bills, of course, were introduced in the house of delegates.
Relations with the Indians were peaceful, and the treaties with
them were easily renewed. There were few aborigines in the

province, and they were well inclined, though somewhat dis-

tuibed that their emperor, Astiquas, had left them and gone
1 George Forbes, L II T ,Mavl9 r 171\)

* Peter Taylor, from Dorchewter County, L H T ,Mav 39,1719 Ho wan reolootert
TJ HJ, May 19,1719

* If the sermon was liked, a gratuity followed, vide L H J
, July 38, 171(> L II T , Tune

1,1719, Skippon given 2,000 pounds of tobacco for groat charge m romding at the seat of

government for the nervice of the public
r> PutltionH to have bills brought in must bo addressed to the u

governor and council
and to the " house of delegates

"
(U H ,T , June 24, 1714 )
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to the northern Indians. The mdushial condition of the

province was very bad. 1

During the
fch

consuming war'
1

many
industrious planters had suffered, and "the ruin of families

in the province has sensibly affected the fortunes of much the

greatest number of inhabitants
" 3

Clothing was so difficult

to obtain that manufactures had been set up in the province
3

Crops had been pooi for several years, and this summer,
through lack of rain, the tobacco crop was so burnt up that

Hait felt encouragement must be given the planters.
4 In his

opening speech to the legihlntuie Hart expressed the hope
that "trade now being free and open, through conclusion of

the treaty of peace, there is a fair occasion of restoring the

province to its former flourishing condition
" He promises

to assist all he can therein, but the delegates feai
"
the low-

ness of the ebb to which this province is reduced
"

is such

that, even in peace, without royal aid, Maryland will not be

able to recover her lost circumstances nor prevent total nun
of the tobacco trade.

Hart advises the reviving of good laws and the making of

new ones foi their prosperity, and presents some directions

of Queen Anne with reference to this last matter. These aio

eight in number:

(1) That due support and observance of religion be pro-

vided, and all debauchery, drunkenness, swearing, and blas-

phemy may be discountenanced and punished On these

points the house of delegates answers that the laws are suffi-

cient, and if any justice of the peace is not executing them

they hope Hart will remove him.

(2) That there be an act restraining inhumane severities by
ill masters or overseers toward servants or slaves; that maim-

ing Indians or negroes be punished with a fit penalty, and

that the punishment for killing Indians and negroes be made
death.

The house replies there is already a law concerning the

treatment of slaves, which they will inspect and make more

i April 29, 1715, L H J
,
lower house, in answer to Hart's address spooks of '*

present pov-

erty of this province
"

3 Hart's speech of June 2J, 1714

3S P 0, April 16,1713
* Hart to board of trade, July 11, 1714 Board of trade later suggested that pitch tar

and hemp bo produced in Maryland and gave directions therefor (U H J
, April 21,

1720)
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stringent if necessary- The latter part of the direction they

ignore.

(3) That stocks and public workhouses for the employment
of poor indigent people be provided in convenient places, and

that idle vagabonds be restrained from burdening the people
With an air of satisfaction the house states that provision

has been made for such persons as are objects of chanty, and

that vagabonds are so discountenanced by county courts that

there are few or none of them in Maryland.

(4) That further supplies necessary for defraying the

charges of government be raised; that the public arms be

better preserved and kept ready fixed, and that storehouses

be settled throughout the province for them. Accounts of

disbursements, the Crown acknowledges, should always bo

laid before the assembly.
The lower house pi ofesses that they will always raise suffi-

cient supplies and that, although provision has already been

made for the care of the public arms, they will do more if

necessary, being thankful for the Queen's interest in the

matter.

(5) That for the better administration of justice a minimum

property qualification be fixed for jurors

(6) That creditors of British bankrupts who have estates in

Maryland may obtain satisfaction of their claims therefrom.

The house says there are already statutes covering these

two points.

(7) That no act be passed lessening or impairing the revenue.

The house rejoins that they would rather enlarge it, if they
could, being good subjects.

(8) That no law be passed affecting the property of subjects
in Great Britain, unless it be provided that it shall not go
into effect until eighteen months after passage in time of war
and twelve months in time of peace, to give opportunity to

know the loyal pleasure therein

Hart began at once to serve the province, "employing his

utmost efforts," and on the second day of the session sug-
gested that the Virginia law with leference to frauds in

tobacco might be worthy of adoption in Maryland.
The tobacco industry, which employed 100 ships and 1,600

seamen yearly, was most important,
1 and it was necessary that

i Scharf 1, 384, upper house approved of law and sent it to lower house (U H J
,
June 27)
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"trash" should be separated from the good tobacco and that

the annual output of 30.000 hogsheads should preserve its

good reputation. In this case, as in many others, the assem-

bly eventually adopted Hart's suggestion, but not at the ses-

sion when it was made.

As important as any specific recommendation is one of

Hart's, at this session, that letters be sent to the agent in

England to get the opinion of some of the Queers counsel

and other eminent lawyers as to what statutes are in force in

Maryland. The laws are dubious and uncertain, and, though
Maryland claims part in common law, it is denied the benefit

of some statutes, as plantations are not named therein. 1 The
lower house feared that this matter would take up time, and

as the season is inconvenient for a session, suggest that the

question be postponed until next session.
2

The committee on laws on June 25 reported that three of

the temporary laws would soon expire and should be reenacted

at this session: Those regulating the militia, the officers' fees,

and for relieving the inhabitants from some aggrievances in

the prosecution of suits at law We note that these tempo-

rary acts were important ones McMahon 3 notes the "gen-
eral disinclination in Maryland to the enactment of permanent
laws " He rightly attributes this to the fact that

u no change
could be made in such laws but by some new act of legisla-

tion requiring the proprietary's assent; and the assemblies

were always unwilling to render themselves dependent upon
his will for relief from a law which might be found, by expe-

rience, to be inconvenient or oppressive." "They preferred

temporary laws," continues McMahon, "which would expire

by their own limitation and might be reenacted if found sal-

utary." Especially was this the case with revenue bills, as

the colonists could thus control the purse strings.

The militia bill
*
produced little debate and continued the

previous law, providing for the enrollment of the people in

troops and companies under the control of a colonel appointed
for each county.

1 U H J , June 28, 29, upper house does not see how it can lengthen the session, but

does not press matters (July 2)
2 Ordinarily a vote to postpone until the next sessionwas held equivalent to one to lay

on the table or postpone indefinitely

sp 282

Act of 1714, ch 111
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The fee bill was a constant cause of friction between the

proprietary and his officials on the one hand and the popular

representatives on the othei. A chionic disease lurked in the

body politic which reached an acute stage when either side

was obstinate. At each reenactment the house of delegates

tried to reduce the emoluments of the officials, and the coun-

cil, itself largely composed of the proprietary's officers, strove

to have the old bill reenacted. The houses were fairly ami-

cable now, but when the lower house sent up this fee bill,

changed to suit their views, the uppei house 1

protested.

The new fee table would discourage men of good learning,

integrity, and parts from accepting some of the inferior offi-

ces, and would also lessen and debase the state and dignity of

the superior officers, who are most useful in the province
and ought to be handsomely supported, according to then-

several characters, not only for the sake of their own merit

and capacity, but also for the honor of the Government

Though they insist on the old fee table, the council state they
aie willing to suppress and punish any officer guilty of brib-

ery, extortion, negligence, or any unfaithful misdemeanors,

according to the utmost severity of law

To this message the house of delegates
8
retorts that, in many

particulars, the fees are exorbitant and tend to oppression
of the people, and the bill now submitted provided decently
for the support of ]udicial and ministerial officers, considering
the multiplicity of then business. They remind the council

that in 1709 the latter body had promised to join in a revi-

sion of the fee table, whenever a captain-general should come.
* The council 3

refuse to recede and say the present fees are

in no-way exorbitant, considering the little advantage the sev-

eral officers have had from tobacco for many years The
lower house* yielded on the last day of the session and con-

tinued the old law, as they were desirous to keep good corre-

spondence with the council and end the session with the same

good temper with which it opened.
In reenacting the third temporaly act, there was anothei

controversy,
6 in which the lower house yielded again. From

1 TJ H J, June 30

L H J, Julyl
8 U H J

, July l, upper house also objected that tho penalties against sheriffs were too,

heavy
*L H J , July 3, act of 1714, eh 5
*Act of 1714, ch 4.
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the preamble of the act as passed we learn that, because of

losses the provincials sustained from the closing of the conti-

nental markets during the late war and the capture of their

tobacco cargoes by enemies at sea, the people have become
fc *

vastly indebted. " Their " miserable and deplorable circum-

stances" are '"much heightened and aggravated" by suits

being brought against them in the provincial court at Annap-
olis, though they live in the remotest parts of the province.
The result is truly dreadful. Many of the people "daily de-

sert their habitations and remove themselves, to plantations
and colonies where they are far less serviceable to her sacred

Majesty and her revenue of customs of tobacco." The act

was designed to remedy this evil. As originally introduced in

the lower house, it provided that claims under 100 or 30,000

pounds of tobacco shall be sued for in the court of the county
where the debtor resides The council 1

pointed out that by
this bill, if a debt be of 250 and all but 19 have been paid,
there is no remedy, for the provincial court takes cognizance
of no sum under 20 and county courts of no debt over 100

The bill was amended,
3 to permit such action to be heard in

county courts, and then seemed to be satisfactory. At this

juncture, however, the lawyers of the province step in s

Charles Carroll, the proprietary's agent, claims that this bill

infringes the prerogative by limiting the jurisdiction of the

provincial courts, limits the power delegated Hart to erect

courts, and opens a great gap for partiality, as it provided for

the trial of causes amongst the debtor's relations and friends.

The bill visibly attacks trade, for British merchants dealing
with the provincials must employ twelve agents to attend the

various county couits,
4 whose judgments are generally so

erroneous that their jurisdiction should rather be diminished

than increased. Then, too and, I fancy, to Carroll and his

brothers this was a most important argument the bill will

lessen the practice of lawyers in the provincial court and thus

discourage learning

iU H J
,
Juno 26

Section 5

Petition, June 29, hearing by upper house, June 30, similar act previously passed had
not met with objection in England

* Hart inquired, U H J
,
June 28, whether justice is well administered in county

courts and whether some of them have not delayed business The council says com-

plaints have come of only one or two, but they agree that for future clerks should j early

send copy of "doggetts" with reason of continuance and adjournment contrary to law

HIST 99, VOL I 16
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Philemon Lloyd, secretary of the province, added to these

arguments others such as that, by the constitution of Eng-

land, the jurisdiction of the county court is very low because

men of power often sway it, and that the debts were what

caused people to leave the province, not the few 100 pounds
of tobacco extra from the costs in the provincial court.

As a result of this hearing, the upper house reduced the

maximum of the jurisdiction of the county courts to .20 or

5
9
000pounds of tobacco . Hardlyhad the lower houseagreedto

this amendment, when their clerk, MacNamara, petitioned the

council that a clause about attorneys' fees be added to the bill.

The house of delegates sent up the bill engrossed without this

clause, which the council recommended That body stated

that the merchants of England may justly complain that for

want of due encouragement given attorneys they can not get fit

persons to prosecute actions.
1

Finally, a conference commit-

tee was appointed and both houses agreed to its report, which

was that when the total debt sued for or the balance recov-

ered in the county court be over 10 sterling or 2,000 pounds
of tobacco, the attorney should have 200 pounds of tobacco

as fee. If a lawyer refuse to take a suit for this fee or ask

more, he is to be fined 500 pounds of tobacco and be suspended
from practice for a year.

2 This bill was found to be of such

utility that it was successively reenacted down to the Revolu-

tion. In the discussion over this bill we first meet Carroll

and MacNamara. In the light of future events, it seems

strange to find the latter an official of one house and cham-

pioned in his cause by the other. Carroll and Hart were

already showing their opposition to each other. Early in

the session* Carroll suggested retaliation, in the return for

some unjust charges said to be laid by Virginia on Maryland
tobacco. Hart replied that "if Virginia does wrong, it is

no rule for us to walk by."* A week later Carroll was sum-
moned before the council to state why a , law should not be

passed releasing Peter Sewell, who had lam three years in

Calvert County ]ail for a debt of .80 to London merchants,
clients of Carroll. We know not what Carroll said, but may
]udge that it was not very satisfactory, from the fact that, as

!U H J
, July 1, 2 Some little friction here House of delegates desires to avoid

messages, which delay the session Macnamara could not attend hearing- against bill

because of his duties as clerk

*Not in bills as printed by Bacon
* U H.J ,June 25, July 3 *\j H. J

, July 1
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soon as he left the room, it was unanimously resolved and
made a standing rule that when a person is called by the

council to give them satisfaction, such person shall only
-answer directly to the questions proposed without offering

anything further. The fact was that Carroll led the Roman
Catholics, and because of that fact could not be at peace with

Hart, the head of the Protestants. The lower house showed
its fondness for Hart at this session by passing without demur
a bill granting him 3 pence per hogshead of tobacco exported

1

so long as he should continue governor. There was no gov-
ernor's house, and this was to compensate him for being forced

to rent a dwelling. Hart's salary came from one-half of the

2-shillmg duty on each hogshead. Further remuneration his

instructions forbade him to receive from the province. It will

be noted that the fierce struggles of contemporary Massa-

chusetts over the governor's salary are unknown here.

Hart made inquiry with reference to another part of the

2 shillings,
3 the 3 pence appropriated for arms and ammuni-

tion. This was a different tax from the 3 pence for public

charges, which was appropriated by an especial bill Lower
house also made inquiry as to the expenditure of the ammu-
nition tax and,

8

stating that they believe a considerable sum
is due the public thereon, asked that it be spent in building
storehouses. They make arrangements at once to have one

built of wood on the public grounds at Annapolis.
4 Hart

was already planning a much more substantial structure, and

induced the delegates to postpone the work. Meanwhile the

arms should be hung up in the county court-houses.

Just before the end of each session of the assembly the

committee of aggrievances
5 was accustomed to make its report.

This year it referred to two inveterate abuses one, that sev-

eral places of profit were in the hands of one person, which

was bad for public business and a discouragement for qualified

persons; and a second, that the places of profit and especially

.1 U H J ,June 24, 25, 30 Hart expresses thanks Council provided that it be sterling

money, for it it were not, only traders would gain, Marylanders paying them in sterling,

not ready money Lower house (J , July 2) did not consider building a governor's house

this session because oi lack of time

*U H J
,
June 28, U. H. J

,
October 7 Hart had accounts ready to lay before lower

house Act of 1714, chapter 1

<LH J.July 2

* Dimensions 26 by 10, and 10 feet pitch, planed within and without, and shingled.

Capt Thomas Dowra built it

L H J
, July 3 On this day the assembly was prorogued
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sheriffs' offices are sold to the highest bidder, and therefore

the inhabitants are aggrieved and oppressed, through the com-

missioning of persons incapable and of too mean capacities

and estates. There had been an attempt to remedy this

grievance in 1709, but it still remained. Sheriffs were always

viewed with suspicion by the popular delegates. Though
their term is. for three years, by clandestine, secret, under-

stood practices they continue in power many years.
1

They

give too slender security for executing their duty, though

they are in a manner county treasurers, on whose credit and

good demeanor depend the credit and interest of all those

who act in public stations.

Religious matters as well as secular demanded Hart's atten-

tion. He called together the clergy of Maryland in the

month of June and propounded to them queries as to the

state of affairs. Twenty clergymen
2 were present and told

him that God is duly served throughout this province on

Sunday according to the Book of Common Prayer, in every

parish where there is an incumbent, and on holidays also in

many parishes The communion is duly administered, the

churches are sufficient in number, though some should be put
in better order. Most parishes give the clergymen

8 but a

bare competency. Glebes are totally lacking in some par-

ishes, while in others they are very poor. Most parishes
have been furnished with parochial libraries through the

energy of Eev. Thomas Bray, the former commissary; but

some have never received a library, which is unfortunate.

Every minister is principal vestryman in his parish, and all

acknowledge the jurisdiction of the Bishop of London. The
remote clergy ask that a councilor be deputed to inspect
them. We are told that in the whole province none admin

ister the sacred office without being regularly ordained. In

every church there is a table of the prohibited degrees of

marriages, and the provincial law against incest is severe.

The clergy discountenance all immorality, but complain that

the penalty against fornication is too light and that a law is

needed against the "damnable sin of polygamy."

* Anne Arundel County had an especially objectionable sheriff So had Cecil in 1720

*U H J
,
Juno 20 Hawks's Eocles Contnbs , II, 137 and ff

3A pleasant light is cast on the clergy by a vote of the assembly on October 8, 1714

Gabriel d'Emiliane, rector of Christ Church in Calvcrt County, went to England, and the

other clergy promised to officiate for him, that his family might receive his salary Ho
was shipwrecked and died, and the assembly voted his widow his salary
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The Church of England had been established in Maryland
in 162, as soon as the Crown Government began, and was

then supported under the law of 1704, providing for an an-

nual tax of 40 pounds of tobacco for each taxable person

"Many worthy
37

peisons weie among the clergy, but Hart

was forced to write to the Bibhop of London 1 that " there are

some whose education and profession are a scandal to their

profession," and to express amazement that
" 4 such illiterate

men came to be in holy orders/' From the inefficient char-

acter of the Anglican clergy many proselytes were made by
the Jesuits. This became so grave a difficulty that Hart
meditated using his authority to constrain the Jesuits

u from

entering the houses of dying persons.'
18

It was a difficult

matter to get rid of the worthless clergymen. So incon-

clusive were the proceedings in one 3 instance that Hawks

speaks of the establishment "as so profligate in some of its

members that even the laity sought to purify it, and yet so

weak is its discipline that neither clergy nor laity could puige
it of offenders." Both the clergy and the governor asked for

a bishop, but in vain
* In Maryland, as there was an estab-

lishment, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel had

no missionaries, and so there was absolutely no control of the

incumbents. A commissary, or representative of the Bishop
of London, could only "warn and rebuke," and so his influ-

ence was small.
6 Yet it seemed better to revive this office

than to do nothing, and so in 1716, in answer to Maryland's

request, two commissaries were appointed,
8 Rev. Christopher

Wilkinson for the Eastern Shore and Rev. Jacob Henderson

for the Western Shore 7

During the summer of 1714 Queen Anne died; but before

the arrival of the dispatches, sent over in two special vessels,

announcing the accession of King George, Hart had a second

time called together the assembly.
An important matter is broached by Hart in his opening

speech,
1 on October 5. Commands have been received from

i Hawks, II, p 139 * Ibid , II, p 142
a Ibid

, II, p 140 6 Grambrall's Ch Lite in Col Md , p 79

aThat of William Tibbs,U H J,, May 4, 1715 *Vide Hart's address, U H J , Apnl28,
T Hawks, H,p 150 1716

sHe gives another good piece of advice, that
" moderate proceeding in debate will best

facilitate business," and "
if you dissent, please express yourselves so as to evidence clear-

ness of judgment and not a warmth of resentment " Modern legislators might take

this thought to heart to their advantage
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England to have the body of laws revised. Hart says this

should be done as inexpensively as possible The house of

delegates respond they will try to perform this and all other

duties to God, and that they would "take care to acquit

themselves as dutiful and loyal subjects to our sovereign and

a grateful people to your excellency and faithful servants to

our country." These aims were faithfully pursued by the

assemblies while Hart was governor. A conference com-

mittee was appointed in the matter of revision,
1 but just as

they began their work unofficial news came from Philadelphia

that Queen Anne had died This, of course, put an end to

the session, the only act passed being one for laying the public

levy.
8 The crop had failed again, and on Hart's suggestion

the house of delegates agree to his issuing a proclamation pro-

hibiting the exportation of indian corn from November 10 to

March 10. The council rejected the further suggestion of

the delegates that no execution issue for a year.
3 The dele-

gates said the tobacco crop was very short, and it would be a

hardship to the people to go to jail because of that. The
council was desirous of helping the u

honest and well-meaning
sort of people," but think this

4
repugnant to the laws of

England and Maryland. On October 9 Hart prorogued
6 the

assembly and then took u a long and expensive journey,"

possibly to Philadelphia, to assure himself of Anne's death.

On October 27 he called his council together. He had no

official news as yet, but London papers he had procured gave
such definite information that, without delay, at noon on
October 28, Prince George of Brunswick Lunerburg was

proclaimed King at the statehouse. The militia made a

handsome appearance; the governor and council took oaths

to the new Bong; Hart gave a "
generous and splendid enter-

tainment," and orders were sent to each county to have the

King proclaimed there.
6

iL H J, Octobers
a Hart recommended Blakiston's salary of 100 be included therein, and says tho prov-

ince offered 120, but Blakiston took the smaller sum
*L H J

, October 8, U H J
,
October 9 There might be suffering it the winter was

severe

U H J, Junes, 1715
8 For a month, but unless notified the members need not expect a session Official

notice did not arrive until October 29 Council decided then that nothing further as to

proclamation was needed Further official notice on Apnl 13, 1715

U H J
,
June 18, 1716 Hart celebrated George's birthday also Coun Proc
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When the official notice came the council ordered the liturgy
to bo changed, and November 25 to be observed as a thanks-

giving day, wherein all should abstain from bodily labor and

repair to the parish churches, where the clergymen fehall read

service and preach suitable sermons. We must have no Ja-

cobitism here in our province of Maryland.
On January 18, 17-ff ,

summons were issued for a new

assembly, and the embargo was taken off the exportation of

indian corn, since the winter had been mild and favorable and

there was no more danger of a scarcity. Theie was danger,

however, that Hart might not meet the assembly he had sum-

moned. On January 29, 17|$, Lord Stanhope, secretary of

state, directed the board of trade to prepare a commission

for Brigadier Richard Franks as governor of Maryland. This

aioused Benedict Leonard Calvert at once, and on February 2

he petitioned the King to continue Hart, or if he objected to

him, to appoint Calvert himself l The King granted this

petition at once, and two days later Stanhope directed the

board of trade to renew Hart's commission.

On the 20th of the same month Charles Calvert, third Lord

Baltimore, died, aged 85 years. The pretext for the suspen-
sion of proprietary government in the province having died

with the Roman Catholic proprietary, a restoration was now

confidently looked for; but before it came Benedict Leonard

died, on April 5, 1715. His son Charles,
2 then about 16 years

of age, became the fourth proprietary and fifth Lord Balti-

more, and his guardian, Francis, Lord Guilford, at once peti-

tioned for a restoration of the government. This was granted
"to give encouragement to the educating of the numerous

issue of so noble a family in the Protestant religion," and a

new commission was issued to Hart, bearing date May 30,

1715. Lord Guilford was a man of Jacobite bearings, and,

though he is said to have corresponded rarely with that party
after 1714, he was arrested for complicity in the Atterbury

plot. He then retired to Paris, joined the Roman Catholic

Church in 1728, and died in 1734. Such an influence as his

over the young proprietary must have given rise to some

apprehensions among the more extreme Hanoverians and

Protestants in Maryland.

iScharf, 1, p 379 *Ibid , p 880
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Meantime, the assembly of 1715 had met on April 26, com-

pleted its task, and adjourned on June 2. During this session,

lasting little over a month, forty-nine laws were passed, cov-

ering the most important concerns of the province McMa-
hon's encomium on this session, the last ever held in Maryland
under the royal government, is well deserved. He writes in

1830 l that
u the assembly of 1715 is as conspicuous in our

statute book, even at this day, as the
'

blessed Parliament' in

that of England. A body of permanent laws was then

adopted, which, for their comprehensiveness and arrangement,
are almost entitled to the name of 'code.' They formed the

substratum of the statute law of the province, even down to

the Revolution; and the subsequent legislation of the colony
effected no very material alterations in the system of general
law then established Several of the important statutes of

that session are in force to-day." Such an achievement as

this sheds splendid luster on Hart's administration, and he is

entitled to a fair share of the praise.

This was a new assembly, and so, after tho council had

taken the oaths and the delegates had chosen as their speaker
Eobert Ungle, of Talbot County, both houses assembled in

the council chamber and the governor approved of the

speaker. The latter then, in due form,
"
disabled himself to

undergo so weighty a charge." Hart, of course, refused to

accept his declination of the office. Sometimes the speaker
a second time,

2
"decently and submissively addressing him-

self to his excellency, offered several reasons disabling him-

self
* * * and made humble suit to be discharged." In

this case, too, Hart would " noways admit of "the declination,

being well satisfied
" of the speaker's skill and knowledge

"

The next act in the drama follows English precedent, as do

they all. The speaker asks that the delegates may have
"freedom of speech, as of right and custom they have used,
and all their ancient and ]ust privileges and liberties allowed

them, and that in anything he shall deliver in the name of the

lower house, if he shall commit any error no fault may be

imputed to the lower house, but that he may resort to them

again for declaration of their true intent, and that his error

may be pardoned 'and that as often as necessity' for the

public good shall require it, he may, by the discretion of the

1 History of Maryland, p 282 sfl g , April 28, 1716
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lower house, have access to his excellency.'
1 When this was

granted the assembly listen to the governor's speech.
1

On this occasion Hart begins by leferring to the new mon-
arch's

"
lenity and consummate judgment" as of happy omen

for his subjects.
2 The Protestant religion is safe because of

George\s "noble disposition, generous courage, and numerous

offspring" So a " continued series of happiness'
1

may be

expected. It now behooves the assembly to revise the laws 8

and do it diligently, as long and frequent sessions are a griev-
ous burden to the people. He kindly warns them not to

expect too much, since
u few "things attain perfection at the

first setting forth,
1' and this "province is but in its infancy."

He makes two special recommendations that they should

enact laws to promote "industry in your traffickb" and "use-

ful learning, but these also are here in their tender age, so

they must be nourished with time, care, and patience."
In trade he lecommends that they try to reform abuses in

the revenue from tobacco, but need not trouble themselves to

pass an act encouraging the tobacco trade, as theie is an Eng-
lish law thereon. Indeed, though the "inhabitants of the

province with commendable industiy cultivate tobacco, there

are "spacious tracts of this fertile soil, especially on the

Eastern Shoie, not fitted for tobacco. Theie good hemp can

be grown, and Maryland might
"
supply Great Britain with

cordage forever. " *

Few send their children to sea, and the result is that there

is a want of seamen, which is a "mighty obstacle of trade."

Hart advises that if a "certain number of the youth main-

tained by the several counties be yearly apprenticed as sailors,

in a few years there would be a provincial navy
"

The education of youth ever lay close to Hart's thought,
and he is grieved that "many young men of admirable natu-

ral parts grow up without the least improvement of art." It

is now " more than time to repair that neglect that is shown

i Mcnamara clerk again
2He calls him "one of the greatest as well as one of the best of kings that ever yet

swayed the British scepter
"

8 U H J , April 29, 1715 Hart sent down Anne's instructions to lower house May 7

(L H J ) Committee on laws resolve to send a "complete body" home May 9 Hart

sends lower house message to hasten, they have done little in fifteen days Hart's

instructions concerning the passage of laws are given in U H J
, May 15 They were

often disregarded in the laws passed at this session

*A hemp law was introduced bv delegates, but council rejected it as it put composition
for money too high (U H J

, May 2b)
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co learning here," and it lies at the assembly's door u
to lay a

foundation for sufficient schools that your wonts may increase

in knowledge as well as in wealth and honor "
If this be

done "
you will have blessings of the poor in this life, and

posterity will praise you as benefactors
" Alas' this bless-

edness was lost

The year before 1 the clergy reported that the case of

schools is veiy bad, good schoolmasters are very much want-

ing, and those professing to teach were very insufficient and

rarely had the certificate fiom the Bishop of London as

required by law.
8 At the abortive session preceding this one

Hait had complained that it was "
deplorable" that there was

"no better provision for the education" of the numerous

youth, there being but
"
slender support for one school on the

Western Shore and none on the. Eastern Shore of this so wide

a bay."
3

At this session the rector and governors and visitors of the

free schools came to the assembly with a petition.* They

complain that the funds for free schools are
ec
so insufficient to

answer the pious design of having a free school in each county
that they can keep up only one such school King William's

School, in Annapolis and this with difficulty." They aLso

ask that their quorum
5 be reduced, since they live so far from

each other, and that their title be confirmed in a piece of prop-

erty in Annapolis.
h The two latter requests are attended to,

but their urgency to obtain more funds is ignored.
The libraries, which Rev. Thomas Bray established in sev-

eral parishes, were for reference; that at the capital, the great
Provincial Library of 1,100 volumes, the remnants of which
collection are in St John's College Library to-day, was for

circulation. The books were taken out, and, alas, not always

brought back, so that when Hart had an inventory made
several were missing, and the assembly resolved that the

sheriffs publish notices commanding persons having books

iU H J
, June 26, 1714

2 On May 3, 1715 Hart tells council he will instst on schoolmasters taking oatha and
showing certificates of good capacity before he will give them licenses to teach and will

obtain lists of schools and school teachers from the county courts
U H J , Oct. 5, 1714

*U H J, May 13, 1715

Act of 1716, Ch 4

July 6, 1697, Anthony Workman gave 160 sterling for a house on a lotwhich Governor
Nicholson gave to King William's School on condition he might use the house for life

and then leave it to the school The " Kentish Ordinary
" was kept there Workman

was dead His heirs refused to surrender it
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belonging to "the Public Library""
1

to bring them to Rev. Mr.

Skippon, who, as rector of St. Ann's parish, Annapolis, was
ex-officio librarian.

In the preparation of the Law* of this session there was

engaged one of the first famous American lawyers, Andrew
Hamilton, who achieved most of his fame while practicing
his profession at Philadelphia. Ho was at this time a resident

of Kent County, and had thence boon elected to this assem-

bly. He was absent from the opening of the session 1 on

account of being in attendance as counsel at the supreme
court in Pennsylvania. He appealed on May i, after the

sergeant-at-arms had been sent foi him, and was at once

added to the committee on laws How much of the excel-

lence of the session^ work may be attributable to his efforts

we know not. It is interesting to know that his greatest fanio

probably came to him from an acquaintance he made in Maiy-
land John Peter Zenger, a voung printer, came from New
York, at the conclusion of his apprenticeship, to try his f01 -

tune in Kent County. In 1720 he petitioned, with appaient

success, for leave to print a "body v
of the session laws foi

each county, and he was naturalized by the assembly in the

same year.
2 He went back to New York and, when accused

of libel some fifteen years later, sent for the lawyer, whom
he had doubtless known in Maryland, to act as his counsel

How brilliantly Hamilton filled that position is known by all

The first act 3
passed was one for the recognition of George

I as King. The assembly represented the Protestant party,
and so this was easily passed and was loyal in tone *

Indeed,
in their answer to Hart's opening speech, they thanked him
for his most expeditious

tk

proclamation of the King," and

for "his extraordinary zeal and diligence for His Majesty's
service."

5

At this time there were intimations of lurking Jacobitism,

and "secret insinuations" were uttered that George's seatwas

in danger.

*L H J , May 2,4,1715 Fined 451, costs for absence Men who -went home without

permission were also fin^d (L H J , July 28, 1716, and May 8, 1718 ) The delegates,

however, were privileged from arrest for twenty days after adjournment of the assem-

bly (LH J, May 3,1718)
aAct of 1720, ch 18

Act of 1715, ch 1

*At Hart'a suggestion Introduced In council probably as the more dignified body
L H J , May 4, passed both houses day of introduction

L H J f Apnl 29, 1715 June 3, 1715
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The address to Hart, adopted at the close of the session,
1

breathes a loyal spirit and also pays a high tribute to Hart's

character. He had been with them nearly a year, an'd they
found him "

affable, kind in conversation," "prudent in the

management of public affairs,"
"
careful to consult the ease

und benefit of the people," and "scrupulous to maintain the

prerogative and just rights of the Crown " These were no

feigned words. John Hart was one of the best colonial gov-
ernors.

Besides the recognition act, the one legalizing proceedings
taken in Queen Anne's name after her death,

2 and one repealing
all laws which had been revised at thus session,

3 there weie

forty-six chapters in the act of 1715 Of the one relating to

educationwehave already spoken The establishment of relig-

ion was not changed, butpiovision* was mado when there is no

incumbent in a parish the poll tax should be unod fgi ropan-

ing, completing, furnishing, or even building a church, and if

not needed therefor to be applied to the purchase and stock-

ing of a glebe for the use of the minister. This wo see is

evidently a result of tne meeting of the clergy in 1714, and

we shall note other instances where an act lecommended to one

session is passed at a future one. Evidently the legislators of

the province were not to be hurried in then deliberations.

Another act
5 ' '

for the better security of His Majesty
* * *

and for extinguishing all hopes of the friends'" of the
tfc

pro-
tended Prince of Wales,

"
provided a f01m of an oath of abjma-

tion to betaken by all public officers, and especially by vestry-
men, in lieu of the former oaths The Protestant party is

beginning to cut off Romanists from the privileges they had

enjoyed.
The only other religious matter which engaged the atten-

tion of the assembly was a petition of the Quakers to the

council stating that the u
Yearly meetings

"
at West River and

Tred Haven, which they had held for about forty years for

iL H ,J June 3,1715

2Acto1715, ch8
3 Act oi 1715, ch 49 Most of Ihcue are revised laws Act of 1719, eh 1C, specifies what

laws were now repealed
* Act of 1715, ch 24, repeals 1704-12 Tuxablcs were male persons, except Anglican

clergymen and paupers and female slaves above 16 years ot age Slaves past labor might
be so adjudged by the county coi rt and then ceased to be taxables Act of 1715, ch 45,
sec 6

6 Act of 1715, ch 30, repeals 1704-11

U H J, Kay 10, 1715
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the worship of Almighty God, had l>een disturbed by the sale

of liquor near by From this "*anse drunkenness, fighting,

hooping, hollowing, swearing, cursing, wrestling, horse rac-

ing, and abundance of wickedness and immoralities." This
must be stopped at once, and henceforth let no liquor be sold,
save at licensed ordinaries, nor any sports be carried on within

"2 miles of either meeting house. Let the sheriffs see that

older is preserved Sheriffs were always disliked and the

committee of aggrievances state that sheriffs take advantage
of the law which decrees the date when money shall be paid
them, but not when they shall pay it out again to the public
creditors. In some cases they will not pay it out without

reward l This is scandalous, and when the committee of laws

examine into it they find not only this but other ill practices
need to be guarded against, and so a comprehensive act is

passed "for the direction of sheriffs in their office^
" a Annual

appointment by justices of the peace is provided for the con-

stables and the other executive officeis of the law, and the

duties of their office aie defined **

It would seem that sheriffs

were not the only public officers who had abused their posi-

tions Early in the session 4 Hart calls the attention of the

council to "'embezzlement'" of records, which had taken place
in several counties, and recommends that a law be passed

against it. The assembly replied with a provision
6 that con-

viction of "embezzling, impairing, razing, or altering"

any record, whereby a freehold should be defeated or injured,
should involve the terrible punishment of forfeiture of all

property, standing in the pillory for two hours, and loss of

both ears

The election of future assemblies took a considerable part
of the attention of this one, and the act now passed

8 was the

basis of Maryland's electoral system for nearly a century. It

changed little the previous system of one poll for each county,
conducted by the sheriff in English fashion, and continued

the limitation of suffrage to 40-bhillmg freeholders,
7 but it

iL HJ, May 4,1715
a Act of 1715, ch 40, repealing previous laws, 1704-57, 1709-6, 1713-1

* Act of 1715, ch 15

*U H J , May 1,1715
B Act of 1715, ch 11

Act of 1715, ch 42, reenactod after the restoration of the proprietary act of 1716

(Sterner Citizenship ami Suffrage in Mart hind, p 25 )

1 It provided that only resident freeholders could vote, and not all persona having a

visible estate in the county (L H , Jtinuarj 12, U H J , May 23, 1715 )
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added a clause imposing a penalty on a qualified voter who

did not exercise hi* franchise. This compulsory voting law

was a suggestion of the upper house.

An attempt was made to limit the number of members to two

for each county mid one for Annapolis
l This was partly

through economy* to reduce the charge of the assembly.

Each councillor received 110 pounds of tobacco per diem, and

each delegate 100 pounds of tobacco and itinerary charges
2

besides. At first the delegates seemed favorably inclined to

the lesser number, but the lower house finally rejected the

plan, and purged the bill with the old number of delegates

retained. It is possible the delegates feared a smaller body

might be more pliable to outside interest, and so refused

any compromise
3 in the matter. The militia law was re-

enacted, and in connection with it we find a proposition
from Hart to fine those who refuse to accept commissions

and are absent from training. The delegates agree to fine

absent officers but say there is no use to fine those refusing
to accept commissions, since so few do so.

4

Evidently military titles were popular at that early day
The danger of war was by no means an imaginary one, and

great care was taken that the public arms" be not embezzled

by their custodians. The colonels of militia, the chief mili-

tary officers in each county, were ordered to report the con-

dition of the arms 6 since 1709, and Hart now broaches 7 the

project of building a permanent stone house at Annapolis,
which he was to bee lealized. After the adjournment he

brings the matter before the council, stating that a well-built

powder hoube might be useful for other occasions, particu
larly as a council chamber, and " 4

to receive the country, as
well as strangers, on occasions so requiring it, especially in
time of assemblies." He recommended that they build such
a, house from the proceeds of the 8 pence per hogshead for

a.rm&, and pay 10 shillings, or some other fit sum, as ground
i Hart'H instructions urged him to do this
a Apparently an abuse had grown up and law committee said expenses for boats and

ferriages ought to come out of Itinerary charges. (L H J , May 12, 1715, May 18, 21 )
* Upper houso suggested three members from each county (J , May 23 1715 )
* L. H J , Ma> 24
* Three pence of the 2-HhlIling tax went therefor by act of April 30, 1679
Col John Contep had received arms In 1706 he had died, his widow Mary had since

named Philemon Henwley, and the> were rigidly called to account for the arms
(XJ. H J , May 10, II; L H J , May II, S, 1715 )
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rent for the needed land. At the next session the upper
house, having approved of Hart's suggestion, recommended
to the delegates that a handsome house be built for the public

arms, and that a council room be included in the plan, and
also an apartment to "

receive the country and strangers that

may resort to his excellency the governor on any public occa-

sions."1 The lower house agreed to this plan, and 500 ster-

ling were appropriated therefor. The building was erected

forthwith In 1718 it was reported ats completed
3 and well

done, so that the assembly agreed to pay Thomas Cooke, the

contractor, 100 more than the contract called for.

The laws with reference to the Indians were revised.
8 The

committee of aggrievances recommended that careful men be

appointed in each county to hear and determine disputes
between whites and Indians, and the bill gave power to the

governor to appoint such. Other provisions forbade the

sale of liquor to Indians, the kidnapping and wale of friendly
Indians out of the province, and endeavored to prevent the

frequent false rumors about Indian risings. ^Vhile the assem-

bly was in session, an appaiently gioundless one caused the

dispatch of one of the delegates to the frontiers, to encourage
the inhabitants and learn what the truth was *

Laws were amended and reenacted 5

prohibiting the trans-

portation of any person from the province without a pass,

lest servants, felons, and debtors might escape from the juris-

diction, and laying a heavy duty on the importation of rumf

negroes, and Irish servants. These duties were rather for the

purpose of limiting importation than for revenue, and that on

Irish servants had a distinctly religious purpose, "the pre-
vention of importing too great a number of Irish Papists."
The slave code was thoroughly revised 8 and regulations

were made for the conduct of masters toward those under

i U H J , August 8, 9 t 1716

U H J, May 6, 1718

3 Act of ins, ch 16, L H J
, May 4, 1715

*U H J
, May 17,30, 1715, L H J , May 17, 81, 1715 Gifts were made to friendly In-

dians These last had reported thev had seen " naked Indians "
It is possible the latter

may have been Tuscaroras.
* Act of 1715, ch 19,84
Act of 1716, ch 46 A petition was presented that a white woman marrying a negro

be made slave for life, but the old law was retained, providing that she be bound out for

seven jears (U H J
, May 8,1715) The committee of aggnevances thought that law

should be made against negroes gathering without lea\ e of masters House says law

already provides against it (L H J , May 16, 17, 1715, U H J , May 23, 24, 1715) Heavy

penalties were put on those aiding runaway servants.
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their control M> thut there should not he undue cruelty For

example, only 10 lashes could be given, for any offense,^
by a

nuihter; but/if he carried a peculiarly disobedient or wicked

slave to a justice of the peace, that the latter could order a

greater penalty, up to 39 lashes. The council proposed that

manumission be limited, as in Virginia. Against this the

delegates nobly protested. To restrain manumission is to

discourage probity of well-deserving negroes or mulattoes, as

their manteis can not otherwise recompense them.

Other important acts with reference to property wore those

concerning bounds of lands,
1 an important matter with the

rough surveys of the day, concerning conveyance of landed

property,* and concerning rights of persons to town lands.
8

The whole testamentary law of the province, which was ad-

ministered by the commissary-general in the prerogative

court at Annapolis and by the deputy commissaries in the

counties, received a careful amendment and was reenacted.*

The tobacco trade, of course, received attention.
5

Early in

the session Hart proposed that all tobacco be shipped between

October 1 and May 10 in each year, as the longer it hangs the

more it loses scent, freshness, substance, weight, and good-
ness in every respect, and finally only the shape and nothing
of the substance of the tobacco remains. Further, the limi-

tation of time of shipment will quicken trade and cheapen

freight. The council suggested a conference committee from
two houses. This met at Hart's own house, and to it he pro-

posed his plan He added that the backwardness in prepai-

ing the tobacco for shipment was largely due to the delay in

getting cask timber properly seasoned and ready to be set up,
and this delay of the coopers was largely because of the un-

certainty of their pay. Would it not be well to have a law

appointing a time yearly to get such cask timber ready and
for the coopers to set it up, and granting them the right to

take their pay by execution If

CfcThe worm bites more" the

i Vot of 1715, eh 45, U H J ,May 28, 1715 Proposed In council Delegates thank them
for proposing BO useful a law

* Act of 1715, ch 47 Committee of aggnevances complained that fines and recoveries
had been propoHed In provincial court to cut off entails The house said this IB a grlev
ance and tends to rum ot many (L H J

, Ma> 15, 17, 1715)
> Act of 1715, ch 32
* Act of 1715, ch 39 Clause T?as inserted preventing the commissary-general from tak-

ing tees from estates Ie**s value than 30 (L H J , May 15, 17, 1715)
* H J , Ma> 1, t>, 1715, L H ,May 3, thanked Hart for offering to join In conference and

have it at his house
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ships which are forced to stay, and so the sloops, flats, and
other craft which cariy Maryland^ staple would find the pro-

posed law highly beneficial. Under it they would receive a

timely cargo, and further, if ships drop in all the year round,
the tobacco buyers will purchase no more of it at a time than

just from hand to mouth, while if the whole crop went to

market at once, the buyers would purchase a whole 3
rear's

stock at once, and thus the price would always be kept up.
Thus argued the governor, and the conference accepted all

his plan, save that they decline to fix any date by which the

tobacco should be ready. In the pressure of other affairs,

however, the matter seems to have been laid aside.

An act was passed
1 for securing merchants' tobacco, to pre-

vent alteration of marks on hogheads and to forbid the pack-

ing of "
any frost-bitten, trashy, ground leaves, or small, dull

scrubs, or any stalks, stems, wood, stones, dirt, or any other

manner of trash, or old, decayed tobacco in the inward parts
of such hogsheads, when the generality of such tobacco as

shall be packed in the outward parts is good, sound, and mer-

chantable." "Small, dull, scrubby tobacco, and ground
leaves "

might be packed separately and labeled so as not to

impose on purchasers. Tobacco being the great source of

revenue for government,
2 the act ascertaining the gauge of

hogsheads and for laying impositions on tobacco per hogshead,
for the support of government, was always an important one,

'especially as it included a composition in tobacco for the lord

proprietary's alienation fines and quit rents. Another impor-
tant act was one requiring all weights and measures used in

the colony to be yearly compared with the standards kept by
the justices of each county, that tobacco and other things

might be given in full quantity and weight
3

While the assembly was sitting came news of the death of

the old Lord Proprietary, and a lettei from Benedict

Leonard, the new lord, announcing to Hart that the King
is about to restore him the government. Hart,

4
after tak-

ing advice of the council, announces these things to the

delegates
5 and requests them to provide an act to take the

i Act of 1715, Ch 22
a Ibid, 1715, ch 38

Ibid, 1715, ch 10

*U H J
, May 30, 1715, L H J

,
June 1

B Lower home thanks Hart for news, and expresses joy that proprietary is Protestant.

HIST 99, VOL I 17
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place of tho payment of 13 pence per hogshead of tobacco,
1

\>hich had boon* given to Charles for his life in return for his

receiving tobacco at 2 pence per pound, in lieu of quit rents

and alienation tines. The house passed the gauge act we have

noticed above, granting a duty of 18 pence per -hogshead.
2

The old duty wa& to be continued for four months more.

An old quarrel was recalled for a moment this session.

Sir Thomah Lawrence, who had been secretary of the province

twenty years before, had claimed that the ordinaries' fines, or

profits from saloon and hotel licenses, as we should say, be-

longed to the secretary. The popular party and Colonel

Blakiston claimed they belonged to the country. Baltimore

said he had given them to a relation when he had the govern-

ment, and would reclaim them wei'e the government again in

his hands. Hart thought they belonged to the Crown,
8 and

asked the assembly to find out what is their amount. He
stated he was willing to have the proceeds used for building

a governor's house. The council and lower house agree that

they would be willing by law to devote them to this purpose,
'

but the lower house say they are not willing to appropriate
additional money therefor for two reasons. They wish, first,

to know how much the fines are, and secondly, the circum-

stances of the province are too low. Hart writes he is

content to share their present circumstances, though he

thinks it for the honor and interest of the province to have a

governor's house. 4

The house of delegates, as usual, had complaint to make of

the revenue officers,
5 who are too many in number, and take

extravagant salary from the 3-pence duty for arms while they
should be paid fiom the fines and forfeitures. Hart responds
that he will have the number of receivers reduced to one,
and will see that salaries are taken from the proper source. 6

'Hart told them that Benedict Leonard was not satisfied with the old duty, vide TJ H
J , July 29, 1716

*Aot of 171">, ch 19 In 1718, the upper house raised the question as to the disposition
of this tax i U H J , May 5) Carroll is summoned and nays Benedict Leonard knew
nothing of the law Carroll sent the money to England Carroll was authorized by
Benedict's executor to take all his personal estate in the province and took a half year's
rent &< consideration f r sending the money to England (L H J

, May 7)
*U H J , May 16, 19, 25, >>, 1715

The delegates offer to pay Hart's rent He asks that they appropriate for repairs to
hi* house

*U H J, May lftt 1715

He investigated the matter and reported at a later session.
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Here, as ever, we ie both puts of the government working

together for the public good
The procedure of the courts leoeived much attention

Laws were passed establishing
1 comt days in the counties,

providing
2
that execution be suspended during the summei

and autumn months that people might not be imprisoned to

the ruin of their crops, regulating
3 the drawing of jurors,

directing the manner of suing out attachments,
1

determining
the period of limitations for various kinds of actions,

3

pro-

viding what shall be good evidence to prove foreign and other

debts,
6 and permitting the taking of special bail.

7 Other

statutes authorized speedy recovery of small debts befoie a

single justice of the peace,
8
rectified the ill practices of attor-

neys and fixed a table of fees to the attorney-general and law-

yers,
9

arranged for the better administration of justice in the

courts,
10 for the more speedy recovery of debts, for prevent-

ing officials to plead as attorneys in their courts, and for the

collection of amercements.

It was decreed what damages should be allowed upon pro-

tested bills of exchange,
11 and several acts for the benefit of

poor debtors were passed.
12 One of these was for the relief

of the "languishing prisoner," Peter Sewell. Following the

rule that no private act be passed without hearing those

opposed, the council again had Charles CaiToll before it.
13

He opposed the relief of Sewell, saying he mortgaged two

negroes several times over and, therefore, is least worthy of

commiseration. Hart had been for some time interested in

this case and generously repeated a previous offer to give 5

toward making up SewelPs debt, if his creditors have no com-

passion. Let us hope Sewell, when released, was more care-

i Act of 1715, cn 14. * Ibid
,
eh 40 f ibid

,
eh 28

* Ibid , ch. 83 * Ibid ,
ch 23 & Ibid ,

ch 12

sibid ,ch 37 oibid ,ch 29 "Ibid ,ch 48

w Act of 1716, ch 41 The j ustaces ot Dorchester sold the amercements to the sheriffs for

several years at a considerable loss This is a grie\ancc, saj the delegates, as it not only
lessens the public credit, but also gives power to the sheriff to burthen the people with

several fees (L H J , May 4, 1715 ) Lower house asks what has been done with amerce-

ments in provincial court Hart says thej were given to clerk of council, but small in

amount This explanation was satisfactory

Act of 1715, ch 7

L H J ,Ma\ 15,16, act of 1715, ch 17,20,21
w U H J

, May 15 Council Maj 2, on petition of John Leatherwood, an old and poor
Inhabitant of Baltimore Count> ,

who has been a "good liver,' recommend justices of

that county court to discharge him from paying public levy
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ful in bin futtnv financial dealings. Othei private acta 1 were

pitted, though in general the assembly declined to interfere

\\hon thoiv was a romedy in the courtb.* One of the attempts

to heeuiv the passage of a private bill, brought in what looked

like an attempt to bribe a inembei of the council, to whom
tin* applicant wrote that he would reimburse him for any

trouble"
1 and "' would have sent money, but it is a thing a body

can not trust everybody with." Two other questions of priv-

ilege came up at this session Hart complained to the coun-

cil that Mayor Josiah Wilson, delegate for Prince George's,

deserved public censure for scurrilously reflecting on him and

a second delegate by calling the latter the governor's agent.*

At another time the governor said one of the council had

broken his oath to keep secret its proceedings In neither

ea*e was any answer made.

Revised laws were passed concerning adultery and fornica-

tion, cursing, and drunkenness,
3 and for the speedy trial of

criminals.* The law for ascertaining the height of fences and

redressing the great evil arising from the multiplicity of use-

less hordes that run in the woods 7 caused some discussion,
8 but

was finally passed. The jealousy of the northern province
was shown by an act prohibiting importation of grain, bread,
beer, and horses from Pennsylvania.
Such was the legislation of the assembly of 1715, a noble

legacy from the royal to the proprietary province.
10 Twice

before, in 1692 and 1704, the laws had undergone revision,

but neither revision remained long in force. This work of

Andrew Hamilton and his colleagues remained the law, with
little change, till long after the State of Maryland succeeded

the province.
After the adjournment of the assembly

" Hart called his

council together. Grave tidings had come. There was now no

question of checking illegal trade with the French, of seeing

i Actof 1715,ch 2,3,5,6,85 GJbid
,
ch 27,34

a E.g ,U H J ,Haj 4,1715 cibid
,
ch 26

LHJ,May9 Tlbid.chSl
*U HJ, May 20,30 *U H J ,May 26,27, LH J.May 27
Aft of 1715, ch 18
' In this year the merchants of Maryland sent an address to the Crown that Hart's

administration had been to the general satisfaction
11 A, ciinoiw petition of two men against the inhabitants of Queenatown, In Queen Anne

Count* , remained unanswered They complained of oppression because hogs and live
Htock are raised on the lots in that town, which is M> small that the animals trespass on
the petitioner**' land* (L H J , July 30, 1716 )
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that the vessels clearing from Mai viand provided themselves

with Algenne passes >so that they might }>e safe from the fierce

pirates, or of fixing fees in chancery. News had come from

Governor Spotswood, in Virginia,
1 that the terrible Tusca-

rora war had broken out in South Carolina and two hundred

families had been massacred at Port Royal
*

Spotswood
sends aid to South Carolina and asks that Maryland do the

same and watch her own safetv. The council say they can

spare no arms; all must be saved foi our frontier, whither

Hart agrees to go in person. A month later
s the council met

again. The Potomac Indians were said to have gone out.

Arms were ordered to be sent to the frontier counties of

Prince George, Baltimore, and Cecil. Blakiston* was in-

structed to buy 500 worth of arms and ammunition. A
special levy on the province was decided to be made by Hart

and any three of the council, if they see need. 5 Lead and

powder in the possession of tradesmen should be at once con-

demned for the public use and lodged with the "
colonels.

" c

After another month 7 the excitement had calmed down

Spotswood writes again there is no damage from the Vii-

ginia Indians. He wishes Maryland, Virginia, and North

Carolina would raise 1,500 men and attack the Indian towns.

Virginia has already sent 300 men to South Carolina, in return

for which South Carolina pays each volunteer and sends

a slave to work in his place. May not Maryland make a simi-

lar contract? Maryland declines to do so, and the danger
dies away. No other Indian trouble disturbs the adminis-

tration.

Hart was a man of infirm health Ho complains of ill

health in the fall after his arrival in the province,
8 and is

severely ill when Bladen transmits for him the proceedings

i Vide Coun Proc
, April 13, 1715

s His autograph letter is preserved in the council proceedings 8i>ots\\ood had ne^er
met Hart

July 12, 13, 1715

*May 31,1717,Blakiston reported he had spent 257 10s 4d for arms and had saved the

rest of the appropriation for future use, as arms were so high at the time of the great
rebellion

6The governor had a certain discretionary power over the country stock of arms and

ammunition, in case of exigency, e g ,May 31, 1717, he reported ha\ ing given the neces-

sary amount to several vessels to protect them from pirates

L H J , July 18, 1716 Richard Lodger, of Prince George, is paid for a horee which died

in removing arms to oppose the threatened attack from Indians
1 August 24, 1715

8 Letter of September 14, 1714.
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of the assembly and the report of the Indian war. When he

recovered he found his position a perplexed one. A letter

had come from Lord Guilford announcing that Benedict

Leonard was dead and that he was guardian of the young
Lord Charles.

1 As such he had nominated Hart "lieuten-

ant and chief governor of the province," and the nomination

having royal approval, the commission and instructions would

follow at once. They came, but brought no official intima-

tion that the government was restored to the proprietary.

The council advise Hart to pay no attention to the new com-

mission until this preliminary be positively known. For four

months the doubt continued, and the sessions of the courts of

chancery and appeals were postponed until it could be known
under who&e commission they could sit.* Finally the news

came, and the council were sent for at Christmas time. The
weather was violent and hard and deep snow lay on the

giound when the members met on the evening of December
"27. The next day at noon, in the public court-house, the

accession of the new proprietary was proclaimed and Hart's

new commission read.
3 The assembly was dissolved and a

new one summoned. Thus the rule of the proprietary was
restored over Maryland, though much of the former authority
had been shorn away. Theoretically, the second Charles had
the same rights as the first; practically, the twenty-five years
bince the grandfather had ruled had made a vabt difference.

An unknown youth was tit the head of affairs. The people
beemed to have cared but little for the change,* and, save
for the religious quarrels which now aritse, the course of

events moves on precisely as before. The Protestants knew
that the young proprietary was of their faith, but were slightly

apprehensive lest he might lean too much toward the adher-
ents of his grandfather's faith. The Romanists were hopeful
that they might gain greater influence and be restored to their

position in old times, before the proprietaiy lost the province.
For the time being little difficulty on this score appeared.

The new assembly met 6 on April 24, 1716. Matthew Tilgh-
i Council proceedings August 24.

Council proceedings September 3, 1716.

Council reeoria lost from this on As early as May 19, 1719, Hart told the council that
thirteen month*' proceedings of that body while Bladen was clerk were missing
*McMahon,p.280
* MaeNamara chosen clerk lower house and approved by Hart Records of upper house

for this bestton are loot
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man Ward, of Talbot County, was chosen speaker, and, accord-

ing to custom,
tw

decently and submissively disabled himself to

undergo so mighty a charge," but finally accepted it. Hart's

opening speech refers to the new government and to his per-
sonal knowledge of the "

gentle and sweet disposition'
3 of the

young lord. He hopes that the province will be happy under
the new regime.
The new government made it necessary to change the btyle

of all laws, and Hart showed his thoughtfuhiess and kindness

of disposition by asking the assembly to '"make the change
as light as possible to the people, for I am so sensible of the

burden of long and frequent assemblies that I am willing to

ease them on any part." This was somewhat of a sacrifice

from him, as he received a fee as chancellor for affixing the

seal to every law. In the end it was found necessary to reen-

act less than half a dozen acts.

Another point in Jiis speeeh showed his interest in the peo-

ple. It was for the interest of the well to do, of whom the

assembly was composed, to have quit rents paid in sterling

money, according to the terms of the grants, but such pay-
ment was a hardship to the common people. A "particular

ought always to give way to the general good;" therefore Hart

entreats the assembly to remember the poor and pass a com-

position act, which Lord Baltimore has agreed to accept upon
his solicitation. A failure to pass this act would disappoint
Baltimore in the due receipt of rents, would injure tenants

holding lands under condition of punctual payments, would

check the future cultivation of remote and forest parts of the

province, and would cause the remoter inhabitants to desert

their yet but poor improvements.
This session again was to prove an abortive one. Scarcely

had Hart delivered his address when a rumor came that the

proprietary had died and that King George is taking all the

propiietary governments under royal rule.
1 The assembly

ask to be prorogued, as, if this rumor be true, then session

would be in vain. Hart grants their request. Before he has

found the rumor groundless and called them together again a

most vexatious incident occurred.

Early in June Hart went to Cecil County, and in his absence,

* McMahon, p 271, speaks at sonio length of this movement Baltimore petitioned

against it and estimated his Mar> land roomie at 1*5,000 per annum
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on June 10, the anniversary of the pretender's birth,
1 "

wicked, disloyal, and traiterous persons" loaded four of the

groat guns on the court-house hill in Annapolis and fired two

of them. This was in honor of the pretender, in contempt of

King George, and Cb to the extreme surprise, dread, and dis-

quiet of alP good people. Hart hurried back and issued a

proclamation offering a reward for the guilty persons and

pardon for any who would turn state's evidence. William

Fitz Redmond, a nephew of Charles Carroll, and Edward

Coyle were arrested on suspicion. A special court of oyer

and teruiiner was called. Jacob Fox confessed he fired one of

the guns, and sufficient evidence was secured to convict the

pei-son who fired the other gun.
8 He was whipped and pil-

loried. Fitz Redmond and Coyle were convicted of " drink-

ing the pretender's health and speaking contemptibly of the

King,*
3 and were heavily fined and imprisoned until the fines

were paid. This trial was the beginning of the struggle

between the Anglican and the Romanist parties. Thomas
MacNamara appeared as attorney for the defense. He was

a relation of Carroll and a man of stubborn disposition and of

fiery temper.
4 In Philadelphia,

6 where he had lived before

coming to Maryland, he had been presented b^
the grand jury

for his insolent behavior in court, especially for appearing
there at one time with his sword drawn, and had been dis-

barred upon this presentment.* He was now especially auda-

cious and insulting in his bearing, and is reported to have

publicly said: "Let me see who dares try them by this

* The insurrection in England headed by the pretender had broken out, and the Mary-
land Jacobites were so elated with hopes of their imaginary success, so open and glaring
in their presumption, that Hart felt obliged to check them by a proclamation dated Feb-

ruarj 14, 1716 (Hart's speech, April 5, 1720 )

Vide U H J , July 26, 1716

Strangely enough complaint was lodged against Hart for permitting this The com
plamant, however, was widow Mary Contee, who married Philemon Helmeslv

* Barrister ut law of Gray's Inn (0 H J , May 15, 1719 )

* Peon Col Rec
, 11, 467, June 6, 1709 Remonstrance to assembly by freeholders and

inhabitants of Philadelphia, and by them to the governor and council, with request for

relief, thaTllacNamara "vilified and brought" Queen Anne's "royal power into con_
tempt" by saying at the supreme court in Philadelphia, on April U, 1709, that the Queen
had no right to issue the order in council of January 21, 1702, allowing Quakers to affirm,
and that the order was Against the law The petitioners ask that MacNamara, for this
offence "and others, his insolency's, contempts, and abuses, openly and scandelously
committed in the city sesestons in the face of the court and country, as by an address or
representation of the same,by the grand jury presented, fully is demonstrated, may not
have liberty to practise as an attorney at law in any of the courts of this province

"

Tha presentment states that the report is that he was previously disbarred in Mary-
land. (O.H J., April , 17UJ, vide May 6 )
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From this time the feud between him and the governor was

unrelenting. With Carroll there also arose a difficulty which
ended only when Hart left the province. Carroll came forth

and said he had a commission from the proprietary which

gave him such power that he could and would discharge the

fines.
1 This was a most distasteful announcement to Hart

and he ordered Carroll to record his commission in the secre-

tary's office as t a public trust or employment
" Carroll

steadfastly refused to take the oath, and Hart told him plainly
he should not regard him as a public officer, but would lender

him all requisite assistance in the execution of any matters

with reference to the proprietary's "lands or other private
matters."

The facts in the case seem to have been that immediately

upon Charles's accession Carroll had gone to England, and

making representations of his long and faithful service as

private agent of the late proprietary, had secured a commis-

sion as "chief agent, escheator, naval officer,
2 and receiver-

general of all rents, or arrears of rents, fines, forfeitures, to-

baccos, or moneys for land warrants, of all ferries, waifs,

strays, and deodands; of duties arising from 01 growing due

upon exportation of tobacco aforesaid, tonnage of ships, and

all other moneys, tobaccos, or other effects in any mannei or

ways now due, or hereafter to grow due, whether by pro-
tested bills of exchange or otherwise." He was empowered
to appoint inferior officers. It is doubtful whether Guilford

fully realized how extensive the powers were, but Hart did

at once, and tells the assembly at their meeting on July 17,

1716, that the grant of such powers to another, and "espe-

cially to a Papist, is such a lessening of his power and dishonor

to his character that he has desired to be recalled unless he

can be restored to the full authority he held under the Crown."
Powers formerly exercised by Hart's deputies are now put
into the hands of Carroll's, who have taken no oath foi the

fulfillment of law. 3 Hart has always advised the proprietary
"never to employ any papists in the public affairs of this

province." Yet, probably because Carroll had deceived the

* Hart's speech of April 5, 1720, said that he remanded the prisoners to custody
2 Upper house, August 1,1716, said rojal instructions gave Hart as governor in Mary.

land the power to appoint naval officers

8
12, 14, ch 11, for encouragement of shipping 15, ch 11, on trade, 7 and 8 William, 111,

for preventing frauds Upper House, July 20, 1716, resolved Carroll could not be naval

officer without taking the oaths
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lord proprietary and hi* guardian, he is made receiver of the

duties foi defense,
1

public charges, and support of govern-

ment. 9 He had the impudence to ask Hart to account for 3d.

for arms,
3 when Hart flamed out upon him with "I would as

soon give you up my heart's blood." Clearly Hart has

much to tell this assembly. He asks the council what is their

opinion. They all agree that, not having taken the abjuration

oath, Carroll can not hold public office, and all save one answer

that the proprietary has been imposed upon.* They summon

Carroll before them and ask him whether he told the authori-

ties in England that he was a Roman Catholic, that he would

not take the oaths, that acts of Parliament forbade his holding
these offices i

* How came he to take these offices knowing he

could not take the lawful oaths? Who are the surveyors-

general and deputy surveyors of the land office?

Carroll answers* that he did not tell these things in England,
because it was not necessary and because he was not asked to

make a profession of faith. He knows an oath should be

taken by each public officer and is willing to take one for the

punctual performance of duties. For some years he had held

without question all the offices that the proprietary could

grant, and so did not hesitate to take the additional ones.

Further he does not believe that the act of abjuration is of

force in the province. His faithful services and the justness
of his accounts were the only inducements which led the pro-

prietary to appoint him. As to surveyor-generals, Walter

Pye and Henry Sewall, two Roman Catholics, claim that office,

but there waa difficulty about their qualification.
7 Twelve

commissions had been sent over and been put in their hands to

be delivered to Protestants, where such formerly held office,
8

but these could not be dehveied on account of the council's

action So Carroll declared the land office closed, and thus
the people suffered detriment.

1 3d each per hogshead.
* l&l per hogshead exported.
*Hart in speech of Apnl 5, 1720, said Carroll's commission authorized him to receive all

money for the support of government and for purchasing arms and at a time when
the pretender was scarce suppressed

* Lloyd, the sole exception, drylj said he could not tell the proprietary's motives

July 25, 1716, U H.J
1 U H J , July 20,1716, July 25

*U>wer houno wiys every county except Queen VnneN, and possibly that, has had a
Catholic Mirvej or, andw Carroll might nominate wueh again (L H J

, July 7, 1716 )
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The council said Carroll evades then queues,
1 and Hart

told him not to say he has closed the land office, but to have

the surveyor's commissions delivered and let the work go on.

Hart told the council that before sailing for England Carroll

showed him a petition he intended to present to Benedict,

asking that Roman Catholics have an equal share of the offices.

Hart persuaded him not to present it, saving, "I would

oppose it with the utmost vigoi," and Cairoll promised not to

do so; but evidently has broken his word.*1 With this unfaith-

ful dealing Hart taxed him bef01 e several of the council.
3 "I

acknowledge that I gave that representation,
11

answered Car-

roll,
" but it did not import that the Roman Catholics might

be qualified for employments, but that they might be unqual-
ified for them.'

1 "A poor and Jesuitical evasion," Hart calls

this remark. tfc

By what claim of right," asks the governor,
4
'did you offer that representation; for by law Romanists can

not hold ministerial offices without qualifying?" "By the

instrument granted by Cecilius, Lord Baltimore, which I

believe was burnt in the State house,'
1
cried Carroll, with

great vehemence, "and we will insist on that right, and if

the Lord Guilford will not admit of oui right, we will appeal
to higher powers."
Other matters troubled Hart. The proprietary is using a

great seal in England. Thus the governors perquisites are

diminished, while he is held answerable for that over which

he has no control, and the people are under great uncertainty,

which is still more intolerable. Another difficulty arose in

connection with the act for the composition for rents.
*

Heniy
Darnall, a Romanist, had offered Baltimore 300 annually for

his
6 ;

growing
"
rents. Carroll says, provided the farmer paid

the officers' salaries, he believes Baltimore would have accepted
this offer. In fact, there seems to have been made out a

lease to Darnall, though the latter, seeing the opposition, said

he would not accept it, as he did not wish to "interfere with

the interests of his lordship and the country." Hart felt that

this lease hurt his honor, as he had sent to Baltimore a pro-

1 Hart said Carroll's commission gave him appointment of rangers contrary to provin-
cial law, which gave it to the governor Carroll answered he had not thought of the

law, and could not help what Baltimore put in his commission
2 Vide Hart's address of April 5, 1720, also that of April 22, 1718

3 Speech of April 22, 1718

*U H J
, July 20,1716, Jul> 23,24
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pasal for the satisfaction of the rents, and assures the dele-

gates that the lease wa& until now unknown to him Hart's

intention to resign was made known to the delegates on July

20 when he sent them Carroll's commission. He tells them

he shall not omit to inform the proprietary of such men, as

4
'either have or may lead him into improper measures so as

to give any disgust to the well affected
" He attributes his

treatment to the advice of some persons who either are not

capable or unwilling to give better counsel.

Two days after the session opened
1 the delegates sent Hart

an address, which was really an answer to his speech of the

preceding April. It is loyal in tone; expresses hope that in

the future they shall be happy as in the past, and that the

"aspiring interest of those that term us heretics will not be

able to prevail against us." It thanks Hart for his words,

promises cooperation with him, and praising his "impartial-

ity
" and "unbiased administration," states that if the pro-

vincials could select a governor he would be their choice.

When Hart announced his purpose to resign, both houses

prepared an address a

condemning
* fc the late audacious, wicked,

and rebellious practices of many disaffected persons," which
tfc

gave us no small uneasiness," and praising Hart's "zeal"
and " exact discharge

" of duty. The address expresses regret
that the "artifices of every evil-designing person" should
influence the proprietary to "lop off so many branches of

Hart's power," and especially because the "branches" are

given to papists. They promise to address Baltimore against
Hart's leaving, "the very thoughts whereof strike such a

damp upon our spirits that we are scarce able to express the
miseries we may well fear are about to break in upon us by
an inundation of popery and slavery."
The address was accordingly drawn up.* It is more loyal

to Hart than to Baltimoie, and, while congratulating the let-

ter upon his restoration to power, pointedly reminds him that
this is due to the change of faith. They thank him for the
continuance of Hart in office, and complain that his power
has been reduced by placing part of it in the hands of a "

pro-
fest papist" who will not take the oaths, and by granting in

*U H J .July 19,1716

~~ -

* U H J , July 27, 171(5. Signed b\ all members of the houses
* U H J , July 30,1716. Lower house drew it up
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England blank commissions under the great heal. They ask

that Hart's old power be restored and that he be thus induced

to remain as governor and continue to foil the plans of ^ those

papists who have very lately soared to that height of impu-
dence as to threaten his person and undervalue his power."
The address warns Baltimore not to become obnoxious to King
George nor to alienate from himself the people of Maryland,
which would be the result of too great favoi toward Roman
Catholics. There was no danger the council would show them
too great favor. A Romanist who "

purely offers to take the

oaths only for sake of a place
"
should not be appointed, even

though recommended by Baltimore's English agent.
1

The lower house was not one whit more complaisant. They
adopted an address 2

to King George, congratulating him on

his success in suppressing the pretender's invasion, referring
to the benefits they had enjoyed as a royal province, and ask-

ing him to continue his influence for the preservation of the

people and the Protestant religion, which has very many
adversaries. They voted to repay Hartfs expenses in the late

disturbance,
3 and they sent for the sheriff of Anne Aiundel

County.
"Why did you release Fifcz Redmond and Coylefc

"

they sternly ask. He showed Carroll's leceipt for the fines,

and Carroll is sent for. The fines belong to the lord propri-

etary's prerogative, say the assembly, and not to his private

estate, and Carroll, by receiving them without taking the oaths,

has acted "contrary to the known laws of this province," and

has made* "an inroad upon our Constitution."*

Words were followed by acts, and the "better security of

his Lordship's Government and the Protestant interest" 6 were

provided for. The preamble to the act states that it has been

foundadvantageous to Great Britain to exclude all persons from

office who will not take oaths, and that here in Maryland the

general assembly think themselves indispensably obliged to

do their part in securing "to the proprietary and the people
their share in these benefits, especially agreeable" to us who

iUH J.JiUySO
* L H J , July 31, 1716 Blaklston to present it

*L A J , Augusts, 1716 Upper bouse same,day recommended to lower house to pay
Ricliard Evans for his services at that time

*L H J.July 27, 1716

6 Act of 1716, ch 5 Act in force throughout provincial history It was introduced

in the lower house This act was the result of Carroll's acts, not of the acts of the Jaco-

bites, as MeMahon says on p 281
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arc under the immediate government of a Protestant l lord

proprietor. After referring to the late Jacobite excitement

in the province, and to the fact that the act of 1704 required

all officials to take the oath of abjuration, the statute enacts

that all persons now, or in the future, holding office in the

province shall take the oaths of allegiance, abhorrency, and

abjuration, and subscribe the test against transubstantiation.

If persons refuse to take these oaths and still "presume to

execute any office," their commission is declared void ah initio

and they are liable to a tine of W250.
2 The oaths may be

required again atany timewhile the office is held. If they have

been taken by any person, and he afterwards be present at any

Popish assembly and join in the "service at mass," he shall

suffer the same penalty as above.
8 The management of the

private affairs of the proprietary is especially exempted from

the provisions of this act 3 On the last point, there was some

disagreement, as the lower house * at first did not wish even

to exempt these, but it finally yielded to the insistence of the

council. The delegates wished to have the officers named who
were considered to be engaged in Baltimore's private affairs,

but this was difficult, and brought up again the old quarrel
about ordinary licenses,

6

and, as they did not wish to enter

into that matter then, the subject was dropped.
Carroll disturbed the assembly at another point by ques-

tioning the validity of the law& passed in 1715. The delegates
considered these laws as the entire code of the province and
were very unwilling that the time and labor spent in framing
them should be wasted. They refused to pass any laws save
those which needed to supplement deficiencies, and declined to

reenact the body of laws, inasmuch as their authority was
undoubted. Carroll reminded the delegates that the King had
not considered the acts before the restoration of the proprie-

i On July 27, Hart submits the council the fifty-seventh article of his instructions
directing him to give liberty of conscience to all quiet persons save Papists He says he
has received no instruction contrary to this from the proprietary The council agree
that he ought still to obey the above article

- At Miggestion of upper house, one-half to free schools, one-half to informer
'Added by upper house July 28, 1716

*T7.H J
, July 31, August 1,4, 6, 1716.

Hart tried toget the assembly to take action in thismatter (U H J
, August 2, 1718) and

toflx ordinary hcenses(U H J T August 3,1716), but delegates refused, August 4, 1716 (L H
J , July 21,1716 ) The upper house insisted that the law as to fines and forfeitures be
reenaeted so as to transfer the right to them to the proprietary Thiswas done (Act of
1716,ch 88.) *

v
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tary, but they answer him that the efficacy of laws date& not

from the date of the royal consideration but the time of pas-

sage by the ai&bembly.

There was not much legislation at this session. Seven of

the twenty-one acts passed were private ones, and several of

the others were rendered necessary by the change of rulers*

The gauge act and that granting the proprietary 18 pence per
hogshead was reenacted.

1 Over the fiist there was consider-

able discussion. Guilford had sent over drafts which he
wished passed. In these the enactment is stated to have been
made by the proprietary and the assembly, as was the custom
before 1688. In the reign of Queen Anne, the governor had
been mentioned as a separate estate, and the assembly deter

mines to continue such mention 2

The revenue laws themselves caused some difficulty. The
lower house agreed' to lay an additional duty of 6 pence per

hogshead in full recompense to the proprietary for his rents

and fines for alienation, provided the 3 pence tax for defraying
the public charge be repealed, and its place be taken by an

increased tax on negroes and Irish servants imported into

the province. The upper house agreed to this, but Carroll,

as Baltimore's agent, protested against the allowance of a

percentage of the tax as fees for the officers collecting it.

The upper house refused to raise any further sum as salary
for the officers, and Carroll withdrew his objection, saying he
did so without precluding Baltimore's right to show that he

should not be so burdened.* Some days later Carroll wrote

to Hart warning him not to sign certain laws,
5 in which phrase

he plainly included the revenue ones, and directing him to turn

over the residue of the revenue after deducting the governor's

salary. This letter is at once transmitted to the assembly,
which advises Hart to pay over the 18 pence tax, but not the

15 pence tax raised for support of government unless Carroll

1 To continue five years, till the proprietary was of age (Act of 1716 ch 8, and 19, U H
J, July 20)

9 Hart suggested the guardian's (Lord Guilford) name should appear Lower house

(July 21) objected that the proprietary is a body politic and is not mentioned in his

natural capacity, therefore he can not be a minor Hart yielded.

8L H J.July 29,1716
*Vide L H J , August S, 1716, where lower house agrees to relieve Baltimore of part of

the discount Hart says he will approve it, if the assembly will repay him in case Balti-

more makes him pay therefor
a Council, August 1, 1716, asked Carroll to enumerate them He said it would be very

difficult
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take* the oaths. They pronounce the caution in Carroll's let-

ter unintelligible,
1

a, general threat against passing any laws,

"designed to disturb Hart in his weak state of health,"
2 and

for other secret ends. Carroll has
4 ' used a very indecent

'

way

and freedom' with Hart" in assuming to himself the liberty

of directing him in fco general a manner. This freedom had

never before been "used by a subject to a governor." The

council added that Baltimore's agents in Maryland and Eng-

land "have given signal marks of their disingenuity." Hart

then came to the assembly, and the assembly promised to

reimburse hun for any pecuniary loss he may suffer from

signing the bills. He thanks them, signs the bills, complains

of the "insults in his sickness" and the barbarous treatment

received from Carroll, and prorogues the assembly. The

message from Carroll came to Hart at night, at a time he was

in such a dangerous condition that he was making his will 8

The act raiding an additional revenue from imported servants

was pasbed,* but as we shall see did not receive Baltimore's

assent. It was the only act passed at this session which he

vetoed, in spite of Carroll's warning to Hart. 5

Hart had always taken interest in the security of the public

papers.
*

Shortly after his arrival he reported to the assembly
that he had seen lighted candles in the court-house and secured

an order that neither candles nor oiher fire be carried into

offices in the court-house, and that the clerk of the secretary
see that the back door be locked every night "before day-

*U H J , Auyust 10, 1716, the last day of the session
9Hart was sick with, a violent fever about August 1, and as his instructions said noth-

ing as to hl successor in case of his death, he sent to the council to ask what should "be

done An act is at once passed (Carroll making no objection) providing' for the succes-

sion, orot,of the president of the council,and then of its members according to seniority
Thte had been the custom when the matter was mentioned in instructions, (Act of 1716,
ch 21 > Baltimore soon gave similar Instructions (U H J ,May 29 )

Speech of April 5, 1729
<Upper house suggested the duty be limited to the servants imported from foreign coun-

tries. Lower house objected, fearing the act would be eluded, asourmore recent Chinese
acts have been, and upper house withdrew amendment.
*0ne of Carroirs objections to the laws was that in case of war and a capture of the

tobacco fleet, Baltimore, and his five brothers and sisters, would have no support for that
year if they gave up their whole revenue for a tobacco duty (U H J , August 7, 1716 )A message from the council to the delegates on August -6 asked that a clause be added
that tenants pay tobacco rents in the county where the land Is, that such debts have
precedence over other debts, and that they may be levied by execution The lower
house objected to this, saying the land was good security The upper house farther said
captains of vewels are alarmed and wish a clause permitting them to collect their portion
of the tax from shippers of tobacco As to this last, the lower house says the captains
may retain all tobacco until paid

U.H.J, October?, 1714
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light be shut in,'* and opened half an houi after sunrise

every morning. Now, through his suggestion, an act is

passed
1 for repairing the damages already sustained in the

public records and for then future security. A committee
was appointed to inspect the records It reported that some
had been lost, and a greater part of tho.se remaining were
much worn and damnified from the transportation from St.

lyiary's city to Annapolis, the want of good and sufficient

books, and the negligence of officeis. These old recoids are

to be repaired at public expense, and for the future all clerkb,
who receive the fees of office, must give bond to piovide good
and sufficient books and deliver the records in good order to

their successors. Those who have woiked in the ancient

records and understand their importance will bless the assem-

bly of 1716 for their act, which continued in force throughout
the province's history.

8

All of the measures Hart advised wore not carried. His

plan to advance the ciedit of the province'* was not trans-

muted into a law. On the other hand, the pi ejects of the

lower house were sometimes blocked. Especially was this

the case with reference to the attempt to make Lloyd refund

the sums received by him as councillor, while also receiving a

salary as acting governor.
4 He claimed he held two different

offices and had a right to both salaiies. The upper house ad-

mitted that it
u would have been more generous in him to have

forgone" the councillor's salary, but it had been paid, and,
while a second instance of this will be guarded against, it is

not fitting to unravel the laws as to the past.
6 The delegates

grow quite excited, accuse Lloyd of falsehood, and say that

when councillors have offices of profit, they are never paid as

councillors.
6 The councillor's allowance is only paid to those

who have no other way to reimburse themselves for their

i Act of 1716, eh. 1

s Vide U H J , July 21, 23, 1716 A report on the subject showing that progress was

being made was given by the committee to lower house on June 7, 1717 7 words=line,
15 lines=side=4 tob pay
*It dealt with payment of debts, vide TJ H J , July 24,1716
*The matter was postponed from session to session until Lloyd died Then out of

respect to his widow the matter was dropped, but the assembly resolved that no such

future grant should be made (L H J ,May 30, Iftg, TJ H J , May 29,1719 )

XT H J.July 80, 1716

TJ H J , August 3, July 20 He received 52, 13 6 and 29680 pounds of tobacco as coun-

cillor while drawing salary as president August 1, Lloyd had a public hearing before

delegates, who resolved he should refund

HIST 99, VOL I 18
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expenses in the service of the public. As president and act-

ing governor he was a separate body, distinct from council,

and bills were dissented from, because the word president

was not in their style of enactment. He had the full nega-

tive over laws and received larger remuneration than all the

rest of the council. Hart's sickness was one cause why the

matter was not pushed further at this time.
1

The evil practices of sheriffs receive the customary con-

demnation at this session.
8 It seems that the good people

had been "greatly damnified and abused in their estates" by
the sheriffs, who seized more goods on writs of fieri facias

than were sufficient to satisfy the demands of law They also

kept the goods a long time before they sold them, and finally

disposed of them privately, and sometimes for only a tenth

part of their value. This is great loss to both debtor and

creditor, and ruins their families. For the future, all goods
seized must be appraised by four substantial freeholders

named by the parties, and the amount due is to be turned over

to the creditor at then- appraisal.

Another act, permitting inhabitants of the province in their

own proper persons to sue out writs when plaintiffs and give

judgment when defendants, was passed, though the upper
house at first objected

8 that allowing persons to appear in

their own behalf as plaintiffs would enable ill-disposed per-
sons to gratify revenge, and cause ignorant ones to mislay
their actions, be nonsuited, and have to pay costs. The

upper house was more successful in opposing a law allowing
plaintiffs to have suits removed to the provincial court when
the amount claimed as damages is less than 5,000 pounds of
tobacco. In opposition, the council seems to be arguing in

behalf of the poorer and debtor classes/ The delegates com-

plain of the ignotance of attorneys in the county courts, and
say a failure to pass the law will discourage trade and permit
persons to evade the act for the recovery of small debts, but
the upper house was stubborn and the act failed.

i Complaints against John Bousby, receiver of taxes, were postponed for the same
reason

Act of 1716, ch 16. A sheriff who had been appointed to fill a vacancy petitioned
for longer time to make collections The council say a dangerous precedent Sheriffe
will die at inconvenient tames for taeir successors. (U H. J ,August 1 1716 )

UH.J, August 6,1716
'

*UH J, July 25,26,1716
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Much attention was* given at this session to the act 1 amend-

ing the law Differing a bounty for killing wolves, crows, and

squirrels
2 The upper house thought the amount paid was an

intolerable burden, and suggested that an act be passed

obligating each taxable to bring in 6 heads yearly or pay 4

pounds tobacco. The lower house, ubing a true socialistic argu-

ment, while admitting the charge is great, claims that the

bounty "circulates among the taxable inhabitants."' Every
person, if he chooses and thinks it worth while, may kill as

many as will defray his proportion of the charge. If the

expense continues for several years, it may then be changed

Very well, answers the council, at any rate, let us prevent
fraud and be sure that the same heads are not used twice to

obtain a bounty. Why should not they be brought to county
courts and burned by the youngest justice present, after oath

taken by the person who brought in the heads that he slew

the animals. The lower house agreed that the heads should

be burned,
8 but a man can not swear to killing done by his

servants, and bringing the heads to court would "discourage

many from killing those vermin.''

An additional cause of alarm to the Protestants came from
the influx of Jacobites transported and sold as indented serv-

ants.
4

Shortly after the adjournment of the assembly of 1716,
on August 28, Hart and the council issued a proclamation for

the sale of 80 rebels transported in the ship Friendship, and

on October 18 a second shipment of 55 men, mostly Scots,

was received on the ship Good Speed.
These were all indented for several years.* The most prom-

inent men of the province bought their services, and some,

unfortunately, soon lost them, as the men ran away.
Hart's desires

6 were that the "gentlemen of the Romish

*The act of 1712, ch 11, prohibiting sticking fish, was repealed (act of 1716, ch 7), as it

only affected those living at a distance from the water who may be discovered with fish.

(L H J, July 25, 1716)
a Act of 1716, ch 2 (U H J

, August 1, 1716, August 2, L H J , July 28) Last year 45,000

pounds paid St Mary's, 46,000 pounds Charles, 45,000 pounds Kent, 51,000 pounds Prince

George's, 62,000 pounds Calvert, 60,000 pounds Dorchester, 45,000 pounds Talbot, 27,000

pounds Cecil, 140,000 pounds Somerset, 24,000 pounds Queen Anne's, 26,000 pounds Bal-

timore, 40,000 pounds Anne Arundel May 31, 1717, lower house again refused to repeal

squirrel act
8Lower house amendment excluded Indians from benefit of act. (U H J , August 3,

1716)
Scharf ,l,385pp

6 Hart's letter of April 28, 1717

Speech of May 29, 1717
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communion will prudently consider their own interest and

will content themselves with the lenity of the government

they live under." They have all privileges of citizens, save

officcholding, and Protestants in Roman Catholic countries

would regard this condition of things as an inestimable bless-

ing." When we place ourselves in the position of the men

of that day, we see that this was by no means an unnatural

position.

The Protestants were counseled by Hart to show themselves

such by their
" charitable demeanor toward their neighbors

of another pervasion, since it is no longer in their power to

do you any injury."
1 '"When I was a soldier," says the gov-

ernor,
th
l learned this maxim: Whilst the enemy was in

arms, to oppose him with a vigorous resolution; but when

Providence pleased to bless the juster side with advantage, to

treat them with humanity." Bravo 1 the ruler has the milk

of human kindness in him and forgets the insults
2 the Papists

have heaped on him, even that distressful time when Carroll

wrote him a threatening letter, though he was dangerously ill

with a fever and making his will, for he thought himself near

death.

When Baltimore and his guardian received the proceedings
of the assembly of 1716 they promptly vetoed the servants'

importation
8
bill and held the gauge act for further consider-

ation. They had given up the quit rents for "the good and
relief of the poor and more numerous part of our people,"
and are surprised that the act gives Hart his salary directly,
rather than to the proprietary for the use of the governor.

This,
u with our honor, we never can consent to," and the bill

must be amended. As amended, it will benefit the "
planter

by the ease he will find in payment of his rent, and the trader

by the advantageous proviso of reshipping free of tax the

tobacco upon any loss that shall happen to them at sea in

their homeward voyage. The act for the security of the

peace is approved with great alacrity, that Protestants and

Papists may clearly perceive that "your lord proprietary is

1 Lower house, Ma> 31, promises to accept this advice (Vide U H J
, April 5, 1720 )

October 9, 1716, Carroll again made demand on Hart to recognize his commission,
and warned him against signing act for butter security of government (vide U H J
Apnl 5,17.20)

It did not allow Irish Protestants to come In free, and Is dangerous to charter (U H.
J,June 2, 1717)
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not, as he has been maliciously suggested by some, a Papist
in masquerade, but a true Protestant of the Church of Eng-
land, in which faith he is resolved to live and die." Thus
write Baltimore and his guardian to the assembly, which met
on May 29, 1717, and they ask that advice be given them
"free and without influence/

1

A promise is made not to advance any person to any prefer-
ment for which he is not qualified by law.

1

This, of course,
would take away Carroll's commission. Such was the result

of the representations of Hart and the assembly, and it caused

Carroll, who insisted that Roman Catholics had the right to

hold office, to raise contributions and send emissaries to Eng-
land to try at the least to secure the removal of Hart.

The address from England was read by Hart to the assembly
at its opening. He followed it with an address, stating that

he was ignorant of the motives of the house in passing the

gauge bill and had found out what the motives were through
the revelations of one of their officers in Great Britain. 2 He
was not in the upper house when the bill passed there, as it

was the time of his sickness, and now he urges the assembly
to modify the bill to suit the proprietary.

3 The proprietary,
as hereditary governor of Maryland, has by charter a right
to the revenue, and he provides generously for Hart. The
new gauge bill was drawn up and passed with the change
Baltimore requested.

4

The session was short and harmonious. Hart prorogued it

on June 7, after it had lasted a week and a half. Fifteen

chapters were added to the statute book, five of which were

local or private. The address from Baltimore and Guilford

recommended them to lay aside all feuds and animosities, and

they seem to have done so. If it had not been for the difficulty

with the Romanists nothing would have prevented the province
from increasing and flourishing under the family of Baltimore.

The assembly was very loyal to the House of Hanover and

grateful to Hart They speak of his "tenderness of our

iLower house acknowledges Baltimore's justice in this (May 31) and thanks Hart Of

course this caused a withdrawal of Hart's resignation (Hart's speech, April 5, 1720}

Baltimore's letter was dated October 10, 1716

*He is evidently hurt at this The delegates apologize (May 81, 1717) vide April 5, 1720

* June 5, 1717 Hart submitted Baltimore's draft of gauge bill to council
*The delegates positively refuse to make any other change (U H J

,
June 7 )

L H J ,May 81, 1717, Hart thanks them and hopes for "many halcyon days (U.H.J.,

June 1,1717)
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privileges," and tell him the
"*

largest opportunities we have

had of demonstrating the esteem we have for your excellency

have fallen so far short of amounting to a compliment that

we are forced to acknowledge we have failed in doing justice

to your merit.
* * *

Though we are limited in some

othei respects, we are not so in affection." The assembly's

chief cause for which to thank Baltimore is his graciousness

in retaining Hart as governor,
"
of whose loyalty, fidelity,

honor, and justice we have had so ample an experience." I

know of no colonial governorwho received higher praise, and

certainly none in Maryland, save Eden, who was ever so well

beloved.
1 Thus the assembly sums up his administration for

its first three years,
4fc amidst the various shocks he has met

with, we may with boldness affirm, he has with a resolute

constancy endeavored to promote your lordship's truest inter-

est here by defending the honor of your lordship's govern-
ment and the rights and privileges of the people under it with

impartiality, by whose exhortation and general example we
shall never be wanting to show a true Christian principle of

charity." The only other thing of which the assembly makes
much in its address to Baltimore 8

is its thanks that "he is a

Protestant, and that by his recent action he has removed the

grounds and motives of jealousies and made room for the

truly charitable and Christian spirit of the Church of England
to how how indulgent she is to the professors of the Romish

religion, although the same time she knows them to be her
irreconcilable enemies." * The future showed that the grounds
and motives of jealousies were as yet far from being removed,
but for the present all seems peaceful This being so, Hart
turns his attention to education. He has ever had this in

mind, and is Nicholson's worthy successor in zeal for schools.

Just at this time, too, the governors of the free schools have
a petition prepared. Col. Thomas Smithson, of Talbot

County, with ideas kindred to him of the same name, who
ha so benefited the growth of science, left a bequest of
about 200 to the free schools. There was some danger that
debts of the estate might diminish or wipe out the legacy, and

1 Address to Baltimore,June 7,1715
* Address to King very loyal, June 7, 1717

They urge Baltimore not to listen to Romanists,who are not his true friends. There
is obviously sttlla little doubt as to his position
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the governors
l wish to be assured against thih. They repre-

sent public education as in sorry plight. The funds scarce

amount to 20 per annum, and were it not for the subscrip-
tions of sundry chaiitable people the school at Annapolis
could not be carried on It is hopeless to think of opening
such a school in each county

fcb

for the instructing their youth
in good literature and manners

"*

The youths' application
and improvement are undoubted, had they the means pro-
vided to assist their studies Hart took up this matter and
made especial allusion to the needs of the schools in his open-

ing address. He told the assembly that the province was now
in a happy condition and the means were in their hands.

Therefore, it was their duty to advance the honor and interest

of their country for the particular good of their children,

who, were they sensible of the irretrievable loss they would
sustain in the want of a liberal education in their youth,
would join their tears to his entreaties. The assembly
thank him for his zeal for the advancement of learning and

apologize for the neglect thereof in Maryland; but attempt
to excuse it from the discouragement they have experienced
in having moneys raised in the province applied to the"main-

tenance of an institution (William and Mary College) outside

of it,
"
by which never any one inhabitant of this have reaped

the least advantage."
2

This tax they are persuaded arose from the Virginians'

misrepresentations, and they ask Hart to help them in trying
to have its proceeds transferred to Maryland schools. In the

meantime they promise to do all they can, which will not be

too burdensome to the public, to support the present school,

and ask for suggestions as to how this may be done.

In the address to Baltimore the assembly again refers to

educational matters, complain of the "great want of good
literature within this province, whereby many good geniuses
are of little use that might otherwise be ornaments to the

country and serviceable to your lordship's interest." They
ask Baltimore to help them to have the proceeds of the tax

transferred to Maryland schools, instead of being applied
"to a free school in Virginia, which by its remoteness from

this province" is "wholly useless to any of its inhabitants."

1 June 7, 1717, U H J
,
a further petition is that in intestate estates when creditors seize

them the remainder may be turned over to the free schools

*UH J, May 81,1717.
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Two years later,
1 Hart again called to the attention of the

assembly that their abilities are not equal to their desires, and

surest* that they petition the King for the tobacco duty

which goes to William and Mary. The upper house 8 com-

plain bitterly of the failure of Maryland to receive any benefit

from that institution. The delegates join in this complaint

and ad.d that most of the duty comes from Maryland tobacco. 8

They agree to address the King thereupon, but apparently

changed their minds and addressed the proprietary instead.
4

They tell him of their "narrow circumstances," and that

"abundance of youth now growing up are unhappily desti-

tute of those common improvements which nature hath made

them very capable of, for the rendering them better Christ-

ians, better subjects to His Majesty, and better qualified per-

sons for the just discharge of the several trusts to which your

lordship
* * *

may have occasion to appoint them^as
well in the offices of State as in the distribution of justice

and all other the exigencies of life." They admit with truly

aristocratic scorn that the "condition of most of the people

here has little claim to a truly generous and liberal educa-

tion," but feel that there are enough children deserving such

education to demand for Maryland a share in the royal bounty

Those who "can pay the charge there choose rather to educate

their children in Great Britain, and the middling sort of people,

who only stand in need for their children of such pious and

charitable foundation, reap no benefit" from the "magnificent

college" in Virginia.
6 This petition met with no very favor-

able response, and, as the people were as yet unwilling to

raise anything by an additional tax, nothing was done until

the administration of Hart's successor.

The question of ordinary licenses 6
engaged much of the

attention of this session of the assembly. Lord Baltimore

sent instructions to Hart claiming the right to these and ask-

ing that a bill be passed making these fines certain, "so that

the consent of the people and not our prerogative" may settle

them. The lower house responded that previous assemblies

have said ordinary licenses do not belong to the secretary's

office. Since Baltimore seemed to claim them by his preroga-
tive "we are unwilling to intermeddle therewith," though they

itJ H J,Mayl4,1719 *U.H J , June 4, 1719

*U H J . May 15, 1719 Vide U H J , April 21, 1720

U. H J., May 19, 1719 Act of 1717, ch 1
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asked Baltimore to give the proceeds to free schools.
1 The

upper house, taking the proprietary's side as usual, said Bal-

timore has already given these fines to the secretaries,
8 and it

would be inconsistent with Baltimore's honor that the assem-

bly should enter upon a matter which he had settled. Further,
the secretaries have been active in the happy settlement of

the present establishment. Baltimore's command in the mat-

ter must be regarded as absolute. The lower house drew up
a bill in the matter, to which Hart refused to consent,

3
as it

gave the licenses to Baltimore as a compliment and not as a

right. A verbal change was made and the act was finally

passed. In the address to Baltimore reference is made to the

matter and to the previous refusal of assemblies to admit that

these licenses could be levied without consent of the people.

Therefore, this assembly would think itself
"
justly liable to

the censures of those we represent if we should now give up
to your lordship, as a matter of right, what our predecessors
have so much contended for and even refused to give up to

the Crown." Baltimore thought it wise not to strain the point
and accepted the act, though the acknowledgment of his right
was not expressed.

4

Baltimore gained another point at this session. On June 3

the lower house resolved to bring in a gauge bill, as proposed

by Baltimore, and this resolve was carried out. 5 A third

request of Baltimore, that the recent act for the security of

the peace be reenacted so as to disclaim any reference to pri-

vate affairs, was rejected as needless by the lower house.

The Irish servant bill was reenacted, however, at Baltimore's

suggestion, with such amendment as to impose no restriction

on the immigration of Protestants. The duty was lowered

and the proceeds given to the schools.
8

Another act made the negro code of the province more

stringent. It seems to have been customary for each session

of the assembly to take up and act upon the report of the

committee of aggrievances made on the last day of the pre-

vious session. The report of 1716 complained that negroes

iL H J.June 8, 1717
*Thomas Beake and Charles Lowe
3U H J, June 6, 1717

*L H J
,
June 7, 1717 Baltimore asked that it be made permanent (L H J April

24,1718 )

8 Act of 1717, ch 7

o L H J , June 6, 1717, U H J , June 1, act of 1717, ch 10, act of 1717, ch 13
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were permitted to give evidence in court. This privilege is

now only to be exercised in trials of other negroes or Indians.

A second grievance was that no penalty was laid on a negro

marrying a white person, while the latter is punished. This,

too, is now remedied, and it is also provided that slaves may be

tried before a single magistrate for misdemeanors for which

white men were brought before the county court. To prevent

the owner from loss when slaves were condemned to death for

crime, it is now enacted that the court should value the slave

and the public pay three-fourths of such value to the owner.

The remaining grievance of 1716, that there was not suffi-

cient stringency in the marriage law, was also remedied,
1 and

due provision made for marriage according to the forms of

the Church of England in the parish where the woman is

resident.

A supplementary fee bill, passed this session, fixed the

naval officers
1
fees and provided that officers must henceforth

write out their accounts of fees in full.*

Baltimore sent word that he wished an act passed punishing
the counterfeiting of the great seal. No such law had been

passed since the obsolete one of 1649, and this neglect was
now remedied.3 For the future such a criminal must forfeit

all his property, receive 39 lashes, stand two hours in the

pillory, and be banished forever.* The last important act of

the session was caused by a complaint from the Indians of

Copangus Town, in Somerset County, that the English dis-

turb them by fishing, fowling, hunting, and setting traps for
raccoons and the other vermin/ A proclamation forbidding
this is issued to the sheriffs to be read at the court-house and
church doors. Formerly all such differences between Indians
and whites had to be brought before the governor and council.
This is manifestly inconvenient, and for the future any justice
of the peace may hear such causes where the value does not
exceed 20 shillings

8

sterling.
In the year 1717 the two commissaries held their first visit-

i Act of 1717, ch 16 Actnottorefertomarria^eaofpersonsof other faiths Theclergy
complained of this law, claiming it was passed through dislike to the clergy Hawks,
P 150.

*Act of 1717
r
ch. 2 The act for ascertaining the bounds of land also receives a scro-

plement.
^

Act of 1717, ch, 9

Lower house wished to have both his ears cut ofl.

*U H.J, June 8, 1717

ACt 011717, Ch. 14.
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ations.
1

Wilkinson, the prudent and judicious Eastern Shore

man, brought together seven clergymen, delivered a sensible

charge, and reported that the meeting was successful. The
Eastern Shore clergy addressed the Bishop of London a long

letter, thanking him for Mr. Wilkinson's appointment and

complaining that a threatened division of parishes would

deprive the clergy of support and drive them from the prov-
ince. Hawks thinks there was more or less of a plan to starve

out the clergy, and though this is improbable it must be con-

fessed that many of the clergy did all in their power to make
themselves obnoxious to the people of Maryland. In this let-

ter, referred to above, they regret that the jurisdiction of the

bishop through the commissaries is impatiently regarded by
the gentry, and ask that the governor be instructed to allow

no law to pass, relative to cclesiastical matters, without causing
the commissaries or some of the clergy to attend and granting
them a hearing. The conclusion of the letter shows how

great was the unpopularity of the clergy: "It is a sad truth

that we must declare that we have not one friend in the prov-

ince, except our governor, to make our application to; nor

any access to, nor place, nor employ in the government, nor

friend in the world that we know of, but your lordship, to

stand by us."

Eev. Mr. Henderson, an abler and much more pugnacious
man than Mr Wilkinson, had a far less peaceful time in his

visitation.
2 He gathered twelve clergymen and church ward-

ens from thirteen parishes at Annapolis, and propounded to

the latter, under oath, a series of queries as to the condition

of their parishes. The clergy were then called on to produce
their letters of orders and licenses from the Bishop of Lon-

don. At this point even Dr. Hawks admits that Henderson
"
indiscreetly asserted his official importance

" On the pro-
duction of his letters by Rev. Henry Hall, of St. James, Her-

ring Run Parish, Mr Henderson put them in his bag to

examine them at his leisure
3 Mr. Hall, who held such a

station among the clergy that he had been the first person

proposed for the place Henderson held, immediately resented

this and demanded their return. Henderson unwisely refused

to do this, and Hall caused a warrant to be issued for their

i Hawks* Eccles Contnbs , 11, 152

2Eawk,pp 154 ff

sQambrall'R Church Life in Colonial Maryland, p 85
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recovery. The matter was at once carried by the commissary

before the Bishop of London, whom Henderson thought was

insulted in his person. The bishop sustained Hall, but ill-

feeling had been engendered which did not soon subside.

The governor bore testimony to the bishop of Hall's great

worth, and most of the clergy sided with him.

Hart had formerly been a warm friend of Henderson *

and,

as he still continued friendly with Wilkinson, a coldness and

suspicion grew up between them. Henderson's course

strengthened the already existing predjudice against the exer-

cise of the commissaries' powers. It is not surprising to find

that Henderson now thought because Hart will not support

him, he ia not sincere in his advocacy of Protestantism and of

the lord proprietary, but Dr. Hawks, in accepting Hender-

son's view of Hart's character, attributes an almost impossible

Machiavehanism to the governor.

During 1717 another difficulty arises in Hart's path.
8 Mac-

Namara, the testy attorney, was continually becoming more
insolent. He called the council "the Spanish inquisition."

He illegally got out a writ of replevin on a sloop and lading
seized by the collector of the Potomac district. When Hart,

obeying his instructions to help the collectors, granted a

supersedeas, MacNamara in the most insolent manner endeav-

ored to obstruct him, saying he wished he could see the man
that dared grant such a writ. Further, he deceitfully took
certain attorneys' fees from another naval officer.

Finally in the chancery court, on October 10, 1717, while
Hart was presiding as chancellor, MacNamara said to the gov-
ernor,

uYou have called me rogue and rascal." Hart denied

this, but MacNamara insisted, "You did, to the best of my
remembrance." The obstreperous attorney frequently had
acted improperly to the court, with threatening words and
indecent and irreverent behavior, and frequently, but to no

purpose, had he been admonished. Hart will endure no more.
tfc

Thia is contempt, and lessens his lordship's authority and
the grandeur of this court by taxing the governor with fal-

sity. As keeper of the great seal, I suspend you from prac-
tice, save for pending cases of Crown revenue, till due sub-

* Hawks, p 159
* Hart'8 spciich to upper house, April 26, 1718 Indictments were brought against him

by the grand Jury for some of these things. (U H.J
, May 6,1718)
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mission is made by you.'
1 "

I appeal to the King in council,"
retorts MacNamara. w'The appeal is granted, but should
be made to the lord proprietary," answers the governor.
"Then I appeal to him, and ask that the particular facts or
instances of misbehavior alleged against me be set out." On
June 22 and July 12 MacNamara had already written to Bal-
timore and Guilford, complaining he had been impeded in his

practice by Hart. In answer they write to Hart not to continue
this. There had been all sorts of trouble when Charles Car-
roll was being examined by Hart on behalf of the commis-
sioners for forfeited estates. MacNamara, "officiously and
without call," interrupted and told Carroll not to answer At
other times MacNamara had used "ill language to another

practitioner in the face of the court"
1 "and indecent and con-

tumacious tones and gestures" to the court itself. When
Hart taxed him with this and rebuked him MacNamara an-

swered "I deny it," thus charging the governor with utter-

ing falsities
x At some time or other, in the chancery court,

MacNamara publicly told Hart "I had tried to have you re-

moved from your position." As the winter came on matters

did not improve. On February 24, 1717-18, in chancery
court, in presence of two witnesses, MacNamaia said to Hart,
"I am sorry that ever I said anything which might offend the

governor, but I will not beg the commissioners'
1

pardon."
Yet this speech he now denies, and thus again indirectly gives
Hart the lie. When Hart suspended him from practice Mac-
Namara said,

" You are both judge and party in the case," and

circulated the false report that Hart had unmercifully beaten

him.

When the assembly met on April 22, 1718, Hart 2

gives the

upper house a full account of his difficulties with MacNamara,
and refers to them in his address to both houses He asked

them whether MacNamara's insolence should be exempt from

punishment, seeing he has given this Government disturbance

for almost as many years as he has been in it. MacNamara
heard of this and at once went to the clerk of the lower house

and demanded a copy of Hart's speech. When the clerk did

not comply MacNamara threatened to extort it, and spoke dis-

iL H J, May 7, 1718
8 In the fall of 1717 Hart issued proclamation forbidding illicit trade, but writes to

England that he knows of no such trade in Maryland
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reroectfallv of the house. For this he was at once summoned

andI stated* he remembers using no such expressions and is

sorrv if he ha, done so, attributing it to the effect of the wine

he had been drinking.
1 He was excused, but the lower'house

bhowed its position in the matter clearly on April 28 in their

answer to Harfs address. They speak of MacNamara's
^plot-

ting, uneasy, and revengeful temper," of his -proud and

turbulent behavior;' and thoroughly approve
of Hart s suspen-

sion of him from practice, as necessary to preserve proper

decorum. This is strong language, especially when we re-

member MacNamara was formerly clerk of the house. They

thank Hart for his promise to support all magistrates, and

promise to do all they can to support him.

Apparently, in two letters,
2 Baltimore and Guilford had

expressed approval of Hart's action in the matter, and these

letters meet with the warmest commendation on the part of

the assembly.
8 The lower house thinks this conduct of the

propiietary will discourage such as for the future shall fly in

the face of Government, and that MacNamara's troubles came
"
purely through his own haughty ambitious temper and ill

conduct.'*

Further complaints against the turbulent MacNamara pour

in. Bkden,* the attorney-general, says he overcharged fees

as naval officer of the Patiwent? The justices of the provin-

cial court* lay complaint that he is a person of "turbulent,

refractory, haughty, and abusive temper," who had been

already once suspended from practice. The whole course of

his life is so turbulent and disorderly that he hath very rarely

been clear of some criminal prosecution in the provincial court

for many years* though his artful, audacious management of

the subtle and tricking part of the law hath often freed him.
uWe will no longer hold our places," they say, "if so turbu-

lent and insolent a person be allowed to practice.

Baltimore, in a letter to MacNamara, seemingly advised him

to submit to Hart, and added,
" we are willing the people of

our province should reap the benefit of that capacity and

*L.H J, April 24, 1718

* Dated November 16, 1737, and February 4, T7H
* U H J , April 28, May 10, 1718, L H J , April 29, 30
* Captain Pulsifer also charges this (D H,J ,May 7, 1718).

L.H J, May 2, 1718

*William Holland,Samuel Young,ThomasAddiaon, Richard Tilghman (U H, J , May 5,

1718).
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abilities your enemies allow you have to ,serve your clients/
5

But he would not bend. The upper house sent for him on

May 5, but received no submission from him. 1

Something
must be done. The upper house suggests the passage of a

bill preventing him from the practice of law. The delegates
at once accept the suggestion and the bill is passed. With it

are incorporated certain provisions for better supporting the

magistrates in the administration of justice.
2

The clergy call for more attention of the assembly at this

session than at any other in Harfs administration. At the

same time that the legislature met, the clergy were convened

in Annapolis at Hart's summons, that the good government of

the church may promote and propagate true religion and vir-

tue.
8 When they were met in the library, Hart addressed

them, twenty in number, and called attention to the fact that

the commissaries had found difficulty in executing their com-

missions, through the constitution of the province and the

natural situation of the country, filled with great rivers and

creeks. He asks them to do what is fitting and to present any

grievances to the assembly. The "Jesuits and other popish
emissaries are prevailing by their insinuating arts upon the

weak and ignorant," and are "vigilant in gaining proselytes

and seducing the unwary." He advises the commissaries to

"use methods of mildness and gentleness and the clergy to

show by their unity and brotherly love they are the disciples

of the prince of peace and concord "

The clergy return a grateful answer,* regretfully acknowl-

edging that
"
popery" is increasing. They speak of their

"deep sense" of Hart's goodness and favor to them and his

zealous inclination for the propagation of our most holy relig-

ion "and of their deep feeling of gratitude
1 '

to him. Hart

replies, saying, more definitely than before,
5 that the clergy

should speak plainly concerning the necessity of some legisla-

tive sanction to the exercise of the bishop's jurisdiction in

Maryland. In this action Dr. Hawks thinks Hart was hypo-
critical and tried to fortify himself in popular favor by cast-

ing odium on the clergy. He adduces no proof of this,

however, and there was no possible reason for such a line of

i U H J ,May 7, 1718 * Hart's message to lower house, April 29, 1718

aAct of 1718, ch 16 < Hawks 11, p 161

* So Hawks says. I have not seen the reply.
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conduct. Hawks has undoubtedly attached too much import-

ance to the disappointed vaporings of Henderson. The latter

IH said to have opposed having the convocation take any action,

fearing a failure. Gambrall, however, well says that Hender-

son was one cause of the failure,
1 for the people did not wish

to place ecclesiastical jurisdiction in the hands of a manwhose

actions had been such as those of Henderson toward Hall

It is noticeable that the clergy insisted that Henderson must

withdiaw all charges against Hall, and that several of them con-

tributed to the failure of the attempt to establish ecclesiastical

jurisdiction by telling the delegates that
u the act was tyran-

nical and would be the means of driving people from the church

to the Roman Catholics and the Quakers."

The clergy submitted 2 to the assembly the following re-

quests: (1) That the jurisdiction and authority of the bishop
of London be recognized by the assembly; (2) that the prov-
ince pay the salary of a writer to record the commissary's

proceedings; (3) that the sheriffs may serve citations for the

clergy; (4) that church wardens who attend the commissary's

visitations, with difficulty crossing creeks and rivers, be

allowed their traveling expenses from the parochial charges,
and (5) that the commissaries and other clergy may be allowed
to cross ferries free at all times. Hart sent this paper to the

assembly. The upper house seems to have been willing to

accept the propositions. The lower house,
3

however, felt that

the ecclesiastical jurisdiction might overlap the law courts and
be grevious to the people, that consideration of the matter
would take time, and that at present it was impracticable to put
ecclesiastical laws in force.* It was the only attempt to carry
the idea of a state church to its logical conclusion, and it

fortunately failed at the very outset.

The religious question was a most important one. Hart
had hoped

6 to have the rest of his administration peaceful,
that he might wholly work for the welfare of the province,
but found that "the restless and turbulent spirit of the Papist

1 Church Life In Colonial Maryland, p 88

*U. H J , April 30, 1718 The bishop had written to the commissaries, leaving such
application to their discretion Wilkinson read his letter, against Henderson* advice,who said the opponent would claim the bishop was indifferent to the plan (Hawks 11,
163 )

3 Hawks II, 164, says one-third lower house were dissenters
L.H J, May 8, 1718.

Hart's speech, Apnl 22, 1718, to assembly.
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party still persecuted and defamed him," because he opposed
their claim of an equal share in the administration of govern-
ment and required them to qualify before they could execute
office. MacNamara joined with Carroll in complaining to the

proprietary against Hart, and they tried to make people believe

there was no law nor justice under Hart's government. So
Hart tells the assembly. Cairoll,

1 "that protest Papist and
first fomenter of the late disturbances, having acquired vast

estates by the offices he formerly employed and his practice of

law," was
" not contented to enjoy this affluence of fortune with

more indulgence than he could expect anywhere else," but must
"add ambition of rule to his former felicity." It is obvious
to all, "save those willfully blind, what steps the Romanists
take to introduce themselves into the province.

" 4 fi

Indefatiga-
ble in their designs," instead of sitting down after their first

repulse, "contented and easy under the protection of the

government," they calumniate Hart in their disappointed

rage. The emissaries sent by them to London were very active

against Hart and exclaimed in bitter terms of the persecutions
of the Roman Catholics in Maryland and "how cruel manner

they were treated in, and even debarred the liberty of a free

commerce." They unfairly got the opinions of three eminent

lawyers against the act for suspending the persecution of

Papist priests, but Hart told Baltimore the truth. An answer
from Baltimore 2

sustaining Hart has been received: We "are
so far from imagining that any countenance should be given
them in that pernicious practice of perverting people to the

Romish superstition that we very well approve of the laws

made to prevent it." "In the name of God, gentlemen of

the assembly," cries out Hart, "inquire into these things and
make an impartial representation of the truth."

The addresses of the two houses 3 in answer to this are filled

with expressions of devotion to Hart. The council speaks of

his
' *

prudentconduct in the late conjunction of affairs, whereby
the dark intrigues and secret machinations of popish faction

are in a great measure defeated," and states that they feel

* Carroll bad refused to issue patents for land, but when paid one-half the fees of the

seals and with the test " our trusty and well-beloved Charles Carroll, esquire, his lord-

ship's chief agent of our land offlceH
" Hart said this was derogatory to the office of

keeper of the great seal, and refused to permit it The lower house supported Hart and
said the people entitled may sue Carroll for their patents (L H J

, May 5, 1718).
a Baltimore's letter of November 16, 1717 U H J , April 26,1718

HIST 99, VOL I 19
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secure against the
u further attempts of that restless and

ambitious party." They warn them that they will lose their

present quiet, "if they continue." Hart's enemies are only

the friends of a popish establishment, inflamed by disappoint-

ment and centering their malice on Hart. They spread

rumors that Baltimore was favorable to them. With rather

remarkable boldness, the council express the hope that the

proprietary will look upon that body as best qualified to give

advice and tell of the true state of the province and will not

lean on representations from other quarters. They signifi-

cantly add. The "restless spirits of a popish enterprising fac-

tion'
5

might endanger the proprietary's position if they were

allowed a voice.

The lower house 1

praises Hart's
"
steady and prudent con-

duct of affairs" and his "unbiased methods" of administra-

tion. They feel that the Koman Catholics have no right to

further indulgence, and that it might be well to repeal the

Maryland laws against Popery, that the sterner English ones

might come into force.
"
Papists under a Protestant govern-

ment," say the delegates,
"

if listened to, will not be without

complaint, more than fire without warmth or water without

moisture." In all Hart's administration the strictest observa-

tion can find only justice and "universal satisfaction to all

His Majesty's faithful Protestant subjects."
An address of both houses to Hart is adopted and an appro-

priation of 200 made to recompense him for the expense he
has been put to in resisting the attacks of the Romanists. 2

The milder Maryland statutes are repealed
8 and the Roman

Catholics come under the harsher English law. Another act/
the first of the session, by which the electoral franchise is

taken from all Roman Catholics, is hurriedly passed, that a

special election for delegates at Annapolis may be held under
it. In approving it, Hart says:

I take it to be highly unreasonable the Papists and their adherents, who,
whenever it is in their power, show such a notable disaffection to our
laws, should be permitted to vote for the election of members of the lower
house.

These oppressive laws were in force throughout the whole

1L.H.J, April 28, 1718. KH J,May9,10 a Act of 1718, ch 4
*Act of ms>6h.l, LH J, April 29,30,1718 Ifwas urged that without this law the

Roman Catholicsmight occasion great disturbance by electing themselves or their adher-
ents as delegates (L.H J , April 28, 1718)
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provincial period of Mainland's history. Their intolerance

has often been condemned. 1 Their passage has been expkined
by no previous historian. Though we must admit there was
much to extenuate the conduct of the assembly in passing
these laws, which simply made the condition of Roman Cath-
olics in Maryland similar to that of those in England, we
agree with McMahon that u the Catholics were taxed to sup-

port a religion and government to which they were emphat-
ically strangers."

*

Just before adjournment the assembly
8

adopted an address

to the proprietary. They thank him for his kindness and

express gladness that he is so good a Protestant, though the
"
assiduous endeavors of a restless faction " tried to prove the

contrary. They tell him that the Roman Catholics are mem-
bers of that party "which kicks against government," and

explain why the new measures against them were adopted.
" The penalties of the English law are greater than we wish

to use, if these gentlemen will demean themselves quietly
and peaceably;" and this was true, for the Roman Catholics

rarely, if ever, incurred the full rigor of the law, though it

remained on the statute book.

At this session comes into notice a third opponent of Hart,
Maurice Birchfield, collector of the customs. The committee

on grievances complain that he summoned to the chancery

court, without demand or notice, in "immethodical manner,"

many.who had small dealings with London merchants and some
who had never dealt with them.* This he did from the avari-

cious and litigious temper of MacNamara, his attorney,
"
desiring to increase the fees." The assembly complained of

it in the address to Baltimore. 5

As usual, we find the report of the last session's grievance

committee acted on at this time. There were three points in

this report. The first was that executors and administrators

were not obliged to deliver the estate to the heirs till accounts

are fully stated.
8 This might not be done in seven years.

The committee suggested that the heirs should receive a pro-

portionate part of what appears to be due, on the rendering

IE g ,by Scharf, 1,870,888
8L H J , May 10,1718

^History of Maryland, 281 4L H J , May 5,10,1718

BOIL Hart's advice (U H J
, May 9, 1718 ) Baltimore says he'll lay case before the

commissioners of the customs (U H J , May 14, 1718 )

LH J, June 7,1717
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of the first account, and (if full age) give security to refund a

proportionate part of any claims proven against the estate.
1

This recommendation was favorably received at the next ses-

sion, and a law passed authorizing heirs and legatees, twelve

months after the death of the one from whom they inherit, to

demand their shares of the estate from the executors or

administrators.
*

The third grievance
* was that public business in the several

courts was delayed often for six or seven years, thus dis-

couraging suitors and often forcing them to agree their causes

to their great disadvantage. The committee suggest the pas-

sage of an act obliging county courts to determine cases in six

months'* time, the provincial court in twelve months, and the

court of chancery and the governor and council in eighteen

months. 4 The suggestion was accepted, though the periods

of time were changed, and an act was passed to "limit the

continuance of actions," and to ascertain "the manner of tak-

ing the evidence of seafaring men," and to grant "appeals
from the chancery court to the governor and council." 5

The revenue question, of course, came up, this time with

reference to the 8 per cent deduction from the 18d. per hogs-
head. Baltimore, in his letter of November 16, 1717, said

that he expects the restoration of this. The lower house*

answers that the money was raised conditionally for Balti-

more's use and not for defraying the public charge, and when
he accepted it the assembly wholly resigned their interest

therein. But if Baltimore had refused, the money would have
been applied to the use of the public. Nayal officers then

would have had the right by law to deduct their salary of

1 Also that no injunction against orphans remain undetermined over two courts

Actofl718,eh.5.
The only new grievances noted at this session are that, on rehearing a caso in chancery,

the same judges are present as passed the decree, and that feigned recoveries of lands
are practiced (L.H J , May 6, 8, 1718 )

L,H J , April 29, 1718,May 6,7, act of 1718, ch. 10

There were nineteen acts passed this session Eleven of these were strictly private,
and another (ch 8) permitted John Steele to hold office, though he had not been three
years in the province (U H J ,May 6, 1718 ) The bounds of land act was amended and
reenacted. (Ch 18 ) Itmay be addedthatthe assemblywasgenerally careful not to pass
a private act unless the parties had notice (L.H J , May 1, 1718) ,

and that they rarely, if

ever, interposed if there was a common-law remedy (Vide TJ H J
, May 3, 1718 ) Apnl 2,

(L.H J }, Monason, King of Aaotage,and his Indians petition for something (L H J ,

May 1), but apparently without result One private act, that for the relief of certain
languishing prisoners, debtors, raised some discussion as to whether the sheriff or gaolers
should have any feeafbrthem. (L.H J ,May7,8,17l8) The treasurer was ordered to
procure 20 worth of paper, parchment, and ink powder for public use

Vide L. H. J., June 8, 1717
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8 per cent against the public. Baltimore took it under the

like incumbrance The dispute, if any, is not between Balti-

more and the assembly, but between Baltimore and the offi-

cers. This was an adroit shifting of ground.
1 The upper

house, however, suggests that it would be well to give the

8 per cent to Baltimore, to make him look favorably upon the

assembly proceedings, and this is done by majority vote of

the delegates. They give up none of their claim to the right,
but grant the money as a favor to Baltimore, for his goodness
in admitting good laws.

Hart's health did not improve, and in the^winter of 1718-19

he petitioned Baltimore that he might be absent twelve

months for his health. 8 Leave was granted by the Crown 3

and by Baltimore, but Hart did not take advantage of it.

Probably the troubles with MacNamara caused him to remain.

This troublesome man appealed to England, and on his rep-
resentation of the matter Lord Baltimore vetoed the act dis-

barring him as an ex post facto one.* He told Baltimore

that the assembly which made the law 5 did not summon him
before it, but acted with such secrecy that he only heard of it

by accident, and that his petition to have opportunity of

justifying and defending himself was denied. On this partial
and false statement Baltimore took the advice of three of the

most distinguished lawyers of the day.
6

They all advise him
to veto the law, one of their opinions going so far as to say
he " never heard that the legislature of any civilized country
ever passed an act so arbitrary and unjust as this seems to

be." Without trying to get a statement of facts from the

legislature, Baltimore vetoes the bill. He does, indeed, sug-

gest that he would approve a general act for better supporting
the magistrates.

Upon receiving this news Hart at once calls the assembly

together, although at an inconvenient time of the year.
7 In

the beginning his speech at the opening of the assembly on

May 14, Hart refers to the veto, and tells the legislators that

if MacNamara, or any other, be suffered to insult the courts

iU H J , May 10, 1719 *On March 19. 1718-19

*Vide L H J , April 15, 1720 *U H J , May 14, 1719

Hart says MacNamara did not appeal to the upper house nor to him before the passage
of the act (U H J

, May 14, 1719 )

U H J ,May 16,1719, John Hungerford, Thomas Pengelly, Edward Northey Northey
said if MacNamara was guilty he should make submission to the courts.

7 Robert Ungle was chosen speaker by a majority vote, and Michael Jenifer clerk of the

delegates This was a new assembly
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with impunity, as he has so often done, it will destroy the

very essence of all authority and power, principally instituted

to pull down and punish the haughty and bad and support

and cherish the humble and good. He advises the legislature

to repays the law so amended as to meet Baltimore's objec-

tions.

The second point in his speech refers to the other great

quarrel, that with the Roman Catholics. Baltimore and

Guilford have written that they are displeased at the indis-

creet and malicious proceedings of this party against Hart,

who feels bound by public utterance to disabuse all of the

notorious untruth that he has persecuted them. All he has

done has been to endeavor to prevent "their employing of

offices or having any influence, either publicly or privately,

on the administration of this government."
1 This has been

his indispensable duty as governor, and he challenges any to

show when he has gone beyond this and persecuted -any for

conscience sake. Roman Catholics have never yet been dis-

turbed under the protection of this Protestant government,
but must not intermeddle with the ministerial part of the

government nor proselyte Protestants. They have nothing
better to hope from Lord Baltimore when he comes of age.

8

Turning to measures of more local character, Hart recom-

mends that the return of juries be better provided for bylaw,
since the lives and fortunes of the people depend on the integ-

rity of juries. In England no commoner is too good to be a

juryman; so should it be in Maryland.
Hart urges upon the assembly the importance of good

roads. The thing speaks for itself, but there is not a suffi-

cient penalty allowed by law to be inflicted by road overseers
on those who disobey them, and only the meanest of the

people are appointed overseers. No man should be too good
to serve his country. Especially provision should be made
for the great road through the heart of the province, which
is the usual and shortest passage for travelers to and from
the other colonies.8

1 He says not all the Roman Catholics have been agains .

The upper hotzae (May 18) says thcBomanlsts have built on the nearness In Wood of
Baltimore to some gentlemen of Romish communion
*A bridge over the Patuxent atQueen Anne Town and a road over the Kent Marshes

are recommended.
Five years earlier, October 5, 1714, Hart threw an interesting side light on means of

teawfportatUw in Maryland, in suggesting that a provision for certain convenient places
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The act offering a bounty on squirrels should be repealed,
as the war made on these little animals cost the country in one

year 7,000 sterling.
1 The last suggestion in the speech is

one concerning the returns of taxables. All who receive pro-
tection of the laws should bear an equal proportion of the

charge, and it does not seem to Hart that the increase in the

number of taxables corresponds with the happy increase of

youth and the vast importation of Europeans and negroes.
His final sentence is one of the most remarkable to be round
in the annals of colonial governments:

As you are, I thank God, a free people, so may you accept or reject what
I now deliver to you, as you shall find it for the conveniency or mconve-

niency of your country.
2

Eighteen acts were passed at this session. Of these seven

were private. The act against MacNamarawas passed a second

time.
8 In the answer to Hart's speech the upper house say

that they think MacNamara purposely made no application to

them that he might appeal to England. This address, as all

from that body to Hart, is extremely grateful and cordial in

tone. The lower house is fully as loyal to Hart, and expresses
much more indignation at the opinions of the lawyers, stating
that these opinions are worthless, because their authors did

not know the facts. MacNamara had not been heard in person
before the lower house of assembly because, though they
believed he had knowledge of their first vote, he made no

application to them until the bill had passed beyond their

hands into those of the upper house/ Furthermore, the

court in which MacNamara pleaded had condemned him. To
admit him to a hearing would be to question the veracity of

of landing would lower freight charges and give ready dispatch to shipping tobacco in

good condition for an early market, which is the life of the province's commerce Also,

sailors would no more have to "rowl" the hogsheads for many miles, which is not

"only destructive to navigation, but is a slavish labor unworthy the native liberties of

Englishmen
" The masters of ships made an unsuccessful petition to the same effect at

thissession (L H J , May 21, 1719 )

* May 25, lower house refused to repeal or amend it
* L H J ,

June 4, 1719, Evan Jones was given leave to print the laws made this session

with the governor's speech, answers, and the several addresses, vide July 30, 1715, when
he petitioned to write the laws

8Act of 1719, ch 17 The lower house committee of laws say that the act is not a bill

of indictment, and therefore not void for uncertainty, and that the legislature is not

tied to common rules of justice Courts inwhich MacNamara practiced condemned him,

and out of diffidence in their ownpower asked the legislature to aid them.
<He never petitioned the upper hoiwe This, say the delegates' committee of laws,

argues "sense of guilt or resolute obstinacy
"
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that court without cause, and would make the justices parties

or defendants in a matter whereof the law made them judges

and where the facts are notorious.
1 The very essence of au-

thority and government are nearly concerned here. If there

is yielding now, any lawyer may summon the whole country,

as suitors, to Great Britain, where they can not with conveni-

ency appear to prove their allegations. The constitution is

not worth supporting, if neither court nor country are capable

of judging the demeanor of one attorney. MacNamara may
be a barrister, but in Maryland he has only appeared as an

attorney and should be punished, as any inferior court has

power to act toward an attorney misbehaving before it.

The lower house* committee on laws go on to say:

If the legislature can not redress the country's grievances and remove

nuisances, and they found him both, if this man must be supported in his

practices, in spight of courts and country,
* * *

especially as there is

no encouragement by fees or pensions for judges, and the positions are a

great burthen, every one qualified will try to avoid them, rather than

tamely submit to lies and afEronts, or drag themselves into tedious and

chargeable contests, then we are not so happy in our constitution as we
had hoped for, for what impartiality can there be in judges, where, if they

oblige not resenting counsel, they are abused or affronted or become

objects of his revenge?

In the address to Baltimore, adopted at this session, the

assembly refers to the trouble with MacNamara, and states

that to pass the disbarring act was the only way of effect-

ually discouraging this generally troublesome person. The
act for better supporting magistrates in the administration of

justice is passed separately, so that if Baltimore reject the

one the other may be saved. Reference is made to the fre

quent insults given to magistrates, and authorizatipn is given
them to fine officers.

8

In regard to the troubles with the Romanists, the two
houses support Hart most warmly The upper house says
there is no religious persecution in Maryland, "unless whole-
some laws to preserve life or property be persecution of felons
and murtherers, a principle of so horrid and salvage a nature

i Hart apparently alludes to MacNamara In his speech of April 5, 1720, when he refers
to " one now dead, who with horrid execrations said he did not doubt to see me as fast
In prison as ever he was (who had been so for murder and other crimes) and my inno-
cent children set a begging."

"Act of 17l,elL4.
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that every community of reasonable creatures will explode it

as destructive of all civil society/' The analogy is far-

fetched, but there is no doubt of the house's meaning.
The lower house is astonished at the fct monstrous structure

raised by the partial clamors of Papists.
"

Reference is made to

the fact that the laws of Great Britain are more severe against
Roman Catholics than those of Maryland. They complain
against the justice and lenity of Hart's administration, only
because he opposed their attempt to hold the prime offices in

this province. The Romanists have endeavored to subvert

the government and pervert the more unthinking of our peo-

ple by alluring them to the superstition of their church. Thus
Hart and the assembly have been forced to act defensively.

1

Long may the province continue "under the conduct of so

unbiased a ruler."

In pursuance of the recommendation as to juries, an act is

passed that each jury may receive 120 pounds of tobacco for

each cause and an additional per diem of 15 pounds of tobacco

per juror. If any suitor give more, he is to be fined. This is

evidently to prevent embracery, and also is a far less impor-
tant act than the one Hart recommended. The lower house

said there was no instance of the sheriffs failing to return the

best and most understanding freeholders as jurors.

As to roads, the delegates say the law needs no amendment,
but rather enforcement, and that the several counties should

make all the roads. Road making should not be a provincial

charge. The recommendation as to the return of the taxables

was looked on favorably, and a more stringent law was passed
which remained in force for many years. Single freemen

without settled place of residence had not been returned by

employers, as not being members of their families, and so

have paid no tax.
2 For the future they must procure a house-

keeper to give them in as taxables, or be committed to the

sheriffs custody.
8 Other important acts of the session weie

those for the encouragement of an iron manufacture,* and for

the administration of intestates' estates, providing that a strict

accounting be made of the residue of each estate and that

i Reference to this matter in address to Baltimore, June 6, 1719, last day of the session

*Act of 1719, ch 3, U H J ,May 30, June 1, 2, 1719

s Act of 1719, ch 12 f U H J , May 29, 1719

*Act of 1719, oh 15
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it be not embezzled by the administrates!', who were often

creditors of the deceased.
1

The committee on aggrievances
2
reported early in the ses-

sion that when servants run away from masters in other colo-

nies they will often lose the servants rather than pay the

fees. In such case there is no provision as to the disposi-

tion of the servants. To remedy this state of things, an act

is passed providing that the sheriff may sell such servants

by public vendue and pay the fees out of the produce, only

accounting to the owner for the residue.
8

The last act of this session
4 was one regulating officers'

fees, and Hart's action on this occasion was looked back to as

a precedent in the later quarrels over fees, even down to that

latest and greatest conflict when Governor Eden and the dele-

gates struggled in a fierce contention which only ended when

Maryland ceased to be a province and became an independent

State. The old fee bill expired at this time and Hart sug-

gested to the assembly that, as he had no instructions about

fees and Baltimore had expressed his intention to come in

person to the province, the former bill be continued 6
until

Baltimore comes of age, on September 20, 1720. The upper
house agreed to this, but the delegates said the present fees

are so great an oppression to the inhabitants that they rather

inclined to be without a law for that purpose till the arrival

of the lord proprietary than longer to groan under such hard-

ships.* The upper house said in reply that by awaiting Balti-

more's arrival in the province they will have an opportunity
to argue the reasonableness of things with him, and what will

then be done will be lasting. They agree that some offices are

grievously burdensome, but consider it better to continue the

old act for so short a time rather than involve the country in

great difficulties.

The lower house refused to agree to this. The act has ex-

pired.
7 Hart directs the man who affixes the great seal to

i Vide May 25, L. H J If no heirs, residue to public schools This was all that was
done for education at thfe session (June 2, L H J

, act of 1719, ch. 14.)
*L H. J., Hay 23, 1719 A bill against the villainies of imported servants was intro-

duced, but did not pass. (tF.H J.,June 3, 5, 1719 ) Importers of convicts were ordered to

give bond for their good behavior (L.H J
, June 8, 1719 )

Act of 1719, ch 2. * Ibid
, ch 18 TJ H J

,
June 1, 1719

L.H.J
, Junel, 1719, IT H J., June 8, 1719

tBacon says, May 20, 171S,
"
If so,the province had already been a year without any fee

tew."
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documents not to do so without the fee indicated in the old

law. This is government by executive authority.
The next day the upper house 1

again addressed the dele-

gates.
4Are not you too positive in resolving to deprive the

country of the benefit of the former law, which did somewhat'
restrain the officers ? Some fees are too high, but the bill you
would have us pass abridges the perquisites of some officers so

as not to afford sufficient support for the stations of the per-
sons who execute them. It is an ungrateful return to Balti-

more and Hart for their favors, to lessen extravagantly the

revenues of their officers. Why could not we have a joint
committee on the matter ? Our house is as much a part of the

legislature as yours, and has the interest of the country as

much at heart. We wish to be just to all.' The lower house

at once agrees to a conference, and the report of this com-

mittee, made on the following day, is at once adopted by both

houses. 8 Hart agrees to pass the bill if limited to three years,
or to the first session after Baltimore's arrival. This is done,
and the bill thus passed was in force by continuances for some
six years. The whole procedure shows the reasonableness of

both parties. Hart 3
announced, however, that Philemon

Lloyd, deputy secretary of Maryland, formally protests in the

council against this bill, saying that by depriving the secre-

tary of so krge a part
4 of those perquisites intended by Bal-

timore to be a handsome support for him, it is an infraction of

his rights, and will encourage all litigious spirits in molesting
and harassing their innocent neighbors with vexatious suits

upon slight and frivolous grounds.
Peace has been made with the Tuscaroras. The delegates

thank Hart for this and for his great care in cultivating and

preserving good friendship with the bordering Indians. They
vote a present of 10 currency to the Tuscaroras. The great
men of the Nanticokes, Panquash, and Annatoquin complain
that a white man has settled on their lands at Checkacone.

i U. H J
, June 4, 1719 The lower house, May 28, asked its committee of laws to pre-

pare a bill against the purchase of offices. The bill did not pass, owing to upper house

amendments.
XT H. J , Apr 21, 1720 Baltimore refuses to approve this bill, June 5

In spite of their good will toward Hart, the assembly refuse to make one Humphries,
a particular friend of Guilford and Baltimore, and recommended by them capable of

holding office, before he had been three years in the province. They suspended that law

once for each governor, they say, and the favor (case of Steele) had already been done

for Hart
*He estimated it as one-fourth
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The Choptanks also complain that the English have encroached

upon their lands, so they are all driven into Locust Neck. 1

The intruders are ordered to remove, and three men are ap-

pointed to decide differences between Indians and whites on

the Eastern Shore,
2
but, alas, nothing was done with reference

to the complaint of the Nanticokes that the English bring

strong drink to their towns and sell it to their great prejudice

The relations between Hart and this assembly were so

friendly that at the conclusion of this session a present of

200 currency is made to him as a partial reimbursement for

the great sums of money he has spent for the provincial inter-

est, and because he has been kind and serviceable to Maryland.
All seemed to think this was to be Hart's last assembly, but

he was yet to summon another session. After nearly a year
more he met with the legislature on April 5, 1720 The ses-

sion lasted until the 22d, but its contribution to the statute

book was a small one. Fourteen acts were passed. Of these

ten were strictly private.
8 One continued the ordinary act for

a year, a second provided for the public levy, a third con-

tinued the gauge act for a year, and the fourth concerned the

governor's salary. There seems to have been a restlessness

and discontent in the assembly and a trifle less of cordiality

toward Hart. In opening the session Hart asks that the

gauge act be continued, and refers to it as a considerable

achievement of his administration

As this is his last session, Hart reviews his course toward
the Roman Catholics. The 4 *

Papists
"

still seem to keep on foot

their pretense to hold all offices, as the Protestants do. He
has been a memorable instance of the effects of popish malice,
and now doubt not that they await his departure as a more
favorable conjecture to put their designs into practice. He
traces the course of his struggle against the claims of Carroll,
"who by principle is an enemy of the Protestant constitution,"
and the conflict with MacNamara. If these men have acted so
to the governor, what would they do to Protestants if they
had the power? The Roman Catholics might have been peace-

iU H J , May 18, 1719.

April 8, 1720, Phflip Thomas, of Anne Arundel County, says his servant has run away
to the Tuscaroras, who are ordered to give him up

In explanation of the large number of private acts, on April 21, 1720, the assembly
tails Baltimore that the infancy of the country does not permit such extensive adminis-
tration of courts of Justice, but that in some cases the assistance of the legislature may
be fcbeolntely necessary to supply defects of law
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fully happy if they had not interfered with government and

pei*verted Protestants, as the Jesuits constantly do. They
falsely pretend that Maryland was granted them as an asylum
from the rigor of the penal kws of England. They can not

have a better right than the charter admits them to, and, in

Hart's opinion, there is so far from a provision being made
therein that the government should be in their hands in any
degree, that there is not even an exception made for the free

exercise of their religion The phrase
"
Grod's holy and truly

Christian religion," used by Qiarles I, a Protestant, could only
mean the religion that monarch professed. Therefore, Papists

only enjoy privileges in Maryland through the connivance of

the government. If they win the conflict, it may some day
be fatal to the Protestant colonists, especially considering the

prodigious settlements which a formidable nation of their

own persuasion are extending on our borders. It is easier

and safer to prevent than to cure an inveterate distemper.
Let us therefore call some of the principal Papists and

examine them before the legislature as to their privileges.

If they will not submit their claim to public examination,
mankind will be persuaded that it will not bear the light. If

they have the right, let justice be done, in the name of God/
This course of procedure will prevent imposition on strangers
and unguarded minds.

The lower house 1
is loyal to Hart and speaks of his zeal

and resolution in defense of the present happy Protestant

constitution. They approve of his plan and promise to attend

to the gauge act. The upper house 8
joins in approbation of

Hart's administration, which is not only approved but also

applauded by the Protestants. The Jacobites and Papists
are in the opposition, with possibly some few Protestants,

gained through misunderstanding. Both houses agree that

the Roman Catholics have all the rights which they should

enjoy.

Hart at once puts his plan into execution * and summons
Charles and James Carroll, Henry Darnall (senior and junior),

Benjamin Hall, Clement Hill, William Fitz Redmond, Henry
Wharton, Charles Diggs, Peter Atwood (a priest), Maj. Nich-

iL H J , April 11, 1720

*U H J , April 11, 1720 Hart in Ida reply acknowledges his success as largely due to

the assembly's "just, steady, and well-concerted counsels "

*U H J , April 12, 1720, vide Apnl 12
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Sewall, and Richard Bennett to appear before the assem-

bly. The summonses were sent out and the assembly waited

over a week, but no answer came.
1 It was ascertained that

the "'most eminent of the Papists were in town at the time

appointed to heai their pretensions,"
2 but did not think fit to

appear. "Therefore," say the upper house, "they tacitly ac-

knowledge that their pretensions are groundless and their

exclamations most unreasonable." The lower house agrees

that these proceedings were admirable "means to secure and

establish to the Protestants their just rights against any future

claim of right the Papists may pretend to."

It seems that Baltimore, and Guilford,
8
his guardian, had

become more hostile to Hart. On July 4, 1719, he wrote

them that on account of ill weather he could not leave at

the season formerly appointed, and asked permission to remain

a while in Maryland. On December 30 they answer his letter,

permitting him to stay until May, 1720, and then positively

command him to return. Apparently Hart had told them

that no provision is made for him during his absence from

the province. In their harsh answer, they call this declara-

tion most ill-advised, and maintain that nothing is due him

by the law for the support of government. In a rather

labored sentence they tell him he has no ground to suppose
that His Majesty's grace and favor to him is evaded by totally

removing him, "which we shall do when we think fit."

This letter did not reach Hart *
until after the April, 1720,

session of the assembly, though he told that body that he does

not leave the governorship by voluntary choice, but because

he prefers integrity to interest. Mr. Rozier, a Papist,
B had

declared that he had done the governor's business, which was
the only notice Hart had that he was to be superseded. Hart
told the assembly that he hoped the commission of the gov-
ernor did not "depend on that malicious and insignificant
man." 6 fct

If it does," he cries out, "the Lord have mercy on
the governor." Since the last session of the assembly Hart

1U H J , April 20, 1720

*Hemy Damall, sr, Charles Dlggs, Clement Hill, Benjamin Hall, William Dtares
(probably)
L.H J.October 1,1720

*In his introductory speech he states he has no recent advice from Baltimore
*U H J , Apnl 11, 1720

U.H.J, April 21, 1720
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had received letters from the proprietary
l

stating that Mac-
Namara had made satisfactory submission to him and should

be restored to practice. No reparation was made to Hart or

to the insulted judges.
Before any proceedings could be taken MacNamara died,

and with him died the controversy. It only remained for

Hart to transmit Baltimore's letter to the assembly and to

state that he was grieved by it and that he feared lest the ex-

ample may be laid hold of by other practitioners. Some of

them are "of his kidney, vehement espousers of the Popish

faction," and use the governor
u with such indecencies as are

inconsistent with the grandeur of an inferior court." One of

these other lawyers was undoubtedly the elder Daniel Dulany.*
He was a "noted favorer of Papists" and comes into notice at

this time through a charge of misfeasance he lays against Col.

Thomas Addison of the land office. One Mark Brown seems

to have also been an accuser in this matter. Addison,
8 an

"honest Protestant and lover of the King and country," says

Hart, has been taxed with "villainous things
"
by

"
little mean

fellows,
" and writes that he has done his duty, but is a "mere

pageant of paist board if he must suffer such barbarous

affronts/5 The assembly seems loath to do anything in the

matter.

The trouble with Birchfield * comes up at this session.
5 On

December 13, 1718, the commissioners of customs wrote to

Baltimore that Birchfield's course of conduct was correct, but

thatHart obstructed His Majesty's service. They ask that he

be instructed not to do so, and such instructions were sent.

Hart was naturally offended and lays the matter before the

assembly. The upper house suggest that the former assem-

bly's address against Birchfield be inspected and that they dis-

cover how they came short of explaining things fully. This

was done,' and the delegates report that they are surprised to

find that the commissioners of customs rather countenance

than redress abuses, and that Hart is arraigned by Birchfield

* Dated February 18, 1719 (U H J
, April 9, 1720).

*U H J
, April 14, 1720, L H J , April 9, 1720

*A councillor

U H J, April 9, 1720

BThe old statehouse at St. Mary's City was given to William and Mary Parish, at this

tune (April 7, 1720, L H J)
L.H. J.April 15, 1720.
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for delaying proceedings, when they know that he "hath

been very a&siduous and zealous in promoting and expediting

the affairs of the Crown."

The upper house-
1

thought proper measures should be taken

to render the address effectual, since the occasion of it still

continued and the aggressors were encouraged, while the im-

partial conduct of the governor, as the judge in chancery,
8

was reproved. They suggest that Hart be requested to act as

the province's agent in the matter.

The lower house 5
tell Hart that the dockets show hisprompt-

ness, and that
" we are so well satisfied with your excellency's

integrity and justice, duringyour administration as chancellor,

that the most invidious of your enemies can not in anywisemake

out the least charge of partiality or corruption.
" Yet they con-

ceive that MacNamara's management of Birchfield's affairs was

largely the cause of the evils in the customs. These are

largely removed by MacXamara's death, and the delegates are

not inclined to take further steps in the matter, so they de-

cline to make use of Hart as their agent.

This surrender is very unpalatable to the council. They
urge the insult to the governor, the danger to let another have

opportunity to act as Birchfield did, and the fact that it is

easier to prevent aggrievances than to be put to the necessity
of seeking redress after suffering them. The commissioners

say Birchfield did his duty and Hart was partial. This accu-

sation should be answered The lower house, however, stood

to its position and the matter was dropped.
4

A bill was brought in by the lower house 5 that Hart might
enjoy the 3 pence per hogshead during his absence for a year,
or until superseded. Hart thanked them for this,

1 but sug-

gested that the money raised by that duty be paid the treas-

urer for the public charge, and that in lieu thereof Hart be

paid at once a sum approximately equal to what would be
raised by this duty in the next six months. The lower house
at first thought this prejudicial to the interest of the new gov-
ernor and wanting in duty to Baltimore, who may soon ap-

*U H J , April 19, 1720
* Hart gave up the seals to Col William Holland on account of this matter
*!*. H J , April 19, 1720.
*L H J

, April 22, 1720 A conference committee, on the last day of the session, recom
mended the employment of Hart as agent in the matter

L.H J, April 16, 1720.
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point another governor. Hart says Baltimore can not super-
sede him without permission of the Crown, and the latter has

granted him leave of absence for twelve months, making no

provision but for his absence. 1 He felt that the lower house
acted

"
very cautiously in saving their money, and that he had

deserved so much of Maryland that'their representatives might
have done me a favor, which he is persuaded no private friend

would have refused him on less obligations." Further, he will

have no support during his absence if not from the 3-pence

duty. The lower house say the new governor may ask for

this duty, and, having already voted it away, they will lie

under his displeasure. Hart writes to the speaker, "I insist

upon it that the 3 pence is due to me as governor until my
commission is legally superseded, and resolve to take all proper
measures to maintain it His lordship's instructions can not

take precedence of a law." 8 The council strenuously aided

him, and the lower house,
e c

reassuming
"
its former vote, grants

the governor what he asked.

We notice, in general, throughout this session that the del-

egates are apt to yield to the influence 3 of Hart, as in former

years. There is more friction and a little more stubbornness

on the part of the delegates, but they rarely persist in oppo-
sition. This is clearly seen in the procedure with reference

to an unguarded remark of the delegates that they did not

care to enter into the discussion of a certain matter, since the

session would be short For this Hart at once brings them
to account. They answer that certain members of the upper
house gave them to understand that the end of the session was
near.

"This is an insufficient answer," retorts Hart; "your ex-

pressions seem to infringe on the undoubted right of the pro-

prietary to summon and adjourn assemblies."

To this the lower house made a submissive reply. They
did not pretend to fix the length of the session, but thought
it would not be a long one, as there was little public business.

1U H J, April 20, 1720

U H. J,Apnl22, 1720

*0n April 22 the upper house recommends the delegates to allow a reasonable recom-

pense to the governor's gardner, who " has been very serviceable and curious in making,
leveling, and rolling the shellwalk before the public building, for which the countryhas

never been charged anything, though he has been very diligent and laborious therein "

In 1715 a flagstaff had been ordered erected, with sufficient braces and a cedar frame, in

front of the state house

HIST 99, VOL I 30
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Thej acknowledged fully Baltimore's right
l So the incident

terminated Shortly after the clot,e of the session Hart

embarked for England and ai rived there before August 8,

when he answered certain queries of the board of trade in

such a way as to show that he had lost none of his affection

for the province. He then vanishes from Maryland's records.

In May, 1720, Baltimore and Guilford petitioned the King
that Charles Calvert, captain in the First Regiment of Foot

Guards and a cousin of the proprietary, be appointed governor
of Maryland. They state that they find it necessary to change
their governoi, but give no reasons. This application is

granted, and Calvert shortly leaves for Maryland. The friends

of Thomas Brooke, the president of the council, as was reported
to Baltimore, had spread rumors that Baltimore had sent a

private commission to Brooke while Hart was in Maryland.
This and certain undefined hasty proceedings of Brooke caused

Oalvert's speedy departure from England. On October 12 he

met the assembly, read them Baltimore's letter, notifying them

of his appointment, and expressing the hope that "old rancor

and jealousy will now disappear."* Hart returned to London
and was nominated by the King, on May 9, 1721, as governor
of the Leeward Islands 3

in the West Indies. He arrived at

the seat of government at Antigua on December 19, 1721, and
found himself ruler of a domain which included the islands

of Antigua, St. Christophers, Nevis, Montserrat, and the Vir-

gin Islands.

His career here was fully as stormy as in Maryland. He
was at continual variance with the assembly about his salary,
and at one time removed his family to St. Christophers. In
1725 various petitions were presented to the British Govern-
ment against him, and he was replaced by the Earl of Lon-
donderry. Hart sailed for England on January 14, 1727, and
of his later life nothing has been discovered.

iU H J.,Apnl 22,1720 I suspect there was a malicious satisfaction feltby the delegates
when they refused to draw up an address to the King, as Hartrecommended them to do on
the last day of the session They tell Hart they want to go home after so long a deten-
tion which has not resultedm "any great service to our country

" Many of the mem-
bers are sick or absent, and they enjoy what we may or reasonably can desire This
they have often told the best of kings, and ask to be excused from repeating it

In hisiwMress to the assembly of 1721, Calvert speaks of "the little heats being at an

N and Q., 8th series, 11, 31, Anderson's Col Ch
, ill, 181, 187, Edwards's West Indies.̂
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A strong, zealous, impetuous man, ho was a most devoted

member of the Anglican Church and a faithful servant of the

English Crown. He was probably overbearing and exacting
and had many of the defects of his times and of his Irish blood,
but with it all his conscientious devotion to duty, his single

purpose to have his province well governed, and his pains-

taking care of the details of administration make him a man
who should not be forgotten. The code of laws which Mary-
land adopted under his influence remained his best monument
and was in force for more than half a century after his

departure.
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THE FIRST CRIMINAL CODE OF VIRGINIA.

By WALTER F. PBIXCE.

Dale's Code is the title commonly employed to denote the

first code of laws which was ever written for the colony
of Virginia. The period during which it, or any part of it,

was at least nominally in force is that extending from the

arrival of the first governor under the second charter, Sir

Thomas Gates, in May, 1610, to the accession of Sir George

Yeardley as governor in April, 1619. There have been so

many divergent opinions expressed regarding this code and its

application, as well as such a general misapprehension of some

of the issues connected with it,
that it seems worth while to

recanvass the whole subject more thoroughly than has yet

been done.

THE LAWS.

The following condensed examples of laws will give a fair

idea of their character :
l

Speaking' against the Trinity or Articles of the Christian

faith, death.

Blasphemy against God: First offense, severe punishment;

second offense, bodkin through tongue; third offense, death.

Deriding God's word, death.

Disrespect to a minister, thrice whipped and pardon asked

in public three Sabbath days.

Failure to attend Sunday service: First offense, loss of

allowance one week; second offense, same plus whipping;

third offense, death.

Murder, adultery, rape, sodomy, perjury in court, death.

Fornication: First offense, whipping; second offense, whip-

ping; third offense, whipping thrice a week for one month,

also public apology.

Robbing church or store, death.

i See Articles, Lawes, and Orders, Historical Tracts collected by Peter Force, Vol III,

No. II All citations of Dale's Code to be made in this paper will be from this reprint
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Treasonable words against the King, death

Slander or fct

unfitting speeches'
1

against the Virginia Com-

pany of London, or its council or committees, etc., or against

anybook which the council publish. First offense, whipping
and public contrition; second offense, galleys for three years;

third offense, death.

Unauthorized trading with the Indians, death.

Robbing an Indian coming to trade, death.

False account rendered by a keeper of colony supplies of

any kind, death.

Mariner selling at higher rates than set by governor and

council, death.

Killing any domestic animal or fowl without consent of

the general, death.

Failure to keep the regular hours of work for the colony:

First offense, to lie neck and heels together all night; second

offense, whipping; third offense, galleys for one year.

Running away to the Indians, death.

Robbing garden of flower or vegetable, stealing ears of

corn, etc., death.

Refusal to go to the minister to be instructed in religion:

First offense, whipping; second offense, whipping twice and

public contrition; third offense, whipping every day till pub-
lic acknowledgment and obedience.

Fraud on part of any baker, cook, or fisherman employed
by the colony. First ofiense, loss of ears; second offense,

galleys one year; third offense, galleys three years.

Following these is a long list of laws relating to the duties

of soldiers in field and in camp and prescribing penalties for

nonperformance of the same.

SEVERITY OF THE LAWS.

Measured by modern standards they were terribly severe.

It seems well-nigh incredible that death could ever, ina civilized

community, have been threatened him who should pluck a
flower from his neighbor's garden or purloin an ear of corn;
that the same dreadful doom could have menaced the person
who should thrice neglect to attend church, or should kill a
hen without permission from the authorities, or sell an article

at an illegal price. But many laws of civilized lands in the
seventeenth century seem positively barbarous to us now. It
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is of more importance to inquire whether these Virginia laws

were inordinately stern compared with those of England at

the same date. A few late writers, indeed, answer in the neg-
ative * But the majority think otherwise, and are undoubt-

edly right. Individual enactments as cruel and almost as gro-

tesque as some of these may have been on the statute books
of England, but taken as a whole the laws of Virginia were
much bloodier, much more whimsical. Indeed, I venture to

say that there was not in western Euiope at that day so stern

a criminal jurisprudence.

True, William Strachey, secretary of the colony in 1610,

seems, by the tenor of the preface that he wrote for the

printed laws, to be unconscious that they were liable to cen-

sure for unusual harshness. But the question does not hinge
on the knowledge of English law which fits or unfits him for

making comparisons. Then, too, his remark to the effect

that "many of these constitutions and laws divine or marshal!

may seeme ancient and common" was justified by the fact

that many of the laws were drawn from or in the spirit of

English laws, but there is a residue which was not so derived

and could not by any possibility have impressed one as ancient

or common. He names also as one of the reasons for print-

ing the laws that those who had maligned the colony, "as if

we lived then lawlesse," might be silenced. We may presume
that they were, very effectually.

But the most of Strachey's contemporaries recognized the

unusual nature of some of the Virginia statutes. Friends as

well as enemies of the management are included in this state-

ment John Rolfe, an ardent advocate of the colony, foresees

an Edenic period of good behavior when "may sleep the

rigour of your laws," but thinks that in the meantime they
are justified, in fact, are "wholesome lawes." 2

Kalph Hamor, also at one time secretary of the colony,
makes no secret of the "severe and strict imprinted booke

of articles," takes note that some are objecting that certain

punishments under those articles were "cruel, unusual, and

iAlexander Brown, for example, in Genesis of United States, II, 528-529 But this

writer slips when he asserts that then in England "nearly 300 crimes, varying from mur-
der to keeping company with a gipsy, were punishable with death." This was not the

case till the reign of George HI
Also Editor of Notes in Aspinwall Papers, Yol IX, p. 55.

*The new life of Virginia, declaring the former success and present estate of that plan-

tation, being the second part of Nova Bnttannia Published by authorise of His

Majesties counclll of Virginia London, 1613 In Force's Tracts, HE, No.VIL
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barbarous," and at the same time that he denies that they were

HO measured by the standards of "France and other countries,"

admits that "they have been more severe than usuall in Eng-

land," but defends their severity by the salutary results which

they procured.
1 If the impassioned attacks upon the Virginia

laws in 1623
s are to be discounted because made by confessed

enemies of the company administration during which they had

been passed, then must the defense made by Alderman John-

son, of " that discreet and mild government first nominated,"
3

be likewise discounted, for he himself had been a leading fig-

ure in that administration.

Sir Thomas Smythe himself, who, as ruling officer of the

Virginia Company, 1607-1619, was especially blamed, found

a necessity of adopting an apologetic tone. He did contend,

when called upon to reply to a petition of one Captain Bar-

grave,, before the committee of grievances in the House of

Commons, that the laws Brightly weighed are justifiable by
the laws of England;

" but he also affirmed that years ago he

had written to Captain Martin in Virginia, and had fct

signified

his dislike in the strickness" of the laws.* He would not even

say that he thought them justified by circumstances, though
he affirmed that the governors of Virginia had so thought.
He further excused them by asserting that some of them were

published "ad terrorem." Finally, when the colony of Vir-

ginia heard news of the attacks upon the New Company, and

found that the Old Company, with Smythe at the head, might
come into control again, its governor and assembly, embrac-

ing many of the old colonists, protested vehemently, not only

proclaiming the severity of their past sufferings, but also the

bloody and unusual character of the laws under which they
had suffered.

8

1A True Discourse of the Present Estate of Virginia, Ralph Hamor, 1615 Richmond
reprint, 1860

*New Company of Virginia's reply to Alderman Johnson's petition, May 7, 1628 In
Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia Company of London, n, 175

Alderman Johnson's petition, in Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia Company of

London, II, 169,

*Reply of Sir Thomas Smythe and Alderman Johnson to Captain Bargrave's petition,
November, 1621 In Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia Company of London, II, 446
* 'The tragical relation The answere of the generall assembly in Virginia to a declara-

tion of the state of the colonies in the twelve yeers of Sir Thomas Smith's government,
exhibited by Alderman Johnson and others " In Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia
Company of London, II, 407 et seq

Also, "A briefe declaration of the Plantation of Virginia duringe the first twelve yearea,
when Sir Thomas Smith was governor of the Companie and down to the present tyme,
by the ancient planters now remaining alive in Virginia, 1624." In Colonial Records of
Virginia. Richmond, IffiML
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WERE THE LAWS CONTRARY TO THE CHARTER?

This question is not entirely settled by our conclusion re-

garding their severity. A law in Virginia might be more
severe than the corresponding law in England, providing that

the peculiar circumstances of Virginia made the severity nec-

essary. More than this, the charter warranted the passing of

laws in Virginia which had no prototypes in England, provided
the circumstances in the colony were really unique and de-

manded such laws. Article XXIII of the Charter of Virginia
of 1609 granted the treasurer and council of the Virginia

Company, together with the governors, officers, etc., whom
they appointed, according to the nature and limitations of their

offices, respectively, to "have full and absolute power and

authority to correct, punish, pardon, govern, and rule" the

colonists "according to such orders, ordinances, directions,

and instructions" as the council shall determine,
" and in defect

thereof, in case of necessity, according to the good discretions

of the said governor and officers, respectively, as well in cases

capital and criminal as civil both marine and other; so always
as the said statutes, ordinances, and proceedings, as near as

conveniently may be, be agreeable to the laws, statutes, gov-

ernments, and policy of our realm of this England."
1 This

certainly leaves all the latitude for lawmaking that we have

suggested. But whether a given law was really "as near as

conveniently may be" "agreeable to the laws," etc., of Eng-
land, is a matter concerning which there might well have been,
and be, diversity of opinion. For example, one might regard
the law forbidding any domestic animal or fowl to be slain on

pain of death 2 as contrary to the charter, because so utterly

unlike any English law. But others might defend it on the

ground that the extreme necessity of keeping up the stock in

those early days of danger and scarcity transformed the seem-

ingly trivial act to the proportions of a heinous crime and jus-

tified the passing of a law which, though divergent from any

iThe charter may be found in Genesis of United States, by Alexander Brown, 1, 206 ff

The Instructions Issued by the King under the first charter, 1606, are fifanftflT touching
1

this point The "King's council of Virginia" was empowered to give direction to the

council of any colony which shall be in "Virginia and America" between the thirty-

fourth and forty-fifth parallels for " the good ordering and disposing of all causes," "as

near to the common lawes of England and the equity thereof as may be "
(Bee Brown's

Genesis, 1, 66)
8 Articles, Lawes, and Orders, Force's Tracts in, No. II,p 14, law 2L
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English statutes, was nevertheless as near the English laws as

conveniently might be.

Again, the law in Virginia which forbade any commodity of

the country of what quality soever "to be sent out for private

profit"
1

might be susceptible of defense on the ground that it

was sufficiently in the spirit of the law of Elizabeth which

made the exportation of leather, tallow, and hides felony.
2

But what of a statute which made a seaman who charged a

colonist for cheese a penny a pound in excess of the price

regularly fixed by the governor liable to death, though it were

his first offense?
8

Ingenuity which could extenuate this on

account of the peculiar circumstances of Virginia could prob-

ably frame an excuse for any murderous statute whatever.

It can hardly be claimed that the existence of the colony would

be imperiled if a man hired to weed a garden purposely

plucked a flower or secreted a turnip, yet death was the pen-

alty proclaimed for such an act.* In England, if a man robbed

or wasted a garden or orchard he was liable only to damage
or a whipping* in default. It is a long step from flogging to

execution. Even according to the conceptions of the age,
three years in the galleys at the very most ought to have been

a sufficient penalty. We can not but think, then, that a few
such statutes were contrary to the charter because not con-

formable to the spirit of English law. Yet if a special com-
mission had been appointed to try the code with the object in

view to decide if it was in derogation of the charter, it is likely
that the result would have been very much influenced by the

political prejudices of the members, or perhaps by the wishes
of the King. Kings afterwards found a similar indefiniteness

in the language of the charter handy when they wished to

quash that instrument, since they could procure a decision

that it had been violated.

Attacks against the second Charter of Virginia on such

grounds had little chance of success, for King James I was
friendly to the Smythe administration and apparently in sym-
pathy with the severity of government in Virginia.
But there might be another reason for complaint that the

i
Articles, Lawes, and Orders p 18, law 86

* I Elizabeth, ch 10, Statutes of the Realm
Articles, Lawes, and Orders p 14, law 20

* Ibid, p 16, law 81

*4SEliz.,ch. 7, Statutes of the Realm, Vol IV,pt.2,p 071.
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Virginia laws violated the charter. Article XXIV of that

instrument authorized the employment of martial law only
in time of mutiny and war. Now, if the law, or any part
of it, which was in use in Virginia in time of peace as the

ordinary law of the land was martial law, then there was
a plain and pronounced infraction of chartered limitations.

This leads us to consider

THE THREEFOLD DIVISION OF DADE^S CODE.

There has been a tendency on the part of modern writers to

speak as though the whole code was one of martial law. Per-

haps they have been misled by the contemporaneous charges
1

that the code was translated or extracted from Netherlandish

martial law. We shall consider those charges later. Perhaps
the impression has been deepened by reading impassioned
asseverations that those were "most cruell and tyranneous

laws, exceeding the strictest rules of marshall discipline,"
2

and that "though they might serve for marshall government
in time of war," yet were they unfit for statutes to govern a

people in time of peace.
3 But really only a part of Dale's

Code was martial law, and this was not the part by which the

colonists, in their capacity as citizens, were to be governed.
The title of the code itself announces that it is composed of

"Articles, Lawes, and Orders Divine, Politique, and Mar-
tialL" This does not mean that its contents, as a whole, are

characterized as at once "divine, politique, and martiall," but

that a part of the laws are "divine," a part "politique," and

a part
"
martiall" in their nature. The laws " divine"are those

Which concern acts which are in their own essence criminal and

were so regardedby civilized nations generally. The laws 6

'pol-

itique
" are those which were only technically criminal; that is,

which became so through public exigencies, often such as were

peculiar to the life of a young colony. The laws * fc

martiall" are

those which are military in their nature, having application

only to soldiers, but to them at all times; not, as is the case with

martial law in the ordinaiy and proper sense of the term, such

i The charges were first made by the New Company (See Abstracts of Proceedings of

Virginia Company, II, 186-187 )

a "A briefe declaration " by the ancient planters of Virginia, 1624 In Colonial Records

of Virginia, Richmond, 1874, p 74
3 "Answer to a petition delivered to Her Majesty by Alderman Johnson " Made by

New Company of Virginia and Company of Somers Island, In Abstracts of Proceedings
of Virginia Company, 11,186-187
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as may be properly invoked in times of war and rebellion only,

and then applied to all classes alike. Now, there is no indi-

cated division line between the
" divine" and "politigue" stat-

utes as printed, yet there seems to be a rough attempt, only

partly successful, at classification, the most of the "divine"

laws being printed first and the most of the "politique" last.

But it is important to note that there is a division plainly mark-

ing off and discriminating the "martial" laws from the rest.

The distinction is indicated not only in the separate sub-

title standing at the head of the "martial laws," but also in

various passages in the text. Thus the preamble,
1

referring

to the former part of the code, says: "All these prohibited

and forefended tresspasses and misdemeanors, with the en-

joyned observance of all these thus repeated civill and poli-

tique lawes [here a number of them are named] and others,

the rest of the civill and politique lawes and orders with

their due punishments and perils, here declared and published,
are no less subject to the marshall law than unto the civil

magistrate, and where the alarum, tumult, and practice of

arms are not exercised, and where these now following lawes,

appertaining only to marshall discipline, are diligently to be

observed and shall be severely executed." The sense is as

unmistakable as the grammar is defective. The code is made

up of laws "divine and politique" on the one hand and mar-
tial laws on the other. The former come primarily under

jurisdiction of civil magistrates, the latter, of a military tri-

bunal; the former may be made use of by the military judges
for the trial and punishment of the crimes of soldiers not

especially provided for in the martial section, but the latter

has no application to colonists not at the time in military
service. Farther on there is given another practical summary
of the laws in the first part of the code, "all of which," it is

declared, "the Marshall Law, as well as the Civil Magistrate,
is to punish."* Neither does it appear that any contempo-
rary friend or enemy supposed the whole code was martial
law. That notion was reserved for modern writers. 3

Evetf

i
Articles, Lawes, and Orders, p 20

*IblcL, p 82 (Seealsopp 83,42,47,55)

*Therearemany who affirm that the colony was governed bymartlal law Consult,for
example, H. C Lodge, In Short History of the English Colonies In America, pp 7 8
George Chalmer's Introduction to History of Revolution of American Colonies, 1848 1, 9
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the Virginia assembly, in its bitterest denunciation of Dale's

government, while it affirmed that his laws exceeded "the
strictest rules of Marshall discipline,"

1 never ventured to

affirm that they were, as a whole, martial laws.

SOURCE OF THE LAWS.

It is the fashion with writers of our day, almost without

exception, to affirm that the Dale Code was derived, compiled,
or translated from the military law of the Netherlands 2 Of
course this might well have been, since both Dale and Gates,
who were probably the principal authors of the code, had

been officers in the service of the Netherlandish Republic for

years, and were doubtless familiarwith the law which governed
the armies there. But what is the evidence they did

"
derive

from," "compile," or "translate" Dutch military laws? The

only contemporary witness who affirms it is the spokesman
of New Virginia Company, who, May 7, 1623, in reply to

Alderman Johnson's petition, affirmed that there was compiled
for use in Virginia "a book of most tyrannical laws written

in blood, which, although they might serve for marshal gov-
ernment in time of war, being translated, as they were most

of them, from the marshal laws of the united provinces, yet
was the same far from that mild government commended by
the petitioners,"

s
etc. This charge is the original from which

all subsequent affirmations of the kind have sprung. It does

not appear that anyone has looked up the Netherlands mili-

tary law code with a view to verify the correctness of the

statement. It probably has struck most that it would not

have been ventured by the heads of the Virginia Company of

1623 unless they knew it was true. But perhaps the noble

lords, not friendly to the former administration, and none too

particular to examine the mud they threw at it, relied upon
the likelihood that Dale and Gates, so long military officers

in the Netherlands, would borrow from the law they were

i" Brief Declaration of the Plantation of Virginia," in Colonial Records of Virginia,

Richmond, 1874.

* It is almost superfluous to cite particular writers upon this point, as they so generally

give the same testimony But see Hildreth's History of United States, 1, 112, Lodge in

Short History of the English Colonies in America, 7, Charles Campbell in History of the

Colony and Ancient Dominion of Virginia, p 104, G P Fisher in Colonial Era, p. 40;

Burk's History of Virginia, 1, 165, Stith in History of Virginia, 1, 188.

Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia Company of London, II, 186.
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most familiar with when they came to make laws themselves.

Now, there were iu the Netherlands at the time that Dale and

Gates were in service there two separate military codes in

operation. They may both be found in the old Groot Placaet-

Boeck, published in 1664. 1 One is called
" Ordinances and

Edicts of War," was issued in 1586, and was intended for the

government of the English army serving in the Netherlands 9

under Kobert, Earl of Leicester. The other was published

in 1590, has for its title Articles or Ordinances of Military

Discipline,
8 and was for the government of the native Dutch

forces. The writer of this paper took pains to translate

nearly the whole of both of these codes in order to ascertain

if the Virginia laws were really translated from or even

adapted from either of them. Of the two the code of 1586

would be the more likely, as it was that which was established

by the English Earl of Leicester and enforced in the English

army. Singularly, however, there is more, though little,

special resemblance between the Virginia body of laws and

the native Dutch code of 1590. Of neither was the Virginia
list a translation or compilation. But was it perceptibly
influenced by either? Let us answer first for the civil and,

afterwards, for the purely military part of the Virginia sched-

ule. It seems unlikely that anyone would build a system of

civil government in imitation of a purely military model.

Yet there are two laws that, if the eye first fell upon them,
would make one think that this was probably done. These
are the third and fifth civil statutes of Virginia, which bear

a striking resemblance to the first and second of the Dutch
list

DALE'S CODE DUTCH CODE OF 1586

3.
"Noman shall blaspheme God's i. "No one shall take the name

holy name upon paine of death, or of the Lordm vain or blaspheme the
useunlawful oathes, taking the name same
of God in vame, curse or banne upon
paine of severe punishment for the on pain that he ask pardon and be
first offense, and for the second to imprisoned on bread and water for

have a bodkin thrust through his the first offense, for the second have

tongue & if he continue the bias- his tongue pierced with a red hot

1 Groot Placaet-Boeclc, Vervattende de Placaten, Ordonnantien ende Edicten, &c ,

Graven Hage, 1664

*Gioot PlacaetrBoeck,
" Het tweede deel "

Groot Ptacaet-Boeck, 170 fl
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<iodV hoh uauu*, for the iruii and als be ^trippc'il t< > hi* t-lnrt

third tune H> offending he shall IK* and luiui-hed out < if the United Prov-

hrought to a maHiall Court *ind HHI*,"
there receive ( ensure of death ft r his

offense
"

5
* ' Xo man nhall speak any v ord 2 *

'Anyone \t ho ^ivs anything m
or do any act which may tend to the depute ur ridicule of the Word of

dennon or defpifrht of God's hoh <-od r of the Minister, shall incur

word, upon pain of death Xor ^all yiuular ptMialtu * foi the iir-t and *-ec-

any any unworthily demeane him- ond offers" (0.-* thute in la\v 1
)

selfe unto a'iy Preacher or Minister

of the name, but generally hold them
in all reverent regard and dutifull

mtreatie otherwise he the offendor

ahall openly be shipped three times

and aak public forgneness 111 the

assembly of the congregation three

rieveral Sabbath daien 7J

The resemblance, I have said, is striking, yet it is very

likely illusive. Theie are at the .same time striking differ-

ences, and the coincidences are not convincing, taken alone.

The language of the colonial is quite different fioni that of

the Dutch laws, except in the fir^t pait of the fifth of the Vir-

ginia and the second of the Netherlands code, and in the jux-

taposition of insult to scripture and ministei in both cases.

But in the day when exaggerated respect was felt for minis-

ters it was natural that the thought of injury to the Bible

should lead to the thought of injury done to the preacher of

the Bible. So it may be simply a logical coincidence. The

penalties prescribed in the two sets, too, are very diffeient,

except that for the second guilt of blasphemy both offenders

wei'e to have their tongues thrust through. In one case,

however, this was to be done with a bodkin, in the other with

a hot iron. And it should be remembered that this was an

age when misdeeds of the tongue were often punished by
some infliction upon that unruly member. 1

Certainly the icy

severity of the Virginian statutes quoted could not have been

derived from the Dutch laws, for the latter denounced neither

offense with death, as did the former Further, in Holland

the crime of deriding the minister seems to have been re-

garded cooidinate with that of deriding the Holy Scriptures.

On the whole, there seems hardbr correspondence enough to

i E g , tongue of scolds put in cleft stick, tongue of perjurer slit, etc

HIST 99, VOL I-21
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l>o convincing, unle.sb in cumulation with further correspond-

ences bebvwn the Virginian and the Dutch laws. But such can

not ho found Of course, there are laws directed against simi-

lar offense*, and it is to be expected that in both codes the

graver crimes were punished with death But there is no sign

of connection. Indeed, an examination of the colonial stat-

utes will show that many of them were evidently called forth

by circumstances which did not exist in the Netherlands, but

were peculiar to Virginia.
1

The question still remains, Were the laws of a military na-

ture, contained in the latter part of the Virginia code, derived

from either of the two military codes of the Netherlands?

This would seem likely. One would proceed to investigate

the point with a considerable measure of confidence that this

was the case when he remembers how long Dale and Gates

were officers in the Low Countries and how freshly they

went from that field to the colony in the New World. What
more natural, if either or both of them had a part m the mak-

ing of a system of laws to govern the conduct of soldiers, that

they should revert to those with which they had been foi

yeans familiar in the United Provinces? And yet, almost

strange to say, there is little or no proof from the nature and

wording of the military rales and statutes of the colony that

they were translated or even derived from the Dutch models.

Parallels exist, but just ,such parallels as exist between some
of the Virginia martini laws and certain martial laws of con-

tinental Europe The Dale's seventh martial law, forbidding

any quarreling soldier to call upon one of his countrymen to

aid him,
8 reminds one of law 39 in the native Dutch code,

3 of

similar import, but a& vividly reminds one of the seventy-fifth
law in an old Swedish code.*

Dale's twenty-sixth martial law forbidding interference

with a provost-mat shal or his officers in the performance of

duty
5
is not unlike statutes in both the Netherlandish codes,

1
Especially laws 12, 15, lt>, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 28, 29, 32, 35, and 36

2
Vrtules, Lawea, and Orders, p 21

* "Articles and ordinances of military discipline," of 1590 In Groot Placaet-Boeck
4 Divers artit le* and marhhall laws, whereby an army is to bo regulated and governed

both tn camp and garrison By these lawea the King of Sweden governed his army " In
pamphlet entitled Military Law, bv Gen W T Sherman, New York, 1880, and taken from
Animad\ennons of Warre, Robert Ward, London, 1639 Book H, Ch VII, Sec XVIII

*
Articles, Lawep, and Ordera, p 25

Art 78 of "Articles and ordinances of military discipline
" Art 30 of "Ordinances of

war '* Both in Groot PlacaetrBoeck, art 36 of Sweede Deel
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but is also not unlike ono in tho Swedish code just mentioned.

In penalty the Swedish law is more* like it,
1
.since it as well as

Dale's law threatened death, while the native Dutch law pre-
scribed corporal punishment, and the law of the English army
denounced the culprit with the penalty that the prisoner in

whose behalf it interfiles wa> to Mift'er. In general, it may
be said that with all pains to find parallels between the mili-

tary laws of Virginia and those of cither army in the Nether-

lands we are able to detect onlv superficial resemblances, such

as exist between it and the Swedish code, which is certainly
unrelated. The resemblances arise from similar necessities

in active army life.
3 On the other hand, the disci epancies,

both substantial and verbal, are manifold. The penalties pre-
scribed in Virginia are often very different from those in Hol-

land, and apt to be more severe. The language and grouping
of related offenses in the shape of statutes is very divergent.
It should be noted also that stereotyped expiessionh are used

in each code which are not found in the others.
fch

Shall be,

put to death (or
fc

hung") without mercy''
1

is a common formula

in '"Articles and Ordinances/
1

"Shall be put to death with

such arms as he carrieth," is a stereotyped form and penalty
in Dale's Code. 3 We hear nothing in the Netherlands about

passing the pikes. But to
" 6

pas3 the pikes"'' was a punish-
ment familiar to the military law of Virginia

* I do not

remember a case where either of the Dutch codes mentioned

the galleys, but the Virginia statutes make frequent mention

of them as a penalty.
3

i Divers articles and martiall lawes" in Military Law, Gen W T Sherman
* There seems to be a alight connection between * Ordinamesof \var" an<l "Articles

and ordinances of military discipline" or elfe both these borrow a little from a common
source Article 22 of " Ordinances ol war" sa>s No one nhall play or pawn a\\iy bin

weapons or arms, moreover, he shall al\*a>h keep hut equipments and \\eapons < lean and

serviceable on pain of dismmnion " Article 73 of "Articles and ordinances" declares

that "No one shall play awa> his weapons or accoutrements or make uay with them

Moreover,he shall keep them clean and serviceable on pain of being cashiered from the

company without pai*sport
" The "wording and penalties prescribed are significantly

like Dale's law ,
numbered 29, is as follows " No man shall sell, give, imbczzel, or play

awa> his armes>,or any part thereof, upon paine of death " There are no special marks

of relationship to either of the proceedings Article 10 in " Ordinances of uar" also is

probably related to article 12 in ' Articles and ordinances ot military discipline," but

neither find any counterpart in Virginia And on the whole it is remarkable how dis-

similar the two military documents of the low countries are, how slight the evidence of

relationship But the evidence of relationship of either to Dale's la\* is much slighter

Articles, Lawes, and Orders, Law*, 3, 7, 8, 9, 21, 23, 34, 37

4 Ibid, Laws, 6, 10, 11, 12, 24

5 Ibid , Civil Laws, 6, 12, 13, 26, 37, Martial Laws, 2, 3, 13, 18,19, 20, 28,36,41
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There seems to be no other conclusion possible than this,

that the charges made by the enemies of Smythe and Dale, in

1623, and meekly repeated by scores of writers since, to the

effect that Dale's Code was a translation or compilation of the

martial law of the army, whether English or Dutch, of

the Netherlands, is quite erroneous. When we come to take

up the " divine &politique laws" of Virginia we shall find

that some of them were derived from English statutes and

some were from the English common law. If the "martial

laws" were framed after some model, as is more than likely,

that model has not yet been brought forward.

As will hereafter appear, Dale was responsible for the whole

of the "martial" laws, as well as some of the laws "divine &
politique." His own testimony has been strangely neglected.

It ought to clinch the whole matter. In his instructions to

the captain of the watch he says:
1

Having thus religion beside prescription and reason (which my own

breeding hath taught me how to make use of ) to be my guide in the new
settlement and in this strange and heathenous (contending with all the

strength & powers of my mind and body, I confess to make it hke wr
native) country

* * * And as I have constituted subaltern officers

according both to the ancient&modern orderof thewarsand well approved
the government and magistracy, resembling [active verb] and mo&ttamtngr
tfte Jaws of England, so I have taken pains to present so many A such

instructions. * * * Let me advise, therefore, every officer now estab-

lished to hold it a service of duty, faithfully to execute such orders and
instructions as I have made it my mindes labour to expresse and draw out

for him.

There is no hint of obligation to Dutch models in this, but

rather a claim that the author had endeavored to make laws

which should resemble the laws of England. He wants to

make Virginia like, not Holland, but England. He relies

upon three great aids religion (the Bible), prescription (by
which he probably means the existinglaws of England, whether
civil or martial), and his own reason. This is not the lan-

guage of a translator or compiler, but of an intelligent and

responsible legislator.

Beforewe leave this section let us consider anotherpossible
source of inspiration for a few of the earlier laws of the Dale
schedule. William Crashaw, father of the poet, preached a
sermon before Lord Delaware and others of the council and

*
Articles, Lawes, and Orders, p. 87.
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company of Virginia, junt before the noble lord took his

departure to be governor of Virginia. Therein he gave the

following noteworthy advice: 1

Suffer no Papi*t, let them not nestle there, nay, let the name of the

Pope or Popene be never heard in Virginia Take heed of Athei>ts, the

Divels Champion*, and if thou di&co\eram make them exemplane And
(if I maybe to lx>ld as to adusej make Atheifcin and other Blassphemie

Capitall and let that be the fir-t law made in Virginia Suffer no liroun-

ists, nor factious Separatists, let them keep their canticles elsewhere * * *

Especially suffer no sinful, no lend, no licentious men, nor that Ji\e not

under the obedience of good la\\ es, and let your lawes be -tnct, ^penally

against shearing and other prophaneneas
* - * Let the Sabbath be

wholly and hohly observed, and public praiers daily frequented, illeiufe>*e

eschewed and mutime carefully prevented

Now, since all these recommendations, except those relating

to Papists and obnoxious sect& (and probably no representa-
tives of these were in Virginia), are incorporated in the first

part of Dale's Code, and in very nearly the ^ame order, the

question rises whether here is a ca*e of connection. The

question gains in interest when we learn that the long prayer

appended to the code to be repeated twice a day in the court

of guard was probably the composition of Crashaw. 8

But Crashaw's sermon was not delivered till March 3, 1610,

while Gates, who e&tablished the first law of Virginia, surely

including the fundamental ones on blasphemy, church attend-

ance, and mutiny, had started for America the year before.

He was shipwrecked on the Bermudas and did not actually

reach Virginia and proclaim his laws till May, 1610. But in

the meantime he could have had no intelligence of Crashaw's

sermon, so as to have been influenced by it. When the ser-

mon was delivered Gates was supposed to be lost, and when

Crashaw speaks of the first laws to be made in Virginia he

means the laws to be made by Delaware. But when Delaware

arrived in the colony he found law already established and it

is doubtful if he added any, and extremely unlikely that he

made any on the subjects mentioned by Crashaw. 8 The only

1 Abstract of Crashaw's sermon in Brown's Genesis of United States, I, 3oO-375 The

citation is from p 371

2 Since it employs verbatim a part of the language of Crashaw's preface to Hamor's

Present State of Virginia, published in. 1615 Besides, if one examines the prayer itself

(Articles, Lawes, and Orders, near bottom of pp 67, 68), he will find the sentiments in

regard to papacy, atheism, etc , curioush similar to those expressed in the sermon

'Despite Neill's conjecture that Delaware established Ian a in accordance \tith a sug-

gestion in Crashaw's Sermon (See English Colonization of America, p 49 )
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possible connection
that Crashaw could have had with the laws

actually made is on the supposition that he advised with Gates

a year previous to the sermon, and is now simply repeating

the biibbtance of his views. This would not be unlikely, as

ministers were not frequently consulted by lawyers,
1 and

Crashaw seems to have been influential in the Virginia Com-

pany and was called upon afterwards by the council or, per-

haps, by Dale himself to furnish the prayer to be incorporated

in the "code. But we dare not venture this as a probable

hypothesis. It might be that Crashaw had known what sort of

laws Gates intended establishing, had approved of the same,

and that this passage in his sermon is a reflection of that

approval.
8

It might be that it was the strong religious feel-

ing of Dale and Crashaw that led each to put statutes of a

religious nature foremost and that whatever else of similarity

show* in their ideas is pure coincidence/

WHO WAS DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE LAWS.

It U interesting to compare the opinions of modern writers

upon this point Some say the Virginia Company sent out,

authorized, or approved the Dale Code.4 One says that the

colony sanctioned it, but probably he also means the company.
5

One or two lay the onus on the council, seeming to imply
that the council acted on its sole authority without reference

to the remaining personnel of the Virginia Company/ But
authors fix on Sir Thomas Smythe, treasurer and chief

i This was common in the early history of the New England colonies.
*As i the ease with a passage in Lord Bacon's essay

" Of Plantations." It reads thus:

"Fur go\ eminent, let it be in the hands of one assisted with some counsel, and let them
have commission to exercise marital laws, with some limitation "

It has been suggested
that this paragraph may have had influence upon the government in Virginia. But the
date of the essay is probably later than the establishment of Dale's Code. (See Brown's
Genesis of United States, II, 801 ) The paragraph is probably based upon reflection con-

cerning the government of Virginia and its reputed success.

The coincidences are not perfect Gates did not make his law against blasphemy,
etc., first in his code, as Crashaw desired it should be Gates does not mention atheism
by name, and speaking against the Trinity or the articles of the Chrlstaln religion might
amount to a less crime While the order of Crashaw's recommendations is quite like
that of the laws having to do with the subject-matter of those recommendations, yet
they do not in the code follow consecutively, but other laws are interspersed, which
Crashaw does not mention.
H C Lodge In ShortHistory of the English Colonies InAmerica, p 7 David Ramsay,

History of the United States, 1818, 1, 48.
* John FIske, in English Colony of America, 49
*W. C. Bryant and Sidney H Gay, m Popular History of the United States, I, 800,301
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officer of the Virginia Company. a> the culprit. It was "his

divine and martial law/'
l

-'compiled by Sir Thomas* Smythe/'
*

"sent over by Sir Thomas Smythe/"
3 "'with directions to

apply it,
5' 4 and all thk done by Sir Thorna* Smythe

" without

sanction or authority from the council,"
3 and in fact with " no

other sanction than the approval of Sir Thomas Smythe
himself. 1 All this is but an echo of the charges that aro^e out

of the dissensions of the Virginia Company in 1623. The

party opposed to him declared that
"
there wa* punted here

and with great honors dedicated to Sir Thomas Smythe and
afterwards &ent by him to Virginia without the conipanie con-

sent, a book of most tyrannicall laws," etc.* The truth is, when
the code was sent fromVirginia to London to be pi'inted in 1612

it was not dedicated to Sir Thomas Smythe at all,
7 but was

"with great honors dedicated to'' **The Right Honourable,
the Lords of the Councell of Virginea/' in a sonnet of almost

idolatrous praise.
8

This does not look as though there was any intention to con-

ceal the publication from the Virginia Company. Strachey's.

preface to the code is addressed to "the Committees, Assist-

ants unto her Majesties Council for the Colonie," and the

whole tone of the preface is indicative that the laws jire printed
for the enlightenment of everyone concerned, the friends of

Virginia, including the council and the treasurer himself, its

enemies, and every colonist sent out. It is absurd to suppose
that any one in the company was ignorant of the printing of

the laws. If the company was aggrieved, why did it wait

i Edward Eggleston, in Beginnings of a Nation, p 70, note
s Hldreth's History of the United States, 1, 112

'Charles Campbell, in History of the Colony and Ancient Dominion of Virginia, 101

*John Daly Burk, in History of Virginia from its First Settlement to 1804, 1, 177

James Graham's Historj of the United States, 1, 00

Abstract Proceedings of Virginia Company of London, II, 186 Reply of Virginia Com-

pany to the petition of Alderman Johnson The statement quoted is of a piece \\ ith

another immediately preceding it "His Majesty s particular instructions forgo\ern-

ment were clean supprest and extinguished and the original not now extant ' The ref-

erence is to Instructions for the government ok the Colonies issued by the King when

Virginia TV as under his personal direction The document needed not to be '

supprest
"

after the second charter \\ as granted It was simply superseded, and all the privileges of

government given into the hands of the Virginia Company, v, ith certain limitations So

far from being
" notnow extant ' the Instructions

' were atthe verymoment the charge

was made lying in the MS. records of the colony in Jamestown (See Brown s Genesis

of United States, I, Wff)
i Articles, Lawes, and Orders, Force's Tracts, III, No II.

8Nova Brittania, published in 1609, was dedicated to Smjthe, as \vas its sequel, Ke\\

Life of Virginia, published 1612, and Ralph Hamor'b Present State of Virginia, of 1615.
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eleven years before making any complaint? Sir Thomas

SmytheV own testimony was that direction to print the laws

was not given by him alone, "but by sundry of his Majesties

Councill for Virginia, whereof many are very honorable Lords

and Knight* and of this honourable House." * It is reasonable

that thi bhould have been &o. He furthermore asserted that

the law* fc * were not framed by Sir Thomas Smythe, as is most

untruly alledged, but by those worthy governors in Virginia,

a* the very title and preface to the book sets down. Which

laws and article* Sir Thomas. Smythe was so far from framing
or making them a& in a letter written to Captain Martin, one

of the fir^t planters and an especial man at that time in Vir-

ginia, that he Dignified his dislike in the strickness thereof, fear-

ing itwould discourage men from going to the plantation."
8

A> Smythe sa\ >, the preface and title appended by William

Strachey, secretary of the colony, to the printed code plainly

btates that the law& wore nude by the governors, Gates and

Dale. The enemies of Smythe, indeed, in the very philippic
which seems to lay on him the onus of the tyrannical laws,

affirm, no doubt correctly in this instance, that
u
as for the

government abroad in the plantations it was for the most part
left to the governor's absolute pleasure and power only."

8

We have already seen that Sir Thomas Dale expressly acknowl-

edged himself the author and promulgator of the martial part
of the code, which is nearly four-fifths of the whole. The
direct responsibility for the laws rests upon the governors,
Gate& and Dale, who constructed them, proclaimed them, and
for the most part, as we shall see, probably made them after

they reached Virginia; so that when they were sent to Eng-
land to be printed they were as much a novelty to Smythe as

to anyone else. Whether the ultimate responsibility legally
could be traced to the Virginia Company it could not to the
treasurer alone mubt depend on whether it could legally
transfer its legislative functions according to the manner and

theory about to be described.

James I looked upon the American colonies as Crown lands,

subject to his personal supervision and control. He held

i Reply of Smytheand Alderman Johnson toCaptain Bargrave's petition (See Brown's
First Republic, p 447 )

* Brown's Flrht Republic, p. 44b
3 Abstract of Proceeding* of Virginia Compan> of London, II, 186.
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that Parliament had no authority to interfere.
1 and only called

in the advice of his privy council on colonial affairs. The firt

government of Virginia, la&ting from 1605 to 1609, wa&

according to a plan drawn up liy the King himself.
9 There

was a King's council of Virginia in England, whose members
were of royal appointment. There wa* a colonial council in

Virginia whose memberb were nominated by the King's coun-

cil, and whose functions and acts were subject to the guidance
of the King's council. The colonial council might make ordi-

nances for good government and order, but the^e mu^t not

touch life nor member, and might be annulled at any time by
the King or his council for Virginia. Thus the reins f

authority were all in the royal hands. The King was in

theory himself doing what his subordinates did in respect to

Virginia.
But the colony did not prosper. There were other reasons 3

why the King desired to divest himself of responsibility while

retaining his share in the prospective profits. On such

accounts he acceded to the petition of the Virginia Company
for a new charter. Only the first members of the council in

England were to be nominated by the King. All vacancies

were to be filled bj* vote of the council itself.* The council

was to constitute whatever officers it saw fit for Virginia,
5 and

to make all laws for government.
6 It was to have, together

with the governors, officers, etc., it should appoint, according
to the natures and limitations of their offices, respectively,

"full and absolute power and authority to correct, punish,

paidon, govern, and rule" colonists
u
according to such orders,

ordinances, directions, and instructions" as the council should

determine, and "in defect thereof, in case of necessity, accord-

ing to the good discretion of the said governors and officers,

respectively, as well in cases capital and criminal as civil,

*In 1821, a parliament h wing been called b\ the King after an interval of seven years,

the Virginia Companj petitioned Parliament in the interests of Its chartered rights. A
committee for the business was already appointed, when James forbade Parliament to

meddle, roundly asserting that it was King and prh y council alone that had to do with

governing colonies. (See Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia Company of London, II,

229,280)
a " Instructions for the Government of the Colonies." In Brown's Genesis of United

States, I, fl

'Brown's First Republic in America, p 75

* See Art IX, X of second charter, 1609, in Brown
1

* Genesis of United States, I, 206 ff

Second charter, Art XIII
o Ibid, Art XIV
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both marine and other, &o alwayb as the said statutes, ordi-

nance*, and proceedings, as near as conveniently may be, be

agreeable to the laws, statutes, government, and policy of

our realm of this England."
1 This was a giving over of the

regal powers of legislation and government into the hands of

the company council. With one proviso, the council was

empowered to act in place of the sovereign, in so far as

making laws for Virginia and enforcing them was concerned.

What the council actually did during the term of Smythe's

administration was to follow the royal example and pass over

its sovereign powers of legislation and administration to the

governors of Virginia. This was not done by formal action,

so far as appears. Sir Thomas Smythe was an exceedingly

busy man, with various affairs on his hands. It was gen-

erally difficult to get more than a handful of the council

together, so there may have been merely neglect to frame and

send laws over.
8

Now, the charter provided that in case

of failure to receive instructions the governor and assistants

of Virginia shoold act on their own responsibility, exercising
the same functions granted to the council, though the charter

probably did not contemplate more than a temporary neglect
of the council to furnish such instructions. So if the company
had been called to account for delegating its legislative

responsibilities in this way, it might and might not have been

able to defend its course under this clause of the charter.

To summarize the way by which the direct responsibility
for the laws of Virginia got lodged in the hands of the gov-

ernors, the King originally claimed to exercise the sole right
of legislation for Virginia; but in 1609 he invested the Vir-

ginia Company with this attribute of sovereignty in respect
to the colony, and further provided that if at any time the

i Second charter, Art. XXIIL
a Lord Delaware's commission as lord-governor of Virginia, granted February 28, 1610

by the Virginia Company, gives him power to execute martial law in case of mutiny and
rebellion,

"and upon all other cases and occasions there happening, to rale, punish, and
govern according to such directions, orders, and instructions as by His Majesties said

councill, or the greater part thereof here resident in England, shall from tyme to t> me
be in that behalf made and given, * * * and in defect of such informations, the said
lord-governor and captaln-generall shall and mayrule and govern by his own discretion
or by such lawes for the present government as he with such councill as he shall take
unto him, or as the said lord-governor and captaln-generall shall think fitt to make and
establish." (In Brown's Genesis of United States, 1, 379 ) This is thoroughly in accord-
ance with the authority granted the council by the terms of the charter. It appears, too
as if it were intended presently to legislate for Virginia. No legislation abroad was
attempted, however, till after Smythe's administration had expired in 1619.
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company's organ, the council, failed to furnish legi&lation

and instructions necessary the colonial governors were to

assume the functions of legislation and independent action

themselves. The council did negleet, and that for a period of

years, and so, from intention or preoccupation, made the

governor in so far sovereign over his dominion of Virginia.
The only ground on which the council could interfere with

whatever laws the governor might choo&e to make was the

same ground which would have given the Crown to interfere

with any kws which the council might have devised that k.

on the ground that they were unwarrantably divergent from
the kws of England.

DATES AND PARTICULAR AUTHORSHIP OF THE LAWS.

We have already gone so far as to see that the laws were

drawn up by the governors of Virginia. Now, the laws coin-

posing the "Dale code,'" so called, were sent to Engknd to be

printed in the fall of 1611, a year and a half only after the

first of them were established. The title which heads them
is as follows:

Articles, Lawes and Orders Divine, Politique and Martiall for the "Colony
m Vizginea first established by Sir Thomas Gates Knight, Lieutenant

General the 24 of May 1610, exemplified and approved by the Right Hon-
orable Sir Thomas West, Knight, Lord Lawarr Lord Govemour and Cap-
tame Generall the 12 of June, 1610 Agame exemplified and enlarged by
Sir Thomas Dale Knight Marshall and Deputie Governour, the 22nd of

June 1611. 1

This title was probably written by William Straehey, secre-

tary of the colony, who was about as good a witness of the

facts as could have been produced.
8 He again remarks in the

preface:

It hath appeared most necessary unto our Ethnarchie Deputy Governor

Sir Thomas Dale, Knight Marshall, not only to exemphfie the old Lawes
of the Colony, by SirThomas Gates published and put in execution by our

Lord Generall La\iare during his time one whole yeere of being there, but

by virtue of his office to prescribe and draw new, with their due penalties

Both title and preface testify to the same thing, namely,
that while Lord Delaware had a hand in enforcing the laws as

i Articles, Lawes, and Orders, p 9

If not written by Strachey, It doubtless was written by Dale himself, the author of

preamble which follows. Of Dale, too, it must be said that no one could ha\e known
the facts better than he
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printed in 1612, Sir Thomas Gates and Sir Thomas Dale were

the bole authors.
1 Other statutes may have been added after

this time. We know that some were proclaimed by Deputy

Governor Argall, but none of these were ever authoritatively

put in print.

The question what part of the laws should be ascribed to

Gates and what to Dale is one which is full of difficulties and

has been answered variously,
8 but as far as can be seen none

of the answers have been based at all upon internal evidence.

But internal evidence, it will appear, is the strongest bearing

upon the question. Let it be more clearly explained than has

yet been done that the entire code is of the following compo-
nent parts: A preamble and thirty-seven statutes which are

characterized by the quaint epithet divine and politique (11

pages), another preamble, a table of fifty-one marshall lawes

(a little over 8 pages), and several sets of instructions ad-

dressed by the marshall separately to colonels or local gov-

erners (8 pages), captain of the watch (5 pages), captain

(i pages), lieutenants (2 pages), ensigns (2 pages), sergeants

(3 pages), corporals (over 3 pages)/ and private soldiers

(6 pag*s).

i Those who favor the notion that Delaware made the first laws and sent them over to

Gatesmay object that all that the title and preface assert as to Gatetfs connection with

the laws is that he "established" them and that he "published and put In execution"

the first statutes. But silence gives a testimony nearly as emphatic as affirmative when
so well-informed and obsequious a person as Strachey uses expressions not only ignoring

any possible connection of Lord Delaware as author, but calculated to convey the un-

avoidable impression that Gates and Dale were sole authors. Besides, it would be ludi-

crous to speak of Delaware as having "approved
" the laws he himself had written The

language of Dale in the preamble to the civil code, to the effect that he " adhered unto
the lawes divine and orders politique and martial of his lordship," do not signify that

Lord Delau are was author of the laws. Delaware succeeded Gates as sole and absolute

governorand still held that office while Dale was deputy Havingapproved and adopted
Gates's la\v s he mode them his own

* Alexander Brown's earlier opinion was that Gates (or Delaware) was author of all the

general laws of civil and military character and that Dale put forth only the "instruc-

tions." (Genesis, 1, 461 Cf Document CXIX ) But this can not be correct, for Dale in
the first preamble expressly states (Articles, Lawes, and Orders, p 9) that to the "lawes
divine and orders politiqueand martial " which he found he had added others Brown's
later opinion (First Republic, 154) is that Gates (or Delaware) was the author of simply
the divine and politique lau s. But this can not be so, since Dale speaks of the martial
laws that he found when he came (Articles, Lawes, and Orders, p. 9 )

Neill not only says that the code in its earliest form had twenty-one articles (History of

Virginia Company in London, 78), which, as stated in the text, may be correct, but he
also declares that Dale enlarged the laws and "also introduced the martial code con-
tained in the thirty-two articles of war of the army of the Netherlands." (History of

Virginia Company in London, 75 ) If this is no better founded than the context, which
informs us that Delaware proclaimed a part of the laws and that Dale introduced the
martial laws with the cognizance of Sir Thomas Smythe, it is built on sand We more
than tuspect that this is the ease Where can any such thirty-two articles of war be
found, whether in their original form in the Netherlands or as embodied in Dale's code?
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Since every one of the sets of military instruction* K elated

June 22, 1611, which date moreover agrees with the statement,

presumably written by Strachey, embodied in the general

title, that Dale enlarged the code June 22, 1611; and &ince,

moreover, those instruction purport to emanate from the

marshal, which was the title of office of Dale, who did not

land till May 10, 1611, it may not be questioned that Dale

was the author of this part of the code and that It wa^ pro-
claimed on the 22d of June of that year. Our inquiry is

therefore confined to the first 19 pages, embodying the civil

and military code of a general character.

Two fallacious presumptions have usually been allowed to

darken the problem. The first is that the laws were all made
in England and sent there in two distinct batches. The other

is that their original order is exactly the order in which we
find them as printed in 1612.

Now as regards the former, it was strange if a man sent to

rule and make laws in Virginia should not wait until he was

on the spot and had studied the situation before he attempted
to suit the peculiar circumstances of the colony. Laws of an

ordinary criminal nature, such as those relating to blasphemy,
Sabbath breaking, murder, theft, adultery, rape, etc., could

as easily be framed before arrival, but not to advantage such

as relate to communication with the Indians, sanitary precau-

tions, etc. Since Gates proclaimed his laws May 24, 1610,

thevery day after his arrival, it would seem that he did indeed

almost certainly make them before coming to Virginia or en

route thither. Therefore one might with reason argue that the

articles of Gates's code were those in the afterwards printed

collection which do not show and did not need knowledge of

the special circumstances of Virginia for their construction,

being those fundamentals which could be derived from the

common law of England, with an added pinch of severity,

perhaps, to suit a community so far removed from civilization.

It is confirmatory of this reasonable hypothesis that none of

the fundamental but only the special laws show signs, and will

be proved of origin later than Gates's administration that is,

belonging to Dale. Time enough, about forty days, elapsed
betwixt the landing of Dale and the date when he is said to

have "exemplified and enlarged" the code to give him the

opportunity for studying the situation. Observation gave
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ability to determine which were those enactments which "I

have found eithei the necessities of the present state of the

colonies to require or the infancie and weakness of the body

thereof as yet able to digest.'"
1 Neither need we infer from

the title that he ib&ued his statutes strictly in a batch, but

rather that June 29 saw a kind of codification of proclamations

previously issued as there was occasion for them. This would

be the natural course; and we know from his own pen that

some of his laws were actually put forth before June 22. In

a letter
2 written May 25 he remarks that three days previously

he had set up on public view several proclamations, "one for

the preservation of our cattle amongst ourselves, another for

valuation of provisions amongst the mariners. " Both of these

proclamations may be identified as articles in the code,
b *

copies of which I have sent and leave to your noble consid-

eration," he adds, and thereby confirms the conclusion that he

issued the laws on the spot, and not previously in England,
and that he issued them from time to time as occasion de-

manded. The presumption that the order in which we find

the statutes is the original order of their promulgation is

unwarranted. We shall have no doubt of this when we come
to a more detailed examination of internal evidences. If all

Strachey had to do was simply to copy an engrossed table of

kws he might indeed write of his
fc "

pains," but hewould hardly
mention "gathering of them.

1 ' But if he was obliged to col-

lect the laws issued by Gates and Dale, and hitherto comprised
in various documents, he may well have judged it fitting and
been expressly empowered by the deputy governor to attempt
borne kind of a decent logical classification. This would ex-

plain the fact, which we shall make patent, that the statutes
issued respectively by Gates and Dale are not, as hitherto

supposed, divisible at some particular point in the print of

1612, but occur intermingled, at least to some extent.

Let us now proceed to examine a few of the laws in ques-
tion, enough of them, and those minutely enough to exhibit
the grounds on which we base the conclusions already shad-
owed forth. The references will be to the "divine and poli-
tique"

3 laws in every case except where it is expressly stated
that a <fc

martial " law is meant.

iBrown's Genesis of United States, 1, 498 Letter of Dale to council of Virginia Com-
iQ.y
* Preamble of first part of Articles, Lawes, and Ordew, p 9
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Law 22, along with a number of excellent Minitary regula-

tions, prohibits that anyone
" rench or make clean any kottlo,

pot, or pan, or such like ve&ssell, within twenty foote of the olde

well or new pumpe/" This law could not have been made by
Gates, for the reason that the new pump did not exist at the

time his part of the code wa& proclaimed. Delaware super-
seded him June 10, and a month later William Strachey wrote

that Jamestown "hath no fresh-water springs serving the

Towne but what wee drew from a well &ix or -seven fathoms

deepe, fed by a brackish Hirer owzing into it."
1 The next

year Dale arrived, and May 25, thirteen days after landing,
he wrote to the Virginia Compain- a letter wherein he men-
tions that one of the necessities of Jamestown i&

" a new well,

for the amending of the most unwholesome water which the

old afforded.
2

According to Brown, on May 20 Dale had a

conference with his council and decided to dig the well. 8

Therefore law 22 must be of later date than May 20, 1611, and

have Dale as its author.* A letter written by Delaware after

he came to Virginia throws further light, probably, upon one

way in which some of the laws made by Dale sprang naturally
from the situation of things in the colony. "So uppon the

tenth of June,'' he says:

I landed at Jamestown, being a vene noysome and unwholesome place,

occasioned much bie the inortahtie and idleness of our owne people, so the

next daie I set sailors to worke to unlode shippes and the landmen some
to cleanse the towne, some to take cole for the forge

5

It was this condition and the uncleanly habits veiled in the

above paragraph which most likely suggested to Dale the first

part of law 22.

Nor shall anyone aforesaid within lesse than a quarter of one mile from

the Pallizadoes dare to doe the necessities of nature, since by these unmanly

1 "A true repertory of the wracke and redemption of Sir Thomas Gates," etc Written

July 15, 1610 In Purehas's Pilgrims, IV, 1753
-" Letter of Sir Thomas Dale" to the President and Counsell of the Companie of Ad-

venturers and Planters in Virginia In Brown's Genesis of United States 1, 492

Brown's First Republic, 150 I have not happened to trace the statement to its source

but do not doubt its correctness The date would be May 80, new stj le

* Capt. George Percy -was acting governor during the short interim between the de-

parture of Delaware and the arrival of Dale, March 28 to May 12, but there i& no reason to

suppose that he i entured any new statutes Gates's second administration is out of the

question in this regard, since it began at almost exactly the same date the last of August,

Itfll, that the ships departed bearing to England Strachej s manuscripts of the whole
code

&A letter written by Lord Delaware to Salisbury, not dated, but received by the latter

September, 1610 (English State Papers, Colonial, James I,Vol I, So 22 also Browns
Genesis, 1, 415)
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slothful, and loathsome iinm<nl<*tieh the \\liule fort may bee chooked and

poisoned \\ith ill aires

The t*ventv-fii'!>t law is that which deci-ees death to the man

Tvho "bhall Jure to kill or destroy any Bull, Cow, Calfe, Mare,

Hor&e, Colt, Goate, Swine, Cocke, Henne, Chicken, Dogge,
Turkic or any tanic Cattel or Poultry of what condition

soever" without leave fiom the General. Now, when Dela-

ware reached Virginia he wrote home relating what happened

during the winter which preceded Gates's short administra-

tion, the winter of 1609-1610, the awful ' '

starving time. " He

say& that "our people, together with the Indians (not to

friend) had the last winter destroyed and kil'd all our hoggs,

inasmuch as of five or six hundred (as it is supposed) there

was not above one sow, that we can heare of, left alive; nor

a henn nor chick in the forte (and our horses and mares they
had eaten with the first).'

11
It would have been a whimsical

proceeding on the part of Gates to have sat down immediately
on his arrival

2 and written out a law forbidding the slaughter

of horses, mares, hens, chickens, hogs, etc., when there was

not a horse, mare, hen, or chicken left in the colony, and only
one sow. And, furthermore, when it was so doubtful if an

attempt nhould be made to keep up the colony, that ten days
later he decided to abandon it, and on June 10 actually started

away. The law was really issued by Dale after several con-

signments of his &tock had reached Virginia.
3 He himself

tellfe us, ab before stated, that on May 22 he set up several

proclamations, "one for the preservation of our cattle amongst
ourbelves."* This was undoubtedly what afterwards became
the twenty-first law, or at least the first draft of it. Had the

i Go\ ernor and council in Virginia to the Virginia Company, July 7, 1610 In Brown's
Genesis, 1, 408

He arri\ed May J3 and established his laws the next day No ships arrived in Vir-

ginia from the winter of lt>09-1610 till the coming of Oaten,
a It uould bwm thut Delaware brought some cattle over, for he testified that the cows

paired the winter of liilO-lMl out of doors, and did well ("A short relation mado by
Lord De-La-AUrre to the lords, and others oi the eouncell of Virginia

11
In. Brown's

Genesis, 1, 481 i In the latter part of 1610 the Vanity arrived, with three horses on board
When Dale nimteU came he brought with him "twel\e kine, twenty goatcs, besides
conteb, pigeons, and pullen [poultrj]

"
(Howe's Abridgment of Stow's Chronicle, In

Brown's Genesis, I, 461 i He knew that a detachment of colonists was soon to follow h^n
with 100 k> ne and 200 s\\ ine for breed "

(Letter of Sir Edwin Sandys, March 21, 1011.
In Brown's Genesis, 1, 461-462.) E\ ery species named in the law was included in the
several consignments except the turkey, which w us nath e in Virginia, and the dog, rep-
re&entath es of which tribe had probablj survived the starving time

" There was now
occasion for the law
*Dale to council of Virginia Company, May 25, 1611 In Brown's Genesis, 1, 498
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remarkably minute law L'l pre\iou-ly existed thriv would
ha\e been no need of a new piorlamation. Tt \\a^ the expe-
rience of the winter of lijuji-l.itt.ii, whn the people 1VII upon
and devoured the live *totk. that made tln^ statute in all it^

terrible severity MVIII i ailed for As if to extUM* the harsh-

ness of the penalty by explaining the extreme importance to

the colony of pre^en ing the domestic* < reuture^ the statute

is prefaced by a long pivanihle. in the mui>e of whit h <>< cur>

an adjuration to "forbear to \\orke into oiu own want-* tt<jn!nt

by over haj&ty destroying and devouimg the stock-.." The

significant word m/ahi*- looks back to the stai \injf time and

the short-sightedness that accompanied it.

Dale writes that he held council May 21, Ifill. and that day
"did forbid all manner of tradings with the Indian*, least our

commodities should grow every clay with them more vile and

cheap by their plenty."
1 Evidenth before that date trading

with the Indians was very common indeed. Had any law

been issued by Gates on the subject Dale need not have made
a new order, but only to have enforced the old. But on [May
21 we evidently have the genesis of law 15. "Xo man of

what condition soever shall barter, tracke, or trade with the

Indians, except he be thereto appointed by lawful authority,

upon. pain of death." Not only is the law Dale's, but it was

certainly put forth after he had come to the colony and

because of the rise of circumstances demanding action.

There are two proofs that law 20, forbidding mariners to

sell "provisions of Meale, Oatmeale, Bisket. Butter, Cheese,

etc./' at higher than the fixed rates, whether said mariners

belong "to any ship or shippe, now within our river or heie-

after which shall arrive," was not issued by Gates, but by
Dale. In the first place, during the eighteen days of Gates's

administration no ships were in the river except the two

which he had brought from the Bermudas, and they, after the

nine months' stay of 1W shipwrecked emigrants upon the

islands, could have contained no provisions of the kind.

The second proof is found in the statement of Dale that

among the proclamations he &et upMay 22, 1611, was one "for

the valuation of provisions amongst the Mariners."* The

proclamation maj
r

easily be identified with law 20.

i Sir Thomas Dale to Virginia Company, 3Ia\ 25, 1611 In Brown's Genesis, 1, 493

Letter c f Dale to council of Virginia Company, May 25, 1611 In Bro\\ n'& Genesis, 1, 493

HIST y (
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Law 13 forbids slander, mutiny, disobedience, or neglect

contrary to the authority of the lord-governor, lieutenant-

general, marshal, council, or any public officer of "Virginia.

Law 17 menaces with death any keeper of public stores who

deals fraudulently or gives a false account to the lord-gov-

ernor, lieutenant-general, marshal, or any deputy governor in

authority. Law 30 threatens the person who conspires against

the person or authority of lord-governor, lieutenant-general,

or marshal with the same condign fate. The thirty-seventh

law, providing for the case of a soldier who refuses to pay his

debts, mentions the marshal, as do also the martial laws num-

bered 13 and 39. Now, all of these must belong to Dale's

share in the authorship of the code, for while there were

doubtless provost-marshals previously to enforce purely mili-

tary discipline,
1 Dale was the first, if not the only, personwho

ever bore the title of marshal of Virginia.

Laws 13, 17, and 30 summarized above, likewise martial

law 50, make mention of the lord governor. That was the

title of Delaware, and was his only because he was the only

governor of his rank during the term of the second charter.

At first it seems perfectly obvious that the laws referred to

must therefore date at least as late as the coming of Delaware.

But an obscure bit of history must be elucidated before that

shall be certain.

The impression derived from many secondary histories
8
is

that when Sir Thomas Gates, Admiral Somers, and Captain

Newport started for Virginia, it was under the arrangement
that whoever reached Virginia first should be governor there.

This would be a ridiculous arrangement, but so those who
trust the statement of John Smithwould have us believe. In

consequence quarrels arose between the three and all took

passage on the same boat, which would be a still more redic-
ulous thing, since it would leave the question who was to be
governor undetermined, after they arrived. Furthermore,
we are told that Gates, when he finally did happen into the
seat of authority in Virginia, was acting only as deputy
governor, while all the while Lord Delaware was the real

i See Articles, Lawes.and Orders, pp 22,24,25, martial laws, 13, 24, 26, 26
3R A Brock, in "Narrative and Critical History of America," III, for example,
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ernor under appointmont for life. Now, this K all wrong.
An authoritative document i^ued by the council of the Vir-

ginia colony {states \\ hat the arrangement really wa*. Accord-

ing to it Gate*, Someix and Xewport, in the order named,
were given several commWon% sealed, Micce&sh ely to take

place one after another "considering the mortality and uncer-

tainty of human life
"

l Therefore wh-n shipwrecked on the

Bermudas, and after arrival at Virginia. Gate^ administered

the government. In what capacity, as deputy for Delaware,

already under appointment to be lord governor for life '. Xo.

Strachey's words denominating him "our right, famous, s,,/f

governor then"8 are justified by the testimony of the council

for the Virginia colony, which certainly ought to have known
the character of its own acts: "We gave our commission to

an able and worthy gentleman, Sir Thomas Gates, whom we
did nominate and appoint sole and flbvfate governor."

3 The

first signer of this statement is Lord Delaware himself, who
would not have been likely to subscribe to any derogation of

his own title and authority. The document continues:

Seeing that all the dangers and sicknesses have sprung from v ant of affect-

ing OUTpurpose oftendinganMe got ernor [Gates wa& &hip\\ recked, and it \\ as

not yet known in England but that he wa& lust], we have concluded and

resolved to send forth the Eight Honorable the Lord de la TTarr by the

last of January, and to give him all the liberties and privileges which we
have power to derive upon him.

If these powers were yet to be granted him, nine months

after Gates left England for Virginia, it is plain that he did

not then possess them. His commission, making him absolute

* "A true and sincere declaration of the purpose and ends of the plantation begun in

Virginia," Entered for publication December 14, lt>09, under hands of Lord De la Warr,

Sir Thos Smith, etc Printed, 1610 In Brown's Genesis, 1, 345 This \ erj Somers ^ho is

represented as quarreling with Gates and Newport on the question of precedence, after-

wards unhesitatingly calls Gates ' our governor," both as acting in the Bermudas (letter

to Salisbury, lord treasurer of England, June 15, 1610 See Brown's Genesis I, 401) and

after arrival in Virginia, although sailing with him in the same vessel It is true that

in another "broadside" the council of Virginia dubs three men, Gate*, Somcrs, and

Newport
"
Chitfe Qovcrnouis" (Brown's Genesis, I, 354-350) But the \\ord is here used

in a general sense only, just as when the \\ hole council of the Virginia Company is called

the "governoursand councillors established for that plantation" (Brown's Genesis, I,

887)
a Preface to Articles, Lawes, and Order?, p 5

3 "A true and sincere declaration
"
signed by Lord De la Warr, Sir Thomas Smith, Sir

Walter Cope, etc Entered for publication December 14, 1609 In Brown's Genesis, I,
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governor for life was not given him till February 28, 1609-10. l

He proceeded to Virginia, where, to quote his own language:

J fau?e<l my commission to be read, upon which Sir Thomas Gates

delivered up unto me his commission, both patents and the counsell seale.

Here was the formal transfer of authority from one deposi-

tary to another Confusion has arisen from two facts. One

is that the Virginia Company in February 17, 1608-1609, did

intend to send Lord De la Warr as governor the next month,

and so expressed itself.* But it changed its mind and sent

Gates instead. The other is that while the appointment of

Delaware was deferred, yet the programme afterwards carried

out was already arranged. Delaware was slated
8 to be lord

governor, and the council once proleptically calls him by
that title, although not yet his in reality.

4 But the fact

remains that he did not receive his appointment till the next

year. Therefore it is doubly sure that laws 13, 17, and 30,

as likewise martial law 50, were not passed in the time of

Gates. The language of the fiftieth martial law clearly shows

that it was written by some deputy governor acting in the

absence of the lord governor and in his stead and behalf.

We are forced to the conviction, then, that it was composed
after Delaware had returned home from Virginia in 1611, and

that Dale was its author.
8

Martial law i3, also, was certainly issued by Dale. It says

that "all other faults, disorders, and offences that are not

mentioned in these Lawes, Articles, and Orders, shall be and

are supplied in the instructions which I have set downe and

now shall be delivered unto every Captain and other Officer,"

i Brown's Genesis. 1, S7&-384.

Crasha\v's sermon, delivered before Delaware and others a week previous to the date
of the commission, is indeed entitled,

"A sermon preached in London before the Right
Honorable the Lord de la \\arr, lord goveraonr,

'
etc , but the sermon was not printed

till March 19, when Delaware was governor, and the title is significant of nothing except
that it was appended after the noble lord received his commission

* Letter from council of Virginia to corporation of Plymouth. February 17, 160&-10

In Brown's Genesis, I, 238ff

3 As Brown says
"
Firs*; Republic," 84

* Broadside published by council of Virginia Company Date unknown but probably
March or April, 1609 Perhaps the reason whyDelaware isspoken of as if he were already
go\ eraor is that it in as desired to impress the public with the magic of his noble name,
although rtnctly it was a little trick} to do so

* Martial law 60 enjoins on all officers to execute the statutes of military discipline
" as

no doubt our Right Honorable Lord Generall doth assure himselfe" that they will do,
' wherefore in his Lordship's behalfe I must entreat all Governors, Captains

1 ' etc
,
to

go\ ern themselves "
according to the intention of his Lordship, declared by these present

Ordinances "
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etc. The&e inhtiuction.s. we have seen, compose the greater

part of the entire code, and are severally dated June 22, 1611,

showing by that date and by the fact that they are issued by
the "'

marshal!'' that Sir Thomu<> Dale, the only marshal! of

Virginia, was their author It follow-* that Dale wa^ the

author of martial law 43.

It is perhaps not worth while to mention internal evidences

which tend to show, but with lex> cogency, that certain others

of the articles "divine, pohtique. and martial" were not

written by Gates, but by Deputy Governor Dale

These, then, are four conclusion^ in briefest form.

1. The ""
Articles, lawes, and ordeiV of Virginia are the

work of two men. Sir Thomas Gates and Sir Thomas Dale.

2. No sharp division line can be drawn at any point of the

printed code separating the work of Gates from that of Dale.

3. Some of the laws "divine and politique" (pp. 9-19) were

by Grates, some by Dale.

4. Some of the laws "martial" (20-28) were by Gates, some

by Dale.

5. The laws established by Gates were probably those of a

fundamental nature, such as found a place in the civil and

military systems of all civilized states.

6. The laws which betray intimate knowledge of the peculiar
circumstances of the Virginia colony were probably issued by
Dale.

7. Dale's laws were not made in England and brought over

in a batch, but issued after he came to Jamestown and as there

was occasion for them.

8. It is not probable that the order in which the articles are

printed is the order of their original promulgation. Strachey
did not simply transcribe, but wab obliged to "gather" them,
and either did not know their chronological sequences or dis-

regarded it in a rude attempt at classification.

9. The instructions, directed to the various ranks of soldiery,

are the work of Dale.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE CODE.

It is needful at this point that we should understand what

the "marshall lawes," which occupy so prominent a place in

the code, really were, and who were the objects of their appli-

cation. The term martial law has been used, historically, in
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two benses.
1

First, it may stand for the rules of military

operations;

issued by the king or his representative. Or it may mean

what is properly not law at all, but the substitution of arbi-

trary military authority for the ordinary tribunals of justice

in times of mutiny and rebellion.
8 In the first case, those

subject to the martial law are soldiers only; in the second

case, the whole population may be subjected to "drumhead

justice." Keally the martial law of Virginia was, in theory at

least, of the former kind. Only soldiers were supposed to be

subject to it There was for the ordinary citizen the civil

magistrate;* for the soldier the marshal and his officers. The

citizen would ordinarily be tried by civil courts held by the

governor of the colony, assisted by his council,
5

following the

lines of jurisprudence marked out in the laws "divine and

politique.
" For the soldier there was the marshal's court,

probably meeting at regular intervals and administering dis-

cipline according to the special military statutes.
6 It should

be observed, however, that by the military code itself soldiers

were held to obedience under the "divine and politique lawes"

also.
" Tee are now further to understand that all these pro-

hibited and forefended trespasses and misdemeanors, with the

injoyned observance of all these repeated civill and politique
lawes * * * with their due punishments and perils heere

declared and published are no less subject to the marshall law
then unto the civill magistrate and where the alarum, tumult

i Commentaries on Martial Law W F Finlason London, 1867, pp 91, 92 n.
sThe attempt to colonize Virginia might well have been considered a warlike expedi-

tion It was an enterprise conducted in a hostile country, in the face of alertand savage
enemies. There was as much reason for strict discipline over the soldiers of Virginia as
there was in the Netherlands over the English and Dutch armies.
3 It ^ as this kind of martial law which the charter forbade in times of peace (Article

21 of sucond charter ) Whether it was ever exercised in Virginia we have yet to see
*Preamble to the marshall lawes in articles

" Lawes" and "Orders," p 20.
* Perhaps minor cases would be attended to by the local governors of towns
Underthe Royal Government, 1605-1609, the president and council constituted the court

which was required to punish certain officers with death, while those of a minor charac-
terIt might punish at discretion See "

Instructions for the government of the colonies,"
in Brow n's Genesis, I, pp 68-70

cBefore the reign of Henry VIII military Justice was in the hands tor the most part of
a high constable and marshal, assisted by officers and civilians versed in military affairs.
But after 19 HenryVIII the office of high constable no longer existed, and the marshal
(usually the second in command) became the chief judge on military courts This court
met in HenryVHTa reign usuallytwice a week. (See J&ilitary Antiquities, FranceGrose
F A. S.fLondon, 180L)
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and practice of arms art* not exercised and wheie thi^o now

following lawes appertaining only to martwll discipline, are

diligently to bo observed, and *hall be sternly executed." 1

There is considerable oWurity on the <ubject of military
service in early Virginia. Whether there wa^ a cla-^ of men
who were perpetually boldiei> or whether none were liable

for military service more than a certain number of week* a

year I have not been able to determine John Rolfe. in 1017.

wrote that all farmers were bound "
to watch and waid in the

townes where they are resident/' and "to do thirty-one

dayes service for the colony when they shall be called there-

unto.''
3 On the other hand soldiers were employed in daily

labor, except when their turn for guard duty came around. 3

But though all soldier* were a part of this time laborers, it

does not seem that all laborers were jsoldiers.* Certainly sol-

diers are discriminated from civilians in a number of pauaagis
in the marshal's instructions

*

'Any laboreror&ouldier.
5" * '

any
soldier or what manner of man eKe soever, of what quality 01

condition he be/' The&e are example*. There were certain

classes of citizens who were never liable to military or other

public service, such as ministers, bakers,
8

cooks,
7

piobably

Cape merchants, truckmasters, keepers of public stores,
8 and

perhaps some others. But whatever conbtituted the soldier,

and however long he continued a soldier, he was amenable to

the martial laws, as well as to the ordinary law of the land.
9

The citizen who was performing military service, though it

were only watch and ward, was for the time being a soldier,

and so subject to the martial law. But the citizen, not at the

time acting in a military capacity, was subject only to the law

of the land embodied in the laws
"*
divine and politique.

" This

i Preamble to martial division of "Article*, La\\es, and Orders," p 20

* Relation of the State of Virginia, John Rolfe, 1617 In Virginia Hi&t Rig , 1, 107

a Articles, La\vcs, and Orders, p 31.and other places
4This is the cumulathe impression gained from many referenctb in the marshal's

instructions, but which are difficult to bring together as an exhibit \\ ithout consuming
inordinate space

6 Articles, Lawes, and Orders, p 88

oibid , Third martial law, p. 21

flbid ,Thirt\ -seventh law,pp IS, 19

aIbid Seventeenth law, p 13

But in all cases, if wo mistake not, he was answerable at the marshal's court and not

before the civil magistrate In cose a soldier refused to pav hfc debts, though the cred-

itor was a civilian, the latter would bring smt at the court of the murshal The marshal

had a civ il officer to prefer such case*. (Set! Thm> -beveuth la\\ , p 18 )
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TON the general theory, but it can not be said to have been a

thoroughly consent"and well-digested scheme.

Law^l "and 37 of the civil part of the code are really mar-

tial laws out of their true places, having nothing to do with

civilian* or civil courts.
1 On the other hand, the third mar-

tial law presumes to lay hold of a civilian
* and punish him by

a martial court. This may be said to be contrary to the

charter. In six cases, also, the civil courts gave over a

criminal to the marshal's court. In one case,
3 that of blas-

phemy, the penalty of death was fixed by statute for the third

repetition of the offense, but the sentence was to be pro-

nounced by a martial court. In three cases* trading away

tool* or furniture to mariners, killing domestic stock, and per-

petrating unsanitary acts, the statutes prescribe certain penal-

ties, presumably inflicted by civil authorities, but then gave

the culprits over to the tender mercies of the marshal's court

for such further punishment as it saw fit to direct. In the

two remaining cases,
5
failure to take certain other sanitary

precautions, and neglect of duty by overseers, the guilty per-

son was to be tried by martial court in the first instance, and

that tribunal was free to prescribe the penalties it judged

proper. Was the procedure laid down for these six cases in

violation of the charter? For the martial law to attack

civilians, for the military court to usurp the functions of the

civil court in times of peace would be so. Was it so for the

civil statutes to require the assistance of the martial courts in

certain instances by the express warrant of the law of the

land andby express requisition of the civil tribunal ? Whether

i " I do strictly commaund and charge all Captaines and Officers of whatever qualitie or

nature *>c\ crwhethercommaunders in the field, or in towne or townes, forts or fortresses,

to have a care that the Almlghtie God bee duly and daily served, and that they call upon
their people toheare sermons, as that also they diligentlyfrequent Horning and Even-

ing prakr thcmseh es by their own exempler and dailj life and dutie herein encouraging
others thtreunto, and that such who shall often and wilfully absent themselves be duly
punched according to the martiall la\\ in that case provided

"
(Law 1 ) 'If any

&ouldkr indebted, shall refuse to pay his debts unto his creditor, his creditor shall
informe hi& Captuine, if the captainc cannot agree to the same, the creditorshall Informo
the Marshall's chill and principal officer, who shall preferre for the creditor a bill of

complaint at the Marshal's Court, where the Creditor shall have Justice " (Law 87 )
ffi If any Mjuldier, or what manor of man else soever of what quality or condition

Eou\cr he bo, s-hall tacitly compact \\ith any seaman" etc to leave the colony without
permission from authority , he shall be put to death, (p 21)

3LJM "
Articles Lawes, and Order*, p 3

*Law* 19. 21, and 2. Ibid
, pp 13, 14, 15

> Lawes 25 and 27 Ibid
, p 16.
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a trick or an inadvertency, tin** procedure might Micces^fully
evade the letter while it \ ioluted the spirit of the charter.

"We are now to see. tso far a* evidence i& extant, to what
extent and in what spirit the laws of the code were put in

force by the various governor* of Virginia.

By Gates: The authority of Sir Thomas Gates in Virginia

began, of course, with hu arrival and the reading of hi* com-

mission, ]\Iay 23, 1610 But his gubernatorial authority over

the body of colonists which took passage with him began at

the time they entered the ship* to go to Virginia, June 2,

1609. In the absence of much positive information about the

character of his governmentin Virginia, whether it was severe

or otherwise, we are the more indebted to Strachey'h account
1

of affairs in the Bermudas, where Gates ruled his shipwrecked

company nine months and a half, ere he could get ships ready
to complete his journey.
When Governor Grates set the men at work building a ship

in which to go to Virginia some of them became mutinous

saying:
" How that in Virginia nothing but wretchedness and

labour must be expected, with many wants and a chuillsh

intreaty, there being there neither thatFish, Fle&h, norFowle,"*
which here were plenty, while here hard work, also, was not

necessary. So in September, 1609, a conspiracy was formed

by six persons to run away to another part of the island and

live by themselves. They were found out, and to "fit the

punishment to the crime" they were in fact put on a lonely

island. There they became very sick of each other's exclusive

society and sent petitions and promises of amendment to the

governor, "upon which our governor (not easie to admit any

accusation, and hard to remit any offence, but at all times sorry
in the punishment of him in whom may appeare either shame

or contrition) was easily content to reacknowledgo them again.
"

This was the first mutiny. The second was fomented by one

Stephen Hopkins, who gave reasons uboth civill and Divine

(the Scripture falsely quoted)
*'

why it would be right to refuse

to obey the governor, whose authority he said ceased at the time

of theshipwreck. This heasserted totwo hearers, whoreported
it to the governor. Hopkins was "generally held worthy to

i W Strachey's narrative, 1G10 In Memorial* of the Discovery and Early Settlement

rf the Bermudas or Somcr'a Islands, 1515-1C85 Maj -Gen J H Lefroj, 2 vol , London,

1 77 Vol I, 23-55.
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&ati&tie the punishment of the offence with the sacrifice of his

life, buch as belongo to Mutinie and Rebellions." But all

uniting in intercession for him, the governor readily granted

pai don. Encouraged perhaps by this leniency of Gates a third

mutiny broke out. Some persons "who conceived that our

Governor indeede neither durst nor had authority to put in

execution nor passe the act of Justice upon anyone" conspired

to seize the stores, abandon the governor, and settle on the

island. The affair was betrayed, but the conspirators were not

at once arrested, being scattered. One Henry Paine kept steal-

ing articles to use in the rebellion, and one night when it was

hi& turn to watch, and the captain of the guard gave him direc-

tions he struck that officer, and when told that the governor
should hear of it, roundly declared that the governor had no

authority to interfere. This passed all bounds. He was

arrested, convicted before the company, and sentenced by the

governor to be hanged, "and the ladder being ready, after he

had made many confessions, he earnestly desired, being a gen-

tleman, that hee might bee shot to death," which was done.

Some of the malcontents now fled to the woods, fearing that

they were discovered. Grates sent and offered them pardon if

they would return and amend. All did save two, who were
left behind when the rest went to Virginia.
What was done by the governor in the three instances just

cited was done not in pursuance of any particular statute,
but under the chartered authority to hold courts-martial in

times of mutiny and punish at the discretion of the judges.
Wherefore it is of value, not to show how he actually did

carry out the statute law, but rather to show how he would
be likely to do so. In the first mutiny he banished instead

of putting to death, and pardoned the offenders when they
showed contrition. In the second, he pardoned the culprit

already condemned to death. In the third, he felt compelled-
to make an example, the rebellious spirit was getting so ram-

pant, but granted the criminal's request for a more honorable
form of execution than had been adjudged. All this speaks
a humane man, whom only urgent peril to the state can force
lo severe measures. There is visible one touch of intoler-

ance, although it is a mark of the times rather than of the
man. John Want was "a sectary in points of Religion, and
in his own prayers much devout and frequent, but hardly
drawnc to the publique, insomuch that being suspected by
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our Minibtei foi a Brmuirt. h< \\a^ often compelled to the

common Liturgie aiid form of Prayer/' ThU was probably
pursuant to the thirty-third law.

Gates's first administration in Virginia lasted le*> than three

weeks, and wa& busied with preparations for the abandonment
of the colony, which would have taken place had Delaware
not opportunely arrived. Hi> second administration lasted

from August, 1611, to Februaiy, 16U
The evidence is wholly of a negative character, but it ^up-

ports the presumption raised by the Bermuda regime that he

was personally lenient.

Years later the colonists of Virginia issued passionate state-

ments of the cruel sufferings under the code, but while fiercely

denouncing Dale, are silent a** to any injury received from
Gates. 1 To be sure, the four years which the "extreaine

slavery and miserye" of the people is charged to have lasted

included not only Dale's first and second administration, but

also the latter one of Gates, sandwiched between. Neverthe-

less, Gates comes in for no share of execration. So it is

highly probable that he gave over the responsibility for crimi-

nal prosecution entirely into the hands of the marshal, who
then would become the chief judge. The treasurer of the

Virginia colony, characterizing the work of Gates and Dale in

Virginia, ascribes to the latter a severity which he does not

impute to the former. Where identically the same inference

is derivable from testimony of friend and foe, it is probably a

just one.

By Delaware: The lord governor was resident in Virginia

and active as well as titular ruler there not quite ten months,

June 10, 1610, to March 28, 1611. He addressed the colonists

upon his arrival in somewhat menacing terms, according to

his own report:

. I delivered some few words unto the company, laying some blame on

them for many vanities and their idlenes, earnestly wishing that I might

i "A brief declaration of the plantation of Virginia during the first twelve j cares, \\ lien

SirThomas Smith was governor of the coinpanle down to the present tvmc, by tho ancient

planters now remaining alive In Virginia, 10M
' In Colonial Record of Virginia, 1S74.

Also "The tragicall relation
" in Neill's History of the Virginia Company of London, 407 ff

1 Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia Company of London, 1, 21

2 Letter of Lord Delaware and Council of Virginia to Virginia Company, July 7,, 1610.

In Brown's Genesis, 1, 407

3 Strachej's preface to Articles, Lawes, and orders, p 7 But he saj s that Delnu are's

residence continued "one whole >eere," when, to be exact, it.
lasted nine months and

eighteen days.
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no mi ne find it HI, leaste J should be compeld to drawe the sworde of

Justice, t cut off Mich delinquents, which 1 hadmuch rather drawe in their

defence, to protect from enemies

The colonial secretary affirmed that the laws were "put in

execution by Delaware during the whole of his stay in Vir-

ginia." Probably not, nevertheless, with a severity such as

"thunders in the* index." For the colonists, when it became

safe and necessary in after years to tell their pitiful story,

remembered no more against Delaware than Grates.

By Percy: Percy's administration, after the lord governor
was obliged to leave on account of sickness, lasted a month

and a half. He was not likely, knowing himself to be simply
an ad interim governor till the marshal should come, to

undertake any drastic measures involving life and death.

There is extant no whisper of complaint about his government.

By Dale: According to the old planters of Virginia,
1 Sir

Thomas Dale gave an early proof of his harshness of temper
after arriving in Jamestown, May, 1811:

We must alfioe noat heere that Sir Thomas Dale at his arrivall, finding
himself deluded by the aforesaid protestations [by Sir Thomas Smythe,
that the colony was flourishing] pulled Captain Newport by the heard

and threatenmge to hang him for that he affirmed Sir Thomas Smith's

relation to he true, demanding of him whether it were meant that the

people here in Virginia should feed upon trees.

From quite another quarter an incident has come down to

us singularly in accord with this glimpse of the marshal's

deposition.
8

Captain Argall brought some French prisoners to

Jamestown, captured in an attack upon the settlement at

Mount Desert Island. The captains were hopeful of excellent

treatment when they learned that they would be given over
to the care of Marshal Dale, because he had formerly shown
friendliness toward the French, and had received promotion
himself by the kindly offices of the French Government. But
instead,

6'he spoke of nothing but of ropes and gallows and of
hanging every one of us," and seemed about to carry out his

threat, but desisted at the intercession of Argall, who showed
him that the prisoners had acted under authority received
from the King of France. It may be that his long career in

i "A brief declaration of the plantation of Virginia, during the first twelve yeares,when Sir Thomas Smith was GOT, ernor of the companie and down to this present tyme,
by the ancient planters nowe remaining alive in Virginia, 1824." In Colonial Records of
Virginia. Richmond, 1874.

* Narrative of the French prisoners. See Brown, First Republic, pp. 191, 192.
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the military service of the Netherlands during oight yeui* of

which he had been an officer.
1 had not predi&po&ed him to

suavity or mildness.

Alexander Whitaker, the "Apostle of Virginia." spoke

highly of Dale. But it is not unknown that &ouie mini&ters

of that day were far from disapproving harah laws and of

harsh enforcement. It was Rev. John Cotton who drew up
for Massachusetts Bay a code so bloody and miel that even

the stern legislators of that colony would not adopt it
5 \V hit-

aker says that the marshal was a man w'of good con-cieneo in

all things.
" 3

So, very likely, was Torquemada Xor wo* the
u
good conscience" which allowed its owner to become violent

and pluck up beards free from the other peculiarities. Dale

actually sent to Powhatan offering to make his daughter, the

sistei of Pocahontas, then 11 years old, his nearest companion,

wife, and bedfellow,"
14
although he then had a wife living in

England.
What information comes down to us regarding the enforce-

ment of the law by Dale comes in part from his friendb and

in part from those who, having suffered under hi& administra-

tion, were foes to his memory. All extant accounts are

meager enough, and they overlap only to a certain extent.

But so far as they do overlap they reveal no substantial dis-

crepancy. After the second charter had been replaced by the

third and Sir Thomas Smythe had resigned from his position

as treasurer, dissension arose in the Virginia Company of

London. Friends of Sir Thomas Smythe petitioned that the

management of the colony under his successor might be in-

vestigated. A spirited defense was made, with counter-charges

affecting the past regime. The governor and assembly of Vir-

ginia heard the distant rattle of the storm that was hailing

petitions, counter-petitions, statements, and manifestoes, and

fell into a panic of fear lest Virginia should be handed back

* Asplnwall Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society Collections, fourth series, Vol IX,

pp 62-69
sAn Abstract of the Laws ot New England a* They areNow Established London, 1641

In Force's Tracts, in, No IX The title is a misnomer These laws were intended for

Massachusetts Bay Colony, not for all New England, and were not then nor thereafter

"established "

* Quoted in Old Virginia and Her Neighbors, John Fiske, 1, 166

*Ralph Earner's True Discourse of the Present State of Virginia Hamor was himself

the messenger There is no reason to doubt his ston . He was friendlj to and an ad-

mirer of Dale Powhatan had just sold his daughter to an Indian for 2 bushels of wam-

pum, and could not take advantage of the offer
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to the tender mercies of Sir Thomas Smythe onco more. Con-

sequently, in the spring of 1623 they drew up the "Tragicall

Relation*" a statement in brief of the sufferings they had en-

dured while Smytho was treasurer A year later they sent

another, already referred to, the "Brief Declaration," which

i& a little more detailed, yet exasperatingly short. The latter

was signed exclusively by men who were in the colony when

Dale was there, and so knew what they testified by experience

and direct observation. These state that the colonists were

forced by starvation to flee to the Indians for relief. Being

taken, they were executed by "starving, hanging, burning,

breaking on the wheel, and shooting." The crime so terribly

puni&hed is elsewhere called
" Webb and Price's Design," and

took place in the spring of 1612. It was forbidden by the

twenty-ninth kw, reading thus:

No man or v oman (upon paine of death) shall runne away from the

Colome to Powhatan or any savage "Weroance else whatever

The statute does not fix the form of execution, and Dale chose

as he pleased and judged would be most effective in warning
others not to be guilty of the like offense. The code nowhere
hints at any such barbarous practices as burning or breaking
on the wheel. The '"Brief Declaration "

says that one person
c fc was chained to a tree and starved to death." The ' '

Tragicall
Relation"' had more explicitly rehearsed that his offense was

stealing two or three pints of oatmeal, and that he had his

tongue pierced with a bodkin ere he was tied up and starved.

George Percy's book, probably written after 182V relates

the stoiy and also informs us that the theft was from the store. 8

It was therefore liable to death by the tenth law, but the

statute does not say anything about the method of execution.

Dale went out of his way to enforce it with savage severity,

especially if, as it is asserted and seems nearly certain else

why should a man steal two or three pints of oatmeal? the

perpetrator was drawn to the deed by hunger.

1A TreweRelacyon of the Procedlnges and Ocurentes of Moment which have happened
in Virginia fromtheTjme SirThomas Gates M as shipwrackte uppon the BermudasAnno
1S09, nntill my departure out of the country, \*hich was In Anno 1612 George Percy
Only a fragment of this is preserved 4} pages out of 41 These are to be found in NeilTs
"Virginia Vetusta," VI, ff Captain Percy was president of the King's council in
Virginia, September, 1609, till theend of the royal go\eminent there, June, 1010, and was
deputj-governor March 28, 1611 to May 12 of the same year

2 Only he saj s " some which robbed the store he cawsed them to be bowned faste unto
trees and so starved them to dcathe." A little touch of exaggeration or of carelessness In
expression, probably.
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The pitiful story of the colonists continues: - Some for steal

ing to sati&lie their hunger were hangefl. Other* attempt-

ing to run away in a barge and a hhallop (all the Boates that

were then in the Collonye) and therein to adventure their lives

for their native countryc, being discovered and prevented,
were shot to death, hanged, and broken upon the wheel/*

Tho leader in the attempt to get to England in open boats

was ono Abbot, and the offence was punishable by death under

the thirty-second statute. Abbot as leader probably suffered

the horrible and un-English execution of breaking upon the

wheel; the other methods of execution proportioned to the

responsibility. These executions occurred in IfilS. At &ome
date unknown, when returning from an expedition to the

Pamonkey River, a mutiny, caused by the ""want and scarci-

tye," broke out. It was suppressed by Dale, and "'the prime
actors were duly examined and convicted, whereof sixe, beitif e

adjudged and condemned, were executed.
"

Since the Pamou-

key River was the seat of very troublesome Indians known by
the same name, againstwhom the Virginians are known t > have

made incursions, it is to be presumed that the expedition A. as of

a military character and broke out among soldiers. They wei e

therefore amenable to the eighth martial law, on the subject

of mutiny. If its provisions were exactly carried out, the

punishment of each was to be "put to death with such annes

as he carrieth." The '"ancient planters" testify that to

their own knowledge all the barbarities above related hap-

pened,
"
besides continuall whippings, extraordinary punish-

ment, workinge as slaves in irons for a term of yoares (and

that for petty offences) weare dayly executed. Under the

tiranus Government the Collony continued in extreame slavery

and miserye for the space of five yeares, in which time many
whose necessities enforced the breach of those laws by the

strictness and severitye thereof suffered death arid other

punishments.
"

Ralph Hamor, at one time secretarj- of the colony, a pro-

fessed friend of and apologist for Sir Thomas Dale, mentions

the desertion of Coles, Kitchen, and three others, composing
the military guard of Molina, a Spanish prisoner, and induced

by him to try and reach the Spanish settlements toward the

south. Indians were employed by Dale to track and bring
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them Iwu-k. and they \\oro executed.
1

They were guilty of

tho crinio of It'ttinjr a prisoner of war go, made capital by
martial ]&n :W It ^ curious that there was no martial law

i ovoi ing all <-asi> of desertion: for the third law specifies only

doscrtion by *hip. Probably it was not contemplated that

tmyow might attempt to desert to the Spaniards, traversing

a trackless and dangeroas country on foot in the effort.

But the forty-third martial statute reserved the right to try

offen>es not named in the article, and the instruction of the

marshal to the colonel names as one of the disorders liable

to be brought up in the martial court, ''running unto the

enemy, or intending and plotting to runne but prevented."

Of cour>e any martial court in the world would award death

for such an offense, even in our own day. Hamor,* aware

that "the mannei of their death, may some object, hath bin

cruell. unusuall and barbarous," declares that "indeede they
have not bin, witnesse France and other Countries," but does

not add " witness England/' the only country which was ger-
mane for comparison. Indeed, in the very next clause he

admits that "'they have bin more severe than usuall in Eng
land." and in the .same paragraph that "a cruell, painefull and

unusuall death
M
was quite in the order of things. His defense

of such terrible penalties will be noticed later. That defense

is somewhat weakened when we learn that he was to become
one of the signers of the "Tragicall Relation'' of the general

assembly in 1623. John Rolfe, the husband of Pocahontas,
and another friend of the Dale administration admits 8

that

the law* were enforced by advising the continuance of their

enforcement and, by foreseeing a state of things when "may
hleep the rigor of your lawes,"' further intimates that they
were at the time enforced with a fair degree of rigor.
The severity of the law, coupled with the hardship of toil

imposed in Virginia, was rumored in London 4
to that extent

that thieves preferred to hang than to become colonists with

i V True DNcourse of the Present Estate of Vrgfnia, etc Ralph Hamor, 1616, Rich-
mond reprint, ISoO

= \ True DiHourse Richmond reprint, p 27

*Thc new lue ot "\ irglnla Published by Council of Virginia Company, 1612 In
Force * Tracts, Vol III, No VII

* According to Gondomar, the Spanish ambassador, a couple of thieves, given the
option to be hanged or go to Virginia, chose at once to be hanged,

" as they would much
rather die on the gallons here than to die slowly of so many deaths as was the case in
Virg'nia

" Gondomar to Philip III, October 17, 1614 ^See Brown's Genesis, H, 787 ff )
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pardon Herein they were in heartv iioeord with tho colonist**

already there, who in Itt3 wiote that "rather than to be

reduced to live under the like Govennment, we desire hi&

Majestic that Conimi^!onci*> bo >ent ovei to hang us/* 1 Thi&

may have been hyperbole, but if -o it wa> at least hyper-
bole suggested by very strong feelinjj on the subject. Against
.such testimony. Dale's own statement

'

in 1*>L4, that "'here is

no one that the people would have govern them but mvelf/'
is ineffectual While Dale was on the ^pot tlie people ftould

hardly dare otherwise than feebly cheer, after the manner of

the pupilb in Dotheboys Hall Well-grounded fear prevented
them ako fiom making complaint at the time the merciless

government was proceeding So we might reasonably con-

jecture, but ar^ not left to .speculation. The old planters
themselves te.stify

'

that Sir Thomas Smythe gave orders to

the governor "that all men'* letter* should be searched at the

goinge away of >hip&. and if auye of them weare found that

the true estate of the Collony was declared, they \\ere pre-
sented to theGovernoi and the indighters of them severely pun-^

ished, by which nieanes noe man durst make any true relation

to his frende* of his owne or the Tollonyes true estate." ^ince

there were laws commanding regular and daily labor, under

overseers,* this matter comes up foi examination. Dale's

instructions to the captain*
' mentioned that the men shall be

kept at work till 9 or 10 a. m. (he does not say when they
shall begin work, but allowing for breakfast, etc.. that could

not not have been earlier than 5 or 6 a. m.) and, resuming
labor at 2 or 3 p m., be withdrawn at 5 or 6, depending
on the time of the year. This would make not over eight

hours, perhaps not over &ix, for a day's labor, which seems

moderate enough. One feels inclined to nod assent when
Dale himself pronounces it "an ea&ie taske." G But the colo-

nists themselves did not afterwards remember that then work
was play. They declare that, at lea&t in the building of Hen-

rico, Dale "oppressed his whole companye (three hundred

1 Tragicall Relation In Neill'b Hlstorx of Virginia Company m London
2 Letter of Dale, June is, 1014 In Part-has s Pilgnmeb, IV, 17b8
'

Briefe Declaration In Colonial Record of Virginia, Richmond, 167 1 p 79

i Statutes, 26, 27, 28 These severally direct that every tradesman shall ply his trade

doily, that o\ ereeera shall see the work intrusted them duly performed, and that sol-

diers and tradesmen shall \\ork from beat to beat (if drum morning and afternoon

Articles, Ltvues, and Orders, page 45

Ibid , p 61 Instructions of Mir*h.il to

HIST 99, VOL I 26
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in number) with ^uch extraordinaryo labors by daye and

watchmge by night as may ^cem incredible to the eares of

any who had not the experimental! triall thereof." 1
It is to

be Mi^pocted that Dale regarded the work at Henrico as an

emergency demanding haste, and far exceeded the hours of

labor named in his own instructions. How often such emer-

gencies, in his judgment, arose, and how long they continued

we have no means of ascertaining. But if any dependence at

all is to be placed in human testimony, we can not reject the

concurrent voice of a body of eyewitnesses, backed by the

approval of the governor and entire general assembly, to

whom it was read. That general assembly, council, and gov-

ernor, had already testified that
fck

yf a man through his sick-

ness had not been able to worke at all, and so perished, many
through these extremities being weery of life dug holes in

the earth and hidd themselves till they famished." 2

By the

twenty-sixth statute if a man refused to work, that part of his

foodwhich came from the public stock T\ as withheld onemonth;
for the second offense the time of deprivation was to be three

months, and for the third one year. There were times, as is

well known, when, with the full share allotted to each from the

company provisions, the colonists barely kept from starving;
his would have been a remarkable constitution which could

survive a year at any time that Dale was in Virginia with

such supplies withheld. The marshal must have believed or

charged that the persons referred to were shamming sickness

and could work if they pleased. But it was a persistent

species of malingers which burrowed in the ground and
died like rats. If they were really sick, no words would seem
excessive which characterized the heartless savagery of the

marshal. If they were not sick then their preference of a
death by starvation to life under the existing conditions is the

most eloquent proof of the horror which those conditions

inspired. While we can not be sure that every law in the

code saw its fulfillment, nor even that occasion for the invo-

cation of the terrors of everyone arose, yet we may be cer-

tain that Dale, at least, felt no hesitation on the score of

employing everyone that suited him even beyond the measure

i " Bncfc declaration " In Colonial Records of Virginia, p 74
a "

Tragical! relation." In Neill's Histoo of Virginia Company in London, p 407.
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of its fact* \alui. Ilowovor. in nno particular for which he

wa*i blamed, in tilt'*! 1 time> In* Viould bo considered praUe-

worthy; th'it K for hU impartiality in the treatment of the

rich and poor, gentry and thoM of low rank. 1 Humor*

apology for the trurlty of Dult\ law and government was

that tho^e who sufleml \\eie a haid lot "of no u^o so fit a< to

make example* to other-"" and that "the feare of a cruell,

painefulL and unusuall death more restrains than death

Modern writer* have in many ca^'x taken their <uo and

declared that though Dale wa* *ouu;what .severe it wa* because

*uch severity was absolutely neces-ary. How easily might

any magisterial l>arbarity bo justified on thi plea. Why
should the officers of the Spanish Inquisition be blamed for

torturing their victims I Heresy was crime by the law, and

it was found absolutely necessary to torture guilty persons in

order to make them renounce it. Or we might easily extend

the mantle of charity to cover military atrocities. TTeyler
was put in Cuba to crush the rebellion, and he found that the

reconcentrado policy, so much execrated since, \\as absolutely

necessary if the rebellion A* as to be crushed. In like manner

the friends of Dale put forward the plea of necessity in his

behalf. But aie we prepared to admit that success in a com-

mercial and political enterprise is sufficient motive for any

lengths of inhumanity whatever? The additional apology
offered by some late writers, that Dale lived in a severe age,

is discredited by the fact that it was in his own age that his

harshness was criticised, and with the full knowledge of Eng-
lish customs and penalties.

By Capt. George Yeardley: Captain Yeardley became dep-

uty governor when Sir Thomas Dale finally retired to England,
and remained in that office about one year from the spring of

1616 to that of 1617. No intimation of any harshness in his

administration has come down to us. John Smith would give
us the impression that he was rather slack in government.

1 "A true discourse," etc* Richmond reprint, ISoO p 27

2See complaint in ' Briefe declaration," as follows "Divers gentlemen both there

[Jamestown] and at Hturico Town, and throughout the wholl colonje (beingc great

adventurers and no frcndcs or alliance to Sir Thomas Smith) [this fling was directed

against Smythe's supposed favoritism of Captain Arsall, who was his relative] weare feel-

ing members of those generall calamities, a& far forth as the meanest fellow sent over "
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Ho would have Deemed ^o by comparison with his predecessor,

at any rate
1

By dipt Samuel Argall: This officer ruled as deputy gov-

enim about two year* from May, 1617, to April, 1619. Dela-

wtue, the titular lord, sailed governor from England in the

meantime to take actual command of the colony, but died en

louto. It i* the general fashion with those who have written

of the early history of Virginia to depict Argall's rule as

especially severe.
3 He is declared to have been furnished

with new and excessive powers to execute martial law, which

prerogatives ho exercised with inquisitorial cruelties, and to

have enacted new laws of absurd and extravagant nature.

The original source of these representations is the bitterly

hostile statement which ArgalTs enemies in the Virginia Com-

pany made in 1623. impugning the former government of the

country by Sir Thomas Smythe. This charges that Argall was
&ent

" anned also with the strength and exercise of martial

law, even in time of peace, that no man there might dare even

to open his mouth in any complaint against him." It states,

further, that he was 'furnished with exorbitant power and

exemption."
3 But scholars are getting to

*'
sadly mistrust"

the ex parte statements of these wrangles of the Virginia

Company. It ia> highly improbable that Argall had. any mar-

tial powers other than the old ones of keeping discipline among
the soldier*. ), t>t of supplanting the regular courts by military
tribunals. There is no evidence that he was extraordinarily
severe. No complaint on that score comes from the colony
that retained and expressed such vivid memories of the cruel-

ties of Sir Thomas Dale. What glimpses we get of the wide-

awake captain tends to show him a man grasping and perhaps
dishonest, but not cruel. We find him saving, by his inter

cession, the lives of French prisoners of war whom Dale would
have slaughtered.* The edicts issued by him were neither

i General History of Virginia, New England, and Summer Islands, Capt John Smith
(Ibl'J), Richmond, 1S19, 1,p 284 Sou also II, 33, where Smith says Yeardley's successor
found in Jamestown but fK e or six houses, the Church downe, the Palizadoes broken,
the Bridge in pieces the \\ell of fresh Hater spoiled, the Storehouse they used for the
Church * * * the sal\ages as frequent in their houses as themselves." This is evi-

dence of a weak administration and poor discipline
a see for example, Historj of Colon> and Ancient Dominion of Virginia, Charles Camp-

hell. HMor> of Virginia, Burk,I,194, A Short History of English Colonies in America,
Lodge (fy , etc

a Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia Company of London, II, 196.
*Brown's First Republic, 191, Ittt.
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absurd nor extravagant, and relatively to Dale's are uiodeiatc.

He forbade 1

private trucking with the Indians. I do not

know why this was necessary, unless he proposed softening
fhe penalty, which by Dale's code was death. He prohibited

pulling down the palisades, erected for defense against the

murderous savages. He proclaimed that if anyone taught an

Indian to shoot with guns, both learner and teacher must die.

Who shall say the offense was not deserving of wo severe a

punishment in a colony surrounded by Indians full of hatred

and cunning and thirsting for white men's blood? With their

rude implements of war they had terribly thinned the ranks

of the immigrants. What would they do if they got guns and

learned to use them?

The edict commanding all to go armed to church and to

work was admirably sensible. That compelling every man
"to set 2 acres with corn (except tradesmen following their

trade) penalty, forfeit of com and tobacco and to be a slave

a year to ye Colonye," is severe enough, but not excessively
so as compared with the statutes of Dale. There was already
a law,

2

probably issued by Grates, commanding regular attend-

ance at church on penalty of some undefined "severe punish-
ment for first offense, piercing of the tongue with a bodkin

for the second, and death for the third." Argall put forth

another on the subject which must have acted as a repeal of

the first, substituting lighter penalties, the sharpest of which

was service to the colony a year and a day instead of death.

Finally, it was enjoined, "no man to shoot but in defense of

himself against enemies untill a new supply of ammunition

comes." The colony was at this time "slenderly provided of

munition." Therefore, though the Indians scoffed, inquiring

if the white men's guns were sick, that they could not fire

them, yet if Argall had allowed the ammunition to be all used

up, the red-skinned foes would soon have done worse than

scoff. Finally, we find a proclamation dated June 17, 1617,

prescribing certain fixed prices for goods and tobacco, devia-

tion therefrom to be punished by three years' service to the

colony. But Dale threatened a very similar offense with

death.
8

i For statement of the edict, see Brown s Fifet Republic, 278.

a Articles, Lawes, and Orders, law 6
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Not only in legislation but in actual penal administration

Argall is shown to be more humane than Dale. We find him

in June, 1617, reprieving John Hudson, sentenced by the

courts to die "for divers crimes."
1 His "hope of amend-

ment" in the man was disappointed, for the latter added other

offences. Yet he was not executed, but^banished to the Indians

with intimation that if he returned, he would be put to death

at once. One George White had run away to the Indians,
8 a

crime punishable by death under the old law.
8 Yet in Novem-

ber, 1617, Argall pardoned him. About the same time

Anthony Edwards and Henry Potter were pardoned for

offenses capital under the Dale code Such are the glimpses
we get of Argall. There is one case, however, which looks

like a blot on his administration and may be responsible for

the most of the evil reputation that he has had unjustly foisted

upon him. That is the case of Captain Brewster, which was, in

brief, as follows.
4 Certain servants of Lord Delaware, lately

deceased, were set at work in the service of the colony by

Deputy Governor Argall. Brewster, on the plea that he had

directions from Lord Delaware that he was to govern and

set the servants to work, withdrew them from the tasks to

which Argall had assigned them, all Rave one, whom he abused

for refusing to go. Tho deputy governor had Brewster

brought before a court, ^herc ho was piomptly condemned to

death. Having rendered the sentence which the letter of the

law mtide obligatory, the mombcis of the court united with

some of the clergy in asking that clemency should be shown
the offender. Accordingly Argall showed his usual forbear-

ance and commuted the penalty to perpetual banishment, at

the same time putting Brewster to oath not to make use of

speeches disparaging to the plantation or the governor. But
the pardoned man speedily broke his oath on returning to

England. He complained to the Virginia Company; and

although the authorities in Virginia were supposed to have

i Letter b> Sir Thomas Sm> the to Sir Thomas Bale (See Brown's First Republic, 254 )

- Brown's First Republic,
4237

a
Articles, Lawcs, and Orders, law 29

< Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia Company in London, II, 39 ff Itshould be remem-
bered that ^ e do not get Argall s side of the case sUted here The editor of the abstract,
R A. Brock, in his account of the Breustor case, printed in \\insorf

s Narrative and
Critical History of the United States, III, 142, by some singular lapse, completely reverses
the relations of the t\\o principal actors in the episode, making Argall the culprit, and
Brewster the accuser
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plenary jurisdiction, yet the company consented to review

the case. The subsequent annulling of the verdict was not

put on the ground that Brewster did not deserve banishment

or even death, but was put on the purely technical ground
that he had been condemned under the martial law, which, by
King James' charter, was limited to times of mutiny and
rebellion. The English lords who sat on the case showed an

utter misapprehension of the nature of the martial law which

obtained in Virginia. As we have explained, this was not

martial law of the kind meant by the charter, that is, the

supersession of civil by military tribunals, summarily and

arbitrarily exercising their functions over the whole body of

the citizens. It was what would be more properly termed

military law, meant for the discipline of soldiers only. It

was martial law of the kind that was in force in both the

English and native armies of the Netherlands, although, as

already shown, the Virginia martial code was not derived from
that of the Netherlands. The martial law of the United

Provinces was not restrained to times of mutiny and rebellion;

neither was that of Virginia According to the records of the

Virginia Company the law under which Brewster was tried

was the thirty-second of the martial scries, "as appeared by the

official record of the court transmittedtoLondon." Argall prob-

ably regarded Brewster as an officer violating military disci-

pline in a gross manner. There wasa civil law, the thirtieth,
1

by
warrant of which the prisoner might have been condemned to

death. But be it remembered that Argall did not attempt to

have him put to death, but commuted his sentence to banish-

ment. In fact, so far as the evidence goes, ArgalFs adminis-

tration was bloodless, and as a comparatively humane man
he is undeserving of the obloquy heaped upon him, unless for

quite unrelated causes.
2

Following Argall came Capt. Nathaniel Powell, but his rule

lit awarded death to whatsoever person "that shall conspire anything against the

person of tho Lord Governor and Captain General 1, against the Lieutenant-Gciieral,

or against the Marshall or against any publique service commanded by them for the

dlgnitle and advancement of the good of the Colonie "

* Aspinwall Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society Collections. (Series 4, Vol IX, p.

28 ff n ) On the wholo the editor supports tho view which is given above He is M rong,

however, in saying that Brewster could have been condemned to death under the

thirteenth law This could not have been till the third perpetration of the offense. He
is right, however, in saying that under tho thirtieth law "the only legal question that

could be raised was whether the service was 'for the dignity and advancement of the

colony.
1 "
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lasted less than two weeks. He was supplanted by Yeardley,

now returned to Virginia with knightly honors. The latter

brought a new charter, began a new representative govern-

ment, and, having banished the old, cruel, and arbitrary code,

assisted the general assembly in passing such simple and mod-

erate measures as formed the nucleus of a new jurisprudence.

DID DALE SUCCEED IN BRINGING THE COLONY TO OBDER AND
PROSPERITY ?

Idleness and disorder characterized the life of the colony
under the first charter, 1605-1609. There were several rea-

sons for this. One was the unsettled state of the government.
The governing body was a council of thirteen members, one of

whom was chosen as president for a term nominally of one

year, but since the council was empowered to depose him any
time that it saw fit, his term of office was very uncertain,

especially as the council seethed with jealousies and petty
ambitions. It is no wonder that the government was weak
and fitful. Again, homesickness and the new and strange con-

ditions of pioneer life in a strange land, the ten-ore and panic

inspired by stealthy attacks of Indians, and the gnawings of

famine when provisions ran low and crops were a failure

inclined many to the unwisest course they could take, namely,
that of insubordination. But most potent of all causes of dis-

order was the fact that many of the immigrants during this

period, probably the very large majority, had been gathered

up from the prisons, brothels, and streets and were simply

acting out their accustomed natures when they showed insub-

ordination and idleness.

Gates's first administration was too short and too full of

preparations for the intended removal for it to count in the

life of the colony. Delaware prefaced his term with a sharp

warning, that he would "draw the sword of justice to cut off

delinquents"
1 unless they subsided. How much success he

had in improving the morals of the settlements we can not

exactly measure. At any rate, when Dale came, in August,
1611, he found plenty to do. In spite of the reiterated inten-

tions of the Virginia Company to accept only worthy and

1 Letter of Delaware and Council to Virginia Company, July 7, 1610 In Brown's Gen-
esis, 1, 407
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industrious emigrants,
1 a worse sort continued to be sent,

probably because few others could be had, on account of the

bad reports that came concerning the colony. The 300 men

brought on the very ship with Dale had been found "in riot-

ous, lasie, and infected places," were "full of mutinie and trea-

sonable intendments," and were of "such diseased and erased

bodies " that not three score were fit for service.
8 Similar tes-

timony had been given by Strachey earlier
8 and was to be

given a year later by one John Chamberlain * The Spanish

ambassador, Velasco, wrote to his master August 22, 1611,
that the colony of Virginia would be preserved because the

authorities of England "sadly want some outlet for all the

idle and wicked people such as this Kingdom has." 6 Thus
was created the situation which Dale faced and for whose
solution he saw no other way than to sharpen the sword of

law and wield it remorselessly. The first effect of his peculiar
harshness was to aggravate the difficulty. There had never

been such a succession of outbreaks and attempts to escape as

now followed for a time. But there can be no question that

the terrible discipline finally succeeded in bringing the colo-

nists into orderly subjection. The mutinous and discontented

could not escape to England, though they tried. If they
started to join the Spanish or Indians they were speedily

apprehended and brought to doom. What remained to them

but to submit? There are many witnesses to the fact of the

establishment of good order, and no dissenting voice.

Ralph Hamor was able to write in 1615 that the execution of

law was "now much mitigated, for more deserved death in

those daies than do now the least punishment." But it is to

be suspected that one of the factors leading to this compar-

atively happy condition was the increasing number of honest

and industrious working peoplewhom the company succeeded

in persuading to go to Virginia.

The question whether Dale's rule brought prosperity to the

i Various broadsides issued by the Virginia Company, 1607-09. See Brown's Genesis, I,

362-853, 854356, 439, 415.

' Dale to Salisbury, -August 17, 1611. State Papers, Colonial, James I, Vol. I, No. 26

"A true repertory," William Btrachey, written July 15, 1610 In " Purchas's Hi-

grimes," London, 1625, IV, 1750.

*John Chamberlain to Sir Dudley Carleton, July 9, 1612. In Calendar of State Papers,

Colonial, 1574-1660, edited byW Noel Sainsbury, London, 1360

B Velasco to Philip III, August 22, 1611 In Brown's Genesis, 1, 494-495

A True Discourse Ralph Hamor, 1615 Richmond reprint, 1860.
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colony is quite a different one and is not so easy to answer.

A community may be orderly and not prosperous; it may
have the quiet primness of a corpse, and for the same reason,

that it is destitute of life. Sir Thomas Dale, indeed, with

the same optimism or vanity which had impelled him to saj
r

that the people wanted no ruler but himself, wrote that ho

"left the colony in great prosperity and peace."
1 But men

are apt to view their own work in roseate colors. Sir Dudley
Carleton testified to the States General of the United Prov-

inces, with similar commendation,* and in its response the

Council of State, apparently basing its opinion on Carleton's

representations, referred to the work of the late deputy gov-
ernor as

"
very remarkable." 8 Similar phrases might easily

be brought forward. On the other hand, the old settlers of

Virginia gave no such testimony, and the inference from

their statements is rather that the colony saw prosperity at

no time before 1619, when the people were permitted to set

up a general assembly and help make their own laws. But
Alderman Johnson, a friend of Sir Thomas Sinythe, asserted

that the colony was in worse condition after 1619 than before,*

and to support him Captain Butler wrote his blundering, if

not tying, "unmasking of our colony as it was in the winter

of 1622." 5
It may also be observed that when Dale went to

Virginia in 1611, he expected to find it in a prosperous condi-

tion, for it had been so reported. One is in danger when he

pores over such statements, so strangely discordant with each

other and the facts, of becoming perturbed, if not to the extent

that Dale was when he pulled Captain Newport by the beard

for indorsing Sir Thomas Smythe's claim that the colony was

prosperous.
6 There were two causes which operated to make

the declarations touching Virginia which were published in

London questionable. One was the desire of the friends of

the colony to have it stand well with the public, that wealthy
men might adventure funds and emigrants might offer them-
selves. The other cause lay in the factional strife which arose

i Sir Thomas Dale to Secretary Sir Ralph Winwood, June 10, 1016 In Calendar of Stato

Papers, Colonial, 1674-1660, page 17.

* Documents Relating to the Colonial History of the State of New York Collected by
J H Brodhead and edited by E D O'Callaghan Albany, 1858-1887, 1, 16-17

3 Ibid, p 19

Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia Company of London, 11,109,170
oibid,n,170ff
"A briefe declaration," Colonial Records of Virginia, p 79
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in the Virginia Company and caused, especially from 1623,
reckless charges on both sides. But if there was any class of

persons who knew the facts, it ought to have been the people
of Virginia, who had experienced twelve years of govern-
ment during the Smythe treasurership, four of which were

passed with Dale as the chief judicial officer, and latterly

four years under a different regime, during which they were
freemen with all the rights of property and the power to

take part in making the laws under which they lived. They
spoke by the unanimous voice of the general assembly, in

which the governor and his council joined, and their testi-

mony had no uncertain sound. They declared that they were

in eveiy way better off since autocratic and arbitrary govern-
ors armed with Draconian laws had left them. And it seems

reasonable to conclude that they were; that they had hope and

energy and motives to ambition and effort, now that their

property and time belonged to them as individuals and that

they had a voice in the regulation of their own affairs. So,
while we can not prove by means of the preponderance of

contemporary testimony that it was so, it seems safer to hold

that the real prosperity of Virginia dates from 1619, when it

became, what it has 1 >oen not inaptly styled, the 4 * First Repub-
lic in America." 1

i Alexander Brown's title for his history of the enrl> period of Virginia.
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The most important of the earlier histories of the American

Revolution produced in Europe was written by William Gor-

don, a dissenting clergyman of England.
1

He had been a pastor in Ipswich, but emigrated to America
in 1770, settling at Roxbury, Massachusetts. He remained

in this country sixteen years, and during his residence was

actively engaged in defending the cause of the colonists. His

thanksgiving sermon in 1774 before the Massachusetts pro-
vincial congress at Watertown brought upon him the unspar-

ing denunciations of the King's friends in the cojony. He
early engaged in the work of writing the history of the strug-

gle with England, and he seems to have been favored with

unusual opportunities for making himself acquainted with

the course of events. Before his return to England, Harvard

and Yale conferred upon him the degree of master of arts

and the College of New Jersey honored him with a doctorate

of divinity.

The history was published in England in 1788, and in the

following year the American edition appeared. The English
reviews of the work were divided as to its merits. The
favorable critics dwelt upon the advantages of the author's

being upon the ground where material could be obtained

at first hand, and dwelt particularly upon his impartiality.

The chief attack upon him was directed against his style,

i Gordon, The History of the Rise, Progress, find Establishment of the Independence
of the United States of America In 4 volumes London, 1788 N Y

, 1789, S volumes.

367
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which, indeed, not even his friends attempted to defend.

The New York newspapers, after the appearance of the

American edition, continued for some time to publish long

extracts from the history. For the Revolutionary period of

our history, since that time Gordon has held high place as an

authority,*of greater or less value, according to the critical

ability of the author using him. Dr. David Ramsay, whose

history of the Revolution appeared soon after, spoke in terms

of high praise of the work. 1
Bancroft, while criticising Gor-

don severely, says of him: "His work, notwithstanding all

its faults, is invaluable."
8

Edward Channing also pays high compliment to him.

The most valuable history of the Revolution from a British pen is Gor-

don's well-known work This author was assisted l>y Gates and Greene, so

far as thesouthern campaigns were concerned
* * * Taken altogether,

this work ranks with Ramsay as an authority of the very first importance.
8

And in the latest exhaustive work on the literature of the

Revolution Moses Coit Tyler says of Gordon's History :

The book, as we have it, though written by a man who strove hard to

be accurate, is defaced by many errors both of fact and opinion, and yet

with all its faults of whatever kind, and even in competition with the sub-

sequenthistorical labors of more than a century, this account of the Ameri-

can Revolution holds its ground as one of the best yet produced by any-

one upon that vast uprising of human nature It can hardly be possible

for any reader of Gordon's book to resist the impression that he was an

honest man and meant to be a truthful and a fair historian Everywhere,

also, in its incidental strokes of information, in a thousand casual hints

and glances of meaning, one perceives the immense advantage he derived

from his intimate communication with the great civilians and soldiers

who conducted the Revolution from its beginning to its end. It is true

that his brief residence in the country, which he made his own with so

much ardor, rendered it impossible for him to see the real relation of

some events, to understand the true character of some persons, but even

that disadvantage had its compensation in his freedom from local and

hereditary bias, in the unhackneyed freshness of his judgment, in a sort

of aloofness of vision which gave something of the just perspective and the

impartiality that are conferred by actual distance in space or in time *

In 1758 Robert Dodsley founded that well-known English

publication, the Annual Register. Edmund Burke was

engaged, at the salary of 100 a year, as editor, and this

i Belknap Papers, PL EL, 162

Bancroft, History of America, EL, 128. Note.
3Winsor's Narrative and Critical History, VI, 518
*Tyler, Literary History of the American Revolution, II, 427-428
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position ho held for nearly thirty years. In this publication
there appeared from year to year a series of articles under
the title of History of Europe, describing the leading events

in England and America connected with the breach between

the mother country and her colonies. The chief part in the

production of these articles is ascribed to Burke, though he
never acknowledged his share in them.

In the preface to Gordon's History we find the following:

The Americans remarked that Dodslej 's Annual Itegwtei contained the

best foreign printed summary account of their affairs * * *
That Reg-

ister and other publications ha\c boon ut HCIUCU lo the cuiiipilei of the

present woik, who has frequently quoted fiutu them, without vmmjr the

language except for method and toncibene^

This apparently innocent statement conceals one of the mo&t

complete plagiarisms on record. Instead of quoting from the

Annual Register, Gordon copies it A\holcsale, varying tbc

language so little that it can hiudly be said it was done for

conciseness. The proof of these charges is easy and conclu-

sive. One needs but to sitdown with tho Annual Register in

one hand and Gordon's History in tho other to find parallel

readings everywhere, from the beginning to the close of the

war.

For some reason, known only to the author or his publishers,

Gordon's History is written in tho form of letters instead of

chapters. The events in America are set forth in thirty-two

letters dated fromRoxbuiy, Massachusetts; while the foreign

events appear in letters from London, Rotterdam, and Paris,

six, ten, and two letters, respectively.

About to\o-thirds of tho material in these foieign letter& is

copied directly from the Annual Registoi without substantial

change. Barely one-tenth of it can bo called original in any
senso as intelligent comment on European conditions. Tho

longest single piece of this kind is the description of tho naval

exploits of Paul Jones, four pages in length. Tho remainder

of the material, while taken from the Register, i& changed

sufficiently to conceal its origin, though tho stylo is such that

it could never have been composed by the reputed author of

the history wo are examining. The following examples of

how Gordon plagiarized his finest passages will serve to bring
out more clearly what is meant. All of the material here

HIST 99, VOL i 24
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subjoined is incorporated in the body of the text without the

slightebt hint of its real source.

Annual Xcguter, 1775, p 106, c 2

\N c should deem it inexcustiblo to quit

this part of the subject without laying be-

fore our readers the astonishing growth of

the colonies within a little more than half

a centurj and the prodigious share they

contributed to our greatnes*-a matter of

the flrst Importance to ourseh es which

perhaps can not in any degree bo paral-

leled in the history of mankind and which

will equally excite the admiration and ex-

ercise the scepticism of future ages

Annual Register, 1777, p J84, c

For when, at length, the American cruis-

ers not only scoured the Atlantic Ocean,
but spreading their depredations through
the European seas, brought alarm and hos-

tility home to our doors, when the destruc-

tion which befell the homeward-bound

richly laden West India fleets poured equal
ruin upon the planters in the islands and
tho merchants at home, when an account

of the failure of some capital house in the

city was almost the news of every morning,
even in that state of public lossand private

distress, *^n Tnrrmrifli phlegm prevailed, and
tho same tranquil countenance and care-

less unconcern was preserved by those who
had not yet partaken of the calamity

Annual Eegteter, 1780, p 178, c 1-Q

Such was the complete and decisive vic-

tor} gained in behalf of the petitions by
the opposition on that extraordinary and
memorable day * * * Without doors,
the joy and triumph in most parts of Eng-
land, as well in most of the counties that

did not petition as in those that did, was

great and general, and though not dis-

played in the same manner, would not,

perhaps, ha\e been exceeded on occasion
of the mobt decisive \ iutory over a foreign

enemy

ffordHii'K American Revolution, I, J&5

This astonishing growth of the colonies

\\ithin little more than half a century and
the prodigious share they contribute to our

greatness makes them a matter of the fin>t

importance to ourselves and must excite

the admiration of future ages.

Gordon, II, 50

When at length the American cruisers

uot only scoured the Atlantic, but spread-

ing over the European seas, brought alarm
and hostility to our doors, when the de-

struction which befell the homeward-
bound richly ladenWest India fleetspoured
equal ruin upon the planters in the Islands

and the merchants at home, even in that
state of public loss and private distress an
unusual phlegm prevailed, and the same
tranquil countenance was preserved by
thosewhohad not partaken of the calamity

Gordon, III, JU6

Such was the complete and decisive vic-

tory gained by the opposition in behalf of

the petitions on that extraordinary and
memorable day. Without doors, the joy
and triumph in most parts of England u as

great and general, and perhaps would

scarcely have been exceeded on occasion

of the greatest victory over a foreign

enemy

ACCOUNT OF THE GORDON RIOTS IN LONDON

Annual Register, 1780, p IBS, c. JN3

Nothing could bo more dismal t^an that

night. Thctoe who were on the spot or in

the vicinity say that the present darkness,
the gleam of the distant fires, the dreadful
shouts in different quarters of the rioters,

the groans of the dying, and tho heavy,
regular platoon firing of the soldiers formed

altogether a scene so terrific and tremen-

QordoH,III,J&3

The natural darkness of the night, the

gleam of the distant fires, the dreadful

shouts of the rioters in different quarters,
the frequent firings of the soldiers, and the

groans of the dying formed altogether a
scene so dreadful that no description can
easily reach

London the next day presented in many
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dous as no description or e\ en imagination
could possibly reach

The metropolis presented on the follow-

ing day in many places the image of a city

recently stormed and sat ked, all business

at an end, houses and shops shut up, the

Ro^al Exchange, public buildings, and
streetspossessedand occupied bj the troops,

smokingand burning rums, uith a dreadful

t oid and silence in scenes of the greatest

hurry, noise, and business

Annual Register, 1781, p 1J9, c. 1

Thus, after the strongest appearances on

every hide of an approaching and hew y

tempest, the sky was suddenly cleared, and

everything went smoothly and probperotUr

ly with administration

Page 141, c 2

The proclamation for dissolving the Par-

liament operated like a thunderclap with

respect to suddennessand surprise on those

not in the secret

places the image of a city recently stormed

and sacked, all business ^ as at an end,

houses and shops were shut up, the Royal
Exchange, other public buildings possessed
and occupied by the troops, ruins were still

burning <ind smoking, and a dreadful \ oid

and silence reigned where scenes of the

greatest hurry and noise were habitual

Gordon IV, b

The strong appearances of an approach-

ing storm with \\hichadmmistralioii was
threatened having subsided, and c\er>-

thmg going on smoothly and prosperously .

* * t

When the proclamation for the dissolv-

ing of it appeared, it wrought like a thun-

derclap with respect to suddenness and

surprise on those who were unacquainted
with the design

ATTVCK ON GIBRALTAR

Gordon, IV, 73Annual Register, 1783, p Win r J-tf

One hundred and bc\ unt> pieces of can-

non of the heaviest metal and fourscore

mortars disgorged their tremendous tor-

rents of Are all at once upon that narrow

spot It seemed as if not only the \\orta,

but the rock itself, must ha\ e been over-

A\ helmed This dreadful cannonade <md

bombardment was continued night and

day for a considerable time without inter-

mission It is said, and may >v ell be sup-

posed, that nothing could be more splen-

didly magnificent or dreadfully sublime

than the view and tho report of this tre-

mendous scene to those who observed

them from the neighboring hills ofBarbary
and Spain during the night, especially in

the beginning, when, the cannonade of the

enemy being returned with still superior

power and greater fierceness by General

Elliot, [the whole rock seemed to vomit

out fire, and all distinction of parts was
lost in flame and smoke

It is veiy evident from these examples that Gordon copied
with care and impartiality wherever opportunity offered.

The selections given cover the entire range of foreign topics

even remotely connected with the American Revolution. It

will be observed also that each of tho four volumes is repre-

sented in these parallel quotations.

One hundred and se\cnty pieces of can-

non of the heaviest metal and eighty mor-
tars disgorged their tremendous torrents of

firo all at once upon that narrow spot
This dreadful cannonade and bombard-
ment was continued night and day for a
considerable time without intermission

Nothing could be more splendidly magnifi-
cent or dreadfully sublime than the view
and report of this tremendous scene to those

who observed them from the neighboring
hilln of Barbaryand Spain during the night,

especially in the beginning, i\hcn, tho can-

nonade of the enemy being returned by
General Elliot with still superiorpowerand

greater fierceness, the whole rock seemed

to vomit out fire, and all distinction of

parts was lost in flame and smoke
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When we come to the material in the Roxbury letters there

is necessarily less taken from thQ Register, though even here

there is evident an astonishing lack of original sources. If

anywhere in Gordon's work we should look for original

material it is in that pan dealing with his adopted State. He
was an active participant in the stirring events of the early

war, and in more than one instance is known to have person-

ally collected material for his future history. Yet strangely

enough some of the most aggravated cases of plagiarism are

to be found in these very pages. In the letter dated Septem-
ber 28, 177i, is found an eloquent and remarkably clear state-

ment of the conditions existing in America.

Annual Rtgktei , 1775, p 10, c. 1-2

Ibo people of America at this time, with

respect to political opinions, might, in gen-

eral, be divided into too great classes Of

these one was for rushing headlonginto the

greatest extremities, they would put anim-

mediate stop to trade without waiting till

other measures were tried or receiving the

general sense of the colonies upon a subject

of such alarming importance, and, though

they were eager for the holding of a con-

gress, they would leave it nothing to do

but to prosecute the violences which they

had begun The other, if less numerous,
was not less respectable, and though more

moderatewere perhaps equally firm These

were averse to any violent measures being

adopted until all other moans were ineffec-

tually tried, they -wished further applica-

tions to be made to Great Britain and the

grievances they complained of, with the

rights \ hich they claimed, to be clearly

stated and properly presented This they
hoid could only be done effectually by a

general congress, as in any other manner it

might be liable to the objection of being

only the act of a few men or of a particu-

lar colony We, however, acknowledge a
third party which were the friends to the

administration in England, or, more prop-

erly thosewho did not totally disapprove of

its measures, but their still, small voice was
so low that except in a very few particular

places it could scarcely be distinguished

Qvrdon, 7, S7&-379

The peoplemaybe divided into twogreat
classes One isfor rushingheadlonginto the

greatest extremities without waiting till

other measures are tried or receiving the

general sense of tho colonies, and, though
eager for holding a congress, would leave it

nothing to do but to prosecute tho violences

which they have began The other is

averse to violent measures till all other

means are ineffectually tried They wiHh
further applications to be mode to Britain

and the grievances they complain of, with
the rights which they claim, to bo clearly
stated and properly presented This, they
say, can bo effectually done only by a gen-
eral congress There is a third party, who
are friends to tho British administration,

or, rather, who do not totally disapprove of

its measures, but their voice is so low that

except In a few particular places it can

scarcely be distinguished

We may, by this tune, begin to understand where Gordon

acquired his "aloofness of vision" with which he is credited.
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It is perhaps the next best thing, when an author does not

possess this invaluable quality, for him to know how to ac-

quire a reputation for having it

In his use of documentary material for this part of his

work, our author depends quite often upon the summaries

found in the Annual Register, and the^e he uses so carelessly

as to fall into several capital errors.

1. Boston town meetings of May 13 and 18, 1774.

Here Gordon seems to have had the original documents,
but follows the Register's mistake in mentioning one meeting

onlj
T and in compressing the two sets of resolutions into one.

This leads him into the further error of giving the wrong
date for Gage's landing at Boston.

1

2. Salem resolution of Juno IS, 1774, on the Boston port

bill, presented to General Gage.
In this case the surnmaiy in the Annual Register is used to

the almost entire exclusion of the original, but a single phrase

being used that shows knowledge of its existence. 3

3. Proceedings of the Massachusetts provincial congress,
October 11, 1774.

Their petition to General Gage and his answer are given
from the Annual Register, and a comparison with the original

shows certain slight but decisive variations. 8

4. Action of Suffolk county convention on Gage's fortifi-

cation of Boston Neck, September 10, 1774.

The resolutions are given in Gordon from the original doc-

uments,* but in Gage's reply he follows the Annual Register
into the serious error of confusing Gage's answer to the

Boston Selectmen, September 9, and his later reply to the

Suffolk County convention. This is an error which might
easily occur in the preparation of the English publication,
but our author should have been better informed. As this

1 Gordon, I, StiO Annual Register, 1775, p i, o 2 Boston E\cning Post, May 1C, 1774,

p 2, c 2, May 23, 1774, p 2, c 3
8Gordon, I, 37-L Annual Register, 1775, pp 8-9 Boston Evening Post, June 20, 1774,

p 2,c 8

^Gordon, 1, 411-412 Annual Register, 1775, pp 20-21 Essex Garotte, October 11-18, 1774,

Vol. VII, 325, Oct 18-25, 1774, Vol VII, 32G

Annual Register, 1775, pp 18-19
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case illustrates several interesting features of Gordon's

methods, the material is subjoined for comparison:

GAGE'S REPLY TO THE

BOSTON nuonon,
GAGBS ANSWEB TO THK ADDEBB8 OT

EK Q
COUNTV CONVENTION OF KEPTEMBER ]Q,

notion Emiing Piwt, Sepfetn- Annual JteffMei, 1775, p 80,

In i 12, J/7A, p J, r 1 c 1 Gordon, I, 398

When jou lately applied To this addrecs General I have no intention to pre-

to me respecting my order- Gage answered that he had vent the free egress and rc-

ingsomecannon to be placed no intention to prevent the greas of any person to and
at the entrance of the tow n free egressand regress of any from the town of Boston T

* * * I thought > on was person to and from the to\\n shall suffer none under m\
satisfied the people hod of Boston, that he would command to injure the per-

nothing to fear from that suffer none linger bin com- son or property of any of His

measure, as no iisc should be inandto injure the perron Majesty's subjects, but It is

made thereof unless their or iimpGrt) of anj of Hia my duty to preserve the
hostile proceedings should Mujvsft s subjw ts but that peaco and to prevent aur-

make it neccssarj * * * U\\UM hia duty to prescno prise, and no use will be
1 have thought proper to a*- tho peace and to prevent made of the cannon unless
sure >ou thai I ha\e no surprise, and that no use* thehostile proceedings of the
intention to prc\ent the A\ ould bo made of the can- people shall render it neces-

egress and regress of am non unless their hostUe pro- sary

person to and trom the town, oeedingH should render it

* * * neither shall I wif- necessary
fcr any under my command
Co injure the person or

property of any of His

Majesty's subjects But as

it is mv duty, so it shall be

my endeavor, to presen e the

peace and promote the hap-

piness of c\ery individual

Gage's real address to the Suffolk County convention, which
Gordon must have read at the time, as everybody did, differs

from his earlier one in so many points that it could not pos-

sibly be mistaken for it. A few words quoted from it will

illustrate the difference. It begins:

I hoped the assurance I gave the selectmen of Boston on the subject you
now address nie had been patisfartory to everybody I can not possibly
intercept the intercourse bet\\ een the town and the country

* * * I

would askwhat occanun there w for such numbers going armed in and out
of the to^n, and through the country in an hostile manner, or why were
the guns removed privately in the night from the battery at Charlestown? l

In April 26, 1775, the Massachusetts provincial congress
issued an address to the inhabitants of Great Britain. Gor-
don had been chaplain of this body in 1774: and was, of course,

thoroughly familiar with its proceedings, especially at this

exciting period in its history. Yet it is sufficient comment
i Boston Evening Post, September 19, 1774, p 2, o 1-2
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on his carefulness as a historian that, in referring to this

important address, he copies a summary of it verbatim from

the Annual Register. The original document is given below

with its variations:

New England Chronicle 01

Essex Gazette, May 18-2~>, Annual Register. 1775, j> *M,

1775, Vol VIII, 3fi6, p 3 c 1 Gordon, I, &1^

We profess to be his loyal In the meantime the pro- In the address the congress
and dutiful subjects. * * vincial congress dre\\ up an profe&s to place much de-

Nevertheless to the persecu- address * * * The! * * pcndence on the honor, \\ is-

tion and tyranny of his cruel place much dependence on dom, and \alor of Britons

ministry we will not tamely the honor, -wisdom, and val- from \\hlch they hope tor

submitappealing to heav or of Britons, from \\hich their interference in pre-

en for the Justice of our thej hope their interference \cnting the prosecution of

cause, wo determine to die in preventing the prosecu- present measure* They
or be free tion of measures which they make great professions of

We can not think that the represent as equally ruinous loyalty, but declare that

honor, wisdom, and valor of to the mother country and they \\ ill not tamely submit

Britons will suffer them to the colonies, they make to the persecutions and tyr-

be longer inactive specta- great professions of lojalty, army of a cruel ministry
tors. * * * but declare that they ufll and that theyarcdetermined

nottamel} submit to the per- to die or be free They ap-
secution and tyranny of a peal to heaven forthe justice
cruel ministry, and (appeal- of their cause,

ing to hoa\ en for the justice

of their cause ) that they are

determined to die or be free

Such examples might be multiplied for the history of Mas-

sachusetts in the years 1771 and 1775. The Annual Register
is depended upon to supply dates, documents, and summaries

of conditions in the colony with complete disregard for

historical accuracy.
In a somewhat similar fashion are the proceedings of other

provincial congresses treated. And even the Continental

Congress does not wholly escape, though the paucity of

material of this kind in the Annual Register compelled our

author to have recourse to the originals. Occasionally, how-

ever, he was able to appropriate a passage like the following
in regard to the Continental Congress:

Annual Regtstet , 177S, p 38, c 2 Gordon, I, 400.

* * * itmustbe acknowledged thatthe The impartial world will go near to

petition and addresses from the Congress acknowledge that the petitions and ad-

have been executed with uncommon on- dresses from the Congress have been exe-

ergy, address, and ability, and that con- cutcd with uncommon energy, skill, and
sidered abstractedly, with respect to vigor ability , and that abstractedly considered,
ofmind, strength of sentiment, and the Ian- in respect to vigor ofmind, strength of senti-

guage, at least of patriotism, they would ment, and patriotic language, they would
not have disgraced any assembly that ever not disgrace any assembly whatsoever

existed
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In 1780, when Congress was urging the States to make up
their respective quotas in order to be ready for any decisive

move that might he concerted with the French fleet, letters

were sent out by a committee of Congress in support of the

measure. The effort put forth at this time is thus described:

Annual RfffMrr, !7Sl,p 19, c 3 Qntdon, III, 975

The disgrace of appearing contemptible The disgrace of appearing contemptible

in the eyes of their great all} and the mis- in the eyes of their great ally and the mis-

<luet and ram which must be the COIIHC- chief which must be the consequence were

<liicxu*o of their being incapable to benefit strong uiycd The people were passion-

of his intentionsm their favor \\ ere stronglj alcly called upon not to suffer the curac of

urged And the people \\cre passionately another campaign to rest upon America

<allwl upon not to suffer the curse of an- Thcv were told that the ejcs of all Europe
other camiAign to rest upon America The \i ereupon them, and that Iheir future inde-

ivos of all Europe uerc upon them, and pcndcnce, fortune, and happinessdepended
their future independence, fortune, and upon thuir present exertion

happiness, as thev slid, flciiciidid upon
thi'ir present vxprtlnn

Turning now to the military operations of the war, wo find

the same use of borrowed material varying in amount accord-

ing to the distance from Boston. The battle of Bunker Hill

is quite free from it; the operations about New York City,

Long Island, and through Now Jersey show considerable evi-

dence of copying. The campaign in Canada and Burgoyne's

expedition are full of borrowed phrases, sentences, and even

whole paragraphs. And when we reach the operations on the

frontier, as in the Wyoming massacre and Clark's expedi-
tion, the entire account is taken almost verbatim. The method
is quite simple and invariable, since it was the business of our

historian to produce as complete a compilation as possible,
absence of material must be compensated for by the appro-

priation of the work of someone better informed, and in this

case the greater the deficiency the more complete the theft.

Clark's expedition is thus descried:

Animal Rcwritr, 1770, ji Iff, r 1 Gortinn, TIT, Ifrt

The situation of this small party in the * * 4 the danfforoiw situation of this
heart of the Indian country, at the back of small corps m the inner part of the Indian
some of their most cruel and hostile tribes, territory, at the back of some of the most
in the track of manv others, and more or cruel and hostile tribes, in the track of
less in the way of all, was converted to pe- manv others, and more or less in the way of
cnliar advantage by the extraordinary ac- all, wascom ertod to peculiar advantage by
tivity and unwearied spirit of their com- the extraordinary activity and unwearied
mander. He directed and timed lua attacks spirit of the commander He directed and
with such judgment and executed them timed his attacks with such judgment and
with such silence and dispatch that the executed them with such silence and dis-

at length found their own mode patch that the Indians found their own
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of \\ ar effectually turned upon them Sur-

prised in their Inmost retreats and most

sequestered recesses, at those times and
seasons \\hen thej verc scarcely leas in-

disposed lor notion thmi unprepared for

defense * * *

mode of -war effectually turned upon them
Surprised in theirinmost retreats and most

sequestered recesses, at those times and
seasons \\hcn the> were scarcely ICM

disposed for action than unprepared for

defense * * *

But while Gordon had the good tiibte to prefer the lucid

statements and beautifully rounded phrases of the Annual

Register to his own awkward and limping sentences, yet he

does not seem to have been appreciative of figures of speech
The following

1 account of conditions in the Wyoming
just preceding the mawbacro well illustrates this.

An Hint! Ref/Mcr, 1779, p 9 Ctorrton, Til, 1SS

* * *
tlicj htwl no Inconsiderable mix-

ture of loyalists among thcmsoh cs, and the

two parties were actuated b> sentiments of

the most violent animosity Nor were

these animofaltics confined to particular

families or places, or marked by any lino

of distinction, but creeping within the

roofs and to the hearths and boards \\ here

they were least expected, sen cd, as it after-

wards fatally appeared, equally to poison
the sources of domestic security and happi-

ness and to cancel the lauxnf nature and

humanity

Our author betrays his obtuseness by substituting the word
hh
floors

" for the original
u boards

"
in Burke's account, thus

spoiling the figure and marring the finish of the period.

In his account of Arnold's treason and Andre's death the

Annual Register is his source throughout. This ought to be

a fair test of an American historian's accuracy his treatment

of a subject so widely discussed in this country and involving
so many men of rank on both sides of the contest A quota-
tion will show the real authorship of Gordon's version of the

affair:

But it\vus their unlmppiness to ha\ea
considerable mixture of royalists among
them, and the two parties were actuated b\

sentiments of the most violent animosit ,

which \\as not confined to particular fami-

lies or places, but creeping within the roofs

and to the hearths and floors \vhcre it wan
least expected, served equally to poison the

sources of domestic security tmd happinc**
and to cancel the laws of nature and

hnmanlt}

Annual R(jjitc), 17S1, p A3, c 3

This excellent joungman, disdaining all

subterfuge and evasion, and only study-

ing, by the magnanimity \\ hich he should

now display, and the intrepidity with
which he \\ould encounter the expected
sentence, to throw such a luster over his

character as might prevent the smallest

shade of that imputation which he somuch
dreaded, voluntarily confessed more than

he was asked, and sought not to palliate

anything that related to himself, \\lnlst he
concealed with the most guarded and

scrupulous nicety whatever might imohe
others, p 45, c 2

Gordon, III, AS6, 1,37

Andre, disdaining all subterfuge and

evasion, and studying only to place his

character in so fair a lightas might prevent
its being shaded by present circumstances,

voluntarily confessed more than he was
nskcd and sought not to palliate anything
relating to Himself, while he concealed

\\ith the most guarded and scrupulous

nlcetj \\ hate\ er might im olvc others.

Page 488
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Andre \\as superior to the terrors of The major was superior to the terrors of

<leath, but that disgraceful mode of dying death but the disgraceful mode of dying

\\hich the usage of war had annexed to \\hich the usage of war had annexed to

his unhappy situation \\a to him infinite!} hia unhappy situation was inflniteh dread-

dreadful fa! to him

Page 489

He encountered his fate -with a compo- (He) performed the last offices to hini-

vure, dignity, and fortitude which equallj self with a composure that excited th

excited the admiration and melted the admiration and melted the hearts of all

hearts of nil the spectators the spectators

The sympathy which Andro excited In Page 490

the American army is perhaps unexampled The sympathy he had excited in the

under any similar circumstances. American army A\ as perhaps unexampled
under any simitar < Irrumstances

It is of interest to note in this connection that this descrip-

tion of the Andre affair was quoted in one of the London

magazines in 1789, as illustrative of Gordon's style.
1

It may not be surprising after what has been related of the

methods of our historian that his only apparent source for

the naval operations this side of the Atlantic is the Annual

Register. This is more marked for those of the West Indies,

and the material is sometimes adapted and abridged, more

frequently copied entire without change or acknowledgment.
But it does create surprise to find the closing campaign of

the war and the surrender at Yorktown described with such

evident reference to his English source. He has here, how-

ever, one advantage; two authorities had covered the ground

already and it was easier to appropriate without detection in

this case than in most others. How intricately he wove his

narative from material obtained from the two sources may be

seen from the following parallel quotations describing the

closing scene at Yorktown:

Annual Register, 1781, pp Eamney, If, 9i6 Gordon, IF', 194-196

X&Mtt

But things were now dra\v- By this time the works of Matters \\ere now hasten-

ing to that crisis which the beseiged were so broken ing to a crisis, which could
could no longer be a\erted that they were assailable in not be longer averted The
The works were every- many places, and the troops British works were sinking
where sinking under the were exhausted by constant under the weight of the

weight of the enemj
f

u artil- watching and unceasing fa- American and French artil-

lery and Lord Cornwallis tlgue The time in which lery The continuance of

himself could not but concur relief from New York was the allied fire, onlj for a few
in opinion * * < that a promised had elapsed more hours, \\ould reduce
continuance of the same fire Longer resistance could an- them to such a condition that
only for a few hours longer swer no purpose, and might it wonld be rashness to at-

would reduce them to such occasion the loss of many tempt their defence The
u condition that it uould valuable lives Lord Corn- time for expecting relief

1
Literary Magazine, London, 1789, II, 381-388
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wallis, therefore, on the 17th,

wrote a letter to general

Washington, requesting a
cessation of arms for twenty-
four hours, and that com-
missioners might bo appoint-
ed for digesting terms of

capitulation It is remark-

able, -unite lieutcnant-c ol-

onel Lauren*, the officer

employed b\ general \N ash-

ington on this occasion, A\ as

draw ing up articlesbj i\ hu h
a numerous British arm\ be-

came prisoners, that his

father iv as closely confined

in the Tower of London

then become desperate to at-

tempt their defence * * *

The troops were not only di-

minished by loss and by
sickness, but the strength

and spirits of thoe in the

works were exhausted and

worn do\vn by constant

watching and unremitting

fatigue
* * * LordCorn-

wallis accordingly ^ rote a

letter to General Washington

on the same day, the 17th,

proposing a cessation of

arms for twenty-four hours,

and that commissioners

might be appointed on both

sides for settling the terms

of capitulation
* * *

Page 135

Itwas remarkable that the

commissioner appointed by
the Americana to settle the

terms, andwho himself drew

up the articles of a capitula-

tion by which a British army
became prisoners to his

country, was Colonel Lau-

rens,sonof thatMr Laurens,

late president of the Con- '

gress, who was then, and
had been for a considerable

time, a close prisoner in the

Tower of London

NOTE This quotation raises a question regarding the source of some of Ramsey's
material But no one who has read Ramsey would charge him with the gross plagiarism
of which Gordon is continually guilty

Nothing better reveals Gordon's value as an historian than

his account of the negotiations of the Howes with Washing-
ton. The affair was known very widely through the news-

papers and Congress passed resolutions respecting it. In

Gordon, however, in spite of his boasted access to Washing-
tcfa's correspondence, we are treated merely with the account

at second hand.

from New York \\as elapsed
The strength and spints of

the roval troops u ere \N oni

dovn by constant Matching
and unremitting fatigue
Lord Cornwallis, therefore,

Knt out a flag at 10 o'clock

in the morning of the 17th,

uith a letter to general

Washington, requesting a
cessation oi armsfor t\\ cnt\ -

four houis, and that coil -

missioned might be appoint-
ed for digesting the terms
of capitulation * + *

Commissioners \\ ereappoin t-

ed the turle of the allies,

vihcount do Noaille, and
lieutenant-Colonel Lauren*,
whose father was in close

confinement at the Tower,
while the son was drawing
up articles by \\hich an
English nobleman and a
British army became pris-

oners.

Sparlif Ltfc and Wi tongs of

Waditngton, IV, app 509-

511, Ab 7, p U
The General declined the

letter and stiid that it was
true the &c SLe &c Implied

everything, and they also

implied anything
Gen Washington replied

that * * * from what had
appeared or transpired on
this head Lord Howe and

Annual Regttit]
, 1776, p 263,

c S

The General replied * * *

that it was true et ceteras

implied ever> thing, but they
also implied anything

"

Page 109, c 1
* * * "he received for

answer, among other things,

that, by \v hat had appeared,
their powers were only to

, II, SOl-SOJ

Washington says * * *

it Is true the ct ceteros im-

ply everything, but it is no
less true that they impl>

anything
Theli powers are only to

grant pardons. They who
have committed no fault

v\ant no pardons The
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General Howe were only to grant pardons, that those Americana arc only defend-

grant pardons, that those whohad committed no fault ing what they think their

who had committedno faul t wanted no pardon, and that indisputable rights.

wanted no pardon, that we they themselves were only

were only defending what defendingwhattheydeemed

\\ e deemed our indisputable their indisputable right.

rights.

It may now be clear why the larger part of Gordon's four

volumes so conspicuously lacks bibliography. The first vol-

ume is an exception, as it contains in the first letter footnotes

giving numerous authorities consulted. In the next two let-

ters, however, the number is much less, and from letter IV
to the end of the volume but twelve references occur in 300

pages. The remainder of the work is even less well supplied
than this. This paucity of references marks the appearance
of the material from the Annual Register, which, of course,
could not safely be acknowledged. Letter HI is in no small

part a copy in ideas, arrangement, and phrasing of the Regis-
ter. This material increases till it swallows up every other,
the only exception, of course, being those parts taken from

Ramsay.
It was obviously unsafe to be too precise in stating his

authority, since it is no easy task to conduct a theft on so

large a scale without betraying it to the reader. The single
instance in which he refers to the Annual Register is in con

nection with the fleet of Rochambeau, when he takes pains in

a footnote to point out that the list in the "
English publica-

tions
"

is in error.
1 A Providence paper is here mentioned as

his authority, but he follows it only partially, since material

from the Annual Register appears side by side with that from
the local newspaper. Apropos of the arrival of the French
fleet Gordon mentions an order to the army officers issued by
Washington with reference to the wearing black and white
cockades. And though this order was published in this local

newspaper already referred to, he copies his statement of it

from the usual source.

Massachusetts Spy, August 10,

1780, No A8St p 3, eg Annwjl j^^. ff81
[Extract from General

JlHK
' ' w

Gordon, III, 390

Orders.]

It is recommended to the In themeantime Washing- The American command-
officers of the American ton Issued a requisition in er In chief recommended
army to have black and public orders to the Amerl- the officers of the Continen-
white cockades, a black can officers, soliciting and tal Army, in general orders,

i Gordon, HI, 379 Note
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ground with a white relief, strongly recommending to the wearing of black and
emblematic of the expected them the wearing of black white cockades (the ground
union of the two armies and unite cockades (the being of the first color and

ground being of the first the relief of the second) as

color and the relief of the a compliment to and a sym-
second) as a compliment to bol of friendship and affec-

and a symbol of friendship tion for their allies.

and affection for their allies

Nothing has been said bo far respecting the part taken by
the Southern States in the war. Before the breaking out of

hostilities, and in the first years of the struggle, Gordon's

source was quite largely the Annual Register, especially for

Virginia and North Carolina. In his preface he mentions the

fact that Dr. Ramsay's history of the war in South Carolina

was sent him in manuscript, with full liberty to use it as he

saw fit. It is so used by him, sometimes as an acknowledged

source, more often as a partial one, and a still greater number
of times with no acknowledgment whatever. Very little of

value indeed does Gordon add to the history of the Southern

war. And his manifest unfairness in his use of Ramsay is

only exceeded by his dishonest manipulation of the material

borrowed from the Annual Register. The following descrip-
tion is thoroughly typical of Ramsay's style at its best, and

Gordon uses it as his own:

Ramsatf* History of tJic Revolution in

I, 1S9-1S5 Qarton, IV, 138-1SO.

In this crisis of danger to the liberties of Here let me introduce an account of the

America the ladles of South Carolina con- manner in which most of the whig ladies

ducted themselveswith more than Spartan conducted themselves while they remained

magnanimity. They gloried in the appcl- in Charleston They showed an amaring
lafion of rebel ladies. * * * In the fortitude and the strongest attachment to

height of the British conquests, when pov- the cause of their country, and gloried in

erty and ruin seemed the unavoidable por- the appellation of rebel ladles * * * In

tion of every adherent to the independence the height of the British conquests, when
ofAmerica, the ladies in general discovered poverty and ruin seemed the unavoidable

more firmness than the men Many of portion of every adherent to the independ-

them, like guardian angels, preserved their ence of America, they discovered more
husbands from falling in the hour of temp- firmness than themen Many of them, like

tation, when interest and convenience had guardian angels, preserved their husbands

almost gotten the better of honor and from falling in the hour of temptation,

patriotism. when interest and convenience had almost

gotten the better of honor and patriotism

Examples similar to this might be multiplied indefinitely.

Even where a compiler with only an average amount of

industry would abridge or condense, material is copied ver-

batim. In view of the courtesy by which Ramsay's manu-

script was placed at his disposal, this theft on Gordon's part
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becomes all the more inexcusable. The pursuitby the Ameri-

cans of Colonel Ferguson is one of the most characteristic

descriptions in Ramsay. As it reappears in Gordon, it is

given hero in parallel version.

J?aw#i|/, II, 1S1-1SJ Gordon, III, MS

Each man set out v, ith his blanket, knap- Each man set out with his blanket, knap-

Hack, and gun in quet of Col Ferguson, sack, and gun in quest of major Ferguson,

in the same manner he was used to pursue in the same manner he was used to pursue

the wild beasts of the forest At night the the wild beasts of the forest At night the

earth afforded them a bed and the Heavens earth afforded them a bed and tho heavens

a covering, the running stream quenched a ccnermg, tho running stream quenched
their thirst, \\hile a few cattle driven in their thirst, while a few cattle driven in

their rear, together i\ith the supplies ac- their rear, together with the supplies ac-

quired by their guns, secured them provi- quired by their guns, secured them provi-

sion, sion

What, then, remains of the two thousand pages in four vol-

umes of Gordon's Histoiy of the American Revolution? Of
the first part of the first volume, Letters I and II, he may be

the author, or at least the compiler. The style is certainly

stiff and clumsy enough to be the author's own. But as for

the remainder of the work, especially from Letter IX, Vol-

ume I, it ib conspicuously lacking in that essential unity of

thought and style which should pervade a genuine piece of

historical writing.
1 In its place we have a sorry patchwork

in which selections or adaptations from Burke and Ramsay
are raggedly joined to material of quite another kind. Mani-

festly we can not cut out the portions copied from other

writers and in this way make sure that the remainder is gen-
uine. The persistent plagiarism of which he has been guilty
vitiates his entire work. There is inevitably a taint of dis-

honesty about tho whole.

i After this study was completed the attention of the writer was called by Professor

Bourne, of Yale, to a citationm Allibone's Dictionary of Authors (art Gordon) which indi-

cates that Gordon's indebtedness to the Annual Register was early discovered. Allibone

quotes from a \\orkA\hich ho calls Supp Vol Diet Hist., 1812, tho sentence "The best

part of it occurs where he made most use of Dodsley's Annual Register
" In response to

request for a verification of this quotation Mr Bourne suggests that it was taken from
ChalmefsBiog Diet (art Gordon), where the same citation Is given and credited to the
"
Supplemental Volume to the Dictionnaire Historique, 1812, which consists chiefly of

American lives probably contributed by an American " This Dictionnaire Historique
TVas the Nouveau Dictionnaire Historique, par L It Chandon et Delaudine Lyon, 1804,
new ed., Paris, 1810-1812, under the title Diet. Universel, hist, crit et bibliog., 20 vols

Prom this source this statement of Gordon's obligations to the Annual Register has been
taken up In several of the biographical dictionaries, but so far as I know has never been
T erified, nor at present can its author be identified It Is, however, the only direct asser-

tion I ha\ e ever found indicating anything like an appreciation of Gordon's plagiarism
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II.

The question now naturally aiise*, Was Gordon a conscious

plagiarist in our meaning of the term, or TOW it the fault of

the time in which ho lived? The question can of course never

be satisfactorily answered, but there is &ome evidence upon it

worth consideration. First, as to contemporary opinion

regarding Gordon's character, purposes, and writings.
The historian seems not to have made a very favorable

impression upon those who knew him in Ameiica. John
Adams wrote of him in 1775,

U I fear his indiscreet pi-ate will

do harm in this city. He is an eternal talker and somewhat

vain, and not accurate nor judicious."
1 Hamilton in 1779

referred to him contemptuously as "the old Jesuit." 3

Belkuap, writing to Hazard from Boston in 1789 with refer-

ence to Gordon's history, says*

I believe it \vill be no easy matter for (j to find any persons of character

and consequence who will stand forth as bin vouchers He uas notmuch
beloved nor regarded while he was here, and the stones he has told of one

and another in Ins book have helped to sink him in the general estimation,

though now and then I find some who aie rather inclined to speak favor-

ably of him 3

James Sullivan speaks of him in much the same fashion,

and refers also to tho low esteem in which he was held in

Massachusetts. Ho adds.

In every part of his history there is a very remarkablewant of truth and

integrity, but the arrows of his envy and Malevolence are so blunted by
the indiscretion of his attacks and the want of decency in his manner that

they do no injury

In his estimation Gordon is a -mercenary scribbler who
makes books with no other object than to gain a few pence.""

4

This charge of being influenced by mercenary motives is one

that appears again and again. It never can be substantiated,

but the evidence is veiy damaging. The letters of John

Adams 5 and Jefferson a both show traces of it, even before the

edition appeared. In 1813 John Adams writes:

It is \\ith grief that I record a fact which I ought to record relative to

Gordon's history. His object was profit. He was told that his book

i Life and Works of John Adams. Boston, 1850. II, 428-424.

3 Hamilton's Works. Lodge cd , VII, 57G

sBelknap Papers. Part II, 161

lAxnory, Life of James Sullivan Boston, 1859, Vol I, 258. Note.
6Works. IX, 550

Jefferson's Works. Washington, 1833, II. 167.
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M ould not sell if printed according to his manuscript It wa accordingly

thrown into a new form of letters between a gentleman in England and

one in America He was told, besides, that the style uas so bold that it

would damn the work, and that many other things were so favorable to

America and others so disgraceful to Britons that neither \\ould be borne

Accordingly the style and spirit was altered and accommodated more to

the British taste and feelings In this labor of love he had the assistance

of some of the dissenting clergymen, andamong them I can name the Drs

Towers, father and son l Had the original manuscript been printed the

work would have appeared very differently
8

Thus stated by a contemporary is the whole charge against

Gordon's reputation as a man and a historian. Another con-

temporary of Gordon goes still further and insists that he

saw the original manuscript before the author wont to Eng-

land, and that it was changed in one instance of which ho was

aware.
8 Dr. Luther M. Harris, one of Gordon's friends,

claimed that more than 100 pages were struck out of the

original manuscript, while others confirm this evidence and

add that the author was paid for the alteration.* The case

against Gordon, as stated by his contemporaries, is certainly

strong enough to justify further examination.

Secondly, we may consider the internal evidence of Gor-

don's history. If the author was paid for changing his manu-

script to conform it to the English feeling, the plagiarism

from the pages of the Annual Register was conscious and

deliberate. For purposes of concealment, transposition of

material was resorted to very frequently, as where a three-

page description was built up out of eleven fragments taken

from material filling fifteen pages of the Annual Register, and

rearranged in such an order as to be almost unrecognizable.
5

The proof of direct change of form in manuscript itself in

favor of the English view is not now possible, for Gordon's

original manuscript has in all probability perished. But

fortunately there is in existence a letter written by him on

i Dictionary of National Biography, LVIII, 91 Joseph Towers. 1737-1799 Editor of

"British Biography," chief work, Memoirs of Frederick III of Prussia. Joseph L
Towers. 1767-1881 Unitarian preacher, writer, and book collector

s Austin, Life of Elbridge Gerry, Boston, 1808 Appendix, p 580 Wiusor'u account of

Gordon*, Nar. and Cnt History, VIII, 470-471, has been the chief means used in tracing
the contemporary opinion of Gordon

8 Recollections of a Bostonian Niles, Principles and Acts of the Revolution Balti-

more, 1822, pp 482,483

Loring in Historical Magazine, VI, 78-82

Gordon, III, 302-804. Annual Register, 1780,pp 21-30 Here Gordon's eleven consecu-
tive fragments are to be found in the Annual Register in the order 2,8,4,1,5,6,7,10,9,

8,11
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May 17, 1775, describing the battles of Lexington and Con-

cord.
1 In comparing this early account with that appearing

in his later work due allowance must be made for the inter-

vening years and the consequent cooling of the passions of

the moment. We should hardly expect, for instance, to find

in sober history such a sentence as this: "Eight hundred of

the best British Troops in America having thus nobly van-

quished a company of nonresisting Yankees while dispersing,
and slaughtering a few of them by way of experiment,
marched forward in the greatness of their might to Con-

cord." And while we may be able to understand why he

omitted in his later account the phrase ''inimical torified

natives," yet he should have mentioned that they were pres-

ent in the Lexington-Concord expedition. One of the most

curious alterations occurs in connection with the Lexington
skirmish. In the first account it is related that as the officers

of the regiment rode up toward the Americans one of them

shouted,
" You damned rebels, lay down your arms;" another,

"Stop, you rebels;" and a third, "Disperse, you rebels."

But in his history
a the version of the affair is taken from the

Annual Register, as follows: "An officer in the van called out,

'Disperse, yoit rebels; throio down your arms and disperse.'"**

In his treatment of Major Pitcairn, Gordon shows his change

clearly enough. In the letter of 1775 he says: "Major Pit-

cairn, I suppose, thinking himself justified by Parliamentary

authority to consider them as rebels, perceiving that they did

not actually lay down their arms, observing that the generality
were getting off, while a few continued in their military posi-

tion,,and apprehending there could be no great hurt in kill-

ing a few such Yankees, which might probably, according to

the notions that had been instilled into him by the tory party,
of the Americans being poltroons, end all the contest, gave
the command to fire, then fired his own pistol, and so set the

whole affair agoing.
" This hardly reads like the later version :

"An instant compliance not taking place, which he might
construe into contempt, he rode a little farther, fired his pis-

tol, flourished his sword, and ordered the soldiers to fire;"

iAn Account of the Commencement of Hostilities between Great Britain and America
in the Province of Massachusetts Baj Force, American Archives, fourth series, II,

*Gordon, 1, 478.

*Annual Register, 1775, p 126, c 2

HIST 99, VOL i 25
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" '

undoubtedly,
" he sayb, further on,

" from the mistaken appre
hension he had entertained of American resolution, for he has

the character of a good-tempered officer." This last sounds

somewhat different from his denunciation of the same officer

in 1775, which he concludes by saying, "I have no such great

opinion of the Major's character."

With all its mutilation, however, wo may be sure that this

letter of 1775 was the basis for his later account of the first

bloodshed of the Revolution. There are so many agreements
of detail, wording, and spirit which no revision could quite

destroy. The expedition of 1,100 men, for instance, to

Jamaica Plains and Dorchester, resulting in a great destruc-

tion to the stone fences; the influence of the Tories in causing

Gage to send out the famous expedition; the presence of

British officers on the road out of Boston the night before the

battle of Lexington; the taking of the grenadiers and light

infantiy off duty under pretense of learning a new exercise,

which made the "Bostonians jealous;" the incident connected

with the Lexington meetinghouse, or "meeting"as he calls it,

which he proves did not shelter armed Americans; the brain-

ing of a wounded British soldier by a young farmer armed
with an ax, and his denial of the report the British soldiers

were scalped these details with their exact phraseology reap-

pear as evidence of the essential unity of the two accounts.

The most curious feature of the later account occurs in the

description of Lord Percy's march to aid the flying British,

where Gordon pauses midway to explain at length the origin
of the term "Yankee." Stranger still is the alteration of his

original story of Lord Percy's playing Yankee Doodle as he
marched out of Boston, and being reminded later how he had
been made to dance to that tune. This at least has local color;
but in his history Gordon tells us that a mockingyouth calls out
to Lord Percy that he is soon to dance to the tune of Chevy
Chase. Now, though we are aware of the uncommon precoc-

ity of the Boston boys of 1775, yet it is hard to believe that

one of them could so cleverly connect Lord Percy with the

hero of Chevy Chase. This smacks decidedly of the atmos-

phere of some quiet English study, but is out of harmony
with everything in Boston at this period of her history.
The net result of the alterations, then, of this original letter

of 1775 is to give a view decidedly more favorable to the
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British. The incident of the braining of a wounded boldier

is retained, while he omits to mention Pitcairn's insolence

and brutality, the presence of Tories in the detachment of

soldiers sent to Lexington, and the detail of atrocities com-

mitted by the British soldiers. Most curious of all is the

addition (in parenthesis, to be sure) of the statement that at

the battle of Concord Lieutenant Gould would have been

killed but for the intervention of a clergyman. Yet in his

deposition soon after the battle, Gould gives every important
detail of his experience except this one * In his use of Ram-

say, also, Gordon shows the same partiality for the British

side by attempting to palliate the injustice and cruelty of

their soldiers in Charleston by citing cases somewhat similar

on the part of the Americans elsewhere,
8 even making use of

Washington's losses by dishonest debtors to show how cor-

rupt they had become. 8

To sum up our conclusions thus far, we may say that Gor-

don was neither a man of unimpeachable veracity nor a great

historian, and that his history must be rejected wholly as a

source fortheAmerican Revolution. Anditismeant to include

in this statement not only the three-fourths taken largely from

other histories, but also the remaining portion, chiefly con-

tained in the first eight letters of Volume I. We may con-

clude further thatGordon's letter of 1775 (American Archives),

describing the battles of Lexington and Concord, is a fair

type of his original history, as he took it to England for pub-

lication, and that his later account of these battles shows how
the history suffered in contents and spirit by the revision to

which it was subjected.

It must be admitted, on the other hand, that while there are

abundant evidences of the presence of the original manu-

script in Gordon's history, it is by no means easy to verify

the hypothesis of his compilation of the work by the aid of

friends in England. How many portions of his published

history resemble the description of the battles of Lexington
and Concord it is impossible to say, and in the absence of

similar material for comparison we have little means of inow-

ing. Internal evidence alone can hardly reveal whether itwas

* Hubley, History of the American Revolution Northumberland, Penn , 1805 I, M2-248
* Gordon, in, 464 Ramsay, II, lflfc-170

Ib.UI, 260.
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Gordon or his clerical friends who mangled this original manu-

script and transcribed portions of the Annual Register in the

production of the published work. We may be quite sure,

however, that Gordon passed judgment upon the whole pro
duction and gave to certain portions of it a characteristic

animus which is easily recognizable. A good example of

this is his treatment of Gates, which betrays his partisanship
foi this ignoble rival of Washington. This could hardly be

the result of a fortuitous selection from Gordon's entire

manuscript by an ordinary compiler. The work must have

been done under his constant supervision, and nowhere, unless

it be in the foreign letters, do we fail to find traces of its

presence.
There remains, consequently, the difficult task of disen-

tangling the composite of original and borrowed material

and the assignment of each fragment to its proper 'source.

This is by no means the simple problem it at first appears, for

after the material of the original has been separated from that

of the Annual Begister and of Ramsay, we are confronted

with the difficulty of distinguishing the particular compiler
who copied or abridged the various portions of the plagiarized
material. That there were several compilers at work upon
the history seems quite apparent; what each contributed to

the composite result is exceedingly difficult to determine.

These and other similar questions must await a more detailed

and careful study of the whole subject at some future time,
but even though new evidence may modify, as to minor details,

the conclusions so far reached, the main contention is beyond
cavil that no part of Gordon's history can any longer be taken
as authority on the American Revolution.
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A RECENT SERVICE OF CHURCH HISTORY TO THE CHURCH.

By W. G ANDREWS

The period from about 1830 to about 1861, or, approxi-

mately, the second third of this century, was one of heated

sontroversy for the church in America. The preceding thirty

pears had not been free from religious discords; church his-

tory would have found it hard to give them recognition if

they had been. But for more than thirty, for at least forty
>r fifty, years there had existed what we may fairly enough
jail an "era of good feeling," and a review of this will help
is to appreciate the change which became manifest not far

from the year 1830.

Such good feeling as existed from the close of the Revolu-

tionary war to the end of the eighteenth century was to a

iarge extent an easy-going tolerance, due to the absence of

strong religious feeling of any kind. But when the nine-

jeenth century opened religious emotions and religious con-

victions had been wonderfully intensified. The great evan-

gelical revival of sixty years before had been renewed in a

.ess vehement form, but in a form on the whole more benefi-

cent in spite of strange and even repulsive phenomena in the

lewer parts of the country. And the evangelical movement,

igain vigorously in progresa and marked by successive

revivals for many years to come, began and continued to

nold the Christian life of most American Protestants. It

las not yet ceased to do this, and we may believe that as

*espeots its underlying principle it never will. But the move-

nent has worn very different aspects in its different stages,

ind even where it has preserved the revival form that form

s very unlike what it once was. It is worth while to try to

characterize briefly, even if, perhaps, fancifully, these suc-

cessive phases, since they illustrate one way in which the liv-

391
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ing Christianity of modern times adapts itself to new environ-

ments and thereby becomes not less but more Christian. The

work of Whitefield and Gilbert Tennent and their fiery com-

rades was as when the rains descended, and the floods came,

and the winds blew, and the house on the rock, which could

not faU, was half cleansed and half laid waste. The work

done a centuiy ago, when ungodliness was for the time so

wonderfully beaten back, reminds us (if we adhere to the

familiar rendering) of "the swelling of Jordan" which forces

the lion to come up from his lair The task of the "happy

warrior," just now fallen asleep upon his shield amidst the

grief of millions, the great lay evangelist, from whom priests

and elders gladly learned wisdom in that we see the dew

of Hermon which fell upon the hill of Zion. 1

The primary action of the evangelical movement has been

in the sphere of the affections, because its vital principle,

never wholly absent from real religion under any form, was

the clearer perception of the Fatherhood of God, seen in His

giving to His human children what they have often vainly

tried to earn. The essence of this perception is implied in

the familiar lines of one who is not always recognized as an

evangelical poet:

'T is heaven alone that is given away,
'T is only God may be had for the asking.'

And the normal result is a clearer perception of the brother-

hood of man and new zeal in the varied tasks of Christian

philanthropy. And as they engage together in these tasks

Christians should become more conscious of their own still

closer brotherhood, closer because it is the relation to each

other of men who heartily believe in their divine sonship.

They should become more conscious, too, of the supreme
importance of what they hold in common as Christians, as

contrasted with what they hold severally as members of vari-

ous denominations. Denominational interests should occupy
them less, Christian and catholic interests should occupy them
more. And here, in fact, we find the evangelical movement

passing into that which has, under strangely diverse aspects,
been the dominant force in the Christianity of the present

iMr Moody had been burled tho day before
aLowell, Vision of Sir LaunfaL
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century, namely, the catholic movement, of which the issue

ought to be, though we can not yet know whether it will be,

the revelation in some grand and beautiful form of our

brotherhood in Christ. That the evangelical movement also

produced, through the infirmity of man, what may now, with-

out offense, be called Evangelicalism, one-sided, narrow, and
often of a mien most unbrotherly, does not excuse us for

failing to see that, as it reappears in vigor at the dawn of

the century, it was already transforming itself into the cath-

olic movement, and was the forerunner of what is noblest in

the Christianity of our time. And this is something more
than a splendid philanthropy; it is also the gradual emancipa-
tion of believers from the dogmatism which divides them by
offering them a dozen theologies instead of the one faith;

the heart is latitudinarian, and it is the heart which believeth.

It is difficult even to enumerate briefly the various ways in

which all this was illustrated for thirty years in the American

church by that labor of love in which most Christians could

unite and by the common proclamation of certain great doc-

trines as to which most Christians were then agreed. In the

widespread revivals at the beginning of our period Methodists

and Baptists, often thrown otherwise into sharp competition,

worked hand in hand, and Presbyterians, the antagonists of

both on matters held by all to be of much importance, worked

gladly beside them. The two bodies of Christians first named

could not, owing to the nature of their distinctive tenets, per-

manently maintain a close alliance with Presbyterians or with

each other, although the Baptists of Georgia made overtures

for some sort of union in 1803.
l But while both denomina-

tions gained largely in numbers and in zeal, the Methodists,

by the introduction in 1808 of representative government,
and the Baptists, by receiving indirectly from the Congrega-
tionalists a powerful impulse toward missionary effort (1814),

were brought more nearly into harmony with the spirit of

American Christianity.
8 Those early revivals, indeed, cost

the Presbyterians a schism in 1810, when Cumberland Pres-

byterianism began its separate course. The church is never

wholly free from strife, and to stimulate activity is to increase

1 Newman, American Church History Buries, 11, 323-32(5

^Newman,American Church History series, il, 888-391, Buckley.lb ,v 828-335, Stevens,

History of the Methodist Episcopal Church, ill, 378-379, 403, 411-4C8-469, Iv, 439-442
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the risk of discord.
1 But in the same year a company of

Christians, likewise the product of the revivals, announced

themselves to the church, and they had their very life in their

protest against schism, their longing for unity. These Chris-

tians, since known as the Disciples of Christ, were resolutely

determined not to become a sect, and resisted the forces which

drove them toward that attitude during almost the whole of

this period, or until 1828.*

In the meantime, in the first year of the century (1801),

the Presbyterians and many of the Congregationalists (the

two being then one in theology and willing to make sacrifices

as to polity which showed the relative weakness of purely
denominational instincts) achieved something like organic

unity by means of the famous Plan of Union. This had the

noble purpose expressing a high form of philanthropy
of saving new settlements, in which both bodies were repre-

sented, from local schisms, and so enabling Christianity to use

its full strength against its real foes.
8 The two churches which

had originally embodied the Protestantism of Germany, the

Lutheran and the Reformed, were more slow than most others

to feel the quickening evangelical influences, owing largely,
no doubt, to the obstacles interposed by difference of language.

They long continued, therefore, to suffer from the spiritual

sluggishness which had enfeebled most communions in the

latter part of the eighteenth century, and the life of both was
at a low ebb. Consequently, when at last the new impulse

began to act vigorously upon them, let us say after 1820, not

only were they animated on a wide scale with intense evangel-
ical fervor and brought into warm sympathy with the more
zealous of their fellow-Christians, but what had marked them

among Christians for nearly or quite three centuries almost

seemed on the point of disappearing. Owing, as I think, to

strong and quite dissimilar personal influences, the oblitera-

tion of historic traits went much furthor in one case than in

the other. The Lutherans, or a large part of them, came

very near throwing away the one doctrine chiefly character-

istic of their great Confession (that about the Lord's Supper)

iThompson, American Church History series, vl, 74-75, Poster, ib, xl, 25ft-285,ete
9Newman, American Church History series, il, 487-494, T> ler, Ib , xil, passim.
'Walker, American Church History scries, Hi, 816-819, Thompson, Ib., vl, 72, Glllett,

History of the Presbyterian Church, revised edition, ], 486-441, etc
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and making "American Lutheranism
1 '
as meaningless a name

as "American Panslavism" would have been. But while the

stars in their nineteenth century courses have fought against

sectarianism, it has not been in order to turn the church uni-

versal into a sect by hiding beneath evangelicalism the mani-

fold life of Christianity. In the case of these two churches

this stage of their progress extended far beyond 1830, but

that their development was retarded only makes more strik-

ing its conformity to a general law. 1

The Protestant Episcopal Church was rather gradually, but

profoundly, influenced by the revivals of a century ago. But

from causes not discreditable to them American Episcopalians
had scarcely felt the "Great Awakening" of 1740, and its less

valuable results, in certain opinions and forms of speech cur-

rent among other Christians, were little apparent among them.

Furthermore, the renewed power of the evangelical movement
was transmitted to them in part, as I think in large part,

through the very men who were foremost in asserting High
Church views of polity, notably Bishop Hobart, of New York,
and Bishop Ravenscroft, of North Carolina, the latter less

widely influential, but if possiblemore intense alike in his evan-

gelical fervor and in his High Churchmanship. Now, Hobart

could not have wrought such a change in his church as he

ultimately effected had his belief in a divine and unalterable

form of church government not been with him, as with the

Puritan Thomas Hooker, of Hartford, "a fundamental point
of religion," and had not his personal religion glowed with

the same ardor that inspired the revivalists.
8

As a consequence of the facts mentioned, the presence in the

Episcopal Church of the new evangelical life was less readily

observed by others, and its normal effect, zealous cooperation
with others in tasks of Christian philanthropy, was less mani-

fest than it might have been. It was visible enough, never-

theless. It appeared, of course, in Low Churchmen of the later

type developed by the revivals, and in Low Churchmen, at

1 Jacobs, American Church History aeries, iv, 320-331, 353, 369-372, Dubbs, ib , vili, 330,

336, 889-345, Wolf, Lutherans In America, New York, 1890, introd (by Dr Jacobs), awd,
279-294, Mercersburg Review, i, 468-477, cf Bated, Religion in America, New York, 1845,

259

*It 1s interesting that the year 1830 witnessed the death, somewhat premature, of both

Hobart and Ravenscroft, and so is rather significantly marked in this instance as lying

between two periods.
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first far more numerous, of the eighteenth-century type, like

the godly Bishop White, of Pennsylvania, and in such High
Churchmen as Bishop Moore, of Virginia, whose views of

polity were of less moment to him than the same views were to

Hobart and Eavenscroft. The interchange of pulpits was then

far from uncommon, and the relations between Episcopalians
and their brethren, if much less intimate than those which

existed between Presbyterians and Congregationalists, were

much more so than they became in the following period.

They were, moreover, now in full sympathy with their fellow-

Christians as citizens. They had ceased to suffer the old

reproach, natural though never very just, incurred by the

persistent loyalty of so many of them to the throne which all

Americans had long upheld. Bishop Hobart himself, though
he loved and honored England, was thoroughly an American,
and he exposed himself to severe criticism on the part of some

Englishmen for strenuously asserting in his New York pulpit
the superiority of American institutions.

1

Members of all the churches which I have thus far men-

tioned, and of some others, began to associate themselves early
in the century for various forms of Christian work. This

had not been absolutely unknown before, but the great union

societies which now sprang up constitute one of the striking
features of the period before 1830, and more than almost any-

thing else mark it as one of comparative harmony as well as of

genuine zeal in the service of God and man. Denominations

as such were not united in a Christian league or federation,

though denominational legislatures might and often did sanc-

tion and regulate cooperation. But individual Christians of

most Protestant communions were organically united for the

performance of high offices of the church catholic. The
task in which it was then possible for all to take part, the

circulation of the authorized version of the Scriptures, was,
it is said, initiated both in New York and Philadelphia by
Baptists, and the president of the oldest local Bible society,

i Tiffany, American Church History series, vli, 386-887, 410-433, 449-451, Bacon, ib , xiii,

177-179, McConnell, History of the American Episcopal Church, New York, 1890, 142-14G,

293-296, 299, Perry, History of American Episcopal Church, Boston, 1886, 1, 860-354, 11, 135,

153-166, 174-186, 192-194, Collections of the Protestant Episcopal Historical Society, 1,

129-135, White, Memoirs of Protestant Episcopal Church, 2d ed , 193-196, 208, 226-228 Seo
also biographies of Bishops Scaburj, White, Orlswold, R. G Moore, Sprague, Annals of

the American Pulpit, Vol Y, Hawks, Ecclesiastical Contributions (Virginia, Maryland),
Perry's Historical Collections (7 volumes), Whitefleld'H Journals, first edition, etc.
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that established in Philadelphia in 1808, was an Episcopalian,
Bishop White, while the national Society, organized in 1816,
had little difficulty in enlisting general support. More signifi-
cant is the case of the oldest of the national societies, the
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,

organized in 1810 by Congregationalists. Here full coopera-
tion was not quite so easy, but the board became to a large
extent the organ of Presbyterians of British origin, of more
than one name, of the Reformed Dutch and German Reformed

churches, Presbyterians of continental origin, and of the

Lutherans. As much or more might be said with regard to

half a dozen other societies which I can not pause to name,
but attention should be called to the rather impressive
fact that just as this period was closing, in the year 1829,

Presbyterians accepted as their own agency the Congrega-
tional Education Society.

1

The theological controversies of that relatively peaceful

time, with many aspects that some of us find to regret in them,
were nevertheless a training in Christian brotherhood, espe-

cially in that liberty of the children of God which fraternity

ought to secure. Thus the protest which the Methodists, in

their character of Arminians, made against the dominant Cal-

vinism had the result of finally convincing most Christians

that the difference between the two systems is relatively unim-

portant, which was a gain for liberty and fraternity and unity.

That this conviction was wrought was shown conclusively, for

example, in 1871, when (as Dr. H. M. Dexter admitted in

1880) the Congregational National Council practically and

intentionally gave "a good standing to Arminians equally

with Calvinists," and in 1883, when the Presbyterian, Dr.

Howard Crosby, declared that this theological divergence
does not affect piety or the growth of the church. 8 Mean-

while the heroic circuit riders of Methodism were teaching

by practice the highest forms of brotherly love. The protest

made, and partly against the same system, by the two wings
of Liberal Christianity, the Universalists and the Unitarians,

i Bacon, American Church History scries, xiii, 262, 256, 253-259 (also other volumes of the

aeries, to bo consulted by index). Schaff-Herzog Encyclopaedia (articles on various

societies), McClIntock and Strong, C.\clopasdia (ib), Armitage, History of the Baptists,

rev od ,Nev York, 1893, 514 etc , Wilson, Memoir of Bishop White, 289-290, note, 298, et seq.

* Congregationalism, iu* seen iii Its Literature, 710-711, Handbook of Congregationalism,

78-79, Symposium on "The revision of creeds," North American Keview, February, 1888.
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was made, it seems to me, under great provocation, and the

primary evangelical truth of God's Fatherhood, on which

depends the reality of human brotherhood, was, if not more

clearly seen, at all events made very much more visible to

the average mind by Murray and Channing than by Jonathan

Edwards. As respects the Unitarian protest, many of us

who are not Unitarians would have joined them in protesting

against an orthodoxy which unconsciously offered three gods
to be worshiped, and proclaimed a Fatherhood which was

divine and yet not eternal. And we, assembled in this home
of all blessed human charities, do not need to be reminded

how Liberal Christianity has obeyed Christ's kw of love; a

law not more solemnly uttered in the command to preach the

Gospel to every creature than in the words which those who,
"in His name" have ministered to the hungry, and the thirsty,

and the naked, and the stranger, and the prisoner, still wait

to hear,
" Ye have done it unto me." 1

Our survey will not be complete without a glance at the

relatiQp of Protestants to the Roman communion during the

period before 1830. The First Provincial Council of Balti-

more, held in October, 1829, informs us that those relations

were then, on the whole, friendly. Hatred and prejudice were

vanishing, "holy religion" received honor from her "ene-

mies," priests were venerated by those without. Such coop-
eration as existed among Protestants was impossible, but

besides the occasional lending of churches for Protestant wor-

ship, very common in Canada in the last century, but checked

by the bishops in the United States, both priests and bishops
were invited to preach, and did preach, to Protestant congre-

gations; once, at least, mass was said in a Protestant church;
Protestant laymen subscribed readily for the erection of

Roman Catholic churches, and Jesuits served as trustees of

colleges established by Protestants. And the two classes of

Christians were in warm sympathy and hearty cooperation
as citizens. It was, indeed, largely the patriotism of Roman
Catholics, from the time of the Revolution, which had pro-

i Drs. Allen and Eddy, American Church History series, x, Stevens, Methodist Episcopal
Church, ill, 216-218, Channing, Discourses, etc .Boston, 1880,pp vii, 215-288, 299-304, Diman
on "Religion inAmerica," North American Review, January, 1878, Fisher, Discussions in

History and Theology, New York, 1880, 257-258, 270-278, Bushnell, Christ in Theology,
Hartford, 1851, 171-187. etc., Report of Tenth Church Congress (Protestant Episcopal),
" Christian doctrine of the Atonement," Address of Rev. (now Bishop) A. C C Hall, 41-47
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duced the prevalent good will. Patriotic they continued to

be, and they became more and more distinctly American.

Their great and justly honored representative, Archbishop
Carroll (died 1815), was extremely averse to all unnecessary
exercise of external control over the temporal affairs of the

church, and would have liked to have our language used in

worship. Bishop England, of Charleston (1820-1842), seek-

ing to adapt his administration as much as might be to

American usages, gave his diocese a constitution under which

representatives of the laity took part in the care of secular

interests; and an active and influential portion of the laity

desired, and for a while secured, a conformity to American

and Protestant usages which went far beyond this. Lay trus-

tees, claiming rights of ownership in the church buildings,

claimed the further right of deciding what priests should offi-

ciate in them that is, of choosing their own ministers, like

Protestants. The effort to establish this claim (constituting
the phenomenon known in the Roman communion as "trus-

teeism") began soon after the Revolution, was general, per-

sistent, and even violent, and though earnestly opposed by
the bishops was hardly checked until after 1830. Had the

claim been established, the change, whether an improvement
or not, would have been a revolution, substituting at a vital

point the authority of the people for that of the Pope.
1

We see in this case phenomena closely akin to those which

we have observed in Protestant bodies; a friendly feeling
toward other Christians, a disposition to act with them as far

as was practicable (not very far), and a disposition of startling

strength to obscure or obliterate some of the most character-

istic features of their own system. Now, in the case of Prot-

estants we have found that these phenomena were in a large
measure traceable to the revivals of a hundred years ago.
Had the revivals anything to do with them in this case? Evi-

dently direct religious effects of a religious movement so

strongly Protestant in its forms as the Evangelical were not

lO'Gorman, American Church History series, lx, 253-251, 255-268, 267-270, 277, 297-299,

805-309, 316-823, 837-889, etc , J G Shea, Life and Times of Archbishop Carroll, New York,

1888, 207, 275-276, 817, 328-829, 418, 426, 434, 438, 505-506, 512, ib
, Historyof the Catholic Church

in the United States, 1808-1848,New York, 1890, 114, 182, note 2, 229, note, 237-238,243,280,

296, 313, 314, 817, 418, 419 etseq , 435, Report of Proceedings of First Presbyterian General

Council, Edinburgh, 1877, 263, Stuart, Church of England in Canada, 1759-1793,12,14,25,

26, 29, 32, Hallam, Annals of St James's Church,New London, Conn , 95, Church Journal,

New York,May 10, 1865
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to bo looked for in the Roman communion, at least not so

early. And the most striking phenomena, those which exhib-

it a strongly American feeling, seem plainly traceable to a

source not religious. But here there appears to have been

a sort of transformation of energy, and in order to see this,

and still more in order to get an adequate view of our subject

as a whole, it is necessary to observe a very interesting and

suggestive parallel between the course of events in the eccle-

siastical and in the political spheres.

A fraction of the period before 1830, that covered by the

administration of Mr. Monroe, has always been known as the
44
era of good feeling." But this describes merely the relations

existing for a few years between political parties; they had

stopped fighting because one of them was past fighting. But

the entire period before 1830, extending back to the beginning
of OUT national existence, may be called on the whole an era

of good feeling because of the comparatively amicable rela-

tions then existing among the political societies called States,

which are, far more than political parties, the counterparts of

the religious societies called churches or denominations. The

great difference between the two groups of societies, in virtue

of the fact that the former group was organically united in

one larger state, while the latter had not even become a league
of sovereignties, need not be much insisted on now, because

events were showing, at all events after the revivals, that an

even firmer bond of union than attachment to the Constitu-

tion of the United States might exist in a common passionate

loyalty, acting in many denominations, to one invisible Bang.
State feeling was rather abnormally strong in the early
national period may it never become weak! and Professor

Jameson has given us an illustration of this in the multiplica-
tion of State histories at that time. 1

But that State institution which afterwards became the occa-

sion of raising the feeling to white heat, and nearly destroyed
the union of States, was then regarded in very much the same

light in the commonwealths which maintained it and those in

which it was fast disappearing. It is quite true, and is abund-

antly proved by the course of Congressional debate and leg-
islation before the compromise of 1820, that as slaveholding

i Historical Writing In America, pp 84-86
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became more profitable at the South the desire for immediate

emancipation giew weaker. And at the same time the dread-

ful abuses to which the system is liable multiplied, and began
to be sheltered by

"
barbarous laws" (a Southern characteriza-

tion), so that States as well as individual* became responsible
for them. But as late as 1831 Virginia was thought to be

almost ready for emancipation; the new domestic blave trade,

by which negroes were transferred in great nurnbei>> from

Maryland and Virginia to the cotton States, excited the wrath
of Southerners like John Randolph, and was fiercely denounced
as "remorseless and merciless/' the fruit of fcfc

insatiable

avarice," by a governor of South Carolina; churches and

individuals openly protested against various features of the

slave codes, and for ten years after the passage of the Missouri

compromise there were few men of character, North or South,
who defended slavery in the abstract. The organization of

the Colonization Society in 1817 meant then, whatever the

administration of it meant afterwards, that the wish for the

disappearance of slavery had become a purpose, not the pur-

pose of all citizens, but of a multitude of the worthiest citi-

zens Irrespective of State lines.

In Viiginia, for example, the society was repeatedly and

warmly indorsed by the annual convention of the Protestant

Episcopal Church between 1819 and 1836. A bishop of Vir-

ginia (Dr. Meade, 1829-1862) was a zealous friend of the

enterprise, hoped for the ultimate extinction of slavery, and

even suffered some reproach, very unreasonably, for his deep
interest in the spiritual welfare of the slaves. Since, more-

over, the society was organized by Christians, as Christians

and philanthropists, it emphasized the fact that the common
attitude on the subject was taken in that spirit of love to man
which the revivals had so strengthened, and amply warrants

the belief that States, or groups of States, were brought so

far into sympathy in part by means of the revival.
1

In the meantime any excess of State feeling, or disposition

to insist overmuch on State rights, was checked in a degree

by the rising tide of national feeling. This became far more

i Hildreth, History of the United States, rev ed , vi, 618-616, 661-676, 682-698, 703-718, Ne\\ -

man, American Church History series, 11,445, Thompson, ib , \I, 184-136, G Alexander,

Ib ,3d, 88-84, Thomas, Ib , xii,284, Bacon, ib .xlll, 154,208-205, 257-258, 268-274, Digest of

Councils in Diocese of Virginia, 86,90,117-118,120,125, Johns, Memoir of Bishop Meade,

Baltimore, 1867, pp 117-125,478-477
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intense after the war of 1812 in spite of the fact that in New

England State feeling was for a while both deepened and

embittered by the war. Before very long Americans in gen-

eral were glorying as never before in their American citizen-

ship and hoping all things for the future of their country.

The new American spirit showed itself sometimes in unpleas-

ant, even in offensive, forms in vanity and vulgar boasting.

But men of the highest character and of entire sobriety of

mind shared it, as we have seen in the case of Bishop Hobart.

And this spirit included not only patriotism, but philanthropy .

It began to be believed that America had a mission, a two-

fold mission, to mankind. She was to offer a refuge to the

poor and oppressed of all nations, and she was to teach all

nations by her example the lesson of civil and religious

liberty. The nation, like the church, was intensely alive,

and, like the church, was addressing itself to a work for

humanity which had been given it to do It is hard to resist

the conviction that the same powerful religious movement
which had produced such results in the church, by which it is

certain that the citizens of the nation had in vast numbers
been affected, and which was not wholly past and gone, but

was from time to time renewing itself with more or less

energy, had something to do with the results which appeared
in the civic life of the people. Patriotism is certainly a senti-

ment which religion may strengthen as well as exalt; philan-

throphy, even if it may be found apart from religion, belongs
to the essence of "pure religion and undefiled;

1 ' and the con-

ception of a mission a great task not assumed, but assigned
is distinctly a religious conception. Chur<;h and nation,

moreover, seemed called at the same period to grapple with
the same problem that of securing harmonious cooperation
on the part of a multitude of individuals, who were also

members of various subordinate societies, organized for the

attainment of kindred ends, but seeking them in unlike ways.

Something was undoubtedly contributed by the religious
movements of the period toward the solution of this problem
as well as toward the bringing to pass of various kindred
conditions in the total life of the American people; a powerful
stimulant acting on a living tissue through one of the organs
into which that enters rnav show its energy in all, under
modes as different as then* various functions. And so, as
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regards the Roman communion, effect* which can not be

traced directly to the evangelical movement may easily have

flowed from it indirectly through the channel* of secular life.

But the time came when it seemed as if the one force which

had been applied to so many different form* of Christianity

had itself become differentiated. A quickening impulse had

visited a large number of religious societies, each of which

regarded itself as a distinct church, competent to do all that

the church universal can do. Herein, of course, the position
of these societies differed from that of the political societies

called States (which can not do all that the nation can do), and

made it easier for the former to act independently of each

other. And each of them had its own methods of doing
Christian work, often inherited from an honorable past, asso-

ciated with proudly cherished memories of godly and heroic

fathers, of confessors, perhaps of martyrs; each had a history,

however brief; some a history stretching over generations
and centuries. And as the members of each entered with new

energy on common Christian tasks, it not only grew delight-

ful, but more and more seemed dutiful to do their work in the

very way in which it had been done by pious ancestors, their

own superiors in zeal and in the spirit of sacrifice. They did

not wish to disown their brethren, but they would serve the

God of their fathers after the pattern given to their fathers.

And so there came on, by a process of evolution, a new stage
in the evangelical catholic movement. In nearly or quite

every one of the denominations powerfully affected by it

there was, sometimes earlier, sometimes later, a vigorous

development of its own historic life. Each began to assert

itself and to become more thoroughly itself, and to be con-

scious of a special mission of its own. What had invigorated
the American church as a whole was now infusing new vigor
into the several lesser churches which composed it, and the

result must be not only a parting of ways, but often an angry

parting of allies, and rivalry and strife. And sometimes

when, within the same church, some denied what others

affirmed that sainted fathers had a stronger claim than living
brethren and so the growth of a more rigid denominational-

ism was resisted, internal discords arose, and then schisms.

And this in large part (by no means altogether), is the history
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of the next thirty years, or thereabouts, of American Chris-

tianity.
1

It is natural to begin the account of this period with a state-

ment of the way in which the changing action of religious

forces affected the relations of Protestants in general to the

Roman communion. For while this arrangement, by bringing

near together what has to be said of the latter church in the

two periods respectively, emphasizes most sharply the con-

trast between them, it also shows how the Protestant churches

as a whole were affected in a manner analogous to that in

which they were affected singly. Their common Protestant-

ism, their zeal for the doctrines of the Reformation, above all

for what is known as its life principle which was indeed in

its essence the life of the evangelical movement the doctrine

of justification by faith, as Luther taught it; their veneration

for the Reformers, were now intensified, and they were ready
for a new campaign against Rome.

That communion, having thus far felt the influence of the

revivals, if at all, chiefly through their influence on national

life, displayed such new energy as came into its own ecclesias-

tical life, and its disposition to be true to its own historical posi-

tion, chiefly by resisting the aggressive Americanism of the

lay trustees. Trusteeism had been skillfully flanked by Bishop

England, in Charleston, as early as 1829; but the first decisive

defeat seems to have been inflicted in Philadelphia in 1831,
while it was twenty-three years before the final victory was
achieved in Buffalo in 1854. 8

This achievement was of such importance to the church, if

it were to continue to be itself, that it places that body fairly
in line with others in the matter of internal development.
But it was not of a nature to be gravely offensive to Protes-

tants, though it may somewhat have offended their Ameri-
canism. And although provocations to the warfare which fol-

lowed 1880 have been found in the sympathy felt on this side

of the Atlantic with the opponents of Catholic emancipa-
tion in England accomplished in 1829, and in the alarm

1 The date, 1880, taken as that of the commencement of this troubled time, may be

regarded as approximate That it has not been chosen arbitrarily can be inferred from
the language of Professor Thompson, the historian of the Presbyterians

" The years

1830-1860, indeed, were a time of controversies throughout the churches of America."
American Church History series, vi, 102

a Shea, Life and Times of Archbishop Carroll, 329, 647, W9, O'Gorman, American Church
History series, 12,862463, 867, etseq., 400, etc., 449, Bacon, Ib,xffl, 810
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excited by Roman Catholic immigration, beginning to attract

attention after 1820, and becoming very large after 18AO,
it does not appear why the first cause should have had

great influence in a land of religious liberty, nor why the

becond should have had so much influence quite so early.
1

It was an awakened Protestantism, feeling its strength anew,
and fearing that it had forgotten its ancient mission, which

began the war, and began it not because Rome was assuming
a new aspect, but because she was believed to be what she

always had been, and what Protestantism ought never to have

ceased to fight. The second provincial council of Baltimore,

meeting in 1833, spoke in very different terms from those

employed four years before, and in the tone of the injured

party. Complaint was now made of the "
increasing viru-

lence
" of the attacks upon the church, and of the accusation,

which must have been hard to bear, that its members were

the enemies of the Republic. And when men like Robert J.

Breckinridge, in Baltimore, and Lyman Beecher, in Boston,
were fiercely denouncing Rome, it was plain that as far as she

was concerned the era of good feeling was over.
2 But it was

not to be merely a battle of pulpits and pamphlets. Before the

close of January, 1830 (apparently), there was an act of incen-

diarism at Charlestown, Massachusetts. Near the close of 1831

a Roman Catholic Church was burned in New York. In 1834

occurred that shameful outrage upon helpless women, when
the Ursuline Convent at Charlestown was burned, an outrage

promptly branded as shameful by the Christianity of Boston,

though never, I believe, adequately punished by the civiliza-

tion of Massachusetts. In 1836 an abominable wrong was

done the Roman communion by the circulation, with reputa-

ble Protestant indorsement, of what Dr. L. W. Bacon calls

the "monstrous stories," the "shameless frauds," of Maria

Monk, who sought to bring infamy upon the nuns of Mon-
treal. She was proved a slanderer by Protestant zeal for

truth and righteousness, but this did not at once destroy her

influence. It is needless to enumerate all the acts of violence

committed, East and West; but very significant of the strength

1 Shea, Catholic Church, United States, 1808-1843, 420, O'Gorman, American Church His-

tory series, ix, 340-341, of 4Wr-49G, Bacon, Ib
, xiii, 312, 815, 318, Jameson, Dictionary of

United States History, art "American Partv "

2 O'Gorman, American Church History scries, ix, 342,343, Shea, Catholic Church, 1806-

1843,435,449,451,466
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of the abhorrence of Rome felt by Protestants of the highest

standing is the remark attributed to an eminent Presbyterian,

about 18-iO, that he would rather be an infidel than a Roman
Catholic. The antagonism was carried into politics, and so

became the occasion of the bloody riots in Philadelphia in

18M, though the lires then lost, according to a Roman Catho-

lic writer, seem all to have been those of Protestants, "killed

while burning houses." The great Irish immigration which

followed the famine of 1846-47 (giving Americans an opportu-

nity to show by their eagerness to feed the hungry that they
had not lost their philanthropy) stimulated hostility, and again,

in 1852, engaged a political party in making use of religious

antipathy. There were riots and bloodshed in Kentucky; and

in Maine, in 1854, an able and cultivated man Father Bapst,
afterwards known and, I am sure, honored in Boston was

tarred and feathered. This was not the latest outrage, and

Professor O'Gorman says that bitter feeling "marked the

times preceding the war," as if it did not cease to be widely

prevalent till then. It would be absurd to suppose, were

there no proofs to the contrary, that all the bitterness and all

the violence were on one side when on the other side were

Irishmen by the million. But which side began the fight is

clearly enough indicated by Dr. Bacon when he says, speak-

ing of the prejudice and antipath}
r made more active by the

immigration, that "it was a good time for the impostor, the

fanatic, and the demagogue to get in their work." Evidently,

however, he does not regard himself as giving in these words
a full account of the anti-Roman forces.

1

And the anti-Roman forces illustrated the sincerity as well as

the intensity of their zeal by finding enemies to fight among
the children of the Reformation. The Protestant Episcopal
Church, having preserved more features of the older Chris-

tianity than others, was especially exposed to distrust and dis-

like. At the death of Bishop Hobart in 1830 the High Church

party, which he had led, was about equal in numbers to the

Low Church party, and it soon began to gain upon the latter.
8

iShea, Catholic Church, etc , 402, 488-499, 529, 655, 006, 085, Memoir of Rev William

CroaweU, D D , 142-148, O'Gorman, American Church History series, ix, 850-800, 450-454,

Bacon, ib., 312-314.

sTiflfcny, American Church History series, vli, 450-474, Perry, HistoryAmerican Episco-
pal Church, ii, 194-195, McConnell, ib , 320-828, Stone, Memoir of Bishop Griswold, 370-871,
etc., Johns, Memoir of Bishop Meade, 198-202, Hopkins, Life of Bishop Hopkins, 152, etc.
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Both parties had their immediate origin in the evangelical
movement, and both were nobly serving 'the church which
both loved. But the more rapid growth at that period of

High Churchmanship, which strongly emphasized the distinc-

tive features of this communion, meant that the same process
was going forward in it as in others, the development of its

historic life, and increasing faith in a mission of its own. In

this case the historic life included elements which had come
down from the pre-Reformation period, while the mission

seemed so divinely sanctioned that for many it was difficult,

perhaps impossible, to recognize the legitimacy of any other.

To those who had strong faith in a rather different mission,
sanctioned at all events by the divine blessing, and who

thought that what their reforming ancestors in Scotland and

on the Continent had not kept was poisonous superstition, the

High Church Episcopalian development was at once irritating

and alarming. When, in 1832, a canon was so amended as

apparently to exclude ministers not in episcopal orders from
the pulpits of the Episcopal Church, the attitude of that

church became still more offensive. The amended canon was

misunderstood, as was proved when it received a judicial

interpretation in 1868, although, for reasons which can not

be considered in this paper, a new canon, unmistakably exclu-

sive, was then passed. But in the meantime nearly everybody
had misunderstood the action of 1832, including in the end

most of the Low Church party, so that its practical effect

accorded more and more with its presumed meaning, and ^

clusiveness appeared to be more and more characteristic of

the church. 1

The Oxford movement, beginning in 1833, and resulting in

important secessions to Rome from the Church of England,

though not very influential here, caused great alarm both

within and without the Episcopal Church. Within, party

spirit became very bitter, and each side was vei%unjust to

the other. The essentially evangelical teaching of the High
Church clergy was acknowledged with much difficulty by
their Low Church brethren, some of whom flatly denied it,

i Journals of General Convention (Protestant Episcopal Church), 1792,1808,1820,1832,

1866,1869,1868, American Church Review, October, 1865, pp 867-406, newspaper discus-

sion on exchange of pulpits, 1866, in Church Journal, Christian Times, New York

Observer, Independent, etc , reports of the Hubbard case, Churchman, 1868. See also

sketch of Episcopalian legislation on
"
officiating," Church and State, September 80, 1874
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though it was generally admitted that there was a class of

"Evangelical High Churchmen." In 1852 a bishop went to

Rome, and in that year ten prominent ministers of six denom-

inations united in commending a book, written chiefly to prove

that High Churchmen and Low Churchmen alike were help-

ing the Pope. In 1860 the New York Independent said of the

English Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, with

which American High Churchmen were in sympathy, that it

"propagates another gospel, which
* * *

is inimical to

the Cross of Christ;
* * * the essential spirit of Popery

'

pervades the society." Of course, examples could easily be

given of a kinder and juster treatment of opponents on all

sides, but what I give may serve my purpose of showing that

a deep dislike and distrust of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
as represented by the majority of its members, was widely

prevalent at the close of our period. I ought probably to add

that the dislike, if not the distrust, had vehement expression

in the next period, for several years after 1865. But of that

and of the subsequent growth of very different feelings I can

not speak at length in this paper.
1

But the enemy watched so jealously was after a while dis-

covered lurking in the very bosom of Presbyterianism. In

1844 the German Eeformed Church was beginning to rally

from the overpowering effect of the somewhat belated impact
of the forces of Evangelicalism and to exhibit the normal

influence of the evangelical movement in the renewed energy
of its own proper life, as well as in its deepened spirituality

and enlarged Christian activity. In 1855 one of its ministers

testified thafLis church had within "the last ten years"
become more conscious than ever before "

of her denomina-

tional character-and mission," while it was also true that in

few churches was there a more earnest longing for fellowship
with the church universal. But in this case development had

proceeded under a powerful influence from the so-called

Mercersburg movement, and its very able and accomplished

leaders, Dr. Nevin and Dr. Schaff. These men had taught a

large party in their church to claim an inheritance in a past
more venerable than the sixteenth century. Dr. Schaff, on

taking in 1844 a chair in the seminary at Mercersburg,

1
Tiffany, as above, Baird, Religion In America, 223, American Church Review, July,

1852, 197-218, July, I860, 341, etc
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declared that the Reformation was "the legitimate offspring
of the Catholic Church,'' and, speaking as a Protestant, he

spoke respectfully of Rome, and not altogether disrespect-

fully of "Puseyisrn."' What he said, and a good deal more
than he said. Dr. Nevin said with equal power and greater
vehemence. The result was a long, fierce struggle (not indeed

continuous) within the church, nearly ending in a schism, fcnd

a bitter quarrel with its ecclesiastical next of kin. The
Reformed Dutch Church, almost its twin sister, broke off

correspondence with it in 1853, and the Old School Presby-
terians did the same thing in 1S5, ecclesiastical intercourse

being resumed after a while, by the Dutch in 1S63. 1

The revival of denominational life among the Lutherans,
whose experience of Evangelicalism had been very like that of

the Reformed Church, only more disastrous to traditional

beliefs, did not show itself, as far as concerned the majority
of American-born Lutherans, until it was well advancedamong
the Reformed. After 1849, however, the new spirit steadily

gained influence. The attachment of Lutherans to the Augs-

burg Confession, and its distinctive teaching on the Lord's

Supper, was growing, and with this stricter confessionalism on

the part of one school, internal controversy became more gen-
eral and acute. But some years earlier, or in 1839, there had

arrived in Missouri a body of Saxon Lutherans, imbued with

a double portion of the* new spirit. They combined a fervid

inner life, such as in Germany was fostered by Pietism, and

was often of a highly emotional type, with a fiery zeal for the

whole body of Lutheran doctrine. Analogous combinations

were then to be seen on all sides in America, but it is particu-

larly interesting to find this one, probably surpassing them
all in the activity of the separate elements, and the energy
and tenacity of their union, flung then into the midst of

American Christianity from without. There were conditions

in Germany, the spread of rationalism, and the partly success-

ful attempt of the Government in Prussia, to unite organi-

lUflUjf Uf^TCuffierian^ and the Reformed, which must be

recognized in accounting for the peculiar intensity of Lutheran

orthodoxy in these immigrants. But their orthodoxy was

i Dubbs1 American Church History series, Till, 345-861, 870-S71, 874-879, SchaflTa Princi-

ple of Protestantism, 49, 181, Morccrsburg Review, 1849-1865, passim, and January, 1855,

104, 111-113, Tercentenary Monument, 538-637, 665-566, Appel's Life and Work of John
Williamson Ncvln, P D , 115, 157. ot soq
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certainly made more intense by the ardor of their piety, and

they supply an independent illustration of the tendency of a

religious awakening in a body of Christians with a history, at

least to carry it through a stage of enthusiastic devotion to

historic modes of belief and practice. These Lutherans were

so rigid in their Lutheranism that they excluded from both

pulpit and altar not only non-Lutherans and Lutherans less

orthodox than themselves, but orthodox Lutherans less

exclusive than themselves. The union of evangelical fervor

with zeal for a system in this case, as in Bishop Hobart's, gave

extraordinary power of propagandism, and the few shiploads

of Saxon pilgrims have grown into the largest of the Lutheran

bodies, the Synodical Conference, while they have helped
to raise the general standard of confessional loyalty in this

country. Of course they were ready to
" contend earnestly,

"

andknowing no open questions in theology, they have had occa-

sion to contend often. But the history of the chief Lutheran

controversies, delayed like their whole denominational devel-

opment, belongs to the next period, and can not be further

treated in this paper.
1

The Methodists and Baptists, having been in a manner com-

pelled to maintain a somewhat sharply defined denominational

attitude before 1830, had less occasion for more vehement
self-assertion afterwards. But there were various ways in

which a quickened vitality might act, and in that very year the

Methodists suffered a rather serious schism which looks like

an outcome of the energetic Americanism for which we have
seemed to find a partly religious origin. The chief issue was

lay representation in the general conference, actually granted
many years afterwards. In 1844 they suffered a much heavier

loss when the Southern conferences withdrew, because it was
shown that slaveholders could not become bishops. Here the

development of American Christianity on the ethical side,
which was carrying Christians toward both a larger philan-

throphy and a higher righteousness, is seen to be moving in

two distinct channels, and so separating good men who dis-

i Jacobs' American Church History series, iv, 396-408, etc , Wolf, Lutherans in America,
846, 364, 406-481, etc , Kostering, Auswandenmg dersachsiachenLutheraner, etc

, St Louis,
1868, passim, Hochstetter, Die Geschichte der Evangelisch-lutheranischen Mlssourl-Syn-
ode, Dresden, 1885, passim. The successive "Transactions" (Verhandlungen) of the
Synodical Conference, beginning in 1872, gi\e very full statements as to the doctrinal

positions and ecclesiastical relations of the " Missourians "
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agreed about the forms under which mercy and justice should

be exercised. It is enough to say now that the religious zeal

of the Southern Methodists seemed to be undiminished, and

that they addressed themselves with peculiar energy and suc-

cess to the task, religious and philanthropic, of Christianizing

the blacks.
1

In 1832 the Baptists proved that they felt the evangelical

impulse in its new form by organizing a Home Missionary

Society, which was of immense service in church extension,

while incidentally it both extended and intensified sectarian

rivalries. In 1836 the support hitherto given by Baptists to

the Bible Society was partially withdrawn, and a society was

established for the purpose of providing foreign missionaries

with translations of the Scriptures "conformed as nearly as

possible to the original text." In 1850 the further step was

taken (attended by a painful division of the new society) of

making provision for a new English version, complying with

the same rule, and such as the American Bible Society thought
itself unable to furnish. Meanwhile, in 1&5, the Southern

Baptists had followed the example of the Southern Methodists,

and for a very similar reason, the discovery that slaveholders

would not be employed as missionaries. This separation was

followed by an enormous expansion of missionary work at the

South.
8

Very noteworthy was the course of denominational devel-

opment after 1830 among the Presbyterians and Congrega-

tionalists, so closely united since 1801 in planting churches,

indifferently Presbyterian or Congregational, or, strictly

speaking, neither, in what was then the West. Conservative

Presbyterians were growing impatient of the Plan of Union

for both theological and ecclesiastical reasons. They were

afraid of the "improvements" in theology which New Eng
landers persisted in inventing, and they more and more dis-

liked to see Congregational committeemen sitting in church

courts by the side of ruling elders. The conservative atti-

tude as to theology was decisively announced in 1830, when
a sermon of Albert Barnes, a Presbyterian, was condemned

by the Presbytery of Philadelphia. In 1837 the General

i Buckley, American Church History series, v, 868, 406-468, Alexander, Ib
, xi, 15-88

Newman, American Church History series, ii, 422,428-432, 446-466, Armitage, History
of the Baptists, rev ed., 520-621.
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Assembly, having a conservative, or Old School, majority,

abrogated the Plan of Union, naturally withdrawing also from

cooperation with Congregationalists in missions and in ministe-

rial education, although, as has been noticed, they had made

common cause with them in th latter as recently as 1829.

At the same time the assembly cut off four synods as infected

with false doctrine, and at> being, when tested by Presbyte-

rian standards, disorderly in discipline.

In 1838 a new Presbyteiian Church appeared, claiming to

be the true one, and maintaining the old alliance with Con-

gregationalism. But Congregationalism was beginning to be

more denominational. To borrow the words of its recent his-

torian, Professor Walker,
" soon after 1830 the denomina-

tional consciousness, largely though not wholly dormant in

the early part of the century, began to awake, and Congre-

gationalism all through the Western States began to take a

more self-reliant and aggressive attitude." The New School

Presbyterians, too, were powerless to resist the differentiating

force acting throughout the American churches, and as Pro-

fessor Thompson says, "on the new-school side there was a

decided growth of Presbyterian feeling, which drew them
and their Congregationalist allies farther apart." And in

fact the Plan of Union had strengthened Christianity (and
the Presbyterians) a good deal more than it had strengthened

Congregationalism, and in 1852 a great Congregational assem-

bly voted against continuing it. In 1853 a society was formed

for propagating pure Congregationalism at the West. And
under the pressure of another disintegrating influence belong-

ing to the period the New School Assembly soon after lost

the allegiance of its Southern presbyteries. The action of

the common philanthropic impulse, growing more and more

divergent in the two sections, produced an independent Pres-

byterian synod at the South in 1858. This body manifested

the vigor of its Presbyterianism by at once proposing union

with the Old School Assembly, and by securing union, after

the war had divided that body too, with the intensely conserv-

ative Old School Presbyterians of the South. 1

Tt has already appeared that the growth of the denomina-

i Walker, American Church History series, iil, 370-8&4, Thompson, ib ,vi, 102-128, John-

son, Ib , xi, 4S&438. Gillett, History of the Presbyterian Church, rev ed , il, 446-502, Life
of Charles Hodge, 288-820, etc
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tional spirit had lessened the amount of cooperation between

denominations so long maintained through the union societies.

The Bible Society, in spite of the withdrawal of many Bap-
tists, seems to have buffered least. Others, like the Tract

Society and the Sunday School Union, suffered not so much

by the discontinuance of all cooperation as by the establish-

ment of denominational institutions under various names to

do what an undenominational institution could not do. This

was simply an incident of the general movement for promot-

ing denominational growth in all possible ways. But espe-

cially significant in this period, as in the preceding one, is the

case of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions, originally established by Congregationalists. In

1831, at the beginning of our period, four denominations

were represented in its management, and there were others

which contributed to its support. It had then more Presby-
terian than Congregational members, and supported more

Presbyterian than Congregational missionaries. At the close

of our period, or at the beginning of the civil war, each of

the four denominations had its own missionary organization,

and the American Board had become once more substantially

Congregational, although some German Reformed missiona-

ries were under its care until 1873. The Reformed Dutch

Church assumed the charge of its own missionaries in 1857,

and a writer of that communion said with reference to this:
u
Since * * * we asserted our denominationalism is the

time of our growth." The Lutherans had cooperated with

the American Board, but even as early as 1841 a missionary
refused to go under any but Lutheran auspices, and thence-

forth there were Lutheran missions. The reasons against

spreading the divisions of American Christianity over the

earth are so abundant that its being freely done by good men
is the most striking proof of the power of the revived

denominational instinct. And it is not discreditable to any
denomination that it includes the great task of the Christian

church in its own. 1

During this turbulent period there were manifestations of

the spint of union, as there had been of the spirit of discord

i Walker, American Church. History series, 111, 325-826, Jacobs, ib , iv, 887, Corwin, Ib ,

vlii, 199-201, Dubbs, ib
, yiii, 895. Encyclopedias, as quotedunder first period, Christian

Intelligencer, Reformed (Dutch), July 24, 1874, etc
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during the era of good feeling. Such were the establishment

of the Young Men's Christian Association, brought hither

from England in 1848, and the active participation of Ameri-

cans in the Evangelical Alliance, though the American branch

was not organized until after the war (1867). Memorable

appeals in behalf of church unity were made by individuals,

as by the Lutheran, Dr. Schmucker, in 1838, and in 1853 by
the Episcopalian, Dr. Muhlenberg, also by birth a Lutheran.

VaiPs Comprehensive Church, first published in 1841, and

conveying an invitation to enter the writer's own church (the

Protestant Episcopal, in which he became a bishop), was very
valuable for its emphasis on the

" new idea of comprehensive-

ness," or the ability of a church to make room for all sorts of

Christians.
1

The parallel development in the national life can not be

quite passed by. Soon after 1830 the great philanthropic

impulse of the century, constantly making the heart more

sensitive to human suffering, and the strengthened sentiment

of nationality, seeming to repeat Hamilton's financial achieve-

ment in the field of morals, and to make the nation once more

assume the debts of the States, so throwing the responsibility

for slavery heavily on the conscience of Northern philanthro-

pists, drove many good men in both sections into a new
attitude toward the institution. In 1833 the American Anti-

slavery Society was founded, and founded in a deeply reli-

gious spirit, to demand immediate abolition. At the South the

sense of responsibility, not so much for slavery as for the

slaves, was among the best men still more profound, while

the prospect of relief, for various reasons, good and bad, was

diminishing. And in or near the same year 1833 the South-

ern Church seemed to become something like a proslavery

society, and announced that the Bible not merely sanctions

slavery but consecrates it; that God was using it to save the

negro race. It is not strange that the announcement was even

more welcome to men of Christian spirit than to selfish and

worldly men, nor that, just before slavery perished, it was

declared by an eloquent preacher to be " a divine trust," which

(for the time, not necessarily forever) it was "the duty of

i Bee Schmucker's Fraternal Appeal to the American Churches, Muhlenberg's Evan-

gelical Catholic Papers, first series, Bishop A Potter's Memorial Papers, etc.
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the South to preserve and perpetuate," and even to extend.

And in such sincerity and humility as may never be seen

again the holiest of Southern Christians bowed to
"
the white

man's burden." And they could do it without denying that

the majority of Northern Christians were as conscientious as

themselves.
1

Nothing can be clearer than that the most powerful force

acting on either side was religious in its origin. And then

State feeling rose against nationalism with new ardor, and the

political societies, like the ecclesiastical societies, asserted

themselves more boldly and fiercely, until, as the communion
of churches had been grievously violated, the Union of States

was almost dissolved. In each case the result came in the way
of development, and the same religious impulses were active,

here more, there less, prominently in both cases. Evil came

because development necessarily went forward in the midst of

human ignorance and passion. But as in the political sphere

slavery was destroyed and State sovereignty at least practi-

cally renounced, so in the ecclesiastical sphere dogmatism in

religion and ethics, the chief occasion of unbrotherly strife,

and much less destructible than slavery, was at least terribly

discredited, and men's faith in the doctrine that schism ira

good thing was somewhat shaken. How these latter results

were brought to pass by forces acting during this period of

discord we are now to see.

The deepened interest of the various denominations in their

several inherited modes of thought and work was itself a sum
mons to their members to know their own past better. And
a new zeal for the study of church history, first chiefly of

denominational, later somewhat more prominently, of general

history, is manifest after 1830. A careful examination of

Dr. Jackson's valuable bibliography, in the twelfth volume

of the American Church History series, as also of the briefer

lists furnished by the writers of the several narratives, with

reference to other sources of information, including Dr.

*Alexander, American Church History series, xi,88, Johnson, ib ,xi, 851, 854 and note,

426,429,431-484, Bacon, ib
, xiii, 277-278, Perry, History American Episcopal Church, ii, 580

(in monograph,
" The Church in the Confederate States," by John Fulton, D D

, LL D ),

Brand, Life of Bishop Whittingham (Maryland, 1840-1879), i, 203-266, il, 2-6, Green,
Memoir of Bishop Otey (Tennessee, 1834-1863), 64, Palmer, Slavery a Divine Trust,'

passim, and p 18, Thornwell, The State of the Country, 29 (1860 and 1861)
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Dexter's magnificent collection of titles in his "Congregation-
alism as seen in its literature," has confirmed my previous

impressions on this matter. My use of these lists is likely

enough to have been unskillful, and I do not pretend to have

read or even seen ail the books the existence of which I regard
as of some significance. Whatever abatement this fact

requires in estimating the value of my results will of course

be made.

As far as 1 can ju/lge from titles (where my knowledge of

the books themselves is defective), the lists which I have

examined indicate that twelve volumes belonging to the

department of ecclesiastical history had been published in the

United States from the year 1800 to the year 1819, inclusive,

and twenty-eight more during the ten years preceding 1830.

Interest in the study was therefore already increasing before

the close of the first period. And it should have been increas-

ing with the growth of a civilized people in devotion to higher
interests in general. But since the special influences which so

powerfully stimulated denominational life after 1830 were

certainly gathering strength before that time, it* is natural

that one should find traces of their presence in a special activ-

ity of the spirit of research. Of the forty works in all, thus

far referred to, I am disposed, with much diffidence, to speak
of five, or one-eighth* as important. They are those of the

Methodist, Jesse Lee (1810); the Baptist, Seinple (1810); the

Congregationalist, Trumbull (1818; the second volumeof a

work almost as much religious as secular); the Moravian,
Heckewelder (1820); and the Episcopalian, White (1820, first

edition).

Passing to the next decade, the first of the period of intenser

denominationalism, I find fifty-four titles from 1830 to 1839, or

nearly twice the number assigned to the ten years next earlier,

and many more than the total for thirty years preceding. Of
this number I am inclined to describe seventeen, or nearly one-

third, as important, making more than thrice as many works
of this grade as I suppose to have appeared previously in

thrice the number of years. If my counting of volumes and

my reckoning of values can be trusted, the amount of fruitful

historical work done by our countrymen in the ecclesiastical

department was very greatly enlarged from about the year
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1830 And M nether 01 not thi& phenomenon i& chiefly to be

accounted for, as I believe, by the action of the forces

described in thK paper, hiich energetic historical labor was at

all events fitted to produce certain re&ultb. soon to be noticed,

which is what now concerns us.

Among the leading names of the decade connected with this

form of literature are the following: Allen (1834; second and

greatly enlarged edition of Biographical Dictionary), Bacon

(1839), Bangs (1839), Callender (1S38; reprint), Greenwood

(1833; for half a century, according to the lamented Henry
Foote, the only authority on the extremely interesting subject
of King's Chapel), Hawkb (1836, 1839), Hodge (1839), Mur-
dock (1832; translator), Palfrey (1839; first edition of the

History of New England, too important ecclesiastically to be

omitted here), and White (1836; second and standard edition).

More significant, as a proof of new interest in the study,
than any single publication is the mission of Dr. F. L. Hawks
to England in 1836, under the direction of the Protestant

Episcopal General Convention, and the collection by him of

material for many volumes of documentary history.

For the remaining twenty years of our period I have found

about one hundred titles, and of these perhaps one-third

represent important works. As far as these numbers go it

would seem that interest in the study of church history was

simply holding its own. But it might have done much less

than this in the hot atmosphere of controversy, little favor-

able to the single-minded search for truth which is the his-

torian's business. And if some writers of the time were

really constructing historical arguments (a legitimate thing in

itself, if it be done with candor), they illustrate equally with the

rest the value which was felt to lie in the record* of the past.

And this sustained interest in history suggests, what is doubt-

less true, that the interest in controversy wa& often less

absorbing than it seemed or than it would have been had all

the participants felt the issues to be vital. Moreover, the

contrast is sufficiently striking between the two entire periods
of thirty years before and after 1830. We have but forty

titles in the first against one hundred and fifty in the second,

and but five important works in the first against fifty in the

second.

HIST 99, VOL I 27
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Another fact arreats our attention. The history of the sev-

eral denominations continues to enlist the labors of students,

but instead of one important work of a more general character,

issued in the first decade of the second period (Murdock's
translation of Mosheim's Institutes of Ecclesiastical History,

1832), we have in the following twenty years nearly a dozen.

Among the denominational writers of those years I may name
the Congregationalist Punchard (1841), the Lutheran Haze-

lius (1846), the Unitarian Ellis (1857), the Episcopalian Meade

(1857), the Friend (Quaker) Janney (1859), and conspicuously
the Roman Catholic John Gilmary Shea, the first results of

whose long and useful labors appeared in his Catholic Missions

in America, in 1854. There are also the second edition of the

Baptist Benedict (1848), a reprint in a periodical of Hum-

phreys' Historical Account of the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel (1851-1853), and the first American edition of

Sewell's History of the Quakers (1859). Turning to works of

more than denominational interest, if not all of them of gen
eral interest, we find Tracy's Great Awakening (1842), Baird's

Religion in America (1845; earlier in Europe for European
readers), Sprague's Annals of the American Pulpit (1856 and

later), the third edition of Allen's Biographical Dictionary

(1857), and, in some respects most memorable of all, the first

two volumes of Stevens's History of Methodism (1858, 1859),
which ib in fact a history of the evangelical movement.
Almost equally interesting as historical sources to all students

are BradfoixTs Hibtory of Plymouth Plantation (1856, from a

copy of the original manuscript, itself then in England), the

reprints of Winthrop and Cotton Mather (1852, 1853), and
Mourt's Relation (1852). Quite disconnected with sectarian

divisions hero are buch works as Merle d'Aubign#s History
of the Reformation, of which one Issue of a translation printed
in New York in 1843 is announced as the eighteenth thousand,
and which probably engaged a far larger number of persons
in the reading of church history than any work then a yet

published. The same year witnessed the appearance in Amer-
ica of Burnett's History of the Reformation, the next (1844)
of Ranke's History of the Popes, the next (1845) of NeaPs

History of the Puritans, and the year 1847 of Torrey's trans-

lation of Neander's History of the Christian Religion and

Church, of which the first volume passed through nine editions
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in twelve year*. ThK wa,s a circulation of more significance

than that of D'Aubigne\ history, because Neandcr's work was

largely designed for students and the guides* of opinion, to

say nothing of its higher value.

More important for our purpose than anj^thing thus far men-

tioned was the task performed in America during this period

by one who represented both America and Germany, and who,

by his learning and insight, his large and reasonable concep-
tion of Christianity, his knowledge and his clear presentation
of the deeper significance of history, and his power of sym-

pathy, perhaps came into helpful contact with a greater num-
ber of the leaders of Christian thought than any man who has

lived among us, and whom we of the church history section of

the American Historical Association remember so proudly
and gratefully Dr. Philip Schaff. I have mentioned very

briefly his part in the Mercersburg movement, and that asser-

tion of a true Christian life in the unreformed church which

made him a confessor for catholicity. In 1846 he published
an essay on Historical Development, or the doctrine that his-

tory in the objective sense, as the "general course of events,"

is a process of organic growth. Under this general concep-
tion church history, specifically, became to Dr. Schaff the

unfolding of the life of Christ in His living bodj
T

,
the move-

ment of one unchanging force through change after change,
like those which mark the progress of the individual from

infancy to maturity, and which various conditions may render

more or less abnormal, but which, in virtue of the divine ele-

ment always present, masters all that is alien to itself and

advances toward perfection. The doctrine was applied in

Dr. SchaiPs Historjr of the Apostolic Church, which appeared
in English in 1853, or in the last decade of our period. The
author took occasion to state briefly his convictions about the

place of the Roman system in the evolution of Christianity.

Nevertheless, the book was well received and widely read; it

contained so much which was plainly valuable, that what was

noveland whatwas possibly offensive to azealous Protestantism

might be pardoned; at leastuntil itwasapproved. The novelty

might even escape notice. One of the wannest of Dr. SchafPs

admirers, as he was one of the ablest and most accomplished,
Dr. J."A. Alexander, of Princeton, in writing a very favor-

able review of the book not only took no notice of the doc-
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trine of development, but, as his distinguished colleague, Dr.

Charles Hodge, tells us, "he did not even know it was there." l

That theory, I niaj- add, was set forth in a somewhat different

form in 1853 by one of the strongest of American Calvinists,

Dr. W. G. T. Shedd.

Biography is so closely related to history that I would

gladly have given, if I could, an account of the progress of

biographical literature during this period. One fact easily

within my reach I mention as probably indicative of what

might be discovered by careful investigation to be true on a

larger scale. The first work of this nature relating to a bishop
of the Protestant Episcopal Church appeared, I believe, in

the year 1831, in the form of a "Memorial of Bishop Hobart,"
of various authorship. Twelve bishops had died before

Hobart, but not one of them seems at that date to have been

commemorated in a similar way. But of the eleven who died

during the next quarter of a century (including Hobart him-

self, of whom two elaborate lives were soon written) six had

found biographers before the close of 1855.

There is a parallel to be noticed in secular historical litera-

ture. Of the seven American historians whose portraits

appear in Professor Jameson's Dictionary of United States

History six began their work between 1828 and 1859, namely,

Irving (1828), Bancroft (1884), Sparks (1834), Prescott (1837),

Motley (1851), and Farkman (1859). To these we may here

fairly enough add Wheaton, whose History of the Northmen,
written in Denmark, was published in London and Philadel-

phia in 1831; Force, whose invaluable collection of papers
was begun in 1833; Botta (as translated by Otis), of whose
War of Independence five editions appeared between 1834

and 1838; HMreth, whose first volume appeared in 1856;

Palfrey, whose first appeared in 1859, and Tucker, who wrote

a History of the United States at the close of the period.
Professor Jameson, in his History of Historical Writing in

America (pp. 91-97), finds the explanation of the remarkable

development of historical literature which began so near "the

revolutionary year 1830,"
*

partly in the awakening of the

iA A Hodge, Life of Charles Hodge, 568
*Revolutions were achieved or begun in France, Belgium, Polland, and Italy, and to

Metternlch "the Europe of 1880 was a world of ruins"CM Andrews, The Historical

Development of Modern Europe, 1, 205, 257, etc
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national spirit, following the war of 1812, and already noticed

in this paper. This naturally showed itself chiefly in those

who grew to manhood while that impulse was so active. But
since the new historians were largely of New England and

even of Massachusetts birth, another cause, aside from more

general ones, is found in the exceptional power there of the

idea of political development which the study of history
illuminates. This is not inconsistent with the belief that some
influence was also exerted by the spiritual quickening which

'has acted so effectively throughout the century in the religious

and ethical development of the people of the United States.

And ourpresent study seems to indicate both a deep underlying

unity of the Christian church in America, and also a certain

spiritual and religious unity of the American people. If so,

the special tasks which fall to our branch of the Historical

Association form an indispensable part of its general task, so

far as either has to do with America.

It is needless to dwell on the value of historical study and,

in its degree, of simple historical reading, for promoting
broader and juster views of men and parties, allaying preju-

dice, and ultimately producing kinder feelings and friendlier

relations, where feelings and relations have been embittered

and disturbed. Even a student who studies only in order to

find arguments to support his side, if he be not deliberately

dishonest, will try to state correctly the facts which are use-

ful to him. A church historian was at work in Great Britain

in the early part of the period before us. The result of his

labors was described by a famous member of his own party as a
"
big pamphlet," because it was so bitterly partisan. Another

scholar of kindred sympathies ascribed to it two qualities

which have been sarcastically commended to writers of his-

tory
" wrath and prejudice." Of the sixteen hundred years

which this work of nearly five hundred pages professedly

deals with, thirteen hundred years are disposed of in fifteen

pages. Nevertheless, this historian declares in his preface

that "no person ought to attempt to write history who has

not both an honest desire to ascertain the truth, and sufficient

courage to state it freely and impartially when ascertained."

To have attempted to conform to principles so excellent and

to have bestowed such effort on the attempt as to be able to
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believe that it had succeeded, must have been an admirable

discipline for such H man. It will not surprise us to find that

other writers of the period achieved a success which wa*> per-

ceptible also to their readen*.

The student of American church history has unusual oppor-
tunities for learning lessons of charity and humility, as well

as of impartiality. No other history is so ctowded with

examples of genuine Christian faith and righteousne&s seen

in Christians of so many different names. All the forms of

doctrine and usage found in western Europe have been gath-
ered here, and we can not read the story without seeing that

as there have been error and wrong in all, there has been good
in all. Nor can we fail to see how much nearly every one has

owed to otheis; how their various lines of progress have

crossed and reci ossed; how characteristics naturally looked for

in one have been found in another most unlike it; how doc

trines supposed to be wholly antagonistic have been found

here and there in combination, and found, too, in combination

with love to God and man. 1 can take space only for some

partial illustrations. Such ai e the unquestionable presence of

Puritanism in the best religious life of early Virginia that

Puritanism, for the most part wholly averse to separatism,
not often committed to nonconformity, seldom zealously, if

at all, Presbyterian, which had, by the
% beginning of the sev-

enteenth century, produced a "Puritan England;"
l the marked

courtesy shown to Jesuits by the Boston Puritans, the really

fraternal attitude of John Eliot toward one of them, and

the very great obligations of members of the same order

to Dutch protestant pastors;
2 the combined efforts of Puritans

and Anglicans in behalf of Indian missions during a large part
of the seventeenth century, above all, the great services to the

Puritan Society (or Company) for the Propagation of the Gos-

pel in New England and Parts Adjacent by the Anglicans,

especially Robert Boyle, who saved it from ruin at the restor-

* Johnson, American Church History series, xl, 817-818 Bacon ib , xiil, 43-60, Ander-

son, Colonial Church of England, 1856, i, 227,231-241, 265-267, 269-272, 11, 9-10,16-17,22,

Perry, History American Episcopal Church, 59, etc Bnggs, American Presbytenanism,
87-90,109-110, Cooke, Virginia (American Commonwealth series), 88-92, 114-115, 129-182

159-162, 171-173, 192-194, 200-207, Bancroft, History United Slates. Cent ed , 1, 109, 159,

Hildreth, History United States, rev ed , 1, 133, Green, HIstorj of the English People,
Am ed , ni, 8-23, etc

* Shea, Catholic Church in Colonial Days, 229-231, 211-242 Corwin, Manual of Reformed
Church, 8d od., 878-879, ib

, American Church Hlstorj series, viii, 37 Bacon, Ib
, xiii, 71
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ation and watched over itb interests for thirty years, or until

the revolution of 1688 had made it easy for dissenters to caie

for it;
l and the transmission to one school of American Episco-

palians of the Puritan and High Church doctrine of a divine

and unalterable form of church government, a doctrine set

forth by New England Congregational ists in 1648, and reaf-

firmed, less distinctly, in Connecticut in 1708, but generally

repudiated or disregarded in the Church of England on both

sides of the ocean in the eighteenth century, and preserved
almost exclusively among the Anglican missionaries of Con-

necticut, who were distinguished from the majority of theii

brethren everywhere else by their colonial birth and their

Piaitan descent.
8

I have not the ample knowledge of the wiiters of our period

(if I had the time and space) which would enable me to show
how large a proportion of them were on the whole impartial
and fairly accurate. But I am sure that this was the case

with many of the most important of them, even when, as

often happened, they had something to prove in a controvei-

sial way. For instance, Dr. Charles Hodge's Constitutional

History of the Presbyterian Church (1839) is essentially a his-

torical argument in behalf of the Old School party. For this

reason it is, or used to be, well to read Dr. Gillett's New
School History (the unrevised edition) along with Dr. Hodge's.
But the latter, a moderate member of his own party, is emi-

nently candid in spirit, freely recognizes faults on both sides

of the great controversy caused by the revival of the eight-

eenth century (which was the easier for his having points of

sympathy with both), and confesses that his studies have

i Anderson, Colonial Church of England, n, 10-10, 188-189, 208-209, 495-498 Brfggs,

American Presbytenanlsm, 97-99, Appendix V, Walker. American Church History

series, 111, 165-166, Bacon, Ib , xiii, 66, etc

* Cambridge Platform (1648), Chap 1,3, Preface to Confession of Faith, issued with Sav-

brook Platform (1708), Abbey and Overton, English Church in the Eighteenth Ccnturx,

passim, Abbey, English Church and Bishops, 1700-1800, i, 180, 188, 369, note, 370-371 and note,

11, 80. note, Church, Oxford Movement, 17 note, 90-92, Hawks and Perry, General Conven-

tion Journals, 1,427-437, 459-169, 475-477, Perry, Historical Papers, Virginia, ib .Massachu-

setts, Hawks, Historical Contributions, Virginia, 200, White, Memoirs of Protestant Epis-

copal Church, Wilson, Memoirs of Bishop White, Dalcho, Historical Account of Protest-

ant Episcopal Church in South Carolina, 432-486, etc , Meade, Old Churches, Ministers, and
Families of Virginia, 1,886, etc , Foote, Annals of King*sChapel.i, 318,339-341, Beardsley,

History of Episcopal Church In Connecticut, Ib
, Lifo and Correspondence of Samuel

Johnson. Ib
,
Life and Correspondence of Samuel Seaburj , Perry, Hi&torj of American

Episcopal Church, i, 626, li, 194. Spraguc, Annals of American Pulpit,Vol V, Episcopalian,
etc, I venture to refer also to a lecture on "The Parentage of American High Church-

manship,
'

published m the Protestant Episcopal Re\ie\v, January, 1899
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somewhat modified his own opinions and led him to conclu-

sions which differ even more from opinions still current when
he wrote than from his own. 1 Dr. Leonard Bacon's Histor-

ical Discourses, also published in 1839, is more strictly an his-

torical narrative, with the writer's own Congregational parish

in New Haven for its subject. He sustains a relation to the

contending parties of the period of the evangelical revival

not unlike Dr. Hodge's, and was thereby aided in being fail-

to both. But fairness to all parties (including the Tories) was

aimed at throughout, though the faults of the Puritans were

avowedly not made prominent, and a book devoted exclusively

to their faults had to be published a few, years later.
8

Dr. Bacon was accused of writing in the interest of the

New School Presbyterians, but the manifestation of his natural

sympathy with them is merely incidental. His recognition
of Dr. Trumbull's bias in favor of the New Lights, toward

whom Dr. Bacon's own prepossessions strongly inclined

him, along with the recognition of Trumbull's honesty of pur-

pose, is an illustration of his candor. On the whole, these

two ecclesiastical historians compare favorably as respects

impartiality with two of the most distinguished writers of

secular history who have been mentioned, Bancroft and

Hildreth, the first somewhat warped by his intense Ameri-

canism, the second still more by his vehement sympathy with

Federalism. 8

More obnoxious to censure in this respect are Tracy's Great

Awakening (1841) and Baird's Eeligion in America. But the

former shows his wish to be fair just where he disapproves
most strongly by his remarks on baptismal regeneration. To
his credit, too, is his habitual use of Whitefield's original

journals instead of the revised edition which Whitefield issued

later, because only so could justice be done to those who

opposed him at the beginning of hiw career on the ground of

what he, with a recklessness almost criminal, then printed
about them and others.* And Dr. Baird's harsh treatment of

those Christian bodies which he did not regard as evangelical
is more characteristic of the period than of the man. He
speaks in a far kindlier tone of those among Episcopalians
whose evangelical position he questions. Dr. Stevens's His-

* Preface to Part II, page 5 See Jameson, Historical Writing etc , 101-108, 112.
* Coifs Puritanism Great Awakening, 86, note, 84, note.
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tory of Methodism (Vols. I and II, 1858, 1859) seeks to hold the

balance fairly between the Arminian and the Calvinistic sides

of the evangelical movement, and I used to hear it enthusias-

tically praised by an accomplished Presbyterian divine and
teacher. To be so far impartial was not as difficult at that

date as it was to avoid the common error of Evangelicalism,
the overvaluation of the forma and accidents of the revival.

It is instructive to compare Dr. Stevens's treatment of Wes-

ley's "conversion" (where he honestly gives Wesley's own

pregnant distinction between "servants" and "sons") with

the fuller account and the far more explicit recognition of a

genuine religious life in Wesley for years before the benefi-

cent change of 1738, given by his English biographer, Mr.

Tyerman, in 1870.
1 I can mention in addition only the very

temperate and reasonable works of Bishop White (second

edition, 1836) and Dr. Francis L. Hawks (1836, 1839).

This fact, I think, is tolerably certain, that during a period
in which American Christians were diligently fighting each

other (though not really forgetting that their worst enem es

were the world, the flesh, and the devil) they were also moie
or less diligently reading church history. And the history

which they were reading was much of it of a character to

strengthen, indeed, their denominational attachments, but, on

the whole, to weaken their sectarian prejudices; to make each

communion more conscious of its own historic life, but also

more conscious of a mightier life, historic in a far grander

sense, which was in each its very lifeblood, and was common
to them all. The practical effects of such a consciousness

surely ought to have been a growing desire on the part of

American Christians to unite again in the common labor of

love, as they had done two generations before; to unite, per-

haps, not merely as individual Christians, but as Christian

societies, each with its special mission, but all with one greater

mission, in fulfilling which they must never again hinder, but

always and everywhere help each other. It might well be

that among these many societies there should be one or another

which had obviously fulfilled its special mission, if not any to

which no mission had ever been given, and that such should

be somehow absorbed. But the tendency of historical study,

1 Stevens, I, lOir-5, Tyerman, Life and Times ol John Wesley, Am ed , 1, 166-168, 175-180.
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whatever might be true as respects other and powerful influ-

ences at work in the American church, would certainly be to

make permanent various distinct societies, representing

various types of Christian life, doing in different, but not

discordant, ways the work of the Catholic Church. And so

there would be room in the manifested unity of that church

for that for which few churches in the secondary sense furnish

room enough, and for which a genuine sect has not room at

all, the free play of all legitimate activities of Christian

thought and feeling, for all proper forms of work and modes

of worship. Thus there might come to pass something analo-

gous to what did come to pass in the political life of the peo-

ple during the years of battle which followed the period that

we have been studying, when it was determined, as we trust

finally, that the nation must command the supreme allegiance

of all the citizens of all the States, while it was proved that

the rights of States within their sphere had never before been

more freely asserted, and never so frankly conceded by the

national authority, executive and judicial.

That something like this has been struggling toward mani-

festation during the last third of the century I had wished to

show by various illustrations. It would be easy, for the de-

sire of Christians to unite was displayed with extraordinary

energy while the civil strife was still raging. But it is unnec-

essary to tell this story, for the general aspects of American

Christianity during the past generation are familiar to us.

And I think that we all perceive that the desire for uniformity
in opinion or in ritual or in administration has nearly vanished,
while the longing for unity or for a vigorously cooperative

union, though varying in energy with fluctuating conditions,

shows inextinguishable vitality. And if what we thus per-
ceive be, as I have wished to show, due in some measure to

such studies as this body exists to encourage, and as it has

shown its faith in by the publication of the thirteen volumes
of the American Church History series, then before that very
conspicuous and recent one there was another, less observed

but fairly recent, service of Church History to the Church.
We are told that in the extremely hot summer of 1834 the

cruciform outline of a great church became visible in the turf

of a deserted English hill, where a cathedral had, in fact, been
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built eight hundred years before.
1

It is not incredible that

the more torrid heats of religious controversy should have

summoned from a far remoter past a vision of the church as

the embodiment of love and sacrifice, a vision of that cross

which is as enduring as time. If so, it will only make us all

sharers in the vision granted within our generation to one

known to most men as a philanthropist, to many Christians as a

saint and seer, the dream of whose whole life had been a united

church. William Augustus Muhlenberg, dying a poor man
in the hospital which he had founded, repeated the words of

our Lord: " Love one another as I have loved you," and

exclaimed, as a seer in his ecstasy,
"' c Love one another!'

Yes; that's it. That's the church." 8

1 At Old Sarum Winklea's Illustrations of the Cathedral Churches of England and

Wales, 1, 2, note 8
* Ayrcs, Life and Work of Br Muhlenberg, 497
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THE ORIGIN OF THE LOCAL INTERDICT.

By ABTHUB HOWIAND.

The origin of the local interdict has been the subject of

some controversy among writers on canon law, most of whom
have considered the question in its legal aspects rather than

from the point of view of historical evolution. The most

satisfactory discussion is that of Hinschins,
1 who disproves

the assertion that the interdict was a censure in common use

long before the tenth century and merely extended to districts

and provinces at that period. He has failed, however, to take

notice of numerous examples of general penalties prior to the

year 1000, and has not clearly shown the influences that led to

the differentiation of the interdict from general excommunica-

tion, giving to the former an independent existence quite
distinct from the other censures of the church. It is neces-

sary to observe that there existed from the earliest times an

almost irrepressible tendency on the part of church authorities

to resort to general censures, a tendency not restricted to any

particular period or locality. On the whole, however, this

movement was successfully combatted by the more thoughtful
ecclesiastics until the imperative demands of the church led

to a compromise, best illustrated by the provisions of the

council of Limoges, whereby general censures were finally

recognized, but with such modifications as guarded the inno-

cent from mortal dangers and brought the penalty into har-

mony with the religious and legal conceptions of the times.

Interdict is a censure that deprives the faithful of the use

of most of the sacraments, of participation in the celebration

of divine services, and of burial in consecrated ground. Its

most striking characteristic is thatwhereas other censures affect

primarily the guilty, the effects of this are experienced mainly

, 19-24.
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by the innocent, through whose indignation it is bought to

bring pressure to bear upon the real culprits. Interdict is dif-

ferentiated from excommunication not onlyby this peculiarity,

but also by the fact that it does not entail segregation from
other Christians or exclusion from the fold of the church, so

that those upon whom it is laid are not menaced with eternal

punishment. In the later Middle Ages the penalty was dis-

tinguished from suspension, and from cessation of divine

services, but in earlier use such a distinction was unknown.

Late writers have also classified the interdict as local and per-

sonal, either of which may be particular or general, but the

personal censures were for the most part employed in dis-

ciplining individual members of the priesthood, and do not

fall within the scope of this paper; the local interdict, how-

ever, coming into common use in the eleventh century, became
the most powerful instrument the clergy had at its command
for forcing its will upon the secular authorities. Owing its

efficiency to the hold of the church upon the thoughts and

habits of the people, it contributed more than any other one

agency to elevate the spiritual above the temporal power in

western Europe.
Unlike excommunication, it could not claim in justification

the usage of primitive Christianity. It was developed in the

mortal struggle 6i the church against the anarchy of feudal-

ism; and when the spiritual power had finally won the ascend-

ency, it was retained as the readiest means whereby that posi-
tion might be maintained against the encroachments of a

reviving secular authority. Excommunication, being a cen-

sure against individuals, retained much of its efficiency after

the downfall of the mediaeval papacy; but the interdict was

essentially a weapon directed against rulers, and its influence

disappeared when the state became supreme. In the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries it was applied with great fre-

quency, but with little result; and though it lingered into the

eighteenth century in Spain and even later in the Spanish

colonies, the last important example of its use elsewhere is

found in Venice in 1605. Thereafter it ceased to be em-

ployed, and though the church still maintains its legitimacy,
she refrains through motives of policy from laying the cen-

sure upon a stiff-necked and recalcitrant generation.
The interdict grew out of a wide use of excommunication,
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and o\\es its peculiar form to the opposition of the grout

theologians of the church to Mich an extension of the older

penalty. It was, indeed, developed without the sanction of

canon law and by subordinate members of the hierarchy, and
was not adopted by the papacy until experience had shown
its usefulness. Inasmuch a* punishments of this kind were

foreign to the spirit of the Roman law, its early use wa^ natu-

rally to be looked for in those lands inhere the barbarian

codes had familiarized men's minds with the idea that the com-

munity was collectively responsible foi the misdeeds of each

of its members.

Many instances in the earlier history of the chinch ,show how

strong was this tendency toward geneml excommunications

and how determined in most cases was the stand of the leading
ecclesiastics against it. Thus it is related that in the year 19G

Pope Victor excommunicated the church of Asia on account of

differences over the observance of Easter. "
But," says Euse-

bius, "this did not please all the bishops, and they besought
him to consider the things of peace, of neighborly unity and

love." Irenaeus strongly rebuked Victor for cutting off entire

churches, and contrasted his action with the charity exhibited

by Polycarp and Anicetus, who, though differing on the sub-

ject of Easter, continued to partake of the Eucharist together.
1

About the yeai 375 St. Basil caused a whole village to be

excommunicated because a young girl had been carried off by
force and held there against the will of her guardians.

8 Mar-

riage by capture seems still to have been a common practice

in many communities, but the church set its face strongly

against it. In this case the ravisher was probably supported

by the village in which he had taken refuge, but the excom-

munication must, nevertheless, have included many innocent

people with the guilty. Some forty years later Bishop Syne-

sius, unable longer to endure the cruelties of Andronicus,

governor of Pentapolis, solemnly anathematized him and his

associates and all their families. They were excluded from

the associations of common life and were to be refused burial

at death. 8 Practices such as this, however, were stronglv

opposed by St. Augustine, as is seen in his rebuke of Bishop

lEuseb Hist ,V, 24

sst Basil, Letter 270 (Op om S Basil , Paris, 1730)

sSyncaius Letters 57, 58, cited in Gibbon, 1, 290 (Milman)

HIST 99 VOL i 28
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Auxiliiw. A royal officer had violated tho rights of sanctuary

by seizing an offender who had taken refuge at the altar.

Auxilius protested in vain, and finally excommunicated the

officer, and with him his entire family. Augustine, being

appealed to, condemned this extension of the ban. His tone

bccms to indicate that such instances were not uncommon,
but he declares that censures of this kind are wholly unjusti-

fiable.
"
How," he says, "can we justify our conduct, either

before man or before God, if wo inflict spiritual punishments
on innocent souls because of another person's crimes?" He
would be glad to know on what grounds Auxilius could defend

himself for condemning the wife, children, and servants for

the sins of the head of the family, or how he could endure the

thought of little children dying under the anathema unbap-
tized.

1
So, too, Pope Leo I deprecated the abuse of the

anathema. There was, he said, a legitimate use of the censure,

but only such punishments should be inflicted as involved the

guilty; the innocent should be spared.
8 A similar sentiment

was expressed by the council of Agde in 506.
s

But it was impossible always to restrain within proper limits

the punitive powers exercised by the clergy. However arbi-

trarily inflicted, ecclesiastical sentences were considered bind-

ing, and an innocent man had no recourse from unjust excom-

munication except an appeal to a higher authority. Even
when a priest hesitated to lay the ban directly on his parish-
ioners he might attain the ame end by refusing to administer

to them any of the rites of religion. This method became so

much of an abuse that the thirteenth council of Toledo, in 688,
enacted that those members of the clergy should be degraded
and held in dishonor who avenged themselves for insults or

satisfied personal grudges by stripping the altars and extin-

guishing the lights of their churches and refusing to celebrate

divine services. Such a procedure, which was indeed a virtual

interdict, was permissible only when the priest had reason to

fear a hostile attack on his church, or when his conscience

convicted him of unworthiness to conduct the services.
4 The

second council of Nicaea shows that it was not the lower clergy

i Augustine, Letters 250, in Migne, 88, col 1006, 1067, cited in Corp. Jur. Can
,
can 1,

XXIV, q 3.

s Leo I, Letter 10, in Migne, 54, col 685

*dted in Corp Jur Can , can 8, XI, q 2.

*Harduin, HI, col 1742
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alonewhose greed or personal an nno&ity miyh t result in depriv-

ing the faithful of religious conflations. The bishop^ were

accustomed to exact money from their clergy, and when the

latter were unwilling to accede to their demand*, they some-

times removed them from office or closed their churches, so

that the laity were shut out from T\ or&hip. This evil custom

was condemned by the council, which threatened such prelates

with removal from office.
1

But, notwithstanding the abuses to which it wo* liable, the

need of some foim of general censure became moi e and moiv

pressing in the constant struggles of the church within and

without. The papal registers throw little light on the sub-

ject, but enough is there recorded to make evident the grad-
ual increase in the number of penalties that involved many
people in a single sentence. Coining down to the time of

John VIII we certainly find general punishments employed
without hesitation. His pontificate fell in the troublesome

and dangerous period when the Saracens were making them-

selves masters of the Mediterranean Sea For fifty years

they had been in control of Sicily, and they were now extend-

ing their incursions to all points on the mainland. The peo-

ple of lower Italy, intent on commercial pursuits, did not

look upon the infidels with the same horror as did the pope
and the more remote Christians. The rulers of Naples,

Amalfi, Spoleto, Beneventum, and other cities formed alli-

ances with the Mohammedans and threw open their markets

to them. The pope felt the greatest alarm that Christian

princes should thus ally themselves with unbelievers, and

attempted to put an end to the unnatural friendship. In 875

he threatened Naples with the ban, and the following year
commanded the bishop of the city to leave the place unless

he could persuade his brother, the duke, to make war on the

Saracens. A year later the whole city was excommunicated.

The bishop took advantage of the curse to seize the govern-
ment himself and overthrow his brother, whom he sent blinded

to Borne; but no sooner was he in power than he too found it

to his interest to continue the forbidden alliance and to disre-

gard the papal anathemas. 9 About the same time Amalfi fell

under the displeasure of the church for similar causes. John

iHarduin, IV.col 490

*Mansi, XVII, col 36 sq C L Langen, Geach der rum KirJie, III, 189, 196, 201, 258
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VIII remonstrated in vain, and finaHj
r tried the effect of

money. He paid the Auialfitans 1,000 iiMtiwu&i down and

promised an annual subsidy of 10,000 more, as well as a remis-

sion of the papal port taxes, on condition of their breaking
their alliance with the Saracens and undertaking the defense

of the coast from Traetto to CivitaVecchia. The money was

accepted readily enough, but it brought no change of policy,

and John finally excommunicated the entire city, together
with its rulers.

1

In the more remote parts of Christendom there seems to

have been no question raised as to the right of priests to lay

such penalties. Thus it is related that in the latter part of

the sixth century, Mouricus, King of Glamorgan in South

Wales, murdered a certain noble in violation of an oath taken

upon sacred relics. Thereupon Oudoceus, bishop of Llandaff,

summoning a council, excommunicated the king and prohib-
ited divine services in all his kingdom. "So casting down
the crosses on the ground and at the same time overwhelming
the land, the bishop sent the king away without baptism and

separated him and his children from Christian communion by
a curse, the synod confirming the act in these words: 4

May his

days be few, his children orphans, his wife a widow.' And
the king with his whole country remained for two years or

more under the same excommunication. After that the king
was no more able to bear an excommunication of such long

duration, seeing the destruction of his soul and the damnation

of his kingdom, he sought forgiveness from St. Oudoceus of

Llandaff." a There is reason to believe that in the years 817-

823 the kingdom of Mercia also lay under some sort of gen-
eral censure that very much resembled the interdict. Owing
to a quarrel between King Kenulf and Wulfred. Archbishop
of Canterbury, the people were said to have been deprived
of the spiritual direction of the primate for six years, during
which time the sacrament of baptism was not administered in

all the kingdom.
3

The foregoingexamples of general excommunication, though
they may be considered sporadic, yet show that under certain

i John Vni, Letter in Migne, 126, col 889, 901 Jafte-LSwenfeld, J&gerta, No 8304.
s Wilkins, 1, 17 Harduin, III, col &3
*Haddan and Stubbs, Councils, III, 507 See In Diet o Christian Biography, art.

"Wnlred,"byStubbs.
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c onditions and with the accepted theory of sacerdotal powers
the church from the very nature of her position inubt have
recourse to some such measures to maintain her authority.
The birthplace of the interdict as an independent censure,

however, was northern France, and the period of its develop-
ment as a new weapon of defense and aggression was the end
of the tenth century, when the disappearance of the old

Carolingian dynasty had freed the Gallic Church from its

traditional attitude of dependence on the Franki-.h kings.

Here, among a people ignorant of the theories of Roman law
and impatient of restraint, a people with Germanic institu-

tions and ideals, the principle was accepted that the commu-

nity was somehow responsible for the conduct of its rulers,

and that punishment might be justly laid upon it to coerce

those rulers into listening to the behests of the spiritual

powers.
In the Merovingian period, under conditions that were

analogous to those of the tenth century, the clergy attempted
similar measures, but with comparatively little success. The
times were not yet ripe for such coercion. Religion had too

little hold upon the natures of these Frankish barbarians,

while their rulers, too feeble to keep the church in subjec-

tion, retained enough of their Germanic fierceness and license

to hold in contempt most forms of ecclesiastical reproof.

Still, we can trace here, as elsewhere, the workings of those

forces that resulted at a later time in the development of the

inderdict. Gregory of Tours relates that when in the year
586 Pretextatus, bishop of Rouen, was secretly murdered,
the churches of the city were immediately closed by command
of the bishop of Bayeux, in order that tho people might not

behold the solemnities of divine service until the author of

the crime should be discovered through a general investiga-
tion. But when certain men, after being put to the torture,

revealed that the murder had been perpetrated by Queen

Fredegonda, all thought of avenging it had to be given up
and public worship was resumed. 1 About the same time the

bishop of Poitiers tried to assert his episcopal authority over

a body of nuns in a similarmanner. Chrodieldis and Basina,

daughters of two Merovingian kings, were nuns in a religious
house at Poitiers. It seems to have been from no excess of

1 Gregory of Toiirn, Tljst , VIII, 31
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piety that they took the veil. As princesses of the royal

blood they looked upon it as an indignity that their abbess

should impobe the full severity of the discipline upon them.

At last they organized a veritable rebellion, broke out of the

convent with a number of followers and collected a band of

lawless men to support their cause. Then returning, they
attacked the abbess, and after killing a number of her sup-

porters took her prisoner. The poor bishop was greatly scan-

dalized at such proceedings, but was helpless before women
so ardently bent on asserting their independence of authority.

After exhausting other means of persuasion, he finally threat-

ened to prohibit the celebration of the approaching Easter

services in Poitiers, and to refuse to receive or baptize any
catechumens unless the mother superior were liberated. The
threatened interdict, however, was held in scorn by the rebel-

lious nuns, who were only brought to terms upon being
excommunicated by a synod of bishops from the domains

of King Childebert and Bang Gunthram. 1 Other instances

of the suspension of divine services are mentioned by Greg-

ory, as in the case of the churches of Agde and Aix. A
man named Gomacharius had seized a field belonging to the

church of Agde, but on falling ill he promised to restore it if he

might receive the prayers of the bishop. When he got well

he again took possession of the property. The bishop went
to his church, and, after spending the night in prayer and

weeping, he shattered with his staff the lights that hung sus-

pended there, exclaiming, "Let no light be lighted in this

place till God take vengeance on His enemies and restore the

property of His house." Whereupon Gomacharius was again
taken with the fever, and only recovered on relinquishing for-

ever his claims to the field.
8 At Aix a certain Childeric took

possession of land belonging to the church, and Bishop Franco,
unable to obtain restitution otherwise, cast himself down
before the sepulcher of St. Metrius, exclaiming,

u There
shall not be a candle lighted here nor a psalm sung, most

glorious saint, until thou avenge thy servants on their ene-

mies and cause the property that has been taken violently

away from thee to be restored to the holy church." Thus

speaking, he scattered thorns upon the tomb, and then going
1 Gregory of Touw, Hist , X, 15 IT

2 Id In Qlo) la Marty) ,
o 78
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out placed other thorite before the closed door*. 1 As usual,

the de&poiler of the church wa& seized with a fever a little

after, and compelled by fear of death to give back the prop-

erty to the saint.
8

The lack of trustworthy authorities for the hundred and
fifty years following Gregory's death leaves us in ignorance to

what extent the bishops continued to suspend public worship
in the defense of their rights; the matter-of-fact tone, how-

ever, in which Gregory treats the practice shows that it was
so common in his time as to excite no surprise or discussion,

though it is certain that the church was too weak to carry out

any fixed system of censures in that period. Even excommuni-

cation was little regarded by the nobility; and as it was the state

rather than the church that first emerged from the anarchy of

the time, the interdict remained undeveloped until the prestige
of the secular power had in its turn passed away.
After the death of Charles the Great the first instance,

apparently, in which a prelate ventured to employ general
excommunication was in 869, during the quarrel between

Hincmar, bishop of Laon, and Charles the Bald. The former

had been raised to the episcopate while still a youth through
the favor of his uncle, Hincmar of Rheims, but no sooner did

he feel himself secure in his see than he began to assert his

independence. Owing to certain high-handed acts against

royal vassals in his diocese, the bishop of Laon was called to

account by the king, but refused to appear before a secular

tribunal. In this he was supported by his uncle, who used

his influence to have the affair settled in an ecclesiastical court.

Meanwhile the younger Hincmar had appealed the whole mat-

ter to Borne, not only in defiance of the king, but of the arch-

bishop also, who in reply called a synod to meet at Verberie

in April to discipline him. He was now in an embarrassing

situation, for he could hope for no assistance from the other

FranMsh prelates, and help from Rome would be tardy at the

best. So he determined to throw himself on the support of

his own diocese, and in order to impress them with the con-

currence of their interests with his own he directed that in

case he should be imprisoned by the king or forbidden to

i The custom of scattering thorns at the ontrnncc of an interdicted church is frequently

met with in the eleventh and twelfth centuries
* Gregory of Tours In Qlurto, Cunfew ,

c 70
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go to Rome hi* clergy should cease from all sacerdotal func-

tions. They were not to celebrate mass, visit the sick, give

absolution or the viaticum, bury the dead, or baptize infants,

even though tho latter might be in peril of death. Such a

sentence, though differing from later interdicts in the refusal

of baptism and confession, was not a general excommunica-

tion, for tho parishioners were not cut off from the church nor

were others forbidden to hold intercourse with them. It may
therefore bo considered a severe fonn of the interdict. When
the younger Hincmar TI as imprisoned a few weeks later by tho

king, he sent word to the priests to carry out his commands
in full. Not daring to disobey, they secretly appealed to the

archbishop of Eheims for advice. The answer of the latter

was most emphatic. Never before, he said, had a bishop
ventured to treat his clergy in such a manner. They had done
well to call upon a higher power, and by virtue of his metro-

politan authority he absolved them from their promise of

obedience and commanded them to resume their duties in the

diocese. This interference of the archbishop gave rise to a

bitter controversy with his nephew, but the principle was

finally recognized that no bishop had the right to deprive the

people committed to his care of the means of salvation. It

was not denied that a church might be closed or religious serv-

ices suspended in a particular community, but priests must
not deny baptism to infants, confession to the dying, or burial

to the dead. The refusal of these rites formed one of the

counts against tho bishop of Laon when he was finally deposed
and degraded in 871.

*

With this experience as a warning, no bishop seems to have

again attempted a similar exercise of authority for another

century . The metropolitan as well as the royal power was still

too strong. But the next hundred years saw a great change.
Feudalism and the false decretals undermined tho two powers,
and in the confusion of tho Capetian revolution the bishops

began again to employ general excommunication. Papal
examples of such measures were indeed not wanting, for

not only had John VIII excommunicated the cities of southern

Italy in the ninth century, but in 942 Pope Stepfien had threat-

ened to lay an anathema on Franco and Burgundy unless the

1 Letter of Him mar of Rheim In Mignc, 125, col 511-616 -Hurduin, V, col 1231,3314
See Von Noordcii, Uinlnmi , 241-291
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princes and people received Louis d'Outre-Mer as their king.
1

Under these changed conditions it was once more the diocese

of Laon that suffered from the application of general censures.

Its bishop, Adalbero, had been accused of unlawful intrigues
with Queen Emma, wife of Lothair, and though hewas acquit-
ted of the charge her son, Louis V, on corning to the throne

in 986, expelled the bishop from his see. The latter, actuated

by the same motives as Hincmar, appears to have caused at

least the more solemn rites of worship to be suspended in his

territory.
8 In a letter to his fellow-bishops he forbade them

to perform any episcopal acts within the limits of Loan or to

supply his church with the holy chrism during his exile, for

he wished his flock to feel the absence of their pastor. No
objections were raised to these measures, for Adalbero on

being expelled had fled to Hugh Capet, who was in close alli-

ance with the church party.
8

Through this alliance Hugh
obtained the crown in the following year, but the death of the

archbishop of Bheims and the election in his stead of Arnulf,

a Carolingian, divided the ecclesiastical interests in the strug-

gle that followed between the rival dynasties. The first inci-

dent of the civil war was the capture of the city of Laon by
Charles of- Lorraine. Adalbero, who had returned on the

death of Louis, was seized and thrown into prison, whence he

escaped with some difficulty after several months' confine-

ment. From the safe refuge of the Capetian camp he anath-

ematized the entire diocese that had failed to protect him from

attack, forbidding all Christian worship within it, and remov-

ing all the priests from the service of the altar. Soon, how-

ever, a voice was raised in protest. Arnulf, in spite of oaths

and pledges, had deserted the Capetian party and gone over to

the side of his kinsman Charles, delivering into his hands the

city of Rheims. A greater loss to Hugh, there went with

1 Flodoard, Annales, sub an 942. C f Hist. Bern , IV, 29 In Catalonia, also, at this

period wo find an example of general excommunication, viz, in 991, when the bishop of

Urgel orders all the churches in the two counties of Cerdonnaand Bcrga to be excommuni-
cated because of violence done to church property, excepting only the Countess Ennen-

gard and her children from the workings of the censure Mansi,XVII, col 467 Cited

by Hinschius, KirclienrecM, V, 20, note 1

*Du Conge, in the Glossarium, s v Interdtctum, quotes from a MS source a formula of

Hildcgar, bishop of Beauvais (933-972) ,
for excommunicating a church and its dependent

chapels and interdicting all services therein. If this formula is authentic and there has

been no mistake made In assigning Its date (of which there is some doubt), it shows that

Adalbero in forbidding religious services was followingn recent example in a neighboring
diocese

a Richer, III, CO Gerbcrt, Letters 7, 9S (etl Ha\ ct>
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him the most conspicuous figure of the time in the church,

Gerbert of Aurillac. This man had come to Rheims as a stu-

dent, but had quickly won his way to the position of confi-

dential clerk and advisor of the archbishop. He now held

the same office in relation to Arnulf, and his first act after the

latter had deserted to Charles was to write a letter to Adal-

bero censuring him for the sentence he had laid upon his

people. "Because Charles has returned to Laon, his native

city," he says, "what decrees of the Roman pontiffs have for-

bidden children to be baptized? What sacred canons have

permitted innocent pnests to be removed from their altars?

Abraham pled with God, demanding whether in Sodom the

just ought to perish with the unjust; but thou, even the pastor
of thy flock, dost not hesitate to bring injury upon the guilty

and the innocent at the same time."
1

Such an admonition, it is true, could have no effect, but it

shows that from the time of Hincmar no change had occurred

in the attitude of the church toward this method of censure.

In fact, Gerbert, in reproving AdaJbero, employs the very

expressions that were used by the elder Hincmar a century

before, and no doubt had in his mind those earlier events. It

must not be supposed, however, that the practice of suspend-

ing services in a single church for a given time was unknown
to Gerbert or condemned by him, for when a synod was held

at Senlis in 990, in the hope of winning Arnulf back to the

king's party, the bishops pretended to believe that their met-

ropolitan had deserted Hugh only through fear of physical

violence, and they accordingly ordered the cathedral church

of Rheims to be closed. The same sentence was laid on the

church of Laon. Gerbert had in the meantime returned to

the Capetian party, and in writing of the council's action to

an absent bishop he took pains to explain that this decree was

passed in the belief that the other churches afforded the faith-

ful sufficient opportunities of worship.
2 But there was no

thought in this of depriving the people of religious services;

the sentence was only a protest against sacrilege. On the

deposition of Arnulf, Gerbert, in acknowledgment of his serv-

ices and ability, was raised to the see of Rheims, and he used

iQerbert, Letter 164. Id. f Letter 176
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the authority of hib new office to restrain other bishop* from

imitating the vindictive measures of Adalbero. One of thet>e,

perhaps the bishop of Amieiu, he reprimanded for trans-

gressing the rules of the church in refusing baptism and
burial in a certain parish, and at the same time preventing
the people from enjoying tho&e rights elsewhere. Such a

proceeding, he wrote, would bring the bishop under the dis-

pleasure of his fellow prelates.
1

Still, Gerbert seems to have

had little support in his efforts to maintain the ancient disci-

pline of the church on this point.

In 996 the pope himself threatened to lay an anathema on

the whole land of France. Arnulf's deposition and imprison-
ment had not been strictly legal, but the protests of John XV
were disregarded. When Gregory V became pope he did not

hesitate to demand Arnulfs release, under threat of a general
excommunication. King Hugh was still alive and no atten-

tion was paid at first to the threat, but on his death a few
months later his successor, Robert, made haste to yield. Abbo,
abbot of Fleury, was sent to Rome to lay the king's submis-

sion before Gregory, and the danger of an interdict was

avoided. Still the threat had greatly alarmed the country,
and shown that the higher ecclesiastics had definitely given

up the one time principle that the innocent were not to be

deprived of religious consolations for the guilt of those who
could not be otherwise reached by the arm of the church.

Abbo accordingly took the occasion of his embassy to obtain

the privilege for his monastery that divine services should

never be forbidden there, even though all France should be

placed under the papal ban. This is the first privilege of the

kind of which we have any mention, and the monk who re-

cords it finds it necessary to prove the papal power to grant

such concessions by quoting the example of Gregory I, who
forbade a certain bishop to suspend the mass or to refuse burial

in the monastery of St. George.
8

Coming at the time it did, the pontiffs threat of a general
anathema on France furnished a sufficient precedent to bishops

to employ the same censure, and we find that even Gerbert

when he became pope was obliged to recognize its legality.

He cou!4 only urge that rulers should conduct themselves in

1 Qcrbcrt, Letter 208

2 Aimoin, Vita Vbbomx Florhic , 11, 12, in Bouquet, X, 834, 835
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such a manner that if any bishop attempted to excommunicate

their lands unjustly the sentence could be removed by the

authority of the pope.
1

From this time on examples of the interdict under the form

of general excommunication become frequent, but the tone of

the chroniclers in speaking of them shows that they were

looked upon rather as an innovation. Thus Ad&nar of Cha-

bannes, who wrote about the year 1030, relates that the bishop
of Limoges in attempting to preserve order often employed a

new measurebetween theyears 990and 1012. "Then Alduin,"
he says, "made frequent use of a new kind of enactment on

account of the rapine of the soldiery and the harrying of the

poor,
2
namely, he directed the churches and monasteries to

refrain from divine worship and from the holy sacrifice, and

caused the people, like heathen, to cease praising God. This

regulation he held to be an excommunication." 8

Bishop Pul-

bert, of Chartres, used similar methods in his diocese. The
vassals of his church in the county of Venddme refused to

render the proper services for the fiefs they held, and in 1007

he summoned them to the performance of their obligations.

If they did not appear before him by Easter he threatened not

only to place them under the ban of the church but to anathe-

matize the town and the territory of Vend6me so as to prevent
burial and all other religious services there. 4

A few years later the troubles between the bishop and his

nobles broke out afresh. One Gaufred began building castles

in aposition tocommand the neighboring country. Byorderof

the king they were torn down, but the work was soon resumed
and Fulbert attempted to check it by forbidding all solemn

services in his church. The bells were not allowed to ring
and mass was celebrated only in a subdued voice. When this

measure failed he appealed to the king threatening to interdict

the divine offices throughout the entire diocese, to close the

churches, and himself to migrate to some other land where he
could receive royal protection. In answer to this threat King
Robert finally put a stop to the castle building.

5 About the

same time the bishops of Autun and Lisieux carried out simi-

* Sylvester, in Migne, 189, col 274 -Jafte-Lowenfeld, No 8906
* Another reading gives the phrase as " on account of the wickednetw of the people

"

* Ademar of Chabannes, Chron , III, 86
4 Letter of Pulbcrt in Bouquet, X, 447

*Id,p457,fl
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lar measure* in certain portions of their diocese*;
1 while the

archbishop of Eouen, when driven from Normandy by .Robert

the Devil, forced the duke to &uc for a reconciliation by laying
that duchy under the anathema. 8

So, too, the archbishop of

Bourges laid an excommunication on the diocese of Limoges
because Jordanus, the newly elected bishop, refusing to give
him money for his ordination, had bought consecration at other

hands; and the sentence was only removed when Jordanus

with one hundred priests and monks had walked baiefooted to

Bourges to beg reconciliation.
3 To these were added the ex-

ample of two popes of the period. In 1008 John XVIII
threatened to lay an anathema on France if the king did not

compel certain bishops to obey his summons and appear before

him in Borne;
4 and in 1016 or 1017 the city of Orleans fell

under the displeasure of Benedict VHI, because the people had

elected as their bishop a man named Theoderic, supposed to

be guilty of murder. All services were forbidden in the city,

so that when King Robert wished to hold a national council

there Fulbert of Chartres advised him not to go to a place
cursed with excommunication where it was not permitted to

the priests to offer the sacrifices nor to the king to receive

the Eucharist. On such a solemn occasion as a council he

ought neither to be deprived of hearing the divine offices nor

compel them to be unlawfully said. Whether or not this

advice was followed the city soon made its peace, for Theoderic

was consecrated bishop a little later and a synod was held there

in 1018.
8

During this reign of Robert the Pious anarchy reached its

height in the kingdom of France, and in the absence of strong
secular authority some form of general censure was absolutely

necessary to the church to restrain the evils of the time.

From the end of the tenth century on, constant efforts were

made by the clergy, supported by the king, to put down unlaw-

ful violence and abolish the right of private warfare. These

efforts after a time resulted in the establishment of the Truce

of God, but for many years little headway could be made

against the turbulence of the nobles. In the first synod held

1 Letter ,25, Id ,p 505, Letterof Fulbert, p 452
2 William of Juxni&ges , IV, 3
8 Ademar of Chabonncs, Chion , III, 57

*JohnXVra,LetterlnMlgnc,139,col 1490 Waffc-Lowenfeld,No 3958.

Fulbert of Chartres, Letters 20-24, in Bouquet, X, 453, fl
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to consider peace ordinances that of Charroux in 989 the

penalty of excommunication was threatened against all those

who disregarded the enactments of the council,
1 and this was

repeated in most of the subsequent councils. A few years

later at the synod of Poitiers, where were assembled the nobles

of Aquitaine as well as the clergy, an additional precaution

was taken, the nobles being prevailed upon to give hostages

as pledges for their observance of the Peace of God. 8 Neither

excommunication nor pledges, however, could prevail over

the custom of the time, and another method was tried in Bur-

gundy and northern France in 1023. The inhabitants were

made to bind themselves by solemn oath to keep the peace
and in the future to refrain from all acts of injustice toward

each other.
8 These various efforts of the Church at first

amounted to little, and affected the nobility only in so far as

it added to the crimes of robbery and bloodshed the sin of per-

jury. But in 1031 a council of Aquitainian bishops met at

Limoges where, after settling the question of the apostleship
of St. Martial, they proceeded to devise a new measure against

the lawless barons. This was nothing less than the formal

adoption of the interdict as a means of compelling the lords of

the land to refrain from acts of violence. The leading figure

in the council was Jordanus, bishop of Limoges, and it was

at his urgent request that action was taken in the matter.

Nor was it entirely an accident that the first formal legislation

of the church in regard to this censure should have occurred

at an assembly held in his diocese. Only ten years before

Jordanus had been compelled to submit to the archbishop of

Bourges by having a general excommunication laid upon
his see, and the censure must have been further made
familiar to the clergy of the diocese through the measures for-

merly taken by Bishop Alduin to preserve order,
4 It seems

probable that there was in the church a conservative party

which, notwithstanding the growing tendency toward excom-

munication, was opposed to the censure and feared the abuses

that might arise from its frequent use.
6

Bearing in mind,

iHuberti, Qottetfrteden und Lawtfrtedcn, pp 34, 85

aid, 186, 187

Id, 168-164

*See supra, p 444.

B Otherwise it seems strange, considering the troubles of the time, that the interdict hud
not been more widely adopted
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therefore, the objections of the&e men, as well as tho&e of Hinc-

mar and Gerbert, Odolric, abbot of St. Martial, who with his

congregation had alone been exempt from the censure of 1021,

proposed the following measure to meet the needs of the

church and the land:

If the nobles do not keep the peace, lay the \\hole territory of Limoges
under a public excommunication, namely, in this manner, that no one
unless a priest or a beggar 01 a traveler or an infant of two years old or

under may be buried in all Limoges nor be earned into another diocese

for burial Let divine service be celebrated M.*cieth m all churches and
let baptism be given those that seek it About the third hour let the bells

be rung in all the churches, and let all, throwing themselves on the ground
because of their tribulation, pour forth their prayers for peace Let con-

fession and the viaticum be administered in the extremity of death Let

the altars m all the churches be stripped as on Good Friday, and let the

crucifixes and ornaments be veiled as a sign to all of sorrow and mourning
At mass only, which each priest shall celebrate behind locked doors, may
the altars be decorated, and again, after mass, stripped Let no one marry
a wife during the excommunication Let no one give another a kiss Let

no one in all Limoges, either of the clergy or the laity, \\ hether sojourners
m the land or travelers, eat meat orany other food except what is allowed in

Lent Let no one of the clergy or the laity have his hair cut or be shaved

until such time as the barons, the leaders of the people, show obedience to

the sacred council m all things And if anyone shall prove to be a vio-

lator of this ban, let him not be received except after fitting penance For
the excommunication of the bishops is to be especially observed, lest per-

chance the wrath of the Lord should fall upon us and upon the people
l

Such were the provisions of the famous enactment of Limo-

ges, which has frequently been considered the origin of the

interdict, though it is so only in the sense of being the first

legislation on the subject
8 and as forming the model for nearly

all subsequent penalties of this kind. It was essentially a

compromise between the older principles of the canon law

and the recent practices of the church. The permission to

administer baptism and confession was a concession which

brought the censure within the rules prescribed by ecclesias-

tics such as Pope Leo and Hincmar, and reconciled men's

ideas of justice with the requirements of the age. Only rarely

is the old severity of a general anathema found after this date,

as in the case of Berengar of Narbonne,
8 or Hubert of Bou-

iHarduin, VI, col 885

*The canon of the Council of Sens, supposed to have been held in 915, in which the in-

terdict is mentioned as a well-known censure, is undoubtedly a forgery, as are the other

canons attributed to the same council, See Gallia Christiana, Xn, 28, and Mansi, XXIII,
col 509

'Harduin, VI, col 1050r
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logne.
1

It will be observed that the name "
interdict

"
is not yet

employed to distinguish this new form of excommunication.

The term did not gain its technical meaning until the middle

of the eleventh contuiy
8 in the usage of the Papal chancery,

but from 1031 on the interdict was looked upon as a distinct

and separate censure embodying certain specific penalties that

bore a close resemblance to, and yet were not so severe as, a

general excommunication.

iJafle-L6wcnfeld,No 5188
8 It la true that the substantive iHlcrflirtuni and the verb intrrdtccre occur in connection

with the censure before thin time, as, e g ,
In Gcrbcrt, Letter 203, in the formula given

by Du Conge and frequently In the letters of Fulbcrt of Chartrcs, but in these cases it

has the ordinary meaning of prohibition" or "prohibit" and is not to be taken in

the later technical sense In the same manner, according to Hubert!, the term trcuga
dei is used in the sources before it obtained its special signification See Hubert!, op
cit , pp in, 219
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THE POOR PRIESTS, A STUDY IN THE RISE OF ENGLISH
LOLLARDRY l
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Of the Poor Priests, mention of whom is made so frequently
in the literature relating to English history of the latter part
of the fourteenth century, we possess a surprisingly small

amount of exact information. According to the best light we
have they appear to have been a loosely associated body of

men drawn from the various walks of life who, awakened by
Wiciif to a sense of the great need of the English people for

religious instruction and somewhat trained by the influences

he brought to bear upon them, and supplied moreover by him
with matter for their sermons, zealously set out to evangelize
all England.

THE DATE OF THE ELSE OP THE POOB PRIESTS.

The date of the rise of the Poor Priests of Wiclif is clouded

in the obscurity natural to the humble beginnings of such an

institution. Perhaps the best way to determine it would be

to start with an assured date and work backward.

It is clear that in the year 1382 their preaching was in full

swing. Walsingham said that during that time Wiclif strove

to spread his opinions both by his own means and by means

of his followers; and that not being satisfied with sermons

declaimed among the common people, he wrote to the lords

and magnates. And again, that he sent out apostates most

evilly disposed to the Catholic faith for dogmatizing and

preaching.
8 The chronicler of the Continuatio Eulogiarum

wrote under the same year that Wiclifs disciples were preach-

ing the doctrine of their master throughout England, weaken-

* For bibliography , see api>eiidix
* n, 50, 53
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ing the faith of many persons not only among the laity but

also among the noble and the learned. The friars that year

in consequence had a hard time, being refused alms and bidden

to work. 1
Thirdly, in the letter of William Courtenay to

Peter Stokys, dated May 28, 1382, the archbishop wrote that

through frequent complaint and common report it had come

to his hearing that some evil persons were going about in the

province of Canterbury without official license, spreading
broadcast doctrines which threatened the position of the whole

church and the tranquillity of the realm. 8 As the doctrines

condemned in this letter were those of Wiclif
,
it is clear that

Wiclif's preachers were the offenders.

Since it was in 1382 that Wiclif left Oxford for the retire-

ment of Lutterworth, if the Poor Priests were notorious at

that time they must have received their first impulse from

Wiclif while he was at Oxford. This conclusion also agrees
with what one would naturally suppose an earnest teacher

would do in the way of interesting young men in his plans.

Still, it might be hard to point to any particular men and say
with certainty that they became Poor Priests from studying
underWiclif at Oxford. According to his confession, reported

by a hostile chronicler, John Ball was a pupil of Wiclif for

two years, but it might be questioned if Ball would possibly
come under the category of Poor Priests. 8 William Thorpe,

however, was one, and had studied under Wiclif, Hereford,
and others; where, is not stated/

In support of earlier dates we find interesting evidence in

the writings of Wiclif and other Lollards.

Wiclifs Sermon for the second Sunday in Lent appears to

belong to 1380, or to come but a little later. It contains plain
directions to his hearers or readers concerning the delivery of

the sermon, such as he often in later times was accustomed

to give his Poor Priests.
5

Again in the Dialogus, believed by the editor, A. W. Pol-

lard, to have been written in 1379, we meet this passage:

"Through this (i. e., desire for temporal possessions) the in-

competent aspire to the superior ranks of the priesthood and

iCon Eul, III, 354, 865

'Fasc 2,275

*Id,273
* Cf Lechler, 1, 413-415 II, kap 5, ii

*I,Sennonesl Intro,xxxlii-xxxiv, Sermon xlx,p ISO, 11,330-381.
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hinder the preaching of the word of God among the people.
Those who strive for this they persecute a^ being heretics, and

this persecution is a manifest proof of their own heresy. Nor
do the poor faithful priests

1
suffice to resist unless God. by

means of the secular arm or by some other meant*, hhall quickly
offer helping hands/" 3

This and other passages in the Dialogue almost lead Mi.
Pollard to the conclusion that "AViclifs Poor Priests must

have both begun their work and met with resistance much
earlier than is supposed.

5 ' 3

In the tract which begins
fc*The first general poynt of pore

prestis that prechen in engelond is this," ascribed by the

editor, F. D. Matthew, to the year 1377, the writer complains
of hindrance from preaching suffered by the clergy, and of

lack of safeguards against arbitrary imprisonment by eccle-

siastical authorities: (Points by which the land would be

strengthened.) "That non of the clergie be lettid to kepe

trewely & frely the gospel of ihur crist in good lyuynge &
trewe techynge, for no feyned priuelegie or tmdicions founden

vp of synful wrecchis." "That no prest or religious in cure

lond be prisoned with-oten opyn dom & trewe cause, fully

knowen to oure kyng or his trewe conseil : for ellis worldly

prestis & feyned religious may fetoppe trewe men from

prechynge of holy writt & magnyfyng of the kyngis regalie,

& murthere the kyngis lege men with-outen answered *

Wiclifs tract De Daemonic Meridiano mentions that the

faithful in the Lord are prohibited, through imprisonment,

privations, and other censures, from declaring the law of

Christ openly to the people; and that a false friar preaching
manifest heresy will be licensed by the bishop and defended

by the secular arm, but that a faithful priest (a common

designation for Poor Priests) wishing to preach the gospel

gratis will be instantly forbidden to preach in that diocese/

R. Buddensieg, the editor, would like to date this tract within

a short time after the death of the Black Prince, which he

mistakenly ascribes to June 8, 1377, instead of June 8, 1376,

but he leaves the date uncertain in deference to "All par-

i A common designation for Poor Priest* Sec Lcchler, 1, 417
* Dtalogus, Intro , xx,pp 10, 11

8Intro, pp xiv.xv
* Matthew, p 279
a
II, Polemical Works,pp 424-425
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ticulars hitherto known of the institute of Wiclif's itinerary

preachers,
5' 1 a consideration which has led to the dating by

Lechler of the Trialogus and by Loserth of Part I of

SfTinones.

It should be noted that the dating of those tracts has been

done by four different editors, Loserth, Pollard, Matthew,
and Buddensieg, and that their constant tendency has been to

date these tracts earlier than the accepted belief as to the

date of the rise of the Poor Priehts would warrant. The
tracts referred to apparently belong to the years 1380, 1379,

1377, 1376. Even the two tracts earliest in date speak strongly,

as of well-known evils, of hindrances to preaching and of

imprisonment for ecclesiastical offenses. One is therefore

led to infer that as early as 1376 or 1377 the Poor Priests

were rich in experience of opposition, and that consequently
the seedtime of their earliest training must lie back of that.

What light do the chroniclers throw upon the possibility of

Poor Priests existing in notable numbers in 1376-77?

The Chronieon Anglise* merely hints at Wiclif having

helpers in recording the injunction of the archbishop in

1377 to the effect that not only Wiclif should not touch

upon forbidden topics,
" xed cf onm<>* <jiu cownnmlutrmt

The manuscript in the appendix to the Chronieon Anglite
8

of the fourteenth century contains a notice under 1377 to the

effect that Wiclif gathered to himself many disciples living

together in Oxford, clothed with long vestments of russet, all

of one cut, going about on foot ventilating his errors among
the people and preaching publicly in sermons. After a state-

ment of these errors, the chronicler continues to relate that

they asserted and affirmed these so much that lords and

magnates of the land and many of the people regarded
and honored them as holy prophets. Furthermore, that

although the archbishop laid silence upon Wiclif and all

others in regard to the forbidden doctrine, and that in

no manner either Wiclif or others thereafter or elsewhere

[sic] should treat of the matter; yet they did not long keep
silence.

4

Walsingham,
6

apparently working over this or a related

i Page 414 a Pages 115-117 MS 13, D i 4 pagO 39!.
* Writing before 1388, see Chrcm. Ang Intro

,
xx\ii
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text, embellishes the account so far as to say that it was in

order to spread hits hereby the more cautiously, and under an

exquisite coloring to spread it the wider, Wiclif gathered his

companions and allies, who stayed at Oxford and elsewhere.

Wiclif was forbidden to permit others to teach the matter. 1

These chronicles, supplementing each other, from the cir-

cumstantial nature of their accounts seem hardly guilty of

anachronisms; and, moreover, they harmonize with the other

testimony given above. If it be contended that the allies of

Wiclif referred to were merely the Oxford doctors, like

Hereford and Aston, attention might be called to the many
disciples, to the garb worn by enough men to become dis-

tinctive as the uniform of a sect, to the statement that they

stayed both at Oxford and elsewhere, that a deliberate inten-

tion is attributed to Wiclif of gathering companions and allies

to spread his heresy, that Wiclif was forbidden to permit
others to teach.

A curious bit of evidence bearing on the date of the rise of

the Poor Priests ma}" be offered for what it is worth. The

chronicler, Knighton, treating of the wide spread of Lollardry
in 1382, wrote that the principal false Lollards at the first

introduction of this horrible sect wore for the greater part

garments of russet.
8 But it was under date of 1377 that the

chronicler quoted above mentioned the teachers of Wiclif as

at that time wearing russet gowns. Slight as this thread may
be, to the extent that it holds it binds the rise of the Poor

Priests to the period in or just preceding 1376-77.

WICLIF'S VIEW OF THE NEED FOR POOR PRIESTS.

To state the various evils that must have operated to lead

Wiclif to originate the Poor Priests would be to review the

whole series of complaints which he had to make against the

abuses of the times. He set the highest estimate upon
the value and importance of preaching. "Evangelization is

the supreme work pertaining to the ecclesiastical hierarchy."
3

"Right preching of Goddis Word is the mooste worthy dede

that prestis don heere among men." * And yet the people for

iWals., 1,324-326

ail.184.
8 Opus Evangelium (1884), p 4, 11 13-15 For a collection of quotations on this point

see I, Sermones, Intro 111, ff

*Matthew, De Offlcio Pastoral!, p 441
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lack of sound preaching were falling into evil ways.
4 c

Indeed,

(as I have often said) this preaching in which the preachers

put aside the Gospel and tell the people what is false, ludi-

crous, and profane is the greater part of the cause of the

perturbation of the church. For if the people should hear

regularly the word of God in such preachings, and should

somewhat attend to and observe it, the law of Christ would

not be sterile as it is now." 1

How had the Gospel come to be so neglected? "Ant thus

ther ben many causis that letten goddis word to renne,
* * * o caus is dowing of the chirche& richingther-of ouer

cristis' wille, for bi this prelatis slepen in synne & ben to fatte

toprechethepuple,
* * * &heerebrekenoutthesfreris

ordris, for al yif thei han no worldly lordchip as han prestis

that ben dowid, yit thei spuylen men of moeblis & wasten hem
in noumbre & housis, & this excess is more synne than synne
of the fend in o persone. & thus they turnen the ende of ther

preching for-to gete hem siche godis. & this ententmut nedis

make falsed in maner of ther preching, for thei shapen ther

sermouns more to gete hemgoodthan to profite to the chirche :

& as the firste wile of the fend bigan soone in siluestris tyme,
so this secound wile bigan in grounding of thes newe ordris."

"the thridde cause that lettith trewe preching is appropring
of chirches. for whanne chirches ben approprid, thes curatis

tellen not bi this preching, as munkis or chanouns or othere

collegies, but bi gedering of godis : & thus they ben maad slowe

to preche& stronge to gedere dymes to hem. * * * " the

fourthe cause is bringing in of false freris bi many cuntreys:

for, as it is seid bifore, thei letten trewe preching to renne

& maken curatis bi many weyes to leeue this moost worthy
offiss. First they robben hem many weyes & maken hem

bisy for to lyue, for they deprauen hem to ther parischens bi

floriyshid wordis that they bringen yn; & no drede they

shapen ther sermouns bi dyuy siouns & othere iapis that

they maken moost plese the puple. & thus they erren in

bileue & maken the puple to trowe to hem that sermouns
ben nought but in ther foorme & thus thei stoppen symple
curatis that thei doren not preche to the puple, & this defaute

of preching of crist is more than defaute in hereris." *

im, Sennones, p 885, 11 34-86, 1 88, p 886, 1 7

Matthew, De Offlcio Pastoral!, pp 445-446. Written not later than 1878. Seep 405
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As proofs that friars preach only for gain, Wiclif said.

"Friars (i. e., the orders of friars) select as preachers those

that can get the most goods from the people. These gloss
the sins of the people. They go not where sin is greatest, but

where they can gain most. They do not disclose the sins of

prelates and great men for fear of lo&ing their favor. They
do not preach at times most favoidable for edifying the people,
but at seasons the most profitable for themselves. TThen they

get rich enough not to need more goods they do not preach.

They do not preach to the very poor. They arc far more
interested in gathering the collection than in confirming tho

weak faith of the people/'
1

As though this were not enough:
"
Friars pursue Tvith

lies and many fallacious indictments the faithful who in

charity expose their defects/' 8 As for the prelates: "They
scorn the preaching of the gospel as being in the highest de-

gree hateful to them, for its teachings and their lives do not

accord. Hence they wish it should be left undeclared to the

people."
1

WIGLIF'S AIMS FOR POOR PRIESTS.

Wiclifs Poor Priests were designed to remedy just these

evils, so clearly recognized.
c '

Simple Priests should not cease

to evangelize on account of excommunications or other cen-

bures of Antichrist/14

"And if it be asked to what degree we ought to press on to

evangelization and the passion of martyrdom, the answer is

the same as before, that just as a man should exert all his

strength upon cherishing God, thus also he should exert all

his strength upon preaching Christ. Nor should he mingle
in a consideration of self-love, nor strive to introduce novelty

or subtle speech into his sermons, but should consider purely
in what manner he can best avail the honor of God and the

utility of the people."
This preaching was to consist not of soft flattery, but of

hard truth. Evangelical men needed to uncover the sins of

the people, and to persist in doing so.
6

i H, Sennones, No. VIII, pp 57-59 *
III, Sermones, No 10, p 73, 11 29-52.

IVf Sennoncs,No 63,p 499 6II,Scrmones,No 88, p 279 11 1-8.

aJMalogus, p 17, 11 18-26 I, Sennones, No. 42, p. 281, 11. 1-9
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And since the monks and friars were blinding the people
to the rule of God, it would be especially the work of an

evangelist to destroy those sects.
1

That Wiclifs Poor Priests were designed to give the people
not merely sermons in English, as the friars had done, but

were intended to present to the people the gospel itself as

clearly as possible, and hence in English, as the other preachers
had not done, goes almost without argument.

Wiclif said the clergy feared to give in English the whole

gospel, because it would prove themselves to be followers of

Antichrist.
8 To him, who as a crowning work presented to

Englishmen the Bible in English, it was a commonplace to

say: "The wit of goddis lawe shuldo be taught in that tunge
that i*> more knowun. 5 ' 8 "There is no one so simple as not

to be able to learn the evangelical words to the extent of the

rudiments that will suffice him for salvation."
4

SELECTION OF POOR PRIESTS.

In the selection of men to perform the work of preaching
Wiclif does not appear to have shown any preference.
Of the Oxford doctors that were repressed in 1382 John

Aston took up the life of an itinerant Wiclifite preacher, and

it would appear likely that others did the same. There ap-

peal's to be no specific reference to any young Oxford student

becoming a Poor Priest unless we take William Thorpe, but

such a body of suitable material at hand could hardly have

been neglected.

Besides students and doctors there must have been many
humble curates scattered about England to whom Wiclif's

appeals for gospel reform came in one way or another. It

was not a rare thing for curates to leave their benefices for a

time in order to study the gospel. "Also yif siche curatis

ben stired to gone lerne goddis lawe & teche here parischenys
the gospel, comynly thei schullen gete no leue of bischopis
but for gold: & whanne thei schullen most profite in here

lernynge than schulle thei be clepid horn at the prelatis wille.
" 5

U, Scnnoncs, No 27, p 179, 11 8-12.

*I, Polemical Works, cap h , p 1%, 11 4-15.

s De Officio Pastorali, Matthew, cap 15, p 429

*OpnsEvangelicum, p 92,11 5-8
6 Matthew, Why Poor Priests have no Benefice author and date uncertain, p 250
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Wiclif himself held the rectorship of the church at Lutter-

worth while teaching at Oxford. 1 Curates accordingly may
well hare heard Wichf teaching. That curates were often

not desired to preach the gospel ha^ already been noticed.

Consequently, such as did become desirous to preach tho gos-

pel were apt to lose their beiieficos and the&e would go to

swell the ranks of the Poor Priests Such a ^ iew of the case

is supported by the declaiation of Wiclif that a simple curate

who is deprived of his benefice for preaching i* all the better

off, for then he can preach the more freely."

Did Wiclif attempt to draw monks and friars into his iank^ ?

The editor of Do Apostasia, M. H. Dzicwicki, believes that

the first two chapters of that treatise were written largelv
with that design. He writes fc " Both these propositions (\ o ,

A man may, without apostacy, leave any of these private

religions, and a man may, without leaving any private reli-

gion to which he belongs, incur apostacy) seem intended to

bring over to Wiclifs band of 'poor priest*
11

some wavering
Franciscans or Dominicans, who, struck and attracted by his

austere doctrines, were yet held back for fear of apostacy.
This hypothesis is strengthened, first, by the comparative,
moderation in tone to which Wiclif keeps all through the

book; second, by several passages that we shall notice as wo

go on; and third, by the general tendency and evident ftjpnjxtH

of the arguments.
1'

Also, "From some passages in De Blas-

pheniia it appears that Wiclifs propaganda amongst the monks
was very active at this time (i. e., 1383s

). He avails himself

with much skill of every motive that they could have to bo

discontented with their superiors.
"

The passages from De Apostasia referred to are especially

two: one in which Wiclif states that some of the moio reli-

gious and intelligent friars, speaking in reference to the per-

fidy of the orders, quote the Psalmist: "Let us break their

bonds and cast their yoke from us;" and another to tho effect

that there are many saintly and intelligent clerics among them

who do well to flee, despairing on account of the hardened

malice of those sects. They do well to flee because otherwise

as apostates they are killed or committed to perpetual prison.*

iFasc Ziz , up 212-243, Bull of Oregon XI, Of Matthew, p 141

2 Opus E\ang , p 875, 1 82. p 37b, 1 1

See vi-vii

*P 24, 11, 8-12, p 41, 11, 85-37, p 42, 11, 1-T>
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We have now to consider the question of how far Wiclif

drew upon the laity to secure Poor Priests. And here for the

sake of clearness it may be well to explain the meaning of

certain terms as used in this paper. Whenever the writer

wishes to refer to priests regularly ordained according to tho

rules of the church of that day, he will use the term u
regu-

larly ordained;'
1 whenever he refers to men ordained in a

fashion that would have been regarded as irregular by the

church of that day, he will use the term "irregularly
ordained." By "lay preachers" he wishes to signify men
who have been neith'er "regularly ordained" nor "irregularly
ordained."

Wiclif set slight value upon episcopal ordination. " Sen-

sible consecration avails little, and thus if the divine ordina-

tion be present any priest can confer the ecclesiastical

sacraments equally well with the Pope, just as the other

apostles ordained bishops equally well with Peter. " ' 4

Indeed,
I suppose, as far as concerns these two ordinations (i. e., sac-

raments), namely, confirmation and ordination, there is no

reason why inferior priests could not give them. 1

Not only was this doctrine held theoretically by Lollard

preachers, but it wa,s actually put into practice. Witness

Walsingham under date of 1389: "The Lollards, followers of

John Wiclif, at this time Deduced very many to their error

and acquired so great audacity that their priests, after the

custom of pontiffs, created new priests, asserting, as we have

frequent^ told above, that every priest had as great power
of binding and loosing and of performing other ecclesiastical

functions as the Pope himself gives or can give. They prac-
tised this perfidy in the diocese of Salisbury. And they who
were thus ordained by the heretics, thinking all things were

permitted to them, did not fear to celebrate mass, to treat of

divine affairs, and to confer the sacraments. This baseness

was disclosed by one who had been ordained by them, but

who, pricked by conscience, confessed the error to the Bishop
of Salisbury at his manor of Sunnyng."

8

In John Balle's confession, according to the Fasciculi

Zizaniorum, the followers of Wiclif by 1381 were ordaining
one another, "&? wdinaverant"*

i Polemical Works, I, DC Quattuor Sectis Novdlis, pp 259-260

swala,ll,p 188
a FasaZiz., pp. 273-274.
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If the Poor Priests thus believed and practiced ordination

among themselves, it follows that it would have been an easy

matter for such laymen as joined this gioup of teachers to

become irregular!v ordained priesth, and thiib laymen could

have been drawn upon a^ recruits.

But did Wiclif countenance a** preacher^ laymen who had

never become irregularly ordained' Contrary to received

opinion as it may be, all the evidence that the writer finds

goes to prove well nigh t oncliiMvely that Wiclif had no lay

preachers, and moicover had no place for thorn in hi& .scheme

for reform. As this point deseives careful consideration, let

us first notice what parts Wiclif considered the church prop-

erly to be divided into.

In Sermon No. LX, of the First Part, he outlines his ideal

church militant: "'The church should be divided into these

three parts: All members of the church ought to be shepherds
or sheep The shepherds ought to be priests or deacons,

teaching the sacred conversation of Christ; and the sheep,
which are the people or Umnen, are in a twofold function,

because they are either defenders or workmen. The defend-

ers are the secular lords, who ought powerfully to defend the

church; the workmen are the people, who should minister to

the church in the more humble duties. And if this third pail

performs its office heartily and faithfully then mother church

will prosper.
* * * But although by reason of haughti-

ness or avarice of Antichrist ministers are multiplied among
the clergy, even beyond the order of the Old Testament,

nevertheless priests and deacons would suffice, just as it was

at the time of the Apostle."
1

From this outline one can see that Wiclif had a clear con-

ception of the parts of the church militant, and of the duty
of each part. It is to be observed how clearly he lays it down
that all members ought to be shepherds or else sheep, that the

shepherds are to be priests or deacons, who are to preach;

while of the layman, thotse who are not secular lords are to

perform the more humble duties. There certainly appears to

be no place in such a system for the lay preacher.
If we follow Wiclif a step farther we shall find him arguing

that a certain office can be filled by laymen for the specific

1 1 401, 11, 2-JU
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reason that such offices do not require preaching. Continuing
the line of thought he had presented, Wiclif showed how in

his opinion there were six superfluous orders among the

clergy Of the archdeacons he said: "In the second rank arch-

deacons have been introduced, more clearly superfluous (i. e.,

flian the bishops), since if they avail for anything they avail

for that infamous twofold duty of burdening, of plundering,

poor subject churches, and of calling attention to the ease of

the superior bishop." "'The faithful therefore should notice

that their ministry, and the whole of it, can be prudently filled

by a layman, and if the bishop would fully and duly perform
his office the ministry of each would be more perfectly exe-

cuted. For otn archdeacons do not preach as did Stephen,
nor living AN ithout property, as the apostles, do they minister

to the poor."
1

If Wiclif aigw\s that a layman can fill the archdeaconry
because it involves no preaching, does he not take for granted
that a layman ought not to preach?
On the other hand, where does Wiclif mention 01 recognize

the need for lay pioacheis? The arguments usually put forth

in support of the idea of lay preachers turn out, upon exam-

ination, to bo without foundation. As these arguments are

presented in the greatest army in the writings of Lechler,
the writer craves the privilege of taking up seriatim the three

arguments whereby Lechler 'believes ho can prove that in

the lifetime of Wiclif, and with his knowledge and approba-

tion, laymen worked as traveling preachers.' The point of

Lechler's arguments is not that Wiclif thought that his irreg-

ularly ordained preachers bad sufficient authority, but that

Wiclif was consciously sending out laymen.
First (Lechler) :

' *The circumstance is plainly not accidental

that Wiclif, in the sermons of his later 3'ears, when he speaks
of his beloved traveling preachers, calls them less and less

often "poor priests,' 01 'simple' or 'faithful priests,' but

refers to them by the name 'evangelical men,' or 'apostolic
men. 1 That is, he purposely avoids in such places the term

priests, because that now was less and less applicable to

all traveling pi-eachers." The references given to support
this proposition are limited to the Three Festival Sermons,
numbered 31, 3T, 53, in MS., No. 3928, and presumably now

ilbid,p 402,11,11-21
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published under the same numbers in II Sermones. But II

Sermones, according to the editor, Loserth,
1

group around

1382, and precede Sermones, III and IV, which remained to be

written or revised before Wiclifs death, in December, 1384.

If the sermons referred to all come within about a year the

proposition is hardly supported. Since these references fail

it becomes necessary to make such comparisons of the varying
use of these terms as the incomplete indexes of Wiclifs pub-
lished writings, supplemented with further search, will per-
mit. After the elimination of writings of doubtful date or

authenticity, as far as Wiclif is concerned, the following table

of the use of these terms appears:

The just conclusion seems to be that any argument based

upon the supposed gradual abandonment of the term "
priest

r

is without foundation. At all times, it should be noted, it

would be perfectly natuial for a speaker to use the terms

"evangelical men," etc., as synonomoub with "priests."

1 1 Sermones, Intro , xxxi-xxxii
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The second argument is based upon the argument in the

Dialogus, which reads: "And as for the fruit it seems cer-

tain that an ignorant person, by mediation of God's grace,

avails more for building up the church of Christ than many
graduates of schools or colleges, because he sows the law of

Christ more humbly and more abundantly in works as well as

in speech."
1 At first gknce this passage would seem to refer

to lay preachers. But a closer examination, together with

that of the context, shows that Wiclif is here comparing only

ignorant men and learned men to the disadvantage of the

latter, so far as preaching is concerned. He is censuring
scholastic learning. No comparison is instituted between

priests and laymen.
That Wiclif is here comparing learned and simple priests

is conclusively shown by the next few sentences of his argu-
ment. He goes on to explain that the scholastic studies breed

heresies, such as that of the nature of the host. The fourth

sentence after the one quoted above reads: "And thus it is

concerning other heresies newly arising against the faith; for

the inspiration of the simple priests, both in knowledge and

willing work, will be of more profit to the capacity of the

faithful laymen than all the said universities with their studies

pertaining or their privileges hypocritically introduced and

depressing the laity."
9

Thirdly, there is the passage in Sermon No. IX, Secunda

Pars, quoted to support the theory of lay preachers:
u
lt

seems, therefore, that for the existence of such a minister of

the church there is required the authority of divine accept-

ance, and consequently the power and knowledge given of

God for the performance of such ministry. When one has

these, even though the bishop has not imposed hands upon
him according to his traditions, God through himself has

established him, and thus it seems (as is expressed in the

utterances of Saint Paul and Saint John) that to become such

a prelate there is required the effective following after Christ

and the due renunciation of all the goods of the world. " 8 The
context shows that Wiclif was bent upon proving that Pope
and prelates had no especial authority as to ordination given

1 Dialogue p 54, 11, 6-10 !!, Sermonea, p 64, 11 25-84,

2 Ibid ,11 25-80
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them by virtue of the gift of the keys. Accordingly he con-

cludes, in the passage quoted, that one needs not the ordina-

tion of bishops; that if the ordination of bishops was not

requisite, no ordination from human hands was required does

not follow. As noticed some time ago, "Wiclif held that fc

*If

the divine ordination be present any priest can confer the

ecclesiastical sacraments," and that there was no reason why
inferior priests could not confer ordination. His whole posi-
tion was that any priest had as full powers a& any prelate.
The passage in the Dialogus therefore can not be used to

prove that AViclif believed in lay preachers.

THEIR PREPARATION BY WICLIF.

Wiclif gave considerable attention to the preparation of the

Poor Priests, supplying them with great numbers of model

sermons, and attempting to train them in their character and
behavior as well. These points can be determined from his

Latin and his English sermons. In both, but with greater

frequency in the latter, are found vaiious dhections in regard
to the proper use of the sermon.

In the Latin references like these appear. "'The preacher
can expand the matter of the exhortation according to its

applicability to the audience." "The matter of the sermon
is to be expanded according as it will benefit the audience."

"Since the people are commonly accustomed to receive

the Eucharist on this day, the sense is to be adapted perti-

nently to their instruction." 1 Considerations like these have

led the editor of the Latin sermons, Dr. Loserth, to say with-

out qualification that "The Latin sermons belonging to the

Lutterworth period) and these form a large proportion of

the whole number of sermons) were all composed by Wiclif

as model sermons for the use of the ;

poor priests,' or the

'wandering' or 'traveling preachers"'.
8

The references to the English sermons are similar,
3 but the

iI,Sermones,No 18,p 128, 11 8-4, I, No 19, p 130, 11 80-31, I, No 19, p 133, 11 21-22, I.

No 21, p 164, 11 1-3, I, No 24, p 165, 11 1-3, I, No 39, p 260, 11 9-12, II, No 30, p 226, 11

80-31
8
1, Sermones, Intro , xvl

"Sunday Gospels I, Arnold, No 1, p 3, No 2, p 6, No 3, p 9, No 4, p 12, No. 5, p 14,

No 21, p 53 Gospel Sermons II, Arnold, No 147, p 45, No 50, p 53 No 154, p 60, fol-

lowing No 178, p 116, following No 178, p 117. No 204, p 168, No 205, p 169, No 207,

p 172. Epistle Sermons II, Arnold, No 6, p 240, No 7, p 244, No 9, p 249, No 13, p.

269, No 14, p 2W, No 16, pp 271-272, No 55, p 376.

HIST 99 VOL I 30
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additional important feature is that long passages from the

New Testament are often quoted in English, thus putting it

in the power of any preacher who could read at all to present

to the people not merely an exposition of the Gospel, but the

Gospel itself in a good translation.

These model sermons would naturally, in an indirect way,
instruct the preachers who used them. Wiclif, however, did

not stop with that, but also frequently directed his attention

to the special edification of priests and preachers. Thus, for

instance, sermon No. 31 in Secunda Pars begins: "This Gos-

pel directs apostles and apostolic men in what manner they
should conduct themselves in the office of preaching." And
No. 31 in Quarta Pars consists of a long disquisition upon the

points of good and bad sermons and the character needful

for preachers. In the notice of the Wiclifites made by the

author of the Continuatio Eulogii under the year 1382 occurs

the remark that "The disciples of the aforesaid John studied

in the compilation of sermons and gathered the sermons of

(their) brothers."

One would much like to know whether Wiclif at times

gathered his Poor Priests around him and face to face with

them uttered his sermons, or whether his sermons to them
and for them were disseminated in written form. Any
attempt to answer this question leads only to inconclusive and

therefore unsatisfactory results, the reason for which is clear.

In the Prsefatio to the Latin Sermons, as we have them,
Wiclif explained that he had been collecting these sermons

with some idea of revision: and at the close of the English
Sermons that is, in the last paragraph of the fifty-fifth of

the Epistle Sermons he apparently so wrote of the Gospel
and Epistle Sermons as to indicate that, as we now have them,

they had been issued all together.

Consequently, one who should favor the idea that they were
issued first in written form may not claim in his favor that

they lack the directness which one should expect m them if

they were first issued orally, for the revision may have

changed the phraseology in this respect. And, too, the cross

references from one sermon to another 1

may similarly be

explained. On the other hand, he who would favor the idea

of their first being issued orally to groups of priests can not

U,Sennones,No 89, p 280,11.9-12, II, Arnold, No 50, p 581, No 204, p 168
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deny that buch passages tu, point that wav (leaving out of view

the forty sernion& Hum AMit in tscholi^
1 which supposably the

Poor Priests could not have heard when first issued) may be

merely instances of vivid writing Or if the passages seem
to be particularly addressed to the priests themselves, one

can not deny that such sermons, a& well a& the others, may
have been passed from hand to hand.

REASONS FOR T1IEIR ITIXERAXCY.

In di&cus&ingthis question we are fortunate in having pecul-

iarly satisfactory material to draw upon for information

We possess the valuable tractWhy Poor Priests have no Ben-

efice,
2 which bhowb what considerations actually led them to

become itinerant; and as further material to drawupon, in the

second part of the Sermons (composed 1382 +), and in the

Dialogue (composed 1371)), and in the tract De Ojjicio Pax-

torali (Wichf, not later than 1378),*
1 not to mention other

places, we find fully explained the underlying principles that

gave those considerations their vitality

These underlying principles or desirable ends are three in

number, namely: to preach in the place and manner most

profitable to the people, to live modestly by work or free

alms, to avoid simony. In regard to the&c points Wiclif had

strong convictions.

He called it one of the errors of the disciples of Antichrist

that they chose places productive to themselves rather than

with the view of being the most useful.* He likewise used

the same phrase "to be most useful" (plus prodesse) in

rebuking the system whereby bishops established limitations

for preachers and thus "Imply that the region of their juris-

diction is exempt from the dominion of God to be a princi-

pality of the devil."
8

Still more clearly did he express him-

self upon another error of these disciples of Antichrist who
believed that they should not preach outside of their own cure.

"For it often happens that a preacher is more bound to

another people (i. e.,than the people in his own jurisdiction);

indeed, just as the law of charity and of love requires one to

1 IV, Sennones, Intro , v, etc

* Probably u ritten by a Poor Priest?, Matthew,p 241

Matthew, p 405
*
II, Sennones, p 277, 11 2S-2&

*lbld ,p 278, 11 1-9
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love everyone, so the law of the gospel requires one to preach
to whomsoever he may be able to give the most help (plus

prode&se).
1

He believed that priests should live modestly, limiting their

wants to moderate supplies of food and raiment only,
2
the

latter to include the protection of dwellings; that they should

not hesitate to earn their support by work, provided that it be

of a suitable character;
3 that such support as they received

from others should be from alms 4 and from alms alone. 5

Of simony Wiclif said that in the conferring of benefices

it should be understood that the goods received were pure

alms, not one's own, but belonging to God and the people.
And accordingly patrons should look to God, not to the

recipients, for their reward. 6

Coming now to the tract Why Poor Priests have no Bene-

fice, we find that the writer offers at least five rea&ons why
the Poor Priests should not have a benefice, all more or less

directly based on the assumption of the duty of preaching in

the plaice and manner to obtain the best results.

If a priest has a benefice he dare not speak out boldly in

reproof of sin wherever he may find it. If he reproves sin-

ful prelates and false religions, or exercises the censures of

the church against sinful men who, for the revenue they

afford, enjoy prelates' protection, he is quickly brought to

order. 7 If priests do not bind themselves to a single place,
u
as a tey dogge," they can not be hindered from speaking

out, "for now thei ben free to flee fro o cite to a nother

whanne thei ben pursued of anticristis clerkis, as biddith

crist in the gospel." Secondly, as an evil incidental to the

holding of a benefice, small curates are often in receipt of

letters from their ordinaries whereby they are compelled to

summon and curse poor men for no reason but the covetous-

ness of Antichrist's clerks.
8

Surely not Gospel preaching
norconducive to the spread of the Gospel. Thirdly, if curates

are stirred to got a leave of absence for study of God's Word,

ill, Sermones.p 278,11 23-29
2 Matthew, DC Offlcio Pobtoroll, pp 410,411

aDialogus, p 61,1 12, p 52,1 2.

< Matthew, Do Officio Pastoral!, p 414.

Dialoglis, p 79,1 31, p 80,1 3

Dialoffus,pSO,l 3,1 10
T Matthew, Wh> Poor Priests have no Benefice, p 249

Ibid , p 250
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thus to bring the Gospel hack to their parishoners, they can

not get leave of absence but for gold.
1

Fourthly, "also nowe
thei may best with-oute chalynge of men goo & dwelle among
the peple where thei schullen most profile, & in couenable

tyme come & goo aftir stirvng of tho holy gost, & not be

bounden bi sj'nful mennus uirdiccion fro the betre doynge.
8

Fifthly, the care of a benefice brings in much worldliness and
needless business. Priests need more time for prayers and
the study of the Scriptures, and ought not lie hindered by
new songs and more sacraments than Christ and hU apostles
used. And lords who present clerks to benefices are prone to

divert the efforts of the curates entirely from their duties,

and employ them for scribes and architect^ or other worldly
offices.

8

In consideration of their duty to live bv alms rather than

by tithes the Poor Priests saw that without a benefice this was
a simple matter, for thus they were unhampered by any eccle-

siastical system of tithes and customary offerings, and the

people they taught might give them only what they wished

to give freely.
8

Closely connected with this thought was

the one that they feared to misspend poor men's goods, gath-
ered by tithes and offerings, in feasting prelates, patrons,
and idle vagabonds, and, upon occasion of institution and

induction, in feeing bishops' officers, archdeacons, and other

officials.*

As for simony, "for yif men schulde come to benefices be

gift of prelates ther is drede of symonye: for comynly thei

taken the firste fruytis or othere pensions, or holden curatis

in office in here courtis or chapelis or othere veyn offices,
5
fer

fro prestis lif taught & ensaumplid of crist & his apostlis."

"And yif lordis schullen presente clerkis to benefices thei

wolen haune comynly gold in grett quantite."
8 "for thes

dredes & many thousand mo," the writer concludes,
" & for

to be more lich to cristis lif & his apostlis, & for to profite

more to here owene soules & othere mennus, summe pore

prestis thenken with goddis helpe to traueile aboute where

thei schulden most profiten by euydence that god geueth

hem, the while thei han tyme & litel bodily strengthe &
youthe."

8

i Matthew, Why Poor Priests have no Benefice, p 250 * Ibid , pp 248-219

aibid.p 252. ftlbid.p 245

a Ibid, p 246 oMatt,pi>53.
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Did they look down upon curates? Not at all; "netheles

thei dampnen not curatis that don wel here office, so that thei

kepen liberte of the gospel, & dwellen here thei schullen

most profite, & that thei techen trewly & stabely goodis

lawe agenst false prophetis & cursed fendis lymes."
1 One

may see that in thia tract it is not even implied that all Poor

Priests were itinerant. The first sentence declares that

"Summe causes meuen summe pore prestis to resceyue not

benefices."
2 This is the same phrase as that employed in a

closing paragraph just quoted. The thought that some held

benefices agrees, too, with Wiclifs teachings, which nowhere,
as far as known by the writer, condemn Poor Priests holding
benefices provided they do it honorably, and, too, with the

last paragraph of this tract, which shows great respect for

curates.

The foregoing paragraphs throw a strong light upon the

question as to whether the itinerant character of the Poor

Priests, considered as an association, was in its nature per-

manent or temporary. The charms of their life were great.

Accountable to no prelate, to no ordinary, to no ecclesiastical

system that might thwart tneir plans of evangelizing, free to

live without worldly cares, without routine work, and thus

free to study and work where and when they should deem it

best, they were certainly in many ways to be envied by the

, earnest curate, however fortunately he might be located, and

the peculiar advantages they enjoyed clearly led them to envy
no curate. This itinerant mode of life had at least sufficient

inducements to lead to its becoming a characteristic of the

typical Poor Priest.

DID THE POOR PRIESTS CONSTITUTE AN ORDER?

Had not Dr. Shirley, in 1858, in the twilight of knowledge

preceding the publication of Wiclif literature, declared him-

self so emphatically on the affirmative side of this question,

it never perhaps would have been seriously broached. He
stated that

"
Wiclif was the founder of a new order," com-

pared him to Loyola and Francis of Assisi, and declared that

these
"
'simple priests' were employed under episcopal sanc-

i Matthew, Why Poor Priests have no Benefice, p 253

*Ibld , p 245
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tion, through what was then the immense diocese of Lincoln,
and probably in other* aKo/M

Now, that for various rea&on.s the Poor Priests would nat-

umlly tend to form some sort of an organization, .though it

might go no further than a thorough good understanding,
would not be denied. That they were charged with fonning
organizations is well known The Fasciculi contains an ac-

count of a confession of John Balle,
3 wherein it i stated ""He

also said there was a certain company of the sect and doctrine

of Wiclif who had formed a confederation (convpiravtMntcon-

fcederationeni), and had ordained themselves to go about all

England to preach what Wiclif had taught"
3 * * * And

in the mandate of the Bishop of Worcester, of August 10,

1387, it is charged that Hereford, Aston, Purvej
7
, Parker, and

Swinderby are "eon*pirati in collegia illicito
* * *

ritit

Lollardorum confasderati*** These charges of association

should not be confounded with the open establishment of an

order approved by the church such as Dr. Shirley believed

to have been established. The episcopal sanction which Dr.

Shirley claimed for the Poor Priests was deduced by him from

very narrow reading of a simple statement made by TViclif

when outlining the treatment to be accorded good priests in

general.
5

Certainly all the Wiclif literature that we now possess indi-

cates that a new order or sect would have been the last thing
that Wiclif would have desired, and nowhere does he give any
indication of a close organization, an oath, a particular rule,

for his Poor Priests. He simply pointed his followers to

Christ as their pattern.
It will readily be seen from the examination just made that

no cut-and-dried rule can be applied to determine whether

this man or that was or was not a Poor Priest, for, as we have
reason to believe, the Poor Priests did not form a sharply
defined body. John Purvey, the "simple chaplain," who

1 Fasciculi Zizaniorum, Intro , p xl
2 Before his execution, which occurred July 15, 1381, Stubbs, Const Hist of ng , 3d

edition, ii, p 471, note
8 Fasc Zlz , pp 273-274

Wilkins, Cone III, p 202
" Videturmeritorium bonas colligere sacerdotes.cum Christus exemplar cujuslibetboni

operisita fecit Scd elcemosynantes caverent de talibus sacerdotibus pnecipue in his

tribua Primo quod Bint amovibiles ct non hseredatl, cum Jam non aint immerito con-

firmatl Bed sub conditione quod \ ivant digne et juste, habeant de temporah eleemosyna
in mensura " Fasc. Ziz , Intro xli, note 1, MS Denis, ccclxxviii, fol 52, y
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was the intimate friend of Wiclif,
1 and whose version of the

English Bible was so successful as to replace the version of

Wiclif and Hereford,
8
may be said to have been a Poor Priest.

And there was John Aston, the Oxford scholar, who likewise

recanted and relapsed again, so active on his feet as to call

forth Brighton's simile of being like a dog ready to leap from

his couch and bark at the slightest sound.' William Swin-

derby, whose early life was so remarkable, was among the

itinerant Lollard preachers; and William Thorpe, who, as a

young man, studied under the three men just named, might
be termed a Poor Priest. There is no special need of giving
their biographies here, however, for their characteristics have

been brought out in two recent writings in G. M. Trevelyan's

England in the Age of Wycliffe,* and in Prof. Edward P.

Cheyney's article, "The recantations of the early Lollards." 5

DRESS OF THE POOR PRIESTS.

It is noteworthy that in the writings of Wiclif, of the

probable date of 1383, are found expressions indicating that

he believed that the dress of men was of little importance.
Such passages occur when he is attacking the religious orders.

"It seems, however, probable to me that neither rite nor

bodily habit is essential to any good religion or order, but to

every good religious (i. e., a person belonging to a religious

order) the rite or bodily habit should be a matter of indiffer-

ence."8 "Nor does it seem that variation of habits in color

and figure has a probable reason except for prognosticating
that these are of an adulterous generation which seeks such

signs.
* * * At any rate that fiction is to be derided,

that black signifies sorrow for sins; white, purity of heart;
and russet, assiduous labor in the church militant." 7 If this

were Wiclif's position how came it that as will be seen in a

moment his Poor Priests, and the Lollards generally, adopted
a more or less peculiar garb? I should say a key to the

explanation lies in another passage of Wiclif's writings, of

i Knlghton, H, pp 178, 179
9 Forshall <& Madden, 59
a Knighton, II, pp 176-178.

N Y .Longmans, Green & Co, 1899, 8, pp 380, indexed
American Hist. Bey , Vol IV, No 3, pp 428-438

De Apoetasia, p 6, 1 88, p 6, 1 14.

T De Fundatione Seotarum, Polemical Works, I, p 2G, 11 10-12, p 27, 11 2-4.
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about the same date, \\kero he quotes with approval a passage
from Augustine, who condemned certain men who went bare-

foot ""not because they walked thus for the bake of afflicting

the lx)dy, but because they were of the opinion that they
should do thus from Divine command. 5

" 1 That shows that

while Wiclif thought a peculiar dross of iu> Scripturalauthority,
still he believed it might be justified on other grounds.

In the discussion of the date of the ri^e of Poor Priests, the

wiiter noted the mention macle of
"
many disciple^ of deprav-

ity dwelling together in Oxford, clothed in long vestments of

russet of a single cut, going on foot, etc.," an account of

which appears in TTaLsingham expanded to
bfc

companions and

allies of a single sect dwelling both at Oxford and elsewhere,

clothed in vestments of russet reaching to the ankle, in sign
of greater perfection, going barefoot, etc.

" s

Knighton wrote :

uThe principal pseudo-Lollards at the first introduction of this

horrible sect wore for the most part garments of russet, dis-

playing outwardly as it were simplicity of heart, so that they

subtly attracted the minds of the onlookers to themselves and

the more securely entered upon the task of teaching and sow-

ing their insane doctrine."
3

In a poem ""Against the Lollards," supposed to have been

written soon after the rebellion of 1881, it is taken for granted
that the Lollard preachers go barefoot, but it is charged that

they do so only when they will be seen: "They take off thoir

shoes at the entrances of the villages when they deceive the

people. They go barefoot when they approach the doors of

places in which they preach. They make much of their pun-
ishments."*

The conclusions to be drawn from these passages, that Lol-

lard preachers, including the Poor Priests, went about bare-

foot and wore clothes that were simple and quiet in tone and

apt to be similar, though not necessarily of one cut or color,

ara supported by the descriptions given by Knighton and

Walsingham of John Purvey, William Swinderby, and Wil-

liam Smith. John Purvey was the "simple chaplain, mature

in carriage and appearance,
* * * like a common man in

1 Freely translated Sormoiics, VTt, Qimrta Pars Sernioncn, p 141, 11 1&-21

a Wals ,1^824-820
3 Knighton, II, p l.M

<Pol,PL,p25H.
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clothing and habits."
1 William Swinderb3

r is described an

having the appearance and habits of a hermit (indium et Jtabi-

twnpraeferens JiereinitaeY William Smith was the fanatic

who joined the Lollards (described by Knighton) who, from

disappointment in a love affair, renounced the world, wore no

linen, ate no fish nor flesh, drank no wine nor beer, and went
barefoot for many years.

3

METHODS.

In the discussion of the Poor Priests given above attention

was called to the itinerant tendencies of the Lollard preachers
and of the Poor Priests in particular. In Ball's so-called con-

fession, it is recalled, the Lollards were said to have made a

conspiracy to go about all England to preach the doctrines of

Wiclif. 4
Purvey, it will be remembered, put aside ease of

body for the labor of journeying about.
5

Swinderby was

always a restless wanderer, and when silenced in one diocese

stole off to another/ Ball's wanderings were notorious.

Quite in keeping with these facts are the notices in the

ecclesiastical documents. Thus in his letter to Stokes, dated

May 29, 1382, Archbishop Courtenay complains that the Wic-

lifites he really says
"
guidam Jttii damnatwiii*"'1 do not

hesitate to publicly preach within his diocese, both in churches

and on the highways and other profane places. The mandate
of the Bishop of Worcester, August 10, 1387, forbidding Lol-

lards to preach within his diocese, after naming several of the

chief Lollards, as I have stated elsewhere, speaks of them as

preaching publicly in churches and cemeteries, in the streets,

and many profane places; also as secretly reaching the ears of

the people in halls, chambers, inclosures, and gardens.
8

As has already been hinted, these preachers were by no

means confining their efforts to secret teaching. Wiclif would
not have approved such a limitation to their activity, for ho

said that evangelical men should put aside fear and persist
even to death in exposing the sins of the people and in recti-

fying the church. It may have been some such spirit as this

i Knighton, II, p 178 Kinghton, H, p 198

*Wal8,II,p58 -Paacz,p275
a Knighton, II, p 190, 191. a

Wilklns, HI, p 202-203.
4 Fuse Z ,p 274 oiSermones, p 281, 11, 3-9
6 Kinghton, II, p 170
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that actuated Swmdcrby when he made a pulpit of the mill-

btones at Leicester and declared the bishop could not hinder

him from preaching in the King's highway.
1

In addition to their own determination to spread their teach-

ings the Lollard preachers were supported in their efforts l>y

temporal lord,s.~

Apart from the knights, the people sometimes took a hand
in favor of the Lollard preachers as in the instance-, of the

Londoners impeding the tiial of Aston in 138-2.' and, again,
of the London Lollards attacking the fiiun> who .sought to

silence Patteshulle when denouncing them at St. Christophers
in 1387.* At Leicester, in 138:2, Swindcrby was for a time

left unmolested, because the bishop of Lincoln feared the

crowd, "who heard heard him very willingly and were will-

ing to expose themselves to peril for him before he should bo

prohibited from preaching or before anything should be dono

against him in the way of justice/'"'

The force of public opinion was further made use of by the

Lollard preachers to win over the weak-knoed who did not

dare to belong to a party which the Lollards charged to be

composed of people "impious, depraved, malignant, and per-

verse, worthy of all vituperation, and (living) contrary to the

law of God.'" Knighton asserts: "And thus very many
simple ones they perverted and compelled to adhere to their

sect. They did so that they might not seem alienated from

the law of God and the divine precepts. And many of the

weaker ones were seduced, some through fear, others through

timidity, that they might not be attacked by them with

opprobrious words "

SUCCESS.

One caa not estimate the success met with by the Poor

Priests apart from the general Lollard movement. Of this a

few words might be added relative to the first wave of

Lollardry.

i Knighton, II, p 192

2 For this and related topics MM Trc\ el> mi, p -Jls passim

3Wals, II, pp G3-<5(>

<Ib , II, p 157

oib , II, p 55

flKnighton, II. p 185-18C
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Walsingham writes that in 1377 the lords and magnates of

the land and many of the people favored the Wiclifites.
1

In

the poern of 1381, "Against the Lollards," the author says:
44A greater pestilence never existed in the church." "This

pe&t now in England, and in no other nation, reigns without

remedy.
1 ' UO land now pestiferous, you were formerly the

mother of all sound knowledge, free from the stain of heresy,
without share in any error or fallacy. Now you stand forth

our standard bearer of schism, discord, error, and madness.

You are the faithful patron of every nefarious sect, of every

varying doctrine."
8

In the Continuatio Eulogil it is written under 1381 that the

Wiclifites were preaching through all England, seducing many
laymen as well as nobles and great lords.

8 Under 1382 it is

stated that the Wiclifites corrupted the faith and devotion not

only of many (common) people and laymen, but also of nobles

and scholars, so that in that year the alms of the friars were
taken away,. the mendicants were ordered to labor, they were

not permitted to preach, and were called penny preachers and

creepers-in of houses. 4

Knighton was impressed with the increase of Lollards in

1382: "The body of believers in this sect increased, and ger-

minating, as it were, they were greatly multiplied and filled

the whole circle of the Kingdom, and members of this house-

hold were made as though they were procreated in one day."
64 So much did they (i. e., Lollard preachers) prevail in their

laborious teachings that thej
T

gained a half part or even a

majority of the people to their sect." "That sect was held

in the greatest honor in those days, and was multiplied to

such a degree that you would scarcely meet two men upon
the highway of whom one would not be a disciple of Wiclif." 5

The author of the Chronicon Angllm notes, under the year
1382, that Parliament made a grant to the King on the con-

dition that he would give aid to the church to depress the

heretical Wiclifites, "who by their depraved doctrine had

deeply infected the whole realm."

These general statements show that the writers of the time

1 Wols., I, p 825, Appendix Chron Angl , p 39C

spol.P I,p 132

Continuatio Eulogii, III, p 351.

6 Knighton, II, pp 183,185,191
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regarded Lollardry with great apprehension,, and believed it to

have had great succor among the people. The estimate of

one-half the population made by Knighton may be regarded
as possibly true for only very limited areas, perhaps those

falling under his personal observation. An indirect indica-

tion of the number of the Lollard converts which may be

regarded as significant is that contained in an item of Lollard

preaching of the time reported by Knighton.
1 He says of a

certain Lollard whom he had heard preach "He was also

accustomed to assert fiequently that scarcely every tenth man
will be saved." 2 As Lollards would be apt to think their own
numbers saved, it would appear from this that this particular

Lollard, if thinking of Englishmen onh
,
estimated that the

Lollards formed something loss than that fraction of the

whole population.
In concluding this paper a summary of results arrived at

may be acceptable.
The Poor Priests who entered into the light of history

about the year 1376 or 1377 had been established by Wiclif

in view of the great ignorance of the people, in order to

preach plainly to them and to awake the clergy to their duty.
Recruited from all classes, the Poor Priests, if not already

ordained, conferred what they considered ordination upon each

other, so that none within their ranks were what they would
have considered laymen. They were prepared for their work

krgely by means of Wiclifs sermons, and possibly enjoyed
the oral instruction of that great teacher. The most of them,
but not necessarily all, led an humble, itinerant life, supported

by voluntary alms, because thus they thought to have the

most freedom and time for their chosen work. They did not

form an order, at least not at the time of the first wave of

Lollardry, but undoubtedly enjoyed a thoroughly good under-

standing among themselves. Good illustrations of the char-

acter and life of the Poor Priests are afforded from theaccounts
of John Purvey and John Aston.

The dress of the Lollard preachers was not considered im-

portant, but they appear to have preferred subdued colors,

and, possibly out of a feeling of fellow sympathy and coop-

eration, they adopted a somewhat similar garb.

i Knighton, 17<S 9 Ibid.
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Their methods of evangelizing were to go wherever and to

preach whenever their preaching would be most effective.

This led them into unaccustomed places, especially when the

cleigy exerted their influence against them.

The number of converts they made was certainly large,

but of course unknown, and it is safe to say that the fears

of opponents led to exaggerated estimates, based upon obser-

vation extending over only limited areas. The results of the

rapid rise of Lollardry seemed to the chroniclers to forbode

evil without limit, and they drew harrowing pictures of the

confusion that ensued within the realm as a result of its

propagation
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The Rolls Series contains tho following important works:

Fasciculi Zizamorum ISIagiHtn Johanms Wyclif cum Tntico. Ascribed

to Thomas Netter of Walden, prouncial of the Carmelite order in Eng-
land and confeswr to King Hemy V Edited by the Rev. AYalden Wad-

dmgton Shirley S. 1858.

The editor's introduction is a valuable contribution to Wie-

lifite literature.

* * * "It reeuiK probable tliat Patryngton wrote the narrative as

fai aa page 359 of tliin volume in the course of the years 1392-1394, and

subsequently, perhaps, collected the tracts as Lu as page 411, up to which

point the\ form a nearly legulai chionological frequence, that he then

aliandoned his plan of writing, and some years afterwards jgtve his papers
to "Walden To these, which extend to the yeai 1400, were added some
collected by Walden himself after his return from Pisa, during the years

1414-1428, and the materials thus accumulated \\ ere abridged and arranged

by another hand after his death "
Pages lxxvn-lxx\ ih

* * *
"Patryngton was * * * an early friend and patron of

Walden, and his predecessor as provincial of the Carmelite order, he
was also the successor of Cunningham in the same office, circumstances

which tally well with the undue prominence given to Cunningham in the

narrative and with the papers having passed into Walden's possession
"

Page Ixxvii

"As the only contemporary account of the rise of the Lollards it well

deserves the attention which it has icceived, but it can scarcely be called

a regular chronicle, still less a history of the sect. The documents relat-

ing to the lifetime of Wichf are indeed connected by a narrative which,

though broken and inconsecutive, is evidently authentic and of great value,

but from the death of Wichf, or more strictly from the Council of London
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to the ( IOMJ uf the In ink in 142S the original paper* an guen \\ithoiit com-

ment 01 correction
"

Page x
Political Poems and Sungs relating to Engli>h History, composed during

the period irom the ac< e^ion of Ed\\ aid III to that of Richard III Edited

by Thomas Wright Vol I S cu-462 1859 Vol II 8 lxxii-357

18bl

Eulogiuin (Historiarum siveTempons) Chromcon ah Orbe condito usque
ad Annum Domini 1366 a monacho quodam Malme<birensi exaratum

Accedunt continuationes duae, quarum una ad annum MCCCXIH, altera

ad annum MCCCCXC, perducta est Edited l>y Frank Scott Ilaydon
Three volumes 8 1S5S-1863

The third volume contains a continuation (page* 333-421)
which extends from 136rt to Iil3. Nothing i& known of the

author (Vol. Ill, Intro., ii). The account of the Wiclifites

under 1382 just precedes a paragraph written before liOi

(Intro., i). The entry telling of the death of Wiclif in 138-i

notices hi exhumation, which occurred in 1428.

Thoinae Walsmgham, quondam monachi S Albani, Histona Anghcana
(Chromca Monasteni S Albani ) Edited by Henry Thomas Riley Vol

I, A D 1272-1381 8 xxvi-484 1863 Vol II," A D 1381-1422 8

xxiv-535 1864

For comment, see under Chronicon Anglise.

Chromcon Angkae, ab anno Domini 1328 usque ad annum 1388, auctore

monacho quodam Sancti Albani Edited by Edward Maunde Thompson.
8. lxxxui-449 1874

The Chronicon Angliss is printed from the Haiieian Manu-

script, No. 2-3634. Walsingham's chronicle has been traced

back to the Old Eoyal MS. 13, E. IX, in the British Museum
(Chron. Ang., Intro., xxi). The text of the Harleian and

Royal Manuscripts at an early point agree, and run side by
side to the year 1369. From that time on the parts in the

Chronicon Angli& which cast reflections upon John of Gaunt
are replaced by less offensive expressions in Walsingham.
From 1382 the two in the main part company. See Chron.

Ang., Intro
, xxi-xxiv. According to evidence presented by

Thompson (Chron. Ang., Intro, ca., xxxii), Walsingham had

written up the rebellion of 1381 before 1388, and so the por-
tions useful for the early history of the Lollards is strictly

contemporaneous. Walsingham is regarded as the author of

all that is similar in the Chronicon Anglise and the Historia

Anglicana; hence the small type in the edition of the former.
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The bitter hatred toward the Lollards felt by Walsingham is

shown by his account of Wiclifs death (Wals, II, pp 119-120).

Chromcon Henrici Knighton, vel Cnitthon monachi Leycestrensis

Edited by Joseph Eawson. Lumby Vol I 8 xx-479 1889 Vol

II 8. ciii-354
-

Knighton begins his accountback of the Norman Conquest,
and stops in 1395.

uThe independent, and therefore the

valuable, portion of his Chronicle commences only with the

last chapter of BookEX" (Vol. II, Intro.
, xcvi.) Book V.,

beginning with Volume II, page 124, 1377, covers the part
useful for the history of the Lollards. As lo the author of

this book there is some doubt. The editor writes: '"With

reference to Book V, I incline to the opinion expressed by
Dr. Shirley in a note to page 524 of the Fasciculi Zizaniorum,
that it is not by the same hand as the rest." (II, xcvii.)

Thomas Arnold, however, believes Knighton to have been the

author of Book V (Wiclif's English Works, HI, pp. 525-527).

Even if Knighton be not the author of this portion, it is

agreed that the writer '"

appears, like Knighton, to have

known a great deal about Leicester Abbey and the country
round about." (II, xcvii.) As Leicester was only 14 miles

from Lutterworth and was a center of Lollard activity, this

writer is of prime authority. But it is to be remembered
that in Book V Knighton groups in one place and under one

date, 1382, most of what he has to say about the Lollards.

"The Chronicler hates Wicliffe and his followers with a bitter

hatred." (II, xcix.)

Wilkma, D Concilia Magnze Bntaunite et Hiberniaj Tomi IV Lon-

dim, 1737 Folio

Volume III covers this period. The dating is not alto-

gether trustworthy.
Wiclifs writings are especially helpful in treating of the

Poor Priests. All of his numerous writings are not yet pub-
lished; of those published I have referred to the publications
named below. Where the publications include more than one

work, the authenticity, nature, and dates of the parts used
are touched upon as they are used.

Gothard Lechler Joannis Widif. Trialogus cuin supplement*) Tna-
logL 8. Oxomi, 1869

Lechler believes the Trialogus to have been written not

earlier than 1381 (p. 3, Prolegomena). That his reason is
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insufficient will appear in the di&cuasion of the Rise of the

Poor Priests.

Thomas Arnold Select Eiigli&h Works of John Wychf. Edited from

original MSS 3 voL* S. Oxford Clarendon Frets.

Vol. I. Sermons on the Gospels for Sundays an<i Festivals, xxx-112.
1869.

Vol. II. Sermons on the Ferial Grospela and Sunday Epistles Treatises.

xvm-423. 1871.

Vol. Ill Miscellaneous Works xxm-545, 1871.

F. D. Matthew The English Works of TVichf Hitherto Unpnnted. 8.
ii-572. 1880. London Triibner & Co. (E E T S )

Widifs Latin Works. Published for the Wichf Society, by Trtibner &
Co , London 8.

This list comprises only a part of what the society has pub-
lished. The dates given are those of actual publication. The
date in the series is always that of the year previous.

John Wichfs Polemical Works in Latin, for the first tune edited from
the manuscripts, \i ith critical and historical notes by Rudolf Buddensieg.
English edition Vol. I, c-384; Vol. U, vi, 395-640 1883

Johanms Wychffe Dialogus sive Speculum Ecclesie nuhtantis Now
first edited from theAshburnham MS , xxvii-c With collations from the

Vienna MBS 1387, 3930 and 4505, by Alfred Pollard, M. A , xxvii-107.

1886 Dated by the editor tentatively in 1379 (Intro , xxi.)

Johanms Wychf Sermones. Now first edited from the manuscripts, with
critical and historical notes, by Dr. lohann Loserth. .

Vol. I. Super Evangeha Dominicalm, xi-417 1887.

VoLH. Super Epistolas, ix-533. 1889.

Vol. Ill Super Evangelia de Sanctis, xxii-476. 1888.

Vol. IV. Sermones Miscellanei (Quadragmta Sermones de Tempera
Sermones Mixti, xxiv ) 1890.

Part I contains sermons written in 1381-82; Part n, 1382;
Part IDE was written a little before Part IV; of Part IV a

great number were composed in 1383-&t; the rest were revised

then. In Part IV, from the twenty-third sermon, they are

probably early ones revised. No. 3 in Part IV goes back

to the Schism in 1378. See Part I, Intro., xxx-xxxiv.

Johanms Wyclif Tractatus de Apostasia Now first edited from the

Vienna MSS. 1343 and 3936, by Michael Henry Daewicki. xxxvi-259.

1889.

This was written about September, 1383. (Intro., vi)

Johanms Wychf Opus Evangehcum Now first edited from the manu-

scripts, with critical and historical notes by Dr lohann Loserth, Vols. I

and H bound in one. iv-184. 1895.

HIST 99, VOL I 31
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Written in 1381. (Intro., v.)

John Fox Ecclesiastical! historie oontayning the acts and monuments
of the church, especially of the persecutions and martyrdoms, from the

primitive tyme till the reigne of Henry YIIL London, 1570. foho.

Fox is veiy zealous in behalf of the Lollards. His work
is uncritical, but contains translations of documents and other

information not otherwise accessible.

Forshall and Madden (Bey Josiah Forshall, Sir Frederic Madden, edi-

tors) . The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments, with the

Apocryphal Books, in the Earliest English Versions, made from the Latin

Vulgate, "by John Wychffe and His Followers 4 vols. 4. Vol I, Ixiv-

683 Oxford University Frees 1850.

The introduction contains valuable information not other-

wise obtainable from printed sources. Purvey's Prologue to

his Bible is also in this volume.

Lechler, Gotthard. Johann von "Wiclif nnd die Vorgeschichte der Refor-

mation. 2 vols. bound in one 8 xxu-743; vm-654. Leipzig, Fnedrich

Fleischer 1875.

Lechler's work has justly been the authority for Widif and

his followers, but Lechler worked under the disadvantage of

having to consult Widifs writings in manuscript. A refer-

ence to the dates of the publications of Wiclifs works will

show how much has been done since his work appeared.
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THE ROMAN CITY OF LANGRES (FRANCE >, IN THE EARLY
MIDDLE AGES, ESPECIALLY THE NINTH CENTURY

BvEABLEW DOW

It is well known that no large amount of information has

been collected in regard to the towns of the early Middle Ages.
Also, since there are but few sources, it has often been said1

that there is no possibility of our ever having a satisfactory

knowledge of the towns at that period. And this no doubt

is true; no one will ever be able to write their history
in full. But, on the other hand, it is quite probable that the

record of them may be earned beyond the point where it is

now. It can scarcely be said that the sources are all known,
or that all possible use has been made of those that are known.

And it seems reasonable to hope that by continuing the study
of individual towns we shall be able not only to see more

clearly what conditions prevailed in various places here and

there, but also shall thus eventually prepare the way for a

better knowledge of townspeople in general at that time.

One of the places for which there is a relatively large num-
ber of sources now available is the old Roman city of Langres.

Indeed, there are probably more documents which contain

information of some sort in regard to this city for the period
from Roman to feudal times than can be cited for any other

French town. It may be of some advantage, therefore, to give
such account as seems possible at this time of Langres in the

early Middle Ages, but since the greater part of the documents

just referred to belong to years between 81i and 887, the

study which follows will refer especially to Langres in the

ninth century. To be sure, it will not be possible to give

specific answers to all the questions that arise concerning a

* For example, Lnchalre, Lea communes frar^aises, p 11 Also Hi&toircdu Languedoc,
nou\ . d., 1 1, p. 1131, n 2.
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town of that epoch; for, after all, in the way of providing

us with information bearing directly on the subject, the docu-

ments do little else than give more or less definite indications,

either on the material aspect of the town or on the extent to

which government by individuals acting in a private capacity

had there gained the upper hand. But these indications will

be sufficient to show conclusively what were some of the

essential features of the situation in that place at a rela-

tively early period after the fall of the Empire, and so what

were at least some of the conditions or influences to which

the people of one of the larger and older towns of France had

long been accustomed when they began, in the later Middle

Ages, their struggle for emancipation.

The most important sources from which data relating to

early Langres may be obtained consist of a series of fifteen

charters, given by emperors and kings from the time of Louis

the Pious to that of King Lothaire. These charters have all

been preserved in the original, save possibly one, and they
have all been published, some of them several times. The

texts used in the present study were made by Monsieur A.

Boserot, who has recently edited or reedited these and three

other originals of the Carolingian period from the manu-

scripts in the archives of the Department of La Haute-

Marne. 1

Following is a chronological list
8
of these charters, together

with references to other additions or reproductions of them. 8

(1) 814. September 9. Aix-la-Chapelle Louis the Pious confirms

charters granted by his predecessors to bishops of Langres Boserot, No
1 Gallia Christiana, IV, Instrumenta, col 129. Bouquet, VI, p 461

Migne, 01 V, p. 987 Mittheil des Last fur Ost Geschichtsf
, VII, p. 437

(2) 834. August 19 Langres Confirmation by Louis the Pious of

the measures taken by the bishop Alberic in the way of providing the

clergy of Langres with suitable buildings and with property of their own.

i Bulletin de la Soctett des sciences historiques et naturelles de 1'Yonno, t. 47, 1896, pp
50WJ89

a In view of the fact that it Is no part of the purpose of this study to make known cer-
tain sources as such, and also in view of the manner of exposition adopted, I have
thought It best not to give full analyses of the charters in question For the most part
It would lead only to unnecessary repetition It should be said, however, that the
analyses of these documents made by Roserot are not always to be depended upon In
some Instances they are inadequate In others they are quite wrong, for example, those
for his numbers 15 and 18

8No attempt is made to indicate all other editions. Rather only those which, though
not always trustworthy, are perhaps more accessible
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Roserot, No 2 Gal christ , IV, Instr , col 130 Bouquet, YI, p 595.

Migne,CIV,p 1249

(3) 846. October 19.
" Wadimias "

Donation, by Louis the Pious to

one Suitganus, of certain pieces of property ^ hich the said Suitganus has

been holding m beneficium Ro&erot, No. 3. Sickel, in Forschungen zur

deuts Gesch , IX, p 409.

(4) 854. September 17. Vernum Confirmation by Charles the Bald
of provisions made in the interest of the chapter at Langres Roserot,
No 4.

(5) 869 l
July 22 Ponthion (?) Charles the Bald makes an exchange

of possessions with the count Gerard Roserot, No 5

(6) 871 October 7 Langres Confirmation by Charles the Bald m
reference to certain possessions of the chapter at Langres Ro&erot, No 6

(7) 882. Augusts Vienne Confirmation by King Carloman of a

contract between the bishop of Langres and a priest named Otbertus

Roserot, No 7. Musge des archives departementales, pp 22-25 Repro-

duction, ibid
, planche VIII.

(8) 885. May 20 Granges Donation by Charles the Fat to his vassal

Dodo. Roserot, No 9 fiickel, in Forschungen, IX, p 415.

(9) 885 August 28. Monastery of Lauresheim Charles the Fat re-

stores to the bishopric of Langres one of a great number of possessions of

which it had been deprived by various seigneurs. Roserot, No. 10, Gal

christ, IV, Instr , col 133-134 Bouquet, IX, p 344

(10) 886. July 30. Metz Donation by Charles the Fat to one Jacob,

his vassal Roserot, No 11 Sickel, loc cit , p 416.

(11) 886. October 29. Paris. Charles the Fat restores the villaUlmus
to the church of Langres Roserot, No 12 Sickel, loc. cit , p 420.

(12) 887. January 15 Schlettstadt Donation by Charles the Fat to

Otbertus, pre"v6t of the church of Langres Roserot, No. 14 Sickel, loc,

cit
, p 422.

(13) 887. January 15. Schlettstadt Charles the Fat grants to the

church of Langres the walls and other portions of the city, and confirms

measures of Charles the Bald in reference to the money and market priv-

ileges at Langres and Di]on. Roserot, No 15 Bouquet, IX, p 346.

(14) 889. December 14 Laon Odo confirms various measures of his

predecessors in favor of the church of Langres Roserot, No. 16 Gal

christ , IV, Instr , col. 135-136. Bouquet, IX, p 449

(15) 967. August 30 Dijon. Lothaire grants to the bishops of Lan-

gres the "
County of Langres" and the dues in teloneo collected at the

gates of the city. Roserot, No. 18. Mus des arch, depart, p. 32. Repro-

duction, ibid
, planche XII.

Other sources referring to Langres, scattered and less important, it will

be sufficient to indicate in notes

1 "Data XI Kalendas augusti, indicttone in, anno XXX regnante Karolo glorlosis-

slmo rege
"

Roserot, apparently giving preference to the indlction element, places the

act In 870 But If one gives preference to the reigning year of Charlesthe Bald, assuming
that Roserot has transcribed the act correctly, the date should be 869, since the years of

Charles's kingship were counted from the 21st of June, 840 (cf Gir> , Manuel dc diploma-

tique, p 728) It Is well known that Infliction data aro far more likely to be wrong than
the count of the years of a reign
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I.

Under the Empire at its height Langres was a city of some

importance. No doubt it would be going too far to say, with

Monsieur Th. Pistollet de St. Ferjeux, that its size was then

almost double what it is to-day.
1 The proofs he offers can

not be depended upon for as much as that. But there are

other things besides size to be taken into consideration. The
industrial and commercial life of the town was promoted by
the grand highways that ended or crossed there.

2 And being
situated thus, on the roads between other important points in

Gaul, it was of necessity constantly visited or traversed by the

legions and by magistrates and travelers of all sorts. Also

numerous excavations and discoveries have brought to light

the remains of public theaters, parts of columns, capitals,

fragments of statues, gold medals, mosaic, tombs, and an

arch of triumph.
8

Clearly, this ancient city was a place of

considerable wealth and a veritable center of Gallo-Roman

civilization.

But such prosperity was none too lasting. Naturally

enough, the troubles of the later Empire and of the centuries

following brought with them serious changes, as well for Lan-

gres as for other places. Possibly it was ravaged even before

the invasions of the fifth century. Anyway, it seems to have

suffered then at the hands either of the Vandals or of the

Huns. 4 And evidently it fared ill in the midst of the confu-

sion of Merovingian and early Carolingian times. The char-

ter of 814 would have it that the Saracens occupied and

1 This author says that
"
lea mines qnl out gtg dgcouvertes ont prouve" qu'elle s'gtendit,

au sud, a environ 000 metres de son enceinte actueUe " And in a note /' Comme la

longueur de la ville, depute 1'extre'mite' sud de la rue des Monlina jusqu'a' I'extrfaniM

nord de lame de Longeporte n'est que d'environ 970 metres, la ville romaine avait done
une longueur presque double de celle qu'elle a aujourd'hui." Mem de la soe hist et

arch de Langres,tnt p 28L

Migneret, Precis de 1'hifltoire de Langres, pp 88-34

aOn this subject see especially an important notice on theRoman antiquities of Langres
in the Annuaire du diocese de Langres, 1 1 (1838), pp 258-487 This is followed by some
60 pages of notes referring to communes of the arrondissement of Langres, and there is a

supplement containing additional notes. See also some articles in the Mem. de la soc

hist et arch de Langres, 1 1 and II, passim, and Brocard, Catalogue du musge fonde" et

administre' par la socie'te
1

historique et archcologique de Langres.
*See Vignier, Decade historique du diocese de Langres, edition by the Socle"te* hist

et arch de Langres, chs. XH, XIV, and XV, passim Also it is known that the bishops
of Langres had to live In Dijon for some time. Aprunculus, about the > ear 450, was
there (Gregory of Tours ,

Hist Franc , Lib II, ch 28), and the bishop Gregory, at the

beginning of the sixth century, had his residence there (Ibid , Lib m, ch 19)
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ravaged the city.
1 We may indulge ourselves a strong doubt

about this, for in that day '"Saracen" was a name applied
rather indiscriminately to destroyers of property. But there

can be no question that the town suffered severely at some-

body's hands; and most likely, too, the devastations referred

to in the charter of 814 occurred in the course of the reign
of Charles MarteL 1

Moreover, it was not simply faubourgs
that were exposed to these devastations; for the charters of

the church, which were burned at that time, must have been

kept within the fortifications, where alone they could be at

all secure. In the last years of the ninth century we hear

again of the city's misfortunes, since in 887 the bishop, Geilo,

related to Charles the Fat that he had been rebuilding his city.
8

Without doubt the reference here is especially to the fortifica-

tions. But it is impossible to say conclusively at exactly
what time or by what means they had been destroyed.

4

Such, in substance, appears to be the extent of our knowl-

edge in regard to the importance and fortunes of Langrcs in

Roman and earliest mediaeval times. A meager record, in-

deed; yet it is at least clear that the material city of the

Empire had practically disappeared, and that the city which

i * * * "
-\ cnerabilis Betto, Lmgoncnsium urbisepiscopus, obtulit nobis auctori-

tatea anteceasormn. nostrorum regum, In quibus insertion reperimus qualiter olim prop-
ter occupationem Saracenorum strumenta cartarum vel etiam immunitates regum qua
Ibidem erant, perdita vel dirupta fuissent, et eidem regea sua anctorltate mlaerandi

gratia ad precea predecessorum suorum episcoporum eandem relevassent Jaeturam, ita

videlicit ut per eorum auctdritatem antecessores aui episcopi res et mancipia qua in

eisdem strumentis cartarum incendlo exustis continebantur, dye eadem quae postea a

catolicis \iris eidem conlata fuerunt fficcleste actenua secure et quiete in Jure et potes-

tate predicts tenuissent ecclesise
"

8 It is well known that the Saracens continued their operations in France after the

famous defeat at Tours But, for that matter, the mention in the charter of 814 that

predecessors of Louis the Pious had taken part in the replacement of titles is in entire

harmony with the date of the battle of Tours.

a * * * Qeilo * * * mnotuit qualiter Lingouis ciyitatem sibi videlicet a Deo

commlssam, ob nlmlam persecutionem sive infestationem paganorum, et refuglum slve

salvationem cristianorum et sanctee Dei ecclesise defensionem prope jam refiedificatam

sine alicujus comitifl vel judicis juvamlne atque constructam haberet " * * * Char-

ter of 887

4 They had probably been exposed at no distant time to ravages of some sort. Certain

documents of the period point in this direction, since, by providing for restoring to

churches property of which they had been despoiled, they prove what were, or at least

what had been, the general situation in the region of Langres These documents will be

cited later Also, Qeilo gave as one of his reasons for the rebuilding of the walls " ob

nlmlam persecutionem sivo infestationem paganorum
" Charter of 887 Perhaps he

was speaking of contemporary counts, since farther on in the same document one finds

that the bishop asked certain concessions,
" ob nimias comltum seu judicum Inquie-

tudlnes."
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survived must have been one which bore the marks of the

troubles through which it had passed.

Its general aspect by the eighth and ninth centuries natur-

ally reflected the experience of the town and the general

social conditions of the period. Occupying at that time the

same ground as to-day, it was situated on a hill which rises

slowly from the south to the height of some fifteen hundred

and fifty feet, and then falls off quickly on the west, north,

and east.
1

Its wall,
2

inclosing a space somewhat oval in out-

line, began on the north at the extremity of the hill, and on

the south followed a line approximately traced to-day by the

streets of the Boulli&re, Boucherie, and Petit Cloftre. A lit-

tle southeast of the central point within the fortifications were

1 On the topography of Langres see especially Vignier, who wrote in the seventeenth

century, andwhohad specialknowledge of such thingsthroughout the diocese of Langres

at a period when the remains of the ancient city were much more in evidence than they

are to-day Decade, 1 1, ch. V, passim. See, also, various articles on the archeology of

Langress in the Mem de la BOG hist et arch de Langres, 1 1 And II Migneret, in his

Precis, gives a good plan of the town as it was in 1769, drawn from the map published at

that time by Nicholas Chalmandrier It indicatesthe location of the old walls
and^gates.

2 There was a wall at Langres as early as the last years of the third century, since it is

known that the Emperor Constance Chloras, on an expedition against a Gorman army
that had crossed the Rhine and advanced to near Langres, was saved by people who
11 raised him upon the wall with ropes, the gates of the city havingbeen closed" * * *

"aConstantio Csesare in Gallia pugnatum eat circa lingones, die una adversam et

secundam fortonam expertus est. Nam quum, repents barbaris ingruentibus, intra

civitatem easet coactus, tarn pnedplti necessitate, ut, clausls portis, in murum funibus

tolleretur, viz quinque horls xnediis adventante exercitu sexaginta fere TBllHft Alaman-
norum cecldlt." (Eutroplus, Lib IX, ch XV )

Whether the wall here spoken of survived or not, and if so, in what form, can not be

definitely proved Possibly it constituted in later centuries what was meant by the

munitio On the other hand, it may be that it was of considerably greater extent than
the mediaeval munitio and was the same as the outer wall of the later Middle Ages All

that can be said safely is that by the time referred to in the text therewasa wall properly
so called, and within it a munitio (See the note following )

There are those who say with Father Vignier (Decade, t.I, p 40 and p 466, also

Migneret, Precis, p 60, note 1) that a new rampart was built after the ravages by the
" Saracens" in the middle of the eighth century And according to this opinion the
Place Chambeau (campus bellus) mentioned in the charter of Charles the Fat, of the year
887, as being situated outside the walls, was, on the contrary, inside the city Father

Vignier explains the contradiction between his conclusionsand statements in the charter

of 887 as follows '
II y a deux points & remarquer sur ce titre, Tun que lea muraillesdont

11 est faitmention font lea vieillesqul torment I'enclos du cloltrocanonial de St. Mammes
du cate* du mldi, lesquelles Geilo fit raccommoder pour servir do fermeture a ce cloltre,

de defense a 1'eglise, de retranchement, de cltadelle et de refuge aux habitants de la

ville, en cas que les autres qui sont plus loin n'eussent t forces
"

(Decade hlstorique,
1. 1, p 507 ) As a matter of fact, his explanation is nothing but a supposition, and It

seems well to stand by the terms of the charter In this case there is occasion to con-
clude that whether a new rampart was built after the " Saracen " invasions or not, at all

events the wall which Included the Place Chambeau, and which survived in part until

recent times (see p 492, n 3), was not yet in existence at the end of the ninth century,
that is to say, at least the south line of that wall near which the Place Chambeau was
located was not then in existence
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the cathedral of St. Mammes, formerly dedicated to St. John,
and other houses devoted to church purposes. Around these

buildings was a special inner wall. The texts call it a munitio. 1

Outside of this fortress, but within the walls properly so

called, and to the west of the cathedral, stood the Abbey of St.

Peter.
9 About 834, the bishop Alberic, in the interest of his

chapter, not only divided the episcopal properties and thus

created the canonical properties, but also erected cloisters and
other houses for the use of the canons. 8 These buildings were
of course located within the fortifications; possibly they were

even inside the munitio. Finally, among the churches to be

seen later within the outer line of defense, that of the Mag-
dalen, dedicated in the twelfth century to St. Didier, appears
to have been there already several centuries.

4 The rest of

the space inside the defenses, for aught that the texts tell us

of it, must have been occupied by ordinary dwelling houses,
or perhaps by other constructions, lay or ecclesiastical, con-

cerning which we have no precise indications.

In regard to what was outside the walls, whether closely

adjacent to them or somewhere in the immediate vicinity,

spite of sieges, fires, and other ravages, the town extended

beyond its defenses, and there was at least one important

near-by village. This is surely true for the ninth century;
and it seems that if there were suburbs there in the midst of

the troubles of that epoch, they were probably in existence

also for a long time before. One document says that the

churches of St. Amatre 5 and St. Ferreol, or St. Ferjeul, stood

"near the faubourg." This would put it south of the town,

1 That it is a question here of a fortress distinct from the walls properly so called, there

is no doubt From the 814 charter of Louis the Pious it is clear that the munitio, enumer-

ated among the things that had belonged to the bishopric at least since the reign of

Pippin, father of Charlemagne, protected the church of St. Mammes, and also that it is

not at all to be identified with the walls.
" Bed ipsam sanctamsedem antecessores nostri

regea cum cellulis subjects vel omnibus rebus juste ad se aspicientibus, munltionem

videlicet Lmgonlcsa civitatis ubi habetur ecclesia in honore sancti Mammetis eximli

martyris. * * Et infra muros jam dicta Lingonis abbatiam sancti Petri
" * * *

See, also, the repetition of these expressions In the confirmation of King Odo in 889

Then the donation of the walls in 887, as we shall see, was looked upon by the bishop as

a new concession
* "Et infra muros jam dictae Lingonis abbatiam sancti Petri

" * * Charter of

814. See, also, the confirmation by King Odo, December 14, 889

Charter of 834
* Acta sanctorum, May, vol V, p 248 Also Vignier, op cit, t II, p 260, and t. II,p 271

It is in an act by tho council of Chalons in May, 887, that this expression is to be

found. See Vignier, op cit, 1 1, pp 512-613, who cites it as belonging to tho archives of

the church of Langres
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on land which was incorporated within the new inclosure made

at the time of the English wars. According to other texts,

there was a faubourg around the church of St. Geosmes. 1

Indeed one might come to that conclusion without written

testimony. St. Geosmes was built in the third century, on

the spot where three saint brothers suffered martyrdom, Spe-

usippus, Eleusippus, and Meleusippus.
8 So sacred a place

would naturally be surrounded by a little community. In

-this instance also the location was toward the south, about

three kilometers from the center of the city. That was the

natural field for expansion, since in other directions, especiaDy

toward the north, the hill was too steep; and when new walls

were built, what really took place was an extension of the

walls to the south.
8

n.

Turning to the question as to what constitutional and admin-

istrative regime existed in the midst of the material conditions

just described, we know that in the time of the Romans

Langres was at first the capital of a "federated" people.
4

Without doubt, this federated people later became simply the

Civitas Lingonum;
6 and as such it had the usual officers of

the Roman civitates, or cities/ Furthermore, we may infer

1 See, on a council held at Langres
" circa kalendas junii, 850," Sirmond, Concilia, t

III, p 136 Flodoard says that this council was held "in suburbio lingonlcae urbis "

Hist eccl Remensis, Lib III, Ch XVI That It met In the church of St Geosmes Is

attested by the date of a charter In favor of the clergy of Autun by which certain prel-

ates, in council, approve the donation of the village of Sampignj as made to the said

clergy by the bishop Jonas "Actum in territorlo Lingonensi in Abbatia Sanctorum
Qemlnorum * * * XIII kalend mail, XVni karoli gloriosassimi regis indictione

yn * * * pirard, Becueil de plusieurs pieces curieuses pour1'historicdeBourgogne,

p 147 On the corrections to be made in this date, see Vignier, Decade, 1. 1, pp 486-487

He makes it May 25, and identifies it with the council mentioned by Flodoard, the acts

of which are given by Sirmond
See their lives bj Warnharius, who wrote in the seventh century Ac*ta sanct, Janu-

ary, vol II, p 76. See also Vignier, op cit, Liv H, ch II, in t I, and Liv in, ch XXI,
intll

8For example, the new wall wrongly ascribed toy Vignier to the middle of the eighth

century op cit ,
t I, p 41 At the time when he was writing this wall was in large part

still in existence It followed approximately the line traced to-daj by the streets of

Terreaux, Grand-Bie, and PetitrBIe See the plan of the town in Mignuret, op cit.

< See Dgsjardins, Geog hist etadmr. de la Gaule romalne, t III, pp 64, 240, 452 An
inscription belonging to the years 198-202 contains the words "Lmgonca foederati"

M6m de la soc hist etareh de Langres, 1 1, pp 43-44.

That is, it eventually became the same sort of a civitas as were the other civitates, a
'

city" without any special status, without any peculiar character in respect to matters
of government.

See the incriptlons cited by Desjardins, op cit, p 452, notes 5 and G
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that its fortunes were the same as those of the Roman munic-

ipalities in general. That is to say, the Civitas Lingonum,
.once possessed of a highly developed system of aristocratic

local self-government, became more and more only a division

for the imperial administration. It can not be said that under
the later Empire it had any real local autonomy. There, aa

elsewhere, representatives of the general government must
have gradually supplanted the old municipal officers. Local

as well as general affairs, instead of being conducted by offi-

cers responsible to the people in the municipality, or at least

conducted in accordance with laws which might properly be

called municipal, must have been almost entirely in the hands

of imperial officers. The demands and the law to which the

people of the city had to conform from year to year could

have been neither of their own making nor under their own
control. They were imperial regulations, in force in any

particular administrative division in quite the same way as in

all others. Also, legally speaking, the words Civitas Lingo-
num did not indicate simply the town itself, the town in the

usual modern sense of the term. For it can not be affirmed,

at least of the later period of Gallo-Koman history, that the

material, social group known in modern times as a town had

any independent public life of its own, or that it was even so

much as a unity of some sort for administrative purposes.

Constitutional and administrative divisions were not identical

with places of habitation. All the arrangements for the man-

agement of local affairs appear to have applied to the civitates;

that is, to divisions so large that, at the beginning of the fifth

century, there were but 112 of them in all Gaul. 1 None of the

towns within each civitas, not even the capital, can be said to

have had any legal status of its own. Whatever separate

community of interests the townspeople may have had in

other respects, at least constitutionally and administratively

they belonged to a larger unity.

When one seeks to follow Langres into the Middle Ages,
he asks instinctively to what extent the governmental organ-

ization which prevailed there in the time of the Empire was

transmitted to succeeding centuries. As a matter of fact, not

the slightest documentary evidence has been found to show

iSee Longnon, Atlas hist de la Fiance, terte, pp 18-20
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that any of the Roman institutions for the civitas survived

as such at Langres. However, relying upon the conclusions

now generally accepted in regard to the Roman municipal

regime and its survival, we may be reasonably sure that if

any part of that regime at Langres lived on through the inva-

sions, this did not mean at all that the people there surely had

some sort of town government in the present sense of the

terms. Also, any spirit of local independence that may have

existed there during or after the invasions was not, at least in

any positive sense, an inheritance from the later Empire.
If town government, properly so called, did not exist under

the Romans, at least during the last two centuries of the

Empire, the Roman constitutional and administrative regime
can scarcely be held to have transmitted any such government
to succeeding centuries. In truth, there is no indisputable

reason to conclude even that remnants of the old civitas

regime became identified with the towns, in the modern
sense of the word. Such "city" institutions as were to be

found among the new peoples may very well have corre-

sponded to the same large divisions as those to which the old

ones had been attached. The diocese extended over any given

region for spiritual affairs,
1 and the pagus for temporal. For

aught that can be said to the contrary, the defensor, who had

once exercised jurisdiction throughout a civitas, continued

to do so. The formulae testify abundantly to the fact that

the curia and defensor performed the functions of "juridic-
tion gracieuse;" and they make no provisions in this direction

for the count or any of his representatives. But unless the

curia and defensor looked after these things for the whole

pagus or county, it was evidently in the province of the

count or his subordinates to attend to them.

, As to the spirit of independence, the Roman regime for at

least two centuries of its existence did not stand for real local

freedom did not rest on principles which accorded to the

several communities the legal right to a public life entirely
and irrevocably their own. On the contrary, the more Roman
the administration of Gaul became, the more firmly established

iAs for Langres, we know that under the Burgnndians, and after them tinder the

Franks, this ancient Roman city formed, from an ecclesiastical point of view, the dio-

cese of Langres. Under the Empire ecclesiastical and civil divisions followed the same
lines, and there is no change to be cited in reference to the diocese of Langres during
the following centuries.
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grew the principle that the State at large was the source and

the instrument of all legal public life, and the more marked

appeared the interference of the central government in local

affairs. If, during or after the invasions, the spirit of local

freedom existed in Roman municipalities, either among the

people of the civitas as a whole or among the people of one

or more towns therein, it must have developed amidst the

circumstances connected with the disappearance of Roman
central control must have arisen through the action of influ-

ences quite foreign to things really Roman.
To whatever extent the imperial organization may have

survived at Langres, it appears that the governmental organs*

that were in real effective operation there after the decline

of Rome, or at all events under the Carolingians, were those

of the county regime. This statement, aside from its being
in harmony with the general conclusions already reached in

regard to the prevalence of that regime, is supported by a

number of facts relating to the particular region in question.

In the Carolingian period there were within the bounds of

the diocese of Langres some ten different pagi, or counties,

among which was the pagus Lingonicus, containing the town

of Langres.
1 Several names of counts and viscounts of

that region have come down to us, among which at least

one belongs to a count of Langres.
8 This is the Milo who, in

887, gave his consent 3
that Charles the Fat should endow

Otbertus, pr6v6t of the church of Langres, with properties
situated at Bourg.* Villse and other possessions were usually

described in legal documents as situated in such or such a

pagus or county.
5

Furthermore, as will be seen later, the

authority against which the succeeding regime made progress

always appears to have been that of or that represented by
the count. There is, indeed, no doubt that the county regime
of the Carolingianswas established in that district, as elsewhere.

The only question that can possibly arise is, Did the same

conditions prevail within as without the walls of the town?

Was there a special organization for the town in addition to

igee Longnon, Atlas hist, tezte, pp 95-97

Several others have been cited, but, as it seems to me, without precise, sufficient

proofs. For all these see Mem. de la soc hist, et arch de Langres, t in, pp 10-12.

3Charter of 887.

< Located between 4 and 5 miles from Langres, on the road to Dijon.
* See for example the charters edited by Roserot, passim.
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that of the county as a whole? It certainly seems entirely

rational to suppose that the county regime should not be con-

fined to the little villages and rural districts; that, on the con-

trary, it should apply also to the city; and that there, just as

in the country round about, it should be the real, responsible

authority. It is inconceivable that the place which gave its

name to the division; which was its industrial, administrative,

and religious capital; which was the very center of the inter-

ests and activities that the roySl agent was commissioned to

govern, should not have been under the direct control of that

agent. Also, the powers which the different functionaries of

the county system in general are known to have possessed
were so inclusive and the hypothesis so strong that such duties

as may have been performed by officers of the old Eoman civi-

tas did not relate simply to property and people located within

the town, that one is at a loss to know how there could have

been any public administrative divisions other than those char-

acteristic of the pagus as such. And these very rational a

priori conclusions are supported by the facts. When we come
to study the bishop's relations with the powers that were, we
shall find among other things that the county regime was, or

had been, the regularly constituted public organization as well

within the town as in the country round about it.

But, as time went on, did the count and such other public
officials as may have been associated with him find themselves

in possession of all authority, or sovereignty, exercised within

the county? Did the various organs of the county regime,
and such survivals as there may have been of the Roman

regime, control all the governmental functions in the division ?

Or rather, since we know that in general the authority or

sovereignty of public officials was in the advancing Middle

Ages more and more supplanted by private sovereignty, by
the rule of individuals, did public sovereignty disappear

among townspeople, especially those in the larger and older

towns, just as it did among people in the country and in the

smaller communities ? And if so, at what time was this change
accomplished and in favor of what persons or organizations

among the people? In particular, what answer to such ques-
tions does the history of Langres provide? As will be seen,
the documents give some slight indications for the eighth and
considerable really conclusive proof for the ninth century.
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First of all, it is noteworthy that many things happened in

and about Langres; that conditions existed in that region
which strongly favored the rise and development of govern-
ment by individuals, conditions which contributed eminently
toward the formation of the political features of the feudal

regime. And quite naturally, for the decline of the old

Carolingian organization should be expected to furnish there

as elsewhere numberless opportunities to personal ambition.

The sort of things that were happening may perhaps be

best observed in the history of ecclesiastical possessions
located outside the town. The patrimony of the church of

Langres evidently suffered much in the midst of the various

troubles of the period, for on several occasions provisions
were made in regard to the restoration of property it in-

cluded. For example, in 814:, Louis the Pious confirmed

charters granted to bishops of Langres by preceding kings,
which charters related that these same predecessors of Louis

had repaired the loss of certain documents, titles of some

sort, that had been destroyed, or at least had disappeared, in

the time of the occupation of the "Saracens;" and, further,

that the church of St. Gangulfus, in the county of Port-sur-

Sadne, with all its belongings, had been unlawfully seized

upon by certain princes, and should be restored to the church

of Langres.
1 In 885 Charles the Fat restored to the bishop-

ric of Langres the Abbey of Notre Dame and St. John,
located at R6om6, in the pagus of Tonnerre, together with

the churches and persons legally in its possession. This

abbey was but one of a great number of possessions of which

the church of Langres had been unlawfully deprived by cer-

tain
u
tyrannical and sacrilegious" princes.

8 In October of

the following year Charles restored to this same church its

old villa of Ulmus, in the county of Troyes.
8 The act of

Bang Odo, of December 14, 889, confirming provisions made

in favor of the church of Langres by his royal and imperial

predecessors, states that those predecessors had returned to

the church things of which it had been deprived.*

But the circumstances that called out such acts were not

confined to the country in the neighborhood of Langres.

They also appear to have been common inside the town. We
i Charter of 814 * Charter of October 29, 886

Charter of 886 * Charter of 889

HIST 99, VOL i 32
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have seen already that after the prosperous time of the Em-

pire this place had some hard experiences; that at least a part

of the troubles through which it passed affected property
within the walls, and that in the late ninth century it bore

clear marks of ravages of some sort. In addition, it may
be said that the counts and other officers associated with them

were accustomed to exercise, in a high-handed manner, such

jurisdiction as they possessed in the town; for in 887 the

bishop made certain requests of the Emperor, in the course

of which he asked that, "because of the excesses of the

counts and judges," Charles should give him, among other

things, whatever there was in Langres that belonged to the

royal fisc and was under the authority of the count.
1

It is evident, therefore, that both inside and outside the

town there was general insecurity; that losses occurred from

time to time in consequence of troubles of one kind or another;
that the stronger exploited the weaker; that there were many
who took possession unlawfully of the property of others;

that the royal or county officials either would not or could not

carry on their administration so as to assure order and pro-
tection. And it is quite clear what one should expect to be

the results of these conditions. If the regularly constituted

authorities failed to provide the sort of government which

private interests demanded, various individuals would under-

take to do it for themselves. That is, under such circum-

stances, governmental functions would naturally drift more
and more into the hands of thosewho owned or managed many
resources, moral, material, or both, and who would govern
because they were owners or guardians. Also, those who had

less resources would gradually become subordinate in various

respects to those who had more.

In trying to see whether these results were actually realized

at Langres, and if so, when and to what degree, it may be

of some service to turn for a moment to the field of episco-

pal elections. The purpose here is not to discuss the propo-

sition, often advanced in former years, that wherever " the

people" took part in the election of bishops there was of

i"Geilo aancte Llngonemds eccleslee reverendua antiates * * * com quantis pre-
clbna potolt humlliter deprecatua eat quatimis ob nimias comltatuxn sen judicum inqui-
etudinea * * * onxnia ex flaoo noatro infra eandem civitatem ad causaxn comitis per-
tinentla." * * *-Oharter of 887.
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necessity a municipal regime. If evidence of thib sort were
in any way trustworthy it would be very easy to show that

Langres had always had town institutions. As early as 1829

M. Raynouard cited proofs of the action of
ww
the people" there

in the matter of episcopal elections in the sixth, ninth, and
eleventh centuries.

1 On the contrary, the object is simply to

see if in certain facts relating to a particular election there is

not at least some indication of what was the real governmental
situation at Langres in the ninth century.
For successor of Thibaut 1 s the count G6rard de Roussillon,

regent of Provence, proposed Wulfad. The clergy and the

people chose Anschar. Charles the Bald took the part of

Isaac. Quite naturally, the King's candidate won the place.
3

Most of the folk who took part in this election we know very
well: The King, the important personage Gerard, and the

clergy. But what is meant by "the people?" The word
seems to be defined by some expressions in the confession

which was exacted of Anschar after the election of Isaac: "I,

Anschar, subdeacon, avow that in usurping the episcopal see

against Isaac, to whom it was committed, and in soliciting the

support of the clergy, the vassals, and all the familia of his

church, I have done that which is contrary to the canon law." 4

That is, by the year 853 things had arrived at the point where
the popular or lay elements who took part along with the

clergy in the choice of the bishop were designated partly as

vassals and partly as the familia of the church. The word
" familia" probably refers to non-noble dependents. But
even if one gives to it here the sense of ecclesiastical or spirit-

ual family, it is none the less established that by that time the

people who occupied at Langres the first place after the clergy
and who were considered as having the most influence, whose

support was looked upon as of most value in a matter which

was really decided by the interplay of political forces, were

vassals.

From this it appears reasonably dear that as early as the

middle of the ninth century the general political organiza-

i Histolre du droit municipal, t. H, pp 84, 95, 105, UO, 112, 114

About 868.

For all these facts, see Gallia Christiana, vol IV, col 632-583

* "Ego Anscharius subdiaconns confiteor contra canonica statute temere me fecisse in

Isaac venerabilem pontificexn, usurpando sedem eccleste sanctae Bibi commissae, et

sollidtando clericos et vassaloa ejus omnemque famlllam " * * * Sea council of Tool

"ad Saponarias," 869, canon V, Gallia christ, IV, col 688.
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tion in the region of Langres was one in which feudal prin-

ciples determined at least the dominant tendencies of the

time in reference to the distribution of authority. But one

need not stop here. The governmental tendencies and pre-

vailing political principles of that epoch and place can be so

set forth as to leave no question whatever concerning what

they really were.

In the charter issued by Louis the Pious in the year 814 it

is pointed out that the bishopric of Langres possessed at that

time certain fortresses those of Langres, Dijon, and Ton-

nerre some churches, some monasteries, together with their

dependencies, and numerous other properties. It had held

some of these possessions at least as far back as the time of

Pippin, predecessor of Charlemange, for Louis confirms what

his antecessores had done.1 Others belonged to it at a period

anterior to the disorders commonly referred to as invasions

of the "
Saracens," since in part it was a matter of replacing

titles then lost.
8 It is particularly worthy of note that some

of the properties enumerated were situated within the walls

of Langres; that is to say, the church of St. Manmies, the

Abbey of St. Peter, and the munitio. And the monastery of

the Sts. Jumeaux was not far outside the walls.

There is no direct statement in the charter as to who per-

formed the governmental functions in reference to these

possessions of the bishopric before 814. It is said there,

however, that the bishopric possessed immunities;
8 and it

* "Bed et Ipsam sanctum sedem antecessores nostri regcs com cellulis vel omnibus
rebus juste ad ae asplctentibus, munitionem videlicet Ldngonlcce civitatis ubi habotur
ecclesiain honoro sancti Mammetls eximli martyris, et castrum Divionense in quo sita eat

ecclesia in honore sancti Stcphani protomartyrla, et juxta murum monastcrium beati

Benign! cum omni eorum Integritate Et in pago Tornetrensi mouaatcriuin Melundense,
et in eodem pago castrum Toxnetiense, Symphoriani in Ladiniaco cum ecclesils aliisque
rebus sibi aspicientibus. Et infra muros Jam dlctsB Llngonis abbatiam sancti Petri, et

juxta eandem civltatem monasterium sanctorum geminorum Et in comltatum For
tense, cum omnibus sibi competentibus, ecclesiam sancti Qangulfl * * * ct in pago
Atoariorum monasterium Besuense sub plenissima semper dcfensioue ct immunitatis
tuitione habulssent * * * postulayit * * * Betto * * * ut corundem regum
auctoritates * * * nostra conflrmaremus auctoritate Cujus petition! libenter adqui-
evfanus." * * * Charter of 814.

a * * * "Auctoritates antecessorum nostrum regum, in qulbus insertum reperimus
qnallter ollm propter occupationem Saracenorum strnmenta cartarum vel etiam iznmu-
nitates regum, qua ibidem erant, perdlta vel dirupta fuissent, et eldem reges * * *

eandem relevassent jacturam, Ita videlicet ut per eorum auctoritatem antecessores sul

eptscopi res et mancipla qua in eisdem strumentis cartarum Incendio exustis contine-
batur" * * * Charter of 814.

* * * * " strumenta cartarum. vel etiam immunltates regum * * * monasterium
Besuense sub plenissima semper defensione et immunitatis tuitione habissent" Char-
ter of 814.

*
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may well be inferred that these immunities were for the pos-
sessions mentioned. Also, the act of 814 was made by way
of confirming preceding acts, and the governmental arrange-
ments that it specifically sanctioned had probably been pre-
scribed by the acts confirmed. In any case, for the period
after 814, the question is settled in the most explicit manner.
It was the bishop who was endowed with political authority
on the lands and other possessions of his church. HK control

there was complete.
1 He was even freed from all obligations

therefor to the royal treasury.
2

Evidently, then quite likely

in the eighth, and surely in the early ninth century it was

already the rule at Langres in regard to certain ecclesiastical

possessions that he who owned or controlled property also

exercised sovereignty over it.

And from time to time this rule became more strongly and

more generally established there. First, with reference to

the bishopric: In 882 a priest named Otbertus placed some

very valuable possessions in the hands of the pr6v6t of St.

Mammes;
8 and we have seen that in 886 the Emperor Charles

the Fat restored to the church of Langres the villa of Ulmus
and all its belongings, including some thirty "rnansa. 31 * Can

it be that for the people in the domains in question these acts

did not entail government by the bishop or by his subordinates ?

If they did not, they were surely not in harmony with the ten-

dencies then prevailing in that region. Again, when Charles

the Fat, in 885, restored to the bishopric the abbey of Notre

Dame ard St. John, located at Rom6, together with the

churches, people, and whatever else legally belonged to it, he

prescribed that from that time forth the abbey should be sub-

ject to the bishop of Langres.
5 In 887, as will be seen later,

the bishop was granted very important possessions and pre-

rogatives within the town itself. And lastly, the charter of

King Odo of December 14, 889, in which it is set forth that

various predecessors of that king had made or confirmed

numerous provisions in regard to donations, restorations, and

i * * * jubcmus atque precipimus ut nemo fldelium noatrorum vel quibusllbet ex

Judiciarlapotestate,'
1 * * * and other provisions of a formula of Immunity. Charter

of 814.

* " Et quicquid exlnde fiscus noster cxigere debet ad integrum predicts ecdeste con-

cedimus" * * * Charter of 814.

a Charter of August 8, 882.

* Charter of October 29, 886.

Charter of August 28, 885.
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immunities to the church of Langres, that referred to prop-

erty and privileges both inside and outside the city, also con-

veys proof that for all his possessions in or out of the town

the reverend bishop was granted the most complete immunity
from the action of other authorities, public or private.

Second, with reference to the chapter: From about 834 it

entered into possession of some of the goods and authority

formerly all in the hands of the bishop. For in that year
Louis the Pious approved the measures taken in this direc-

tion by Alberic.
1 This bishop, in trying to better the condi-

tions among his clergy, introduced the chapter organization

among them, built cloisters, and set aside numerous pieces of

property for their special use.
1

Twenty years afterwards

Charles the Bald confirmed the approval, or sanction, given

by his father, and also sanctioned new additions made to the

chapter's possessions by Bishop Teotbaldus.
8 In 871 Charles

acted again in favor of the chapter. This time he confirmed

to the clergy the possession of certain properties which Bishop
Isaac had acquired especially for them, and to his own previ-

ous gift of the villa Aculiacum he added that of Stabilise.
3

In the case of all these possessions the chapter appears to

have been master as well as owner. Louis the Pious specifies

quite clearly that those granted by Albericus are to be under

the complete control of their new owners. 1 The first act by
Charles the Bald is not so definite in its terms, nor so exten-

sive;
8 but it included a confirmation of the measures of Louis

the Pious, and its general intent could scarcely have been less

than that of the measures it confirmed. As to the second act

of Charles the Bald, that of 871, its purport could hardly
have been made more clear by incorporating a full formula

of immunity. What had been given to the clergy should be

henceforth subject to their authority and direction, nor should

anyone do aught in reference to the said possessions to dis-

turb or oppose their owners in the control of them; they
should be free to use their common property in all respects
as they would.8 Most of the domains mentioned in the enu-

merations of grants to the chapter were located outside the

city. Many of them, to be sure, were not far away, since

they were within the county of Langres, and some of them

iCharter of 884. Charter of 854. * Charter of STL
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were right near the walls.
1 But one can not say that these

formed part of the town. Nevertheless, not all of the chap-
ter's property was in the country. At least the canonical

grounds and buildings accorded by Alberic were located

inside the fortifications.
2

Here, then, we have upon the scene

a second grand seigneur, a virtually independent governor of

all the possessions it had, whether these were in the county,

faubourgs and city of Langres, or in more distant regions.
That is to say, here is a second factor which, by reason of its

control of realty, exercised functions that regularly would be

public.

Third, with reference to individuals in their private or per-
sonal capacity: The charters of which special use is made
here furnish several illustrations of the practice of the Caro-

lingians of the ninth century in this direction. In 846 the

Emperor Lothaire gave to one of his vassals, by name Suit-

garius, certain properties to be held as his own, which before

that time he had held by benefice tenure. They consisted of

eight "mansos," together with their chapels, dwelling houses

and other buildings, cultivated and uncultivated lands, the

woods, fields, meadows, pastures, still and running waters,

mills, together with proceeds and revenues; and also the man-

cipia thereon, of both sexes and of all ages, and whatever else

went with the said mansos. All these possessions, the persons

included, were to pass from under the law and rule of the

Emperor and were to be thenceforth under the law and rule

of Suitgarius; who, moreover, was to be absolutely free to

deal with them as he wished, just as he was in the case of

other things he owned, as long as he should be faithful to the

Emperor.
8 In 870 Charles the Bald made an exchange of

possessions with one of his vassals, the count Gerard; and

each was evidently to have full license to do as he chose with

both the domains and the persons he thus acquired.
1 In 885

Charles the Fat transferred to one Dodo, his vassal, two mansa

and thirty mancipia, with full rights of possession and of

authority.
5 The next year he made a similar grant to one

i * * * '' in circuital murorumejusdemclvltatlscoloiilasdiiafi." Charter of 834.

* On the location of these buildings, see Th Pistollet de St. Fexjeux, Clottre de la cathfi-

diale de Langres, in M6m.de la soc. hist. et arch. de Langres, til, p 8.

Charter of 846
* Charter of 870
a Charter of May 20, 885.
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Jacob, likewise a vassal.
1

Finally, it is possible to cite at

least one case bearing rather closely upon conditions at Lan-

gres. In those indicated so far not only the lands but also

the people in question were more or less distant from there.

In January of 887 the Emperor gave to a certain Otbert,

pr6v6t of the church of Langres, two pieces of property, one

located at Bourg, in the county of Langres, and the other in

the county of Ouche. Both of them, including vineyards and

mancipia, were placed under the full personal authority of

Otbert.* To be sure this does not directly concern property
inside the town. But the Otbert in question, holding the

office of pr6v6t of the church of Langres, must have been a

resident of that city; and the tendencies with which he was

identified in this instance may very properly be taken to be

those that were followed in all or most such matters by the

people among whom he lived.

The foregoing proofs should leave no doubt that the princi-

ple of private sovereignty was a part of the regular order

of things in and about Langres in the ninth century. We
have seen that much before 814: it was sanctioned by the law,

by the powers that were; that all authority over landed pos-
sessions might belong to him who owned or controlled the

same. The provisions in the charters of the Carolingian

kings applied to all the property of the church, and there-

fore the arrangements which they ordered were to be found

not alone in certain rural districts. They represented also

what had been done concerning at least a large part of the

property within the walls of the city. Furthermore, we have

every reason to conclude that that which was true in the case

of ecclesiastical corporations was also true in the case of

individuals. The aim of the great landowners was, in general,
to govern as well as to own, and that was what they were

actually doing.

m.

Having thus seen what were some of the prevailing condi-

tions in and around Langres long before the end of the ninth

century, it will be in order next to observe, as far as possi-

ble, justhow the actual distribution of authority over or among

iCharterof July 30, 886. ^Charter of May 20, 885
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the people living there was affected by these conditions; to see

more definitely just what governmental arrangements were

brought about at Langres by the operation of influences so

far disclosed, and, first, what was the situation with reference

to matters relating rather to the whole county or pagus than

to the town of Langres as such.

The Count of Langres, like many others whose territories

included large or important places, had had, no one knows

exactly how long, the control of the money, the annual fail's,

and the weekly markets in the capital of his county and in

Dijon. According to the old public law of the period, he

should have continued to have the control of such things;
but new legal principles were being established. The cir-

cumstances were such that the exercise of these functions

passed naturally into the hands of that person in the locality

who had the most moral and material resources, and conse-

quently the most influence. At Langres this was the bishop,
administrator of an immense landed estate and possessor,

besides, of the arms of the church Already some years before

887 the bishop had been granted the privilege of coining

money at both Langres and Dijon.
1 Also he had received

before that time the half of the dues from the annual fairs

and all the dues from the weekly markets. 3 The charter of

Charles the Fat says that Charles the Bald accorded these last-

named privileges, and, as a matter of fact, there is a document

emanating from Charles the Bald, published by PSrard,
8 which

i " Obtulit pneterea obtutlbus celsitudinls nostra, auctoritatem pnecepti pise recorda-

ttonis avunculi nostri KaroH iznpeiatoris qnaliter ipse ob deprccationem Luiac, genera-

bills episcopi ejusdcm Llngoncnsla ecclesiffl, et in eadem Llngonls civltate et In Divione

castro, monetaa fieri concessit, ea tamen ratione quo absque alicujus judlcis seu comitis

inquietudine ad jus sive ordinationem jam seepe memoratce cedes! rectorum pertinere

perpetuo debeant" Charter of 887

> " Statuit [Charles the Bald] denlqne, et In eadom auctoritate, ut de mercatis annall-

bua in supra dlctla locis medietas, ct de ebdomadalibusaumrna integritaspartibus ejosdem

Lingonensis atque Divionensis ecclesiffl cederetur * * * De mercatis vero et monetis,

sicuti diva memoria suprascriptus Karolus Imperator avnnoulus noster sua auetoritate

statuit, constatult ct confirmavit, Ita et nos ejus redintegrantes et renovantes auctori-

tatem * * * statuimus, stabilimus atque seternaliter confirmamus " Ibidem

aRecuell, p 48. According to the document itself, its date is "duodecimo leal Sep-

temb indlctione secunda, anno XXXIV regnanto Karolo gloriosissimo Rege
" PSrard

places it in the year 868, which was number 11 in the indictton, and in the month of

August, the twenty-fourth year of the reign of Charles the Bald, which should be

counted fromJune 21, 840 Dom Bouquet, who reproduces the text of Pgrard, corrects the

Indictton number, making it 6, and gives the date as 873 See Rec. des hist de France,

V3H, p 648 This is in harmony with "the thirty-fourth year of the reign
" If impor-

tance Is to be attached to the terms of the charter of 887, in which Charles the Bald is

called emperor, the document ought to be dated between 875 and 877 Father Vignier,

D&ade, t I, p 496, assigns it to the year 876
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bears witness to such a concession in respect to Dijon, but not

Langres.
1

Clearly, then, so far as the county functions in

general are concerned, that owner or controller of private

property at Langres who was most favored by the tendencies

toward private sovereignty was the bishop.

But the texts do not restrict themselves to giving indications

solely in regard to the bishop's conquest of the prerogatives of

the count in the pagus as a whole. They are more specific.

They furnish us a series of facts from which it is easy to see

that the bishop marched steadily toward the holding of abso-

lute authority over the city of Langres.
When Louis the Pious confirmed the charters which replaced

those lost in the midst of the "Saracen" troubles, he also sanc-

tioned what his predecessors had done in the way of conceding
to the bishops of Langres the cathedral church at that place
and its chapels and all else that was legally in its possession.

Among the things thus belonging to the church he mentioned

the munitio of the city.
8

If, then, the expression "(mtecessores

nostri reges" can be taken literally, the bishop had been mas-

ter of the citadel of Langres at least since the middle of the

eighth century. He continued, too, it appears, to be the abso-

lute controller of that fortress. Also, in the course of the

year 887, as can be seen from the charter of Charles the Fat

already cited, the bishop's property and power in the town
were greatly increased. Geilo related to the Emperor that

without the aid of any count or of any other royal officer he

had rebuilt his city.
3 Then he addressed to him certain

requests, aiming to assure the town against the abuses of the

i " Stmili modo etiam deprecatus cst [Isaac, bishop of L&ngros] do mercatls in Mia po-
testatc constitute, in Lingonensi scilicet ct in Divionc, du quibus tolls antiquitus con-

suetudo fuit, tit modietas de annalibus et do Ebdomadali in Divione, summa integritas,

lain dlctse potestati constltueretur, tale auctoritatia nostrse preceptum rape fatas Eccle-

siaa relinquerexnua, per quod ipse, cjusquo successores, sine tiliqua contradictione tenere

radonabiliter possent. Cuius laudabilibus petitaonibus atque ammonitionlbus aurem
accommodantes, hoc subllmitatis nostree pneocptum flen, eique dare jussbnus, per quod
Ipse venerabilis antistes, ejusque successors, et pnefatas monatas, ct de mercatis quern-
admodum supra habetur inaertum, quleto ordlne, mterna stabilitate obtinere in pcr-

petuum valerent" Ptourd, Recueil, p 48.

a <> ged et ipsam sanctam aedem antecessores nostri reges cum cellulis subjectis vel

omnibus rebus juste ad ae aspicientibus, munltionem videlicet Lingoniose clvitatte."

* * * Ch&rterofSU
8 "Geilo * * * celsltudlnl nostr innotuit qualiter Lingonls clvltatem aibi videlicet

ft Deo commissam, ob Ti^Tnium persecutionem sive infestationem paganorum, et refugium
sive salvationem cristianorum et sanctsa Dei ecclesise defensionem prope jam reaedifl-

oatam sine alicujus comitis vel Judiois jnvamine atque constructam haberet" * * *

Charter of 887
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count and to complete the improvements which he had already
undertaken. 1 All his desires were satisfied. Charles the Fat

granted to Geilo, of coui^e in the interest of his church, the
walls of the city, together with a space 15 feet wide extending
around the town just inside, and a similar space 60 feet in

breadth just outside the walls. Also whatever there was within
the fortifications that belonged to the royal tisc and was under
the jurisdiction of the count, and likewise whatever there was
that belonged to the royal fisc in the Place Chambeau, just
without the fortifications.

9
Furthermore, while it is clear that

the royal and imperial concessions already cited earned with
them immunity from the regular public authorities, it is of

interest to note that when King Odo, in 889, confirmed vari-

ous measures taken by his predecessor in favor of the church
of Langres, he provided specifically that the monasteries,

abbeys, and possessions of other kinds enumerated in his act

of confirmation, and also the rights of the church relating to

money, fortresses, and markets, should be under the absolute

control of the bishop.
8

In view of these facts, what may be said to have been the

govennental situation at Langres during and after 887 as

compared with conditions before that time? We know that

before 887 the bishop and the chapter, by virtue of their

immunities, controlled at least a large part of the city. And
at that epoch, when church officials had once acquired author-

ity they were careful enough not to lose any of it. We know
also that before 887 a count and certain other representatives

of the old public administration exercised powers inside the

city. For it follows from the exposition of the undertakings
and requests that Geilo laid before the Emperor, not only that

there were such personages and that they were guilty of grave
excesses in their administration, but also that the property

i* * * "et nt ad perfectionem illam perducere posset, modis omnibus satageret,

hujus zel causa serenltatem nostram cum quantis precibus potuit humiliter deprecatus

est [GeUo] ob nimlaa comltumseu judlcnininquletudlnes
'' * * * Ibid

*"Cuju8 nos laudabilibus petitionibus aurem nostree celsitudinis accomodantes, hoc

auctoritatts nobtros pneccptum fieri juasimus, per quod statuentes decernimus et decer-

nendo conflrmamus quatinus omniaex jure flsci nostri ad causam comltispertinentla infra

eandem Lingonis civitatexn, et extra, loco qui Campus Bellus (Jicitur, et ipsam civitatts

murum et XV pedes delntus et LX deforis, veluti supra insertum eat, et quemadmodum
jam ssepefatus Geilo episcopus petiit, ita per hanc nostram imperialem auctoritatem et

ipsa Lingonensis ecclesla et ipse suique successores legitime ordinent, et perpetno in Dei

nomine ordine quieto obtineant" * * * Ibid.

Charter of 889.
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which gave them the opportunity of committing such excesses

was located within the walls.
1

Again, the right to coin money
related without doubt to the entire county; and the bishop
had this privilege at Langres in all probability since 876.

Beginning with 887, we can say not only that the bishop
controlled the old-time lands and buildings of the church, that

he possessed all the fortifications of the city, together with a

circular strip of land 8, Pentour both outside and inside the

walls, that he coined money, and that he held the rights over

the annual fairs and weekly markets, but also that from that

time neither the count nor any of his delegates had any juris-

diction inside the city. On this last point the language of the

charter of Charles the Fat is quite clear.
8 And when one

passes to the year 967, the year in which King Lothaire

endowed the church of Langres with the rights remaining to

the royal power in that region, he finds nothing that contra-

dicts this interpretation.

At that time the bishop was given, for his church, all the

"county" prerogatives at Langres, including the toloneum

exacted at the gates of the city.
' That is to say, he was given

all the privileges and public power still belonging to him who
had the title of Count of Langres, not necessarily that he was

made the possessor of all the goods belonging to the person
or family in whose hands the countship of that region had

rested. No mention is made in the act of 967 of any function

or privilege necessarily exercised inside the city. Indeed,
there was no reason why there should be any such mention.

The bishop had been an absolute master there for four score

years. Without doubt he had held the keys of the city at

least since 887. He was not only the protector, but as well

the governor of the town. And he was all this especially by
virtue of the possessions in his control. It must have been

1 Charter of 887

*Biahop Geilo "humlliter deprecates eat quatmus ob nlmiaa comltum sou judicum in-

quletudlnes * * * et ipsum clvltatis murum et quindccim pedcs deintus, et LX dc

forls, give omnla ex flsco nostro infra oandem civltatem ad causam comitis pcrtincntia
sell etiam et'omne illud ex Jure fisci nostri quod in Campo Bello juxta scpcfatam civlta-

tem oonstetit" * * * And Charles decreed,
"
Quatinus omnla ex jure flsci nostri ad-

causam comitis pcrtinentia Infra canden Lingonis civltatem, et extra, loco qni Campus
Bellus didtnr, et ipsum civitatis murum " * * *

(')*** "Eesquasdampertinentcs ad supplementum regii honoris * * * con
oedlmus sanctee praescripto ccclesia ac sancto Mammeti glorioso martiri, comitatum
scilicet Lingonensem atqueomne praemium quod cxigitur in teloneo de portis civilibus."
* * * Charter of August 80, 987.
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the relatively vast resources at his disposal that made it possi-
ble for him to undertake the repairing of the walls. He ruled
on the lands that his church owned; and surely, in view of the
circumstances of the time, not the least reason for this was
that his church owned these lands. And if he was sovereign
over anything more it must still have been mainly because
the church he represented was a large owner. Furthermore,
the bishop seems thus to have been in perfect harmony with the

general conditions of the period. Association between sover-

eignty and ownership was characteristic to a marked degree
even of the old Frankish public law. The king or emperor
was accustomed to give to the church things which either he
himself or his representatives in a certain sense possessed.
To remedy abuses, to better existing situations, or to promote
private interests, it was not necessary to follow principles ab-

solutely new. It was more natural, and for the most part the

custom, to follow the dominant tendencies of the time, and
therefore simply to change proprietors.

Finally, it will be well to notice more definitely against
what governmental arrangements at Langres the new regime of

private sovereignty was making its way. All concessions of

immunity either to individuals or to ecclesiastical corporations

appear to have been made at the expense of the count and of

the royal government. We know that as a general rule such

provisions affected only that authority which the kings or

their more or less loyal representatives exercised in the pagi;
1

and there is no reason to make exceptions of those relating to

Langres. In fact, the language of at least one concession,

that to Otbertus, is quite clear on this point.
8 The Emperor

acted with the consent of the counts in whose territory the

lands conceded were situated. 8 It is evident from this docu-

ment that at least in those portions of the county of Langres
that were not included within the town the usual public

authority was that of the count; and, too, it is no less evident

that all the powers which that functionary was accustomed to

exercise on any of his domains might be given to some person
who would exercise the same powers by reason of his owner-

ship of the domains in question.
4 And when one studies the

i See, for example, Viollet, 1. 1, pp 827-881 and 400-402.

a Charter of 887
a* * * *< nils volontibus atque oonflentientibus." * * * Ibidem.

'The real point involved here still holds even if it be true that the countswere already

holding such authority as they exercised mainly because of ownership considerations.
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immunities accorded to the bishopric and to the chapter,
1

although the terms may not always be precise, he can have no

doubt about their meaning. They involved the supplanting

of control exercised through the old public administrative

organs by control exercised through owners.

It is, however, especially in connection with the events of

887 that it becomes clear what sort of government was declin-

ing, as well as what sort was taking its place. Naturally

enough, the confirmation of the privilege to coin money, and

the grant of rights in reference to the fairs and markets, were

made at the expense of the count's prerogatives. But also,

just as in the county at large, so in the city, the only public

authority prejudiced by the acquisitions of the bishop seems

to have been that of the count or of his delegates. The con-

cession of the walls and of authority associated with the royal

fisc was made, at least ostensibly, to free the city of the excesses

or exactions of the counts and judges;
9 and the bishop rebuilt

the city, not without the aid of any local authority surviving
from Roman times, but without the aid of any count or judge.

8

It appears, then, that if there still existed at Langres any

organs of the old Roman municipal regime, they were of no

real, vital importance. The county regime had been in full

operation there; but now, by reason of new circumstances,
and because they possessed the necessary material and moral

resources, ecclesiastical corporations and certain individuals,

especially the bishop, were taking its place.

IV.

Briefly resumed, the conclusions reached in the course of

this study appear to be as follows:

First The history of Langres, in so far as it is now known,
offers no proof that such or such parts of the Roman munici-

pality survived in that city. And even if certain remnants of

it did continue there for a time they were in no way the real

governing agencies in the Langres of the ninth century.

i Charters of 814, 884, 889

t* * * ''obnlxnlascwmltumaeujudicmiilnquletudines * * *" Charter of 887
i* * * "clvltatem * * * et * * * defenalonem prope jam resedificatam sine

aUCTijuflcomltlsvelJudlclsjuvamlneatqueconstructainhaberet.'' * * * Ibidem
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Second. There can be no question that under the Frankish

organization the regular legally constituted governmental

regime at Langres was that of the county.
Third. By the beginning of the ninth century the county

regime at Langres had for a long time been declining before

the influences which contributed to the rise and continued

progress of private or proprietary .sovereignty, and much
before the end of the ninth century those influences had fully

brought about their logical or natural results. Public gov-

ernment, in so far as the rule of the Merovingians and Caro-

lingians may be so called, had disappeared, and the rule of

ecclesiastical corporations and of individuals as such had

taken its place.

Fourth. That individual, that representative of private
interests and resources whom the conditions and tendencies in

and about Langres favored most, was the bishop. In 887 he

was the ruler, the virtually absolute master, not likely of the

city as such, but in the city. The position he had acquired by
that date may be looked upon not only as the most striking
illustration of the general governmental conditions in that

region in and from the ninth century, but also as the most

prominent andmost defined feature of the governmental regime
to which the people of Langres were accustomed, not only at

that time but also for some centuries thereafter.
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ROBERT FRUIN, 1823-1899-A MEMORIAL SKETCH.

By Rurn PUTNAM.

The name of Kobert Pruin, late professor at the University
of Leiden, is little known in America even among workers in

history. His voice, which should have been welcomed by all

interested in the historical topics discussed by him, has been

stifled in a language of narrow vogue, current coin in a tiny

scrap of a realm* His works, published almost entirely in

ephemeral publications, have not been translated, and his mes-

sage has thus been deadened by its vehicle of expression so

that its notes have only been audible to a few.

Now, this narrowness of limit does not apply to the interest

in the subject treated by this Dutch scholar in his college

lectures and in his monographs on the history of his father-

land. It is unnecessary to recall to you how keen has been

American sympathy for the story of Holland and her people.

Here is the testimony of the president of the historical

society of this Commonwealth. Last April he said that he

deemed the sixteenth century grapple between Spain and

Holland, when middle-age feudalism went down and national-

ism arose, the most interesting and dramatic episode in modern

development, adding: "You can not study or write the history

of Massachusetts intelligently without bearing that struggle

in mind." This is still more true of the history of New York

and of other quarters of the eaith beyond our United States.

A year ago we heard how, in behalf of theVenezuela Boundary

Commission, the trail of the Dutch was carefully scrutinized

in South America; in South Africa the past history, present

position, and future fortunes of the Dutch Afrikanders is

holding the attention of the civilized world to-day.

Between the publications of Motley's Rise of the Dutch

Republic, in 1856, and Fiske's Dutch and Quaker Colonies, in

515
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1899, Americans less studious and less scholarly than these

Massachusetts authors have busied themselves with Holland-

el's and their doings at home and abroad. American books

receive adequate and discriminating notice in Dutch periodi-

cals, but the repeated complaint of the reviewers in De Gids

and the Netherland Spectator is that our trans-Atlantic

writers are sound on their own history one side of the

contrasting pictures they present but often unsound on the

real significance of Dutch institutions and generally ignorant
of modern Dutch criticism on Holland's past. This rebuke

is not unfair. Indiscriminate admiration pleases the Holland-

ers as little as Irving's History of New York.

Professor Fruin's pen and lectures were devoted to Nether-

land history. He never left the Netherlands but once, but

he was not ignorant of our land. In the three times I

had the pleasure of seeing him at Leiden, in 1896, when
he was already emeritus, the interest he expressed in the

United States was keen and his knowledge discriminating.
He knew Boston and New York, and had a fairly clear

conception of the differences between North and South, East

and West. He was sure that he should like Boston better

than any other American city. Many were his questions,
and so true were his comments that it seemed to me he must
know by instinct, so little apparent opportunity had he had

for knowledge.
I may mention here that it was easier to understand his

real opinion than that of most Hollanders, who talked to me
in a stiff, school English, because be at once proposed that we
should each speak his native tongue. Several times he

stopped me to query an expression,
"
Maar, Mejufvrouw, ik

geloof dat is Amerikansch." But he never failed to under-

stand my explanation.
Robert Fruin belonged to Holland in part only. His

descent was pure Dutch in the maternal line, but his paternal

grandfather, Thomas Frewin, was a Warwickshire miller.

Unsuccessful in business, he determined to try his fortunes

in the new West. In 1774 or 1775 he took his family to

Rotterdam, meaning to embark thence for Massachusetts.

The rumors of the coming outbreak in America finally deter-

mined him to remain in Rotterdam. One son, Robert,
became apprentice to an apothecary, married his master's
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daughter, prospered well in the business, which he inherited,

and left a competency to each of his sons, three of whom
followed learned professions.
Robert the younger, our Leiden historian, was born Novem-

ber 14, 1823, and educated at the Erasrnian Latin School in

Rotterdam.

The first book to arouse enthusiasm in the lad was Heeren 1

**

Ideen uber die Politik, den Verkehr und den Handel der

vornehmsten Volker der alten Welt (Ideas about the Politics,

the Intercourse and the Commerce of the Chief Peoples of the

Ancient World). The romance in commercial relation*, the

vision seen by the author of links between people^ woven by
the trade shuttle carried to and fro by the slow-moving cam-

vans, made a picture fascinating to the boy. "Mere chance

threw the volumes
11

six dull-looking tomes they are "into

my hands, and I shall never forget the impression of history as

a living, moving growth," he says. When Fruin matriculated

at Leiden 1842, set. 19 it was with the intention of devoting
himself to ancient history.

It was a barren period at the university. There wa no one

in history or literature to affect a student of Frmn's inclina-

tion. The liberal education he gained came from his peers,

chiefly from Opzoomer, three years his senior. Fruin's doc-

torate thesis was, true to his ancient ideals, on an Egyptian

topic, De Manethone librorurnque ab eo scriptorum reliquiis

(Manetho and his Literary Remains). But that was his last

plunge into the remote past.

The following years of 1847 and 1848 were exciting ones.

Fruin was in Utrecht, where he worked at Netherland history,

while he, his brother, Opzoomer, and a few others watched

the European revolutionary crisis with intense interest,

amusing their leisure meanwhile with Shakespeare. The

impress of those years Netherland past and present to an

accompaniment of Shakespeare's rhythm was more potent

in its effect upon Fruin than the influence of his years at the

university. In 1849 he was appointed teacher of Dutch

history divided then for the first time from language in the

Leiden Gymnasium. In 1853 he made his first appearance in

print in a controversy with Groen van Prinsterer. This was

the beginning of a long public duel upon questions of govern-

mental theory and policy. In private the two were friendly
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until the publication of Fruin's Political Morality wounded

Groen, and the controversy became a quarrel.

Meantime Fruin was working steadily at Dutch historical

sources. In 1856 he printed the first result of his investiga-

tions Tien jaren uit den tachtigjarigen oorlog (Ten Years

of the Eighty Years' War). This masterly treatise appeared
in a most unattractive form as appendix to two successive

issues of the Leiden Gymnasium report, a big, ungainly folio.

But the merit was recognized. In a long review 1
J. A.

Nijhoff, after expressing admiration for the evident research,

for the command of the sources, and for the discriminating
estimation of their values, says:

" Yet with all the impression
of authority for every word uttered, there is a marked stamp
of freshness over all, which places this little work in a class

by itself in comparison with the early histories of the

Netherlands."

The monograph was speedily reprinted from the report,

making a volume of 400 pages, small octavo. But it is

wonderful how much matter is contained therein. The period
covered is 1588-1598. Our author draws a brilliant picture
of the situation in the Netherlands after the death of William

of Orange Spanish success seemed assured for good and all;

then comes a sketch of the Armada expedition, the decline of

Spain as a factor in European politics, Leicester's withdrawal

from the provinces, the course of the events which succeeded

each other until the tide turned gradually, and in 1698 the

little republic of the North emerged from chaos and began to

show an independent face to the world.

A study of Hugo De Groot (Grotius) and his wife followed

this naturally, touching as it does on the first years of the

seventeenth century. The next essay deals with an earlier

period. This was "The prologue to the eighty years' war,"
which appeared in 1859 in three successive numbers of De
Gids in the form of a review on Motley's Rise of the Dutch

Republic, then just translated into Dutch.

Fruin begins:

The perusal of Motley's book led me to a reexaznination of his sources.

The investigation has given me a different impression of his facts, their

causes and their interconnection, than I gained from his captivating pages.
I here take it for granted that everyone knows the American writer's

* Bljdragen voor vaderlandsche Geschledenis, N R. I (1860), p 95
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work it would be a scandal if our people neglected to read what a

foreigner counted important to ^nte of

Motley is at his best m description His ptyle i cle\ ei Hw sympathv
for his subject gives color and glo\\ to his pictuies The color and glow
indeed are dominant

It may be in order here to quote a bit from one of Motley's

letters, dated Brussels, 1853, to Holmes. Ho was then work-

ing on his manuscript. He dilates on his keen pleasure in

Rubens's work, ending with

As for color, his effects are as sure as those of the sun niiig in a tropic al

landscape
* * * There are some pictures here, and I < ften ir<>

*" * *

of a raw, foggy morning merely to \\arm myself in the blaze >i their

beauty.

It looks as though Rubens were one source of Motley's

highly colored style which impressed many of his early
reviewers unfavorably.
To continue Fruin's criticism:

But he (Motley) is less happy in getting to the bottom of hidden motive*

which affect events of causes which could not have* othei lesult* \Yhat

the witnesses whom he summons testify he reports far letter than they
relate. But he does not investigate sharply enough what they M> 1 >et\\ eon

the lines. The "how" can be read m his narrative, the '

\\liy" i* not

clear He often loses a sense of perspective His judgment on Charles V
is much too severe, as Bakhmzen has shown HIM judgment of certain

governmental acts of Philip and Granvelle rests 011 untenable ground In

general, he has a sense of the love of liberty which animated our people,

but he has no conception of the rights of the government which was form-

ing a modern state on the ruins of mediaeval privileges, nor of the church

as a political factor There is much that he could learn from Ranke

Very appreciative, however, is the Dutch scholar of Motley's

researches, and very discriminating in the points where he

differs from him. The "Prologue" is as masterly as the
" Ten years," and shows wonderful initiation into the subject

and a very dramatic sense of presentation.

These three articles decided Fruin's reputation as an author-

ity upon national history. In 1860 De Vries, holding the

double chair of Dutch history and language in the Univei'bity

of Leiden, asked to have the subjects divided. This was done,

and Robert Fruin received the first appointment as Hooglee-
raar in Vaderlandsche Geschiedenis, or professor of the his-

tory of the Fatherland.

No gift could have been more welcome to him. Joyously
he filled out his year's lessons to the schoolboys, and then on
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June 1, 1860, lie was formally inaugurated into his new office

of interpreting Netheiiand history to the student class.

It is a beautiful speech, his inaugural. It is only printed
in the big official records of the Netherland academies

Annales Academies Lugduno Batavise. I found the series in

an unvisited corner of the Astor Library, with their silent

pages still uncut. Probably sister sets are equally neglected in

Boston and Cambridge. The opening address to the rector,

curators, town officers, professors, and students, and other

hearers show how many degrees of "honorableness" can exist

in a Germanic tongue, while the translation into English gives

only monotony to the quality. Fruin then plunges into his

subject, "Impartiality in history." An apter title might be
"
Ideals of an historical writer and teacher of his national

history."

Taking Bilderdijyk, an avowed partisan, and Wagenaar, the

official state historian of the seventeenth century, as types, he

quotes this passage from Wagenaar:

A history which fulfills what may be expected of it represents events

just as they occurred, and can properly be compared to a mirror, in which
not only the outline but also the color of the objects is shown.

" Now what can be imagined as more impartial than a cold,

clear mirror? " continues Fruin. " But shall we take that as

an ideal for the imitation of an historian ? In the first place,
where shall he obtain his mirror in which the past is reflected

in its exact form? It is irrational to demand the impossible.
The past can not be mirrored, can not be reflected without a

medium. A history requires an historian who can not picture
the events as they happened, but as they present themselves

to his imagination. It can not equal the mirror in truth; it

can possess no other merits than those of a portrait which is

like. A portrait never can show a person just as he is, but as

the artist sees him. Two excellent portraits of one person

painted by different masters would differ from each other as

two historical narratives of the same period composed by dif-

ferent writers, for the artist's origin and training stamps his

work and the production is a combination of personality and
of art.
"
If then we acknowledge history writing as an art, we can

not deny that, like every art, it has its limits, and that we can

not demand from the artist what goes beyond the limits.
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"To expect an historian to write history other than as he
himself sees it, as he himself is impressed by it, is as unrhymed
as to make the same demand of the painter.
"Let everyone be artistic enough to express himself. Let

a partisan who feels called on to write histoiy write partially.

Wagenaarpretends to be impartialwhen he is not. Bilderdijk's
lack is not due to partisan spirit, but to his defective investi-

gation. He simply has no model. He may paint, but it is

phantasy.
"But I venture to assert that if every writer be absolutely

true to the impressions resulting from his own conscientious

and thorough investigations, two descriptions can not tally

exactly."
Then follows a long eulogy on Shakespeare and an expres-

sion of the speaker's conviction that had this dramatic poet
chosen that work, he would have been the most perfect narra-

tive historian the world had ever seen. Having sketched his

ideal further of how the history of one's own land should be

taught with exactness, with a power of research and an ability

to separate truth from falsehood, Fruin adds: "I am handing

you a yardstick with which to measure iny own shortcomings.
Do not think I flatter myself that I can reach my ideal. But

life is a continuous struggle and the height of the aim should

not prevent striving." To the students he said.
" I can do no

more than offer the opportunity to leam. Individual study
is the only real means of acquiring knowledge. My purpose
is to teach you the methods by which you can direct your

investigations.
* * * I only beg your sympathy, without

which my instruction can not be fruitful." ("Sympathy is

the keynote of history," he says elsewhere.)

Now Heer Bijvanck ex Leiden student, librarian of the

Royal Library at The Hague, one of the editors of the Gids

says
1 of Fruin: "He was the last of his school of histo-

rians." To me in this address of 1860 he seems, as he seemed

in the talks of 1896, intensely modern, markedly in touch

with one phase of the historical spirit of to-day.

How far did he attain his own ideal? Thirty-four years

later, when he retired from the post he had been so proud to

fill, he said that he had lacked the eloquence and enthusiasm

to give the satisfaction in his lectures given for example by

iDeGids,1899,I, etseq
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his predecessor, De Vries. One of his former students says:
6 '
Fruin's delivery was not attractive. His voice had a metallic

ring. He spoke in too high a key for a man, and often his

sentences ended in a falsetto. Nevertheless, if you came for

historic knowledge, to learn, to understand historic criticism,

it was not long before the speaker won your ear by way of

your understanding."

Stellwegen wrote in 1894:

Professor Fruin is a speaker of the greatest simplicity Clear as a spring
in the dunes is his language. His sentences are so perfectly consecutive

that they form one logical whole His lectures read well He never

improvises Every point is lucid before his mind's eye. He conquers

your attention by the vividness of his matter It is as though he recalls

what he had actually seen and been present at and witnessed Not through
the usual ornaments of oratorical style, but through the sequence of narra-

tive and demonstration does he hold his hearers prisoner. He is rather

poor than rich in images and dainty turns. Soberness, dignity, justice

those are the characteristics of his words in substance and in form. His-

torical matter seems part of him, and as soon as the auditor has experi-

enced the charm of this quality, he is convinced of the science of the

master * * * Fruin must not be judged according to the standard of

those who followed the course in history for the sake of their certificate,

or for the purpose of taking examination in a subject which they never

intended to touch again One must listen to those who chose Fruin's

courses inspired by their own love for historical studies But more than
once has it been my experience to see those who chose the lectures for a
minor (bijvak ) find that from that moment they became imbued with

the subject

"It is true, Professor Fruin founded no school," says
another biographer.

" He never tried to make others adopt
his line. His one aim was to arouse love for his subject and
to give a worthy example of devotion and unselfish perform-
ance of the duty in hand. He never urged his own opinions,
never made propaganda for certain principles of instruction.

His aim was to present the pros and cons, to collect data

whereby we might give judgment, and to this watchword he
remained true."

Meanwhile Fruin's pen was busy hand in hand with his

teaching. No other work appeared in its own two covers like

the "Ten Years," but the sum of his monographs, all told,

is about 250, according to the quotation in the Amsterdamsche

Dagblad of Professor Blok's memorial address at the Royal
Academy (Holland) on the 12th of this month (December
12, 1899),
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In regard to the worth of these brief M;udie&, I again appeal
to Mr. Adams, who considers "the monograph as the founda-

tion and corner stone of the historical edifice of the future/'

In full accord with this opinion, I would urge that no one

ought to treat Dutch history without a familiarity with this

abundant harvest of Professor Fruin's sowing, though natu-

rally the fruit varies in quality.

For some years, too, Fruin was editor of De Gids (1865-

1874) and of NijhofFs series
bfc

HistorLsche Bijdragcn.T or His-

torical contributions to national history. Do Gid>, or "The

Guide," is and was a rather heavy though dignified monthly.
Here is a bit of sanctum gossip repeated by Heer Bijvanck,
now on that same editorial board. Sometimes one of the

editors wished to refuse an article because it was so deadly
dull. Fruin would ask him gently whether harmony were not

lovely, and whether he appreciated the character of '"our

review." Once the four other editors hesitated to accept a

certain contribution which they urged was somewhat wanting
in taste though fresh in style.

"
Come, now," said Fruin,

ht we
can safely risk it. We have taste enough and to spare, but

no one can deny that we do lack freshness. '^

It was owing, perhaps, to Fruin^s dramatic sense that ho

usually wrote on a subject brought vividly before him by an

anniversary or present event parallel to one in the past. Or

again his articles are in the form of a review of new books,
but he soon leaves comments upon the author and follows his

own thread of thought upon the subject-matter.

There are studies on nearly all divisions of history military,

political, social, financial, economical, ecclesiastical, and religi-

ous as affecting national development; as, for instance:

De Overwinmng bij Heiligerlee 1568 (The Victory at Heiligerlee) .

De schuld van Willem III en zi]n vxienden aan den moord der gebruder
de Witt. De Gids, 1867, 1, 201 (The blame of William III and his friends

in the murder of the de Witts)
Hit het dagboek van een Oud Hollander. De Gids, 1869, 14, 369 (The

diary of an old Hollander)
Over de muntverzwakkmg in de 14* jaarhundert (The depreciation of

the currency in the fourteenth century) 1877.

De wederopluiking van het Katholicisme in Noord Nederland Gids,

1894, p. 240 (The revival of Catholicism in North Netherland in the six-

teenth century)

iDe Gids, 1899, II, p XL, 1
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There are a few studies on the middle ages, like the very

interesting article on Philip of Leiden, but in the main the

period treated is the sixteenth century, and gradually there

came into being a series of papers which pretty well cover the

period of the straggle with Spain.

That on the Grorcum martyrs is one of the most interesting.

The writer gives a picture of those true and steadfast Catholic

victims to De LumejT
's Beggars in 1572, before the restraining

voice of William of Orange came to urge that revolt against one

authority must not mean unbridled license. It is an exquisite

bit of historical narrative and a good example of the author's

attitude toward his authorities. It is full of discrimination

and gives reverent honor where honor was due, even though
the martyrs seemed to him mistaken in their zeal.

Fruin often expressed a wish that a Catholic Netherlander

would treat the eighty years' war. Asked once why he did

not put himself into the position of a Catholic, he answered

that it was impossible. Untruth could only result from one

trying to see from a strained position.

Later, when the fervent Catholic Nuyens wrote, Fruin

reviewed his work very severely in two articles entitled:

"Een proeve van averechtsche geschiedschrijving," (A speci-

men of preposterous history writing.) He attacks the author

in detail for his unjust handling of his material, for his

his misquotation, and his lack of duo estimate of his author-

ities. In 1896 1 asked him what he thought of another Cath-

olic, the Belgian, Kervijn do Lettenhovo. He answered that

he considered him absolutely honest, only mistaken in points.

Nuyens he deemed maliciously wrong, and too clever to be as

stupid as his errors would have made him.

Only once do I find him accused of writing without due

knowledge. That is in relation to his article in the Grids,
" Our rights to Netherland India," wherein he sympathized
with the native owners of the soil in Java too markedly to

suit colonial statesmen. Again, once I find an acknowledg-
ment that he had pronounced what he thought a last word
too hastily. He had a vigorous dispute with Heer Knoop at

the Royal Academy in regard to William Ill's responsibility
for fighting the battle of St. Denis and losing hundreds of

lives after peace had been signed for four days. The discus-

sion was long and bitter, but it was Fruin himself who
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finally discovered convincing proof that he had been wrong,
that William III had been guilty of absolute falsity in hi* state-

ments. He made public acknowledgment to Heer General

Knoop, and it does not beern to me that his reputation as a

scholar or a gentleman suffered at all in the transaction.

Toward the end of his life ho drifted into studies on cities,

writing much on Rotterdam and Leiden. In 1894 with hk
seventieth year he had to resign his professional career,

according to the law of Holland. I have only been able to

find references to his farewell address. There was apparently
a note of sadness in it from the opening words: "I have had

my time." But there was a note of loving reverence in the

reception that followed. Several people who were present
told me that it was delightful to see the grateful and surprised
astonishment of the new emeritus who did not feel himself

old at the affection in the greeting given him by his students

and townspeople. According to the pretty European univer-

sity custom, a group of his ex-pupils presented him with a

collection of their own original studies on subjects relating to

his work and theirs. The name& of Blok, the Mullers, the

younger De Vries, Beaufort, present minister of foreign

affairs, and half a dozen more all bear witness to the impulse
he gave them to turn their attention to Vaderlandsche Ge-

schiedenis.

After his retirement from active teaching, Fruin passed the

remaining years of his life in the pleasant, roomy house at

Leiden, where he had lived his bachelor life with its quiet,

uneventful routine of continuous work. In 1895 Queen Emma
invited him to instruct Wilhelniina in the past of the land she

was to govern. But he declined in favor of his successor,

Professor Blok.

In addition to his state pension, the professor emeritus had

a comfortable private income. No want ever troubled his

bcholar's calm, no money pressure ever led him to undue

haste in his work. Thus in addition to the fullness of knowl-

edge shown in his monographs, there is also a comfortable

sense of leisure and of uniformity as though he had worked

it all at a sitting and never been tired at all, as Kipling sings

of the artist's dream. Nor did he work for money and cer-

tainly not for fame. The two hundred odd articles I found

between sixty and seventy in New York are scattered in all
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kinds of publications, almanacs, reports, and society proceed-

ings, as well as in current periodicals. On my third and last

visit to him he fished under the masses of papers in the cor-

ners of his delightful disorderly scholarly workroom and
found a few of his essays taken in pages from the magazines
which he presented to me. bt The others must be lost," he
remarked placidly. His satisfaction had been in the work for

its own sake purely.
At a Royal Society meeting in 1895 he had been asked to

speak on "Historical method." When he arose, he said he
found he had not enough method to give an exposition thereof.

It could be put in a word Research into sources friendly
and unfriendly a vivid picture in the writer's mind of the

actors and their relation to the events, and then the history.
Relata refero was not enough, source burrowing was not

enough, insight and intuition must be added. He then gave
a sketch of the campaign of 1572 as an illustration.

At subsequent meetings of the various societies he always
had a word to say; in his study his pen was rarely at rest

until January, 1899, when a brief illness silenced his voice

and ended his activity.

I deeply regret that this Leiden teacher did not fulfill the

ideal sketched by Mr. Adams for the work of a ripe scholar:

At last, throwing all his finished monographs, his preliminary studies

and his matured judgments into the crucible, he will analyse, refine, and

condense, in the end pouring out the concentrated result not in thirty

volumes, but in two.

I wish we had that masterpiece, compact, self centered, and

philosophical, like Shakespeare's man looking before and after.

Professor Fruin was the man to produce it for his father-

land, had he only added to his other qualities personal ambi-

tion, an excellent thing in an historian, especially to be desired

in one so rich in characteristics of integrity, of sympathetic
and scholarly insight, and of knowledge of his OWD national

history, as was Robert Fruin.
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SACRED AND PROFANE HISTORY

By J UUB* H VKVEY ROBINHOX

Our modern fondness for looking at well nigh everything

historically , and the development of several newsoekl ciences,

notably economics, sociology, and comparative jurisprudence,
have combined to foster so multiform an interest in the past,
and have led to so vast and so varied an accumulation of his-

torical knowledge, that the venerable term "history" seems

no longer adequate to designate multitudinous and heterogene-
ous events and conditions, which often appear to have little

more than their bygoneness in common. Like an overgrown
empire, history threatens to be disrupted into its component
parts. If the late Professor Seeley was light, it has already
become only "the name of a mere residuum which has been

left when one group of facts after another has been taken

possession of by some science." This residuum, Professor

Seeley believed, must go the way of the rest, the time being
"not very distant when a science will take possession of the

facts which are still the undisputed property of the historian."

That history will even thus softly and suddenly vanish away,
like the baker who met a Boojum, we none of us really fear.

But it is clear enough that should such a general dissolution

take place, its results would be most unhappy all around. No
one can fail, of course, to appreciate the advantages of special-

ization. It would be as preposterous to impeach it as it would

be absurdly gratuitous to defend it. The scientific indis-

pensableness of specialization is everywhere recognized, and

many would claim a high educational value for it too. With-

out the continued productions of monographs like those of

Stubbs, Hefele, Bashdall, Lea, Harnack, Voigt, Henry Adams,
dealing with some one phase of human organization or interest,

or some brief period, progress would cease. Yet this special-

HIST 99, VOL i 8i 529
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ization has concomitant disadvantages which need to be

emphasized.

Only comparatively recently have constitutional, economic,

and legal history, and the development of philosophy, morals,

art, and literature become separate fields, subject to intensive

cultivation. We have hardly had time as yet to see what

effect this subdivision will have upon our educational system
or upon the historical treatises which are prepared for the

public. But the past furnishes us with a singularly conclu-

sive proof of the disastrous results of putting things asunder

which are indissolubly associated by nature. The earliest

form of specialization in history, so far as I am aware, was

the distinction made between sacred and profane history a

distinction that has been perpetuated by our habit of setting

off church history by itself as something concerning only
the theologian.

This differentiation was not due, it is true, to that scientific

ambition for precision and thoroughness which dictates to-day
a careful separation of economic or literary history from
what we may vaguely call history at large. While our mod-
ern specialization is first and foremost a division of labor, a

conscious concession to the exigencies of investigation, the

older distinction between sacred and profane history was at

firbt a matter of sentiment, then, later, of prejudice and ill

will. That certainly renders its consequences doubly noxious;
but if our newer scientific specialization does half as much
to distort and obscure our general conceptions of man's past
as the older has done, it will do incalculable harm.

Wo have unwittingly permitted our modern enthusiasm for

the principle of the separation of church and state to effect a

corresponding divorce in our historical studies. The result has

been that we have failed to reckon with a tremendous force

whose nature and workings should logically be our first and
chief preoccupation in approaching the history of Europe
during the past fifteen centuries. I believe that it would not

be difficult to prove that no single factor in European history,
whether we regard the growth of the state or the develop-
ment of culture, can in any way be compared in its constant,

direct, and obvious influence with the Roman church. Yet
our prejudices, or our thoughtlessness, practically exclude

the church from consideration in our manuals of general his-
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tory aud in our academic instruction. Something is said, of

course, of the mischievous influence of the papacy, of its

encroachments on the poor, buffering emperors and kings,
of the terrible wickedness and degiacktion of the ecclesias-

tical system, which Luther bravely showed up. There is, per-

haps, a perfunctory tribute to the monkish scribe busily copy-

ing Horace's Satires, or a word about the Truce of God, but the

church is known mainly for the pope's ariogance, the wrang-
ling theologians, the inquisition, for its "pigges bones'" in-

dulgences, dirty friars, and sly Jesuits. How, it may bo

asked parenthetically, would the state, that noblest of man's

creations, to many the very central theme of historical

research, -appear if we heard only of royal adulterers, of star

chambers, and ship money, of George HTs
u
golden pills/

1

and Tammany's insolence? In short, the church has been

represented as a gigantic conspiracy consistently hostile to

the normal and beneficent social organization. But in reality

it was the most characteristic and natural production of Euro-

pean society as it existed in the Middle Ages. It was brought
forth and maintained by the most distinguished men of the

period; it included among its officials pretty much the whole

educated class. As we revere our Federal Constitution to-

day, so Europe, high and low, clergy and laity alike, revered

the constitution of Holy Church for a thousand years.

We all know well enough that no band of conspirators
could erect a permanent system opposed to the needs and

ideas of the period, but habit and the force of ancient preju-
dice leads us to relegate a study of the hierarchy to the church

historian, while the term history means, as usually received,

those matters unconnected with the church, which appears on

the scene only as a marplot.
It is true that we no longer speak familiarly of Antichrist,

the Scarlet Woman, or the Mystery of Iniquity, as did our

ancestors, but centuries of Protestant polemic has transmitted

to us a dull, persistent suspicion of the Mediaeval Church and

all its works, which haunts the minds of otherwise impartial

scholars. Another circumstance has, moreover, blinded us

still further to the real historic importance of the ecclesias-

tical organization. We live in an age strikingly secular in

its spirit and in a country where the exclusion of the church

from all governmental functions and its reduction to a group
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of voluntary private associations has been carried out with a

consistency perhaps unparalleled in the world's history. The

mediaeval system, which Europe has by no means altogether

outgrown, appears to us so monstrous a violation of the prin-

ciples of civil government that only by a persistent and

strenuous cultivation of an artificial historical sympathy can

we conie to comprehend it, even imperfectly. The position

of the church to-day in England and France is full of mystery
to us. Court of Arches, church wardens, advowsons, lords

spiritual, all are wholly alien to our notions of government
and property, and yet they are but the scanty vestiges of a

cunningly devised system under which Europe lived for

ages a system which must be understood before there is the

least chance of understanding the most serious, perhaps, of

all the momentous problems which have faced Europe during
the past five centuries.

The Mediaeval Church was no exclusively religious organ-
ization. It was a state as well, a state rivaling a continental

bureaucracy in the importance and variety of its functions

and in the precision and efficiency of its mechanism. As
Maitiand well says: "We could frame no acceptable definition

of a state which would not comprehend the church. What
has it not that a state should have? It has laws, lawgivers,
law courts, lawyers. It uses physical force to compel men
to obey its laws. It keeps prisons. In the thirteenth century,

though with squeamish phases, it pronounces sentence of

death. It is no voluntary society. If people are not born

into it, they are baptized into it when they can not help them-

selves. If they attempt to leave, they are guilty ol crirnen

lies majestatis and are likely to be burnt. It is supported
1 >y involuntary contributions, by tithe and tax.

" *
It is obvious

that this ecclesiastical state, the most powerful, extensive, and

enduring social organization of which wo have any record,
bears little resemblance to our Protestant communities. The

danger of using the same word for what Innocent III and
Mr. Moody understood by church is indeed appalling to a

teacher who sees the disparity. If we had occasion to deal

with the Council of Jerusalem, as described in Acts, and the

Council of Trent, or with the University of Bologna in the

* Canon Law in the Church of England (1898), pp 100-101
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thirteenth century and that of South Dakota to-day, we .should

immediately recognize the necessity of making plain the

ambiguity of the terms as the very first .step in oui explana-
tion. Now, while our students and the general public may
well have a hhrewd suspicion, after .studying one of our cur-

rent manuals, that the church over which Hildebrand presided
must have been very different from the Baptist churc h around
the corner, they have no means of appreciating the roal nature

of the difference or of estimating its tremendous importance.
The same danger of confusion exist* in the ca.se of the civil

authority, for we are almost sure to assume a fundamental

resemblance between the feudal anarchy and our modern state.

When Gregory VII hotly asserted that the civil rule was the

invention of evil men, instigated by the devil, it was, after all,

no hasty conclusion but the outcome of years of observation.

We should doubtless all have agreed, could we have witnessed

the conduct of the average ruler of those days, that the Pope's

theory of the origin of the state was a fair working hypothesis,
all things considered The dictum of Thomas Aquinas that the

secular power is subject to the spiritual, a* the body to the soul,

was no empty claim. It was not only the most generally

accepted opinion, but corresponded pretty well with the actual

political and social relations of the Middle Ages.
If , then, both church and state in our modern sense were

unknown in Europe until comparatively recently, might it not

be worth while to explain so fundamental a matter in our

manuals, and endeavor especially to make clear the general

organization of the church, its functions, the sources of its

power, and the public support which it enjoyed? Indeed, is

there the least prospect that the public will understand the

history of Europe at all until we mend our ways and give the

church its duo place? It would hardly be exaggerating its

importance if we said that the chief interest of the earlier

Middle Ages lies in the development of the Roman Catholic

Churqh; that of the later Middle Ages in its controlling influ-

ence at the height of its power; that of the past five centuries

in the revolution which overthrew it and leplaced it by our

modern state and our modern culture.

In spite, however, of my conviction that the neglect of the

church is the most conspicuous defect of our instruction in

general history, I should be quite misunderstood if it should
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he inferred that I advocated a more general attention to church

history. Not at all; I am not, as I indicated at the start,

making a plea for any special field of research, but for a

rational reconstruction of our conception of what should be

included in a general review of Europe's past. To deal with

the Lutheran revolt without understanding how the church

was a secular as well as a religious institution is like present-

ing our civil war as simply the outcome of a different concep-
tion in North and South of the nature of the Constitution.

To define the French Revolution as De Tocqueville does, as

the destruction of the feudal system is to belittle it. The Civil

Constitution of the Clergy betokened as vital a metamorphosis
as the decrees of August 4-5 abolishing the feudal dues. So

no elementary study of either the Protestant revolt or of the

French Revolution can be satisfactory so long as we continue

to neglect one of the greatest factors in both movements.

Our attitude toward church history should be on the whole

our attitude toward economic or constitutional or literary

history. We must divide the vast stock of historical data

and conclusions accumulated in all the fields of special research

into two separate parts. All that is of a technical nature

should be classed "professional," and should usually be so

formulated as best to serve the purposes of the expert. The
exact contents of St. Francis's first rule, the finances of Glas-

tenbury Abbey at the end of the fifteenth century, or the

diplomatic antecedents of the Seven Years' War do not

directly concern the public or the students in our schools and

colleges. On the other hand, there is much in the thorough-

going revision which is going on of our notions of man's past
which persons with no special knowledge of history will be

glad to know and will be the better for knowing.
This distinction between the technical and professional and

the popular and general phases of our subject doubtless

appears to be very trite and very self-evident. Trite it is not,

however, for only modern conditions have rendered it impera-
tive, and so little self-evident is it that some of our most
serious perplexities may be ascribed to a failure to recognize
it in our instruction and writing. In this country at least

history is hardly yet regarded as a technical subject reserved

for those who have been prepared by professional training to

pursue it. Until recently all our historical works were sup-
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to meet the need& both of the public at large and of the

rare student who might appreciate the purely esoteric.

Obviously we can not continue to do this, for, in the first

place, the scholar is becoming more exacting and demands a

concise, technical statement of the results of research; in the

second place, if the public and our college students are to gain
the best which history has to give, our whole energy must be
directed toward freeing our presentation from every unessen-
tial detail which serves only to obscure the great issues and
transformation of the past. No detail may be admitted simply
because it is true or "interesting'' or important to a spe-
cialist. Each particular detail chosen must substantiate,

enliven, or illustrate the manifold general truths whose number
and importance increase dail\r .

"The history of education," Kashdall well says, "is indeed
a somewhat melancholy record of misdirected energy, stupid

routine, and narrow one-sidedness. It seems to be only at

rare moments in the history of the human mind that an
enthusiasm for knowledge and a many-sided inteiest in the

things of the intellect stirs the dull waters of educational com-

monplace."
1 This depressing reflection is as true of histor-

ical instruction as of any other branch of education. But we
are now all busy Stirling the dull waters of educational com-

monplace. The development of special historical studies

implies a careful reconstructing of our general view of the

whole subject; and whether we ultimately accept Banke's view
that the foundation and development of the political order is

far the greatest achievement of our race, that'it alone gives

continuity to the story of the past, or whether we discover in

the progress of culture the true import of history, we shall

learn to look back with amazement and pity upon a period
when general history was taught as if the Church of Rome
were a negligible factor.

i Universities of the Middle Ages, II, 705
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SHOULD RECENT EUROPEAN HISTORY HAVE A PLACE IN THE
COLLEGE CURRICULUM?

BY CHABLES M ANDREWS

The object of this paper is largely controversial. I do not

anticipate any radical changes resulting from its presentation,
but by uttering a word of dissent I should like to disturb

somewhat, if I may, the complacency with which historical

students have placed the events of the last thirty years out-

side the limits of serious historical study. No propositions
in history would seem to be more certainly demonstrable than

these: First, that the events of these thirty years are not

within the scope of historical treatment; secondly, that in

consequence no self-respecting historical writer would con-

cern himself with the problems which these yeara have to

offer; and thirdly, that no teacher who pretends to take a

scientific view of historical development would consider him-

self justified in attempting to deal with the subject. Are
these propositions either scientifically or practically sound?

The chief reasons commonly alleged in support of these

propositions areas follows: In the first place it in said that

the year 1870 marks the close of a clearly defined historical

period, one in which a specific set of issues was worked out;

that the years since that time are but the first part of an

epoch the end of which is not in sight and the characteristic

features of which are at present so vague as to defy exact

definition; and that this incompleteness renders such a period

practically unavailable for historical study and presentation.

In the second place, it is said that the material for such study
is at present of such a character as to make scientific exami-

nation impossible; that much of it is ephemeral, partaking of

the nature of newspaper literature, while the real evidence

upon which sound conclusions only can be based is still locked
539
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up in secret archives, there to remain until the various gov-
ernments see fit to make it public. In the third place, the

objection is raised that these years are too close to give us

the proper perspective for even a narrative history and much
more for an exposition which aims to explain as well as to

record facts, inasmuch as the great problems are scarcely

defined and only dimly perceived. And, in the last place, the

contention is made that as the majority of those who would

exploit this period have lived through the years they are

studying, they are bound to be influenced unduty by preju-

dice and partisan feeling, and, therefore, to be incompetent
to present fairly and judicially the evidence at hand.

Each of these objections is weighty, and each has a large
foundation of truth upon which to rest. Each is sufficient to

render futile any attempt to write of scientific purpose with

a view to finality of treatment the history of any one of the

European states since 1870, or to determine with precision the

problems with which the historian of the future will have to

grapple in dealing with the last thirty years of the nineteenth

century. We do not know and we can not know what is the

final word that posterity will pronounce upon this period of

history, and while we can see dimly the nature of the prob-
lems with which present society is wrestling we can not deter-

mine their proportions, nor can we, with any certainty, forecast

their solution. With such an attempt to treat recent history
I have nothing to do. The question I would discuss is as to

whether recent European history should be made the subject
of historical study, particularly in college classes.

In the first place, what is the purpose and end of all histor-

ical study and investigation? Is it to train men in powers of

criticism and insight; is it to make them more reasonable,

cautious, and impartial; is it to awaken the imaginative fac-

ulty and render the human mind more competent to interpret

truly the thoughts and actions of past generations of men?
All these certainly are among the objects to be attained; but
are these the only and final objects sought? I think not. The

training of men's minds is itself not an end; it is the shaping
of a more perfect instrument for the accomplishment of a
further work. The more perfect instrument will fashion a
more perfect product; the trainedmind will produce the more
accurate rendering of a past movement or series of move-
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merits, hut it is the more accurate rendering that is the end,
and not the training that has made ssuch rendering possible.

Again, is such accurate interpretation of a phase of past his-

tory the end and highest purpose of historical &tudy i A stu-

dent by minute and special investigation, by the emplo3
Tment

of accepted canons of criticism, by a truer appreciation of

the motives which have actuated men and of the tunes in

which they have lived, may bring forth a monograph upon a

particular subject, may rewrite the history of a whole epoch,
or may view from a new standpoint the whole of a nation's

career. Are each or all of these the end Bought, or is each

but a means to the accomplishment of something greater btill *

Do students of to-day recognize no higher aim than the pro-
duction of the article, the monograph, or the book upon a

particular subject? I think that they do. I think that the

discovery of truth and the elimination of error, which is the

essence and soul of all special historical investigation, is but

the preparing of material to be employed in the production
of something greater and more comprehensive. The histor-

ical world needs the trained and methodical mind; it needs

criticism and insight; it needb the exact fact and the honest

interpretation, but it needs them for that philosophical syn-
thesis of history, the summing up of all that history is and

history means, which, as was said by the first president of

this association at its first meeting, is "the highest effort and

noblest result toward which these special historical investiga-

tions lead."

Now, admitting that historical training and method, histor-

ical criticism and minute investigation, are but means to the

attainment of this higher end, it is necessary that we deter-

mine more exactly what form this historical synthesis should

take, and its relation to our subject. Such synthesis is not

merely a general history of the world, else the highestend and

purpose would be a mere grouping of facts, and our interest

in it would be the mere acquiring of information. The object

of historical study is not the obtaining of an encyclopedic

knowledge of facts. Nor is such synthesis the coordination

and correct interpretation of any one set of facts relating to

a given subject. The highest end and purpose of history is

not to explain the development of political history, nor yet of

constitutional, legal, administrative, religious, social, or eco-
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nouiic history. Each of these is but a part of a larger

whole.

Professor Burgess has concisely and accurately formulated

the categories according to which wo are to determine the

form that the historical synthesis is to take. First, continu-

ity in time; but that is not enough. Secondly, the relation

of cause and effect; but that is not enough. Thirdly, the

relation of cause and effect, plus the increment of progress.
The highest end and purpose of history is, therefore, the syn-
thesis of those facts and phases of history that mark the pro-

gressive development of the human spirit. There are his-

tories of nations and states, of institutions and constitutions,

but above and over all is History which takes from each those

particulars that have made for progress and weaves them
into a nobler sequence. Wo study the Orient, Greece and

Rome, the Middle Ages, the Renaissance and Reformation,
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the French Revolu-

tion and the nineteenth century, in each case for its own sake,

but still more in order to determine the part that each has

played in producing institutions and ideas destined to shape
the civilization of the ages that wore to follow. Each period
and epoch of history looks back to that which has gone
before, and forward to that which comes after; and the char-

acter of each is determined not by any one feature, political,'

religious, or other, but by that one or those several which in

that period have done most to expand the human mind and

enlarge the human capacity.

But this view of the subject, which is the only logical view,

and, therefore, the only scientific one for history is a science

because it is capable of logical treatment demands that we
ask one more question: If we study each epoch for the sake

of the light it throws upon that which is to follow, and value

the information acquired in proportion to its importance in

explaining progress, what is the final goal toward which we
are moving? It is inevitably and logically the better under-

standing of the civilization of the present century, of the pres-
ent day. There is no possible stopping point short of the

present, for all history has been leading up to this, and in the

highest sense of our science we study the past that we may
better understand the present; not by making historical paral-
lels or in framing arguments drawn from the careers of past
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nations, but by tracing line by line and sequence by sequence
the gradual unfolding of this development of human ideas and
human institutions. It is only in this way that we can under-

stand what we have and what we are. Logically the historj
r

of the nineteenth century is the culmination of all history;
and if one phase of that history was finished in 1870 we must
still say, if we would nothave our synthesis shamefully incom-

plete, that we study the period from 1789 to 1870 in order to

understand better the character of the unfinished era in which
we are now living.

In view of this fact that the last thirty years are the most

important years in all history and the logical goal toward

which all historical study is directed, are the objection^ which

have been raised sufficient to warrant the widely defended

neglect of these years in the college curriculum? I do not

think so. Two of these objections are supported by the argu-
ment of incompleteness in one case the incompleteness of the

era itself; in the other, the incompleteness of the evidence.

But an argument based on the incompleteness of the evidence

is dangerous, for it can be raised against half the periods of

history. No student of recent events could possibly err so

frequently as did Kemble in his history of the institutions of

the Anglo-Saxons; nor would he deliberately reject whole

groups of evidence as did Niebuhr when he refused to use

inscriptions, or Hume when he refused to examine newly dis-

covered papers bearing on the history of the Stuarts. There

is plenty of material accessible for a study of the history of

Europe since 1870, and it is by no means ephemeral, but

official and reliable. Let it be granted, however, that the

knowledge to be obtained would be incomplete. Is that a

sufficient, reason why the students who are graduated from

our colleges should be kept in ignorance of the most impor-
tant era in history ? The work to .be performed by the college

is not professional; it is educational Fifty years ago the cry

was that too much time was spent on the history of those

"brave men who lived before Agamemnon," and that the

student knew more of Marathon and Herodotus, Sphacteria

and Thucydides, Cannae and Polybius than he did of Napier
and the Peninsular war, the reform acts, or the unity of

Germany. I venture to think that the average reader,

whether in college or out of it, finds his darkest ages to be
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those years since 1870, and even it may be those since 1814,

and that, too, in the face of the fact that he is a reader of

newspapers and a commentator upon current events. Is it

any argument at all that the student should remain in dark-

ness because the light that can be thrown be confessedly fitful

and uncertain?

But two stronger arguments remain to be examined. First,

that these events are too close to us to be seen in their true

proportions; and, secondly, that even if we attempted to

interpret them the version would be either perfunctory or

biased. To the first objection I would answer, that if the

point of view be that of to-day and the glance be backward,
then the range is too close and the perspective will be

destroyed. But no historical instructor or scholar studies his

history backward. I am presenting no brief for "current-

events" classes or for courses in the study of modern prob-

lems; I am simply urging that the historical continuity which

we study in the past be extended to its logical conclusion, and

that is down to the present day. History has provided the

proper range, and those events which seem confused and

amorphous as we look back at them from the present will be

found to take on an intelligent and orderly arrangement when

approached from the standpoint that history itself has pro-
vided the standpoint of the past. Now, the historical

instructor who knows his business teaches general history to

1870 with his glance always forward; why, then, should he

change his point of view in considering the history since that

time ? He may not be a prophet in his diagnosis of the future,
for history forbids prophecy, but he will be far better equipped
by his knowledge of what problems have been solved in the

past to trace the growing importance of those which are

becoming the problems of the future. He may see the tend-

encies dimly, but is it not a- gain if he see them at all? Why
should the student who leaves college to enter into the world
of affairs be left stranded at the years 1870 or 1878 and never

be brought to see that which he ought above all things to

know, the connection between the Europe of yesterday and
the Europe of to-day ? The knowledge that he has obtained of

the history of the past will fail of its highest value if he be
not given this last connecting link.

And now one word about the last objection. We are told
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that the treatment of the history of so recent a period must
of necessity be one sided and biased. I think that this would
be true were the history written by one who has been an
active participant in the affairs of the period. But we are

also told that such an one ought to do the work; that he who
knows diplomacy fioin the inside, who has sat in legislative

chambers, has led troops in battle, or has been a banker, a

merchant, or an employer of labor is more competent than
the student to write of these things I behove that there is

a fallacy here somewhere, and that unless .such persons be

trained historians first and men of affairs afterwards they
will produce very poor histories. Grote was a banker, Hodg-
kin, Seebohm, and Lubbock are such still, but we do not

trace to that training the excellence of the historical work
that each has done. Sybel was for years a member of the

Prussian Landtag, but there is no special reason to believe

that his historical work owes its high character to the experi-
ences there gained. Gardiner has never held political office,

Firth has never been a soldier. That great scholar who has

done more for the history of English law than any man living

or dead was unable to succeed as a legal practitioner. The
best history of the speaker has been written by a woman; and

one of the leading authorities upon the battle of Waterloo

and the battles of the civil war, whose name stands high abroad

as well as at home, never saw a battle or heard a shot fired.

That which is true of the past is also true of the present.

The writer upon current history need not be and ought not

to be a man of affairs. The historical lumber room is full of

books; I do not refer to memoirs and recollections, but to

historical treatises, which have been written by men who have

mistaken their calling. But suppose that that worm, the mere

student, the impartial investigator, should give his presenta-

tion a twist, would he be doing more than have scores of writ-

ers of past times, whose works are standards to the uncriti-

cal public Macaulay, Hume, Froude, even our own Bancroft?

Such twist it is the business of the college instructor, if he

do his work as he ought, to unwind, that all the strands may
be straight.

I have been endeavoring to show thus far that in failing

to instruct students in the history of the last thirty years the

college has not fulfilled one of its most important functions,

HIST 99, VOL i 35
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My argument has thus far concerned what is the scientific

that is, logical demand of the subject, against which no sound

objections can be raised. Let me view the subject from the

strictly utilitarian standpoint, from the standpoint of the col-

lege's educational obligations. The aim of college instruction

m history is neither to produce trained historians nor to

impart mere information. It is to equip men with habits of

thought that wo may call scientific, and with an apparatus of

knowledge which will have some bearing on the practical

sides of life. Every man, whatever be his profession, has an

interest in the world in which he is living, and in this country
a growing interest in the affairs of the world across the sea.

The American is losing his provinciality and is becoming, in

the range of his intellectual interests, a cosmopolite. He
must know not only the history of the country of which he

is a citizen but also the history of those countries whose
careers are becoming year by year of greater and greater

importance to him. There never was a time, because of the

changing material conditions under which we are living,

because of rapid communication and transportation, and,
above all, because of the changing relations into which this

country is entering with the countries of the Old World, when
the need to know and the desire to know what the Old World
is doing and why it is doing it was greater than it is to-day.
Yet in the presence of this fact we are told that though his-

tory may be a science and deserving of study and logical
treatment up to the year 1870, it is after that date a mere
handicraft to be learned, not under the guidance of a com-

petent instructor, but in that worst of practitioner's offices

for such a subject, the world of experience. Up to 1870

history may be scientifically treated, after 1870 information

regarding it must be got by any haphazard method that hap-

pens to be at hand. The student must learn this history from
the newspapers, confessedly incomplete and partisan; from
editorials written to support a policy, or from magazine arti-

cles written to defend a cause. He is to be given no training
in the interpretation of recent history, no warning against
the dangers of hasty judgments, no word of caution concern-

ing the equal danger of ultra conservatism. The student is

taught to feel that he has left his real history behind him
with the year 1870, and that what he has learned of history
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in college has only a remote and not very tangible connection

with affairs of to-day I would not urge that the college
instructor u^e his history as does the Prussian schoolmaster,
to arouse a spirit of patriotism and of loyalty to his country.
That is well enough, it may be, but it is not the true purpose
of history. The college should make it possible for the

student to read his newspaper with intelligence, to bring to

his reading that attitude of skeptical reserve which will enable

him to judge slowly and reasonably; to bring to his reading
that knowledge of the events of the last century, of the last

decade, of the last year, and it may be of yesterday, which
will enable him to determine what issues are vital and what

are only incidental, to strike at the heart of a question and

not to be misled by multiplicity of details. The newspaper
of to-day and I mean not only the daily, but the weekly, the

monthly, and the quarterly is often a trap for the unwary,
and the amount of unintelligent comment upon current events

is a characteristic of our present intellectual activity. And
in such unintelligent comment there is a great waste of men-

tal ability that ought to be better directed.

Here is the field in which historical instruction in colleges

can perform a practical and utilitarian work by virtue of

which history will be able to defend its right to be considered

a subject of real and immediate value to the unprofessional
student. I do not mean by this that an instructor should

become the exploiter of every new issue that arises, or should

pose as an authority upon technical questions of international

or public law. Par from it. I mean that in studying the

past he should bring his tale of progress down to the present
in such a fashion that the student will have the suitable his-

torical background which the majority of the readers of

to-day do not possess. College instruction should show not

only the work of the French Revolution and ite outworking
in the first seven decades of the nineteenth century, but it

should show the changing conditions, political, social, and

economic, under which we have entered upon the new era.

And it should go on to trace in unbroken sequence the chief

tendencies of the present so far as an honest and impartial

study of the material can disclose them. In such an exposi-

tion mistakes will undoubtedly be made, but they will not be

comparable with the errors of judgment that are made every
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day in the newspaper editorial columns, and the hastily

written magazine articles that are at the present time to the

average man the chief source of information. College instruc-

tion should, so far as the practical difficulties that lie in the

way can be overcome, act as a corrective to this, and the more

completely this can bo done the more completely will the col-

lege have fulfilled the task which the subject imposes upon it.

Historical instruction will also have justified its practical

character, creating real values for the student and preparing
him for a more intelligent understanding of the events in the

issues of which he may be called upon to take part. And
furthermore the college in so doing will have prepared the

way for that school of diplomacy of which this country stands

so greatly in need.

The conclusion that may be drawn from this is as follows:

Were European history of the last thirty years made the

final stage in a course of modern history, beginning, let us

say, with the French Revolution, or, if time allowed, even

with the Renaissance and Reformation, the college graduate
would face the world better able to understand the great
events occurring in it, and at the same time better able to

appreciate at their true value the unwieldy commentaries and

statements with which he is daily confronted in the press.

The French Republic would not fall so often before the man
on horseback; the decline and fall of the British Empire,
after the fashion of old Rome, would not be so often fore

told; Italy would not be so often threatened with utter col-

lapse; Austria-Hungary would not so often break up into

fragments; the struggles of the lesser states Norway, Bel-

gium, Spain, and the Danubian principalities would take on

more orderly and intelligent form; and war, that frequently

recurring universal war, would be more commonly discounted

on its appearance in newspaper headlines. And, lastly, and

perhaps most important of all, were a sounder knowledge

possessed of the historical tendencies of the century in

America and England as well as in the continental States,

there would be, I venture to believe, among those of the

next generation who have received their college training in

this, fewer jingoes on one side and doctrinaires on the other.
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THE COLONIAL PROBLEM

By HENRY E BOLRNE

A year ago the council of this Association appointed a com-
mittee to report on the colonial problem. The Economic
Association chose a similar committee. These committees
divided the field of work so that matters chiefly financial were

given to the economists, while administrative affairs and ques-
tions of general policy were left to us.

It was concluded that the problems of American coloniza-

tion, particularly in the Philippines, could be analyzed more

successfully if, in a series of detached studies, an explanation
were given of the colonial systems, the methods of train-

ing officials, etc ,
of England, Holland, and France, and if

accounts were added of their experiments in controlling
such possessions as Java, the Malay States, Indo-China, and

Madagascar.
An attempt was made to supplement the material already

published by forwarding a memorandum of questions, through
the State Department, to our diplomatic and commercial

agents residing in these dependencies. Not only might fresh

impressions he gained in this way, but many things might be

learned which, though incidental, really illustrate the process
of adjusting a colonial regime to a conquered possession.

The State Department, however, sent the questions to the

embassies at London, Berlin, The Hague, and Paris, probably

believing that satisfactory answers could be procured more

readily through the several colonial offices. The replies re-

ceived up to this time are instructive, and yet are too brief to

be more than guides for further investigation.

Of the detached studies planned by the committee only

three or four have been undertaken. Two of these viz,

Chinese emigration, and the selection and training of colonial

officials are on the programme this morning.
551
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In discussing some difficulties of American colonization I

do not use the word "
difficulties" in the sense of objections

to the policy of retaining Porto Kico and the Philippines.

To a smaller degree, or in a different form, the same difficul-

ties beset the attempt to govern Alaska or the Hawaiian

Islands, or any possession distant from our shores and

unlikely to be settled by men of American or European
descent.

Among the many problems which such a subject suggests I

wish to consider chiefly one whose importance is easily lost

sight of in these discussions. I refer to the disposition of the

authority to make laws.

In the organization of Territories Congress has always

sought to promote their early development into self-governing

commonwealths, and has therefore allowed the size of the

population to determine the time of granting legislative

power to a local representative assembly. During the inter-

val, in the Territories carved out of the Northwest Territory,
the governor and the judges were to adopt laws from the

codes of the older States, subject to the approval of Congress.
But in Orleans, according to the act of 1804, legislation was

temporarily intrusted to the governor and a council of "thir-

teen fit and discreet persons of the Territory," chosen by the

President. Such a measure marked Orleans as a colony with-

out voice in its own affairs. And this was done intention-

ally. In the debate on the bill Dr. Eustis, of Boston,
declared significantly,

" I am one of those who believe that

the principles of civil liberty can not be suddenly ingrafted
on a people accustomed to a regimen of a directly opposite
hue." But the opposition to the bill was so strong that its

validity was limited to one year. It set a precedent, how-

ever, which may point the way out of some of our present
difficulties.

Were Porto Rico not in the Tropics, a thousand miles away,
and already peopled by races which have not yet succeeded in

managing free institutions, it would bring us no problems not

solved long ago; and, in principle, much the same may be
said of the Philippine Islands.

Probably in the Hawaiian Islands a modified form of the

Territorial system will be workable, and yet the Fifty-fifth

Congress, instructed by an elaborate report from its special
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commission, could not agree upon such modifications in time
to establish by law any settled government Indeed, the old

Territorial system is a delicate instrument to intrust to so com-

posite a group of peoples, even if the native Hawaiians are as

docile as they are said to be and if political leadership be
retained by the comparatively small band of Americans now
in control.

In all our new lands race antipathies will probably be

aggravated by the influence of the feelings and prejudices
which have sprung from our own race conflicts. This danger
in a heightened form has already been cunningly used by
Aguinaldo and his advisers to convince the Filipinos that they
are to be treated like the negro in many of the Southern

States. And with the best will in the world we can not look

upon dark-skinned peoples, certainly not in Porto Rico, where
the negro constitutes a large element of the population, in

the same impartial way as would the English or the French,
or even the Spaniards. These colonizing nations have no race

problem at home, and so they have not merely the intention

of fairness toward all they have the sentiment of it. On the

other hand, we feel more as do the Afrikanders. And this

attitude is so deeply inbred, the cause of it works with such

continuous force in our national life, that the more generous

feeling of races toward each other in our now possessions is

not likely to affect us. On the contrary, it is likely to be

submerged in the volume of our own antipathies. If this is

not mere vague foreboding, it will render the problem of Ter-

ritorial self-government more difficult as union with the

United States becomes more intimate.

The situation in Porto Eico is at present less complex than

in the Hawaiian Islands, and yet the people, unlike at least the

dominant element in Hawaii, have had no training in genuine

self-government. It is not surprising, therefore, that the

Hawaiian Commission expressly guarded in their report against
the supposition that they were incidentally paving the way for

a subsequent Porto Rican act And President McKinley in

his message suggested that reconstruction begin in the munici-

palities, and that the legislative power be at first intrusted to

a council, like the council of Orleans. This would place the

people of Porto Rico for a time in the position of subjects

rather than of citizens, but in the estimation of the President
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the position would be soon exchanged for one which would

carry with it the full privileges of self-government.

Whatever may finally be devised for the Hawaiian Islands

and for Porto Rico, it is evident that the Philippines must be

treated differently. As the Philippine Commission pointed

out in its preliminary report, the most significant fact in this

situation "is the multiplicity of tribes inhabiting the archi-

pelago, the diversity of their languages (which are mutually

unintelligible), and the multifarious phases of civilization

ranging all the way from the highest to the lowest exhibited

by the natives of the several provinces and islands.
1 '

Itwould

be no more reasonable for the United States to act as if the

inhabitants of these islands possessed national unity than it

would be for England to treat the peoples of British India as

one nation. If the Territorial regime can bo used at all, it must

be so adapted to new requirements that it will practically

become unrecognizable. The problem is essentially new.

It may not be easy for those who shape public opinion and

make wise action by Congress possible to successfully analyze
this situation, even if aided by the tests of European experi-

ence, for the old way of organizing territory has been found

applicable to so many cases that it has become a fixed habit of

political thought. Moreover the public mind is not yet quietly
settled in the conviction that those islands arc permanent parts
of American territory. While the majoiity of the people are

unwilling to abandon them at present, it is not clear that this

majority would accept without hesitancy, or even positive dis-

taste, such a scheme of administration as the most successful

colonial powers of Europe would adopt This hesitancy is

increased by the ceaseless cries of the opponents of annexation

that the American people are faithless to their traditions of

self-government if the islanders are kept in tutelage. But so

long as we are responsible for this territory we should give
the inhabitants an effective administration. This should be

done while showing every consideration for their natural

susceptibilities. But if to good government they prefer lib-

erty after the manner of certain Central American republics,
we can only employ the old expedient of appealing "from
the Pope badly informed to the Pope better informed."

It can not be assumed that the political education of even

the Tagalogs and Yisayans will be pushed forward so rapidly
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that they will soon be fitted for real self-government It would
be strange if what the English, the Dutch, and the French

peoples,who also believe sincerely in liberty, have not ventuied
to attempt we can accomplish in a few years, although, unlike

them, we have not been taught by long experience how to deal

with Orientals. Nearly twenty yean* ago the French took a

timid step in this direction by the establishment of a colonial

council in Cochin China. The minister of the marine, who

suggested the measure, said it was his purpose, by ssiuxre&sive

acts, to prepare for the introduction of French inbtitutiont>

But great care was taken lest this council become embarrass-

ing to the authorities. The system of elections insured a

majority to resident Frenchmen; and the chairman was

appointed by the governor-general, who could also suspend
the sittings at any time. Political discussion was absolutely
excluded. Only four carefully defined things could the coun-

cil do adopt decrees regulating private property; deliberate,

if the governor-general consented, upon finances and taxation;

set forth its opinion upon tariffs, etc., and forward protests to

the ministry in France. Obviou^lv a council like this has been

hardly more than a school for training in the forms of repre-

sentative government, and yet it is practically all that ha& been

accomplished in Cochin China toward giving the Annamites

a share in legislation. It should be remembered that the com-

munes are under native control, the French having interfered

little with municipal institutions.

If we aspire to train the Filipinos for eventual self-govern-

ment the object can be attained only through a long process

of constructive legislation. The new must be skillfullv

adjusted to the old. To find the proper body in the state to

whom a task of this sort should be intrusted is one of the dif-

ficulties of American colonization. So long as the Philip-

pines remain under military control the War Department or

some commission appointed by the President possesses the

power to attempt such work. And the present Philippine

commission before its return to this country did begin the

establishment of municipal administrations in many towns

within the American lines.

But when the war is over and Congress organizes the gov-

ernment of the islands, where is such power to be lodged?

Perhaps some will argue that, it should be retained by Con-
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gress itself. Alaska may, however, furnish a warning It

has been ours for over thirty years, and yet it has neither

good local governments nor an effective judicial system. In

the newer settlement the inhabitants themselves have been

obliged to organize provisional governments and take action

without authority of law. Congress has also left the Hawai-

ian Islands a year longer than appeared necessary without a

territorial government, to the serious embarrassment of the

local courts, if nothing worse.

But even if the business now thrust upon Congressmen did

permit them to give prompt attention to colonial needs they
would find impossible the task of legislating for so distant

a possession, where all the conditions of life are utterly for-

eign to American civilization. President Schurman came

back with the conviction that
" no one but men on the spot

can form a judgment as to the machinery for an Asiatic peo-

ple, or still less of the manner in which that machinery
should work."

Every European nation that has dependencies in the Far

East has tried to solve this problem on the same principle,

though with modifications of detail. The principle has been

to leave with tho governor and council, and to some extent

with officials at home, served by a permanent staff, the duty
of meeting b}

r new legislation local needs in such depencies us

the Philippine Islands.

In Ceylon and the Straits Settlements England has granted
this power to the governor and his council, giving the privy
council also the right to issue ordinances. India is naturally
treated by itself, but the disposition of the legislative power
is particularly suggestive. By successive acts of Parliament

it has been granted to the governor-general and his council,

composed partly of officials and partly of men unconnected

with the service. Within the limits marked out by these

tests, according to Lord Selborne, "it is not in any sense

an agent or delegate of the Imperial Parliament, but has
* * *

plenary powers of legislation, as large and of the

same nature as those of Parliament itself." And he further

explains that it belongs to the courts to decide whether the

"prescribed limits have been exceeded." But should critical

questions arise tho governor-general would doubtless reserve

his assent until he had obtained the approval of tho secretary
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of state for India, who, as a member of the cabinet, would act

with some sense of his responsibility to Parliament.

The French have managed the matter differently. The

governor-general of Indo-China, with theoretically as wide

powers as the Viceroy of India, is authorized to issue decrees

regulating only the budget, the functions of administrative

officers, etc.
; legislation, strictly speaking, is reserved to the

President of the Republic, acting through a responsible min-

ister. This regime of decrees, as it is called, which controls

all colonies except three, the Republic inherited from the

Second Empire. In certain cases the President is expected to

consult the council of state, but often it is merely upon a

report from the minister of the colonies that decrees are

issued. Should the chambers at any time enter this field of

legislation the President could not subsequently traverse it

by decree.

The recent history of Madagascar shows how far such a

system may be carried. Since its annexation in 1896, only
one important law has been passed by the chambers, and that

provided for the application of the tariff of 1892. All other

legislation, some of it fundamental in character, has originated
in a presidential decree. A judicial and administrative or-

ganization has been created, certain sections of the French

code have been adopted, changes have been made in the tariff,

the system of holding land has been revolutionized, and so on.

Such a solution of the problem is open to obvious objec-

tions, which are emphatically stated by M. Leroy-Beaulieu.
He calls it "an encroachment of the executive power upon
the essential functions of the representatives of the people;

its consequence is that colonial questions are settled with the

minimum of dibcussion and information, and then are noise-

lessly hidden from sight and hearing." But there is much to

be said on the other side.

It is difficult to see how the multitude of questions con-

stantly arising in diverse possessions the world over could be

wisely and promptly disposed of by a body like the chamber

of deputies. Serious evils might go festering on for lack of

a remedy, and natives might suffer more in this way than they

could from an occasional hasty and ill-considered measure.

Jlbert,Go\ eminent of India, 206,
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Ill the end the treasury ^ ould find it burdensome paying for

wars against inconsiderate peoples who could not comprehend
the tardy workings of a cumbei'soiiio legislative machine.

The preiogathos of the chambers are in no danger, for

they can hold the ministers to a full responsibility on these

mattoi s, as well as upon the affairs of Franco itself. The weak

bpot in the sv&tein lies in anothei quartet. It is exposed to

the evils of buieaucracy, to the danger that important matters

may bo decided by some dork in the colonial office, rather

than by a trained obscivei on the spot, 01 evon by the minis-

ter of the colonies himself

Evidently the Flench solution of the problem of legislation

for distant dependencies turns, even more than the English,

upon tbo fact of ministerial responsibility. And right here

in GUI caso arjbos a serious difficulty. It would be pos-
sible to follow tho piocedent bet in the Orleans act, and grant

logislath c powei to a council somewhat in tho way Pailiament

has given it to the governor-general's council Further, it

would naturally fall to the United States Supreme Court to

intcrpiet tho act, and to maik the limits within which such a

delegated power should work But what body in the State is

to control the decisions of such a Philippine council as the

^secretary for India controls the governor-general's council 2

H the President, then, since ho is not obliged to act through
a ] Ohponsible cabinet, more power is given to him than by the

decroc system is conceded to the Fronch Executive. If Con-

gress, there is the old risk of delay or utter neglect.
But this difficulty must be met, and the larger problem of

legislation, of which it is an element, must be solved; and, if

European experience counts for anything, this will not suc-

cessfully bo solved by a simple extension of the territorial

system.
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE STUDY AND TEACHING OF HISTORY

By J\MES

This bibliography wa* originally compiled foi the Com-
mittee of seven on the study of history in schools, and it was

expected that it would appear in their report As time went
on both the report and the bibliography grew to biich size that

it was found impossible to include both of them in the single
volume of the extent and cost which the association desired

The bibliography, therefore, is now printed heio.

The first section on bfcThe philosophy of history'
1

is, of

course, only a selection from the wealth of literature on that

subject, and the greater part of the titles included therein

represent what perhaps may bo called the classics on that

subject. The sociologist, the theologian, and the scientist

have each their own philosophj' of history, and it has been

impossible in the scope of this work to attempt to include

anything more than the historian's conception of the philoso-

phy of history. If any other titles have been added, it is

because they are especially noteworthy. The point of view in

the entire work is that of pedagogy and not philosophy, and

this in some measure determined what titles to reject or

include in this first section.

The second section, "Methodology of history/
3
is explained

in the note at its head. In the entire remainder of the bibli-

ography the pedagogical point of view is given first place.

The aim has been to include all books and periodical articles

in Englishwhich are of sufficient note to be of real value to the

teacher or student of history. A large number of French

and German titles are also included and references made in

appropriate places where further information may be had,

HIST 99 VOL i-36 &61
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especially on history teaching in Geimany. It is hoped that

all foreign titles of importance will be found entered.

It is believed that till abbreviations used will bo recognized

at once.

Volume and page nuinl>ors are separated by a colon; e. g.,

ti: 170-186 means volume (J, pageh 170 to 180.

Pi ice ib given for all late books in English, but not for for-

eign titles.

The following is an outline of the chissilication by subjects,

used in arranging the titles :

Philosophy of history.

Methodology of history.

Educational value of history.

Place in curriculum.

Methods of study and teaching,

Primary instruction.

Correlation.

Use of the sources.

Collections of sources in Amerk an history.

France.

Germany.
Great Britain.

United States.

rJilliOSOPIIY OF HISTORY.

The most helpful bibliographies of this Mibject which may
be consulted for additional titles are:

Bernheim Lohrbuch der historwcheu Methodo
Flint Hifitoucal philosophy in France

Adams Manual of historical literature

Barth Die Philosophie dor Genchichte alH So< lolo

BKOOKU
Tlic law of civilization and decay, tui oway on liisloty 393 p. O

N Y ISOrt Mammalian $2 50

BVRTII, P\UL
Die Philosophic dor C-rcschichte al Sociologic. \ 1 O Lpz 1897
Examiiies many systems of nociology and manj com options of history, IlndniK

tlic true philosophy of history in social development

BEHNUEIM, ERNST.

Geschichtsforajliung und Geschichtaphilosophie, 138 p D. Got-

tingen. 1880.
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BUCKLE, HENRY TIIOV v,s

History of civilization 111 Knjrlam I 2\ O XY 1S75 Apple-
ton. $6.

First published in ISiT Not men <iml institutlons but fixed,uavan nisj natural

laws, govern the course of history

BUNHEN, CHRISTIAN K VRL Josi \s, FHEIHKRR vox
God in history 3 v Lond 1870 Longmans 42s
Sec Edinburgh Re\ie\v 127 498-iW En^li translation is by Su&unna Wink-

worth Work first pub in 1S57

Outline of philosophy of um\er8al history 2\ O Loud LS54

Longmans 21s

CAKIALE, THOMAS

History (See his Essa>s Houghton ed 2 2J8-40, 3.247-56.)
First printed in Eraser's Magazine in 1S30 and 18J8

COMTE, AUGUSTE.

The positive philosophy, translate*! and condensed l>y Harnet Mar-

tmeau 2\ Lon<l 1853 Trubnei 16n

Lectures deh\ ered betw ecn 1S30-42, \ 2 alone concerns histor>

DHAPEii, JOHN AVlLLLVM

Histor}* of the intelleotnal de\dopment of Europe. 2 \ O Lond
1876 Bell 10s.

Stkcs in physiology the philotsophx ot htatorx His .trfiiiinoiit and i>oint of \ lew

nro much like those oi Buckle,

DROYSEN, JOHAXX GUSTAV

Outhnes of the principles of history, trans, by E B Andrews 122 p
D Bost 1893 Gmn $110.

A good translation of the Grundriss dur Uistorik

FLINT, ROBERT.

Philosophy of history in Europe, v 1, Framxj 706 p
Lond 1894 Blacks cod 21s

To be initial volume of a comprehcnsh e hibtory of the Philosophy of history

Philosophy of history in France and Germany Lond 1874

Blackwood. 15s.

Records all notable Attempts at a philosophic ul stud} of historj Ko\v almost

wholly superseded by preceding title

FKOUDE, JAMES ANTHONY
The science of history (See his Short studies on great subjects

1868 1 7-36 )

Opposes the theories of Buckle.

HEGEL, GEOBG WILHELM FKIEDKICH.

Die Philosophie der Geschichte. (See his Werke 1840. Bd 9 )

Best English translation is by J Sibree Loud 1852 An exc ellenl snmmar}
is found in Morris, O 8 Hegel's Philosophy of history Chic 1887

LVMPBECHT, KAEL
TVas ist Kulturgeschichte? Beitrag zu emer enipmsohen Historik

(See Deutsche Zeit fur Geschichtswissenschaft 1896-97. p. 75-150 )
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LAURENT, FRANCOIS
La philosophic de I'lustoin* Par 1870 (Etudes sur Phistoire de

1'humanite v 18 )

A rather over positive review of many ol the great writers on philosophy of

history

LOTZE, RUDOLF HERMANN

History (See his Microcosmos 1894 2 126-301 )

MONTESQUIEU, CHARLES DE SECONDAT, barou de la Br&le et de

Esprit des lois 2 v. Par 1748

A good English translation is by Thomas Nugent Attributes great influent e to

climate and physiography in histoncal evolution Hoc Flint, p 262-80

MORRIS, GEORGE S\L\ ESTER

Philosophy of the state and history. (See Hall, methods of teaching

history Ed. 2. 1886 p 149-66 )

PATTEN, SIMON NELSON

The development of English thought, a study in the economic inter-

pretation of histoiy 415 p O N Y. 1899 Macmillan t3

ROGERS, J VMES EDWIN TUOROLD.

The economic interpretation of history 547 p Lond 1888

Unwin 16s

Lectures delivered in Worcester college hall, Oxford, 1887-88

SCHLEGEL, KARL WILHELM FRIEDRIGH VON

Die Philosophie der Geschichte 2 v. O. Wien 1829
The best English translation is by J B Robertson Lond 1836

SCHOPENHAUER, ARTHUR

History (See hia World as will and idea Ed 3 1896 3220-30)
A theory of the philosophy ot history aud a denial of a "science" of history

tiHEDD, WILLIAM GREENOUUH THAYER
Lectures upon the philosophy of history D NY. 1873 Draper

75c

SIMMEL, GEORQ
Die Probleine der Geschichtsphilosophie 109 p Lp/ 1892
Renewed m Jahresbcrichte der Qeschiehtswisscnschaft, 1S94

SMITH, GOLDWIN
Lectures on the study of history delivered in Oxford, 1859-61 269 p

N Y 1865 Harper.

STRADA, J

La loi de 1'histoire, constitution fiaentiiique de I'histoire Parw
1894

TOLSTOI, ALEKSYEI KONSTANTINVICH.

Power and liberty, trans, from the French by lluntmtfton Smith
132 p D. N.Y. 1888. Crowell 75c

Chap 1,The object of history

Chap 2, Contradictions of historians.

VlOO, GlAMBATTISTA

Pnncipi della scienza nuova d'intorno alle lommune nature delle

nazioni. Napoh. 1725.

One of the earliest of the fatalist philosophies of liwlor> Mlchelet made a

partial translation into French in 1827
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VOLTAIRE, FR VX^OIH MARIE AROUET T>E

Philosophic de 1'histoire Par 1765
First printed alone, but In 1709 and after it is fr.mul as an Introduction to his

Essai Mir les moeurs et VcsprJt dos nations.

Bernheim says that Voltaire is tho first t> nso the tenn Philosophy of histor>
It IM notable rather for brilliance than fur uxactnos A series of bnct, looe-
uoven chapters reveals a vague and imperfectmm eptiouof the term Philosoph}
of history See Flint, p 289-304

METHODOLOGY OF HISTORY.

This section includes titles of article* which arc not preemi-

nently and essentially pedagogical. Those are found under
Methods of study and teaching. Analytic and synthetic crit-

icism of the materials of history; grouping of results.; his-

torical research; the work of the historian rather than the

teacher; all that is meant by the German ""Historik" is in

this section.

An extensive bibliography of Historical method 1450-1850

is given in Bernheim, section 3 of chapter 2 and is not reprinted
here.

ACTON, JOHN EMERICK EDWV.RD DVLBERQ ACTON, LORD
A lecture on the study of history dehveied at Cambridge, June 1 1,

1895 142 p D N Y. 1895 Macmillan 7oc

ADAMS, HERBERT BAXTER
Is history past politics? (See Ass'n of colleges and preparatory

schools of the Middle State* and Maryland Proceedings 1894, p 26-

38)

ARBOIS DE JUBAINVILLE, MARIE HENRI D'.

Deux manierds d'e'cnre 1'histoire, critique de Bossuet, d'Augustm

Thierry et de Fustel de Coulanges Par. 1896.

ARNOLD, THOMAS.

Introductory lectures on modern history . with noten by Henry
Reed Ed 6. Lond 1874 Longmans 7s 6d

First edition was in 1842. The Inaugural lecture Is especially \ aluable

BARNES, MRS. MARY DOWNING (SHELDON)

History, a definition and a forecast (See Annals Ainer Acad

1895. 612&-31.)

BAACOM, JOHN
The historic sense 12 p Chic 1881

BIRRELL, AUGUSTINE

The muse of history. (See his Obiter dicta 1887. 2 196-223 )

BISSET, ANDREW.

Essays on historical truth 468 p. O. Lond 1871. Longmans
14s

Important exposition of the methods in \v hich historical investigations should

be conducted The author illustrates b\ critical reviews, oi famous men and

books.
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BODIN, JEAN.

Methodus ad facilem histonarum cognitaonem Par 1566

Sec Flint's Historical philosophy In Prance, p 198, ami Bcrnheim's Lehrbiich,

p 152-55, for extended description and comment, on thw pioneer work, the flr-t

French book with any claim to scientific method

BOURDE VU, LOUIS

L'histoire ct les historians 472 p O Paris 1888

Defines historj as " La science dcs de\eloppcmoni de la raison
"

CLEVELAND, ROSE ELIZABETH

History (See her George Eliot's poetry and other studies 1885,

p 6&-S3)

CREIGHTON, MANDELL.

Picturesqueness in history (See Oornhill magazine 1897 75

305-20)
Also in Uttell's living a?c 1897, 213 39-49 A lecture dclh cred at the Ro\ nl

Institute

DOLCI, P
Sintesi di scaenza stonca. Roma (?) . 1887

DBOYSEN, JOIIANN GUST vv.

Grundrias der Histonk. Ed 3 90 p 0. Lpz 1882
A philosophical dlHcnsjdon of the nature of hinton and historical t rlticism

Translated under title Outline of the principles of history by K B Andrews
Ginn 1893

DUFF, SIR MOUNTSTUAKT ELPHINSTONE GR.VNT.

Address to the Royal historical society, Feb. 18, 1892 22 p ()

n tp
Also in Royal society transactions 1892, 0-315-AS

EMERSON, RVLPTI WALDO

History (See his Essays Houghtoii ed 1892 Ser 1
)

FLEOLER, ALEXANDER

Ueber das Wesen der Historie und die Behandlung dersolben, zwei

Vorlesungen gehalten bei Eroffnung seiner Vortriige ul>or die Gre-

schichte des Alterthums an der Akademie zu Bern Bern. 1831

FREEMAN, EDWARD AUGUSTUS.

The unity of history; the Rede lecture delivered in the Senate houae

before the Umv of Cambridge May 24, 1872 59 p () Lond
1872. Macmillan. 2s

Also forms p 296-339 of hin Cximporativc politics 1873

The use of historical docuniente (See Fortnightly rev 1871,

16:321-36)

FROUDE, JAMES ANTHONY.

The scientific method applied to history (See his Short studies on

great subjects 1868 2 459-87
)

GACHON, P
Les methodes historiques et les histonena en France, au 19IIIU si^cle

Moutpelher. 1891.
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CrERMNUS, GEORG GOTTFRIED.

Grundzugedei Historik 9o p O Lpz 1837
The first important publiuition on UK Mihjtit Di^pite Its Utlo it i* mih a

monograph Mimniarisunur the t onditums jor irti^tu hi*tiiru til \\ritiiii; mil -U u h-

ini? the various kiml*. finm the ixtlutx standpoint

HVRRISON, FREDERIC

Historical method of J V Fronde I Seo Nineteenth tent. ls<is,

44 373-85 )

in Nation (.7 3u>

The historical method rf Prof Freeman. (See Xmteenth cent

189S, 44 791-806 )

Meaning of history 482 p O Lond 1M)4

Chaptors 1-4

JODL, FRIEDERICH

Die kulturgeschichtsschreibung, ihre Entwickelunsr unl ihi l*rol>-

lem 124 p

"

O Halle 1878

JOHNSTON, WII-LI \M PRESTON.

Definition of hvtorv (f^ee Amer hist aps'n llepnrt 1^0, p
43-53 )

KTNGSLEY, CH.VRLKS

Limits of exact science as applied to history (Sei* hi*- Roman ami

the Teuton 1864, pref p 9-56 )

InaugurallcctnreatUnlv of Cambridge Printt-tlsc.jiar-ittlj 7Jp I> I^ond

LACOMBE, P
Del'histoire conwderee comme science 415 p O Pai 1894

Reviewed In Kovne critique, ISW, v 1, p 1AJ, niul in IU\uc histoiujni'
r
>y 40s,

and the author'a point of vie^n declarc.nl analogous to that of Fredorio Harrison in

the Meaning of hfctory

LVMPRECHT, KARL
Alte und neue Richtungen in der Geschichtswissenschatt 1 Ueljer

geschichtlicher Auffassung und geschichthche Methode 2 Ranked

Ideenlehre und die Jungrankianer 79 p Bei 1897

LENQLET DU FRESNOT, NICOL.VS

Methode pour etudier Phistoire, avw un catalogue de* prim ipaux
historiens. 4v Q Par 1713

Supplement 2 \ . 1740

A work of immense industry, tho best handbook of hi^birv in it day, but of mi

value now save as history

For description and criticism of the book see Flint, Historical philosopln in

France, p 251.

LILLY, WILLIAM SAMUEL.

The new spirit in history (See Nineteenth cent 1895, 38 619-33 )

Also in Eclectic mag , 1895, 125 721-31, Littell's living age, 1896, 207 7)7-Js, and

in his Essays and speeches 1S97, p 193-223
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LORENZ, OTTOKAR
JTriedrich Ohnstoph Schlosser und uber emige Aufgahen nnd Pnn-

oipien der Geschichtsschreibung 91 p R Wein 1878

Also In his Die Qeschichtswissenschu ft in Haiiptnchtungcn und Anfgabcn 18H6,

11-89

MACYULAY, THOMAS BVBINQTON

History. (See Edm rev 1828, 47 381-67 )

A review of Romance of history by Hcnn Necle

MYRSELLI, N
La scienza della stona. Torino 1873

M \URENBRECHER, WlLLIAM

Geschichte und Pohtik 27 p O Lpz 1884

MODERN critical and historical school, its methods and tendencies (in Dub
Rev 1898, 123 121-39)

MORTSON, JAMES COTTER

History (See Ency. Brit 1881, 12 19-24 )

A roggeHtUc article on the nature nnd development of historical science

MoRTET, 0. AND V
La science de I'hifltoire (See La gmnde eneyclop&he 1894 -N

22 88 p)
AlHO reprinted neparatclj One of the )xl French -\\ orkn on hlstorionl method

PFLUQK-HARTTUNG, JULIUS VON.

GeschichtHbetrachtungen 47 p O Ootha 1890
An outline of historical method

PRIESTLY, JOSEPH

Lectures on history and general policy "2 \ O Loud 1793

RABIKR, E
Lecons de philosophic \ 2 31G-45 Par 1892 (?)
Judicious treatment of ToHtlmonj, HlHtoricnl criticKm, Methodology

HEED, HENRY

Study of lustoi v (See hw LcctiinH on Enghsh history. 1885 p
13-)

BHOMBERG, ADOLF
Die Erhehung der Geschichte xum Ilange einer Wissenschaft. 94 p
O Wien 1883

ROGGE, H C
De weteiiHchap der geschiedenis en hare methode 42 }> O Am-

sterdam 1890
Thtri sketch of historical method WAS an inaugural address at the University of

Amsterdam

ROSA, G.

Storia della storm Milano 1884
An exeellent general sketch

BOUND, JOHN H.
Historical research (in Nineteenth cent 1898, 44 1004-14)

SCHILLER, JOHANN FRIEDRICH OHBISTOPH

Was heiflst und zu welcheni Ende studiertman Universalgeschichte?
32 p D. Jena. 1789.
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SCJTOULER, J VMES

Historical grouping (See Mag Amer hist 1887, 18 326-29 )

Paper read at Amcr hist n*'n meeting, Muv, 1SS7 ANo in his Historical lru f*

Historical testimony (See Amer Inrt aVn Rejiort 1895, p
435-42)

Also in his Historical briefs, 18%

The spirit of historical research (See Amer hwt as'ri Paper?
1890, 4 97-106.)

Alao in Nat Mag ]*G, II 230-57 and m his Historical Uriel-, 1S%

SEIONOBOS, CHARLES
Lea conditions psychologiques de la connaissanre en histoire (*ve

Revue philosophique, 1887, numbers 7 and 8
)

A careful studj of the question, Ho\\ is any particular historical proi>osition to

be determined ?

SMEDT, CHARLES DE

Pnncipes de la critique historique 292 p D Paris 1883
Clear rules for criticism of material, use of sources, and formation of narrative

While in no way a systematic treatise and often inadequate and insufficient for

the close student, it is still one of the best books on thi* mibju t

STUCKENBERQ, JOHN HENRY WILBURN
Ranke and his method (See Andover rev 1S87, 7 117-37 )

T \RDIF, AD
Notions elementaires de critique historique 30 p Pans 1883
A mere outline

TAYLOR, ISAAC.

History of the transmission of ancient books to modern times,

together with the process of historical proof . . 413 p D Lond.

1859

THE study of history (See Oornhill magazine 1861, 3 666-80; 4 26-41 )

Discusses the question, Is history a science?

THORNTON, WILLIAM THOMAS.

History's scientific pretensions. (See his Old fashioned ethics

1873, p 84-112 )

WACHSMUTH, WILHELM
Entwurf einer Theone der Geschichte. Halle 1820

The first modern book devoted solely to exposition of the conception and

method of historical science

WORSLEY, HENRY
Methods of historical inquiry (See Dub rev 1881, 88. 269-88.)

Reviews Freeman, Comparative politics, Maine Ancient law and village com-

munities, Spencer Study of sociology

WRIGHT, JOHN HENRY.

The place of original research in college education. (See Nat educ

ass'n. Proceedings 1882, p 91-115 )
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EDUCATIONAL VALUE OP HISTORY.

ANDREWS, CHARLES MC-LEVN

History as an aid to moral culture (See Nat edue OHH'R Pro-

ceedings 1894, p 397-411 )

Value of history for moral culture (See Journal of pedagogy

1893, 6 42-43 )

B \LD\\IN, JOSEPH

The study of American history as a training for good citizenship

(See Nat educ ass'n Proceeding* 1895, p 139-42 )

BARB VULD, ANNA LUETITI v

On the uses of history (See her Life and ^oiks 1874, 2 393-99
)

BT, \CKIE, JOHN STU\RT

What does history teach? 123 p S NY 1886 Scribner. 75e

BLATR, FRANK G
The social function of history (See Nat TIerlart KX YearlMx>k

1898, 4 44-56 )

BONV, M
Zweck und Behandlung des TTnternchts in <l(r Crew lijchte (See

Padagogium 1887, 9 240- )

BRKTTHCHNEIPER, HVRRY.
Per Wert cles GePchichtauntemchlH fur die Jugundhildung 22 p

Q Insterburg. 1895

BRTSTOUENSIH P*eud

History as an instrument of education (Educ rev (Lond ) 1900,

2 102-67 )

Suggested b> The nuitricuhU ion hislon <i[ I^iglaud (' S FenrcnHidv

CAWPE, J F
Ueber die ethische Aufgalxs des (TOflchichtHuntemchtfl (See Zeit

fur das Gym 1861, 15 625-38 )

CARKINGTON, HENRY BEEBE.

History a patnotic force m the schools (See Nat educ ans'ii Pro-

ceedings 1889, p 333-39 )

CHARB, WAYLA.ND J
Value of history m school training (See School journal 1897,

55 237-38 )

Address delivered tit a convocation of Morgan Park (111 j a<*adom>

CRornEBS, SAMUEL M
History a teacher of liberal religion (See New World 18W,

8 215-28
)

EDWARDS, WALTER A.

The chief aim in the study of history. (See Nat educ. ass'n Pro-

ceedings 1892, p 348-53 )

FLEMMING, HANS.

Geschichtsunterricht und Kulturgeschichte 47 p O. Osterwieck
1897.

Appeared In Piidagoglscho Warto for 1896
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FOUILLEE, ALFRED
Historical and ]ohtual instruction (.^ec hi* Ednratum. from a

national standpoint 18Q2, p 21S-25 )

FOULKE, WlLLI VM PVIIKER

The right use of hirtorv 44 p O Phil lS>rt

DIsmiirse hffnn tlu> Tli-turk ilM* ut Pom ,Xo\ 2r>t lsTiU thixni*, Thone<rf
history m tho olomontnn uliioatum if mir iH-oplc, lurtirulnrh in tin. mmmoii
schools

FRITZSCHE, E
Nach welchen Grund,itzen ist der (Te^bichNiintcrricht /nr trep-

talten, wenn er monarchic h-patnotiw. he (Te^innuii'.r'uetkin und ln-*-

torist'he Rmn bilden poll ? 20 p O Bielefeld ISfH ^annulling
padagogiseher Vortnitfe, 10 )

HALL, JOHN
Uses of lntorv 27 p NY 18SQ N Y hist w
AddwsH l>cforc tho X Y hist sno.,No\ 21,lsS9

HENZE, E
Wie ist der Geschichtaunterncht zu jrestalten, wcnn er mcht nur

Lebeii wecken, sondern auch r/u einei fur la. Lel>on biLli ndcn Analyse
- der Gegenwartfuhrcn soil? (SeeN Pad 5fe 180fi,no 3-0 17-19,54-

55, 61-63 )

HERBVRT, JOHVXN FHTEDRTCTT.

Gewhichte (See his Scimmllioho A\erke 1851, 10 2C
)*>-. ,01 )

HICJGIXSON, THOMAS WEXTWORTH

\\Tiy do children dislike histor}
?

( Roe ITall ArethcMl^ (f teacluns

history. Ed 2 1886, p 227-29 )

HILL, FR VNK A
Anns in teaching civil government (See Nat ednc. ass'n Proceed-

ings 1891, p 657-65 )

HISTORY, its use and meaning (See TVcstmmster rev 1854, 62 420-4S)
Review of Carlvle's Past and present

HOWARD, GEORGE ELLIOTT

Place of history in modem, education. (See Nehr. State hist <?oc.

Transactions 1885, 1 202-17 )

Also in State journal, Lincoln, Nebr Jan 1 s, 1H8T> A tlionslittnl tirtiolc \i hioh

desenros to be better knew n

HOWBLL, SELAJF

History in its relations to practical life (See Education. 18S1,

1 255^59 )

KNEPPRECHT, CHRisniN.

Bedentimg und Aufgabe des Gefchichtsunternchte? (f^ee Pad

archiv 1896, 38 226-33 )

K6HLER, RICHARD
Ueber die \

r
erbmdung des Cultur geschichtlichen rait dem Geschicht-

sunterricht (See Padagogium 1894, 16 281-303 )

LADENBAUEE, W
Der histonsche Unterricht als Gmndlage emer lehgiosen^Veltan-

schauung. 53 p. O Budweis Gym 1885
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LKCKY, WTLLI VM EDM \RI> H \HTPOME

The political value of history 57 p Lond 1892 Arnold

2s 6d
Addmw IK lore 1hi> Birmingham ami Midland iiiMlitulu, (HI

, 1892.

L.IEBER, FRANCJH

On histoiy and political economy as neeesaary branches of wiperior

education in free states (flee his Miscellaneous writings 18S1,

1 179-203)

LLOYD, J E
History (See $]>encer Chapters on the amis and practice of

teaching 1897, p 141-^55.)
A plea for liiHtorj Htrtdy In olointnlarj mid Kcondnry s< liools, for J!H ethical

n iid Infornuitho \ulnc

McCtJLLYGH, W TORRENS

Use an<l study of history, hemg th( substance of d, course of lectures

delivered in Dublin in March, 1841 O Ijond , 1S42 Chapman
7s 6d

Ed 2 31-1 p O

JOHN BACH
The serial function of United States lustor^ . (J^H> Nat Herbart

HOC- Yeaibook 189S, 4 20-30 )

AIM) in School journal 1898, RG 5M7-.

,
B

Der (jeschichtsunternoht als Vorbereitung auf <las ]>raktisohe Jjeben

(See Rid archiv. 1890, 32 226-40)

MlLLHP \.UWH, J F.

Ethical value of history in elementaly schools (See Nat educ

assn Proceedings J896,i> 410-14)

MOWKY, WILLIAM AUGUSTUS.

Histoiy as a means of teaching patriotism.

(See School journal 1897, 50 361-62 )

What special work should be undertaken in the elementary school

to prepare the pupiln foi the duties of citizenship? (See Nat. educ.

ass'n Proceedings 1893, p 273-78)

POST, TRUMAN M
History as a teacher of social and iohtical waencii, un address deliv-

ered at Springfield, 111
, Feb 16, 1870 32 p Springfield, 1870

PROTHBEO, GEORGE WALTER

AVhy should \ve learn history? (See Nat re\ 1895, 24 460-74 )

Also In Hcluctk* mag 18U5, 121 .UD-fiu Iiiaugiiml loi tnro ut E<linbiirgh nniv
OctlG,1891

BOHMEDER, WlLHELM.
Ohne Vaterlandsgeschichte kemo Vatei landshelxs eine Studieim

Hinbhck auf den Geschichtsuntemcht in den technischen Unterschu-
len 48 p Munchen 1872
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SEYMOUR, GTEORGK E
The stud > ot1ii-tir\, IN function* bt I^om-*

Pmutelj printed

Value of historic al u-ading (bee Amei jour oft*duc Mar -May,
1896, 29 no 3-o )

SEMEOXEK, A
Dei GeacliichNunterm lit in eemei erziehlicheii Hedeutung 22 p

O K K Staab* Real u Obu Gym Ilnguinc h-Hradi* h 1893

HLOANE, WILLIAM MILLK.AN
Ho\\ to bring out the ethical \alue <1 In^turv (bet* S< hool re\u*\i

1898, 724-44 )

An address IKJlore UK Nc\v Kn^land ISSIK utioii nf lolliir,^ , ml pn II.IT ilory
schools

Humanitat und (TIW bithtsuutemcht (i^ee Padajroiriuni LhSS,
10 02- )

SPENCER, HRRHERT

Education, intellectual, moral, ami phvsital 28.3 p <) N Y.

1895 Appleton $1 25

Historv.p 04-71

STODDART, SIR JOHN
On the uses of histoiy a a ritu<ly (fcec ILIH IiitUKluctioii to tlie

stud) of universal hiatory 1850, p rJ-103 )

STORRS, Bicn \.RD S VLTER

Value of histonfal Htul> (See M*ur of Auier hist 1SS7, is 157-

60)

THOMPSON, ANN v BOYNION
Educational v^lue of histor\ (fc>ee Edm re\ 1895, 9 359-67 )

ULBRIOHT, EDMUND
Die Ver\\ertung de (feachiclitsuntemcht zur politischeu Er/iehung

unseres Volkes (Pi-ograiu Dresden-Ntjiiatadt 1893 )

WEBER, GEORG
Der Geschichtauntemcht auf Schulen em vorzughches ^littel xur

Bildung dee charakters und ruhtiger Lebeiibanschauung in der deut-

schenJugend 27 p O Heidelberg 1850
From Hetdelberger Jiihrbiicher dtr LJtvniUir 1S50.

WBiaAND, HBINRICH
Der Z>veck des (jrescluthtaunterrichts (See Padagogiuin 1893,

15 377-86 )

WHITE, ANDREW DICKSON

On studies in general histoiy and tlie history of civilization (See
Amer. hist ass'n Papers 1886, p 49-72

ANDREW
Tho uses of history (See Indiana hist HOC Publuations v 1.

1897, p 79-117.)
Discourse delivered before the society Pet 11, 1&31
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ZlEGLER, C
Dcr Geschichteunterru lit 1111 Dienste del Eraehuiifr, nach den

Grundsiitzen dor Ileibartischeii Piulagogik dargestellt likl 2 44 p
Mmdeii 1894

PLAX'JS IN C17KR1CULITM.

Ari'BOVEn course of study for high schools and academies 111 the State of

New York (See School review 1899, 7 58-60 )

Approved by the Depl of Public instruction

Oil VMBKRH, HENRY
Course of study in history for high w honk (See School review

1899, 7.5(5-57)
Adopted b> tbcOunoml lonlcruiicc of Louisiana hiffli school Ic.iclurs

CooLUXJE, A
A plea foi study of the history of northern Kuropi* (See Anier

hist ass'n Reiwrt 18W5, p 445-51 )

CROHXNELL, T R.

CouraeH of study in the elenientaiy hdiools of the ITiuUHl States

(See Ped sem 1897, 4 304-836 )

COKKICLTLV and programmes of >\ork foi higher schools in Prussia, together
A\ith explanations and pratticiil tlnvttums (Scc(U tttilam K<lut

dept. Special reptV on educational su])jetts 1808^ 3 253-IJ25
)

ELIOT, On VRLEK AViLLi X.M

Wliat in a liberal educahon '
(Sc^e Century 1 895, 28 203-1 2 )

One i>agu on the pluce of history in the < urnciila ol Amurkan schools

ENTU\NCEi-C(iuirenientsin Justory (See School review 189<l, 4 341-80 )

ENTRANCE requirements in history, reiort of eonfeixaice (See School

review. 1895,3469-85)

FRKEMVN, EUWUUJ AuciLTsrirs.

Offite of the historical professoi (>l ]> ]) Ijond 18*S^ ^lac-

uiillan. 2s

Iimugiiml kchuc atOxfurtl Cut 1">, IhM Also in bin AUtbodH of historical

Hludy ILcvie\\e<l by S R Gtirdinor in Acad ISM, 2(. 3S<.

GOODWIN, ED\\AKD J
The cuiTiculuni of a small high school (See School review 1895,

3 268-80 )

GJIENE, E B
College-entrance requirements ^ith special inference to tlie problem

of the ordinary public liigh si hool <jf the central west (See Nat educ

ass'n. Pioceedmgs 1897, p 677-79 )

H VKT, ALBERT BUSHNELL
Entrance requirements in history (See Educ rev 1895, 10

417-29 )

HOLCOMBE, WILLIAM P
Place of hwtorv in a college course. (Sec Ass'n of colleges and pre-

paratory schools of the middle states and Maryland Proceedings.

1888, p 52-54 )
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JV.Y, JOHN
The demand for education in American histor\ (See Anier In^t

aps'n Papers 1890, p 19-43
)

JOHNSTON, WILLI VM PKESTON
N

,
IN place in a liberal education 15 p O n p 1S7J

An address to Educational absolution of Virginia

L R
A want and \in\\ to meet it (See Education 1SS6, H 24S-3*> )

LI-EBKES, FRIEDKICJI

Die Beziuhungen der (Jeschichte /ur Padagosjik (Sw Alljr munah-
schrift Feb 1825 )

MACK, AViLLi vai H VKRIJ^ON

History in the high K-hooltJ, ho\\ nmch and in \\hat onler' (See
Associated acad pnns of N Y State Proceedings 1897, p. 1(54-67 )

McKELWAY, ST Cl-uVIR

The study of political history in high schools and academic* (See
TJmv SUtc of N.Y

, ^rdConvocation, 1885 Proceedings, p 131-38 )

In resente' report No 99

McL \utiiiLi2f, ANDKEW C.

The study of histon 111 tchools (See Nation l9, t>M 151 )

Kcply to a criticism of the Report of the committee of Hcven

McMtTKRY, FHANK
Concentration (See Nat llerbart Soc Yearliook 1895, 1 27-69 j

NVHONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, COMMITTEE OF FIFTEEN

Report on histon- (See Educ rev 1895,9 252-57, 282)

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE OF TEN ox SECONDARY

SCHOOL STUDIES.

Report (See United States Bureau of education Report of the

commissioner, 1892-93 2 p 1415-94 )

Contains a bibhograpta of the literature e\ oked b> the report Also published

separately by Bureau of educ AS whole No 206 and by Amer book oo N Y 1S94

NE\V ENGL VND AHHOCLVTJON OF COLLEGES VXD PREPAB.VTOHY SCHOOLS

Report of the conference on entrance requirements in history. (See

School re\iew 1895, 3 469-85 )

This report is discu&scd In the School review for Dec , 1895, 3 597-031, and in the

Educational review for Dec , 1895, 10 417-29 The report recommends tu o years

of solid \v ork and plenty of written exercises iis a minimum and further strongly

recommends four } ears of work, including Greek and Roman history

PEVBKON, CHARLES HENBV

History in state schools. (See liis Reviews and critical essays.

1896, p 202-38 )

ROBINSON, EDWARD VAN DYKE.

An ideal course in histon for secondary schools (See School re-

view. 1898, 6 672-78.)
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SALMON, LUCY MAYNAED
Shall historical studies be a necessary part of college-entrance re-

quirements? (See Journal of pedagogy 1896, 10 19-22 )

Unity m college entrance history (See Educ rev. 1896,

12 151-68 )

SCUINDLER, SOLOMON

History in public schools (See Arena. 1889, 1 41->*>4 )

SEELED, LEVI

Common-school system of Germany and its lessons to America

251 p. D NY 1896 Kellogg
The course of stud} , chap 14

STEPHENS, HENRY MORSE
Shall historical studies be a necessary part of college-entrance re-

quirements? (See ASH'H of colleges and preparatory schools of the

middle states and Maryland Proceedmga 1896, p 33-48.)
Diacuwion b\ L.M Salmon mid J B McMtutter

THORPE, FRANCIS NEWTON

History and political economy 111 manual training schools. (See
Education 1888, 8 351^57.)

In justice to the nation American history in American schools, col-

leges, and universities. 22 p 0. 1886

Reprinted from Education

U S BUREAU OF EDUCATION

National educational association committee [of ten] on secondaiy
school studies, report with reporta of the conferences. 249 p 0.

Wash. 1893.

History, p Ktt-,203

WARRINER, HENRY PITT

Place of history in the preparatory schools (See Ass'n of colleges

and preparatory schools of the middle states and Maryland. Proceed-

ings 1894, p 44-50 )

WARREN, E. C
Can American history be put into all courses in the high school?

(See School renew 1898, 6 101-4 )

Paper read at mooting of Michigan schoolmaster*' club

WHITE, GREHNOUGH
Plea for expansion in the teaching of American history. (See School

and college 1892, 1 286-94, 326-36 )

WHITTON, FREDERICK

The secondary schools and the colleges (See Nation. 1899,
69 108-09)

Says that the recommendations of the Report of the committee of seven for

four years
1

history work are Impossible.
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METHODS OF STUDY AND TEACHING.

Subheads Pnmary instruction; Correlation, Use of the sources, France,

Germany, Great Britain, United States.

ARLES KENDALL
Manual of historical literature 665 p D. N.Y. 1882 Harper

$250

Ed 3 720 p 1889.

The 80-page introduction is on The studj of history The body of this work is

now sadly out of date, as but little change or addition has been made in it srnce
the first edition in 1882.

Tho American library association has in preparation an Annotated bibliography
of American history, wh*ch is promised during 1900. It isunder competent editor-

ship and will furnish a long-needed supplement to Adams in its field.

On methods of teaching history (See Hall Methods of teaching

history. Ed 2. 1886, p 203-13.)

Recent historical work in colleges and universities of Europe and
America (See Amer. hist ass'n Papers 1890, 4 39-65.)

Also in Mas of Amer hist 23 111-31

ADAMS, HERBERT BAXTRR
Methods of historical study. (See Johns Hopkins Umv studies.

1884 Ser. 2, Nos 1-2, p 87-94 )

Special methods of historical study. (See Hall Methods of teach-

ing history Ed 2 1886, p. 113-47.)

The study and teaching of history 18 p. O Richmond. 1898.

Phi Beta Kappa address at William and Mary college

ALLEN, WILLIAM FRANCIS.

Gradation and topical method of historical study. (See Hall

Methods of teaching history Ed 2 1886, p. 231-321 )

History topics for the use of high schools and colleges. 121 p. S.

Host 1890. Heath. 25c.

Preface explains the topical method

ALTAMIBA, RAFAEL
La ensefiftngfl. de la historia 278 p O Madrid 1891. (Museo

pedag6gica de instruccion pnmaria. )--. Ed 2 475 p D 1895

A very useful and impartial work First issued in parts. It contains much
matter describing secondary and higher historical instruction in Europe and the

United States

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION, COMMITTEE OF SEVEN

Report on the study of history in schools 267 p D. N. Y.

1899. Macmillan 50c
Also in Amer hist ass'n Report 1898, p 427-664

Reviewed byG B. Howardm Educ , Rev , Mar , 1900, 19 257-68, and byN M But-

ler in Amer Hist Rev Jan , 1900, 5 820-23

HIST 99 VOL i-37
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ANDREWS, ELISHA BENJAMIN.

Brief institutes of general history 440 p D Bosk 1887 Silver,

Rogers $2
Tho division of matter follows the best German text-books See especially

chap 1 on methods.

The indispensableness of historical studies for teachers (See Amer
inst of instruction Proceedings 1889, p. 1-14 )

ATKINSON, WILLIAM PARSONS

On history and the study of history, tliree lectures 107 p 8

Best. 1894. Roberts 50c.

BAAR, JOSEPH

Studien uber deiigeschichthchen Uiitemchtan den hoheren Lehran-

stalten des Auslandes Pts 1-2 66 p Ostern 1896-97

A Malmedy "programm," pt 1, Franco, Russia, North America, pt 2, England,

Spain, Norway

BACON, THOMAS R.

Study of history (See Overland Monthly 1896, n H 27:427-34. )

BAIN, ALEXANDER.

Education as a science 453 p D N.Y. 1886. Appleton, $150

(Internatsci-ser.)
Method In history, p 281-87

BALDAMUS, ALFRED

Erfullung modemer Fordemngen an den Geschichlsuntemclit

(See Neue Jahrb f dasklass Alterthum. 1898 v 2:307-17 )

BALDWIN, JOSEPH

School management and school methods 395 p. D. N.Y. 1897

Appleton $1 50 (Internat educ ser)

History, p 306-11

BARNES, MBS MARY DOWNING (SHELDON).
Methods of caching general history. (See Nat. educ ass'n. Pro-

ceedings 1891, p 673-77)

Studies in historical method. 144 p D Bost 1896 Heath
90c. (Heath's ped. lib.).

Written especially for tho teacher who wishes to HpocialiwThis work Par-

ticularly suggestive regarding children'* ideas of history

Teacher's manual to general history 172 p D Bost 1894

Heath. 60c.

Useful for teachers as illustrating the seminary method

BARNETT, PERCY ARTHUR.

Historyand geography (See his Common sense in education 1899

p 245-69)

BARROWS, WILLIAM.

Methods of teaching history (See Mag Amer. hist 1888, 19

246-47.)
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EARTH, E
Zui Methode dea Ge^chichtsunternchK (See Er/iehunghK hulc

1884, v 4, nos. 5-7, 10-11 )

BERNHEIM, ERNST

Geschiohtsuntemcht iind Ge^hichtsui^npchaft (Neue Bahnen.

ISflQ, 10 274 ff
)

A criticism of Lamprucht's lnstonc.il \\ ork uiid of ditm< 1 1 alue to the tuichcr

Lehrbuch der liistorifechen Method* 530 p O Lpz. 1889

Duncker

Ed 2 1894
Section 3 of chapter 2 contains a bibliography of historical method, 1J50-^50
The first real text-book on historical method Admirable disunion 1 the im-

turo of historical science, its relations to other subjects, and the principles of his-

torical criticism and interpretation It has not buen translated into Engh&h, and
Is now out of print

BlEDEBMANN, FlUEDRICH ILiBL.

Der Geachichtsunterncht in der Schule, seine Mdngel und eui

Vorschlag zu seiner Eefonn 45 p Braunschweig I860.

BIGLAND, JOHN.

Letters on the study and use of ancient and modern history

610 p Lond 1806 Longmans
Has gone through many editions.

BLACKMAB, FRANK W
The study of history and sociology. 69 p O Topeka 1890

iCans pub co

BOONS, JAMES SHEBOOLD.

Essay on the study of modern history. 179 p. 0. Lond. 1821

Warren

BREWER, JOHN SHEBEEN

English studies, or, Essays in English history and literature 448 p.

Lond 1881 Murray. 14s

BROOKS, EDWABD
Normal methods of teaching 504 p. D. Phil 1889 Normal

pub. co

History, p. 485-504.

BRUMBAUGH, M. G.

Method of the social function of history (See Nat Herbart Soc.

Yearbook, 1898, 4: 31-43.)

CVJUFE, J. F. 0.

Geschichte und Untemcht in der Geschichte. 251 p. 0. Lpz.

1859.

Reviewed in Zeltachrlft fur das Gym I860, 14 691-700

CARLYLB, THOMAS.

On the study of history (See Old south leaflets 1883, ser 1, no 6 )

From the Address to thu students of Edinburgh university, April 2, 1866
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CLABKB, J F
Address on the study of history delivered at the third annual reunion

of the Somerville high school association, Feb 24, 1870 (See Charles-

town Chronicle and SomerviUe Gazette, Feb. 26, 1870, 2, no. 74.)

COLLAB, W C
Advice to an inexperienced teacher of history. (See Hall. Methods

of teaching history Ed 2 1886, p 77-88 )

OONDILLAC, ETIENNE BONNOT DB

De I'ltode de 1'histoire (See his (Euvres complete 1803, v. 29.)

COBTINA, Jos6 GOMEZ DE LA

Cartdla histonal, 6 me*todo para estudiar la historia. Madrid. 1829.

CZBRWENKA, F J

Was lehrt Herbart uber Geschichtsuntemcht? (See Pad Abhand.

Lpz. 1877, Heft 2)

DABNEY, R. H
Methods of historical instruction 6p O Blooimngton (Ind.).

1888 (Indiana TJmv. Bull
, 1, No. 5 )

DEAN, AMOS.

The true method of studying and teaching history, a paper read

before the Amer ass'n for the advancement of education at its annual

session, Aug 5, 1857 32 p Alb 1857 Weed

DIALOGUE on the study of history (Seo Common whool journal 1840,

2 366-71

DEBSTEBWEG, GBOKG FRIEDRICII ADOLPHE WILHELW
Instruction in history (See Hall Methods of teaching history.

Ed 1 1883 pt 1 )

Also published by Heath in 1885

Wegweiser ssui Bildung fur Lehrer und die Lehrer werden wollen.

Essen. 1834-35.

Ed. 5 3v. O. 1875-79.

HiHtory, v 8

DlLCirEK, A
Welche Ausgaben erwachsen dem Geschichtsunterricht m der

Volksschule aus dein Wesen des modernen Stiiates? (See Pad Bll f

Lehierbildung u Lehrerbildungstansalten 1896 344-53 )

DITTES, FRIEDRICH

Schule der Padagogik Ed 4 ia51 p O. Lpz 1801.

Die Weltgeschichto, p 705-15

VON

Ueber den methodischen Untemcht in dent allgememeu Gescluchte

(See his Kleme Schriften. 1827, p 253.
)

EMERTON, EPHRAIAI

The prac^tical method in higher historical instruction. (See Hall

Methods of teaching history Ed 2 1886, p 31-60.)
Also printed separately
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EMMA Willard'f method? of teaching lii^tory (See Ainer journal < f educ

1859, 6 149-51 )

FITCH, JOSHUA GIRLING

Lectures on tearhmv 3fl3 p I). N Y 1S91. Macmillan 61

History p 336-55

FLIVG, FRED MORROW
Outline of historical method 124 p J> Lincoln (Xebr l 1S99

J H Millei 75c

Based on Bernheim's Lehrbuch and Lmglois and Sdgnnbiis Introduction aux
etudes historiqucs.

FOBS, RUDOLPH
Zum Geschichtsunterncht (See Rid archu 18QR, 40 2n2-5fi )

FOOTER, FRANK HUGH
The seminary method of original study 111 the historical sciences

129 p D NY 1888 Scnbner 1

*

FREEMAN, EDWARD AUGUSTUS.

How the study of history is let and hindered 32 p Loud 1879
Address delivered In the Liverpool institute NOT 19, 1879

The methods of historical study, eight lectures read in the Univ of

Oxford in 1884, with the inaugural lecture on The office of the

historical professor 835 p Lond 1886 Macnullan 10s 6d

On the study of history. (See Fortnightly rev 1SS1, 35 319-39 )

Address at theopening of the Birmingham historical society, Nov IS, 1880 Also

in Eclectic mag 1881, 96 577-91

FRITZSCHE, RICHVRD

Die Gestaltung der Systemstufe im Geschichtsuntemcht 38 p 0.

Langensalza. 1896 (Magazin padagogisches, 77.)

FROHLICH, JOSEF

Zur Reform des geschichthchen Unterrichts. (See Oesterreich.

Schulzg 1896 326-28 )

Plea for one tiny book for use In the primary school which shall contain all

the history "which the child absolutely must learn

FROSCHAUKR, M
Zur Methode des Geschichtsuntenichtes von der Reformation bis

Ende des IS60 Jahrhundert (Repertoriuni der Pad. 1896, 51 72-78 )

FROUDE, JAMES ANTHONY.

The study of history (flee Cntio 1885, 6 176, 187-89 )

Also in Youths' companion.

GANSEN.

Geschichte und Untemcht in, der Geschichte 70 p. 0. Stutt-

gart 1897.

GARDINER, S \.MUEL RAWSON.

Freeman on the teaching of hutory (See Academy 1883,

26 386.)
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GAKLICK, A H
A new manual of method 331 p D NY 1896 Longmans

$120.
History, p 258-76

GOLDWIN Smith on the study of history (See Westminster rev. 1861,

76 293-334 )

Reviewing Mr Smith's two lectures at Unlv of Oxford

GOODHICH, A L
History in secondary schools (See School review 1899, 7 29-35 )

GORGE, 8

Die "Extemporahen" un Geschichtsunternchk (See Zeit fui das

Gym 1895, 49 200-3 )

GREENWOOD, JAMES M
Teaching of history. (See Education 1884, 4 623-32 )

GRIMM, HERMAN
Der Geschichtsuntemcht in aufsteigender Limo (Deutsche Rund-

schau. 1891 68 437-66)

GROTH, ERNST

Bemerkungen zum Geschichts-Unterncht. 28 p 0. Lpz. 1894

GUIZOT, FRANCOIS PIERRE GUILLAUME

Historical studies (See his Memoires. 1860, 3 161-74 )

GUNTHBR, ADOLF.

Vorschlage zu em. zeit gemaasen Gestaltung des Geschichtsunter-

richts. 48 p. Gotha. 1891 (Zeit-und Streitfragen pTidagogische )

Ed. 2 50 p Wieshaden 1897

Gurn, FRIEDRICH

Praktascho methodik. Ed 4 531 p Stuttgart 1883.

HALL, GRANVILLE STANLEY ed

Methods of teaching history Boat. 1883 Gimi $130 (Peda-

gogical library 1 )

Methods of teaching history. Ed 2. 385 p. I). Host 1886.

Gmn. $150.

Entirely recast and rewritten Dicsterwcg Instruction in history la omitted
Every article in this edition appears separately in this bibliography

HANNAK, EMANUBL.

Methodik des Unterrichtes in der Geschichte 90 p O Wien
1891 Lehrbuch der speciellen Methodik Heft 6

)

HARLOT, LEWIS B.

Francis laeber, his life and political philosophy. 214 p N. Y.

1899. Col Univ. $2
Lieber was one of the earliest modern teachers of history in America, and liin

work had greatinfluence in securing lor history a placein the college curriculum

Methods of the study of history (See Education 1895 15

332-40)
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HARRIS, WILLIAM TORREY

Syllabus of topics for oral lessons mhibtor} 15 p St LOULS 1880

Jones

HART, ALBERT BUSHNELL.

How to study history (See Chautauquan 1893, 18. 17-21 )

Reprinted as No 4 of his Studies in American education, 1895, in Ohantauqna
studies in American education, and in Wayside course studies No 2, 1805

HARTLEB, PH
Die Forderungen der Gegenwart an den Geschichtsuntemcht der

Volksschule 31 p Bielefeld 1899 (Pad abhd. 4, no 1 )

HEDGE, FREDERIC H
The method of history (See North Amer rev 1870, 111 311-29 )

HERBST, F. L
Zur Frage fiber den Greschichtsuntemcht 58 p 0. Mainz 1869

HINSDALE, BURKE AABON

History teaching in schools (In his Studies in education 1896

p 206-22)
Read before the Department of Superintendence of the Nat Ertue A>8'n, Feb ,

1805, and is also found in N E A Proceedings for 1895, p 360-70

It is a review of the report of the Conference on history, civil government, and

political economy made to the Committee of ten

How to study and teach history 346 p. D. N. Y 1894 Apple-
ton. $1 50 (Inter educ ser )

"No effort is made to tell the teacher just wliat he shall teach or just how he
shall teach it. The aim is rather to state the uses of history, to define in a general
way its field, to present and illustrate criteria for the choice of facts, to empha-
size the organization of facts with reference to the three principles of association,

to indicate sources of information, to describe the qualifications of the teacher,

and finally to Illustrate causation and the grouping of facts by drawing the out-

lines of some important chapters in American history
"

HISTORY; bow she is wrote. (See Saturday rev 1892, 74.438-39 )

Remarks on Mr Lecky's Birmingham lecture, The political value of history

HORN, FR.

Der Geschichtsuntemcht vom modernen Gesichtspunkte (See Pad

blatter 1897, p 71-74 )

HOWARD, GEORGE ELLIOTT

The study of history in schools (See Educ rev 1900,19 257-68.)
Reviews the report of the Committee of seven

HUGHES, J L
Topical teaching of history (See Education. 1882, 2 410-14. )

HtfLLMANN, BITTER KARL D
TJeber den Unterncht in der Geschichte (See Konigsherger

Archiv fur Philosophic 1811. )

JXGER, E F OSCAR

Bemerkungen fiber den geschichtlichen Unterricht 47 p O
Wiesbaden 1892
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JAGER, E F. OSCAR

Didaktik und Methodik dee Geschichtsunterncht 265 and 110 p
0. Munchen 1895 Beck 6-50 (Handbuch der Erziehungs und

Unterrichtslehre fur hohere Schulen Bd. 3 Abtlg. 1. )

Reviewed In Zeit. fur die ost Gym 1890, 47 588-48

Gives a detailed account of the methods of instruction in the various classes of

the German gymnasium.

KAULICH, J
Wert und Methode der Geechichte (See Padagogium. 1893, 15

430- )

KEMP, ELLWOOD W
Outline of method m history 263 p O N. Y. 1896 App

$150.

. Ed 2 300 p D. Terre Haute 1897 Inland pub co

$1.50

KIDDLE, HBNBY, and others

How to teach, a manual of methods for a graded course of instruc-

tion 276 p D Cinn 1877. Van Antwerp. $1

History p 180-01, 211-1G, 288-41

KLEIN, E.

Aphonsmen fiber Geschichtsunterricht. (See Padagogium 1896,

18 298-307 )

Reprinted from his Kritische Gttnge durch Schulo und Welt.

KLEMM, L. B.

Chips from a teacher's workshop 408 p D. Best. 1888 Lee

$1.50.

History, p 841-408

LANDON, JOSEPH.

The principles and practice of teaching and class management
N Y. 1894 Macmillan

History, p 893-407

LANG, ANDREW

History as she ought to be wrote. (See Blackwood'a mag 1899

166.266-74)
A delightful, graceful plea for style In historical writing Langlois and

Seignobofl's Introduction to historical studies is used as the text for n quasi-
review

LANGE, KARL
Die Sage im Geschichtsunterncht der Volksschulo (See Kehr

Padagog blatter. 5 201- )

LANGLOIS, CHARLES VICTOR, and SEIGNOBOS, CHARLES.

Introduction aux Etudes histonque 308 p D Par 1898

Hachette. 3 fr 50c.

Especially p 281-02

An English translation by G G Berry is published by Holt & Co
The best brief treatise on the methods of historical investigation

LAVISSE, ERNEST

Histoire. (See Buisson Dictionnaire de pedagogic et d'instriietion

pnmaire. 1882 1 1264-72)
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LAZARUS, M
Emehung und Gesehichte 51 p Breslau. 1881

LE\ KRMOEE, CHAKLES H
Methods and results of instruction in hirtory (See School ami

college 1892 1 218-28 )

LORENZ, KARL
Der moderne Geschiehtsunterncht, eine hwtonschpjdagogische

Studie 148 p Munchen 1897.

LORENZ, OTTOKIH
Die Geschichtsiwissenschaft in Hauptnchtungen un<l Aufgaben

2 v Berlin, 1886-91

Der zukunftige Unterncht in der neuesten Gesehichte (See Pad.

archiv 1892,34-129-45)

MVCDONALD, J. W.
Teaching history. (See Academy, Syracuse 1892, 7 36-40. )

MACE, WILLIAM HARRISON

Method in history for teachers and students 311 p D Boat.

1897 Gum $1 10
A plea for the pedagogies of histon teaching illustrated from American his-

tory.

Reviewed in Amer Hist Rev
, Get , 1898, and in Educ Rev , Sept , 1899

M VCKIBBIN, STU VRT

Outline course of study in history (See Education 18S9, 10 159-

67.)

McMuRRY, FRANC H
History. (See Nat educ. aas'ii Proceedings 1894, p. 160-65 )

M UIAFFY, JOHN PENTLAND

On the methods of writing and teaching ancient history. (See his

Prolegomena to ancient history 1871, p 1-29.)

MANSEL, G B.

Two letters on Smith's lectures on history Lond. 1861-62

MEAD, EDWIN DOAK
On the study of history (See Amer. mst of instruction. Pro-

ceedings 1888, p. 1-^4.)"
Also issued separately Bost 1888

MR. Kingsley on the study of history (See Westminster rev 1861,

75 306-36 )

Review of his inaugural lecture at Cambridge

MORRIS, GOUVERNEUR.

Inaugural discourse delivered before the New York hist soc Sept.

4,1816 24 p N.Y 1816

MOWRY, WILLIAM AUGUSTUS.

Teacher's independent stuti} of history (See Education 1888,

9 134-36.)
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NECTBAUER, FRIEDRICH

Geschichteunterncht auf hoheren Schulen (See Rein Encyklo-

padishes Handbuck der Padagogik 1896, 2 765-S01 )

Contains a brief bibliography Also published separately 89 p Langen-
salza 1896

NEW ENGLAND HISTORY TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.

Register and report of the first annual meeting in Boat Oct 16,

1897 51 p O Boat 1897

Reprinted in Educational rev 1898, 15 818-30

NIGHTINGALE, A F
History in the high schools (See School review. 1899, 7 11-17

)

Read at meeting of American historical ans'n Dec
,
1897

NOACK, F
Alte und neue Ansichten uber die Ziele des Geschichtsnntemchts

(See Pad archiv 1888, 25 161-66 )

NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND PREPARATORY SCHOOLS

Proceedings 1896 (See School rev. 1896 4-267-72.)
First animal meeting

ORDINARY teaching of history (See Christian remembrancer 1845, 9.

317-37 )

PARK, ABRAHAM
Manual of method. . . 92 p. S Lond 1879.

History, p 01-65

PATRIDGE, LELIA ELLEN.

"Quincy methods" illustrated 660 p. D. N.Y. 1886. Kellogg
$1.50.

History, p 641-66 .

PEABODY, ELIZABETH PALMER.

Instruction in history. (See Amer inst. of instruct. 1850, p 123-

28.)

PEASLEE, JOHN B.

Methods of teaching history. (SeeU S Bureau of educ Report of

commissioner, 1883-84, p. 93 )

Tableaux pour 1'enseignement de 1'histoiie (See Revue pd
1883,11 49-53

PORTER, LUTHER HENRY.
The study of history. (See Education 1882, 3 136-47.)

PRACTICAL methods of teaching history (See Educ rev 1898, 15:313-

30.)
This is in substance tho report to the New England history teachers' associa-

tion by its Committee on methods of teaching and study

PEAWITZ, A.

Ueber (') Geschichtsunterricht 13 p. Q. KgL Gym Fnede-

bergNm. 1895.

PREPARATORY instruction in history (See Nation 1899 69 87-88)
Reviews the Report of tho Committee of seven and suggests that its recommen-

dations would overcrowd tho curriculum and demand more thoroughly trained
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PBINCE, JOHN TILDEX

Courses and methods, a handbook for teachers of primary, gram-
mar, and ungraded schools 344p D Boat. 1890

History, p 162-72

PfcASCHNIK, J

TJeber den Unterncht in der Geschichte. (See Zeit. far die ost

Gym. 1862, 13 866-75 )

Znr Frage uber den geographischen und histonschen Untemcht
(See Zeit fur die ost. Gym. 1858, 9 254-70.

RAUMEH, KART. GEOEG VON

Aphorismson teaching history. (SeeAmer.jour.ofeduc. Barnards

1860, 8 101-10.)
From his History of pedagogy

REIN, WILIIELM, PICKEL, A., and SCHILLER, E
Theone und Praxis des Volksschuluntemchtes nach Herbartischen

Gninsatzen. 7v Dresden. 1884-88
Eachvolume covers one school year, except that the third and fourth years are

included in one volume

RICE, EMTLY J.

History in the common schools. (See Educ. rev. 1 896, 12- 169-79 )

RICHTEB, ALBRECHT.

Geschichtsunterricht in 17*11 Jahrhundert 27 p O Langensalza
1893 (Magazui padagogisches. Heft 35 )

ROABK, RUBIC NBVBL
Method in education. 348 p D. NY. 18919 Amer.bookco. $1.

Chap 18 (p. 192-214) treats of history

ROGERS, CHARLES.

Notes on the study of history. (See Royal hist soc. Transactions.

1880. 8.1-11.)

ROSSBAOH, F.

Die BeruckfiLchtigungder Kulturgeschichte im Geschichtsuntemcht

15 p. 0. Neuwied. 1897. (Pur die Schule aus der Schule 66 )

RTTSQH, GUSTAVB.

Methodik des Unterrichts m der Geschichte. 91 p O. Wien.

1884 (Handbuch der speciellen Methodik Thl 4.)

. Ed. 3. 87 p. 1895.

ST. JOHN, HENBY, VKCOUKT BOMNGBBOKB

Letters on the study and use of history. 2 v. 0. Lond. 1752.

Famous and still of value and interest

SALMON, DAVID.

The art of teaching. 289 p. D Lond 1898 Longmans. $1.25.

History, p 212-18,

SAN ROMAN
Introduccion al estudio de la historia. Guadalajara. 1889.
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SCHBLLING, F W J

Ueber das Studium der Histone und der Junsprudenz (See his

Vorlesungen ubcr die Methode des acadeinischen Studiuin. Ed 3

1830 p 211-37.)

First printed In 1802

SCJTKNK, K
Ueber die Behandlung dervon der Kntik verworfenen Erzahlungen

im Geschichtsuntemcht (See Zeit fur das Gym 1895 49

396-110)

SCHILLING, Dr.

Ueber die Grundsatze der Auswahl, Anordnung und Bebandlung
des Lehrstoffes fur den Geschichtsuntemcht 43 p Lpz 1897.

SCHMID, KARL A.

Encyklopadie des gesammten ErziehungH-und-UntcmehtHwewaiH
... Ed. 2. 10 v 0. Gotha, 1876-87.

Gesehichte, \ 2, 970-1002

SCHRADHR, W.

Erziehungs und Unterrichtslehre fur Gymnasien und Realwhuleii

Ed 4 590 p Ber. 1882

Part 3 treats of special branches

RCIIWANN, M
ftber die Methode des Geschichtastudiums (See OresellHchaft 8

67-83)

SCIENTIFIC method in study of history (See Science 1S84. 3 564-65
)

Review of Hall jlcthods of teaching history

SEARS, BABNAS.

Historical studies m college, their degree of importance and the best

way of conducting them (See Bibhotheca sat ra 1865. 22 251-84
)

SEELEY, JOHN ROBERT

The teaching of history. (See Journal of cduc Lond Nov 1,

1884)

Reprinted in Hall Methods of teaching history, Ed 2, p ] 93-202 und in Inter-

national conference on education, 1881 Proceeding* 3 S3-J3

Advocates the scientific and sociological Instead of the chronological and
purely literary method

SEIGNOBOB, CHABLBS
Histoire narrative et descnptive des anciens peuples do 1*Orient,

avec un supplement a Tusage des professeurs Par 1891

Une expedience d'exercices historiqties (See Revue iimvoreitaire

1896, June 15 )

SELIGMAN, EDWIN ROBERT ANDERSON
The semmarium, its advantages and limitations (See Umv of the

state of New York Report of 30th convocation 1892 p 59-81 )

In regent's bulletin, No 9 Followed bj a discussion shared Jiv Kphniim Emor-
ton, J G Schnnnan, J H Canfield, E B Andrews, and othcrn
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SEYMOUR, LUCY M
Teaching history. (See Education 1S97, 17 H24-31.)

SIIBP \RDSOX, FRANGIH \V.

Points of view m studying history (See Inland educator 1895.

1 273-75.)

SMITH, A. L
The teaching of modern history (See Cookson, Christopher, ed.

Essays on secondary education 1898 p 177-95 )

SMITH, GOLDWIN
The study of history (See Atlantic mo 1870, 25 4-56.)
Lecture delivered at Cornell univ

SOREL, ALBERT

Comment on prepare une lecon d'histoire (See Rev. ped 1882,
10 401-8 )

SOKLBY, WILLIAM RITCHIE.

The historical method (See his Essays in philosophical criticism.

1883)

SPENCE, C. H.

The teaching of modern history. (See Cookson, Christopher, ed.

Essays on secondary education 1898 p 161-76 )

SPIELMANN, C
Der Geschichtsunterricht in ausgefuhrten Lektionen fur die Hand

des Lehrers nach den neueren methodische Grundsatzen bearbeitet

319 p O Wiesbaden. 1897.

STAHN, KARL
Zur Frage uber den Geschichteunterncht (See Padagogische blat-

ter. 1896, p 418-23.)

STANLEY, ARTHUR PENBHYN

Study of modern history (See his Lectures before the young men's

Christian ass'n. . . from Nov 1853-Feb 1854 1854.)

STUBBS, WILLIAM.

Seventeen lectures on the study of mediaeval and modern history

and kindred subjects, delivered at Oxford. . 1867-84 455 p D.

Oxford 1887 Clar press, 8s. 6 d.

Especially, no 1-6

STUTZER, E
Der Lernstoff in Geschichtlichen TJnterricht (See Pddagogisches

archiv. 1883, 25 423-53.)

TECKLENBURG, AUGUST

Der Ausbau des Geschichtsuntemchts. (See Bll fur d. Schulprax

Beilage zur preuss Lehrerzeitung 1896, no. 7 51-54 )

The selection of material for historical instruction most keep in mind both the

ethical and practical ends in view

THATCHER, OLIVER J

Preparation for college m history. (See School review , 1898, 6: 84r-

88)
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TnoMAtt Arnold's methods of teaching history (See Amei joui of educ

Barnard 1857,4 575-77)

THOMPSON, ANNA BOYNTON

How to study history (See Educ rev 1899, 17: 169-77.)

A philosophical discussion of the nature of history, not a practical plan for its

actual study except as true historical study depends on the nature of history

Suggestions to teachers (See Ckanmng Student's history of the

United States 1898 Pref p 29-35 )

THWAITES, REUBEN GOLD
The study of local history in the Wisconsin schools (See Wis. jour,

of educ. 1888, 18 465-74 )

A plea for more attention to the study of local history

TIBBEY, THOMAS G.

On the teaching of history (See Westminster rev. 1899, 151.

516-26.

A plea for more history teaching and better methods.

TBEUNTLEB, JULIUS

Zum geschichthchen Unterncht 2v. 0. Koln 1885-86
Oberrealschule Program.

VAILB, E. O
Teaching current events in school (See Nat. educ. ass*n Proceed-

ings 1892, p 142-49)

VAN WIE, C B
Methods in common branches. 197 p. D. Syracuse 1892. Bar-

deen 75c.

V&BIGOUB, L. RAYMOND DE

The study of history (See Royal hist soc 1872, 1: 9-33.)
Printed separately at different times with varying titles

WABBTBLD, ETHBLBBET D
Teaching of history (See School rev 1895, 3 33-40. )

WEAK side of the historical method (See Nation 1887, 24: 217-18.)

WBIGAND, HEINBICH

Der Geschichts-Unterncht nach den Forderungen der Gegenwark
61 p 0. Hannover. 1897 (Bibhothek padagogische, 21 )

Die Heitnat un Geschichtsnnterncht (See Rhein-Westf. Schul-

zeitung. 1896 322-23 )

Die methode des Geschichtsunterrichts (See Pudagogium 1895,

17.358-60)

Lehrmittel fur Gescnichtsuntemcht. (See Padagogium. 1896, 18:

354r-72.)

*^^

StofEauswahl und Stoffanordntmg fur den Geschichtsunterricht in

Schnlen. (See Padagogmni 1893, 16 167-82.)
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WHEBLEH, N M
How to teacli history. (See Dial 1884, 4 312-13 j

RCV!CA\ of Hall McthorU of teaching: hteton

WHY is history read so little? 27 p O New Bedford (Mass) 1876

WlCKEBSHAM, JAMES P\r
LE.

Methods of instruction 496 p. D Phil n. d
History, p 414-50

WIE studirt Man classische . . . Geschichte 32 p Lp/ 1884

WILSON, ROLAND KNYVET
Should history be taught backward? (See Couteinp rev. 189tt, 70

391-407 )

Also In Littell's living age, 211 259-71

WOLF, JOSEPH.

TTeber Vortrag und Wiederholung un Geschichtsunterncht (See
Zeit. fur die 5st Gym 1863, 14 259-73 )

ZBITSCRIFT F&R DEN GESCHIGHTLICHEN UNTERBICHT

v 1 Apr 1897-March 1898 64 p 0. Osterburg 1898
Discontinued

ZBBFPI, GUSTAVUS GEORGE.

Studies on the science of general history. 3 v. 0. Lond. 1887-89

Hirschfeld 12s. 6d. each.

ZlLLEB, TUISKON

Materiahen zur speaellen Padagogik Ed. 3 296 p 0. Dresden

1886
The famous Loipziger Seminarbuch in enlarged form Contains a valuable

chapter on History teaching

PRIMARY INSTRUCTION.

DBTTMBR, H., and BAACKE, G.

Lehr-und Lernbuchlein fur den ersten Geschichtsunterncht

66 p. 0.

EGERT, PH
Greschichthche Spuren hi unsrer Heimat und ihre Unterrichthche

und erziehliche Bedeutung (Pad. Warte. 1896. 531-^).

GOBDY, WlLBUE F.

Essentials of United States history to be taught m elementary

schools (See Nat educ. ass'n Proceedings 1898, p 70-77.)

HANBIDGB, MABY.
The teaching of ancient history. (See Work and play in girls'

schools. 1898, p. 159-67).

Primary work.

HOLMAN, H.

First lessons in history. (See Educational Times (London). 1898,

51:248-61.)
Lecture delivered at meeting of preceptors in London, May 11, 1898.
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KING, JULIA A
History in the elemental1

) school. (See Educ rev 1899, 18

479-600)

MONHOJZ, WILL SBYMOUE.

Historic sense of children (See Journal of educ Bosk 1897, 45.

406-7.)

MOOKE, NINA
Local history for primary classes (See Common school educ 1888,

2:269-63, 304-S, 342-46; 398-402.)

N,M.
A Frobel method of teaching history (See Journal of educ Lond

1891,13 520-21)

NEWELL,M A
History in elementary education (See Nat educ ass'n. Proceed-

ings 1892, p 310-16 )

PUSABODY, ELIZABETH PALMER.

First steps to the study of history 89 p. D Bosk 1832

PKABODY, MBS MARY H
Methods of teaching history to children (See Nat educ ass'n

Proceedings 1893, p. 284-86. )

PIZARD, ALFRED

L'histoire dans 1'enseignement prunaire D Paris 1891.

An extract from above was printed in Eovue Inter de I'cnsoign 1890, art

531-85

RUBCH, GUHTAVE.

Zur Verbesserung des elementaren Geschichtsuntemcht 136 p
Wien 1893

SALMON, LUCY MAYNARD

History in elementary schools (See Educ. rev 1891, 1 438-52 )

Study of history below the secondary school (See Report of the

Committee of seven 1899, p. 158-72 )

SCHMIDT, F
Die Verwendung der Heimatkunde im Geschichtsuntemclit 28 p

Q Bensheim 1896. (Schulprogram )

VIERGDTZ, FRANZ.

1st im Geschichtsunterricht in der Volksschule em Handbnch in

der Hand der Schuler wunschenswert? (Pomni Bll. 1896 226-26 )

WAJUIBLD, ETJELBLBERT D
Teaching of history in elementary schools (See Education 1893,

14 1-6.)

WILLMANN, OTTO

Der elementare Geschichtsuntemcht, sugleich Begleitworte fur das

Lesehuch aus Herodot 87 p Wien 1872
After Herbart and Ziller
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WlLTSE, SARi E
Place of the story in early education, and other essays. 132 p D

Boat 1892. Gmn 60c

CORBEL V.TIOX

ALDEN, EDMUND KIHBALL.

Mountains and history. (See Amer hist, ass'n. Report 1894, p
519-29)

ATKINSON, WILLIVM PARSONS.

The study of politics 63 p. S Bost 1888 Roberta oOc.

BARNES, MRS MAR\ DOWNING (SHELDON)

Teaching of local history. (See Educ rev 1895, 10 481-88 )

BOUGHTON, WILLIS

Study of local history (See Education 1893, 13 400-8.)

CLARKE, JOSEPH THACHER.

Plea for archaeological instruction (See Hall. Methods of teaching

history Ed 2 1886, p 89-103.)

FISCHER, K
Behandlung der Sozialen Frage im Geschichtsunterricht der Pruna

(See Zeit. fur den gesch Untemcht 1897, 1 226-33 )

Foss, RUDOLPH.

Wie ist der Unterricht in der Geschichte init dem Geographischen
Unterncht zu verbinden? Ed 2 48 p Ber 1874

HILLARD, GEORGE S

On the connection between geography and history. (See Amer
inst of instruction 1845, p 269-307 )

McMuRRY, CHARLES ALEXANDER.

Co-ordination in the field of history and literature. (See Nat educ

ass'n Proceedings. 1895, p. 104-9 )

Special method for literature and history in the common schools.

Ed. 4 114 p. D Blconungton, 111 1898. Public school pub co

35c

. Ed 2 114 p D 1894.

MACY, JESSE

Relations of history to politics (See Amer hist ass'n Report

1893, p 179-88 )

MOSES, BERNARD
The social sciences as aid in teaching history (See Cal uniy. Bul-

letin no 37 1892)

NAOHTIGALL, KARL.

Die Berucksichtigung des Volkswissenschaftlichen Elementes bei

dem Geschichtsunterncht in hoheren Lehranstalten. 18 p 0.

Remscheid 1883.

HIST 99 VOL I 38
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NEUBUTBK, FRIBDKICK

Volkswirtschafthches 1111 Gesdiichtsimterricht 63 p Halle

1894

NEVINS, WINFIELD SCOTT

Study of local history (See New Eng. mag 1893, 14 28-30 )

PHILLIPS, J H
History and literature in grammar grades 17 p D Bost. 1893

Heath 15r

Also in N . A proceedings 1892, 006-lb

PTABCHNIK, J

Der geographische und histonsche Unterncht (See Zeit. fur die ost.

Gym. 1860, 11 474-79 )

PHYSIC VL geography and history (See Hall Methods of teaching his-

tory Ed 2 1886, p 223-26)

REDWAY, JVCQUES WARDLAW
Influence of environment on United States liistory (See Nat. educ.

ass'n. Proceeduigs 1898, p 139-49 )

RICE, EMILY J
Course of study in history and literature, with suggestions and direc-

tions 67 p Chic 1891 Flanagan

SAOH, AUGUST
Die Behandlung der wirthschaftlichen und gesellschafthchen Fragen

im Geschichtsuntemcht 14 p O 1896 Hadersleben

SCHOLZ, ED
Studie uber den historisch-geographisclien Untemcht am Gymna-

sium (See Zeit fur die ost Gym 1870, 21 464-79 )

TIBTZ, ADOLF
Ueber Verbmdung des gescliichtlicheu nut dem geograpluschen

Untemchte in der Quinta des Gymnasiums 39 p O Cothen 1877.

TTTTEL, E
Die Heimatskunde als Grundlage der Geschichtsunterncht (See

Praktischer Schulmann 1896, p. 105-27.)

WBNDT, G.

Zum geschichtlichen und geographischen Unterncht 18 p
Karlsruhe. 1879

Qynniasicii-piogiEizL

WOLF, JOSEPH

Ueber die Verbmdung des geographischen Unternclitcs mit dem
Unterncht in der Geschichte (See Zeit. fur die ost. Gym 1862,

13-253-63.)

USE OF THE SOURCES

BARNES, MBS MAEY DOWNING (SHELDON), and B \RNES, E\EL
Collections of sources in English for history teaching (See Educ.

rev. 1898,16 331-38.)
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BECKER, A
Quellenbenutzimg IDL Ge^chichtfcunte.richt (fcee Zeit fui den

gescli untemcht. 1897, 1 158-65 )

BENGBL, JOHAXX

Quellenbenutzung beim (jeechichthuntemchte i)t> p Wiue-
Imden 1898. (Zeit-und-Streitfragenpadagogischc 53)

CALDWELL, HOWABD WALTER.

Source-study method ot teaching hi>tory in high ^hool& (See Nat
educ. ass'n Proceedings 1897, p 670-76 )

FLING, FRED MORROW Outline of historical method 124 p. D. Lin-

coln, Nebr. 1899 J H Miller. 75c.

FLING, FRED MORBQTT, and CALDWELL, HOWARD WALTER
Studies in European and American history 336 p. 0. Lincoln,

Nebr 1898 Miller. $1
Explaining and Illustrating work by the "source" method In Umv of Nebr

Rev In Jour of pedagogy, July, 1898.

HABT, ALBERT BUBHNELL.

The sources and how to find them Use of sources. (See his Amer-
ican history told by contemporaries 1898. v. 2, pt 1, p.1-34.)

A shorter chapter of similar content prefaces, volume 1

HABT, ALBERT BUSHNELL, and others

The use of sources (In his Source book of American history

1899, preip. 1-46.)

MOELLEE, G. -

Traite" des tudes historiques 673 p. 0. Louvain. 1892.

Contains a critical introduction to modern history and chapters on archives.

Important bibliographic catalogs Historical method

PAGE, T W.
The ' ' source method" of teaching history in schools. (In University

chronicle (California), Dec., 1899, 2 421-32 )

A vigorous arraignment of the "source method '

as the author somewhat
radically conceives it

ROBINSON, JAMES HABVEY.

Ought the sources to be used in teaching history? (See Ass'n of

colleges and preparatory schools of the middle states and Maryland.

Proceedings 1894, p 38-44.)

RUDE, ADOLF

Quellen im Geschichtsunterricht ... 24 p. O Gotha 1892.

(Pad Zeit-und-Streitfragen Heft, 27.)

WOHLKABB, WILHBLM, and others

Eimge Praparationen zuprofangeschichthchen Quellenstoffen. 48 p.

0. Gotha. 1887.

WOODBDBN, JAMES A.

To what extent may undergraduate students of history be trained

in the use of the sources? (SeeAmer hist, ass'n. Report. 1897. p.

45-49).
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COLLECTIONS OF 8OUBCE8 IN AMERICAN HISTORY

This list includes only such collections as are both good and so inex-

pensive as to be within reach of all teachers. A much fuller list

is found in Charming & Hart's Guide

HART, A B and OHANNING, EDWARD, eds.

American history leaflets American history, colonial and consti-

tutional, 1-30. N Y. 1892-97 Lovell 10 cents each.

Published bimonthly

HART, ALBERT BUSHNELL
American history told by contemporaries 4 v N. Y 1897-

1900 Macmillan $7
Three volumes have appeared and may bo had separately for 92 each

Source book of American history 408 p D N Y 1899

Macmillan 60c
From the Columbian discovery to the Spanish war

JOHNSTON, ALEXANDER ed

American orations to illustrate American political history. 3 v. D.

N.Y 1884. Putnam $3.75

MCDONALD, WILLIAM ed

Select charters and other documents illustrative of the history of the

United States 1606-1775 0. N Y 1899 Macmillan $2 25

Select documents illustrative of the history of the United States

1776-1861 465 p. NY 1898 Macmillan $2 25

OLD South leaflets 100 numbers D Bost 1883-99 Rib. and sold

by Directors of the Old South work, Old South meeting-house, Bos-

ton. 5 cents each, $4 per hundred; the first 100 numbers can be had
in 4 volumes at $1.50 each.

POORS, BENJAMIN PEELEY. ed

The federal and state constitutions, colonial charters, and other

organic laws of the U S. 2 v. Q Wash 1877
A reprint la in preparation

PRESTON, HOWARDW ed

Documents illustrative of American history 1606-18<J3 320 p O
N.Y 1891. Putnam. $1.50

RICHARDSON, JAMES D. ed

A compilation of the messages and papers of the presidents, 1781)-

1897 10 v O Wash 1896-99.

Published by authority of Congress.

FRANCE

BOURGEOIS, EMILE
La r&forme de Pagregation d'histoire (See Revue inter do 1'en-

seign 1894, 28 2-8 )

BRISAC, EDHOND DREYFUS
Lea r&onnes de 1'enseignement Becondaire en France (See Revue

inter de 1'enseign. 1881, 1 1-24
)

Discusses the place of history in the French curricula.
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BBOUARD, EUGENE.

L'enseignement de Phistoire dans I'&ole pnmaire (See Confer-
ences pddagogiques fait aux mstituteura pniuaires venus d Paris pour
PExposition umverselle de 1878 )

CAUDEL, M.
Un enseignement de Phistoire diplomatique a 1'ecole libre des sci-

ences politiques (See Revue inter de Penseign. 1898, So 541-50.)

CONS, Louis

L'enseignement de Phistoiiv de France .1 Pecole prunairc. (See
Revue p&l. 1880, 5 569-75 )

FBAIH&BICQ, PAUL.

L'enseignement superieur de Phistoire it Pans (See Revue intei

de Penseign. 1883, 6. 742-98 )

The study of history in Belgium and Holland, trans by Henrietta

Leonard. (See Johns Hopkins CJmv studies. 1890, ser. 8, no. 10,

62p)

The study of history in Germany and France; trans, by Henrietta

Leonard (See Johns Hopkins Umv studies 1890, ser. 8, nos 5-6,

38 p.)

GBOFFBOY, A.

Le concours d'agregation cl'histoire (See Revue inter, de Peaseign

1895, 9 329-40; 402-25 )

RASKINS, CHVRLES HOMER.

History in French lycees. (See Report of the Committee of seven

1899, p. 199-209 )

Also In Amer. hist ass'n Report. 1998, p 533-38

Opportunities for American students of history at Paris (See

Amer hist, rev 1898, 3 418-30 )

Address before the American historical association, Dec. 29, 1897

HOBNES, R
L'enseignement de 1'histoire et de la geographie <lans les colleges

Fribourg, Suisse 1895.

HTTBAULT, GUSTAVE
De 1'enseigiiement de Phistoire de France dans les ecoles primaires.

(See Rev. ped. 1878, 1 382-93 )

JULLIAN, CAMILLE.

Extraite des historiens francais du dix-nemneme siecle. 684 p 0.

Fans 1898
Acc't of the development of historical studies in France during the present

century

LANGLOIS, OH \BLES VICTOR

L'enseignement des sciences auxiliares de Phistoire du M A & la

Sorbonne. (SeeBibhotheque de Pecole des chartes. 1888,49.609-29)
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LANGLOIS, CHABLES VICTOR.

Remarques A propos do I'agregation d'histoire (See Revue um-
versitaire 1892, June 15.)

LAVISSE, EENEST

Agregation d'histoire et de ggographie (Seo Revue inter de Ven-

seign 1883,5371-82.)

Comment a gt6 refonne'e I'agregation d'histoire (See his A propos
de nos 6coles 1895, p. 142^53 )

De I'enseignement de 1'histoire (See his A propos de nos 6coles.

1895, p 77-107

L'enseignement de 1'histoire (See his Instructions concernant les

programmes de 1'enseignemenfc secondaire classique n d )

The same matter somewhat abridged is In hto A propos de nrm CCO!GR, p 77-107

L'enseignement historique en Sorbonne et I'^ducation national.

(See Revue des deux mondes 1882, 159 870-97 )

LEMONNIEB, HENBY
LJ

enseignement de Phistoire dans les gcoles prmiairep (See Recueil

des monographies p&lagogiques pubh^es tl Poccasion de Pexposition
universelle de 1889, 4 221-68, no. 30 )

MENTION, LfioN.

De Penseignement de Phistoire dans les ecoles normoles. (See Rev.

p4d 1885, 16.41-46.)

MONTN, H
Les progrds de 1'enseignement histonquo. 14 p Pans, 1891.

SALOMON, HENBY

L'enseignement de 1'histoire dans lew lycees (See Revue niter, de

Penseign 1890, 2fc 471-80
)

SECONDAEY history teaching in France. (See Amer jour. /of educ. Bar-

nards 1872, 23 51.)

SEIGNOBOS, GHABLES.

L'enseignement de Phistoire dans les Faculteu (See Revue inter,

de Penseign 1883-84, 6 1076-88, 8 36-60, 97-111 )

TEEGAN, THOMAS HENBY

Elementary education in France 255 p D Lond. 1891.

Simpkin
Detailed programa are given, p 215-56, uhowiiig place of history in thu curricula

of the French elementary schools.

YAK DAELL, ALPHONSB N.

Methods of instruction in secondary schools in France (See
Academy, Syracuse 1889, 4-201-12 )

WBBTSGH, FRIEDBICH

Ueber den Greschichtsunterricht ni Frankreich Perleberg, 1897
A"Prograinin."
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ACTON, JOHN EMERICK ED\\ ARD D \LBERG Acrox, LORD.
German schools of histoiy. (See English hist, rev 1886, 1 7-42 )

ASSMANN, \V.

Das Studium der Geschichte insbesondere auf Gymnasien nach den

gegemvarfagen Anforderungen 39 p. Q Braunschweig 1847
AlsoinZeit f d Gymnasialwescn, \ol 1

B VLDAMUS, ALFRED
Die Stoffverteilung im Geschichtsuntemcht (See Zeit fur das

Gym 1891, 45 330-36.

BARNARD, HENRY ed.

German schools and pedagogy. 2 v in 1 NY 1861.

Reprinted from American journal of education Port 2, p 101-10, contains

Aphorisms on teaching history , translated from Raumer's Historv of pedagog%

BENGEL, JOHANN
Geschichte der Methodik des kulturgeschichtlichen Unterrichts.

74 p O Wiesbaden 1896 (Zeit-und-Streitfragen pudagogische.

49-50.)

Appeared first in Neue Bahnen

BlBDEKMANN, FBIEDRICH KARL
Der Geschichtsuntemcht anf Sdmlen nach kulturgeschichttlichen

Methode. 45 p Wiesbaden. 1885

BLUME, E.

Greschichtsunterncht auf den Seminanen (Rein's Studien. )

BOLTON, FREDERICK E
The secondary school system of Germany 398 p D 1ST T 1900

Appleton $150 (Inter educ ser v 47.)
P 235-50 give syllabus of work in history and geography in the German schools

from tho first study of the subjects in the Vorschule through Upper Prima in the

Gymnasium.
Text books, apparatus, and methods of instruction are discussed, with emphatds

on the close correlation of the two subjects and the wonderfully unified and

thorough work done

BONGAERTZ, JULIUS

Der Geschichtsuntemcht in der Volksschule 278 p Minister

1892

BOURNE, EDWARD G
Eanke and the beginning of the seminary method in teaching his-

tory (See Educ rev 1896, 12 359-67.)

BRETTSCHNEIDER, HARRY
Zum Unterricht in der Geschichte vorzugsweise in den oberen Klas-

sen hoherer Lehranstalten 84 p O Halle 1895

DORPFELD, FRIEDRICH WILHELM

Eepititonum der Gesellschaftskunde zur Erganzung des Geschichts-

unternchta Ed. 3. 48 p. Gutersloh 1890

EBERHARDT, K F.

Ueber Greschichtsunterricht auf den Seminanen 32 p O. Wien

1876. (Bern's padagogische Studien 4.)
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EBERHAEDT, K F
Zur Methode und Technik des Geschichtsuntemchts auf den Semi-

narian 15 p Eisenach 1874

EKBRIS, VAN
Der Geschichtsuntemcht in der Volksschule Bielefeld .1891

ENDRIS, A.

Der Geachichtsiintemcht in der Volksschule 62 p Lpz 1887

(Pad Sammelmappe 111 )

FELDHAXTSEN, G.

DerGeschichtsonterrichtinderVolkfischule. 108p Lpz 1887

(Hesse's Lehrer-Bibhothek 8 )

FLING, FEED MOBROTT

The German historical seminary (See Academy, Syracuse. 1889,

4 129-39, 212-19 )

Describes the organization and working of Maurenbruchcr'n seminary at Leip-

zig in 1888

FREDERICK, PAUL.

De Penseignement supgrieur de Phistoire en Allemagne (See Re-

vue de 1'instruction pubhque en Belgique 1882, 24 18-53, 25 79-92
)

FBEE,H
Der ganzliche Neugestaltung des Geschichtsuntemchts in der Volks-

schule (See Neue Bahnen. 1897, p. 289-305 and 345-72
)

FROBOBSE, J

Bedenken gegen den neuen preussischen Lehrplan der Geschichte

(See Zeit fur das Gym. 1893, 47 65-76 )

GABLEB, Dr
Zum Gteschichtsunterrichte fur Madchen. (See Aus der Schule-fiir

die Schule 1896, pts 2-3, p. 61-67, 114-21 )

GENZ, HEBMANN
Die Bedeutung des Geschichtsunterrichts auf den huheren Lehran-

stalten (See Zeit fur das Gym 1888, 42 657-68 )

GOLDMANK, THBODOB.

Zum Geschichtsuntemcht dee Gynmaaums. 45 p. Darmstadt
1890 (Program Ludwig-Georges Gym )

GBAVBNHOBST, K.Tn.

Em Wort zur Verstundigung uber Massund Zael des geschichtlichen
IJnternchts auf Gymnasien. 15 p Braunschweig Gym 1880

GfiftLLICH, 08KAB ADALB

Beitrag zur Methodik des Geschichtsunterrichts an li^heren Leh-
ranstalten. 80 p. 0. Lobau. 1874.

HAUFT, 0.

Em Beitrag zu der Frage nach Ziel und Methode des Geschichtsuu-

terrichts an Gymnasien 38 p. 0. Wittenberg ,1883.

HEBBST, F L W
Die neuere und neuste Geschichte auf Gymnanien 40 p

Mainz 1877.
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HERRMANN, E.

Bemerkungen zum Geschichtsuntemcht in den oberen Gymnasial-
klassen 46 p Q Ber 1894

HISTORY in continental schools. (See Industrial educ ass'n. N. Y. Educ
leaflets no 5, Jan. 10, 1888.)

HfJBNER, MAX.
'

Neuere Bestrebungen auf dem Gebiete des Geschichtsunternchts
50 p 0. Breslau. 1891.

Der TJnterricht in der Geschichte nut zahlreichen Lehrproben.
147 p. Breslau 1898

IMMANUEL, .

Studium der vaterlandischen Geschichte, Bemerkungen uber den
histonschen Unterricht auf Gymnasien. (See Archiv fiir Geschichte

und Alterthumskunde Westfalens. 1828, 3 62- )

DER in preussen geplante Reform des Geschichtsunternchts (SeeDeut
Zeit f, Geschichtswissenschaft. 6.191-97.)

JACOBI, A ed.

Beitrage zur Methodik des Unterrichtesm der Volksschule Apolda.
1883

JACOBI, F.

Grundzuge einer neuen Methode fur den vaterlundischen Ge-

schichtsunterncht m deutschen Schulen Nurnberg 1839.

JAGER, E F OSCAR.

Ueber die Stellung des Untemchts in der alten Geschichte im Gym-
nasiallehrplan (See Humanistische Gymnasium 1895,5*6-12)

J8HGENSEN, PAUL.

Der Greschichtsuntemcht auf dem Bealgymnasium; Beitrage zur

Methodik 23 p. Q. Ber 1894

JULLIAN, CAMILLE.

Notes sur les stoinaires historiques et philologiques des universitgs

allemandes. (See Revue inter, de 1'enseign 1884, 8 289-310; 403-24. )

JUNGE, FRIEDHICH

Der Geschichtsunterricht auf Gymnasien und Bealgymnasien nach

den preussischen Verordnungen von 31 Mara, 1882. 38 p 8. Ber.

1886

KEHR, CARL. ed.

Geschichte der Methodik des deutschen Volksschulunterrichts 4

v. Gotha 1877-81

. Ed 2 1887-34.

CARL.

Die Praxis der Volksschule, init einem Anhange uber die beaten

Lehr-und-Lernmittel auf dem Gebiete des Volksschuluntemchts.

Ed. 10. 408 p. Gotha 1885-87

Ed 1 was issued in 18fi8
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KLEIN, E
Ueber Geschichte Erzahlen in Mddchenklaasen (See Schulbote

furHessen 1896,48-50.)

KLEMM, L E,

European schools 419 p. D N Y 1889 App. $1 50. (In-

ter educ ser )

A few paragraphs on history In chapters two and three

KLTNGHABDT, JULIUS

Die Berucksichtigung der bildenden Kunst bcim Unterrichte in der

Geschichte und Erdkunde in den mittleren Klassen des Gymnasiums
16 p Q. Altenburg 1896.

K0CHER, ADOLF

Zwei neuere Probleme des Geschichteunternchtes anf den hnheren

Schulen 23 p Hannover 1896

The. place of history In the cumenlum of the grammar school AIM! the treat-

ment of social and economic questions in high school history \\ork

KORNBUMPF, E
Methodische Handbuch fur den deutchen Geschichteuntemcht in

Volksschulen Lpz 1893

KEIEGEE, FERDINAND

Der Geschichtsuntemcht in Volks-und-Burgersohulen 160 p O.

Nurnberg 1876.

KBQUES, F
Zum Lehrplane und zur Instruction fur den gesehichthchen Unter-

ncht an denGymnasien in Oesterreich nn Johro 1884 (See Zeit fur die

ost Gym 1886. 37 sup 90-98

KUBTH, GODEFROID

De Tenseignement do I'histoire en Allemapie (See Revue do I'm-

struction pubhque en Belgique 1876, 19 88-100 )

LBFBANC, ABEL.

L'enseignement de Thistoire dans los iniivorHit^R <U Leipzig ct do
Berlin (See Revue inter de Tenseign 1888, 15 2ffiM12 )

LlPP, JOHANN
Die Geschichte in der Volksschule (Roe Padajrotfium 1888. 10-

653- )

LftBELL, JOHANN WILIIBLM

Grundzuge euier Methodik des geschu'htlirhon UntcrnchtH auf

Gymnasien 88 p Lpz. 1847

LOBENZ, OTTOKAR.

Geschichtsuntemcht auf hoheren Schulen (See Nat. Ztutung. 2,

May, 1891.)

Zur Frage uber den Geschichtsuntemcht am Gynmasiuiu. (See
Zeit. fur die ost Gym 1861, 12 169-39.)

Directed against Gampu and Biedcrmunn
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MAHEENHOI/TZ, RICIT\RD

Wandlungen der Geschicbtsauffassung tind des Geschichtsunterrichts

besonders in Deutschland 74 p Hamburg 1801. (Zeit-und-

Streitfragen, 84-85 )

MABTENS, RICHARD

Die NeugeHtaltung des Geschichtsuntcrrichts auf hoheren Lelirans-

talten 118 p Lpz 1892

MEYER, G E
Der Geschichtsunterncht, in dcr Volksschule (Sco Prenw Rchulbl.

1896 Hefte 36-38 )

MlQUEL, F W
Beitriige eines mit der Herbartiscbcn Podagogtk bofronndolcn Rclml-

mannes zur Lehrc voni biograpbischcn GkchiditBimtomijht auf Gym-
nata0n. 61 p O Leer. 1847.

MUSTER, F
Die Geschiehte in dor Volkssohule, von dor Dieaterwcg Stiftung in

Berlin prfunurte Concurrenzs^hnft 78 p () Koln 1876

NEUBAUKE, FRIEDRICH

Die Kulturgeschichtc auf hoberen Lcbranptalton (Scv Zeit fur das

Gym 1897,51.257-66.)

NonABCHEK, H.

Ueber der (irosc'hK'hts-TTntemobt in OHUM VolksHcbuk* \on arht,

Klasaen, em nietluKliai'her Vernufh 40 p () Main/ 1878

NOIIL, CLEMENH

Uebcr (be Notbwondigkoit wner grundbohon licfonn <UH Ix'brplana

fur den GeHcbR'btauntemcht auf Real-und-buheren Burgeracliulen.

Neuwied 1870

OHL, E.

Veranscbaulicbung der CTCSt'bicbte in dir Volksucbule (See 1'ada-

gogium 1890,12:808- .)

OMMERBORN, 0.

Der Gcsobicbtaunterncbt untor l>esondercr JicnickHiclitismik <lic

neuercn Erlaaac. 64 p. O. Charlottuuburg. 1891.

PAULHEN, FRiEDRicn.

Geacluchtederj^elebrtenUnternobtaauf <hn dpiitadicn Kclinlun und

Umversitateu vom Ausgung dea Mittlcult^rn 1 >IH /ur (kk

gi
kn\\ art 811 p

Lpss 1885.

Place of history in the German Lulirplan is iuf unik'lj (meed

PETER, CAUL.

DerGescIiicbtHunterriditaufiiymnaHicn 2:$8 p O Hallo 1849.

PIETSWCH, F. W.
fioncht u d Nciigcstaltim^ don Gm'bu'btfluntorncbt.M HtMt dor lior-

hner Dezonil>erkoiiierenz 18 p (i Zwickau lic'iil ( ryiuiiumuin.

1894.
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PRINCE, JOHN TFLDEN

Methods of instruction and organization of the schools of Germany
237 p D Boat 1892 Lee $1.15

Hlstorj and geography Chap 10

PRUSSIAN elementary school code, translated by A E Twentyman (See

Great Britain House of Commons papers No 8447 Special reports

on educational subjects 1896-97. p 470-80

Shows the time given to history in the curriculum

PTASCHNIK, J

Beitrag zur methodischen Behandlung des geographischcn und his-

torischen Unterncht an dem Untergymnasium (See Zeit fur die ost.

Gym. 1853, 4. 455-S7, 533-42. )

Die griechische und romische Geschichte iin Gymnasium (See Zeit

fur die ost Gym 1862, 13 380-94 )

RAFFAY, ROBERT
Der Geschichtsunterricht an den osterreichischen Mittelschulen.

35 p Wien 1889.

RAUSGHEN, GERHARD
Der TTnterncht hi der alten Geschichte auf den oberen Klasseu des

Gymnasiums Theil 1 12 p Q Audernach 1890

RICIITER, ALBRBCHT

Geschichtsunterncht in 17 en Jahrhundert 27 p. O. Lagensalza-
1893 (Padagogisches Magazm Heft 35 )

Die Methodik des Geschichtsunterrichtcs der Volksschule m ihrer

geschichtlichen Entwickelung 59 p Gotha. 1889 (Kehr
Geschichte des deutschen Volksschulunternchtes 2 73-132 )

Der Weltgeschichtliche Untemcht in der deutschen Volksschulo in

seiner methodischen Entwickelung (See Kehr Geschichte der

Methodik 1877,1 169-211.)

ROSENBURO, HERMANN
Methodik des Geschichtsunterricht; nach den Grundsitzcn der ver-

mittelndenPfidagogikbearbeitet. 120 p Breslau 1892

Ed. 2 150 p 1897

RUSSELL, JAMES E
History and geography in the higher schools of Germany (Sw

School rev. 1897, 5 257-68, 539-47 )

Reprinted as chapter 15 of his German higher school* 1899

SACHSE, FRIEDRICH

Gemchtspunkte fur den Geschichtsuntemcht in der Volkwchulc

(See Praktascher Schulinann. 1875 Heft 1-2 )

SALMON, LUCY MAYNARD.

Historym theGerman gymnasia. (SeeEduo rev 18(

)S, 15 1(57-82 )

Also in Report of the Committee of seven 1899, p 173-ys, and in Amur hi*i

ass'n Report 1897, p. 75-89
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SCIIEIBLHUBER, C/L

Praparationen fur den Gescluchtsunterricht m der Volksschulc.

264 p Straubing 1897

SCHILLER, .

Bemerkungen uber den Geschichtsunterricht mit besonderer Bezie-

huiig auf die bayenschen Schulverordnungcn (See Zeit fur daw Gym.
1849, 3 503 )

HCJULLKR, HERMANN
Die neucste Genclmhto auf dor oleraten Stufe dos Gymnasialtmtor-

nchtes (See Zeit fur daa Gym 1889, 43 513-30 )

SCIEMAHHWV, A
Die Kunstgescluchte on uiiscrun llochachulon 120 p () Beihn

1891

SEIdNOJiOtf, ClIVRLEH

L'entjeigneineut de I'lustoire dons les umveraitos alloniandoti. (See
Ite\ue inter de Tenrtejgn 1881, 1 5<J3-GOO )

STEINEB, KATOT.,

Zur Rtrfomi dea (TOrtcluchtHunterrichta 16 p O. Lpss 1891

(Pud SanimeluiapiK* 144 )

HTIJUIL, F.

Der vaterlandiwhe (JeHchichtHimterricJit in untsern KleniunturHcha-

len Koblenx 1842

TLHELE, K
Zur Mcthodik di^ (icwliirlilHiinU^rrirhtH HI diu iintcrc'ii nnd init-

tleren Klassen hohorer LoliraiiHtalti'ii (Sot' Zeit fur da < \\ m 1894,

48 609-16
)

TIEFPBNB veil, RICHARD
WieiHtan den Iniinaniatist'hcii Gymnasien d(rf?CHchichtlicliL I^lir-

stoff auf die einseoliion Klawi'ii der Olxjratufe ssu verteilen? (See Zeit

fur daa Gym 1891, 45 321-30 )

UKBKL, ARTHUR.

Ueber GeschichtHunterriclit in dor all^emoinen Forthildan^tichiile.

(See D. deutHchc FortbildangHsch 189($ 10l>-14 )

WBUHK, GBOWI
Der Geschichtsnntomoht in MittolHchuleii lleidellxv. 1864.

WHITK, ANDREW DICKHON

European wh<^ols of history and i>oliticH (Sen
1
.1oliiiH Hopkins Univ

studicH 1887, Her 5 no 12, p 477-546.)

\VUUKL, OlTR.

Daa LchriK?nsuin der Goojrraphio nrul OoHohiohlo nn 2cn Somo^trr

der acliten Gynmasuil clawMe. (See Zeit fur die oHt. Gym. 1890,

41 831-47 )

ZlLLIG,

Dcr GeHihiditHuniorru'ht in dor olomontaren Kr/iohunpswhulon

(Soo Jalirbwh do Voreiiw fur wjswMiacliaftliclicn P.idaj^t^ik 1882,

14 89-245 )
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ZILLIG, PETER

Der Greschichtsunterricht in der Erziehungsschule (See Rein En-

cyklopadisches Handbuch der Padagogik 1896, 2. 753-65. )

ZlMHEBMANN.

Die Methode der histonsehen Untemchts auf Gymnasien (See

Gymnasialzeitung. 1842, p. 217 )

See bibliographical references accompanying articles on Geschichtsunter-

richt in the Encyclopedias of Baumeister, Bern, and Schmid for more de-

tailed references on German grade work in history

Jahresbenchte uber das hdhere Schulwesen and POdagogischer Jahres-

bericht are two annuals which list and comment upon the current German
literature of this subject

GREAT BBFTAIN.

ADAMS, HERBERT BAXTER,

English views on the study of history. (See Index, Dec. 20, 1884.)

ANDREWS, ALICE

Teaching modern history to senior classes. (See Work and play in

girls' schools 1898, p 124-58 )

Includes a 20 p specimen syllabus of English history

BAKER, ARTHUR.

On the teaching of history (See Journal of educ. Lond 1891,

13:19-20)
Head before the Teachers' Guild

BARNBTT, PERCY ARTHUR, ed.

Teachingand organization with special referenceto secondaryschools

419 p Lond 1897 Longmans $2

History, p 161-98. Fresh, clear, and practical

BROWNING, OSCAR.

Teaching of history in schools 20 p Lond 1887 Long-
mans Is

Also in Royal historical society Transactions. 1889,p 69-84

BURSTALL, 8 R.

History teaching in schools. (See Journal of educ Lond 1895,

17 381-S2 )

CHARLES, R F
History teaching m schools (See Journal of educ Lond 1S05,

17.379-81)

CURRIE, JAMES.

Principles and practice of common-school education 504 p I).

Lond n. d Stewart.

History, p 478-84

Fox, GEORGE L.

History in English secondary schools (See Report of the Commit-
tee of seven 1899, p 210-30 )

Also in Amer hist, asm Report 1898, p
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FREDERICQ, PVUL
De Penseignement supe'rieur de Thistoire en Ecosae ut en Angleterrq

(See Revue inter do 1'enseign 1886, 9 500-20, 10 106-28 )

The study of history in England and Scotland, trans by Henrietta

Leonard (See Johnn Hopkins Uuiv studies 1887, ser 5, no 10,

54 p

HARBISON, FREDERIC

Royal road to history (See Fortnightly rev 1803, (50 478-fll )

Reprinted afl chapter 1 In his Meaning- of history

HISTORICAL study at Oxford (See Bentiev'H Quarterly rev 1895,

1 282-300)

HODGKIN, HOWARD
The study of history in the University of Cambridge., England

(See Alumnus 1879 )

How English history is not taught in England (See liev of rev 1897,

16 101 )

Extract from Dr Miller Majrnln.tf lecture The national study of military

history

SECONDARY history teaching in Scotland (See Amer jour of educ

Barnards 1871, 22 691-U2 )

SMITH, ARTHUR L
Historical teaching in public Hchnnb (Sec Academy 1897, 51

106-7 )

SOMBRVELL, R
Modern history (HccJJiirnctt.. Touching and organization 1897,

p 161-79)

STUBBKKT, MARY U W.
Tlio Cambridge Hchnol of history (Sec AHUM lust annn Rej>ort

1898, p. 383-411 )

STUDY of history at Oxford (See Nation 1895, <K) 274-T)

WELLS, J
The teaching of hwtory in Hchooln Lniul 18( i^ Mclhucn
An Oxford extension lecture

WITIIERS, H L
Ancient history (SeeJUimctt Teaching and organization 181)7,

p 180-98)
ITNITKH STVTK8

ADAMS, HERBBUT BAXTER.

Hwtory in AIIKTH an < <llci

gcH
Ainhorst (See I'Mucation ISMi 7 177-K7 )

Columbia (Hi*c Krliuutlon IKSH. 7711, 2-1(N), 177-H7 )

Harvard (Kei> Krltu-atIon 1SH( I. .UV17, (ilS-.;*t )

Vale (Hoc Education JSS/ 7 .SJI-JI)

The study of history in American collogcH un<l nnivorHitu^s 2W p
illns O Wash 1S87 (Buiciui of oilm CinuLii of .iifoiinatiuii

no 2)
Ru\ isod and vcrvinuc h < xtcndiil from Mir tirdt l\s in Kdiuatinn
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ALLEN, WILLIAM FRANCIS

Instruction in American history (See Wisconsin journal of educa-

tion v 4. Oct , 1874 )

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION

Preliminary report of the Committee of seven on study of history in

schools. (See School review 1897, 6 346-9 )

BALCII, GEORGE T
Methods of teaching patriotism in the public schools 109 p. O

N Y 1890 VanNostrand $1 50
From an address delivered June '28, 1880, before the teachers of the Children's

nid society, N Y City

BARNES, MBS. MARY DOWNING (SUBLDON).
General history in the high school (See Academy, Syracuse 1889,

4 285-91)

Teacher's manual to American history 155 p. D. Bosk 1893.

Heath 60c.
"
Vital, original, and stimulating

" Monroe

BURGESS, ISAAC B
Method of college preparatory teaching of history. (See Academy,

Syracuse 1883, 3 293-305 )

BURG ESS, JOHN WILLIAM
Methods of historical study and research in Columbia University

(See Hall Methods of teaching history Ed 2 1886, p 215-21
)

BUTLER, NICHOLAS MURRAY
Reform of secondary education in the United States (See Atlan

Mo 1894, 73 372-84 )

A review of the report of the Committee of ten

CHANNING, EDW VRD, and HART, ALBERT BUSIINELL.

Guide to the study of American history 471 p D Bosk 1896

Gum $2 15

The most useful book to the teacher of American history TrcalM of method and
materials, with full bibliographies and topical references. Thoroughly indexed

OLOW,F E.

Outline of work in professional history in the State normal school,

Oshkosh,Wis lip 1897.

DOUGHERTY, NEWTON
The study of history in our public schools (Sec Nat educ asu'ii

Proceedings 1897, p 58-67.)

DRAKE, J H
Roman constitutional history in our high schools (See School

review 1900,814^-66)

FOSTER, WILLIAM EATON.

Use of a public library in the study of history ($CH> Hall Methods
of teaching history Ed. 2 1886, p 105-11 )

GORDY, WILBUR F , and TWTTCHELL, WILLIH Iit\

A pathfinder m American history 21 p 1) Host "istrj UH?

AShepard. $1.20.
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H\LL, C P

History of the civil war, what and how much shall IK? taught

(See Education 1887, 7 470-81 )

H utr, ALBERT BOBIINKLL

History in high and preparatory schools (Sco Academy, Syracuse

1887, 2 256-65, 306-15 )

Reprinted separately 22 p 8>mciwe, 1887

Methodrt of teaching American histon (See JIall MethtMlH of

teaching history. Ed 2 188<j, p 1-31 )

Revised suggestions on the study of the lnstor\ and government of

the United States. 164 p 0. Comb 1895 I Fan miiv
While dculgnetl gpceiull} for Hur\ awl HtmlenlH, il IH \ uliiuhle to sevon<lur\ luw h-

eiH AH Hhowiuj,' clearly the nature of the college \\ork ID wliloh their HduloTils ^o

Studies in Auioncan edmatiou. 150 p J) N.Y 1895

nians 4>1 25

Etati>H 1 tuul r> on Hintorj

IlrNHDALK, BlTRKK AAItON

History teaching in HclMM !H (S<o Nut c<lu<* ass'n

1895, p 3(iO-70 )

AbHtnieleil in School joimutl Mnr '),lHir>

IIirLINC, KVV (rltEKNE

History in secondary education (See JIilm n\ lsM-, 7 -1-IK-fiU,

8 *M8 )

JlTDSON, 1 1 VERY PltATT

History in Secondiu y schools (Kec Kdiuii1i(n IH85, <> 111-25)

Teaching historv in secondary schools (Sin
1 Um\ stale of NY

23rd convocation 1885 Proceedings p 81-4)0)
In rcjrentH' report 9i) u lon^ diHcuasiun follows

LAUUIIC, SIMON SOMBUVILLK

History in the school (Keo School revie\\ ISW, 4 (>4(Mi:> )

M \CAUHTKK, JVMES

HylUlms of a coiirsi' of eleiiicnt.uy inslrucdon in U S lustoi\ and
uvil government 44 p I*hd 1887

M \TIIKS, Kmv\iti>T

Teaching A incrii un 1 1 iHtoiy (Sv N Y tdm lh8, 1 ,JJ<>-J1 )

Mn\\KV, \VlLM\M AlTaiTSTUS

History of our countiy, ho\v to tea* h it (See (^minion s< hool

wine 1888-89, v 2^ )

8ix articles in \ 2, five art it leu in \ I

NKWNUIJ\ND IIIHTORV TBUIIPKH* \MSO< i VTION ('OMMITTKKOVTPXT-IKNIKH
Text-l)ookH in Ameruiin history (Sci liluc rev I> 18l

)8,

16 480-502 )

Contains < ritktil nn<l <lc'scrii>ti\f notes on 1') Icjulin^ tt k\t-hookh

JUST JM VOL i :*u
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NK\\ YORK (Srm:) UNIVERSITY

Aims anil methods in teaching United States histoiy, a discussion

at the 9th annual conference of Associated academic principals (See

Regents' bulletin 30 1893, p 538-47 )

ROHINSON, El)W\RD V \N DYKK
All ideal course in history for secondary schools (See Nat educ

assn, 1897, p 67SKS3 )

Topics for supplementary reading and discussion in "United States

history (See School rev. 1897, 5 302-8 )

RoHINSON, J VMKS HARVEY

Teaching European history in college
1

(See Educ rev 1898,

16 28-39 )

ROLLINS, GEORGE W.
American history in preparatory schools (See Academy, Syracuse

1886, 1 133-39
)

S \LMON, LUCY MAYNAKD
The teaching of history in academies and colleges. (Sec Academy,

Syracuse. 1890, 5 283-92 )

Alto in Women and the higher education, N Y
, 1K93, and in the proceedings

of convocation of Univ. of the state of New York, 18UO, where it is followed by a
long discussion

SCOTT, HENRY E
Courses of study in history, Roman law and political economy at

Harvard umv (See Hall Methods of teaching history. Ed. 2.

1886, p 167-92 )

SEERLEY, HOMER H
The essentials of United States history to l>e taught in secondary

schools (See Nat educ. ass'n. Proceedings 1898, p 77-87 )

SLOVNE, WILLIAM MULLIGAN

The department of history in Columbia university (See Columbia

university bulletin, June, 1898, 20 181-94 )

STEPHENS, HENRY MORSE

History in the secondary schools (See Nat educ ass'n Proceed-

ings. 1896, p 62^30 )

TIIOBPE, FBANCIS NEWTON

History in American schools (See Education 1886, 7 2*4-43,

149-68)
Also reprinted with title Study of United States history in Hchoola, colit%fs,und

universities.

Study of current topics as a feature of school, academic, and college
education (See Education 1890, 11 170-74 )

Teaching American history (Sec Education 1887, 7 686-90 )
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TRAINER, JOHN.

How to teach and study United StateH history by the Brace HVHtcin

335 p. Chic. 1895 Flanagan $1.

The Brace system is a plan of bracket analysis

U fl BUREAU OF EDUCATION

The study of history in American colleges mid universities, by Her-

bert B Adams 299 p illus. O Wash 1887 (Circular of infor-

mation no. 2 )

WELSH, CHARLES.

English history in American school text-bookH (Nee Kduc rev.

1900, 19 23-35 )

DlBCUflKOS, with illustrative quotations, the luijuht un<l partial p|< turnip of Knj?-

lond in our text-books.

WEST, WILLIS M
History in the high school (See Nat cduc asa'ji Proceedings.

1890, p 648-55 )

WHITE, ANDREW DICKHON

Historical instruction in the course of history and political science

at Cornell university (See llall Methods of teaching history.

Ed 2 1886, p. 71-76.

WlNTERBURN, ROSE BARTON.

History work in high whoolw (Sins Academy, Syracuse 1H91,

6 510-18 )

WRONG, GEORGE M
History in Canadian HIM ondury schools (Sec KejHut of the (Vnn-

mittee of seven 1899, p 231-38 )

ZBLLER, J W
Manual containing suggestions and 500 questions and answers to In-

used m connection with United States history and civil government

study 45 p. D. Phil 1896 McConnell 15c

ZIMMERN, ALICE.

Methods of education in this United States. 178 p. I). Lond
1894. Sonnenschem. $1

Hiatory,p d-77

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A.

The hooks in English of most value to the Unicherof history in Kccon-

dary schools. Fuller detiu Is of each title \\ill IK found with UH entry in

the body of the bibliography.

ADAMS, C. K.
Manual of historical literature 1882
Sec note under this entry in the bibliography

AMERICAN HISTORIC VL \KHOCI VTION.

Report of the Committee of seven on history study in schools 1899
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BARNES, MRS MARY D SHELDON

Studies in historical method 1896

CHANNING, EDWARD, and HART, ALBERT BUSITNELL

Guide to the study of American history. 1896.

FREEMAN, E. A.

The methods of historical study. 1886

HALL, G. S ed

Methods of teaching history Ed. 2. 1886.

HINSDALE, B A.

How to study and teach liistory. 1894

MACE, W. H
Method in history. 1897.

APPENDIX B.

Books in German which have not been translated, of most value to the

American teacher of history.

BAAR, JOSEPH

Studen uber den geschichthchen TJntorricht an don hoheren Lehr-
anstalten des Auslandes. 1895-97.

BEKNHEIM, ERNST
Lehrbuch der historischen methode 1894.

FREE, H.
Der ganzhche Neugestaltung des Gescluchtsunternchta in der Volks-

schule. 1897.

JXaEft, E F.

Didaktik und Methodik des Geschichtsunterncht 1895.

LORENZ, KARL.

Der moderne Geschichtsunterncht 1897.
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TITLES OF BOOKS ON ENGLISH HISTORY PUBLISHED IN 1897

AND 1898

With notes by W. D V\\SON JOHNSTON

1897.

ABBOTT, EVELYN and CAMPBELL, LEWIS.

Life and letters of Benjamin Jowett N Y
, Putton, London,

Murray. 1897. 2v Portraits, plates, facsim O $10

Biogiaphia of ."the 19th century Dr Johnson," the Master of Balliol, from

Bomo 50 volumes of Jowett'H notes of conversations and of his o\\n thoughts ami

letters, all letters to Jo\\ett ha\ing been destroyed, contains much of unique
valuo for the hlwtory of English nulionul life and thought wince !S3d, the cluin h,

Oxford, Balliol, and Greek ntudieH, \vith referent-en to Browning, Kllol, I>ismeli,

Carlylc, RuHkin, Stanley, 8>mondH, Toynbee, etc
,
hut willi fe\\ personalities.

with ilhwtrathc letters, and list of Jo\\ett's \\orks and iort rails A iiiunlior of

valuable lettcw on more general topu s are reserved for another \olunic, <>) i><>u-

crol interest and \iilue, being gooil biographical material

Ath 1807 1 M7, Nation <i I J18, Snl 11 SJ JKTi, l<>] U ls*i lu5 (^uar i.Vi III

ATKINSON, TICOMAH DINIIVM

Cambndgo described an<l illiiHtrated, IKMIIJJ; a whorl history of tho

town and university London and N Y Marnullan 1897 ,'J7-|-

528 p illus plates, maps () $7

From Cooper, Willis, and Clark, Cambridge Antiquarian Socle! > f\mt<ntn

Town, 1-341, gilds, topography, aroliilirtiiro, churc'licM, roIIgloiiH liouscs, fairs,

schools, University, 211-602, with bibliographical liHl.niul inlnKlui (ion by I \\

Clark Another bistory of the to\\ n is by C(M)icr, ol the univei'sit\ 1.\ Mii11Inpr

Eng Hbtt U. 13 3SO (F JJ Mnlllngor), Spec 7(
) 'KM), Nat ion u* 117

RECHNVLD

History of ItenaiHsancoiirchit^'tuiX' in Kn^Uuid, I."MH) -IS(H) Ijundnu,

Bell [N Y , Macinillan] 1897 "2\ <i ^I(J

From the most important soimc-s and aulliorilii-s, Ibr N>niic Museum, Tni Ms-

actions of the Institute of British Vn'lnl ts, it< flcst nbis tlu> inlluoricc ol I(jil>

on ornamentation HI tliesouthern (oiiulus in (lit* time nf Heurs Sand Kd \\.ini h,

and of German > in tbc eastern mnlics in tin- (IHKMI! MI/JI|M||I ami buiirs, the

country house, the J 'a 1 hullanism of Jiui;o Jours, the bI<N k pi in, an Inlet limil

literature, suni\alsof(!othic, Sir Chris A\nii, Frtneh and Dud h mllururc, the

academic rulhulians, ctle< ticisin, \\ith iiiformatiou alMiut the.sta^e, the trades,

cari>entry, niaM)iir>, etc
,
and numerous reprodiu lions- of eonl< inpor ir\ jmtits,

mipph'iiu ntar> to (iotch's \Ie\\s l
r
i<i<HlJ:MI, and Ileli IHT mill MntarliiiN, I

Ath.JSU? 2 7W), ICil K 1ST in, Ai id f,J 177

dir>
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CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM

Alien immigrants to England London, fr>niuiiMhein, N. Y.,

Macmillan. 1897. 23+286 p. D. ?1 25.

A history, contains a bncf account of tho Norman political invasion, mediaeval

industrial settlements, Jew, Flamand, Gascon, religious refugees, Dutch,

Huguenot, French emigres 1789, a contribnlion w the histon of economic and

social conditions nncl of foreign relations

Econ J 8 214 (H A. L Finhcr), Econ R 8 2flC (J Medd), Alh ls<w 1 27:1,

Nation GC 267

Eng Hist R 13 268 (A F Pollard)

EGERTON, HUGH EDWAKD.

Short history of British colonial policy. Jjonriou, MrfhniMi

1897. 15+503 p. 0. 12s 6d.

From the most accessible printed flonrcoaand authorities, Bruce, Brown, etc

Contents Beginnings, Trado ascendancy , Systematic colonization and granting
of responsible government, Zenith and decline of laiwicK-allur principles, Greater

Britain, descriptive of events and opinion, uith short bibliography) (Kl-Ul), a

good book for reference, clear, dry, Imperialist Sec also introduction to this

subject, J R Sccley's
"
Expansion of England," and the eonKtitutional treatise

by Alpheus Todd
Econ R 8 261 (W R. Inge), Nation G6 100, Sat R 85 658, Ath 1S97 2 SKI Pol

Sci Q 8 638 (Q L.Bccr), Eng HistE.13 778 (E J Payne)

FLEMING, DAVID HAT

Mary Queen of Scots, from her birth to her flight into England

London, Hodder 1897 12+543 p 7s Gd

A biographical essay, from the Hamilton Papers, Detcctio, Book of Articles,

etc , tabulating for tho first time the whole of the evidence of the Register of the

Privy Seal regarding her movements in an itinerary, -with critical notes, ]> 177-

491, and a few documents hitherto unpublished, p 491-515

Ath. 1897 2 703,821, SatR 84 754, Spec 79 932, Acad.52 621.

GARDINER, SAMUEL EAWSON
Cromwell's place in history. London and N. Y

, Longmans 1897

5+120 p D |1

A biographical essay, aiming
"
to estimate his relation to the political and

ecclesiastical movements of his time, to show how he -w as influenced In tlum
and influenced them in turn," represents Cromwell to lime heen a warrior

rather than statesman, and his work destructive, not constructive,
" the greatest

because the most typical Englishman of all time "

Am HisLR.3 135 (Goldwin Smith), Atlan 81 842 (J F Rhodes), Nation bTi 1.S2

(A V Dicey), Ath 1897 2 873, HistZtech 81 330 (A Stern), EHK Hist K 12 pTs

(G P Gooch)

GARDINEB, SAMUEL BAWSON
What Gunpowder Plot was London and N T

, Lon^im is<7

8+208 p illufl. plate D $1 50.

A critical essay upon the origin of the Gunpowder Plot in nply tn Blithe-

Gerard's"Whatwas thegunpowderplot?" (Jesuit), diwiWhcHindelensi' of UK- tra-

ditional atory the evidences and the topography of the Htor>, and the ikilioy <if

tho Government toward priests and Catholics. Sec also the A\ork of Duuil Jur-

dinc, 1857

Am, Hitrt. R 3 318 (W D Johnston), Nation <iT> 100
'

\\ fullij), Dub K
120- 299 (B Cam), Gardinar-Qerard contro\erH> continued in [on the chnnicMiT of
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the conspirators] Gerard's "Gunpowder plot and gunpowder plotters," and In

articles on Garnet in The Month 63 68,882, Gl 41 and [on the character of the

evidence] in Gerard's "Thomas Winter's confession," and in the Athcn&um,
1897 2*786,855; 1898 1*23, 2 352. Bee also A Bolleshcim in Hist-polit Blatter

121 8.

GROW, CHARLES.

Bibliography of British municipal history, including guilds and Par-

liamentary representation. London and N Y., Jxmgmans 18J)7.

34+401 p. $250.

A select list of books, pamphlets, magazine articles, and papers of learned

societies, bibliograplucH, catalogue*, general public records, goueral municipal

histories, Roman and Anglo-Saxon periods, Inter medicinal tiges, modern limes,

19th century, municipal reform, parliamentary history, guilds, county histories,

Cinquo Ports, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, particular ttwn records and histories,

A-Y, with critical notes and an introduction, of special -\ aluc to the municipal

historian, of gencrul \uluc an a supplement to ,1 P Anderson, 1881, winch is the

most complete general bibliography of town hlstorj

Am, Hiflt R 8 528 (G E Howard), Nation GO 35, Ath 18U8 1 029, Acnd IB 118,

Pol Sci Q 13 101 Eng Iliat. R. 13 810 (F. W M)

HVZLITT, WILLIAM CAREW
Four generations of a literary family tho Ilazlitts in England, Ire-

land, and America, 1725-1890 Undon and N Y
, Itodway 18<)7.

2 v. portraits 31s Od

Biography and memoir, from the Diary of Margaret TTa7litt, etc ftm/oiftt

1 The American t1sit, 1783-HH '2 Win ITuylitt, artist mid writer, Sir .Jos

Mackintosh, God \\ In, Jordan .! \\illmm Ila/litt, journalist and judge, Turkic,

Turner, Benthum, ITcpuorth J)i\on, Our Club 1 \\ (
1

Harlitt, Merchant

Tylow' School, the Lnmb Letters, London mihiiihiin life, Thus. \\rivlit, S C

Hall, John Forstcr, the rojnl faniilj, (iladslonc, Hnixviiing, Teinu^m, Iliith,

Tiling, Sotheby's, the British Mnsenin, eki

,
aneedotes and < harut len/jitiuna.

See aim Memoirs of \Vm Hazlitt, 18C7

Acad 51 198, Sat. R 83 117

KINO, CHARLES COOPER

Story of tho British army London, MetluuMi 1S97 10-|-42f> p
illus maps, plans 0. 7* 6d

Describes the devclo]>ment of armament, organism, and tactics in di(Tc-retit

Avars, especially In the inmlcrn iwriotl, 17J,W8H (| VJH-IOT), in Hie iVninsulu, tlu

Crimea, India, and Africa, M ith lists of campaigns and buttles since 1(M, of rcgi-

mentH, badges, mottoes, nd nicknames, and illust pit ions of unns, armor, iini-

formfl, etc ; of intercHt to the general romlcr, rcnduble nnd ivliable See also

Historv of the arm}, h} Sir Siblmld Scott, 3 \ , 1KUS HO

Ath 1808 3 20T>, Nation M! K!o, Kng Hist 11 It 7(.'J (I K Morris)

L\\v, KBNEOT

Short hwtory (if Hampton Court bunion, IVII [N Y
, M;u*-

imllan]. 1897 114 421 p illus jiortnutH () !J

An abridgment <f the unthor'n larger i*ork, ,t -v , 1S.S.VU1, but less toitngniphical,
\vlth little about archileetuie untl art, ( outains iniu h relating to the routl lionsc-

hold, court life, and diplomat, \\olse>, the CoufcruiK o 1(4)1, the King's (onllnc-
ment 3G17, a ivojmlar rem>rt. ^\uli reproductions of many emilemjKn-urj ]nnta.
8vualw> \\nrkb) \V II lliillon, 1SI7

Ath ltf)7 i! 7SI SJH-( KO , M ot Art, J-J -JIJl
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McCABTHY, JUSTIN

Story of Gladstone's life N Y and Ijondon Macnnllan lS97c

12+486 p Illus portraits, plates J6.

A Home ruler's memoir of Gladstone, bused upon i>ersoiinl acquaintance Kec

also biographies by Cr B Smith and d W P Unxhull, Careful Gladstone bibli-

ography, Notes and queries, Dec lO.Jl.lSOli, Jan V-H.lKttJ

Ath 1898 1 182, Sat R 85 178, Spec HO 3U!, Aead 5.5 1W

MAH VN, ALFRED THAYKK.

The life of Nelson the embodiment of the sea power of Great Britain

Boston. Littie, Brown 1897. 2v Portrait^ plate, map, plans () ?8

From tho collection of Hamilton and Nelson letters published b> Alfred Mor-

rison, etc , makes Nelson describe himself as far as jKfcwsiblc, tell tlic storj of his

own inner life OH well as of his external actions. Hec Macmil 7(5 02 (I) Hannay)
"Nelson and his biographers

"

Fortu67 895 (WO Horns) Eug IILst.R. 12 801 (J K Laughton), Ittlh Cent

41 893 (G S Clarke), Nation 04 2H5 (C.W Colby), Sat U 83 j(B(P.ir Colomb),
Ed R 180 W; Atlan 80 2(11, Ath 1807 1 JOT

MAITLAND, FREDERIC "WILLIAM

Domesday Book and l>eyon<l j three essays in the early history of

England Cambridge [Eng.] University press. 1897. 13+527 p
0. $450

A discussion of Anglo-Saxon institutions since. Kcmble, by the authority upon
earlyEnglish law, using Round and Multxcn Qmtent*. 1 Domesday Book a geld

book, villeins, sake and soke, manor, Imrough 2 England before the Conquest,

bookland, folkland, village community 3 The hide, of value as a criticism,

especially of Scobohm, and for its dincusHiou of these theses, no manorial syxtem
before the 12th and 13th contunes, the \ ilhige and agrarian not a political com-

munity, origin of the borough military not economic, etc.

Eng Hist R. 12 70S (Tames Tait), Am Hist U. 3 130 (C M Andrews), Pol 8t>.

Q. 12 715 (C Gross), Ath 1897 1 274

MASON, ARTHUR JAMES

Ed. Mission of St Augustine to England, according to the original

documents, being a handbook for the 13th centenary Ganibi id^e

[Eng.] University press. 1897 19+252 p , maps D. 5s

A complete collection of authentic documents relating to Augustine's mission,
from tho works of Gregory and Bode, with translations and explanatory notes,

essay on the sources, the Editor, political outlook of Europe fi>)7, C
1 W Oman,

Augustine's mission in relation toother agencies in the conversion of Knglaiid,
tho Editor, Landing place of, \\itli map, T M Hughes, some liturgical joints

relating to, H A Wilson, Anglican See also Works of G P Browne lsV7 ( \n-

glican), and Father Brou 1897 (Romanist), and Bawenge 1SUO

Ath. 1397 2 813, Sat R 83 040

MASTEBMAN, JOHN HOWARD BERTRAM.

Age of Milton London, Bell [N Y , Mocnulhui] 18i)7 21 -| 254

p. D 3s 6d

A manual of English literature 1632-00, from the m<it arc esMhlc authorities,
contains bibliographic notes on Milton, HirThos Brmvne, Fuller, Hobbi**, (he

dramatic and lyrical poets, theological, historical, and biogmphn'al \\rilers, i(< ,

with introduction and articles on Ouwlcy, Ilacket, nUklnml, nnd the

Platonists by J B Milllinger
Ath 1897 2 04, Acad 52 1JO
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OLIPHANT, MRS MARGARET OLIPHANT (WILSON)
Annals of a publishing house William Blackwood ami his SOIIH,

their magazine and friends. London,. Blackwood; N. Y., Scribner.

1897. 2v. Portraits. 0. $10.50.

Contains much matter illustrative of the history of periodical literature

1815-1861, Blackwood's New Monthly, Quarterly, Spectator, and of the \vork of

Scott, Lockhart, Wilson, Hogg, Maguire, Coleridge, DeQuincey, Gall, Croker,

Croly, Glclg, Hemana, Thackeraj, Lytton, Eliot, Disraeli, Kinglake, etc

Longm 31 117 (H Maxwell), Fortn G8 863 (C Stein), Nation GT> 479, Ed R
187 40, Ath 1897 2 517, Contcmp 72 032, Sat K 84 559, Wc&tm 148 MM,
Blackw 102 864

OKDISH, THOMAS FAIRMAN.

Shakespeare's London. London, Donl, N Y, Macinillan 1897

7+257 p Illus. S

A useful study of Shakespeare's London environment, from John Gcrrard'H

Herball, Stowo, Hentzner, etc Ountoitx The English historical plays, Nature

and London, The comedieH, Shakespeare's London hauntH

Spect.79 859

POLLAKD, ALBERT FREDERICK, nhtar

Political pamphlets. London, Kogan Paul, N Y
,

ITolt 1897.

6+345 p D 6s.

Pamphlets selected for their Btyle and influence Sc\l\'s Killing no murder,
Halifax's Dnift of a new model at sea, Halifax's Choice of members of Parlia-

ment, Arbnthnot'H Tolilical lynitf, Stcele's Crisis, Suill's I'resent state ot iifTnirs,

Bolingbroke'H State of luirties 1711, Sulll's Jtoipicr's letters, No I .IUHHIS'K leUer

No l.Junins'H letter to the I Mike of Bedford, Tiiniiih'H leller lo Ihc King, liuikc's

Thoughts on the eniiMJ of present diwonieiiK Hurke'H 1< HerM on a regicide

l>caoe Nn 8, \vith iiilrodnt lion and notes See alno Colli'c tun is o! Ik'iir\ Morlcj ,

18UO, and (k-orge SamtKbnry, JS92

Aead 51 (52:J, Spec 79 M

ROBERTS, FREDERICK SLETCH r, Int l>aron.

Forty-one yearsm India. Tvondon, IkMitley ; N.Y
, Ijontfiiumn

2 v Portrait^ plates, mapH () $12.

Reminiseeneefl of the most distinguished soldier of (his generation in India

(bntwtx, V 1,181)2-03 V 2, 18({-'K! A most inliiimte \ie\\ of Ilienmir iui|H)r-

tant military opcratloiiH, with eoncliiHions HJMHI the |N)lilunl <nuscs and unmi>-

qnenceaof Mn<ihmomentoiiHe\enls sthe Hepi\ inulln> mid the secoiul Minium

wair, with appendices of documents.

Portn (>8 7flO (,T M InnuHi. Snt K Si M (<J W Dilkej HI 2KI. \<,id fil U,) (V \

Hteele), Ed R.185 1, Quar IN, K2. Jila< k\v 1(,1 tM7. \lh 1,s<i7 1 .19,75

TAUNTON, ETJIELKED L.

English blac-k jnonks of St BcMH'dict Ivoiulon, Niniino, N V
,

1897 2 v. O f7..
r
>0

A hiMtory of the Kiigluth IJenwlu hm-s WI7-1WI7, fniin original wnn s, ll< > nrr,

etc , with reMinne of the (^niHiu k

Liulin,ir> of SI Vutfustme's, (!aintcrlir\ See also

work on Englihh monanticiKm in gem-nil h> T I) Ko^hmke

Eng Hint R ]i r>5G(M Bateson), Duh II 1> i:t) t Ath IHMS. I t(,l \m Calli
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TRAILL, HENRY DUFF,

Social England, a record of the progress of the people in religion,

laws, learning, arts, industry, commerce, science, literature, and man-

ners London, Cassell, N Y
,
Putnams 1893-97 l> v

A popular encyclopedic historj, b> siiocialisls, of \\hoin at least Maitland

Saintsbnr^Prothoro.Oman, Bateson, Poole, Powell, ({asquot, Hall, Clones Mill

linger, Griffiths, and Keltic art' authorities Ctrtn\l* \ 1,tol3?2 \ 2, to 1.109

N %tol(i03 \ 4, to 171 1 i R
( to 181 5 v(i,tol8K5

V 1-3 Eng HistR 9 721, 10 .150, Ath 1H91 2 JK9, IfVtt.2 KS > I Kng HlHt

R. 11 378 (8 R Gardiner) \ 5 Alh 18% 2 153 v Ath 1W)7 1 ->79 Eng
Hist R 1,1 S07 (G W Prothero)

TURNER, B B.

Chronicles of the Bank of England London, Sonnenschem. 1897

12+296 p ,
illus. O 7s 6d

A short histon of the Bank of England, b> A dork in the bank, 1 wised npon
John Francis and the Bankers' magazine, contains a snmman of the history of

the bank,particnliirly of the history of forgeries, etc ,uith little nixml its organi-

zation or position In the monetary \\orld, indicates among other things the rela-

tion of the bank to the Revolution of 1088, Whig ltirt\, flouth Hen Bubble, '15,

Loyalty Loan of 1TUG See also lustorj b> John Francis 2 v lSfi2, and bibliography
of the subject by Thos A Stephens, 1807

Ath 1898 1 117, But R 84 758

WiriTE, WlLLI \M

Inner life of the House of Commons, edited by Justin McCarthy.
London, Unwm 1897 2 v. 16s.

A reporter's sketches of notable debates and debaters in the Commons, 1866-

1871 , from the Illustrated Times
, contains sketches of Brougham, Palmcrston,

Peel, Lewis, Russell, Cobden, Bright, L>tton, Disraeli, Gladstone, J 8 Mills, Roc-

buck, Northcotc, Miall, Kinglakc, Lo\ve, Stratford, (Banning, Salisbury, Lcfcvre,

Hughes, Foratcr, Dilkc, etc , a supplement to the works of Jennings, Lucy, and
others on the later period
Stat R 83 525 (C W Dilke) , Wcstm 149 706.

WINDLE, BERTRAM COGIIILL ALAN
Life in early Britain, being an account of the early inhabitants of

this island and the memorials which they have left bclimd them

London, Nutt, N Y
,
Putnams 1897 15+244 p illiw maps, plans

D $125
A good handbook of British archceology Content*. Palaeolithic man, Neolithic,

Bronze period, Roman, Saxon, tribal and village communities, traccsof past races,
with list of places where remains arc found, and bibliographical list Kcc also

Works of Boyd Dawkins, Scebohm, and others.

1898.

ABBOTT, EDWIN ABBOTT.

St Thomas of Canterbury, his death and miracle* London, Black
,

N. Y., Macmillan. 1898 2 v. $7.50

A critical discussion of the Bcckct miracles, and of the early account* of the
murder and miracles, a valuable study of medieval religions thought, and a
good supplement to such works as "The life and miracles of St William of Nor-
wich by Thomas of Monmouth," edited b> A Jcs*>pp, 181MJ Hoc also Biography
of Beckct by John Morris, 8 J ,1885, and the Protestant account b\ J A Fronde
1878

Church Q. 47 485, Sat. R 87 115, Ath 1890 1 71
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ADDY, SIDNEY OLDALL
Evolution of the English house (Social England series ) London,

Sonnenschem ,
N Y.

, Macmillan 1898 28+223 p ,
illus , plate D.

$150.

A monograph upon the mediaeval history of the English house, from such

works as Konrad Lange "Hans und Halle" 1885, Anderson "Scotland in early

Christian times" 1881, Stokes "Early Christian architecture in Ireland" 1878,

ind O'Curry "Ancient Irish," 3 v 1873, describes the underground house, the

round house, the rectangular house, manor house, town house, castle, church,

with list of authorities See also Work upon the subject by T H Turner and J

H Parker,
" Domestic architecture in England" 10G6-1486, 3 v in 4, 1851-1859

Eng Hist. R 14 688 (Edith Thompson) , Nation G8 330

ALLEN, WILLIAM OSBORN BIRD and McC/LURE, EDMUND
Two hundred years The history of the Society for promoting Clms-

tian knowledge, 1698-1898 London, S P C. K. 1898 6+551 p.

Illus. plate. 0. 10s 6d

A manual of historical data, from the records, letter books, reports, and min-

utes of the society, throws light on the history of the Anglican Church in the isth

century, education, missions, the colonies, with extracts from the correspondence,
etc ,

and a few illustrations.

Ath 1898 2. 815. Sat R. 80 444, Acad 53 574, Spec 81 51

Alien, JOSEPH

Story of his life told by himself, edited by the Countcw of Warwick

London, Hutchinson 1898 Seconded. 20+41 2 p portrait () 12&

Autobiography of a Liberal agitator, 1H2G-1HW, contains much rcln(i\e to the

history of the National agricultural laborers' union, the gome laws, emigration,
household franchise, land question, and to the social, political, mul religious < <m-

ditions of the laboring class , supplements Arthur Clujrton
" Kc\ <>lt of the llvlil,"

1874, a sketch of the history of the National agricultural laborers' union, ami
the Memoir of Arch by F S Atlonlarough
Ath 1898 1 148, Stat R 85 114, Acad 5.) 113. Spec 80 273.

ASHIJOUBNE, EDWARD GIBSON, 1st baron

Pitt. Some chapters of his life and times. London and N.Y., l^ong-

mans. 1898. 14+395 p , portraits f6

Studies in the life and times of William Pitt, 1 759-ls(K>, from new materials

among the Bolton papers, the Pitt papers, and the Htanhope collection, contains

new light on the events which led up to the Union of ISOO and Hie full lire of

Pitt's Irish polie^ Rutland, Orde, and the commercial resolution of 17NT>, the
Fitzwilliam vice-royalty of 1795, Lord Clare, Lord chancellor, together \\ith

chapters on Pitt's youih, relations with his mother, his one love storj , mid his

relations with his first biographer, Bp Tomline, supplements T J) Ingrain's
"
History of the Union "

1887, and Stanhope's standard biogmph) of 1'iU, 2d oil

4v 1802.

Kng Hibt R 11 671 (R. Dunlop), Am Hist K 1 527 (Uolchvin Smith), Qn U
189 359 Ath 1898, 2 531, 919

,
JOHN

Brief lives, chiefly of contumponinoH not down U'tawn KM) and

1696, edited by Andrew Clark Oxford, Clarendon pruw 1898 2 v

Portrait, plates O 25s

Collective biography, writers, politicians, etc
,
Chaucer to lfi%, gives in full

all in the four chief MSS of biographies, the pith of \\hkh uiis extract^! by
Wood for his Athenac

Eng Hiat. R. 11 328 (A Clark), U 787 (Douglas Maeleuiie), Nation, (.7- 171,
Ath 1898 2 150
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BKOOKJO, STOPKORD AGUSTUH

English literature fiom the 1Hymning to the Nonnaii conquest
London and N Y

,
Macimllan 1898 !>H-:^38 p D. $1 50

A muniinl, abridged, rewritten, and rearranged from the aiithur'H "History of

early Knglish literature," whkh WAH u htotor) of English poetry to the accession

of King Alfred, with u bibliographical note Sec aim The work by John Earlc,

1881, or the critical work b> IVulkur, "Grundriss xur GcKchic'hto dcr angcl-
mU hrischen LIttcratnr Willkcr's edition of Clrein'H Btbllotliek dcr angcl-ttith-

HiHrhen PocHle," 8 v 188-1H97, contains the complete text of nil the old English

poctr) There IK also u study of Aclfric by Caroline L White, Boston, 1898

Ath 189K 2 740

CADELL, SIR ROBBBT

Sir John Cope and the Rebellion of 1745 Edinburgh, Blackwood.

1898 12+[2]+282 p , map, plan. 0.

A defense of Sir John Cope, commander of the English forces in Scotland in

1746, by a military authority, from hitherto unused "
Proceedings of the Trial of

Sir John Cope," presents an account of the battle of PrcNtonpans and Cope's

responsibility, with criticism of Philip Doddridgc's life of Col Jtimcs Gardiner

1747, and the Narrative of Murray of Broughton, and list of authorities, of value

to tlie student. See also Alex C Ewald's "Life and times of Prince Charles

Stuart" 1875, 1888, Walter B Blaikie's "Itinerary of Prince Charles Edward

Stuart," Scot. Hist Soc 1897, Robert Chamber's popular Jacobite story 1828, and
the contemporary Henderson's Prince Frederick-Whig account

Ath 1899 1 172

CANPJBKDOWN, ROBERT ADAM PHILIPH H VLD \NJB-DUNCAN, 3d earl of. Admi-

ral Duncan
London and N Y., Longmans. 1898 ll+[2]+410p Portrait,

plan |5

The life of Adam Duncan, 1746-1K04, from official letters and orders, Lord Silen-

cer's private letters, etc , ghcs an outline of his life and career in the nn\yt

North Sea Squadron,and struggle with France, a detailed account of the battle of

Campcrdown, 1797, and the history of the Mutinj at Yarmouth and at the Nore
from a fresh point of view Sec also The na\ al biographies of Boxcawcn, St. Vin-

cent, Hawkc, Hood, Howe, Rodncj, Collingwood, and the "Naval history ,"

1798-1820 by Wm. James. Gv 1MO
Ath 1898. 1 467, Sat R 85 530, Ed R. 1K8 197, Quar 189 139

GABY, ELIZABETH L

Tennyson His homes, his friends, and his work N. Y , Putnam.

1898 8-1-312 p , portraits, plates, facsim $3 75

A popular biography of Tennyson, from the most accessible sources, makes
reference to the standard works upon the subject, Hallam Tennyson's monu-
mental memoir of his father, 2 v 1897, Stopford Brooke's "

Tennyson His art and
relation to modern life

"
1894, George G Napier's

" Homes and haunts of Tenny-
son " 1892, and George 8 Layard's

"
Tcnnysonand his prc-Raphaclitc illustrators,"

1891.

Nation 67 427

CLARK, ANDREW.
Lincoln [college] (Oxford college histonen ) tandem, Robmaon.

1898. 12+220 p. Illus plates D 5s

A history of Lincoln, mainly from MS sources, the college registers, and muni-
ments, describes 14th century intellectual and social life in the university, etc ,

shows the constitutional arrangements of a prureformation college See also

the work edited by Andrew Clark, 2d cd , 1892, and the work extending to l&O,
byH CMLyte.1886.
Ath. 1898. 2 289
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CLOWES, WILLIAM LUHD, and others

Koyal navy London, Sampaon Ixjw 1S97-98. \ 1-2. Ilhw ,

portraits $6.50 each.

Acompreheiisuc naval history of England, to bo completed in five volume* ,

contains!, the ci\il history , 2, the military history of the na\ j , 3, the hihtor> of

\oyagcsand maritime discox cry, with extracts from the sources, fully illu&lralcd ,

of value to student and reader for reference, but uncritical and undigested
V. 1, to 1603, Vo>ages and discoveries to 1185, H W \\ilbon, 1185 to 1003, Sir

Clements Markham (especially \tilntible) V 2, 1003-1714 Milltnrj history of the

navy 1003-49, L Carr Laughtoil, Voyages and discoveries 1003-1714, Sir Clements

Markham.
V 1, Eng Hist R 13 812 (F Y Powell) , Sat R M 177 (P H Colomb), Atli

1897 1 569 V 2, Stat R 85 31)7 (P II Colomb) , Ath 1808 1 OiU

COKHETT, JULUN STAFFORD.

Drake and the Tudor na\ y, witli a hwtoiy of tliu HHO of England an

a maritime power. London and N Y
, LongniaiiH 1898 2v 311 us

,

portrait, plates. O. $10

A complete biography of Drake, 15407-159G, uses the sourcesand latest uulhori-

ties, present* Drake OH an admiral and statesman, us well IIH an explorer mid

pirate, with chapters on the Anniula, and critical accounts of the sources.

Eng HistR 13 581 (J K Laughton) ,
Ath 1808 1 529, Nation, C6 JU, Ac ad

53 415

DK VRMEU, PKRC^
,
editor

Religious iMUiiphletH Ijondon, Ki*gan P.iul; N Y
,

I loll 1SDS.

380 p $1 75

Content* Wiclif, Septum licruhus, Fish, hup]ilutu 3011 for luggars, Kno\, Mon-
strous regiment of women, Cartuii^hi, Suond iidmonilion lo Pnrliuiiuiil,

Marprclute, Kpitome, Nash and L\ ly, I'ii[>pc \\ ith a ImUhct, \linond lor a pnrrat

Ptirsonh, \\hy Catholics refuse to goe lo chun h, Pr> nnc, Looking glass for lord I>

prelates, Bust\vi( k, Letan> , Baxter, Sheet IOL the mimsir> Fo\, COIN erning the

rule, Halilax, Letter to a dissenter, Do FCK, Shortest May, J^csliu, \\olf stnpt,

Swift, Abt)liHhIug of Ch'>, Law, Second letter to Hji of Itangor, Syd Sinilli,

Fifth letter on Catholics, Newman, Seventh 1 rat t for the Times Tim ts sele< led

for stylo and influence, with introduction and notes

SatR 85 338, Eng Hist XL 13 008, Acad 53 510

FAIKFIELD, CHARLES
Some account of George William "Wilshcro, JJsiron J>ruimull of

Hover, and Ins opinions London and N Y
, Macunllan 1898

4+382 p portrait ?4

An account of the public career and opinions of Lord Bramwell, Baron of the

Exchequer 1856-1880, contains much of inlcrchl and \alue about Ihchislor} n[ law
and the court of exchequer, political economy and free trade, ixthtual wicnce
and Hocialism, the Liberal party, and the Irish and tcini^rnm u questions, \\ilh

few pcraoualities

FOHTKK, VBIIE.

The two DucheHSW Georgiana and KlizalKk

tli, l)m'luHHCH of IVvnn-

shire, 1777-1859 London, Jilockie IHtlK 9 |-497 j> portnutH ()

16s.

Furailj correspondence of and relating to (ienrgiana and Elizabeth, Diuhesses
of Devonshire, 1777-lS5i), fnn recentl) disto\ered nihs , contains matter rein the
to the Earl of Bristol (Bishop of Derr>), the Countess of Bristol, Uird and Ludy
Byron, the Etirl of Aberdeen, Sir Augustus Foster, Nilson, and others

Ath 1808 1 212, Sat R 85 103, Nation 07 Itt, Kd it IhH 78
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FOWLER, THOMAS

Corpus Christi. (Oxford college lustoneH ) London, Robinaon

1898 12+[l]+252p,platos D 5s

A reproduction, In a shorter form, \\ilh corrections!, of the author's History of

Corpus Christi College, 1515 to the present (Oxford Hist. Soc 1803), from the col-

lections of Fnlman nnd Wood, and the lives of Edm Staunton, John Polengcr,

R. L Edgeworth, etc Sec also Uco R M" Ward's "Foundation statutes of BI .

Foxe . with life "1843

Ath 1898 2 489, Acod 51 323

FOXCBQFT, H. C.

Life and letters of Sir George Savile, l>art ,
first marquis of Halifax,

with a new edition of his works London, Longmans 1898. 2 v

Portraits, genealogical table $12

A work upon the life and writings of the Trimmer, Halifax, expanded from an
article In the Eug Hist R Ocl 1890, contains a critical account of the Hourci*,

the life, letters and works. Character of a Trimmer, Letter to a Dissenter,Maxims
of State, etc

, together with the \\orks attributed to Halifax

Eng Hist R. U 1Gb (G H Firth), Sat. R. 80 60S, Ath 1898 2 71,5, Ed U
188 38G

GOOGH, GEORGE PEABODY.

History of English democratic ideas in the 17th century. (Cam-

bridge historical essays, No 10) Cambridge University presti. 1898.

8+363 p. D 5s

From pamphlets, French and German critical works, etc , discusses the origin

of Puritan political ideas in Calvin, the Huguenots, the Ultramoutaucs, the prog-
ress of ideas from Wiclif to Owen, the Levellers, MilliMurlnns, Constitutionalism,

Socialism, Communism, Presbyterian, Independent, and Baptist politics, and tl c

writings of Prynno, Lilburnc, Harrington, WmstanU-y, etc

Am Hist R. 4 148 (F Strong), Eng Hist R 13 781 (S R Gardiner), Ath 1898.

2 68, Nation 07 11.

GOSSE, EDMUND.

Short history of modern English literature London, Ilemomann,
N, Y

, Appleton 1898 6+1+416 p $1 50

A manual of English literature rather than of the literature of England, Chmi-
cer to the present describes the works of the inpat prominent u riteiN, especially

poets, expression, form, technique being omplmsized nthcr than biography or

sociology, of value for its critical point of view, combating the < lassicul and indi-

vidualistic Hchools of literary criticism in favor of a sc icntlflc evolutional criticism

of motive and circumstance

GOUGER, ROBERT

The founding of South Australia as reeordcMl in Iho journal* of Mi
Robert Gouger, edited l>y Edwin lloddor London, \^\\ 181)8

6+ [l]+ 239 p , portrait, plate D 6s

A biography of Robert Gouger, 1802-1846, colonizer, from MM journals of the

years 1830-1838, etc containsmuch relative to the history of the Wakellcld system,
the National Colonization Society, the South Australian Awodation, and South
Australia to 1838, a supplement to the author's "George F Angas, futhcr and
ioundcr of South Australia" 1891. The author's standard hibtor} of bouth Aus-
tralia appeared in 1893

Ath. 1899 1 868.
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GRAFTON, AUGUSTUS HENRY FITZROY, 3d duke of

Autobiography and political correspondence, edited by Sir Win. R
Anson. London, Murray. 1898. 41+417 p portraits. 18s

An account of tho political career of Grafton, first lord of the treasury and

prime minister 1767-1770, presents material of importance for the history of these

jears, of value to the student for its corrections of misrepresentations of Junins

and Walpolc, supplemented by "A narrathe of the changes in the ministry

1765-1767, told by tho Duke of Newcastle," edited by Mary Batcson, Royal His-

torical Society 1898

Eng Hist B. 11 378 (B Williams), Ed R 181) IK), Qnar 180 219, A 111 1HU8

a 599, Sat R 80 646

UKKHWELL, WILLIAM FARE
Growth and administration of the British colonies, 1837-J HOT (Vic-

torian era series) London, Blackie 1898 253 p D 2n M
A history of the colonies during the Victorian era, by a specialist in (olonuil

history, describes tho factors in colonial development i>crsoiis (Wiikcficld, Roo
buck, Bullcr, Foratcr), societies, in\cntionx

l
economic de\elopment (s1a\u eman-

cipation and free trade), political relations A\ Ith France, Germany, etc , and ( on-

stitutional growth in tho American, Aiistrallan.and African colonies. See also his-

tory of tho colonies by IT E Egcrton, 1897 Ath 1808 1 -130, Sat R. 85 f>T>8

In 1898 appeared In the excellent " Builders of Greater Britain K'rics" a biog-

raphy of Wakcficld bvR Garnctt (Sat, 11 8<i 8fifi), in Ilie "Slory of I'mpiro MT-

Ics,"
" The story of the Went Indies," by Arnold Kennedy, u hmall book in a Hniull

scries (Sat R 86 860)

<JttINLINU,

History of tho Groat Nnrllioui lUihuu, lS^.VISjr> l^Mnlon,

Methuen 1898 8+4l> p illnn () 10s (>d

A complete account of the origin and development of the (Ircal Northern lluil

\\ay, A\ith much alxml the other rail \va\s (>r nor I hern Kiinland and Stotlatid,

from personal information, the Railway Times, and I[eni path's Hail \va\ Fotinial

(not using the company records) , of ^n.'at ^alue to tho stnrtent, imr.irtial ami

thorough, but dr> See also The gencnil historv of Kniflish rjiih\ a> H by John J'cn-

dleton, 2-v 1891

Ath 180H. 1 310, Sat R ST> ,t,;7, Auid .">,{ ,{!(,, SIK-( 81 ,{10

I 1ANNAY,

Short history of 1horo}rtl ni\y J^oiKlon, MotlnuMi 1SOS [\ i]
C) 7s Od

A|N>pular history, from the most aeMl>1e wnincH, f>>M//;//x \ i, to 'uss, l<>

be continued to LSI5 in a MM on<l \olunu>, \\illi Miluablc biblio^niphu notes, ot

general value, well written and in the main trustnorlhx (Soe Contra VI h ]S')7

J 879)

Knp HisUU 1,1 312 (F Y Powell J, NadoiiN, 2T)1, Auul "tj K>T) SJH < S() sso

II \KKIK, MVRY DnitMKlt

Lifu in an ol<l Kn^hnli 1<>\\ii [(
1

-o\cn(r\] (Social Kn^Und ,M'IU,S )

Umdon, SonnwirtluMii, N Y ATaMiiilliui ISJIS L>:J \~.\<}\ j> illus

platea, mapn, foe-aim ]> J?J 25

A short history of CoM'iitr), fnnu olh< lal ntordt, Ltd llook, etc dmlmh
The Benedictine moiuslon, the Chester lordhliii>, iiuinh ipal K<M rnnu-nt n la-

tions between toun and connnonalty, j^iilds, prior, c irl, and kliitf, Wars of Ihe

ROSCH, Lammas lands, tho cnifts, tho innrkcts, nnniHciiuMils, mid religion, \\ith

couelndinp chapter on "How to spend a cluy in Covenln," und apin.ndues

JUST yy VOL i-
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descriptive of the MS sources and a list of authorities See also history of

Coventry proper by Benj Poole, 1870, and Listory of towns by P H Ditchfleld

1897

Acad 53 624, Nation 67 87

HUME, MABTIN ANDREW SHARP.

The great Lord Burghley, a study in Elizabethan statecraft Lon-

don, Nisbet, N Y
, Longmans 1898 15+511 p portrait O

12s 6d $350.

A biographical study of William Cecil 1620-1608, prime minister of Queen Eliz-

abeth, from printed, calendared, and uncalendarcd sources, presents Cecil as a

statesman rather than religious reformer, a study of Elizabethan foreign policy

Most of the Cecil papers are general!} accessible in the printed collections of

Haynes 1740, Wm Murdin 1769, and Edw Narcs, 3 v ,
182H-81

Eng Hist R. 14 162 (A F Pollard), Ath 1808 2 885 (unfav ), Sat R 86 864

BUTTON, WILLIAM HOLDBN
St John's Baptist College. (Oxford college histories.) London,

Robinson 1898 10+[5]+ 274 p , plates D 5s

The first history of St. John's, from its foundation in the Reformation (1656) to

the present time, from the Rawlinson MSS ,
etc , contains notable chapters on

"Social life in the 16th century," "An old Christmas in Ht John's," illustrating,

in the history of the university, the golden age of the early Stuarts.

Ath 1888 2 844, Acad 64 168, Literature 2 747

IRVING, HENRY BBODBIBB

Life of Judge Jeffreys London and N Y. , Longmans, 1808 [9] ^ -

380 p. portraits. $4.

A plea for George Jeffreys "An attempt to reduce the monster to human pro-

portions," from family papers, etc , contains much rcluth c to RcmgKH, the- Popish

plot, the courts of law, maintains the good birth and education and essentially
Celtic character of Jeffreys, and shows him to be a man of his time, uith list of

authorities

Nation 67 207, Eng Hist R 13*816 (C), Ath 1898 1 623, SaLR 85 621

JONEtt, R J CORNEWALL
British merchant service London, Low 1898 ]7+40o*i> plates

O 14s.

A history of British navigation from the earliest IHUCH to Hie present <1\ , from
the "British Merchant Sen ice Journal," tho records of the steamship coni(>nnicH,
etc

, contains a sketch of tho development of tho art of navigation, the rise of the
most important merchant lines Cuminl, P and

, Ilojal Mail, Orient, eU of

lightrhouses, Lloyd's, etc,, together \\ itli tho t Inef incidents in the liwtorj of navi-

gation Sccalso George Capstan's
"
Earlj chartered companies" 1K%, Henry Fr> 'H

"Historj of North Atlantic steam navigation
"
18%, and A Fnuwr-MariloiwlrVh

" Our ocean railways
"
1893

Ath. 1898. 2 890

LiNG, ANDREW

Companions of Pickle London and N Y
, LmigmiiiiH. ISM <)

|

[2] +308 p. portraite $5

A sequel to "Pickle tlie spy," a character of tho rebellion of 17lo, from the
Cumberland papers, Windsor, the Glengarry MS Let IcrBook, the John Aliui1iiiicll

memoirs, etc , contains biographical studioH of some tf the Jacobite foll<mewof
Prince Charles, the Earl Mansehul, George Keith, John Murray of Broiightrm,
Arch MacDonell of Bansdalc, show ing tho trcacherj of all but tho llrht, pn-wnt-
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ing new evidence Identifying Glengarry with Pickle the spy, and giving some

account of tho social condition of tho Highlands consequent upon the fall of the

clan system Note also tho publication of tho "Memorials of John Murray of

Broughton, sometime secretary to Prince Charles Edward 1740-1747," Rob't P. Bell,

ed Scot Hist Soc 1898

Eng HistR 14 400, Ath 1898. 2 826, Nation 68 172.

LAUQHTON, JOHN KNOX.

Memoris of the life and correspondence of Henry Reeve. London

and N Y
, Longmans 1898 2 v portraits $8

A biography of Henry Reeve 1813-1895, editor of the Edinburg Review 1855-1895,

from a "Chronology of my life," a voluminous correspondence, etc , contains

little about the Review, but much aboutEuropean and especially French politics,

the Eastern question, and the Crimean war, gives early letters to his mother, but

few, of later letters to friends,and letters from Guizot, Lord Clarendon, Brougham,
etc.

Ath 1808 2 479, SatR 86 507, Nation 68 180, Church Q. 47 406, YaloR.7 460

(E Porritt), Blackw 164 682.

LEE, SIDNEY.

Life of William Shakespeare. London, Smith, Elder; N. Y., Mac-
millan. 1898. 25+476 p. portraits, facsimiles. D $1.75.

A guide to the life of Shakespeare, an elaboration of the article in the Die tion-

ary of national biography, and the outcome of 18 years study of Elizabethan his-

tory and literature, presents a full record of the attested facts of Shakespeare's
career and achievements, with new light on the composition of " Lo\e's Ltitor's

Lost" and tho "Merchant of Vcnkc," relations with Bun Jonsnn, financial

affairs, and portraits, rejects the sonnets as autobiographical material, with

notes on the sources, the Bacon-Shakohpeare controversy , the Karl of Southami>-

ton, and the Eltaalwthun sonnet, the imaginative work of Gc/nrg Brandos inny
be compared with this, the documentary materials may be found m llalliwell-

Phillips.

Sat R 86 884, Critic, 34 1&4 (W J Rolfe)

MAJTLAND, FKEDEKIG WILLIAM

Township and borough. Cambridge, University press, N Y.,
Macmillan. 1808. 9+220 p plate, 2 mapa 10s 12.75

A monograph upon the history of Cambridge as a village community, being tho

University of Oxford Ford Lectures for 1897; from old materials and new, using
Qierkc, emphasizes tho rustic basis of the borough, its position UH center of the

shire, and the differentiation of coritoratcncss from "commonness," with an

appendix of notes relating to the history of the town of Cambridge See also C
H Cooper's "Annals of Cambridge."

Eng Hist R. 14 341 (J Tait), Am Hist R 1 113 (C Gross), Pol hci Q 1.1 7(17

(C M Andrews), J Pol Econ (> 577 (F A C), Ath 1898, 1 21, Nation, W> 506

MARKHAM, CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER and Cox, J C ,
editor*

Records of the lx>rough of Northampton J^iidoii, Stock 181)8

2 v. Plates, facsim plan in pnrkct 42n

V 1 Preface b> Mandell Creighton, Introduction on the history of the (own,
W R D Adkins, Records Domosdny, Pi{>o n>lls, charters, letters jMItent, acts of

Parliament, Liber Custumarum, etc , Chris. A Markham, \\ith tninslatums, lists,

notes, and glossary.

V 2 History 1550-1835, J C Cox Town muniments, go\ eminent, jurisdiction,

property, commons, trades, charities, churches, plagues, civil war, rojal vwits.

members of Parliament, topography

Acad 68 110, Ath 1898 2 217
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MORRIS, WlLLTAM O'CONNOR.

Ireland 1798-1898 London, Innes 1898 21+376 p. O 10s 6d.

A summary of the history of Ireland in the 19th century, bj an Irish landlord

and historical scholar, contains m addition to the brief narrative an essay upon
the sources and authorities for the history of this period Sec also The histories

by the Home Rulers,Wm J Daunt, 2 v 1886, and J H McCarthy 1887, and the

political treaties by the Homo Ruler R Barry O'Brien, and the Unionists A V.

Dicey and Sir Gavan Duffy

Eng Hist R 14 176 (G H Orpcn), Ath 1898 2 151 (unfav )

NICIIOLLS, SIR GEORGE.

History of the English poor law in connection with the state of the

country and the condition of the people Edited by II G Willmk.

London, King, N Y., Putnam 1898 New ed 2 v Portrait

$10

A history 924-1863, with revisions mode by the author and list of statutes cited,

to be continued to the present time in a third volume, by T MuckMj v 1, Life

of Sir George Nicholls. Introduction History 924-1711 v 2, Hifctnr} 1711-1853

See also Work of Richard Burn 1764 and P F Aschrott 188<> (German)
Ath 1898 1 401, Nation 66 428

NUGENT, CLAUD.

Memoirof Robert, Earl Nugent. Chicago, Stone 1898 [11]+352

p portraits, plate. 0. $3.60.

An account of the public career of Earl Nugent, politician, from 1712 to 1784,

taken largely from Smollct, Wraxall, Lecky, contains his IMWIIIM, speeches, and

correspondence with Walpole, Pope, Chesterfield

Ath 1898 2 669, Literature 3 467 (unfav )

O'BRIEN, RICHARD BARRY.

Life of Charles Stewart Parnell 1846-1891 London, Smith, Klder,

N. Y., Harpers 1898 2 v portr fac Him () $2 50

A memoir of the great Irish Home Ruler, by a follower, continus much rcln-

thc to the history of the Land League and the Home Rule mo\ cnicnt Sec also

T P O'Connor's "ThcPanicll Movement "
190, and J Henri Cribicr'H "

I'urnell

et I'Irelande pendant la pcriodo aigui? de la cnsc agrairc
' '

1882.

Ath 1898. 2 667, Nation 68 100, 128, Westm R 151 1, K<1 II Iffj M,i

OVBRTON, JOHN HENRY.

The Anglican revival. (Victorian era scr ) Txmdon, l>lac*ku,

Chicago, Stone 1898 6+229 p. D $1 25

Describes the Oxford movement, itn effect on the outer world, Hcx>k and Wilbcr-

force, the Hampden and Gorham COBC*, public worship Sec also The author's

"Eriglish church in the 19th century," 1891, and R W Chureh'H "Oxford move-
ment," 1892, also John Tulloch's "Religious thought in Britain during the lUth

century,*
1

1895, and the biographies of Newman, Ward, Moxley, Keble, Piihci
Lit 2 72

PARKIN, GEORGE ROBERT

Edward Thnng, head master of Uppinghain sHicx)!, life, <h.iry, an<l

letters.

London and N Y
, Macmillan 1898 2v portrait* () $7

A biography of the eminent English educator, Kilwiinl Thnnir lttl-lMi7, by a
disciple, contains with the diary and letters of Thnng, much relati\c to M hool
and educational conditions and theories alx>ut the middle of the contun Kee
also Sketch by John H Skrinc 1889, and Graham Balfour's "

Erlucntionul N^steuiH
of Great Britain and Ireland" 1898, may be noted
Educa.R.17 466, Church. Q. 48 79, Ath. 1898, 2 565, Sat R. 80 K12, Nation, CH 283.
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RAMSAY, SIR JAMES HENRY
Foundations of England B. 0. 55-A D 1154

London, Sonnenschein; N. Y.,Macmillan 1898. 2 v. illus maps.

0. $7.50.

A book of reference for early English history, by n specialist in English medie-

val history, presents the more Important results of recent work in that subject,

particularly upon the side of military history, with list of authorities, like

C H Pearson's "
History of England dunng the early and middle agon," 2 >

18C7(tol307)
Pol Sci Q 14 144 (G Gross), Ath 1898 2 859, SatR 80 855, Nation, (VS ,J20

RAWLINSON, GEORGE.

Memoir of Major-General SirHenry Creswicke Rawlmson London,

Longmans 1898 22 4- 358 p portrait, plate, map $5

The authorized biography of Sir Henry Rawlinson 1810-LS95, Awynologist,

by his brother, from diaries and letters, contains, with an introduction bv Lord

Roberta, and a description of his character and of his work as Ass\ nologwt by
Sir Henry Rawlinson, an account of Rawlinson's life during the Afghan \\ur

1839-1842, of his cuneiform studies, of his altitude louartl RiiHsia, the Afghan fron-

tier question, and of his relations with Sir John Malcolm, Ltiyard, Lord L>ttou,

etc

Ath 1898 1 838, Nation 07 15, Sat R 85 433.

ROSE, JOHN HOLLAND
Rise and growth of democracy in Great Britain. (Virtoium era

ser) Chicago, Stone 1898 8+252 p 1) $125

An account of the rise of English radicalism, b\ n HptH'lnlisl in modem hintorj,

describes the history of Chartism, the Reform bills, etc ,
Inmi [\w ]Minlof MOW

of the workman's dub rather than of the lobb\ of Ht Stephens Hoc also Kd\\

Smith's "
English Jacobins," and J B DalyN Radical pioneer* of (be Irtth

eentur}
"

1880, reprinted ax "Dawn of Radicalism
"

1892, also "
Political defects

of the old radicalism," by Wm Clarke, Pol. tici Q 11 GO, and biographic* ol

Francis Place, Thos. Atwuud, and others.

Acad.63.307, Sat R 85 CCS (unfav )

RUSSELL, GEORGE WILLIAM ERSKTNE

Collections and recollections by one who has kept a diary Ix)iid< >n,

Smith, Elder, N. Y., Hari>er 1898 9+375 p plate () ?2 5()

Reminiscences of the Victorian era, reprinted from the Manchester Guardian,
from diary and commonplace books, contains anecdotes ulHiut RiiHhell, ShnfteM-

bur>, Manning, HoughUrn, HeaconHilcld, (jlndHtotie, Lbo Qucon, etc , and about

Parliament, the cabinet, and social changes.

Ath 1898 1 783, Nation 07 J(, Spec 80 K2K. Acad M if*,, Sat. R Mi 2?)

SAINTSBURY, GEORGB

Short history of EngliHh literature Jjondon and N Y
, MucMiI-

lan. 1898. 20+819 1> 1) $150

A manual of English literature, from the earliest (MUCH to the present, presents
the chronological facts, with iutcrclmptcrs de\otcd to tfcnenih/utioii, written

from the litcrar) mther than the historical or pedagogical iMUiilof wcw See
also The works of Austin Dobson 181)7, and Henr.x Morlcy IKTtt

Ath 181)8 2 710, Sal R 80 ?3K (unfav )
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BEATON, ROBEBT COOPER

Sir Hudson Lowe and Napoleon London, Nutt; N. Y., Scnbner.

1898 [5]+2S6 p. portrait D. 11.40.

A defense of Sir Hudson Lowe, governor of St Helena during tho imprison-

ment of Napoleon, from Lowe papers, etc , contains criticism of Barry O'Mcara,

"Voice from St. Helena," rcpnblished In 1888 as "Napoleon titSt Helena," and

of Whig slander and French accusations, with bibliographical list See also Ex-

haustive work ofWm Forsj th,
"
Captivity of Napoleon

"

Nation 07- 116, Spec. 81- 216

SELBORNE, EOUNDELL PALMER, 1st earl.

Memorials Part 2 Personal and political, 1865-1895 London and

N. Y
, Macmillan 1898 2 v. portraits 21s.

An autobiography of the Karl of Selborne, Lord Chancellor, in continuation of

the "Memorials Ifcmlly and personal 17OW8G5," 2 v 1890, from family letters

and papers, describes his attitude as a high churchman toward church questions,

and as an independent conservative toward political questions, with chuptcrx of

importance on judicature reform, Parliamentary reform, disestablishment, Irish

affairs, the treaty of Washington and Geneva arbitration, the Eastern question
in Turkey and in Egypt, the Transvaal

Church a 48 54; Ath 1898. 2 821; Sat R 80*788, Scot R. 34 39 (W. O'Connor

Morris)

SIMPSON, MRS. MARY CHARLOTTE MAIB (Senior).

Many memories of many people. London, Arnold 1898. Third

ed. 15+334 p 0. 16s

Memoirs 1837-04; partly reprinted from the New Review, the Liberal Unionist,
and the 19th Century, from the journals and conversations of her father, Namau
William Senior, contains gossip of interest relative to Whately, Do Tocqueville,

Quteot, Bright, Stanley, Mrs. Grotc, Jenny Liiid,and nearly every woman of note
*

of the time, with notes on political and economic questions. Sec also N >>

Senior's published conversations and journals

Ath 1898. 1:239, Acad 63 282, Spec. 80 300

SOLLY, HENRY SHAEN.

Life of Henry Morley London, Arnold. 1898. 12+410 p. por-
trait 0. 12s 6d.

The life of Henry Morley, 1822-1894, teacher of English literature, from family
papers and mostly in his own words, describes his journalistic career tin contrib-

utor to Household Words, the Examiner, etc., his work us professor of the English
language and literature at King's College, and at University College, London,
and as editor of various " Libraries" of English literature

Ath. 1898. 2 638, Acad 55.820 (portr.)

STBRRY, WASBY.

Annals of the King's College of Our Lady of Eton Ixjside Windnor.

London, Methuen. 1898. 11+320 p portraits, pliiteH, facaumlcH. P.
7s 6d

A history of Eton, 1440-1898, from printed and MS sources. Sec also Work by
H. C. Maxwell Lyte, 1889, also Eton bibliography, by L V Uorcourt, 1HU8 od

Biographies of Dr Hawtrey and Arthur Coleridge
Ath. 1899. 1 48, Sat R. 80 744, Nation 67 418
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STOKES, HBNBY PAINE

Corpus Christi [college] (Cambridge college histories ) London,

Robinson. 1898 [5]+251 p. plates. D. 5s.

A short history of Corpus Christ! from its foundation in the 14th century, from

Josselyn, Masters, Lamb, Carter, Willis, and Clark, gives some account of tho

Benedictine antiquaries, the Library, students' recreations, the masters, and

Parker See also Histor> of Cambridge (to 1G25), byJ B Mullingcr 2v 187J-18K3,

Ath 1898 2 290, Spec. 80 697

STUUTT, JOSEPH.

Sports and pastimes of the people of England from tho cai best

period; edited by William Hone London, Chatto 1898 New edi-

tion. 12+530 p ,
illus

, plate D. 3s Cd

Reprint of the edition of 182b (original 1801), describes the old English HportH

of hunting, hawking, horse racing, archer), tournament*, nimule i>la> s, min-

strelsy, dancing, baiting, holiday sports, etc There is a shorter book on holiday

sports by P H Ditchfleld 1H91, an elaborate work on < hildren's gamcH b> Alice

B Gommel894 (Dictionary of British Folklore), besides the special histories <f

horse racing by Christie Wh>te, by J Ilioe 1879, J P Hore 1880, Rob Black

1898, of miracle plays by A \V Pollanl 1895, and Sidney W Clarke 1897, of

archery by G A Hansard 1841, of pageants by F W FairholtlSU

VIBAKT, EDWARD.

Sepoy mutiny as seen by a subaltern from Delhi to Lucknow.

London, Smith, Elder, N Y
,
Smbner 1898. 10+308 p., portrait^

plates, plan. 70. 6d

A soldier's memoir of the Indian mutiny of 18T>7 f sprinted in part from the

Cornhill Magazine, from an article b> I
1 V Luke m the MiiciMilhin Maipi/inc,

and from A R D Mackenzie's "MiUin> memoirs," is'Jt Sou also \V ({ordon-

Alexander's "Recollections of a Highland wibnltorn" (All) IhlW 1 i71), and
two anglicized

" Nuthc narrati\ CM of the inntin> ," edited b> C T Melt alfe ( Vtii

1898 2 215), also Histor> of the mnhn.\, b> T It IIolmcM, mid (lie complete
chronicle by Sir John Kayo and G B MallcMon, ti v , 18G1-18HO

Ath 1899 1 271, Spec 82 273

WALLAS, GRAHAM.
Life of Francis Place, 1771-1854. London and N. Y., LongmunH.

1898. 10+415 p. Portraits $4

The biography of tho "Father of doctoral reform," from the Place MflS anlo

biography and letter books, de-scribes the London corrcsiKindiiig MK iel>, \\eni-

mlnister elections, BcnthamitcH, education, economic M, libraries, combination

laws, parliamentary reform, chartism

Am Hist R 3 723 (E 1'orritt), Kcon J 8 209 (L L Price), Ath 1K9K 1 JKS,

Nation GC 410

WILMOT, SYDNEY MAROW EARDLEY-

Lifo of Vice-Admiral Edmund, Lord Lyons London, Lo\\ 1S98

144*437 p iwrtraits, plates, nmiw O 21 a

A biography of Edmund, Lord Ljons, ITUO-ISTKS, Comuiaiulor in chief ol the
Mediternuiean htatioii IHftU-liflS, fromun nniiKiisc nitissof < orrespondeiici hiihcrlo

unused, conttiinschapterMiiiMin Ljons'sdiiilomatit career, ]Nirticuiarl> (he d reck
mission of 1835, and upon his mu id i areer, especially in the Crimean \\ ur l,sf> 1-lKTid,

with some account of the change in \\arnhiiKS enUule<l by the introduction ot

steam See alsoThe standard history of the Crimea, 1>> KiiiRluke A\ ho in 1ST:) failed

to get access to Sir Edmund's papers, and the na\ul histor> of the IMTKHI, Sir \ug
Philllmore " Sir \Vm Parker," ,1 \ 187(i-is0, and John II Brings

" Na\ al adminis-
trations 1H27-1HU1! "1897

Ath 1898 2 857
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YOUNG, ABTHITB

Autobiography, with selections from his correspondence, edited by
M. Betham-Edwards London, Smith, Elder 1898. 10+ [1]+480 p.

illus portrs. plates, facsim. O. 12s 6d.

An abridged autobiography of the eminent English agriculturalistand political

writer, 1741-1820, from 7 packets of MS and 12 folio volumes of correspondence,
contains correspondence \\lth Dr. Priestley, Dr Burner, Bentliam, etc, little

about his writings, less about his tnuela, gives history of the Bonn! of Agricul-
ture and Commerce (supplementing the memoir of Sir John Sinclair), and of po-
litical thought during the last years of the 18th centun Sec also Biography of

Young at* agriculturalist, by John Donaldson, 1854. a Young bibliography, by J P
Anderson, in Young's Tour in Ireland (A W Hutton, editor) 2 349-374 (1892)

Eeon J 8 807 (Hcnrv Higgs) , Eu JLJwt. B 13 797 (Jos. Bonar) , Ed R. 188 78

Ath 1898. 1 176, Sat. B. 85 498.
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ABBREVIATIONS

P. and pp. Page and jwiges.

111. lUustrated

L. and 11 Leaf and leaves.

P 1 Preliminary leaves

T
,

t p ,
and n t p Title, title-page, and no title-page

N p., n. d. No place, no date

1 L A leaf printed on one side only and unnumbered

[1] Ail unnumbered page, always ^erw) of a nnml>ered i>ogc

[2]. Two unnumbered images, i e , a loaf printed on both Hides, neither

numbered

Brackets ([ ]) indicate words supplied in the title

The following words, placed after a title or note, indicate the library

where a copy of the particular work has been Keen and examined by (he

compiler, viz

Congress Library of Congress

Smithsonian. Library of Smithsonian Institution

Surgeon-General Library of Surgeon-General
Bureau of Education. Library of Bureau of Education

Johns Hopkins University Library of Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Maryland.

Peabody. Peabody Library, Baltimore.

Curry Library of Dr J L. M. Curry, Washington, District of Columbia
Hamner Library of Dr George W. Hamner, Washington.
Owen. Library of Thomas McAdory Oweii, the compiler, Birmingham,

Alabama,
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PREFACE

This work is a catalogue, arranged alphabetically by authors, of booka

and articles relating to the State of Mississippi, ltd history, institutions, and

public characters. It is also intended to embrace the general literary

product of Mississippi writers and authors. There arc doubtless a number
of omissions, but the compiler feels that its publication now will IKJ of more

practical service than in delaying for greater fullness It will at leant form

a convenient basis for further effort by Home one having greater facilities

For the convenience of students, and in order to make it of more practi-

cal utility, the work has l>een cross-indexed under general subject heads

Its execution has been attended with many difficulties Acknowledg-
ment is here made to the following for valuable aHSistance rendered, VMS

Hon Edward Mayes, Jackson, Mississippi, Chancellor R B Fulton, Uni-

versity, Hon John Sharp Williams, Yassoo City, Gov James T. Harrison,

Columbus, Prof W. L Weber, Rome, Georgia, Dr Chiles C Feirell,

University, Dr P H Eager, Clinton, Prof Alexander L Bondurant,

University, Gen E T Sykes, Columbus, Prof Dabney LipHconib, Uimcr-

sity, Dunbar Rowland, Esq , Coffeeville, l)i Joseph B titrattnn, Nutchcx,
Dr. C H Otken,McComb City, Rev L 8 Foster, Jackson, \V L.Hutth-

inson, Director Mississippi Experiment Station, Stark ville, R C. King, Sr
,

Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stark\ille; Hon. W T
Harris, United States Commissioner of Education, Washington, District of

Columbia, G. C. Nevill, Esq , Meridian, Mississippi, and the librarian of

the Samuel Colgate Baptist Historical Collection, Hamilton, New York

Special thanks are extended Dr Franklin L Riley, the able and ethcient

Secretary of the Mississippi State Historical Society, and professor of his-

tory of the State University, for constant helpfulness and suggestions, to

Prof H S. Halbcrt, the learned linguist and Indianologist, of Cra\vford,

Mississippi, for many valuable references, to Alfred H Stone, Esq., for

supplying numl)ers of important titles, and to Theodore L (\)le, Esq.,

of the Statute Law Book Company, Washington, District of Columbia, foi

invaluable assistance in perpanng the titles on "Laws," "Codes," and

"Conventions "
I am indebted to my wife foi sympathetic interest and

encouragement Mr A. Howard Clark, Assistant Set rotary of the Associa-

tion, I take pleasure in thanking for courtesies incident to publication

THOMAS McAnoiu O\\KN

BIRMINGHAM, JKFKEKHON OOUNTN, AL\IUM\,

April JJ, Jitoo
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ABBEY, AV0. RICHARD (18Q5-189-), 7> 1) The Methodist Episcopal

Church, South, in Mississippi
InGk>oclspeed'8Jtfe77Wtro/3/tiwwwO>2)/, vol II, pp &V2-,*<W

Sketch of

JbW. vol 1, pp 278-280

"Dr Abbey in a hard student, ho IH the author of the following books and

pamphlets, which arc mainly of a doclrinal or M icntific c humctcr ' Diuturni(\ /
'Ecclesiastical Constitution,' Letters to Bmhop Green on Apotttnlic Succession,

1

'End of Apostolic Succeasion,'
' Church and MlniHtrj,' 'Kece Kcclesia,' 'Baptis-

mal Demonstration,' Strictures on Church (lovoniincnl,
' Di\lm Assessment,'

'City of God,* 'The Priest and the Preaeher,' The Preacher and the Rector,'

etc" Ibid p 279 Jta> the following "Christian ('nullennui, or Religion in

tlie Nursery," "Creed of all Men,
11 and " Call to the Ministry

"

ABBOTT, JOHN STEIHIENH CABOT (1805-1877), Author The advonturcH
|
of

the
|
Chevalier do la Salle

|
and IUH roinpanionK, |

in their explora-

tions of the
| prairies, forests, lakeu, and riverHof the new world.

|
And

their interviews with the savage tribes, |

t\\o hundred years ago |

By |
John S C. Abbott

|
New York

| Dodd, Mead & company, j

publishers | [1875 ]

12mo. pp 384.

An interesting preliminary study in the history of French settlement in the old

Southwest

Copies scett Owen

ABERDEEN Sketches of

In Davis's RcctMcctiun* of Miswxsippl and J/VJWHW/^/JW/M, pp 25J-2ST)

ADAIR, JAMES The
| history |

of the
|
American IndiaiiH, | purticnlarly |

Those Nations adjoining to the Mhsmmppi [x/r], oont and
|
went

Flonda, Georgia, South and
|
North Can>lina, and Virginia |

contain-

ing |
An account of their Origin, language, Manners, llchgioiiH and |

Civil Customs, Laws, Form of (iovmimc'iit, PuniHlunentH, CVmdiKt

in
|
War and Domestic Life, their Ihibiln, Diot, Agriculture, Maim-

1

factures, Diseases and Method of Cure, awl other l^rticulars, wuih-
j

cient to render it
|
a

| complete Indian syHtem |
With

|
Ol>ncrvationH

on former Historians, the Conduct of our Colony | Oovcniors, RIIIHT-

mtendents, MissionaneH, &c.
|
Also

|

an api^endix, |
contaming |

A
GJJ7
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Description of the Floridas, and the Missisippi [wr] Lands, with

their Produc-
|
toons The Benefits of colonizing Georgiana, and civil-

izing the Indians
|
And the way to make all the Colonies more

valuable to the Mother Country. |
With a new map of the Country

referred to in the History. | By James Adair, Esquire, |
A Trader with

the Indians, and Resident in their Country for Forty Yi*ars
|
Lou-

don
|
Printed for Edward and Charles Dilly, in the Poultry. |

MDCCLXXV [1775 ] |

4to 6 p 1 , pp 464 Map of the American Indian nations

Reprinted In part as follows

History of the North American Indians, their customa, Ac. By James

Adair
In King's (K ) Anilqittttcs ttf Mexico, \ol wu, pp 273^7.r , London, 1818 Polio

Contains Arguments, i-xxiii, of Adair's \\ ork, follou CM I b>
" Notes and Illustra-

tions to Adair's History oftlie North American IMiam" l>j Lonl KingMborough, pp
875-100

A German edition was published at Brcslau, 17K2. 8\ o
" Indian trader and author, lived In the 18th century TTc resided among the

Indians (principally the Chlckasa\va and Cherokee*) from 17M5 to 177
r
>, mid in the

latter year published his 'History of the American Indians ' In this he attempt-
ed to trace the descent of the Indians from the Jews, busing his u^umplinn upon
supposed resemblances between the customs of the two races Unsatisfac-

tory as are his vocabularies of Indian dialects, they are the most \ aluablo part of

his writings." Applcton'a Cyclopaedia of American JJtw/raphy, tol i, p 10.

A i) VMS COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlo's Mississippi, pp 436-439 l&itahlishcd hj proclamation
of Gov Winthrop Sargent, April 2, 1790, and IM 11 ie oldest < onnty in the Stale

See also Goodspccd's Memoirs of Mississippi, \o\ I, pp 173-17!)

Sketch of. By Judge Joseph D Shields

Referred to In Lowry and McCardlc's JMw/xMijfj/)/, p 1,17

Historic Adams County. See Gerard Brandon.

Mounds at Natchez
In Ellicott's Journal, p 131 Mr, for incidental mention, Ir SmitiH Morton,

Amcr Journal Science anrf<flr/,2dscr ,\ol li (!K16),p (>,//
There were also mounds at White Apple \ illnge, Avhun\ ur< onling to luulition,

the Natchcx chief, or "
Sun," resided in 17129

Seltzertown mounds.
"Described at length in Bmckcnridgc's \'nm of hiuhtann (upiK>n<ii\) Hnef

notice by J B Bartlett in the "
Progress of Kthnolog),

1 '

]>p S, Ut ]>uhlihhed in
Traits Am. Ethn. Soc , \ol 2. Bncf description in , IMC J/rm

, pp 117,11s K\-
plorcd by Joseph Jones and descnbed b) him in a < ommuni< tition to the NatehoK
(Mississippi) Weekly Democrat awl Count r, June '' issi This isprobaltly
the mound alluded to as reported b> Prof For-hex, AM Jnui ,Sf/ and Art, 1st

ser.,voL40 (1841), pp 376-377
" Thomas' PrihiHtnnc IIrJlw,p lit

See also Turijth Annual Rcimt Bureau of JMinol<wt, 1890-01, pp 'Jd-WJiu, jtlatr

ADAMS, GEOJRGE, Lawyer, U ft Ut*t Judyc Hkctrh of
In Glaibornc's Mintsistftppi, pp 3SS-j,s<), vote

See altso Goodapecd's Memoirs ofMM ,
\ ol i, pp 1 1 1, 2sr>

ADAMS, Prof. HERBERT BAXTER (1850-), /'// 1>
,
LL I) Th Htudy and

teaching of history.
In PuMtcattona Mississippi Mate JUttorfatl Htntty, l*is, \ ol 1, pp 7-t-H-l

ADAMS, ROBERT H (1792-1830), Lawyet ,
C >S

f

Nnutfoi from J//XK. Skct< li of
In Lynoh's Bench and Bar <tf Mix* ,pp tii-27 Sec alu> OiKulsi^ed's M&uoirg of

p 286
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AJDAMH, Rev. THOMAS A. 8 Enscotidion, or the shadow of death A
poem. Nashville, Term. 1876

I2mo

Aunt Peggy and other poems. Nashville, Tenn. 1882.

12mo

ADDEY, M. Life and imprisonment of Davis See Jefferson Davis

AIXTUTANT-GBNERAL, Biennial report |
of the

| adjutanlrgeneral |
of the

|

State of Mississippi |
for the

| years 1898-1899, |
to the governor. |

Pnnted by authority |
Vance pnnting Co

, | Jacksonville, Fla.
|

1900
|

8vo pp 287

Reports were also Inmiod for prcvioun years

AGRICULTURAL AND MBciiYNiCAL COLLEGE Report, favoring Senate Bill

2699, granting lands to Miss for College Fob 7, 1895. (Sen Rep
892, Sdsess. Inv. 2.)

8vo p 1

Origin and location of See J M White

The State Grange and A <fc M College Compiled from the oflirial

proceedings by Secretary of State. Grange n p ,
n d

8vo pp 7

Covers, 1876-1880

Narrative and statistical report of
| president and statistic-til report, |

of

treasurer of the Agricultural |
and Met lunical College* of Miwiwippi |

to the Secretary of the Interior, and
| Secretary of Agriculture, jih

required | by Act of CoiitfrewH of August flOth, 18J)0, |
in aid of CollegeH

of agnculturc and
|
the mechanic arte, Sept 30th, 1891

|
n p ,

n d.

8vo PP 12

Annual Catalogue*, 1880-1899.

8vo.

1st annual catalogue, 1880-81 pp
2d annual catalogue, 1881-82 pp 47

8d annual catalogue, 1882-83 pp
4th annual catalogue, 1883-81 pp
5th annual catalogue, 1881-85 pp 19

Otli annual catalogue, 188.V80 pp
7th annual catalogue, 1886-87 pp 17

8th annual catalogue, 1887-K8 pp 10

9th annual catalogue, 1H8S-W) pp l.
r
>

iHt decennial catalogue, 1880-00 pp 72

llth annual catalogue, ItfXMH pp W
12th annual catalogue, 180L-D2 pr> <"'-

13th annual cattiloguc, 1892-93 i>r> fl t

14th annual cntaloguc, 1893-91 pp 111

15th annual catalogue, 1891-9!) ]>p (V.

16th annual catalogue, 1895-Uf) pp A I

17th annual catalogue, 1890-97 pp (fl

18th annual catalogue, 1897-9S pj> TtS

19th annual catalogue, 1898-99 pp 01
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AOKICULTUHAL AND MECHANIC VL COLLEGE BlCllllinl rvjw >1 tsof tllO

president and other officers. 1882-18M
8vo

Biciinlal Report, 1882 and 1883 pp
Biennial Report, 1884 and 1886 pp 81

Biennial Report, 1886 and 1887 pp 10*

Biennial Report, 1888 and 1889 pp 79

Biennial Report, 1890 and 1891 pp 91

Biennial Report, 1892 and 1H93 pp 79

Biennial Report, 1891 and 1K9T> pp 73

Biennial Report, 18% and 1M97 pp 1

Biennial Report, 1898 and 1H99 pp (A

See oho J 55 George, Di ft A Knapp, (hu S I) Ixv, Horticultural

Society, and Edward Mayes

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION of THE AUKIOITLTITRVL AND MKCIIVN-

ICAL COLLEGE OF MISSISSIPPI Annual Reports. 1888-1891)

8vo

First Annual Report, for 1888, pp 02

Second, for 1889, pp 44

Third, for 1890, pp 43

Fourth, for 1891, pp 37

Fifth, for 1892, pp 2

Sixth, for 1893, pp 61

Seventh, for 18W, pp. 2

Eighth, for 1896, pp 108

Ninth, for 1896, pp 2

Tenth, for 1897, pp 23

Eleventh, for 1898, pp 13

Twelfth, for 1899, pp

Bulletins, 1888-1899

8vo

Bulletin No
1 Organization March 1 , 1888, pp 2

2 Cotton Worm Ma> 20, 1HHN, pp I

3 Analysis of Chemical Fertili/orH Sold in Mismssippi [June 20, is| t

pp!8
4. The Marls of Mississippi No\ 7, 1WW, pp S

5 Fertilize Ma} 20,18tt),pp 21

6 Charbon. Junc2T),lS8U,p 1

7 HayPreaacH. June 20, 1889, pp 12

. Stock Feeding pp
9 Diseased of Sheep and Cuh L.S \n^iis( ,), ISKM, pp 1 1

10 Dishorning October 10, 1WJ, pp 1 1

11 Charbon February 15, 1890, pp 1 1

12. Cotton Leaf Worm Juno 2T>, ItfJO, pp I

13 Feeding fr Milk and Bnttvr Ri*pU*iiilxr J
r
i, IN'Ki, pp s

14 Injurious luwctH Man.'h,lsOl,pp 11

15 Feeding and Milk Testing Appn nitus [JUM , /v//
J , pp K.

16 Glandcrx ScptcniTxk

r,1Ki)l,iip ir>

17 Injurious luHCflH U> Htiiivcl CJniin DowmlM-r, IhMl , pp I

18 Varieties of Com Jnmmr} , 1892, pp 3

19. The Southern Tomato Blight. January, 1H02, pp 1 J

20 Grasses and Forage PlanlH Fobruarj , IWJ, pp 17

21 L Insects Injurious to the Cabbugo
H. A New Method for Testing Milk
ILL Feeding for Milk and Buttei 1 unc, l.vrj, pp >
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22. GrapeH Soptcmlxsr, 1892, pp Ifi

A Chemical Study of the Cotton Plant J k-cumber, 1892, pp 15

23. Varieties of Cotton February, 1893, pp 3

24 Fertilizers for Cotton February, 1893, pp 4

26 Colic in Horses and Mules. June, 1893, pp 10

26. Small Fruits August, 1893, pp 15.

27 Insecticides and their Application No\ emlx r, 1MM, pp J I

28 The Horn-Fly January, 18W,pp 8

29 Exhaustion and Restoration of Soil Fertility Fertilizers trad their UM.>.

Maj, 1891, pp 32

30 A Kerosene Attachment for Knapsack Pumps May, 1894,pp 5.

31. Lameness in Horses nnl MuU* September, 1KM, i>p 15.

82. A New Kerosene Attachment for Knapsack Rprajcrs December, 19 1,

Pi
83 Com March, lWR,pp 19

3-i MiHsiasippi Fiintf May,lH95,pp -T>

85 HofrBaLsing September, 1895, pp 22.

36 Insects Injurious to Corn November, ison, pp 15

37 Fruits and Vegetables on Gulf Coast March, ls%, pp J3

88. Mississippi Fungi May, 18%, pp 20

89 Feeding for Beef August, 189G, pp 12

40 ThoCowpen December, l89G,pp II

41 The Colorado Potato Beetle in MiodHsippi Mti rt h, 1897, pp 8.

42. Vcclimation Fe\ or, or Texas Fe\ er November, 1W)7, pp 32.

42 Chemical Fortihssers January 7, 1898,pp Ifi

4S "Natural Plant Food " Claims Made for it nud i la Value. February
1898, pp 14

1 1 Winter Pasture January , 19H, pp 4

45 Chcmiuil Ferlilixcra. Fobriuir> 1.
r
>,lH9K,pp JO

10 CooporatU e KxporimcnlK with Small Fruits Man h, ivis, pp K

47 ChcniK nl Fci tillzero March 2T>,1S9K,pp 1

48. Chemical Fertili7tTH Mj l,189S,pp 8

49 Commercial Fertilixcrs June 2T, ]sN, pp JS

50 Winter jind Summer J'liHLurex. September, IN'JH, pp 12

51 Coinnierciul Fortillxors Tune 2T>, 1S09, pp 12

52 Commerc'ial Fertilixern. Febmnr> 15, isyi, pp js

,\i Koine Iiihct tn InjurioiiH to bttick, and itomcdiLW Therefr Mtm h, INK),

pp 8

51 Irish Potato Ciillnro March, 1890, pp A

55 Commercial Fertilisers. March 15, 1899, pp 21

50 QnipCH. April, 1899, pp 22.

57 Commercial Fertilizers. April 15, lK9*),i>p

58 Soils of Mississippi May, 1899, p{> 1 1

59 Commercial FertilizerH June, 189!), pp ,30

60 Value of Cotton to the Farmer September, l.sw, pp \>

Gl Commercial Fertilisem January 15, 1900, pp Hi

V<.KK in/ruuM IN MmsraHiiMM. Sketch of

In Wailcs'a Jteport on AtfricuUHir and ({(tihuii/ nf Vfwmfwf, pp 127-JtTi

tfcc Harpcr'H Ifrput, 1S57, and IfilKiml'H AV/ww/, ISIMI, and U/*M JtulU-tins of

Agricultural Exix'rimcnt Station, M/jutr

V I, \II\M A AND ClIATT \NlXXiA RAILKOVI) TllO^IX.lt |
HlilrOJUl FOUlo to lllC

Pacific
I
and its

\ Connection, | lowing the relation of the
|
Aluhunui

and Chattanooga Railroad
|
to the }>ro]>osed |

Southern lino to the

Pacific
|
Bowton

|
Alfred Mud^e & won, printew, .

|
1870.

|

8vo pp 10 Map
Now the Alabama CJreut Southern Kailntad, a iirL of the old " Queen and

Crescent" Rystcni

CupirsKcn Congress

HIST 99 VOL T 41
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ALAJJAMA VND CILVTT \NOOC, v UULKOXD Alabama, & CliuttancKiga Rail-

road
|
"First Mortgajre Indorsed Bonds"

|

of 18(59, |
and

| S# State

gold bonds of 1870
|
First report |

of the
|
council of foreign bond-

holders acting |
under their rules and regulations |

with the committee

of Alabama
|
bondholders.

|
With mais and Ap]iendix. |

London
|

Councilhouse, No. 10, Moorgate street, | July, 1875
|

8VO pp 24

Owen

ALABAMA AND MISSISSIPPI RAIL Rovn Facts
|
and

| iigureH |
ilhihtnitive

of the value
|
of the

|
Alabama and Mississippi Railroad

| By W 8

B.
|
Selma

| printed at the fcJelma Uopurtur job ollice
|
1851

|

8vo. pp 27

Copies seen. Curr>

ALABAMA AND MISSISSIPPI RIVKKS RAIL RO\D Memorial
|
of the

|
Ala-

bamaand Mississippi Rivers Rail Road
| Company. 11. p , n. d [180*1 ]

8vo pp 8.

Addressed to Congrew of the Confederate HUitea of Vmerica, und MihnutH

ttcheme, or plan, by which this body con tiid in completing the lino Siiine rraul

now connecting Selma and Demopol IK. Mumoriiil M^ned byC. U (Jninn, l*rt*i-

dcid, and W. P. Bocock, Cliurlea Walker, James L Price, J. M. Luut 1' J Weaver,
J W Lapslcy, Directors

Copies aceti Curry

ALCOBN A. & M. COLLEG K. (Colored ) Catalogue |
of the

|
oihcers arxl

students
|
of

|
Alcorn A & M Colk-gt* | Westwde, MiHsisnippi, |

1808

and 1899
|
and

|
announcementforl80*MiXX)

| Westside, Misb
|
Rail-

road office, | Loruian, Miss.
|
1899

|

8vo pp &, 1 1 m
ALCOJUN COUNTY Sketch of

In Luwryaud McCardle'H Miswiippf, p 4)

ALCOHN, JAMMS LUSK (1818-1894), (Jov of MM ,
f

r
,S' frnntur. Adiiiinit-

tration of.

In Lowry and McCurdlo'8 lfttuwSpjj, pp- Sketch of.

In Goodflpccd'sJfcwafrti qf JfksimtMti, vol i, pp LMJl-liUT),

/toAppletcm'sCtyefc^ttoc^^ i, p
Levee Commissioner, infra,-

Messages. See State Offices

ALDBN, T J. Fox, Compiler. Digest of the LI>\H of Mwsitfcippi, 18$) Hv
Codes of Mississippi.

ALDRICII, TRUMAN H. (1848-), M fl
9
M (' frmn Mt N<teH on the

Tertiary of Alabama and BiiHrnwippi, \\ith ilcwc nptioiiH of new
In Journal Cincinnati Society tf Mttantl History, Julj, ISM:,, \ol \ui, pp

S plate*.

Seetions arc given of the bluff at ClailNirne, IJsbon, \Mnte blufT on t!u> cast
bonk of the Tombiffbee River, \\wKl' bluff, und a HeUion half a mik* north of
St. Stephens- Notes on Tertiary fossils rare or little known

Ibid, pp 153-165
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ALDUICII, TRUMAN H Notes on the diHtribution of Tertiaiy fossils in Ala-

bama and Mississippi
Ibid. January, 1886, vol vjli, pp 256-257

Mentions the occurrence of Orbituulus w/jM.ra Gonnul, ManlcUi Conrad, and
a few Nummulitcs in beds immediately underlying the strata in which the Zeu-

glodon bones occur at Jackson, on Dry orTown Creek Mentions also the finding

of a Nautilus sp ? at Vicksburg, Miss ,
m the Oligucenu, and also a now bpecieB of

crab from Alabama.

Notes on Tertiary fossils, with descriptions of new species.
Ibid July, 1887, vol x, pp 78-88

Observations upon the Tertiary of Alalmmo.
In American Journal Science, October, 1885, vol xxx, pp 300-308

Preliminary report on the Tertiary fossils of Alabama and Mississippi
Sec Geological Survey of Alabama, Butlctiii No 1

New or little known Tertiary inoll. from Alabama and Texas Ithat a,

N. Y. [1895].
8vo pp 30

Bulletin No S (\f American PuleoiUotoyy, Cornell University

and MYER, OTTO. The Tertiary fauna of Newton and Wautublnje,

Miss. Sec Myer, Otto

ALEXANDER, H
,
and BKAME, L Digest of reports of decisions &c>

L. Brame

, Reporter*. Mississippi Reports, \ ols. 00-72. &cc Supremo C< mrt

ALEXANDER, Rev W A Card playing as a Christian amusement Rich-

mond, Va. 1892.

12mo pp 30

ALFIUKND, FRANK H Life of Davia &x Jefferson David

ALLEN, J VMEH Sketch of

In Claiborne'a J/uwAw/jj/jf , p 182, note

He intermarried with the Colbert* in the CluckuMiw Nation

ALLEN, JOHN M (1847-), M C from J/w Appropriations, eXjKinsion,

and war
| Speech |

of
|
Hon John M Allen, |

of Mississippi, |
m

the
|
House of Representatives, | Wednesday, March 1, 181)9

|
Well-

ington |
1899.

|

8vo pp 14

ALMANAC. The
|
Alaliama

|
and

| MiHHisHippi | Almanac, |
for the year of

our Lord
| 1856, | being bissextile, or leap year, | [-ek-., 5 linen] |

Mobile, Ala
|
Published and sold by |

Strickland & Co
|
No 28 Dau-

phin street
|
Strickland & Co , printers |

I2mo. pp. [47]

Confederate States
|
almanac.

|
For the year of our Lord

|
18<>4

|

Being bissextile, or leap year, and the 4th year |
of the independent c

of the Confederate
|
States of Amonea. (Jjileiiliitions made at

|
Uni-

versity of Alabama.
|
Pubhslxcd for the trade hy | Burke, Bo>km &

Co , | Macon, Ga.
|
S II. Goeteel, | Mobile, Aliu

|

IGxno. pp 20, 4 pp odvcrtiHemcnta.

Oontaiiw beveral items in reference to the ConfedeniU' Slates fpiM^nuiuMit, with

lists of buttle*

Huiuner
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AMKS, ADELBERT (1835-) ,
Oof of Mix*

,
f7 $ ftwihn from Jlfiw The

testimony |
in

|
the impeachment of

|
Atkkllx!it Amen, |

an
|
Governor

of Mississippi |
Published by authority | Jackson, Miss

|
Po\\er &

Barksdale, State printers |
1877.

|

8vo pp 323

Administration as governor
In Lowry and McCardlc's Jfibviiv/jjpi, pt JTO-4K!, 3H7-11.!

AMITE COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and Mi-Cardlc's 3ftasuwMJ/, pp 139-1M
flee aim Goodspeed's Mcmoh* ttf J/wfcw/pj)/, \ol i, pp IM-lsl

ANDERSON, FULTON (1820-1874), Jstin/ci Sketch of.

In L> nch'R Bench and Jim of J//W/M/W/, pp I2l- 1 1 1

This sketch contains a. copy o Mr Anderson's adilruHH its < omnusMom>r to Vir-

ginia from Mississippi, delivered February l.s, 1X01, More the convention of the

former State

ANDERSON, WILLIAM E
, Lawytr. Skctcli of

In Lynch'H Bench and Bar i\f V/*W/MA//>J;/, pp 'JTiK-aV)

ANDREWS, CAROLINE Esther, a Drama by Uarme TnuiHluled from the

French. Philadelphia, 1876.

24mo. pp 63

ANDBBWH, GABNBT, Lawyer. A digest |
of

| Miwinsippi it'inirts, |
\ol 45

to 5(5 inclusive
| Being a supplement in <JenrKe'n I>WMt.

| By <isir-

net Andrews
| Madison, Wis

|
David At\\ood, printer and nteren-

typer |
1881

|

8vo pp 760

ANONI MOUS (A Mississippian ) Our roimtr\ its hopes :md f<nrs

In DC Bow's RCHILW, Jul>, 18dU, pp Xl-M>

AHUM BAD, W. H Notes on cotton inserts found in Mi^sisMppi
In Inorct Life, WuHhing^jii, I) (J

,
vul 7, pp i')-J, 210 217, .5-J-.W<i.

ANTIQUITIES Sec Charles G Jonen, J II McOulloh, (Vnw Tboinas, and
W. B Wilkes Src also Prehistoiu- Woiks For inoiiiuH undrr

particular counties

APPLETON & Co
,
D

,
1'iiMuticr* Appletnn'n |

ilhntrated
|
hand-hunk of

American travel
|
Part II

|
The Sniithern and Western States, and

the
|
Temtories

| [Illustration ] |
Ne\\ York

|
D Appleton & <*o

, |

[etc., 1 line ] |
London Trulmer & Co

| [IST)7 1

12mo pp 105 jl/ajj*, Mutilation*

Copte* turn. Humner

ARNOLD, JAMEH M , Ldtin/ci Sketch of ,1 nines T Hurri^in, of Colnmbn*
Miss

In SoaUicrn IMW Journal* TUH< nhMisti, Ala ,.s*-ph lulu r. ls?i, \u| j, j,j, , i,;j |,n,

Some reflectioiiH on the Hfhool UI\\H and edn< atmn.il
|
niti-nMs "I the

State.
|
An address

|
delnemi t

|
the Uiiuuu \^s,,riatnn

|
nt the

|

University of Mississippi, |

at Oxfonl, Miw , |
on th* 28h of .him.,

1881, | by | Judge James M Arnold, |
of Columbus Mi**

|

Youngblood, pnnters, Columbiw,
8vo Cover title onlj ,

1 1., pp.32.

Copies SCCIL Owen
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ARTESIAN WELLS IN MISSISSIPPI. Sketch of

In Wailes's Reitort on AgrteuUmc find Qeolwy <tf AliMtuHppt, pp 2bO-2i>8

ATTALLV COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlc'a Jf/wftrfiijjf, pp 442-444

AUDITOR OK PUPLIC ACCOUNTS Biennial report |
of the

|
auditor of public

accounts, |
to the

| Legislature of Mississippi, |
for the

| yearn 1898 and

1899
|
Printed by authority | Jacksonville, Fla.

|
Vance Printing

Co
|
1900

|

8vo pp 151

Contains nl.so "Biennial Report of Wirt Adams, State Revenue Agent
"

Reports were also printed for previous years

AUTOBIOGRAPHY fiee Mr* Fannie Beers, Uenlxm Davis George H Dovol,

Lorenzo Dow, Maj H fl Fonnan, H. 8 Fulkeraon, N M Ludlo\\,

Le Clerc Milfort, Matthew Pheli>s, and Solomon Smith

B

BAILY, FRANCIH Journal
|

of a
|
tour in unsettled parts |

of North

Amenca
|
in 1796 & 1797

| By the late
|
Franua Baily, F R 8

, |

President of the Royal Agronomical Society |
With a memoir of

the author
|
London

| Baily brothers, voyal exchange buildings |

MDCCOLVI
| [1856].

ftvo pp*xiM,)9
The tour extended from Norfolk, Va ,

lo Baltimore, Philadelphia, New Yoik,
and then West h\ waj oi Washington, IMtt&hnru;, down Hit? Ohio iincl tho MNhis-

Hippi rivers to Ne\\ Orleans, and thence b\ \\n> of Nt< he/ <>\ erhmtl ( 'Departure
acrow the Desert,

'

lie Mi) H), to KnoxMlle, TIMIII Tho latlir ]NrlKii is of HUM h

Milne to an early MOW of Iho ternlorj soon (17'is) <.re Ictl into UK Mississippi

Terrilon , pi> 310-139

tttpirx Hit n C< n^rew

1UKER, 7&v DANIEL, D D. l>akoi'H Sermons Uy RON Diiniol JUkci, of

Holly Springs, Miss
12mo

B\L\viN, JOSEPH G (1811-1804), Tawi/er, Judge fWi/ Rnp ft The
|

flush times
|
of

|
Alabama and Miwiwippi. |

AHC'rK^iifHkotclicH
| Hy j

Joseph G. Baldwin.
|
New Yoik:

|
D A]>pleton mid cnmininy, |

200

Broadway (London 1 Little Bntun
|
MIXXJC LI 1 1 [1WW] |

12mo pp x,330 flliuttmttonn

An edition iroin the sjime platen was issued in isfid, which is said on the title-

page to be the "Eleventh thousand *

Originally published m part in the toiulhcin Litrntni Mi'wumjti
"No other work with which he is acquainted, has boon published In the United

SlateKdcdfftietl to illustrate the iKriods, the ehtinit tetN, and the phastsof MH iel>,

Home notion or which is attempted to hc^ixou in this \oluinc 'rnfn
"AlNMik replete with the richoxt nnccdolc and unsuriusscd biiinor In <on

vernation he was the most cntordiinin^ man I oxer knew, and his personnl fas

cination made him the delight oC e\ery crowd he entered' Reuben Davu-'H

RfCtMciiion* ttf MiMiittipiti, etc

CupicA set n Owen

The
|

flush times
|
of

|
Alabama and Mississippi |

A wrion of

sketches
| By | Joseph G Baldwin

|
Eleventh tluuiH.uid

|
Siin Fran-

cisco
| Bancroft-Whitney co

|
18S9

|

12mo pp x, .tiO 1 ttt<tbtr<tli<tu

/i Hamner
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BALDWIN, THOMAS, and THOMAS, J
,
N I> A I ne\A and complete | gaz-

etteer
|
of tho United States, | giving a

|
full and comprehensive re-

vjew
| [^tc. 9 lines ] | By Thomas Bal<l\\in and J. Thomas, M. I).

|

[Capital of U. S.] | Philadelphia | Lippmcott, (Snunlx) & <i*.
|
1854

|

8vo pp 1864

Contains sketches of counties and tow ns

Oapir* wen Uamncr

T,\LL, T&T TIMOTHY H
,
w<l HALiJKirr, IF R Tho Crook War of 1813 and

1814. Sff H. S. Haltert

BANKIIEAD, JOHN HOLLIS (1842-), M (' from Mn Tho Alaliama-

Mississippi Boundary
In TnwMriton* Alabama I/MarictittfflCH hi, W7-W,\ol ii.pp <K)-'W

An accountof the manuscript material l>caniigon this liouiidnr} in IhcGcncntl

Land Office, Washington, 1)

BANKING IN MISSISSIPPI History of #v Charles H limngh. #v ///*o

Union Bank of Mississippi

BAPTIST (TnE MISSIONARY) CrroRcn in MIRHIHHIPIM Sketch of.

In Goodspccd'H ATew/o/r8^J///*w//>;>/, M>1 ii,pp 3fflM7l

[Baptist Newnpaper Press ]
41 Dr Crane, writing in 18B8, says 'The ftmttnNiJcrn lanuinary \\as conducted

by Elder A Vaughn through the your IS17, und in Fehruar), ItfJS, \\us merged
into the Mobile Monitor awl ton/Am afroi Luminary, under the care of Elder ( F
Heard The Mltwifwij^t 7tap/jxf was commenced in Januan , IStn. h> Klder \V. H
Taylor, who was associated with Klder W. C. Cnme fiom Juh , 1H17, to Julj , l.is,

in its editorial care It was then plneed under a eonuniltee, consisting of W C.

Crane. W H Taylor, and L. J Caldwell In Jannar\, isit, it \\us plact>d under
the editorial management of the lamented Elder J It Iliteler, and uiisdiseon-

tiiincd in April of that >ear A committee, consisting <>! Kldcrs I T Tichcnor,
W Allen, L J Cnldwcll, and G II Martin, edited it for a short time In

Januarj, 1857.it was revived at Grenada, under the editorial cure of Kldcr J.T.

Freeman, and removed to JackHon* The Mnwi>wi]>iu JhiptM >\tm \vn (cked

bj thcwnr
11 A Baptist ncwftpa)>er wa cHtabliHhod in Fa< kson in IN" called the Chrirtitni

Watrlnnan It lived onl} a lew monthH. It was, howexer, not until 1ST? that a
RiicccHsriil enterprise of the kind was estahhsluil Ki \ M T Martin begun U e

publication and Rev J B (iiimbrell Iwame editor oi the linjitirf Jtmwt
The general amociation haK an organ called the timllnm Jl<tj>lMt \\hich \tiix

merged into the Jitirfint Jtrcfwl It now (1891) hits a paper edited 1>\ K4\ N L
Clarke, called the MiwltwiMH Jin^int

"
(!oiMls]iced, \ol H, pp ,57:1, ,{71

Mississippi Baptist State Convention Mumtiw IK'M^IHtH)

HVO

The follo\ving IH a list of the dates and pla( es of intH'ting

ThiH organization coininuneed 1M22 and husttsl onh tuo or thne jeiirs in IN i,

the present Convention wux organised Mi Fonl's Chi Mimi AVy/m//r>///, \ol \ni,

p 442 (1S58.)

lid HCftfdon Fork Church, Amite (
(

onut>, l,si!l

Organiaition Washington, Miw., W and Jl i>cccml>cr, 1S,,

]t session, FaleMtine, Hinds Count) , lKt7

2d session, Hcpribah, Meeting HIIIIMV, LiiurenceCountj, ls:ih

3d session, Middleton, Carroll Count), l&l)

4th scKRion, Wahalak, Kcmpcr Count} , 18-10

5th session, Brandon, Kaiikin Count), 11I
Gtli session, TooMhisli Church, l*ontotoc (^iunl>, 1st:!

7th session, Mound Bluff Church, Madison Coiintx, isi,!

SUi aession, Palentine Chun h, Hinds (
<

oiint>, is 1 1
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9th session, Grenada, Ynlobusha County, 1846

10th session, Fellowship Church, Jefferson Count\ , 184J.

llth session, Hernando, DC Soto County, 1847.

12th session, Concord Church, Winston County, 18 18

13th session, RJI> mond, 1840

14th session, Jackson, 1850.

lp>th session, Aberdeen, 1851

16th seaaiou, Clinton Church, IIIndH County, 1R52

17th session, Columbus Church, Lo\vndes C'ount} ,
18.V,

18th session

19th session, Clinton, 1K5T>

20th session

21at session

22d session, Liberty, Amile Count}, 185s

23d session

24th session, Natche?, AdaniK County, 1800

27th session, Jackson, 1S<5(

28th session, Holl} SprintfH, Marshall Count}, 18t>7

29th session, Meridian, Laudordule Count} , 180s.

30th session, Canton, Madison Count}, 1809

31st session, ^cst Point, Lowndus Connt> t 1870

32d session, Costal Springs, Copiah (^mnt\ IS71

33d8cssiou, Moriclinn, Uiudenlale Count>, 1872.

34th session, Aberdeen Monroe County, 1873

35th session, Oxford, 1871

3Cth session, Ha/clhurst Cluirch, Ck>piah Count}, lS7r>

37th session, Jackson Church, Hinds (Joimtj, 187d

38th session, Starkcville, 1877

39th session, Summit, 1878

tOth session

41st session, Okolona, 1880

42d session, Meridian, 1881

43d session, Sardis, 1882

44th session, Cr>stal Sprlnps 18KI

45th session, KoscUwko Church, 1881

40th session, Aberdeen Church, 1885

47th session, Meridian, 188U

48th session, Oxford, 1887.

49th session, Jackson, 1888

50th session, West Point, 188U

51st session, Columbus, 1SUO

52d session, Natchez, 1801

53d session, Meridian, 1HD2.

54th session, Huinnilt, ]8<ft

55th session, Winona, 181M

5Gth sesHion, HtuselhnrHt, 1895

67tli nession, htarkevillc, 189(>

58th HCSHIOU, Grenada, 1807

59th sesHion, Brookhaven, 1898

COth setudon, Aberdeen, 1899

The Minutes of 18K(I are irregularly numlMre1 as the .$2d scssidii, und the Mis-

sion of 1887 ifl niuubored crroneiMisly OH the 19th This erroneous niunlMriu^ IH

then regularly followed, making the session of 181K) as the ulst, when it should be
the GOth

Pnicticall> a full flic of the Minute* of the Severn) sessions \\ill be found in the

library of Colgate UiiiverHit>,Hiiiuillon,N V The compiler is iudehtiil l<> Vir-

ginia A WillHi>ii, of this institution for the above list
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LAPTIKT (Tins MISSIONARY) CHURCH in Mis-sissim History of Columbus

Association toe Jiff L S Foster- History of Louisville Association toe foul-
Mississippi Baptist Prcachern toe Jhul-
Baptist annalfl tof Jlcp Z T. Lea\oll

-- torctlwA J Brown, ftytf J T Buck, Rrr KiHi.ml ''rntiH, smd 7>r

R. A. Venable

B\R ASSOCIATION Minutes
|
of the

| MwxNflppi Bar U^oriation, |
at UK

|

third annual meeting | January 8, 18H8
|
With

|
President's oddnvH,

inemonal tributes, |
and IMIJCTH on

|
tax titli*, la\\ reft >rm, and a Code

of Civil
| procedure, jurisprudent, and lu\\ ivforin, |

tlic Imparlance

term
| Jackson, Miss.:

|
Clarion Unl^r stwini print |

1888.
|

8vo, pp 7fl.

There were tones for other mwtnitfH, but no copies MTU Tin*** \olunuN (tni-

taln interesting papers on legnl topics.

BVKKSDALE, F/rnBLBKRT, Jonrntth^ M ^', fruw ^fi><n UcwinKtnictioti in

Mississippi
In Why Me Solid Hoiiili, or, towndruction ttmt it* AVx/^/As, pp .fM-.Ils Unit fmore,

1890 VI mo- Ancestry of

In Publication* ftmllurn Wnimy iiwtrhitton, \pnl, Is1
)?, \ul i, pp U7-1 ff

Washington, D (.' vo

Prcpurud bj
r ThoiniiH M Owtn, Ciiirnilltoii, \lu . niul shnu> ilfsuiii from Hrj-

ant LcwtcT, of Lmicnhurg Conn(> l Vu

BABKSDALB, WILLIAM (1821-lWin), 77m/ -Un C ft A. tikctrii of

In Applcton'a Cydopiwlififtj AnumtiH lltwtntjiti^ \ol i, p 3<V

Brother of Ethclbcrt Barkwl tie

BAHKSDALH, WILUAM ROBRKT (18I5W877), Ltnnjn, MHJ (' *s
f

I.

of the Criminal I^aw of Miwiwippi, 1818-1872

InJ Z GwrsQ'HDiwHt fitimitKofAfitoiXAipiH (1H?J|, pp 7s7-,sitl- Sketch of.

In Lynch'a tteuch and Itrtr ttf MimtuwiMii, pp IM-ls?

BAENARD^REDRRrCKAlTGUSTtTHPoirrEUllStW-LSSJO, LL 1) J> I) , L If />
,

Pro/ tf/wu of Alu , 18HS-1854, Pin t'ntr ttf J/w
, /.V^-ASV*/, /'^x

ColumUa College Gratitude
|
due for

|
mUioiuil hkwiii^H |

u dis-

course
|
delivered at Oxfonl, MiHHiwippi, |

<m 1 hnnk^ivinj; day,
November 20, 185($

| B}* Frvdmrk A T llanmnl, LL J)
|
KYrfurnf

the Pansh of St Peter's, Oxfonl, and Prmck'iit
|
of fho ITmvcrsitv of

Mississippi | PubhshcMlby niimtrt | MIMIIII)IW |
Pnntml 1\ (Iu> Itul-

letni company, |
15 Madison street

|
1KT)7

|

8vo pp 20.

(topics seal. Ciury- Letter
|
to

|
the honorable

|
the Board of Tnistts-s

|
f the

|
Univer-

sity of Mississippi | By |
Frederick A. P Biirnanl, LL 1>

, |
I^iwdent

of the University |
Oxfonl

| Univenuty of Alisswsiiipi. 1 1858. I

8vo pp 1U Krratu [1]

On College education, its acinands, rc<{u!n*ni<>nK '(<

Copies seen Curr>
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BVRNARD, FREDERICK AUGUSTUS PORTER Sketch of

In Barnard's American Jcwi nal of Education, v, 75.) portrait- Memoirs of, & jportrat/a See John Fulton

Sec also Waddel's Memorial* of Academic Life, pp 2H2-28G

BVRNEM, WILLTVM HORATIO History of the Fortieth Congress 1867-

1869 New York W. H Barnes & Co. 1871

8vo 2\ols- The Forty-second Congress of tlie United States. 1871-73 Wash-

ington, D C. W H Barnes A Co 1872

8VO

BARRY, WILLIAM TAYLOR SULLIV VN (1821-1868), JM //>///?, M C from Mm ,

Col C S.A. Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mi$8ixiwi, pp 29f>-301 , ]ntmtt

BARTON, ROGER (1802-1855), Lawyer Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mwi*xi'm)i, pp 205-272

BVRTRAM, WILLIAM (1739-1823), Botwutl Travels
| through |

North &
South Carolina, | Georgia, |

East A West Flonda, j
the Cherokee coun-

try, the extensive
|
territories of the MuHcogulges, |

or Creek confeder-

acy, and the
| country of the Chactaws, | containing |

an account of

the soil and natural
| productions of those regions, toge- |

ther \\ itli

ol>servationu on the
|
nmnnera of the Indians

|
Kml>elhHhed with

copperplates | By William Burlnun
| Philadelphia* |

Punted hy
James & Johnson

| M, DCC, XCI [1791] |

8VO Title, 1 1
, pp X\Ki\ ,

pe> M<II>, 7 ji!ttl<*

Appended as pp -IH1-&L2 is the foliou 111^ title-pji^o for ItN>k i\
,
\ \v

An
|
account

|
ol the

| IK.TSOUM, manners, cuslonis
|
and

| jjro\t'nnucut |
of

the
| MuscoKultfos or Creeks | (JhcmkiHJS, Cluu*ta\\s, \c

| ulxtriKim's f (lu* nin

tinent of
|
North America

| By William Bartmin
| Philadelphia |

PiinUtl by
James <St Johnson

| M, DCC, XCI [17D1]

- Travels
| through |

North and South Carolina, | Georgia, |
I^wt and

West Florida, |
the Clien>kce Country, |

Hie eitcnti\c TerriloricH <if

the Muscogulges |
or Creek Confodei-ai*y, |

and tho Country of the

Chactaws
| Containing |

an Account of the Soil and Natural produc-

|
tions of those regions, | together \\it\\ olwei xutionn on tho manners

of the Indians
|
KiuliolliHlicd N\ith coppei-ihit<^ |

H\ William Itoi-

train
| Phihulelplna |

PrintiMl 1)> JunieH & Johnson 1791
|
\Am-

don
| Reprinted for J Johnnoii, in St Paul'n Church yaid \\7W2

8vO pp xxi\,5'JU, (ill Man- Travels
| through |

North and South Carolina, | (Jeorj;i ti, |
I^uM and

West Florida, |
the Cherokee Country, |

the Kxtensixe TcrritoticN <if

the Mus{ogul^s |
01 Creek Confederacy, |

and the CVimitr} oi the

Chactaws, | containing |
an Atrount of the soil and natural pioduc-

|
tions of those Regions, | together with

|
ol)wer\atioiw on the man-

ners of the Indians
|
KnilHilliHhcMl with copper-platen | Hy Willuini

Bartram
|
Dublin

|
For J Moore, W Jones, It M'Allistcr, and J.

Ric-e |1793 |

8vo, pp \\i\,,
r
>2t), (. 11 Miijt 7y</(r/<M
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B \irrR\M, WILLIUI Willmm Bartram'H
|

lleiscn
|
dnreh

|
Nord- nnd

Sud-Karolma, | Geci-gicn, (>st- und Wcst-Flonda, |
daw Uebiet

|
dcr

Tscherokescn, KnhkH und TVhaktah,s |
uelwt uni^tandhchen Naeh-

riehten
|
von den Einwohnern, dom lloden und den Natuiprodukten |

diefler \ienitf Itekannten grosMcn lender
|
Ann deni Knghschen I

Mit erhntenidcm Anineikun#en |
vim

|
K A W

Hofrath und I'rofeHfloi in HmiiiiHcliueiK

sm \o pp XKM,I 1, pp
r
i<)1 (orrowMrtwU numbered nn)

Forms pp 1-fifll of

Mnfinxiii) \mi
| mcrkuunliffcn nciion

| RriwlKwlmMtflinKWi, I
mis

Spraohon fll)cret7t
|
nnd mil

|
prltiiitcriuli k

ii Aiuncrkiuurcn iM'trlcitct |
Mil

Kupfcrn |
Zchntor Knnd

| liiTlin, 1
17<tt

|
In dcr VossiM'hcii liiiHiluindluiiK |

The Carter Uroun rntalo^nio tiller nil cMlliion in Dutch Hn irhu in, Ittihn, 1?H,

8 Sabin'H Diet!oimr>, Nn .?, titles an c-!itioii Hanrlrin, 17'i-l?>7, nnd

another (quoting from De JOUR) AinNtrrdimi, 17')7. .1 junto

- Travels
| throngli |

Nortli and South Carolina, | <TiM>r^i^ |
<
M.wt un<l

west Florida, |
the Cherokee country, |

the extenwxe temtoniwcif the

Musdojjuljyos |
or Creek confederacy, |

and the country of the (
1

lmc-

taws
| Containing |

an account of the nod and natural produc- 1
tions

of those regions, | toother \\ith
|
olinerxations on the manners of the

Indians
|
Eml)elliflhed \\ith copiMT-plateh |

I\ \Vilhain I>:irtnini
|

The Recond edition in London [Philadelphia prints! l>\ .Tunic** und

Johnson 1791
|
London

| iX'pnnitMl for .1 Johnson, in St PanPs

chnrehyard |
1794

|

8vo pp xxlv,520, 1 11 Fnnili*)n<n, a Cnt k <'hief 7 yi/cr/**

Copirxwrv ConffrcHH^- Voyage |
dans lc jxirties nod

|
de I'Aiiu'Tiqiie | Keptcntnonali*; |

Savoir' IcsCaroliiiOHBeptciitiioiiAle et inendio-
| nale, U (i(Mi^u, hv

Florules onentalo et
|
occ dentale, le ]mn <lrs (MietttkcH'H, le vastt'

|

terntoire dea MumHigiil^H on de hi >nfi'd('-
|
nit ion ('i^ek, et le JMVH

des Choctaws, |
Gtntenant <les detadn tmr le sol et les pioductionn

natn-
|
relies den con trees, el <le,s obseiN.ilion,^ HIP len

|
iiKenrs ties

Sauvages qm les halntcnt
|
IVir Williams [w] lUrtnun

| Iniprinie A

Phdadelphie, en 1791, etil Ijondren, |
en 171^ e( trad de Pangl par

P V Benoist
|
Tome preiniei [-eond] |

A I \IIIH, |
che/ (\irteret et

Brosson, hbraircp, me PieiTe-
| KamiHin, Noh i:t el 7| Dujjoni et

Durand, ruoetmaiHon WeijK'nte |
An VII [!7iH>] |

8vo V<)1 1,2 p 1 ,]>!> H7, J ] M, t
, Vo| iij p ] , pp u,, I ]

dfyie* Hft'n Congress
Another edition of this WHS imblislitil in isiu. in uhidi ilnn wiis no

except in the Imprint
A Piirls, (chcx Maradan, Libnuns rue |'im> Nuiil- Vmln

|
1i> Vrcv, no

An IX [1801] |- Bartram's Travels w partly reprinted in The II 'imtlrtfn! Maytwm>

Mtvrwllvw Chrtnuric, \ol 5, pp M.'i-HSi, :).V-;3iMI, bunlun, n <1 S\o.
The number of the editions, the evlonsw u*-e nuwli'tif it 1\ historian*, und its

conBtontly inereamnff mnrket \nluc itrii\Mh>nc<-s of tlu> hlffli rlmnicliTof Jfeir

tram'a work, lUl of which IH uiurlliil His jounio\h c-iivvml \ \\ tilt* lernton . h*
waa eager for knowledge' mid olwmmt, and his \\ritin^ pn^nr m
scenes, and piPtnreM of thi(lnu*mincl UICMIXIW InlHN uhirli mvnf tlu

value
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BARTRAM, WILLIAM Observations mi the Greek and Cherokee Indians

By William Bartrani With prefatory and supplementary notes By
E G Squier

In American Kihnolofilrftl bornhi TrauMrtion*, \o\ ), pi 1, pp 1-fll, Neu \<>rk.

1853 8vo

Bartram, etc , pp ll-fifl, Squier'H Nolw, pp 59-1

Sketch of John (1699-1777) and William Bartram
In Popular ftcfaw MtmlMy, 1802, \ol xl, pp H27-KW

In the September numlior is a ]>ortrait ol Willmm Jfcirlnim

Sketch of John and William Bartrani

Tn Barnard'H American Jntinntl nf Effuciilntn, \\\ in, 871-S71

B[ \ITDRY DE] L[ozifcREn]. Voyage |
a la Lomaiano,

|
ot Hnr lo Continent

|

de VAmerique | Scptentnonalo, |
fait danH Iw annow 17l)4 A, 1708, j

Contenant un tableau histonqne <le la Ijouimane, |
des olwervations

sur son climat, see riches productions, |
1( lamcteie et le noin !OH

Sauvages, des remarques | importantes snr la navigation, des }>nn-

ci|^es d'aclinmis-
1 tration, de le^iHlation et dc ^ouverneinent pn>pres

si cette
| Colonie, etc

,
etc

|
Par B x x x D x x x

|
Orne d'line Iwlle

carte
| [Quotation, 3 lines ] | Pans, | Dentn, imprimeur-lihraire,

Palais du Tnbiuial, | galcrics de l>ow, no 240
|
An XI 1802

|

Kvo pp viii, 382. Map <tf h>ui*imi(i

Kosnm6 of the hitor> of the conimunit> ,
\v'th accounts of Ihc < Immctcr, inun-

ncn, and wars of the HavugoH

rVjj>/rmw Hnmnor

BEEUH, Mr* FANNIRA Memories
|
A n^'ord of }Krsonal e\i>(

inen<tMind
|

adventure during four
| yearw of \\ar

|
IIv

|
Mrn Fannie A l(MrH

|

Press of J B Lippmcott Comiwinv, | Phihulolphia |
IKS4

)
|

12mo p] V3H\ ritrtrtiil <>f auUior

QnplrHxaii Owen

BELL, Mrs HELEN D Glimiwes of the i>ast

In /wW/(vt//o8o////r Mixmwiinii [.s/f//l ///H/r/cri/NfW/r///,ls)>, \1 ii, pp 'JOl-Jitf

Notott on itcnw of hlntorical introHl from a u'\\Himpcr tile, is:u lo 1H1 \

BENTON COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowrj and MrCardle'H MfaiHttwl, ]>p 4 1 1-4 lf>

BRUUYniLL, S NEWTON (1832-1887), JouDHtlwt, 7W/ Puck\\orxlH P<MniH

By S Newt^m Berryhill [Quotation, :i linw ] KXI*O!HIOI printing

offiee, Columbus, Mias
,
1878

12 mo

MissiSHipju's "Ba<'k\\oodH Poet "
/Sir Dttbney Li]w<cniub

RBRTUON, JI/TM (hriiiUK l^lith, u noxel 18H7

VJmo

Kevie\\ of fn^rsoll'H Attiu-ks on Christianity I8.S4)

,svo

BRSAN^ON. ]iepan<;on
7
H annual register <f the Stati'of Miwiwippi foi IS.hS

Natchez, 18:^8.

]fi mo pp 232

BimJOGRArriY. $r Burcwi of I0thnolofv, Iunwi of Kducation, T L

Ole, T W Field, MIHH Mary Monincy, Thonuw M Owen, JUIIUH

Pilling, Ben Perley Poon*, .1 L Po\\cr, Joncph Sabin, D U W.inlen,
and I))- S B Week*
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BIEDM\, LUYH HEKN \\i>i$J5 DK Relation of the conquest of Fln<la pre-

sented by LUJH llemandex do Biedma in the >ear 1544 to the King of

Spam in Council

In Ternanx-rompan'M Rirutil <lt* jmn* KMJ Ja Flnntlt (\ol \x of his general

eollei lion of 1 */"'/'*! }tlntutu* tt nti nnnn), pp M-llNi See infm
Tli is arc mint, \\lueh lout? lenmnied in manuscript in the Vn Imo General do his

Ind iits nl Se\ ilk*, \\UH lirst published in the alo\e Krem li edition A eop\ of the

original S|mnish IIUUIUM npt is in the Ni\\ York I'nblle Lihriiry

AIM in KAO'H ItHWtnm nu<l i\mnnttj of T<rnt J'lmnltt, pp 17.(-2(N) ,* KhiiK,

(lontlcniau of Trniwin led lor the Ilukluv t K<H iel\ Iroin Tcrnanx

J/MJ in Frc-iK'h's jnnlomitf C'nlhHnni* <\t hmwinHtt, part li, ])p U.V10U ttc

French, B F Alirid^ed from Tcnunix

Al*<> m BiickiiiKtuim Sniith'H Ntintttru* tif tin Ctinn nf 7fc .Sri/n, pp 229-2()l

,** Bl \ us, OenUcninn < >f N< 5 of the Itrtttljm tl t 'lub ,Sr / // *

al/w> in Ct>l(ccnni
|
r/r nir/fM tl<M mm nhw

\ /mnr In hmton'tt <l< In Fhnuin i/ turuw

<cr///rY/j/r# |
7>;/Mf> 1

|
A'/< /a rr(nrr r/r Tiitbnu // Cunii>anin, \

mint M, JWcrnorttr

/ew, |
JMtKlrr*

| [tff
1 /w //r<rr/ ww <jnni1nm< \ pir JiiW1 Kmlm/nf, \ MtidrM, aftv

tie 1M7 ] | pp 17-1.1 Folio 4 p 11 ,pp 'JUK

"The relation of Biednm udds HOIIIU cnrioiiH details to thost* uealreudv IKIH

KesHed, relating to the fatal exiedition of De Solo "
Field's finltnn Jitblnnrmphii,

p31K)

BIKN, II M Ben-Boor
|
A historical ntory |

In t\\odi\isions
|
Tart I

Lunar FnlaghoH |
The Man in the Moon, |

a counterpart of Walhuv's

"IkMi Hnr"
|
l^irt II Historical PlmnltiHinapria |

The Wander-

ing ({entile, |a c-oinjwuiion nunaiKv to Sue's "\Vaiulennj: Je\\
"

|

By |
II M Pien, |

author [-etc ,
1 line ] | Vicksbnnr, MHS |

SiHiiiul

revised and improved edition
|
lUltimoix*

|
Press of the Kriodrn \\ald

Co |1892
pp

Ileimdsothe author of "Oriental I^KendM" (isv,), Feast ol Lights
11

"Samson " "JMirnn" (issli, "\\hnl is JIMhi ism '

fisssj, and "N.lar

(1887)

BIBNVILLE, JEAN BVI^IKTR LK MinorK Life of Mr MUM (inuv King
/fir ttlw B F. French

BIOGRAPHY (Collected ) #rAV U Banus,M P, ISnuly, II S Koote, .&>.

L S. Foster, B. F. French, <ioiMlsiK>ed,y',/'. / T. U'avcII, J I) Lynch,
Jfro. Mary Tardy- For individual biographies, wr ])aiticnlar name**

BLACK, JOHN ( -1S54), Lmnfer, T >V Mwitur faun MHW Sketch of
In Lynch'H Item k awl Ba\ nf V/w/xw/i/i/, p[> <M)-hi

BLACK, 7^ \V C A cxsntcnmal n'tn^iMM-t 1SS4

I2mo pp 100- Temperance and teetotahsm 1SSI>

12mo- Christian Womanhood 1 8tt8

32mo pp 300- Philosophy of Methodism 1879
8vo

ALBERT TAMXJR (1808-1878), LL 7>
, Prnf l

r
,nr of MM. Sketcli

of

In Wiuldel'H Mt mm tain nf Innlt nni> I <// , pp
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BLEDSOE, ALBERT TAYLOR Is Davis a traitor, 01, nan secession a consti-

tutional right previous to the war of 1861 St LOUIH, 1879

I2mo pp. 203

A Theodicy, or vindication of the Divine Glory New York, 1853

12mo

BLKNNEIUI VSSETT, H Tho story of Mr Jhxlutjt G B Galloway
BOLIVAR COUNTY Sketch of.

In Lmvr> and MeCardleN AfiwlwpjH, pp 41b~lJK

Descnption of graded mounds near Williams' Bayou, in the Choc taw

bend, 1} miles from the Mississippi River

In Smithsonian ftiMt, 1879, p 38r>, flyinc Ainu dcscTibed and floured in Sqiucr
and Davitt'ti Ancient Monnnx at*, pp 110, 117 *

ttec (ilsot for general refurenco, Tuv IJlh Ann mil Ilcjxn / Jin 1 1 <ui of AYAmj/o////, 1800-U1 ,

p2&8

BONJWJUNT, ALBXANDBU L (1805-), J B, A AT, Pro1 Uutv. oj

A plea for ancient languages.
In A'ap/xi ftiffnia Quttrtfrty, January, 1880

A history of the home of Tau Chapter
Ibid January, 1887

Retrospect
In the UnivurxUy of Miwiwippi MifflUnf, IS<M)

. Tennis
IbUl IKK)

Football in the UuiwrHitv
Ibid March, 1H91

The football season of 'tS

Ibid. January, 189(1

Buckingham all right.
In the TimcH, Richmond, Vn ,S(.

k

p(rnilH>r, ls*H

The University and high nchooln

In tho tffofo', Oxford, MIHH ,18ft2.

Prize contest in detate at tiie Universit}
Ibid May 12, 3898

Methotls of classical ntud>
In Piwn'dtHfi* <tftht Mttfc TuHhntf AuuicittlioH nf Vii/nKfjijjf,1H91

The education of voulh in the South
In the AW/rw.Ncu \ork, April, 1HIK2

An ol<l authonty
In the PitMif Mnu*l rnnrmtl, Krh , lsM>

Dialwt in the United StateH

In the W(/,Fohnjn ,lHUr>

Roman life and thought
In the r/ffa-n, AiiRnMt,lH{

A classical idyl
In the AlkaJuAt, Atlanla, On , IK07

Latin m the high school

In the Mi&tvu!>!>!> Tuuht r, MH> ,1HJ7
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HONDUKANI, ALEVANDEU L Ki\e UMI-H of foutlwill at the I'mvunnty of

Mississippi
Tn the L HIH nwly YfrwW, Dec cmlnT 7, lsh-Miir h s, IhiW- Dul Jones (Aninty Secede?

Jn I'tiblintthni* j/fxwfthfjji/j/ .Vft// Htntoruiil N /r/v, 1.SUS, \ol i, pp UKJ-HK.

NT rtfwj Alemphin (tommircM- IJJ/N f'Mk'lolicr, IVJB- Sherwood Bouner, her life .nut plan
1 in the literature of the South

Ibul 1899, vol if.pp l,J-<hS- W Falkner, no\elwt
Ibid 1900, vol hi (Inpruh)

UONNKK, SITBEWOOD (1848-18 ), Anlhtu Laura TaiK'llo, a li-af from a

traveler*a note book*

In Tlic JJ

to^//i/wnw,B<wton t </rm IWil- A flower of the South
In a mtudcal jounml, nunu* not uhcurtuinvd- An exposition on one of the Commandmenta
In Fnuik Tsdfe'n Jotmuil- Misa Willard'a t\\o

From '60 to
J

(>6

Ibttf October, 187d

A volcanic interlude

Ibid April, 1880

The Valeours.

IbUL Bcptcmber-Dei'diiber, issl, ]p Jl,i-2T>Kt ,il'V-.i(il ( 1

The revolution in the life of Mr Halhn^all
In Harper's New MonUdy AIuij<tzuu',(h toU'r, lh?j

Two storms
Ibid April, lK81,pp 728-748

Like unto like.
|
A novel

| J^y Sher\\ool lonner
|
New Y<rk

|
Har-

per and Brothers, publishers |
Franklin square |

1878
|

12 mo pp 109

Dialect tales
| By |

Sherwood Bonner
|
Illastrate<i

|
New York

|
Har-

per and Brothers, Franklin square |
1883.

|

12 mo pp 187

Contains a number of Htorum flrnt pnhlishtid in imi^iixiiu-h Thoj <U>ul \vitli i\w

negro, the mountiilncc'r, and the WeHtornor

Suwanee Biver Tales Boston Rolx.*rt Hrothern, 1884
12 mo pp 303

Her life and place in the literature of the South Mr A L Hon<lii-

rant.

Mr Bondurant'H pai>er contaiiiH the followiiiK suinniar> of her \vork
11 Her principal writmgH may be ffnmpwl iw follows Karlj piww,

f

ui-'7

Letters from Boston ami Kurope, '7 l-'7fi. hliort Mtorliw pubhhhiNl in ]K'niNlhalH
between '78 and '83, a number of thew were collected after the death <f the
author and reprinted in a volume entitled 'Kuwanee Ittver Tales' (there are

many excellent sketches in this little hook, but the licst are those in which
Gran'mammy ftguiw) , to thin penod of her life belong

' M iss WillanrwTwo KingH,'
and 'Erom'OOto'eS.' 'Like unto Like/ a novel. 'The Valcoum,

1 a novelette,
4 The Revolution in the Life of Mr Ballinffall,'

'Two Btoriiw ,' 'A Volcanic Inter-

lude,' appeared bctwoon '78 and ' She wrote dunnjr these ywu>, beHidw, a
number of dialect stories dealing with nc^ro chanicler, the mountaineerb of KoHt

Tennessee, and the dcnlswna of the Wcstcni Praine "
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F (1725- ) JFreHch trawler Nouveaux Voyages uux ludes

Occidentals, Conteiiaut uno i elation den different Peuples qtu ha-

biteut lea environs du grand Flou\e Saint-Louis, appelo vulgairenient

lo Mississippi; lour Religion, loin gouvernement; leurs mumrs; lours

guerre & lenr commerce Par H Bossu, Capitaine dans lea Trouijes

de la Marino A Pans, 1768

12nio vol i,pp xx, 244, andljjfcifr, \Q\ H, pp '204, &iu\ ii jtUtlc*

There wan a Dutch vundun at Amsterdam inl7G9, and the original French was

reprinted there in 17M and 1777

ContaiiiH much relating to the {Southern Indian*

"The author, an army othcer, was first Kent up the Tombigbee, and afterward

attached to the forecH which were posted In Illinois, and 11 an there when Villicw

marched on Fort Necenhitj He was in the < olony twelve > cars, and bore a good

reputation
" Wmhor'H Nanattvc and Critical llirtwyttf -l/Htr/rti, vol v,p 07

Travels
| through that part of

|
North America

| forniorly culled
|

Louisiana
| By Mr Bossu, Captain in the

|
French Marines.

|
Trans-

latod from the French, | by John Remhold Forster, F A. S
|
Illus-

trated with notes relati\e chiefly to
|
natural history |

To which is

added by the translator
|
a systematic catalogue of all the

|
knovMi

plants of English North-America, |
or a

|
Flora Americae Septentrio-

nalis.
| Together witli

| [-etc ,
5 IIIIOH] |

Vol I[-II ] | [Qiutation, 1

line ] |
London

| printed for T Davies in Kiwsol-street, Covent-Gar-

den
|
MDCCLXXL

|

8vo vol i, pp vlil, 107, \ol 11, pp UJ

Onl> English edition From the Frem h oC the prct e<ling title

Ottpku MCY // llaniner

Nouveaux
| VojaseM |

daua
| rAmunqiio SepU^ntnonalc, |

Contoiuuit

|
line collection de lettn^s ecnloH nur IOH helix, par | rAutoni, :\son

ami, M Donin, cho\ahor, | cai>it*une dans len tnm[K.v du Iloi, ci-de\ ant.

|
son camarade dans le nouvean Monde

|
Pai M Iloftm, |

chevalier

<lea 1'onIre & milltinre dc Saint-
| IJOUIH, ancion capitauie d'nnc

(tanipagnie do la
|
Mane

| [Cut] |
A AniHtenlam [Paris?], |

Chez

Clianguion i\ la Bourse
|
M DCC LXXVII

|

8vo pp xvI.SW, /,}>l<ltrx

This volume also contains much information concerning the IndiaiiH oiu'oun-

tered

"BoHbii'H aeconnt oC IIJH first two vojaigi-s to Ixniisiana was ]rinU'd in 17(iK, after

\vlik'h he miule a third vo\agc, the acnmnt of \\ Inch is giu'ii in this volume,

which, not ha\ iu^))wn reprinted or lniusluto<l intoau> other liuitftwtfi', Is a much
scarcer \\ork tlian the former There are copies \\ith the dale of 177S, anil with

non\elle edition ' on the title iMitfe, but it IK (sic] the Maine " Rich

Otipit' *<< n Ilamner

J>oiiNi)ARiE Or^mixation and tN>utidancH of Mi^iwippi
In Howard and HulchiMhon's hkiiult* of J//M/W,//;/// (1H10), i>]> ,57- IJ

Counties and their IxmndarKU
lbi<\ pp i^-fti

An Act defining the limits and divisions of the SUlc of Mississi]pi
In Rcviwl f<Hlc<>fMix*ix*ii>]n (1ST)7), pp I(M<)

Gives all State and count) iMumdarieh

The "
Tntroduclorj llemarku" comprise an admirable diM'iission of the IMHIII-

darieK of the State, "from treaties and public act**
"
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BOUNDARIES. Aii Act in lelation to the limits and dubious of the State

of Mississippi
In Rtruml (Mcnf Jfit+tt+wn (WW}, pp 1K-70

Own all State- and count} boundaries- Boundaues, State and Counties

In .iHHrfakvl (.Mr of MmMiwu (WU), pp ls,-JOb- The lino between MisHsaippi and TcnnesHce

In AV rtovl Vttdt / Mi^l^ippl (1857), p 19

AH eiirl> IUM ISO) <loubin arose OH to the true dividing line )el\\eeii. these Slutc.s,

and whether or not Memphis \\JIH in MiMitalppI Later, (oniniKsfoners uere

appointed bj both Stutex, and the line \\iw nin, leaving Memphis in Tennessee

This report UIIN adopted b} tu t of the IctfiHl lure February ,
1X3H- Conflicting IxnmdarieH in early turn*

In Claiborno'K Mlwuwippf, pp 9*2-101- Soutliern boundary <f Tennessee lii|M)rt of wleet loininittei1

instruct^! to inquire \\hether any or \\hat HUjw should IK taken .

for ascertaining . . tho tiuo line l)et\>een the Malt* of TCIIUCHHCU

an<l Miasiswppi May (J, 1834
(
Hoiwe liep 445, L>:)< I ( Vmtf ,

Int KW )

8\o pp 18 u t p
in Owen- Message |
from the

|
Pi^Hidcut [John Adanwjof the

|
UuitiHl States, |

tranwintting | aKe^rt, and sundry Documents, |
fioin the Secretary

of State, |
relatne to the, proceedings of the

|
Connnissioner foi run-

ning |
the boundai } line

|
between the

|
Unites I States und Host and

West-Flonda
|
Published by order of the House of Jlepresentati\ea |

[Philadelphia Joseph Gales, 1797 ] (Ex Doc
,
5th Conjr , 1st sess

)

8vo pp 3T>

Jieprinled HH No 124, Americun Slate Papers ftwuin Kihttnmn, \ol 11, 'JIJ-J7,

alwo m Annul* nf < \}fii<M*t 5th Cong , \ol in, pp ,Utt)7-,m">- Meaaage |
from the

|
Pivwdout of the Tinted States, |

a report to him
|
from

|
the ticcivlan cf State, |

and sundry
ineuta

|
i-elative to the affairs of the United States

|
on the

|
Missis-

aippi, theintercourae^iththe
|
Indian Nations, |

andtheinexecution

of the treaty |
Ixit^eentho

|
United States and Spam | Philadelphia |

printed by W Rosa
| [1798] (Ex Doc

,
5th (lonjr ,

2d wvs
)

8vo pp ai

Reprinted aa No 129, American stale Papers Fort'uin Minttorn, >ol ji, pp
78-103, also In Annalx of Coiirjn**, 5th Cong , \ol in, pp J175-3{8

Relates prindpjillj t the eontroxersj o>er the running of the iMiundarj
between the United Statex und HIwin, under the treat \ < f < h-lober *J7, ITTi

-- The Alabama-Mississippi Bouixlary >^v%J II Ifeuikhcad.- Boundaries of Mississippi Afrr llenrv (Jtuinett- Running Mismsaippi's South line AJv P J Hamilton- History of the South Carolina Cession und the Northern iMumdar) of

Tennessee &e W. R Crarrett

BOURBON Comnr Sketch of.

In Claiborne's Afit&iosippi, pp %, 1A5-15C, and notes.

Thte was formed by Georgia, In 178T>, in an effort to organize an<l further settle-

ments in the Western domain There is no MiwdMHippi <-<mnt\ of thia name
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BOWLES, WILLIAM AUGUSTUS (1744-1805) Authentic memoirs
|
of

|

William Augustus Bowles, | Esquire, |
Ambassador

|
from the United

Nations of
|
Creeks and Cherokees, |

to the
|
Court of-London

|
Lon-

don
|
Printed for R. Faulder, New Bond-street

|
M DOC XCI.

|

16mo pp vi, 79

Copies seen Haraner

Life of George [we] Augustus Bowles, an Englishman, who abandoned

civilization to become clnef of the Creek Nation
Iu Perrm du Lac's Voyage daita lev dcax Louiutaiu^, chapter lii,pp 150- 1?2. Atoc

that title

The life of GeneralW A Bowles, a native of America born of English

parents, in Frederick County, Maryland, in the year 1744 l<rom

"Public Characters, for 1802" London New York Reprinted by
Robert Wilson 1803

8vo pp 31

Sdbln No 7088

Appleton'H Cyctopxdui qfAmerican Biography gives the date of birth aa 1763

BOYD, SAMUEL S
, Lawyer. Sketch of

In Lynch'H Bench and Bar <tf Jf&w&M/pj)/, pp 142-143

See also Clalborne'a Jf/SK&8//tf>/, p 390, note

BRACKBNRIDGE, HENRY MARIE (1786-1871), Author History |
of

|
the lato

war
|
between the

|
United States ami Great Britain

| Containing |
a

minute account of
|
the various

| military and naval operations |
IlhiH-

trated with plates | By H M Brackenndge, Ksq. |
Second edition, |

revised and corrected
|
Baltimore

| published and Hold by Joseph

Cushing, |
No 6, N Howard-street

|
J Robinson, printer |

1817.
|

I2mo pp 303

It has passed through several editions Baltimore, two in 1817, and another in

1818, Philadelphia, 1831) and 18 Lo (pp aiB), besides It has been translated into

French and Italian Glh edition Philadelphia, 1Kft> 8vo pp 2SU

"One of the earliest, and much the best, ol the .shorter histories of the war of

1812 Judge Bnickcnndge ww an old acquaintance of General Jm'kson, and
acrved OH hiH nccrctaryand translatorwhen the General wasgovernor of Florida "

Parton'R Life of Jackton.

ContainH an account of Creek war

Cbptaf wen Hamner

BRADY, M B
,
and HVNDY, L C Brady & Handy'a album of the 50th

Congres of the United States

4to

Contain* separate portraits, gronpcnl on a singlo pngo, of the niiMnluTs of (ho

Misdwippi delegation in thin Congress Fm ing (hiH is a page containing biograph-
ical Hkctchcs, copied from the Oonf/ruwunwl Dtuttm //

BBAME, L, and ALEXVNDER, C II A di^st |
of tho

| reports of the

decisions
|
of the

| Supreme Court of Miwihwippi |
from Volmiio fort v-

five to seventy |
three inclusue

| Hy L Bnune and O II Alex-

ander
| Nashville, Tennessee

|
Marshall & Bruce Co , U\\ puhlisherw,

|1899 |

8vo pp unc
Also bound in 2 volumes, but with sumo luigmatinn

owe? ALEVAVDER, Reporter* Mississippi Reports, vols 00-72 iSit
1

Supreme Court

HIST yy ^VOL i 12
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BBANDON COLLEGE Sketch of

In Maycs' 7/wtorj/ of Etlucattnu in V/XK/W*/^/, pp 30-fjO

BRANDON, GERVRD Historic Adams County
In PtMicatlon* Mt**i8*w>i [&<it<] Mtsturintl &>ciet //, 1HIW, \ol ii, pp 'J07-2W

BRANDON, GBR V.RD CHITT VKER (1788- ), Ltttryrr, (fur of ^fltw Sketch

of, with on account of his ancestry and doHirncUnts

In Goodspced's Memoirs of ,lfist</j>j>f, %ol i,pp 110-U2

Administration as govemor
In Lowry and McCardle's Missliwppi, pp 2AQ-20U

BRVNDON, Gen. TIIOMAS Sketch of Sre Win T Lc\\w

BUINTON, DANIEL GVRRISON (1837-1898), Altitun Tin* National U'gemlof

the Chahta-Muskokee trilws By I) O Itnntnii, M I)

In Historical Maffosbu!, second uric*, vol 7, pp 118-120, MorrJsuiiiu, N Y ,170
am 4

Issued separately as

The
|
national legend |

of the
|
Cliahta-MuHkokins triln^

| By |
1) G

Brinton, M D
| Morrisania, N Y.

|
1870

|

Large 8vo pp 13

Sec also Qatschot, A 8

Myths of the Now World A treatine on the Hymlmlwin and mythol-

ogy of the Bed Race of America. Now York, JA>yi>oldt and Holt,

1868
12mo pp 837

BROOKS UNIVERSAL GAZETTEER $v Win Darby

BROOKE, WALKER (1813-1869), Lnwwt, U N Men from Afnw Sketch of

In Lynch's Baic/i. and Bar qf ^//xw/w/>/>/, pp ;J1((-,JIM

BROUGH, CHARLES HILLMAN, Ph I) History of taxation in

In PMWicoMbJw m&tMiwl [State] llilo\ icul Nttctity, 1MW, \ol, nt pp

History of banking in Mississippi
Ibid, 1900 vol ill (In press )

BROWN, ALBERT GALLATIN (1813-1880), Luiripr, flvv Mtw
,
U N t&nator,

Conf Senator from Miss. Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar qf MIWHSIU'M)!, pp 277-liai

Administration aa governor
In Lowry and McCorcllo'H Afistiwipi)!, pp 301-31H

History of the raising of tho first American ilajr in tin- Capital of

Mexico See Mexican War
Speech of Senator Brown vindicating claim of (ten John A Quitmiin

Speeches, messages, and writing of Edited by RI. W. Clusky
Philadelphia, 1859.

8VO pp G14

BROWN, A. J. History |
of

|
Nekton County, | Miwissippi, |

fn)tn Ls;i4

to 1894.
| By A J Brown, |

of Newton County | Jackson, MIHH
|

Clarion-Ledger Company. |
189-4

|

8vo pp xv, 472

ILLUSTRATIONS Judge John Watte, the Court-House, R H Hcnr> ( I)r J B.
Bailey, tho BoptlBt Church at Deeatur, the MothcxliHt Ohiin*h at Newton, ColleRO
at Newton, Hickory Institute, Elder N L Clarke, A B AmiH, CHJ , and A W
Whatley, OKI
This la an interesting and valuable local hihlor> It contains graphic lu-counta

of early settlement, customs, Indians, etc- , with numerous biographic*
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BKOWN, SAMUEL E (1810-1880) The
|
Western gazetteer, |

or
|
emi-

grant's directory | Containing |
a geographical description |

of the
|

Western States and Territories, viz, \
the States of

| Kentucky,

Indiana, Louisiana, Ohio, Tennessee
|
and Mississippi |

and the Ter-

ritories of
| Illinois, Missouri, Alabama, Michigan, and

|
North-

Western
|
With an appendix, | containing sketches [-etc ,

4 lines ] |

By Samuel K Brown
| Auburn, N Y |

Printed by H. C Southwick I

1817
|

8vo pp 852 Errata slip inset after p 352

Copies seen, Hamncr, Congrew

BKUIN, PBTBR BRIAN, TcrrUurud Judye o/3/ww Sketch of

In Clalborno'a Mississippi, pp 152, 161, 172

BUCK, Qapt JOHN T Historical Sketches of the Baptists of MimiMHippi
111 Ford'a Chriutian Repository

BUCKINGHAM, JAMES SILK (1786-1855) The
|
slave States

|
of

|
Amer-

ica.
| By |

J S Buckingham, Esq |
Author of

| "America, Historical,

Statistic, and Descriptive
"

|
In two volumes.

|
Vol I[-I1 ] | Fislier,

Son & Co
| Newgate st London; rue St Ilonore, Paris

| [1842 ]

8vo vol i, 10 prel leaves, pp 487, vol ii, C prel leavca, pp.588, <i plate* in ciicli

volume

Copies scat. Ilamiicr

BUCKNEU, ROUSKT H ( -1846), iMioi/ft Sketch of

In Lynch'.s Buidi awl Jiai ttf Alumuwfppl^ pp 1GT>-1W>

BUFFALO IN MISSISSIPPI Reference to

In Claibonie'a Jftouwtyj/j/, p 27, niul notf

BUREAU OF EDUCATION, THE UNITED STATICS #// Kdiuutioiuil Literal uiv

of Mississippi

BUKEAU OF ETHNOLOGY Catalogue of linguistic Muiuist npln I>y JJUJICH

C Pilling
In First Aniuud fojMtrt <tfMe Jturatu ttf Mlnwlut/ti, ls?M<(), pp toW/fi

Mississippi Indian lingiiiHtic material noUxl, itntwlnt

BUREITT, F&VNK Our State's linances, iuid our school H} stain Okaloim,
Miss. 1886.

8VO pp 61.

BURKITT, HENRY L Burkitt'sand lieid'H churcli liwtorv. JS50

Burkitt'a maxims, and giude to youth 18S4

No copieH seen

Buna, AAJBON (1750-1836), Ltt^ijci, Cktl niJtw H?//, V H rtmr/m, I in-

Pre* U S Capture of

In the American Htnio) iatl MtytUiH, Nashville, Tumi , Vpril l.VH,, \nl i, pp
110-163.

BurrwuHupprcliuiuliKlIn Alabama in 1,SU7 Tliu imtsoi llu uiplmcau lien-

given in a series of original clmiinuMils, now first, puhlishcfl, \\IIK h, origin,ill\

bolonging- to Nichohia Porkiiw, os<i , arc now the pmiivrly of llic Ti'inu-wf Hit
toncal Socictj

They arc tut followH

Fob 9, 1807, Lemuel Henry to Nicholas Perkins

Apr 6,1807, ThoU S in account nirreut \\ilh NicholaN IVrkuih foi tians|Hirt

ing Aaron Burr to Kicliniond

Nodule NicliohiH Perkins to C A K<xliie>

Fcb 19.1K07, Lt 15 T Oainesto(ieu Wilkinson and <m\ Williams
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Feb 9, 1K07, It. I* (minc-Mlo NII hums I

Fob 23, 1S07, J'ledigf of MIC tfii ml, or r** oil, to rondnt 1 Burr to the President of

the U S t Hiffiufl bj NK holas IVrk ins, John Merles, Kiin'l McCormack, John Jaj,
Henr\ II B Slack-

No dato Lt K T (rallies to Nicholas 1'irkins

Fob} 27, 1.S07, hishpurL bj Lt E V (mmci to \n holas Perkins

March 23, 1SQ7, James Madison, St < ol Sl.iU 1

, to 1 I\MS Ford

Mutt h 2,5, JS07, H Pi'iuborn to Nu holas IVrkins

No date G \\ Ha> In NJ( liolns IVrkins

March '2U, 107, httn not SIKMIM!, not dirci led

In Glaibornu'H JA/M/Kh//!^/, pp 27S-2U1

Hurr'R conspirat-y
In TraHwicthinxMitlKUHa lli*t<n irrtl bnwlp, 1WIMW, \ol in pp 1i>7-177

ConsLstH of ix hitherto un]uiblishe<l letters, (wiring ujxui c\ cuts in ihe.Soiithein

country In connection \\ith Mr Burr," fn tin CA>\ Silas DuiMnore, Judj^o Harr>
Toulmm, Gov \\ (' (' Olaiborne, ami C'ol Benj Ha\\kins Thcso urr edited bj
Thomas M Oucn, Socretarj of tne Alabama Ui.storlcul S(M*ioti

St'c also Darnel Clark and A J Piekett

CMMNIHS, ALFRED B (1808-1871), M J)
, /SV/;rf J//w Ltuintw Aw/dun

Sketch of

In ApiKjndlx to Ifttuxe Joariutl, 1H?2, p .TK.

Born in Huntsvillc, Ala , Due 10, 1KOH, d in Hinds Co , Miss , No\ 21, 1.S7I

CvHB^'V DB Vvc\, D'ALVAK NufJisis (1507-1539), ,S)w//x// ft/dunr Voy-

ages, |
relations ot memoires

| onginAiix | pour scr\iru Tlnstom* U hi

decouvcrte
|
de I'Americioo, | pul)lofl pour I.i pn'iniiTi' fnu <n Frun-

?ais, | par II Teriuiiuc-Gompaiis |
Relation it naufrajris |

I)*Al\ar

Ntdlez Calje;a do Vaca, |
Adelautadc it fjou\<rutMir <lu KID le la

Plata, |
Valladohd.

|
1.TO

I
Paris Arthur Ikitniiicl, librairc-oditour, |

hbraire de la Sowte do Geographic de Pana, |
liiu Ilauti'fi'tiillc, No.

23 IMDCCCXXXVII |

Svo. 2 preL leaves, 302

Vol vii of the series

first published tit Zamora, ir>i2, reprintetl at, Valliidolid, nv, the latter re

pnntedbyBarcia, y///or/(u/ou;^/m///wx, 1710, iiuhid(d in Uuinushrsrv^r//^,
155G PurchaH contains first English \et-Hion. and in 1S7I anew iilition b> BIK k-

inghani Smith appeared, with eoiiNidenible tutorial additions

Qoi>ic*8cen Ilamncr

The narrative
|
of

|
Alvar Nufless Cal>c^a do Vawi

|
Trauslat4d by

Buckingham Smith
| Washington |

1851
|

Folio pp 138 8 maps, 1 ylate

From English edition, from the original Spanish edition, Valladolid, lf.Y>

Ono hundred copies privately printed by Mr (i \\ RIRIP*. \\asbiiwton, I) <

for presentation to aoclcticH and personal friends.

The \\ork of Cabcea "is the earliest hiHtonc memoir ol the Indian rtuvh of that

portion [SoulhernJ of America, it is also the most muinte and full in Us narra
ttons of their national traits." Field's Indian tiilMMfntyhu, p 55

OnpicsMcn. Hamncr, Congress.

CAOE, HENRV, Lawyer, M C from Ww Sketch of

In Lynch'8 Bench ami Bar <tf Muuitotwi, pp 102-iat.
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CALHOON, SOL S
, Lawyer, Pr<>* Const Con. 1890 Negro suffrage | [Jack-

son, Miss |
Commonwealth steam print |

1890
| ]

8vo pp 13

First published n.s a communication to ibc Now Orleans Tluica-Dcmitcrat, Fob ,

1890

Copies seen Owen

Address at the close of the Constitutional Convention of Miss
,
1890.

In Gooctapccd's Memrtlr* (tf MiMbuippi, vol ii,pp 15-10

CALITOUN COUNTY Sketch of.

In Lowry and McCnrdlc'H Miwiwippi, p 119

CAMERON, J D Mary Singleton, or, The QncHtum answered 1870

Holly Springs, MISP
No copies seen

CAMPBELL, JOHN L
,
and RUFFNER, W H A physical survey | extending

from
J Atlanta, Ga ,

across Alabama and Mwsinsippi |
to the

|
MMHIH-

sippi nver, | along the line of the Georgia Pacific Railv.ay, |
embrac-

ing the
| geology, topography, minerals, soils, climate, forentn, |

and

agricultural and manufacturing |
resources of the country | By |

John
L Campbell, |

Prof of Chcimntry and Geology, | Washington and

Leo University, | Lexington, Virginia, |
andW IF Tlnffner, |

Geolo-

gist, | Lexington, Virginia |
New York

|
E F. Weeks, printer and

stationer, 52 Cedur utrect
|
1883

|

8vo pp 147 J wrf/iH

Copies WH Owen

CAMPBELL, Rev JOHN P The
|
Southern

|
hiiHinew directon

|
and

| gen-
eral commercial odvertiHei

| [-etc ,
20 Imen ] |

ChuilcHlon
|
Strain-

power press of Walker & Jamcn
|
No tt Broad Htreet

|

1S54
|

8\o 2 vols., 2 purls in \ ol ]

MissdHsippi, vol i, purl 3, pp l,',9-ir>( ConUuns brief skc-tcht-s of (ho SUite, Iho

acverftl oonntiw, nanicH of the merchants in ew h cmintx, HtutiHlicM, uml nilicr-

tiHomcntH

OopicH sfcu Owen

CANNON, Mrs SUSAN Turning all to gol<l West Point, MISH
No copicH seen

CVPPLEMAN, J/iv JOHIK FuvzEB Imix>rfeiuce of the Imiil luslory of the

civil war
In PuWictittonK Mi**(Mtpi>i M<itc Jlitlnncdl XociHu, 1'KK), ^ ol in (In prisN.)

"Heart Songs," | by |
JoHie Fra/ee Gupiiloiiuin | [Vignette ] |

Rich-

mond, Va |B F JohiiHon Pnblwlung Co |

]S*)U
|

12mo pp 203 [I]

CHRPENTEit, MVRCITHT MeiuoncH of the Post
|
Vot'iiin |I}|ManiHT

Garjicnter. | [Quotation, 2 linen ] |
Ne\\ York

|
Pnikcr ami Smbiicr,

(1850 |

12nio pi> IbS

In Jan ,lKTi2, the author, then residing in Tucksiui, Miss, presented a io|>\ of

this hook to lion Willis (i Clark, of Mobile

C \RROLL COUNTY ftkctch of

111 Lowr> tmd McCairdle H J//M</W//^>/, ip no- IV,

ThiHoomitj wim the home of (he ChtK lu\\ < hief, < Jreeii\\Mnl Ullore

CvitY, JVMES Halted l^twuen t\\o opinions
No cn])ieM seen
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(J \HTILI VN SPRING,* Description of

In Lowry ftnd MrCarvllc'H JAxx;wr;jj/*/, p l'J2

CvrciiiNcu*, Tiroxrvs , hitri/er, IT C from MM. Contostod-elortion case

of &v casos of Hill w C,itchmgs, and Jones /-x Oatrhings

C vrrroiiic Cinmrrr Sketch
|
of tho

|
Catholic Church

|
in Iho

| City of

Natchez, MIHM , |
on tho occasion of themnsocration of itsCathodral, |

frptemlwr IS),
ISM

|

n p n d

Svo pp >!

GOMTFNTH Titlc.llciif, Introduction; I Itarlyhistory of CWlmllrit} in Natriu*/,

MLss, IF Biographical nkotch of the Bishopa of Niilrhus. I IT HuihlinK of St

Mnrj'HCrtthoflml, IV Cuthollo iimtltiilloiiM (rtt Marj's As\Iinu, H'EMTCIIV Hall

orphan asylum, Gatherlml whool, nn<l St Joseph's whK>n, V Diorcsiut S\mxl

Sketches of tho following bishops of NnU>hMiin>fn\( in Kt Ko\ J J (MuuiHio,

RtRcv J Van Do V(drte, lit Ro\ Win IIinry Klilcr, imd Ut Rc\ K JanvsonH

Onpfaivni Owen.-
lliatory of the Catholic miHSiona anion^ tho fudian trilxH of tho

United States. Sec John D. (i. Shoo.- History of tho Catholic Church $r IbuL- Tho Catholic Church in Mississippi
In Gocxlspecd'H Memoir* <tf If/wt/XM/^/, \ol ii,]>p ^l-lffH.

CRNTENARY (Tun) COLLKCIB. Sketch of

In Mayo*
1

IIMory of Education tit MiHutMiwf, pp IOTr-117

CENTRAL FEW VLB INSTTTITTB *Sir Hillnian Collo^o

(hi \LMEIW, J\MKHR,r MORUVN, J 1> Conti*sto<l-oloction oaso
|
of

|

James R. Chalmers vs J I> Morgan, |
from tho

|
S(

district of Mississippi | WaHhnifvton |

< rovorninonl. pnntin^

8VO pp U01.

GrtpftuMcn Owen- Report with resolution that Chahnors IH ontitl(<l to scat Jnno 20,

1890. (House Rep 2508, 51st Cong ,
1st sess )

8vo pp 101 Noli tie puffe

CoQlnae Owon

CHALMERS, JOSEPH WILLIIMB (1807-1853), /^/w;///r, Aftxx <
1

h<m^lh^ I* A
Smatorfrcnn MM Sketch of

In Lynch'a Jinirh and Ear of Mi*xinnippit pp 177-181

Ho was styled tlic
"
ApOHtie of Democnicj ," in North MlHsissIppI

CrrAMKERLAIN-HuNT ACADEH\ . Sketch of

In Mftyos* HiHtwy rtf Wueatltm In Jf/w/H/p^/, pp 71-72

CirvMBERS, HENHYE, PJi D Time and placo relations in history \\ith

soino Mississippi and Louisiana applications
In PuMicaiwn* Miwiuaiwi Mate IfMorfcalftrltii/, INUN, \ n | I, pp fi7-?J

CIIANCITE, JOHN JosEPn (1795-1853), Fmt Itwhop offttlthrs Mk(tch of.

In Sketch tfthe Catholic Clturrli In NnMics, pp 21-25

CHAPMAN, A W
,
If D Flora of the Southern Unitod Stales. New

York Ivison, Phmny & Co
,
1860

8VO

Contains abridged description of tho flawrlnjr plante unrt ferns of TtennWK\
North and South Carolina, Gooitfin, Alalnma, Mwiiwiw?, and Florida, armiunil
accordlnff to tho nAtnml sj-Htcm

" The part cm Perns \uw pitp>irwl b> Ihinlcl
C Eaton
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N, H P oHtl B VTTAILE, J F Picturesque Vickwburg |
A descrip-

tion of the resources and prospects of that city |
and tho famous

Yazoo Delta, |
its agricultural and commercial interests, |

to which is

attached a senes of sketches of
| representative industries

| Profusely

illustrated
| By H P Chapman and J. F. Battaile

| Vicksburg, Miss..

| Vicksburg printing and publishing co
|

1895
|

8vo m cover title, 1 leaf pp 107 [1]

Onplcxnecn Congress

CHAPPELL, ABSVLOM HARRIS (1807-1878), lawyer Miscellanies
|
of

|

Georgia, | historical, 1 biographical, descriptive, &c
| By Alwalom II

Chappell. |
Part I [-III] | [Contcnta for each part] |

Printed hy
Thos Gilbert, printer and hinder, | ColmnlmH, (rd

,
1874

|

8vo Parti
, 2prcl leaves, pp 7*1, 1 1

, part n, pp 1.17, luirtili, pi 21

CONTENTS

Parti

Chapter 1, Tho Oconco war

Chapter II, The Oconco war continue*!

Chapter ill, Alexander McUillivray

Chapter iv, Gen Elijah Clark

Chapter v, Col Benjamin Hawkins
l*artn

Chapter I, Middle Georgia

Chapter ii, Middle Georgia (continue<l) and the iiogrn

Chapter iil, Middle Georgia (continued) nl the hind loMorj

Chapter Iv, The pine monntun
Chapter v, Klnff'H pap and Kinff'n trails

Chapter \i, Tho pino barren speculation in l?)!-a")

Chapter vii, The Yazoo fraii<l

Chapter i, Gen Jamen JadtMon <un Aiilhonx \Yii)iu

Copies seen Owen

CHEROKEE INDIANS A narrative of their oilicial relations with tho Colo-

nial and Federal Govcrniuents fiee Charlie ( liwyw- Kef (tho John Haywood

CniCKAHAW BLUPP. Account of

In Claibornc'H Aflwtttsipitl, p LSI, vote

OIIICKASAW COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCordle'H Mi**i**ipin, pp ^{-tM

CITICKASAW iNniANH Tattoo of.

In Tenth Annual Report of the Jinmiu of Etlmolowi, LSSS-KO, p :n)l-
BeSoto'BcaiaiJfliiithcChickuHawMmiitryiii 1S40-41 >SVrT II TX'\MH- Reminiscences of #v 72/jr Frank Piitt^n

CHILD, Josiiuv, hun/tr Sketch of

In Lynch'H licnch and Jiar ttf Mitwtmi^i , pp i)-ll)()

CHOCTAW COUNTY SkeU'h of

In Lowry and McCardle'H Mttwliwiwf, pp 4RG-iri7

CHOCTAW INDIANS ConverHatioiiH on tho Chocta\v MIHHIOII tir Kiirah

Tuttle.- Mortuary cowtomp

lJteiwtofUie]lHmnio/'Elhno!o<t!i,'lW}-W), pp TJU, iVi, 11^1. !NI

S Ilnllicrt, infm
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CIIOCTAW IVDT VNS Une of diseoidal stones by
T1>M 1891-W, p 'W- Ancient notices of

JbM 188S-89 p 317- Mode of diumition of

Il>nl pp 191-195- Description of communal burial of

Jbnl ISDO-Ol, p <>77- [Evidence in Ixha1f of the claimants in Ciw No. 12742, The Chocraw

Nation of Indiana r The United, State**, in the V S (
1

otirt of CUims

Washington, IHSl ]

8vo 2 volumes, continuously pagiMl ]>p 1707 No llth juitfo

A mint1 of infomuition in ri'lulion to (Uux*ta\v uffuirs

Prof II S Halbert lins u s<t of this valuable publication- National legend of the Chuhta-MiiHkoktv tnlu's ft? I) (J Rrinton- Sw trim A J Brown, J F II CUulwrm', Einniuns, II. S Halk'rt,

Rw F E Marine, Piwhnmtttha, and E (' Tracy
*

CIIIUOTIVN, JOHN T
,

-1 IT
,
D D Iminenuon, |

tin1 act of (Minstian lap-

twm
| By |

John T Christian, A M
,
D I)

| corn-spondina: wn-retary

of the Convention Board of Mimismppi Ilnptinth | I^ouiMvillc, Ky |

BaptiHt Bank Concern
|
1891

|

8\o pp !25G

He IB also the author of a paper on "float* Coiinnunuin," is'W- The Missionary Baptist Church
In GoodHpcod'H Memoir* qfMfafaipitt, \ol If, pp

N (THE) CHURCH iv MrwisHiPpr Sketch of

In GoodHpcod'8 M( molt M of Miwiwippi, \ ol ii, pp tdS- Ui9- "TlieUmtwt"
"In 1875 S R. Jones oclitcd a paper known us i\w I nttttf, in the interest of the

church [the Christian] It continued for a \mr or more and Huspfiutal An
attempt or two has since been made to pubIf.si a chinch iMIper, hut o\v in^ to the

weak condition of tho churches, and pcrha])s more pn>j)erlj to bad, inelllcient

management in the projectors, none of those attempts ha\ e umotinte<l to much "

Goodspeed, vol ii, p 3fi9

CIVIL GOVERNMENT, fice Mw Mary V Dnval

CIVIL LISTS. Judges of the Supreme Court, Circuit Judges, Chancellors,
and Attorneys-General of Mississippi, since the nrgiuuxatnm of the

State Government
In Jamea D Lynch'H Jlcncli awl Jtar / -V/w/w/y/yi/, jij. \]A-&- United States Senators and Momlxm of the Nutioiml lloiw of Itep-

resentativea

In Lowry and McCardlc'* JIiKtory ojlifmimwi (iwn), pp 621-ffW- Tlie Judiciary of Mississippi
Ibid pp 084-630.- Go\ernors of Mississippi.
In Lowry and McCardlc'a llitfory ttf Mi*t,i*xiwti fnr trluttt* (1H02), p 2fi2
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CIVIL LISTS Roster of State Officers Compiled by J L Power, Secretary
of State.

In Biennial Report of the Secretary (tf State to the Legislature of Mississippi, 18%
and 1897 (1897), pp 88-103

Includes Governors, Lieutenant-Governors, Secretaries of State, Auditors of

Public Accounts, State Treasurers, Attorneys-General, Clerks of Court of Errors

and Appeals and Supreme Court, Superintendents of Public Instruction, It R
Commission, State Librarians, Swamp Land Commissioner, State Revenue Asent,

Supreme Court Judges, Supreme Court of Chancery, U S Senators, Representa-
tives in Congress, and Members of the Confederate Congress from Mississippi

Federal Courts, Judges, Attorneys and Marshals in Mississippi, 1798-

1898 Compiled by Thomas M Owen
In Publications of the Mawxsiwi [Male] Hinlortml Sitrnly, IKIW, \ol n,pp 1 17-1 V)

Representatives in the Senate and House of RepicHcntatmw of Mis-

sissippi, arranged by Counties
In Lowry and McCardlc's Hutory of Mixtfwtppi (iHttl)

See under each County

CIVIL WAB The gray jackets |
and

|
how they lived, fought and died, |

for Dixie
|
With incidents & sketches of life in the Confederacy j

Comprising narratives of personal adventures, army life, naval
|
ad-

venture, home life, | partisan daring, life in the camp, |
field and hos-

pital together with the songs, ballads, |
anecdotes and hunionjus

incidents of the War for Southern Independence |
Issued [-etc 2

lines ] | By a Confederate
|
Jones Brothers & Co

, | Richmond, Va

[and 5 other places, 2 lines ] | [1807 ]

Svo pp 574 Map* iUuxlminnm

Many references to Mississippnuis and incidents

Copies arai Hamncr

Mississippi in the great War Ixstaccu the States

In Lnwry and McCarclle's J//W/K/^J>/, pp UVH..M

Me filfKiWadclul'M Mnnoi info of Aciulrmte Life, pp .ititi-410, for \aluablc references,

and Davis's Jtccolhtifonx of Miwi**ii>pi awl V*JW/JMUJ/J/UMJI, pp 3H7-139

Importance of the local history of /S&v ATr* Josie F Cappleman
My cave life 111 Vicksburg With letters of trial and travel By a

lady New York, 1864
12mo pp 19G

The
|
War of the Rebellion

|
a compilation of the

|
ofiieml records

|

of the
|
Union and Confederate Ai mies

| [-etc ,
lk>anl of Publication]

| Washington |
Government Printing Office

|
18SO [-15)00 ] |

8vo
A serial publication of the Unites! Stutcs rjoNcrnnient

Many local references in reiiorts, inlerst etc

Harvey's Scouts Sto*J 1? II Cl^ilxirnc

Confederate military histry HyCol Cluirk^s K Hooker, und Minn
J Hooker

In Goodspcod's Memoir* nf V/w/Mi/jj/if, \ol i, pp 1 I
r-l72

Contains riwters of the tiunerul ollicers, and of the se\ eral nwnii nts tuitl I hi n

commanding officers, from Mississippi

Ordinance of Secession
Ibid ]p
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CrviLWvB Avn/Ko Almanac, OonlwleratoVoti'ninH, A
1
*/ U II. (Yo/,ier, Jef-

ferson Davw, Q>1 Frconwntle, J/i-x Fanmo A Boors, John KhtonCooko,

Judge M F Force, Francis V Greene, Joseph HtMlgHnii, Thomas

Jordan, ftmt R J) Leo, A T M.ihan, I> I) Portoi, John Portis,

A C Ritfk'h, J T SHuif, J T Tio\\hiultfe, ami J A \V/cth

(Y \rnoKNJ3 Corvn Sketch of

In Lo\vr\ and McCartlle's If/Mt/wt/jip/, pp 1
r
V7-iMi

ftcalMiiiHxl*iH3&r*Mutoir*fifJrtmiwitiift \ol i, pp 17S-1NI

Remains of an ancient A\all

Mentioned in Smithsonian Jfrjjoi /, is?), p 111

GLUHOKXH, (ini FRRWNVND LKICIH (1773-1 S15) Sketch of

In Clniborne's Mnwi**?w?t pp SfcWIO

GrATRORNB, JOHN FjUNCIH II VMTRANCK (1SOO-18S4), LL D, \f f'/W'"

t, Autliui Lifo and times
|
of

|
Gen Sam IhiU 1

, |
tlu

|

partisan | By |
J F II Olaihorne

|
IllusinitiHl by John

M'Lenan.
|
Now York [Harper & ttrothern, pnblisherH, |

Franklin

R(|nare |
18(50

|

12mo pp 238 Id tllvrtwHon* in text

"Condensed from nutlientlo MKS ni'\cr j<l published Tlio personal luhon

lures of Gen Ptile were U\ken do\\n from hiso\\n HIM by Fnuiklin Smith, ^^i ,

the lito Henry A Grntt, cs<i ,
and ni>wU, nt diiTervnt pvrhxK"

" Those gentlemen t>oth aocomplished scholars turned o\crtlu*ir notes lonie

Home years njro, ami I Incorpomted a memoir of Dulo with a 'History of the

Southwest,' on \vhich I hart been lonjj enpffMl \\ hen nnl> for the pross tht

MSS were lost b> the sinking of a steamer on the MisMssippi l
T
n(il within ti

few weeks past I Imve never had leisure torvpnKluc e (lie life of Dale "
/

Cbjjfrwsco* Owen

Life and correspondence |
of (John A Quitninn,

USA, and Governor of the RhitiMf
| Muwiwippi | Hy |

J F II

Clailwnie
|
In two volumes

|
Vol I [-II ] |

Ni\\ York
| ILiriMr A

Brothers, puhlishers |
Franklin wjuaro |

18^0
|

8vo vol I,pp400, vol ii,pp892. JWrait

Mississippi, I
aa a

I Frovince, Territory, and StaU, |
with

| hiopnph-
ical notices of eminent citizens, | hy J F II ('lailx)rno

|
Volume I

|

[Monogram of publwhers.] | Jackson, MIKH..
|
Power & Ifcirkadule,

publishers and printers. |
1880

|

KVO pp xsiil,616 [1],

While in on advanced state of preparation \ol ii wiut (lostroycl h> fire

PORTRAITS Gov W C C Claibornc, Gov Don Munnel (J>iw>ile LiMniw, <So%

Don Estcvan Minor, Gov David Holmes, Win M ttwm, Jucoli Thomiwon, ami
Greenwood Le Flcur

"In writing tills work I have not been prompted hj i desiiv for fiinu- or irot,
but to preserve the time-worn papers and documents conhded to me 1>\ i]uw who
have long fdnco pasaed au ay I should hu\ e e\ecuU"<l this trust curlier, hut hu\ e
been prevented by the viciwitudcH of war and the demands of e\er>da> life I

have written these volumes in declining health, In imin and HiilTering, and IIOJH*

that this may plead for many imperfection*
"

"Diodorua ScculuR, one of the Fathers of Htotorj, intnxlncetl in II!K work
minute details of remarkable events, and individual ad\entures and incidents,
which some critics conrfdcr inconsistent with the dignity of the* historic muse
I adopt his view, and have aimed to collect facts, to JUnstnite c> en the most ob
scuro periods Most of these facts are derived from the MB of the most promi-
nent actors in the scenes described "-~Intrtnliutl<m

Owen
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CLAIBOBNE, JOHN FRANCIS HAMTEANCK Historical account
|
of

|
Hancock

County |
and the

|
Sea Board of Mississippi |

An address
|
delivered

by Hon. J. F. H Claiborne, |
of Bay St. Louis

|
At tlje request of the

citizens, and m compliance with a resolution
|
of Congress, and the

recommendation of the President of the
|
United States, and the Gov-

ernor of the State of
| Mississippi | July 4th, 1876

| Hopkins' printing

office, |
26 Camp street, comer Common, New Orleans, La |

8vo Cover title onl> ,
1 leaf pp 16

Of conflidcrablo local value

The Pine District of Mississippi
In the Weekly ClatftM, JJK kson, MIMH , Deo 27, !H7li

A letter descriptive of the limber, iitfrirultiinil, in id other advimtntfCH, dated

"Baj St IxmlH, Miw , May (5th, 187fi

-- [Sketch of Harvey's Scouts ]

Svo

First published, parti} in the Clarion, Jackson, and partly in JStotf MawfaiMH
7Ymrft,8tarkc\i]lc

No copy neon Iteferencv from (UwdHpecd, \ ol n, p 492- [Expos6 of the frauds practiced on the Choctau Indians in the dis-

position of their claims under the 14th article of tin* Treaty of

Babbit Creek.]
8\o
Referred to in Lyneh's Jit nrli uml Knr of J/)XK/JM/;J/>/, ]>-

IntcrcHting Centennial RcMiiiniw-enceH

In the Natchez Jfrmocmli 187(>, (VntiMinuil Number- Sketch of.

In Ljnt'h'H ffrueh mnl Jtnr ^/"-V/w/w^/*/, pp rilh-Ti^J

,Sff'rt/wj OondH|HH.MVR MiHunHufMtHMKHinin, ^il i, ]- Some inaccuracies in Clailx)rne
>
H JIiHtor} in rej^inl to Tcniniwli *S/r

H S TIalJx'rt

CLAIBORNE, NATKANIML HJBRBKRT (1777-1859), M (' faun V<t. Noten
|
on

the
| \\aruithoftoutli, |

with
| hiogniphiml sketclics

|
of the lives

of
| Montgomery, Jackson, | Sevier, |

the latt^ (Jov Clailxirne, |
:md

others
| By Nathaniel IIer)>ert Clailxirne, |

of Franklin County, Vu |

AincnilKjr of the Executive of Virginia during the late \\iir
|
Kich-

mond*
| published by William Uamsay |

1819
|

IGmo pp 112

"The follow liiff Notw were writien Avlnle the war \\tus ^oinff on The> arc i ou

published without iiliemtion Thestil<> (sk ) ol this IHM*!: will not stand

Die kinleaf criticism, but the feeling under the Inlluciuc ol which it uas pio

dncecl, are above the rwu-h e\en of malice "
I'nftin

"A little volume much sought after bj collccU>rs |R>CIIIISC it i.swarcc, but H is

of Hcareely nil) vnlue "
Parton'H Lty t\fJnrKu>n

IUJAM CUVKLKS (lor.K ( 1775-1817), (far nf

Sketch of

In ClailKmie's .I//XX/XK//J/*/, pp 'JTiO-ltTiT, jxn'tnttl

Administration of

Ibid ppiiO-'JII
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'n \KI i-s Oi r liioirtiiphiial fkH h of S&- N" II

Clail>oi no
A I(ff is ssiil In h m JHOII prepared h\ Mr- - ]>m< \, f Mississippi, hut in

uhat form, or \\lu n publishi d has not hi i n JIMH rt.um d

CMKK, fffjf C'u \KI.KS (IKI1-1S77), f/i'/ / J//M Vilminisf ration UK jrov-

011101

In Tx>\\r\ niul Mi* 1 mill's 1/fWM.f/j/i/, pp "*- IVi- Sketch of

III (lOOdhpeed S MllHOIDtllf 1/fUI/f.M/J/J/, Mil I p| I "i|'l-VJ

CIAIIK, P\NiBL(17(i(MHi:j) I'niofH
|
of tho

| corruption |
of

|
<on JaniOH

Wilkinson, I
and of his

|
connexion \\itli Vaion I>un, |

\\ith
|
a full

rofiitatiou of his nhin<U irotiH tilh^ituum in
|
relation to tlu< huractcr

of the prin- | (ipal\\itiuHHaKiuiis( him |
I'\ IXiniol (Murk, |

nf tho City

oINewOrloaiw
| [Quotation, T> linos ] |

Win Hall, Jim A, <ioo. W.

Picne, priuturH, No fil, Mur-
| ktt-stivot, PhiKulolphia |

1SIK).
|

vo Title. 1 1 PP iw
Coiuwwai Hiininor- Sketch of

III Cla!bonu'H Jf/wi/wwj*;)/, pp 2(7-218

CLAUKR COUNTY Skotch of

InLmvrj and McOutllcN V/MN/KH/P/I/, pp IdO-liU

CLARKE, JOHIIUV Ci ( -1H28) JMWIH'I', MiW I'lutiHilhn

Sketch of

In Lvnch's liturh tun! lini of WXN/W/^/, pj)

CLV\ COUNT\. Skotcli of

In Lmvrj and McCarrllc's //SXIHH/^/, pp

Cii\v, lion HENR\ Account, of umt to.Kickson, MISH ,
IS 44

In Ltmry uiul Mcdinllo's J//M^N//>/>/ ]>p ,17-.l.s- Address on life, charnctoi, and pnhhc HOFMUH of Mr A K.

McClung.

CLAYTON, ALBKANUBK M (1801-188!)) TXW//H, ./m///*
f

tftt] (V. J/HW

Centennial atMretw
|
on tho

| hwtory of Marshall Oumty |
dehvored

by |
A M Clayton, |

at
| Holly Spring, ^Ii^ihHipiii, | August J2th,

1876
| Washington, I) C

|
R <) Pnlkmhcini, prmtor. |

1880.
|

8vo pp 32

A valuable historical wkctch, \\ith MIIIIO bio^mphictil duta- Limitation of estates

InJ Z GQOTgu'Hj)ifjrHtJifiMrl*HfMnwtutiinn (172), pp lOT-Wri.

This wmoro than a tligost of the <k< isnms. it in A t rltUal nnimi'iilarj nf the
entire bod> of the law up to this tiuio, us H oxisknl in Mississippi- Jurisprudence of Mistussippi
In Claibornc'K 3//xn/K/;^>/, Chapter XXXII, pp Idti-ltf.'

GcKKlspwjd'a Jlfono/w itf Mttwimtwi, \ol I, p 101, WI\H JuilKt
1 'lv\ ton i Distributed

this c'liA])tcr

"Judftc (laj ton \\tis i umn of proround liwil Utirnin^, purtiuilnrly fimtl of
coustitiitioiial law and the limitations of estates. He us imtlent uiul laiiorioiiK

In research, impartial and of incorruptible- iiitvitrlu Hs opinions nre most
highly respected b> the Iwir, mid it ho-sln-en well said of him that not one of the
illustrious men who iw\e adorned the Suite's judicial ainimlse\er contributed
more to the establishment of heradmmihleMstemof jurispnulenee

" Kdward
Majes, esq , in GoodRpeed'H ITrmo/m / J//JW/JW/PJ*/, \ol i, p 127- Sketch of.

In Lynt h's Bench ami Jlar nf J/7w,/KH//*y>/, j.p fioo-fio?,

t Waddel's Mentori<t1* ofAwdnnn /,//>, pp
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CLVYTON, GEORGE K (1808-1867), /Mm/ft Sketch of

In Lunch's Bcudi and Bui of Mf&mtxfpiHj pp 301-J07

CLIMATOLOGY See Meteorology

CLOWNEY, S VM Sketch of #r Wm T Lewis

CLUNKY, M. W., Editor Speeches, messages, and writings of Allxrt (1

Brown Philadelphia, 1859

8\o pp Gil

Co \ITOMA COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Jfrus/Mi/jj/j/, pp Kil-Krfi

Mounds in

In Twelfth Annimllhimit Jinintu of J'Jtnnitfuiii, IS'Ni-'ll, pp li.V.-Jfi.s, j j>?<tl< and

Sftguics

Containn dcKcnption.s of tlu "Carhon (Jroiip," I ho "DuLcMoii Mounds," ,ind

the "Clarkesdnle Works "

COBU, JOSEPH B Mississippi neenew Philadelphia, 1S50

12 mo pp 2T)0

He is also the author of " The Maid of Melos," IK IH,
" The Creole, or, The skip'

of New Orleans," 15U, "A Jturacwof Macaula>'jlIlHtor> of England," ]XT>l,aiid
11 LciHure Labors," 18T>a

COC'KE, STEPHEN, Luiw/n Sketeh of.

In Lj nch'a Jlcuch tnul liui o/*jl//x^//jjj>/, pp Kr7-J7J

Coc'KE, WILLIVM (1 748-1 S2S), (T ,S' fbimtoi fiom 7Vwi
, I!n</ Urn of Tnin

,

ChicLfMnw Lillian At/ml Sketeh of

In Claiburne'M JlS/W8/jj/u, p JS3, iu>f<

CODIW OF MIHHIS.SIPPI

Tills tlllc emlirnccs onl> llu* leMsious anxl ^eneriil (omfiihitions ol MIC Slntc

lawH, together \\ Ith such unollU ml imprrHtis h i\ t IHU.MI found 1< nrin^ on them

Special coinpilations are entered under then n^specl he authors

LV\\S, 1?W

IjawH
|
of the

| Mimiwippi Teintory, | ]>nl)liHhed nt a wwiuii of the

Legislature began in the
|
town of Natehe/, in the County of Adims,

an<l
| Terntory aforesaid, upon the 22d <Uy of January, |

Anno Domini

1709, and in the 2.')d year of
|
the independeneo of the United States

|

of Anienca and i ontnuie<l by | adjoin nmeMtn to the 25th di} |
< >f Ma> ,

m the
|
Rinne >eai | | Iy iuthont\

| |
Natchez

| printed b\ A

Mam-halk, |
and sol<l at the Htorc* of Mcwm Hunts, <fe Co

|
170J)

|

8vo Title, 1 leaf,] p n, HO
1
)

(ONTKNTH

Title, ] leaf, veixohliuik,

Table of < onteiits, pp i-h,

[Lauxof the| MissiHMppi Territory, pp |J|-'J(l
<
)

From pp .Uo(i.{, iiichisi\i>, (luM IMIIS niiniluiMl fif/i/ l'utf< (d isdtopiK^l, tlnis

making p (iT), M<rsop <^., follou p d.5, ed

T()l LMIN'S STm Tl**, 1S(17

7"7r^ tilU1 The
|
statnteH

|

of the
| MIHSIHHIJJI Territor}', |

re\isel and

digested | by the
|
authnrit\

|
of the

|
(jenenil Anheinblv

|
I>v the

Honomble
|
Ihirn Touliuin, |

one of the UniU'd Stdtes JudgeH for
|

the MiHsissippi Tcnitoiv
|
Published by authority |

Natdicx
j

printed by |
Samuel Ten el I, | pruitei to the MiHWHsippiTerntoiv j

1807 I
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CODES OF MwttiHHirrr ftcrtjndlilli A
| digest |

of the
\

ht at ut ex
|
of the

Mississippi Tcrrtioi), | containing till the
|
la\\s

|
nmv in force

|
the

constitution of the United SUten, |
A\ith the Ke\eml amendments

thereto
|
the Oi<liuonoc

|
for the ( rovernment of the Territory of the

United Stales
|
Nortlnvunt of the ri\ei Ohio

|
and mieh

|
acts of Con-

gress |
as relate to the Missinsippi Terntoi v, |

to land lilies \\ithm the

same, to crimes and luwdcmeanorH, |
and the intercourse \uth the

Indian nations, tojrethei |
with the article* of agieement and cession

|

l)ctweon the United States and
|
the State of Georgia |

1807
|

8\ o Titles, 2 leaven, pp xiii, (>16

CONTKNTK

, 2 loavoH, index, pp i-xlil, crnitn, ]> Kiii. htntntcs, pp 1-l'Jii, li.st of pri-

vate acta,p 427, octsol Congress, pp I'JlHiO?, contents, pp MPM.K,

This Territorial general assembly at the HCHHIOII of INUVb, by resolution, engaged

llarry Toulmin, then the newly apixmiUtl judge of Washington District (now in

Alabama), to compile A digent of tho laws, etc , a \\ ork which lie undertook and

completed by Uio next scmion By aet <if Feh 10, 107, it WIIM adopted Two
hundred copies were ordered printed and distnlxitiMl us the UC(H of the general

assembly He was allowed the Bum of 91,200 "in full cnm]>cnHation" for his

labors

"This work he performed with fidelity and skill Thin llrst iliffott. or ccxle, of

Mississippi laws is not only clear and compixtheiiHi\ e, but it also showsa thoroiiffh

acquaintance of tho author with tho common law, and an accurate < onccption
of the needs of tho territory by wa> of statutory inodilh ations." Edward Ma>es,

esq , in Goodspeed'u Memoirs qf AfiwiMiwi, vol i, p 107

TURNER'S STATITTJSS, ISlfi

Statutes
I
of tho

| Missisaippi Territory, |
the

|
eonstitution of the

United States, with tfio
|
several amendments thereto, |

the ordi-

nance
]
for the government of the territory of the

|
United States,

North-West of tho
|
river Ohio, |

the
|
articles of agreement and ces-

sion, between the
|
United States and the Ktato of Georgia, |

and
|

such acts of Congress |
as relate to the

| MISHIHHII>]>I Territory. |
Di-

gested by authority of the General Assembly. |
Natchez.

| printed by
Peter Isler, printer to the Territory. |

1816.
|

8vo pp496[28]
Edition, 1,200 copies. fito/wtes, etc , pp 249-2&I

Tho digcat proper oompnses all laws from 17UK through the session of the Ter-

ritorial assembly of 1815 The appendix (ontniiiH nil laws of the 'Jrnl SCSM of the
Oth general assembly, Nov 1 to Dec 1J, 1810 This was the lust session of the
Territorial legislature.

Copies seen Owon.

REVISED CODE, 1K23

The revised code
|
of the

|
laws of Mississippi, |

in which
|
are com-

prised all such acts
|
of tiie

|
General AHHem))ly, |

of a public nature
as wereinforce

| attheendof the year 1823, |
\\ith a

| general index.
|

Published according to an act of the general aHsemhly, entitled An
act, declaring |

what laws of a public nature shall IK* incorporated m
tho revised code, and

| providing for the publication thereof, jMisned
June 30, 1822, and an act supple- 1

mental thereto, paused January 21,
1823

| Natchez, | printed by Francis Baker
|
1824

|

8vo pp iv, 1-748
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Title and profocc pp iv

Revised code of Mississippi pp 1-188

Constitution of the U 8 pp 489-502

Acts of Congress (pertaining to MiHs.) pp 502-5J9

Constitution of Miss, pp 539-55S Names of delegates appended

Snmmary of private and local acts pp 65S-G50

Index pp 651-748

The material in pp 502-539 and H5S-C50 is of considerable historical interest,

and contains many facts not condensed elsewhere

"In 1821 tin act was passed to ' revise mid consolidate the statutes of the Slate,

with amendments and additional bills, and to repmt them to the legislature for

(heir concurrence and apprm al
' And George I'omdexkr, then go\ ernor of the

titatc, was requested to nndertakc it, ami was authori/cd to cull on the ntlornev-

gcneral and the supreme judges for advice und cooporntion It A\OH further

enacted, that nil acts of a general mid public: nature, not contained in the

rcviHion, should bo considered reiKMled, but not to the extent or impairing

existing rights, or preventing prosecutions for prc\ ions offences Prix ate or local

acts \\ ero to continue in force
" Thw code WOH modeled Homewhafc after the re\ise<l code of Virginin of 1S19,

by that great lawyer, Benjamin Watkiiw Leigh, and \vas executed with marked
ubiht\ It was adopted b} the legiHlaturL

1

, then sitting at Columbia, in 1K22; not,

howe\er, Avithoutopixisitlon, particularly that portion rel.iting totho jMilieeof

hla\os und their assembling for \\orship, \\l\u h >\ns obnoxious to the religious

claM-OH, and defeated Mr J'oindexter in the CMII\OSH for Congn ss at thecnsuiug
election

"
Claiborne'a MMSHSIUMH, p Kil)

LAWS, IH.JS

CoDKti ov MitiHiHSTPPi La\\s
|
of 11 10

|
Slatxi of j\Iis.si,^ij)pi, |

ombnu in^ all

uctn of a public nature from J.inuarvK'HHion, ISlM, t<>
|
,)uimai\ HC.SSIOII,

18o8, inclusive
|
PublLslinl by uuthont} |

Jackson
| prnilcMl for this

Stale of MiHHUUpiu |
18.']S

[ [Jolm ]) Toy, printer, BalUmoro ]

Svo pp xviii, 17-U315

fONTKNTH

Title, ] 1
, verso blank

ContcnlH (tblo of) pp iii-xviii

Laws pp 17-902

Index, pp. IKKMKfti

This comi>Uation \\as ne\c*r iulo])ttd

"Mr T WILS a natu e of M.iino, had a collegiate i-diicalion, nud l,uightscli(H>1

for a while in Wi'sU'hosu r Conntj, Now ^oik lie \\.is industrious niul inclh-

odical, \\ith abundant liMriutm, but his xlu \MIS not a MIMISS It \\IIN lo "<>

ineaiiH Hatisfactorj to the pnifessiou It M w too ambitious of nnt;iualit\, und
was too much Jlavon^l \\ith the civil law >>*'] lie liniilnt; in Ihc iu u CIH!(

to theKoman law made it uniuilatable lo I ho ilisfiplus of (kjkc*
"

Clai boruu's

17.!

DUSKhT, K?)

A
| (ligont. |

of the
|
Uittrtof AIihrtiNsippi, | roinpriHin^ all tin*

|
la\\ of

a general iutun, | inchidin^ tlio
|
dctH of the HCHSIOM of 1S,'>

(
)

|
l>v T

J. Fox Alden und J A Van Hom^i
|
Now York

|
AIik\au<lcr S

Ooultl, pnntor, 144 Naiwiii htrivt
|
]8T>)

|

K\o pp 1009

Oonbiins < oust of U S artit U^ of ugrifijicnt tind < fssion c oust of Miss , |s.;j,

acts of Congresu, etc , and laus
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^1 VI I 'I hS is 10

CODES OK MissisMi*i*r Tin 1

I
statutes

I
<ii the

|

Slate of AIisMSMppi |
of a

public- ami general nature, |
with

|
the Constitutions

|
of the

|
United

States and of thw State
|
and an

| appendix | (ontaimmjaetsof Con-

gress affeeting land lilies, |
n.it unih/at ion, & , |

and
|

,i manual
|
for

i'liTks,shenffH,andjn,stieesof thepeaee | Compiled h\
|
V K Ilouard

ami A Jlutehuibon
|

I>\ anthoiit\
|
Xc\\ Orleans

j
E Johns & Co

,

Stationers' hall
|
1810

|

HM> t>I> xii,l-M*3

l-OVTFNTS

Title, preface, Aiiiih lie il mdc\- pp \n

Cnnhtlliiliou oC the U S pp l-l 1

('onstitulinii uC MISH pp
KtutuU*M jiji 37-710

Appvmlix N<s I-Iir pp
HuU'x pp sl^w^>

ApiK>n<lK I is of \ atuMo lustoru al students frum lluk %rr> full n print of nil

laws rulutintf to public lamis in Mississippi

('OI)K, 1Si,x

C(MUk
)[ MiKHiwippi | being an |

analNtieul eoiikpilatuni |
of the

| pul>-

ho and general Htatutes
|
of the

| Territory ami State, |
with

|
tabular

referenceH to the loeal and pri\iit<
ft

acts, |
from 17US to 1S4S

|
\\ith

the
|
National ami State ( 'oust i tut ions, ee^Hnnri of theeonntn

| by the

Chocta\vandClneknha\v Indians, and At is ol
| (Niiign-Hrt forlheh\ir\ey

and sale of the lands, |
and gnintuiK ilonatioiiM thereof to the

|
State

|

ByA IIutehmHon
| Jaekson, Miw | pubhshiMl for the eoinpiler, | by

Pneo and Fall, State pnnteiN. |
184.

|

8\o pp 1111

Tlui work waw prvnuriMl isnii iixlciK'ndi'ut Nrntun' h\ th(MMi]npili>r.nii(lp[rcw

out of lusdiHsnlisfaHmn \\itli hisuorkon (lu Hnu.inl and Hutihinsnti ,x/<f////r/t,

on.xiO To it hetfjru'lhr \mrsof iinrtMnitlirif? lalxir Die It^M.itun 1 in 1MB,

after ilscxuminut Jon bj n coin mission, udnptoil il,iind tuolhoii^uid (iipii>s were

pnrdiiLscU for the SLite

It is an JiiMilimblc; coinin-'udium for ivtcivnir to nil htuitit<> lau s prior to IMS

KKVISKI) CODK, 1ST>7

The
|
revised eo<lo

|
of the

|
sUtute la\\s

|
of the

|
State of ^hswsmp-

pi |
Published by authoiity of the Legislature | Jaekson, Missis-

sippi |
R nirksda-le,Stato print (T |

1S57
|

8\o pp JV, 91,1

< OVTKMX
Title, etc ]ip i\

Dechimtion or IndcitMidcncc pp J-l

Constitution of the UniUnl Slates mid uiiitndiiuii<h pp r-1 1

Tho onlmanee for the K^venmicnt <f the lerntory or th< TniNtl Mates north-

wuHt of the. ri\ cr Ohio pp 15*^0

An net to enable tho iKJOplo of the WcHtern ptirt<f the Mississippi Territory tc)

form n constitution and State g<\ ernmeut Mart h 1, 1M17 pp 21 -a!

"Constitution of the State of Mississippi Adopted October lib, )s:rj
"

pp 1SWO,
IncludcH the live amendments tulopted lxkL\>eeii slid tlatu mid the
of tho code
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Laws of Mississippi pp 11-613
_

A})pciidix I Acts of CXmgreaarcfaUug to Uic public lauds pp <>15-7ul luUudeH

all that pertain to Mississippi

II Treaties with Indians, pp 702-722

III Acts of Congress now in force on the tmbjei I uf imturulimtion pp 7-?jt)

IV Authentication of records pp 727-728

Index pp 729-943

Under act of March 1, 1854, the judges of High court of Errors uncl AppcalH

appointed Willmm I* Sharkey,&unuelS Bo>d,and Henr> T Kllet us tlmns tom-

raiHsloners "to revise, digext, and codify the la\\n" of the State, and Mr Bo>rt

having resigned,Wm L Haras WHH appointed in Ins plaice

The commisHioncrH made their report to the IvtfNlatnns Jnmmrj , IH.%, and after

a part was considered and passed, the consideration of the roiduo u as postponed
until December, IS.% At this time a special W.HMIOII < omened and continued its

deliberation*! upwards of sixty da>s This code JM the result of the work of the

Hiteciol sestdon

REVISED CODE, 1871

CoDKt* OF MissiSHiprr The
|
revised code

|
of the

|
Statute la\\a

|
of (lu-

1

State of Mittejiawippi |
AH adopted at January ai

,s.siun, A I> JK71, and

publwhed by | authority of the Legwlaturc | [Vignette ] | Jaekwni,

Mitisissippi |
Alcorn & Fiaher, State prmterg |

1871
|

8vo. pp 788

CONTENTS

Title and preface pp i

Revised code pp 5-b!S

Declaration of Independence- pp (>11-MI

^Vrticlcfl of Guiifederallon pp (1J-<)I7

Constitution of the United States pp dl.v4i,V)

Constitution ol MtssiKslppl pp bo<MMks

Ordinance, July 13, 1787 pp bbS-071

Ordinances of eon\ ention of I8d.
r
> pp (>72M>71

Ordinances of cons ention of IKOS p| i (>7 l-d7,"i

AdmisKion <jf Mississippi Act of CongrebS, February >, 1870 pp <7,"H)7(i

Index pp 677-7HS

Prepared by J A P Campljull, Amos Jft. JoliiiriUm.aud Amos Lo\eriiig, as ( 0111-

miflsiouora, appointed by the govenior under a< t of June <>, IS70 The nri.iii^L'-

mont for the press, the preparation of the uidex, and the SUIK.T\ ision oi tin*

printing was done by Aiaw li Juhustou- Chapter IX
|
of

|
Revised Code of Miaaihipj)i, | JS71, |

111 rclalion

to
| Chancery Courta, |

coiiHolidatod
|
\\ith itn aiuemlnu'ntH, |

\\ith an

index and notes
| Jacktjon, Mu& |

Clari<ni Stea.ni irintin^ oHtahlinh-

ment
|
1876

|

8vo pp 110

Compiled b> C V Owin and W S KppurHou

t ODK, is.su

The
|
revised code

|
of the

|
Hto-tute Li\\s

|
<f tlu-

|
Stato f

sippi, | prepared by |

J A P OimpU'11, |

and
| reported to and

amended, and adopted by the Lc^inKitui-e at its
|
luennuil K^IOII, in

18$0 |
AVith references to dedHioiiH of the Ili^h Court of Krroix

|
.ind

Appeals, and of the Supreme Court, | applicable to the ntatutcs
|
Puln

lished by authority of the LotfiaLxture j Jackaou, Mws |J L !*ouor,

State printer. 1
1880

|

8\0 pp 911

HIST (
.)tf VOL, I-i3
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Title andinlrodmlurn pp 4

Constitution oltlu l
Tnited Mates pp 1-18.

Constitution of the State of MiHHsMippI Adopts! M i\ 1 1. is.s, uid r.KJilcd lj
the iH-oplc Dec 1, lS<i) pp 111-10 Iiicludi* the linn aim ndments in force to this

]>cruxl

An at I to adopt a revised Code ol statutes Mnn h
"

ISN pp ll-l.)

llcUsedCode pp JI-M1

AypnitUx ReviM'd Statutes of tin I nllcd Sates Is7s, ,is ID t !<< nun of N n.itorx

in Congress, naturalisation, and authentication l nc onN pp M.Vsi'i

Index ip ftn-flll

Treittired under at t of Fub 27.1H7S n \mrM In tin ^iu i wlin^ It t?islalim, und

adopted l)j act ol Mart-h 5, 18NO For la^t-n uin d >K I v i
^///l/ a

ANNOTATKD ('OI)K, iS'fJ

CODKH OK MiysisisiPi'i ThoauiKitatcMl code
|
of tin*

of
|
the Mate of Mit&iwmppi, | piYpaifo! }i\

|
Jl. H Thomson, (UMH^O

G Dillard, |
and It B Cainplx.

4
!!, |

and
|
n i

jMrtwl to and sinundi.'d

and ailoptcxl by the I^iblaturu at its rt^ilar |
M^IOII in JS!U

|
Pub-

hahed by authority of the Ix^slatinx
1

|
Na,h\ ilU, Twin |

Marshall &
Bruce, law pubhahere

8vo pp lv,1

Tlllo and prefatory pp i\

Declaration of In<le[>cti<len( e ]>p 1-1

CoiLsLitution of the United Milter ]ip .VII

The constitution of the Stale of Mississippi, udopu-d No\ l.ls'N) pp I.MIi,

An act to adopt the annotate! code, approx ed \pril J, IS'U pp 1 1J-1 Id

Annotated eode of public* slatnlu la\\s pp 1 17-'M

AwttHlijr Natunilization and authentication of n-< nnls pp 'isviss

Index pp US9-12^

Prepared b} tlireu commissioners apiKiinted li\ (iu> ptvcinor. undrr MM tion

278 of the diiisttditiciii of 1SUO, n[Mir(od (otlieMiccccMliti^li>fiivhUiiiH>aiid adopted
by act of April '2, 189*2 For liiHt-nained act < xiijn n

C/oLBEirr, LEVI, ClticLtwtw Chu'f Sketch of

In LO\\T> and MeCardle's MiMitwtypi. pp 1W-1

COLB, TiiBODOiiE LEK (1852-). Bibliography of flu* Mnluti 1
l:i\v of tho

Southern States. Part I Alabama
In Ptiblicuilons tf tlic fiouthcrn Jlifttny AMfrl<tlinn t rnniiiin, is>7, \ol i i>p

61-75 8vo

This IH an accurate and well cAeculed |mii ol l>ibUi>Knip)n< \\irk, with im
account of the cnrlv Mississippi < oiupilntlons.

100 copies reprintexl fmin Nime t>p<>, \\ilh {mi;! nation uiu h.uit;Mj- Statute laws of Misiaippi
In liryort tow ctai i/ vf Mile nj Vw/w.//y>/, Ih'Mvj7 r>| H>7- li>

Check list Include* lu\\ s, ]7UU-1 sH>

The compiler of tliiK Biblio^rapli} i.s^n-atb indebted to Mr Colt, \\)KI n hides

at Washington, D G , fur \ aluiible ulil in pri'iMirinwllietilUs "Cndi'sof Mjssis-

Bippi," "Conventions and Constitutions" and "La\\x '

Air Cole is tlu* ffn-uti-st

living authonty on all matters i>erlainin|f to American statute law

COLLINS, JACOB 0., Ztacfcr. Collins
1

| PIWIIIH, | Copvujrht Mrn L K
Collins 1883

| Meinphw | Ilogura & Co
, j)rinti'rH and lx>nk pnhlihli-

era, | [-etc., 1 line.] 1 1883. I

8vo pp 2UG.
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COLUMBUS The
|
charter and ordinances

|
of the

| city of Columbus, |
in

|

Lo\\ndes Counh , Mississippi |
With an appendix |

Published by the

ordei and authoiity of tlie Boaid of
| Mayoi and Aldermen of the

city | Columbus, Miss
|
Pimted at the Excelsior book and job olluv,

89 Main street
|
1874

|

8vo pp 139- The
[
charter and ordinances

|
of the

| City of Columbus, Lowiides

County, Mississippi |
Chartei appro; ed Maicli 8, 1S84

|
PiibliKlied b\

theordei and authority of the Ma\oi and
| City Council of the Citv

of Columbus
| Columbus, Mississippi |

Index Book and Job Punting
Establishment

|
1884

|

M> pp 200

Owen- Public men and tin ly settlers

In Lowr) and MeCanllc'H I/JAM/JM/JJ*/, pp Ul-AJi- Sketcli of

In Daviw'H Jfcrotfrr/wMji rtf Mi*m#*tjij)t and MMiMjtjHdit*, pp '7-lU*J-
Ilistoiy of Columbus Baptist AnsofJation MfJhr L S Foster

CoLUMBi'sBvirriMT AsKoc'i \TION Ilistoiy of /SV* Ifn \j ,S- Muiutes

, is,i,s, utMouul ZIon Cliunli, I^ouiKUs (
1

oiuil\, Miss

Minutes lia\ u liL^'ii piiblislictl lor oncli session In 1li<> pn^miulioM ot tin Hit,

/;//, Mr Foster 1 ui <1 tiKOsM (DM full lilc, I'vcipdn^ UH U.US|S.HS, Kin, .UK | ISKI

,
ITNIXBIiHITVOK Catdlo^lU'H ItSh7-lS(

)l

8\o-
;SSr/' alxn Jtcr S A (ioo<l\\ m, au<l Uc\ AV S IhuiiMM)

M
,
M J> The

|
iiilliiomi* of .iln.hol

|
l

1

^ \\'in M
Conipton, M 1), | SupeiintiMidentMissi^ijipi Si.ik* Jjiuuidr AH\|IIIII

|

u p n d
8\o Covor title only, llunf pi> !JO

From Animal Kfjmil MIssiKsippi Sl.ilu Bimnl <f Ih'.iIMi, l)i ( I, IS77

OF MlSSlSHI 1MM Kketcll < >f

l'S UuiltHltnf MtNttWjUU, Mil 11, p ~J-
Proceedings |

of tlu i

|
necond anniul ^iiunl (ciMip |

(
<

onicd(*Kit(* Vct-

eraiw
|
of

| MiHHiHMppi, |
at

| Kiiihc/., (htoln'i 7-S, ISSN
| Jaik^ui,

Miss
|
Tlie Clarion pi lilting establishment |

1SM2
|

S\o pp ft- PioceedingH |
of tlu

|
thinl annual HCHHIOII

|
of tlu

|
<ir,inl ('.imp

ConftMlerate Veleiiin^ |
hoioafU'r to ln kiiouu ,is

|
Tlu MI.SSI^HHH

])i\ision
|
of the

|
UniUhl (

1

oiif(Hl(jniU' Vclcnnis, |
il .Ji< ksoii, ,Inl\ IL,

18HU
|
>Sw nMHiMl (on.sdtulion, pa^i' 14

|
J.u kNiii, Mi^s

|
The

Clauun punting c.st.il) I ish 11 it-ill

S\<> pp 17 Doiilik uiliimns

Ountninhonilioii "1 JIoii I V I'

--Fourth
|
annual Hiwion

|
<flhi'

| Mi^iNiippi |
I>I\IMOII

|
I'mtnl

|
Con

federate \Vtiniiw, |
at

|
.I.u ksmi, |

iKui'ink'i ll'-l'J, ISJKJ
|
Claunii-

pi int, Jack.son, M
8\u pp Jl
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1*x \UIMIP I5iiMini.il report ol thel'Miaidol I'nhlu r
SMI pp 1] Millie |um-

JhiUilTin 10 ISMS, iinil i iiurspu i iMliiu; huiiiii.il piiuiil

W.idt. under So< '.Slid nf (hi 1 \iiniil.ilnl CiMlfni Mivs jvrj

,
TiMoruv Aiworr (I8U'MH77), \tttnmlnl Oliwi \utiom on the

ftnene formation, ami dewiiplion* of Lift m\\ fn^ils <>J ih.it period

fiom the nemih of VnkHlmrji, Mis* , \\ith.in Vppendix
< riiihitli Iplu.i, JM*H Mil HI, pp lll-l.Ji i

KSini no iiiUitlK'tipprrjii in \\i r IUN mr luiiinlnl \ i< k>,

, ami HiHmks Liu* \\hiU1 lniH'slom 1
il M Mi*pln ns niul < l.ulNiriu* Ala> 'I lie

lower JCtK'cuc wmsisls ot (lie hmsilifcnius Mills <>1 rl,ti)nnn' ,ind M Mcplu-tis,

Via
,
clc-

Description of no\\ HIH^'R-H of TivtoivniiH and I'jiccno lav-ils <f

Hippi and AhilKinui

Jhid ISM), vol H, p 'JT'i

('ONVKNTIONS ViVI) (Jl)NSTl rillMONS OK MlNSlSSlIMM

CONVKNTION' <K 1M7

- Letter
|
from

|
hw excel lencv J)u\i<l IIolnit\s |

(JUMMIKII <t the Stale

i, | transinittinjr | jKMipv of the <MinMitu1ion and form of

|
of

|
the H*ud State

|
Woslmurlon

| printnl 1>\ K De

Krafft, |
1817.

| (HoiiHu J)IM* No 2, 13 Ouig l hl M^S In \ol 1 J

H\0 pp 2Ji

OnitcnLs TIlli 1

, 1 lull, U'ttur, iLitinl No\ i. 1M7, p .>, MIV M.mk Const

pp 1-23- Standing ordew mid rcsolutionH for uuidud ui^ IMIMIIC,^ in the Con-

vention.

In.fanned (if flu DiiinHfHHt,vlv, (Ilfprliil, Kill pp l -Jl

"
Onlvrml, Thulone liiindnil c<i|iu

is<if s.u<l nilos niul ofilers he prinli il im (lie

iiao of tlic Couu'iitiou
" Jlwl , p 21

No sc'i>uruU,'H seen-
[Proi>oHitioii aa to HOUHC of UepreHentati\en, ith nuMiiiU'rhliip, i*te ]

In Juuiiuil (if tin CUHII ntioti, i*(c , (Ufprinl, 1.s,!I ). pp Hi ,ii

11 Mr [Wui I ] MIn trm olTure<l Ihofollowuit; j>ri){M)Mt ion, ns, ist ( iiniuii tlic'Con-

btitution, \\hich \\U8re.ul
"

"Onhitd, TlmtHlxt>ct

opn-sorsjiHtpn>iM)siiioiiiK prinh-il foi tlu-uvu) UK- COM
\untlon"

Mr ThomtiN Barnes ulTered a reMiiliit Iiui cm UK( sjiuu1

suliji-ci, uiul s>\(> c<ipu>s

weruonleriMliirhUed pp Sl-AJ

Neither of the forctfuing could ha\t' OKI insU-d a singh' sluvt- Joniiml
|
of the

|
Coinention

|
of tlie

|
Western part |

of th<* | Mi*-

Bitisii>pi Territory | lU^nui and held at the to\\n of \V.u*liiiutnii, |
mi

the seventh dav of Julv, 1817
|
PorMjiliHiii [reprinted hv Denj !'

Btoiktini-
|
18.*{1

|

Umo pp 1UK

Hc'prinlcd for the use* of tliu OoiiMMilion (if 1M2
CONTENTH Title, 1 Icuf, Joiininl, Jul> 7- \im ir>, 1M7, pp it-iuh

ThlKconvolition \\a lu'ld UIIUT uc I of Coiuivss, M,m h 1, 1M7
AneflitionofNUU copies of the original tditioii imhrifl pniik-il (p KM), hut

none ha\e boun lound
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CONVENTIONS AND CONSTITUTIONS OF MIFWIHSIPPI Constitution
|
and

|
form

ofgovernment |
of the

|
State of Mississippi |

Port-Gibson
| printed

by Benj F. Stockton.
|
1831

|

I2mo pp 86

Reprinted for the use of the Convention of 1882

CONTENTS Title, 1 leaf, Constitution, pp .W5, Ordinance, p 35-fi-Memorial
|
of

|
the Mississippi Com edition, | praying |

an extension
|

of
|
the limits of the State (December 17, 1817

|
Rend [-etc, 2

lines ] |
Printed bv order of tho House of Representati\ es

| W.wlnnjr-
ton

|
Printed by K Do Krafft

|
1817

|

8vo p 8

An effort to bring nlxrat an extension ol the custom boundary, as sol forth in

Act of Congress, to the Tombigb> ri\or md Mobile Ifci}-Petition from the citizens of the counties of (Harke, Monroe*, Wash-

ington, Mobile, and Baldwin, in tho Alabama Territory, dated Fort

fftoddcrt, Nov 12, 1817. (H Doc 23, 15th Cong 1st scss )

Svo pp 12 No title page
Letter from Judge II Toulmin, as well n* the petition protecting iiguuiKt the

Memorial of the Mississippi Constitutional Com onlion to extend tho custom
limits of that State Several hundred names Higncd to the ]>etition

Copies wen Owen-
Sketch, with list of dclegatea

Tn Lowry and McGnnllo'H Mitwuwf^tf, pp I2:ta-2l1

Src al*o L\neh's l&nch and Jli ofMtw <//*/H, pp 7')-s<), nnd

-Chapters in fitale hist* >ry I>y J L INiwor The coiiht ilution.il mn-
\cntion of 1817.

8vo pp [I]

Ilcprinlcfl from tho Cia-slti, Mni?nolin, Mi^s , Sop! J, is7
CkmtniiiH list of dolemites

CONVENTION OK 1KM-Journal
|
of the

|
convention

|
of tho

|
State of MiHHiwippi, |

held in

the
|
town of Jacknon

|
PiiblwhiHl by authority |

Jju'kHon
| printed

by Peter Isler
|
1832 !

8vo pp 301 Not indexed

Contents Title, I leiif, Journnl (So]i| 10-Oct 'J, lW) f ip 'Will orniln. p U)l-^The
|
constitution

|
of the

|
State of MiHMissippi |

AH reused in e<m-

veution, on thet-\\entv-sixth d.iv of Oct-ober,
|

A I> 18:>2
'

J.K kson
|

pnntcMl by Peter Mer
|
18;J2

|

Hvo pp 27

OontenlH Title, 1 lonf, (VmslItnHon, ]>p 1-t>7

Kdition, 5,000 copies - Jnui n<tl, p W)l-(Jonstitution of the State of MissiHHi]ipi Adopte<l, Ortober L'<i, ISoU

In JfcvimJ (Wr tif Mnwt*mi>jn (ISTiT). pp lKV-,!)

IncludcH the (he amendments
Not Include! in the /Vx/< ol 1SSU-Sketch, ^ith lint of deletrUes
In Lo\\r\ nnd MeCanllo's I//XN/MH////J/, pp U70 J?l

,Sr fnJmt LMich'8 Jit urh nntl Hm i>l l//w^s //*/>/, pp IS7-ls>-
Cha])torH in State histon Il\ J L Po\\ei The roiiMtitutionul con-

vention of 1cS82 n p n d

8\o pp fl]

CkinUuns hsl of
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CONORS! ION" OK LSTil.

(V)NVKNTIOJW AND CoXsmVTlONs OK MlsMsMHM fif/J/ffUJ, /J
,/ Journal of

the comention of the Slate ol Mississippi Cniuencd at the capito],

in the city of Jackson, on Monda\, the 10th l,i\ of No\cml)cr, in the

year of our Lord one thousand eight hnndicd and hlti-one, and of the

independence of (he Imited States of VincriiM the *-e\ent\ -sixth, in

pursuance <>f
" Vn Vet'

1

of tlie Legislature oi MH! St.ife, entitled "\n
V< t to pro\ide lor a con \enl ion ol thepenplenl thcStateof Missis-

sippi," appro\el Nn\einlxr oOth, IS50

K\o pp ?) Title p,i^ l<^t <>f the < op\ M'cn

(lonU'Uts Titlo.l U-af, lournnl, N<i\ 10-17, 1sTil, j-p :-!< pn-junMr niul rtsiilu.

lutions as iulopU'd, ]ip 17-ls, Vet (n pniMili
1 fr i'oiixniiuiii pp IM-THI, I

1

ous| of

U S ,ip Rl-4il [21, and Fiiiouoll Vddn^sof \\tivlunurlou, pp <iT-?i

Edition, 5,000 wplw, pp 17-1S

('ONVKNTK)N OF lh1

Journal of the State coiuention ami onhnjinee^aml re^olutionsado]te<i

in January, IHiil, \\ith an AppiMnlix Piihhhhetl h\ onler of th( con-

vention Jackson, Miss
,
E JJnrkwlalc, Stale punier 1S(>I

K\o pp 2TX. | 1 loaf n( p .
r
i(i, imri also I Uildcd tuhh ail p J-J1

rontt'iits Title, 1 Uiif, Touriul, ,Ian 7-% pp :-H) (Niii^t IMJi :niI 'iinMls li

1S(>1,TP 91-117, Orlintii'os,pp 11^117, ^i(licii(i<Mlinn,p MS {^mnlic INjiiirN

of Cnm'rH to Slutw, JU>pt of Vudilor nml ol \dj (ii-u , pp ll'i Jltt ui<lr\f> pp
217-2.%

E<litiun, '2,000 copk'H, p 1 1(>

Proceedings of tlie Mississippi State ('oiuentnui, hell Jannar\ 7th to

20th, A D lK<tt Inclmlin^ the ordniniu-cs, ns (innlls .nloplcd, nnpor-
taut speeches, and a list of mcmhcrH, sho\\ni^ the po^t oilier, ptofe^-

flion, nativity, politics, a^e, religions piefereiuns .ind NHMU! leiations of

each By J L r()\\oi,Con\ention ivjiorter .lackwui, Miss INivver^

Caclwallaxler, lx>ok and joh printers ISdl

8vo. pp. 128, 1 leaf folded

Journal
|
of tlie

|
State Convention, |

and
|
orthnanci^s ami nsoln-

tions
| adopted in March, 1S(>1

|
Pnhhshel hv onler of the <

f

on\eii-

tion
|
Jackson

|
E Barksdale, State printer |

IKiil
|

8vo. pp lOt

Contents Title,! leaf, verso binnk, Journal Miin-h *JTi-.Mt. IMil, pp -v-is ('4>n

ntitution of MiHH , pp. 4()-7
r
>, Onlnuuic'w. pp 77-UT>, IndiA, pp M7-IOI

The "Journal 11
contains a roiiiimimuilion fnmillo\\*ll Cobli. Pn^ (

(nn\ Couf
States \morica, followed li\ the " Constitution oi tin Cmifnli nif St:itcs" ///

ftfnuw, pp. 5-20, of \vhuli 200 copiuH \\ ere ordered scpurateh jruiti'd for use of the

Com cntion, i> 21

Edition, 2,000 copies, p.ST>

Copies umi O^ven

An address
| setting forth the declaration of the nnniedi-

1
ate causes

which induce and justify the |
RwesBioiurf Mississippi |

ironi the
|
Fed-

eral Union
|

an<l the
|
Ordiuance of Hcccmon

|
Jackson.

|
MISSIH-

sippiau Book and Job Printing Ollico
|
1861.

|

8vo pp 8

The names of the signers of the Ordinance are

Oopteasrcir Owen
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CONVENTIONS AND CONSTITUTIONS OP MISSISSIPPI Sketch, \\itli list of

delegates
In Lowrv and McCardlc's jl/uw/jw/j/j/, pp 3J1-SIO

ftrr ttlw L\ in h'H Buuh ttniJ Itfii />/ Jftjw**//>/>/, pp I'M- 1*19- Toxt of Ordinance of Secession

Ibid pp VI2-3I3

CONVENTION OK 1SI.5

- Journal
|
of the

| pioccedmjs and dehites
|
in iho

|
Constitutional

(
1omcntion

|
of the

|

State of Mississippi, | August, 1Kh5.
| Py order

of the Convention
| Jackson, Miss

|
"K M Verger, State printer |

1806
|

8vo pp 2%, 1 1 Nopp 80-xi p ft) forp si

Edition, 2,500 eopien,p tfi

In Hctwlon Mondtu, Ang 11, t> Tlmrsiliij, Ant? 21, ISIM, uidusixc, CM cpdni*

Snnday, Aiig 20 <\m(uin.s Ilic1 <1oUitLiH in hill, ^ti'iinffniplncdlh it*|Kir(<Hl h\

onlor of Iho Convention

CnpitHMrn Owen- Constitution of the State of Mississippi, as amended, \\itli the ordi-

nances and resolutions adopted hy the constitutional conxention,

August, 1805 By order of the coiuenhon. Jncks<in, Miss K M
Verier, State pnnter 18<>5

8\0 pp fid

Kill lion, 2,r>00 ropli's -Jonnntt, p r>- Sketch of

Tn Lowr> niul M< ('imlU 'H l//*.w.sK/y>///, pp ;"i i-VMi

CONVKNTION OK iNiS- Journal of the pioeeednitfs in the ei institutional convention of the

State of Mississippi,18(>H Printed 1>\ onlei of the coinention. hu k-

son, Mississippi K Staffonl, pnnter 1871

8\o pp 77C

CJontcnts Title, lleivf, Journal, Tnn 7-MavlS, 18tiK, pp J-7JO, (^iiist , pp TJi)-

744, Appendix, etc , pp 715-7T), Index toJournal, pit. 73IV-770, and Index to Const ,

pp 771-776- Constitution and ordinances of the State* of Mississippi, adopted in

convention assembled in pursuance of the llcconvtmctioii A tsof ('011-

gress, and held, by order of ( Jcncral K () (* <)i<l, in the rilvof*lark-

son in 1KG8 Jackson, Miss Mississippi State Join nal Olhce 1S<>8

S\0 pp Id- Sketch of

In Ix>\\r> and McCurdlc'H Tr/hK/M.//ty/ ( pp '.?J-'i?>

*Srv n/w> Ljnch'H lit mil ttntl lint of l//MftfMf///j/, pp IMl-lMi

CONVKNTKW np lsK)

Journal of the proceedings of the constitutional convention ot the

State of Mississippi Begun at the city of Jackson on August ll*, lsM>,

and concluded Ncjvcinlxir 1, IStK). Printed hy authority Jackson,

Miss E L Martin, printer to the convention 1S*H)

8\i pp 7'>7 [1]

Contents Title, I leaf, lonrnil.pp ,J-7t Mi>mln rs pp 71)1-70S Indi \ In lour

nal, pp 70>-7!n, Index to Const , pp rJl-7'7, Krmlii, p |l)
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CONTENTION* \NJ> roNHTlTl rioNs 01 Ml^l^MI'IM [I'miMMtlitlU*, Iif]mrt8,

etc]
Shorts

Niw l-2- Constitution
I
of Ilie

|
Mate ol Mi^i^ipjn, | adopted NoNeinlx*i 1,

18( K)
|
Punted 1>\ without \ |.l.ickMin, Mis-

j
\\ \\ Uriiiv iv. Co ,

fomentnm pi m tern
|
1MH1

|

s\o CouTlitlt, 1 ItMl pp dl- Constitution
|
ot tin 1

|
Slnli 1 oi Mu-Mi-'-ipin, | adopted No\ent1xr I,

1S1H)
|
Printed b\ ,uithoiit\

|
.I.ickNin, Mi*s

|
K I, Martin, Con-

\ontion printrr |
1SUI

|

s\o <<o\rr titU'onh, 1 Iraf ]p M

Annotate* I wlitum
I
('KiiiHtitntmiMif tlK'Stalonf Mi*isHppi |

NovoiulK'i 1,18001AM pivjuinsl 1>\
|

It I! Thiuii|iHiii, <{in <; Dil-

lar<l and 11 I CanipU'll |
coiMnu^Hinncrs to I-CMM* tin* Statute

|
\\itli

full index
|
JackKon, MISH

|
Clarion-U'diroi p

K\0 pp KM

COOKE, JOHN KKTKN (1830-188(1) Wearing <f tlu j?mv, | IHMIIIT I

portnutfi, wvm^ and iidxcntun^
|
<>f tlir

|
\\ar

|
Hv Jolu

(
1

ooko, | formerly f (iciifnil Stimif*- ^laff, mid .uitlmr
[

(< , ^

IIIK*] I [<iiittttinn l
7 hntv] |

N<\\ Ymk
|
K I*. Tnsit A Cn, |

Hr ,

3 linoa ] |
1SII7

|

ftVO ]l> Mil

Coop\voon, r<//// TnoM\h(17!KM8 ) SkHrh nf

In Ll\ inKsUm's 7>'/fM/mp/i/m/ Mitwtm, Juiit, l^'ht, Mil 111, No '. |>j> u'.l i.ll

OOPELAND, JAMI& Lifoand l)l<M>d\ cartri of /v* 1 Dr J U. S
flir vu COUNTY Sketcli of

In Lowry andMcCunllc's V/w/w/p/w, jp (HI- 170

Sfrn/JW> FulkerMm'H yfitm/f>M/ Jttrnllttiinn*tti Ktnlu Ihtw in V/^^//i/i. up US-!.;

II Rr. I^
,

C
1 Al Stand.ird IC\IH MvtiiuiK TRiiiu*lions of

oty of (
1

i\il Kn^iniHTH NY\\ Ytrk IWJS
HVO pp i.">

Heiualholhcniilhorof the fnlhmintfiNiiMTh
' Tin* \<'llm\ Ui\crati<) (lie r o '

IHJXi,
u Bunk n*nctmen L on HIP Mississippi UiuT," IVM, "Iin|ini\i nn-nt ,>i the

MlHsiMsIppI Ki\iT )>\ <lnil|?iiiK,
M
ivw, and a "

Discussion u| o< ki is<m\ Jit|tcr<>n

'Drwl^'sand Dn-d^ni^of the Mississippi Iti\ir,
"

l,s<i\

(!(TTON IN MlWIHKIJM 1
! ItH OH^lll UUd Mini tlt'h, and Its (i!t<>U!t<*i juul

'

J?r/>/>r/ OH Ayrim/hirc wul tfitilmfi/nj Uw^twH jip t.js IMI itfii^m

Srv aim CluilMirno's MixKtwtwi, ]i 1 UM 1 1- Memoir on the cotton-plant Mr Isaac ('room- Cotton insects Afo-AV II Ashmwid ft<'<tlw\i \V.- Pitnluction and price of, for one hundred yirs ,s*r .lames I, Wat-
kins- Statistics AY* Win T Wiini- Climatology of /*r V II Moll
Sr* ?> Bulletins of | ho Aqrrlciiltnnil ! \fMTiiiu
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COTTON GIN PORT Sketch of

In Claibornc'M MfMfKsfppi, p 59, and notr

COUNTERPBITBRS Execution of Hugh Tally and others

In Lowry and McCardlo's J//W/XK//^/, pp IliWi

Scc n/*j p 492, for other refercncus

COUNTIES Boundaries of

In Polndcxtcr's Ctwfr ttf J//JW/K//J/)/, 1N23, pp I7I-1SO

tfri/tf/r* ftf MxxfxxipjH, ]8 10, pp 1 WXi

HutchinMm'H O7r qf JAHN/MMI/I/I/, IS IS, ]ip 7(MM

Rcvbcd QMlc (if JMiwiitmitpt, lST)7,pp
rKMiJ

.Beiwrrf ax/Cfi/'J//x/^//>p/, JK71,pp 11->W

J?ct/wv7 CMr o/ VwiHKiwi, 1H0, ]i]i 19-70

Aitnnttttftl Code oj MiHmwiMH, lMW,pp 1S7-2(M.

St'f aho tho names of the wvoral countuH for psirtunhir detail
,
and

E G Wall

COURTS Bnef exposition of tho organization of tho jmlictarv of 1 he State.

In W C Smcdcs' J)iyr*t, 1818 In M7 (1817), pp K-xxii Prrfw
Valuable sketch

Names of the Judges of the Supreme Court of MiHHiwippi, 1817-1S;>,'>

Ibiil pp xxlii

Judges of the High Court of Krrorn ami ApiK'alu of MiHHiHHippi, 1K,'K-

1847

IbM pp xxhr-xx\

ChancellorH and Viot (Mianc(llors

fl>M p xxvi

Attorney-GenemlH, Hinco is:5.
4>

Ibttl p xxvi

The judiciary of Mississippi
fn Tx>\\r> and McCiinllc's J//wo/NMfy>/j/, pp <k',l-(Si<

Fedeml courts, judges, attorneys, and marshals in Mississippi, 17$)S-

1898 ffo Thomas M Oueu

COVINOTON COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and BffoOiinllo'H NlMl*nipyit pp 17I-1?J

S8rr oZo GoodHiK^fVH MtHioiiKofMliwwtwi, \ol i,pp lMi-1>7

CoviNaTON, 6V// LHONAUII ( 17(18-1 813), /Ai/r/fr Kketdi of

In Clrtiborno'H J/"/H/w//>y>/, p 25'), mitt

CRVVBN,/^' J .T Prison life of Da\is /Sf / Jefferson Da\is

CKBRIC INDI\NS The national legend of the <
1hahtu-Mnskokee (ri)u^

Mv D (I Brinlnn

A migration It^end of the Cnvk InduuiH A*r A S (i.itsdiet

A Sketch of the Crook (
1

onnlr\ /Sfi- l>enj IIa\\ kin^

litMninisconcos of Mr Thomas S \Vood\\nrd

NeettlmJ T) DreishiU'k, II S Ilalberl, A \\ Meek, Ix'(
1

lere Milfort,

James Pilling

CKEBK WAR Account of

In ('lailmrno's J//s/*s//j/>/, pp .JIV.IKt

frt'dtttodiHHlwwV* Mdiiwmof 1//^/^//i;i/, \o| i, |p IJII !,!. 'J7 1 J7"i

Pile's 'J71-ir7
r
) of (he lU(<'riinpriM' nntrixol Mississippi (niiinuiuls

Ilcmimscenc<s of tlie Jeffcjrson Tioop iS'// Jolin V \ValKiiH
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CREEK WAB The Creek War of 1813 and 1814 Sec H S Ilalbert and

T H Ball.

Notes on the War m the South fireN IT Claiborne

teafr0J D Dreisback, J IT Eaton, Gen Thomas Flournoy, George -

S Games, Maj A L Latour, B J Leasing, Henry Trumlmll, and

Gen James Wilkinson

CnooH, IH we A memoir, on the subject of Iho I'otton-pUmt, its history,

influence on commerce, politics, ami the vvolhuv of the human race,

aiul its probable destiny as the great pio<lu< t of the Southern United

States.

In Transacttons Alnlxtwa nmtorirttl #*/////, fSM, pp ,-5J

CROZIER, Rev. B II
,
D D The bloody junto,- Or the escape of John

Wilkes Boothe, 1869

12mo
Ho la also the author of "The Confederate Spy,

1

18<7, "Fiery Trials,
'

1882,

"Araphcl, or the Falling Stars oMS38," 1SS I, "ThoCnnoof Hoffolmr,
1

18H5, and

"Deep Waters," 1887

CCTMBBRLVND PiUBSBYTBRiAN CHURCH IN Mrwissrppr Sketch of

JaQootepoea.'BMe>noir8(tf Mississippi, vrt if, pp 35H-.H52

CUMINQ, F. Sketches of a Tour
|
to the Western Country, | through |

the

States of Ohio and Kentucky, |
a voyage |

down the Ohio and Missis-

sippi rivers, |
and a trip | through Mississippi Territory, and

| pait of

West Florida
|
Commenced at Philadeli)hia in the winter of 1807, and

concluded in 1809
| By F. Cummg |

With notes ami appendix-, |
con-

taining |
some interesting Facts, together \\ith

|

a notice of an expe-
dition through |

Louisiana
| Pittsburg, | printed <fe published [-etc

3 lines] 1
1810

|

12mo pp 604.

The observations and references arc of great interest, and are important aa

showing a picture of the government of the Territory and of the people

Copies seen. Congress.

CURRENCY Circulating medium of Mississippi Territory
In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 800-302

CURHY, Dr JABBZ LAMA MONBOB (1825-), LL D, D D
,
Educator

[Educational address before the Legislature of Mississippi, 1894 ]

8vo

CURTIS, Rev RICHARD (1755-1811) Sketch of

In Poster's Mississippi Bnptixt Prcachci*, pp 171M82

He was " the first Baptist preacher who ever lived in Mississippi
"

D.

DALE, Gen SAM. Life and times of See J. F H Claiborne Sec also H S.

Halbert, and A B Meek
DANCING BABBIT CREEK TREATY. Text of.

In United States Statutes at Large, vol vii, pp 333-841

Itwasprinted shortly after ratification, as House Executive Doc No ^.accom-
panying a JfcMo0e, March 2, 1831,by President Andrew Jackson Svo pp 20

Copies are also found in

Treaties tetween the U 8 and Indian Tribes, 1778 to 1837 (1837),
Hutehinson's Code ttf Mississippi (l&8),pp 121-128,

Mississippi Beviscd Code (1857),pp 702-722, and
Sprott and Smith's Special Laws qfSwntcr County, Ala (1890)
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DANCING RABBIT CHEEK TREATY Sketches of See A W. DiUard and

H S. Halbert

DANIEL, JOHK W., U S Senatorfrom Va Oration on life of Davis. Sff

Jefferson Davis

DVRBY, WILLIVM (1775-1855). A
| geographical description |

of tho
|

State of Louisiana, |
the Southern part of the

|
State of Mississippi, |

and
| teintory of Alabama, | presenting |

a view of the soil [-etc ,
5

lines ] | Together with
|
a Map, |

fiom actual sunev and observation,

projected [-etc ,
2 lines] of

|
the State of Louisiana, |

and
| adjacent

countnes
|
Second editioli, enlarged and unproved | By William

Darby | [Quotation, 6 lines.] |
New York

| published by James Olm-

stead, |
sold also by B Levy & co booksellers, New-Orleans

|
J Sey-

mour, printer. |
1817.

|

8vo pp 856 2 map* Gliartaf Mobile, Pcidhln, mid I'niMicofa /?//

Large map described in title issued acparatoly

Contains extracts from Robert's Florida.

Copies seen Owen

The
I Emigrants Guide

|
to

|
the Western and Southwestern States

|

and territories
| comprising |

a geographical and statistical descrip-

tion of the States of
| Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky,

and Ohio, |
the territories of Alabama [-etc., 8 lines ] | Accompanied

by a map of the United States, including | Louisiana, projected and

engraved expressly |
for this work

| By "William Dai by, |
member of

the New-York Historical Society [-etc ,
2 lines ] |

New-York
|

Published by Kirk & Mercem, |

no 22 ^all-street
|
And for sale by

Wells & Lilly | [-etc ,
6 lines ] |

William A Mercem, pi-inter, 08,

gold-street 1
1818.

|

8vo 3 p L pp 311, xlil Jfop

Opfeuoui. Hamner

Darby's edition
|
of

|
Brook's

|
Universal gazetteer, | or, a new

| geo-

graphical dictionary | [-etc , 16 lines ] |
The third American edition,

with ample additions and
| improvements | By William Darby, |

[-etc., 3 lines ] | Philadelphia | published bv [-etc ,3 lines ] |
1823

|

8vo pp 1119, Appendix, 133 JWj> nf U ft

Contains sketches of counties and towns

Copies seen Hamner

View
|
of the

|
United States, | historical, geographical, and

|
statis-

tical; | exhibiting, in a convenient form, |
the natural and artificial

features
|
of the

|
several States, |

and embracing those leading
branches of

| history and statistics best adapted to de\elop the
| pres-

ent condition of the
|
North American Union

|
Illustrated with maps,

etc
| By William Darby. | Philadelphia | published by H H Tan-

ner
|
1828.

|

18mo pp 654. Map of Oa and Ala ,
5 x 7 in

, lct pp 81-85

Copies seen Congress

DARDEN, JOHN P. The secret of success By John P Darden, of Jefferson

County, Miss
,
1850.

No copies Been
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DAVENPORT, BISHOP A new
| gazetteer, |

or
| geographical dictionary, |

of
|
North Amenca and the West Indies, | [-etc ,

14 lines ] | By Bishop

Davenport |
Baltimore

| published by George McDowell.
|
1835

|

8vo pp 471 Jffljw, rtluxtialtons

Contains sketches of counties and towns

Capir**ccn Hamncr

DAVIH, GEORGE A
|
concise sketch

|
of the

|
debates and proceedings |

of the
|
House of Representatives |

of tho Mississippi Tcmtory, |
con-

vened at the town of Wash-
1 ington, on the fifteenth of Sep- | tember,

in the year one thousand
| eight hundred and eight | By Mr. George

Davis
|
Natchez

| printed By John W. Winn & Co
|
No 29 main

street
1

1808
|

18mo pp 66

In Yol 106, Political Pamphlet*, Library of Congress.

Copies wen. Congress

DAVIS, JEFFERSON (1808-1889), M C from Jlf7*a
,
Col / Afemcan War, U *S'.

Sen. from Mm ,
U. S. Sec of War, Pretulenl Confederate Stales of Amer-

ica, Autlior

The following Incomplete list of titles is given as only a monger basis for future

work by some student who may undertake an exhaustive bibliography of this

distinguished Mlaslssippian

In tho Hoffcistoc of Western History, vol xiii, page 2fi3, there is a lit of the papers
of Mr Davis in possession of the Louisiana Historical Association

Remarks
|
of

|
Messrs. Clemens, Bntlcr, and Jefferson Davis, |

on
|

the Vermont resolutions relating to slavery |
Delivered

|
m Senate of

the United States, January 10, 1850
| Washington | printed at the

Congressional Globe office
1
1850.

|

8vo pp 15

Caption: Speech |
of

|
Mr Davis, of Mississippi, |

on the subject of
|

slavery in the terntones.
|
Delivered m the Senate of the United

States, February 13 and 14, 1850
| [Towers, print ]

8vo pp 82 No title page

Copfctf seen Owen

Caption. Speech |
of the

|
Hon Jefferson Davis, |

of Miwiwippi, |
on

the
|
measures of compromise |

Delivered in the Senate of the United

States, June 28, 1850.
|

8vo pp 16 No title page

Captwn Speech |
of

|
Hon Jefferson Davis, |

of Mississippi, |
on his

resolutions relative to
|
the rights of property in the Territories, etc

|

Delivered m the Senate of the United States, May 7, 18(50.
| [Printed

by Lemuel Towers.]
8vo pp 16 No title page

Copies seen Owen

Inaugural address
|
of

|
President Davis

|
delivered at the Capitol, |

Monday, February 18, 1861, at 1 o1

clock, p m | Montgomery, Ala.
|

Shorter & Reid, printers, Advertiser office.
|
1861.

|

8vo pp 8.

Reprinted m Southern Iltstoriral toddy Pujjfr*, Jnn .IWMol i.No 1, pp 19-23

Copies wen Curry
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DAVIS, JEPPEBSON The Administration and the Confederate State*, 1861

S\o pp 7

Letters from John A Campbell to Hon \V II 8u\\aid, mid also u. letter from

Mm to Mr Davis, President Confederate States of Amorii-a

Title from Johns Hopkins Uiih crblty Catalogut- Message December 7, 1863 Richmond, Va
,
1863

8vo pp 29- A
|

short history |
of the

|
Confederate States

|
of America

| By |
Jef-

ferson Davis
| [Quotation, 2 lines ] |

Ne^ Yoik
|
Bolford Compom ,

publishers | [-etc., 1 line] |
1890

| [-etc ,
1 line ] |

8^ o pp xil, 505- The
|
use and fall

|
of the

|
Confederate Government

| By |

Jefferson

Davis
|
Volume I [-II] |

New York
|
D Appletou und Company, |

1, 3, and 5 Bond street
|
1881

|

8\o i^Ql 1, pp xxill, 707, vol ii, pp xix, SOS- Resolutions submitted by Mr Stunner and bj MJ Johnson, calling on

the President of the United States for information as to "the rebel

Jefferson DUMS." Jan. 31, 1866 (Sen Mis Doc 18, 38th Cong , 2nd

sess In vol 1 )

8\o p 1 No title page
This was reintroduced in the 39th Cong , 1st sens.

Cbpius WXH Owen- Treason of Jefferson Davis and others Dec 20, 1865 (House Mis

Doc 6, 39th Cong , 1st sess In \ol 1
)

8vo p 1 No title page
Resolutions submitted bj Ron W Lawrence

Copies seen 0\\en- Message of the President [Andrew Johnson] of the United States,

communicating, in compliance with a lesolutiou of the Senate of

December 21, 1865, information upon what charges and for what rea-

sons Jefferson Davis is still held in confinement, and \\ hy he has not

been put upon his trial Jan 10, 1866 (Sen Ex Doc. 7, 39th Cong ,

1st sess In vol 1 )

8vo pp -L No title page
Contents Message, Jon 5, I860, Communication from Ed\\m M Slanton, Sec

of War, Jan 4, I860, Resolution of Dec 21, 18G5, and an Opinion from Jamew

Speed, Attorney-General, Jan 4, 18CG

Copies seen Owen-
Resolution, submittedbyMr Ho\i ard, recommending to the President

that "Jefferson Davis and Clement C Clay be, M ithout unnecessary

delay, tried by a military commission "
Jjji 16, 1866 (Son Mis

Doc. 39, 39th Cong ,
1st sess In voL 1 )

870 p L No title page

-
Message from the President of the United States, in answer to u reso-

lution of the H of B of the 10th ultimo rolutivo to Uie mipnsonnient
of Jefferson Davis and others Feb 9, 1866 (House Ex Doe -M,

39th Cong ,
1st sess In vol 7 )

8vo pp 2 Notitlopagu
Contents Message, Feb 9, !St>6, ConnmmicalJon fnuu Edujn J[ Staiiton, KC

of War, Feb 7, 186C, and an Opinion from James Speed, Atlornuj -General, Jan ul,

1806

Copies seen Oweu
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D \A is, JEFFERSON Resolutions of the Legislature of Nevada in fiu or of

speedy tnal of Jefferson Daun Fob 28, IStttf (Sen Mis Do< f>,

39th Cong ,
let sew In vol 1

)

8^0 pp 2. No title page
Same also printed an JToiwe J/>* Doc UO, SUth Coiiff , 1st SCHH. In >ol. 8 p 1

Copies seen Owen- Letter of the Secretary of Wai [Edwin M Stanton], communicating:,
in compliance -with a resolution of the Senate of the 24th ultimo, tlio

evidence upon ^hich the awards for tho apprehension of Jefferson.

Daus \\cre made April 80, 1866 (Sen Ex Doc 64, 39th Cong ls=3t

sess In vol 2 )

8vo pp 39 No title page
Contents Letter from Sec of War, April 30, 1SGG, Letter fromE D TownscnrL,

Adj Gen, April 28,1806, Report of Gen J H \Mlson, May 19, 18J.5, Report of
Col Mlnty, May 18, 1865, Report of Lt Col Haniclen, lut Win Ca\alrv, May 13,

186T), List of officers and men of the 1st Wis. Cavalry, reported as engaged in tlao

pursuit, Ecport of Capt Hathaway, 4th Mich Cavalry, May 15, 1G5, List of offi-

cers and men of the 4th Mich Cavalry that left camp on the niglit of May 7, 1KC5,

on the expedition which resulted in tho capture, Lt Col Pritchard'H report, May
25, 18i, Bvt. Brig Gen Mint>

f
s letter of July C, 1MB, fonvarding report of Lt.

Col rrltchard, July 2, 186R, with t\\oinelosnrcH, Supplcnieulal report of Lt Col.

rritthard, Aug 28,18t5, -with IncloHurcs, Supplemental rei>ort of Lt Col Ilarri-

den, Dec 11, 1865, with incloaures, Copy of proclamation by the President c f

^laj 2, 1865, offering a reward for tho apprehension of Jeffcrxon Du^ IHand other*-.

- Assassination of Luicoln Eeport of the Committee <m the Judiciary,

to "whom were referred the resolutions of the H of It of Apul 9 ai.cl

Apnl 30, 1866, instructing tho committee to inquire into tho nature < f

the evidence implicating Jefferson Davis and others in the OHsaHniu:-

tion of President Lincoln, etc July ,
1866 (House Rep. 104, 39tli

Cong ,
1st seas. In vul 1 )

8>o PP 41 No title page

Majority Report,byMr Boutwcll, and tho Minority Report, by Mr. A J Rogers.
Valuable as presenting tho contemporary Ii-gid contentious of the reflpcctJ\ c

bides

Copies itccn Owen- Letter of the Secretary of War communicating, in compliance \\ ith

a resolution of the Senate of the 26th inst., the report of Major-Ueii-

eral J II Wilson on the capture of Jefferson Davis. Jan 31, 1867.

(Sen Ex Doc 13,39th Cong. 2dsess. In vol 2
)

Sro pp 8 No title page

Copic*8ccn. Oven- Capture of Jefferson Davis Evidence submitted to the Committee
of Claims hy the claimants for tho regard for the capture of Jefferson

Da\is March 2, 1867 (House Mis. Doc 82, OUth Cong 2d HCHS.

In vol 1 )

8vo pp 27 No title page

Copies seen. Owen- Concurrent resolution, by Mr Wilson, recommending the speedy and

public trial of Mr Davis,
" or that he be released from confinement

on bail, or on his o\\n recognizance
" March 22, 1867 (Sen Mis.

Doc. 23, 40th Cong 1st sess In vol 1 )

8>o pi No title page

Copies seen. Owen
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DA\ js, JEFFERSON Capture of Jefferson Davis Letter f1 0111 thu Secretaiy

of "War [Ed\\mM Stanton] , transmitting all information on file in that

Department relative to the capture of Jefferson Davis Jan. 24, 1868.

(House Ex Doc 115, 40th Cong 2d sess In vol. 11 )

S\ o pp 4 No title page
Contains list of officers and men of the 4th Mith Cavalry present at capture,

May 10, 1865

Owen

Report, by "W B Washbum, from the Committee of Claims on the

pa\ ment of the ic^ards offerer! by the President of the U. S in May,

1865, for the capture of Jefferson Davis June 17, %
1868. (House Kept

CO, 40th Cong. 2d sess In vol 2
)

S\o pp 14 No title page

Copies seen Owen

Letter from the Secretary of War [Win W Belknap], in ans\\ er to a

lesolution of the House of Dec 15, in relation to the payment of the

reward authorized by law for the capture of Jefferson Davis Jan. 13,

1870 (House Ex Doc 35, 41st Cong 2d sess In vol 5 )

S\o pi No title page

Copies seen Owen

Bounty for the capture of Jefferson Daus Letter from the Seciv-

tary of the Treasury [Geo S. Boutwell], in aueroci to a resolution

of the House of the 15th Dec
, relatne to the payment of the l>ounty

for the capture of Jefferson DaMS Jan 13, 1870 (House Ex. Doc.

34, 41st Cong 2d sess In vol 5 )

Svo pp 7 No title page

Copies seen 0\\ en

The First Wisconsin Cavalry at the Capture of Jefferson Davis By
Henry Harnden.

In Collection* State JIMo) teal Society of irfrcou*///, vol xiv, pp 516-582.

For other papers and articles on the capture of Mr DtuLs, ace Oincinl Ik-ports

by Coloncla Harnden and LaOrange, ir Artj Gen 'a Bcport, 18G5, pp 091-507,

correspondence and reports of all Union officers concerned, In Official Jtccoi<lx
t

War <#'JtcbdUon, scries i, VO!H. xlvii, xlix, Mr and Mrs DavWs accounts are in

her Memoir, etc. , \ol il, chap Kh, articles by Gen J II Wilson, commander of

the Union Cavalry, and William P Stedman, of the Fourth Michigan CuMili\ , in

the Century Magazine, vol x\il, pp 580-596, and an article by Col Burton N
-HorrLson, C S A , one of Pres Davis's party, in Ibid , vol \

, pp 130-145

onenian's last campaign and the pursuit of Jefferson Davia
In SlctJiLtt nf Wai Histvii/t 18G1-1S65 (Puptis ictul Ittfou. the Ohio Oim , Loi/'il

LtfjioH I* f> , JSkMSSff) vol in Cincinnati 18S8 8^ o

Prison life
|
of

|
Jefferson Davia.

| Embracing details and incidents in

his captivity, parli- |
culars conc'ernmg his health and habits, t<>-

1

gcthor with nuiny com creations on
| topics of great public interest

|

By |
B^. Lieut -Col John J Craven, M D

, |
late surgeon, U S VO!H

,

and physician of the prisoner during his confinement
|
m Fortrens

Monroe, from May 25, 1865, up to December 25, 1865
| [Quotation, 5

lines] |
New York

| Carletou, publisher, 413 Broadway | London,
S Lawson & Co

|
MDCCCLXVI

|

12mo pp 377
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DAVIS, JEFFERSON Is Davis a traitor, |
or

|
wan Secession a constitutional

right | previous to
|
the War of 1861?

| By |
A11>ert Taylor Bledsoe,

A M
,
LL D

, |
late professor of Mathematics in the University of Va

|

Baltimore
| printed for tho author, by Innes & Company, |

1866
|

12mo pp vi, 263 [1 ]

Life and imprisonment of, including the life ami military career of

Stonewall Jackson, by M. Addey New York, 1866

12mo pp 440 3 portrait*

and JACKSON, STONEWALL. The life and public services of each, with

the military career and death of the latter Philadelphia, 1866

12mo pp 800 IU

The life
|
of

|
Jefferson Davis.

| By Frank II Alfriend, |
late editor of

The Southern Literary Messenger |
Cincinnati and Chicago- |

Caxton

publishing house.
| [-etc , 5 lines ] |

1868
|

Svo pp &5 Portrait of Mr Davis

Life of By Edward A Pollard. Philadelphia, iStifl.

S\o pp 536 Portrait.

Jefferson Davis v. J H D. Bowmar, executor, et ul

In 55th Mississippi Supremo Court Jtejjorbt, pp 671-814 (1K79 )

In the opinion by Judge Chalmers, there is much concerning the character and
the domestic life of Mr Davis.

Jeff Davis and the Mexican
|
War Veterans

|
Debate

|
in the

|

United States Senate, | Saturday, Marcli 1, 1879
| Washington |

1879. 1

Svo pp 48.

Funeral oration
| pronounced in the opera house

|
in

| Augusta,

Georgia, |
December llth, 1889, | upon the occasion of the memorial

services
|
in honor of

|
President Jefferson Davis

| by |
Col Charles C

Jones, ]r , LL D.
|
President of the Confederate Siirvnors* Associa-

tion
| Augusta, Ga.

|
Chronicle printing establishment

1
1889.

|

8vo. pp 18. Portrait.

Copies wen Owen

Address of Hon Thos. H. Watts, |
on the

|
life and character of ex-

President Jefferson Davis, |
delivered at the, Montgomery theatre, Dec.

19, 1889
|
n p n d.

8vo Title,! leaf, pp 19

Copies seen 1 Owen

Oration
| by |

Hon. John W. Daniel
|
on the

| life, sen ices, and char-

acter
|
of

|
Jefferson Davis, |

delivered under the auspices of the
|

General Assembly of Virginia |
at

|
Mozart Academy of Music, Janu-

ary 25,1890. |
Richmond:

|
J. H. O'Bannoii, superintendent of public

printing. |
1890.

|

Svo pp 46

Copies seen Owen

InMemoriam
|
Jefferson Davis.

|
A tribute of respect offered by the

|

citizens of Charleston, S C.
| [Quotation, 4 lines ] | Charleston, S. C.

|

Walker, Evans & Cogswell Co., publishers, | [-etc., 1 line! |
1890 )

Svo pp. 79

Copies seen Owen
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D vvis, JEFFERSON Life and remmiscenceH By distinguished men of his

times Introductory by lion John W Daniel Baltimore, 1890.

8\o pp 490 Portraits

Sketch of

In Jobn Sa\agc'b Oiu Living RcprcMHtfUicc Mm, Philn
,
I860

An abstract of this sketch is in Do Bow's Review, Tuly, 1800, pp OG-97

Sketch of

In Lour} and McCardlc'R Mmwuppi, pp G4(H18

Sec also Dawk's RtwUcctions oj Jtlt+itmippi and Afu*tt+tj>piaHi>, p 810

A memoir by his \vife tice Vanna Jefferson Da\ is

In the Courier-Jouinal, LouiMillt, Ky , Ang 3, IhiM, .1 federal ofllcial, Jcruuie

Tftlou ,
who was present, ga\ e hw rucollec tionn of the 1m ts concerning the mana-

cling of Mr Davis after his arrest

DAVIS, JOHEPII EMORY (1784-1870), Larger Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bai <tf jUiMuutivpi, pp 75-78, j>or/iatt

See also Claibornc's Mississippi, p &55

He was an elder brother of Hon Jefferson Bavin

DAVIH, REUBEN (1813-1890), Lawyer, Judge Snp Ct Miss
,
AT C from Miss

,

Col C. S. A. RecollecfaonH
|
of Wisaistiii>i)i |

and Mississippians | By
Eeuben Davis

| [Design] |
Boston and New York

| Ploughton, Miffliu

and Company j

* *
|
1889

|

8vo pp vi, wo
Largely autobiographical Vividly written, and fall of incident

Copies seen. Owen

DAVIH, VAEINA JEFFERHON Jefferson Davis
|
ex-President of the Confed-

erate States
|
of America

|
A memoir

| by |
his wife

|
Iiifrvo \oluines

|

Vol L [-II] |
New York

|
Belford Comi>any, pnblishew |

18-22 East

18th street
| [1890.]

8vo Yol i,pp xvii.699; vol ii,pp xxx11,939 Portraits; illustration*

Copies seen Owen

DAVIS, VAHINA ANNE JEFFERSON ("Miss Winnie") (1864-1898) The
Veiled Doctor

|
A Novel

| By |
Vanna Anne Jefferson Davis

|
New

York
| Harper & Brothers, publishers, |

1895
|

8vo pp 11,222.

A romance of
|
summer seas

|
A novel

| By |
Varina Anne

|
Jeffer-

son-Davis, Au-
1
thoi of "The Veiled Doctor"

|
New York

| Harper
& Brothers, publishers, |

1898
|

8\o pp iv,278

Sketch of SeeG C Ferrell

Prof Fcrrell's paper is a carefully compiled ticcount of her life, in which he
was assisted by hermother It embraces a cri tlcul Hummary of her literary work

DEVF VND DUMB Seventeenth biennial report |
of the

|
Board of trustees

and superintendent |
of the

| Misbissippi Institution
|
for the Educ-a-

tion of
|
the Deaf and Dumb

|
lor the

|
two years ending September 30,

1899
|
Vance printing co., |

State printers for Mississippi, |
Jackson-

ville, Fla.
|
1899

|

8vo pp 29 Portraits

Reports were also printed for previous years.

HIST 99 VOL I W
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DE Soro COUNTY Sketch of.

In Lowry and MeCardle's Jlf/wj)j)/, pp J73-176

DE SOTO, HEBN\NDO See Biedma, Elvaa, B. F. Frencli, H S Hall)ert,

Charles C Jones, Grace King, T II Lewis, A B Meek, Rodngo
Ranjel, Barnard Shipp, Ternaux-Compans, and Gareilasso do la Vega

DEUPRKE, J G
,
A M

,
LL D, Prof. WIIF of MM Sketch of Dr W S

Webb
In Foster's MfaHtaippl Baptist PrcacJicrs, pp 701-713, JMI trait

A list of Dr Dcnprcc's writings cannot bo presented owing to lack of detail,

but he has been a prolific writer on cdiicatiomil, psychological, economic, and
Hocial problems. His work is most frequently found in the JflHsintippi TcmJiti,

fiouUiiDCstei n Journal of Education, the Sioord and Shield, the Proceedings of the

Miss State Teachers' Association, and the State press

DEVOL, GEORGE H. Forty years |
a gambler |

on the
| Mississippi | by |

George H DevoL
|
A cabin boy in 1839, could steal cards and cheat

the boys |
at eleven, stock a deck at fourteen, bested soldiers on

|

the Rio Grandeduring the Mexican War, won hundreds
|
of thousands

from paymasters, cotton buyers, default-
1 ors, and thieves, fought

more rough-and-tumble fights |
than any man 111 America, and was

the most daring gam- |
bier in the world.

|
Illustrated

|
First edition

|
Devol & Hames

|
Cincinnati

|
1887

|

bvo pp 300 Pwimtt of author, iU

DiCKsoN, DAVID ( -1836), M C.froni Jl/w Sketch of

In Claiborne's Mtetissiirpi, p 857-358, and note

DICKBON, HARBY The Black Wolfs Breed A storv of Fiumt; in the old

world and the new, happening in the reign of Louw XIV The
Bowen-Memll Company, Indianapolis, Ind 1899

12mo pp 288

Mr Dickson is a law) ur of Vieksburg, Ml**. For an appreciative review, and a
short biographical sketch, sec the Alkaluxt, Atlanta, Ga , May, 1900

DIGESTS OF DECISIONS.

Andrews, Report*, \ols 45-56

Brame and Alexander Reports, vols 45-73

George, J Z Reports, -sols 1-15

Heidelberg, D W Reports, \ ol 46-01

Smedefl, W C Reports, vols 1-

Harris, J Bowmar. Railway DecLslons Hearts, vols 1-71

DIGESTS OF LAWS. See Codes of Mississippi
DILL VRD, ANTHONY WINSTON (1827-1900) , Lawyer The treaty of Dancing

Rabbit Creek between the United States and the Choctaw In<lians in

1830.

In TiwwacttoM Alabama Htetoricnl Society, 1898-09, \ol Ih, pp U9-10G

DISEASES. See Dr Win M Compton, Dr Daniel Drake, Insane Asylum,
Dr J M Toner, Dr B A. Vaughn.

DONALDSON, THOMAS. The public domain Its history, with statistics

Washington Government printing office. 1884.

8vo, pp 1848.

A \aluable publication, which should be consulted by every student of the hix-

tory of public lands,
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DOKSKY, J//x S VRAII A. Agnes Graham. Philadelphia. 1869

12 mo
bho is albo the author of "Recollections of H W Allen, ex-Go\crnorof La ,"

isuo, "LucLiDare," 1N07, "Atalu.," 1*71, and Paiiola," 1K77

MR, Dorbcj bequeathed her estate .it Beauvoir, Mitb , to Jefferson Davis

DON, LOIHENZO (1777-1834), Mrthwlt*t Clogi/nitm History |
of

| cosmopo-
lite*

|
or the writings of

|
Rev Lorenzo Dou

| containing |
his expe-

rience and travels, |
in

| Euroj>e and America, | up to near his fiftieth

year | Also, his
| polc-mic writings |

To uhith is added, |
the "Jour-

ney of Life," by Penury Do\\
|
Reused and corrected \\ith notes

|

Sixth edition averaging 4,00(3 each
|

Cincinnati
|
H M Kuh-

aon, .
| Philadelphia |

Duane Ruhson, | |

1S56
|

8vo pi) 720

Contains accounts of tu o trips made toNatcluzaiKl the Tombigbee settlements

in 1803 and 1SQ4, and also an account ol a journcj tliruugli tlio Alabama portion
of the MISM Territor\ , about 1S10-1S13, li\ Peggv Do\\

The Mijjsissippi tnpsarc summarizetl by P. J Hamilton ill Transactions Alabama

j/wojicazs^/rty.isyr-as, \oi ii.pp 51-53

Copies seen Owcu- The life
| travels, lalx>rs, and \\ntmgs |

of
|
Ix)renzo Dow; | uiclwhng

his
| singukr and erratic wanderings in Europe and America.

| [-etc

12 lines ] | Complete in one volume
| Philadelphia, Pa..

|
The Key-

stone publishing company, [-etc ,
2 hues ] |

n d
12mo Title, 1 leaf pp 508

Apparentlj a late reprint

Copies xcen Hamner

Do\M>, WILLIAM FR.VNCIS (1820-187S), hnnfn, 6W (' S' J Wketih of

In Lynch'H Bench awl JJa* nj J/ith/w/j^/, pp

Hcv. B M
,
D D The life of Elijah tfteele

No copies scfen

DR\KE, BENJAMIN (1794r-1841), Author Life
|
of

|
Tecumseh

|
and of his

brother
|
the Prophet; |

with a
|
historical sketch

|
of the

|
Shawanoe

Indians.
| By Benjamin Drake, |

Author [-etc., 2 lines ] |
Cincin-

nati.
|
Published by H S & J Applegato & Co

, |
No. 43 Mam

street, 1
1852

|

12mo pp 285

Same apparently as edition of 1850

"Important, becans.0 but for the machinations (if Teunnxjh, Jackson ivoultl

never ha^e become a famous general It miy Tccumscli who guve Jackson his

opportunity
" Parton's Ltjc (if Jackson

Copies seen Hamner

DRAKE, D.VNIEL (1785-1852), M. Z>. A
|
systematic treatiae, | hiatoncal,

etiological, and practical, |
on the

| pnncii>al dweasea |
of the

|
interior

valley of North America, |
as they appear in the

| Caucaeuui, African,
Indian, and Esquimaux varieties of

| itapopulataoii | liy Daniel Drake,
M. D

|
Cincinnati: 1850.

|

8vo pp 878

Based on personal observation Valuable for its Inpogr.iphiuil notes ami ilih.

eussion of influence oi topography on the oUstusos ol the ytiite

Copies seen Haumer
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DK VKE, SAMUEL GARDNER (1798-1875) The
| aboriginal races

|
of

|
North

America, | comprising | biographical sketches of eminent individ-

uals, |
and

|
an historical account of the different tribes

|
From

|
the

first discovery of the Continent
|
to

|
the present period |

with a dis-

sertation on their
| origin, antiquities, manners and customs, |

illustra-

tive narratives and anecdotes, |
and a

| copious | analytical index
|

By Samuel G Drake
|
Fifteenth edition, | revised, with additions, j

by Prof. H. L Williams
| [Quotation, 6 lines.] |

New York
|
Hurst &

Company, Publishers
|

122 Nassau Street
| [1880] |

8vo pp 788

The beat odltiou of tills work
Contains extended accounts of the Southern tribes, biographical skeU lies, etc

Copies seen. Owen

DRAMA, THE Sec N M Ludlow and Solomon P Smith

DRAPER, LYMAN C See Muj S S Fornian

DRBISBACK, Maj JAMBS D ( -1896) Weatherford "the Red Eagle
"

In Alabama tfistoi teal Repoi ter, Tiutcalootia, Abu, Peb ,
Mar

, and April, 1884.

This is a valuable sketch, prepared by a man long resident in South Alabama,
and whose wife WAS related to Weathcrford It contains the fullest genealogical

account of the Weutherfords, family connections, and desceudants, that has

been prepared

The tragic death of Gcu Win. Mclntoah, a leading chief of the Mus-

cogee or Creek Indians
Ibid. July,l886

A man of blood one-handed "Savannah Jack "

Ibid. July, 1885

[DUANE WILLIAMS] (1760-1835), Jwirnah*t The
| Mississippi question |

fairly stated, |
and

|
the views and arguments |

of those who clamour

for war, |
examnied

|
In seven letters

| Originally written for pub-
lication in the

| Aurora, at Philadelphia | By Camillas, [anon.~\ \

Philadelphia |
Printed by William Duaue, No 106, Market street

j

1803.
|

8vo pp 48.

In Vol 89, Duane Pampldets, Library of Congress.

DUMOND, ANNIE NELLES The hard times
|
The cause and the remedy |

By Annie Nelles Dumond, | [author, etc., 6 lines ] | Jackson, Miss
j

Messenger Publishing Company |
1896

|

12 mo pp 818 Portrait qf author

She is also the author of "The Life of a Book Agent," "Scraps, or Sabbath
School Influence," "Ravcma, or The Outcaat Redeemed," "Happy at Last, or a

Sequel to The Life of a Book Agent," "National Relorm, or Liquor and its Con-

sequences," and " Church and Sunday School Influence "

DUNBAR, SIR WILLIAM (174&-1810) Sketch of. By Dr F. L Riley
In Publications qftiie Mtasiwippi Htetoi leal Society, 1899, vol ii, pp 85-111

See also Claiborne's Mtestoiippi, pp 200-201
" Dr Riley collates all of the authorities and minor sources, with references to

Mr Dunbar's writings His work evinces wide research, and portrays in an able

way the work and attainments of agentleman of rare scientific spirit, but of whom
little had heretofore been written

Mr Dunbar was born in Scotland, but located m America, on the lower Missis-

sippi, near Baton Rouge. In a few years he removed to the neighborhood of

Natchez, nine miles south, where he lived and died Dr Rilcy thus summarizes
his work
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"
1 Ho helped to locate and to snr\ o> luirt ol the present boundary line between

Mississippi and Louisiana

2 Ho first directed tlie attention oJ the world to the manufacture of eotton-fleod

oil

3 He invented the screw press for jacking ootton and helped to perfect the

process of packing it m square bales

1 He made the first accurate mctcoroloiyical observations tn the valley of tho

Mississippi

*> He made a critical scientific stud\ oi the Mississippi River and its Delta

b He made important contributions to tfoogr.ipluc.il knowledge bv determin-

ing the latitude and the loniptude. of mum pi,toes

7 He was the first to give a dciuntiflc a< < omit of the Hot Springs and an analysis

of its water '

Sec a/so WailGB' Eepoi t on Ag\ icnltw c awl (fratoqy of JT/wt , pp 8(U-SC7

Du PRATZ, LE PAGE (1695-1775), Author Histoire de la Louisiane, Con-

tenant la Decouverte de ce Vaste Pays, sa Description geographique,
un Voyage dans lesTerres, 1'HistoiroNattirelle, les Moeuna, Coutumes

& Religion des Naturels avec leurs Ongmes, deux Voyages dans Ie

Nord du Nouveau Mexiquo, dont un jusqu a la Mer de Sud, onioe do

deux Cartes & de 40 Planches on Taillc-douee Par Mr Lo Page du

Pratz A Paris, 1758

12 mo Vol i, half title, title, pp xvt, 3f>9, vol n, half title, title, pp 141, \ol

ill, half title, title, pp 151

Title from Field

"The presence of Le Page du Prntzin the colony for sixteen years (171S to 1781)

given to his Ilwtoiic fir In Js>iu*utnr n \ ul no \\ hfch his manifest egotism and A\ hmi-

slcal theories can not entirely obsiure It un.s an tinthorit\ in the l>oimdar\ dis-

cussions." Winsor's A7w rtttier and Ci itical Jlt^tni //, \ ol \ , i> (>5

"The work teeniH uith lucts and parlunLirs rc>ltitiiiur to the Natchez and other

tribes of Louisiana * * * It IR from his relation tint most of the dcbiils of Iho

life of the Natchez and other Mississippi tribes hn e been dcrh od It is dllllcul I

to procure his work complete in all the plutesnndroajiH, which should number

forty-two "Field s Imlum IiiMn)ffnip/i{/t p 2"^- The history of Louisiana, or the Western parts of Virginia and Caro-

lina, containing a description of the countries that lye on both sidow

of the river Miss[iss]ippi, with an account of the settlements, mhal>-

itants, soil, climate, and products Translated from the French, (lately

published), by M Le Page Du Pratz, \uth some notes and obsena-

tions relating to our colonies London, printed for T Bcckot, 1763
12mo Vol i, 1 leaf, pp vii, 3GS, 2 map*, i ol 11, prel pp \ 1, 2?2

Title from Field
" The English translator, \vith an ftssumnce which is jH.>rfcctlv satire proof, not

only abridges the work, but reconstructs and distorts it, and then calls ujwn ns

to admire his dexterity in subverting the labor and plan ol the author Field's

The
| hiiatory of Louisiana, |

or of
|
the western parts |

of
| Virginia

and Carolina
| containing a dofecription ot the

|
countries that he on

both sides of the mcr Mississippi |
\\ith an account of the

|
settle-

ments, inhabitants, soil, | climate, and productH |
Ti-anslate<lfromt]ie

French
|
of M. Le Page Du Pratz, |

-\\ith w)iue notes and observations

relating to our colonies
|
A ne\\ eilition

| I^ondon, | printed lot T
Becket, corner of the Adelphi, m the Stnuid

|
MDCCLXXIV

|

8vo 4prcl lca\es pp \\x\i, W7 j

Copies seen Hanmcr
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DuvvL, Muss MARY V (1850-), The students
7

history |

o
| Mississippi

| arranged |
foi use in the public schools of Mississippi | by | MaryV

Duval, A M | [Quotation, 3 hues] | Lomsulle, Ky |
Courier-Journal

Job-pnuting Co
|
1887

|

12mo pp 280 rrofriselj tlluntratnl

History of Mississippi | compiled and arranged for the use of the pub-
lic schools

|
of Mississippi | By | Mary V iHunl, A M

|
author of

Students' History of Mississippi |
With an apiHMidiK containing the

Constitution of Mississippi | adopted No\eiul>ei I, 1890
| JxuuHville,

Ky. |
Conner-Journal Job Printing Co |

1S92
|

12mo pp 8123

ILLUSTRATIONS State House, Taickon KM! of the Shi U>, Ljreuni of the Unlv
of Miss,, Bleuvillc, Gov Dm id Holmes, ftincunt M J'roiillss, Obscnutorx of

Univ. of Miss., Earl Van Dorn, .Turtle Win ], Klmrko\, JclTirHW DIIMH, Ucn E
C Walthall, Stephen D Luc, J.unus 11 fhnlmcis, L Q (' Uiuiur. A JL M Col-

lege, Starkevlllc, I I and College, Columbus .lmlgiII T JSllct, IVhilworUi Fu-

malo College, BrookhaA en

A treatise on civil government | anungcd f(r the use of the public

schools
|
of Mississippi | by | Mary V Duval, A M

|
author of Stu-

dents
1

History of Mississippi |
and History of Mississippi | IxniiHvillc,

Ky. |
Couner-Jounial Job Pnnting Oj 1

18^2
|

12mo pp 200

TheHiston of Mississippi, and the Civil <3<>\<.'rmiu>n(, nlso ip]K-n (o^cllior

12mo pp x, [2] ,387, murtintwn*

The Queen |
of the South

|
a drama

| by |
IMarv V I>ii\ul, | flardis,

Miss
|
Dedicated to the United Daughters of

|

the Confederacx
|

Copyrighted 1899
| by | Mary V Diual

|

The C'llizen punt, |
Pu-

laski, Tenn |
1899.

|

12mo pp 13 Prtihait (if uiiibor cm < <\ ci

The making of .1 State

In Piilituiitums ][i**twt]HH Mitf 77/h/Miim/ .Sfirir///. 1'KN), vol ih (In iress.)

D\\KJIIT, TIMOTHY (1752-1 SI 7), Pi& Ytilf (Win/? TraM.1!** in Neu Eng-
land and NCJ\\ Yoik London, 1823

H vo 4 \ O!H. fV Inul ant] WKI/;H

IriAol i \\ill be found fiiots rclntinir dm irl> ol rinii^niiilM lo \\ \\ \\ l.Uci IK.< nmo
MiHSlsdppl Territory

E

E\GER,^H ELEVZER C (1819-1 80-) Sketch of

In Foster's MIKMKHIMH ISajjftrt Pittuhrrx, pp 212-2s jwir/iff//

EVGER, P H., Prqt Mw Cbttiyf [Mississippi literature ]
In preparation
This -work \vill prownt a full sun cy of the hltRitiiiX' uf tho Sluto, otc

K VTON, JOHN HENRY, and REID, JOHN The life
|
of

|
Andrew Jackson, |

Major General
| [of the Seventh Duision of the Army of] the United

States
| comprising |

a history of the Wai m the South, |
from the

commencement of the
|
Creek campaign, |

to the tcnuination of hos-
tilities before

|
Ne\\ Orlt^ans

|
Commenced

| by John Reid, |
brevet

Major, United States' Army | ComplettMl | by John Henry Eaton.
|
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Philadelphia | published by M Carey and son.
|
For the benefit of

the children of John Reid
| Lydia R Bailey, printer |

1817
|

8\o pp 425 Port) ait of Jackson, 3 maps, one of which is of the Battle of

Talladcga
A second edition uas issued Cincinnati, 1827 12mo, pp 454 A third \\as

JHsucd, omitting the name of Reid altogether

Revised and corrected by the author Philadelphia, 1828 12mo pp 38Ti

EVTON, JOHN HENRY (1790-1856), U S ftnalor from Tnw The life
|

of
|
Andrew Jackson, | Major-General in the service of the United

States
| compiling |

a history |
of the

|
War in the South, |

from

the
|
commencement of the Creek campaign, |

to the
|
tennination of

hostilities before
|
New Orleans

| By John Henry Eaton, Senatoi of

the United States
| Philadelphia | published by Samuel F Brad-

ford
| Joseph Harding, printer |

1824
|

ftvo pp 468 JPortiait of Jackson

Of tills edition Parton, in his LifcofJaclsov, says
14 Published originally about 1818 The basis of all the popular lives ofJackson,

valuable for its full details of the Creek War Not designedly false, but neccssn-

nly so, because written on the principle of omitting to mention ovcr> act and
tniit of its subject not calculated to nm genenil approxnl The author Man a

neighbor and friend of General Jackson, afterwards >i mcm1>cr of his Cabinet
"

The statement as to the original publication in 1818 has reference to the llrst

edition, 1S17, bj Eaton and Reid /-fce, preceding title

ECITOL.S, OB \niAir Autobiography 1869

No copies seen

EDUCVTION Elizabeth Female Academy ftf 7>W/o;> C B Galloway

Early History of Jefferson College Rre J K MorriHon

Schools dunng Territorial period Mr \V II Miigruder.

History of Education in Miwiaappi >Srr Ed\\ard MUVCH
J'Mucational progress in the State

In Lowry and McCardlo's Miwi**tj)i>i, pp 117-J21

( 'ommon schools
Ibttl pp l.U-430

Hcc alM Maijes' JLrftui/ nf Jftluctithm in Mnwtu>t])if, pp 27H-JOO

Chiekasaw school fund
Jbul pp 4JCM32

8ce ttlxo J M Arnold, Deaf and Dumb, J G Deupree, Dr. C Ferrell,

II S Halbert,Rev AV.S HarriHon,Dr B W Jones, Dr S A Knapp,
Dabney Lipscomb,W H Magruder, Edward Majes, Dr F L lliley,

G S Roudebush, Dr. John N. Waddel, W L. AVeber, jfter T. D. Wither-

spoon.
See aUo the next succeeding title

EDUCATIONAL LITERATUHE OP MISSISSIPPI IN U S BUREMT OP EDUC \TION
The following list of documents and iwipers, bearing upon Mississippi w luwls

and educational histon, has been supplied b> the U S Bureau of hxl million,

Washington, D C
, through the courtesy of the Commissioner, Dr \\ T Hams

In order to preserve the list in its entirety , us showing nil the literature ol thu

subject in one place, the usual bibliographical rules hn> e not been observed It

is believed that it will be of more practical value in this form

Barnard, H Education and public schools in Mississippi Barnard's Am Jnur
kluc

, vol 18, 1809

Constitutional pro\ Minns respecting education in Mississippi in l*7-(i.S.

Ibid, VOl 24,1873 71H
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Barnard, H. Development of schools from 1803-1872. IbM , vol 24, 1873

Common schools in Mississippi. JV E Jour JSduc , vol 11 2<W

Education in Mississippi -Iw Ann Efl
,
1837 427,570

The educational test in the Mississippi Constitutional Convention Chntiia*

Statesman, Sept 25, 1890

Elizabeth Female Acadcm> .4??? Join Educ t \ol 3,1828

Edwards, BB Education and literary institutions 1832 Barnard'sAn Jour

JBdM , vol 27, 1877

Eorshcy, C. State of education in Misslwappi TmttH Coll Prof Teach ,

vols.G-7 101-102

Mason, J C Letter pertaining to educational matters Aw Jour Edvc , St

Louis, vol 7. June 5

Morns, R. Mississippi schools. Ohio Sfh Jour ,
vol 2, pp 1GS-165, 179-181.

Speech of Chas W. Clarke cm the subject of education, June 30, 1870 Jackson

1870

University of Mississippi DC Bow's Review, vol 27, 1SG9

CITV SCHOOLS.

Ackcrman An cat 4th An session 1S92.

Bolton Annual Report 1893

Brandon High School 1891-92

Canton. Rule* and regulations. 1891-92,

Coscllla 4th Annual Report 1893-91

Columbia Board of Trustees Catalogue of High School 1802-98, 1893-91,

1894-4)6

Glostor. Board of Trustees Male and Female School 1803-91, 1891-95

Greenville Board of Education Annual Report 1898.

Harpcrvillc 21st Annual Catalogue and announcement. 1896-97

Jackson Graded schools. Councof study, rules and regulations. 1S.S7-.SS

Macon Board of Education Catalogue and report Graded and High whonlH.

189^94

Magnolia. Board of Trustees. 9th Annual Catalogue lH%-97

Meridian Board of Education Annual Reports ISSA-Nti, JKHO-S7 Curric-

ulum, rules, etc 1896

Ocean City Board of Trustees 2d Annual announcement 1898-90

Oxford Graded schools "Excelsior" 1SD8

Polo. Board of Education Rules and regulations nnd n COUINC of stud v 1892

Poplarvillc Trustees

2d Annual catalogue 1893-91

3d Annual catalogue 1891-95

4th Annual catalogue 1895-90

5th Annual catalogue 1897-98

Port Gibson Graded Public School No 2 1895

Terry Board of Trustees Rules for Graded schools

Tupelo Board of Trustees, Annual Report and Catalogue 1895-90

Vandalia. Board of Education Rules and regulations and course of study
1894^95.

Vicksburg Board of Education Rules and regulations lntV9
Wesson Board of Trustees. Annual Catalogue 1897-9&.

Winona Principal of Schools Annual Report 1808-99

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

Mississippi industrial Institute and college Tor the education of white girls of

Mississippi Third biennial report of the president and other ofllccrs

Columbus, 1889
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101'RN \LS

Mississippi Educational Journal H R Pease Vol 1 1871-?2

Mississippi Journal of Education, \ols 1-2, ]8D4-')A

Mississippi Teacher, AOl 1, 1887-88

Mississippi Teacher, \ol 2, 1875-7i

Rust Enterprise, Anir.lttS June 1H-H Dw JSM Feb-Mnr,lS05
Semi-MontMS, The Vol 3 1S77

Union Litemrv Magazine, vol 5, 1S93

L\W8

Compilation of constitutional provisions and Icgh1ati\c net*, pertaining to com
mon schools ]872-76 Jac bson

Free public schools in Mississippi Chap xu ot the revised code 18HO

Jackson

Laws for the establishment and got crnmcn L of common schools 1870 Jackson

Laws in relation to free public schools in the State, with constitutional pro\i-

slons for the Mime 188f Jackson

School laws. 1873, 1878, 1890, 1894,18%

KUPERINTKNDKNT'S REPORTS

Reports, 1871-181)7 8\ o

EELKING, MAX vov Die
|
Deutschen Uulfstruppen |

im
|
Nordamerika-

nischen Befreiungskriege, |
1 776 )>is 1783

|
Von

|
Max Von Eclkmg, |

hcrzogl Sachsen-Memmgischer Hanptmann mid corrcHpondirondcH

Mitghed |
der hiHtorical Society m Ne\\-York

|

1 Theil
| [-11

Theil] | Hano\er, 1863
| IIchvmg'HcheHofbnchliaiidliiiii; | (Theatei-

platz 3, Erde der Sophienstrasso )

ft\0 \oli, pp xii 397, Aol.ll pp 271 Vppendix, pp 2IVJ71

ftipmaccn Hamncr

The
|
Gciman allied tioops |

m the
|
North Ameiican War of Inde-

pendence, |
1776-1783

|
Translated and abridged from the German

of
|
Max Von Eelkmg, | Captain Saxon-Meimngen Army, meml>er of

the Historical Society of New York.
| By |

J G liosengarton |

Albany, N Y
| Joel Munsell's Sons, publishers, |

1893.
|

8\o pp SCO Portrait of U Qrn Knxphausen
Liberal translation, but somewhat condensed

Cftytrs MCH Hamncr

EGCSLESTON, GKORGE Cvn\ (18.')9-), Author Red Eagle |
and the

|
wars

with the Creek Indians
|
of Alabama

| By | George Cary Eggleston |

Neu York
| Dodd, Mead & companv, | pubhshei-s | [1878 ]

1'2 mo pp 3 JO 9 jfltiHlraiiMis
" Famous American Indiana " Scries

"A \\ork of this kind necessarily ninkes no protonsIon lo onmnnlitv in its

materials." Prtfacr

Copies urcti Owen

ELDER, WILLI VM HENRY (1819- ), Third 7?<7/0/> of Natchez Sketch of
In Sketch ftfUie Catholic tfmrrti in KaMicz, pp 28-33

Address to the Gov of Miss, James S Alcorn, "in helinlf of tlio

liberty of education "

In appendix to Journal of the Senate of Miss , pp 1200-1209

Dated "Jackson, MIHS
, March 25 1871

"
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ELECTIONS Registration and elections For the information of registrars

and commissioners n p n d [V. 3892 ]

8vo pp 17 No titlo page Double columns

Form* chapter 172 of +bnn)tate<l Oxlr of Statute LIIMH of Mississippi, Ifi92

(tytottcrn Owen

KM/ VBETH FEMALE Ac YDBUT Skefo h of *S/v Bttttnjt J I Gall< >\\ av M ^

r/fao Educational Litcnitniv of Mississippi, *H;*W

HiHtory of

TnMfl}OH
f

Historj ol Edunition in Mississippi pp TH-lii

Kr,LRrr, HENRY T , Ltun/er, 3f f
'

//vw* J/ixe Sluirkcv and llaiiih, f 'o>;,-

?Wer Revised Code of Miss , 1857 tf/r CoilcH of Missispippi

KLLIH, POWJIVTVN (1794-1814), Lnioyei, U # Mv/rr/o/ /** J/7w
, 7Vr/nv//

.7/K&/g iu Jl/Mx Sketch of

In Lynch'H Uc7W/i and ^a* qfMHAtwppt, pp h7-RS

J/r> Claibonie's IftiMUMfApi, pp 358,woft,an<U70

ELY \s, GENTLEM \N OF Rela^am venlailoi
|
ra dos trabalhos qin> \

ho

goueniado |
do Fenuldo d'

|
souto e cer

|
ixm ii<lal

| goa portugncsoH

passarom |
no d'scobrimeto da

| pronmciada Fro
|
hdti Agora |

noii-

aniutefoitaporhii | fidalgoDeluas | FoyMHtaix^rli<scfionnquiHidor |

[Colophon ] Foi/ iHiprcKKti crfa relaptiH ito
|
iliwtHtbriuH'Hlu <Jn Fi ulnlti

\

em wmt tie ttntlwe tie Bnr
\ yrw iniprawor <C citHftlli't

\
ro tin (VIM do w-

\

n]ior Ou'dfcil
| iffiiutp |

(ttvthtmv* an* (lit tlitwtlc Mhni-
\
n* tlo ainio tic

mil tC qtitnht'iit<m |
cCruifvifif/friCw/cirrinKW.

| Ntnudne&WMiw fail ruhul?

flf Euortt
| [1557 ]

Svo clxxx leaver
"A A olume of Iho ffroatcst rarity The onl \ know n < op\ p,s7 fl In Vmcrlcn is in

Mr Lcnox'H library Hicli pricufi It, in 1S30, ni tlurlj guim-ns, uiul MI\ s Frtxlidji,'

whic h Is nn crr< >r, ici>cnte<l b\ Tvnmux, No 7d, ami Bninul J t fM n*pr!n lc<l in fm -

Hinille in \ul i (if
'

C<ilff(;<if> tit upuscuIoH miHimuMM ichtttro* r? hmfoiut don nartfja-

yic* Lisbon IW Jto pp S, \ji, !%)" HabinN J>ichinmrti, No 215
The EUax nurmthe is the first mid best of the w>\ oml ncconnts of holo'H oxjxi-

dilion
11

It ranks second only to the relation of Guinea <1v Viicn Jn Hie inforuuilion Jt

affimln us, regarding the alM>riglnuH of tho fouthorn RUtus, on their llwt intracliii*-

tion to Europeans." Field's Indian 7?/7jfro#m/j//y, p J1U

Virginia | richly valued,
| Being the description of thomainc land of

|

Florida, her next neighbor |
Oat of the foare yeers coutiniiall trauell

discouene, |
for above one thousand miles East and \Vost, of

|
Don

Ferdinando de Soto, and sixe hundred
|
able men in IHH companie |

Wherein are truly obserue<l the nches and ferlilitio of those iwirts, |

alwundmgwth things neccssane, pleasant, and piolitablo |
for the life

of man: with the natures and dispo- |
sitions of the inhabitants

|

Wntten by a Portugall gentleman of Eluas, emploied in
|
all the action,

and translated out of Portugese | by Richard Haklvyt |
At London.

\

Pi inted by Feluc Kyngrtanfor Jfidthew Ltwum, and are lo l>e Hold at tlio

aigne of the Bishops |
head in Pauls Churchyard. |

KJ09
|

Small 4to pp [8] 180

A rare volume Reprinted In Force's Trnct*, \ol iv, no 1, in the supplement
to Haklnj t'H Voyages, and omitting Haklnrt's prefac-e, in French's HMonml Col-

lections of Louisiana, AO! ii &i )>el()\v lorfull titles.

Sabin No 248%
A second edition appeared under Lhc iollou ing title
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EL\ vis, GERTLEMAX OF The
| Worthye and Faiuovd His-

| tory of the

Travailes, Discouery, & Conquest, of that Great
|
Continent of Terra

Florida, being lively | Paralold, with that of oui now Inha-
|
bited

Virguiia |
As also

|
The Commodities of the said Country, |

with

diners Excellent and nth Mynes, of Goldo, | Silucr, and other McttaK
c -\\hich cannot hut

| giue vs a e;mit and exceeding hope of oui
|

Virginia, being PO neare
|
of one Continent

| Accomplished and

effected, by that worthy |
General 1 and Captame, Don Fcrdinando

|

de Soto, and HIX lumdruth (PIC) Spanunds, his followers
|
London

\

Pnnledjut MilJu'ir Loirnex, \
. 1<311

|

4to

Sjibm No 1897

Histoire de la Conqneste de la Florido, paries Espatrnolfi sous Ferdi-

nand de Soto Ecrite en Portugais par un (fentil-hoiume do la Mile

d'Elvas [Tradvite] parM D C [Citri do la tincttc.] fttri* Denya
Thierry 1685

12mo 18 prcl lc*i\ OH pp 300

Another edition Paris Edme Cnnterot Ift09

12mo 13 prcl leases pp 300

Sabm WIJM there fc no difference in Uies< cdillmiH except us to the imprint
Subin No24HGJ
"The follow ing is an English tranxlntum of Him French \ersnm II is'eno-

nconx OA to numbers, rllsttimeM, nnd mime i riCitltu^, uul ur\ inlerioi to Hint b\

Htikluvt,' published in Ki09,as
'

Vlr^lni.i rlchh \,iluo(l
' nnd in Hill .m J)im o\or\

and Conquest ot Terni Florida,
1 "

(S.\bin), \\/

A relation of the Imasion and Conquest ot Floiida bv tlio ftpunuinlH,

Under the Command of Fernando de Soto Wntten in Portuguese.',

1>y a Gentleman of the Toun of Elvtin No\\ EimliKhcd To \\hicli

isSubjoyncd Two Journeys of the pie^ent Emporour of China into

Tartary in the Years lf>82 and 16S.*> With HOUR* Discoveries maxle bv
the Siiamartlri in the Island of California, m tlu Vwir 1683 TJHH?<I

John Lawrence 1686

IGmo 8 prcl lon\ es pp 273

"Kennctt'sBibl Am. Prim gives this title, \\ith somo MirintioiiH, d'lted Ki,S7

ftr l*o Purchiw, HI, 07, 3fi32, 1003 "
S.ildn No 2JWi5

Virguiia | nchly valued, | by the <lescnption of the Maine Land of
|

Florida, |
her next neighbor |

out of the fourc yeerea continuall tm-

uell
|
anl dwcouene, for aboue one thousand

|
miles east and uewt, |

of
|
Don Ferdinando deSoto, |

and sixe hundred aide men m IIIH com-

panie |
Wherein are truly obserued

|
the riches and fertihtie of thoso

parts, | bounding \\ith things necesvane, pleasant |
and profitable for

the life of man
|
With the natures and dispohi- | tions, of the inhab-

itants
|
Written by a Portugall Gentleman of Eluas, emploied in

|
all

the action, and translated out of the Portugese | by Richard Hakim t
|

At London
| printed by Felix Kyngston foi Matthew 1^>\\ nts

f
ninl

are
|
to be sold at the signe of the Buhopn head

|
in Paul's Chuich-

yard |
1609

|

In Thf loyapfH \ ftf \
lltf Enr/?i*h nallon

\
to Amntnt

\
C'ollfclftl by \

Rtchaid

IIaUuiit t picachri, \
ami \Ut(d IHI \

J?tlannul (InMuwtl (w<), F 7? // S
|

|"/

// {Edinburgh \
F tt ft ffiMimul, pp 537-iUi b\o

Copies MCU Ilanmcr
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ELYAS, GENTLBM VN OF Narrative of the expedition of Hernando de Soto

into Florida, by a Gentleman of Elvas, translated from the Portuguese

by Richard Hacklnyt, in 1609

In French's Historical Otflccttons of Loumirwa, iwirl 11, pp 111-220 ,Srr French,
B F

The
| discovery and conquest |

of
|
Terra Florida, | by |

Don Ferdi-

nando do Soto, |
and six hundred Spaniard |

bin followers
| Written

by a Gentleman of Elvaw, employed in all the action, and
|
translated

out of Portuguese, |
by Bichanrilaklnyt | Imprinted from the edition

of 1611
| Edited, |

with notoaimd an introduction, |
and a translation

of a narrative of the expedition | by Lnw Hernandez de Biednw, fac-

tor to the same, | by |

William tt. Rye, |
of the loutish MuHonm

|

London
| printed for the Hakluyt Society

|
MWVOLI

|

8\o 2 prcl IpavctJ, pp Ixvil 1 1 , 200 \ JAi/i of ^Oo M route

Virginia | richly valued, | by the description of the main land of
|

Florida, her next neighbor | [-etc ,
17 linen ] |

In Force's Tracts and othei jtnjvrtt, vol iv no i, pp 1 fci

Title page as in tho Hakluyt Inmylatiftn, IdO!)

QoptcaitfCH Congress.

General Idle Narratives
|
of the career of

|
IIem*indo De Soto

|
in

the
| conquest of Florida

|
as told by a Knight of Klvas

|
and in a

relation by 1 Luya Hernandez de Riedma
|
facto? of the expedition |

Translated by | Buckmgliam Smith
| [Monogram ] |

New York
|

MDCCCLXVI
|

4to pp XKViii.824 Pmtrait of Solo, map rtiirf }>/<(/'*

fipcclal title True relation
|
of the

|
\ u issitudes Hint ntlondod

|
tho

|
Governor

Don Hemamlo Do Soto
|
and some

|
nohlcH ol I'orliHjnl in the d isf\or\

|
of Hie

|

Province of Florida, |
now just given l>\ u

| Fidnli^o ul IClvas
|
Viewed h.\ the

Lord Inquisitor |

pp 1-228

Special title Relation
|
of the

| (V>nqnestof Floridn, | presiMited bj | Lnys Hc-r-

nandcs! DC Bicrlma
|
m the uar 15tJ

|
to the

| King of **]m\n in roiiiinl
|
Tunis

lated from the original document |

pp 229-261

Edition, 125 copies.

No 5 of tho Brafljortl Club Bcrtc*

Contains Life of De Soto, pp ix-xxvi, the t\\o imrmlUes, pp 1-228 nml 2J9-2<1,

and an Appendix of Transittout, pp 203-312, of snndn dtxMimenlH ohtiuned
from tho Archive de India* tit Scvilla mid other plnoeH rulutin? to boto, Ins fainih ,

and his expedition
1 Tho author of the Rclacam is unknown At the time of making t he original

publication, as appears from the printers not IPO, lie WHH \et h\mg No douht
he was one of tho eight Portuguese gentlemen, spoken of in the text \\ ho \\eni

from Elvaa to join Soto at Scvilla, three of \vhom lost their lues in Florida In

the order they are mentioned, it n perhaps worth the remark as p<ssibl> null

eating tho writer, that two named Fernandez nre plaeed last, first Beuito >\ho
was drowned near Aehcsc, then Alvaro a mr\ i\or

"The narrative, as an early rerord of the country and condition of the inhabit

ants, merits attention and Btudv The Incta arc stated with clcarucsH nncl e\i
dent care it Is likewise an outward picture of aflaiw IH thcj stood in the camp
or appeared Jrom the marquee of the \delantndo Some UintH of their inner

working, up to the time of the death of Soto, may be learned from the 7/fjtform

General y Natural (to las India*. Documents ol the age, now pnhlwhwl, attest the
exactness of many htatemcnls, and time smipl> has miveiled this truthfulness of
others
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1 That this account, fraught with inhtructi\ e incident, hits t umo to UN untouched

from the himd that wrote it is a matter for gnitulatlon, smco in two chronicles

we ha\ e to lament over ruins that mark as nun> narratives to hm e existed, pos-

sessing a scope and interest not inferior to the present one Tho production of

Rodrigo Rangel, the pnvate sccretan of the Adclantado, afforded the material

for the chapters, now incomplete, of 0\ uxlo, and an account, composed by a

captain \vho remained in America for uhlch pictures in colours of the battle

scenes with the Indians of Florida \\ero at one time in the cabinet of Philip II

was the source \vhence Herrera drew supplies, while the dr> and brief itinerary

of Biedma has escaped to us undisturbed in (he same official repository the

Council of the Indus The Florida of the Yuui, on the surne subject, belongs

loss t j historv tlian to romance." PIW.IH to Sinith'h tmnMtvn

Copies seen Congress

EMM vi 8 Methodist Choctaw MibSiou

In Lowry and McCardle's JffwMtf/j/**, p 4bl

ENVBMNG ACT. An act to enable the peoi>le of the western pait of the

Mississippi Territory to forma constitution and State government, and

for the admission of such State into the Union, on an equal footing

Avith the original States March 1, 1817

In U S Statutes at Large, vol Hi, pp &S-349

Copies are also in the codes of Mibs , 1823, 1840 und ls/>7, and in Lowry and

McCardlc'sJfl8W8*w>/, pp 235-230

See ahso Organic acts for the Territories of the United States Wash-

ington, 1900 (Sen Doc 148, 50th Cong , 1st sess )

8vo

EPISCOPAL (TiiE PKOTEHTVNT) CHUKCII IN MISSISSIPPI Sketch of

In Goodspced's Jlunuint <>J JIigaiMsfypi, \o1 li, pp 3JS-351

Bishop Otey as Provisional Bishop of Mississippi SeeJiw A H Noll

Diocesan Journals 18- -1899
8\o

EHTES, M VTTIIEW A defence
j
of

| negro slavery, |
as it exists in the

|

United States
| By Matthew Estes, |

of Columbus, Mississippi |
Mont-

gomery | press of the " Alabama Journal
"

|
1846.

|

24mo Title, Heal, verso, copyright, pp vii-x [11]-260

"A work which, in a small comiiass, contains much that should be familiar

to cvor> sltuo holder "In appendix containing a list of -works on slavery

CbpiasHZH Curry

EVAKTS, Rev JERKMI ui Memoir of the life of See E. C Tracy

F.

FALKNEK, AV C Eapid rambhngs |
in Euroi>e | By |

W C Falkm-r
|

Philadelphia. |
J B Lippmcott & Co

|
1884.

|

12mo pp 55G

Mr Falkner is also the author of the " White Rohc of Memphis," 1SSO ,

4(
Life.- of

the Murderer, McCannou," 1857, "Tho Lost Diamond," 1807, "The Little Brick

Church," 18b2, and "Henry and Ellen," 1853

Sketch of See A. L Bondurant

FAUNA OF MISSISSIPPI Description of

In Wailes Rc^oit on Au>icuUui< and (jtvLwjy nj Muatltkippl, pp .XKH$10
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PK \TIIKIWWIV, WiNWBii) Soorr (IHJIM8W1), hurti /, /Jj/r; (frn
,

f* ,S' J
,

jl/" f //0jji,V7x<( Speech |

of
|

Jlon AV.S Fealhcrston, |
of

Mississippi,

|
on

|
rivers and luibuib

|
l>eh\ ured in the Huih-e of llepreseutatn es,

Fobiuan 15, 185J
| Washington | pnuted bvJno T To\\crs

|
1851

|

s\<> ]ip r>

Sketch of

Til CitKHlxpfod'sJA /////*/;/ I//MI/XM///J/, ^ ol i f>| 7Jl-7Ji />/*//////

FIB \TirGKSToNiruTim, GKDIKIK WiLLmr (I7.SU-ISM>), f rWw//s/, Turn fa

Excursions tlinmirh tlie shise Stales from Washington on the Potomac

to the frontier ot Mexico, \\ilh sketches on popnlai manners and gcu-

logical notices. New York 18-W

K\n pp lltf

FKIIBU VL COURTS IN MrsnissriM'i >SVv Thonuw N. ( >\\ en

_i CoLLKdiss IN MissisHii'iM Sketch of

InMaycs
1

Jlitftniiof EtluttitiuH, in J//JW/KX^/, )ip 'Br-lifi

FBKKKLL, CHILES CLIFTON (18($5-), J/ J
,
Hi l> (Jjij&tj), J'n>t ,

fW oj

J//M N(3\
rel rea<hng

In the T unclfiMt Ohmm / , NaHln 1 1k , 1 ss I

The genius of U AV (
1ablo

The New South again
Jbfff 1H7

The Gladstoiie-Ingem 11 1 on I r< >versy

In Craddock's Mountains
Ibid 18hS

Letter from (jermany
In the IloplinsviUc Kurt in Linn, issu

Teutonic antiquities |
in the

| Anglosaxon <}eiuisis
|
A disnertation

|

presented to the philosophical faculty |
of the

|
UimersiU of IA'IJ)-

Kig |
for the acquisition of the degree of

|
Doctor of Philosophy |

l>\
|

C C Feirell,M.A | Halle, |
Ehrhardt Kamw, printer |

ISiKJ
|

8vo pp 62

The strange Child-Neighbors Translated from thu <J<'inuin of

Ga*the

Old Germanic life in tho \Vumlerct and the Nrnmni
In Modern iMJiffmti/t Xutrx, Biltini(ire,Ml ,JSJ!

Eeviewof the u Veiled Dcx-tor," by Varina \iine Jcffernon Da\is,
1895

111 the University of 3twtnt>t^ti M<uj<rui( , LSUd

Sappho | Trauerspiel in funf Aufssugen |
\on

|
Franz Gnllpar/cr |

E<hted \\itii introduction and notes
| liy |

C
1

hiles Ohfton Fenvll, Ph
D (Leipzig) |

Professor in the Umversit> of Mississippi | JJuston, U
S A.

|
Ginn & Company, pulihsheiv |

The Athomi'Uin pivss |
1899

|

12mo pp 17b

College text-book

'The Daughter of the Confederacy' hei hfe, ( haractei, and \\iitings
In PuMioattona Mtaslwlp^ \titut<i\ lllittoi it-al tiotbtu, 1SIW, vol Ii, pp iJU-Sl
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FICTION &r,l/j Ottilie Bortron, H M Bieu, Shei wood Bonnei, Joseph
B Oobh, Mm Winnie Davis, Harry Dickson, J/r* flarah A Dorse) ,

Jfiw A N Duinond, J/k* Mary V Duval, W Falkner, j&/' L S

Foster, Juhn T Griffith, C TV Hatson, Ann Hayward, A B Long-

street, J/?* Ellen Martin, E F Moody, J S Peacocke, Lulah Eags-

dale, IteP W, D Red, Invm Russell," M Oxulla Shields, and Mary
AVelsh

FIELD, TIIOMVH "\YAKREN (1820-1881) Aneway |
towards an

|
Indian lnl>-

hography | Being a
| catalogue of books, | relating to the

| history,

antiquities, language-?, customs, religion, | \\ars, literature, and origin

of the
|
American Indians, |

in the hbraiy of
|
Thonuw W Field

|

AVith bibhographical and liistontal note*, and
| B\nopnes of the con-

tents of some of
|
the ^orka least known

|

Ne\\ York
| Stnbner,

Armstrong & Co
|
1873

|

8vo pp h, 130

Contains nnmeroiw Mij&tesippl titles jnuulm V Miliublc \\ork, not the Iwwt

important part being the notes

Copiaixccn Hunincr, Congress

FISHER, EPHRAIM S (1815-1876), Ltitri/ci Sketch of

In Lynch's Ecncli and Jtar of Mtt*m*ti>plt p]i 35G-3.19

FISITEU, RICHVRD RWVINHON, M D A
|
uc\v and complete |

statistical

gazetteer |
of the

|
United States of Ameriai, |

Founde<l on [-etc ,
4

lines ] By | lliflmrd&wdinflonFishci, M D
, j

Author [-cti ,
3 linen ]

Ne\\ York
| pilblinhed by J H Oolton, |

No Stt cedar Htn.it
|

18B3
|

hcs of countifs nnd towas

Copies win Hiimncr

FLINT, TIMOTIIV The
| histoiy an<l geogi-aphy |

of the
| MiKWHHippi Val-

ley |
To \i hich is appended |

a c ( >ndense< 1 ph) HU al ge< >gi-apliv |
of the

|

Atlantic United States, |
and the \\ hole

|

Ameiican continent
|

Second

edition
| By Timothy Flint, | [-otr ,

2 hms ] | [Quotation, 1 hne ] |

In two volumes [m one] |
Vol i [-11 ] |

Cuicinnati
|
E H Flint and

L R Lincoln
|
1832

|

8vo Vol i, pp 4oi, vol ii, pp 27C

Title piigc of -\ ol ii is slightly different fnm nl>o\ c

The general observations on thcalioriglneM, population, ot< , iiroiiiturchlin^iiiKl

Atiluablc Much of vol ilispmvh Htatistiuil

O>jncn seen Homncr

FLOKV OF Mifwissippi Debt nption of

In WaiW Report oil. Ayn't iiltinf and fh //// nj ^//^^
, pji .' I l-.tr*>- /Sir ah<> 1)\ A AV Chapman.

FLUUJCNOV, Mtij Gen TIIOMVH Sketch of

Tn Cltiibornc'K Mi^iMpp!, ]>p J18-T>11
J, a'id unit

He \\iusin command of the 7th Wihtnrj Division duriiiv; UK Cuck \\nr

FOOTK, HENRY 8ru VHT (1800-1880), Lntrt/er, U /S' friurtoi fivm <nul (fam titn

of JlimttuMpin, Aurtior The
|
l)enchandbar

|
of the

|
South and South-

west
| ByHenryS Foote

|
St IX>UIH

| Soule, Thomas&WontNorth |

1876
|

S\o pp \iii, 2C1

B> lur thclx.Mt prepared mid most cntortailnu^ol uUso-cnllcd hiHloiuw ol tlu

Bench and Bur
Contains sketches of

Copies seen Owen
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FOOTK, HENRY STUART Otplum The \\ai \\il\\ Mexico
| Sliced i

|
of

|

Hon Henry 8 Foote, of Mississippi, |
in the Senate of tho United

States, January J9 and 20, 1848, [
on the bill reported from the Com-

mittee on Military Affairn to raise, lor a limited time, |
an additional

military force
|
n p n d.

8\o pp 10 No title IJOKU Double columns.

Administration as governor
In Lowry and McCardlo's irMwjjjj/', pp 1&1-.W

Sketch of

In RcytcvuititUot, MtH ttf U\L tionlh, pp .R!fi-!* N r/w> Lj noli s Jit in It, nutl liar

({f Jf/MK, pp 286-288 tfcti oZbO Duvis's ]itn>ll<i'hnnm>J 3tiM/Mtjt]n and Jftwt/M/p-

puuis, p 310

FORCE, Judge ML F. Campaigns of the Civil War Kioiu Fort Henry to

Corinth. New York, 1883
12mo pp 201

FOHMAN, Rev A P
,
D. D Prophecy Hy liev A P Fnniiun, I) D

, of

Canton, Miss 1875

No copies seen

FORMAN, Maj SAMUBL S Narrative
|
of a

| Journey |
<lo\vn the Ohio and

Mississippi |
in 1789-90

| By | Maj Samuel S Foiinaui
|
With a me-

moir and illustrative notes
| by | Lymiin (.> I)m[>cr |

(Jmciniiati
|

Robert Clarke & Co
|
1888

|

12mo pp G7

Qcn David Forman, of Now Jerau} ,
in ITS') L'liUivri niton iicKolmtion with

tho Spanish minister, Don Diitfo tie dunltMitie, Tor his 1>rollu>r, Kxi>knI Forma n,

of Philadelphia, to cmignito with his Imiiil) iui<l about HIK!\ colored ]>c>oplc

men, women, and children and settle in the Natehe/ < ountrx , then under ppan-
ish authority Maj l imuelS Formnn iicc umimiiloil this oiniirnilliiff imrt\ l and
in this narrativo gives a minute account of iheu trip, thu phiceH they fuutsod

- through and at which they stopped, prominent ]>eople tlu>> met, \\ith nitinj

curious particulara.

FOKEEST, N B
,
LieiU Geii., C /S' -I GauipaigiiH of. /SVr Thoni.iH Jordan

andJ P Pryor See <tlw> John A Wyeth
Four ADAMS Sketch of

In Claiborne's Af/w/Jw/ppA P '-21i And note.

FORT PANMURB See Natchez

FORT ROSALIE See Natchez

FOSTER FAMILY Genealogy of.

In Goodapecd's Memoirs qf Miwtestppt, vol I, pp 7fl8-7dl

FOSTER, Rev L S History |
of the

j
Columbus Baptwt Amuciatum

|
from

1840 to 1880, | by L S Foster
| [Quotation, U linen ] | [Design.] |

Starkville, Miss
| "Novelty" Job Printing OUic-e

|
1881

|

12mo pp 132 Porti-ait of Aulhtn

Contains a full denominational hihtorj orgunixution, religious (ruining, rell

gious activity, religious life, etc

Also short biographical sketches of luymcu of the part and present, and the

ministry of tho past and present

Copies seen Owen

History |
of the

|
Louisville Baptist Association

|
from 1840 to 1S82

|

ByL.S Foster.
| [Quotation, 3 lines.] | Jackwn,Miss | Baptwt Record

book and job print |
1886

|

8vo pp 57 [1]

Prepared after thebomcgencnil plan us the IlMm // ol the O)luinJ)iiH AHsociutlon

Copies seen Owen
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FOOTER, Rev L S Mississippi | Baptist preachers. | By |
L 8 Foster, |

pastor of Senatobia Baptist Church, | Senatobia, Mississippi |
St.

Louis, Mo.
|
National Baptist Publishing Company, |

1895
|

12mo pp 750 Profusely illustrated

Contains a short sketch of the introduction of the Baptist Church In the State

There are about four hundred and fifty biographies

Copies seen. Owen

From
|
error's chains; |

orthe
| story of the religious struggles |

ofan
|

accomplished young lady | By |
L S Foster, | Jackson, Mississippi, j

[Quotation, 4 lines ] | Jackson, Miss
| Baptist Orphanage press, j

12mo pp c.400.

Sketch of.

In Foster's Mississippi Baptist Preachers, pp 271-274

FRANKLIN ACADEMY. Sketch of.

In Mayee* History ofEducation in Mississippi, pp 72-79

FRANKLIN COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 476-477

See also Ooodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol 1, pp 184-186

FRANKLIN, FREEMAN E. Eulogies on death of

In Appendix to Journalot theSenate of Mississippi, pp 888-401 &? State Offices

FRANTZ, Mrs. VIRGINIA, J. Ina Greenwood, and other poems. 1877

No copies seen.

FREEMAN, Oen. JOHN D., Lawyer Sketch of

. In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 888-389, notes

FREEMAN, THOMAS (d 1821), Surveyor-General Mississippi. Sketch of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, p 207, note

FREEMANTLE, Col Three Months
|
in

|
the Southern States:

| April, June,
1863.

| By |
Lieut Col Freemantle, |

Coldstream Guards.
|
Mobile

S H. Goetzel
1
1864

|

8vo pp 168.

Wall-paper covers.

The author was an Kngllshman who made a trip through the Confederacy, and
recorded his observations in diary form

FRENCH, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (1799-1877), Author.

Not ail of the documents and papers in these seven volumes relate, by any
means, to all of Mississippi The full contents of each part tire given from the

important character of the collection and for the sake of a complete presentation
The special papers relating to the field covered by this bibliography can be readily

distinguished.
" Mr French was a pioneer in a class of work the value of which has come to

be fully appreciated His Collections close a gap on the shelves of many libraries

which it would be difficult otherwise to fill The work was necessarily an educa-

tion to him, and in some instances new material which camo to his bands re-

vealed errors in previous annotations The value of the work would have been
increased if abridgments and omissions had been noted The labors of Mr
French, as a whole, have been of great service to students of American history."

Winger's Narrative and Critical History ofAmerica, vol v

HIST 99 VOL I st5
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FRENCH, BENJAM!N FRANKLIN Historical collections
|
of

| Louisiana, |

embracing | many rare and valuable documents
| relating to the

|

natural, civiland political | history of that State.
| Compiled with

|
his-

torical and biographical notes, |
and an

| introduction, | by |
B F

French, | honorary member [-etc., 2 lines] |
Parti

|
Historicaldocu-

ments from 1678 to 1691.
|
New York.

| Wiley and Putnam.
1
1846

|

Svo Part i
, pp ix 1 1 222

Contents* Discourse before the Historical Society of Louisiana, by Henry A
Bullard, president, pp 1-23, Memoir of Robert Cavalier dc la Salic on necessity
of fitting out expedition to take possession of Louisiana, pp 25-34, Letters pat-

ent to La Salle, pp 85-36, Memoir of La Sallo rci>orting to Monscigneur de Seigre-

lay the discoveries made by him, pp. 37-41, Account ( Proees verbal) of the taking
possession of Louisiana by La Sallo, pp 45-50, Will of La Salle, p. 51, Memoir
sent in 1698 on discovery of the Mississippi, and the neighboring nations, by La
Salle from 1678 to the time of his death, and by Sieur de Tonty to the year 1691,

pp. 52-78, Chevalier dc Tonty's petition to the King, pp 79-81, Chevalier de

Tonty*8 account of the route from the Illinois by the River Mississippi to the
Gulf of Mexico, pp 82-83, JouteTs historical journal of La Salle's last voyage to

discover the river Mississippi, pp 85-193, Account of discovery of river Missis

slppl and adjacent country, by Father Louis Hennepin, pp 195-214, Account of

La Salle's undertaking to discover the river Mississippi by way of the Gulf of

Mexico, by Father Louis Hennepm, pp 214-222

Copies seen. Hamner, Congress, Owen

Historical collections
|
of

| Louisiana, | embracing translations of
|

many rare and valuable documents
| relating to the

| natural, civil and

political | history of that State.
| Compiled with

|
historical and bio-

graphical notes, |
and an

| introduction, | by |
B F. French, |

mem-
ber [-etc., 4 lines]. |

Part II.
| Philadelphia: |

Daniels and Smith. I

[-etc., 2 lines ] 1
1850.

|

8vo pp 7i, 1 1. 801. JPa&imilc of Delisle'R "Carte dc In Louwianc ot du coure

duMlaalssipL
A second edition of this part was also published m I860

Contents. Account of Louisiana Historical Society, by James Dunwoody-Brown-
son De Bow, pp 1-16, Discourse on life, character, and writings of Francois
Xavter Martin, by Henry A Bullard, pp 17-40, Analytical index of the whole of

the public documents relative to Louisiana in the archives of tho department
"De la Marine et des Colonies

"
et

"
Bibliotheque du Hoi " at Paris, by Edmund J

ForstaU, pp, 41-87, Translation of an original letter of Hcruando de Soto on the

conquest of Florida (dated July 9, 1689, "port of Saint Esprit, in the province of

Florida"], pp 89-98, Translation of a recently discovered manuscript journal of
the expedition of Hemando de Soto into Florida, by Luis Hernandez dc Bicdma,
pp 95-109, Narrative of the expedition of Hernando dcSoto into Florida, by a
Gentleman of Elvas, translated from the Portuguese by Kichard HackJuyt, in
1609, pp 111-220, Description of the English province of Carolana, by the Span-
iards called Florida, and by the French Louisiane As also of tho great and
famous river Meschacebe, or Mississippi, tho five vast navigable lakca of fresh

water, and the partsadjacent With an account of the commodities of the growth
and production of the said province, by Daniel Coxc (omitting the preface and
appendix), pp. 221-276, Translation of Marquett and Jolict's account of a voy-
age to discover the Mississippi River, in 1073, pp. 279-297, Table of distances, ele-

vation, and latitude of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, pp. 298-301

Copies seen, Hamner; Congress, Owen.
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FRENCH, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN Historical collections
|
of

| Louisiana, |

embracing translations of
| many rare and valuable documents

|
relat-

ing to the | natural, civil and political | history ofthat State.
| Compiled

with
|
historical and biographical notes, |

and an
| introduction, | by |

B. F.French, |
member [-etc , 5 lines ] |

Part III.
|
New-York:

|
D.

Appleton & Company, | [-etc , 1 line ] 1
1851.

|

8vo Title, 1 leaf pp 252 facsimiles of autographs of LaHarpe,1721, Frou-

tenac, 1673 Law, 1717 LePage, 1719 , DeVergennes , Perier, 1731 , and O'Reilly

Contents Memoir of H A Bullard president of the Louisiana Historical Soci-

ety, pp 5-8 Translation of Bernard de la Harpe's Historical Journal of the Estab-

lishment of the French in Louisiana, pp 9-118 The editor has ghen full notes

to the journal on the following Marquette, Jolfct Iberylllc Bicnvillu, Sulnt

Denys , Le Sueur Tonty , Grozat , Law , Marigny translation of letters patent

granted M Grozat translation of letters patent granted to the Western Com-

pany, an account of the Indian tribe* of Louisiana, translation of Bionvillc's

correspondence with Don Martin d Allarconnc and Father Marcillo , account of

the grants or Concessions of land In Louisiana treaty of the Company of the

Indies with the Ursulinc nuns, description of the military fortifications and

posts in Louisiana, translation of the Black Code of Louisiana, rules and regu-

lations for thegovernment of the colony of Louisiana . memoir on the importance
of colonizing Louisiana , Translation of the Historical Journal of Father Pierre

Francois Xavier de Charlevoix, pp 119-196 There are, besides biographical

notes, the following extended historical notes Account of the manners and
customs of the Arkansas, Choctaws, Chicachas, Cherokee, and Creek Indians

,

account of the antiquity, manners, and customs of the Natchez Indians . account
of the massacre of the French by the Natchez Indians , account of the first inhab.
itants of New Orleans , account of the Belize and mouths of the Mississippi ,

Letter on the settlement of the first colony of Huguenots In New France (Flor-

ida), 1562,pp 197-202. Account of Jean Ribaut's last expedition, and fate of the
French colony in New France, 1565, pp 203-222 , Historical Journal of M de

Sauvole, 1699-1701, pp 223-240, Memoir of M de Richebourg on the first Natchez

war,pp 241-252.

Copies seen Hamner , Congress , Owen

Historical collections
|
of

| Louisiana, | embracing translations of
|

many rare and valuable documents
| relating to the

| natural, civil,

and political | history of that State
j Compiled with

|
historical and

biographical notes, |
and an

| introduction, | by |
B F. French,.)

member [-etc., 5 lines.] |
Part IV.

| Redfield, |
Clinton hall, New

York |1862 |

8vo pp Ixzx 267 [1] Facsimile of the autograph map of the Mississippi or

Conception River, drawn by Father Marquette at the time of his voyage Also

facsimile of letter of Allouez

This part has also been issued in a separate edition, with the following title

page, but otherwise identical with the foregoing, viz

Discovery and exploration |
of the

| Mississippi Valley |
with

|
the

original narratives of Marquette, | Allouez, Membre*, Hennepin, and |

Anastase Douay. | By |
John Gilinary Shea.

|
With a facsimile of the

newly^discovered map of Marquette. | [Design ] | Redfield, |
Clinton

hall, New York
|
1852.

|

8vo pp Izzz 267 [1]

This part is the work of John Gilmary Shea The annotations, which are nu-

merous, are of the highest character and value

Contains the following original material Relation of the voyages, discoveries,
and death of Father James Mnrquette, pp 1-60 (Pp 231-257 contain same in

French), Narrative of a vo>age made to the Illinois, by Father Claude Allouez,

pp. 87-77, Narrative of the first attempt by M Cavelier de la Salle to explore the
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Mississippi, by Father Lc Clercq, pp 83-07, Narrative of the voyage, to tho npper

Mississippi, b> Father Louis Hcnncpin, from hw "Description do La Louisiana,"

printed at Paris, K83, pp 107-145, Narratix e of tho advontimw of La Salle's party,
from Feb 1680, to June 1681, b\ Father Zenobius Morabn?, pp 347-103, Narrative

of La Salle's voyage down tho MiHsLssippi, by Father Mcmbrf, pp 166-184, Ac-

count of La Salle'n attempt to roach the MisRunippi b\ scu, and of tho CHtablish-

mcnt of a French colony in St Louis Bav, by Father Christian Le Clercq, pp
185-19ti Narrative of La SallcN attempt to ascend the Mfewwdppi in 1687f by
Father Anastasius Douay, pp 197-229 Unllnished letter of Father Marqucttc to

Father Claude Dablon, containing Journal of hlH last visit to tho Illinois, pp
258-%4, La Sallo's patent of nobility, pp 205-266, La Salle's second commission,

pp 207+
Contains the following extended notes History of the discovery of tho Missis-

sippi valley, pp vii-xxxix, Life of Father James Marqucttc, of tho Society of

Jesus, first explorer of tho Mississippi, pp xli-lxxviii, Notice of Sieur Jollet,

pp Ixxix-lxxx. Notice of Father Claudius Dablon, p 2, Notice of Father Claude

Allouez, pp 67-70, Bibliographical notice of the **
titatahlisscmont de la Foi," of

Father Christian Le Clercq, Recollect, pp 78-82, Notice of La Sallo, pp 88-84,

Bibliographical notice of the works of Father Louw Hcnncpin, pp 99-100, Notice

of Father Zenobius Mcmbre", pp 147-148.

Copies seen Hamner, Congrcns, Owen

FRENCH, BBNJ VMIN FRANKLIN Historical memoirs
|
of

| Louiniana, |
from

the first settlement of the colony to the | depai lure of GknernorO'Reilly
in 1770, |

with
|
historical and biographical note's, | forming the fifth

of the series of historical collections of Louisiana
| by |

B P French, |

member
| [-etc., 5 lines.] |

New-York.
| Lamport, Blakemau&Law, j

No 8 Park-place 1
1863

|

8vo pp vii, 291 Steel portrait of Bienville, engraved from A copy belonging
to J D B DcBow, of an original painting in the family of Boron Grunt, of Lon-

gueU in Canada
Contents History of Louisiana, translated from tho Historical memoirs of M

Dnmont, pp 1-125, Memoir of tho Present State of Louisiana, by Chevalier de

Champigny, translated from tho French, pp 127-283

Appendix Preliminary convention between the kings of Franco and Spain, for

tho cession of Louisiana to the latter, No\ J, 1762, pp 23fi-230, Definite act of ces-

sion bj the King of Franco to the King of Spain, Nov 23, 1702, pp {6-239, Seventh
article of the definite treaty of peace between king* of France, Spain and England,
signed at Paris, Feb 10, 1763, pp 289-210, Note respecting tho transfer of Louis-

iana from the French minister to the Spanish ambassador, April 21, 37W, pp 240,

Commission of Don Louis de Unzaga y Ameaaga, as military and political gov-
ernor of the city, New Orleans and province Louisiana, Aug 17, 1772, pp IMQ-248,

Commission of Don Bernardo de Galvex, OH same, May 8, 1779, pp 243-245, Dis-

patch respecting granting lands from MarquiH de Orimaldi to Don Louis Unzaga,
Aug 24, 1770, pp 245-248, Loyal order resisting tho government of tho province
to Don Pedro Garcia, Mayoral, Jan 28, 1771, pp 24(-247 t Report to the King of

Spain by the Council and Chamber of the Indies, Feb 27, 1772, on Lieutenant-
General Don Alexander O'ReiUys statements, Fob 27, 1772, pp 5WS-253, Ordi-

nances and instructions of Don Alexander O'Rcill} [Full body of laws and regu-

lations], pp 264-291.

Copies seen. Hamner, Congress, Owen.

Historical collections
|
of

|
Louisiana and Florida, | including |

trans-

lations of original manuscripts relating to their
| discovery and settle-

ment, |
with numerous

1
historical and biographical notes.

| By B F.

French, |
Member [-etc , 2hnes ] |

Newsenes
|
New York-

|
J Sabin

& Sons, 84 Nassau street
1
1869.

|

8vo 3prel leaves, pp 862

Contents Remonvilltfs Memoir to Count de Pontchartrain, on the importance
of establishing a colony In Louisiana, pp 1-16, Le Moyne d'Iberville's Narrative
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of his Voyage to La., 1698, pp 17-81 Penicaut's Annals of La,, 1698-1722, pp
83-162, Rgne Laudonmere's History of First Attempt of the French to colonize

Florida pp 165-175, Rene Laudonniere s History of Jean Ribault's First Voyage
to Florida pp 177-862

Copies 8ten Hamner Congress Owen

FRENCH, BENJAMIN FR VNKLIN Historical collections
|
of

|
Louisiana and

Florida, | including |
translations of original manuscripts relating to

their
| discovery and settletlement, |

with numerous
|
historical and

biographical notes
| By B. F French, Member [-etc., 2 lines ] |

Sec-

ond series |
Historical memoirs and narratives, 1527-1702.

|
Ne\v

York
|
Albert Mason, publisher 1

1875.
|

8vo pp xvii 300

Contains the following original material

Louisiana

Memoir of La Salle, addressed to Monsigneur de Scignclay, translated from the

French, with notes, pp 1-15, Official account of La Sallo's exploration of the

Mississippi (Colbert) River to its mouth, 1682, translated from the French, with

note, pp 17-27 Narrative of the expeditions made by order of Louis XIV, King
of France, to colonize Louiwana, under command of Le Moyne d'Iberyille, 1698,

with an account of explorations of the Mississippi River, physical features of the

country, and manners and customs of the Indian tribes he visited, translated from

the French, and now first printed, pp 29-121, Extract [in note] of a letter to

Father Jean dc Lamberviilc by Father Jacques Gravler, who descended the Mis-

sissippi River to meetM d'Ibervillc on bis arrival to take possession of Louisiana,

pp 79-93, Memoir (Proces verbal) of the taking possession of the country of the

Upper Mississippi in the name ol the King of France, 1689, p 122, Historical

memoir sent by Louis XIV, King of France, to M dc Denonvillc, Govcrnor-

General of New France, 1668, translated from the French, with notes, pp 123-142

FtorMa

Letter [in note] from Christopher Columbus to Luis dc Santangel on his first

discoveries 1493, pp 145-132, Proclamation of Pamfllo dc Narvaez, Governor-

General, to the inhabitants (Indians) of Florida, pp 168-168, Extract [in note]
from the memoir of De las Cosos on the barbarous treatment of the Indians of

Florida by the Spaniards, pp 156-158. Narrative of the first voyage of Jean de

Ribault, made in the reign of Charles IX, King of France, under the orders of

Gaspard de Coligny, to make discoveriesand found a colonyof French Protestants

(Huguenots) in Florida, 1562, pp 159-190, Memoir, by Francisco Lopez de Mendoza

Grojales, of the Spanish expedition by order of Philip II, in 1565, under command
of Don Pedro Menendez de Aviles, to take possession of and colonize the eastern

coast of Florida, and to expel the French Protestants (Huguenots) established

there in 1564, translated from the French, pp 191-234, Narrative [in note] by
Don Salis de las Meros brother-in-law of Mcnendez, of the massacre of the sliip-

wrecked French colonists, officers and men of the expedition sent out under the

command of Captain Ribault in 1565 to reinforce the colony, translated from

Barcla,
t;
Ensa>o chronologico para la Historia General de la Florida" (Madrid,

1723), pp 216-222, Letter [in note] from Pope Pius V to Don Pedro Menendez dc
Aviles on the expulsion of the French colonists, in 1565, from Florida, on his

return to Spain, pp 222-223. Memoir of Hernando d'Escalontc Fontanedo, on
the country and ancient Indian tribes of Florida, translated from Tcrnaux Corn-

pan's French translation from the original memoir in Spanish, pp 235-265,

Extract [in note] from the narratives of Guido dc las Bazarcs tuid Don Angel de
la Villafanc, describing the bays and ports of the east and west coasts of Florida,
translated from the French translation of the original memoirs, 1559, pp 236-242,

La repnnse dc la Floridc, par Cappltame Gourgues, pp 2b5-289 Memoria de Joan
de la Vondera on que se hace relaclon de los lugaxes j tiera de la Florida por
donde el capitan Juan Pordo cntro a descubrir cammo pnro Nueva ftepana por Jos

Anos dc 1566-1567, pp 289-292, dirta en que sc da noticia do 1111 ylajo heeho a la
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bahla de Espiritu Santo, Tejas, y de la poblacion que tenlan ahl loe Franceses,

1689, pp 293-296

Contains the following extended notes Biographical sketch of Pierre le Moyne
d'lberville, pp 81-83, Biographical sketch of Sieur Louis Joliet, pp 139-141, Intro-

duction to the colonial history of Florida, pp 145-162, Biographical sketch of

Gaspard de Coligny, pp 159-161, Roman Catholic missions and missionaries in

Florida, pp 229-230, Historical summary and geographical account of the early

voyages and explorations of the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic coast of Florida,

by the French and Spaniards, pp 242-219, Historical account of works on the

Indian languages of Florida and Texas, p 296

Copies seen. Hamner, Congress, Owen

FRUITS. See Bulletins of the Agricultural Experiment Station.

FULKEBSON,H 8. Random recollections
|
of

| early days in Mississippi, |

by |
H. 8. Fulkerson

|
Price 50 cents in paper cover, $1 00 in cloth

|

[Quotation, 3 lines ] | Vicksburg, Miss
| Vicksburg printing and

publishing company. 1
1885

|

Svo pp 158

Entertaining and vivid sketches.

Copies seen. Owen

The negro; | ashewas, asheis; ashewillbe.
| By H S. Fulkerson, |

author of
| early days in Mississippi. | Vicksburg, Miss

|
1887

|

Price 50 cents postage paid. | Vicksburg, Mias |
Commercial Herald,

printers. 1
1887.

|

8vo ppU9
Copies seen. Owen

FULTON, JOHN. Memoirs
|
of

|
Frederick A. P Barnard

|
D . D

,
LL D

,

L H D
,
D C L

|
tenth president of Columbia College in the city of

New York
| By |

John Fulton
| [Design ] |

New York
|
Published for

the Columbia University press by |
Macimllan and Co

|
New York

and London
|
1896

|
AU rights reserved.

|

Svo pp xii,485 t portraits one in 1848 while he was in the University of

Alabama, and one in 1888 while president of Columbia College, New York
Contains full account of his life, and connection with the Uni\crsit> of Ala-

bama, 1888-1854, also of his life and services at the University of Mississippi,

1854-186L

Copies seen. Congress.

FUI/TON, ROBBKP BUBWBLL (1849-), A. M
,
LL J>, Profmor of Physics

and Astronomy, Uniiverstfy of jtfwwawpp?, Kinre 1875, ChtmreUar, Vnnwr-

srty of Ifiwiwippt, since 1898. The article on Mississippi. (State)
In Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th edition

A Prehistoric Lapidary.
Printed in the Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement

of Science, 1889

Memorial to the Congress of the United States from the Board of

Trustees of the University of Mississippi (asking for the grant of an
additional township of land to the State for the University of "Miff***-

sippi.)

Memorial from the National Association of State Universities in

support of the bin (S 1246) to make an equitable adjustment of the

grants of land to the .several States of the Union for seminaries of

learning or universities.

Svo

Printed as Senate Document No 206, Mth Congress, 1st session, 1896
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FULTON, ROBEBT BUBWELL. Memorial from the Trustees of the University
of Mississippi to the Legislature of the State. Jackson, The News

Publishing Co., 1899.

8vo

Cooperation between High Schools and Colleges.
Read before the New Orleans meeting of the Southern Educational Association

In 1898, and published In the Proceedings

Growth of confidence between High Schools and Colleges.
Bead before the Los Angeles meeting of the National Educational Association

in 1899, and published in the Proceedings

A Textile University.
Bead before the Memphis meeting of the Southern Educational Association in

1899, and published in the Proceedings.

Sundry reports to the Board of Trustees of the University of Miflpifl-

sippi since 1892

Pre-historic Jasper ornaments in Mississippi.
In Publications Mississippi State Historical Society, 1896, vol 1, pp 91-95.

Origin and location of the University of Mississippi.
ItoL 1900,701.111. (In press)

FUNGI. See Bulletins of the Agricultural Experiment Station.

G.

GAINEB, GEORGE STEOTHER (1784-1873) Reminiscences of early times m
the Mississippi Territory.

In the Dotty Register, Mobile, Ala. [new series, vol v] ,
June 19, 27, July 3, 10,and

17,1872.

Reprinted in part in Alabama Historical Reporter, Tuskaloosa, Ala , May, 1884,

volii.

Prepared at the suggestion of Hon Percy Walker, of Mobile, and by him pre-

sented to tho " Franklin Society," of Mobile. Interesting and valuable, covering
the years 1805-1816 The author was a part of all ho describes

Copies seen. Owon.

GALLATIN, ALBERT (1761-1849) A synopsis of the Indian tribes within

the United States East of the Rocky Mountains, and hi the British and

Russian possessions in North America.
In American Antiquarian Society Transactions (Archseologia Americana), vol 2.

pp 1-422. Cambridge, 1886 8vo

Copies seen. Hamner

GALLOWAY, Rev CHABLHS BETTS (1846-) LL D
,
D D., Bishop M. E

Church S The Methodist Episcopal Church South m Mississippi.

InGoodapecd'83f<?77ioiro/ifift^fpp/,vol ii,pp 862-808.

Elizabeth Female Academy the Mother of Female Colleges.
In Publications Mississippi [State] Historical Society, 1899, vol ii, pp. 109-178

The Story of Blennerhassett
Ibid. 1900, vol iH (In press.)

Sketch of

In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Jfis*to*ippi, vol i , pp, 778-775, portrait
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GAMBRBLL, JAMES B. (1841- ), D 1). Sketch of

In Foster's Mbatoippi Baptist Preacters, pp 285-2W, portrait.

GANNETT, HENRY Boundaries
|
of

|
the United States

|
and of the

|
sev-

eral Statesand Territories, |
with a

|
historical sketch of the territorial

changes, | by | Henry Gannett
|
chief topographer | [Vignette.] |

Washington. |
Government Printing Office

|
1885.

|

8vo pp 185

Bulletin No 13,U S Geological Survey

Mississippi, pp 108-104.

Copies seen. Owen

A
| dictionary of altitudes |

in
|
the United States

|
Second edition

|

Compiled by | Henry Gannett
|
chief topographer | [Vignette ] |

Washington. |
Government Printing Office.

1
1891.

|

Svo p 893

Bulletin No 76,U 8. Geological Survey
Contains altitudes of various sections of Mississippi

Copies deen. Owen

GARNER, Prof. JAMES W. The Revolution of 1875.

In Publications Mississippi SialeHisiorical Society, 1900, vol iii (In press.)

GARRETT, W. R., A. M Tennessee Historical Society Papers. | History )

of the
|
South Carolina Cession

|
and the

|
Northern boundary of Ten-

nessee.
| By W. R. Garrett, A. M. | Nashville, Tenn. .

|
Southern Meth-

odist publishing house |
1884.

|

8 vo. pp 82. 1 map
Bibliography, p 82.

"South Carolina Cession," read before the Society, Nov. 8, 1881, and "Northern

Boundary of Tennessee,
"
March, 1884

First paper treats of Northern boundary of Alabama and Mississippi

Copies seem Owen

GATHRIGHT, THOXAS 8. The responsibilities and obligations of a student's

life, in connection with the present political situation. An address

delivered before the Philomathean and Herenenian Societies of Mis-

sissippi College, June 27, 1871.

8vo pp 20

GATSCHBT, ALBERT SAMUEL (1832-), Ethnologist Brinton's library of
|

AbonginalAmerican literature
|
NumberIV

|
A

| migration legend |

of the
[
Creek Indians, |

with a linguistic, historic and ethnographic |

introduction, | by |
Albert S-Gatschet, |

of theU.S Bureau of Ethnol-

ogy, Washington, D.
| Volume I

I [Greek quotation, 3 lines ] |

Philadelphia: |
D.G.Bnnton

1
1884.

|

8vo. pp 251.

Vol ilwas issued with titles as follows

General title: A
| migration legend I

of the
|
Creek Indians, |

texts and
glossaries in Creek and Hitchita, with

|
a linguistic, historic, and

ethnographic |
introduction and commentary, | by |

Albert S.

Gatschet, |
of the U. S Bureau of Ethnology, Washington, D. C.

|

Volume II.
|
St. Louis, Mo. .

| printed for the author.
1
1888.

|
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GATSCHET, ALBERT SAMUEL Special title: Tchikilli's Kasi'hta legend |
in

the
|
Creek and Hitchita languages, |

with a
|
critical commentary and

full glossaries to both texts, | by |
Albert S Gatschet, |

of the U S
Bureau of Ethnology,Washington, D C

| [Greek quotation, 3 lines ] |

Copyrighted. 1888. All rights reserved.
|
St. Louis, Mo. |

Printed by
R P Studley & Co.

1
1888

|

8vo pp 207 Accompanied by two maps 1 Town map of the old Creek Coun-

try, and 2. The linguistic families of the Gulf States, both of which are, how-

ever, to be referred to vol i

Copies seen: Owen

GAYOSO DE LEMOS, Gov DON MANUEL Administration of

In Claiborne's Mtetissippi, pp 135-201 Portrait facing p l&i

GAZETTEERS. See T. and T J. Baldwin, S R.Bro^n,Wni Darby, Bishop

Davenport, E. S. Fisher, Timothy Flint, John Hayward, John Mehsh,
Rev. J. Morse, Bobert Sears, J. E Worcester.

GENEALOGY.
Barksdale family See E. Barksdalc

Dabney family Susan D Smedes

Foster family that title

Grayson family SpenceM Grayson

Humphreys family that title

Kelly family Thomas M Owen
Kor family David Kcr

Laccy family ThomasM Owen
Lewis family W T Lewis.

MeWillie family Wm McWillie

Robert famny that title

Routh family that title

Waddel family Jno N Waddel
Weatherford family J D Droisback

Webb family RobtD Webb
Welsh family Mary Welsh

GENERAL ASSEMBLY Concise sketch of debates and proceedings of House
of Representatives, Mississippi Territory, fifteenth September, 1808.

See George Davis.

Discussion of the legality of the extra session of January, 1835, with

the Report of the Committee of the Senate, John Henderson, duwrman,
and the protest of Stephen Cocke

In Lynch's Bench and Sat of Mi&t88ippi,pp 167-174

House of Representatives Journals, 1818-1898

8vo

Senate Journals, 181&-1898

8vo

Journals for some of the sessions of the Territorial House of Representatives
and Legislative Council, 1801-1816, were published No complete collection is

known to exist, and a list has not been attempted

GEOGRAPHY AND GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION See T. and T J. Baldwin,
S. B. Bro*n, Wm. Darby, Bishop Davenport, R S. Fisher, Timothy
Flint, John Hayward, John Melish, Rev J. Morse, Wm. Roberts, Ber-

nard Romans, Walter B. Scaife, Robert Sears, C F Volney, and J. E.

Worcester.
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GEOLOGICAL MAPS. See Maps
GEOLOGICAL SITBVBY Report on the agriculture and geology of Missis-

sippi. 1864. SeeE L C. Wailes.

Preliminary report on the geology and agriculture of Mississippi

1857. SeeL Harper

Report on the geology and agriculture of Mississippi 1860. See E.

W Hilgard.

Sketch of.

In Hayes' History ofEducation in Mississippi, pp 213-228

See ofeo T. M. Aldrich, Jno. L Campbell, T. A. Conrad, G. W. Feather-

stonhaugh, D W. Langdon, Otto Myer, and E. A Smith

GEOLOGIST, THB STATE. See L. Harper, E W Hilgard, E. A. Smith, and

B. L. G. Wailes. See also Geological Survey

GEORGE, JAMBS ZACHABIAH (1826-1898), Sawyer, U S. Sen. from Miss. A
digest |

of the
| reports of the decisions of the Supreme Court

|
and

of the
I High Court of Errors and Appeals, |

of the
|
State of Missis-

sippi, |
from the organization of the State, to the present time.

| By
James Z George, esq ,

late reporter of the High Court of Errors and

Appeals | Philadelphia. |
T. & J W. Johnson & Co , | [- etc., 2

lines.] 1
1872

|

8vo pp [4] 966.

Dedicated to Frauds Marion Aldridge, oaq ,

" 'a profound lawyer,
1 who fell

at the battle of Shiloh.'
"

The title,
" Limitation of Estates," was prepared by Judge A. M Clayton, and

the title,
" Criminal Law," was prepared by W B Barksdale, esq

Contains Table of Cases.

RelationsbetweentheSenateand
|
ExecutiveDepartments. | Speech |

of
|
Hon. J. Z. George, |

of Mississippi, |
m the

|
Senate of the United

States, |
March 28, 1886.

| Washington. 1
1886.

|

8vo pp 88.

Copies seen: Owen

Letters
|
of

|
Hon. J. Z. George |

on the
| legal obligations and indebt-

edness of the State
|
to the

| Agricultural and Mechanical College, |

Alcorn University and Industrial Female Institute.
|
The origin and

object |
of the

| Agricultural Land Scrip Fund.
| Jackson, Miss..

|

Clarion Steam printing establishment.
1
1887.

|

8vo pp 20

Copies deen. Owen

The Federal election bill
| Speech |

of
|
Hon J Z. George, |

of Mis-

sissippi, |
in the

|
Senate of the United States, |

December 10, 1890.
|

Washington. 1
1890.

|

8vo pp 50.

Reporter. Mississippi Reports, vols. 30-39 See Supreme Court

Memorial addresses
|
on the

|
life and character

|
of

|
James Z

George | (late a Senator from Mississippi) , |
delivered in the

|
Senate

and House of Representatives, | Fifty-fifth Congress, |
second ses-

sion.
| Washington: |

Government printing office.
1
1898.

|

8vo pp.187. PoTtoctik.

Character sketch of See Dunbar Rowland.
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GBOEGIA LAND CLAIMS Half tofte. An address and remonstrance of the

Legislature of the State of Georgia [1801] (Ex Doc., 6 Cong., 2d Bess.)

8vo pp 18.

Kelates to the controversy over Georgia's claim to the domain Included In Miss

Territory

Message from the President of the United States, accompanying cer-

tain articles of agreement and cession, which have been entered into

and signed by the Commissioners of the United States, and the Com-
missioners of the State of Georgia [Th. Jefferson.] April 26, 1802

(Ex. Doc., 6th Cong., 1st sess) .

8vo pp 11

No 69, American State Papers Public Lands, Vol I, p 126

Contains message, letterof transmittal by the Commissioners, and the articles,

etc

GEORGIA MISSISSIPPI COMPANY Grant
|
to the

| Georgia Mississippi Com-

pany, |
the

|
Constitution

| thereof, |
and

|
extracts relative to the

situation, soil, | climate, and navigation of the western
| territory of

the State of Georgia, |
and particularly of that part |

thereof hi

which the compa- 1 ny's lands are situated.
|
Published by order of

the directo[rs.] | Augusta | printed by John Erdman Smith.
|

MDCCXCV
|
And reprinted with an appendix, by desire

|
of the

purchasers in Connecticut
|
n. p. [1796.]

12mo pp 89

Contents Title, 1 loaf, Grant, pp 3-6, Constitution of the company, pp 7-16;

Extracts from Thos. Hutchins' norrativo of 1784, pp 17-24, Appendix, by Jos

Porcoll, pp 25-29, Correspondence and papers as to the Spanish claim to territory

purchased by the company, pp, 31-39

GBOBGIA PACIFIC RAILWAY. Charter rights |
of

|
The Georgia Pacific

|

Railway Company. | Compiled by |
Bernard Peyton, |

of the
|
Rich-

mond & Danville Extension Co.
|
1882.

|
Dodson & Scott, printers,

Atlanta, Ga.
|

8vo pp 106.

Consolidation
|
of the

| Georgia Pacific Railroad Company | (of

Georgia), |
The Georgia Pacific Railroad Company | (of Alabama), |

The
| Elyton & Aberdeen Railroad Company, |

The
| Columbus, Fay-

ette and Decatur
|
Railroad Company, |

and the
| Greenville, Colum-

bus and Birmingham |
Railroad Company, |

into
|
The Georgia Pacific

Railway Company | Compiled by |
Bernard Peyton. 1

1S82.
|

870 pp 62, 1 1

GBOBGIA WESTERN COUNTBY. Acts of the State [Georgia], Dec. 1794, and
Jan 1795, for the sale of vacant and unappropriated lands, etc. n. d

[Augusta.]
4to pp 10

Brlnley, Part n, No. 3980

Land laws of Georgia Augusta, 1794
4to pp 80.

Brlnley, Fart n, No 3930

This copy has " 15 pages of manuscript additions, severally certified by the Sec-

retary of State "
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GBOBGIA WESTERN COUNTRY. Report of U S Senate committee on the

South Western Territory. 1798

8vo pp
Brinley, Part II, No 8980.

ANDERSON, J C ,
and HOBBY, WM J The contract for the purchase

of the Western Territory, made in 1795, considered Augusta, 1799

4to pp 98.

Brinley, Fart II, No 3930

Report |
of

|
the commissioners [James Madison, Albert Gallatm,

and Levi Lincoln] | appointed in pursuance |
of

|
an act

|
for the

|

amicable settlement [of limits] |
with the

|
State of Georgia |

and
|

authorizmg the establishment] |
of a Government

|
in the

|
Missis-

sippi Territory. | Deposited in the executive office by [ ] |
senators

m Congress | Republished by order of the legislature [of] Georgia. |

Savannah, | printed by Lyon & Morse.
1
1803.

|

8vo pp 25,95

Contents. Title, 1 leaf Report, pp 8-25, Document* accompanying report, pp
1-95

Act of Feb., 1796, declaring null and void the act of January, 1795,

appropriating the unlocated Territory, n p n d
4to pp 6

Brinley, Part n, No 3930

Description of the Georgia Western Territory, with a map Boston,

1797.

8VO pp 24.

Brinley, Fart n, No 8930

The
|
case

|
of the

| Georgia sales on the Mississippi |
considered

|

With a reference
|
to law authorities and public acts, |

and an
j

appendix, | containing certain extracts, records, and official jw]>er8 j

Phila.
| printed for Benjamin Davies, No 68, | High-street. |

1797.
|

8VO pp 109

Contents Title, 1 leaf, Advertisement, 1 p., Cose considered, pp 1-5S, Appen-
dix, NOB. 1-17, pp 69-109

No 17 is on opinion by Alexander Hamilton that the grant in valid (provided
Georgia had a good title before the first act) notwithstanding the act of repeal

Georgia speculation unveiled. Hartford, 1797-98
8vo pp 89 Part second, pp 41-144.

By Abraham Bishop

Brinley, Fart n, No 3980

State of the facts, showing the right of certain companies to lands

purchased from the State [Georgia.] n. p 1795
8vo

Brinley, Pan n, No 8980

A
| report |

of
|
the Atty.Genl | [of the U 8.

| CharlesLee] |
to

|
to

(sic) Congress; | containing, |
a collection of charters, | treaties, |

and
|
other documents, |

relative to and explanatory of
j
the title to

the land situate in the southwestern parts |
of the United States, and

claimed by certain companies |
under a law of the State of Ga

,

passed | January 7,1795 |
Printed by order of the Senate of the

United States.
|
Phfla.:

| printed by John Fenno, | printer to the Sen-
ate of the United States, 1

1796.
|

8vo pp.171
Contents: Title, 1 leaf, Letter of transmittal, p 3, Report* to Congress, pp 4-12,

Letter from George Chalmers, pp 13-20, Document, pp 27-171
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GEORGIA WESTERN COUNTRY General discussion and explanation
In Claiborne's Miwwippi, pp 92-104

GHOI^ON, SAMUEL JAMESON (1808-1883), Lawyer, Federal Disk Judge, M
C from Miss. Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mississippi, pp 497-500

Also Goodspccd's Jlcnunns of Alisniissijapt, vol i,p 787

GLADNEY, Ree RTCITVRD The Devil in America. A satire. By Eev.

Richard Gladney Aberdeen, Miss 1868

No copy seen

GLENN, DAVID On \LMERS (1824-186-) , Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar qf Miaxiosippi, pp 307-315

GOODSPEED. Biographical and
|
historical

|
memoirs

|
of

| Mississippi. |

Embracing an
|
authentic and comprehensive account of the chief

events in
|
the history of the State, and a record of the

|
lives of many

of the most worthy and
|
illustrious families and individuals

|

[Vignette] |
In two volumes [vols I-IL] |

Hlustrated
| Chicago j

The Goodspecd publishing company |
1891

|

4to vol ifpp 1270. vol ii.pp 112J

These volumes contain the following chapters

Volume I

Chapter i Topography, natural history and paleontology,
ii The Indians, their cessions, fortresses and wars,

ill Exploration and settlement,

iv Organization and governmental form,

v The legal and judicial history,

vi The early ware,

vii Confederate military history;

vlii CounticH of the old Natehivi district,

ix Counties of the first Chootaw cession and the coant addition,

x Counties of the second Choctaw cession or ucw purchase of 1820,

xi CounticH of the third (liual) Choctaw cession,

xii Counties of the Chickawiw cession,

xlli-xxv Biography and family history

Volume II

Chapter i Post-bellum orgaiiizat ion ,

ii Later legal and judicial history,

iii Institutions and societies,

iv Water transportation, levees,

v Railway transportation,

vi. Growth and development,
vii Political history,

viii Cities, towns and villages,

ix The press of Mississippi with a cursory glance at the literature of the

State,

x Physicians and their associations,

xL Educational history,

xii Religious history of Mississippi,

xiii-xxiv Biography and family historv

These volumes are a mine of facts embracing c\ cry topic of the State's history

Important titles are entered herein under their authors or subjects
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GOODWIN, Rev S A Commencement sermon
|
delivered before the stu

dents
|
of the

| University of Columbus, | Sunday, June 26, 1876, |

by |
S. A Goodwin, | (pastor of the Baptist Church, Columbus

Miss ) | Subject: |
The Excellency of the Knowledge of Christ

| [Vig
nette ] |

Published by the president, |
T C Belsher, A. M.

| [-etc ,

2 lines.] | Columbus, Miss
| printed at the Excelsior Book and Job

Office.
1
1876

|

8vo Cover title only, 1 leaf, pp 8

Copies seen Owen

GOVERNORS OF MISSISSIPPI Administrations of.

In Lowry and McGardlo's Mutsiwippi, pp 259-416.

Portraits of.

In Lowry and MoCardle's Mississippifor Softools, passim

8& also under names of the individual governors herein.

GRAPES. See Bulletins of the Agricultural Experiment Station.

GRAVES, RICHARD 8
, State treasurer. Account of the defalcation of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 299-303

GRAYSON, SPENCB MONROE (1803-1839) Lawyer. Sketch of

Lynch'B Bench and Bear of Mississippi, p 132

For sketch of the Grayson family, see Claibornu's Mississippi, pp 259, note.

GRAYSON, W. S. The ruler and the ruled The right of human rule

the authority of civil governments.
In Be Bow's Review, Aug , 1860, pp. 168-175.

GREENE COUNTY. Sketch of.

In Lowry and McCardlo's Mississippi, pp 478-479

See also Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol 1, pp 189-190

GREENE, FRANCIS V. Campaigns of the Civil War. The Mississippi. New
?ork, 1883.

12mo pp 276

GREEN, Col THOMAS MARSTON, Mm. Temtonal Delegate. Sketch of.

In Clalborne's Mississippi, p 228, and note

See also Dr Alexander Brown's OabeUs and their Kin. (1897 )

GREENVILLE. Sketch of.

In Goodspeed's Memoirs ofMississippi, vol 11, pp 168-171.

GRENADA Some facts relating to early history of See Capt. L. Lake.

GRENADA COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE. Sketch of

In Mayes' History of Education in Mississippi, pp 97-49

GRENADA COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 479-80

GRIFFITH, JOHN T The fawn's leap. A novel.
No copies seen

GRIFFITH, WILLIAM B ( -1829), Lawyer Sketch of.

In Lynoh's Bench and Soar of Mississippi, $p 112-113

Oration delivered on the Fourth of July, 1819, at Natchez, Miss.
Ibid, pp 118-126

GUION, Capt ISAAC Sketch of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, p 186

He was one of the public men In the early days of Mutiffilppl, coming to the
Territory In the Army
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GUION, JOHN Is LAC (1802-1858) , Lawyer, Gov of JfiM Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mwiwppi, pp 245-217- Administration as governor
In Lowry and McCardle'B Miwbatppi, p 321

GULLY, Prof F A The elementary principles of agriculture.
No copies seen

GWIN, WILLIAM MCKBNDRBE (1805-1885), M C from Mm ,
U S Sen

from Cat. Sketch of

In Clalborne's Mwwippi, pp 127-446, portrait,

See cfa Appleton's Gydopuduttf Anicrteau Biography, vol iii,pp 10-20, portrait

H.

HAINES, T. M. The resurrection of the dead and restitution of all things

By T. M. Hainee, a locomotive engineer. 1892.

8vo pp 19

EALBHBT, HBNBY SALE (1837-), Teacher, Indian linguist. Muscogee battle

pits.

In American Antiquarian, Oct., 1881, vol Iv- Muscogee pits and ambushes.
Ibid. July 1888, vol v.

Supplementary to the preceding- The legend of Chicameca's head.

Ibid May 1886, vol viiL- A fragment of Shawnee history
Ibid. Jan 1887, vol ix

Traditions of an ancient war of the Choctaws and Shawnces.- The Choctaw Achahpi (Ghungkee) Game.
Ibid. Sept 1888, vol x- The last of the Apalachees.
Ibid. May 1891, voLxtiL- Pyramid and old road in Mississippi.

Ibid. Nov 1891, vol xlli

Description of the Nanih Walya and vicinity, so lamed in the traditions and
folklore of the Ghoctam- Okla Hannah, or the Six Towns District of the Choctaws

Ibid. May 1898, vol xv.- A Ohoctaw migration legend.
Ibid. July 1894, vol. xvL- The Ohoctaw Robin Goodfellow.
Ibid. May 1895, vol. xvlL- A relic of De Soto's expedition found in Alabama.
Ibid. Sept and Oct., vol xix, pp 257-259

Reprinted in the West Alabamian, Carrollton, Ala., Jan 12, 1898.-
Courtship and marriage among the Choctaws of Mississippi

- The vengeance of Olohtie.
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HALBBBT, HENRY SALE. The visit of Pushmataha to Fort Glass.

JWa Jan 1886

Belies from the Creek Holy Ground in Alabama.

In the Archxotogut, June 1895, vol ill

The treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek.

In Mississippi School Report, 1894-95, 1895-96

Ho has a fuller and more exhaustive account of this treaty inpreparation

The small Indian tribes of Mississippi.
In Lake Gomo Educational Journal, 1897

and BALL, TIMOTHY H. The
|
Creek War

|
of

1
1813 and 1814.

| By |

H. S. Halbert and T. H. Ball
| Chicago, Illinois:

|
Donohue & Henne-

berry. | Montgomery, Alabama | White,Woodruff & Fowler.
1
1895.

|

8vo pp831[8] Snaps; illustrations

Portraits of the authors, Isham Kimball, and Jeremiah Austill

Contents. Chapter I, Choctaw-Muscogee tribes, II, Causes of the Creek War,

III, Tecnmseh among the Chickasawn and Choctaws; IV, Tecumseh among the

Creeks, V, The war cloud gathering VI, The Blockades, VII, Inter-tribal coun-

cils of the Creeks and Choctaws, VIII, The battle of Burnt Corn, IX, Fort Mima,

X,The Zimball-James massacre, XI, Attack on Fort Sinquefield, XII, The night

courier, XIII, Incidents of the war in the Fork, XIV, Choctaws and Chickasaws

join the American Army, XV, The Bashi skirmish, XVI, Beard and Tandy
Walker; XVII, The canoe fight, XVIII, Battle of the Holy Ground, XIX, The
war in the Indian country, XX, Closing events, 1814, Conclusion

Appendix 1, The great Mississippi panto, 2, Names from court records; 3, High-
head Jim or Jim Boy, 4, Death of Pushmataha, 5, Christianity and the Creeks, 0,

Mrs. A E. W Robertson's letters, 7, Old St. Stephens, 8, Indian names, 9, Indian

border warfares, 10, Population of the Five Indian Nations, 11,A card of thanks,

12, Historical paper
"This work does not propose to give in full that part of the conflict waged in

the Indian country which broke the power of the fierce Muscogecs, but rather

that part which has not been as yet so fully given, connected with the white set-

tlers in what is now South Alabama. This portion of our American history, as

connected with Indian border warfare, the authors of this work believe will be

given more accurately and fully than has ever been done before. They propose
to do justice to the Indians and justice to the whites "Introduction.

The work shows much painstaking effort The citation and discussion, how-

ever, of too many secondary authorities is carried to excess. The authors are at

their best when giving facts at first hand and patiently working out local detail

and description

Copies seen. Owen

Creek War Incidents.

In Transactions Alabama Historical Society, 1807-08, vol ii, pp. 95-119

The following ore the subjects of the several incidents, viz.

1. Capt. Sam Dale

2. The First blood shed in Clarke County, [Ala ]

8. The Canoe Fight
4. The Holy Ground
5 Abandoning the forts.

6 James Cornells.

7 The fate of Seekaboo, the Shawnee Prophet.
8. Creek War Adventure

9 Creek reconnoiesance of Fort Madison
10 Indian depredations.
11 Pushmataha.

The last named comprises an elaborate biography of this famous Choctaw
chief, and corrects numerous errors in current accounts.
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In the sketch of Pushmataha will be found an extended description of " Nanih

Walya," the sacred mound of the Choctaws, and a correction of the incident

noted by Pickett's Alabama, vol I, p 124, in reference to this chief and Col

George 8 Galnes Mr Halbert shows that Nittakechi was the chief who figured

in the incident

HALBERT, HENRY SALE. Choctaw Indian names inAlabamaand Mississippi.
Ibid. M98-99, vol iii, pp 64-77

In the list there are twenty-nine Alabama and fifty-nine Mississippi words

which comprise the names, of Choctaw derivation, of towns, rivers, and creeks in

these States.

Some inaccuracies in Claiborne's History [of Mississippi] iii regard
to Tecumseh

In Publications of tfie Mississippi State Historical Society, 1898, vol i, pp 101-106

Nanih Waiya, the Sacred Mound of the Choctaws
Ibid. 1899, vol 11,pp 228-234

Funeral customs of the Choctaws.
Ibid 1900, vol iii (In press)

An interpretation of Danville's Map of East Mississippi in 1732.

Ibid

Originally published in part in the Mobile Register, July 8, 1899

The Indians in Mississippi and their schools
In Report of Superintendent of Education of Mississippi, 1898-95, pp 584-541

Choctaw schools in Mississippi
Ibid 1895-97,pp 23-27

The Indian named counties in Mississippi
Ibid. 1895-97,pp 27-80

Derivation suggested, with translation

The Mississippi Choctaws
Ibid. 1897-99, pp 35-38.

HALL, BASIL (1788-1844) ,
AutJwr. Travels

|
in

|
North America

|
m the

|

years 1827 and 1828
| By Captain Basil Hall, | Royal Navy. |

In two
volumes

|
Vol I. [-EL] | Philadelphia | Carey, Lea & Carey, |

Chest-

nut street, |
1829.

|

12 mo Vol i,pp vi, 5-822, vol II, pp iv, 8-889

Copies seen Hamner

HALT,, JAMES (1744-1826), A. M
t Presbyterian Clergyman. A

|
brief his-

tory |
of the

| Mississippi Territory, |
to which is prefixed, |

a
|
sum-

mary view of the country |
between the settlements on

|
Cumberland

River, |
and the Territory | By James Hall, A M

| Salisbury |

printed by Francis Coupee |
1801

| Copyright secured according to

law.
|

24mo Title, 1 leal pp 70

Contents Summary view of tlio country from the settlements on Cumberland
River to the Mississippi Territory pp 1-7, Boundaries o! the territory pp 7-8,

The time of its settlement pp 8-9, The massacre of the French pp 9-15, Re-

population and revolutions, pp 15-16, The late and present form of govern-
ment pp 16-19, Propriety of the soil pp 19-28, Faco of the county pp
24-28, Soil and produce pp 28-81, Climate pp 81-34, Manners, customs, and
character pp 84-41, Population pp 41-42, Trade and commerce pp 42-46,

Curiosities pp 4P-60, Hurricanes, pp 60-66, Appendix pp 67-69, Contents
and errata p 70

HIST 99 VOL I 6
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"In May 1800 a commission was transmitted to me by tho General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church, convened in Philadelphia, directing me on a mission

to the Mississippi Territory The Synod of the Carolinas commissioned two other

missionaries to accompany me on the tour

"We arrived at Nashville about the middle of the following November, where

we intended to take boating for the territory, but the extreme lownen of Cum-
berland River rendered our passage that way impracticable We therefore pro-

ceeded on horseback by the way of the Chickasaw Nation
" We arrived at the territory on the first week of December and left it on the

third week of April

"As I ha\e been solicited by sundry persons to publish an account of my
travels through that part of the Union, and having my own geographical curios-

ity highl) gratified by traveling through such a vast tract of country, the history

of which is little known, presuming that a brief view of the interjacent space

between the settlements of Cumberland and the territory , together with a sketch

of the history of that territory would afford some gratification to my fellow-citi-

zens, the following pages are with deference submitted to the candor of the

public, by their humble servant, the author Iredell County, N C , Aug 25,

1801 "Prtface
The first history of the territory A well-written and interesting work

Copies se&i. Congress

HAMBBRLIN, L. R. Lyrics By L R Hamberlin 1881

No copies seen

HAMILTON, PETER JOSEPH (1859-), A M
, lawyer Colonial Mobile

|
an

historical study, largely from
| original sources, of the Alabama-

1

Tombigbee Basin from the dis-
1 covery of Mobile Bay m 1519

|
until

the demolition of
|
Fort Charlotte

|
m 1821.

| By |
Peter J. Hamilton,

A M
|
late fellow of Princeton; author of [-etc , 1 line ] |

Illus-

trated
| [Vignette ] |

Boston and New York
| Houghton, Mifflm and

Company |
the Riverside press, Cambridge, 1

1897.
|

8vo ppxll, 11,446 Maps, Wuntraiions

This valuable work contains many references to tho history and region now
embraced in Mississippi

Copies seen. Owen

Running Mississippi's south line.

In Publications Mississippi [State] Historical Society, 1999, vol ii, pp 157-168

French exploration from Mobile
In Tranxu^u Alabama Hi&rical Society, 1898-90, vol iii, pp 80-9S.

HAMM, J 8., Dirt. Judge Charge |
delivered by |

Hon J. 8. Hamm, |

Judge of the 7th Jud Dist, Miss
, |

to the grand jury of Kemper
County, |

at Sept Term, 1877, of the Circuit Court
|
Published by

request of many members of the Bar and other persons | Meridian,
Miss,

|
Shannon & Powell, book & job printers. |

1877
|

8vo Title, 1 leaf,pp 19

Charge |
delivered by |

Hon. J 8 Hamm, | Judge of the 7th Jud

Dist, Miss., |
to the grand jury of Lauderdale County, |

at February
term, 1879, of the Circuit Court

| Meridian, Miss
|
Shannon & Pow-

ell, book and job printers. 1
1879

|

8vo pp 28

HAMMET, WILLIAM H., M. C from Miss Sketch of
In ClalDorne's Mississippi, p 451, note

HAMPTON, JOHN P
, Lawyer, First Chief Justice ofMm Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar (^Mississippi, pp 81-88.
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HANCOCK COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlc's Mississippi, pp 4tiQ-l82

See also Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol i, pp 1U1-192

Historical account of See J F H Claiborne

HANDY, ALEXANDER H (1809- ), Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar <tf Missisttipjn, pp 50K-510

Secession considered as a right in the States composing the late Amer-

ican Union of States, and as to the grounds of justification of the

Southern States in exercising the nght 1862

8?o

Title from Lynch, p 609, who says
* The work is a profound and instructive con-

stitutional argument, which every lawyer should read: who ucoks a thorough

knowledge of the history, character, and interpretation of the Constitution of the

United States."

HABDING, LYMAN ( -1820), Lawyer Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench and Bar qf Mississippi, pp 26-27

See also Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 359-860

HARDY, WILLIAM H The evil tendencies of the age. Moral and religious

education the only corrective An address delivered before the Philo-

mathean and Hermeman Societies of Mississippi College, June 24, 1873.

8vo pp 15

HARMON, Rev. M. F. The Christian Church m Mississippi
In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol il,pp 868-869

HARPER, L., LL D , State Geologist Preliminary report |
on the

| geology
and agriculture |

of the
|
State of Mississippi, | by |

L Harpei,
LL D

, | correspondent of the Imperial Museum for Nat Science of

France, etc.
|
State Geologist of Mississippi | By order of the Legisla-

ture of Mississippi |
E Barksdale, State printer, |

Jackson.
|
1857.

|

8vo pp 860 Errata, 1 leaf Geologicalmapf 63 Diagrams, and/taWes. Geolog-

ical maps of Pontotoc, Tippah, and Tishomingo counties.

Edition, 5,000 copies.

See Mayes' History of Education in Mississippi, pp 216-219

HARPER, Copt. W. L. Centennial address, 1876
Referred to and quoted in Claiborne'a Mississippi, p 227

He was of Jefferson County

HARRIS, BUCKNER C , Lawyer Sketch of.

In Lynch's BcncJi and Bar of Mbaisstppt, pp 189-140

HARRIS, J BOWMAR, Lawyer A digest |
of

| Mississippi Railway decis-

ions
|
from vol 1 to and including vol 71

| Mississippi Reports |

Compiled by |
J Bowmar Harris, | attorney at law, | Jackson, Miss

j

Press of Clarke & Courts, Galvestou.
|
1894

|

12mo pp 191

He Is also the compiler of the "Ordinance*" of Jackson, Miss., 1890, Svo

pp 218.

HARRIS, WILBY P (1818-1891 ), Lawyer, M C from J/WH Memorials
|
of

the
|
life and character

|
of

| Wiley P Hams, |
of

| Mississippi |
Jack-

son, Miss. .
|
Clarion printing establishment

|
1892

|

Svo pp 40

Contains Remarks at the funeral, by Rev John Hunter, Proceedings of the

Supreme Court of Mississippi, including addresses of Messrs. T M. Miller, 8 8 Cal-

hoon, Frank Johnston, T J Wharton,andof Chief Justice Campbell; Tribute, by
Bishop C B Galloway, and sundry Editorial Tributes.
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HAKKIS, WILEY P. Sketch of

In Henry W Scott's Distinguulud American Lawyers

Mso Q<^p(^'B Memoirs tfMuai*8ippi,vol i,pp.879^80

Address on the condition of Mississippi under carpet-bag and alien

government, delivered in Jackson, Aug 28, 1875

In Lowry and McCardlc's 3ftesw//)p,pp 892-400

HABEIS, WILLIAM LITTLETON (1807-1868), Lawyer. Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench and Bat qf jtffcw/iw/ppt, pp 342^55

This sketch contains a copy of Mr Harris' address as commissioner to Ga. from

Miss., delivered Dec 15, I860, before the legislature of the former State

Sharkey and Ellett. Oompders. Revised Code of Miss., 1857 &*
Codes of Mississippi

HABJUSON COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlo's Miwiwippl, pp. 082-483.

HABBISON, JAMES THOMAS (1811-1879), Lawyer, Member Conf Congress

Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bendi and Bar of mutosippt, pp 377-888, portrait.

See otto Baldwin's Flush Times, etc., for paper entitled
" Jim T "

, aiid James M
Arnold

HABMBON, Reo.W S Life culture, |
a sermon

| preaclied June 20th, 1875,

to the faculty and |
students of the University of Columbus, m the

|

M. E Church, South, Columbus, Miss
| By Rev W. S Harrison,

pastor | [Cut of M E church ] | Columbus, Miss.-
| printed at the

the Excelsior Book and Job Office
1
1875

|

8vo pp 8

He is also the author of "Creation, Life, Lilc-tulUirc, three sermon*," 175,
and "Sam Williams, a tale of the Old South," (1802, 12mo pp 303.)

HASKINS, Rev. W. Atlantis, 1881

No copies seen

HATSON, CHABLBS W. The beginnings of civilization New York, John
B Alden. 1887

12mo
He is also the author of " Out of a beticiged city," 1S87, "Tho story of Beryl,"

1888, and "French literature," 1889

HAWKINS, BENJAMIN (1754r4816), Col m tiw Revolution, U & Sen. from
N. C. 9 Indian Agent Collections

|
of the

| Georgia Historical Society,
Volume m

|
Part 1.

| [Motto, 1 line ] [
Savannah

| printed for the

Society. |
MDCCCXLVni

| [New York William Van Norden

printer]
8vo pp 88.

Contents Introduction, BlograpJucal sketch of Bonjamin Hawkins, The Creek
confederacy, by W. B Hodgson, A sketch, of the Creek country, In 1798 and 17UU

by B. Hawkins

Appendix Indian treaties, 1773-1796

No other part of this volnmo of collections was leaned

"The author of this treatise [Sketch of the Creek country] wtus lor more than

thirty years employed by the Government of the United State* in ite intercom^.'
with the Indians. He was styled by the Creeks, ChoctawH, Chickasaws, mid
Cherokees the Beloved Man of the Four Nations. Ho wrote eight volumcfl of

material relatingto the history of the varlouH Indian tribes withwhom hetreated
These volumes of MSS are filled with detail* of treaties, lila correspondence on
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behalf of the tribes \\ith the General and State governments, vocabularies of

Indian languages, and records of the manners and customs, religions rites, and

civil polity of these wonderful aboriginal nations This treatise is filled with

sketches of all these particulars as existing in the Creek nation "Field's Indian

Bibliography> p 1G2.

HAWKINS, BENJAMIN [Journal of a tour through the Creek country,

November 19th, 1796, to May 21st, 1797 ]

Folio pp 250

Manuscript
The original of which thin is a copy is in the Georgia Historical Society library

It contains the author's observations upon the countrj and its inhabitants at that

tune Numbers of others of the Hawkins manuscripts also are in this Society's

collection This copy was made for and is owned bj Dr George W Hamner, of

Washington, D C

Sketch of See Absalom Chappell.

HAYDEN, Bev HORACE EDWIN A biographical sketch of Hon Oliver Pol-

lock, United States Commercial Agent at New Orleans and Havana,
1776-1783.

In narrtsbwg (Pa.) Daily TtXcffrapk Nov 18, 1880

See atoo Egles' Note* awl Queric*, Scries II, pp 147-151

Mr Pollock spent his last years in Miss
,
and died in the State

HAYWABD, ANN Emma Stanley A novel. By Ann Hayward, of Kem-

per County, Miss 1842

No copj seen

HAYWARD, JOHN (1781-1862), Autfior A
| gazetteer |

of the
|
United States

of America; | comprising | [-etc ,
13 lines ] | By John Hay>\ard, |

[-etc., 2 hues ] | Hartford, Ct | Case, Tiffany, and company (1853 |

8vo pp 861 lustrations

Copies seen. Hamner

HATWOOD, JOHN (1762-1826), Atty. Gen. of N C., Judge of Sup. a. oj

N. C., Immjer m Tenn The
|
natural and aboriginal | history |

of
|

Tennessee, | up to the
|
first settlements therein

| by the
|
white

people |
in the

| year 3768.
| By John Haywood |

of the County of

Davidson, m the State of Tennessee
| Nashville, | printed by George

Wilson, |
1823

|

8vo pp viii,390,li [2]

"In this book, now exceedingly rare and highly prtecd, tho author has brought
together a vcrj largo number of cunoas facts relating to the origin and character

of the natives of his Shite prior to tho settlement by the whites Ho docs not

favor the hypothesis of great antiquity in the Indian nations of America, and
believes in their common origin with the Caucasian race He describes with

great minuteness and care the relics oi the race which once inhabited tho terri-

tory, Its utensils, skeletons, crania, and fortifications, most of which he appears
to have personally inspected

"
Field's Indian ntbltnt/npJiy, p 1G2

The
|
civil and political | history |

of the
|
State of Tennessee

|
from

its
|
earliest settlement

| up to
|
the year 1796

| including the
|
bound-

aries of the State
| by John Haywood. |

Printed for the author
| by

Heiskel and Brown
| Knoxville, Tenn*

|
1823

|

8vo 2 pi. pp 604.
11 This work, only less rare than tho Aboriginal History of Tennessee by the some

author, contains a large portion of the material relating to the border warfare

with the Indians, narrated in the last-mentioned work The speculative and
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antiquarian portions and descriptions of mounds are omitted in this volume, but

the story of Indian conEicts and massacres is narrated with greater detail and

minuteness, filling much the larger portion of the work The story of the forma-

tion of the State of Franklin, and the civil war which ensued, is a chapter of

American history but little known, and scarcely exceeded in interest by any
other "Field's Indian BtMioffraphy, p 1G8

HAYWOOD, JOHN The
|
Civil and Political History |

of the State of Ten-

nessee
|
from its

|
earliest settlement up to the year 1796, | including

the
|
boundaries of the State

| By John Haywood. |
Exact reprint of

the edition of 1823, published by |
W W Hay\\ood, great-grandson

of the author; |
with a biographical sketch of Judge John Haywood. |

ByCol.A.8.Colyar. |
Printed forW.H Haywood | Publishing House

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
|
Barbee & Smith, agents,

Nashville, Tenn
|
1891

|

8VO pp 518.

HEALTH, STATE BOARD OP Report of Commission to rtudy yellow fever

and sanitary conditions in Cuba, n p. [1898.]

8VO. pp.24.

Made to the Mississippi State Board of Health

HEBRON, ELLEN E Songs from the South By Ellen E. Hebron Balti-

more, Eugene B. Smith 1875

16mo pp 245

Faith, or earthly paradise, and other poems Chicago 1890
12mo pp 28.

HEIDELBERG, DANIEL W , Lawyer. A digest |
of

| Mississippi Reports, |

from VoL 45 to 64 inclusive, | being a digest of all the Mississippi

reports not embraced in George's Digest. | By Daniel W. Heidelberg. |

Albany, N. Y
| Weed, Parsons and Co , printers. 1

1888
|

8vo pp [4] ,748

HENDERSON, JOHN (1796-1857), Lawyer, U. S. Snwtorfrom MAM. Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bendi and Bar of Misaisaippl, pp 145-14G

He Is also the author of "A reply to Tom Paine," (Natchez, 1820 )

HENDERSON, Mm J. P. Annie Balfour. Richmond, Va. Pres. Com. of

Publication. 1870

12mo

HENDERSON, JOHN W. A competitive essay on The Sabbath New
Orleans, 1877.

12mo

HENDERSON, Mr*. LIZZIE GEORGE, Pres. U D. C. Private letters of Mrs.

Humphreys, written immediately before and after the ejection of her
husband from the Executive Mansion

In PtMicotwna Mississippi State Historical Soeutyt 1900, vol. iil (In press.)

HERSEY, Rev. JOHN. Sketch of. See Rev F E. Marine

HILGARD, EUGENE WOLDBMAR (1833-), Ph. D., Chemist, State Geologist

Report on the condition of the geological and agricultural survey of

Mississippi. 1868.

8VO. pp.22.
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HILGABD, EUGENE WOLDEMAB Report |
onthe

| geologyand agriculture |

of the
|
State of Mississippi | by | Eug. W. Hilgard, Ph D., |

State

Geologist. |
Printed by order of the Legislature. |

E. Barksdale, State

printer. | Jackson, Mississippi, 1
1860

|

8vo. pp zziv, 891 Geologicalmap, g platesf and several figures, unnumbered
This report Is justly regarded as a production of great value

Edition, 5,000 copies.

Copies seat. Owen
Sketch of.

In Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American Biography, vol ill, p 202.

Mr Hilgard edited vols v and vl on "Cotton Production," of the "US Census

Reports for 1880," to which he contributed the monographs on Mississippi, Louisi-

ana, and California.

See also Hayes' History of Education Mississippi, pp 219-226.

HILL, JAMES, vs CATCHINGS, T Contested-election case
|
of

|
James Hill

vs. T C. Catchings, |
from the

|
third Congressional district of Missis-

sippi. | Washington |
Government printing office.

|
1889.

|

8vo pp .

(topics seen Owen

Majority and minority reports of the Committee on Elections Feb~"

25, 1891. (House Rep 4005, 51st Cong ,
2d sess )

8vo pp 9 No title-page

Copies seen. Owen,

Contested-election case
|
of

|
James Hill

|
vs.

|
T C Catchings, |

from

the
|
Third Congressional District of Mississippi |

Brief for contes-

tee
| Dabney, McCabe & Anderson, | attorneys for contestee

|
Wash-

ington, D C
|
Geo R. Gray, prmter and publisher |

1889
|

8vo Cover title only, 1 leaf pp 264.

Copies seen. Owen

HTLL, ROBERT ANDREWS, Lawyer, V. S Diet Judge Sketch of.

In Claiborne's Mississippi,? <m,note

HILLMAN COLLEGE Catalogues. 1850-1890, 1891-1898.

8vo ids in each

See Hayes
1

History ofEducation in Mississippi, pp 99-100

Located at Clinton, Hinds County, Miss. Originally, and until 1891, the " Con-

tral Female Institute
" In latter year, changed to present name

HILLYARD, M. . The
|
new South

|
A descnption of the Southern States,

noting each State separately, |
and giving their distinctive features and

most
|
salient characteristics.

| By M. B. Hillyard. |
Published by |

the

Manufacturers' Record Co.
| Baltimore, Md. 1

1887.
|

8vo pp 418. Illustrations

Copies seen. Hamner

Letters descriptive of the climate, soil, and resources of Central Mis-

sissippi. McComb City, 1876.

8vo. pp 203.

HINDS COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 488-490.

Jackson, the State capital, is located in this county

HISTORICAL SOCIETY Publication
|
of the

| Mississippi State
|
Historical

Society |
For 1898

|
Contents

| [-etc ,
23 lines ] | Oxford, Miss

|

Published by the Society | June, 1898
| Price, $2 00

|

8vo Cover title only, 1 leaf, pp 106 Index, pp. [4,]
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CONTENTS

1 Mississippi's "Backwoods Poet," by Dabney Lipscomb,A M
2. Mississippi as a field for the student of literature, by W. L. Weber
3 Suffrage in Mississippi, by R.H Thompson, LL D
4. Spanish policy in Mississippi after the Treaty of San Lorenzo, by F L. Riley,

Ph D
5 Time and place relations in history with some Mississippi and Louisiana,

applications, by Prof H E Chambers.

6. The study and teaching of history, by Herbert B Adams, Ph D ,LL D
7 Some facts in the early history of Mississippi, by B W Jones, A M , LL D
8. Pre-historic Jasper ornaments in Mississippi, by R. B Fulton, A M,LL D
9 Suggestions to local historians, by Franklin L Rilcy, Ph D
10. Some inaccuracies in Claiborne's History in regard to Tccumseh, by H 8.

Halbert.

11. Did Jones County secede? By A. L. Bondurant

Copies seen, Owen

HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The
| Mississippi Historical Society |

I. General

Information
|
II. Personal Endorsements

|
III. Publications.

|
IV.

List of members
| [By Dr. F L Riley.] |

Printed at the
| Up-to-date

Job Printing Office
| Oxford, Miss.

| [1899.]
8VO pp 16

Administrative circular

Publications
|
of

|
the Mississippi | [State] Historical Society |

Edited

by |
Franklin L. Riley, | Secretary. |

Vol II.
| Oxford, Mississippi. |

published by the Society. 1
1899

|

8VO pp234[lB.]

CONTENTS

Title, Officers of the Society for 1899, and Contents.

The historical element in recent Southern literature, by Prof C Alphonso
Smith

Irwin Russell First fruits of the Southern romantic movement, by Prof W L
Weber
William Ward, a Mississippi poet entitled to distinction, by Prof Dabney

Lipscomb
Sherwood Bonner, her life and place in the literature of the South, by Prof

Alexander L Bondurant

"The Daughter of the Confederacy," her life, character, and writings, by Prof.

Chiles Clifton Ferrell

Sir William Dunbar, the pioneer scientist of Mississippi, by Prof Franklin L.

Biley

History of taxation in Mississippi, by Prof Charles H. Brough
Territorial growth of Mississippi, by Prof J M White
The early slave laws of Mississippi, by A H Stone, esq
Federal courts, judges, attorneys, and marshals in Mississippi, 1798-1898, by

ThomasM Owen, esq

Running Mississippi's South line, by Peter J Hamilton, esq
Elizabeth Female Academy the mother of female colleges, by Bishop Chas. B

Galloway
Early history of Jefferson College, by J K Morrison
The rise and fall of Negro rule In Mississippi, by Dunbar Rowland
Glimpses of the past, by Mrs. Helen D Bell

Historic Adams County, by Gerard Brandon, esq
The historical opportunity of Mississippi, by Prof R. w' Jones,
Nanlh Waiya, the sacred mound of the Chpctaws, by H 8 Halbert, esq
Index

Oopieescen. Owen.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY Sketch of.

In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol 11, pp 52-53

HISTOEY Works relating to Mississippi See J G. Baldwin, Besancon,
J F. H Claiborne, Reuben Davis, Le Page Du Pratz, Mm Mary V
Duval, Rev L S Foster, B F French, H S Fulkerson, H S Halbert,

James Hall, P J Hamilton, John Haywood, M B Hillyard, Histois

ical Society, Joseph Hodgson, Charles G Jones, Rev. John G. Jones,

Edward King, Miss Grace King, Louisiana, Lowry and McCardle,

Hugh Mcfiall, A. T Mahan, Mm Louise Manly, A B Meek, Andrew

Miller, J W Monette, Charles NordhofE, Thomas M Owen, Rev

Frank Patton, A J. Pickett, A \V Putnam, J G M Ramsay, Win

Roberts, Bernard Romans, Chas C Royce, Susan D Smedes, Amos
Stoddard, C B Walker, E G Wall, Ren Geo White

HODGSON, JOSEPH (1838-), Col C S A, Journalist The Cradle
|

of

the
| Confederacy; | or, the Times of

| Troup, Quitman and Yancey |

A Sketch of Southwestern Pohtical History |
from the Formation of

the Federal
|
Government to A D 1861

| By Joseph Hodgson, |
of

Mobile
| [Quotation, 1 line ] |

Mobile
|
Pnnte<l at the Register Pub-

lishingOffice |
1876

|

8vo xv, 628.

Maintains "that the Southwestern States wore driven b} Northern enemieft

rather than by Southern leaders into the act of RwcHfrfon
"

Pi cftuv

Copies seen Owen

HOGUE, ADDISON The irregular verbs of Attic prose By Addison Hogue,
Prof, of Greek in the University of Mississippi Boston 1889

HOLLY SPBINGS. Sketch of

In Davta's Recollection* qf 3fiiwfH*ippf and J/Xmtat/pp/Vw*, pp 86-9C- Female Institute

In Mayes's History <tf Education in Mississippi, pp 40-61

HOLMAN, D A Development A great primary law of nature An
address delivered before the Hermeman and Philomothean Societies

of Mississippi College, June 25, 1877
8vo

HOLMES COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle'w Mississippi, pp 490-498

HOLMKS, DAVID (1769-1832), M C from Ta ,
Territorial ant? Stntf Goo of,

and U S Sen from Miss. Sketch of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 802-403, portrait

Administration as governor
Ibif? pp 304-800

Also Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 213-245, 259

HOLT, JOHN 8 The life of Abraham Page Philadelphia. 1868
He Is also tho author of "What I know about Ben Eaclcfl," 1809, aurt "The

u
QuInes,"1870

HOLT, JOSEPH (1807-1896), Lawyer, P M Oen , Sec of Wr Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench andZatrqf Misxisxippt, pp 247-250

HOOKEB, ALLAN J. Confederate military history of Mississippi
InGoodspecd'H Jf^wo/>^^J/Awm/jjp/,vol i,pp 145-172

In collaboration with hiH father, Hon Charles E Hooker
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.

HOOKER, OHAELBS E ,
Ool C 8. A., M C from Miss. Confederate mili-

tary history of Mississippi
In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol l,pp 146-172

Sketch of.

Ibid. ppflBl.

Contested election case of. See Kernaghan vs. Hooker.

HOOKBB, CHABLES E., Jr. Pohtical history of Minsissippi

In Goodapeed'H Memoir* of JftmiMippt, vol ii,pp 127-140

Hoimcui/ruRAL SOCIETY- Transactions
|
of the

| Mississippi Horticultural

Society, |
at the

| regular semi-annual meeting, |
held

| Wednesday,
June 18, 18W, [

at the
| Agricultural and Mwhanical College, |

Stark-

ville, Miss
| By J. B Yellowly, | Secretary pro tern.

| Jackson,

Misa.
|
Clarion steain printing establishment.

|
1885.

|

8vo pp 82

See also Bulletins of the Agricultural Experiment Station.

HOUSTON Recollections of

In Davia'H Recollection* qf 1/fcsfaHip.pi awl Ar/ttJttfppfa/ix, pp 174-185.

HOWARD, H. R The History |
of

| Virgil A Stewart, |
and his

|
Adven-

ture
|
in Capturing and Exposing the Great.

" Wentem Land
|
Pirate"

and his Gang, m Connection
|
with the Evidence, |

aluoofthe
| Trials,

Confessions, and Execution
|
of

|
aNumber of MurrelPn Associates in

the State of
| Mississippi during the Rummer of 1835, and the

|
Exe-

cution of Five Professional Gambler*
| liy the Citizens of Vifknlmrg, |

on the 6th July, 1835
| [Quotation, 3 linen] | Compiled by H K

Howarrl
|

New York Harper & Brother*, Cliff-St
|
1836

|

12mo pp 273

Compiled under the direction and fuvdHtanco of Mr Mcwitrt, un<l is fall and
circumstantial in detail

Cbp/fMscrn. Congress

HOWARD, VOLNBY E , LuMnpr, M. C from TCVOA gkefc-h of

In Lynch'0 Bench and Bat ofJftwhtHfppi, pp 2nO-2.
r
)l

Reporter. Missiasippi Reporte, vols 2-8 tee Sujireme Court
"His reports are difltingnfehed for regularity und H>s(omatlc urningomcnt, and

his captions and nyllabiwos arc Inoid, corapn.>hoiiHiv(
k
, and exact Lynch, p JTiO

HOWRY, JAMES MOOBMAN (1804-1884), Lnwyfr
In Lynoh'H Bcnrh find Bar qf JtfZwAcfc^/, pp SU-Jilfi

Fee oho Waddcl'fl Manorial* ofArwlemtc Life, pp 200-LKJL

HUME, ALFRED (I860-), C E, D. 8c
, Prof Unt? J/7w. Some physical

constants, | (Length of second's pendulum, fotve of iiiaguetuun, lati-

tude, and longitude.) | by Alfred Hiune, C E
|
Fdlo\viu Civil Engi-

neenng, ^7ande^bi]t University |

A theaw presented t the Faculty of

Vanderbilt Umv
|
for the degree, Doctor of &umco

| June, 3890.
|

Cumberland Presbyterian Publishing House, | Noshnllo, Tenueaseo.
|

Svo

Mr Hume has articles in tho Vandorbilt UnivctHity weekly, monthly, and
annual He also has papers in the Proceeding* of the Engineering Aw'n of the
South, 1895, W*t Schnol Jmmial, 1897, Proceeding* of the Southern AHN'II of Col-

leges and Schools, W99, tho toluol AvfeiP, Chicago, Fob
, 1900, and the Amrrinn

Mathematical Montlily
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HUMPHREYS, BENJAMIN GRUBB (1808-1882), Brig. Gen. C S. A., Qov of

Miss. Administration as governor
In Lowry and HcCardle's Mississippi, pp 360-371

Genealogy of the Humphreys family.
In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol i, pp 979-968.

HUNT, ABMAH Duel with George Poindexter
In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, p 503

See also Claiborne's Miwuuippi, p 371-372

HUNTINGTON, Miss iRWiN. The
|
Wife of the Sun

|
A legend of the

Natchez.
| [Quotation, 3 lines ] | By Irwin Huiitmgton, | ("Frances

Irwin,") | Mobile, Ala..
|
the Gossip printing co.

|
1892.

|

8vo pp 62 Illustrations

HUTCHINS, Col. ANTHONY Sketches of

In Claiborne's Histissippi, pp 118-123, 136, 170-175, 203

HUTGHINSON, ANDERSON ( -1853 ) , Lawyer Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bendi and Bar ofMississippi,pp 252-253

Compiler. Code of Miss
,
1798-1848 See Codes of Mississippi.

Manual
|
of

| judicial, ministerial, and civil
| forms, | revised, Ameri-

canized, and divested | ofuselessverbiage | comprising [eta, 9lines.] |

By A. H. Hutchmson, | compiler of the Code of Mississippi, | Jackson,

Miffl
| published for the author, by Barksdale & Jones:

|
1852

|

8VO pp 325

HUTGHINSON, Rev. J R Reminiscences Sketches and addresses 1852

8vo

INDIANS. Document 512
| Correspondence |

on the subject of the
|

Emi-

gration of Indians, |
between

|
the 30th November, 1831, and 27th

December, 1833, |
withabstractsof expendituresbydisbursingagente, |

hi the
|
Removal and Subsistence of Indians, &c

,
&c

|
Furnished

[
in

answer to a Resolution of the Senate of 27th December, 1833, | by the

Commissary-General of Subsistence [George Gibson] |
Vol. I [-V] |

Washington |
Pnnted by Duff Green, 1

1834. (Sen Doc 512, 23

Cong., 1st sees. Vols 7-11)
8 vo Vol i, pp vii, 3-1179, vol Ii,l 1 , pp 972, vol. ill, 1 1

, pp 840, yol.lv, 1 1

pp 771, vol v, 1 1
, pp 603

Copies Been: Owen

The Natchez, Chickasaw, Choctaw, and other Indian tribes.

In Lowryand McCardlc's Mississippi, pp 246-258

Antiquities of the Southern Indians. See Charles C. Jones

The Mississippi Indians.

In Claiborne'a Mississippi, pp 48S-526

This sketch collates many interesting facts, but it contains nlw> many errors

The Indians, their cessions, fortresses, and wars.

In Goodgpeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol I
, pp 27-63

Dancing Rabbit Creek treaty. See that title

History of the American Indians See James Adair

Aboriginal races of North America. See 8. G. Drake.
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INDIANS Life of Tecumseh. See Benj. Drake

Essay toward an Indian bibliography See T. W. Field.

A synopsis of Indian tribes See Albert Gallatin

See o&o Wm Bartram, Baudry de Lozieres, Biedma, F Bossu, Wm. A
Bowles, D G Bnnton,A J Brown, Bureau of Ethnology, Cabe$a de

Vaca, A W Dillard, J D. Dreisback, Le Page Du Pratz, Elvaa, B F
French, A S Gatschet,H S. Halbert, Benj Ha\v kins, John Haywood,
Indian Treaties, Helen M. F Jackson, Louisiana, Hugh McCall, J. H
McCulloh, Thomas L McKenny, and alxo MoKenny and Hall, A. B
Meek, Le Clerc Milfort, J W. Monette, Rev J Morse, Panton, Leslie

& Co , Pascagoula Indians, Perrin du Lac, A J Pickett, John Pope,

Pushmataha, A. W. Putnam, J. G. M Ramsay, Bernard Romans, J. D
G. Shea, Barnard Shipp, Ternaux-Oompans, Sarah Tuttle, Henry
Trumbull, and Garcilasso de la Vega, Rev George White, and Thomas
S. Woodward.

INDIAN TREATIES. Indian treaties, |
and

|
laws and regulations | relating

to Indian affairs.
|
to which is added

|
an appendix, | containing the

proceedings of the old Congress, and other
| important state papers,

in relation to Indian affairs.
| Compiled and published under orders of

the Department of War of
|
the 9th February and 6th October,1825. |

Washington City: | Way & Gideon, printers. |
1826.

|

8vo pp xx, 661 Pp 531-6G1 consists of ft Hiipplemont, \\Jlh the following
half-title "Supplement containing additional treaties, documcntfl, &c , relating

to Indian Affairs, to the end of the twenty-flint CongreHR. ( )flh ml "

Copies seen Owen.

Treaties
|
between the

|
United States of America

|
and tlie several

|

Indian tribes, |
from 1778 to 1837

|
with

|
a copious table of contents

j

Compiled and printed by the direction, and under the supervision, |
of

the
|
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

| Washington, D C.
| published

by Langtree and O'Sullivan.
|
1837

|

8vo pp Ixxxiii, G99

Copies accn. Owen
Issued also with title ns follows.

Treaties
|
between the

|
United States of America, |

and the several
|

Indian tribes, |
from 1778 to 1837

|
with

|
a copious table of con-

tents
|
New edition, | carefully compared with the originals hi the

Department of State
| Compiled and printed by the direction, and

under the supervision, |
of the

|
Commissioner of Indian Affairs

|

Washington, D C.
|
Published by Langtree and O'Sullivan.

|
1837.

|

8vo. pplxandil,699
See also Goodspecd's Memoirs <tf Mississippi, vol i,pp 27-53

Copies seen. Owen

Treaties with Indians
In Revised Code qf Mississippi (1857), pp 702-722.

Extracts from all treaties with Mladsaippi Indiana.

Dancing Babbit Creek Treaty. See that title.

See also HUGH M'CALL.

INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE AND COLLEGE. Circular No 1.

8vo pp 8.
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INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE AND COLLEGE Plan of organization.
8vo pp 11

Biennial report to the Legislature
8vo pp 43

Sketch of.

In Mayes' History qf Education, m Mississippi, pp 245-256

INGRAHAM, Rev J H , D. D Sunny South, or the Southerner at home.

Embracing five years' experience of a Northern governess in the land

of sugar and cotton Edited by Prof J H Ingraham Philadelphia.
1860.

12mo pp 526

He Js also tho author of "The South-west by a Yankee," 1836,
"
Lafltte, or the

Pirate of the Gulf,"
" Tho American lawyer,

" " Prince of the House of David,"

1855, and other works

INSANE ASYLUM, The East Mississippi Biennial report |
of the

|
trustees

and superintendent |
of the

|
East Mississippi Insane Asylum, |

to

the
| Legislature of Mississippi, |

for the
| years 1896 and 1897.

|

Printed by authority | Jackson, Miss :
|
the Clarion-Ledger print, |

1897.
|

8vo pp 28

Covers period, Oct. 1, 1895, to Sept 30, 1897

Made under Sec 2828 of Code of Miss., 1892

See also Lunatic Asylum.

INSECTS See Bulletins of the Agricultural Experiment Station.

INTERN S.L IMPROVEMENTS See 3 A Miller, and H 8 Tanner

ISSAQUENA COUNTY-. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 490-497

Description of mounds in By W. M Anderson
In Trans St. Louis Academy qf Science, vol ill (18CS-1877), pp 232,234.

ITAWAMBA COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 493-496.

Mounds in

In Smithsonian Report, 1867, p 405

JACKSON. Sketch, with eaily settlers

In Lowry and McCurdlc's Mississippi, pp 481-488.

Seat of government.
Ibid, pp 617-021

Why the capital was located at Jackson See J L Power.

Sketches of

In Goodspecd'H Memoirs qf Mississiwi, M>1 ii,pp 172-186

Ordinances See J Bowmar Hams
See also, for legislation as to the capital, the several Codes

JACKSON, Gen ANDREW Visit to Mississippi
In Lowr> and McCardlc'H Mississippi, pp 293-8.

Life of See J. H. Eaton See also Amos Kendall, and James Partoii.

JACKSON COLLEGE Sketch of.

Da Mayes' History of Education in Mississippi, pp 57-59
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JYCKSON COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlc's Miwl&ippi, pp 497-499

See also Goodapcod's Mrmous of J/lmiMlppt, vol I, pp 192-198

JACKSON, HELEN MARIA FISKE (1831-1885), Aiitlwr. A century of dis-

honor
|
A sketch

|
of the United States Government's dealings |

with

some of the Indian tribes
| By H H [anon ] |

Author [-etc ,
1 line] |

[Quotation, 7 lines ] |
New York

| Harper & Brothers, Franklin

square |
1881

|

I2mo pp x,457

Chapter vJii, pp 257-297, treats of the1 Clicrokces

A sketch, with iwrtraU, is in Appleton's djcloitcdia of American Biography, vol

ili.p 886

JANBSENS, FBANCIS (1843- ), fburth llotiu.m Catiwltc bwfwp of Natchez.

Sketch of.

In Sketch ofHie Catholic Clutrcli in Natclics, pp 33-34.

JASPEE COUNTY Sketch of.

In Lowry and McCardlo's Mtottoatppt, pp 199-502

JEFFERSON COLLEGE Sketch of See J K Morrison.

Sec also Maycs' History of Education in MK*?wi]tpt, pp 26-37
" It is noteworthy that not only was this the lint institution of learning estab-

lished by authority of the State, but also that its charter was the first act of incor-

poration for any purpose in Mississippi "IbUL, p 25

JEFFERSON COUNTY Sketch of

InLo^vryandMcCardle'sJ/wx/iw/j^pp 502-507

^oZsoGoodspeed'H 3/cmo// o/a/ww/w/p;>/, vol i pp 175-178

Reminiscences of the "Jefferson Troop
"

See Jolin A Watkins.

Recollections of. See find.

History of &fiP K Montgomery
JEFFEBSON TROOP Reminiscences of Sec John A Watkins.

JOHNSTON, AMOS R ( -1879), Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and lieu ofMtotitwlppI, pp 371-877

JOHNSON, JOHN LIPSCOMB (1835- ), D !>., LL 1) Sketch of

In Foster's Mtei&ipin Baptist Preachers, pp 39G-J07, portrait.

JOHNSON, Col RICHABD M Account of visit to Jackson, Miss
In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 3(XM

JOHNSTONS, GEORGE ( ), Gov of West Fla An
| appeal |

to the
|

public |
in behalf of

| George Johnstone, esq , |
Governor of West

Florida.
|
In answer to the North Briton Extraordinary, |

and in con-

sequence of other matters not taken notice
|
of in that extraordinary

publication |
London

| printed for C Moran, under the Piazza, Con-

vent-garden |
MDCCLXIII (Price one shilluig ) |

12mo pp 44

In the Gentleman's Magazine, Oct. 1768, vol xxxiii, p 475 unil p 5]fi, and also in
the Monthly Review, vol xxix, p 892, this pamphlet IH referred to, but the author's
name is not given
It is a friend's defense of Gov Johnstone. On Sept 17, 17<i3, tht-ro appeared in

the North Brtton a paper "strongly refleeting on the appointment of Scotchmen
to the Government of Fla." Gov J only recently appointed, and not yet having
left the country, became incensed at this article, and addressed H note about it to
the editor Believing he had evidence that a Mr Brooke wrote it, he went to the
lodgings of Mr B and after questioning him without satisfaction, he assaulted
him. Thereupon a warrant was issued for him This pamphlet is written con-
cerning these events.

It has practically nothing in it of local reference.
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JONKS COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 607-506.

Did Jones County secede? See A L Bondurant

JONES, CHARLES COLCOCK, Jr (1831-1893), LL D Antiquities |
of the

|

Southern Indians, | particularly of the
| Georgia tribes

| By Charles

C Jones, Jr
|
New York

|
D Appleton and Company, |

649 & 551

Broadway |
1873

|

8vo pp xvi, 582. 30 plates, SivoodciUs
1 A striking similarity exists among the customs, utensils, implement^ and

ornaments of all the Southern Indians, consequently in elucidating the archtt-

ology of a region often occupied in turn by various tribe*, itaccracd appropriate
to mention and contrast the antiquities of Virginia, the Carolinas, Florida, Ala-

bama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee "Preface
Copies seen Congress, Hamner

Hernando De Soto
|
The adventures encountered and the route pur-

sued by the Adelantado
| during his march through the territory

embraced within
|
the present geographical limits of the

|
State of

Georgia. | By |
Charles C Jones, Jr

| (Read before the Georgia His-

torical Society ) |
Printed for the author

|
J H. Estill, | Morning

News steam printing house | Savannah, Ga., 1880
|

8vo pp 42 11 Portrait otBoto

Copies wen Owen

The
| history of Georgia | by |

Charles C Jones, Jr , LL D
|
Vol-

ume I
| Aborginal and colonial epochs [-Voluine-II Revolution-

ary epoch ] | [Design ] |
Boston

| Houghton, Mifflmand Company |

New York 11 East Seventeenth street.
|
The Riverside press, Cam-

bridge |
1883

|

8vo Vol 1 , pp xiv, 1 1 556, vol 11, pp xiv, 1 1
, 640 Illustration*

Valuable for its treatment of the Indians, border life, boundaries, etc

Copies seen Hamner, Congress.

Funeral oration pronounced in honor of Davis. See Jefferson Davis

JONES, CORNELIUS J , vs CATCHINGS, T C Contested-election case
|
of

|

Cornelius J. Jones v T C Catchings |
from the

|
third Congressional

district of Mississippi | Washington |
Government printing office

|

1897.
|

8vo pp 252

Copies seen. Owen

Contested election case
|
of

|
Cornelius J Jones vs. Thos C Catch-

ings, |
from the

|
third congressional district of

|
the State of Missis-

sippi | Washington |
Government printing office

|
1899

|

8vo pp 87

Copies seen Owen

JONES, Rev. JOHN G., Metfiodigt Clergyman. A complete | history of Metho-

dism
|
as connected with

|
the Mississippi Conference |

of the
|
Metho-

dist Episcopal Church, South.
|
Written at the unanimous request

of
|
the Conference

| By Rev John G Jones, |
one of its members

|

Volume I.
|
From 1799 to 1817

| Nashville, Tenn
|
Southern Metho-

dist Publishing House |
Printed for the author.

1
1887.

|

12mo pp 461

Volume li never published
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Aii invaluable contribution, not only to the Church history of Mississippi, and
of that part of Mississippi Territory now Alabama, but to tho history of pioneer

life and timca in those States

He IH also tho author of "The Bishop's Council," 1867, "Appeal against dan-

cing," 1867, and ''Protestantism in Mississippi and tho South-West," 1866

Copies seen Owen

JONES, LACBY Summer Land By Lacey Jones, of Columbus, Miss
No copj Hccn

JONES, RICHARD WATSON, JT ^l
,
LL 7)., Prof. Unw. ofMm. Sketch of the

life of Gen Robert Edward Lee
In tho JtaraZ Messenger, Petersburg, Va , 1870

Report on the relative disciplinary value of linguistic and scientific

In the Virginia Educational Journal, 1872

How to teach a bible class

In M E. Church South, Sunday Sduwl Mttf/astnc, 1872.

Progress of education in the South.

In the Hotston Methodist, Knoxvillc, Tenn
,
1H74

Establishment of schools related to the State University.
In Proceedings qf the Mississippi State Teacher*' Association, 1876

Personality of the teacher

Ibid. 1878.

Address before the State Teachers
1

Association on Unification of State

Educational Work
Tbid. 1890

Facts in the life of the rattlesnake (Crotahi* liomdus) of the Missis-

sippi Delta.

In Science, Now York, 1891

How chemistry is best taught Papers before the International Con-

gress of Chemists, at Chicago, 111

Ibid 1898

The cotton army worm. Washington, D C
,
1879

8vo

Report to C V RIley, chief of U S Entomological Commission

The boll worm Washington, D C., 1879,

8vo

Report to C V Riley, chief of U 8 Entomological Commission

Some facts hi the early history of Mississippi
In Publication Mississippi Stale Historical Society, 1898, vol 1, pp N5-W

The historical opportunity of Mississippi
Ibid 1899, vol ii,pp 219-222.

Also reprinted

JORDAN, THOMAS, and PBYOR, J P. The campaigns |
of

|
Lieut-Gen. N B

Forrest, |
and of

|
Forrest's Cavalry, |

with portraits, niai>s, and illus-

trations.
| [Quotation, lime.] | By |

General Thomas Jordan and J. P.

Pryor | [Monogram.] |
Blelock & Company, | New-Orleans, La.,

Memphis, Tenn ,
and New-York

1
1888

|

8vo pp 704

Contains a full and probably the bent account of Forrest's campaigns,
Cbpte seen. Hamner, Morgan
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JUDAISM. SeeH M Bien.

JUDICIARY OF MISSISSIPPI See Courts.

JURISPRUDENCE OF MISSISSIPPI Account of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 4C7-482

The legal and judicial history
In Goodspecd's Memoita of Mississippi, vol. i, pp. 100-131, vol. il, pp 23-36.

K.

KELLS, Mrs H. B. Sketch of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union.
In Goodspeed'a Memoirs qf Mississippi^ vol li, pp 379-388.

KEMPEB COUNTY. Sketch of.

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 50^-610

The Chisholm massacre See J. M. Wells.

Kemper County vindicated. See J. D. Lynch.

Charge to grand jury of See J S. Hamm.

KEMPEK, Col REUBEN Sketch of.

In Claiborne s Mississippi,?? 260-262, 808-811

He was one of the bold and daring spirits in Mississippi in ita early Hcttlcmcnt.

KENDALL, AMOS (1789-1869), Postmaster-General Life of Andrew Jack-

son, private, military, and civil, with illustrations New York 1844.

8vo

To have been completed in fifteen, but seven numbers only appeared, bringing
the life down to nearly the end of the Creek war

KENNEDY, WILLIAM Sketch of See Wm T Lewis

KERNAGHAN, HENRY, vs HOOKER, CHARLES E Contested-election case
|

of
| Henry Kernaghan vs Charles E Hooker, |

from the
|
seventh

Congressional district of Mississippi | Washington |
Government

pnnting office
|
1889.

|

8vo pp 547

Report with resolution that Hooker retain seat Feb 25, 1891

(House Hep 3991, 51st Cong., 2d sess )

8vo pp 16 No title-page

Copies seen Owen

KER, DAVID Territorial Judge of Miss Sketch of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 141, 231, note

See also Goodspecd's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol il, p 521, for genealog>

KING, EDWARD (1848- ), Author The
| great South |

a record of jour-

neys |
m Mississippi [etc , 4 lines ] | By Edward King |

Pro-

fusely illustrated from original sketches
| by J Wells Chaiupney. |

American publishing company, | Hartford, Conn.
|
1875

|

4to Title, 1 leaf, pp 802, iv Illustrations

Copies seen Hamner.

KINO, Mm GRACE, Authoress. Makers of America.
|
Jean Baptist Le

Moyne |
SieurdeBienville

| By |
Grace King | [ etc ,

1 line.] |
New

York
| Dodd, Mead and Company 1

1893.
|

12mo pp 890 Portrait

HIST 99 VOL I 47
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KING, Miss GRACE De Sofco and his men in
|
the Land of Florida

| By |

Grace King | [ etc ,
3 lines.] |

With illustrations by George Gibbe
|

New York
|
The Macmillan Company |

London: Macnullan & Co ,

Ltd.
|
1898

I
All rights reserved

|

12mo pp xv, 826

KNAPP, Dr S A " Let us enlarge the domain of
|
industrial knowledge

' '

|

An address
|
delivered by |

Dr S A Knapp, |
of

|
Lake Charles,

La
|
at the

| Mississippi [ Agricultural and Mechanical College |
com-

mencement day, June 20th, 1
1894

| Starkville, Miss.:
|
E. L. Beid,

pnnter. |

8vo. pp.24

KNIGHTS OP PYTHIAS. The constitution
|
of the

|
Grand and Subordinate

Lodges, | Knights of Pythias, |
ofthe

|
Grand Domain of Mississippi |

Adopted at Aberdeen, Miss
, | May, 1895 I Meridian, Mississippi: j

JohnM Murphey, pnnter and stationer, |
1895.

|

870. pp.96

LACBY, Gen. EDWABD. Life of. See 8 A Moore Me <tfw Thomas M.

Owen

L VFAYETTE COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlc's Mississippi, pp. 510-512.

Mounds in Northwest part of T. 7 S., R. 4W
In Squier and Davis' Ancient Monuments, pp 110-111 Map No i>, pi 33

Mounds on left bank of Clear Creek, near Mount Sylvan.
Ibid pp 111-112 Map No 3, pi 33

LAKE, Capt. L Some facts relating to the early history of Grenada.
In Publication* Mtoiwippi, State Historical Society, 1900, \ <>1 111 (In press )

LAKE, WILLIAM A (1808-1861), Lawyer, M C from Mua. Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench and Sai QfMwte&ippi, pp 450-452.

LANDS Acts of Congress relating to the public lands.

In Revised Code ifHbsiwppi, 1857, pp 645-701

All Federal legislation affecting Mississippi to date

Land titles

In B L C Walletf Jteport on Agriculture and Gcobw/ tf Mtosutstppl, pp 117-125

See also Claiborne's MiKiwippl, pp 233-287, 295-299

Report |
of the

| Committee, |
to whom were referred, on the 24th

of December, and on
|
the 1st and 13th of Jan'y last, |

the
|
several

petitions, |
of Thomas Burling and others, of John Cal

|
her and

others; & of Cato West& others
| [Philadelphia. 1800.] (Ex. Doc ,

6th Cong, ISess.)
12mo pp 17.

Reprinted as No 52, Am. St Papers Puttie Ismda, vol. 1, pp 99-102.

Careful review of claims to lands in Miss, Territory; an examination of charters,

treaties, and other documents relating to titlesand jurisdiction, and an enumera-
tion of the several classes of laud claims In the Territory
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LANDS Letter
|
from the

| Secretary of the Treasury [A Gallatm], |
trans-

mitting |
information relative to the Claim of the Board

|
of Commis-

sioners West of Pearl river, |
in the

| Mississippi Territory, |
to

|

additional compensation for their services
| Washington City. |

Printed by E C. Weightman |

1811
| (Ex Docs ,

11 Cong ,
3 Sess )

8VO pp 4

Additional compensation recommended tor uctunl attendance by members of

Board

Homesteads and exemptions m Mississippi Public and railroad

lands for sale n p [1896]
8vo. pp 8 No title page
Circular from the Secretary of State's Office

Ooptcssecn Owen

See also Georgia Western Lands, Thomas Donaldson, and Edward

Mayes

LUTGDON, DANIEL WEBSTER, Jr (1864-), -1 If Observations on the

Tertiary of Mississippi and Alabama, with descriptions of new HpccicH.
In American Journal Science, 3d aeries, New Haven, Conn , March, 188G, vol

xxxi, pp 202-209

Observations on the Tertiary of Mississippi and Alabama, with descrip-

tions of new species
In .Vofurr, London and New York, 1K86, vol xxxiv, p 4(.

Noticed in American Journal Science, March 1886

LANMAN, CHARLES (1819-1895) Adventures
|
in the

|
Wild* of the United

States
|
and

|
British American Provinces

| By [
Charles Lanuian, |

[-etc., 1 hne ] | Illustrated by the author and Oscar Bo.ssau
| [QIN Na-

tion, 1 line ] |

With an appendix by Lieut Campbell Hardy |
In two

volumes
|
Vol. I [-II ] | Philadelphia |

John W Moore, [-etc , 1

line ] |

1866
|

8vo. Blustrated

Cbptes seen Congress.

LA SALLE. Adventures of See J. S. 0. Abbott, tiee ditto B. F. French

LVTOUB, Major A LACABRIERE Historical memoir
|
of

|
the war

|
in

|

West Florida and Louisiana
|
iu 1814-15

|
With aiT Atlas

|
BY Major

A. Lacarriere Latour, | principal engineer in the late Seventh Military

District, United States Army |
Written originally in French, ami

translated for the author, | by H P Nugent, esq | [Quotation, 5

lines.] | Philadelphia | published by John Conrad and Co.
|
J Max-

well, printer |
1816

|

8vo pp xx,2b4,cxc Portrait of Gen Andrew Jackson, jtlal&s

Perhaps the lending \\ork on the subject
Full account of operations In Mobile Bay, with a map, showing furls, etc Con-

tains nearly all the documents relating to the campaign

Copies seen Hamner

LVTTIMORE, Dr. WILLIAM (d 1843), Mo* Territorial Delegate. Sketch of.

In Clalborne & Mississippi, p 2G2-2G3, and notcu

L\UDERDALE COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Miwuxippl, pp 517-618

Charge to grand jury of. See J. S Hamrn.
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Luv, JOHN (1671-1729), Scotch Finance Biography of. See Adolphe
Thiers

L vu'KENCE OOUNTV Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlc's J/fcw&w//>M pp 512-616

Sec also Goodspced's Mcniou a of Mttowtippi, vol I, pp 11)3, 191

LAW*
This title embraces only .session laws Afcc aim r<nles of Mississippi, Conven-

tions and Constitutions of Mississippi, Courts anil Supreme Coin l f and T L Cole

Owing to the rant} of curl} session laws, it him been found impossible to give

titles HI full for the period 1790-1810 The check list lor Ihe PIM KM! gives all the

data in the hand** of the compiler lie is much mdchk'd to Theodore L Cole,

esq., Washington, D ,
for invaluable aid in this connection

MISSISSIPPI TERRITORY.

Flrtst grade

Laws (Enacted by the Governor and Judges) Jan -May, 17W 4to T
, 1 1 ,

pp 209 (See Codes of Miss for full title )

Laws (Enacted by the Governor and Judges) Sept. -Get, 1799 -Ho N t.p

pp,16
Laws (Enacted by tho Oovcruor and Judges) Get JU> N t p pp J7

Secvtul ffrcult,

1st General Assembly, 1st Hess Never convened

Ibt General Assembly, extra sens., July, 1801 No laws cited in Digests of 1807

and 1816

1st General Assembly, 2d SCSM., Oct -Dec 1801-Feb 1802 pp Ji.7

1st General Assembly, 2d extra sew , May, 1802 Acts cited in Digests of 1.S07

and 1816, but not by pp
2d General Assembly, 1st sess , Dec , 1802-Mareh, l.sa{ s\ o ]>p ,M)+

2d General Assembly, extra behs., Mav, 1S03 Digest of 1K1< ( ites at ts, but not

bypp
2d General Aasembly, 2d sess

,
Oct -Nov , 1803 Fol T 11, pp 28, l 1

3d General Assembly Ibt saw , Deo , 1801-March. IMKi 8\ o pp 130

3d General Assembly, extra seets
, Jul> ,

1S05 8vo pp 38, 1 1

8d General Assembly, 2d sess., Dec , 1805-March, 1806 Digests of 1807 and 1816

cite acts, but not by pp
4th General Assembly, 1st BOSS . Dec , 1800-Feb , 1807 Acts printed in DHJCS!,

1807, only See lbld
t , p 25

4th General Assembly, 2d sens , Dec , 1807-March, 1808 1Jmo pp \A

5th General Assembl> 1st sess , Fob ,
1809 8vo T

,
1 1 , pp 19

6th General Assembly 1st sess , Nov , 1809 8vo T 11 pp 23-15b [12] This
and the preceding BOSH, form one volume pp 1-19 + [.Sj +- 15G [121

6th General Assembly 2rt SCSH
,
Nov

, 1810 8vo pp ,39 [10]

7th General Assembly, 1st sess , Nov ,
1811 8vo pp 117 [1] [2] , 1 1

7th General Assembly , 2d set*, , Nov ,
1812 8vo pp 1 17 [2] ,

iin

Sth General Assembly, 1st fic&
,
Nov , 1813 8vo pp (18, iv

8th General Assembly, 2d SCSB , Nov , 1814 8\o ]>p 77 vil

9th General Assembly, 1st SCSH
,
Nov , 1815 8vo pp 108, vni

9th General Assembly, 2d sess , Nov , 1810. 8vo pp. 100, viii

STATE OP MISSISSIPPI.

Acts
| passed at the first session

|
of the

|
first General Assembly |

of

the
|
State of Mississippi. | [Cut] |

Andrew Marschalk State printer

| 1818.]
8VO pp 214,219-224 [24]

Convened at the town Washington
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Aita
| passed at the firstsession

|
(f the

|
second General Assem-

bly |
of the

|
State of Mississippi |

Natchez
| printed by Marschalk

and Evens State printers |
1319

|

ftvo pp 188 [14]

Convened at Natchez

No copies of tbe acts from 1S19 to 1824 ha\e been seen

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi' | passed at

|
the Seventh Ses-

sion [JDec 1823] |
of the

|
General Assembly, |

held in the
|
town of

Jackson.
|
Published by authority |

Jackson,
| printed by Isler and

Cutcher, |
1824

|

8\o pp 110, 7 11

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at

|
the eighth session

[Jan 1825] |
of the

|
General Assembly, |

held in the
|
town of Jack-

son
|
Published by authority |

Jackson
|
Silas Brown, State printer

|1825 |

870 pp 148, 8 11

Laws
I
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at

|
the ninth session

[Jan. 1826] |
of the

|
General Assembly, |

held in the town of Jat k-

son
|
Published by authority. |

Jackson*
|
Peter laler, State printer |

1826
|

8\o pp 186, vli,51]

Laws
I
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at

|
the tenth HCSSIOH

[Jan 3827] |
of the

|
General Assembly, |

held m the
|
to\\n of Jock-

son
|
Published by authority (Jackson |

Petei Isler, State printer. |

1827
|

8\o pp vlil.lBS.'Hl

La\\s
I
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passe<l at

|
the eleventh nessum

[Jan. 1828] |
of the

|
General Assembly, |

held in the
|
town of Jack-

son
|
Published by authority |

Jackson
j
Peter Isler, State printer |

1828
|

8vo ppl47,yiit511

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at

|
the twelfth mansion

[Jan 1829] |
of the

|
Genei-al Assembly, |

held in the
|
town of Jtu-k-

aon
|
Published by authonty |

Jackson
|
Peter Mer, State prmtei |

1829.
|

8vo pp 128, \ 1,5 11.

Laws
I
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at

|
the thirteenth WHHKHI

[Jan 1830] |
of the

|
General Assembly, |

held in the
|
to\\n of Ja< k-

son
|
Pubhshed by authority |

Jackson.
|
Peter Inler, State prmtei |

1830
|

8vo pp.20G f vUi,711

Laws
I
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at

|
the fourteenth aenon

[Nov 1830] |
of the

|
General Assembly, |

held in the
|
town of Ja< k-

son
|
Published by authority |

Jackson
|
Peter Inler, State pnutei |

1880
|

8\0 pp!46,\il
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LAWS. Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at

|
the fifteenth ses-

sion [Nov. 1841] I
of the

|
General Assembly, |

held m the 1 town of

Jackson
|
Published by authority |

Jackson
|
Peter Isler, State

printer 1
1831

|

8vo pp XYlii,172

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at

|
the sixteenth session

[Jan 1833] |
of the

|
General Assembly, |

held in the
|
town of Jack-

Hon
|
Published by authority |

Jackson-
1
Peter Isler, State printer |

1833.
|

8vo pp xxv, 252.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at the

|
seventeenth ses-

sion [Nov ,1833] |
of the

|
General Assembly,, |

held in the
|
town of

Jackson
|
Published by authority |

Jackson
| George R Fall, State

printer. |
1834

|

Svo Title, ll,pp 200

Laws
|
of the

|

State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular biennial ses-

sion
|
of the

| Legislature, |
held at

| Jackson, in January & Feb-

ruary, A D 1836.
| Jackson, Mi , |

G R.& J 8 Fall, State printer* |

1836.
|

8vo pp 410

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at an adjourned session

|

ofthe
| Legislature, |

held in the
|
town of Jackson, in January, 1837

j

Jackson
| printed by G R & J S Fall.

1
1837

|

8vo pp 67

Laws
|
ofthe

|
State of Mississippi, | passed ata called session

|
of the

|

Legislature, |
held at

| Jackson, in April, 1837
|
Jackson-

|
G R <fc

J S Fall
|
1837

|

Svo pp 892.

Laws
|

of the
|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular biennial ses-

sion
|
of the

| Legislature, |
held at

| Jackson, in January & Feb-

ruary, A D 1838
| Jackson, Mi

, |
B. D Howard, State printer |

1838
|

8vo pp 868

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi ) passed atan adjourned session

|

of the Legislature, |
held in the

| city of Jackson, |
from January 7,

to February 16, A. D. 1839.
|
Jacksou

|
B D Huward, State printer. |

1839
|

Svo pp 491.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the Legislature, |
heldm the

| city of Jackson, |
in the monthH of Jan-

uary and February, A D 1840
|
Printed by authority |

Jackaon:
|

C M Price, State printer 1
1840

j

Svo pp 3di, 1 1 13-866

Laws
I
of the

I
State of Mississippi, | passed at an adjourned session

|

of the
| Legislature, |

held m the
| city of Jackson, |

in the months of

Januaryand February, A. D 1841
|
Printed by authority. |

Jackson
|

C M Price, State printer. 1
1841

|

8vo pp. 802.

Contains Const of Miss , 1882
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LAWS Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular biennial

session
|
of the

| Legislature, |
held in the

| city of Jackson, |
in the

months of January and February, A D. 1842
|
Jackson

|
0. M. Price,

State printer. |
1842

|

8vo pp 285

Laws
I
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed |

at a called session
|
of

the
| Legislature, |

heldm the
| city ofJackson, | mJuly,A.D 1843

|

Jackson
|
M Price & G R Fall, State printers. |

1843
|

8vo pp 185

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular biennial ses-

sion
|
of the

| Legislature, |
held in the

| city of Jackson, |
in January

and February, A. D. 1844.
|
Jackson.

|
C.M. Price & S. Rohrer, State

printers, |
1844.

|

Svo pp xxi, 895

Contains Const of Miss , 1832.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular biennial ses-

sion
|
of the

| Legislature, |
held in the

| city of Jackson, |
in January,

February, and March, A D 1846
|
Jackson

|
C M. Price <fe G R

Fall, State printers 1
1846

|

Svo pp CIS

Contains Const of Miss., 1882.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the city of Jackson
| January,

February, and March 1848
|
Jackson

|
Price & Fall, State printers |

1848
|

8vo pp 584

Contains Const of Miss , 1832.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the city of Jackson
| January,

February, and March, 1850
|
Jackson.

|
Fall & Marshall, State print-

ers
|
1850

|

Svo pp. 544.

Contains Const of Miss , 1832.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the city of Jackson
| Jackson,

November, 1850.
|
Jackson

|
Fall & Marshall, State printers. 1

1850.
|

8vo pp 48

Contains Const of Miss., 1832.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the city of Jackson, | January,

February, and March, 1852
|
Jackson* |

Palmer & Pickett, State print-

ers
|
1852

|

8vo pp xxvlii, 587

Contains Const of Miss , 1832.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the city of Jackson
| October,

1852.
|
Jackson.

|
Palmer & Pickett, State printers. |

1852
|

Svo pp xvi,219
Contains Const of Mta , 1SJU
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L vus ]ja\\d
|

of the
|
State of Mississippi, | PIISSCM! at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legwlatm e, |

hel<l in the city of Jackwon from
|
2nd of

January to 2nd of March, 1854
|
Jackson

|
Barkadale & Jones, State

printers |
1854

|

8vo pp 013

Contains Const of Miss
,
1882

Laws
I
of the

|
State of Mississippi | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature |

held in the city of Jackxon, | January,

February, and March, 1856
|
Jackson-

|
E Barksdale, Stateprinter |

1856
|

8vo ppxYl,455
Contains Const of Miss , 1832

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at an adjourned session

|

of the
I Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the city of Jackson, |
Decem-

ber, January, and February, 1856-7 |
Jackson.

|
E. Barksdale, State

printer. |
1857

|

Svo pp 125

Contains Const, of Miss., 1832

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, held in the

| city of Jackson, November,
1857

|
Jackson

|
E Barksdale, State printer |

1858
|

8vo pp 197

Contains Const of Miss ,
1882

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | pawed ut called sotwion

|
of

the Mississippi Legislature, |
held in the

| city of Jackson, Noveinlrer,

1858
|
Jackson. |E. Barksrlale, State printer |

1859
|

8\0 pp 256

Contains Const of Miss
, 1832

Laws
|
of the

|

State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular Mission
|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Jackson, Novem-

ber, 1859.
|
Jackson

|
E Barksdale', State printer |

1860.
|

Svo pp 608

Contains Const of Hiss., 1832.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of JackHon, Novem-

ber, 1860
|
Jackson

|
E Barksdale, State printer. 1

1860
|

8vo pp 45, 1 leaf.

Contains Const of Miss
, 1832.

Laws
I
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called wcwion

|
of

the Mississippi Legislature, |
held in the

| city of Jacknon, January,
1861

|
Constitution revised

|
Jackson

|
E Barksdale, State pnittei. |

8VO pp 66

Contains Const of Mis*., 1861

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called newion

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Jsirk*>n, July

1S61
| Jackson, Miss

|
E Barksdale, State printer |

1861
|

8vo pp 86

Contain* Const (if Mian., 18(51
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L\WK Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session |

of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Jackson, November

& December
| 1861, and January, 1862. | Jackson, Miss.

| Cooper &
Kimball, State printers. 1

1862.
|

8vo pp 333

Contains Const of Miss., 1861

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called and regular

session
|
of the

| Mississippi Legislature, |
held in

|
Jackson and

Columbus, |
Dec 1862, and Nov 1863

| Selnia, Ala
| Cooper & Kim-

ball, State printers |
1864

|

8vo pp 256

Contains Const of Miss. 1861, and also the Constitution of the Confederate

States.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held m
| Macon, |

March and April,

1864
| Meridian, Miss.

|
J. J. Shannon & Co

,
State printers |

1864
|

8vo pp 106

Contains Const of 1832, with amendments

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in
| Macon, | August, 1864

|

Meridian, Miss |
J. J Shannon & Co

,
State printers |

1864
|

8vo pp 64

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in
| Columbus, | February and

March, 1865
| Meridian, Miss.

|
J. J. Shannon & Co , State printers |

1865
|

8vo pp 71

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|

of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Jackson, Otolnjr,

Noveml>er and December, 1865.
|
Jackson

|
J. J. Shannon <fc Co , State

printers |
1866

|

8vo pp 509

Contains Const of Miss., 18G5

Laws
I
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held m the
| city of Jackson, | O<tol>ei,

1866, andJanuaryand February, 1867
| Jackson, Miss |

J. J Shannon
& Co ,

State printers |
1867.

|

8vo pp xliv, 800

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in
|
the city of Jacknon, coin-

mencuig January llth, 1870, |
and ending July 21at, 1870

| Jackaon,

Miss .
| Kimball, Raymond & Co

,
State printers |

1870
|

8vo pp Ixtii, 720

Contains Const of Miss., 1868

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held
j
m the citv of Jackson, |

com-

mencing January 1st, 1871, and ending |
Mav 13th, 1871

| Jackson,

Miss Alcorn & Fisher, public printers. |
1871

|

8vo pp xl, 948

Contains Const
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L \ws. Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held
|
in the city of Jackson, com-

mencing January 2, 1872, aud ending | April 5, 1872
|
Printed by

authority of law
| Jackson, Miss

| Kimball, Raymond & Co
, State

printers 1
1872

|

8vo pp xxvl,615

Contains Const of Miss., ]8(i8

- Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Jackson, com-

mencing January 21, I87tt, an<l ending Apnl U), 187,'J
|
Printed by

authority of law.
| Jackson, Misa .

| Kimball, Raymond & Co , State

printers 1
1873

|

8vo pp xxxii,708

Contains Const, of Miss,, 1808

- Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a

|
called session, |

of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

convened in the
| city of Jackson, Octo-

ber 20th, 1873
|
Printed by authority | Jackson, MISH :

| Kimball,

Raymond & Co., State printers. 1
1874.

|

8yo pp 60- Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at the

| regular session
|

of the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

comened in the
( city of Jackson,

January 20, 1874.
|
Printed by authority | Jackson, Miss.'

|
Pilot pub-

lishing company, State pruiters |
1874

|

8vo pp xxiii,824.

Contains Const of Miss., 1868- Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at the

| regular session
|

of the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

convened in the
| city of Jackson,

January 20, 1874
|
Printed by authority | Jackson, Miss

|
Pi lot pub-

lishing company, State printers. 1
1874.

|

8vo

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a

| regular session
|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

comenediuthc
|
ntv of Jackson, Janu-

ary 5, 1875 |
Published by authority

| Jackson, MISH. .
|
Pilot publish-

ing company, State printers. |
1875

|

8vo. pp. xxiil,284.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a called session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

convened
|
in the city of Jackson, July

27, 1875.
|
Published by authority | Jackson, Miss

|
Pilot publishing

company, State pruiters. 1
1875.

|

8vo. pp.89

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held m the
| city of Jackson, |

com-

mencing January 4th, ] 876, and ending April!5th, 187fi.
|
Printed by

authonty of law.
| Jackson, Missiswippi |

Power & Barksdtile, State

printers. 1
1876.

|

8vo. pp.xxiv,362.
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LAWS. Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|

of the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held m the
| city of Jackson, |

com-

mencing January 2d, 1877, and ending February 1st, 1877.
|
Printed

by authority. | Jackson, Miss .
|
Power & Barksdale, State pnnters |

1877
|

8vo pp xvi,362

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held m the
| City of Jackson, |

com-

mencmg Jan 8th, 1878, and ending March 5th, 1878
|
Printed by

authority. | Jackson, Miss
|
Po\\er & Baiksdale, State printers |

1878
|

8vo pp xxix, 11 ,761

Laws
I
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Ja(kson, |

com-

mencing January 6th, 1880, and ending March 6th, 1880
|
Printed by

authority. | Jackson, Miss
|
J L. Power, State printer |

1880
|

8vo pp xxxl, 739

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a

| regular session of

the Legislature, |
held in the

| city of Jackson, | commencing Jan 3d,

1882, and ending March 9, 1882
|
Pnnted by authority. | Jackson,

Miss
|
J. L Power State printer. |

1882
|

8vo pp iv 1105

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a

| regular session of

the Legislature, |
held in the

| city of Jackson, | commencing January
8, 1884, and ending March 15, 1884

|
Printed by authoiity | Jacr[k]-

son, Miss.
|
J L Power, State printer |

1884
|

8vo pp [4], 1052

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Jackson, |

com-

mencing January 5, 1886, and ending March 18, 1886
|
Printed by

authority. | Jackson, Miss
|
R H Henry, State printer, |

1886
|

8vo pp xxx, 1 1
, 888

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Jackson, |

com-

mencing Jan'y 3, 1888, and ending March 8, 1888
|
Pnnted by

authority | Jackson, Miss
|
B H Henry, State printer |

1888
|

8vo pp 705.
%

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Jackson, |

com-

mencing January 7, 1890, and ending February 24, 1890
|
Printed

by authority. | Jackson, Miss..
|
R H. Henry, State printer. |

1890.
|

8vo. pp.808

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Jackson, |

com-

mencing January 5, 1892, and ending April 2, 1892
|
Printed by

authority- | Jackson, IVTiafl.
|
B. H Henry, pnnter |

1892
|

8VO pp. 492.
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LAWS. Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | pafwcd at a special session

|

of the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held 111 the
| city of Jackson, |

com-

mencing Januaiy 2, 1894, and ending February 10,1804 |
Printed by

authority. | Jackson, Miss..
|
the Clarion-Ledger publishing Com-

pany |1894 |

8vO pp 163.

Contain* the general and special messagea of the session, and also the Report
of the Committee on " State Fliitf" ami

" Coat of Ai ms "

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at a regular session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| cit> of Jackson, |

com-

mencing January 7, 1896, and ending March 24, 1890
|
Printed by

authority. | Jackson, Miss .
| Clarion-Ledger, State printers. |

1896.
|

8vo pp 254.

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | passed at an

| extraordinary ses-

sion of the Legislature, |
held in the

| city of Jackson, | commencing

April 27th, 1897, and ending May 27th, 1897
|
Printed bv author-

ity. 1 Jackson, Miss .
| Clarion-Ledger print I 1897

|

8vo pp 62

Laws
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi, | pawned at a special session

|
of

the
| Mississippi Legislature, |

held in the
| city of Jackson, |

com-

mencing Jan 4, 1898, and ending Fob 11, 18HK
|
Printed bv author-

ity | Jackson, Miss.:
| Clarion-Ledger Co , State printer* |

1898
|

8vo pp 157

LRAKE COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCaidle's MlMhtiippl, pp 510-620

LEAKE, WAI/TER (1760-1825), Lawyer, Gor
,
ami (

r S MW//W from MM
Sketch of.

In Lynch'a Bench and Bar qf Misfitxtfppi, pp 1.15-137

Sec also Claiborno'fl Jl/&w/w/j>p/, p 356

Administration as governor
In Lowry and McCardle's JS/MSw(pj>f , pp 2CO-2T&

LBVTHEBMAN, P. R Elements of morality. By P II Loathcrman, of

Woodville, Miss. 1860.

No copies seen.

LEAVELL, Rev ZACHARY TAYLOR (1847-) ,
D.D In the saffron plague.

In the Western Recorder, Louisville, K\ , 3898

Account of yellow fever at Jackson, MIxs., 1KW

Mississippi Baptists, their past A speech <leh\ orcd 1>eforc the Baptist

Young People's Union of Mississippi, at Wont Point, in March, 1898
In the Baptist Layman, 1898

Sixteen years among Mississippi Baptists.
In the BaptieL Seem d, 1894

Twenty years with Mississippi Baptifltfl. A H|*cr]> cloln creel before

the Mississippi Baptist Historical Society in 1HH7
Manuscript, filed in the archive* of the Socict>

Baptist annals
[
or

| twenty-tao years |
with

| Miflramppi Baptists |

1877-1899
| By |

Z T Leavell, D. D
|
With mtioductmn

|
1>v

|
II F.

Sproles,D D | Philadelphia |
Amoncan Bajtist IMliluution .Society |

[etc ,
1 line ] |

8vo pp 128 Portmtta qfauttw, and others
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LEAVELL, Rtr ZACTTART TAYLOE Sketch of

In Foster's Jfiwibippt Baptixt Pi cot/trw, pp 181-432

Aim in Goodspeed's Mcinoii a of Missit^ippi, \ ol i, pp 1110-1111

LEE COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 520-521

Mounds in

In Smithsonian Report, 1867, pp 404-405

LEFLORE COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and MeCardle's 3ft8i**ippi, pp 5M>23

LEE, STEPHEN DILL (1833-), My Gen
,
C 8 A The South since the \var

In Oonfcrlciate Military HUtoiy (Atlanta, Ga ), vol 12 8\o

Inaugural address
In Publications Mississippi State Historical Society, 1900, vol in (In press.)

Opening address as president of the society at the annual meeting, Jackson,

February 1,1900

The
| Agricultural and

|
Mechanical College |

of Mississippi |
Its

origin, object, management, |
and results, |

discussed in a series of

papers, | by Gen S. D Lee, president | Jackson, Miss :
|
Clarion-

Ledger publishing house
|
1889

|

8vo pp 18

General Lee lifts been a voluminous writer on military and educational topics.

Sketch of

In Ma>es' History of Education In Mississippi, pp 213-211.

LEFLORE, GREENWOOD Incident in the life of

In Lowry and McCardle's Miwiwlppf, p 453

See ttlna Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 11<>, nott, and 515,2x>rfra#

fcealKO Tiana Ala Hist. Society, 1898-99 vol iii,pp 101-102.

LEVEE COMMISSIONER Brief
|
of the

|
counsel for defendant m error

|
in

thecaaeof
|
Aaron Shelby \-s James L Alcorn, |

levee commissioner of

Coahoma County, |
in the High Court of Errors and Appeals |

of the

State of Mississippi |
Fulton Anderson and J W C Watson

|
for the

defendant in error.
|
Jackson:

| Mississippian Job office.
|
1858.

|

G vo pp 81

See also Transportation, infra.

Report of the Committee of the House of Representatives to investi-

gate Levee Matters
In Appendix to Journal of the Senate of Miss

, pp 479-41)9 See State ofllccs

See's. St L Copped

Lswib FAMILY Sketch of

In Claiborne'u Jfu.8taup.p/,pp 108-109, note

LEWJH, T M Be Soto's Camps in the Chickasaw Country in 1540-41.

In the National Magazine, Nov , 1891

Also separately printed 8 vo pp 5

LEWIS, WILLIAM TERRELL (1811-1893) Genealogy |
of the

|
Lewis Fam-

ily |
in America, |

from the middle of the seventeenth century |
down

to the present time | By |
Wm Terrell Lewis, |

of Perryville, Winston

County, Miss
|
Price $200 (Louisville, Ky.. |

Published by the

Couner-JournaJ job printing co., |
1893

|

870 pp 2 11,454

An elaborate and exhaustive work on the Lewis's and related families.

Copies seen: Owen
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LE\\ JH, WILLI VM TERRELL. Centennial history of Winston County, Missis-

sippi
In the Winston County Signal, Louisville, Miss

,
187C-77

- Win Kennedy, Esq General Thomas Brandon Miss Ann Ken-

nedy, a heroine of the Revolution aru Clowney, and others.

Jn the Sentinel, Pickens C H , S C , Ma> 7, 1885

LiBBUtr, The State Biennial report |
of the

|
State Librarian

|
and

|

keeper of the Capitol, |
to the

| Legislature of Mississippi, |
for the

|

years 1890 and 1891
|
Printed by authority | Jackson, Miss

|
Power

& McNeily, State printers 1
1892.

|

8 vo pp 27

Copies seen. Owen.- Catalogue of. Sec Mrs Mary Morancy.

LINCOLN COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's jOTMr/wujjjjf, p 523

LINGUISTICS See Bureau of Ethnology, A 8 (Jatwhet, and James Pilling

LIPSCOMB, Prof DABNBY, A. M College Y M C. A work: its needs and

methods.
In Proceedings Misstotppi Y Jf C A rtwrvji/wjf, Ypr 25-38* 1889- School government as a means of moral training.
In Proceedings Mlmsismiipi State Ttxwhut? AMMnalwiit Dec ii.s-.il, 1890- Education a prime factor in Mississippi history
Ibid July 5-6,1891-

Objects, methods, and rewilts of Sunday school work
In the Christian Adwcrte, New Orleans, Mar s, 1891- A library in every school Why not?

In the Mississippi Teacher, Nov ,
1897-

Mississippi teachers at the National Educational Association
Ibid. Sept, 1889- How to spend the vacation.

Ibid June, 1889- The Keantick Convention of 1809

In the Christian Advocate, Nashville, Sept 2K, IKK)- At service in old St Giles's, Edinburgh.
Ibid. Nov 2, 1889- Paris and the next International Exposition
In the University qf Xigsiwlppi Mtgasine, OU , 1899- English in the high school
In the Mississippi Journal of Education, Jan

, 1900- A tribute to the memory of Judge William M. Rogers.
In East Mississippi Tunes, Starkville, Oct 2, 1890-

Pledges on examinations.
In the Xcftectar, A & M College, Miss., Jim , 189L- Negro wit and humor in Irwin Russell's Poems.
In the Becord, University, Miub., March, 1899
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LIPMCOMB, Ptvf D VBNEY, J M Mississippi's "Backwoods Poet "

In Publications Mtsisirippi State Ilittorical Society, 1S98, vol i, pp 1-36

Critical sketch of S Newton Berryhill and his work

William Ward, a Mississippi poet entitled to distinction

Ibid 1899, yol ii, pp 23-42,

James D Lynch of Mississippi, Poet Laureate of the World's Colum-

bian Exposition
Ibid 1900, vol 111 (In press )

LOGAN, Ree NOWELL History of the Protestant Episcopal Church in

Mississippi

luQoods^&sXeiiwirs of Mississippi, vol II, pp W8-854.

Sketch of Mr. Logan
Ibid vol 1, pp 1141-1144.

LONGSTBEET, Rev. AUGUSTUS BALDWIN, LLD., D. D. (1790-1870). Sketch

of

In Waddel's Memorials of Academic Life, pp 274-277

See Mayes' Lamai Life, Times, and Srpccdm, pp 37-42, portrait.

The wife of Hon L Q C Lamarwos Virginia Lafayette, daughter of Mr Long-
street

See also Goodspeed's demons of Mlssiuilppi, vol 1, pp 1144-5

Georgia scenes, | characters, incidents, etc
|
m the

|
first half cen-

tury of the Republic. | By |
a native Georgian | [Quitinan, Ga.] |

1894.
|

12 mo. pp. 288. Illustrations

Previous editions Augusta, 3835, 12 mo pp 235 Second edition, Now York

Harper & Brothers, 1840, 12 mo pp 211, plates, mmft 1H43, isw, 1860, IKfiK, IHM
Macon, Ga., Burke, Boykln & Co 1864, S vo pp 239 Copies of these have not
been seen

Contains a series of pictures of life and nuumers, graphically presented, and
applicable to the South generally A book widely read and popular

Copies seen Congress

LOWING, BENSON JOHN (1813-1891), Author Scenes in the War of 1812.

IX War with Creek Indians
In Harper'* New Monthly Magazine, April 1864, yol xxviil, pp 598-016

Contains the following portraits And plants Wcatherford in Jackson's Tent,
Plan of Fort Jlims (after PIckett), General Andrew Jackson, General John Cof^

fee, and plan of Battle of Talladega

The
| pictorial field book

|
of the

|
War of 1812, | or, | illustrations,

by pen and pencil, of the history, biog- 1 raphy, scenery, relics, and
traditions of the

|
last war for American independence | By Benson

J Lossing |
With several hundred engravings on wood, by Leasing

and Bamtt, | chiefly from original aketehea by the author.
|
New

York
| Harper & Brothers, publwherw |

Franklin Square | [1896.]
8vo 2p 1 pp 1084 88J dlustiatiQH*

The first edition was published in 1868, and a second, 1809, the title PORCH,

pagination, etc
,
of each being the name ay this edition First issued in twche

parts

Contains account of the War against the Greek Indians, pp 738-782, and Opera-
tions in the Qnlf region, pp 1010 ct seq , with numerous Illustrations, map*, and
plans Portraits of Gens. Jackson, Coffee, and Claiborne His account appears
to be based principally on Pickett's Alabama and Claiborne's Lffe ofSam Dale

Copies seen. Congress.
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LOUISIANA Topographical and statistical
|
account of the

|
Province of

Louisiana, | containing, |
a description of its soil, climate, trade, and

produce, |
its divisions, rivers, lakes, cities, towns, &c.

| Laws, cus-

toms, habits and manners civil, com- | mercial, political, and ecclesi-

astical es-
1
tabhshments numbers and pursuits, of

|
its inhabitants,

together with new and
| interestmg particulars, relative

|
to the

|

Indian tribes
|
to which is annexed, a

| copious preface, and, |
the

recent conventions, between the
|
United States, |

and the
|
French

Republic | Compiled by different individuals, possessed of the
|
best

information, and from the documents com-
|
mumcated to Congress,

by the President
|
From the Franklin press | Baltimore, | printed for

John Rice, |
Samuel Butler, and Warner & Hanna.

| By Martin &
Pratt

|
1803

|

24mo 3p 1 pp 18-80 11 folded

Containspasww references to Mobile and tho contiguous region.

In Vol 51, ThonxhLc pamphlet* and Library of Congress

Copies seen. Congrcw

LOUISVILLE BAPTIST ASSOCIATION History of See Itev L. S. Foster.

Minutes. 1838-1899
8vo

Minutes have been published for each session, but no complete fllo is known
Mr. Foster, after tho most diligent scorch, was unable to locate copies fur 1838,

1839, 1840, 1817, and 1865

LOVE, WILLIAM FRVNKLIN (1852-1898), M C. from Miss. Memorial ad-

dresses
|
on the

|
life and character

|
of

|

WilliamF Love
| (latea Rep-

resentative from Mississippi), |
delivered in the

|
House of Representa-

tives and Senate, | Fifty-fifth Congress, |
third session.

| Washing-
ton

|
Government printing office

|
1899.

|

8\o pp 54 J^rtnttt

LO\VELL, JOHN (1769-1840), Author. The
| impartial inquirer | Being |

a
candid examination

|
of the

|
conduct of the president of the United

States, |
in execution of the

| powers vested in him, | by |
the Act of

Congress of May 1, 1810 |
to which is added, |

some reflections
| upon

the
|
invasion of tho Spanish Territory |

of West-Florida.
| By a citi-

zen of Mass.
| (Boston) |

Russell & Cutler, printers. |
1811.

|

8vo pp %
Original]} published m the Columbian Ccntind, Boston
In Vol 48, Wolcvtt Pamphlets, Library of Congress

Oopics tseen Congress

LOWNDES COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCnrdlo's m&lnslwi, pp, 628-628

LOWREY,MARK PERRIN (1828- ),DD. Sketch of

InFostcr'H Mlmiwlppi BapttxtPmicha*, pp 458-464, jMrtrait

LOWRY, ROBERT (b 1830), and MCCARDLE, WILLIAM H. A history |
of

|

Mississippi, |
from the

| discovery of the Great River
| by Hernando

De Soto, | mcluding the
|
earliest settlement made by the French, |

under Iberville, |
to

|
the death of Jefferson Davis

| By Robert

Lowry and William H McCardle
| Jackson, Miss. I R. H. Henry &

Co.
|
1891.

|

8vo pp viii, 5-648

The value of this publication consists in the several sketches of the counties of
the State, chapters xxiii-xxxv

Copies seen Owen
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LOWRY, ROBERT (b 1830), and MCCARDLE, WILLIAM H State history
series

|
A

| history of Mississippi |
for use in schools

| by |
Robert

Lowry |
and

|
William H McCardle

|
New York and New Orleans

|

University Publishing Company |
1892

|

12mo pp 282, Iviii Profusely tttusti atcd

The pp , Mil, contain the constitution of Nov 1, 1890

Copies seen Owen

Administration of Mr Lowry as governor
In Lowrj and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 415-416

LUDLOW, No IH MILLBB (1795-1886), Actor Dramatic life
|
as I found it

|

a record of personal expenence, with an account of the rise
|
and

progress of the drama in the West and South, \\ ith
|
anecdotes and

biographical sketches of the prin- 1 cipal actors and actresses who
have at tunes appeared upon the stage in

|

the Mississippi valley | By
|
N M Ludlow

|
actor and manager for thirty-eight years. | [Quota-

tion^ lines ] |
St Louis

|
G I Jones & Co

|
1880

|

8vo pp xix,733
At some time or other during its early years the author played in all of the

principal towns of the South and West
Copies seen Hamner

LUNATIC ASYLUM Annual report of the superintendent [Wm M Comp-
ton,M D ] of the Mississippi State Lunatic Asylum, for the year 1870

In Appendix to Journal of the Senate of Mississippi, 1871, pp 66-107

This report is a "
Synoptical History of the Mississippi State Lunatic Asylum,"

from its inception to Dec 1870

See also Insane Asylum

LYBLL, CHARLES (1797-1875), Bart
, English Geologist A second visit

|
to

|
the United States

|
of

|
North America

| By Sir Charles Lyell,

F R S
, |

President of the Geological Society of London, author of

"The Principles |
of Geology" and "Travels in North America."

|
In

two volumes
|
Vol. I [-IE ] |

New York
| Harper and Brothers,

publishers |
London John Murray |

1849
|

12mo Vol i,pp 278, vol ii,pp 287 lUusttations

Copies seen. Hamner

LYNCH, CHARLES, (d 1853) , Oov of MIM Administration as governor
In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, p 278

LYNCH, JAMES DANIEL (1836-), Lawyer The bench and bar
|
of

|
Missis-

sippi | By |
James D Lynch |

New York
|
E J Hale & Son, pub-

lishers * *
|1881 |

8vo pp 539 Inset,
' '

Correction," betweenpages 586 and 537 12 steel po) ti ails

Contains passim some account of the jurisprudence of the State, and in the

appendix lists of the judges of the supreme court, circuit judges, chancellors, and

attorne>8-general of Mississippi from the organization of the State government
Contains the following biographical sketches

Adams, RobertH Brooke, Walker

Anderson, Fulton Brown, Albert G
Anderson, William E Buckner, Robert H
Barksdale, William R Cage, Harry
Barry, William S (portrait) Chalmers, JosephW
Barton, Roger Child, Joshua

Black, John Claiborne,J F H
Boyd, Samuel S Clayton, AlexanderM (portrait)

HIST 99 VOL I 48
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Clayton, George E
Clarke, Joshua G
Cockc, Stephen

Davis, Joseph E (poilratt)

Dowd, William F
Ellifl, Fowhatan

FiHhcr.EphraimS

Foote, Hear} 8

Qholson, Samuel J

Glenn, David C

Gra>son,SpenceM
Griffith,Wm B.

Guion,JohnI.

Hampton,John?

Handy, Alexander EL

Harding, Lyman.
Harris, William L
Harris, BucknerC

Harrison, James T (portrait)

Henderson,John

Holt, Joseph

Howard, Volney E
Howry, James M
Hutchinson, Anderson

Johnston,Amos
Lake, William A
Leake, Walter

Magec, Eugene
Marsh, Samuel P
Martin, JohnH
Mayes, Daniel

McMurran,John T
McNutt, Alexander G
Mitchell, James

Copies seen. Owen

Monlgomcn ,
Alexander

Nicholson, Isanc R
Peyton.EphraimG
Phelan, James (parti ait)

Poindexter, George

Pray, P Rutalms R
PrcntiHs, Sergeants (iwrtrait)

Potter, George L
Quitman.JohnA
Rankin, Christopher

Reed, Thomas B
Sale, John B (poi trait).

Scott, Charles (pot halt)

Sharkey.Wm L (jjorfwuQ

Smiley, James M (pat to ait)

Smith, CotesworthP

Stockton, Richard

Tarpley, Collin 8

Taylor, John

Thacher, Josephs B
Tompkins, Patnck W
Toulmin, Harry

Trotter,James F
Turner, Edward

Vannerson.Wm
Walker, Robert J

Walter, Har\cy W^poriratf).

Webber, Richard H
Wilkinson, Edward C
Winchester, George

Wright, Daniel W.

Yerger, George S

Yerger, Jacob S (portrait)

Yerger,Wm

LYNCH, JAMBS DANIEL. The
|
bench and bar

|
of

|
Texas

| By |
James D.

Lynch, | [Author's work, 2 lines ] | [Quotation, 3 lines ] |
Published

by the author
|
St. Louis

|
Nixon-Jones Pnnting Co.

|
1885

|

8vo pp. 610 8 steel portraits

Robert E Lee, or Heroes of the South A poem. By J D. Lynch,
West Point, Miss 1876.

8vo pp 81

Redpath, or The Kuklux Tribunal Dedicated to Thomas F Bayard.
Columbus, Miss. 1877.

8vo pp 59

Kemper County vindicated.

12mo pp 420

Industrial history of Texas.
8vo

New York, E. J. Hale & Son 1878.

St. Louis. 1888.

- Columbia saluting the Nations Adopted as the salutation ode at the

opening of the World's Fair, Chicago. 1893.
12mo

He is also the author of many other poems.
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LYNCH, JAMES D INIBL Poet laureate of the World's Columbian Exposi-

tion See Dabney Lipscomb

Sketch of.

In Goodspced's Memoirs ofJlmuxiwltVol l,p 1164.

M.

M'CALL, HUGH (1767-1824) The
| history of Georgia, | containing |

bnef

sketches
|
of the

|
most remarkable events, | up to the present day |

By Capt Hugh M'Call
|
In two volumes. Vol I [-II ] | [Quotation,

3 lines ] |
Savannah:

| printed and published by Seymour & Williams

[Vol. ii., by William T Williams.] 1
1811 [-1816] |

8vo Vol i,pp vUl.370, vol ii.pp vii,424

The narrative is not brought down later than 1788 The author docs not con-

fine himself to mere local detail, but gives accounts of the numerous encounter*

and transactions of the whites with the Indians Much data as to the natives

and of their leaders is preserved in this way. The work is based on early manu-

scripts and Incidents gathered from the pioneers.

In Appendix, vol 1, are the following documents

The charter for the settlement of Georgia pp 329-356

Oglcthorpe's first treaty with the Indians, Oct 18, 1733 pp 357-362.

Oglethorpe's second treaty with the Indians, dated at the Gowcta town, Aug
21, 1739 pp 363-367

Acknowledgment by sundry chiefs and others of Malatche Opija Micoas our

rightful and natural prince," pp 367-368

Copies seen. Congress.

McCABDLE, WILLIAM H., and LOWBY, ROBERT History of Mississippi

See Robert Lowry.

McCLUNG, CoL ALEXANDER KEITH (1812-1855), Lnwyei Address on the

life, character, and public services of Henry Clay, delivered before the

Legislature of Mississippi, Jan ,
1853

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 324-637

McCuLLOH, JAMES HAINES, Jr. (1793- ), M. D , Author. Researches, |

philosophical and antiquarian, | concerning the | aboriginal history of

America
| By J. H. McCulloh, Jr.,M. D.

|
Baltimore Published by

Fielding Lucas, Jr |
1829

|

Svo pp x, 13-536 Maps showing route of Soto expedition

Pp 16d-168 relates to
" the Natchez and other Indians of Florida/

1 and appendix
iii, pp 623-629, to the "Expedition of Soto to Florida "

Copies seen. Hamner

MclNTOSH, Gen. WILLIAM. Tragic death of. See J. D. Dreisback

,
THOMAS LORRAINE (1785-1859), Author Memoirs, |

official

and personal; |
with

|
Sketches of travels

| aiuoug the
|
Northern and

Southern Indians; | embracing |
a \\ar excursion, |

and descnptious
of

|
scenes alongthe western borders

| By |
ThomasL M'Kenney, late

chief of the bureau of Indian Affairs
| [-etc , lines] |

Tuo volumes
in one.

|
Vol. I. [-II ] |

New York Paine and Burgess, 60 John-st.
|

1846.
|

8vo Vol i, pp. viii, 17-340 vol li,pp vi, 180 Illntfratal Contains also plate*

Death of Pushmatdha.

Copies seen. Hamner
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McKBNNBY, THOMAS LORRAINE, and HALL, JAMBS History |
of the

|
In-

dian Tribes
|
of

|
North Amenca, |

with
| biographical sketches and

anecdotes
|
of the

| principal chiefs.
|
Embellished with one hundred

and twenty portraits |
From the

|
Indian gallery |

in the
| Department

of War, at Washington | By Thomas L. McKenney, |
late of the

Indian Department, Washington, and James Hall, esq , |
of Cincin-

nati
|
In three volumes, |

volume I [-III ] | Philadelphia | pub-
lished by D Rice & A N Hart, |

No 27
|
Minor street

|
1854

|

4to Vol i, title, 1 leaf, pp 338, vol ii, pp xvli, 9-290, vol iii, pp iv, 17-392

The following biographical sketches of Indians belonging to Southern tribes

arc given, viz

Volume I Yoholo Micco, a Greek chief (portrait), pp 69-70, Neamathla, a

bominolo chief (portrait}, pp 77-85, Menawa, a Greek warrior (portrait], pp 103-

115, Fushmataha, a Ghoctaw war chief (portraU), pp 185-193, Sclocta, a Greek

chief (portrait), pp 207-212, Paddy Carr, a Creek interpreter (portrait), pp 245-

217, Tahchee, a Cherokee chief (portrait), pp 251-260, Micanppy, a Seminole

chief (portrait), pp 271-279, Opothle Yoholo, speaker of the Greek councils (por-

trait), pp 281-291, Timpoochee Barnard, a Uchoe warrior (portrait), pp 297-302,

Mclntosh, a Creek chief (portrait), pp 307-314

Volume II Tostennuggee Emathla, a Greek chief (portrait), pp 71-71, Major
Ridge, a Cherokee chief (portrait), pp 77-101, John Ridge, a Cherokee (portrait),

pp 103-106, Aaseola, a Scminolo leader (portrait), pp 141-166

Volume in This volume contains general view of Indian tribes

Ctopteaeen Hamner

McMuKRAN, JOHN T., Lawyer Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mississippi, pp 140-142.

McNxiTT, ALEXANDER GALLATIN (1802-1848), Lawyer, Goo of J/to

Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bcndi and Bar of Mississippi, pp 133-135

See also Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vo\ i,p 1236

Administration as governor
In Lowry and McCaxdle's Mississippi, pp 279-298

Set, also Fulkerson's Heoottecttons of Early Days in Musaiaslppt, pp 11-15

Md&AE, JOHN JOHNSON (1816-1868), Qov. ofMiw , Lawyer, U *S' fieualordiid

M, C fromMm Speech |
of

|
Hon J J McRae, of Mississippi, |

on
|

the compromise question |
Delivered

|
in the Senate of the United

States, January 29, and February 2, 1852 | Washington | printed at

the Congressional Globe office
|
1852.

|

8vo pp 24 Double columns.

The
|
Governor's [John J. McRae] Message | November, 2d, 1857

|

Jackson:
|
E Barksdale, State printer. 1

1857
|

8ro pp 15

Administration as governor
In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 330-341)

McWiLLiE, WILLIAM (1795-1869), Goo of lfi* Administration as gov-
ernor. .

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, p 340

Genealogy of the McWilhe family
In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol 1, pp 1243-1247

MADISON COLLEGE. Sketch of

In Hayes* History of Education In Mississippi, pp 60-63,
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MADISON COUNTY [Alabama ] Letter
|
from

|
the Secretary of theTreas-

ury [Albert Gfallatin,] | transmitting |
a report, | prepared |

in obedi-

ence to a resolution of the first instant, | requesting information
|

touching any settlement contrary to law, |
on the

| public lands, m
the County of Madison, |

in the
| Mississippi Territory |

December

18th, 1809
|
Referred to the committee appointed to inquire into the

expediency of allowing a
| representative to Madison County, in the

Mississippi Territory | Washington City | printed by Roger Chew
Weightman |

1809
|

4to pp 86

This report relates to troubles growing out of the claims to lands under Geor-

gia titles, these being asserted against the United States soon after the surveys

consequent on the Cherokee and Chickasaw cessions It contains manj docu-

ments descriptive of local conditions and settlement, and is the beginning for

the history of the county It contains two full lists of the settlers The first is a

register ef applications and permissions to settle, issued by Thomas Freeman,
surveyor, which shows dates of applications and location of residence of nettlers.

The other is a census of the county, taken in January, 1809, which give* full

details as to the number in families and ages, with number of slaves

Copies seen. Owen

MADISON COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi,^ 628-681

MAGEE, EUGENE, Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Urn of Mississippi,p 137

MAGRUDER, Prof. W. H Mississippi schools during the Territorial period
In Publication* Missumppi State Historical Society, 1900, A ol ill (In press )

MAHAN, A T The Navy in the CivilWar III
|
The gulf |

and
|
inland

waters
| By |

A T Mahan, |
commander U S Navy |

New York, |

Charles Scribner's Sons
|
1883

|

12mo pp vlii ,11, 267 8 maps
Battle of Mobile Bay, 1864, pp. 218-249, map.
Copies seen Congress.

Great commanders
|

* * * *
|
Admiral Farragut | By | Captain

A. T. Mahan, U S Navy. |
President

| [-etc. 3 lines ] | [Publishers,

trade design ] |
New York

|
D Appleton and Company |

1892
|

12mo 8 prel leaves pp 383 Portrait of Farragut, 5 nap*
Mobile Bay fight, 1864, pp 237-298. map
This map of the fight is more detailed than that of the same action in the pre-

ceding title

Copies seen. Congress.

MALONE, WALTER. Clanbel and other poems 1882
12mo

The outcast and other poems. 1885.

12mo

MANLY, Miss LOUISE Southern Literature
|
from 1579-1895

|
A compre-

hensive review, with copious extracts
|
and criticisms

|
for the use of

schools and the general reader
| containing an appendix with a full

list of Southern
|
authors

| By |
Louise Manly |

Illustrated
|
Rich-

mond, Va
|
B F Johnson Publishing Company |

1895
|

12mo pp 514

"The primary object of this book is to furnish our children with material for

becoming acquainted with the development of American life and history as

found in Southern writersAnd their works." P
Copies seen Congress.
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MAI* OP MISSISSIPPI

No attempt Is mode to present any approximation to A complete list of maps
ot the State, or of its several counties and towns.

MISSISSIPPI STATE.

Bowen, E A map of the country comprised in the State of Missis-

sippi as known in the year 1764, by Email Bowen, geographer
In B L G Wailes' Report on tlic Agriculture and Geology of Mi&iffiippi, 18W.

British West Florida.

In Lowry and McCardle'n Mississippi for Schools, p 45.

De Soto's route.

In Lowry and McCardlo's Mississippi for ScJutoli, p 11

Diagram of the surveying district south of Tennessee
In U S Senate Doc 17, as No 7, 25th Gong ,

Bd BCSH., vol 1

Shows the bounds of the several Indian cessions.

Goodspeed Hap of the Mississippi Country in 1764

In QXKK^o&aJIentoin of Mississippi, vol i, facing p 68

Same as Bowen's Map, supra

Battle of Shiloh, April 6, 1862.

Ibid p 107

Battle of luka, Sept 19, 1862

Ibid p 139

Battle of Chickasaw Bluffs, Dec. 29, 1862
Ibid p 139

Battle of Port Hudson, June, 1863
Ibid p 202

Battle of Big Black River Bridge, May 17, 1863
Ibid p 202

Battle of Champion's Hill, May 16, 1863
Ibid p 682

Indian cession map of Mississippi
In Goodspced'8 Memoii* of J//JWMK/PP/, vol il, p 26

Siege of Vicksburg, May 25 to July 4, 1863.

IbM p 250

Battle of Tupelo, July 14, 1864

Ibid p 458

Battle of Jackson
Ibid p 458

Battle of Raymond, May 12, 1863
Ibid p 714.

Battle of Brice's Cross Roads
Ibid p 714

Battle of Helena, July 4, 1863
Ibid p 714

Battle of Connth
Ibid p W2
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M VPH OF MISSISSIPPI Hardec, T S Ilaulee'n geographical, histoncal and
statistical

|
official map |

of
| Mississippi | embracing portions of

|
Ala-

bama, Arkansas, Louisiana and Tennessee, |
from recent surveys and

investigations |
and

| officially compiled under authority from the State

Legislature | By |
T S Hardee State engineer |

A. D 1872
| Hugh

Lewis, lithographer and publisher, New Orleans, La
|

Scale One-twelfth of an inch to a mile

Harper, L The prairies above Tibby Creek.
In Harper's Preliminai y Report on the Geologi/ and Agrtcuttw e of Mississippi, 1857

Harper, L Mississippi bottom in the State of Mississippi
In Harper's Preliminary Report on tte Geology and Agricuttme of Mississippi,

1867,p259

Harper, L Geological chart of Mississippi
In Harper's Preliminary Report on the Geology and Agriculture of Mississippi, 1857

Scale 20 miles to an Inch

Hilgard, E.W Greological map of Mississippi.
In Hilgord's Report on the Geology and Agriculture of Mississippi, 1860

Scale 20 miles to an inch

LaTourrette, John An accuratemap |
ordelineationof

| Mississippi |

with a large portion of
|
Louisiana & Alabama-

| showing the com-
munication by land and water

|
between the cities of New Orleans

and Mobile, | carefully reduced
|
from the original surveys of the

United States, | being laid off into Congressional townships, and
divided into mile squares or sections, on the plan adopted by |

the

General Government for surveying public lands, so that persons may
point to the tract on which they live.

| Compiled & publishedby John
La Tourrette, Mobile, Alabama, A. D. 1839

j Engraved | by |
8 Stiles,

Sherman & Smith, |
New York

|
Walter 8 Cosine

| printer |

Scale 6 miles to an inch Size 6x5 feet

Contains the following on the margin
Town maps Columbus, Grand Gulf, Jackson, Natchez, Norfolk, Port Gibson,

Vicksbnrg, Waverly, Woodville, Yazoo City

For historical purposes this is the most valuable map extant.

Lieber, 0. M. Geological map of Mississippi.
In "A sketch of the geology of the State of Mississippi

" in The Mining Maya-
sine, New York, July, 1852, vol iii, p 42,

Black etching and geological indications.

Meridian, Miss.
|
1891

| Population 15,000 |
Drawn and published by

C J Pauli, 726 Central ave., Milwaukee, Wis
|

Bird's-eye-view map Ch ca, 18 x 86 inches

Mississippi Territory in 1792.

In Lowry and McCardlc's Mississippifor Sdiools, p 08

Mississippi in 1817, showing counties and Indian tribes

In Lowry and McCardle's Missiwippifor Sdiools,? 94

Mitchell, 3 A ,
PublisJier. Map of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Ala-

bama. Philadelphia. 1845.

Scale Ohca 80 miles to an Inch

Shows steamboat and stage routes through those States.

Post-route map of Mississippi Published by the Post-Office Depart-
ment.

Several editions.

Shows post-officcfl, with intormwlmto rtNtunc OH OIL the mall ruutun.
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MAPS OP MISSISSIPPI Regional map, showing peculiarities of surface and

soil.

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippifor Sclu>oU> p 258.

COUNTIES

County map of Mississippi in 1892.

TnLowrvand MoCnrrtle's Wwismpptfor ftrhoolx, Frontteptece

Pontotoc

Harper, L Special map of Pontotoc County
In Harper'8 Preliminary Report on the Geology and Af/nculttire of Mis*tssippt,

1867

TippaJt,.

. Special map of Tippali County.
In Harper's Preliminary Report on tlie dcoloyy awl Agriculture of MfaiMippi,

1857

Thslionnngo.

Special map of Tishommgo County.
In Harper's Preliminary Report on the Geology and Afirifultitrc of JI/fcsftM/ppS,

1857

TOWNS

For Columbus, Grand Gulf, Jackson, Natchez, Norfolk, Port Gibson,

Vicksburg, Waverly, Woodville, and Yazoo City, See La Tourrette's

Map of Miss , supra

MARINE, Rev FLETCHER E Sketch
|

of
|
Rev John Hersey, |

minister of

the gospel, |
of the

|
M E Church

| By Rev F E Marine
| [Quota-

tion, 5 lines.] | Baltimore, Md. |
Hoffman & Co., printers |

No. 296, \V.

Baltimore street
|

1879
|

12mo pp vi[i] [3]-228 Port ofjtev Mr Kersey
Rev Mr Hersey was Choctaw Indian factor at Oahaba, 3819-1822, and a short

account of his work in that capacity is given

Copies seen Hamncr

MARION COUNTY. Sketch of.

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 581-633

See also Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol ],pp ]00-191

Ancient mounds in

Mentioned in Smithsonian Report, 1879, p 444

MARSCHALK, ANDREW, First printer in Mississip^n Sketch of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 194,876,580

MARSH, SAMUEL P
, Lawyer Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench and Sai of Mississippi, p. 144

MARSHALL COUNTY Sketch of.

In Lowry and McCardle'a MUwissippi, pp 533-537

Centennial address on the history of. See A M Clayton

MARSHALL, C. K
,
A. M A key, with general observation^ explanations,

and questions. Designed to accompany the Astronomical Atlas.

Philadelphia. 1847.

12mo. pp.184.
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MABSHALL, THOMASA. , and Smedes,Wm Reporter* Mississippi Reports,
vols 9-22 See Supreme Court

MARSHALL, T. DABNET Everything, nothing, and other things Poems

by T. Dabney Marshall. 1886
12mo

MARTIN, JOHN M. (1790-1841), Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mississippi, pp 28&-2S9

MARTIN, Miss ELLEN The feet of clay A novel By Miss Ellen Martin,

of Vicksburg, Miss 18&1. New York
12mo

MARTIN, Rev. G H. Responsibilities of educated men An address de-

livered before the Philomathean and Hernienian Societies of Missis-

sippi College, July 26, 1859.

8vo. pp. 28.

MASON, TOM Sketch of.

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 225-226.

He was at the head of a notorious robber band which Infested Mississippi in

Territorial times. Associated with him were Big Harp, Little Harp, and others

See also Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 504-505

MASONS, ANCIENT FREE AND ACCEPTED. Proceedings |
of the

|
Grand

Lodge of Mississippi, |
Ancient Free and Accepted Masons, |

from its

organization July 27, 5818, to include the
|
communication held in

the year 5852, | compiled from the "Extracts from the Proceedings
"

|

By a committee of the Grand Lodge | Jackson, Miss |
Clarion steam

printing establishment.
|
1882

|

8vo pp xviii, 6-728

Proceedings |
of the

|
Grand Lodge of Mississippi, |

of
|
Free and

Accepted Masons, |
at its

| eighty-first annual communication, |
Yicks-

burg, February 8-9, 1899
| [Design ] | Jackson, Miss

|
Harmon

Publishing Co |
1899

|

8vo pp 219, [191,107 Part o/J M Stone.

Copies of the Proceedings, etc
,
for each annual communication have appeared

Proceedings |
of the

|
Grand Royal Arch Chapter |

of the
|
State of

Mississippi, |
at its

| forty-ninth annual convocation, |
held at

| Biloxi,

February 10-11, 1897
| [Design.] | Jackson, Miss

| Clarion-Ledger

Co., printers. |
1897

|

8vo pp 117

Copies of the Proceeding*, etc, are regularly issued after each annual

convocation

Proceedings |
ofthe

|
Grand Council

|
of

| Boyal and Select Masters, |

in the
|
State of Mississippi, |

1856-1866
| Including those of the

j

Grand Council, organized in 1855
| Beprinted from the originals j

Vicksburg- | Vicksburg Printing and Publishing Co.
|
1897

|

8vo Title, 1 leaf, pp 183, xvl

As indicated, the above is a reprint from pamphlet Proceedings, etc , issued nt

the time These are regularly issued each year

Thirty-eighth annual conclave
|
of the

|
Grand Commandery |

Knights Templar, |
of the

|
State of Mississippi, |

held at
|
Water

Valley, February 8-10, |
1898

| [Design.] | Jackson, Miss |
Clanon-

Ledger print |
1898.

|

8vo pp 145, [5]

The proceedings of each Annual conclave are regularly issued
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JOBEPII, floe ofMut* Administration w governor.
In Lowrj and McCardle's JAwfto/ju)/, p 319- Sketch of

In Ooodspeed's Jfemnfis of Mississippi, vnl ii,p 414

MAYER, DANIEL, Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Eenrh and Bat qf Mimwippi, pp 254-257

MVYES, EDHABP (1846-), Lawyer, LL D, e i-Clumrellor Univ of Maw
The voices of the past aa heard through life

|

An
| anniversary

address
|

delivered before the Hermaean Society |
of the

| University
of Mississippi, |

Feb. 22nd, 1868
|

8vo pp 24.- Possible future of the South.

In the XIX Century, Charleston, 8
,
Jan and Fob , 1870.- Equatorial Africa.

Ibid 1870

Re^ ie\v of Dn Chaillcr's A\ork of above title- The future of the negro
Ibid 1870- Christianity versus anarchy: Address of the Hon. Edward Mayes,

LL D , delivered before Grenada Collegiate Institute, Grenada, Miss
,

June 16, 1887.

8vo pp 16- The State University its endowment.
In the WecUy Clai ion, Jackson, Miss., Got 20, 1887, and Jan 4, 1888

Subsequently published as a pamphlet
The first was a reply to an article of Senator J Z George, in which ho assailed

the right of the University endowment, and the second was a reply to his

rejoinder- The progress of education in Mississippi Essay delivered by Chan-
cellor Mayes before E M. T. Association at Tupelo, July 1 1, 1889

In the Mtssteippt Teacher, Sept , 1889- The legal and judicial history of Mississippi
In Gootispce&'B Memoirs <tfMisstt88tppt,vol 1, pp 100-l,n,\ol II, pp gutti- Educational history of Mississippi
Ibid Tol 11, pp 800-348.- The Christian resources of the New World Address before the

Ecumenical Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, at Wash-

ington, Oct., 1891

In the Minutes of the Conference, 1891- A glance at the fountains of our land titles Read tafore the Miss

State Bar Association, Jan. 3, 1887

In the Minutes ol the Miss. State Bar Association, 1H87, pp fi-14- The administration of estates in Mississippi Road Ixtfore the MIHH

State Bar Association, Jan. 6, 1891.

Ibid 1891, pp 62-121-
Origin of the State's Colleges.

In the Clarton-Ledgri , Jaokaon, April 8, 1897

Delivered at the dedication of Webster Hull, of Mlllsaps Collegu, March .SI, 1897
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HAYES, EDWAKD. Lucius Q Lamar
|
liis life, times, and speeches |

1826-1893
| By Edward Mayes, LL. D , |

Ex-Chancellor of the Uni-

versity of Mississippi | [Quotations, 2 lines ] | Nashville, Tenn
|

Publishing House ofthe Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
|
Barbee

& Smith, Agents. 1
1896.

|

Large 8vo. pp 820

ILLUSTRATIONS Justice L. Q Lamar, MirabeauB Lamar, Judge L. Q. C.Lamar
of Ga., Rev Augustus B Longstreet, Group of Mississippi Senatorsand Congress-
men at the time of secession, Gen Edward C Walthall, Group of liberal Repub-
lican leaders, 1870-75, Charles Sumner; Senator L Q C Lamar; Group of Demo-
cratic Senators, Group of Republican Senators, Group of Mr Lamm's children,

Group of President Cleveland and Cabinet, Funeral of the Bloody Shirt; Group
of the Supreme Court of 1891, and Campus Views at Emory College

2 editions, 1,000 copies each

The facts and events of Mr Lamar's long and brilliant public life have been

presented with great prolixity and detail, with an examination of all contem-

poraneous public matters with which he was connected

Mr. Lamar's speeches and writings are here reprinted in exteruo

The following extracts from press estimates Indicate the flattering reception
accorded the work
"Aside from. Its Inestimable historical value, it presents a most fascinating por-

trait of Its many sided subject" Charleston News and Courier
" In this finely illustrated volume the able ex-Chancellor of the University of

Mississippi has given to the public a most admirable and valuable biography of

the distinguished Georgian "Richmond ( Va ) Times

"A book which is of general interest because of the light which It sheds upon
the reconstruction of the South, and the gradual restoration of Southern men
to public positions

* * * The story Is well told "San Fmnckco Chronicle

"A fitting picture of the great statesman and jurist, one [and] all who know
him will recognize * * * A most valuable contribution to the history of the

times. A vast amount of hard and careful work has been done in Its prepara-
tion "Nashvltte American
"
Replete with Interesting matter pertaining to a most momentous period in

our national history, presented in a very attractive manner "Columbia (S.C.)

" One of the most valuable contributions to American history
'*

Memphis Cbm-

mercial-AppeaL
" One of the most valuable additions to biographical and historical literature.

* * Complete and exceedingly well written. * * * This book will fill a

long-felt want." Florida Times- Union

"A literary production of rare merit. * * * The book will remove unreason-

able prejudice, and will inspire, not only mutual respect, but a more cordial feel-

ing among those who participated in the great struggle between tho sections."

Wellington (D C ) Silver Knight.

"A lifelike presentation of the great statesman's personality, prepared with

great care Related in a finished literary style, and tho whole gives a perfect

portrait of the man as he really was." Houston ( Tex ) Post.
" It will tako its place among American classics "Washington Post

"This element of fairness runs all through tho book * * * As a picture of

the reconstruction period this book stands amongst tho first
" Milwaukee Journal

"Written with such honesty and fairness as to make it as interesting to tho

people of tho North as to those of the South." Inter Ocean.

"Written In the true historical spirit With almost judicial impartiality"
Newark News
" With great care and with discriminating judgment."BrooU///i Eagle
" One of the lives which let tho reader deeper into the secret of the civil war

than almost any history A straightforward, frank, and unpasskmate narra-

tive
" N. Y Independent
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"A delightful biogtnph\ such discrimination and charm as to render it an

imaluable contribution
" Rutland (Me ) Argus

" A -\alunblc contribution to the history of the stirring times in \\hich his sub-

ject was a principal actor The work js evidently the result of -vast and pains-

taking labor, and is written in a lucid and agreeable stj le "New Orleans Picayune
" An excellent biographical work, -which tells of an interesting career "

Bos-

ton Globe

"An exhaustive and comprehensive biography of tho South's great statesman

and patriot" Detroit Free Prca*
"
Interesting to Southern and Northern men alike 'Review of Reviews

11 One of the most important to the South of all the historical contributions

that have been made to her annals of the period just before, during, and after

the civil war "Baltimore Sun

M \YES, EDWARD United States Bureau of Education
|
Circular of Infor-

mation No. 2, 1899.
|
Contributions to American Educational His-

tory |
EditedbyHerbert B. Adams

|
No 24.

| History of Education
|

in
| Mississippi. | By |

Edward Mayers, LL.D., | [-etc., 2 lines.] j

Washington |
Government printing office.

|
1899

|

8vo pp 290 JHustrattons

M VVES, R. B. The Tenobaptwt; a discourse, wherein an honest Baptist,

by a course of argument to which no honest Baptist can object, is con-

vinced that infant Christians are proper subjects of Christian baptism.

1857.

12mo pp 172.

M VYIIEW. Missionary station

In Lowry and McCardle'u ATlwissippi, p 549

MEAD, Gen COWLES, M C. from Ga
, 8rr. Mix*. Tif Sketch of.

In Glaiborne's Mississippi, pp 275-277

MKCKLIN, Jtev. R.W The twin parables, or the mysteries of the Kingdom
of God. Richmond, Va 1892

12mo

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION Physicians and their associations

In Goodspced's Memons ttfMtxuuppt, \ol ii, pp 252-299

Contains a history of the association, biographic* of physicians, accounts of the

several schools of medicine in the State, an account of the State Board of Health,
and notes on yellow fever and other epidemics

Transactions
|
of the

| Mississippi |
State Medical Association, |

at the

| twenty-second annual session, |
held at

| Jackson, April 17, 18, 19,

1889, |
with the

|
roll of members and reports on medical topics |

Published by the Association.
| Jackson, Miss. :

| Clarion-Ledger print-

ing establishment
1
1889

|

8vo pp 185 [3]

25th annual session, at Natchez, April 20-22, 1892, pp 1C9[1]

26th annual session, at Jackson, Apnl 19-21, 1893, pp 155

The Journal of the Mississippi State Medical Association,

8vo

Vol ii, Nos. 1-12, April, 1898-March, 1899

Vol 111, Nos. 1-12, April, 1899-March, 1900.

Organ of Miss. State Med Ass'n, and tho successor of the Medical Rrcoril of

Mtei&ippt
Edited by Dr H M Folkes,Biloxi,MisH , and published by the Herald Printing

Co,Biloxl,Mi8s.
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MEDICAL RECORD OF MISSISSIPPI Heral<l Printing Co , Biloxi, Miss ,

1897-1898.

8vo.

Vol i,Nos 1-12, April, 1897-Marth, 1898, pp 433

The number for March, 1898, contains the Proceeding of tho 80th Annual Meet-

ing of the Medical Society , April 21, 1897

The Proceedings of the 29th scss of the Ass'n was the last published separately.

H H. Haralson,M D , Biloxi, Miss , editor and proprietor

Succeeded by "The Journal of the Miss St. Med Ass'n."

MEEK, ALEXANDER BEAUPOET (1814-1865), LL D., AuOwr and Lawyer.

The Southwest
|
Its history, character, and prospects |

A discourse
|

for the eighth anniversary of
|
the Eroaophic Society |

of the
|
Uni-

versity of Alabama.
|

December 7, 1839.
| By Alexander B Meek

|

Tuscaloosa
|
C. B. Baldwind, Fr . 1840.

|

8vo pp 40

Reprinted in his Romantic Passages In Southwestern History, pp

Romantic passages |
in

|
Southwestern history; | including | orations,

sketches, andessays | ByA.B Meek, | [-etc , lline.] |
Mobile

|
8 H

Goetzel & Co., 33 Dauphin street
|
New York: 117 Fulton street.

|

1857.
|

12 mo. pp 880

Contents Title, Preface, Contents, etc
, pp x, The Southwest, an oration be-

fore tho Erosophic Society of the University of Alabama, Dec 7, 1839, pp 11-09,

Claims and characteristics of Alabama hLstorv an oration before the Historical

Society of Alabama, at its anniversary at Tuscaloosa, July 9, 1866, pp 70-106,

Americanism In literature an oration belorc tho Phi Kappa and Demosthenian

Societies of the University of Georgia, at Athens, Aug 8, 1844, pp 107-143,

Jack-Cadeism and the fine arts an oration before the literary societies of La

Grange College, Alabama, June 16, 1841, pp 145-190, National welcome to the

soldiers returning from Mexico an oration delivered by appointment, at Mobile,

Alabama, July 4, 1848, pp 191-210, The pilgrimage of De goto, pp. 218-284, The
massacre at Fort Mima, with a historical sketch of the first white settlements in

Alabama, the Battle of Burnt Corn, and the other events that led to the Creek

War of 1818-14, pp 285-258, Sketch of Weatherford, or the Red Eagle, the great

Chief of the Creeks in the War against General Jackson, with incidental accounts

of many of the leading chiefs and warriors of the Muscogee Indians, pp 250-298,

The Canoe Fight, with a sketch of the first American settlements in the interior

of Alabama, and of man) romantic and sanguinary incidents in the Creek War,
also biographies of Gen Sam Dale, Jere Austill, and James Smith, the heroes of

that fight, pp 295-322, The Fawn of Pascagoula, or, the "Chumpa" girl of

Mobile, pp 823-330

"About half this volume has been published before, in isolated portions, in

pamphlets or periodicals Tho author has been gratified that his researches in

Southwestern History have been recognized as valuable by Bancroft, Theodore

Irving, Simmq, and Plckett, in their more capacious and dignified performances
This has induced him to revrvc his articles as they were originally produced
with the addition of other and more copious sketches, elucidating our early

history These were written for Incidental purposes while preparing a more

elaborate work yet to be published, but they may serve in their present form to

gratify the general reader better than in a more staid and regular connection."

Preface.

Copies seen. Owen.
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MELIMI, JOHN (1771-1822) A geographical description |
of the

|
United

States, |
with the

| contiguous countries, | including |
Mexico and the

West Indies, |
intended as an accompaniment to

|
Melish's

| map of

these countries
| By Jolin Melish

|
A new edition, greatly un-

proved | Phikdelphia | published by the author.
|
1822

|

8\o pp 491 [15] MapofU S

Copies neon. Homner

MBLL, PATRICK HUES (1850-), Ph D Report |
on the

| climatology
of the cotton plant | By |

P. H Mell, Ph. D
|
Professor [-etc ,

2

lines ] |
Published by authority of the Secretary of Agriculture. |

Washington, D :
|
Weather Bureau.

|
1893.

|

8vo pp 08, 1 1 7 charts paged with text

Copies seen, Owon

MERIDIAN. Meridian
|
and

|
East Mississippi | By Gray & Murphey. |

[John M. Murphey, prniter, Meridian, 1894 ]

B\o pp 77 niustratcd

Prepared to induce immigration

Contains short historical sketch, pp 5-8.

Copies seen Owen

Sketches of.

In Goodspeed'8 Manolrs of J/tetefpp/, vol ii, pp 153-158

Mendian, Miss , | metropohs |
of the Southwest

|
A descriptive, his-

toncal
|
and

|
statistical review

| Industry, development, and enter-

prise |
P. J Maloney, publisher, 1

1888.
|

8vo pp 99 Map, and {ttustrations

Resolution of the legislature, and the testimony of the committee in

reference to the riot at Meridian, 1871

In appendix to Senate Journal, 1871, pp U2&-1181

The charter
|
and

|
code of ordinances

|

of
|
the city of Mendian

|

Compiled by |
C. W Gallagher, |

and printed by order of the Board
of Mayor and Aldermen.

1
1872.

| Mendian, Misa .
|
Printed at the

Meridian Gazette Job Office
|

Svo pp 119

The original charter
| together with the

|
amendments thereto, |

and
the

|
revised code

|
of

|
ordinances

|
of the city of

| Mendian, "Mm
|

Mendian, Miss
|
Democrat Book & Job print, 1

1889
|

8VO pp 215, 29, 1 1

Lists of the municipal officers, I860 to 1889, are given

Maloney's |
Mendian

| city directory |
1890.

| Alphabetically ar-

zanged and classified
| Pnce, $1 50.

|
P. J. Maloney, publisher |

Svo pp [150]

Volume 1.
|
Chittenden's

|
1899

| [Design ] |
Mendian

| City Direc-

tory. | Price, $3 00.
| Containing | [-etc ,

9 lines.] |

Svo pp 212.

See also Maps, and State officers.

METEOROLOGY OP MISSISSIPPI. Sketch of, with statistics

In Wailes' .Report on Agriculture and Geology of Miwusippi, pp 297-306.

See also Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mwfatppi, vol. i, pp 12-13. And
P. H. Mell
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METHODIHT (THE) EPISCOPAL CHQRCIT SOUTH IN MISSISSIPPI A complete

history of Methodism as connected with the Mississippi Conference

1799 to 1817. See Sec John G Jones

Sketch of.

In Goodspeed's MeiuousttfMMulpjil, \ol n,pp 802-4b8

See <do Rev Richard Abbey, Rcc. AV C Black, BisJwp 0. B. Galloway,
Dr. Arison West, and Emniaus

MEXICAN WAR. The
| history of the raising |

of
|
the first American flag |

on
|
the Capitol of Mexico

| Proceedings in the United States Sen-

ate
| Washington | punted by C Wendell

|
1856

|

8vo pp 34

Contains reprint of Senate Sept Com , No 82, 84th Coiig , 1st sess ,
in tho Sen-

ate March 6, 1866

A controversy arose over who first raised the flag, etc Senator Brown, oi Mis-

sissippi, in the Senate, Dec 81,1855, vindicated the claim of Gen John A Quit-

man
Copies sctn Curry

Mississippi troops in

In Lowry and McCardlo's Mlwiwsippi, pp 805-317

See also Goodspeed's Memoir* of Jftsstwippi, vol i,pp 139-115 The latter -on-

talns rosters.

Mississippi in the Mexican War
In Davis's Recollection* of Mississippi awl M*tf&>tppiaiw, pp 211-'J51

Jeff Davis and the Mexican War Veterans See Jefferson Davis.

fke also H. 8. Foote

MIDDLETON, Reo HOLLY, of Panola County, Miss Truth unmasked and

error exposed
I2mo
He is also the author of " Polemic theology

"

MILFOBT, LB CLBRO (1750-1817) Half title M&noire
|
ou

| coup-d
f

oeil

rapide |
sur mes dif&rens voyages et mon

| s6jour dans la nation

Creek
|

Title: M&noire
|
ou

| coup-d'oeil rapide |
sur mes diffe'rens voyages et mon

s6jour |
dans la nation Creek

|
ParleG*1

Milfort, | Tastanegyou grand
Chef de guerre de la

|
nation Creek, et Ge'ne'ral de brigade au service

|

de la Be*publique Franchise |
A Paris, |

de 1'impnmene de Gignet et

Michaud, |
Beu des Bons-Enfans, N. 6.

|
An xi.

| (1802.)
Svo 2 prel leaves, pp 831 [1]

[Memoir, or rapid view of my different toyages and of my residence in tho

Creek Nation By General Milfort, Tastunegy, or great war chief of the Creek

Nation, and brigadier-general of the French Republic, Paris, 1802 ]

After his arrival among the Indians, through tho influence of McGillivra> , he
was rapidlj advanced in position, and married tho latter^ Indian sister He left

the nation at the breaking out of tho revolution in France The memoir has

only a general value
" These memoirs are Interesting, but they could not have been written by Lo

Clerc, who was quite illiterate, and had almost forgotten his native language in

the course of his travels " Appleton's Ci/dopsedia ofAmerican Biography, vol ill,

pp 65L

Copies seen Hamncr.
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MILITIA VND P VTROL LAWS.

"Resolved, by the IqitMiw council and Jioime ttf representatives ttf the Mississippi

Territory, inffenentloMtrmblyconmied, That five hundred copies (sic) of the act,

passed at the present session of the general assembly, entitled ' An act, concerning
the militia of the Mississippi Territory,' andflvo hundred copies of the 'Rules

and article of -war/ together with nvo hundred copies of the laws '

Respecting

patrols,' be printed under the direction of the governor, for the UHO of the militia

officers to be printed by the public printer on tho name terms as tho laws are

printed
'

Rewleed, That seventy-five dollars be, and hereby are appropriated, under
tho directions of tho governor, for the purchase of copies of Duane's Infantry

Htindbook, to be b> him distributed among tho militia officers of the Territory,

and liia order on the auditor of public accounts, for that sum, for the aforesaid

purpose, shall authori/e a warrant on tho treasury of this Territory for that

amount" Act* oftlicMfatssfppi Territory, 1813, p 136

Tho militia act referred to is not printed in tho laws of tho session. The patrol

act, or at least one act on that subject, appears under the following title
"An act

to amend an act entitled ' An act, establishing patrols, and for other purposes.
1 "

pp 42-46

No separates lun c been seen

MILLER, ANDREW New
|
States and Territories, |

or the
| Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Michigan, |
North-Western, | Missouri, Lou-

| isiana, Missis-

sippi and | Alabama, |
ni their real characters, |

in
| 1818, | Showing,

m a new and shortway, the sit-
1 uatiou, size, number of inhabitants, |

whites and Indians the number of
| counties, villages, printing

offices, | banks, factories, furnaces, forges, mills, |
&c. of each, and

the name, situation, &t-
| tent, and number of inhabitants of each

|

county, with its county-town, & num-
1
her of houses, stores, banks,

&c. in each, | by a map table Also, a description of
|
the rivers,

roads, settlements, quali- 1
ties and prices of lands, the timber, |

water, climate, diseases, prices of pro- 1 duce, stock and goods and
the ad-

| vantages and disadvantages of each, and
|
of their particular

parts, and of the new
| parts of York State, Pennsylvania, Vir-

|

gima and Kentucky, with a few words
| concerning the impositions

and difficul-
1
ties experienced m moving, settling, &c.

| By Andrew
Miller

|
Printed for the benefit of emigrants, |

and others, intending
to visit

|
the Western country |

1819.
|

24mo pp 96

"Mississippi and Alabama," pp 85-88

A curious and scarce little book The promises of tho title arc sustained, how-
ever, in a \ cry limited way, and all of its statements arc exceedingly meager.

Copies seen Congress.

MILLINOTON, JOHN, M. D., Prof Unir of J/ws Sketch of.

In Waddel's Memoi tain of Academic Life, pp 277-279

He was principal professor of geology
See Wailes' Report mi Agriculture and Geology of Mississippi, p 363-364

MILLSAPS (THE) COLLEGE Sketch of
In Hayes' History of Education in Mississippi, pp 256-258

MINERAL SPBINGS See Albert Peale See also Castilhan Springs.

MINOB, Qov. DON BSTAVAN. Sketch of.

In Qoodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol 11, pp 446

See also Claiborne's Mississippi forsundry references, account of administration.
Portrait faces, p 170

MISSIONS History of the Catholic miasions among the Indian tnbes of

the United States. See J B. G Shea. See also Emmaus and Mahew.
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MISSISSIPPI Sketch of

In Encyclopaedia Brttannica (9th ed ), vol. xvi, pp 621-624, map

Ongin of name.
In Claiborne's Mississippi, p 31, and note

MISSISSIPPI COLLEGE. Catalogues of the Mississippi College, Hinds County,

Mississippi. 1852-1860, 1869-1898
8vo 89 numbers His meach

Laws, enacted Dec., 1852.

8vo

History of.

In Mayes* History qf Education In MtssumiMrf* pp 80-92,

See also A V Rowe

Society addresses. SeeT S Gathnght, W. H Hardy, D A Holman,
and G-. H Martin

MISSISSIPPI SOUND Mobile entrance and Eastern part of Miss Sound,
chart 189 of Coast and Geodetic Survey. Sept 1894

Scale st m = 79 in Size 82x40 in

Report of survey of 1884 for channel between Mobile Bay and Miss

Sound. Dec 21, 1894 (House Ex Doc 134, 3d sess. In v. 28 )

8 vo pp 9

MITCHELL, Rev B G The Cumberland Presbyterian Church m Miss.

In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol li.pp 858-3C2.

MITCHELL, JAMES C ( -1843), Lawyer, M C from Twin Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bat of Mississippi, pp 320-323

MITCHELL [SAMUEL AUGUSTUS] (1792-1868) , Geographer. Mitchell's com-

pendium |
of the

|
internal improvements |

of the
|
United States, |

comprising | general notices of all the most important |
canals and rail-

roads, | throughout |
the several States and Territories

|
of the Union:

| together with
|
a brief notice of works of internal improvement in

Canada and Nova Scotia.
| Philadelphia. | published by Mitchell &

Hinman, |
No 6 North-fifth street

|
1838.

|

Iftno pp 84

Copies seen. Hamner

MOBILE AND OHIO RAILBOAD Proceedings |
of the

| public meeting and
Board of Directors

|
of the

|
Mobile and Ohio Bail Road

| Together
with the opinion of

|
Lewis Troost, Esq |

Civil Engineer |
Printed by

order of the Board.
|
Mobile.

| printed at the office of the Herald &
Tribune, |

1847
|

8vo pp 24

Originally published in part in De Bow's Review, April, 1846

Sketch of.

In Hunt's Merchants' Magazine and Commercial Review, Dec , 1848

Reprinted without title page 8vo pp 15 Map

Report of committee on private land claims recommending grant of

right of way over public lands, the use of timber for construction, and

grant of alternate sections of public land on which the road may be

located, to the Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. May 17, 1848

(House Rep 615, 30th Cong 1st sess In vol. 3.)

8vo pp 11 No title page
Copies seen. Owen

HIST 99 VOL i 9
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MOBILK AND OHIO R viLROAD Proceedings |
of the

|
second annual meet-

ing |
of the

|
stockholders

|
of the

|
Mobile and Ohio Rail Road Com-

pany, |
held in Mobile, February 5, 1850

|
with an appendix. | [De-

sign] |
Mobile

| printed by Thompson & Harris
|
1860.

|

8vo pp 4 Map
Contains act of legislature uf Alabama, Jan 5, 1850, amending charter

Copies *een Owen

Proceedings |
of the

| twenty-second annual meeting |
of the

|
stock-

holders
|
ofthe

|
Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.

|
held in

| Mobile, May
17, 1870

|
Mobile Thompson & Powers, printers, [-etc ,

1 line ] |

1870
|

8vo pp 24 21

Copies seen Owen

[Address to the Mobile delegation, dated Dec 9, 1853, by Hidney

Smith, president, giving information relative to the condition and

resources of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad n p n d.]
8vo pp 7 No title page

Copies seen Curry

Annual report |
of the

|
Mobile and Ohio R R Co

|
for the yeai

ended
|
the 31st day of August, 1876

|
Mobile

| Thompson & Powers,

printers, [-etc- ,
1 line ] |

1876
|

8vo pp 86 2 1

Mobile & Ohio Railway |
industries

|
1K83

|
Shields & (to

, printers,

Mobile, Ala
|

8 vo Cover title only, 1 leaf pp 82 Iliuttratal

An advertising pamphlet

Copies seen Owen

Facts and figures | describing the climate, soil, rainfall, products
and

| general character of the
|
Mobile & Ohio Railroad lauds, |

sit-

uated in the States of
|
Alabama and Mississippi | 750,000 acres of

|

choice timber, farming, fruit, vineyard |
and grazing lands, |

for sale

in tracts to suit purchasers |
Published by the

|
Alabama Land and

Development Company | Mobile, Alabama.
|
1890

|

8vo pp 14 11

Copies seen. Owen
Statistics of

In Be BOW'R Review, May, 1860 pp 691, 665

MONBTTE, JOHNWBSLBY (1803-1851),M D
, Avtfiar History |

of the
|
dis-

covery and settlement
|
of

|
the Valley of the Mississippi, | by |

the

three great European Powers, | Spain, France, and Great Britain, |

and
|
the subsequent occupation, settlement, and extension of

|
civil

government by |
the United States, |

until the year 1846.
| By |

John W. Monette, M D
| [Quotation 1 line ] |

In two volumes
|

Vol I [-II] | Harper & Brothers, publishers, |
82 Cliff street, New

York |1848 |

8vo Vol I, pp xlil, 667, Vol II, pp xv, 606 5 maps and illustrations
11 For its completion and perfection, so far as the nature and extent of the plan

will admit, and its faithful adherence to truth and accuracy, the author has spared
neither labor nor expense, and he throws himself upon thegenerous approbation
of the American people for the first Hyutematic arrangement of this portion of the

history of the United States." Prefeux
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This work brings into convenient compass a full and thorough treatment of the

history of the territory covered by the subject, and gives in order the history of

the holdings, settlement, and go\eminent of the several European Powers with

reference to the present States forming a part of tho region The Mississippi and
Alabama Territories arc treated both in their general and in their local relations.

He is also the author of "The origin and history of yellow fever epidemics in

the South West"

Copies seen Owen

Money, Hernando De Soto (1839-), Lttwyei, Jf C. and U S Sen from
J/7* Shall we have a navy? j Speech |

of
|
Hon H D Money, |

of Mississippi |
In the

|
House of Representatives, | February 15,

1895.
| Washington. |

1895.
|

8vo pp 16

The Cuban question. |
Our responsibility and duty | [Quotation, 5

lines ] | Speech |
of

|
Hon H. D Money, |

of Mississippi, |
in the

|

Senate of the United States, | Monday, March 28, 1898
| Washing-

ton
|
1898.

|

8vo pp 16

Speech |
of

|
Hon Hernando D Monev, |

of Mississippi, |
on

|
the

resolution relating to the
| treaty with Spam, |

in the
|
Senate of the

United States, | Friday, February 3, 1899.
| Washington |

1899
|

8vo pp, 20

Right of suffrage m North Carolina
| Speech |

of
|
Hon. H D.

Money, |
of Mississippi, |

in tin
|
Senate of the United States, |

Thurs-

day, January 25,1900 | Washington |
1900

|

8vo pp 86

MONROE COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Xfatussippt, pp 538-542

MONTGOMERY, ALEXANDER, Lawyer. Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bai of Mtwfisttippi, pp 107-108.

See also Clalborne's Mississippi, p 390, note

MONTGOMERY COUNTY. Sketch of.

In Lowry and McCardle's Xtoudppl, pp 542-543

MONTGOMERY, P K History of Jefferson County
Referred to in Mayea' History of Education In Mississippi, p 24, note.

MONUMENTS. Confederate Monument>trLiberty, Ainite County.
In Lowry and McCardle's Xtssispfpi, pp 440-441

Received April 31, 1871 Firatl5onfederate monument erected m the State

Monument to Adam Rum, a Revolutionary soldier, at Fayette, Miss
In Goodspeed's Memoirs qf Mississippi, vol i, p 176

Monument to thgOonfederate dead of Mississippi, at Jackson
Ibid vol 11, pp 18, 181, cnt of as\frontispiece

MOODY, EDWIN IJ/ Bob Rutherford and his wife
|
An historical romance

| By Edwin F Moody, | Meridian, Miss.
| [Vignette ] |

Printed for

the author, | by John P Morton & Comi>any, Louisville, Ky. |
1888

|

12 mo - pp 212

He isalao the author ot " Helen Vernon," 1890.
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MOONEY, JAMES The end of the Natchez
| by |

James Mooney |
From

the Amencan Anthropologist (n s ) Vol 1, July, 1899
|
New York

|

G P Putnam's sons
|

1899
|

8vo pp 510-621 Cover title only

The best monographic treatment of the subject.

Copies seen Owen

MOORE, JOHN QUITMAN. The attitude of the South.

In De Bow's Xevlew, July, I860, pp 25-81

Southern statesmanship.
Ibid Oct., I860, pp 401-409

Quo tendimus?
Ibid pp. 441-448

William Gilmore Simma
Ibid Dec, I860, pp 702-712.

Feudalism in America.

Ibid. June, 1860, pp G15-C24.

Amencan letters

Ibid June, I860, pp 667-667

MOORE, M A., Sr., M D The life
|
of

|
Gen Edward Lacey, |

with a list

of
|
battles and skirmishes in South Carolina, | during the Revolu-

tionary War
| By |

M. A Moore, Sr
,
M D , |

of Spartanburg Dis-

trict, S.
| Spartanburg, S.

| Douglass, Evina & Co , Express
office

|
1859

|

8\o pp 82

Ancestor of the numerous Laccy and Sandefur families of Mississippi and
Alabama

Copies seen Owen

MOORE, MARTIN V. The rhyme of the
|
Southern rivers

|
With notes

historical, traditional, | geographical, etymological, etc.
|
For the use of

teachers, schools, |
and general reader* | By Martin V Moore, | [-etc ,

3 lines ] j Publishing house M E Church, South, |
Barber & Smith,

agents, Nashville, Tenn.
| [1897.]

12 mo pp 107

Mississippi, pp 67-71

MORANCY, Mrs. MARY Catalogue^ the
| Mississippi State Library, |

1877.
|
Mrs. Mary Moranc-y, librarian | Jackson, MWH .

|
Power &

Barksdale, State pnnters |
1877.

|

^X
8vo Title, 1 leaf, pp 194 \
Arranged in the following sections I Etemchttfcrv <ni(1 miHoellanoous law

books, II Reports and digests, III Statute law, IV \MIscellaneouH, V Medical

books, and Appendix Mississippi Documents. \
Copies seen. Owen \

MORGAN, J. B Contested election case of See ChalmeriJ
x Morgan

MORRIS, JOSHUA S
, Lawyer, AUy. Gen J/MW

, Reporter. ^Mississippi Re-

ports, vola. 43-48. See Supreme Court
' *
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MORRIS, JOSHUA S. Mississippi State Cases | being criminal cases decided
|

in
|
the High Court of Errors and Appeals, |

and in the
| Supreme

Court, |
of

|
the State of Mississippi, |

from the June term 1818 to the

first Monday in January 1872, inclusive.
|
With

| explanatory notes of

EnghshandAmencandecisionsand | authorities, andamanualof forms

for making | up records, entries, criminal
| proceedings, etc

| By J. 8.

Moms, | attorney general of Mississippi |
In two volumes.

|
Volumes

I [-II] | Jackson, Miss., | published by the compiler 1
1872

|

8vo Vol i,pp xl,1085, vol 11, pp 1087-1965

Compiled under the provisions of an Act, passed July 17, 1870,
"
to authorise a

compilation of the criminal laws."

Vol 1 contains a biographical sketch of Chief Justice William Lewis Sharkey,
with portrait

Vol ii contains " Precedents for Pleadings in Criminal Cases," and " Entries"

for making up
" Records " in criminal proceedings. It also contains a sketch of

8. 8. Prentiss, with portrait.

MOEBISON, J. K Early^History of Jefferson College.
In Publications Mississippi [State] Historical Society, 1899, vol ii,pp 179-188

MOBSE, Rev. JEDIDIAH (1 761-1826) , D. D. The American Gazetteer [de-

tailed statement of extent of topics treated], with a particular descrip-
tion of the Georgia Western Territory Printed according to Act of

Congress Boston. 1797.

8vo pp not numbered 7 maps, including two of the Georgia Western Country
First edition.

Copies seen Hamner

The
|
American Gazetteer, | exhibiting [-etc. 19 lines ] |

with a par-
ticular description of

|
the Georgia Western Territory, j

The whole

comprising [-etc 4 lines ] | By Jedidiah Morse, D D
|
Author of

[-etc. 2 lines.] |
The second edition, corrected, |

illustrated with seven

new and improved maps. |
To which are added

| [-etc. 2 lines ] |
Pub-

lished according to act of Congress |
Printed in Boston, New Eng-

land.
|
London-

1 Reprinted [-etc. 2 lines ] |
1798.

|

8vo pp vili,633 7 maps
Copies seen' Hamner

The
|
American Geography, | or, a |

view of the present situation |
of

the
|
United States of America*

| containing | [-etc. 4 lines.] |
a par-

ticular description of
| Kentucky, the Western territory, the territory

South of Ohio, |
and Vermont.

|
Of their extent [-etc 8 lines ] | By

Jedidiah Morse, A. M.
|
A new edition, | revised, corrected, and greatly

enlarged, by the author, |
and illustrated with twenty-five maps. |

London, printed for John Stockdale, Piccadilly. |
1794.

|

4to pp Title,! leaf, viit, 714. 86 maps.
Second edition

Contains many references to settlements and life in the old Southwest, with
observations on the Indians, also sketches of the Spanish Floridas. There are

maps of the Southern States (including Georgia and the Spanish provinces of East

and West Florida), separate maps of Georgia, East and West Florida, and the

Tennessee government, 1794

Copies seen. Hamner
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MORSE, Rev JEDIDIAJI (1761-1826), D D The
|
American

|
Universal

Geography, | or, a
|
view of the present state

|
of all the

| empires,

kingdoms, states, and republics |

in the known world, |
and of the

|

United States of America in particular. |
In two parts | [-etc 33

lines ] | By Jedidiah Morse, D D
|
minister of the congregation in

Oharlestown
|
Published according to Act of Congress |

Third edition,

corrected and considerably enlarged | [-etc 2 lines ] |
Parti

|
Pnnted

at Boston, | by Isaiah Thomas and Ebenezer T. Andrews
j [-etc 4

lines ] | June, 1796
|

8vo pp 80S. 88 map* and charts

Georgia, pp 698-718, Spanish dominions of East and West Florida, pp 718-720,

JfapofGa and the two Floridas.

Copies seen Owen

A
| Report |

to the
| Secretary of War

|
of the United States, |

on

Indian Affairs, | compnsmg a Narrative of a Tour
| performed |

in the

summer of 1820, [etc 4 lines.] |
Illustrated by a Map of the United

States, ornamented by a |
correct Portrait of a Pawnee Indian

| By
the Rev. Jedidiah Morse, D. D

|
Late Minister of the Fust Congre-

gational Church in Charlestown, near Boston, now resident
|
in New

Haven.
|
New Haven

|
Published by [-etc 6 lines ] |

Pnnted by R

Converse.
1
1822

|

8vo pp 96 400 1 1 errata

Contains* patwitu arc-omits of the Indian tribeH Creeks, Cherokee*, Chickasaws
and Choctaws.

, MORTON, OLIVER P Speech |
of

|
Hon. P Morton, |

delivered in the
|

United States Senate, | January 19, 1876, |
on the

| Mississippi elec-

tion
|
The spirit of the White-line Democracy |

\ ividly portrayed |

Washington |
1876.

|

8vo pp Ifi

MUCKENFUSS, Dr A M History of scientific industries in Mississippi
In Publication* Mutttottppt State Historical Society 1900, vol ill (In pnm. )

MUEEELL, JOHN A See H. R Howard, and A Q Walton

MUBOOGEE INDIANS. See Creek Indians.

MYEB, OTTO, Ph. D Notes on tertiary shells

In Proceeding* Academy Natural Science*, Philadelphia, 1884, p 104

Describes Tibtclla iitardii, n gen et n ape , JiuOtt biwibftfcata, and Cadidtu

dtpremtmt, with figures, all Clalborne

The classification and paleontology of the United States Tertiary

deposits.
In Seuwe, New York, Aug, 21, 188S, pp 148-144

The genealogy and the age of the species in the Southern old Tertiary.
Part 1 [-3]

In American Journal Science, New Haven, Conn , 3d neriefl, 1885

Fart 1 Tabulated list showing the micceaunnal relation* of the Vicksburg,
Jackson, and Clalborne species. Vol xxlx, p 4o7

Part 2 The age ot the Vickaburg and JacJwon beds. Vol xxx, p 60 Profile
of bluff at Clalborne, Ala.

Fart 3 Beply to criticisms. Dec , 1885, vol xxx, p 42L
E. W. Hilgard criticises this replym Mem r, Now York, Jun , 18H6, \ <>l vii, p U.
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MYER, OTTO Contributions to the Eocene paleontology of Alabama and

Mississippi.
In Geological Survey Bulletin. No 1, 1886, pp. 61-85, 8 plates

The genealogy and the age of the species in the Southern old Tertiary
Part III, reply to criticisms

In Mature, London and New York, 1886, vol xxxiv, p 285

Abstract of in American Journal Science, Dec., 1888

Observations on the Tertiary and Grand Gulf strata of Mississippi
In American Journal of Science, 3d series, New Haven, Conn , July, 1886, vol

xxxii,pp 20-26

Mentions the occurrence of several fossils, and concludes (l) That he does not

know any place where Grand Gulf strata can be seen in actual superposition
over the Marine Tertiary (2) There are two places where strata which can not

be distinguished from unquestioned Grand Gulf can be seen actually overlain by
Marine Tertiary In one of these cases, moreover, there IB actual evidence that

these strata were dry land, or nearly dry land, before the Marine Tertiary was

deposited upon them. (3) The Grand Gulf formation, at least for its main part,

Is not a marine formation, it contains fresh-water shells. (4) A thick and
extended marine green sand formation with a numerous fauna is found In east-

ern Mississippi It is parallel to the strata Immediately below the Glaiborne pro-

file Its fauna is Olaibornian, but approaches the Jacksonian

Observations on the Tertiary and Grand Gulf strata of Mississippi
In Nature, London and New York, 1886, vol xxxiv, p 330

Noticed in American Journal Science, July, 1886

Notes on the variations of certain Tertiary fossils in overlying beds
In American Naturalist, Philadelphia, Pa , Jul> , 1880, vol xx, pp 687, (538

Describes variations in Cytherea sobrina Conrad, and ftrns inixbiHAippieHxi* (Jon-

rad from the profile near Vicksburg, Miss

Observations on the Tertiary and Grand Gulf strata of Mississippi
In American Naturalist, Philadelphia, Pa., Nov , 1886, vol xx, p %9
Abstract of

Invertebrates from the Eocene of Mississippi and Alabama
In Proceeding* Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1887, pp 51-56

Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Fauna des Altertertiars von Mississippi

und Alabama.
In Bericht fiber den Seukenbergische naturforsehendo Gesellachaft in Frank-

fort am Main, 1887, pp l-22,plB,I,IL

On miocene invertebrates from Virginia.
In Proceedings American Philosophic Society, Philadelphia, 1888, p 135

Upper tertiary invertebrates from the west side of Chesapeake Bay
In Proceedings Academy Natural Science*, Philadelphia, 1888, pt. II, pp 170-171

Bibliographical notes on the two books of Conrad on Tertiary Shells

In American Naturalist, Philadelphia, 1888, vol. xxli,pp 726-727

Some remarks on the present state of our knowledge of the North

American Eastern tertiary.
In the* American Geologist, Minneapolis, Minn , 1888, vol II, pp 88-94

and Aldnch, T H. The tertiary fauna of Newton and Wautubbee,
Miss.

In Journal Cincinnati Society Natural ///*&>///, Cincinnati, O , Juh , 1K86, vol ix,

pp 40-50, plates II

These fossils are all of Eocene age
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MYER, OTTO Geological Survey |
of

|
Alabama,

| Eugene A. Smith, Ph

D., State geologist. |
Bulletin No 1

|

I.
| Preliminary report on the

tertiary fossils of Alabama and
| Mississippi. | By Truman H Aldrich,

M E
|
II

|
Contributions to the eocene paleontology of Alabama

and
| Mississippi, | by Otto Meyer, Ph D

|
Printed for the Geological

Survey 1
1886

|

8vo pp. 86 Mates, 6, ill 1 leaf of explanations, extra and unnumbered,
faces each plate

Title, etc pp 1-64.

Contents Summary of the lithological and stratigraphical features and sub-

divisions of the teftiary of Alabama, pp 7-14. Aldrich's report, pp 16-60 6

plates Meyer's report, pp 61-85, iit plate. Prepared at the expense of Mr
Aldrich and Dr Meyer.

Copies seen. Owen

MYERS, MINNIE WALTER. Romance and realism of the Southern Gulf

coast. Cincinnati, Robert Clarke Co.

I2mo.

N

NANIH WAIYA MOUND Sketch of

See H S Halbert, supra

NATCHEZ. The Queen City of the South
| Natchez, Mississippi, |

on top,

not "under the hill"
| [-etc ,

4 lines ] |
Adams County |

and the

neighboring territory, | [-etc., 3 lines ] |
Natchez

| Daily Democrat,
steam print |

8vo pp 28. Numerous MustKittons of prominent local characters, and busi-

ness and dwelling houses.

Copies seen Owen

Sketch of Natchez
In the Mid-Continent, Chicago, vol vl,no 1, illustration*

Natchez in the olden times.

In Claibornc'R Misslwtppt, pp 527-533.

Recollections of Mr George Willcy
Mr Claiborne's History contains a vast mass of interesting facts concerning

Natchez, which for years was the center of settlement, business,and society, with
accounts of Fort Panmure, Fort Rosalie, etc.

Sketches of.

In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol it, pp 159-167

See also Francis Bailey; Bislwps J J Chanche, Wm. H. Elder, Francis

Janssens, J. D. Shields, and Rev. J. B. Stratton.

NATCHEZ INDIANS. Sketches of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 22-50

The end of the Natchez See James Mooney.

The wife of the sun. See Miss Irwin Huntington.

NATURAL HISTORY OP MISSISSIPPI

In Gtoodspeefra Memoirs of Missi88tppl,v<>l I.pp 11-27.

NAVY (THE) IN THE CIVIL WAR. See A T. Mahan, D D. Porter, and J. T
Scharf

NEGROES, See Slavery and the Negro
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NEW ENGLAND MISSISSIPPI LVND COMPANY New England Mississippi

Land Company, articles of association, etc. 1798.

8vo pp
Brlnley, Part n, No 3930

Memorial of the A [sic] E Mississippi Land Company to Congress;

with a vindication of their title. Washington, 1804.

8vo pp 109

Brlnley, Part H,No 8980

NEWSPAPER PRESS The Press of Mississippi
In Ooodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol 11, pp 242-261

The Press of Mississippi Historical Sketch by I M. Patndge.
In De Bow's Review, Oct , I860, pp 600-609

[Early Printing in Mississippi.] By Wm. Nelson
In Archives of the State ofNew Jersey, vol six,pp xvii-xxiv.

Proceedings of the Mississippi Press Association, from its organiza-

tion, May, 1866, to May, 1884 Jackson, Miss., 1885.

8vo.

Much valuable detail In reference to the several Issues, names of editors, etc ,

will be found In the various editions of George P Rowell & Co *s American News-

paper Directory, and N W Ayor & Son's American Newspaper Annual.

NESHOBA COUNTY Sketch of.

In Lowry aud McCardle's Mississippi, pp W3-644.

NEWTON COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and MeCardle'a jfhsttsippt, pp M7-W8

History of, 1834 to 1894 See A. J Brown

NICHOLSON, ISAAC R
, Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Missttwippi, pp 108-107

NOLL, Rev. ARTHUR HOWARD Bishop Otey as Provisional Bishop of

Mississippi
In Publication* Mississippi State Historical Society, 1900, vol ill (In prow )

Mr Noll had access to the diaries of Bishop Otey
He is also the author of "A short history of Mexico" (1890, 12mo , pp 2W)

NORDHOFF, CHARLES. The cotton States
|
in the

| Spring and Summer of

1875.
| ByCharlesNordhoff, |

authorof
| [-etc.,41ines ] |

NewYork
|

D. Appleton & Company, |
549 and 551 Broadway. |

1876.
|

8vo pp 112.

Copies seen Hamner

NORTH, RALPH A
|
treatise

|
on the

|
laws and practice |

of the
| probate

courts of Mississippi | comprising |
a compilation of the statutes of the

State on the
| subject of the probate courts, last wills and testaments,

estates
|
of decedents, infants and persons non compos mentis, dower,

and partition of lands; |
the whole methodically arranged, and illus-

trated with notes
|
on the common law, and American jurisprudence. |

To which is added an
| appendix |

of forms and precedents | being a

full and complete manual of practice, | adapted to the use of lawyers,

judges and clerks of courts, aheriffs, | executors, administrators and

guardians by | Ralph North | Philadelphia* | Thomas, Cowperthwait
& Co |1845 |

8vo pp 58]
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NOXUBBB COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 644-647

NOXUBBE COUNTY AGBICUI/TUKAL SOCIETY. Third
|
annual fair

|

of the
|

Noxubee County Agricultural Society |
at Macon, Miss

, |
October 20,

21 and 22, 1886 | Only stock owned in the county can compete. |
Mem-

phis |
S C Toof & Co , [-etc., 1 line ] |

1886.
|

8vo pp 40

Copies 8007k Owen.

NUTT, Dr BUSH. Sketch of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, p 141, note.

OAKLAND COLLEGE Sketch of

In Mayes' History of Education in Mississippi, pp.<W-70

OPPICIALS OP MISSISSIPPI. See Civil Lists, supra

OKALONA. Recollections of

In Davis's Recollections of Mtottoiippi and Mssissippian*, pp 174-185

OKTIBBEHA COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlo's Mississippi, pp 648-551

OLIVER, JAMES McCABTY. The
|
battle of Franklin, |

The little girl at

Spanish Fort, |
and

|
other poems. | By James McCarty Oliver

|

[Monogram ] | Philadelphia |
J B. Lippmcott & Co.

|
1870.

|

12mo pp 118.

The preface bean this place and date "
Lake, Hiss., Sept 23, 1809 "

ORB, WILLIAM GATES, Lawyer Surrender of Weatherforrl

In Trantncttons Alabama Historical Society, 1897-98, vol 11, pp 57-59

A letter to H S Halbcrt, communicating his recollections of thin cxtcnrrcnoeas

detailed to him by hit* grandfather, William Gates

A footnote on page 57 contains a brief genealogical Excursus on the Orr family

OTBY, Bwkop JAMES HBRVEY (1800-1863) Sketch of tiee Rev A H.

Noll

OTKEN, CHARLES HENBY (1839-), A. K, LL. D. The
|
ills of the South

|

or
|
related causes hostile to the

| general prosperity of the
|
Southern

people | By |
Charles H Otken, LL D |

G P Putnam's sons
| [--etc ,

3 lines.] |
1894

|

8vo pp adi, 277
11
Beginning with the state of things in 18G5, he shows fully the bad influence

of the credit system in vogue, the advantage given to mere-bantu of the lien law,
the overproduction of cotton, the underproduction of food crops and Ih c stock,
the degeneration rather than progress of the negroes, and their inefficiency as

farm laborers Dr Otken believes that the two races can not subnet permanently
side by side, hence the one remedy IB colonisation "

Xtftm;// World, Boston
"Avolume byDr. CharlesH Otken on the ' His of the South ' has created quite a

sensation amongourNorthern friends It is conservatively written, and its state-

ments are well supported by the facts and figures ho gives Dr Otken finds all

the progress of the negroes limited to the mulattoes, quadroons, and octoroons.
His book, however, has created a decided impression in the North, has been well

received, and has succeeded in correcting a great many erroneous impressions
that prevailed there. It is too much in earnest and all its statements are too
well supported by facts for anyone to deny them or challenge the conclusions
Dr Otken reaches." Tlmr-J)emocrat

t
New Orleans.

Oupictiseen. Owen
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OTKEN, CHABLES HENBY The agricultural crisis in the South and how it

can best be met
In the Times-Democrat, New Orleans, Feb. 6, 1895.

This paper was awarded a prize, over ninety-one contestants, by the Times-

Democrat

Life lessons

In the Ckuette, Magnolia, Miss , 189-

Twenty essays.

Laws of progress relating to the growth and prosperity of communi-

ties, or financial honor a factor of prosperity
8vo. pp 16

Sketch of Judge Thomas B Stockdale
In the Confederate Veteran, Nashville, April, 1899, pp 170-177, portrait

Curtis in the country of the Natchez.
In Publications Mississippi State Historical Society, 1900, vol iil (Iii press )

Sketch of.

In Foster's Mississippi Baptist Preachers, pp 528-580

Sketch of

In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol ii, pp 542-644.

OWEN, THOMAS McADORY (1866-), A B
,
A. if., LL B. Federal courts,

judges, attorneys and marshals in Mississippi, 1798-1898

In Publication* Mississippi [State] Historical Society, 1899, vol ii, pp 147-l.W

Full lists, with dates of commissions and personal bibliographies

The first compilation of Mississippi Federal officials

A bibliography of Alabama
| By |

Thomas McAdory Owen, A M
,

LL. B
, | Carrollton, Ala.

| (From the Annual Report of the American

Historical Association for 1897, pages 777-1248 ) | Washington |
Gov-

ernment printing office
1
1898

|

8VO pp 777-1248.

Edition, 50 copies separately printed

Many Mississippi title*, passim

A bibliography of Mississippi
In Report ofthe American Historical Associationfor 1899

50 copies reprinted
The present publication

A genealogy |
of the

| Kelly family | by |
Thoman McAdory Owen, |

Garrollton, Ala. |
West Alabamian print |

1900.
|

8vo pp 7

The Harrisons of Eart Mississippi are of Kell> descent

A genealogy |
of the

| Lacey family | by |
Thomas McAdory Owen |

Carrollton, Ala.
|
West Alabamiau print. |

1900.
|

8vo pp 4.

See otoo Aaron Burr and A J PlcketU

OXFORD Sketch of.

In Lowry and McOardleru Mtwissippi, p 511

DXPORD FJEMALB ACADEMY Sketch of

In Mayes' History of Education tn J//M/KM/^>/, pp 93-95
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P.

PALEONTOLOGY OF MISSISSIPPI Sketch of.

In Wailes' Report on Agriculture and Otology of Mississippi, pp. 2G9-289; Wus-

trations

See Goodapeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol 1, pp. 11-27

See also T E Aldrich, T A Conrad, L Harper, E W Hilgard, and Olto Myer

PANOLA COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowrj and McCardle's MiMixsipiH, pp. 552-554

Earthwork three miles east of Panola.

In Squlcr and Davis
1
Ancient Monuments, p 313

PANTON, LESLIE & Co., Merclumts and trader* Sketch of

In Cloiborne's Mississippi, pp 110, vote, and 132-133, note

This was a great firm of merchants and traders, having establishments at Pen-

sacola, Mobile, and other places It commanded the Indian trade and exercised

a vast influence

PABTON, JIMES (1822-1891), Author. Life
|
of

|
Andrew Jackson.

|
In

three volumes.
| By James Parton. -author [-etc., 1 line.] | [Quota-

tion 1 line] |
Vol I [-III]. |

New York
|
Mason Brothers, |

5 & 7

Mercer street
| 1861, |

8VO Vol. i, pp xxx. 1 1 [29]-436, vol h, pp 67ii, vol ill, pp 734 4 portraits

of Jackson

The most exhaustive and, while it can be corrected m some points, perhaps the

best life of Jackson He played an Important part in the early annals of the

whole of the Mississippi Territory Vol i, pp 399-63G, and all of vol il, relate to

his military exploits in Alabama, Louisiana, And Florida.

"The most extensive narrative * * * It is very readable and not over-

partial, but, like most of Partou's biographies, not wholly in good taste
" Win-

sor's Narrative and Ci Uical History of America.

Copies seen: Owen

PASOAGOULA INDIANS. Mysterious music on Pascagoula River.

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, p 498.

PATRIDQB, I. M The press of Mississippi historical sketch

In De Bow's Review, Get, 1860, pp 500-509

PATTON, Rev. FRANK Reminiscences of the Chickasaw Indians
In the JStodro, 1884-1885, pp 293-295, 329-331, 389-392, 533-536, 616-619, and 670-671

Although marred by a discursive method of narration, there are many valuable
facts preserved in these sketches.

Copies seen: Owen

Centennial discourse, 1876.

Referred to In Olaibornc's Mississippi, pp 8, 61

Delivered at Tupelo, Miss.
11 Dr Fatten resided in Lee County, has made the Chickasaw tradition** a study,

and is a recognized authority in all such matters." Claiborne, p 61

PATTON, Oen, JAMBS. Sketch of.

In Claiborae's Mississippi, p 356.

PJBACOCKE, J. 8., M. D The Creole orphans. A novel. New Orleans,
1855.

I2mo.
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PEVLE, ALBERT ,
M. D. United States Geological Survey |

J W Powell,

Director
|
Lists and analyses |

of the
|
mineral springs |

of the
|
United

States
| (A preliminary study) | by |

Albert Peale, M D
| [vig-

nette ] | Washington |
Government printing office

|
1886

|

8vo pp 285

Bulletin No SS of the Survey.

Copies seen Owen

PEABL RIVER COUNTY Sketch of.

In Lowry and McCardle's Ifississtppi, p 551

PENITENTIARY. Reports of the inspectors, superintendent, physician and

chaplain, for fiscal year ending Oct. 31, 1857 Jackson 1857.

8vo pp 43.

Copies seen Owen

Biennial report |
of the

| superintendent, physician, and chaplain |

of the
| Mississippi Penitentiary, |

to the
| Legislature of Mississippi, j

for the years 1880-81.
|
Printed by authority. | Jackson, Miss

|
J L.

Po^ver, State printer |
1882.

|

8vo pp 166

PERCY, WILLIAM A
, Col., C. S. A. Sketch of.

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 599-600

PERRIN nu Lvc, FRANCOIS MARIE (1766-1824) Voyage |
dans

|
les deux

Louisianes, |
et

|
chez les Nations Sauvagesdu Missouri, | parlesEtats-

Ums, TOhio et les Provinces
| qui le bordent, |

en 1801, 1802, et 1803,

|
Avec un aper9u des moeures, des usages, du caract^rc

|
et de^ con-

tumes rehgieuses et civiles des peuples de |
ces diverses contr&js

|
Par

M Perrin du Lac
| [Monogram ] |

A Pans, |
chez Capelle et Renaud,

libraires commissionaires, |
rue J -J Rousseau

|
Et tl Lyons, chez

Bruysset ame* et Buynaud |
An xiii.

| [1805 ] |

8vo 2 prel. leaves [6] , pp x-479 1 map, 1 plate.

"Chapters xxix to xl, pp 257 to 864, the author has entirely de\ oted to the

narration of his observations on the Indians then inhabiting the territory he
visited Chapter lii pp 456 to 472, is entitled ' Life of George [William?] Augus-
tus Bowles, an Englishman, who abandoned civilization to become chief of the

Creek Nation ' The life of thisworthywas printed in a small duodecimo volume
in England, whither he had gone to negotiate some treaty for his tribe

11 The volume contains the narration of the personal experience of a traveler

who&e curiosity was not sated with what he sa\\ , but who sought from books the

particulars he did not himself observe, and thus fills out the form of which he
himself observed but the mere outlines Although there 1* little produced that

is nc\\ , the author gi\ es it to us in a pleasing and readable trt> le, and thus, with-

out adding much to our stock of information, makes that "vie already possessed

more available 'Field s Indian Bibliography, p 808

Copies t>cen Hamner

Travels through the Louisiana^, and among the Savage Nations of

the Missouri, also, in the United States, along the Ohio, and the adja-

cent provinces, in 1801, 1802, and 1803, with a sketch of the manners,

customs, character, and the civil and religious ceremonies of the

people of those countries. By M Perrin Du Lac Translated from

the French. London Printed for Richard Philips, 1807.

8vo pp 106. Index, pp 2

A translation, greatly abridged,
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PKRRY COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowrj and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 554-656

fkc ateo Goodspeed's Memohs of Mfaltuppl, ^ ol i f pp 197-198.

PETTUS, JOHN JONES (1813-1867), Goo of Miss Administration as gov-

ernor
In Lowry and McCardlc's Mwtwippi, pp 341-349

Genealogy of the Pettua family.
In Goodspeod's Memoirs of Mississippi,

vol ii, pp 5H9-590

Pitt TON, EPHEAIM GEOPPBBY (1802-1876), Lawyer, Chief Juttttce Sup Ct

Miss Sketch of

In Lynch'fl Bench and liar ttf Mississippi, pp 359-8U5

PHKLAN, JAMBS (1820-1873) , Laim/fr, Canf ft<ties Sen fmm MM Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar <tf J/tavm/pj)/, pp. 1.15-480, portrait

This sketch contains his speech on the Judiciary bill, while he \MW n member
of the Confederate States Senate

PiiELPb, the robber Capture of

In Lowrj and HcCardle'H MiwtiM'ppi, p 192.

PHKLFS, Copt MATTHEW Memoirs and adventures of Captain Matthew

Phelps formerly of Harwington in Connecticut, now resident in

Vermont particularly in two voyages from Connecticut to the River

Mississippi from Dec , 1773, to Oct., 1780 Bennington, Vt
,
1802.

12mo pp 286

Exceedingly rare

PICKBTT, ALBERT JAMEH (1810-1858), Manter, Author Arrest of Aamn
Burr in Alabama, in 1807. By Albert J. Pickett, of Montgomery
n p n.d

Svo pp 11 No title-page Double columns.

Reprinted as Flag and Arfwriter (Montgomery, Ala ) ALr/m, prefaced h> an
edito) ial published, orlginall> Avith the sketch, in thnt paper
Reviewed in Southcni Quarterly Review, Charleston, s c , July, 1H50, vol I,n .,

pp 524-620

Copies seen Curry

History |
of

| Alabama, |
and incidentally of

| Georgia and Missis-

sippi, |
from the earliest period | By Albert Jamea Pickett, |

of Mont-

gomery. |
In two volumes, |

Vol I [-II ] |
Second edition

|
Charles-

ton
|
Walker and James, |1851 |

12mo Vol i,pp six, 877, vol ii, pp. viii, 445

ILLUSTRATIONS

All separate from and not paged with text except OH noted
Volume J Indians employed in planting corn Drawn from life by Jacob le

Moynein.1564
Chiefa, with their ornaments and war implement^ upon their mareh Hxainat

the enemy Ibid

A chief addressing his warriors, who ore armed, paintcil, and plumed, and
ready to march against the enemy Ibid

Indians engaged in scalping and cutting up the slain enemy Ibid
Indians preparing meats to be deposited in their winter hunt houses. Ibid
Indians bearing in a chair a young girl who has been selected as one of the

future wives of the king Ibid.

Out of copperplate (in text).

Cat of brass plate (in text).
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Indian drawing (In text).

Ancient Indian fortifications and mounds in Early County, Georgia, from a
sketch by the visitor, Dr C A Woodruff

Volume JJ Ancient Indian fortifications at Little River Falls, Cherokee

County, Alabama, from a sketch by the author, who visited that place In Octo-

ber, 1850.

Map of the war in South Alabama in 1813 and 1814

Drawing of Fort Mima, found among General Claiborne'u manuscript papers.
Plan of the Battle of Talladega
Battle of Cholocco Litabixee or, The Horse-Shoe

Volume 7 Chapter I Expedition of Do Soto through Florida, Georgia, Ala-

bama, and Mississippi, A D 1639, 1540, and 1541 pp 1-53

Chapter II Part I Aborigines of Alabama and the surrounding States, A D
1540, 1564 pp 64-73 Part II The Modern Indians of Alabama, Georgia, and

Mississippi beginning with the Creeks or Muscogees. pp 74-127 Part III. The
Mobilians, Chatots, Thomez, and Tensas pp. 128-133 Part IV The Choctawa
and Chickasaws pp 134-153 PartV The Cherokees pp 151-163

Chapter IIL Ancient mounds and fortifications in Alabama, pp 164-179.

Chapter IV The French in Alabama and Mississippi pp 180-206.

Chapter V. Alabama and Mississippi granted by the King of France to the rich

Parisian merchant, Crozat pp 207-239.

Chapter VI Alabama and Mississippi surrendered by Crozat to the King of

France, who grants them to the French India or Mississippi Company pp 240-

273

Chapter VII Terrible massacre of the French at Natchez pp 274-303

Chapter VIII. The colonization of Georgia by the English pp. 304-316

Chapter IX French Jesuit priests or missionaries of Alabama and Mississippi

pp 317-327

ChapterX The French battles upon the Tombigby pp 328-353

Chapter XI. Bienville leaves the Colony his character, pp. 354-359

Chapter XII Horrible death of Beaudrot and tho Swiss soldiers, pp 360-365

Chapter XIII Bossu's visit to the French forts upon the Alabama and Tom-
bigby rivers, pp 366-377

Volume JJ. Chapter XIV. The occupation of Alabama and Mississippi by the

English pp 1-15

ChapterXV Hardships of the early emigrants pp 16-23.

Chapter XVI. Journey of Bartram through Alabama pp. 24-29

ChapterXVII An account of the McGillivray family The Revolutionary War
pp 30-42

Chapter XVII treme perils and sufferings of the Natchez refugees pp
4M7.
Chapter XIX The Spaniards in Alabama and Mississippi pp 68-73

Chapter XX Bloody scenes In Alabama and Georgia pp 74-82

Chapter XXI The deep intrigues of McGillivraj pp 83-111

Chapter XXII The first Yazoo sale Bowles, the freebooter pp 112-122

Chapter XXIII Singular Inhabitants of Alabama pp 123-135

Chapter XXIV Deathof McGilllvraj Blood> scenes pp 136-150

ChapterXXV The French minister, Genet His designs upon the Southwent

pp 151-157

ChapterXXVI The second Yazoo sale pp 168-177

Chapter XXVII The Americans in Alabama and Mississippi pp. 178-197

Chapter XXVIII. Governor Troup, or the Mclntosh family Incidents in the

Mississippi Territory pp 198-212

Chapter XXIX The arrest of Aaron Burr, in Alabama pp 213-231.

ChapterXXX St Stephens Huntsville Indian commerce Kemper expedi-
tions pp 232-239

Chapter XXXI Tecumseh Civil war among the Creeks, pp. 240-254.
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Chapter XXXII Battle of Burnt Corn Arrival of General Claihome's army

pp 255-263

Chapter XXXIII Terrible massacre ut Fort Mima pp 264-284

Chapter XXXIV Daring of Heaton Bloody scenes Galncsand the Choctaws.

pp 285-292

Chapter XXXV Battles of Tallasehatche, Talladega, and Auttose pp 293-808

Chapter XXXVI Remarkable canoe fight Battle of the Holy Ground March
to Cahaba Old Towns pp 301-328

ChapterXXXVII Battles of Emnckfan, Eaitachnpco, and Cnlabcc pp 329-340

Chapter XXXVIII Battle of the Horse-Shoe Weathcrford surrenders himself

at Fort Jackson pp 341-354

Chapter XXXIX Treaty of Fort Jackson Attack upon Mobile Point-March

upon Pensacola pp 335-370

Chapter XL The British tako Mobile Point Peace declared The Alabama

Territory pp 371-385

Chapter XLI Modern French colony in Alabama, or the Vine and Olive Com-

pany pp 386-399

Chapter XLII Last Territorial legislature State Convention pp 400-433

Chapter XLIII The first Legislature oi the btatu of Alabama Governor Bibb

pp 434-445

PICKETT, ALBERT TAMES History |
of

|
Alabama and incidentally of

|

Georgia and Mississippi, |
from the earhent period | By |

AlbertJames
Pickett

| Repubhshed by |
Robert C Randolph, |

of Sheffield, Ala.
|

8vo pp 669 Portrait <rf author llliustmlioiiK same as in first and subsequent
editions.

A verbatim reprint The only additions arc the porlnut (f Mr IMckctt and the

placing of the name of Mr Randolph on the title-pngo There are 17 chapters for

the 43 o! the early edition, the increase being due to the change of Chapter If,

with its parts i-v, of the early edition to Chapters 1 1-V I of the present one The
old pagination has not been preserved, neither has mi index, been added The
illustrations are facsimiles of the ones of the early edition The typographical
work is good.

Copies seen. Owen.

and THOMASM OWEN History |
of

|
Alabama

|
and incidentally of

|

Georgia and Mississippi, |
from the earliest period | By |

Albert James
Pickett

|
Annals of Alabama, |

1819-1900
| By |

Thomas McAdory
Owen

| Birmingham |
The Webb book company, | publishers, |

1900
|

8vo pp 773. Ills

Excepting the revised title page, the entire first part of this work, pp 1-669, is

the same as tho preceding title, being a part of that edition The addition,

pp 671-773, which contains, however, no data as to MbcMppi, was prepared to

bring the work to date The whole is thoroughly indexed, neither the original
edition nor the first edition of the reprint having this great essential to a well-

made book

PIKB COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 656-669

See also Goodspeed's Memoir* <tf Mississippi, vol i, pp 195-196

PILLING, JAMES CONSTANTINB (1846-1893), Philologist Smithsonian Insti-

tution
|
Bureau of Ethnology. J W Pow el I, director | Bibliography |

of the
| Muskhogean languages | by |

James Constantino Pilling. |

[Vignette.] | Washington |
Government printing office

|
1889

|

8vo pp v,ii4

Contains titles of all works, printed or in manuscript, relating to the subject.
A valuable critical compilation

Copies seen. Owen.
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PITCHLYNN, PETER P. (1806-1881), Choctaw Clntf Sketch of.

In Appleton's Cyclopaedia qf American Biography, \ ol v, pp 31-32

PITTMAN, Rev. HENRY (1817-1892), Baptist Clergyman Sketch of.

In Foster's Mississippi Baptist Preachers, pp 543-550, portrait

PITTS, Dr J R S Life and bloody career
|
of the executed criminal, |

James Gopeland, |
the great |

Southern land pirate |
leader of a devas-

tating clan
| ranging over a great portion of the nation, | particularly

the Gulf States, spreading terror and insecu-
| nty everywhere |

Mystic alphabet of the clan, |
for their secret correspondence, | giv-

ing a list of all themembers throughout the Union, |
with an appendix

of
| profound research, | bringing to light more of crime, corruption

and dissimu-
|
lation, unveiling the many ways in which talent, |

wealth and influence ha\e given assistance.
| By Dr J R 8 Pitts

j

Jackson, Miss
|
Pilot Publishing Company, printers and binders

|

1874
|

8vo 111 cover title pp 220 U Illustration*

Second edition

Copies seen Owen

PLANTERS', MANUFACTURERS', and MEOHYNICH' ASSOCIATION Premium
list

|
and

| general regulations |
for the

|
bocond annual fair

|
of the

|

Planters', Manufacturers1

, |
and

|
Mechanics' Association, |

to be held

at the fair grounds in
| Columbus, Mississippi, | begmuing Tuesday ,

September 80th, 1873, |
and continuing four da\s

| Columbus, Mis-

sissippi. | printed at the Excelsior Book and Job Office
|
1873

|

8\0 pp 48

Copies seen Owen

PLUMMER, FRANKLIN E ( -1852), Lawyer, J/i. (' Jiom J/iuw Sketch ot

In Claiborne's Mwmsstppi, pp 423-427

POETRY AND POETICAL WOHKW. See II. M. Bien, S. Newton Berryhill,

Sherwood Bonner, Mrs J F Cappleman, M T. Carpenter, J Col-

lins, Miss Mary V. Duval, Mr* V. J Frantz, L. B Hamberhn, Ellen

E. Hebron, Miss Irwm Huntmgton, J D Lynch, Walter Malone,
T. D Marshall, Col M V. Moore, J M Oliver, J F. Simmons, and
Wm. Ward.

POINDEXTER, GEORGE (1779-1855), Lawyer, Governor, U S Senator, and

M. C. from Mm. Sketch of.

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 347-414

See also Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mississippi, pp 27-73

QootepeeA's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol i, pp 115-116

Appleton's Cydoptedia ofAmerican Bioyraphy, vol > , p 48

Mr Claiborne's sketch la an elaborate monograph, in \\ hich is presented much
of Mississippi history and politics during the first half of the present century
He used In its preparation the papers and manuscripts of Mr Poindexter, which
the latter appears to have preserved with great core Several letters and docu-

ments are presented In full These papers now form a part of the "Claiborne

Manuscripts," in the University library, Oxford, Miss.

Copious extracts from sundry of Mr Poindexter's speeches are given in Mr
Lynch's sketch

A "Biographical Sketch" of Mr Poindexter \vas published at Washington,
1836

See also T J Wharton, wfra.

HIST 99 VOL I- 50
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POINDEXTEB, GsoBGE AdiiuuiHtratinii as Governor

In Lowry and McCardle'K JT/W/MM/JUJ/, pp 259-21.0

Compiler Revised Code, 1823 rtw Codea of Mississippi

Portrait

In Low rj and McCardlo's Hmtoi // ni I/JMUMKj/jp/ foi M'/irjufo, p 101

POLL UID, ED\\* YRD A. Life of Jefferson Davis &e JefferHoii Davia

POLLOCK, OLIVER (1737-1823), J/m/uui/, IWnol A Biographical Sketch

of. See Re\ H E. Hayden
PONTOTOC Sketch of

In Davis's Rccuttet tiona of Mtwiwippl and jftw/Mq/j/jftuiJt, pp -%

PONTOTOC COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mfytttwlppt* pp fiWWM

Quadrangular inound, between Butchieeumhla and Ocomtahatchie

creeks

Mentioned by Samuel Agnew in Smithsonian frport, 1H1J7, p 10L

Map of

In Harper's Prdnniiwy Report on tlie G(xrfofl!/(tH<l*if/rfruthncnfMtwfwfiipft 3857.

POOIIB, BB^T PBELBY (1820-1 887),JovrtniM A
| dewcnptivc catalcj?ue |

of
|
the Government publications |

of
|
thoUnitwl Statw, | Si^ituinber

5, 1774-March 4, 1881
| Compileil l>y ortler of Gonprtw | by Bon:

PerleyPoore, |
clerk of printing records | AVanhingtou |

Cfoverument

printing office.
|
1885.

|

4to pp iv, 1392

Contalnw jxjisslm titled ol all sucli publications w rcliite to MiHsis^jpi, the

Indians, etc

Copies wen Owen

POPE, JOHN A
|
tour

| through the
|
wnithorn and \\wtorn tciritones

|

of the
|
United States

|
of

|
North Amenta, |

the
| Siwiuwli domin-

ions
|
on the river Mississippi, |

and the
| FloridaH, |

Die (Nuiiitrios of

the
|
Creek nations, |

and many |
umnluibited juirts. | By John

Pope. | Multoruin, paucorum, plutium, oinninm, interest
|

Itach-

mond pnnted by John Dixon
|
Fortheauthoi and his three chil-

dren, Alexander D
| Pope, Lucinda Pope, and Anne Pope |

M,DCO,XCn
8VO pp 101
"
It la the genuine Oftepring- of pohlti^ o U!>MT\ ation, tukun wunctiiucs (in Horxc-

back, sometimes on a Stump, but alwajs in Hiwtc, mniclst the Hurly Burl} ol
uninformed and generally Indian CoinpanioiiH." AWr to th< jmbfic
The original is \ cry rare, commaudujg a liigli prl( u It lias IMVII "Itfpnnle<l

with Index, for Charles L Woodward, Neu York, 1HSS "
Title, i>aginaUon, etc ,

the same as the original Index, after p 101, pp i-i\

POKT GIBSON. Yellow fever at, 1853.

In Fulkerson's RccoOcctiont qfJEarti/ JMiya trf MI+HWMH, pp l l-iii7.

POKT GIBSON FEMALE COLLEGE Sketch of
In Maycs' History qfEducation fn, Mmtxstwti, pj <Ni-i)7

POKTEE, DAVID DIXON (1813-1891), Admntil (' /S' j\" The naval history
|
of the

|
Civil War

| by |
Admiral David I) Porter, T S Navy |

Illustrated from original sketchew made by Eear-Admirul Walke and
others

|
New York

|
The Sherman publishing company |

LSKCi
|

4to Title, 1 leaf, pp 13 Errata Blip Nninctou*inn'tr<t?t*, inn^t tiMljfan*
Battle of Mobile Bay, pp fibTM^O, 10 dlugtraihn*. Joint )pcmtloiiH in Mobile

Bay by Rear-Admiral Thatcher and General Caub\ , pp 780-79]
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POBTEE, Rev. R. G Gilderoy's stones, a book for boys. 1881.

12mo
He is also the author of "Odd Hours," 1891

POBTIS, JOHN Resaca's bloody field
| Interesting reminiscences of a

Confederate soldier
| [1896 ] n p

8vo pp 4.

Copies seen Owen

POSEV, OABNOT (1818-1863), Brig Qcn., C. S A Sketch of.

In Appleton's Cyclopscdia ofAmerican Biography, vol v, p 83

POTTER, GEORGE LEMUEL (1812- ), Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch'a Bench and Bar of Jfuwimppi, pp 445-450

POWELL, F. S
,
A. M Five years in South Mississippi Cincinnati, 1889.

12mo.

PO\VEB, Col. J L The black and tan convention
In Publication Xtotiwtppi State Historical Society, 1900, vol ill (In press.)

The epidemic of 1878 in Mississippi, being a report of the yello\v-

fever relief work Clarion Office, Jackson, Miss ,
1879.

8vo pp 221

Roster of State officers from 1798 to 1898 Compiled from official

and unofficial sources

In Biennial Report ofthe Secretai y of State/or 1896 and 1897, pp 88-103

Includes all classes of State officials.

lost of Mississippi Reports
Ibid pp 104-106

Why the capital was located at Jackson
In the Gazette, Magnolia, Miss , 1897

Reprinted in the Mobile Register, Mar 21, 1897

Reporter Proceedings Mississippi State i-onvention, 1861 See Con-

ventions and Constitutions of Mississippi

The constitutional convention of 1817 n p n d.

8vo pp [4]

Reprinted from the Gazette, Magnolia, Sept 1,1897

The constitutional convention of 1832. n. p n. d
8vo pp [4]

Reprinted Ibid

Institutions and societies of Mississippi
In Qoodspeed's Memoirs of Miwwtippi, vol. ii, pp. 37-60.

Sketch of.

Ibid pp 610-612

and WEBB, GEORGE F. Mississippi manual
|
of legal & business

forms.
| containing |

forms for justices of the peace, county officers,

attorneys, |
and professional and business men generally, |

in the
|

State of Mississippi, |
to which is added the new constitution, Federal

Constitu-
1 tion, reconstruction acts, |

acts of Legislature, chancery

rules, | [-etc., 4 lines] | By George F Webb and J. L Power
|
Third

edition [vignette] revised & enlarged | Jackson, Mississippi |
Clar-

ion steam book and job establishment
|
1870.

|

8vo pp xv, 199, 60, *8
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POWER, Col. J L., and BRIDEWELL, L, 0. The
| Mississippi form book

|

and
| court, railroad and postoffice guide |

A manual
|
for

| justices of

the peace, | attorneys, and
|
business men generally | Adapted to

annotated code, 1892
| By L. 0. Bridewell and J. L. Power

|
Jack-

son, Miss.
|
the Clarion-Ledger printing establishment

|
1893

|

8vo pp 312

POWERS, RIDGLEY CEYLON, Goo of Mis* Administration as governor
In Lowry and MoCardlc's Mteimppfrfp 385-386

PRAY, PUBLIUH RUTILIUS RCJFUH (1795-1840), Lawyer, Pres Om Conn 183$

Sketch of

Iii Lynch's Brncli awl Bar of Viwbwippl, p 201

See also Appleton's Cudoptedfa of American I?fof;rajj//j/,\ol \,p 101

Compeer Revised Statutes, 1836 Sec Codes of Mississippi

PREHISTORIC REMAINS Namh Waiya Mound See II S Hall>ert

Prehistoric jasper ornaments in Mississippi See B B Fulton

Researches, philosophical and antiquarian, concerning the alxmginal

history of America. See J H McCulloh

Catalogue of prehistoric works East of the Rocky Mountains See

Cyrus Thomas

Articles of stone art from
In ThirtcenUt, Annual Report tiurcati tf JSHmotoyUt 1M1-U2, pp 71-171,jjawiMi

Mounds in

Ibid. 1890-01, pp 263-278, ill

PRENTISS COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's MiwUstppt, pp 601-562,

Mound near Baldwyn
Mentioned by Samuel Agncw in Smlthwonian Report, 18ti7, p 105

PRENTISS, SARGENT SMITH (1808-1850), Lmwier, Om/oj, M C. from Mm
Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar o/ Mwtitwppi, pp '210-217, pttrhatt

See also Fulkerson'H Recollection* of Early Dans in JflMcu/jj/j/, pp 100-109,

Applcton's C'l/clnpn'rtia of American Biography, vol v,pp 107-S, pith ml, and
Joshua 8 Morris's Mwstwippi State COUCH vol ii, portrait

A
|
memoir

|
of

|
8 S Prenties

|
Edited by his brother

|
Vol I

[-II] |

New York
|
Charles Scribner, 124 Grand St.

|
1855.

|

8vo Vol i,pp 882, vol ii.pp 578.

Life and Times of See Joseph D Shields

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN MISSISSIPPI Extracts
|
from the

|
records of the

Synod |
of

| Mississippi and South Alabama, |
from 1829 to 1835

|

Re-pnnted by order of Synod, at its meeting, 1878
| Jackson, Misa

|

Clarion steam publishing establishment
|
1880

|

8vo pp 42.

The first session bears date u Ma> hew, Chot'taw Nation Nov ] 1 , i S29
'

Minis
ters were present from the Presbytery of Mississippi, the Presbytery of South
Alabama, and of the Presbytery of Tombeckbcc
The original not seen

First meeting, at Mayhew, Choctaw Nation, Nov 11, IftPJ

Second meeting at Hopewell, Covington County, Oct. 2, is:w

Third meeting, at Concord, Greene Countv, Ala , Oct. 27, 1N81

Fourth meeting, at Clinton, Oct. 25, 1832.

Fifth meeting, at Qreensborongh, Ala , OU 30, 1833.

Sixth meeting, at Fort Gibson, Oct. 29, 1834.
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PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN MISSISSIPPI Extracts
|
from the records

|
of

the
| Synod of Mississippi, |

from 1835 to 1837
|
Published by order of

Synod |
S H B Black, printer, | Natchez, Mi

1
1838

|

8vo Title, 1 leaf, pp W, 11

First meeting, at Natchez, Oct 28, 1886

Second meeting, at Union Church, Jefferson County, Oct 26, 1886

Third meeting, at Clinton, Oct. 25, 1837

Extracts
|
from

|
the records

|
of the

| Synod of Mississippi, |
from

the year 1838 to the year 1847, inclusive.
|
Published by order of the

Synod. |
New Orleans

| printed by D Davies & Son, |
60 Magazine

street.
1
1849

|

8vo pp 96+
Fourth meeting, at Vicksburg, Oct 24,1888

Fifth meeting, at Fine Ridge, Oct. 23, 1889

Sixth meeting, at Jackson, Oct 28,1840

Seventh meeting, Baton Rouge, La., Oct 27, 1841

Eighth meeting, Oakland College, Oct 26, 1842

Ninth meeting, Yazoo City, Oct 25, 1848.

Tenth meeting, Oakland College, Oct 28,1844

Eleventh meeting, Columbus, Oct 22, 1846

Twelfth meeting, Holly Springs, Oct 28, 1846

Thirteenth meeting, Oakland College, Oct 27, 1847

Minutes
|
of the

| Synod of Mississippi, |
from

[
1847 to 1854, |

inclu-

sive
|
Published by order of the Synod | Jackson, Miss

| printed at

the office of the True Witness.
1
1855

|

8vo pp lll,vi

Thirteenth meeting, at Oakland College, Oct 27, 1847

"1848 Meeting for this jcar failed
"

Fourteenth meeting, at Natchez, Dee 12, 1349

Fifteenth meeting, at Vicksburg, No\ 27, 1850

Sixteenth meeting, at New Orleans, La , Jan 14, 1882.

Seventeenth meeting, at Jackson, Dec 14, 1858

Eighteenth meeting, at Canton, Nov 22, 1854.

No meeting numbered 19th, etc

Minutes n p n d.

8vo No title page
Twentieth meeting, at Kosciusko, Miss., Nov 28, 1865, pp 11

Twenty-first meeting, at Natchez, Jan 7, 1857, pp 16

Twenty-second meeting, at New Orleans, La., Jan G, 1858, pp 28.

Twenty-third meeting, at Vicksburg, Nov 24, 1858, pp 24

Twent) third (sic) meeting, at Columbus, Dec 7, 1859, pp 17

Twenty-fourth meeting, at Shreveport, La , Jan 17, 1861, pp 44

Minutes
|
of theJ meeting of the

| Synod of Mississippi, |
held at

|

Vicksburg, Miss", |
November 4th, 1868.

| Jackson, Mississippi |

Clarion steam book and job printing establishment
1
1869

|

8\0 pp 31

Minutes
|
of the

| Synod of Mississippi, |
from

|
1861 to 1867

|
Printed

by order of Synod, at ite meeting, 1878
| JackHon, Miss

|
Clarion

steam publishing establishment
|
1880

|

8vo pp 92

Twenty-fifth meeting, at Oakland College, Oct 23, 1861

Twenty -sixth meeting, at Port Gibson, Nov 12, 1862,

Twenty-seventh meeting, at Enterprise, Oct 28, 1863

Twenty -eighth meeting, at Brandon, Oct 12, 1864

Twenty-ninth meeting, at Kosciusko, Oct 25, 1865.

Thirtieth meeting, at Canton, Oct 17, 1866.

Thirty-first meeting, at Meridian, Oct 9, 1867
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PRESBYTERIAN OnuRcn IN MISSISSIPPI Minutes 1869-1899 Jackson,

Miss 1870-1899
8vo

Annual meeting, tit Prytanfa fltroot Church, Now Orleans, La , Dec 8, 1809,

PP 27

Annual meeting, ut JacJwon, No> 2, 1870, pp 28

Vnnnal meeting, ut Vu'kHhniK, Dec , 1871, pp 28

Annual meeting, at Aberdeen, No\ ti, 1872, pp 24

Annual meeting, at Hazlchnrot, Oct 29, 1878

Annual meeting, at Canton, Nov IS, 1874, pp 10 Thin and preceding sessions

bound together
Annual meeting, at New Orleans, La , Nov 10, 1875, pp 20

Annual meeting, at Natchez, Nov 16, 187(J, pp 19

Annual meeting, at Baton Rouge, La., No\ Jl, 1877, pp 32

Annual meeting, at Monroe, La., Nov 27, 1878, pp 20

Annual meeting, at Brandon, Mim , Dec 3, 1879, pp ,tt>

Annual meeting, at Meridian, Nov 10, 1880, pp 30

Annual meeting, at VlckNburg, Nov Hi, 1881, pp 47

Annual meeting, at Ktwcmsko, Nov 22, 1882, pp 42.

Annual meeting, at Natchez, No\ 7, 1883, pp 36

Annual meeting, at Cnntiil Springs, Oct. 29, 1S81, pp 30

Annual meeting, at iShrc\cport, La , No\ 18, 188T>, pp 24

Annual meeting, at Ni>\\ Orleans, La ,
No\ 10, IK.%, pp 11

57th session, at Meridian, Nov 23, 1887, pp 38

58th session, at Yoxno City, Nov 14, 18S8, pp KKM'tt ( Itorlnatinn not under-
stood )

59th session, at Jackson, No\ o, 1889, pp 31

GOth session, at Columbus, No\ 19, 1890, pp 225-2M (Imagination evidently
intended to be continuous )

Gist session, at Brookhavcn, Nov 11, 1891, pp 26J-307

G2d session, at Baton Rouge, La , Nov 2, 1892, pp 309-311

G3d session, at New Orleans, La , Nov 22, 1893, pp 413-343

64th session, at Aberdeen, Nov 7, 1891, pp 395-448

G5th session, at Crystal Springs, Miw., Oct 30, 1895, pp -1 19-182

G6th session, at Winona, Nov 18, 18%, pp 183-520

C7th session, at Monroe, La , Nm 15, 1897, pp 521-A5S

68th session, at Yictaburg, Nov 22, 1898, pp 550-597

69th session, at Growley, La , No\ 21, 1899, ]>p 599-G13

Sketch of

In Goodspeed's Mcnutir* <tfMwiwippl, vol ii, pp 3T>4-:i.
r
>8

See also James Hall and Rev J B. Stratton

PRESS OF MISSISSIPPI See Newspaper press

PCJSHBCATAHA (1764-1824), Cfatdaw Indian Cfitef Biographical sketch

By H. 8 Halbert
In Tranaacttona Alabama Utatorlcal Society, 1897-^98, vol ii, pp 107-119
This is the best sketch of the chief extant, and corrects numerous errors in cur-

rent accounts.

The following is a summary of tho principal remaining bibliographical refer-

ences McKennej and Hall's Indian TiibcH (1834), vol i,pp 185-193, Drake's* Jfto-

rtgtouxl Raw (tf Ntnih America U5th ed ) pp 402-3, ClaltorntfH J//K/iw//>p/, pp
014-616, Claiborne'8i//<s^Drtfr (I860), Lowryand McCardle'H Motori/ trf AfDwtsttf^f
(1891), Brewer'B^Zaftawta.p lO.t^e, Parton'sZ^c^lttrfmr Jaekmn (1801,3volH ),
Reuben Davis1

ItovUecttonsrtfMtoitottppland Wuttottvpiuu* (1889), Peter J Ham-
ilton's Colonial MobUe (1B97), Ball's Clarke County, Alabama (1882), Halbert and
Ball's Creek War (1896) , Rilej's Hlatory ufOanecah County, Alabama (1881) , Meek's
BomanUc Passages in Southwestern fflrtory (1857), George 3 Gaines' " Reminis
cenccs of Early Times in tho Mississippi Territory," in the Mobile Register, June
and July, 1872, Hckett's History ofAlabama (1851, 2 vols ), Appleton's Cyctopsnlta
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ofAmerican Biography, vol \
, p 188, Goodspecd's Jfemoliaqf Mississippi (2 vols ) ,

and a Life qf, in manuscript, by Gideon Lmcecum See also a paper by Hurlosoo

Austill in the Mobile Register , Aug 21, 1897

Copies of the Inscription on his tomb in the Congressional Cemetery, Washing-
ton, D C , are to bo found in Trans Ala Hint Socirty, 1897-08, vol ii, p 118, and
Drake's Aboriginal Races, p 408

Likenesses of him aro in McKonney and Hall's History, etc
, (1854) , and in

Lowry and McCardle's HMoiy of Mississippi>foi Schools (1892), p 125

PUTNAM, A W History |
of

|

Middle Tennessee, |
or

|
life and times

|

of
|
Gen James Robertson

| [cut of State house of Tenn ] | By |
A

W Putnam, esq , | president of the Tennessee Historical Society |

Nashville, Tenn | printed for the author
|
1859

|

8vo pp 668 10 illusti atiotu, 3 maps
While dealing primarily with Tennessee, this book contains, besides a wealth

of incident and illustration of life in the pioneer days of the old Southwest, with

accounts of the pioneers

Oupl&secn Congress

Q

QITITMAN COUNTV Sketch of

In Lowry and MoCardlc's Waxfiwippl, p %3

QTJITMAN, JOHN ANTHONY (1799-1858), LL I)
, JXWI/<T, Gov., M C fmm

Mixs Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench awl Bai of Mississippi, pp 151-164

See (dm Davis's Recollection* qf Mississippi <tnd J/Vwt/KM/pp/ajM, p S10

Appleton'H Ci/rtopaetlhtqfAHWicanStofjraplii/, \ol ^,p ]5fi

Administration as governor
Lowry and McCUrdle's J//M/IW/JJ/)/, pp 820-322

Life and correspondence of See J F H Claiborne

Sec aim Joseph Hodgson, Mexican War, and Dnnbar Rowland

R.

RAGSDALB, LULAFI A shadow's shadow Now York, Lippmcott & Co.

1892

12mo

RAAISAY, JAMES GATTYS MCGREGOR (1796-1884), A 3/, Jf 7) The
|

annals
|
of

|
Tennessee

|
to the

|
end of the eighteenth century |

com-

prising its settlement, |
as

|
the Watauga Association, |

from 1769 to

1777, |
a part of North-Carolina, from 1777 to 1784, |

the State of

Franklin, |
from 1784 to 1788, |

a part of North-Carolina, |
from 1788

to 1790; |
the Territory of the U States South of the Ohio, |

from 1790

to 1796, |
the State of Tennessee, |

from 1796 to 1800
| By |

J. U M
Ramsay, A M

,
M D

, | corresponding secretary [-etc ,
3 lines ] |

Philadelphia |
J B Lippmcott & Co

1
1860.

|

8vo pp. xvi, 744 Map

RANJEL, RODRIOO [Official Report of Soto's expedition, based on his

Diary kept on the march ]

In Amador de los Rlos's edition of Ovledo's History, etc , 1851

See Winsor's Normative and Critical Hirtory qfAmerlm, vol 11, pp 291, 346
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EANKIN CHRISTOPHER ( -1826), Lawyer, If C.from Iff** Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Sai qf J/femtH/juip/, pp 22-23.

Sec also Claiborne's 3Jts*wlppi, p 854.

RANKIN COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlc's Mississippi, pp W3-67

Ancient nun known as the " Platform
"

Mentioned in SmithHonian Repot t, 1879, p 444

Rvmc, GREEN BERRY (1829-) The
| existing conflict

|
l>etween

| repnlv
bean government |

and Southern oligarchy I by |
Green B Rauin

|

Washington, D C
|
1884

|

12mo pp 479 IU.ii*trationH

Contains sketches of political affairs In Mississippi (luring
1 the seventies, refers

to Kuklux Elans.

Copies seen Hamner

RECONSTRUCTION Evidence taken by the committee on reconstruction

[showing condition of affairs in Mississippi] Jan. 6, 1869. (House Mis

Doc. 53, 40th Cong., 3d sew.)
8vo pp 299,11

flee alto E Barksdale, Conventions of Miss., 1868, Prof J W. Gar-

ner, Wiley P Hams, Oliver P Morton, and G B Rauiii

RED, Rev. W D The Devil's parlor; or the ball room unmasked. 1900
8vo

REED, THOMAS B ( -1829) , Lawjer9 V ft Senatorfrom J/ijw Sketch of.

In Lj nch's Bmch and Jtor of JftwHwtpjtl, pp. 23-IM

Sec alto Clftibornc'H Mfwxstppt, p 358, note

Apploton's Cyctoyxflfa <tf American Bmgraphy.vril vi.p 211

RELIGION Introduction of Protestant Christianity.
In Lowry and McCardle's Xtwtxstppi, pp 432-435

Religious history of Mississippi
In Goodspeed's Memoirs qfMifwMppi, vol ii, pp 348-388

Embraces authorized sketches of All dcnomiiiinatioiis

See al*o Baptists, Chrintiau Church, Cumberland Presbyterians, Epis-

copal Church, Methodwt, and Presbyterian
REPOBTB OP STATE OFFICIALS See State Offices

REPUDIATION IN MISSISSIPPI Sketch of

In Fulkerson's Recollections qf Early Days in Mis&iwippi, pp 85-91

REVENUE AGENT, STATE. Biennial report See Auditor of Public Accounts.
REVENUE DISTRICT Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, a<*compa-

nymg a Statement of Goods, Wares and Merchandizes, exerted from
the Mississippi District, during the year 1801, in addition to the gen-
eral statement of Exports, received by the House, on the llth of

February last [By Albert Gallatm] April 5, 1802. (Ex Doc
,
7th

Cong ,
1st seas )

8vo pp 6

REYNOLDS, REUBEN ( -1887), Laityer In memoriam.
1
Proceed-

ings |
of the

|
Aberdeen Bar Association, |

commemorative of the life

and character
|
of

|
Reuben Reynoldx | Including tributes from

members of the bar at Jack-
| son, Meridian, Oxford, Kosciusko,

Okolona, |
Saltillo and Tupelo. | Jackson, Miss.

| Clarion-Ledger
printing establishment

|
1888

|

8vo pp 80

Copies seen Owen
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REYNOLDS, BBUBEN 0. Sketch of

In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, voL ii, pp 84, 661-662.

Reporter. Mississippi Reports, vols. 40-42. See Supreme Court

RICHABDSON, LEE, Jr and GODMAN, THOMAS D. In and about Vicksburg.
An illustrated guide book to the city of Vicksburg, Mississippi. Its

history, its appearance, its business houses. To which is added a

description of the resources and progress of the State of Mississippi, as

an inviting field for immigration and capital The Gibraltar Publish-

ing Co., Vicksburg, Miss 1890

12mo pp 271 Map of Vicksburg, profusely illustrated

Copies seen Congress.

RILEY, FRANKLIN LAFAYETTE (1868-),-4. B.,A.M ,Ph.I>. (J H U ),Prof
Univ of Miss American Chivalry,

la Mississippi College Magazine, March, 1889

An Oration

Salutatory.
Ibid. March, 1889

Written upon assuming the work of editor In chief of the Magazine.

All Deeds that glitter are not Golden
Ibid. April, 1889

An essay

Notes from the Moral Battlefield

IUA May, 1889

Does Mississippi College need a Y M C. A.?
Ibid

May.
Ibid

An essay

Random Pages from my Scrapbook.
Ibid. July, 1889

The Gravity of Small Things.
Ibid

An essay

Farewell
Ibid.

Is Education the Best Solution of the Negro Problem?
In The New Mississipian, Jackson, Miss , July, 1889

County Institutes.

In Proceedings Mississippi State Teachers' Association, 1892.

A paper read before the Mississippi State Teachers' Association

Study of Church History in the Johns Hopkins University.
In The Baptist Record, April, 1894

The Talmud.
Ibid. Dec , 1894, and Jan

,
1895

Some educational tendencies of the present day
In Lawrence County Press (Miss.), May 81, 1891

An address delivered before the Hebron High School

Outline of institute work on United States history.
In Mississippi Journal of Education, June, 1895
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lirLEY, FRANKLIN LAFVYJJTTE Colonial origins |
of

|
New England sen-

ates
| [n. p.,n. d]

8vo pp 76

In Johns Hopkins University Studies In Jfirtorical and Pnlitintl Scfrncc Four-

teenth series No ill

A dissertation for the degree of Ph JD

Address
In ni Baptist Layman, June 10, 18U7

Delivered before the graduating class of Hi 11man College, Tune 1, 1S97

Study of history in Southern colleges, |
bv Franklin L Riley, Ph D , |

professor of history and rhetoric in the University of Miwiwippi |

8vo pp 10 Doublo columns

Rep) intetl from the Mi&Htestwt Teacfici , Ang , 1897, \ol i, no 5

Read before the Mississippi State Teachers' Yssociation, Jn1> Id, 1807

Outline of work for the University Historical Society.
In Memphis Commercial Api*ctil, Apr 11, 1X98

In Osford Qlrie (Miss ), Apr , 1898

An accompanying report contains an account of the organization of the Uni

veraity of Mississippi Historical Society

Some centennial suggestions
In New Orleans Picayune, Apr 14, 189ft

Written upon the one hundredth anniversary of the < rcation of Uu> Tcrrilors

of Mississippi

State Historical Societies, |
their financial support and sphere |

of

activity | By Franklin L.Ri ley, Ph D, profrow >r of history in the
|

University of Mississippi and Secretary and Train-
|
urer of the Mis-

sissippi Historical Society |
n. p ,

n d
8vo pp 8. Doublo columns

Read at the First Annual Midwinter Meeting of the Miwiamppi slate Historical

Society, Jan 8, 1898.

Copies seen Owen

Spanish policy in Mississippi after the treaty of San Lorenxo.
In Publications Mississippi Staff Uitforiwl Ax/////, 1K)8 pp JiO-Mi

Also in Report American Historical Association for ls<)7, pp 175-192

Suggestions to local historians

Ibid pp 96-100

600 copies reprinted

Contains substance of the " Centennial Suggestions," atovc

Sir William Dunbar, |
the pioneer scientist of Mississippi | By |

Franklin L. Riley, Ph. D , (Johns Hopkins ) |
Professor of history, Uni-

versity of Mississippi | [Oxford, Miss., 1899J
8vo pp 85-111

Edition, 300 copies.

Reprinted from the PttbUealUms of tlie Wvtuxtwt J/Moriral totrMu, W, %ol II,

pagination unchanged.
Thin monograph indlcatCR extended research, and portrays in nn iidmirahle

way the life work of a gentleman ot rare scientific attainments, but of whom little

had heretofore been written.

Memorial.
In the New Orleans Picayune, Jan 26, 1900

Addressed to the Legislature of Mississippi bv the Executive Committee of the
State Historical Society, asking for the appointment of a Historj Oommlwuon
and the granting of an appropriation to the Society
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RILEY, FRANKLIN LAFAYETTE School history |
of

| Mississippi |
for public

and private schools.
| [Richmond, Va ,

B F Johnson & Co
,
1900 ]

8vo Circa, pp 895

Editor Publications of the Mississippi State Historical Society See

Historical Society

RIVEBS AND HARBOBS See W B Featherston

ROACH, A. The
| prisoner of war, |

and
|
how treated

| Containing a

history of Colonel Streight's expedition to the
|
rear of Bragg's anny,

m the spring of 1863, and a correct
|
account of the treatment and

condition of the Union
| prisoners of war in the rebel prisons of the

South, |
in 1863-4. Being the actual experience of a Union

|
officer

during twenty-two months' imprison- 1
ment in rebeldoin With

personal adven-
| tures, biographical sketches, and his-

| tory of

Andersonville prison pen | By Lieutenant A C Roach, A A D C
|

Published by |
the Railroad City publishing house, |

A D. Streight,

propnetor, |
North-East corner Washington and Meridian Streets,

Indianapolis, Ind.
|
1865

|

12mo pp 244

Contains short account of Straight's raids, and has the approval of that com-
mander

Copies uren Hamner

ROBERT FAMILY Genealogy of

In Goodspecd'8 Henwir* (\f Mississippi, vol 11, pp 685-087

This family represents In part, a brunch oi the dcHoendanls of Landgrave
Thomas Smith, of S C

ROBERTS, ROBEBT W
,
M C from MIM Sketch of

In Claiborne'a Xhwi&sippi p 451, note

ROBERTS, WILLIAM An account of the
|
first discovery, |

and
|
natural

history |
of

|
Florida.

|
With a

| particular detail of the several expe-
ditions and

|
descents made on that coast.

|
Collected from the best

authority | by William Roberts.
|
Illustrated by a general map, and

some particular plans, together |
with a geographical description of

that country. | By T. Jefferys, geographer to his majesty |
London

|

Printed for T Jefferys, at Charing-Cross |
MDCCLXIII

|

4to pp viii il 102. 6 maps or plans, 1 plate

Pp 95-102 contain a letter on Florida, dated June 22, 1768, by Thomas Robinson,
with a plan of the Bay and Island of Mobile.

Copies seen Hamner

ROBEBTSON, Rev NORVELL Church members' hand book of Theology

Memphis, 1874
I2mo

RODNEY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 504-505

Yellow fever at, 1843
In Pulkerson'a Recollections qf Early Day* In Xis&tgsippi, pp 37-42

ROGERS, Judge WILLIAM M Tribute to tire Dabney Lipwoonib
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ROMANS, BERNARD (1720-1784), Engineer A concise
|
natural history |

of

|
East and West Florida, | containing an account of the natural pro-

duce of all the Southern part of British America, in the three
| king-

doms of nature, particularly the animal and
| vegetable | Likewise, |

the artificial produce now raised, or possible to be raised, |
and manu-

factured there, with some commercial and po- 1
litical observations in

that part of the world, and a cho-
1 rographical account of the same.

|
To \ihich is added, by way of appendix, | plain and easy directions

to navigators over the bank of
| Bahama, the coawt of the two Flondaa,

the North of
| Cuba, and the dangerous Gulph Passage. Noting also,

|
the hitherto unknown watering places in that part of

| America,
intended principally for the use of such ves-

1
seta a may be so unfor-

Jainate as to be distressed by |
weather in that difficult part of the

world.
| By Captain Bernard Romans

|
Illustrated with twelve cop-

per plates, |
and two whole sheet maps |

Vol. I.
|
New-York.

| printed
for the author, M, DCC, LXXV |

8vo pp4,vili,&42 [2] Ixxxix [3] IfiMcditieft. 10 cngmrino*, indwltoff

ttiefraiitiwtect, ti\e dwlic<itu>H to John EUi*, awl itfutt-paf/e WMI/JH

The copperplates were designed and cngrau>d by the author, and arc (1)

Frontispiece, veil I, (2) Dedication "TuJtihnJStlM .fito/r.," the natnnillnt, "Agent
for the Province of West Florida," (8) "Jiviia njiuatHit Sylfnti /" (Wild Oats),

facing p 31, (4)
'

t'haiacterttilrl CkMnttir 7/rarf," p f>9, (3) Cli<mi<i<rMt<k (<IUM>~

taw JSuffa, p fi2, (6) Treatment of the dead, h\ the fhortnuH, p 80, (7) Chtir-

actertottfl head <tfn Cml War Cliuf, p 92 MapH in the apiwndix, (8) Xntrttnct' ttf

Tampa Bay, p.lxxviii, (9) Peimintlii Kau^ Ixxxi, and (10) Mobile /tor, p IVXK\
Vol II waH never pnblisliod
u Thi cxtremeh rare work IH so acldom found in an> other than a fnigmenlan

condition that we arc unable to refer to the full collation ot any complete cnp>
No copy has ever been found with either of the whole .sheet maps, and all are

more or less deficient in the number of platen referred to in the title initfe. From
the arrangement and tenor of the title, iw uell iw from the M.W of the "advcr-

tisemcnt," tit the end of thCM)lume, \\e ure clwirlj of the opinion that it was
the author'H design to distribute the "hvelvc copper plates, And Two whole
Sheet Maps" throughout the two -volumes Into which he intended to divide the
work " MenziCM' Ctitajoyue

A.S Qatscbet, H 8 Halbert, and the AlalMunu Historical Society have tracings
of the large Map, which shows the Tombigby River basin, and the "(Country" of

the Ghoctaws in Mlusfosippi, 3772.

"Bernard Romans was an enlightened physician and observer, who *pent sev-
eral years in Florida Tho whole book, indeed, is a valuable and interesting
account of the manners of the Florida savages, and the face and product* of their

country
"

Volney's Wrwofthe rnltol fatten.

Extracts appear in Volney'H work
Title and collation from Menzies' Ontaloqitf [IS?

1

)], No 1722 tot atw Brink^'s
Cataloyiir [1881], pt 3, No -13G5

The Mcnzics1

copy sold for $175, and the Briulej for 1206.

A
|
concise

|
natural history |

of
|
East and AVeHt-Plonda.

|
Contain-

ing, |
an account of the natural produre of

|
all tho .Southern iirt of

British America, in the
|
three kingdunin of nature, particularly the

animal
|
and vegetable | Likewise, |

the artificial pnxlucta nom raiwd,
or possible to be raised, and |

manufactured there, with some commer-
cial and political observa-

1
tions m that part of the ^orJd, and a cho-
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ROMANS, BERNARD Continued.

rographical account
|
of the same.

| By Captain |

Bernard Romans
|

...
|
New York, sold by B. Aitken, 1776

|

8vo pp [2], 4, 842 Engraved dedication, 6 other copperplate enffrautnga, and

folded table

The sheets of the original edition, with a new title page and reprinted introduc-

tion (2 pp ) The Frontispiece, Lists of Subscribers, Appendix, Errata, and final

"Advertisement" are omitted, but there is OM copperplate engraving that is not

found in the eat her imtue, though mentioned in the text (p 102) It represents two
"Indian hlerogl>phkk paintings," executed by Choctaws and Creeks.

Title, collation, and note from Brinley's Catalogue, pt 3, No 4866

This cop\ sold for 970

BOUDEBUSH, G. S.,X>. D A plea |
for

|
a higher education

|
for the

|

women of Mississippi, | by |
G $ Roudebush, D. D

, | professor of

English language and litera-
1
ture in the Mississippi Agricultural |

and Mechanical College |
1881.

| Jackson, Miss..
|
Clarion Steam Pub-

lishing House |
1881.

|

8vo. pp 23

Copies seen. Owen

ROUTH FAMILY. Genealogy of

In Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol ii,pp 522-523

ROWE, A. V. History of Mississippi College Jackson, 1881

8vo pp 82

ROWLAND, DITNBVR (1867-), Lawyer, B 8, LL B What of the South?

Address before the Alumni Association of the A & M College of Mis-

sissippi, June, 1888

In the Times-Democrat, New Orleans, 1S88. and the titarkeoille Times, 1888

The poet as a factor in civilization A paper read l>efore the Bohe-

mian Club of Memphis, Tenn
In the Memphis, TQWL, Ledger, April, 1891, audthu Un.tvei sity Jfayaziiu., Oxford,

Miss., 1891

An evening with the poets. Address )>efore the students of Union
Female College, Oxford, Miss.

In the College Mirror, April, 1898.

The new constitution of Mississippi.
In the Memphis CommereialrAppeal, March, 1897

Success. Address before Grenada Female College, March, 1899.

In Grenada Sentinel, March, 1899

A series of papers on politics in Mississippi
In Memphis Commercial-Appeal, Januurj -.July, 1895

Character sketch of Gen. J Z George
Ibid Feb. 1897.

"A masterly sketch of a great man, by one <>1 the rising joimgmenof North

Mississippi' Water Valley Herald

Character sketch of John A. Quitman.
Ibid Oct,1898

System of taxation in Mississippi.
Ibid. April, 1898.

Character sketch of Robert J. Walker.
In the Atlanta OnutUaiiontNov ,1896.
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ROWLAND, DUNBAE. Series of letters on "The Money Question
"

In tho Times-Democrat, New Orleans, April-June, 1896

The race question

In the Louisville Coui'tcr-Joantal, April, 1895

Farmers' Institutes.

In the Plcayitnc, Now Orleaiw, Miirch, 189.*

Industrial and agricultural growth of Mississippi
8vo pp 60

The rise and fall of negro rule m Mississippi
In PtWteooH8 Jfl*fcw/ppf [Stoic] Historical toclrtu, 1WW, vl u,pp 1H9-200

Plantation life in Mississippi before the war
Ibid 1900, vol ill (In press. )

ROYCE, CHARLES C The Cherokee Nation of Indian*
|
a Narratue of

their official relations with the
|
Colonial and Federal Governments

|

In Fifth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1883-'8J, pp 121-378, Q wajHi

Washington 1887 4to
"
It is believed the care and skill devoted by Mr Royee to make the Hlntcment

both accurate and comprehensive, fortifying it alno by tho citation of the l>est

authorities, will render it valuable to statesmen, historians, and lawyers."
Director Powcll'H Introduction to the General Report

Cessions of land by Indian tnbes in the United States.

Ibid 1879-80, pp 249-268

RUNNELS, Col HAKMAN Sketch of.

In Claiborne's Mixsteslppi, p 366

RUNNELS, HIKAM G , Gov of J/ww. AdiuiniHtratiou as governor
In Lowry and McCardlc's Xiwhsiwi, pp 276-278

SonofOol Harman RunnclH

RUSSELL, IEWIN (185^-1879), Pott PoeuiH
| by |

Irwin Russell
| [Vi-

gnette ] |
New York

|
The Century Co

|
n. d

| [ Venn Copyright,

1888, by the Century Co The DeVinne Prew ]

12mo pp 109

[Uncollected Poeins ]

The Romaunt of Sir KUHS Scribnef* Monthlu, March, J8SO, p 799.

Summer Idyllew PiieL, vol vl, p 74.">

Coroner Jordan Ibid , vol vi, p 797

A symbol Birds and all Nature Ibid , Dec , 18US, p. 208

[Uncollected Prose.]
The Hyateriad- SeHbner^B MonUdu, Sept,, 1878

The Pools of Killogue H>M.,Oct.,l79
Of the Uncertainty and Vanity of the SCIOIICCH Itytutnr fo^ur Monthly, July,

1876

Sam's Four Bits St. Nicholas,Aug ,im
On tho Ice Ibid., March, 1877

Sam's Birthday, Ibid., Ma* , 1878.

Fulton's Seamen New Orleans Tluu.*, AHJ? 21, 17 Vn inc-oiihonuciitiiil nitn>-

duction to a poem of 21 six-lino stanzas, entitled,
" I Tun Her Truvelw."

Sketch of. By C.C. Marble.
In the O#fc,Oct.27,andNov 3,1888

Contains extracts from Bussell's letters.

NegrowitaiidhumorinIrwinBusaeirsp)emB ^Dabney Ln>somb.
^Irwin Russell first fruits of the Southern Romantic movement. See
W.L. Weber.
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S

SABIN, JOSEPH (1821-1881), Bibliophile A
| dictionary |

of
| booksrelating

to America, |
from its discovery to the present time.

| By Joseph
Sabm

|
Volume I [-XIX.] | [Quotation, 3 lines.] |

New York-
|

Joseph Sabin, 84 Nassau street
1
1868[-1891. ] (

8vo 1$ volumes

Includes titles from '

'A*
'

through
' ' Sim-ma,

' NO more published
Contains numerous Mississippi titles passim

Copies seen Library of Congress

Catalogue |
of the

|
books manuscripts and engravings | belongiug

to
|
William Menzies

|
of

|
New York.

| Prepared by Joseph Sabm
|

[Monogram.] |
New York

1
1875

|

8vo pp xviii 1 1 471 [2 ]

Contains a number of Mississippi titles passim

Copies seen Congress

SABINE EXPEDITION Account of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 204-274.

SteotoGoodspeed's Memoirs <tf Mississippi, vol i,pp 131-184

SALE, JOHN BUEEUSS (1818- ), Lawyer, Col. C S. A Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mississippi, pp 391-396, portrait.

SAKCIENT, WINTHBOP (1753-1820), First Gov of Miss, Territory. Papers |
in

relation to the
|
official conduct

|
of

|
Governor Sargent |

Published

by particular desire of his friends.
| [Design]. |

Printed at Boston, |

by Thomas & Andrews
| Aug 1, 1801

|

8vo pp 64.

Copies teen Owen

Papers in relation to the official conduct of Winthrop Sargent Jan

2, 1801. (Ex. Doc , 6th Cong., 2d sees. )

8vo pp 29 No title page
Letter ofGovernor 8 , charge to the grand jury, with presentment, etc

Report of the committee appointed to enquire into the official con-

duct of Winthrop Sargent, Governor of the Mississippi Territory

Feb 19, 1801 (Ex Doc., 6th Cong , 2d sess )

8vo. pp 10

Reprinted as No 148, American State Papers MiuxUatieoua, vol i, p 283, alsom
Annals of Congress, 6th Cong- , p 1376

Administration of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 202-219

SAVANNAH JACK A man of blood See J D Dreisback

SCAIFE, WALTER B
,
Ph D. (Vienna.) America

|
its geographical his-

tory |
1492-1892

|
Six lectures delivered to graduate students of

|
the

Johns Hopkins University |
with a

| supplement |
entitled

|
Was the

Rio del Espiritu Santo of the Span- 1
ish geographers the Missis-

sippi? | By WalterB Scaife, Ph D (Vienna) |
Baltimore

|
the Johns

Hopkins press |
1892

|

8VO 6 p 1 pp 176

Opposes view of John Gilmary Shea and others that it was the Mississippi, and
holds that it was ither the Mobile or the Apalachicola.

Copies seen, lamner
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SCHAKF, JOHN THOMAH (1843-1S98) J M,LL D History |
of the

|
Con-

federate States Navy |
from its organization |

to the surrender of its

last vessel
|
Its stupendous struggle with the great navy of the

|

United States, the engagements fought in the rivers
]
and harbors of

the South, and upon the high seas, | blockade-running, first use of

iron-oladti and torpedoes, and privateer history. | By |
J Thomas

Scharf, A M
,
LL. D

|

an officer of the late Confederate States

Navj |
Author of [-etc ,

5 lines ] | Profusely illustrated
|
Second edi-

tion.
| Albany, N Y

| Joseph McDonough, |
1894.

|

S\o pp 824. lUustraiwm

Hamiier

SCHOOLS $J
6' Education; Educational Lituratuie, etc 1

SCOTT, ABRAM M. (d 1833), GOD ofAIuat Administration as governor.
In Lowry aud McCardlc's Xlaatottppi, pp. 2tf9-27tf

SCOTT, CHUHJBJ (1811-1861), Lawyer. Sketch of

In Lynch'H Botch and Jfar qfJUMw/^j/, 175-177 portrait

See also Goodspecd's Mcnioira qf Mfwfinxtppi, \ol 11, pp 725-72B

Mr Scott was a Mason of national reputation Ho was the author of l\\ o uorks
which obtained general commendation from the craft These wore "The Ke\-
.stone of the Masonic Arch,

1 ' aud "The Analogy of Ancient Craft Masonry to

Natural and Revealed Religion
"

SCOTT COUNTY. Sketch of.

In Lowr> and McCardlc'8 Miwsiwtppt, pp fid7-6tfi)

SEAHS, ROBERT A
|
new and popular | pictorial dugcriptiun |

of the
|

United States
| containing |

an account of the topography, settlement,

history, revolution-
1 ary and other interesting e\wits, statiHticn, pio-

gress in
| agriculture, manufacture*, and population, &c., |

of each

State in the Union.
|
Illustrated with engravings |

of the principal

cities, places, buildings, scenery, cunositiea, seals of the Statta, |
<fec

,

&c.
|
Edited by Robert Searp

|
Fourth wlitiou

|
New York-

|
Pul>-

lished by Robert Sears, 128 Nassau wtreei And Hold }>y F. S. Saxton,

Boston, | [-etc ,
7 hnes] |

MDCCCXLIX [1849 ] |

8vo pp 008.

Copies seen. Hamuer

SEAT OF GTOVBBNMBNT See Jackson

SBCSHBTABY OF STATE. Biennial report |
of the

| Secivtary of State, |
U the

| Legiskture of Mississippi, |
for the

| yearo 1896 and J897.
|
Printed

by authority. | Jackson-, Miss
|
the Clarion-Le<lgei print |

ltS97
|

8vo pp 117

Besides much valuable current data, contain* the fl lowing of Kunerul intercut

Votes for Ckiveraor, 1817-196, Roster of State <>ni( crs from 170K to IMlJS, includ-

ing Governor, Lieutenant-Grovcrnor, Sccretarj f Mute, Auditor of Public

Accounts, State Treasurer, Attorney-General, Clerk High Conrt of Errors and
Appealsand Supreme Court, Superintendent of Publie Instruction, Railroad (Jom-

mJssloncrs, 8tite Librarian, Swamp Land Commissioner, Rtnto Revenue Vgent,
Supreme Court Judges, Chancellors, U S Senators, and Representatives in (in-
gress, List of Mississippi Reports, and the Statute Laws
Reports also issued for other years.

Copteaaeen. Owen
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SBLM\ AND MERIDI ur RAILW \.r Plan of organization |
of the

|
Selma &

Meridian Bailway | Company, and its agreement with the mortgage
bondholders, creditors and

|
stockholders of the Selma and Meridian

Railroad Co
|
New York

|
Sackett & Mackay, stationers and prin-

ters, |
cor Pino and Williams streets

|
1868.

|

8vo pp 11

Copies seen Owen

SESSIONS, JOSEPH, Lawyn Sketch of

In Cloibornc's J/Mwityjpi, i> 355

SHABKEY COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowiy and McCordlo's Muvsfiaippi, pp 578-^74.

Mounds on Deer Creek
Mentioned in Smithsonian Report, 1879, p 442

SHARKEY, WILLIAM LEWIS (1797-1873), Lawyer, Clnef Justice, Governor,

U S Senatorfrom Miss Sketch of

In Lynch'ti Bench and Jiat of Jfussisisippt, pp 189-198, portrait

Administration as provisional governor
In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 853-859, (122-623

Harris and Ellet Compilers Revised Code of Mississippi, 1857

See Codes of Mississippi

SHABON COLLEGE \ND ACADEMY. Sketch of

In Mayes* Ilirtonj nf Education in Mississippi, pp 51-50

SHEA, JOHN DAWSON GII/VTUJY (1824-1892), AatJioi History |
of the

Catholic Missions
| among the

|
Indian tribes of the United States, |

1529-1854
| By John Gilmary Shea, |

Author [-etc ,
3 linen ] | [De-

sign ] |
New York

|
P J Kenedy, |

ExceLaor Catholic publishing

house, |
5 Barclay street

| [1854 ]

12mo pp 514 IIIuxfrations

Contains accounts of missions among the Appalachian and Creek Indians pp
499-500 contains lists of missionaries, and bibliographv

Copies seen Hamner

History |
of the

|
Catholic Missions

| among the
|
Indian tribes of the

United States
|
1529-1854

| By John Gilmary Shea
|
Author [&e ,

3 lines ] | [Design ] |
New York.

|
Edward Dumgan & Brother, |

151 Fulton street, near Broadway |
1855

|

12mo pp 514

Copies seen. Congress
There ore copies with the date, 1857, but none seen

Geschichte
|
der

|
katolischen Missionen

|
unter den

|
Indianer-SUm-

men der Vereimgten Staaten
|
1529-1860

|
von

|
John Gilmary

Shea, |
Verfasser [&c two lines] |

Aus dein Englischcn ubersetzt
|

von
|
J Both

|
Sr Heihgkeit Papst Pius IX ge\udmet |

Mit 6 Stahl-

stichen
| Wurtzburg | Verlag von C Ethnger | [1858 ]

12mo pp GG8

No copy aeon Title from Pilliii^'s JJibliograpJiy (tf the Miutkhogcan Lanytiayui

Washington, 1889 8\ o

HIST 99 ^VOL I 51
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SHEA, JOHNDAW80NGiLM\RY History |

of the
|
C'-atholie missions

| among
the

|
Indian tribes of the United States, |

1529-1854
| By John Gil-

mary Shea, |
author of [&c ,

three lines] | [Design ] j
New York

|

T. W. Strong, |
Late Ed\i ard Dunigan & Brother, |

Catholic publishing

house, |
599 Broadway [1870 ]

12mo pp 514

Copies seen Congress

A history |
of the

|
Catliohc Church

|
within the

|
limits of the

United States, |
from the first attempted colonization to the

| present

time.
|
With portraits, views, maps, and fac-wmiles

| By |
John Gil-

maryShea. | [Design ] |
New York John G Shea.

| 1886[-1888, 1890,

1892 ] |

8vo 4 vols.

Vol I, Colonial days, 1521-1763.

Vol 11, Life of Archbishop Carroll, and history, J7IB-18I5

Vol ill, Hfctorj, 1315-1*43

Vol iv, History, 184S-lSfiG

ContainspawIm full history of tins chart h In MiwixRippj

Copies teen. Congress

SHELTON, S M The lottery adwcunmon Vu'kHburjr, MISH 1888

No copies seen

SHIELDS, JOSEPH D The
|

life and times
|
of

| Sargont Smith Prentiss
|

By | Joseph D Shields
| Philailelplua |

J B Lippincott & Co

|1883 |

8vo pp 442

[Historical Sketches of Natchez ]

Referred to in Claiborne's Mwimppi, j> 17, wile

SHIELDS, M OZELLA Lsma, or, Sunnhme and shadow. A novel. J S

Ogilvie, Chicago 1889.

12rao

She Is alflo the author of "Sundered Hearts,"
" Vernon'.s MiHlnkc," and "A Sin-

less Crime "

SHIELDS, Col WILLIAM BAYARD, Lawyer, TJ S I>i*tnd Judge. Sketch of

In Claiborne's Mtsafwipia, p 200, and note

SHIPP, BAENABD (1813- ), Aufliof The hwtory |
of

|
Heuiando de

Soto and Flonda, | or, |
record of the events of lift) -nix > curs, |

from
|

1512 to 1568
| By |

Bamard Shipp | Philadelphia | Collnm, printer,

705 Jayne street
|

1881.
|

8vo pp xil,GS9 SvolHinl Iplatr, Smajw
"Everything related In the following jMitfCH has been taken from the atcomilH

of those who were participators In tlu> eventM lhc\ dcscribo

"There Is probably no SpanMi hero of America whose Tunic IH iimn.* u ides[read

throughout the United StatuM than tliut ol Jlenhindo de Solo, tind >rt, ut the

same time, of whom so little is known The eKpedilum of J)o sit<i into Flor-

ida* was, in fact, the beginning of the htotorj of HUM uwnln, >\hnw \ntrt do-

main is now the unrivaled region Ij lug between the oceans, Ihc Moxiein gulf,
and the Great Lakes. It is to make more purticulnrh know n the JliNt great e\ie-
dltion that revealed to the world the intenor of our conntn, to trace tliu route

by which De Soto traveled, and to tell the names nnd iiulicate the ItKiitfun of
the Indian towns and tribes t>f

' Florida ,' Jlr4 mentioned in hiatorj , that hw led
me to compile and publish this book." Prcfarc
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Volume I Chapters I-X,pp 1-213, Account of carl} expeditions and \ ovages
to the New World, including Francisco Hernandez de Cordova to Yucatan, 1317,

Juan dc Gnjalva to Mexico, 1518, Cortes to Mexico, 1519, Pamfilo do Nanaez to

Mexico, 1520, Francisco de Garay to Panuco, 1510-23, Jnan Ponce de Leon, dis-

covery of Florida, 1309-1521, ^o\agc of Juan Vcrozzian along the Atlantic coast

of North America, 1524 Pamfilo de Narvaez to Florida, and the \\andcringsof
Alvaro Nunez Cabeza do Vaca, 1527-1336, Francisco Vasquez Coronado to Cibola

and Tigucz, 1339-1543, De Soto in Nicaragua, 1523-152G, Cortes in Honduras, 152J-

1526. and Do Soto in Peru, 1332-1536

Volume II pp 215-187 History of the Conquest of Florida, or, n narriti\c of

what occurred in the exploration of this country by Hemando de Soto By the

Inca Garcillasso de la Vega Translated from the French ^ crsaon of Pierre Ri< h-

elet IXislo edition, 1711] , from the original Spanish
Volume ///Chapters I-VI, pp 490-589, Rv cnts from termination of Expedition

of Soto to settlement of French in Florida, 154J-15C2, First t o\ age of Jean liibtinlt

to Florida, 1562, Voyage of Reno Laudonnierre to Florida, 1564, Vo\ age of Pedro

Menendez de Aviles to Florida, 1565 Expedition of Dominique de Gourguo to

Florida, 1567, The country and ancient Indian Tribes ot Florida, by Hernando
d Escalante Fontanedo, 1551-1568 Appendix [Notes, etc] pp 691-689

The maps, which arc In fac simile, are (1) General \ lew of the whole peninsula
of Florida, with the &eacoo&t of Georgia and South Carolina, by Jacob le Mojne
de Morgues, 1561, and (2) Map of North America, b\ Dr Mitchellc corrected in

1776 by Brigadier Hawkins.

Mr Shipp wan born near Natchez, April 30, 1813 His father, "U illiam Sliipp, a

native of Virginia, was a merchant of Natchez for thirty jcars

Copies seem Congress Hamner, Owen

SIMMONS, Judge J. F The welded link, |
and other poems | By | Judge

J. F Simmons
| Philadelphia |

J B -Lippmcott & Co
|
1881

|

12 mo pp 264

He is also the author of " Rural Lyrics and other poems," 1881

SIMPSON COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle'a Mississippi, pp 509-573

SIMPSON, JOSIAH, Territorial Judge of Jlwx Sketch of.

In C]&ll>QTne'B Mississippi, p 858

Slavery and the Negro Early slave laws of Mississippi SeeA H Stone

Rise and fall of negro rule in Mississippi See Dunbar Rowland

Negro suffrage See 8 S Calhoon

Suffrage in Mississippi. See R. H Thompson
Defence of negro sltt ery See Matthew Eaten

Plantation life in Mississippi before the war Afa? Dunbar Rowland

Treatment of slaves

In Fulkerson's Random, HecoUct,Uon8 of Eurty iMiys of J/MWWW/^/, ip 128-140

Sec alto Claiborne's Xississwn, pp 114-149

Negro population
In Goodspeed's Memoirs oj Mississippi, \ol ii, pp 95-101

Education of the colored race

In Mayes' History (tf Education ui Mississippi, pp 259-277

The negro, as he was, as he is, as he will be See H S. Fulkeraon.

History of negro suffrage in the South See S B. Weeks
See also J. S Buckingham, Dr F. L Riley, Dunbar Rowland, and

J. A Sloan.
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SLOAN, J A , M A I davei y a nin iu itself > AiiHwered accenting to the

scriptures Hatton, Galloway & Co
, Memphis, Tenn 1857

12mo pp 2U1

SWEDES, SUSAN DABNEY Memorials
|
of a

|
Soutliem planter | By |

Siwan

Dabney Smedes
| [Quotation, 5 hncs.] |

Baltimore
| Cushmgs &

Bailey" |
1887.

|

12mo pp 341 Poil oIThonwwS Dubnoy
Thc introduction, pp 7-10, contains a tfeneiiloirrof the Diihnc} mid relulcrl fcim-

jlies, and alo of tlic Smiths ot " Shooters Hill," ttloutcsti r County, Va

SMEDES, WILLIAM C A
| digest |

of the
|
fast* decided and reported |

m
the

| High Court of Errors and Appeals |
and the

| Superior Court of

Chancery |
of the

|
State of Mississippi |

From 1818 to 1847
| By |

W. C. Sinedes, |
one of tlie reporters to the State

| [Quotation, 5

lines ] |
Boston

|
CharlesC Little and James Bumn

j
]847

|

8vo pp xxxvl, 441- ami MARSHALL Hpportw* Mississippi Keportw, voln 0-22 tice Su-

preme Court

SMILRY, T VMES MALCOLM (1812-1879), Luwya Sketch of

In Lynch'8 Bench ctnd Ban qf Xissbuijiwl, pp, Lsl-185, portrait

SMITH COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlu a Uiwt**i,ppl, ]>p 574-578

SMITH, C ALPJIONSO, .1 3I
9
Ph /> The historical Heineiitm recent South-

ern literature

In PublicatiMM Jfww/w/yjp/ [tfnlt] Hutforirtif ffoctctji, ISO), Mil i
, pp 7-1 1- Southern oratory before the war

Ibid 1900, vol 111 (In pros*)

SiEITJI, COTESWORTH PlNCKNJflY ( -1803), LfUPI/ff, ('JlH f Jllxtld' Mix*

In Lynch's Bench and Bar <tf Misxiwippi, ]>p 3UH-202.

SMITH, EUGENE ALLEN, Ph J). Geology of the MissiHaippi bottom
In Proceedings of the Anici fain Ansoctafhn /or tlit Ailmnaiiu nf <rf Xciuicc, LS71,

pp 262-261

Report of an exploration niudo bj him JLS AwKihUnL (Jtolo^isl of

SMITH, SOLOMON FR.VNKLIN (1801-1869), Aclor The
|
theatrical jonniey-

work
|
and

|
anecdotical recollectioiw

|
of

|
Sol Smith, | coine(han,

attorney at law, etc
,
etc

| Comprining a sketch of the wrond He>cn

years |
of his professional life, together with

|
ketchc of adventure

matter years |
With a portrait of the author

j [Quotation, 2 lines ] |

Philadelphia |
T B Peterson, No 102 Chestuut street

|

12mo pp >i

Coptto 8cc'u Ilumnur- Theatrical management |
in the West and South

|
for thirty yearn |

Interspersed ^ith
|
anecdotical sket<lus

| autobiopraphicall} "ji\wi |

by Sol Smith, |
retired actor

|
With fifteen illustrations ami u ]>or-

trait of
|
the author

| [Quotation, 1 line ] |
New York

| Planter &
Brothers, publishers, |

Franklm Square |
1868

|

8vo pp 27S [1J

Copies BCCJM Honiner
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SMITH, WILLIAM RUSSELL (1815-1896) , Lawyer, M C from Ala , Author
The

| jurisdiction |
of

| justifies of the peace, |
in

|
civil and criminal

cases,
|
and the office and duties of

| judges of probate |
with

explanations and forms for the use of executors, |
administrators and

guardians, |
and the

|
commissioners of roads and revenue.

|
To

which is added the
|
duties of every subordinate civil officer in com-

mission
|
m the

|
State of Alabama, |

all arranged under the laws as

now in force
| By William R Smith, |

with an
| appendix, |

con-

taining numerous forms for conveyancers, |
and the school law

|

Montgomery, | White, Pfister & co."
|
1859.

|

8vo pp 558

First edition not seen

Third edition, 1860 8vo pp 6-255 Index, 297-304

An edition similar in all respects to this was issued, 1SU) It may bo termed the

Miwbwppi edition, the apparent gap, pp 257-295, in the third edition being filled

in this one as Appendix Laws qf Mississippi. The title-pages aro different 8\ o

pp 5-255; Miss
, etc , pp 257-295, Index, 297-804.

Copies seen Owen

SOCIAL PROBLEMS See Miss A N. Dumond an<l 0. H Otken

SPANISH EXPLORATION See Bieclma, Elvas, Vega fire aho D G Bnnton,
J F. H Claiborne, B F French, P J Hamilton, A B Meek, A J

Pickett, Barnard Shipp, and Ternaux-Companp

SPARKS, Col RICHARD Sketch of.

In Clotborno's Misstwippi, p 221, note

SPARKS, W H The memories
|
of

| fifty j'cars | containing |
brief bio-

graphical notices of distinguished | Americans, and anecdotes of
|

remarkable men; | interspersed with scenes and incidents occurring j

during a long life of observation chiefly | spent in the Southwest
j

By W H. Sparks |
Third edition

| [Monogram ] | Philadelphia j

Claxton, Eemson & Haffelfinger, | Macon, Ga . J W. Burke & Co
j

1872

8vo pp 489

Many references to Mississippi

SPEIGHT, JESSE (1795-1847), U 8 Sen from Miss Sketch of

In Wheeler's JTWcw y qfMM th Caivdina, ^ ol ii, p Nrf

SPENCER, JOHN F Spencer's English grammai Revised edition 1866

]2mo

SPBAGUE, JOHN TITCOMB (1810-1878), Col U S A The
| origin, progress,

and conclusion
|
of the

[
Florida War, |

to which is appended |
a

record of officers, non-commissioned officers, musicians, and | pnvates
of the U S Army, Navy, and Marine Corps, |

A\ ho were killed in battle

or died of disease
|
As also the names of

|
officers u ho were distin-

guished by brevets, and
|

the names of others recommended
|

Together with the
|
orders for collecting the remains of the dead in

Florida, and the
| ceremony of interment at St Augustine, East

Florida, |
of the 14th day of August, 1842

| By |
John T Sprague, |

Brevet Captain, Eighth Kegiment, U S Infantry [
New York-

|
P

Appleton& Company, 200 Broadway (Philadelphia |
Geo S Apple-

ton, 148 Chestnut street
|
MDCCCXLVIII

|

8vo pp 557 Map, illustrations

Hamncr
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STABLING, WILLI v*r, E The improvement of the mouths of the Mis-

sissippi River By William Starling, nienibei Am Soc C E
, mem-

ber lust C E ; membei of the Southwest Pass Board. New York
1900

Svo

He Is also the author of "Jmprmomonl nf the Mississippi River," 1889, "On
flood heights m the Mississippi RKcr," Uttl), "The Mississippi Rher, its phe-
nomeiui nud plnsital treatment,' 1800, "Keeping the Mississippi \\lthin her

bunks," 181)1, "The Mississippi problem up to date," 1NU2, "Some notes on the

Hoi limrt dikes," 1892,
" Floods ol the Mississippi Kner," li)4, "The discharge of

tlie Mississippi liuor,
11 18Ur>, "The tninsiMirtiitiou of solid mutter by rivers," 1890,

.uul ' Floods of the Mississippi Ri\cr," 1X1)7

STATE OFFICES Appendix |
to tho

|
Journal

|
of

|
the Senate, |

for tlie

scBHion of 1871
|
Pi intod by authority

[
J.irkwm, Miss

| Knuball,

Raymond & Co
,
State printers |

JS71
|

s\o pp 1^12

\ppemllx In House Journal, 1X71

Annual Message of Govern* >r James L \1oom, 1871

Rc']K>rt Mis.si.shl[)pi Stute Lunatic As\liun, 1S70

Report ol the Committee on Public .Buildings

Rei>ort of the Trustees nnd Treasurer of the ttlind Instilule

ReiM>rt of the Secretary ol Stale

Report ol the VuditoroflMiblle AeconntK

Re]Mirt of the Snierlnteiident of thoStnU IVnilriilmrx

Eulogies on the death of Spetiker Freemnn h Kr.uiklin nud oilier members

(No other memlturx namuil except Mr Fnmkhu )

Special Messiigesof Governor James L Aleoru to the Ix^isl.Ltiiretir Mississippi

Trawirer'H Report

Report of Committee of the House of Rupresentutixes to Inxesliipite r^'\ie

Matters

Lands held by Stnto fr>r Taxes

Report of Committee on the Riot at Meridian

Special Messages of Governor lame's L Alt oru to the Legislature ol Mississippi

Report of .Superintendent Public Education

Appendix, 187?.

8\o pp 919 No title-page

Governor's Annual Mcssiige

Annual Rei>ort Secretan of State

Annual Report Attorney -General

Annual Report Board oi Trustees, MIshlmlppi State ITcispital, at Violuiburg
Annual Report Institution for Deaf and Dumb
Annual Report Qiiartcrmastcr-Ueneral

Annual Report State Treasurer

Annual Report Superintendent Public Kduea turn < 'on LJUIIH n[xirtM of a large
number of educational institutions*.

Annual Rei>ort State Board of Edueation
Annual Report Mississippi State Lunatic Asj him
Annual Report Superintendent Blind Institute

"Report of tho Chancellor of Oxford Univeraity
"

Report Joint Standing Committee on lublic Buildings
Annual Report of the Auditor of Public Accounts

Appendix |
to House Journal, | regular session, 1874

|

S\o pp 1054
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Annual Report Board of Trustees State Lunatic Asjlum
Annual Report Board of Trustees Deaf and Dumb Institute, 1878.

Annual Report Board of Trustees Blind Institute

Annual Report Board of Inspectors State Penitentiary
Annual Report Auditor, 1878

Annual Report of the Commissioner of Immigration

Report of the Levee Commission
Annual Report State Treasurer, 1878

Annual Report Secretary of State, 1878

Annual Report Adjutant-General
Annual Report Superintendent Public Instruction

STVTE OFFICES Biennial reports |
of the

| departments |
and

|
benevo-

lent institutions, |
of the

|
State of Mississippi, |

for the
| years 1896-

97
| [Seal ] | Jackson, Miss .

| Clarion-Ledger Co., printers. 1
1898.

|

8vo Each report separate!y paged
Contains the following Message of Gov A J McLaurin, and the biennial re-

ports of the Auditor of Public Account*, State Treasurer, Attorney-General, Sec-

retary of State, State Librarian, State Land Commissioner, Adjutant-General,

Superintendent of Public Instruction, Penitentiary Board of Control, Railroad

Commission, State Lunatic Asylum, East Mississippi Lunatic Asylum, Institute

for Deaf and Dumb, Institute for the Blind, State Board of Health, and Board of

Contracts

There were also bound, similar to the above, sets for the yean 1890-91, 1892-03,

and 1894-95

STEELE, ELIJAH life of Sec Itev B M. Drake.

STEELE, JOHN (1755-1816), Sec Mia* Teintort/ Sketch of

In Claiborne'H Mississippi, p 355

STEWART, VIHGIL A. History of See H R Howard and A Q Walton

STOCKDALE, Judge THOMAS E Sketch of See G H. Otken

STOCKTON, RICHARD, Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar qf Mississippi, pp 92-99

STODDARD, AMOS (1762-1813), Soldier Sketches, |
historical and descrip-

tive, |
of

|
Louisiana

| By Major Amos Stoddard, |
Member of the

H S.M P. S and of the New York Historical Society. | [Quotation, 4

lines.] | Philadelphia | published by Mathew Carey. |
A Small,

printer |
1812

|

8vo pp viii, 488

STONE, ALFRED M The early slave laws of Mississippi
In Publication* Mississippi [State] Historical Society, 1898, ^ol ii, pp 183-146

Also reprinted with the following title

The early slave laws
|
of

| Mississippi 1 Being
1 some brief observations thereon,

in
|
a paper read before the Mississippi |

Historical Society, at a meeting |
held

in the city of Natchez, | April 20th-21st, 1899
| By |

AlfredH Stone, Esq., |
Green-

ville, Miss.
|

Mr Stone is one of the most cultivated literary men of Mississippi He has

contributed greatly toward the preparation of this work

STONE, JOHN MARSHALL (1830-1900), Gov of M&s Administration as

governor.
In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 413-414.

Sketch of

In Ooodspeed's Memoirs qf Mississippi, \ol ii, pp 850-863.
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STONE, JOHN M \BSTTALL The pocket \eto
|
of tbo

| "Barry railroad bill
|

A review of the
| arguments of the friends of the nieomire, |

and the
j

strictures of the presn, | particularly of the
|
ela1x>raterl legal argument

of the "Clarion
"

| By J. M Stone, Governor of Mississippi. |
Jack-

son, Miss.
|
"TheCornot" book printing establishment

|
1879

|

8VO pp 29

STONE, Her LE\\ is MAXWELL, D D Sketch of

Jn Foster'* J//AwWy>/j/ 7?r//J//xf J
J
m/r/./x, pp Gi.>-til(t parlraft

He is a great grandson of Thomas Stuno, of M.mland, one of the signers of

tho Docliirutiou of Independence
fifcz ofcw Goodapccd's 3teiw>b*<tfMwl**linHi \ol ii, pp sfcWWl

STORMS Toinado of 1840

In Lowry and McCnrdlo a Mtmwnj>pt, p JJ7

STRATTON, Rev. JOSEPH BUCK (181 5-), T) J) Semi-Centennial diHrourse
|

delivered by |
Re\r

. J. B. Stratton, D D
| pantoi, |

I)eecjnl>ei ol,

1893, |
in the

| Presbyterian church, Ntitchc/, Minn
|
With bio^rapli-

ical sketch, |
sketch of church, |

and
|
letter from Rev l)r B ^1

Palmer.
| [Printed at office of Natdieis Dcmocnit, | Fe])rnan,1804 ]

8vo pp 50 Pwli ait of Dr Strnttoti, and cut of tlio church til Nulcluv

During the poxtflftj ormoro NCtintDr Slntltuii lias IKVII n libcr.il coiitrihulor

to the religions press North and South, his work in< ludiHAT wcrmons ic'fM>rt<,

addresses, etc , onlj a ptirtlai list of uhich is, liov\o\ci, priwixcil
He contributed ft series of papers to the tftmthnt *t<i n /'ux/u/A/m//, en litied

"Summer LotU'rn Jnmi the Scwck's "
Jle iimrli* u (rip to Kun|M> in lsf>), nntl JIJM

note's of that trip vveio pnbltslicrt as ,i KTIW <>t PU|KTH entitled "Kiiilwilhs

Abroad
'

He delivered annivcrNir> diHcourscs, ulikli \\ere i)iiblislied in juinphlcl fonn,
Natchez, 1859 and 1884

Truth in the household A nenuon preaclicsl by appointment ]>efore

the General Akuembly of the Prt-s Ch. in the U S of V sit Lexington,

Ky , May 28, 1857, in behalf of the Aweinbly'H Tiotird oi J'ublu.ition

Philadelphia, Presbytenan Board of Publication

8vo

Confessing Christ A manual foi inquirers in ichgion Philiideljihia,

1880
8\o pp 168

Now published b> Publication Committee of the 1'n-s Cliurr h, Tlichmond, Viu

Following Christ. A manual for church niombcrH l^vnb; tei iun

Board of Pubhcation, Phila
,
Pa. 1884

8vo pp 235

Prayers for the use of fiiimlies Richmond, Ar
a l*renb> lenan (

1<m.
of Publication. 1888

12mo pp 185

Hymns to the Holy Spirit Richmond, Vu I'resbylerian Com of

Publication. 1893.

12mo pp 93

Extracts from an elder's diary Richmond, Vti Presbyterian Com,
of Pubhcation. 1898.

8vo pp.171

The Presbyterian Church in Mississippi
In Goodspeed's Memoirs rtf J/&W&MW/, ^ 1 u, pp I5l-3r8.
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STUABT, JAMES (1776-1849), Traveller Three years |

in
|
NorthAmenca

|

By |
James Stuart, esq | [Quotation 2 lines ] |

From the second Lon-

don edition.
|
In two volumes.

|
Vol I [-II] |

New-York-
1
Printed

and published by J & J Harper, |
No 82 Cliff-street, |

and sold by
the booksellers generally throughout the

|
United States.

|
1833

|

12mo Vol I,pp 834, VOl li.pp 387

Copies seen Hamner.

SUNFLOWER COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 579-580

Mounds in

In TiodftJi Annual Report Biu'caitrtf EOiiioloyy, 1890-91,pp 258-259, 1 figure

SUPBEMB COUBT OP MISSISSIPPI. Reports. 1818-1895

8vo 73 volumes

The following is a complete list up to and including 1895, showing: the book

number, the period covered, the special volume number, and the reporter

R. J WALKER, REPORTER

Book No 1 June term, 1818, to December term, 1882 rol 1

VOLNEY E HOWARD, REPORTER.

Book No. 2 -January ternw, 1834, 1835, 1836, and 1887 vol 1

Book No. 3 January term, 1837,January term, 1838 vol 2

Book No 4 December term, 1888, January term, 1809 ~v ol 3

Book No 5 December term, 1839, January term,1840 vol 4

Book No G -December term, 1840, January term, 1841 -\ol 5

Book No 7 December term, 1841, January term, 1842 \ol ft

Book No 8 January term, 1843 AO! 7

8MEDE8 AND MARSHALL, REPORTERS

Book No 9 July term, 1843, January term, 18W vol 1

Book No 10 July term, 1&43, January term, 1844 \ol 2

Book No 1L January and November terms, 1844 \ol 3

Book No 12. January term, 1845 vol 4

Book No 13 -^January terms, LS45 and 1S4C \o\ 5

Book No 14. January term, 1846 -vol 6

Book No 15 January and November terms, 1846 . . . AO! 7

Book No 16 January term, 1847 . . vol 8

Book No 17 January terms, 1847 and 1818 vol 9

Book No 18 -January term, 1848 l 10

Book No 19 November term, 1848 ... . tol 11

BookNo 20 January term, 1&49 ^ci\ VI

Book No 21 -January and November terms, 1849, and Tunuary term, 1850. >ol 13

Book No. 22. November term, 1850 -\ol H

JOHN F CUSHMVN, REPORTER

Book No 23 January term, 1851, No\ ember term, 1851, January term, 18T>2. io\ 1

Book No 24 January and October terms, 1852 >ol 2

BookNo 25 October term, 1832, and April term, 1853 vol 3

Book No 20 December special term, 1853, and part of April term, 1854 \ ol 1

BookNo 27 April and October terms, 1851 vol ft

Book No 28 October torm, 1854, nud April term, 1855 AO!

Book No 29 April term, 1855, and general index to 7 \ ok \ ol 7
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JAMES Z QEOROE, REPORTER

Book No 80 December special term , 1855, and part Vprll term, 185C vol 1

Book No 81 April term, iHnb, nnd part October tenn,185o vol 2

Book No 32 Part October term, 1856 \ol 3

Book No 83 \pril term, 18,V, ami part October term, 1857 vol 4

Book No 84 Part October terra , 1857, and purl April term, 1S5S vol 5

Book No 35 Port Vpnl term, 185.S, and part ( >t tuber term, 1WVS. vol 6

Book No 30 Part October term, 1838, arid part April term, 1859 A ol 7

Book No 37 Part April term, 1H59, and iirt October term, 1KT0 . . .vol 8

Book No 38 Part October term, 1859, and part April n rm, 18df) . . ^19
Book No 39 February and October terms, 1800, Apnl nnd October tornis,

1801, and April term, 1808 vol.10

R O REYNOLDS, REPORTER

Book No 40 October term, 1864, January term, 1800, April and October

terms,1860 vol 1

Book No 41 October term, I860, June, term, 18(i7, April and July terms,

1868 . - vol 2

Book No 42 -October term, 1868, and Oetolxsr term, 1KOU \ ol 3

J 8 MORRIS, REPORTED.

Book No 43 May term, 1870, October term, 1870, May and Oelobcr terms,

1871 \ol 1

Book No 44 October term, 1870 \oJ 2

Book No 45 April and October terms, 1871 . . \ol 3

Book No 40 April and October terms, 18?2 AO! 4

Book No 47 April and October terms, 1872 . > ol 5

Book No 48 April term, 1878 v>l

HARRIS \ND8IMRUL, UKPORTKHH

Book No 49 -October term, 1873. and April term, 1K7 1 vol 1

Book No 50 April and October terms, 1874 . . \nl 2

Book No 51 October term, 187r \ol 3

Book No 52 April term, 1870 . vol 4

BROWN VND HRMMIN<iWVV RBWKTEIW

Book No 53 October term, 1870 . . -\ol 1

Book No 54. October term, 1876, April and October terms, 1S77 . . . . \ ol 2

Book No 56 October term, 1877, and Apr! I term
,
1S78 \ ol 3

Book No 56 Apnl term, 1878, Tnnnur} term, 1879, mill Vprll term, 1x79 \ ol I

Book No 57 April and October terms, 1879, and April tonn.isso \ol 5

Book No 58 October term, 1880, and Apnl term, 1SS] \ ol

Book No 69 October term, 1881, nnd Apnl tcnn,18tt!. . \ol 7

Book No 60 October term, 1882, and April term
,
1 8&) ^ ol . 8

Book No a October term, 1883, nnd April term, is 1 \ ,,i y

Book No 62 October term, 1883 and 1H81, nnd April UTIH, l,ss" \ ol 10

Book No 63 October term, LS85, and April term
,
18,% \ < ill!

Book No 64 October term, 1880, and Apnl term,1887 Ml 12

Book No 65 -October term, 1887, Apnl and October terms, isss . . . . v ol 13

BRAMB AND ALEXANDER RWoftTfiltS

Book No 66 October term, 1888, and April term, 1889 \ol t
Book No 07 October term, 1889, and Apnl term, 1SUO vol 2
Book No 08 -October term, 1890, and April term, 18UI vol 3
Book No 09 October term, 1891, and April term, 1892 M >1 I

Book No 70 October term, 1892, and Man h term, WK) vol 5
Book No 71 October term, 1893, and March term , 1S* I \ .1

Book No 72 October term, 1894, and M.mh term mi ^ol 7
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T A H'WILLIE, BEPOETER

Book No 78 October term, 1895, and March term, 1896 vol 1

SUPREME COURT OF MISSISSIPPI. Mississippi State Cases, 1818-1872 See

Joshua 8. Morris.

Chancery Reports See Gen. John D. Freeman.

See also Civil Lists, Courts

SWANBY, JOHN L. Reminiscences of

In the GaUatin (Term.) Examiner
Referred to in Claiborne's Mastwtppi, p 182, note, and p 226

He was tho old Nashville and Natchez mail rider

SWAYZE, Rev SAMUEL. Sketch of

In Claiborne's Mistfatppi, p 107

The first Protestant minister in Mississippi.

T.

TALLAHATCHIE COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 580-582.

TALLY, HUGH Execution of.

In Lowry and McCardle's Mts*i8sippi,pp 404-466

TANNER, HENRY S (1786-1858), Geographer. A
\ description |

of the
|

canals and rail roads
|
of the

|
United States, | comprising |

notices of

all the works
|
of

|
internal improvement | throughout |

the several

States. By H S Tanner
|
New York

|
T R Tanner & J Distur-

neU, |
124 Broadway |

1840
Svo pp 272.

Contains an account of the ctvnfl-ls and railroads of Mississippi in 1840

Copies seen Hamner

TANNER, ROBERT Sketch of.

In Claiborne's Mississippi, note p 242,

He was an early and Influential settler

TARDY, Mrs MARY. Southland writers
| Biographical and critical

sketches
|
of the

| living female writers of the South
|
With extracts

from their writings | By Ida Raymond |
In two volumes

|
Vol.

I[-H] | [Monogram] | Philadelphia | [Publishers, 2 lines] 1
187C

|

8vo 2 vols

Containssketches of indifferent value of several accredited to Mississippi

TARPLEY, COLLIN S (1802-1860), Lawyer. Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar ofMississippi, pp 3G6-869

TATE COUNTY. Sketch of.

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 582-683

TAX TITLES IN MISSISSIPPI See R H Thompson

TAXATION IN MISSISSIPPI. History of See C H Brough and R H
Thompson.

Lands held by the State of Mississippi for taxes, April 4, 1871.

Svo p 616 No title-page

Same, with repaglnation, as an Appendix to Senate Journal, 1871

TAYLOR, JOHN ( 1823), Lawyer, First C J. of Miss. Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mississippi, pp 88-89

Seeoho Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 858-854.
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TECUMSEH, Shamee Indian Clntf Account of hw trip to the Southern

Indians to incite them to arinn a^iinnt the Americans
In Claiborno's JfMi/j)/j/, pp H5-818

Life of See Ben] Drake

frettlHott S Ilalbert

TKVSIJVLE, THOALVH Cox (1808-181)1), D J> .Sketch of

In Foster's Jltwittftppt J><tjttti>t Pii<Jiax,\*\) (Wi-MiO, poifnut

BeimuiMcenceti and incidents of a Inng life Hy IU*\ Thomas C Teas-

dale, D I) With a hnef introduction, l>v Re\ Jr W Dobla,
D D

,
of ColmnhuH, Mitu fit Louis, 18S7

12mo pp xiii, 885

TEENAUX-COMPANS, H (1807-1864), French JnriorHtn Voyages, |
relations

et memoires
| onginaux | pour semr i I'hintoirc do la decon\erte

|
U

I'Am&ique, | public^ pour la premiere fow on Franc;ain, | par II

Ternaux-Compans |
Recueil de pieces |

HUI
|
TA Flondo

|
Medit.

|

Panti.
|
Arthua Betrand, hbraire-editeiir, |

Li))raire de la S*x'iet6 de

Geographie de Pains, |
Hue Hautefeinlle, No 2.}

|
MDGGGXLJ

|

8vo pp [8] 308

Vol xx of the gencnil collection <( Tcrnaux's IrK/rry/rK, etc

Contents Proclamation to ItoimuU; to inhabitants or the unions and province**

thiit He between the River of FnlniH (IMnuco) nml the ('ape of Flondu, pp 1-7,

Fontanedo'H Memoiroon Florida, UH counts, and Us Inliiiluliuits, pp M-L>, U-ttor

from Soto to municipal council of Hunting), Culm, pp l.iWK), Hu^limi's relation oL

DC Soto'H Florida expedition, pp Gl-KKi, F,ither l$iit<4a
f

M at count <f Milcndc/N

expedition Hi Florida, pp 107-1-12, Account of (iuid<> <lc las Bn/^ircs's \o\age to

Etwt coast of Florida in 1559, pp 113-35U, VehiHC'o'Hh ttcr to llu> Knit; of Sjwiin on
the affairs of Florida, pp ]

r
>7-l()l, Chaplain Moudo/ji's act ountol \o\aKcoftho

Melendez expedition to Florida, 1565, pp 1H5-282, Copy of a letter on Flonda,
with plan, etc, of Fort Caroline in Ifih5. ]p 2:W-JI(, IIistor> of Capt John
Ribault's last voyage to Florida, 1505, pp 2 (7-2 IS another account of same, ]>p

249-300, DC GourffUc'H reprisal, pp 801-,J(<)

CbpS&t seen, Hamner

THACHEB, JosErn S B., Lnivytr Sketeh of

InLynch's Bench awl Bai tf Mfwwippi, ]>]> JU-'21,?

TnoMi'ttON, HUGH MILLER (183G-), D J) , P E Bwl\<>)> of Mlw Sketch of
In Appleton's Ci/clopaylia<tfA>nruc<tn 7?/o///^////, \ol A I, p m
Consecrated assifltant bishop of Mississippi Feb 24, IKSH, and on thed-athof

Bishop Green, of Mississippi, he succeeded to his oflk c

He is the author of Unity tuitltt* ncrttmttininNew York, ISdO), *s/w unit // JVn-

o!/(18e2), FirA Pnneute* (1803), J/WJ/////OH (1W,I); rvv */ (IKTli. /** HmmtitMuthc
Best JtdiglMifor the KcyuWir' (1X73), The Khwlotn ttf (Jot? t is?*), Tin II */// and
the Logos (1883), The World find the Kuwloin (1HJWI, nd Tin WtnMautlThi* Midi

(1890)

TIIOMI?SON, JACOB (1810-1885), fam/er, M C fmni MM Sketch of

InClaiborae'sJta/wrf/^/, pp J47-M pnrfmif
See also Waddcl's Hanoi tola ofActtdunfc Life, p JtN)

THOMPSON, R. H
, LL D Compilci Annotated co<lo of j^ncral l*i\v of

Mississippi, 1892 See Codes of Mississi]>pi

Compiler Annotated edition Constitution of Mississippi, 1801 See
Conventions and Constitutions of Mississippi
Tax titles in Mississippi

In Proceeding* of the Mississippi Bar Association, 1889

Read before this body at ita meeting, ls.su
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THOMPSON, R H Suffrage in Mississippi |
R H Thompson | Reprinted

from the publication of the Mississippi Histori-
1
cal Society for June,

1898
|

8vo
In the Publications, etc , pp 25-49

Millsaps College. Lessons to he drawn from its history and the life

of its founder An address before the Lamar Society of the College,

April, 1896
In the Jackson Evening yews, April, 1896

THORNTON, THOMAS C (1794-1860), Methodist Clergyman Sketch of

In Appleton'H Ci/doitxdia ofAmerican Biography, vol vi, p 104.

He was the author of Inquu y into tlte History of Slavery in the United States

(Washington, 1841), in which \vork he replied to the anti-slaver} arguments of

Wm E Chanmng, and also of TJieologiccU Colloquies

TIPPAH COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's U&stetppi, pp 688-685

Mound on Camp creek, in southeastern part of county
Mentioned by Samuel Agncw, in Sxnith&onian Report, 1867, p. 404.

Map of

In Harper's Preliminary Report on tfte Geology and Agi iculture of Afiwfcs/ppf, 1857

TISHOMINGO COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlo's Mississippi, pp 686-688.

Map of.

In Harper's Preliminary Report on tfa Geology a\id Agriculture of Mississippi, 1857

TOBACCO IN MISSISSIPPI Cultivation of

In Wailes' Report on Ay) iculture and Geology of Mississippi, pp 182-138

TOMPKINS, PATRICKW
, Lawyer, M C from Mmissippi Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mississippi, pp 283-285.

TOPOGRAPHY OF MISSISSIPPI

In Goodapeed's Memoes of Mississippi, vol 1, pp U-27

TRANSPORTATION IN MISSISSIPPI. History of

In Good&peed's Memoiis of Mississippi, vol U,pp 60-89

Includes chapters on water and railway transportation, and an account of the

TROTTER, JAMBS FISHER (1802-1866), Lawyer^ Judge in Miss., U 8 Senator

from Miss
, Prof of Law Uruv of Mi** Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bcncli and Bat of Miwuvippi, pp 205-21L

This sketch contains on address by him in ISbG, as circuit judge, to tho grand

jut}' of De Soto County

TUCKER, TILGHMAN M (d.1859), Gov of Miss ,
M. C from Miss Admin-

istration as governor
In Lowry and McCardle's Itusutfppt, pp 299-3W

TUNICA COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowr> and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 588-589

TURNER, EDWARD (1778-1860), Lawyer, Chief Justice of Miss. Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench ami Bar (tf Mississippi, pp 84-87

See also Clalborne's Mississippi, pp 351-355, Goodspeed's Memoirs of Mississippi,

VOL ii, pp. 928-29

Qmpdcr. Statutes of the Mississippi Territory, 1816. See Codes of

Mississippi.
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[TUTTLE, SUIAH] Conversations
|
on tlic

|
Choctaw mission

| By the

author of
|
conversations on the Bomluy mission

|
Revised by the

committee of publication |
Second edition

|
Boston-

1
Massachusetts

Sabbath School Society. | [-etc ,
1 line ] |

1834
|

18mo pp 22
Relates to the \\ ork of the " Amcricnn Board of Missions," through its miwion-

arics and their asswtnntH, at the mission .stations or Elliot and Mil\hcwin the

Choctaw Nation in the State of Mississippi

TERBITOEIAL DELBQA.TEH IN CONUREHS Sketches of

In Lowry and McCardlc's Mtmstwppi, pp 242-J 15

TIIIERS, ADOLPHB The Mississippi Bubble a Memoir of John Law By
Adolphe Thiers. Translated and edited by Franks Fiske. New
York- W. A Townsend <fc Co 1859

12mo pp 888

Copies seen Pcabody.

THOMAS, CYEDB (1825- ) Smithsonian institution
|
Bureau of ethnol-

ogy: J.W Powell, director.
| Catalogue of prehistoric works |

east of

the Rocky mountains
| by | Cyrus Thomas

| [vignette] | Washing-
ton

|
Government printing office

1
1891.

|

Avo pp 24G

Miasimippt, pp 122-0

Gopicvaccn Owen

TONEB, JOSEPH MERLDETII (1825-1890), M D,Authm. Contributions to

the study of yellow fever.
|
A paper read lx?fore

|
the American Public

Health Association, |
New York, Novemlwr 12,187'% |

on the
|
Natural

history and distribution
|
of

| yellow fever
|
in

|
the United States, |

with
|
chart showing all the localities, and the elvva-

1
tion of each

place above sea-level, |
where it has appeared, |

froin
|
A D 1668 to

A D 1874
| Reprinted from annual report Supervising Surgeon U. S.

|

Marine-Hospital Service, 1873
|

8vo pp 3G Chart

Copies seen Owen

TRACY, EBBNBZER CABTEJI (1796-1862), Author Memoir
|
of the Life

|
of

|

Jeremiah Evarts, Esq |
Late correspondmjr Hccretary of the American

Board of
|
Commissioners for Foreign Missions

| By K C>. Tracy |

Boston
|
Published by Crocker ami BruwKtei, |

47 Washington-
street

|
1845.

8vo pp 448. Portuiittifauthoi

Contains much data relating to the misMonury ONttibliRhmonts of the Amcncnn
Board of CommiasioncrH for Foreign MinHioiw, umontf the? "Southi'rn Jndiaim 11

before their removal hy the General Government Ijojond the AfiwiHsipiH River

Copies seen. Hamner

TBACV, S. M Mississippi |
as it is

|
A handbook

|
of

|
facts for immi-

grants | Prepared by S M Tracy, |
director of State P^xperiment Sta-

tion, | Agncultural College, Miss
|
1895

| Jackson, Miss
|
Messen-

ger Publishing Company, printers 1
1895

|

8vo pp 188 Map; ittustratwne
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TRAVEL See Appleton & Co , Francis Bailey, AVilliam Bartram, Baudry
de Lozieres, Biedma, F Bossu, J S Buckingham, Cabeca de Vaca,

F Cuming, Lorenzo Dow, Le Page Du Pratz, Timothy Dwight, Elvas,

"W C Falkner, G. W Featherstonhaugh, M<y S S. Forman, B F
French (Cottccltatia, pawim), Basil Hall, Charles Lanman, Charles

Lyell, Rev J Morse, Pernn du Lac, Matthew Phelps, John Pope, Bar-

nard Shipp, James Stuart, and Ternaux-Compans

TRIALS Trial of Aaron Burr in Mississippi
In Claiborne's MtMuwippt, pp 278-294

TROWBRIDGB, JOHN TOWNSEND (1827- ), Author The
|
South

|
a tour

of its battlefields and ruined cities, |
a journey through the desolated

States, |
and talks with the people | [-etc 11 lines ] |

From personal
observations and experience during months of Southern travel

| By
J T Trowbndge, |

Author [-etc lime ] Illustrated
|
Sold by agents

only | Hartford, Conn.
|
Published by L Stebbms

1
1866

|

8 vo pp 590

Copies Been Hamner

TRUMBULL, HENRY. History of the discovery of America . To which
is annexed the particulars of . the Creek and Semmole wars

Boston, 1831.

8vo pp 256

"A most miscellaneous collection, which happens to contain some early
accounts of e\ents preceding the Creek war, among others, one of the first nar-

ratives of the massacre at Fort Minis, written near the scene " Parton's Life oj
Jackson.

History of Indian Wars. New edition. Revised and re-arranged.

Boston. 1841

8vo

Creek wars, chapter 19

TUPELO Recollections of.

In Davis5
s Recollections of Mississippi and Sfississippians. pp 174-185.

U

UNION BANK OF MISSISSIPPI Report |
of the

|
select committee

|
on the

|

Union Bank bonds, |
to the

| Mississippi Legislature |
Presented Feb-

ruary, 1842
|
Printed by order of the House

|
Jackson

|
Price & Fall,

State printers |
1842

|

8vo pp 44.

Contains report and testimony

Copies seen Owen

High Court of Errors and Appeals |
of the

|
State of Mississippi |

The State of Mississippi, |
vs

|
Hezron A. Johnson

| Involving the

liability |
of the

|
Stateof Mississippi |

forthe
| paymentofthe bonds |

issued for and on account of the
| Mississippi Union Bank

| Opinion
of the Judges |

and
|
final decision of the cause

|
Jackson.

|
Thomas

Palmer, printer |
1853

|

8vo pp 65

Holds the State liable for the payment of the bonds
See Campbell vs. The Union Bank, 6 However8 Wins Reports, and State of Mis-

sissippi vs. Johnson, 55 3flss Rrports bee ciltto, for account of bank legislation,

controversy, etc , Claiborne's Mississippi, 479-480
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ONION BANK OF MJSSISMI PIT /Sv aho Lvnch's J>< n< // <

p 328- Sec alto LOWM and McCaidlc's MWHWIWI, pp 2S1-298

UNION COUNTv Sketch of

InLo\\rj and McConlluN V/JWMt/yjju, pp 51)0-1- Mounds in.

Aepnrti <1 b,\ Samuel Yprnc\\.in Smithsonian Tttjuitt, 1W.7, p 101

UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI Sketch of

In DC BOW'H ft i ff /r, lsr>D

Sec Ibid St'pt .IKUI.p r>UK,lor nolnv of (ho Caluloicik' ol I- Report, hy T. McRiu1

, ainendiu^ dml fi\onn^ II Tl 577S, to

deficiency in gnuit of public lands foi Um\ernity Feb 15, 18U4

(House Rep 436, 2d HOS In v 1 )

8vo pp 5- History of

In Miij Cff Jlialoi it qf Education In JV/w/Mifp,/)/, pp lls-iMJ-
Origin an<l location of Stv R I>. Fultf in-
Miasisaippi | Uiuverwty | Magazine | [(imitation, editors, etc, 6

hue*.] |
Vol III No\embor, 1S77 No 1

| [Vignette] |
Published

by the
|
t^\o Literary Societies of the Uimcivityof Misswsip])! |

Mur-

elmll & r>ruco, stationers, Nashville, Tenn (

S\o pp 33- Cocei title llistoiical and current
| catalogue |

of the
| tlni\ersity

of
| Mississippi. |

Fiftieth >eai
|
fortv-se\enth KWIOU

|
1S4IM)!).

|

1898-9
|- Title page Histoiical and current catalogue |

of the
|
ofiieeiN and ntn-

dents
|
of the

|
Um \ersity ot Mississippi, | forty-^

isenth session
|

1808-'99
|
C

i

Unon-LcHlgerlMM>kprint |
Jaikson, Mis*

|
1SW.

|

8\o pp \ui, J2H

The " Prufucu anil HiHlnnra] Sketch "
comprise \*\\ in-\ui rontalns, ulso, lists

of trustees, members of the faciiltj ,
and alumni- The "Ole MISH" of the University of Mississippi I'lihliMhi-il b> the

Fraternities Vol I. 1897.

PplGl
Vol li,lS9K pp 20C- See alw J M Arnohl, F. A. P. Barnard, John Knltnii, R T> Fnlton,

Dr. John N AVaddell, and T D

VAN DB VELDE, JAMES OLIVKR (1795-1855), frruM <l Hixlm/* <//' A
Sketch of

111 Sketcli of the OaJUwllc t'/inn/i HI AWr/i^pp iVJS

VAN HOESEN, J. A Compiler Digest of the la\\sof Mis.sisj.ippi, 18.W

See Codes of Mississippi

VANNEBSON, WILLIAM
( -1874), fairi/fr Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bur of Mi^lwf^pi, pp IU6-1.J1
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VAUGHN, B. A., M.D. Public health
|
An address

|
delivered before

|

the Mississippi State Medical Association, | by the president, |
B A.

Vaughn, M D
, |

of Columbus, Miss., |
at the eleventh annual session,

held in Jackson, April 3d, 1878 n d. [Colophon. Excelsior book
and job printing establishment, Columbus, Miss ]

8vo Cover title only, 1 leaf, pp 10

Restoration
|
of the

| practice of medicine
|
to the

|
medical profes-

sion.
|
How can it be done? By B A. Vaughn, M D

, | Columbus,
Miss.

| Jackson, Miss
|
State Ledger printing establishment 1

1892.
|

8vo pp 12

VBGA, GAKCILASSO DB LA (1537-1617), Peruvian historian. La Florida
|

del Inca.
|
Historia

|
del Adelantado, |

Hernando cle Soto, |
Gober-

nador, y Capitan General
|
del Reino de la Flonda

|
Y de otros her-

vicos cabelleros, | Espafioles, e Indies
|
Escnta

| per el IncaGarcilaso

|
de la Vega, | Capitan de su Magestad, natural

|
de la Gran Ciudad

de Cozco, |
Cabeca de los Remos, y provincias del Peni

[ Dirigda |

A la Reina
|
neustra seflora.

|
Van enmendadas en esta impression, j

muchas erratas de la Primera* Y afiadida Copiosa Tabla |
de las Copas

Notables
|
Y el ensado cronologico, | que contrene, las sucedidas, |

hasta en el Afio de 1722
|
Con pnvilegio en Madrid En la Oficina

Real, y & Costa de Nicolas Rodriguez Franco, Impresor |
de Libros.

|

Afio ClQ IQCCXXIII |
Se hallaran en su Casa.

|

Polio 16 p 1 268. [12.]

Copies seen Hamner, Congress.

Histoire
|
de la conqu&te |

de la
|
Floride

|
ou

|
relation de ce qui

s'est passe* dans |
la dcouverte de ce pais | par Ferdinand de Soto; |

compose'e en Espagnol | par L'Inca Garcillasso de la Vega |
& traduite

en Francois
| por Sr Pierre Richelet.

|
Nouvelle edition

| corrige*e &
augmented |

de tres belles cartes, de figures en taille douce &
|
d'un

indice.
|
Tomepremier [-second ] | AlaHaye, |

ChezJeanMeaulme.
|

MDCCXXXV.
|

12mo vol 1, prel leaves 26 pp 290, vol 11,291-582. 8 plates, Imap.
Copies seen. Hamner

History of the Conquest of Florida, or a narrative of what occurred in

the exploration of this country by Hernando de Soto. By the Inca

Garcillasso de la Vega Translated from the French version of Pierre

Richelet, from the original Spanish
In Shipp's History of Hernando de Soto and Florida, vol it, pp. 215-487. See

Shlpp, Barnard.

This Is the only English version

VENABLE, ROBEBT ABBAM, (1849-) A.M
,
D D The

| Baptist layman's |

hand-book
| By |

R. A Venable, A M D D
, |

President Miss

College, for eleven years pastor of First Baptist Church, | Memphis,
Tenn

| LouisviUe, Ky. | Baptist Book Concern
|
1894.

|

8vo pp 262.

$ketch of.

In Foster's Mississippi Baptist Preachers, pp 689-692.

VICE, Rev. NBWITT. Sketch of.

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 684-536

HIST 99 VOL i 52
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VICKSBQRH Public men and early settlers

In Lowrv and McCardle'R MIMM/WI, pp fiKHHb

Picturesque Vicksbnrg #v II P Chapman

In and about Vieksburg See Lee Richardson, jr.

Official
| reports of Iwittles, | embracing |

the defense of YickHburg, |

by Major-General Earl Van Doru, |
and the

|
attatk UJKHI Baton

Eouge, | by Major-General Breckenndge, | together \\ itli
|
the reports

of the littles of Cortntli and Hatchio Budge, the
| expedition to

Hartsville, Tennessee; the affair at Pocotahgo |
oinl YeniaHHee, the

action near Coffceville, Mississippi, the
|
action and casualties of the

brigade of Colonel Simonton, at
|
Fort Donelson

| Richmond, Va. :
|

Smith, Bailey & Co , printers |
1S63

|

8vo pp 170

Hanging the gamblers, and the flatl>oat \\ir ul

In Fulkerson's Bccoflcctions^janHjiDniiniH lffMUJWj>j>f, pp U&-U9.

Pioneers of Vicksburg and Warren County
In Clatbornc's JflteMflpi, pp 1534-530

Sketches of

In Goodapeed'H l/bmoln <\f If/w^wa^/, \ol il, pp 117-LrxJ

f&e also T. A Conrad and Otto Myei

VIDAL, DON Josfc Sketch of

In Clalborno's Hiwiwippi, p l(
iT> and wtte

VIJRGINIA YAZOO COMPANY Memorial of the Virginia Yozoo (
1

oiniuiy to

Congress, 1803

Brinley, Part II, No. 3930

VOLNEY,I.CONSTANTIN FsANfoiB (1757-1820) A view
|
of

|
the soil and

climate
|
of the

|
United Stated of America.

|
with supplementary

remarks
| uponPlonda, on the French colonies of the Hiwiwippi |

and Ohio, and m Canada, and on the aboriginal tribea
|
of America

|

By C F Volney, |
member of the Conservatue Senate, &c &e,

|
Trans-

lated, with occasional zemarks, | by C B Brw\ n
|
With ma-iw and

plates | Philadelphia, |
Pubhshed by [-etc ,

3 lines ] |
Printed by T.

& G. Palmer, 116 High street.
1
1804

|

8vo pp xxvill, 446 S maps, plates

Pp 17 rf seq refer briefly to the MisdHrfppi Territorj , pp UdlWUb in t of Plonda
and quote at length from Bernard Romans' History t\f Florida [177b]

W.

WADDBL, JOHN NBWTON (1812-188-) D. D
, LL D Memonals <jf acaxleimc

life.
| being an |

histoncal sketch
|
of

|
the Waddel family, |

identified

through three generations with the history |
of the higher education

in the South and Southwest
| By |

John N Waddcl, 1) D
,
LL. D

, |

ex-chancellor of the University of Mississippi, and of the
|
Souths cut-

em Presbyterian University | Richmond, Va.
| Presbyterian com-

mittee of publication |1891 |

12mo pp 583 Portrait qf aiUiior.

CJontaina biographies of Eev Moses Wiuldcl, (1770-1H10) D D , and Pnif Wra
Henry Wuddol, and also an autobiography of the author
Much MisHissippL educational history

Copies seen Owen.
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WADDEL, JOHN NEWTON Moral heroism*
|
an oration delivered before

|

the Ciceronian and Phi-Delta Societies
|
of

|
Mercer University, |

Pen-

field, Georgia |
On Commencement Day, July 28, 1852.

| By |
John

N Waddel, D D
|
Prof Ancient Literature, University of Missis-

sippi. | Peufield, Ga.
| printed at the Banner office

1
1852

|

8vo pp 26

Copies seen, Stansel

WAILBIS, BENJAMIN L C Report |
on the

| agnculture and geology |
of

|

Mississippi. | Embiacing a sketch of the
|
social and natural history

of the State
| By |

B L C Wailea, | geologist of Mississippi, | [-etc ,

3 lines ] |
Published by order of the Legislature | Barksdale, State

printer |
1854.

|

8vo pp xx, 17-871 BUIWH'H Jfop, 1764, u>\ ering n iwirt of ihu present States of

Alabama and Mississippi

ILLUSTRATIONS

Plato I, figure 1 Seals of the British Province of West Florida Figures 2 and

8, old French copper coins

Plate II Facsimiles of signatures and seals of the bpauteh governor of

Louisiana

Plate III The cotton plant lstvie\\

Plate IV The cotton plant 2d\iew
Plate V Caterpillar, chrysalis, and moth on cotton

Plate VI Rot in cotton bolls

Plate VII, figure 1 Primitive roller gin, figure 2, roller gin \\ith treadle and
balance wheel, figure 3, Whitney's gin of 1807, figure 4, section of cylinder with

flattened wire teeth, figure 5, section of same with pointed wire teeth

Plate VIII Cotton plantation in the West Indies in 17M
Plate IX Geological strata

Plate X, figures 1 and 2. Illustrations of stratification

Plate XI, figure 1 Artesian well at Columbus, figure 2, principles of artesian

wells

Plate XII Sections on Brandon Railroad

Plate XIII Boring artesian wells.

Plates XIV-XVII Fossil shells from the Eocene marl beds at Jackson

Title, Preface, Contents, Illustrations pp xL
Introduction pp xiii-xx

I Historical outline Expedition and discovery bj Be Soto, as a colony of

France, as a British province, as a province of Spain, pp 17-116

n Land titles pp 117-126

m Agriculture pp 127-205

IV Geology pp 207-296

V Meteorology pp 297-808

VI Fauna pp 80&-840

VII Flora pp 341-856

Appendix pp 857-871

The historical outline present* a continuous narrati\e from 1U99 to 1798, based

on the usual authorities, and some hitherto unused manuscripts The subjects

ofland titles and agriculture, both ofgreatimportance in the history of Mississippi,

are treated with a fullness and detail not elsewhere found The historical

illustrations are of great value

Edition, 2,000 copies
41 The son-in-law of General [Leonard] Covington, the late B L C Wailes, at the

time of his death State Geologist of Mississippi, was a man of rare ability and
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attainments In literature and science ho was the foremast man in the State,

and would nave achieved the greatest eminence had his life been spared
"

Clftibome's JfiNiuwp/jf , p 259, uolc

As shown by the U 8 Blue Book of 1S80, Mr Waili* \infl born in Georgia, and
was on September 30, 1829, register of the land office at Washington, Miss

Coping seen Owen

WALKER, C B The Mississippi Valley and prehistoric events giving an

account of the original formation and early condition of the great val-

ley; of its vegetable and animal life, of its first inhabitants, the

mound builders, its mineral treasures and agricultural developments
All from authentic sources By B Walker R T Boot, pub-
lisher. Burlington, Iowa. 1879

8vo pp 539

"The object of this book is to supply the means of acquiring a clear idea of the

Origin, Extent, Resources and Development of the Mim. Valley No work before

the public embraces this Information "Pttfuce
The work does not rise to the dignity claimed No citations of authorities

Copies seen Congress

WALKEB, ROBERT JOHN (1801-1869), Lawyei, /to of the U 8. Treat, U. 8
Senatorfrom Mist)

t
Territorial Goi\ ofKuimi* Caption. Public dinner, |

given in honor
|
of the

|
Gluckasaw and Choctaw Treaties, |

at Mr
Parker's hotel, |

in the city of Natchez, [
on the 10th day of October,

1830.
|
n. p. n d

8\o pp 10 No title page
Contains a patriotic address b> Hubert J Walker, Ewi , depicting reunite to

follow opening the lands, etc

Speech |
of

|
Rob't J Walker, Esq. |

Delivered at the union meeting,
held in the city of Natchez, |

on the first Monday of January, 1833
|

Published by request |
Natchez

| printed by N. Wooster, office of the

Mississippi Journal
|
1833.

|

8vo pp 16

Mississippi Journal extra

Speech |
of

|
Hon. Eobert J. Walker, |

of Mississippi, |
on the bill

to provide further remedial justice |
in the

|
courts of the United

States
|
delivered

|
m the Senate of the United States, |

June 21,

1842
| Washington. | printed at the Globe office.

|
1842

|

8vo pp 19 Double columns

Reporter Mississippi Reports, 1818-32, vol 1 tee Supreme Court
Character sketch of. See Dunbar Rowland
Sketch of

Iu Claiborne's MtMt8sipi>i, pp 415-4:3

Also Lynch's Bendi and lieu ofMississippi, pp 109-112

Applelon's Cydojuedia yfAmci icaii Jtiagraphy, \ol \i,p 8J9, jMrtrait
In 1868 he joined James R Qilmore in the cxmltacl <L Ihv (l Ctmtincntal

Monthly," which the latter hod established the year precerling to advocate
emancipation as a political necessity, and for it he \\ rote some of his ablest i>ohli-
cal articles

WALL, E G
, Compiler The State of Mississippi | Resources, condition

and wants
| Compiled and arranged by order of

|
the State Board of

Immigration and Agriculture | By E. U Wall, CominiHsioner
|
1879

|

Jackson, Miss
|
Clarion Steam Printing Establishment.

|
1879

|

8vo pp 200
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WALL, E. G Hand-book
|
of the

|
State of Mississippi | By E. G Wall,

Commissioner.
|
Published by order of the Board of Immigration and

Agriculture | [Seal,] | Jackson, Miss
|
the Clarion Steam Printing

Establishment
1
1885.

|

8vo pp 100 Map
Historical sketch pp 8-6

Much statistical information Separate sketches of the several counties

WAI/TER, HARVEY WASHINGTON (1819-1879), .Lawyer. Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bat <tf Xt88u*tppit pp 487-492, portrait

WAIOTALL, EDWARD OAKY (1831-1898), Bng Qen C S A , U S Senator

from Miss The federal election bill.
| Speech |

of
|
Hon E. C. Wal-

thall, |
of Mississippi, |

in the
|
Senate of the United States, | Friday,

December 12, 1890.
| Washington. 1

1890.
|

8vo pp.27

Memorial addresses (on the
|
life and character

|
of

|
Edward C.

Walthall
| (late a Senator from Mississippi), |

delivered in the
|
Sen-

ate and House of Representatives, | Fifty-fifth Congress, |
second and

third sessions
| Washington: |

Government Printing office
1
1899.

|

8vo pp 154. Portrait.

WAI/TON, AUGUSTUS Q. A
| history |

of the
| detection, conviction, life

and designs |
of

|
John A Murel [sic], |

the Great Western Land
Pirate.

| Together with his system of villainy, and plan of exciting
a

| Negro "Rebellion
|
And a catalogue of the names of four hundred

and forty-five of his
j mystic clan, fellows and followers, and their

|

efforts for the destruction of
|
Mr Virgil A. Stewart, |

the young man
who detected him

|
To which is added a biographical sketch of

]
Mr.

Virgil A Stewart
j By Augustus Q Walton, Esq | Re-published by

George White.
|
Printed at the Journal Office, Athens, Tennessee,

1836.[
8vo. pp 76.

Prepared from papers and documents of Mr Stewart, who committed them to

the author for that purpose, the latter being on what was then thought to be his

dying bed

Copies seen: Congress.

WAB OF 1812. See H. M Brackenridge, N. H Claiborne, J D Dreisback,

Wm Duane, J H. Eaton, Mcy A L Latour, B J Lossing, John

Lowell, John T. Sprague, and James Wilkinson.

WABD, WILLIAM (1823-1887) Sketch of See Dabney Lipscomb
Mr lipflcomb has a volume of Mr Ward's poems about ready for the prom

WABDEN, DAVID BAILLIE (1778-1845) A statistical, political, and his-

torical
|
account

|
of

|
the United States

|
of

|
North America; |

from

the period of their first colonization
|
to the present day | By D. B.

Warden, |
late consul for the United States at Pans, |

&c , &c.
|
Vol-

ume I [-HI]. | Edinburgh | printed for [-etc., 3 lines] |
1819.

|

8vo Maps
Vol 111, chapter 27, contains an account of Mississippi for the period Contains

meager bibliography

Copies seen Owen.
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WABBEN COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle'H Mwmppi, pp 591-597

See also Goodspced's Jfcmou * of ATiwimpiu, vol i, pp ixt-1 87

Pioneers of Vicksburg and Warren County
In Cloibomo'H Jf/www^j/, pp 551-5.%

Mounds on Misnissippi and Yazoo River*

Mentioned in Sraitlwoniun Report, ls?i, p 1 12

W \SHINQTON. Sketch of.

In Goodspcod'H \fcnn)ir* of Muwiwtppt, M>1 u.pp Ktf-lfiK

WASHINGTON COUNTY. Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle'H J/&tt&f*/pjj/,pp ,V)7-<j01

Description of mounds in By James R Gage.
In r/(ww. ff J4nfe Jiwlrfff firfawv.vri Hi (1MH-1S77), pp. 227-232

See oho Twelfth Annual Report Bureau of jBllmalufQ t l90-U, pp 2T>.)-2fiO, 1

figure

Thifl contains u description of the "Avondalo Mounds "

See al*o Smithsoninn Jtrpm t
t 1879, p] > 8S3, 38 i

WATKINS, JVMRS LAWRENCE (1850-) Production and pru-o of cotton
|

for
|
one hundred years. | By |

Janu^s L AVatkiiiH, | Hjieuhil tigent |

[Seal of the Dept ] | Washington |
(loveruiiioiil IMiituig Oflhx*

j

1895.
|

8vo pp 20

MiHcellaneoua acrlCH, nuttftm, AV> /;, V. M Dopt of A^ricullurc, DiviMon ofSU-
tiptics

Copies Heen. Owen

AVATKINS, JOHN A. (1808-1898) RemmiwenceH of the Jofferxon TrK>p
In the Chronielr, Fayctte, Miss

Col Watkins in in error in saylug the Troop WILM at 11u> Imtilo of (ho Holy
Ground
TV, o rosters ore given

Recollections of Jeffewon County
Referred to in GoodNpood'R Memoir* qf J/UCWMM//JI/J/, \ol f, ] 17d

The great Mississippi panic, 1818
In Halbert and Ball's Ctcrk War, pp 290-300

The unabridged original of this paper in now in ixm>sHlon of Mr ITalhcrt,

Crawford, MIsa

AVATTS, THOMAS H. Address on life of I)ti\nH Mr .TcfforHon Ihivw

WAYNE COUNTV. Sketoh of

In Lowry and McCardlc'R AfUwlwtppt, pp 001-<UM

& afoo GoodHpeod's Minoim<ifMitMnwipj[n t ^ol i, ]p 1S7-18D

WE VTHERFORD, WILLIAM, Itidutn IVurrior Skett h .f /Sfer J 1 ) I )i cid wick.

Eed Eagle and the wars with tbi- C^ix^k Indians of Alakinuu >S/v>

George C Eggleston

/^ftteoH 8 Halbert,A U Meek, Win. (i Orr

WEBB, ROBERT DIOKENB (1824-1894), . ]) TheWebb Family | hy |
Ito!>-

crt Dickens Webb, M D
|
Yazoo City, Miss

| Janusiry, 1894*1 [-etc.,
4 lines.] | [Oolophon.^-'M.osti EngraMnjf Co ,

N Y ]
SYO. pp. 68, 11. Numerous jwrtra/to

Copies seen Owen
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WEBB, Rev W S (1825-), D D
, LL D Sketch of

In Foster's Mississippi Baptist Preadters, pp 701-713, portrait

WEBBER, BICHARD H , Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar ofMississippi, pp 146-147

WEBER, WILLIAM LANDER (1866-), A B., A. If., Teacfier Word-Lists
|

for
|
the study of

| English Etymology | Compiled by |
William

Lander Weber
[
Professor of English, Millsaps College | Jackson,

Mississippi | [E. W. Bailey printing co., Jackson, Miss , 1898.]
8vo pp 31

Mississippi as a field for the student of literature

In Publication Mississippi State Historical Society, 1898, vol i, pp. 16-24.

This is a really valuable study, emphasizing the importance and extent of the
local field, with comments on the uso and value of bibliography

Irwin Bussell First-fruits of the Southern romantic movement.
Ibid 1899, vol ii, pp 15-22

WEBSTER COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 004-405

WEEKS, STEPHEN BEADREGARD (3865-), Ph. T> [Learned and educational

societies in Mississippi ]

In Report [US] Bureau, of Education, 1S93-9U, pp 149&-1GG1, Washington,
1396 8vo

The history |
of

| Negro suffrage |
in the South

| by Stephen B
Weeks

| Reprinted from Political Science Quarterly,Vol IX, No. 4
|

Boston
|
Gmn & Company, |

1894
|

8vo pp 671-703

Keference to Mississippi, passim

WELLS, JAMES M The Chisholm massacre A picture of
" Home Rule"

in Mississippi Chicago, 1877

12mo pp 291 HI

The Chisholm massacre a picture of
" Home Rule" m Mississippi,

by J M Wells Washington, 1878

8vo pp 331 Portrait

WELSH, Afow MARY Reminiscences of old Saint Stephens [Ala.]; of more
than sixty-five years ago

In Transactions Alabama Historical Society, 1S9&-99, vol Ui,pp 208-226

In a foot-iioto aro to be found a few genealogical references to the Welsh and

Gord.\ families MissWelsh resides at Shuqualak, Miss. She is the author of ' 'Tho
Model Family," 1858,

"Aunt Abbic," 1859, and the "BaptistDenomination,"1800.

WEST, ANSON, Df D , Methodist Clergyman A history |
of Methodism in

Alabama
| By the Rev Anson West, D.D

|
Printed for the author.

|

Publislung house Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
|
Barbee &

Smith, agenta, Nanhville, Tenn
|
1893

|

8vo pp 756

Portraits Frontispiece, Robert Konnon Hargrove,D D , Daniel Jones Hargrove,
Mrs D J (Hrantlcy) Hargrove, Rev Thomas Stringfleld, Judge William B Wood,
Cliancclloi J B John, Son William H Thornton
" The plan of this book is to begin with the beginningand write the history as it

begins, develops, enlarges, and goes on, and give the history everywhere in the

order of time, both in the opening and the progress In the plan thus pursued
the history is given from 1808 to 1818 During that time there were only two

appointments in the State Then the history JH given from 1818 to 1832 At the
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close of that time the Alabama Conference was organized Then in the order of

Iho design the history la gh en from 1832 to 1W5 Then it was that the Jurisdic-

tion of the Methodist Episcopal Church South commcneod Finalh, in the

on-going of the plan the hlstorj from 1845 to 1805 is given Then the emancipa-
tion of slaves was consummated and a new order of things inaugurated There

this history closes "Pi (Jan.

Perhaps one of the most important features of this work is the introduction of

numerous biographical and family sketches, IxHh of ministers and laymen The
accounts of the first settlements and picture* of early life in the early >ears of

Statehood are unusually full

Many references to Mississippi Territorj

Copies seen Owen

WEST, Col CATO Sketch of.

In Clatborne'H Mississippi, pp 212, 228, and notes

WEST FLOBID v Petition
|
of the

|
inhabitants of West Florida; | signed |

by George Patterson, |
and four hundred and ten others.

|
November

20th, 1811 |
Ordered to he on the table

| Wanhmgtou City: |
Printed

by R 0. Weightman. 1
1811.

|

8vo. pp 7

Prays to be incorporated with the Mississippi Territory, and opposes the pros-

pect of continuing as a separate territory, or of being attached to the territory

of New Orleans,

Copies seen Johns Hopkins Umv

An account of the "revolution" in what are now the West Florida

parishes of Louisiana

In Clalbornc's Miulssippi, pp 301-3U

WHABTON, T J (1817-), Lawyer. What I know of public men and meas-

ures m Mississippi in the last sixty-two years
In Publications Mississippi State Historical Society, 1900, vol iii (In press. )

George Poindexter, founder of the jurisprudence of Mississippi
In Commercial-Appeal, Memphis, Dec 22, 1895

Mr. Wharton has been a frequent contributor to the press, and has also pub-
lished a number of briefs, arguments, etc

WHITE, Eev GEOBGK, M A Historical collections
|
of

| Georgia |
con-

taining the most interesting | facto, traditions, biographical sketches,

anecdotes, etc
| relating to its hwtory and antiquities, from its first

|

settlement to the present tune
| Compiled from original records and

official documents.
|
Illustrated by nearly |

one hundred engravings |

of
| public buildings, relics of antiquity, historic localities, natural

scenery, | portraits of distinguished men, etc
,
etc

| [Georgia seal] |

By the
|
Eev George White, M A

|
Author of the "Statistic* of

Georgia." |
New-York

| Pudney& Russell, pubhuhew, |
No. 79 John-

street |1854 |

Svo pp xiv, 688.

This work is of great value, from its accuracy and extent of material Con-
tains numbers of biographies of celebrated Indians of the Southern tntx.*, also
much concerning the Western Territory of Georgia.

Copies teen. Hamner

WHPTB, J M
,
M S Territorial growth of Mississippi.

In Publications Mississippi [State] Historical NorMy, 1899, \ol ii, pp 125-1S2.

Original location of the A. and M. College o
Ibid 1900, vol iii (In press.)
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WHITFIELD, JAMES, Qov of Miss. Administration as governor.
In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, p 321

WHITWORTH FEMALE COLLEGE Sketch of

In Mayes' History of Education in Mississippi, pp 101-103

WILKES, W. B. [Mississippi archseoloy and antiquities.]
In Aberdeen Examiner

Referred to m Clafborae's Mississippi, p 7, note

WILKINS, JAMES C
,
Merchant Sketch of.

In Claiborne's Mississippi, p 863

WILKINSON COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Mississippi, pp 606-607

See also Goodspeed's Memous of Mississippi, vol i,pp 180-188.

WILKINSON, EDWARD C , Lawyer. Sketch of

In Lynch's BencJi and Bar of Mississippi, pp 188-189

See also Waddel's Memorials ofAcademic Life, pp 287-288

WILKINSON, JAMES (1757-1825) , Afaj Gen'l, USA. Memoirs
|
of

| my
own times.

| By |
General James Wilkinson

| [Quotations, 10 lines] |

In three volumes
|
Vol. I. [-IIL] | Philadelphia |

Pnnted by Abra-

ham Small
|
1816

|

8vo Vol 1, pp xv, 856 [52] , vol ii, title, 1 1 , pp 578 [246] , vol ill, title, 1 1
,

pp.496 [64]
" These documents will be valuable to the historian, as they contain important

details of occurrences in Louisiana [and the South-west] from 1789 to 1809, and of

events of the war with England of 1812-15 " North American Review, vol vi,p 78

Copies seen. Hamner

Diagrams and plans, [
illustration

|
of the

| principal battles and

military affairs, |
treated of m

|
memoirs ofmy own times

| By James

Wilkinson, |
late a Major Generalm the service of the United States.

|

Philadelphia |
Pnnted by Abraham Small.

1
1816.

|

4to 9/0 maps or pleats

Forms vol. iv of the preceding title

Copies seen Hamner

Sketch of.

In Claiborne's Mississippi pp 245-250

Proofs of the corruption of See Daniel Clark

WILLEY, GBOKGE Natchez in the olden times.

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp. 526-538

WILLIAMS, JOHN SHABP (1854-), M. C from Mas Against Philippine An-

nexation. Speech of, in House of Representatives, Dec 20, 1898

4to pp8 No title page

Reprinted from Congressional Record, 65th Cong , 3d sess.

The Philippine Question- Answer to a Challenge Two short talks

in House of Representatives, Jan. 17 and 31, 1900

8vo. pp 8 No title page

Philippine Annexation Speech of, in House of Representatives,

Feb. 6, 1900.

4to pp8. No title page

Eeprinted from Congressional Record
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WILLIAMS, BOBEKT (176&-1837), Lawyer, M C1

from X C, Got J/7*a

ntory Administration of.

In Claiborno's Mississippi, pp 258-802

WILLIAMS, THOMAS HILL (1795-1839), U 8 8en from J/7*x Sketch of

In Olalborne's Mississippi, p 258, note

WINCHESTER PORT Description of

In Lowry and McCardl e'a Mississippi, pp G02-G03

Erected in Wayne County during the Crock war, for protection against the

Indians

WINCHESTER, GEORGE ( -1861), Lawyer
In Lunch's Bench and J8ar of Msxttwippi, pp 100-102

WINN, WILLI VM T
,
U. S treasury expert Sketch of Mississippi

In Report on Intet Hal Oommeive of Me U ft Part II The Southern States, pp
468-506 Washington Government Printing Office 1880 (E* Dor 7, Pt 2, 49th

Cong , 2d ftess ) 8vo

Valuable for its commercial, agricultural, and industrial statistic*

WINSTON COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle'H Mixstwtppi, pp GOS-C09

Centennial lustory of See William T Leww

WrrnEBSPOON, Rev T D The appeal |

of the
|
South to ita educated

men
|
An addresn

|
before the Alumm Association of the Uimenaty

of Mississippi, delivered
|
in the hall of the univewity, |

on Wednes-

day, Juno 26, 1867
| By |

Rev T D Withewpoon, |
of Memphis,

Tennessee
[
Of the class of 1856

| Memphis. | published by the asso-

ciation
|
1867.

|

8vo pp 20

Copies seen Owen

WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION Sketch of

In Goodripccd's Memoirs of Mississippi, vol n, pp 3?J-3ftt

See aim Rev W C Black

WOODWARD, THOMAH SIMPSON (1797-1861), Maj Georgia Volr* , Lf Co?

Cmt Indn Volrs , Brig Gen. ofAfililia WoodwanVs reminiscences
|

of the
| Creek, or Miwcogee Indians, |

contained in letters tf> fnends
in

| Georgia and Alabama. | By Thomas S Woodward, of Louisiana,
|

(formerly of Alabama ) |
With an api>endix, | containing interesting

matter relating to the general Hiibject | Montgomery, Ala.
|
Bai rett &

Wimbish, book and general job pnntern |
1850

|

8vo pp lt>8

The greaternnui)erof thunc luttont were orf^inall} pnlilishcd fn tho Vnnf(/nnie>i/

Mail

A very valuable book, now quite rare

"Few men have had better opportunities for fltmlymff the Indian character
and investigating

1 their customs than Qenenil \V<MM!\vunl Very earlv in life

hewasbrought into contact with the Red Mun, and, stirred by the Indian
blood in his own veins, he studied hi* character and tradition* lo\ ingl> and
earnestly The unpretending pages which follow contain a \er> great
deal of matter of high historical value to the people of Alabama and Georgia."
Introduction

"A small volume of remlniscenccR about the Indians, which attempts to con-
fute many of the statements made by Pickett, Meek, Coxe, and othera, which
have been in part adopted in this volume lie uas nn Interesting man, tail

and erect, and brusk [sic] In manner "Brewer's Ilirtoru ofAlubttnia

Copies seen Gurry
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WORCESTER, JOSEPH EMERSON (1784-1865), A JUT A
| gazetteer |

of the
|

United States
|
abstracted from

|
the universal gazetteer |

of the

author; with enlargement of the principal articles
| By J. E Wor-

cester, A.M |
Andover

| printed for the authorby Flagg and Gould |

1818
|

8vo Not paged
Coptcfi seen Hamner

WEIGHT, DANIELW
, Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Mississippi p 20S

WYETH, JOHN ALLAN, M D Life of General
|
Nathan Bedford Forrest

|

By |
John Allan Wyeth, M D

|
With illustrations by |

T de Thul-

strup, Rogers, Klepper | Redwood, Hitchcock, & Carleton
| [De-

sign ] |
New York and London

| Harper & Brothers publishers I

1899 r

8vo pp xxii, 666. Portrait*, His.

Hifl early life WAR spent in Mississippi

YALOBUSHA Oouyrr Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardle's Missixxippl, pp G09-011

Y \.zoo COUNTY Sketch of

In Lowry and McCardlo'H Mlsaixsippi, pp 011-010

Mound on Yazoo River, 20 miles below Satartia.

Briefly described by J.W C Smith, in Smithsonian Report, 1874, p 370

The Champlin mounds
In Twelfth Anniwl Report Bureau of EtliHotoflu, ]ft90-41,pp 2GO-2ti8, 3figures

YAZOO FRAUDS Account of

In Claiborne's Mississippi, pp 150-159

Letter from the Secretary of State, accompanied \uth an abstract of

all the evidences of title of lands claimed under any act or pretended
act of the State of Georgia, passed or pretended to be passed in the

years 1789 and 1795, recorded in the office of the said Department of

State, in pursuance of a resolution of the House, on the fifth instant

[By James Madison] Feb 14, 1805 Washington City Printed by
William Duane & Son 1805 (Ex Doc

,
8th Cong ,

2d pesfl )

4to. pp 88

Copies seen Owen

Sundry papers, in relation to claims, commonly called the Yazoo

Claims. Dec 18, 1809 City of Washington: A and C Way, Printers

1809. (Ex. Docs., llth Cong ,
2d sess. )

12mo pp 196

A collection of various papers, hitherto separately published Never reprinted

in this complete form

Copies seen Owen

See also Absalom II Chappell
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YELLOW FEVER. Contributions to the study of 8?e Dr JosephM Toner.

Treatise on principal disease** of the interior valley of North America.

See Dr Daniel Drake

In Mississippi
In Pulkcrson'a Recollection* cf Early 7)a// in Af/iw ,pp 11-42,118-127

YERGER, GEORGE S ( 1808-1860) , Lawyer Sketch of.

In Lynch's Bench am? Bar <\f Hiwiatippi, pp 201-2C5

YEBGBE, JACOB SHALL (1810-1867), Lawt/er. Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Sai cf Mifiainxfppi, pp 272-277, i>o\ trait

YERGBB, WILLIAM (1816-1872), Lawyer Sketch of

In Lynch's Bench and Bar of Iftsswitpvl, pp 320-3-11
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN HIS-

TORICAL ASSOCIATION, 1885 TO 1900.

I PuJ3Kn OK THE AMKKIC\N HIHTOKK \i, ASSOCIATION

Papers of the American Historical Association. Vol I New York and

London, 1885.

Svo pp v, 502.

CONTENTS

No I Secretary's Report of the Organization and Proceeding*, Saratoga, Sep-
tember 9, 10, 1XK4, pp 5-4 1. Prefaced by a reprint of au article by H B Adams
on * A New Historical Movement," from Tfic tfation, September 18, 1884

No 2. On StudieH in General History and the Historv of Civilization, byAndrew
D \\ hltc, President of the Association, pp 1-28 [45-72]

No 3 History and Management of Land Grants for Education in the North-

ucst Territory, by George W Knight, pp 1-175 [73-247]

No 4 The Louisiana Purchase in its influence upon the American System, by
the Eight Reverend C F Robertson, D D

, Bishop of Missouri, pp 1-42 [249-290J
No 5 History of the Appointing Power of the President, by Lucy M Salmon,

pp 1-129 [291-419]

No o. Report of the Proceeding* of the American Historical Association,

Second Annual Meeting, Saratoga, September 8-10, 1885, by Herbert B Adams,
Secretary of the Association, pp 173 [421-493] , index, pp 75-82 [495-502]

Papers of the American Historical Association. Vol II New York and

London, 1887.

8vo pp iv, 565

CONTENTS.

No 1 Report of the Proceedings of the American Historical Association at

Washington, D , April 27-29, 1886, Third Annual Meeting, by Herbert B
Adams, Secretary of the Association, pp 1-104. Includes abstracts of the follow-

ing papers Columbus, by Gen James Grant Wilson, Graphic Methods of Illus-

trating History, by Dr Albert Bushncll Hart, The Neglect and Destruction of

Historical Materials in this Country, by Prof Moses Colt Tyler, New Views of

Earlv Virginia History, 1606-1619 by Alexander Brown, Esq , The part taken by

Virginia under the Leadership of Patrick Henry in Establishing Religious Lib*
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HI TUB CHURCH HISTORY SECTION OP THE AMERICVV HISTORICAL

Associ VTION

The American Society of Church History, organized March 23, 1888,

was on December 31, 1890, constituted the Church llistuiy Section of the

American Historical Association The publications of the Society from

1889 to 1897, comprising eight \ olumes of "
Papers," edited by Ilev Sam-

uel Macauley Jackson, M A
, secretary, have been transferred to the

American Historical Association
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Le Rossignol, J E ,33

Lovermore, Charles H ,685.

Lewis,Abraham H , 843

Lowis,TM,749
Lewis, William Terrell, 749

Lewis family, 713, 749

Lexington, battle of, 385

Lexington Historical Society, 27

Libby, Orin Grant, 838, 840

on Gordon's history oi American Bevo-
lution, 307, 388

Liberal movement in Germany, 835

Libraries and literature of North Caro-

lina, 838

Libraries, paiochial, 842.

Library of Congress, manuscripts in, 840

Licenses in Maryland, 280

Lieber, Francis, 572

Liober, O M , 759

Lilly, William Samuel, 507

Lincoln College, history of, (122

Lincoln, President, officials removed

by, 83.

Lincoln, Solomon, 39

Lapp, Johann, 003

Lipscoinb, Dabney, 035, 750

Literatuio English, history of, 023.

Little, Chai les J , 830

Little, William, 40

Livcrmore, Thomas L , 40

Lloyd, Edward, of Maryland, 233, 235.

Lloyd, James, 235

Lloyd, J E , 573.

Lloyd, Philemon, 242.

Luboll, Johann Wilhelm, 002

Local interdict, origin of, 431-448

Lodge, H 0,331

Logan, Nowoll, 751

Lollard prcacheiH, 400

Lollardry, English, Cannon on, 451-482,

840

London, government of, 832

London, ShakenpoaioXl.
Longfellow, Alico M , 37

Loiitrfellow, Mi* Alico, courtesies by,

20

LongHtreot, Augustus Baldwin, 751

Lord, Arthur, 7, ,, 40

Lovonz, Karl, 585, 012.

Loronz, Ottokar, 508, 585, <&
Lormg, George B , H32

Lossing, Benson John, 751

Lotteries in American history, 8:30

Lotze, Rudolf Hermann, 601

Loud, John J, 41

Louis, d'Outre-Mer, 441

Louis the Pious, 502, 500.

Louisiana, bibliography of, 25.

educational qualification in, 133.

history of, 098.

provisional court of, 890.

purchase, influence of, 88L

Oregon and, 831

some consequences of, 889

residence qualification in, 120.

Love, William Franklin, 752.

Lovelace, Lord, 835

Low, Sir Hugh, on Chinese, 182.

Lowell, A. Lawrence, SO, 82, 85, 42

on selection of colonial officials, 0.

Lowell, John, 752.

Lower St Lawrence, settlement of, 88L

Lowrey, Mark Perrin, 752.

Lowry, Asbury, 843.

Lowryi Robert, 762

Ludlow, Noah Miller, 002, 758.

Luebker Friedrioh, 575

Lutheran Church in America, 843.

Lutherans, American, 384

Luzon, Chinese in, 184.

Lyell, Charles, 768.

Lynch, Charles, 753

Lynch,JamesD , 751, 753.

MacAlister, James, 000

Macaulay, Thomas Babington,508.

McCaU,Hugh, 765

McCardle, William H , 762, 765.

McCarthy, Justin, 018, 020

McCarvey,TO,33.
McClurg, Alexander Keith, 756.

McClure, Edmund, 02L

McCracken,Henry M ,
842

McCracken, William D ,840.

McCrady, Edward, 838

McCnllagh,W Toxrens,572

MacDonald,J W ,585

MacDonald,WiUiam, 28, 83, 570.

Mace,W a, 013, 833, 835.

Mace, William Harrison, 575, 585.

McGIffert,A.C,843.

McGillivray family, 788

Mcnvain,J W.84S.
Mdntoah, William, 002, 755

Mackall,James, 235.

Mackall,John,235.

McKelway,St Glair,575

M'Kenney, Thomas Lorraine, 755.

McKenzie, Alexander,4L

Mackibbin, Stuart, 585

McKinley,Preaident,853.
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McLaughhn,A , TOI, x,28, 31, 675,833,

837

McMaster,John Bach, x, 33, 37, 572.

on government of foreigners, SO

McMurran,John T ,750.

McMurray, Charles Alexander, 503

McMurry, Frank, 576.

McMurry,FrankM,585.
MacNamara, Thomas, 235,3W, 284,385.

McNutt, Alexander Gallatin, 755
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McRae,John Johnson, 755

MacVane.S M 28,37

McWillie, William, 755

McWillie family, 713, 755.

Macy, Jesse, 593,838.

Macy, William F,4L
Madden, Frederic, 483.

Madison, James, 716

Madison, President, officials removed by,
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Madison on foreigners holding office, 111

Magee, Eugene, 757

Magrnder,W H,757
Mahaffy,John Pentland,585

Mahan, Alfred Thayer, 018, 600, 757

Mahrenholtz, Bichard, &
Maine, residence qnaliflcation in, 133.

Maitland, Frederic William, (118, (37

Malone,Walter,757

Manchns,misgovernment of the, 177

Mangourit correspondence, fttl

Manila captured by British in 1783, 185

Chinese in, 183.

Manly, Louise, 787

Hansel, GB., 685

Mansfield, Charles F , 41

Manuscripts, in Library of Congress, 840

onhistory ofSouthern Confederacy,833.

printed guides to, 841

Washington's, 836

Maps, battlefields of civil war, 758

Mississippi, 758-700

value of, In boundary disputes, 830

MarVhg-, Christopher Alexander, 087

Markham, Sir Clements, 683.

Marquette, FatherJames, voyages of, 707

Marine, FletcherE, TOO

Marselli.N ,508

Marsh, Samuel P , 760

Marshall,C K.,760
Marshall, T Dabney,7Cl
Marshal), Thomas A., 76L

Marshalk, Andrew, 700

Martens, Bichard, 608

Martial laws of Virginia, 317,343.

Martin, Ellen, 761.

Martin,GH, 761

Martin,John M, 761

Martin lJoseph l 837

Marvel, John C, 41

Maryland clergymen excluded from of

flee in, 130

council meetings in, 236

eaily free schools iu, if)

early manufuctnreH in, 337

clcctoKil college for Senate of, 838

Protestant revolution in, 83J>

restoration of proprietary in, 31-307

tobacco trade m,35d.

Mary, Queen of Scuts, 01 <J

Mason, Arthur James, 1)18

Mason, Edward Campbell, 834

Mason, Edward Gay, ix, 831

Mason,JC ,006

Mason, John Y, 100

Mason, Otafl T ,833,8,55.

Mason, Tom, 701.

Massachusetts, convention on religion in

office, 108

during Revolution,SW
historianH of, 12

historical societies in 40

municipal government in, 831

pi opoi ty qualifications in, 113.

piovincial Oonmvss in 1775,371

lesidenco qualifications in, 1^J
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Mayes, Daniel, 703.
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Mead, Cowles, 704

Moad,Edwin D, 41, 5HT,

Moad, Elizabeths ,30
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Medieval Churcli, 5lfc>

industrial settlements, <{]
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sects, H4a

Meek, Alexander Bouufort, 7(V>

Melanchthon's h>yuurgiMii,H43.

MeUsh, John, 700.

MeU, Patrick Hues, 700
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Mention, Loon, 508
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Methodism in Mississippi, 637, 735
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410
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Mexico, Bourne on proposed absorption
of,31, 157-100, 840

the Spaniard In, 833

Mexican war, history of, 7tJ7

Meyer, G E.GIK*.

Middle Ages, Langrt'H daring, 485.

popular uprisings m, 836

the interdict in, 4SB

Middleton, HoUy, 7b7

Mi1fort,Le01erc,7(J7
Militui y history, Adams on, J4

of England, 017

Mill and oven banality in Canada, 2IIK

MiUei, Andruw, 708

Miller, Frank Haydcn, 38,810

Miller, Frank Hayden, on legal qualifica-

tions for office, 87-153

Millingtou, John, 70S

Mills, Herbert Elmer, 8%
Millspaugh,J F ,5

Minor, Don Estavan, 708

Miqud,F W,G03
Mirabeau and Calonno in 1785, 83tt.

Mirabeau's speech of May 30, 1790, 833, 834

Miracles of Socket, 6S

Missionary hiHtoi y, need of, 813

Mississippi, bibliography of, 35, (J-#
codes of, 8Mi74

histoi y of banking m, bib.

laws of, 740-748

property qualifications in, 113

Mississippi quoutioii, (KI2

Mississippi rivei , gambling on the, 090

Missouri compromise, histoi ical signifi-

cance oi, 83ti

Mitchell,B G ,700

Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, 709

Moellei,C,5%
Moffat, James Clement, 843

Mohammedans, alliance of Christians

and, 433

Monetto, John Wesley, 770

Money, Horuando De Soto, 77J

Mourn, H,W
Monk, Maria, 405

Monks of St Benedict, 019

Mouroe, Proxidoiit, officials removed by,

72

Monroe, Will Seymour, 5G2

Montesquieu, Charles do Socondat ba-

ron do, fttll

Montgomoiy, P K , 77J

Moody, Edwin F , 771

M<xmcy, Jainus, 773

Moore, Bishop, 3%
Mooro, John Bossott, 38,37,37,835

Moore, F W ,31

Mooro, John Qnitmau, 773

Mooro, M A., 773.

Mooro, Mai-tin V, 773

Moore, Nina, 602.

Moral qualifications for officeholders, 103.

Morancy, Mary, 773.

Morey, Frederick A , 41

Moigan, Edwin Vernon, on Samoa, 33

Morgan, Edwin Vernou, 87, 43, 834, 835.

Morgan, J B , 773

Morison, James Cotter, 668

Morocco, historical survivals in, 833.

Morris, ChailesN., 888.

Morris, George Sylvester, 5W
Moiris, Gouverneur, 111, 686

Morris, Joshua 8. , 773

Morris, B, 696

Morria, William O'Connor, 038

Morrison, J K,778
Morse, Anson D ,17,31,33,80,837

Morse, Horace H.,42.

Morse, Jedediah, 773.

Morton, Governor, 149

Morton, Oliver P, 774.

Moses, Bernard, 598, 83tf, 837

Motley, Fruin's criticism of, 610

Mougeot, Dr , on Chinese, 190

Mounds at Seltzertown, 638.

Mountains and history, 837

Mount Vernon, manuscripts at, 836

Mouricus, excommunication of, 43U.

Mowry, Arthur May, 837

Mowry, William Augustus, 573, 586, 609,

831

Muckenfuss, A. M , 774.

Muhlonberg, William Augustus, 437

Mullan,W G Bead, 39

Municipal government in Massachusetts,
83L

ninth century, 483.

twelfth century, 840.

Municipal history, books on, 617

study of, 834.

Munro, Dana Carleton, 844

Munro, W. Bennett, 810

on the droit do banalite in Canada, 307-

338

Murel, John A , 831

Mm ray, David, 838

Murreli John A, 774.

Museum history, Goode on, 833.

Mussey, B. D , 835

Muster, F., 603.

Myer, Otto, 774

Myers, Minnie Walter, 776

N*.

Nachtigall, Earl, 608.

Nanticoke Indiana, 399, 300

Napoleon'sconcordatwithPopePiusVII,
838.

Natchez, history of, 776

mounds at, 638
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Natchez Indians, 731, 776.

National archives, value of, 836

National Observatory, 839

Naturalization during colonial period, 04,

838.

Naval forces on the lakes, 838

Naval history of England, 623.

Navy, Confederate States, 800

Royal, history of, 025

Negro, as he was and as he is, 710

Negro code in Maryland, 2H1

suffrage in the South, 8(13, 821

Negroes in Mississippi, 808.

Nelson, life of, 618.

Neubauer, Friedrich, 686,604,603.

Nevill, Q C , 086

Nevins, Winfleld Scott, 694.

Newell, M A ,588.

NewEngland association of colleges, etc ,

676

New England-MississippiLandCompany,
777

New Haven colony, absorption of, 836.

Newman, Albert Henry, 843, 84J

New Orleans, battle of, 16.

Newport, Captain, 362.

New York, anti-rent episode in, 838

residence qualifications in, 137

slavery in, 834, 836

Niccean council, 434.

Nicholls, Sir George, 688

Nichols, Edward P, 41

Nicholson, Isaac B., 777

Nicum, John, 843

Nightingale, A. F , 586.

Noack,F,586.
Nohoschek,H,603.
Kohl, Clemens, 60a

Noll, Arthur Howard , 777

Nomenclature,American historical, 836

Norcro88,A D,41
Not-cross, George, 840

Nordhofl. Charles, 777

Norman political Invasion, 616

Norse discovery of America, 836.

North, Ralph, 777

North Carolina, libraries and literature

of.838

Regulators of, 837

religious test in, 116, 181

suffrage in, 771, 838.

Northern lake frontier during civil war,
838

Northey,Edward, 833.

Northwest, development of, 833.

place of, in history, 838.

the early,888.
Northwest territory, ordinance of, 831

history of educational land grants in,

831

Norton, Charles Eliot, 41

Nugent, Claud, OB8

Nutt, Bush, 778

O.

Oakes, William H ,41

O'Bannon.J H,K8
O'Brien Richard Ban y, (8
Office, legal qualifications for, 87-153

Officials, removal of, by Pi osidcnts, 67-85

O'Gorman, Thomas, 843

Ohio,age qualification in, 131

first fugitive slave COHO in, 836

internal improvements in, 833

separatist** in Zoai ,810

township government in, 837

Ohl,E,bOa
Ohphont. Lawrence, 1H5

Oliphant,Mrs Margaret, 610

Oliver,James McCarty, 778.

Ommerborn, C , 603.

Ordinance of 1787, 881

Ordish,Thomas Fairman,010

Oregon,Louisiana purchase and, 831

Origin of local interdict, 4.U , 418

Orr, William Gates, 778

Osgood,Herbert L ,38,835,838, 84)

Oswego, loss of, 833

Otey,James Hervey, 77H

Otken, Charles Henry, 635, 778

Oudoceus, Bibhop of Llandaff, 436

Overton, John Henry, U2H

Owen, Thomas McAdory, 35, 633, 637, 779,

784,830

bibliogiaphy of Mississippi ly, 633-838.

Oxford, historical study at, 6(17

Oxford movement in 1833,407
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Page,T.W, 605

Paine,Henry,346

Panquash Indians, SOJ)

Papists hi American colonies, &
Papists, Virginia laws against, 335

Pard, Abraham, 5,%

Parker, Williston, 843.

Parkin, Goorgo Rotort, 638

Parkmon Francis, 15

Parliamentary experiment in Germany,
832

government in Canada, 835

Parsons,W Frank, 41

Parton, James, 780

Party revolution of 1800,837

Pascagoula Indians, 780

Patridge,J M,780
Patridge, Lelia Ellen, 586

Patten, Simon Nelson, 561

Patton, Frank, 780
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Patten, James, 780

Paulson, Friodrich, WB
Paysou, Eov Mi , on religion In office, 108

Peabody, Charles A , 838

Peabody, Elizabeth Palmer, 586, 593

Peabody, Mrs Mary H, 603

Peace negotiations of 1783-83, 832.

Peacocke, J S , 780

Pealo, Albert C , 781

Pealo's whole-length portrait of Wash-
ington, 838

Pearson, Charles Henry, 575.

Peaslue, John B , 580

Pelham papers, 833.

Pennsylvania, bnbery laws in, 143.

constitution, party struggles over, 887

convention on holding office. 110

pioviiicial land system of, 838

religious test in, ISO

Poicy, William A.. 781

Poriclos's oration, G3

Periodical literature, history of, 019

PcrkiiiH, Jamos Breck, 10, 37

Porrin, J W , 33

Perrin dn Lac, Francois Marie, 781

Petoi,Cftrl,li(0

Priam's blue laws, 8 M)

Pettus, John Jones, 7H2

Peyton, Ephraim Geoffrey, 783

Pflngk-Harltuug, Julius Von, 5*18.

Pholan, Jiimes, 783

Pholps, Matthew, 783.

Philippines, Chinese in, 173, 184

government foi, 554

McMastor on government of, SO

question of, 835

retention of, 157

Philips, Josiah, 835.

Phillips, J H,501
Phillips, P Loo, 8.W

Philosophic aspects ol history, 834.

Philosophy, of histoi > , luctui es on, 504.

Philcwophy positive, .TdA

Picki'l A, 587

Pickott, Albert James, 783.

Pioi oo, Pivsidon t, officialsremovedby,80

PiotKSch, V W , Wtt

Pilling, JiunpH C' , (wJi, 78i

Pint-kucj, Chailos, 108, lin

Piru*y <n Clunoso (.Otist, 100.

PimtiN JainoH Oopoland, 785.

Pitcaiin, Mivjor,T8T)

Pitchlyim, Potoi P , 785

Pitt, William, lifo and times of, 03L

Pittinan, TLnr> , 78T.

Pitts, J K S , 78Ti

Pizard,Aliiod, TJtt

Platuoi , John Wmthrop, 18, 30

Plimpton, J Edward, 41.

Plummer, Fi'anklin E , 786.

Plurality of offices, 108, 14&

Puseyism, 400

Pomdexter, George, 731, 735, 834.

Political pamphlets, English, 610

science and history, 888

Politics, study of, 508.

Polk, President, officials removed by, 77
on absorption of Mexico, 158,167,168.

Pollard, Albert Frederick, 619

Pollard,AW, 453

Pollard Edward A., 688, 786.

Pollard, Tobias, 236

Pollock, Oliver, 725, 786

Poole, William F , TV, ix, 888.

Poore,Ben Pcrley.696,786
Poor Priests of Wicliff, H L Cannon on,

451-483

dress of, 478.

history of, 840

methods of, 474

origin and aim of, 455, 457

Pope, John, 780

Popular discontent with representative

government, 838

Popular uprisings in middle ages, 836

Porritt, Edward, 837

Porter, Edward Griffin, 41, 43

Poi tor, David Dixon, 006, 786

Poi ter, Luther Henry, 686

Portei,R G,787
Portis,John 0,600, 787

Porto Rico, government of, 658, 558

McMaster on government of, 290

Portugese on Spanish fields of discovery,
835

Posey, Oarnot, 787

Post, Truman M , 578

Potter, George Lemuel, 787

Powell,F S ,787

Powell, Nathaniel, 359

Power,J L ,787,788

Power and liberty, Tolstoi on, 564.

Powers, Bidgley Oeylon, 788

Prawitz,A. f f)8ft

Pray, Publius Butillus Rufus, 788
Pre-Columbian discovery of America, 830.

Prentisfl, Sargent Smith, 788

Presbyterian Church, in Mississippi, 788

United Synod of, 844

Presbyterianism, early, in Maryland, 842.

in American colonies, 238

iul8J8,418

Presidency, property qualifications for,
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President, appointing power of,881.

Congressionaldemands on, forinforma-

tion, 834

removal of officials by, 67-85
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Preston,HowardW , 590

Preteztatus, Bishop, murder of,437

Price, William, 839

Priestly, Joseph, 368

Prince,John Tilden, 587, 604

Prince, Thomas, 13

Prince, Walter F, 38,810

on first criminal code of Virginia, 311-
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Prince Henry, the Navigator, 836.

Prize essay, circular regarding, 33

Piogrammo committee, 31

Programme of Boston meeting, 35

Property qualifications in holding offices,

95,100,113

Proprietary in Maryland, restoration of,

331-307,840

Protective movement of 1838,831

Protestant revolution in Maryland, 839

Protestants and the Roman communion,
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as office holders, 117

Prothero, George Walter, 573
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in, 574
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rights, 838
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laws relating to, 738, 739
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